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PREF ACE TO THE SEVENTH REVISED EDITION 

I am happy to present the Seventh Revisea and updated Edition of this book 
' within a year. 

Two chapters, viz., Women in Society and Social Work, ~ocial Welfare and 
Social Securing: Conceptual Overviews have been added to make this book 
more meaningful to its readers. Existing, chapter on Population Problem and Beggary 
has been replaced by the Problem of Overpopulation in India. 

I hope that the present expansion of the book will serve the needs of many 
people especially at the degree and P.G. degree level. Constructive suggestions 
and criticisms to further improve the book are always appreciated. 

Man galore 
Karnataka 

C.N. SHANKAR RAO 

·Disclaimer : While the authors of this book have made every effort to avoid any mistake or omission and have used their skill, 
expertise and knowledge to the best of their capacity to provide accurate and updated information. The a1;1tl1or and S. Chand 
does not give any representation or wa_rranty with respect to-the accuracy or completeness of the contents of this publication 
and are selling this publication on the condition and understarlding that they shall not be made liable in any manner whatsoever. 
S.Chand and the author expressly disclaim all and any liability/responsibility to any person, whether a purchaser or reader of 
this publication or not, in respect of anything and everything forming part of the contents of this publication .. S. Chand shall not 
be respons.ible for any errors, omissions or damages arising oufof, the use of the information contained in this publication. 
Further, the appearance ofthe personal name, location, place and incidence, if any; in the illustrations used herein is purely 
c:oincidental and work of imagination. Thus the same should in no manner be termed as defamatol)I to any .individual. 



PREFACE TO THE FIRST EDITION 

As~ teaching subject sociology is becoming quite popular at present not only at degree level but 
als9 at pre-degree kveL Hence a large number of students have taken up sociology for study at college 

. lev¢l: Bufthese students are faced with the problem of binding good and exhaustive textbooks to help 
guide them in their studie>. J will be very much contented if they feel that this1book'Ban reduce their 
problem a little. The encouraging reception which the readers have given to my previous books, has 
furt:Per inspired me to produce and present this book. I do hope that this book will also be able to win 
their favour and get a warm reception. 

This book mainly intends to meet the needs of degree students of sociology of all the six 
Universities of Karnataka who i,n their th"eP--year degree course study one paper in common namely: 
"Principles of Sociology" or "General Sociology", or "Principles of Sociology and Social Thought." 
This book is ddigned to cover a wide range of topics and hence it can serve as a basic textbook for 
the degree students of sociology of the other Indian Universities. The two-year Pre-University 
stuqents of Karnataka can also take the benefit of thi~ book for it includes all the topics of their syllabi. 
The book, I am sure, is helpful to all those who want to have a glimpse of sociology at a stretch. 

This book consists of 39 chapters in w~ich the last two chapters are devoted for social thought and 
all tile others concentrate on· the fundamental ·concepts and principles of sociology. The basic 
sociblogical concepts are introduced in a simple language to enable the~tudents to grasp them without 
any difficulty. I-havealsotrie.d to maintain a simple and lucid style. I very sincerely hope that students 
as well as teachers will find this book quite useful and interesting and appreciate my strenuOt,JS efforts 
in the task of producing a relatively standard textbook. 

In writing this book, I have referred to and drawn much material from t~e works of a number of 
writers, to whom I am extremely grateful. In order to be objective in the explanation of sociological 

concepts I have profusely quoted sentences and statements of various sociolog1ists for whom I am 
greatly indebted. Hence as an author I do not wish to claim any originality to many of the ideas and 
descriptions contained in the book. But with all humility I can say that I have presented the matter in 
my own way. 

It is my duty to express my gratitude to all those who have helped me in preparing this book. My 

thanks are due to my fellow-teachers and studentcreaders without whose encouragement the book 
would not have appeared. I am indebted to all those friends and well-wishers of mine who have given 

valuable suggestions in this venture. I thank my wife Saraswathi S. Rao who has co-operated with me 
in the pr¢paration of manuscripts. 

I thank Mis S. Chand & Co. Ltd. and particularly, their Bangalore Branch Manager Sri Balaraman, 
for having shown interest in the publication of this book and in bringing it out at the right time. 

Readers are rriosrwelcome to offer valuable suggestions which will be of great help in improving 
the book in its next~Clition 

C.N. SHANKAR RAO 
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Sociology is the the youngest of the Social Sciences. Its major concern is society, arid hence it 
is popularly known as the "Science of Society". But, if we are to understand the entire scope of the 
subject, how it is to be studied, what sociologists do, how they do, what methods they follow, what 
problems they face in. their studies, it is necessary to know the meaning of Science and the classifica
tion of sciences into physical and social. 

Science is Knowledge 

Science is concerned with knowledge. It refers to the body of knowledge systematically ar~ 
ranged. Knowledge is its purpose and s;ystem refers to the method thathas to be followed for the 
acquisition of knowledge. ~xploring the different horizons of knowledge is not only a challenge but 
also a matter of great i'r,l~ellectual delight to a sciel,ltist. Kno,wledge is as vast as an oceari. The more 
a scientist acquires it, the more it remains. to be acquired. Not only a scientist is more interested in. 
acquiring knowledge but also he is better equipped to do so. 

Classification of Sciences 

It is hunµurly impossible for any individual to master the whole of knowledge with all its 
complexity and diversity. One can only attempt to understand more about one or the other branch of 
knowledge. There are different/sciences to deal with different branches of knowledge. These sci
ences are of two kinds: (i) PhysicalSciences, and (ii) Social Sciences, 

Physical Sciences 

The physical sciences deal· mostly with the natural inanimate objects. They are regari;ted as 
more precise, exact. and less dubious. Ex: Ml;lthematics; Physics, Chemistry, Geology, Geography, 
Astronomy, etc. · · 

The physical scientists make use of the scientific method in order to acquire knowle<!ge in their · 
respective fields. They can conduct experiments to verify the facts. Theories and laws of,univ~tsal 
validity are established more easily and accurately in p;hysical sciences. Tl!~y provide fess scopeJor 
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doubt and uncertainty. Prediction is notQ_nly possible, but also easy and accurate. The problem of 
objectivity can be overcome easily. The relationship between cause and effect is relatively more 
clear here. 

Social Sciences 

The term Sor;jal Science is often loosely applied to any kind of study which is concerned with 
man and society. But, in the strict sense, it refers to "the application of scientific methods of the study 
of intricate and complex network of human relationships and the forms of organization desired to 
enable people to live together in societies". As Young and Mack say, "By Social Science we mean 
those bodies of knowledge compiled through the use of scientific method which deal with the forms 
and contents of man's interaction". Ex: History, Political Science, Economics, Sociology, Anthro
pology, Psychology etc. 

To be social is to interact, to participate in group life. AU human beings are social. People 
interact with other people in order to survive. All human beings live in society, that is to say, every 
person is a member of the same human group or some social environment. The physicist, the chem
ist, the astronomer and the biologist study the universe, in which we live and the elements of which 
it is composed, in an attempt to understand our physical environment. Similarly, the social scientist 
stnciies the environment in whieh we live in, and attempts to understand human society and to predict 
how people will interact in a given set ofCircumstances. 

Social Sciences are Less :gl:xact 

When compared with t)le physical sciences, the social sciences are less exact and les.s precise. 
The social scientists face many 4ifficulties while making their studies. Scientitkrriethod, with all its 
establisqed procedures, ci;innot be strictly used in social investigations, because experiments oflabo
ratory conditions are.difficult to be llrra11ged in the social field. ConU;olled experiments are almost 
impossible here. '.fhe whole society constitutes the laboratory for the social sdentist. Since the social 
scientists have to deal with man who is inore complex and everchanging, their studies become less 
precise though not 9ofl1pletely dubious. Complexity of social data, interdependence of cause and 
effect, problems of objectivity and prediction etc., have made social science comparatively less 
exact. 

The Necessity for Social Sciences 

The two global wars of the 20th century have created new anxieties and new fears for the 
mankind. These wars the world had to bear with before it could properly maintain its balance which 
was previously disturbed;by the pr~cess oflndustrial Revolution of the 18th and 19th centuries. The 
scientists, philosophers, administrators.. politicians and many other thoughtful observers have been 
warning humanbeings fpr many years df the dangers of .the increasing imbalance in their cu~ture. 
The recent scientJfic i;tdvances in physicai sciences culminating in the atomic·boinb, hydrogen bomb, 
gerin warfare. and .even the tragedy of Hiroshima, have at last awakened even the innocent 

. peQple .. au over the world to the need for cdmparable competence in social scienc~s. 
. The science .has shown tliat it is capable of organising the forces of the atom to cause the 

d~truction of the entire world by a single explosion. It has posed a challenge whether it is possible 
to organise the forces .inherent in human beings and,jn human society to make such destruction 
impossible. Hence the necessity of social science: This need, the humanity is obliged to fulfil in 
mutual self-defence. · ' 

It is an irony.that the material resources like coal, iron, oil, forest, s~il and minerals are better 
organised than human resources like· human energy, intelligence, inherent goodness of man etc. 
Today goyernments a~e busily engaged in a1111ament race. Ev~ry country spends millions for i1:1vent
ing or possess~ng destn,wtiv¥ weapons on agencies. But no country spends even a fraction of it to 
stop such dangerous and suicidal works. . ' 
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Fortunately, realisation has dawned. It is now felt that the imbalance between the physical and 
social sciences is to be set right. Advancement in physical sciences alone cannot bring man happi
ness. Social sciences are equally important in promoting human welfare. Social sciences help in 
understanding and controlling social interactions. "The anthropologist is the astronomer of the so~ · 
cial sciences'', as has been said by the UNESCO in 1954. The U.N.O., UNESCO, W.H.O. are 
organisations which attempt for the solution of the modem world problems on sociological knowl
edge. 

In conclusion, it can be said that a medical doctor has a basic doctrine that he should prevent 
disease and save life. Similarly, the social scientist has a basic doctrine that he should prevent fric
tion and violence in human relations and that he should save liv~s and help in establishing peaceful 
and self-respecting n::lations between man and man. 

Sociology as a Social Science 

Sociology is one of the members of the family of Social Sciences. As a young social science, it 
has acquired a distinct status for itself. Its importance and practical usefulness are widely recognised 
today. 

Like all other social sciences, sociology also is concerned with the life and activities of man. It 
studies the nature and character of human society, and also its origin, and development, structure and 
functions. It analyses the group 11.fe of man and examines the 1bonds of social unity. 

Sociology tries to determine the relationship and inter-depen<ience between ciifferent elements 
ofsocial life; between the moral and the religious, the economic and political, the intellectual and the 
philosophical and the artistic and the aesthetic, the scientific and the technological, and non-material· 
and so on. 

Sociology also discovers the fundamental conditions of social stability and social change. It 
analyses the influence of economic, political, technological, cultural and other forces .and factors on 
man and his life. It endeavours to examine the influence of biological and geographic factors on man 
also. It throws more light on various social problems like poverty, beggary, over-population, crime, 
unemployment, etc. 

1. EMERGENCE OF SOCIAL SCIENCES: A BRIEF HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 
The begirtning of the tradition of ~ocial scie11ces has been one of the major developments of the 

19th century. Social sciences such as economics, political scienc¢ and history thoufh have a long 
story of their own, could get the recognition as "social sciences" Ol).ly in the 19th century. Thinkers 
and writers such as Herodotus· [known as the "Father of History"]; Aristotle [often known as the 
"Father of Political Science"]; Manu, the great law giver; Kautilya, an authority on "Arthashastra", 
and many others .had written good treatises on different areas of social sciences more than 2000 
years ago. The political and social atmosphere of ancient Greece, Rome and India also favoured this 
kind of intellectual exercises. Due to historical reasons these countries could no~ maintain the same 
tempo during the Middle Age. (500 A.D. to 1550 A.D.] But during 17th and 18th centuries the 
processes of Renaissance, and Enlightenment gave a big impetus to the continuation of the tradition 
of reasoning. This change in the ihteHectual atmosphere favoured the developm~nt of sciences which 
came to be called "social sciences". 

2. IMPACT OF THE TWIN REVOLUTIONS: THE FRENCH REVOLUTIO~ AND THE 
INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION 

It is often said that social sciences in the 19th century are mostly understood as responses to the 
problem of order that was created in men's minds by the weakening of the old order under the twin 
blows of the French Revolution and the Industrial Rei;olution. TQ.e European society was hard hit by 
these twin Revolutions. The old social order that rested on kinship, land, social class, religion, local 
community, and monarchy became very shaky.Thirikerswere more concerned about finding ways 
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and\means of reconsqlidatipg these elements of social order. Hence the history of 19th century 

politics, industry, and trade is basically about the practical efforts of human beings to reconsolidate 

these elements. Thus, it is obvious that the history of the 19th century social thought is about theo

retical efforts to reconsolidate them - that is, to give them new contents and meaning. 

1,'fn terms of the immediacy and sheer massiveness of the impact on human thought and values, 

it would be difficult to find revolutions of comparable magnitude in human history. The political, 

social and cultural changes that began in France and England at the very end of the 18th century 

spread almost immediately through Europe and the Americas in the-19th century and then on to 

Asia, Africa, and Oceania in the 20th. The effects of the two revolutions, the one overwhelmingly 

democratic in the thrust, the other industrial capitalist, have been to undermine, shake, or topple 

institutions that had endured for centuries, even millennia, and with them systems of authority, sta

tus, belief and community".* 

New Intellectual and Philosophical Temlendes and their Impact on the Development of Social 

Sciences 

The twin revolutions, [the French Revolution and the Industrial Revolution of Britain] that 

took place in the 18th centry .in Europe let loose a new intellectual and philosopical wave. Intellec

tual curents in the form of socio-political ideologies were also witnessed. For example, the ideolo

gies of individualism, socialism, utilitarianism,. utopianism etc. took their birth. It became fashion

able for intellectals and thinkers to float new ideologies and spread novel ideas. 

Of the various types of intellectual influences, the impact of positivism, humanitarianism and 

evolutionism on social sciences was considerable. 

1. Positivism 

Positivism implied not merely an appeal to science bµt almost reverenc,e for science. The 

positivist appeal of science was to be ~een everywhere. The 19th century saw the virtual 

institutionalisation of the ideal of science. The great aim was that of dealing with moral values, 

institutions, and all social phenomena through the s<tme fundamental methods that could be used so 

successfully in1such areas as physics or biology. 

Prior to the 19th century, no very clear distinction had been made between philosophy and 

science. Bufnow the distinction between philosophy and science became very clear. It was also felt 

that every area of man's thought and behaviour could be put to scientific investigation. More than 

anyone else, it was Auguste Comte who heralded the idea of the scientific treatment of social behaviour. 

His book "Positive Philos_ophy" [ ori~inal French name: "Cours de Philosophie Positive"] published 

in six volumes between 1810 and 1842, sought to demonstrate the necessity of the science of man in 

society. He coined the word "sociology" to name such a science. He argued that this science called 

"soct~logy" would do for "man the social being" exactly what biology had.already done for "man 

the biological animal". Comte was not alone to argue and to think in this manner. He was supported 

by many thinkers of the day. 

2. Humanitarianism 

Humanitariansim, though a very. distinguis,hable current of thought, it was closely related to 

the idea of "science of society". Humanitarianisrn is an ideology committed to the cause of human 

welfare or societal welfare. The ultimate purpose of social science was also thought by almost e:very

one to he the welfare society. Humanitarianism en~red the sphere of "social consciousness" and 

made the people, to realise the need for doing something for the improvem~nt of the poor and needy. 

Due to the influence of humanitarianism, several social service organisations, orphanages, 

poor houses; child protective laws came in. Great concern was shown towards the poor in the artistic, 

"' Ref Encyclopeadia Britannica Vol. 27 Page 367. 
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literary, religious and political .communities. Hospitals and sanitaria sprang up in many cities. Mak
ing provisions for drinking water facilities, educational opportunities, economic assistance etc. for 
the benefit of the needy, became a part of the local administrative bodies. The need for more "social 
philosophising" was called for. A genuine application of the science of human understanding wa_s 
needed. It is clear from the above, that humanitarianism and social science were reciprocally related 
in their purposes. All that helped the cause of the one could be seen as helpful to the other. 

3. Evolutionism 

The third of the intellectual influences is that of evolution,* It affected everyone of the social 
sciences each of which was concerned with the idea of"development". It was believed that the idea 
of evolution would help people to understand the development in social structures or societies as it 
had helped the biologists to understand the development in the structure ofanimals. 

The impact of Charles Darwin's "Origin of Species", published in 1859, w~s of course great 
and further enhanced the appeal of th.e evolutionary view of things. It should b¢ noted that even 
before the publication of Darwin's work, Comte, Spencer and Marx had already given shapeto the 
idea of evolution in their literary works .. "The important point, in any even~> is that the idea or the 
philosophy of evolution was in the air throughout the century, as profooiidly contributory to the 
establishment of sociology as a systematic discipline in the 1830s as to such fields as geology, 
astronomy, and biology. Evolution was .as permeative an idea asrtlie Trinity had been in medieval 
Europe".** 

Developm~nt of Different Social Sciences 

Among the disciplines that formed the social sciences, two contrary, but powerful tendencies 
at fir~t do;minated them, (i) The first was the drive towards unification, that is towards a single, 
master social science. Some thinkers felt that it was better to have a single science of society [that 
would take its place in the hierarchy of sciences] than to have a plurality of social sciences. In the 
1820s itself Auguste Comte wrote calling for a new science, the one to study man as a social animal. 
Comte, Spencer, Marx, Bentham and many others to join them, saw the study of society as a unified 
enterprise. Since society is an ihdivisible thing, the study of society must be a unified one. This was 
their basic belief. 

(ii) The second tendency was towards specialiSdtion of individual social sciences. It was this 
opposite tendency of specialisation or differentiation that won out. In spite of the ~reams of Comte, 
Spencer, Marx and others, there were to be found at the end of the 19th century not one, but several 
distinct, competitive social sciences. Develoment of .colleges and universities throughout Europe 
and America very strongly supported this process. these .formal educational institutions in fact, 
started the "age of specialisation". This began first in Germany and later on spread to England, 
America, France and other countries. The phii_osophy of sp~cialisation became so fascinating that no 
major field of study could esape the hire of specialisation. 

Different Social Sciences: A Glimpse 

As it has already been said earlier social sciences refer to a related group of disciplines that 
study various aspects of human behaviour. The main social sciences are - sociology, economics, 
poHticalscience, anthropology and psychology. History is also included in this category. Human 
behaviour, of course, does not come in such neat compartments. In reality the boundaries betwe.en 
the social sciences are very vague and constantly shifting. Each'one of these S(:iences-has different 

* Evolution: Evolution means "to develop" or "to unfold''. It implies continuous change that takes place especially in 
some $tructure. Social thinkers like Comte and. others borrowed tile term from biological science and replaced it with 
"social eyolution. The term "social evolution"w'l.s used by them to explain the evolution of human society from one 
stage to another, from simplicity to complexity; 

Ref: Encyclopaedia Britannico Vol. 27 Page 369 
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~istorical origins and each science is trying to preserve it8 distinctness. iri spite of the specialisation 

found among the social scienc~s, they, are interrelated anqinterdependent. Nobody could possibly b~ 

an expert in all of them. Because,' soeialscientists are aware that their sciences overlap. This_aware

ness has been responsible for the devel()pment of what is known as an "interdisciplinary approach". 

Thisrapproach stresses ihe idea ~at etich 'science i8' necessarily related to, and sometimes dependent 

on the othe.r. Thiu.pproach gives them a free hand to "'invade" each other's territory whenever it 

seems useful to do so. 

1. Economics 

Economics studies'the production, distribution and consumption of goods and services. Wealth 

constitw:es the central problem of ~ctinomics. It stildies man as a wealth".'getter and wealth-disposer. 

Economics is in many ways the most advanced of the social sciences. Its subject-matter is often more 

easily measured thaa that of the· other disciplines .. But the economy is also a part ofsociefy: goods 

and services do not prod~e, distribute and consume themselves. The economic prwesses depend 

\lpon 'Socie,ty. 1ne social aspects of economic life are the subject matter of "sociolo~f econom

ics'', one of the major branches of sociology. 

2~ Political Science 

j>olitical science is the science of state and govemmeIJ.t. Tr11ditionally it has focused on two 

main areas.· Politic11l Philosophy_ and actual forms ofgovemment. Political science has close links 

withs'oc'iology. In the recent years political science has been very strongly influenced by one of the 

branches of sociology, knoWll as._''Political sociologi'. Political sociology analyses political behaviour 

and studies the social interaction involved in the process of government. Tbe interests of political 

scientists and political sociologists have ~een gradually converging :md in man~ instances they now 

overlap. · 

~nthropology 

_Anthropology is a science of man and his works. Soeiology and anthfopoJogy are 0 twin sis

ter&-"'. Both are mutually helpful and supportive. Anthropology has two main braqches: (l) Physical 

:anthi'op6log)'. an'd {ii) cultural anthropology. Physical anthropology deals with human evolution and 

_ studies the physical characteristics of man. Cultural anthropology deals with the cultural evolution . 

. If studies the ways of Hfe ~f differ~nt ·communities, particularly, the primitive ones. 

Anthropology 4iffe~ _frolµ sociology in that it usually focuses on ~e simple, small-scale, primi-

11tive·societie.s. Antlu'.opology studies the society as ''whole". Sociology concentrates, more on group 

1'focesses within larger modem complex societies. ~ · · 

Psychology· 

. Psychology is the s~ience of human behaviour, This science, more than ,any other socfal sci

ence, focuses on the individual. Psychology shares one major field of interest with, sociology, namely 

social psychology'. Social psycQology is the scjence of the behaviour of the individual in society. It, 

stuciies tbe way in which personality and behavioilr are influenced by the_ social. con.text. 

History 

Histo,ry ,according to some belongs more to the category of humanities than to the group of 

'soc~al sciences. But for all practical purpo~es it is also, treated as one among the social sciences. _ 

History is a syste~tic r~ora 9fhuman pa.St. '~It ts the story of the experience of m~rrkind": History 

is a storeho:use of r6cords, a tt:easury,of ~owledge. It supplies useful information and facts to the 

social · $cien(:es including sociology. •Sociology • is also useful to history for· it provides the social 

ba,C,kgro.Und,for tbe study of history. · ' · / 
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Sociology 

Sociology joined the family of social sciences relatively at a later stage i.e. in the 19th century, 
for it had no 'independent existence before. · · 

In fact,. sociology began to emerge as an independent and separate disciplin,e· only around the 
middle of the 19th century. It took almo~t fifty years before the subject began td assuhle scientific 
character that it has today. Prior to the middly of the 18th century, tqe study of society was domi-. 
nated by social philosophers rather th.an by sqcial scientists. These phifosophers were less concerned' 
about what society ~ctually is like, than whattheythought it oughtto be like. But ina relatively short 
period this emphasis was complytely reversed. Hence study of society became more scieJific than 
philosophical. 

2. THE BEGININGS OF SOCIOLOGY 

Sociology before Auguste Comte? 

Sociology has a long past but only a short history. Sociology wh\ch is known as the science of 
society, is one of the youngest as well as one of the oldest of the social sciences. It is one of the. 
youngest sciences because only recently it came tp be established as a dis~inct branch ofknowledge 
with its own distinct set of concepts and its own methods ofinquio/. 

Sociology is also one of the oldest of thf! sciences. Since the dawn of civilisatioµ., society has 
been a subject for speculation and inquiry along with other phenomena which pave ag~fated the 
restless and inquisitive mind of man. Even centuries ago men were thinking about society and how 
it should be organised, and held views on man and his destiny, the ris~ and fall of peoples and 
civilisations. Though they were thinking in sociological terms they were called philos6phers; histo
rians, thinkers, law-givers or seers. Thus, "Broadly itmaybe said th;rtsociology has had a fourfold 
origin: in political philosophy, the philosophy of history, biolwfical theories of evolution qnd t}Je 
movements for social and political reforms ... " 

There was social thought during the ancient age: Though ~ociology came to be established 
as a separate discipline in the 19th centry due to the efforts of the French philosopherAu~_ste 
Comte, it is· wrong to suppose that there existed no social thought before him. For thousands of years 
men have reflecteCl upon societies in which they lived. In the writings of philosophers,' thinkers1tiid 
law-gi~:rs ofvariou~ cou~tries of various epo_chs we fi~d i?eas t~at are sociological. For instai:ice, in 
the wntmgs of Plato, Aristotle, Manu,Kauttlya, Confucms, Cicero and others we find maJor at
tempts to deal m~thodically with the nature of society, law, religion, philosophy etc. Plato's Repub:.. 
lie, Aristo.tle' s Politics ,Kautilyaj Artftashastra, the Smriti of Manu, Confucius' Analects, Cicero's 
"On Justice" are some of the ancient sources of so~ial thought. 

During the middle ages and earlymodem times the teachings- of the church dominated the 
humari inind and hence most part of the human thinking remained ~s m¢taphysical speculation far 
away from the scientific inquiry. Intellectuals became more_active ~ince theJ6th ccrntury onwards. 
Their quest for an understanding human society, its nature, socio-political system-and its problems 
now received new impetus. The literary works of some prominent intellectuals <;>fthis period clearly 
reveals this'Urge to understand and interpret man's socio-political system. 

Machiavelli's "The Prince", Thomas Hobbes' '~L~viathan", Rosseaul's "Social Contr..act', 
Montesquieu's "The Spirito/Laws'', Adam Smith's "Wealih,of Natiims", Condorcet's"Historicai 
Sketch of the Progress of (heJ!uman min<f' sel'Ve as examples of·Such literary works. ThinkersJitce 
Sir Thon:ias Mor~ in his ''Utopia", Thomasso Campanella in his ''(Jrty of the Sun", Sir Francis aacon 
in his "New Atlantis", James Harrington in his "Com~on .Wealth o/Oce~na''; H.G. Wells iifhis. ''A 
Modern Utopia" - had made attempts to project a picture of an. ideal society free from ~ll ~hbrtcom-
ings. · 
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Ho~Ver; it was only in the 19th century that systematic attempts were made by Au~ste 

tornte; Spencer, Du,rlcheim, Weber and others to study society and to establish a science of society 

called "sociolOgy'.'. 

Chataet~risdcs of E.arly Sociology 

. . Tb,c; science of sociology was ~ing its shape to ~merge as a distinct sc,ience in the second half 

of the }9th century and the early part of the 20th century; According .to T.B. Bottomore* early 

' S<>ciology assumed th.e following characteristics: 

. . (i)Early sCioiogy was encyclopaedic in character. It was "concerned with the whole social life 

ofman and with the whole of human history''. 

(ii} Early sociology, which was under the influence of philosophy of history and the biological 

the<>ry of evolution, was largely evobitionar}r in nature. · 

. . (iii} It VvaS generally regarded as a positive science similar in character to the natural sciences. 

"Soeiology fn the 19th_ century was modelled upon biOlogy ". This fact could be ascertainedfrom the 

.. ·'Widely used conceptions of ;society as an organisation• and froin the attempts to fomtUlate general 

laiws ofSocialevobition. · 

.. {iv)So¢iofogywas virtuaijf recogrifseci above all; ~·a scfence of the new industrial society." 

Even. th01l'gh sociology claimed Ttselfto be a gener~I science, it dealt paJ\licularly with social prob

lems arising from the political and economic revolutions of the 18th century. 

. . · (v) Sociol0gy as "an ideologicaras well p.s scientific character". Vatiou:S conservative and 

radical ideasentered into its formation, gave rise to conflictingtheories, a,ndprovoked controversies 

which continue tO thepres·entday. · · 

. Factors C9ntril>uti0g ·to the Emergence of Sodology 

Sociology came to be established as anindepe~dent and a separate so~ial science.in the middle 

of the 19th ce~tury. Vanous factors paved the way for its emergence. Ian Robertson in: his book 

"Socioi<fgy" [Pages: 11~12,J has mentione~ of three factors that hastened the process of the establlsh-. 

ment of.!locio\ogy as a separate science. They, fllay be briefed here . 

.(i) Industrial R,eyolutiOn and lndustrtalisation 

·· Industria!Revolution that t~ok place first in England dring the 18th centty brought about sweep

.' irtg cqan:ges throughoutEurope. Never before in history did social changes take place' on such a 

.:'~~~iv#,~~b~:·$1) · · 8Y~fl1er&~in:'!beceQ:qte~!oftheswe~pi:qg.changes., .. ·.·· ... · . . 
'<">.:· '.·;.:· ... ;_.,-·:.~··'<-\~:'. ~ - ~~.::~::;:-~~;~ff:,· --.,>-·( . ·.:':~ ?>o.'' ~·::·:-.- ;._~~:''"';":.,'::•._":,-.:(,: .,;~, ,;,-~,. :,.'•~- ",""., > .·< ',',~ :·,'.-.. . ·.'.-.. ~ '. ,· .. /. :._>." '.'_.;_.~ _·,, ·." d. ,_. _ • •• _ '. :_ -. :-- • • .. - '-.::>'· ... _--:_ _: :. ·.·, ;\'.':. ·{ '· ·. , _: :' , 

• ·: , ~ • . F;d<JttJiy;;sys ··. fprr.fductii'>/raiil'hicoli$1u14.entm(!chanisatlo11 pr,tdindifStflaliS,ation bfp'!Jght · 

'turmoils in society .. New i~dustries and technologjes change the f~ce of.the •soci~l and phy~icat · 

environmnt: The. simple ru'.rallife and small~scale home industries were reiJlaced by complex'urb~ 

life and' mass production of goods. lndustrialisatio9 c;hanged the direction of civilisatfon. It destroyed, 

' or radically altered, the medieval customs, beliefs and ideals;' ' 

··• Industpialisation Md to urbanisation,. Peasants 'left rural areas .and flocked to the towns, where 

. they· worked as industrial labourers und,er ·dangerous. conditions. Cities gr~w at an unprecedented 

rate. providing an anon)'rnous eirvirorim~nt for people'. Social problems bec!lme rampant in the fast 

'develo~ties:Aristocraties and mt»iarchies crumpled and felf Religion began to lose its force as 

. a .source of moral ·authority; "For.(heflrst time in history, rapid social change became the normal 

·rafherfhan an abn()rmal state. ef:ajfaus, andpeoplet:ould no longer ~pect ihat their chil(iren lVould 

live .m,uch; the same ,/ives as they ~4d done. The directipn of social change was undear, and the 

sfabil~ty of the sodaJ drder seemed threaten,ed. An un~rstpndtng of what was happe,nin~ w~s ur-
~ently needed'· fkobertson's' "SoCiology'~ ~~e: I. I] · · 

•· ·1.B, Bottomore,.in "Sociology: A Guide to Prablems. and '/:Jterqture" (1971); pllge 20.1 
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It is clear from the above that sociology was born,~ut of the attempt to understand the transfor
mations that seemed to threaten the stability ofEur6pean society. Social thinkers like Comte, Spen
cer and others argued that there was an urgent need to establish a separate science of society. They 
believed that such a science would be· of great help in understanding the nature and problems of 
society and to find out solution~ for the same. . 
(ii) Inspiration from the Growth of Natural Sciences 

Nineteenth century was~ perio.d in which natural sciences had made much progress. The suc
cess attained by the natural scientists inspired and even tempted good number of social .thinkers to 
emulate their exaJ11ple. Iftheir methods could be successful in the physical world to understand 
physical or natural phenomena, could they not be applied successfully to the social world to under
stand social phenomena? As, an. answer to this question Comte, Spencer, Durkehim, Weber and 
others succ.essfully demonstr~ted that these methods could be used to study the social world. 

(iii) Inspiration provided by the radically diverse societies and cultures of the colonial empires 

The colonial powers of Europe were exposed to different types of societies and cultures in the 
colonial empires. Their exposure to sucli diversities in societies and cultures provided an intellectual 
challenge for the social scientist of the day. Information about the widely contrasting social practices 
of these distant peoples raised fresh questions about society: Why some .societies were mo;e ad
vanced than others? What lessons could the European countries learn from comparisons of various 
societies? Why the rate of social chahge was not the same everywhere? The new science of society 
called "sociology" had emerged as an independent science in an attempt to find convincing answers 
to these questions. 

3. ESTABLISHMENT OF SOCIOLOGY ASA SCIENCE: CONTRIBUTIONS OF 
COMTE AND SPENCER 

The credit for having established sociology into an independent and a separate science and to . 
obtain for sociology a respectable position in the family of social sciences, goes to Comte and Spen
cer. Both of them championed the cause of sociology. In addition to Comte and Spencer, othe~ 
thinkers such as Durkheim, Marx and Weber also took a leading role in making sociology a science. 
Hence these five thinkers are often called the "pioneers" or ''founding fathers of sociology". 

Auguste Comte [1798 -1857] 
- tile Founding Father of Sociology 

Auguste Comte, the French Philosopher, is traditionally considered the "Father of Sociology". 
Comte who invented 1the tenn"Soc)ology" was the first man to distinguish the subject-matter of 
sociology from all the Qther sciences. He worked out in a series of books, a: general approach to the 
study of society. Comte is regarded as the "F..ather of sociology" not because of any significant 
contributions to the science as such, but because of t11e great influence he had upon it. It would be 
more appropriate to regard him as a philosopher of science rather than as a sociologist. 

Comte introduced the word "sociology" for the first time in his famous work "Positive Phi
losophy" at about 1839. The term "Sociology" is derived from the I Latin. word Socius, meaning 
companion or associate, and the Greek word logos, meaning study or si.:ience. Thus, the etymologi
cal meaning of sociology is the science of society. He defined sociology as the science of social 
phenomena "subject to natural and invariable laws, the discovery of which is the object of investiga
tion." 

Comte devoted his main efforts to an inquiry into the nature of human knowledge and tried to 
classify all knowledge and to analyse the methods of achieving it. He concentrated his efforts to 
determine the nature of human society and the laws and principles underlying its growth and devel
opment. He alst>,'.laboured to estahlish the methods to beemp1oyedi in studying social phenomena. 
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Comte believed that the sciences foll'i)w one anothefin a definite and fogical order and that all 

inquiry goes throtlgh certain stages (namely, the theological, the metaphysical and the 'positive or 

scientifi~ or empirical). Finally, they arriv:$1 anhe last or scientific stage or as he called the positive 

stage. In the positi~e stage,_objective observation is substituted for speculation. Social phenomena 

li~e physical phen9JUena, he maintained, can be studied objectively by making use of the positive 

method. He thoughtthat it was time for inquiries into social problems and social phenomena to enter 

into this.}ast stage. $0, he recommended that the study of society be called the science of society, i.e. 

'sociology•. 

Comte proposed sociology to be studied in two main parts: (t) the social statics and (li) the 

socialdynamics. These two concepts represent a basic division in the subject-matter of sociology. 

The social statics deals with the major institutions 0~1 society such as family, economy or polity. 

Sociology is conceived oJ as the i;ttidy of inter-relatio~s between such institutions. In the words of 

Comte, "the statical study of sociology consists thein,vestigations of laws of action and reaction of 

different parts of the social system". He argued that the parts ofa society cannot be studied sepa

rately, "as ifthey had an independent existence". 

IfStatics examines how the parts of societies are interrelated, social dynamics focuses on whole 

societies as the unit of an~lysis and reveals how they developed and changed through time. "we 

must rememberthat the laws of social dynamics are most recognisable when they relate to the lar~est 

societies'', he said. Comte was convinced that allsoci?ties moved thrnugh certain fixed stages of 

development and that progressed towards ever increasing perfection. He felt that the comparative 

study of societies as "wholes" was major subject for sociological analysis. 

Contributions of Comte to the Development of Sociology As a Science 

l. Comte gave to 'sociology' its name and laid its foundation so that it could develop into an 

in.dependent and a sep~te science. 

2. Comte's insistence on positive approach, objectivitp and scientific attitude contributed to the 

progress of social sciences in general. 

3. Comte, through his "Law of Three Stages'' clearly established the close association bet\\'.een 

intellectual evolution and socialprogress. , 

4, Comte's classification of sciences drives home the fact that sociology depends heavily on the 

achievements of other sciences. The 'interdisciplinacy approach' of the mode.:n times is in tune 

with the Comtean view. 

5. Comte gave maximum importance to the scientific method. He criticised the ·attitude of the 

armchair social philosophers and stressed theneed to follow the method of science. 

6. Comte divided the study pf sociology into two broadireas: "social statics" and "social dynami 

ics". Present day sociologists have retained them in the form of' social structure and function' 

and .. s(Jcia/change and p11ogress'. . 

7. Comte _had argued that sociology was not just a ''pure" science, but an "applied" science also. 

He believed that sociology should help to solve the problems of society.This insistence on the 

practicalaspect of sociology led to the develop111ent of various applied fields of sociology such 

as '.'social work", "social welfare", etc. 

8. Comte also contributed to the development of theoretic.al sociology, 

9. Comte upheld the 'moral order' in tb:: society. The importance which he attached to morality 

highly impresse~Jhe laterwritets such as Arnold Tavnbee and Pitirim A. Sorokin. 

10; Comte's famO-usbooks (i) 'Posi(ivePhilosopy' [in 6 volumes] and, (ii) "Positive Polity'' [in 4 

volumes] are a memorable coj:ltrib1,1tfons to the development of sociological literature. 
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Herbert Spen~er [1820 - 1903] 

An English scholar, Herbert Spencer, known as one of the most brilliant intellects of modern 
times, contributed a great deal to the establishment of sociology as a 1Systematic discipline. FJis three 
volumes of "Principles of So~iology", published in 1877 were the first systematic study devoted 
mainly to the sociological analysis. He was much more precise than Comte in specifying the topies 
or special fields o(sociology., · 

According to Spencer,/hefielqs of sociology are: the family, politics, religion; socialconrbl 
and industry or work. He also mentioned the s6ciological study of associations, communities, the 
division pf labour, social differentiation, and stratification, the sociology of knowledge and of sci-
ence, and the study of arts and ~sthetics. , 

Spencer stresse<;I the obligation Qf sociology' to deal with the inter.1.ielations between the diff el:r
ent elements of society, to· give an account of how the parts influence the whole and are in twrn 
reacted upon. He insisted that sociology shoud take the ~hole society as its unit for analysis.· He 
maintained that the parts of society were not arranged'unsystematically. The parts bore some con~ 
stant relation and this made society as such a meaningful 'entity', a fit subject for scientific in'.qurit(Y. 

Spencer's another contribution is hisfamous organic analogy, in which society is compared 
with the human organism. Spencer was influenced by the theory of organic evolution of his coll(tem
porary; Charles Darwin. J;:venL.F. Ward, Sumner and Giddings were highly influenced by tpe or
ganismic theory of society advocated by Spencer. 

Contributions of Spencer to the De~fopment of Sociology 

1. Spencer very strongly.supported the views ofComte who insisted on the need to establish a 
separate science of society. 

2. Spencer stressed upon the interdepend€nce df different parts of soeiety. Spenc'er lµ'gued, the 
various parts of society, such as the state and the economy, are also interdependent imd. work to 
ensure the stability and survival ofthe entire system. ' 

3. Spencer through his "theory1of Organic Analogy" contributed to the development of the tradi
tion of comparative studies in sociology. Though· this theory pas i.ts own liinitatiorf.; it influ-
enced Ward, Sumner, Giddings and other later writers. · 

4. Spencer emphasised, the "laws of evolutior'' and tried to-universalise them. According to L.A. 
Coser, the laws of evolution popularised by Spencer could be taken as his contribution to the. 
philosophy of sociology rather than to •the science of sociology.· 

S. Spenc1:r's theories had a special appeal for two reasons: (i) they satisfied the desirefcir unifying 
knowledge; and (ii) they ~tressed the need for the "principle of free e7terprise" [or "laissezfaire 
principle"]. Spencer was a supporter of the principle of "individualism" .'The policy of free 
thinldng advocated by him supported the cause of the development of the new sc~ence ·of 
sociology. · 

6. Spencer's works such as- "Social Static~", "First Principle'', "The Study of.Sociology~', "Prin
ciples of Ethics", "Principles of Sociology", "The Maf! Versus. The Stat(/" have been a gr~at 
contribution to the enrichment of sociological literature. , , 

4. CONTRIBUTIONS OF MARX, DURKHEIM AND WEBER 

It is relevant here to-make a brief mention of the contributions· of C.'ther fol.inding fathers such as 
Marx., Durkh,ei;111 and Weber to the deyelopment of sbciology. · · 

Karl Marx (1818 - 1883) 

Karl Marx was one of the !Jlost important thinkers of the 19th century .Jie wrote brilliarttly on 
subjects sue~ 1,1s philosophy, political science, economic$ and history; He never call~d himself a 
,$0Ciologist, . but his wor~ is vecy rich in\:iociqlogiaH:nsights. Hence he is regarded as oqe of most 
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profound and original sociological thinkers. His influence has been tremendous. Millions of pe.ople 

throughout the world accept his theories with almost religious fervour. 

,Marx believed that the task of the social scientist was not merely to describe the world, it was 

to change it. Whereas Spencer saw social harmony and the inevitabitity of progress, .Marx saw. 

social conflict and the inevitability of revolution. The key Ui history, he believed is class conflict -
·the bitter struggle between the capitalists and the labourers or between those who own the nieans of 
pr9ducing wealth and tlmse who do not. Marx also believed that the historic struggle would end only 

with the overthrow of the ruling exploiters., and the establishmenfof a free,· harmoni~us,. clas§)ess 
society. Marx plqced too much emphasis on the ecdnomic base of society. Marx believed tMt the 

economic base of society influences the general character of all other aspects of culture and social 

structure, such as law, religion, education, government etc. 

Modem ,sociologists though reject many of the ideas of Marx, do generally recognise the fun
dani.ental influence of the economy on other areas of society. The 'conflict approach' to the study of 

_social phenomena developed by Marx is still in currency.\ Later sociologists and social thinkers 

could hardly escape the influence of Marxian ideas and theories. Good number of writers andthink
ers stitl;ubscribeJo his views and theories. · 

Emile Durkheiln (1858-1917) 

Prof. Durkheim, the French thinker, like Spencer, considered societies as such to be important 

units ofsociologfoal analysis. He stressed the importance of studying different types of society com" 
parative_ly. "Comparative Sociology is not a particular branch of sociology; it is sociology itself,~' he 
maintained. . 

In Durkheim's theory the ultimate social reality is the group, not the individuaLSocial life has 

to be analysed in-terms of 'social facts', according to him. ,Social facts are nothing but collective 

ways of thinking, feeling and acting which though coming fr@m the individual; "are external" to him 
and exert an external "constraint" or pressure on him. These social facts ·are the proper study of 

. sociology and to them all social phenomena should be reduced, he opined. I:;urther, each social fact, 

·he felt, rlmst be related "to a particular social milieu, to a definite type of society". · 
' . 

Durkheim also mentioned various fields of sociologicalinquiry such- as-General Sociology, 

'Sociology of Religion, Sociology of Law and Morals, including sub-sections on political organisations, 

social organisation, marriage and family; The Sociology of ~ime, Economir:: Sociology including 

sub-sections on measurement of value and occupational groups; Demography, including studies on 

urban and ruraloommunlties; and Sociology of Aesthetics. His major works are: The Division of 

Labour in Society, The Rules of Sociological Method, Suicide, The Elementary Forms of the Repub-
& ~ ' 

Max Weber (1864-1920) 

Max Weber's approach is almost contrary to that of Durkheim. For Weber, the ind(vidual is the 

basic unit pfsociety .. He opines that the finding of sociological laws is but a means t9 understand 

man. In his system, sociological laws are "empirically established probabilities or statistical 

generalisations of the course of social behaviour of which an interpretation can be given in terms of 
typical motives and intentions. 'Sociological method. is a combination of inductive or. statistic.al 

genera:Iisation with verstchen (understanding) interpretation by the aid of an ideal type ofbehavio~1r, 

that is, ~ssumed to be rationally or purposefully determined". 

' . Weber devo.ted much of bis efforts to expound1 a special method called the method of under

standing{verstchen) for the smdy of social phenomena. H~ stressed the impprtance of maintaining 

. objectivity and neutrality ofvalue-jl,!dgements in social sciences. He wrote much on wch topics as 

religion; various aspects of economic life, including money and the division oflabour, political 

parties and other forms of political orgalljsation and authority; bureaucracy and other varieties of 

large-scale organisation; class and caste; the city; and music. His influence on contemporary soci-
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ologists especially those of analytic school is rapidly increasing. His major works are: Economics 
an,_d Society, The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism, The City, Bureaucracy and various 
other books and essays. 

What These Four Pioneers of Sociology did in Common ? 
These "four founding fathers" - Comte, Spencer, Durkheim and Weber-it seems, agreed upon 

the proper subject-matter of Sociology. 
( 1) Firstly, all of them urged the sociologists to· study a wide range of institutions from the 

family to the state. 
(2) Secondly, they agreed that a unique sµbject-matter for sociology is found in the inter

. relations among different institutions. 
(3) Thirdly, they came to the common consensus on the opinion that society as a whole can be 

taken as a distinctive unit of sociological analysis. They assigned sociology the task of explaining 
wherein and why societies are alike or different. 

(4) Finally, they insisted that sociology should focus on 'social acts' or 'social relationships' 
regardless of their institutional setting. This view was most clearly expressed by Weber. 

Development of Sociology in the 20th Century 

In the· second half of the 19th and in the beginning of the 20th centuries a large number of 
sociologists and social thinkers contributed a great deal to the development of sociology. Karl Marx 
1818-1883, LesterF. Ward 1841-1~.3, George Simmel 1858-1918,AlfredVierkandt 1867-1953, 
Gabril!_l Tarde 1843-1904, Small 1854-1926, Giddings 1855-1931, C.H. Cooley 1864-1929, James 
Ward 1843-1925, Lloyd Morgan 1852-1932, L.T. Hobhouse 1864~1929, E.A. Westermarck 
1862-1939. Pareto 1848-1923, Charles A. Elwood 1873-1946, Benjamin Kidd 1858-1916, E.B. 
Tylor 1832-1917, J.G. Frazer 1854-1941, B.Malinowski 1884-1942 and others are some ofthen1. 

Sociology experienced a rapid development in the 20th century, most notably in France, Ger
many, the United States and England. Recently famous sociologists like P.A. Sorokin, Talcott Par
sons, R.K. Merton, R.M. Maclver,M. Ginsberg, Kingsley Davis, W.F. Ogburn, A.W. Green, Kimball 
Young, P.G. Murdock, W.I.H. S-prott, E.A. Ross, Wilbert Moore, Karl Manheim, M.N. Srinivas, 
G.S. Ghurye and a host of others have further enriched the subject by their social investigations and· 
writings. Today, soci61ogyis firmly established as a discipline. The developments of the 20th cen"' 
tury provided a great stimulus for the study of social sciences in general, and sociology in particular. 
AH major universities in tµe world, now offer instruction in the subject. Even in the U .S.S.R. sociol
ogy is a legitimate discipline now. "It is not yet in many respects, a mature science and the student 
will find in it therefore, more divergent points of view and rather less systematic agreement than in 
such other.sciences as physics, astronomy and biology". (Robert Bierstedt) 

Sociology in India 

So9iology was introduced to India as an academic discipline only after World War I. Since 
then, being closely allied with anthropology, it is forging ahead in India. The sociological movement 
has gained some momentum in Bombay with its mouthpiece "Sociological Bulletin" and in Agra 
with its organ "Journal of Social Sciences." Some promimmt sociologists of our .country like G.S. 
Ghurye, R.K. Mukherjee, D.P. Mukherjee, Humayun Kabir, K.M. Kapadia, R.N. Saxena, Mrs. Iravati 
Karve, Benoy K. Sarkar, A. Aiyappan, D.N. Majumdar, M.N. Srinivas; M.S. Gore, S.C. Duhe, P.N. 
Prabhu, A.R. Desa.i and others have contributed their mite to the enrichmnent of the discipline. India 
with its diverse cultural pecularities provides wonderful opportunities for sociological researches 
and studies. Sociology is now taught in many universities as one of d;w major disciplines. It is be
coming more and more popular at the level of students also. Compared with the English-speaking 
countries, the sociological movement has not much flourishedin India to the extent whicl} it should 
have been. · · 



The Ultimate Goals of Sociology 

The immediate goal of sociology is to acquire knowledge about society like all the sciences. 
However, sociology is not content with descriptions, exhibitions and analysis. It has a more remote 
and ultimate purpose. Robert Bierstedt 's views are meaningful in this regard. He says: "The final 
questions to which sociology addresses itself are those that have to do with the nature of human 
experience and this earth and the succession of societies over the long centuries of human 
existence ............ Whatare the factors responsible for the disintegration one social structure, like 
that of the medieval world, and the coming into being of another? Do human sodeties like the 
'individuals who comprise them, grow old after awhile, and wery and finally disappear from the face 
of the earth?Is there an ebb and a flow in the affairs of men, a systole and diastole ofhuman history? 
These too are problems of sociology ... Butsome day, if sociology, through its intimate analysis of 
the dynamics of society, can achieve some understanding of problems of this kind, and contribute to 
their resolution, it will fulfil its initial promise and its ultimate destiny. In brief, as Samuel Koenig 
has pointed out the ultimate aim of sociology is "to improve man 's adjustment to life by developing 
objective knowledge concerning social phendmena which can be used to deal effectively with social 
problems." 
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DEFINITION, SCOPE AND USES~ . .·· . . . . 

OF SOCIOLO~Y 

Definition of Sociplogy-Nature i)fSociolo~Subject-matter and Scope of Sodolog)>-:-fm, portance or Uses of Sociology/Three Major Theoretica/Perspectives of Sociology'.· Func
t~bnalist Perspective - Conflict Perspective and the InteractionistPerspective-An Evalua-tion oj These Three Pet:spectfves. · 

Sociology-The Science of Society 
"In all ages ana.Jluman times, ever since~ erect and ·restless species app)aredupon the . planet; men have been living \Vith others of their kind in somethUig cealleo Societies. Wherever these ;societies maY, ·be and· whatever their chapter of hisfufy-wltether primitive Polynesian or ancient Egyptian; classical Chinese or contemporary Russian, medieval English or mo.deinAmerican-they ,dif e.xhibitcommon ~lements andt:onstantfeatUres. These are the elements thatgwe to society it$ form and shape, that constitµte its structure and that; 1in a word; comprise the ·sociatorder." It Is .tb.e\ task of general sociology to discover these constan~. to describe them with an economy of corlcepts, · a#d to delineate their.inter-relations". · . · . ·. . 

. Sociqlogy is the science of society. No other science endeavours to sttidy it in its entirety. Economics ,studies man as a \vealth~getter and. wealth-disposer andiµquires into the· relations of. wealth and welfare. History deals with the human pastin accordance with,th.e time order. Cultural Anthropology studies man; particularly l;heprimitive man alid it concentrates more on tb~:prirtutiv~ communities and their cultures. Psychology studies the man as a behaving individual. \S'Qdlal Piychology, as.a brancltofpsychology; is.concerned withtheways in which theindjvidµal rea~ts to his _social conditfons. Political Science studies man a:s a citizen; as a rul~r .and as being rulect Religion deals with man as. 'i spirimal being and inquires inter his faith in th~upematural power. Sociology · alone s.rudiesSocial relationships, sociezy itsel:(..:rhus the 'focus' of rio ot~er social science is.itlentical with that of sociology'. Incieed,:itis .the.focus ofirtterestthat distinguishes one social s9ence from· another. . . , 
Sociology ·is interested ill social relationsl;lips not because they a:re economic or politie@l_.orreligious or legal or edueationalbut because they a:re at the same ti'fne, social. "Society", as Miiclver says, ~·is the marvellously inttjcate and ever .. changingpattem of the totality of these relationships"~ Further, in socioloSY, ;Ne do not stlidy everything that happens "in society;' or tinder social ~onditions .. But we study culture, for exa01ple, only for the light.it tl)rows on s~cial rel1;1tioriships.'Simt-1arly' we do not study religion as religion! or art as• art 'or inventions as inventions. we· sfudy social · relationships, their specific forms, varieties and patternings. We study how the relati.ons combine, how they bliild up SMl!ll~tor' greater systems, and ho\V they l'eSpond to-changes Md changing demands or needs. Hence our Shidy of society is essentially analytical. 

. 17·· 
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1. DEFINITION OF SOCIOLOGY 

'Sociology' which :had once been treated as sO-Cialphilosophy, or the philosophy of~~ory, 
-emergec;l ~_an .independent social science in the 19th century. Auguste Comte,·a Frenchman, is 
traditionally ·copsidered· to be the . father of sociology. Comte is accredited with the coinin,g of the 

. term sQtlology (in 1839). "Soaiology" is composed of two woc~s: socius, meaning companion or 
. asSQciaie; arid 'logos', meaning science or study. The:ecymological meaning of"sociology"is thus 
the science ofsvciety. John Stuart Mill, another ~ocialthinker and philosopher of the 19th century, 
proposed the woro ethology for this new S«ience. Herbert Spencer developed his systematic study of 
society and adopted the word "Sociology'' in his workS. _With the conttibutions of-Spencer and others 
it (sociology}became the·permanent name of the new science. . 

The. question 'what is sociology' is, indeed, a queStion pertaining to the definition of sociology._ 
l'{o student can rightfully be e;pected . to enter on a field of study which is totally undefined or 
unbounded; ~tthe S!lttle tim.~(it is not an easy task to set some fixed limits to a field of study. It is 

. true in the case of soeio_logy. Hen~ it'Js difficult to give a brief and a comprehensive definition of 
sociology. . 

· Sociology has been defined in a number of ways by different sociologists. No si~gle definition 
has yet been accepted as completely satisfactory. In fl,lct, there are as many definitions of sociology 

. ·as there are sociologists. For our P\ll'Pose of study a few definitions may be-cited here-. 

. I.Auguste Comte, the founding father of sociofogy, defines sociology as the.science of social 
phenomena "subjectto naturaI and invariable 11.lws, the discovery of which is the object of investiga-
'ti0n'\ . . . . . 

i .I 

2. Kingsley Davis says that "Sociology is a general science of society". 

· 3. Harry kf.-'JOhnson opines that "soCiology is the science that deals with social groups"; 

4. Emile Durkheim defines sociology as the "science of social institutions". 

5. Parkregards ·socjo)ogy as "the science of collective b~haviour". 

6. Sin<Zll deijpes sociolOgy as "the science of social relations". 
7. Marshal Jones defines sociology as "the study of man-in-relationship-to-men". 

8, Ogburn and Nimkojf define sociology as "the scientific study of sociai life". 

9. Frank/inl1e11ry Giddings defin~ socio~ogy as "the science of social phenomena". 

l 0. Henry Fair~hild defines sociology as "the study of man and his human environment in 
their relations to each other''. 

11. Max We~r def Illes sociology as "the science which attetnpts"the interpretative understand· 
. iJ:lg ofsocial action in order thereby to arrive at a casual explananon of its course and effects".· 

12. Alex Inkeles' says, '1Sociology is the study of systems of social action and of their ·inter-
relations";, · 

13. Kimball Young and Raymond ,W. i'vfacic define sociology as "the scieniific study of the 
social aspects of human life". · 

'14 .. M<>"is Qinsberg: Of the variol!.~ definition.s of i;ociology the one given by Morris Ginsberg 
seems to be more satisfactory and comprehensive~ He defines sociology in the following way: '.'In 
the broadest sense, SOCi()/ogy is the SttJ.dy of h:uman interactions and inter-relations, their C<.!nditions 
and conseq~ences". . · 

. _ A carefµl examination of various defU1itions cited above,· makes it evident that sociologists 
(iiffer in their opinion about the definition of sociology~ Their divergent views about the definition of 
sociology otily reveal their distinct approacQeS to its study. However, the common idea underlying 
.all the de,finitions mentioned above-is that sociology is concerned with man, his social relations and 
his society~ ·· · · · 
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2. NATURE OF SOC~OLOGY 
So~ioJogy, as a branch of';k:nowl~dge, has its own unique characteristics. It is different from 

other.sciences in certain respects. An analysis ofits internal logical characteristics helps orie to 
' understand what kind of science it is. The following are the main characteristics of sociology as 

enlisted by Robert Bierstedt in.his book"The Social Order". · ' . 
1. Sociology is an Independent Science 

Sociology has now emerged into ~ in!j\ependent scienc~. It is not treated and studied as a 
branch of any other science like philosophy o~ political philosophy or history. As an independent 
science it has its own field of study, boundary and method. · ·- ' . 
2. ~ociology is_a Social Science and not a Physical Science 

Sociology belongs to the family of social sciences and not to the family of physical sciences. 
As a social science it concentrates its attention on man, his social behaviour, social activities and 
social life. As a member of the family of social sciences.it is intimately related to other social sci
ences like history, political science, economics, psychology, anthropology etc. The fact that sociol
ogy deals with the Socjal universe. distinguishes it from astronomy, physics,· chemistry, geology, 
mathematics and other physical sciences .. 

J 

3. Sociology is a Categorical and not a Normative Discipline 
Sociology "confines itself to statements about,what is; not what should be or ought to be". "As 

a science, sociology is necessarily silent about questions of value. It does not make any kind of 
· value-judgements. Its approach is neither moral nor immoral but amoral. It is ethically neutral. It 
cannot decide the directions in which sociology ought to go. It makes no recommendations .on mat
ters of social policy or legislation or programme. But it does riot mean that sociological knowledge· 
is useless. and serv~ no purpose. It only means that sociology as a discipline cannot deal with prob-
lems of good and evil, right and wrong, and moral or immoraL · · · 
4. S()ciology is a Pure Science and not an Applied Science 

A distinction is often made between pure scie:p.ces and applied sciences. The main aim of ptire 
sciences is the acquisition of knowledge and it is not bothered whether the acquired knowledge is 
useful or can.be put to use. On the other hand, the ai~ of applied scien~~is to apply the acquired 
knowledge into life and to put it to use. Each.pure s.cience may have it/ own applied field. For 
example, physics is a pure science and engineering is its applied field. Similarly the pure sciences 
such as economics, politicalscience, history, etc., have their applied fields like br,tSiness, politics, 
journalism respectively. Sociology as a pure science has its applied field such as administration, 
diplomacy, social work etc. Each pure science may have more than one application. 

Sociology is a pure science, because the immediate aim of sociology is the acquisition of 
knowledge about human society, not the utilisation of that knowledge. Sociologists never determine 
· que~tions of public policy and do not recommend legislators what laws should be passed or repealed. 
But the knowledge acquired by a sociologist is of great help 'to the administrator, the legislator, the 
diplomat, the teacher, the foreman, the supervisor, the social worker and the citizeri. But sociologists 
themselves do not apply the.knowledge to life and use, as a matter of their duty and profession. 
S. Sociology is Relatively an.Abstract Science and nQt a Concrete Science . ' , ' 

This does not mean tha~ sociology is an art and no~ a science.· Nor does it mean,· it is unneces
sarily complicated and unduj,Y, difficult. It only means that sociology is not interested in concrete 
manife§tations of human events. It is more co.ncemed with the form of human events and their 
patterns. For example, sociqlogy is not concerned with particular wars and revplutions but with war 
and revolution in general, as social phenomena, as types of social conflict. Similady, sociology does 
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not confine itself to the study of this society or that particular society or social organization, or 

marriage, or religion, or group and so on. It is in this simple sense that sociology is an abstract not 
. . 

/ 

a concrete science. 

6.- Sociology is a Generalising and not a Particularising or Individualising Science 

Sociology tries to find out the generallaws or principles abouthumaifinteraction and associa

tion; about the nature, form, content and structure of human groups and societies. It does not study 

each and evecy event that takes place in society. It is not possible also. It tries to make generalisations 

on the basis of the study of some selected events. For example, a sociologist makes generalisations 

about the nature of secondary groups. He !nay conclude that secondary groups are comparatively 

bigger in size, less stable, not .necessarily spa~ally limited, more specialised, and so on. This, he 

does, not by examining all the secondary groqps but by observing and studying a few. 

7. Sociology is a General Science and not a Special Social Science 

The area 9f inqµiry of sociOlogy is ~neral and not specialised. It is concerned with human 

interaction and human life in general. Othet social sciences like political science, history, economics 

·etc., also stUdy man·and human interaction, but not allaboU:t human interaction. They concentrate 

their attention on certain aspects of human interaction and activities ,and specialise themselves in 

those fields, Accordingly, economics specialises. itselfin the study of economic activities, political . 

science ¢oncentrates 011 political acti~ities and so on. Sociology, of course, does not investigate 

economic, religious, political, legal, -n{oral or any other special kind of phenomena in relation to 

human life and activities as such. It only studies. human activities in a general way. This does not, 

however, mean that sociology is tlie basic social science nor does it imply sociology is the general 

social science. Anthropology and social psychology often claim themselves to be general social 

sciences. 

8. Finally, Sociology is Both a Rational!and an Empirical Science. 

There are two broad ways of approach to scientific knowledge. One, known as empiricism,. is 

. the approach that emphasises experience and the 'facts that result from observation and experimenta

tion. The other, known as rationalisi&, stresses reason and the theories that result from logical infer

ence. 
The empiricist collects facts; the rationalist co-ordinates and arranges them. Theories and facts 

are required inthe construction of knowledge. In sociological inquiry both are significant..A theory 

unsub$tanffated1by hard, solid facts is nothing more than an opinion. Facts, by themselves, in their 

isolated character, are meaningless ang useless. As Immanuel Kant said, "theories, with,out facts are 

empty and facts without theories are blind". All modem sciences, therefore, avail themselves of both 

empirical and rational resources. Sociology is not an exception. . 

It is clear from the above that sociology is an independent, a social, a categorical, a pure, an 

abstract, a generalising, both a ratjonal an.Ji an empirical and a general social science. · 
• 

/ 
I 

3.SUBJECT,,.'.MATTER AND SCOPEOF SOCfOLOGV · 

Major Concerns (){Sociology (Subject-Matter of Sociplogy) 

Ever since the beginnipg of sociology, sociologists have shown a great qoncem in man and in 

the dynamics of society. The emphasis has be~n oscillating between man and. society. "Sometimes 

the emp)lasis was on man in society, at other times, it was on man in society. B\\it at no stage of its 

development, man as an individual was its fqcus of attention. On the contrary, sociology concen

trated heavily on society and its major units and their dynamics. It has been striving to analyse the 

dynilmics of society in tei;ms of organised patterns of social relations. It· may be said that sociology' 

seeks to find eJCplanations for three basic question~: How and why societies emerge? How and why 

societies persist? How and why societies change? 
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An all-embracive and expanding science like sociology is growing at a fast rate no doubt. It is 
quite natural that sociologists have developed different approaches from time to time in their, at
tempts to enrich its study. Still it is possible to identify some topics which constitute the subje'ct
matt;er ofsociology on which there is little disagreement among the sociologists: Such topics and 
areas broadly constitute the field of sociology. A general outline of the fields of sociology on which 
there is considerable agreement among sociologists could be given here. 

Firstly, the major concern of sociology is sociological analysis. It means the sociologist seeks 
to provide an analysis of human society and culture with a sociological perspective. He evinces his 
interest in the evolution of society and tries to reconstruct the major stages in the evolutionary pro
cess. An attempt is also made "to analyse the factors and forces underlying historical transforma
tions of society". Due importance is given to the scientific method that is adopted in the sociological 
analysis. 

Secondly, sociology has given sufficient attention to the study of primary units of social life. In 
this area, it is concerned with social acts and social relationships, individual personality, groups of 
all varieties, communities (urban, rural and tribal), associations, organisations and populations. 

Thirdly, sociology has been concerned with the development, structure and function of a wide 
variety of basic social institutions such as the family and kinship, religion and property, economic, 
political, legal, educational and scientific, recreational and welfare, aesthetic and expressive institu
tions. 

Fourthly, no sociologist can afford to ignore the fundamental social processes that play a vital 
role. The social processes such as co-operation and competition, accommodation and assimilation, 
social conflict including war and revolution; communication including opinion formation, expres
sion and cJlange; social differentiation and stratification, socialisation and indoctrination, social con
trol and deViance including crime, suicide, social integration and social change assume prominence 
in sociological studies. 

Fifthly, sociology has placed high premium on the method of research also. Contemporary 
sociology has tended to become more and more rational and empirical rather than philosophical and 
idealistic. Sociologists have sought the application of scientific method in social researches. Like a 
natural scientist, a sociologist senses a problem for investigation. He then tries to formulate it int~ a 
researchable proposition. After collecting the data he tries to establish connections between them. 
He finally arrives at meaningful concepts, propositions and generalisations. 

Sixthly, sociologists are concerned with the task of 'formulating concepts, propositions and 
theories". "Concepts are abstracted from concrete experience to represent a class of phenomena". 
For example, terms such as social stratification, differentiation, conformity, deviance etc., represent 
concepts. A proposition "seeks to reflect a relationship between different categories of data or 
concepts". For example "lower-class youths are more likely to commit crimes than middle-class 
youths". This proposition is debatable. It may be proved to be false. To take another example, it 
could be said that "taking advantage of opportunities of higher education and occupational mobility 
leads to the weakening of the ties ofkinship and territorial loyalties". Though this proposition sounds 
debatable, it has peen established after careful observations, inquiry /and collection of relevant data. 
Theories go beyond concepts and propositions. "Theories represen,t systematically related proposi
tions that explain social phenomena". Sociological theories are mfi)stly rootedin fact~l than philo
sophical. The sociological perspective becomes more meaningful and fruitful when one tries to 
derive insight from concepts, propositions and theories. 

Finally, in the pres_ent era of explosion of knowledge sociologists have ventured to make 
specialisations. also. Thus, today good number of specialised fields of inquiry are- emerging out. 
Sociology of knowledge, sociology of history, sociology o:( literature, sociology of culture, 1 
sociology ofreligion, sociology of family etc., represent such specialised fields., The field of socio-
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logical inquiry is so vast that any student of sociology equipped with genius and rich sociological 

imagination can add new dimensions to the discipline of sociology as a whole. 

SCOPE OF SOCIOLOGY 

Every science has its own areas of study or fields of inquiry. It becomes difficult for any oneto 

study a science systematically unless its boundaries are demarcated and scope determined precisely. 

Unfortunately, there is no consensus on the part of sociologist with regard to the scope of sociology. 

V.F. Calberton comments. "since sociology is so elastic a science, it is difficult to determine just 

where its boundaries begin and end, where sociology becomes social psychology and where social 

psychology becomes sociology, or where economic theory becomes sociological doctrine or bio

logical theory becQmes sociological theory s~mething, which is. impossible to decide". 

However, there are two main ~chools of thought regarding the scope of sociology: ( l) The 

specialistic or formalistic school and (2) the synthetic school. · 

(1) The Specialistic or Formalistic School 

This school of thought is led by the German sociologist George Simmel. The other main advo

cates of this school are Vierkandt, Max Weber, Small, Von Wiese and Tonnies. 

Simmel and others are of the opinion that sociology is a pure and an independent science. As a 

pure science it has a limited scope. Sociology should confine itself to the study of certain aspects of 

human relationship only. Further, it should study only the 'forms' of social relationships but nottheir 

contents. Social relationship such as competition, sub-ordination, division of labour etc., are ex

pressed in different fields of social life such as economic, political, religious, moral, artistic etc. 

Sociology should disentangle the forms of social relationships and study them in abstraction. Sociol

ogy as a specific social science describes, classifies and analyses the forms of social relationships. 

Vierkandt says that sociology concerns itself with the ultimate form of mental or psychic rela

tionship which links men to one another in society. He maintains that in dealing with culture, sociol

ogy should not concern itself with the actual contents of cultural evolution but it should confine itself 

to only the discovery of the fundamental forces of change and persistence. It should refrain itself 

from making a historical study of concrete societies. 

Max Weber opines that the aim of sociology is to interpret or understand social behaviour. But 

social behayiour does not cover the whole field of human relations. He further says that sociology 

should make an analysis and classification.of types of social relationships. 

Small insisted that sociology has only a limited field. Von Wiese and Tonnies expressed more 

or less the same opinion. · . 

CRITICISM: The views of the Formalistic School are widely criticised. Some critical remarks 

may be cited here: 

Firstly, the formalistic school has unreasonably narrowed the field of sociology. Sociology 

should study not only the general forms of social. relationships but also their concrete contents. 

Secondly, the distinction between the forms of social relations and their contents is not work

able. Social forms can not be abstracted from the content at all, since social forms keep on 

changing when the contents change. Sorokin writes, "we may fill a glass with wine, water or 

sugar without changing its form, but I .cannot conceive ofa social institution whose form would 

not change when its members change". 

Thirdly, sociology is not the only science that studies the forms of social relationships. Other 

sciences also do that. The study of international law, for example, includes social relations like 

conflict, war, opposition, agreement, contract etc. Political Science, Economics also study social 

relationships. 

Finally, the establishment of pure sociology is impractical. No sociologist ha~ been able to 

develop a pure sociology so far. No science can be studied in complete isolation from the other 

sciences. lo. fact, today more emphasis is laid on inter-disciplinary approach. 
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2. The Synthetic School 

The synthetic school of thought conceives of sociology as a synthesis of the social sciences. It 
wants to make sociology a general social science and not a pwe or special social science. In fact, this 
school has made sociology synoptic or encyclopaedic in character. Durkheim, Hob House, Ginsberg 
an.d Sorokin have been the chief exponents of this school. 

The main argument of this school is that all parts of social life are intimately inter-related. 
Hence the study of one aspect is. not sufficient to understand the. entire phenomenon. Hence 
sociology should study social life as a whole. This opinion has contributed to the creation of a 
general and systematic sociology. · 

The Views of Emile Durkheim 

Durkheim, one of the stalwarts of this school of thought,· says that sociology· has three main 
divisions or fields of inquiry. They are as follows: Socia/Mophology, Social Physiology and Gen-
eral Sociology. · 

(i) Social Morphology: Social morphology studies the territorial basis of the life of people and 
also the problems of population such as volume and density, local distribution etc. 

(ii} Social Physiology : Sociai physiology has different branches such as sociology of religion, 
of morals, of law, of economic life and of language etc. · · 

(iii) General Sociology : General Sociology can be regarded as the philosophical part of 
sociology. It deals with the general character of the social facts. Its function is the fommlation of 
generaLsocial laws. 

The Views of Morris Ginsberg 

Ginsberg,. another advocate of the synthetic school, says that the main task of sociology can be 
categorised into foµr branches: Social Morphology, Social Control, Social Processes and Social 
Pathology. 

(i) Social Morphology: 'Social Morphology' deals with the quantity and quality of population, 
It studies the social structure, social groups and institutions. 

(ii) Social Control: 'SocialControl' studies-formal as-well as infortnaI~means of social con
trol such as custom, tradition, morals, religion, convention, and also law, court, legislation etc. It 
deals with the regulating agencies of society. 

(iii) Social Processes : 'Social processes' tries to make a study of different modes of interac
tion such as cooperation, competition, conflict, accommodation, assimilation, isolation, integration, 
differentiation, development, arrest. and· decay. 

/ 

(iv) Social Pathology; 'Social Pathology' studies social mal-adjustment and disturbances. It 
also includes studies on various social probletns like poverty, beggary, unemployment, 
over-populatfon, prostitution, crime etc. 

Ginsberg has.summed up the chieffunctions of sociology as follows: 
(i) Sociology seeks to provide a classification of types and forms of social relationships. 

- (ii) It tries to determine the relation between different factors of social life. For example, the 
economic and political;-the moral .iind the religious; the moral and the legal, the intellectual and the 
social elements. 

(iii) It tries to disentangle the fundamental conditions of social change and per~istence and to 
discover sociological principles governing social life. 

The scope of sociology i~, indeed, very vast. It studies all the social aspects of society .such as 
social processes, social control, social change, soda! stratification, social system, social groups, 
social pathology etc. Actually, it is neither possible nor essential to delimit the scopeJ>f sociology, 
because, it would be, as Sprott puts it,."A brave attempt to confine an enormous mass of slippery 
material into a relatively simple system of pigeonholes". 
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4. USES OF SOCIOLOGY 

Of the various social sciences, sociology seems to be the youngest. It is gradually developing. 

Still it has made remarkable progress.lts uses are recognised widely today. In modern times, there is 

a growing realisation of the importance of the scientific study of social phenomena and the means of 

·promoting what Prof Giddings calls human adequacy (human welfare). 

The study of sociology has a great value especially in modern col'I1iplex society. Some of the 

uses of sociology are as follows: 
(i) Sociology studies society in a scientific way. Before the emergence of sociology, there was 

no systematic and scientific attempt to study human society with all its complexities .. Sociology has 

made it possible to study society in a scientific manner. This scientific knowledge about human 

society is needed in order to achieve progress in various fields. 

(ii) Sociology throws more light on the socialnature of man. Sociology delves deep into the 

social nature of man. It tells us why man is a social animal, why he lives in groups, communities and 

societies. It examines the relationship between individual and society, the impact of society on man 

and other matters. 
' (iii) Sociology improves our understanding of society and increases the power of social action. 

The science of society assists an individual to understand himself, his capacities, talents and limita

tions. It enables him to adjust himself to the environment. Knowledge of society, social groups, 

social institutions, associations, their functions etc., helps us to lead an effective social life. 

(iv) The study of sociology helps us to know not only our society and men but also others, their 

motives, aspirations, status, occupations, traditions, customs, institutions, culture etc. In a huge 

industrialised society our experience is comparatively limited. We can hardly have a comprehensive 

knowledge of our society and rarely have an idea regarding other societies. But we must have some 

insight into an appreciation of the motives by which others live and the conditions under which 

they exist. Such an insight we derive from the study of sociology. 

(v) The contribution of sociology is not less significant in enriching culture. Sociology has 

given training to us to have rational approach to questions concerning ourselves, our religion, cus

toms, mores, institutions, values, ideologies, etc. It has made us to become more objective, rational, 

critical and dispassionate. The study of societies has made people to become more broad minded. It 

has impressed upon its students to overcome their prejudices, rnisconceptions, egoistic ambitions, 

and class and religious hatreds. It has made our life richer, fuller and meaningful. 

(vi) Another aspect of the practical side of sociology is the study of great social institutions and 

the relations of individuals of each one of them. The home and family, the school and education, the 

state and government, industry and work, religion and morality, marriage and family, law and legis

lation, property and government, etc. are some' of the main institutions, through which our society 

functions. More than that, they condition our life in countless ways. Knowledge of sociology may 

help to strengthen them to serve man better. · 

(vii) Sociology is useful as a teaching subject too. Sociology is a profession in which technical 

competence brings its own rewards, Sociologists, especially those traip.ed in research procedures, 

are in increasing demand in business, government, industry, city planning, race relations, social 

work, social welfare, supervision, advertising, communications, adrninistration, and many other av 

eas of community life. A few years ago, sociologists could only teach sociology in schools and 

colleges. But sociology has now become practical enough to be practised outside of academic halis. 

Careers apart from teaching are now possible in sociology. The various areas of applied sociology 

are coming more and more into prominence in local, state, national and international levels. 

(viii) The need for the study of sociology is greater especially in underdeveloped countries . 

. Sociologists have now \drawn the attention of economfats regarding the social factors that have con· 

tributed to tl:ie economic backwardness of a few countries. Economists have now realised the impor-
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tance of sociological. knowledge in analysing the ecooemic affairs of a country'. 
(U:) The study of society is of paramount importanc,e i1:1 solving social problems. The present 

world is beset with several social problems of great ma~nitude like poverty, beggary;· unemploy
ment, prostitution, over-population, family disorganisatiori, community disorganisation, racial pro)>.. 
lems, crime, juvenile delinque11cy, gambling, alcoholism, youthunrest, untouchability etc. A careful 
analysis of these problems is necessary in order to solve them. Sociology p;ovides such,,ar1 analysis. 

(x) Sociological knowledge is nec,essary for understanding and planning of society. Social 
planning has been made easier by sociology. Sociology is-Often considered a vehicle of socialreform 
and social reorganisatfon. It plays an important role in-the reconstruction of society. 

(xi) The practical utility of sociological techniques: The techniques developed by the socio lo+ 
gists and other social scientists are adopted by others. Let us think the example of social survey. 
Developed and used mainly by sociologists and statisticians, it has become an essential tool'ofmar
ket research and political polling. In the same way, sociologists provide a great deal of information 
that is helpful in making decisions on social policy. 

(xii) Study of society has helped several governments toptomote the welfare of the tribal people. 
Not only the civilised societies, but even the tribal societies are faced with several socio-economic 
and cultural problems. Studies conducted by sociologists and anthropologists regarding tribal soci
eties and problems h~ve helped many governments in undertaking various. social welfare measures 
to promote the welfarb of the tribal people. Efforts are now being made to treat the tribals on par with 
the rest of the civilised people. 

(xiii) Sociology has drawn our attention to the intrinsic yYorth and dignity of man. Sociology 
has been greatly responsible in changing our attitudes towards fellow humanmeings. It has helped 
people to become catholic in outlook and broadminded in spirit: 1t has made people to become 
tolerant and patient towards others. It has minimised the m,ental distance and reduced the gap be
tween different peoples and communities. 

(xiv) Sociology is of great practical kelp injhe sense, it keeps us up-to-date on modern social 
situations and developments. Sociology m;ikes us,to become more alert towards the changes and 
developments that take place around us. As aresult,.we come to know about our changed roles and 
expectations and responsibilities. 

(xv) Finally, as Prof Giddings has p6inted out "Sociology tells us how to become what we want 
to be". 

In conclusion, it can be said that the question of 'value of sociology' is not a question whether
or not we should study a subject. But it is a simple question of how it is actually to be used. Socidl
ogy, in short, has both individual and social advantages. 

5. THE THREE MAJOR THEORETICAL PERSPECTIVES OF SOCIOLOGY 
The Concept of "Theoretical Perspective" 

Sociologists view society differently. They have their own way ofunderstanding society and 
its dynamics in a theoretical manner. For example: . . 

-(i) Some see the social world basically as a stable and an ongoing unity. They are im-
pressed with the endurance of Ure family, organized rerigjon and other social institu
tions. [This represents the "functionalist perspective"] 

(ii) Some other sociologists see soc;iety as composed of many groups in conflict, compet
ing for scarce resources. [Th1s denotes the "confliet pf!1fspective".] 

(iii) To other sociologists, the most interesting aspects of the social world are the everyday 
life, routine interaction.s among individuals that we sometimes take for granted. [This 
signifies the "interactionist perspective:'.] 

It is clear from the above, that the same society or social phenomenon can be approached or 
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viewed or studied from different theoretical perspectives". The theoretical perspectives refer to "broad 

assumptions about society and social behaviour that provide a point of view for the study of specific 

problems". [Ian Robertson - Page: 16.] ' 

Types of Major Perspective in Sociology 

Our sociological imagination may help us to employ any °'fa number of theoretical perspec

tives or appraches in order to study human behaviour. From these approaches soiologists develop 

theories to explain specific types of behaviour. There are three of these general perspectives in 

modem sociology. They are (i) the functionalist, (ii) the conflict, and (iii) the inter-action/st perspec

tives. Let us look at each in tum. 

(i) The Functionalist Perspective 

The functionalist perspective draws itS original inspiration from the work of Herbert Spencer 

and Durkheim. In the view of functionalists, society is Hkeliving organism in which each part of the 

organism contributes to its survival. Therefore, the functionalist perspective emphasises the way that 

parts of a socier; are structured to maintain its stability, 

Spencer compared societies to living organisms. Any organism has a structure, that is, it con

sists of number of interrelated parts, such as a head, limbs, heart, blood veins, nervous system, and so 

on. Each of these parts has a fuction to play in the life of the total organism. Spencer further argued 

that in the same way, a society has a structure - it also further argued that in the same way, a society 

has a structure, it also consists of interrelated parts, such as the family, religion, state, education, 

economy, and so on. Each of these components also has a function that contributes to the overall 

stability of the social system. Modem structural-functionalism [which is usuaJLy. referred to asfunc

tionaiism] does not insist much on the analogy between a society and an organism. However, the 

general idea of society as a system of interrelated parts, persists even now. · 

Emile Durkheim's analysis ofreligion represented a critical contribution to the development 

of functionalism. Durkheim focused on the role of religion in reinforcing feelings of solidarity and 

unity within group life. 

The work of Durkheim, Max Weber and other European sociologists greatly influenced Talcott 

Parsons{1902-1979), a Harvard University sociologist. For over four decades, Parsons dominated 

American sociology with his advocacy of functionalism. He saw society as a network of cg_nnected 

parts, each of which contributes to the maintenanceofthe system as a whole. "Under the function

alist approach, if an aspect of social life does not s,erve some idenjifidble useful function or promote 

~alue consensus among members of a society - it will not. be passed on from one generation to the 

next. 

The functionalist theory assumes that society tends to be an organized, stable, we'll-integrated 

system, in which most members agree on basic values. 

In the functionalist view, a society has an underlyini tendency to be in equilibrium or balance. 

Social change is therefore, believed to be disruptive urtless it takes place jn a slow and gradual 

manner. Because changes in one part of the system normally brings about changes elsewhere in the 

system.' ' 

Functionalism presumes that a given element in re social system may have its ownfunctions 

or dysfunctions. The proper junctions' add to the stability of the order, whereas the dysfunctions 

may disrupt the social equilibrium. 

Functionalism makes a distinction betw~en 'man-ifest functions', that is, those that are qbvious 

and intended, and "latent functions", that is, those that are unrecognized unintended. 

An important criticism of the functional perspective is that it tends to be inherently conserva

tive. This theory, it is said, fails to pay sufficient importance to the changes that take place in the 

system. Further, it is commented that this perspective ignores the element of confllCt and its role in 

the social system. 
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(ii) The Conflict Perspective 

The conflict perspective derives its strength and support from the work of Karl Marx, who saw 
the struggle between the social classeS as the major fact of history. In contrast to functiOnaiists' 
emphasis on stability and consensus, conflict sociologists see the social world in continual struggle. 

The conflict theorists assume that societi~s ~e in a constant state of change, in which conflict 
is a permanent feature. Conflict does not necessarily imply outright violence. It includes tension, 
hostility, severe competition, and disagreement over goals and values. Conflict is not deemed here as 
an occasional event that disturbs the smooth functioning of the system. It is r~arded as a constant 
process and an inevitable part of social life. 

Karl Marx viewed struggle between social classes as inevitable because of the exploitation of 
, workers under capitalism. Expanding on Marx's work sociologists and other social scientists have 
come to see conflict not merely as a class phenomenon but as a part of everyday life in all societies. 
Thus in studying any culture, organisation, or social group, sociologists want to know "who benefits, 
who suffers, and who dominates at the expense of others". They are concerned. with conflicts be
tween women and men, parents and children, cities and villages, rich and thwp-oor, ~pper castes and 
the lower castes and so on. In studying such questions conflict theorists are interestecYin how society's . 
institutions - including the family, govemmi:mt, religion, education, and the media, may help to 
maintain the privileges of some groups and keep others in a subservient position. 

The conflict perspective dominated the Wes~em European sociology and was largely neglected 
in American. sociology· until the sixties. Modem conflict theory, which is associated with such 
sociologists as C. Wright Mills (1956) and Lewis C9ser (1956), does not focus, as Marx did, on 
class conflict. It sees' conflict between many other groups such as the Whites and Negroes, Asians 
and the Europeans, and so on. 

Conflict theorists are primarily concerned with the kinds of changes that conflict can bring 
about, whereas functionalists look for stability and consen~us. · 

The .conflict perspective is viewed.as more "radiC,a/ 1' and "activist". This is because of its 
emphasis on social change and redistribution ofn;sources. The functionalist perspectivei on the 
other hand, because of its focus on the stability of society, is generally seen as more "conservative". 
At present, the conflict perspective is accepted withinJhe discipline of sociology as one valid way to 
gain insight into a soqiety. · 

One important contribution.of conflict theory is that it has encouraged sociologists to view 
society through the eyes of those people who rarely influence decision-making. Example, the Blacks 
in America and Sourth Africa, the untouchables in India, the Hindu minorities in Pakistan,-and so on. 
Similarly, feminist scholarship in sociology has helped us to have a better understanding of social 
behaviour. Thus a family's socia~ standing is also now considered from the woman's point of view 
and not solely from the husband's position or income. Feminist scholars have also argued for a 
gender-balanced study of society in which women's experiences and contributions are visible as 
those of men. 

The conflict perspective has its owll'limitations. It is also criticized. "By focussing so narrowly 
on issues of competition and change, it fails to come to grips with the more orderly, stable, q.ndless 
politically controversial aspects of s?cial reality''. (Ian Robertson. Page 19) 

(iiz) The Interactionist P~rspective 

The functionalist and conflict perspectives both analyse society atJbe macro-level. These ap~ 
proaches attempt to explain society - wide patterns of behaviour. However, many contempq.rary 
sociologists are more interested in understanding society as a whole through an examination of 
social interactions at the micro-level small groups, two friends casually talking withDne another, a 
family, and so forth. This is the interactionist perspective. This perspective generalizes aboutfunda- . 
mental or everyday forms of social interaction. From these generalizatiq.ns, interactionists seek to 
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explain both micro and macro-level behaviour. 

The intetactionist perspective in sociology was initially influenced by Max Weber. He had 

emphasized the importance ofunderstanding the social world from the viewpoint of the individuals 

who act within it. Later developments in this theory have been strongly influe!Jced by social psy

chology and by the work of early leaders in the Chicago School of Sociology,-particularly George 

Herbert Mead. 

"The inleractionist perspective focuses on social behaviour in e:iferyday life. It tries. to imder

stand how people create and interpret the situations they experience, and it emphasizes how count

less instances of social interaction produce the larger structure of society- government, the economy 

and otherinstitutions ". This perspective presumes that it. is only through these social behaviour of 

the people that society can come into being. Society is ultimately created, maintained, and changed 

by the social interaction of its members. 

The interactionist perspective bas a number of loosely linked approaches. 

(i) Erving Goffman (1959), for example, takes a "dramaturgical',-approach to social interac

tion. He sees social life as a folJll of theatre, in whiph people play different parts/roles and "stage

manage" their lives and the impressions they create On others. 

(ii) George Homans (1961) prefers to have an "exchange" approach. He stresses on the way 

people control one another's behaviour by exchanging various forms of rewards and punishments 

for apI?roved or disapproved behaviour. 

(iii) Harold Garfinkel (1967) adopts what he callsan "ethno methodologicaI'' approa<;:h. This 

is only an attempt to find out how people themselvesi. understand the routines of daily life. This 

approach focuses on how people view, describe, and explain shared meanings underlying everyday 

social life and social routin.es. 

(iv) Blumer and his Sy~bol,ic Interaction (1969). Blumer preferred to stress on the symbOlic 

interaction approach laid dowri by G.H. Mead in the thirties. Symbolic interaction is the interaction 

that takes place betwen people through symbols - such as signs, gestures, shared rules, and most 

important, written and spoken language. Much of this interaction takes place on a face-to~face basis, 

but it can also occur in other forms. For example, symbolic interaction is taking place between the 

author of this book and the re~ders who read the sentences here. Interaction occurs whenever we 

obey[or even disobey]a traffic signal, or a "Stick no Bills" notice.The essential point is that people 

do not respond to.that meaning. For example, the words or sentences of this hook, the red light of a 

traffic signal have no meaning in themselves. People learn to attach symbplic meaning to these 

things, and they order their ll:ves on the basis of these meanings. We live in ~symbolic as well as in 

. a physical world. Our social life involves a constant process of interpret~ng the meanings of om; own 

acts and those of others. 
I .~ , 

The interactionist perspective, iii general, invites the sociologist to ask specific kinds of ques-

tion: What kinds of interaction are taking place between people, how do they understand and inter

pret what is happening to them, and why do they act toward others as they do? Those who follow 

tois perspective 1usually focus on the more minute, personal aspects of everyday life. For example, 

by what proce~s an-individual becomes a beggar or a prostitute or a criminal? How does someone 

learn to experience cigarette sm.Oking as pleasural;>le? What tactics are used by a college. lecturer to 

have classcontrol? What ~trategies are resorted to by a political leader to convince the angry mob 

about a political decision taken by his party· on an issue that would 'affect their interests? What 

happens, and why, if we stand too close to someone during a conversation? and so on. 

The interac~ionist perspective provides a very interesting insight into the basic mechanics of 

.·everyday life. Uhas the advantage of revealing fundamental social processes that other perspectives 

normally ignore; · 
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This perspective is also open to criticism. It neglects larger social institutions and societal 
processes, which have powerful effects on social interaction and on our personal experience. 
An Evaluation of these Three Perspectives 

These three perspectives -functionalist, conflict and the interactionist - represent three differ
ent ways of understanding the same reality, that is social phenomenon. Each of these perspectives 
starts from different assumptions, each leads the investigator to ask different kinds of questions, and 
each viewpoint is therefore likely to produce different types of conclusions. These perspectives 
seem to be contradictory also. But we cannot say that one is "better" than the other two, or even that 
they are always incompatible. 

Each ofthese perspectives focuses on a different aspect ofreality: (i)functionalism, primarily 
on social order and sta15ility, (ii) conflict theory, primarily on tension and change, and (iii) 
interactionsim, primarily on ordinary experiences of everyday life. Each of the perspectives ,has a 
part to play in the analysis of society. 

All these three perspectives could be applied.for example, to the study of education, although 
each would focus on a different aspect of the institution. Afunctionalist approach would emphasis 
the functions that education plays in maintaining the social system as a whole. A conflict approach 
would emphasise that education is believed to be an important avenue to social and financial success 
in life. It stresses on the social class background of the pupil affecting his academic achievement. An 
interactionist approach would emphasise the daily activities within school. It would point to the 
forms of interaction between teachers and pupils, the influence of the student peer group over its 
individual members. None of these approaches can daim itself to be the only "true" one. Because, 
taken toge~her they provide a· broader and deeper understanding of the entire institution of educa
tion. 

Sociology makes use of all the three perspectives since each offers unique insights into the 
same problem being studied. These perspectives overlap as their interests overlap. 
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SOME BRANCHES OF 
SOCIOLOGY 

Historical Sociology-Sociology of Knowledge-Sociology of Law-Social orHuman Ecol

ogy-Sociology of Education~Politica!Sociology-Sociology of Economic Life-Sociol

ogy of Occupations-Sociology of Religion-Rural Sociology-Industrial Sociology

Urban Sociology 

Sociology is a fast growing discipline. Sociologists are at work to bring into its range of study 

almostall aspects of man's social life. Sociology has a tendency to break down into an endless list of 

specialities. Thus it has several speciaiised areas of inquiry each of which may employ its .own 

approach and techniques. Here is a small attempt to introduce some of the main branches or specialised 

areas of study. · 

1. HISTORICAL SOCIOLOGY 

Historical sociology has emerged as one of the branches of sociology. In a sense, all sociologi

cal research is historical for the sociologists normally go into the records pertaining to the events that 

!;lave happened or have been observed. "The term historical sociology is, however, usually applied to 

tQ.e study of social facts which are more than fifty or so years old". 

In actual practice, historical sociology has become a particular kind of comparative study of 

social groups. It is a study of social groups, their composition, their interrelationships and the social 

conditions that support or undermine them. If the social anthropologist looks at these things in con

temporary simple societies, the historical sociologist examines themin comparison with the records 

of earlier societies and their cultl,lres. 

Some historians such as Rostovtzer, G. G. Coulton and Jacob Burkhardt, have written social 

history. "Social history is history which deals with human relations, social patterns, mores and cus

toms and important institutions other than monarchy and army." Social history has become "The 

history of people with the politics left out". "It has now become the history of men and women in 

their social relationships and groupings". 

Social history has yet to e~~blish itself as a separate discipline. Only a handful of people are 

busy with teaching it in British Universities. On the other hand, social history has gained much 

acceptance by sociologists. They have become aware of the significance of the past in the interpre

tation of the present. Social history has been acknowledged as 'historical sociology' by sociologists, 

It is today one of the standard special fields of sociology. Sigmund Diamo1:1,d, Robert Bellah and 

Norman Brinbaum may be pointed out as important contemporary practitionei:.s of historical 

sociology. · 

30 
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2. SOCIOLOGY OF KNOWLEDGE 
'Sociology of knowledge' is one of the recently emerged branches of sociology. This branch 

pre-supposes the idea "that our knowledge is in some measure a social product." Thinkers had 
·recognised long back the importance of economic, religious, political and other interests in shaping 
human beliefs and ideas. Of late, the view that even human society and its very structure can influ-· 
ence knowledge, gained sufficient recognition. The history of Greece and Rome in particular has 
strongly supported this view: In his book ''New Science" (1725) Vico tried to show how heroic 
literature constitut'e4 the thought mode of a specific kind of society. . . 

;. The problem of the relationship between society and knowledge has been raised by Marxism, 
and it has offered a solution to it also. "According to Marx and Engels, all knowledge has been 
distorted, directed and conditioned b)" the interests conscious. and unconscious, of conflicting ex
ploited and exploiting classes". In the light of contemporary sociological information, this view is 
found to be untenable as a total sociology ofkrrowledge. 

Durkheim triecNo approach this problem in his own way. In "The Elementary Forms of the 
Religious Life" 1912 and "Sociology and Philosophy'' 1952 (essays translated) he argued that our 
perception and experience are derived from and constitute a part of social structure. This view may 
be alright for simpler Societies and .notfor complex societies. Even Comte's three stages of social 
eyolUtion had been· r~garded as stages of forms of thought of' whtch the last stage, that is, the. 

·. positivist stage is alone objective.· · · 
The foundations of the sociology of knowledge will have to be found· in Karl Manheim 's 

"Ideology and Utopia" 1936 and "Essays on the Sociology of Knowledge", 1952. Manheim tned to. 
face "The problem of sociology of knowledge with great philosophical learning and methodological 
ingenuity". A nµmber of sociologists are attracted by lhe subject of sociology of knowledge but the 
problems it raises are unsolved. · 

3. SOCIOLOGY OF LAW 

'Sociology off,,aw' looks at law and legal systems as a part of society and also as social institu
tions related to other institutions and changing with them; It regards law as one means of social 
control. Hence law is often made to be related to a moral order, to a body of customs and ideas 'about 
society. From this point of view, sociology oflaw is itselfrelated to jurisprudence. Still it is not like 
jurisprudence. Sociology of law requires an understanding of the system of law no doubt. But it is 
still wider in scope. It seeks "to perceive the relationship of systems of law to other social sub
systems like the economy, the nature and distribution of authorlty, and the structure of family and 
kinship relationships". In Britain, some social anthropologists have exam.ined the systems oflaw and 
.courts in relatively simple societies and tried to determine their relationships to the other aspects of 
the social system. 

The study of 'Sociology of Law' is well loJ'own in Europe but not in America and Britain. In 
fact, sociologists have hardly turned their attention towards sociology ciflaw in modem societies. 
Previously, Durkheim (through his classification of law into retributive and restitutive) and Max · · 
Weber (through, his "Law in Economy and Society" - Translated work) had .made some initial -
studies in this field. Austrian scholar E. Ehrlich published one of the most outstanding works on 
sociology of law .in 19 f3 which was translate.d into English under the titl~ "Fundamerztql Principles 
ofthe Sociology o/Law" in 1936. Another famous work is that of'Georges Ourvitch 's 'Sociology of 
Law'1942. Due to.the work ofsome jurists in America considerbie interest is now being shown to. 
sociology of law. Due to this growing inte~est only a number of sociologists and lawyers have ·made 
a join~ venture to produce an interesting work entitled "Society and the Law:.· New Meanings for an 
old Profession" 1962. · . · · . _ 1 
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4. SOCIAL OR HUMAN ECOLOGY 

. Ecology is a branch of biology and has been largely concerned with the environment of the 

lower animals and plants. It refers to the influence of the environment upon animal ecology. ·The 

sociologists who adopted the approach of tb!ese natural scientists in their study of the conimunity 

refer to their field as "human ecology" or "social ecology". The botl!,nists also supplied the sociolo

gists \\jth fundamental principles, concepts, and terminology. 

The .study of human ecology is nothing but the logical extension of the- ecological point of 

view. Human1 ecology is that part of sociology, which studies human b~ings' adjustments to their 

environments which include not only the physical conditions of the.ir geographic enviroi:unent but 

also other organisms such as other fellow human beings, plants and animals. Man, the subject of 

. human ecology is less restrict¢d by his physical environment. With the help of culture thatman 

·possesses, he can li~t'I almost·anywbere on the planet. He dan grow and.produce different kinds of 

food, wear clothings.of variops type$, c1oustnllc:t 'houses, bndges and dams, create tools and jmple

ments which have diflit1tflJ1t 11ses1, kill'. beasts tnat ate: dallgerbus, destroy harmful insects with'pesti-

'cides and i;o on. . . 

Soc;ial ecologists have focuse~:their a~ention on the com;munity. The ecological factQrs c.an 
more easily and more pr6ductivelybe studieµ when the community js the unit of observation .. :EcQl

ogy studies community in relation to environment. Culture1 modifies the influence of natural envi

ronment, and as·culture changes, communities change. 

The Ecological Approach: The ecological approach to the study of communities had \:)een 

used, so far, maihly by American sociologists. Park and Burgess were the pioneers in the study of 

human ecology. They and their student Mckentie formulated its basic principles. They made, it a 
field of Study within sociology. Later this approach was very usefully ~rtlployed bf sociologists 

·other than those of the "Chicago School ". 

Socfologists who study communities from the ~ological point of view consider a village, 

to~ or city sociological rather than a legal o~ 8/11 administrative unit. It need not confine itself to the 

bounmmes set bylaw. "A community, front the ecological point of view, i~cludes a focal area plus 

. the surrounding territory. Its size is determined by the extent of its economi°' and ~ocial influence". 

This ecological conception is used.by tpe sociologists in their study ofthe corhmunity. Even econo'." 

mists, social workers, businessmen, and social planning agencies make use of this approach. 

5. SOCIOLOGY OF EDUCATION . 
I 

Sociology of education is one of the specialised fields of sociological inquiry. It analyses the 

institutions and organisations of education. It !ltudies the. functional relationship between education 

.and the other great institutional orders of society: such as tne economy, the polity, r,eligion and kin

ship. It concentrates on educational system or subsystem orindividual school or college. 

'Sociology of educatiotl' studies :education' as an 'age.mt of transmission of culture. It studies 

the functio:p.al importance of education also. It makes stUdies of school organisation artd ~~ r~lation 
between schools arid social structure, especially social class, family and neighbourhood. The inter

acticm of theseJlocial forces with the internal organisation of the school is explored in order to find 

out the social determinants ofeducability. Sttidies have shown that social class and. its correlates 

· have a sy~tematic effect on educability and educational ,selection. For example, i1;1 Britah1, the chances · 

'ofachieying ~university degree are six times better for a middle class than for a working-class child. 

The social determinants of academic success remain powerful even in modem educi!Nional systems 

in spite of the provision of equal opportunities. for all. The theoretical notion .of "m~rit<Jct.acy", Le., 

· rule by the educated and talented persons, has to be understood within this· context. SoCioiogicat 

studies of higher education h~ve increased since 195.0.· · 
• ' ' I • 
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Sociology of education stresses upon the social importance of education. The social impor
tance of education is widely recognised today, especially in modern industrialised societies. In such 
societies education has become one of the means of acquiring social and technical skills. Education 
has come to be not only a way of training people to work in different t;ields but also a qualification 
for jobs in certain fields. It fits people for increasingly specialised roles 

More than thl!t, education has become an essential need today to register progress in scientific 
and technological fields. As such, it is a means of promoting economic prosperity. Education, as a 
means of bringing about social change, is no less significant. It promotes social mobility, that is, 
movement of people frorrione social status to another. It influences social stratification. Education is 
often made use of in totalitarian and communist countries as an instrument to propagate some chau-
vinist and communist ideologies. · 

The famous writer, Nel1lman said that the main practical purpose ofa university is to produce 
sociallyresponsible people. Presiaent Truman of America, stressing the importance of education, 
once reri:iarked that man with wide experience, practical vision of thirigs, intellectqal depth and 
capacity to· take right decisions at right time should be given the reins of administration to rule the 
country: Dr. S Radhakrishnan said that the main o.bje'ctive of education was to give traip.ing to 
students to undertake occupations effectively and, to become proper leaders in various social fields 
in which they happen to work. pr. Kothari Comtnission, appointed by the Government oflndia to 
recommend suitable educationafreforms declares in the very beginning of its very comprehensive 
report that, "The destiny of India is being shaped in her class-rooms today". 

6. POLITICAL SOCIOLOGY 
Ever since the time of Aristotle, thinkers have been making systematic study of concrete politi

cal phenomena. They have been observing how politicalphenomena influence and get influenced by 
the rest of the •social structure and culture. In this regard, Aristotle's 'Politics' rnay be taken' as a 
workofpolitical sociology. Ferguson, Monte$qtfieu and Tocqueville were all engaged in whatfoday 
would· be called political sociology. The .classical sociologists like Weber (his essay 'Politics as 
Vocation') and Pareto (his work'' The Mind and: Society') were pioneers in including a political 
sociologyin their work. Furthet, Karl Marx in Germany, /vfosca in Italy and Graham Wallas in 
England .advanced so essentially sociological theories of political elite$ and of the processes of 
consensuiand dissent. Also Andre Siegfried of pre-1914 Fran.ce made a detailed study of this social 
group and interests in voting behaviour. The phrase 'Political Sociology' to describe this tradition 
only came into general--ttse-after 1945. . 

Ever since the birth of sociology, the analysis of political processes and institutions 'has been 
one of its most important concerns. SocioltSgists argue and many political scientists agree that it is 
difficult to s~dy political processes except as special cases of more general psychofogical and socio
logical relationships. The term "Po(itical Sociology" has come to be accepted both within sociology 
and political science as encompassing the overlap between the two sciences. However, the political 
scientist is primarily concerned with the dimension.of power and the factors affecting its distribu
tion. The sociologist, on the other hand, is more concerned with social control, with the way in 
which the valUes and norms of a society regulate relations. His emphasis is on social ties, rather than 
on formalstrucfUres and legal definitions. 

As Smelser N.J. says, "Political Sociology can be defined as the study of the interrelationship 
betw(?en society and polity, between social structures and political institutions''. Political sociology 
is notJiolely the study of the social factor.&that condition the political order . 

. Political sociology employs the methods of sociological research, including those. of attitude 
research to investigate the content of political behaviour. It treats political institutions, both formal 
or constitutional and infoffiilal, as parts of.the social system. It has concentrated attention on 'elites' 
and their membership, Oil.the expression and regulation of conflict, on formal pressure groups, on 
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the formation of political opinion. Political sociologists have been concerned with political parties as 

social institutions and with the phenomena of despotic and totalitarian regimes. It is an integral part 

of sociology which has progressively transformed political science in the direction of a wider atten

tion to empirical reality. 

7. ECONOMIC SOCIOLOGY OR THE SOPOLOGYOF ECONOMIC LIFE 

Economic Sociology or The Sociology of Economic life is a new branch of sociology. As Neil 

J. Smelser defines, economic sociology is ''the application of the general frame of reference, vari

ables, and explanatory models of sociology to thatcomplex ofactivities concerned with the produc

tion, distribution, exchange,and consumption of scarce goods and services." 

The first focus of economic sociology is on economic activities alone. The economic sociolo

gist studies how these activities are structur<?d into roles and collectivities. He inquires by what 

values these activities are legitimised, by what norms and sanctions they are regulated, and how 

these sociological factors or variables interact. 

The second focus of economic sociology .is on the relations between sociological variables or 

factors as they manifestthemselves in the economtc as well as non-economic contexts. Fo.r example, 

how do familial roles associate with occupational role ot a local community and the control of its 

political structure? This focus includes both situations in which economic and non-economic struc

fures are integrated with one another. 

This interplay of sociological variables orfactorsin the economic and non-economic fields can 

be observed in two ways:- (i) Within concrete economic units. For example, in the industrial firm, 

the economic sociologist studies the status systems, power and authority relations deviance, cliques 

and coalitions, and the relations among th~se phenomena. In fact, 'industrial sociology' concen

trates more on this point. (ii).Between economic units and their social environment. At one level, the 

economic sociologist studies the relations between economic interests and other interests (legal, 

political, familial, religious) in both the community and the larger society. At a higher lev~l he 

studies the relation between the economy (considered as !l11 analytic system of society) and the other 

systems. "ThiS inter-unit focus leads to the "larger issues" of economic sociology - e.g., public 

policy, labour-management conflict, and th'e relations between economic classes-that lie in the tra

diti.on of Marxian and Weberian thought". Finally, the economic sociologist studies the distinctively 

sociological aspects of the central economic variables themselves-money as one of many types of 

sanctions in social life. 

Sub-divisions of Economic Sociology:Economic sociology has its own sub-divisions. Among 

these can be mentioned-(a) Occupational Sociology, (b) The Sociology of Work, (c}The Sociology 

of Complex Organisations (at least that part which deals with economic bureaucracies), (d) Indus

trial Sociology, (e) Plant Sociology~ (j) the Sociology of Consumption and so on. 

8. SOCIOLOGY OF OCCUPATIONS 

'Sociology of Occupations' is one of the new branches of sociology. It deals with the problem 

of examining how the occupational structure and particµlar occupations associate with other seg

ments of society like the family, the economy, the educational system, the political system and the 
' . '• 

. - - . 

system ofsocial stratification. Its investigations concentrate upon the following themes: (i) the divi-

sion Qflabour, its causes and consequences, (ii) The study of specific occupations of the people like 

the prostitute, ,the dockworkers, the clerk, the architect, the physician, etc. (iii) The function and 

meaning t>f work and related phenomena such as leisure, unemployment and retirement. (iv) Re

searches are also µndertakenon such topics as the amount and method ofremuneration,recruitment 

and training, career patterns, conflicts inherent in the role, the relation between personality and 

occupation, interpersonal relations at work, the public image of the occupation, and the distribution 

of power and prestige within the occupation, etc. 
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9. SOCIOLOGY OF RELIGJON 
The phenomenon of religion' attracted. the attention Qf the sociologists be~ause of its great 

human importance. No society is free from the influence ofreligion. In established societies, religion 
is one of the most important institutional structures makin~ up the total social systfun.·A special · 
brancheof sociology has now emerged in order to analyse ,the religious behaviour of men from a 
sociological point of view. "The sociology of religion is but one aspect of the study of the relation
ship between ideas and ideals embodied in movements and institutions, and the so9ial situations of 
their origin,. development, flourishing anddecline!' Thomas F.O'Dea. · ' .· 

The early sociological studies of relfgion had three distinctive metholQgical 
characteristics-Evolutionist, Positivist and Psychological. Ex: The works ·of'Comte, Tylorand Spen
cer. But Emile Durkheim in his "Elementary Forms of the ReligiOus Life", 1912; made a different 
aPproach to the study of religion. He argued that in all societies, a distinction is mad¢ '.be~en the· 
·'sacred' and the 'profane'. He emphasised the collective aspects ofreligioh. Ile was of the opinion 
·that the function of religious rituals is to affirm the moral superiority of the society over its indf.. 
vidual members'and thus to maintain the solidarif;y of the society. Durkheim's emphasis on ntualas 
against belief, later influenced many anthropologists to undertake functionalist investigations of 
religion. B. Malinowski and A.R. Radcliffe-Brown and other 8ttthropologists were. also influenced'by . 
·the views of Durkheim. 

In the s~dy ofreligion in civilised societies, Durkheim's theory .has proved less usefutHere, 
religion not only unites people but also divides. In modern societies, beliefs and doctrines have more. 
importance than ritual. Here, the sociological study.ofreligion differs from.that of anthropology.·It 
is nfore influenced by the ethical doctrines of the world religions. This approach can be witnesSed in 

·the works of L. T. Hobhouse and Max Weber, Hobhouse, in discussing religfon in his major·wot:k 
"Morals in Evolution",-1907, gave more importance to moral codes of the maJor religions .and 
particularly of Christianity. · · 

Max Weber's '~tment of religious beliefs differs in important respects. Firstly, it is got basCd 
on an evolutionary scheme. Secondly, it is mainly concerned with one major aspect of religious 
ethics. That is, he wanted to examine the influence of particular religious doctrines upon econpmic 
behaviour;. and. the relations between the position of groups ih the economic order anci types of 
religious beliefs. H:e is less concerned with ethical doctrines as such. His famous work; ''Th!JProt
estant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism" is an exan;iple of such an approach. 

Comparatively, nothing more has been .added to the theoretical development ora Socic;>logy of 
Religion since the work of Weber and Durkheim. Weber's influence has. contributed to two main 
lines of study; (i)The characteristics, doctrines.and social significance of religious sects, and (ii) the 
interlink between social classes and religious sects. Ernst Troeltsch 's "The Social Teachings ofihe 
Christian Churches'';' 1912, HR. Niebuhr's' "The Social Sources of Denominationalism, 1929; and I 
Brian Wilson's 'Sects and Society', 1961, can be mentioned here as examples carrying weber•s' 
influence. · · . . 

The Sociology of Religi9n seeks to offer a scie.ntific explanatfon to religion. As Kingsley.Vavis • 
says this "task is not easy. No·societal pher)onfenon is.more resistant than. religion to scientific 
explanation".Two factors s~em to be responsible for this-.first an emdtionatand second a •rational 
bias'. ''The emotional bias springs from the fact that religfon by its very nature involves ultlmate ' 
values, making it almost impossible to view with a disinterested attitlide". the 'rational/Jia3' wo'Uld 
also create problems. Religjon which involves transcendental elldS, strong sentiliients,'d:¢ep-,ro,ote4 
beliefs, and symbolic instniments may appear to be fallacjous to a "ratiOnalist".;J:Ie ~Y attribute 
religion simply to ignoranqe and error and assume that wnen these are rc;moved there WiUeOi~geth~ 
completely ~rational' man. Some.hold that teligion is an expres$ib11~finstinctive emotions;'..'rliese· 

. ,views: are 1eq~allr ~se, "The very non-rationality of rellgiou~ .behaviour is· the thtftg. 'fhatgives 
religion its. vitaliiy in human life''.· 
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10. RURAL SOCIOLOGY 

Rural Sociology is a specia,ised field of socio1ogy. As the name indicates, it deals with the 

society ofvillage or rural society. It is ~ systematic aijd scientific study of rural society. the majority 

of the people on the earth live in villages and rural areas. They follow patterns of occupation andlife 

somewhat different from those living in urban areas. Their behaviour, way of life, and beliefs are 

conditioned and deeply influel)ced by their rural environment. ~ specialised branch of sociology 

.called, Rural Sociology, has, therefore, emerged to study the rural society. 

Definition 

Di:f'ferent sociologists have defined rural sociology in different ways. A few definitions may be 

examined here. ' .. ' . 

1. Sanderson says that "Rural sociology is the sociology of rural life in the rural ev.vironment". 

2. Bertand says that in its broadest sense, "Rural sociology is that study of human relationships 

in rural environment''. 

3. F: Stuard Chapin defines rural 'sociology as follows: "The socfo1oS¥.,~f ,rural life is .a study 

Of the rund population, rural social organisation and the social processes COniparatiVe, ill rural. SOCi-' 

ety". , . . . . . .. .. . 

4. A.R. Desai says that "Rural sociology is the science of rural society ... It is the science of 

·laws of the development of rural society". ' 
. I . . 

It is clea.r from the above-mentioned definitions that rural sociology studies the social interac-

tions, institutions and activities and socialchanges that take place.in, the rural society. It studies/the 

rural social organisations, structure aqd s~ up. It provides us that knowledge about the rurar social 

phenomena which can help us in making contribution to the development of rural society.' .· 
' ' 

·Origin of Rural Sociology 

Rural sociology is comparatively a new branch.of sociology. It was first originated in the 

United .States of America. It has taken more than half a century to become established as a distinct 

adtdemfc field or professional study. The main contributors to the development of rural sociology 

art-Charles Sanderson,,Burthelfield, Ernest Jjurnholme, John Morris Gillin, Franklin H Giddings. 

and Thomas Nixon Qqtver. Iywas President Rooseveltwl:)o, through the appointment of 'Country · 

Life Commission' gave a gdodencouragement to the development of the rural sociology In 1908. 

The report of this Commissiort encouraged the studies of rural society: 

. Inl917 theD<!partinent of Rural Sociology w¥set up by theAmerican Sociological Society. 

In .. 1919, a 'Rural Soci9logy Department" was estabhshed under the chaifl1ianship o~:Dr. C.J. Galpin. 

The Gn~at Depression of 1930 provided another stimulus. to the.growth of rural s9ciofogy. In· 19-37, 

~ Ritral Sociological Society' was formt;d. It started publishing a pl'of¢ssiona~ journai 'Rural Sdcio/

ogy.' 9on!flinlng results of rural sociological resear~h. C'.J. Galp,in 6f the {,3,niy~rsify 9f Wisconsin, 

dev~loped techniques for defining and delimiting the rural conununity. Hifappro¥:h is still popµlar 

' today .. ··. · · . · · · ' _ · · • . · .· · 

The Great Second World War gave yet another fillip to the grow.th t:>fruralsociology. The 

destruction caused. by. the war demanded· reconstryiction. The reconstructio11 wQrk brou~bt further 

encouragement to the science. By 1958 there were about. 1000 professional rural sociologists in 

America/Rural sociology crossed the boundarjes of America ah.d .b,e~am:e popular in EurolJe. A 

·. Eµropean society for Rural Sociology ":as ~ormed ill 195 7 ~ and. a sit,nilar. orgaivsation was starte,d in 

. ifapan also. In developing countries, the role of the rurill sociologist i~ primarily in the applied field 

.. of more ~ffective plan~ingand Qperati,on'ofrutal community development programrnei 

sCope or Subje~t-1\fatter of Rural Sociology· . ..· . . . . . .. 
. : . .. '.-. . . . \ : - .· - . . . 

The sco~e or the subject~miltter of rural sociology is basically the ~tudr,ofrural society with all 
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its complexities. According' to Lawry and Nelson, 'The subject-matter of rural· sociology is the . 
description and analysis of the progress of various groups as they exist in the rurol environment.'. 

The·mai~ tasks of rural sociology can be mentioned here. They are as follows: 
(I) Rural Community and Rural Problems: This i.ncludes the characteristic,s and nature of rural 

community and its problems. (2) Rural Social Life: This ~ncludes various aspects of the rural people. 
(3) Rural Social Organisation: This includes the study of various rural social organisations and 
institutions including family and marriage. ( 4)Rural Social Institutions and Structure: This includes 
the study of dogmas, customs, traditions, values, morals, conventions, practices and various' politi- · 
cal, economic, religious and cultural institutions. (5) Rural' Planning and R_econstraction: Rural .. 
sociology has great practical applications. Henqe rural pl~ing and reconstruction are also the main . 
tasks of rural sociology to be dealt with. ( 6) Social Change and Social Contro/itt_Rurai Social Set · · 
up: It is here we study the impact of city on rural life. The mechanisms of sociakontrol of the rural 
society are also examined here. (7) Religion·and Culture in Rural Socirrty: ReligionpJays an· impor- _ 
· tant, role in a rural set up. Culture of rural society exhibits striking peculiarities. These1come within 
t~e·4omain of rural sociology. (8) Rural Social Processes: Different social processes such as Co"'.:. 

' operation, competition, integration, isolation, differentiation etc., that taire place in rural society arc:· 
also sfudie'd in rural sociology. (9) Differences between Urban and Rural Society: The study of rural · 
society irieludes the differences between uiban and rural· society also. 
Import~nce of Rural S.!)ciology · , 
, The practical value of the study of rural sociology is·widely recognisedtoday. As long as.the 
villages and the rural society assume importance, the rural sociology shall continue to acquire im
portance. The value of rural sociology can be understood by the following points:' 

· (l)Rural Population is in Majority: The world's population is more rural _than urban. More 
than two-third of the people of the world live in villagee. In India alone more than 50 crores people 
(more-than 75 per cent of the total population) live irrmqre thah5.lakh villages. It is the village that 
foi;ms the basis of s9ciety, Rural sociology is inevitable for the study of the majority of the popula
tion.· 

(2) J.ntimate RelatiOnship between the L<md and Man : Man is born ciut of land and his entire 
culture depends on it. Land has been the part and parcel of human life. Progress starts from the 
village. The type of land partially conditions the type of society and the opport:Unities. for human 
develqpment. ·This close relationship between man and land has also been recognised by the ·econo- · 
mists and' political scientists. ; 

(3) Villages and Rural Life form the Source of Population: Cities normally grow out of towns 
and villages. No city cari ·comtl. into existence all of a suqden w~thout having a rural backgrourid. A 

· v11lage, when improved and thickly populated, becomes a town or a 'city. Thus it is the village 
· poJ)ulati9n that forms the s~rce of urban life. _ 

. ( 4) Psychological Approach to t!ie Rural life : Rural progress, rural reconstruction or improve
ment of rural societies is possible only when the people have correct idea about the rur'al way of.life 
andprobiems. RuraLSociology touches upon the rural psychology and-provides a good understand
ing of the ruralpeople and their society. 

11. INDUSTRIAL SOCIOI,OGY 
Introduction 

The Industrial Revolut!on that tc;>ok plac~ in England in the 18th cent_ury changed .the course of 
human history, The Revolution, though essentially took place in the ec'Qnorhtc field, its effects were 
never confinelto the economic field alone. It brought dowri the 'Cost of production, in,tproved.qual: , 
ity and rnaximiii!ecloutput. .More than that, it changed the pattern of human reiatic:ms.It eased hlim~ . 
life, and pro~ided rriore comforts and luxuries to man. At the same tin:ie, it. altereq liuman outlook 
and attiti.ides. It brought-about radical changesin the very structure of th,e soci~~: . . ·.. . 
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Industrial revolution, in course of time resulted in the continuous process of industrialisation. 

Industrialisation is a phenomenon of world significance today. Development in the field of science 

and technology fi.trther added to the volume and sbeed of the process. Agricultural economy turned 

into industrial economy. Industrial area developed into towns and cities. The process of urbanisation 

began. People from rural areas started flocking towards cities. Capitalist economy was born. Social 

cla~ses with class~hatreds emerged .. Social institutions and values underwent changes. New prob

lems and new fears and new anxieties were invariably the results ofit. The very face of the society 

changed. These developments necessitated the birth of a new branch of sociology called "Industrial 

Sociology' which essentially deals with the industrial society with all its complexities. 

Definition of Industrial Sociology 

(/)'Industrial sociology is the application of the sociological approach to the reality and prob~ 

!ems of industry'. - P. Gisbert. 

(ii) Industrial sociology centres its attention on the social organisation of factory, the store, and 

the office. This focus includes not only the interactions of people playing roles in these organisations 

but also theways in which their work roles are interrelated with other aspects of their life". 

- Charles B. Spaulding. 

(iii) Industrial sociology is the sociology of industrial relations and industrial activities of man. 

Development of Industrial Sociology 

As a specialised branch of sociology, industrial sociology is yet to become mature. In fact, 

Durkheim and Max Weber in their classical styles have made some analysis of industrial institutions. 

But systematic research in the field has developed only in recent decades. It gained importance about 

the middle of the present century. The famous experiments at the Hawthotne Works in Chicago, of 

the Western Elec,tric Company, conducted by George Elton Mayo and his associates during the last 

twenties and in the early thirties, provided the fillip to the development of industrial sociology. 

Industrial sociology gained the grounds comparatively on a wider scale inAmerica. Various 

factors contributed to the development of industrial sociology in the U.S.A The development of 

corporate industry, the achievement of scienttfic management, the unemployment of the depressed 

1930s, the labour legislation of the New Deal (Economic Policy), the rise of 'human relations', the 

manpower shortages and enforced restrictions of wartime, the great awakening of the trade unions, 

the continued emigration of the population from the American farm, the new technology and 

mechanisation, the desire for a higher standard of living, the occasional labour strikes involving 

thousands of workers, the investigation of the Congress, the legislative programme of the Kennedy 

Administration-and other factors contributed to the growth of this branch in America. 

In the beginning, in Industrial ~ociology m.uch of the work was limited to the analysisof 

rather restricted problems. But today industrial sociologist's field of study is developing. It 

now includes the analysis of industrial institutions and organisation. It also studies the relation 

between them. It examines the links between indust~ial phenomena and institutions of the wider 

society. Theoretically, this is correct. But practicaUy much remains to be done. As regards 

many of the internal problems of industrial organi~ations, our systematic knowledge is still 

fragmentary and inadequate. In respect of the links between industrial and other institutions our 

knowledge is scattered. 

The Concept of Industry 

The key term to be explained here is 'industry'. 'Industry' may be defined as 'the application 

of complex and sophisticated methods to the production of economic goods and services·~ ln order to 

improve the quality of production, reduce the cost and maximise the production, the complex meth

ods, that is, the machines were used. T~is process of mechanisation of production originated during 

the Industrial Revolution the 18th century. · 
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Man, in some way or the other, has always been 'industrial'. He has always used tools to obtain 
food and satisfy his needs. Advanced industry consists in the use of tools and machines that are far 
more complicated than the digging stick, the hoe, or the bow and arrow, used by the early stone age 
man to obtain his daily food. In fact, the original Latin word for industry is 'industria', which means 
skilland resourcefulness. The term 'industry' is applied to the modem sophisticated system of pro
curing goods and services which began in the Industrial Revolution. 
The Sociological Approach 

A complex reality like 'industry' can be studied from various points of view- technological, 
physical, psychological, economic, sociological etc. Sociology is essentially a science of society, of 

. social relationships, associations and institutions. It analyses the social relatiqns, their forms, con
tents and the systems they assume. Its method is scientific. Its approach is rational and empirical. 

Industrial sociology is that branch. of sociology which concerns mainly with the industrial 
relations of man. It examines the various industrial organisations and institutions, their interrelations 
and links with the other institutions and organisations of the wider society. 
Scope of Industrial Sociology 

Industrial sociology is an applied discipline.His concemedwith the study of human relations 
as they grow and operate in the field of industries. It deals with the sociological concepts that have 
relevance to industry. It concentrates upon the social organisations of the work place or industry. It 
studies the patterns of interaction between people in terms of their roles in industrial organisations. 

Industrial organisations are also studied by other disciplines such as- industrial management, 
industrial engineering, industrialpsycho/ogy and economics. But they study the phenomena of in~ 
dustry in different ways. The}r studies sometimes may overlap. 

Industrial engineering deals with the design of products and equipments. Industrial manage
ment is more an art than a science. Industrial psychology studies-the selection of personnel, job 
satisfaction, motivation and incentive to work, team spirit, accident proneness and such other per
sonal matters and behavioural problems. Economics concentrates on such matters as-prices; 
wages, profits, full employment, finance, monopoly, marketing, taxation, etc. But non.e of these 
sciences focuses its attention on the social or human aspects of industrial organisations. This task is 
done only by industrial sociology. 

Industrial sociology studies industrial organisation not as a technological or economic 
organisation, but more than that, as a social or human organisation. It stresses upon the social or 
interactional factors in industrial relations, formal and informal organisation, team work, communi
cation etc. "When interaction among two or more persons is affected by the fact that one of them is 
a doctor, a teacher, a plumber, a factory worker, a stenographer, a boss, an employee, a union leader, 
or an unemployed person, we have before us the raw material of industrial sociology". 

-Charles B. Spaulding. 
The industrial sociology deals with the total organisation of the workplace. It also deals with 

three different organisations which may be conceived of as distinguishable but interrelated: namely, 
(a) management organisation, (b) informal organisation of workers, and (c) union organisation. · 

(a) 'Management organisation' refers to the relations between management and the workers. 
It also. includes policies, programmes-structure and the functioning of the management. Its main 
emphasis is on the formal relations developed by the workers with''the management. 

(b) 'Informal organisation 'of workers consists of informal relations developed voluntarily by 
lhe workers themselves. Such relations are· established by the individuals atid small groups within 
the fa~tory or industry. Such organisations assume the forms of cliques, gangs, friendship group'!!, 
bands etc. These organisations develop their own informal norms to 12:ontrol the actjvities ofthe 
members. 
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( c) 'Union qrganisation' refers to the role•of trade unions and the particip_ation or involvement 

of workers in union activities. Trade unions are playing.a vital role in creating industrial unrest and 

maintaining industrial peace. They also control the formar and informal relations of the workers, 

These- tqree organisations of the industry ate affected by the physical conditions of the work 

place; fa$hion$ in management thinking, goveriunental and other social control, the personalities of 

employees a:qd their experiences in playing.roles in other organisations. 

Importance of Indu$trial Sociology-

Industljif.tfsociology is of great pra.cticalimportance. . . ·. 

(i) Industrial sociology has been of great help in finding solutioi:is to mai:iy of the industrial 

disputes and in~tances of industrial .unrest 

(ii) It has reduced the gap between industrial management and industrial workers. It has also 

helped both to d~elop friendlyrelations. .. · . ' 

(iii} Industrial Sociology has stressed upon the import;mt role of trade unions in settling indus

trialdisputes. 
. . (iv) It has thrown light upon the problems of industrial workers. It has suggested w,ays and · 

· means 9f iiµproving the living conditions of workers. 

(v) Various industrial sociological studies have impressed upon the management and the gov

emmentthe need tci undertaJce social' security measures for promoting labour welfare. 

(vi) Industrial 'sociology studies the relations between man's industrial activities on the one 

· hand, and his political, economic, educational and other activities; on the other. 

> (vii) Industrial soci9logy also analyses the processe!; of industrialisation and urbanisation, their 

· magnitude and their muti:tal interaction. 

. (viii) Finally il/ldustrial sociology plays a vital role in contributing .to planned industrial growth. 

12. URBAN SOCIOLOGY 

Our iriodem industrial civilisation· is dominate4. by ~ities. 'Urbanisation ; or the growth of 

.•. cities is 'a phenomenon ofrecent years. It is 'an extrimely newphenomen01:rin human history, so 

recent that its rapid growth 'and fall potentialities are0 not yet thoroughly ,understood or realised. ' 

·Not qnly the existing cities of the world are growing today but also new cities are emerging. Urban 

- soc,iologfis born to study cities and their unprecedented growth. 

Definition . 
' .. ' .. 

(z} 'Urban Sdciology' is that branch of sociology which deals with the city or the urban com-

. munity, with urbaQisation and urbaQi~m. · ~J.A. Quinn 

(ii) Urban Sociology is the sociology of urban life and activities. 

Urbanisation and Urban Spciology 
The -cify is not a· phenomenon · timited to· civilised·· life, for it has existed· in some pre~ 

literate cultures:H,owever, the first SJl1all urban,(:'etitres appeared only some 5 to 6 thousand years 

ago. True urbanisation, however, is much more recent than that. The earliest urban centres such as 

Memphis, Thelles; Babylon, Athens, Rome, Carthage, Pataliputra, Ujjian, were of course, called 

•cities'. But in modem contexttbey would be called ''t.ewns'\ ''They were mere ~rban islands in a 
, vf,lst sea of rurality". ' " · · · · 

.' {/rbqnisation' refers to the growth of citi~s. It also indicates an enormous in'*ease in the size 

·.· of ,.Populatio:n;,'in urban centres: ''Urbanisation covers· the movement of people permanently or tern-. 

porarily fyom villa~e to city; it refers tp the effect upon village mliriner_s ·of city habits ... " 

· Urbanisf.ltion became a world phenomenon only iri th~ 19th centQrY. In l 800·there were only 

. 21 cities in the world each.with a population of not less than one lakh~ They were all in Europe. By 

1950 their number 'increased to :858 ari~ il\eir. total popwatfop exceeded 313 million. The popula

.. tions of ·the major cities ranged from one million to abouttWel:ve million. The population of New 
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York, Tokyo and Shanghai has already exceeded one crore. Some coUllltries became more urbanised than others. America1 England, Germany and Israel became the most urbanis.ed countries. of the world. In these countries more than 50 per cent of the people live in towns and cities today. This increase in proportion in cities is what we mean by 'urbanisation'. · 
Importance of cities is today widely recognised. But cities are more often studied with 'moralistic' rather than 'scientific' approach. Some have highlighted the significance of city, past and present, and its dominant role in the building of civilisation. They have<irgued that cities have led in the creation of art, advancement of science and the spread of knowledge. They, have also stated that without huge cities the modem complex and industrial civilisation could not have developed. 
On the contrary, some other scholars have condemned cities 'as abnonnal seed-beds of sin, scepticism, greed, misery, filth and congestion '. The cities are branded as centres of 'corruption, vice and misery'. They further maintained that "the urban way ofllfe inevitably encourages attitudes of selfish pleasure-seeking, exploitation of one's fellowmen, and indifference to human suffering." 
Whether in condemnation or in praise, these scholars have implicitly paid great tributes 'to the human significance of the city'. Although a more detached poi/nt of view is emerging, the scientific $tudy and literature on cities are very much lacking. 

The Origin of Urban Sociology 
The phenomenal growth of cities or what we call the phenomenon of 'Urbanisatibtz' with all fts attendant merits and demerits necessitated a systematip and a scientific study of the', u\ban communities-bf cities. Acco,rdingly was born that branch ofsociology called 'Urban Sociology,

1
• Though studies of1cities were made even earlier, urban sociology, as a systematic discipline tame i\:ito being . inthe 20th century only. As it is in the case ofRural Sociology, maximum work in fhe field\ofUrban Sociology has been done in the specialised :ijelds ()f urban sociology tod;:ty. For examp,e, many books have appeared on classification of towns, citizenship, deve)opment of towns, urban environment,social disorganisation in cities, demographic trends, community life and its impact on personality, family, marriage and divorce in cities etc. Intensive research has also been made regardihgthe mechanism of social welfare, proper use ofleisure, religious, cultural and educational inst~tutions in cities, town planning and rehabilitation and such other topics. 

The Scope of Urban Sociology 
The scope o{urban sociology is really vast. In addition to the study ofthe general principles of urban sociology, it deals with the development of towns, social disorganisation, problems ofilrban life and town planning. It studies the interaction between the urban e,nvironment and the Mvelopment of human personality. It studies the structure and functions ofurban family, its role and changing patterns. It deals with the institution of marriage in urban conterct, and the recent trends in it:It studies the class structure and class struggle in urban societies. It cbncentrates on"Such features of social diSorganisation, such as~rimes, ji,lvenile delinquency, prostitution, beggary, unemployment, diseases, environment pollution, slums, gambling, alcoholism and night life. ft analyses the factors and causes of social and personal disorganisation. It undertakes an investigation of industriP.s and industrial relations, the causes of disharmony between the labour and tl;le management and the ways and means of bringing about harmony ~etween tJ:\e two, · 
Urban sociology makes its study with its basic assumption thatthe city is 'not a static phenomenon, but a series of dynami<r inter-relationships'. "In the ever-changing modem city institutions are altered; old problems change or disappear and new ones arise. Likewise, hew methods for solving these problems are constantly being tried in urban sociology. It gives suggestions for urban planning and control'. Hence, it not only stildies the facts Of urban life but also evaluat~S; the facts in order to under~tand their causes and means of improvement. Though the. immediate task of urban sociology is to makeanamdytical study of the structure and functioning of the urban community, in-doing so, it gives suggestions to overcome the problems of city ilfe, which, are of great practical importance. 
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The Value 1ofUrban Soci91ogy 

The value ofurban sociology is widely recognised today. The process ofurbanisation has been 

greatly hastened in advanced countries due to industrialisation and technological changes. The cities 

today 'embrace in one way or another nearly everything in life'. The studies on urban society and 

urban life have also been diverse and many. They may deat with "urban traffic or urban housing, 

with municipal go~ernment or finance, with fire protection or park maintenance, with juvenile delin

quency or comm.ercialised vice." Urban sociology seeks to find ways of solving some of the difficul

ties, nJiisances, dangers and derelictions of city life. 

As a result of urbanisation there is a change in personal tendencies and trends. The norms and 

standards of marriage andJamily have undergone considerable changes. It has given rise to various 

social, economic and sanitary problems. It is in this context that the need of urban sociology is 

strongly felt. An urban sociologist is a social doctor who is busily engaged in diagnosing the social 

diseases. "The emphasis on problems is natural and necessary because the close-packing of thou

sands and millions of people in small space inevitably creates conditions universally regarded as 

unfortunate." Some of these conditions are so ne\V that there are no traditional modes of handling 

them. They can be ,dealt with only by investigating, by inventing new institutional anangements. 

The value ofurban sociology under these conditions can hardly be exagg~rated. 

Rural S,o'dology And Urban Sociology Interrelations 

iarious branches of sociology study the different aspects of the same reality, that is, society. It 

is but natural that all the branches are interrelated. Accordingly, rural sociology and urban sociology 

too have interconnections. 

Rural ~ociology studies the vi1lage and urban sociology deals with the city. The city life de

pends on the village and what it produces. Similarly, the village is very much influenced by the city~ 

- Due to the pressures from within and attractions from outside people are flocking towards the cities 

from the villages. The economic necessity and social deficiency are 'pushing' the people out of the 

village, while the attractions of the city are 'pulling' them towards their centres. This has resulte"d in 

phenomenon known as 'urbanisation'. Both rural sociology and urban sociology are interested in 

studying this phenomenon. -

Rural sociology and urban sociology are rputually contributor/. Rural sociology is helpful to 

urban sociology in studying such matters as-the causes for the growth of population in cities, .the 

nature of urban problems and their solution, the reasons for the laxity of urban social institutions, 
', 

I 

rural trends in urban centres, the phenomenon of"loss of community", etc. Similarly urban sociol-

ogy is helpful to rural sociology in studying such matters as-the limitations of rural life, the urban 

impact on the village, the 'rush', of people towards the city, rural change, rural problems, rural 

development, rural reconstructio~, etc. 

Rural sociology and urban sociol9gy are so interrelated that one cannot be separated from the 

other. Just as it is difficult to draw-a line of demarcation between the urban society and rural society, 

it is equally difficult to draw a hard and fast line of difference between urban sociology and rural 

sociology. Urban trends are found in rural societies and rural tendencies are often continued in urban 

societies. In small C,jties and towns and also in sub-urban centres we find thejntermixture ofrural

urban trends and features which is often described in terms of 'rural-urban convergen'ce''._ 

A rural sociologi~t must have a basic understanding_ofurban sociology and:similarly an urban 

sociologist rpµst know the fundamental.principles of rural sociology. There is no' city in the worlct 

which does not have its rural background and similarly almost all the villages are influenced by the 

cities in one way or the other. This fact further emphasises the inter·relationship between urban 

sociolog}'-!U}dtural sociology. 
· 

Inter-Connections Between Urban Sociology and Industrial Sociology 

Urban sociology and industrial·sociology are interconnected and interdependent. Their1 inter-
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dependence is such that one is often lookedupon as the branch of another. 
Urbilll ~ocfology studies the origin of the city, its growth, the city life, the problems of the city. and their solut(ons, urban reconstruction, the· city planning,· etc. Industrial sociology studies the 1.n~ dustrial system, 'industrial relations, industrial problems, industrialisation etc.· Industrialisation and urbanisation often go together, The growth of cities is associated with the gr~wth of industries. Similarly, the growth ofindustries accelerates the growth of cities. It is from this point Of view. we can say that the, city life has its reliance on industrial growth, and industrial life has its roots itj city life. Industrial sociology and urban sociology coincide on this point. . .. 
Urban sociology has a vast scope. Industriallife is·o~n treated as apart of urban life. It is not possible for one to study industrial sociology without basic knowledge of urban sociology. Topics of interest for industrial sociology suchas-industrial environment, industrial advancement, slums, industrial relations,jndustrialunrest, labour welfare etc.-are also studied in a general ml\nnerby urban sociology. Oh the contrary, industrial sociology which 4as a narrow field of study, c~centrates more on the industrial behaviour of man. It gives practical suggestions for urban sociology in matters such as urban development, city planning, urban problems, etc. · · 

13. OTHER BRANCHES 
In addition to the fields of imquiry cited above, sociologists have explored a few oth~ fields also. They are : . · · 
(1) Medical Sociology, (2) Military Sociology, (3) Folk Sociology, (4) Criminology, (5) Sociology of Art, (6) Sociology ofSmall Groups, (7) ~ociology of Sexual Behavic,ur, (8) Sociology of Culture, (9) Sociology of Acrsthetics, ( 10) Sociol6ty of Communication and Opinion, (11) Sociology of Racial and Ethnic Relations, (12) Sociology of Popular Culture and Recreation, (13) Sociology of Social Structure, (14) Sociological Me~odology, (15) Sociology of Group·Relations, (16).Sociology of Differentiation and Stratification, (17) Sociology oftheComniunityand·Locality Relations, (18) Sociology of the Graphie and Plastic Arts, (19) SociOlogy of Complex Organisations, (20) SociolOgy of Planni6g for Development in Underdeveloped Areas, (21) Sociology oflnternationalRelatioris, (22) Sociology of Collective Behaviour,,(23) Sociology of Mass Society, (24) Sociology of Age-Statuses (Le. Adolescence, Middle Age, OldAge), (25) Statistics and Quantitative Sociology, (26) Sociology of Action [welfare). (27) Social Psychology, (28) Social Psychiatry, (29) Social Disorganisation or Pathology, (30) Sociological Theory. 
Sociology has already made intensive studies in fields like social stratification, mass media of communication, public opinion and bureaucracy. The horizons of sociology are expanding ~adu ally. Its scope is becoming wider and wider to encompass all the realms of man's social Ii!~· · 
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METHODS OF SOCIOLOGY 

Comparative Method-Historical Method-Statistical Method Case Study Mefhod- Func

tional Method-Scientific Method-Limitations of the Scientific Method in Sociology

Scientiflc View Poim-.Sociology as a Science-Sociological Point of View. 

Sociology .as a social science has been trying to develop its own method of study. In compari

son with other social sciences sociology has to face greater problems in evolving a satisfactory 

method. Though sociology is in its extreme infancy it tries to touch upon various aspects of man's 

. social life in as precise a manner as possible. Man's social life is complex and multi-faceted. It is 

highly a challenging task for sociologists to collect, analyse, synthesise and finally generalise social 

data which are too \}umerous, complex and illusive. They are seeking out all the avenues of collect

ing and interpreting1social data. Hence it has become quite natural for them to employ various meth

ods in their study. A\ bfiefsurvey of some of these methods is given below. 

1. THE COMPARATIVE METHOD 

In order to taclde the problems of society effectively and to make fruitful discoveries, 

sociology has to employ precise and well-tested methods of investigation. The comparative method 

is one.such method. Th~ method is as old as Aristotle for it is known that he had made use of this 

method in his study of pt;>litical systems. But it became "the method par excellence of sociology" 

only in the 19th century. Sociologists and social investigators like Comte, Durkheim, Tylor, J.G. 

Frazer, Weber,_Hobhouse, Whe~ler, Ginsberg, Gouldner, G.P. Murdock, S.F. Nadel, S.M Lipset 

and R. Bendix, E.R. Leach, and others have not only used this method in their studies but also made 

it sufficiently popular. 

The comparative method 1;'efers to "the m~thod of comparing different societies or groups 

within the same society to show whether and why 'they are s.imilar or different in certain respects". 

By such comparisons of differences as well as similarities found in the ways of life of peoples of 

different groups and societies, one can find clues to man's social behaviour. 

The comparative method is not specifically a sociological method but is a method quite known 

in logic, and as such it is applicable to all the sciences. In the 18th century, philologists made use of 

this method in their study of different languages. In the 19th century, this method was used by the 

social investigators to find out similarities in soeial institutions so as to trace their common origins. 

Both Montesquieu aQd Comte used and recommended this method in the 19th century to establish 

and explain both differences and similarities between societies. 

Throughout the 19th century there w,as a strong link between the use of the comparative method 

and the evolutionist approach. Durkheim set out clearly the significance of this method in his "The 

44 
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Rules of Sociological Method". According to him, the sociological explanation consists entirely in the establishment of causal conections'. In the case of nattiral sciences, the causal connections could be more easily established because of facility of experiment. Since such direct experiments are out of question in sociology, we are compelled to use the method of indirect experiment, i.e.,comparative method-says Durkheim 
Durkheim in his work "Division of Labour in Society" compared the legal systems qf different societies at the same time and at different levels Of development. In that he used law as an index of the moral character of society. By comparison "he tested his hypothesis that an increase in the division of labour is accompanied by a change in the nature of social integration or soJidarity". 
Further, Durkheim in his study of "Suicide" aimed to discover the socip.l causes of suicide by relating the rates of suicide in different social groups to characteristics of the groups. He showed that "the suicide rates varie9 inversely with the degree of social cohesion and with the degree of stability of moral norms". 
Tylor used this method in the study of institutions connected with the family among primitive people and was able to show that the practice of mother-in-law avoidance was correlated with the system of matrilocal residence. ' 
Recently, S.M Lipset andR. Bendix have compared "rates of social.mobility in different industrial societies to show that these rates are governed largely by the stage or (\egree of industrialisation." 
Thus, by employing this method it may be possible to explain the significance of a custom or practice, though it varies from one society to another, by studying the motives behind it. 
By adopting this method it is quite possible to establish correlations be!Ween crime and urbanisation, between family size and social mobility, between social class and e<!ucational attainment, between urban living and divorce or delinquency rates, etc. Studies of this Kind have resulted in a number of generalisations also. 
It is true that the comparative method has its own limitaTzons. Critics have pointed out that "what appear superficially to be similar instjtQtions may, in fact, be very different in the societies being considered". Further, "an institution detached fromtlfe,context of the whole society in which it functions may easily be misuqderstood''.. These comments denote practical difficulties involved in the application of the method. As Bottomore has suggested these difficulties could'be minimised by limiting the range of comparisons to societies which are broadly similar. 
In spite of its deficiencies, the comparative method has been widely used today in sociological studies. E.A. Freeman claimed that "the establishment of the comparative method of study has been the greatest intellectual achievement of our time." As Durkheim said, in the abse9ce of experimental method comparative method is the only method available to the sociological disciplines. Due to the Sijccess attained by employing this method in small-sc~le studies in particular societies, sociologists are encouraged to make comparisons between societies. Such higher-level comparisons between societies and nations are necessary to verify the conclusions of the small-scale studies. 

2. THE HISTORICAL METHOD 
The historical method refers to, "a study of events, processes, and institutions of past civilisations, for the purpose of finding the origins or antecedents of contemporary social life and thus understanding its nature and working. " This method is based on the idea that our present forms of social life, our customs and traditions, beliefs and values, and our ways of living as such have their roots in the past and that one can best explain them by tracing them back to their origins. 
The utility and wide acceptance of the historical method have resulted in one of the fields of sociology known as "historical sociology." "Historical sociology studies societies of the remote as well as of recent past to discover origins of, and find explanations for, our present ways of life." 
In a way, all types of sociological researches are historical for th~ sociologists inake use of the 
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records relating to the things that have happened or. have been observed. But generally, the term 

"historical sociology" is applied to the study of social facts which are more than fifty or so years old. 

It means all the social facts relating to the 19th and early phase of20th centuries are referred to as 

"historical." · 

In practice, "h~storical sociology is a particular kind of comparative study of social groups; 

their compositions, their interrelationships and the social conditions which support or undermine 

them." The social anthropologist examinesthese things in contemporary simple societies. But the 

historical sociologist examines them in the records of societies and cultures prior to his own. 

The historical approach has taken two main form's. (i) The first one is highly influenced by the 

biological theory of evolution, and (ii) the second one by the economic interpretation. 

(i) In the first approach concentration is made on the issues such as the·origins, development 

and transfohnation of societies and social institutions. This is actually concerned with the entire span 

of human history. Comte, Spencer and Hobhouse used this approach to study the development of the 

whole society. But E. Westermarck and F. Oppenheim~r followed this method to study the develop

ment of institutions. such as marriage and state in their famous studies of "History of Human Mar

riage" and "The State" respectively. 

(ii) The second approach was characteristic of the works of Max Weber and his followers. 

Weber strongly .criticised Mark's materialist conception of history and his "formula for the ~ausaf 

explanation of historical reality". He advocated the idea of economic 'interpretation' of history. 

Weber applied this ~pproach in his studies of the origins of Capitalism, the· development of modern 

bureaucracy, and the economic influence of the world religions. In these studies particular historical 

changes of social structures are investigated and interpreted. Very recently C. Wright Mills and 

RaymondAron also came under the influence of Weber's methodology in their studies. 

3. THESTATISTICALMETHOD 

From the 17th Century onwards statistical methods· have become essential in analysing vital 

statistics concerning people or things. The term "statistics" may be used in two ways: (i) to refer to 

the application of statistical methods to social or non-social problems, and (ii) to refer to the actual 

numerical data collected in r.elation to these problems. 

The term 'social statistics' or 'statistical method' refers to the method that is used to measure 

social phenomena mathematically. It may be regarded as "the method of collecting, analysing and 

interpreting numerical infopnation about social aggregates". As Bogardus has pointed out "Social 

statistics is mathematics applied to human facts". 

The statistical method is of great help in some cases in order to disclose the relationship be

tween different aspects of social phenomena. It also helps to arrive at generalisations regarding their 

·nature, occurrence, and meaning. It is an important tool in research in the sense it can be effectively 

used in issues or problems which involve measurement or numerals. For example, this method can 

be very effectively used. in studies relating to rates of birth and death, divorce and marriage, crime 

and suicide. Useful information can be obtained by the application of this method in studies pertain

ing to migration, economic conditions, standard ofliving, human ecology, public opinion, and so on. 

The statistical method reveals certain distinctive features when applied to the study of social 

phenomena. Firstly,collection of numerical information about social issues or problems cannot 
I 

always be done by direct observation. It has to be done through questionnaires and surveys which 

have their own limitations. Secondly, a social statistician is concerned with the problems of inter

views also. In interviews some respondents may refuse to provide the information which they have 

been asked for. If such respondents are selected out of sampling, the problem of refusal becomes a 
I - , - ~ 

significant deficiency in the whole process. Thirdly, social statisticians are often h1terested in the-

analysis ofdata, which can be ordered but not measured. (Ex: the provision of medical facilities 

being classified into-good, fair, indifferent and poor). 
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Sociologists like Comte, Prof. Gldomgs and others have eqiphasised the importance of this 
method in. sociological research. It is true that most of the data dealt with in sociology are qualitative and not quantitative in nature. Still sociolqgists are struggling to reduce more and more of such data to quantitative terms so that they can be studied statistically. 

4'· THE CASE STUDY METHOD 
The 'Case study' is a practice derived from legal studies. In legal studies a '~ase' refers to an , event or set of events involving legal acts.· In sociology case study method is a holistic treatinentof a subject. This method provides for the qualitative analysis of the issues. This is ari in-depth study of . . I an individual or a situation or an organisation or an institution or a family'or a gt'OUp or a small community. The idea behind this method is that any case being studied is representative of many I. similar cases (if not all)-and, hence, will make generalisations possible: This ·meth9d · iqvolves the 

minute- stUdy of all the information and data: 'collected regarding tll.e object or case under study. Hence Burgess called this method "social microscope. " 
The case-Study may niake use of various techniques such as in~rviews, questionqaires;-sQhed- ! ules, life histories, relevant documents of all kinds and also 'participant observatiqn' for coll~c.ting information about the case under study~ This method is essential· in obtaining an insight into the problems of the ·alcoholic, drug addict, the criminal, the juvenile-delinquent, the social deviant, or 

the immigrant. Thomas and Znaniecki's "Polish Peasant in Europe and America" - (1922) is a classip work in the field of case study. · 
This mqthod is often criticised by the social statisticians. According to them, this meth,od can

not provide ~ethodologically precise results of a general nature. Still, it could '1?e used as, a valuable preliminary approach 'in qrder to ,.discover #le significant variables that speak of human behaviour. These variabl~s may lead to ~ formulation of hypotheses which could be tasted by making refer
ences to a large number of instances.· 

5. THE FUNCTIONAL METHOD (FUNCTIONALISM)-' 
' The functional method or functionalism has been given greater emphasis during recent times in sociological studies. This method, in sociology and ·social anthropology, appeared in the begin-' ning almost as a reaction against the method of the evolutionists. In comparison with other methods 

such as scientific m,Cthod, comparative method, etc., functionalism . can be more .understood. af> a method of analysis and interpretation than as a method of investigation. 
FunctionaJism refers "to the study of social phenomena from the point oj view of the functions 

that particular institutions or socialstructures, such as-class, serve in a sqciety." T~is method is based on the assumption 'that the total social system: of the society 'is made up of parts which are 
interrelated and interdependent. Each p2rt performs a function necessary to the life. of the group. These parts could be u nderstood onlyin;relati.ons to the functions that they perform or the needs they meet with. Since this method, presupposes the interdependence.of parts, we can understalld and study any one part of the social system only in its relationships with other parts as well as with the whole system. 'For exampJe, the institution of religion in society has to be understood by means ofits relationship with other institutions such as moraftty, family, state, law, etc., and in its relationship 
with the entire social system. As this method presupposes, religion has its own function to perform or need to fulfil, (and it may be the expressi~n and reinforcement of social solidarity as Durkheim . spoke of). 1 . 

ThCf 19th Century sociologists such as Auguste Comte arid Herbert Spencer had actually laid the foundations for this functional approach. But it was Durkheim who first gave a rigorous concept of social function in his "The Divisioif of Labour in Society" and in "Th~ Ruies of Sociological 
Method. " Functionalism became quite popular at the hands of Rad~liffe Brown apd Malinowski. The extreme form of functionalism was propagated by B. Malinowski whose influence pervaded 
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amongst a good number of social anthropologists.He spoke in terms of the functional integration of 

every society and its institutions. He dogmatically asserted that ''every social activity had afanction 

by virtue of its existence, . and. every activity was so completely integrated with all the others. " . 

During the recent years the concept of functionalism' has been put to a very novel use by 

American s_ociologists such as R.K. Merton and Talcott Parsons. Because of their greater emphasis 

on social structures, or institutions, functionalis,m at their hands came to be known as·' structura(

fanc(ional m'ethod.' ~.K. Merton has made functionalist approach less dogmatic and less exclll_Sive. 

He has presented it as one.possible approach to the study of social behaviour. He has made a distinc

tion between ''.function and dysfunction", and also between "latent and manifestfanctions." These 

nevy qualitie~ indicate th~t any s~cialinsti~tion m.ay have several ~nctions any on.e of which may· 

be Of greater importance ma particular society. As Bottomore has pomted out "what is most valuable 

in the functionali~t approach is the greater emphasis and clarity given to the simple idea that in every 

particular society the different social activities are interconne.cted". 

6, THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD 

The basis of study of any science pr discipline .js its methods. Sciences in general an ct natural 

. science in particular' follow the scientific1 metliod. The scientific method has. added' much to t!Jeir 

credibility and objectivity. 1'.he scientific method consists of certain steps or procedures whicrrare to 

bc;follow~d precisely._ A glance of these steps or prgcedures is given below. 

· (l)Formu/ation of the Problem. A 'problem' is a gap in knowledge, something not under

stood. It may be simple '°r complex. But this pr9blem is to be defined properly. Otherwise, we may 

miss the direction and efforts may be wasted. A casual observation and an idea regarding the existing 

.amount ofkf1oWledge on that.particular issue may h~lp one to define the problem properly. 

· (2)Formulation of Hypothesis. When the problem to be' tackled is kno:wn we must have some 

idea to the new aspects thatare likely to be discovered. These primary ideas which may guide us in 

our study.may be termed as hypothesis. It is a tentative explanation ofa phenomenon. It is a provi

sionai-supp(}sition which is not yet proved butts anticipated to be correct. 

(3) Ob$ervatian and Collection of Data. The formulated hypothesis will have to be tested. This 

requires observation and collection of facts; In social investigations we collect data by interview, 

schedules, questionnaires, field observations, etc. The methods of collecting data depend upon the 

, nature of the research and the resources,at our disposal. -

(4)Analysis and Synthesis. After -the data have been collected they must be processed and 

analys~d in order t,Pdraw properinferettces. This requires the classification of the data. Classifica- · 

tion means arranging the data in different groups or classes according to their similarities or dissimi

larities~ ·--
(5) Generalisation. After the data have been .collected, processed, and analysed, we have to 

draw broad inferences or conclusions or generalisations. 

(6) Formulation of Theory and Law. When a scientist has succeeded in describing and explain

ing the relation between various facts, he has formulated a theory; When these facts have been tested 

and accepted by the scientist as invariably true the theory may be properly regarded as a law. 

Hypothesis-Theory-and Law .. At this point it is necessary to distinguish between hypoth-

. esis, theol\Y and law. A hypothe~i~ is generally formulated before the facts are observed properly. It 

deals with comparatively narrow~r range oC f11cts. A theory is a tested hypothesis and deals with 

wide range of facts. Tb.eory is sometimes regarded as an elaborate hypothesis. ,When a theory is well 

established and founiho be correct invariably, it is regarded aifa law. 

vy.,e should note that we -encounter some difficulties in applying scientific method to the study · 

. of social phenomena: . .Scientific method has a few limitatibns in sociology. Still, with some modifi

caticms the scientific method is being followed even in social investigations. 
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7. LIMITAHONS OF tHE SCIENTIFJC METHOD IN SOCIOLOGY 
Science is defined as a systematic body of knowledge. Here the word 'system' refers to the 

method that is followed. This method is t~1e scientific method. It is commonly followed in the case of 
·physical sciences. A sociologist encoun~ers some difficulties in applying this method in sociahe
searches. Scientific method has few li1111itations in sociology~ This is due to the very nature .of its 
subject-matter. 
The Limitations 

( 1) Difficulty in the Use of Experimental Method. The laboratory ofa sociologist is the;worlq of 
evevyday living. The sociologist does not have much confrol over the subjects of his investigation, 
that is, people. Here the people are not only conscious of, but also have their -own motives, incen-. 
tives, emotions, feelings, ideas _values etc., which may affect the investiagtion very much. Social 
phenomena cannot be reproduced artificially at our will. 

(2) Interdependence of Cause and Effect.· In social investigations it is often difficult, to deter-. 
mine which is the-cause and which is ~e effect. Whether povelfy is due to beggary;or peggary is due 
to poverty, we cannot be·sure. Causation is reciprocal here. Further, one effeh may have several 
causes. There is-plurality of causation also. . 

(3) Intangibility of Social Phen<;>mena. The social phenomena are not external tangible things 
that can be identified directly by our senses. We c.annot see or touch relations. We cannot rsolate our 
units in a laboratory. Customs cannot be haudl~d and institutions cannot be measured, religion can-
not be preserve~ in a museum and values cannot be demonstrated. · 

( 4) Complexity of Social Data. The social research is about man and his social behaviour and 
activities. Human behaviour is influenced by many factors: ppyscial, social, psycholo~al, etc:, and 
the observer is simply confused with thp complexity of data. No two persons are exactly alike. Hence 
~eneralisatioris are difficult to make. · 

(5) Unpredictability. Social behaviour is irregular and unpredictaltle. Society is dynamic. It is 
an ongoing process. Therefore, we c~not formulate laws that hold gc:md for all societies and for all 
times and circumstances. Predictions are heQce difficult to make. · . / 

(6)Problem of Objectivity.1n social sciences the observer is apart of his data. He may 
have his own ideas, opinion, prejudices which are difficult . to control. Hence objectivity is 
difficult to maintain. · 

Hence, sociology, in addition to the scientific method makes use of other methods such as ~ 
comparative method, the statistical method, the social survey method, the case study method, ques-' 
tionnaire and interview methods and the functional method in order to obtain inore reliable knowl
edge abou.t phenomena. 

8. THE SCIENTIFIC VIEWPOINT 
Scientific outlook is very essential for a learner'ofa discipline like sociology. A man of science 

yearns to know. The scientist has to make use of all the available sources and means for the search of 
knowledge. The scientific outlook or viewpiont refers mainly to the way -in whieh an individual 
looks at the things. A scientist, to, be called a scientist, must have .the_ scientific outlook or perspec
tive. To have this scientific outlook or viewpiont or perspective he _must have certain qualities and 
follow certain basic'norms. Some of.them may be mentioned: 

(1) The scientist likes and loves trr'th. He is after facts. He is clear in his vision and careful in 
his statement of facts. 

(2) The scit!ntist maintains objectivity: He tries to separate his own wishes and values from the 
process of observation. He tries to control his likes and qislikes that may affect his inquiry. 

(3) The scientist follows the amoral approach. He is ethically neutral. He never studies things 
as they ought to be. He deals with them as they are. He never makes value-judgments. 
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(4) The scientist is free from prejudices or preconceived notions. H~ is not swayed by the 

opinions or views of others. He cultivates the habit of dispassionate thinking and precise expression. 

(S)The scientist is a man of courage. He is ever ready to face the facts. He never rejects the 

facts just~ause they are disliked by others. He never accepts the views which. only· cater to his 

-prejudi~es: Failures cannot discourage him, for he is an unselfish seeker of truth. He is not afraid of 

facing trutli-undc;r any circumstances. _ · . 

. (6) The, scientist generally assumes that knowledge is worthwhile. He does ·not assume that 

only facts abo~t p~ople are more important and that facts about animals are not. _As a scientist, he 

knows the importance of giving :mankind more knowledge than it previously possessed.: 

(7) The scientist is broadminded in spirit. He..never confines himself to the narrow religious, or 

~cial or national and other kind of cell at the cost of facts and naked truths'. He is unc9mpromising 

a& far astruth·is concerned. 
(8)The scientist is always analytical. He delves deep into the problems and· tries to find 

answers for questions like-what? why? how? He is rationalistic too. 

9. SOCIOLOGYAS A SCIENCE 

There is a controversy aboutthe nature of sociology as a science. 'Is sociology a science ?' - is 

an issue which is highly debated and discussed. A correct answer to this question cannot be divided, 

into two categories, 'Yes' or 'No'. But the correct answer should be in terms ofdegree, the degree to 

whiph socio fogy is a science. SO'me critics argue that sociology cannot claim to be a science. Som:e 

others assert that sociology is v,er'y much a science like other social sciences such as Political Sci

ence, Economics and Psychology. 

W.F. Ogburn: an American sociologist, is of the opinion that sociology is a science. According 

to him, a .science. is to be judged by three criteria: 

(i) the relia,bility of its body of knowledge. 

(ii) its or,ganisatiom and · 

· · (iii) its method. 

The question whether sociology is a science or not, can be better answered if this question is 

thought over in the light of these criteria. 

(i) The .Reliability ofKnowledge: Sciimce q~pends upon reliable knowledge, In this regard 

sociology ha::1 rtHlcle a promising beginning.' Sociol6gical studies of population, the family, group 

• behaviour, the evolution ofin~t{~tions, the process of~ocial change and such other topics are re-

~ardedas considerably reliable. , · 

Science assumes .that all phenomena show uniformities and r\:!gularities. It seeks to establish 

generalisations that are universal. But sociological g~'1eralisations are restricted to time and space 

· unlike,the geoerations of Physics or ChemistrY. Social tlata change too much and too fast. Sociology 

mainly· peals with }he human material and this human material is im'gular and illusive. Social rela

tions are not fixed but flexible. It is dif;ncult to control the variable, andthere are many variables in 

social data. · · 

In, spite of the diffculties,.sociologists have tried to establish generalisatfons, which have had. 

great success. For instance, it is a sociological generalisation that societies always r~gulate marriages 

fn such a way asJo prevent incest. Much of the sociological knowledge is becotn,ing reliable. · 

A very goodtest of the reliability ofknowledge is the test 9/prediction and conirol. Predic

tions are difficult-to-be made in socfology, if not impossible, so also the contiol.tFor instance, there 

are many causes for juvenile delinquency like, unhappy pa:rents, broken home and crowded cities. 

To t~st the effec~ of only otie_factOl\ i.e., broken home on juvenile delinquency; we should control 

the other variables lik¢crowded cities. This isaim:ost an impossible task. 
' . . ) 
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Not in all areas of sociological study, knowledge can be ootained easily. On some areas, mea
surement cannot be made. Areas such as religion, art, morality etc. are notwery much amenable to 
scientific method. 

Further, many publications are made under the title of sociology and some of them consist of 
only ideas, not knowledge. These are essays, ethical discussions, wise pronouncements, interpreta
tions, theories, programmes, valuations etc. Their practical importance may be even greater than that 
of science. 

(ii) The Organisation of Knowledge: Disjointed collection of facts cannot be a science. The 
science should be organised. The organisation of a science rests upgn the relationship, which the 
parts of knowledge bear to each other. The value of organisati<fn lies not in a symmetry, but in its 
value for the discovery of more knowledge. 

As regards the organisation of knowledge, sociology is not disappointing. In sociology there 
are many inter-relationships.which are enough to encourage· more di~overies though inadequate to 

·provide a proper synthesis for the whole field. A larger.collection of knowledge, it is expected, will 
eventually provide such a synthesis. · 

(iii) Method: A branch of knowledge can be-called science if it follows the scientific method in 
its studies and investigations. Scientific metllod starts with a hypothesis. This hypothesis is verified 
through experimentation. But an experimentation of laboratory situation is difficult in sociology. 

The laboratory experiment, which has been a great aid to many natural scientists, is not very 
common in sociology, because there ~J'e some limitations in the experimental method as related to 
human conduct. One limitation is that. pe.ople who become aware. of the fact that they are being 
studied, may render the experimental situation impossible. Further, the experimenter himself may 
have his own bias or prejudices against his subjects of experimentation. 

Experimental method requires a fixed static situation. But it is difficult in sociology. Social life 
is actually dynamic and not static. Strictly speaking, laboratory experiment is not possible in sociol
ogy. However, in sociology we can measure the relationships of two variables by employing statis
tical method. For example, if we want to know whether families with low income have more infant 
deaths, we can collect the statistics. We must have two groups of families with the same type of 
feeding, same customs etc. By studying and varying the factor of income and by keeph:1g other 
factors constant, we can establish a relation between the rate <(>f infant mortality and income; 

Sociology has quite a number of other methods besides the experimental method. The histori
cal method, case study method, social survey method, functional method, the stati§.tical method, etc, 
can be cited here as examples. These methods are often found to be fivitful, in sociological studies. 
Sociology has shown itself a growing science. Of course, sociology asacscience is not as accurate as 
Physics or Chemistry. It is true that social phenomena are hard to measure. Still there is a relative 
orderliness and approximate predictability in certain classes of social phenomena. With those who 
charge that experimentation is impossible in sociology and experimentation is the only criterion of 
science, we may argue that many of the facts and generalisations even in physical sciences are not 
based on experiments at all. But their facts are mostly gathered through observations and not through 
experiments. 

To conclude, we may say that 'science', after all, is a method to discover the truth. Experimen
tal method is not the only method ofrealising the truth. Th~e are many'methods and techniques in 
sociology and if these are properly applied, sociology will have defin~1ely the characteristics of a 
genuine science. Right application of different methods in the spirit ofobjectivity will certainly yield 
fruitful results. · 
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10. THE SOCIOLOGICAL POINT OF VIEW 

The generally accepted meaning of sociology is that it is the science of society. But iociology 

is not the only science that deals with the human society and social phenomena. Different social 

· sciences such as Economics, History, Political Science, Psychology, etc., also select one or the other 

aspect of society for their study. For example, Economics may study man's attempts to make his 

living; political science, his power relations; history, his "significant past life", psychology, his 

behaviour .as such, and sociology, his 'society' and 'social behaviour'. What accounts for their 

differences? It is not the difference in concrete· subject-matter, for these "social discip\ines are all 

studying the same external phenomena- the facts of social life", As K. Davis points out, "It is rather 

a difference in the point ofview or focus of attention", that accounts for their real differences. 

Then what is the sociological point of view ? The student of sociology must learn the socio

logical perspective or point of view for "sociology is first and foremost a way of looking at the 

social world". The sociologist must see into and through man's daily round of activities" 
- David Popenoe 

An untrained eye sees simply the routine that underlies daily social interactions. "Every one 

has become so accustomed to the fact that he kisses his children; greets warmly friends and relatives, 

waves hands to his neighbours, shakes hands when he meets a stranger, etc., and these actions are 

virtually invisible". The primary task of a sociologist is to teach himself to notice these social rela

tionship with fresh eyes, with as much wonder as if they were exotic rites performed by some far-off 

jungle tribe. "The sociologist specialises in seeing those things to which familiarity has made most 

ofus blind." · - David Popenoe 

A sociologist learns that a mumber of social transactions like these make up the fabric of 

human social life. Now he must ask himself questions-why do people do all these? say, for 

example, why a male child is stitl preferred to a female child in the Indian family? Why wife 

prostrates before the husband and not vice versa? Why the kissing act of adults in p~blic is still 

looked with disapproval amongst the Indians and not so amongst their Western counterpart? Why 

people go to the temples in bigger number on the occasion offestival, etc., 

No sociological training is, of course, required to answer these questions. Ordinarily people 

may give an answer-it is the 'right' thing to do. :ijut a sociologist goes beyond these and tries to find 

an answer through traditions or morality. He asks questions why some practices become traditional? 

How people know that certain practices are right? Who or what conferred this "rightfulness" upon 

. them? He may point out that an action which is, one society's sacred custom, may be another's 

immoral vice. 
In other words, sociologist will look beyond the generally accepted explanations for social 

behaviour and seek more scientific answers. This is what Peter Berger calls the '.'debunking" func

tion of sociology. When sociologists "debunk" or remove traditional explanations many of their 

·explanations or answers become public controversy because people may be upset with their expla-
nations. · 

Example: Why do people go to temples or churches ? The ordinary explanation is people go to 

temples due to their utmost religiosity. But a sociologist might say, in addition to the above-men

tioned 'manifest' function, the church-going behaviour may serve some "latent" functions such 

as-to enhance one's social standing, to exhibit one's new dothes, to parade one's jewellery, to 

demonstrate one's religiosity, and so on. Sociologists must be ready to face the charge that is made 

against them as "unrespectable ". 

The sociological perspective is quite different from the ordinary way of looking at things and 

events ~sit is stat~d above. The following example of the class-room will further clarify this point. 

Example of class-room: During their very first class the college students will be having their own 

assumptions relating to prQfessor's looks, dress, knowledge, language, expression, style ofperfor-
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mance, class command etc. Students evaluation of the class is based on personal reactions to a 
particular professor. But a sociologist focuses on socil}l relationships rather than on individual 
behaviour; He. observes power relations, rules of cpnduct, and class characteristics. 

A sociologist observes unegual distribution of power in the class-room, the teacher having the 
power to talk, discipline, puni~h and to· determine grades. He ob,serves that the teacher has the insti• 

. tutional support at his command in dlsciplini11;g the students, deriying library and laboratory facility, 
etc. Still, teacher is not having absolute power. Students may also use their power as a sharp reaction 
and may refuse to keep quiet, b9ycott classes; stage strikes, etc. Further, the sociologist observes that 
there are certain unspoken rules and expectations that every one more or less follows. It is known 

. that combing in class-room is inappropriate. 
The sociologist observes that the class as a unit has its own characteristics which are not the 

properties of any individual in the class. The class meets in a room, has a size, has a specific.average 
age of students, has a specific number of men and women in it, has lower-upper-class people, etc. 
Each of these features belongs to the cl~ss as a whole, and individual in that class. · 

These observations of a class ofstuaents ar.~ sociological observations. They concern patterns 
and regularitieSthat will occur regardless of th.e individuals who occupy that class-rooni. A doctor or 
a photograph~r an artist, or an educationalist, or a social reformer, or an adniinistrator, or a 
parent, etc., looks at the classroomJrom various other points of view. "The sociological perspective 
trains us .to pay attention to those details that are regular and patterned, de~ils that are not unique to 
a particular situation or to particular people in those situations"-Donald Light Jr and Suzanne Keller. 

As Kingsley Davis has pojnted out that "our interestlies in societies as systems (that is, as going 
concerns) and·in social relationship regardless of their type". This does not mean that sociology is 
purely encyclopaedic in its approach summing up everything that the other social sciences include, 
but rather "a special discipline devoted to the way in which societies achieve their unity andfontinu- . 
ity and the Wf!.>1 in which ihey change". This sort of analysis is usually called sociology. 
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1. SOCIAL RESEARCH AND ITS IMPORTANCE 

What is Research? 

Research is an a~t to know new things, facts, information, etc. in a scientific manner. Its 

main purpose is to diffuSe/ltnowledge and establish theories on the basis of the believabl~ facts. As 

L. V. Redman and A. V. H:Mory have said, "systematised effort to gain new knowledge we. call re

search". 

A research scientist makes an untiring effort to collect new facts, information and knowledge 

about things or phenomena. He may not become, always successful in all his efforts to cellect new 

facts. But the desire to know new things persists in him. Hence F .A. Ogg has pointed our' Research 

may or may not come to sucess; it may .or may not add anything to what is dlready-Jmown. It is 

sufficient that its objective be held knolflledge or at least a new mode or orientation ofknQwledge". · 

54 
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The method that is followed in order to carry on research is "scientific method". In general 
terms it can be said that 'research' is the aim and the scientific methoo is_ the means of attaining it. 
Research in whatever science it is carried on, follows the same scientific method. As C.R. Kothari1 

pointed out " .... the philosophy common to all research methods and techniques, although they may 
vary considerably from one science to another, is usually given the name of scientific methocf,." 

The basic purpose of science is to establish the systematic relationship between facts, Hence all 
, the sciences are bound to follow the "scientific method" which is dedicated to provide us the truth or 
ultimate reality. Karl Pearson has rightly said that "the scientific method is one and the same in the 
branches of(science) and that method is the method of all logically trained minds ... the unity of all 
sciences consists alone in its methds, not its material, the man who classifies thefacts of any kind 
whatever, who sees their mutual relation and describes these sequences, is appling the scientific 
method and is a man of science. "2 

Social Research : Meaning and Definition 

Not only in the field of physical science but also in the realm of social sciences researches are 
taking place. The youngest of the social sciences that is sociology is also doing a lot of research 
work. "Sciological research is highly interesting and exciting. Research in sociology is really a kind 
of systematic detective work. It faces innumerable puzzles and suspicions, withstands disappoint
ments and discouragements, challenges blind faith and hearsays and finally becomes successful in 
unraveling the mystery that clouds the truth." 

Research today has become a part ofsocioJogy. Research in sociology is where the real action 
takes place. In fact, there are two sides to the sciological enterprise: theory an9 research. Both are 
essential, and each depends on the other and each hinges on the other. Facts without theory are 
utterly meaningless. Theories without facts are unproved speculations·oflittle use to anybody, be
cause thre is no way totell whether they are correct. Theory and research thus go together. A theory 
inspires research that can be used to verify or disprove it, and the findings of research are used to 
confirm, reject or modify the theory, or even to provide the basis ofnew theories.This process recurs · 
endlessly. · 

Definition of Social Research 

1. According to Pauline V. Young, " ... social research is a systematic method of exploring, 
analysing and conceptualising social life in order to "extend, correct, or verifY knowledge, whether 
that knowledge aids in the construction of a theory or in the practice of an art. " 

2. Stating it still differently, social research seeks to find explanations to unexp)aif!ed social 
phenomena to clarifY the doubful and correct the misconceived fact of social life. ' 

3. Pauline V. Young has also said that "social research may be defined as a scientific undertak
ing which, by means of logical and systematised techniques aims to (1) discover new facts or verifY 
and test old facts. (2) analyse their sequences, interrelationships, and causal explanations ... (3) 
develop new scientific tools, concepts and theories which wou~dfaci/itate reliable and valid study of 
human behaviour". 

4. According to Wallace and Wallace, "Sociological research refers-W-.the sJructural observa-
tion of social behaviour". 1 

Importance of Social Research 

Research is carried on in the social field not just with academic interests. It has both academic 
and non-academic purposes and importance. Importance of research cah be briefly stated here. 

1. Research is ess.ential to diffuse knowledge and to expand its horizon. 

I. C.R. Kothari in "Research Methodology - Methods a11d Techniques" (1993) Page: 11. 
2. Karl Pearson as quoted by C.R. Kothari, Page: 11. 
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2. Research helps us to verify or disprove, confirm or reject, modify and re-assert the existing 

theories and to establish new ones. 

3. Research provides practical clues, to undertake measures that leads to social improvement, 
social change and social progress. · · 

4. Research by probing into the perplexing problems of the day ... provides new insight re
garding their' nature. Research helps us to know the nature and the magnitude of the problems. 

5. Researches have commercial importance also. Industries, business firms and commercial 

establishments can get lot ofinfomation and clues about their endeavours in society. 

6. Research· can provide all the required data and facts to the administrators to adopt and 

undertake appropriate policies, plans and programmes. 

7. Research has educational importance. It is mainly an intellectual activity. Information ob
tained tbrough research may have their educational importance. 

8. Research motivates interdisciplinary studies. It streses the interdependence of different sci
ences. It thus strengthens the "interdisciplinary approach" which is emerging out these days. 

9. Ober uses and Importance 

(i) Those working in the academic field can obain a new degree known as Ph.D. [Doctor·of 
Philosophy] by sucessfully carrying out research as per the stipulated rules. 

(ii) Those working in the research department attached to industries, other types of establish
ments have made research their profession and obtain salary for their service. It provides 
job opportunities for a few intellectuals. 

(iii) For the philosophers and scienctists research can be intellectually delighting and mentally 
satisfying, and' · 

(iv) Those who are in the field of literature, art, architecture, etc., can seek to establish new 

styles and trends through research. 

2. DIFFICULTIES OR PROBLEMS INVOLVED IN SOCIOLOGICAL RESEARCH 

Unlike in the physical sciences,. conducting research· in the field of sociology is problematic. 

The sociologist's subject-matter presents some difficult research problems of a kind that natural 

scientists rearely have to deal with. Sociologists are dealing with human beings and not inanimate 

objects or unreflecting animals. They are people who have self-awareness and complex individual 

personalities. They are capable of choosing their own course of action for both rational and irrational 

reasons. The fact that the sociologist is studying human beings poses some major problems to re
search methodology. 

l. The mere act of investigating social behaviour may alter the very behaviour that is being 

observed: When people come to know that they are being closely watched and observed they may 

not behave in their usual way. The presence, personality and actions ~fthe observer can disrupt the 
behaviour that is being investigated. · 

2. People - unlike flies or worms, mountains or aeroplanes - have emotions, motives, and 
other highly individual personality characteristics: They may give false information deliberately or 

unintentionally or by ignorance. They may fail to understand a question put to them or they may 

misinterpret it. They may cancel certain facts for reasons of their own. They may also behave in 

unpredictable ways for a variety of peculiar reasons of their own. It is for this reason sociological 

explanations and predictions are often less precise than those of the physical sciences. 

3. The origins of social behaviour are almost always extremely complex, involving many so

cial, psychological, historical and other factors: Establishing the cause-and-effect relationship is 

highly problematic here. It is relatively easy to establish why water boils and how fire bums and 

· ·bomb explodes. It is much more difficult to establish why people fall in love, why do they kill, why 
do they lit;, etc. The causes of social behaviour are usually innumerable and intricate. 
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4. For ethical reasons it becomes difficult to perform certain kinds of experiments on human . 
beings: These moral questions do not disturb the physical scientists who are experimenting with 
water, gas, rays, minerals, etc. In the human world, the dignity and privacy of human beings must be 
respected. We can not deliberately make the young boys to stay with young girls separately for a 
couple of days or weeks just to test or assess the intensity of sex-morals, which have already been 
taught td them. Similarly, we can not make husbands to divorce their wives to study the impact of 

.divorce on children. Ethical considerations place severe limitations on the methods the sociologists 
can use. 

' 5. The sociologists, unlike the physical scien!ist, is part of the very subject he or she is studying. 
It is therefore very difficult for a sociologist to maintain objectivity or detached attitude towards his 
own study . .An astronomer may look at and observe the heavenly bodies without being disturbed 
emotionally. On the contrary, the sociologist who is studying issues such as communal riots, race 
relations, ethnic conflicts, etc. can become passionately involved in the outcome of the research. The 
researcher may identify strongly with the problems and experiences of the subjects. As a result, the 
process of investigation and interpretation get distorted. 

Sociologists are aware of these problems involved in their research work. In spite of these 
problems they aim to make sociology as exact and precise a science as possible. Most of the sociolo
gists probably accept the viewpoint expressed by Max Webermany decades ago. "Weber believed 
that sociology must model itself as far as possible on .the natural sciences, bui its subject-matter, 
being so different, sometimes also calls for an interpretative, subjective approach."' -

As Jan Robertson has pointed out "subjective interpretation -which Weber called 'Verstehen ', 
or sympathetic understanding - is in no sense a substitute for the scientific· method. Wherever 
possible, the conclusions drawn from subjective. interpretation must be verified by the scientific 
method'' 

METHODS AND TECHNIQUES OF SOCIAL RESEA~CH 
Social research is systematic and scientific. It is not just guesswork and imaginative work. 

Guesswork, intuition, and common s~nse all have an important part to play in sociologial research, 
but they cannot produce reliable evidence on their own. Reliable ev!flence can be produced only by 
using a research methodology. 

"A methodology is a system of rules, principles and procedures, that guides scientific investi
gation".2 

The sociologist is interested in what happens in social world and why it happens. Research 
methodology provides guidelines for collecting evidence about what takes place and for explaining 
why it takes place. These findings can be checked and verified by other researchers. 

The heart of the research process constitutes the actual procedures that sociologists use to 
collect their facts. Sociologists ~lse a variety ofresearch methods, systematic techniques for gather
ing and analysing facts about th.eories or new phenomena. The following section gives us an over
view and examples of the four most common research methods used in sociology today: (i) Obser
vation, (ii) Questionnaire, (iii)1nterview, and (iv) The Social Survey Method. Each of these has its 
advantages and its drawbacks, and the success·of the research project depends largely on the 
researcher's choice of an appropriate method. 

3. OBSERVATION 

Observation is one of the principal techniques of research in social sciences. Some of the 
difficulties arising out of the use of interviewing in sociological data-'collection can be overcome by 
combining observation with interviewing, or perhaps by using ,observationalone. In fact, observa-

I. Ian Robertson in his "Sociology" - Page : 34. 
2. Ian Robertson in his "Sociology" - Page: 29. 
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tion is assential for any scientific study or research. Science begins with observation and must ulti

mately return to observation for its final-validation. Observation may take many forms and is at once 

·"" the most primitive and the most modem of research techniques. It includes the most casual uncon

trolled experiences as well as the most exact firm records of laboratory experimentation. There are 

many observational techniques and each has its own .uses. 

Definition of Observation 

1. P .G. Gisbert. ·~observation consists in the application of our mind and its cognitive pow

ers to the phenomena which we.are studying". 

2. Ian Robertson. "Observational studies usually involve an intensive examination of a par

ticular group, event, or social process. The researcher does not attempt to influence what 

happens in. any way but aims instead atan accurate description and analysis of what takes 

place." 

3. Wallace and Wallace. "In an observational study the researcher actually witnesses social 

behaviour.in its natural setting''. 

4. In general, we ~, say that observation is a systematic, direct, definite and deliberate ex

amination of the spontaneous occrrences at the time of their occurrence. 

Hypothesis and Observation 

The basis for selecting a· paricular aspect for study is guided by the nature, scope and objectives 

of the inquiry. Generally, the formulated hopythesis isthe guiding element in the immediae observa

tion. For example, we are interested in the problem of juvenile delinquency and have tentatively 

formulated a hypothesis that juvenile delinquency is caused by broken homes and careless child

rearibg. Then, to test this, we concentrate our attention on brokenilomes and observe it as a cause of 

juvenile delinquency. If our observation demands the rejection of that hypothesis, then a new hy

pothesis is found in its place. 

Observation and Experiment 

Observation and experiment as representing two techniques of scientific research are being 

used in all the sciences. Both the techniques intend to trace the cause-and-effect relationships in the 

phenomena at study. But the procedures of using these techniques vary according to the material 

being studied. 

"Observational studis are like experiments in all respects except one. In an experiment the 

scientist aranges for something to happen in order to observe what follows, whereas in an observa" 

tional study the scientist observes something which happens, or has alredy happened. Both rely 

upon systematic observation under controlled conditions in a search for verifiable sequences and 

relationships". -Horton and Hunt 

Like the expriment, the observational study can be conducted in thelaboratory or in the field. 

Jn a laboratory observation, .. for example, the sociologist might bring a group of subjects together 

and present them with a problem in order to observe the processes by which leaders emerge and 

decisions are made. The researcher may make use of instruments such as tapecrecorder, camera etc., 

to record the interaction and to watch. In the field observation, sociologist studies something that is 

happening or has happened without attempting to structure.the conditions of observation. Mosf ob

servational studies take place in the field only. 

Types of Observation 

Observation may be of three broad types: 

(i) Non-Controlled, Parj:icipant Observation. 

(ii) Non-Controlled Non-participant Observation. 

(iii) Systematic Controlled Observation. 
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(i) Non-Controlled Participant Observation 

This procedure or type is made use of when the observer can so disguise himself as to be 
accepted as a member of the group under study. The degree"ofparticipation of the obserV'er depends 
largely upon the nature of the study and the practial demands of the situatipn. The observer must 
identify himself closely with the group studied, since the subject matter is quite new and requires 
intensive study. 

The sociologist need not carry out ex1tctly the same activities as others in order to be a partici
pant observer. He may find a role in the group which will not disturb the usual patterns of behaviour. 
This participant observation may vary from complete membership ill the group to a part-time mem
bership in the group. 

It can be taken for granted that if the members are unaware of the scientist's purpose, their 
behaviour is least likely to be affected. Thus, we may be able to record the natural behaviour of the 
group. The observer has access to a body of information, which could not easily be obtained by 
merely looking on in a disinterested fashion. 

Some Examples of Participant Observational Studies 

(a) William Whyte (1943) took the role of a participant observer in an Italian slum 
neighbourhood of an American city, that is, Boston.· Whyte learnt Italian language and parti¢ipated 
in all the activities of the gang such as-gambling, drinking alcohol, bowling, etc. The gang knew 
Whyte as some one who was writing a book.Sociologists hag previously presumed that such a slum 
community would not be highly organised. Whyte showed that it was, although not in tune with the 
middle-class values. 

(b) Erving Goffman (1961), an Atntlrican social psychologist spent many months as an ob
server in mental hospital. His description/gives us an idea as to how the organisation of an asylum 
systematically depersonalises the patients and may even aggravate their problems. 

(c) Leo Festinger (1966) and his associates wanted to stu4y a veryexclusiv:e cult whose mem
bers believed that the end of the world was to come on a certain specified day. ,Festinger with his 
associates took part in its meetings by pretending to be believers. 

Challenges and Limitations of Participant Observation 

Participant observation has its own challenges and limitations. 

The Challenges 

Participant observation brings <,m the sociologist heavy obligat;ions. ( 1) The identities of the 
informants must' be protected (2) System1;ttic notes must be kept e~ch day and memory must be 
maintained afresh (3) The observer must.be careful not to influence the behaviour that he or she is 
ol¥erving (4) Gaining access to the group and winning th~ confidnce of its members is highly chal
lenging (5) This Jl!~thod relies heavily on the skills and subjective interpretations of the -0bserver. 
Hence the observer must have sufficient competence and experience. 

~imitations and Disadvantages 

l ~ The observing researcher has no . control over what happens and may have difficulty in 
putting the observations into systematic form in order to draw conclusions. 

2. The numberc:>f subjects or people the researcher can observe is small, There are often service 
problems in gaining entry into a natural setting. Many potential subjects, for example, the very 
wealthy and the very deviant, do not want to be subjects for the benefit of social science research; 

3. The participant observer may become s.o emotionally invol~ed as to lose objectivity. Instead 
of keeping himself as a neutral observer he may become a dedicated partisan: Or the participant 
observer may over generalise-that is, assume that what is found in the group studied is also true of 
all other groups. For example, in the first example cited previously, William Whyte in his stlidy ofthe 
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Italian slum neighbourhood bad eventually become so absorbed with his life as a gang member that 
he stopped his observation as an impassionate researcher. BufWhyte was aware of what was hap
pening iri him. He commented: '"I began as a non-ost a non-observing participator". [Ref: quoted 
by Peter Worsely in his "Introducing Sociology" Page 95]. 

4. In participant observation one may have to sacrifice scientific precision to some extent. The 
observer may misinJerpret e,vents, may unwillingly ignore some important things that .. ~re very much 
relbvant He may fop~s on l!Dimportant things and may become emotionally involved with the lives 
of the subjects. · 

5. Another disadvantage is that the findings of single observational study cannot be generalised 
to all apparently similar cases. The phenomenon that has been studied may have been an excep
tional one. Hence its findings cannot be uncritically applied to parallel situations. 

6. To become a participant observer one must at least share sufficient cultural background 
with the actors involved in the phenomenon under study. Only then he is able to construe their 
behaviour meaningfully. It would be pointless, for example, for him to attempt to study the behaviour 
of some quite unknown people merely by observation. 

7. As it is in the case of the interviewer, the observer's role is conditioned by his age, sex and 
possibly by his caste, ehnic or racial status. A man will find much of the behaviour of women 
beyond his observation and vice versa. Similarly, a young researcher may find it virtually impossible 
to associate with the old in order to see what they do and what they talk about and vice versa. 

8. As Horton anQ Hunt have pointed out this method of observation gives rise to some ethical 
questions also. "It is ethical to pretend to be a loyal member of a group in order to study it?1s such 
a deception justifiable?'' Is he sure, that his role as an observer doei'i not harm the interest of the 
members.ofthe group under study? The best answer though it is difficult to practice is that a repu
table scientist will be careful not to injure the people being studied. 

9~ The eyewitness 11ccount of the participant observer has definitely its own limitations. Many 
of the happenings and events are beyond its purview. How do people behave after a disaster, say, an 
earthquake, or a bomb explosion? What happens at a religious revival, riot, a famine? Rarely we find 
a visiting sociologist with a pen in hand really to record the event. 

The Relative Merits of farticipant Observati~n 

Participant Observation has certain advantages or merits also. Some of them may be pointed 
out here. 

(i) Since the observer is not a stranger but a known person, it is possible to observe the natural 
behaviour of the ;:roup/ 

(ii) This type facilitaties gathering quantitatively more and qualitatively better information 
about the people or events; 

(iii) It is also possible to get better insights into the inner dynamics of the phenomena since the 
observer happens to be an insider; 

(iv) Even the so called secret behaviour (relating to sex, crime, business tactics, etc.,) can be 
observed through this method; 

(v) The1iependability ofthe'data collected tkrough this method is believed to be greater be
cause it is gathered first-hand. 

(H) Non-Controlled Non-Participant Obsirrvation 

The non-participant observation is diff1cult to conduct. We have no standard set ofrelationship 
or role .P~ttems for the non-member who is always ,Present but never participating. Both the group 
and. the dutsider are likely to feel unc~mfortable. fo many research situations, an outsider cannot 
become a genµjne participant. The sociologist, for examp}e, cannot become a criminaJ in order to 
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study a criminal gang. Neither can he become a true member of the criminai gang. 

On the other hand, it is possible for the observer to take part in many activities of the group so 
as to avoid the awkwardness of complete non-participation. This has been a c;lassic pattern in social 
research. It was used by Leplay a centry ago in his study of European working families. In such 
studies, the investigators have lived as members of the family as participants in community activities 
taking part in games and dances or even in study groups. They nevertheless made clear that their 
purpose was to gather facts. 

Non-participant observation is usually "quasi-participant" observation. What is necessary here 
is a good plan for entering the group. If the observer is good at observation, then, he can establish 
good contact with the group members. Here, the observer is a stranger and hence is Jess involved 
emotionally with the social situation. True members of the group may thus feel relatively free to talk 
over even delicate matters which they would not discuss with their own inmates. The observer is also 
a good listener and is like a pupil eager to learn. 

Merits and Demerits of Non-Participant Observation 
Merits 

(i) This type contributes to a higher degree of objectivity on the part of the observer. There is 
no need for him to become emotionally involved in the event. 

(ii) Since the observer observes the events with an "open mind" he is able to collect _more 
information. 

(iii) The people who are being observed can also be more free with the observer for he is an 
outsider. 

Demerits 
(i) Observation in this category is mostly limited to formal occasio,ns and Organisations. It fails 

to provide information regarding many aspects of our social life. 

(ii) Since the observer is an outsider he may fail to understand the behaviour of the observed in 
its entirity. The observer may not get insights into different aspects of behaviour. 

Systematic Controlled Observation 

Here the observer tries to systematise the process of observation and does not try to limit the 
activities of the observed individuals. This is most useful in exploratory studies. The observer makes 
use of the carefully drawn schedules and questionnaires and better techniques of observation. He 
tries to check his own biases, his seiectiv~ception, and the vagueness of his senses. He makes use 
of standardised instruments like camera, tape-records, maps, sociometric scales etc. to record his 
observation with more precision. 

The sociologist in this controlled observation is often in the position of a zoologist or a psy
chologist or an astronomer attempting to study the lives of animals or objects in their natural habitat. 
Hence it is difficult to control the object under investigati'on. Instead of that the observer must at least 
put controls on himself. By this he increases precision and at the same time he protects his work from 
later attacks. 

' 
Controlled observation may also be directed towards situations which are naJmal, but in which 

the subjects are aware that they are being observed. Syste!Jlll.tic observation limits the bias of the 
individual observer partly by making the subjects feel the situatioi:i as natural and partl)vby the 
application of controls on the observer in the form of mechanical devices like films, photographs, 
recordings ~tc. Here, the controls are applied to both the observer and the observed. 
Merits ,and Limitations of Observation 
Merits of Observation 

(i) Observation, whether of participant or non-participant type, has, it is to be acknowledged, 
its own advantages. As Robertson has pointed out "Observational studies have the advantage that 
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they come to grips with real-life situations and so offer insights that years of experimenting and 
surveying might overlook". 

(ii) "The great advantage of the observational study is that the research is accomplished by 
directly observing subject's behaviour, as opposed to a survey or an analysis of existing sources in 
which the researcher must rely of others' observations and reports. Observational techniques are 
also greatly superior to either the survey or the document study in· providing information about 
non.-verbal behaviour" - (Ref: Wallace and Wallace in their "Sociology" Page - 30). 

(iii) Observational techniques allow the researcher "to observe the subject in a natural setting, 
and they provide for the study of the subject over a time rather than at one point, as a survey usually 
does". · 

(iv) Though there is the danger of an observer getting himself absorbed with the group under 
s~uly, it has a peculiar strength of its own. As Peter Worsley points out, "the peculir strength of 
participant observation demands not complete detachment, but the involvement of the research worker 
in the lives of the people he is studying .... This gives him a deeper insight into the behaviour of the 
people he is studying". 
Limitations of Observation 

(i) One of the limitations of observation is that the data collected through observation cannot 
always be quantified. 

(ii} Observation is esentially the study of occurrences at the time they occur. Hence it is very 
much limited by the duration of the event. Events do not wait for the conveniences of the observer. 

(iii) Observation cannot always be effectively used to study the private and secret behaviour of 
the individuals. For example, observing the criminal behaviour of a so called "decent person'', is not 
an easy task. 

(iv) There is no guarantee that the observer studies the phenomenon in an impartial manner and 
without prejudice. Hence, there is scope for the danger of bias, especially hidden bias. 

Conclusion 

Observation is one of the effective methods of collecting reliable information about the social 
behaviour of man though it has its own limitations. In this method the role of the observer is very 
significant. The effectiveness of the method depends to a great exent on the efficiency of the ob
server. 

The observer is a mediator between the actual situation and the data. The researcher must keep 
in mind-the role of the observer while making observations. AH scientific study depends ultimately 
upon the observer, espcially, in our field. The observer, however, is always a variable to be taken 
into account. In case ofsociofogy, much information must be gathered before a genuine experiment 
can be designed and both participant and non-particpant observation types are used for this purpose. 
We cannot do away with the influence of the observer, but we can limit it to a great extent. 

4. QUESTIONNAIRE 

Questionnaires and schedules are very much used in gathering a variety of data. They have 
been used for the collection of personal preferences, social beliefs, attitudes, opinions, behaviour 
patterns, group practices, habits and other kinds of data. The increasing use of schedules and 
questionnaires is probably due to increased emphasis by social scientists ori quantitative measure
. ment of uniformly accumulated data. 

A questionnaire is a tool for data collection. It consists of a number of questions printed or 
typed in a definite order on a form or a set of forms. It is administered to a respondent either person
ally or through mail. The respondent answers the questions on h.is own witpout being aided. 

Questionnaires are now widely used collecting data, particularly when data are to be collected 
from a number of people who are scattered over a wide area. They ar.e used both as indepen.-
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de~t and separate method of collecting data. They are also used as an additional device to check data 
gathered through qbservation and personal inverview. 

Definition of Questionnaire 

1. "A questionnaire is a. means of gathering information by having the respondents fill in 
answers to printed questions" -Wallace and Wallace. 

2. "Fundamentally, the questionnaire is a set of stimuli to which literatepeople are eiposed in 
order. to observe their verbal behaviour under these stimuli" · -,-Lu~berg. 

3. Good and Hatte define qu~stionnaire as a device for securing answers to questions usihg a 
ferm which the respondent fills in himself. 

4. Questionnaire studies are systematic ways of asking questions under scientific controls. A. 
questionaire is a device inwhith the respondentsfill in their responses in specified manner 
personally. 

Questionnaire, Schedule and the Interview Guide 

The questionnaire is designed to collect data from large, diverse and widely scattered groups of 
people. The questionnaire is generally sent through the mail to the informants to be answered as · 
specified in a covering letter and without further assistance from the sender. The schedule, on the 
other hand, is generally filled out by the researcher who can interpretquestions when necessary. 

. Questionnaire. The word "Questionnaire" refers to a device for securing anwers to questions 
by using a form which the respondent fills in himself. 

Schedule or Interview Schedule. "Schedule" or "interview schedule" is the name usually 
. applied io'a setofquestlons Which are asked and filled in by an interviewer in a face-to-face situation 

with another person. In its form and cbntent, a schedule is similar to the questionnaire. Like the 
questinnaire, it can be structured arid unstructured. As in qu~stionnaire, here also the wording of ~he 
questions is the same for all the respbndents. 

The main difference between the questionnaire arid schedule is that:-:- the questionnaire is 
filled in by the respondent on his own, whereas the schedule is filled in by the interview~r. 

Interview Guide 

An 'interview guide' on the other hand, is a list of points or topics which the interviewer must 
cover during the interview. In this case, flexibilitymay be allowed as to ~e manner, order and 
language in which. the interviewer ask~ the questions. The interview guides are also referred to 
"unstructured questionnaires." The interview guide permits the interviewer to ask a fresh question· 
in orderto make the previous answermoremeaningful. 

. Ways of Obtaining Resp6nse through the Questionnaire Method . 

There are. two ways through which the responses of the informants could be collected. Re~ 
sponses .of the informants could be collected through questfonnaire method (z} by mailing the q'f:'es
tionnaires to th~ed,people unqer study, or (ii) byasking the questions to them directly inan 
interview. Mailed questionnaires have some advantage over interviews, including-saving money and 
time, convenience to the respondents who can reply at will. There is greater assurance for them.that 
the respondents will remain anonymous; and that questions will riot be put in various tricky }fays; 
and that the respondents are not. biased by the interviewer.' Further there-is greater chance for tlie 
respondents to find time to consult other sou1:.ces before responding. There is greater ease of access 
to the people who are widely separated'geographically. (Ref: Bailey 1978, as stated by Wallace and 
Wallace). · · ' ' 

Types of Questionnaire . . 
Questionnaires can be classified into two broad types: 
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(i) Structured Que~tionnaires, and, 
(ii) Unstructured Questionnaires. 

(I) Structured Questionnaires 

Introducing Sociology 

St_t:Uctured questionnaires are those which pose definite, concrete and prepared questions. It 
means the questio~ are prepared in advance and not constructed on the spot during the questioning 
period. Additional questions may be used only when need arises to clarify vague or inadequate 
replies by informants. This structured questionnaires niay be of two broad types: 

(a) Closed-Form or Poll Typeor Selective Type Questionnaire, and 
(b) Open-End or Inventive Type Questionnaire. 
(a) Closed-Form Questionnaire. In closed-form questionnaire, a number of alternative an

swers are provided at the end of each question and the task is, the informant has to choose one of 
them. This is also called "Poll-Type"or "Sele<:tive-Type" of questionnaire for the informant has to 
select one among the answers supplied by the investigator himself. His choice of giving his own 
answer is not permitted and hence it is a "closed-type". "Example: Where do you wish to liv<f in? 
(1) City; (2) Suburb, (3) Village? 

(b) Open-End Type or Inventfvf! .type .. In this type, questj9ns are not followed by any redy
made answers. T~ informant has to think of the answer himself and he is free to answer as he likes. 
The open-end responses are free and spontaneous expressions on the part of the infomiant who is not 
limited in his i:_eplies to a particular question posed to him. This is also called "inventive type" for the 
respondent has to think of or invent the answer for himself. The respondent may be asked to write a 
descriptive essay and express his viewpoints, describe his relationships, ~ttitudes, indicate his prob
lems, and report on details and events without restrictions imposed as in tµe type of closed questions 

Structured questionnaires are used in a wide range of projects which may pertain to studies of 
economic or social problerns, measurement of public opinion on public issues or events, studies of 
•dlninistrative policies, stUdies on cost ofliving, consume~ expenditures, child welfare, public health 
and numerous other issues. . 

In the "closed-form" questions, the responses may be easily tabulated and statistial measures 
can be easily applied, because, t}l.e number ofpossible1answers to each question is fixed. Its disad
vantage is that it may often suggest'l'inswers that may not be there in the mind of the iriformant. This 
may defeat the very purpo~se of the. study. Another defect is, the ihformant has to confine his answers 
to the points given in the questfonnaire itself. He cannot go out of it and express his true _opinion on 
a particular issues. . · 

'-. !Qe merit of the "opeii-end'' typ.e is that it gives widp chance to the infdi;mant to give his own 
answer to the questions. He is not bc>Und by rules and cari be free. Its demerit is that it poses some 
pro~lems of classification and analysis: But this open-eri'd question has been emplored successfully 
wh.ere the primary information to be collected is qualitative in nature. 

(IO Unstructured Questionnaires 

·. Unstructured questionnaires, frequently referred to as "interview guide;••1 ~i~o aim at precision 
and contain definite subject-matter areas. Flexibility is its main.advantage. It.is <]lesigned to obtain 
view~points, opinions; attitudes, and to show relationships and interconnections between data which 
might escape notice under more niecl:fartical types of interrogation. The·object is t~ give the respon
derit maximum opportunity to reveal how be had arrived at or developed his world of experience; 

·Free responses of the respondents are solicited,and no limitations are imposed and no predetermined 
responses are provided. · . . . 

. This form of questionnaire is used. for intensive studies, buf generally fqr a limited number of 
select~ c~es; It has been applied to studies of family,grqup cohesiveness; to sttidies of personal 
experiences; beliefs and attitudes. The chief disadvantage of unstructured questionnaires stems from 
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the danger that non-additive and non-comparable data will be accumulated when no structuring 
is imposed. 

Formation or Construction ofa Questionnaire 
The effectiveness of questionnaire as a tool of obaining· information: also depends on the con"' . 

struction or. formation of a questionnaire. It is not an easy. task to prepare a good questionnaire. 
Hen~e attention must be paid to the following aspects in preparing a questionnaire. , · 

1. Physical Format. The physical format.of a good questionnaire must be such. that it ip,ust 
, evoke spontaneous interest from respondentS. 

2. Q~estion Content. Questi1ons must be sp~ciffc and unambiguous 1and seek responses on a 
definite topic. . · 

3. Question Wording. The wording of the questions and the language used must be simple, 
directand unambiguous. Questions and key words carrying dual meaning must be avoided. . ' 

4. Question Sequence .. Questions in a questionnaire must be ordered in a definite sequence. 
· 1n addition to these, the following suggestions may also be considered in preparing and using 

the questionnaire. · 
Main points to be Noted in Preparing and Using the Questionnaire 
t. Any questionnaire must be limited-in its length and scope. In interviews espcially the ques-

tionnaire should not require more than 30 minutes to be c9mpleted. .. 
, 2. When the questioner and the interviewee posse~s a· more detailed experience with the subject 

of the inquiry; many questions become unnecessary and cifti be avoided. ' · · , . . . I , 
3. The questioner should try to know as much as possible about his subject-matter before he 

begins to formulate questions, 
4 .. Sufficient care should be taken to jn9lude all the important questions on the subject. Each 

IUld every item of thC<qhestionnaire must be relevant ~d related with central problem. 
. 5. There mu~t be logical c.onnection between t1ie questions and they can be thought. of as 
moving from the inside to outward. · 

6. Care mut be taken to avoid ambiguous, too pe~onal and embarrassing questions; 
7. Care must be taken to ask questions which include.all the possible alternatives on a particu-

lar issue at study. · 
, .S)W ordings of the questionnaire should b simple, and unambiguous. 
, 9. Likert's Sc~le,[ or Five Point Scale] can be made use of when "yes" or "no" answer cannot be 

given to a. question .. This if!cluqes. five points or responses to a question among which one can be 
accepted by the resp6,nq,ent: · · 

' (z) I strongly approve. 
, . (ii) I approve. 
(iii) I am undecided. 
(iv) I disappr~ve. 

,. , ' 

(v) I strongly disapprove. ·· 
10. Further, there must be a unity in the construction ofa questionnaire or schedule. The ques-

- tionsshould be so designed to aw~en the interest of the respondent and must proceed from simplic
ity to complexity~ Embarrassing questions should be avoided and the personal inform~tion should 
not be sought. The questions should proceed.from one frame of reference to another:,instead. of 
jumping back and forth. · · 
Advantages and Umitation of Qestionnaire 
Advantages of Questionn~ire 

l, Questionnaire is relatively economical and inexpensive. It is possible to cover a large num
ber of people scattered over a wide area. 
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2. This 1nethod saves time. Jn stead of meeting people. personally it is possible to apptj)ach 
them in a larger number through the mailed questioruiaire. Analysis and interpretation can be done 
quickly. · 

3. Questionnaire ensures anonymity. The respondent is free to express his views ang-0pini.ons. 

4. Questionnaire is said to be more suitable for eliciting information regarding some personal 
and priva!e affairs such as sex habits, marital relations, etc., because of the anonymity that it main-
tains. . 

S. Quetionnaire does not put much pressure on the .respondent's emotionality.· It provides suf-
ficient leis'Ure time .to answer' the questions in a relaxed mood. · 

6. In questionnaire, the collected answers can be processed and analysed in a simpler and a 
faster manner. Unifon;ility of answers helps the standard,isatiortof the recording procedure. 

Disadvantages and Limitations 
1. Questionnaire method cannot be administered in the case of illiterate and uneducated per-

sons. 
2. Questionn1Hre is not suitable when a spontaneous ans~er is very much required. 
3. There is no way of checking misinterpretations and unintelligible replies by the respoQ.dents. 

4. Propo.rtion·ofreturns, e;specially of mailed qu~tionnaire: can be very low, as low as 10%; 
This does not give a comprehensive picture of the situation. 

· S. In spite of their advantage questionnaires lack theflexibility of interviews. Generally, they 
have lower response rates, since it is easier for the respondents not to respond. They permit the 
measurement of ver~al behaviour only; without allowing the researcher to make observations. Fur-
thermpre, mailed questio.nnaires enable the respondent to skip questions.. · 

S. INTERVIEW 

Interview is one of the important methods ~f coll~ting data in social research. LiteraJly, inter
view means mutual view of each other. It is called a conversation with a purpose. But it is not a 
simple· conversation or verbal exchange. Its objective is to exchange ideas, elicit information regard~ 
ing a wide area in which the interviewee may wish to recollect the past, interpret the present and 
.uivocate his juture course of action or plan. · . . . 

An interview is a means of ga~ering information in which one person asks another either in 
person direcly, or indirectly. Interview: is an effective, informal verbal or non-verbal ~onversation, 
initia1ed for specific purposes and focussed on certain planned content ar~as: · 

Definition of InterView 
(z)According to Young, as the very term implies, "interviewing is an interadional process"; 

. 1 (ii)Accordin~to Gopal, "The interview is conversation W,ith a pu~pose·and; therefore, is more 
than a mere oral exchange of information." . . · 

(iii) In gel)eral, it can be said that an interview is face~to-face verqal interchange in which one 
person, i.e .. the interviewer, attempts to elicit some information or expressiOns pf opinion from an-
other person or persons regarding a particular is$ue. . 

Interview is Not Just Conversati.,n 

"Interviewing is not a simple two'-way con~~on between an interrogator and informant. 
Gestures, glances, facial exp~sions, pauses often reveal subtle feelings. V ~e, inflictions and halt
ing_ ~.~tement can be as much a part of the interplay between the conversing persons and their ques
tionfi and answers." ~ch can be understood by means of verbal expressiOns and also'from the pse 

of sooods. Furthefuiore,iJiot only reaction to a statement but also attitqtles can be le~d from a . 
blush, nervous laugh, sugden palor or undue embarrassment ThiS. behaviour is in itself.imPQrtant 
data for the interviewer. · 
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The interaction that takes place in an interview is, highly complex. A minute change of facial 
expression, a slight tensing of a muscle, the flick of an eye, a trace of a changein emphasis, a slight , 
change in one's rate of speaking, one's choice of words, and otherinvolUl).tary reactions that may not 
involve spoken :words can be comprehended by a shrewd interviewer. Every interview has its own 
balance of revelation and of withholding of infobnation. . 

:\Wajor Objdves of the Interview 

The objective of an inteI"Viewer in any interview is to kn°'w the mind, opinion,· attitudes and 
feelings of an futerviewee with regard to a particulat object or situation. The objectives of the inter- · 
view may be exchange of ideas and experiences; eliciting of information pertaining to a wide range 
of data in which the interViewee may wish to rehearse his past, define his present affd canvass his 
fature possibilities. The task of the interviewer is to penetrate the outer and inner life of persons and 
groups. . 

As T. W. Adorno points out, it is the task of an interviewer ''to ascertain opinions, attitudes, 
values that (are) on the surface .. ideological trends that (are) more or less, inhibited and reach the 
surface only in indirect manifestations; and explore personality forces in the subject's unconscfous
ness.'~ 

The Process of Interview 
A systematic interview may consist of the following stages: 
1. At the begining of the interview, ihe interviewer has to introduce himself to the interviewee 

in a very polite manet to win over his confidence. ' 
2. The very nature and purpose of the intervi~ must be made known to the interviewee so as 

to dispel the undesirable anxiety and tension. , . . · 
. 3. The interviewer may ask some serious questions in. the beginning and later on talk freely 

with the interviewee. , 
4. The interviewer may also assist the interviewee in eliciting information from him and must 

prompt here and there depending upon the need. , , 
S. Questions must be put in a systematic m<iner and in a lucid language; , 
6. The interviewer must encourage the inferviewee to talk freely and can jot down points dur-

ing brief pauses. · 
· 7. The interview must not be closed mdpen/y and abruptly. , .. 

8. The interviewer must be yery carefa/ fn tyriting the repon. Re-inust also make observa~qns 
about the feelings, emo~ons, facial expressions, and, gestures of the interviewee and must give' 4u'e 

· weightage for them:._ · , . . / . ' '..: 

Types.of Interview 

There are different classifications of interview on the basis of different criteria. Interviews maj · 
be classifed iii various ways .: according to th,eir }Unction (diagnostic, treiitme~t; resea¢h, sample 
interviews)~ or according to the numbr' of persons participating (gtOup or individual interviews) or 
length of contact (short or long contact) or type of approach (diteotive or non~directi~e. structured or 
Unstructured)~ Types .. of~nterviews are based chiefly on the respective roles· assumed-in them by 

· interviewer and interviewee. The following types of interviews may be noted. 
(1) The Non-Directive interview. 

(ii1 The_Direetiv~ Inten!iew. 
(iii) The Focused Interview. 
(iv) The Repeated Interview. 
(v) ·Th~ Depth Interview.· 
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(i) Tlt~ Non-Directive Interview or Unstructured Interview 

This type of interview is also known as uncontrolled or unguided or unstructured interview. In 
· this kind of interview, interviewer does not follow a system or list of predetermined questions. 

interviewees are encouraged to relate · tlieir concrete experiences with no· or little directjori · froin 

interviewer, to provide their own definitions of their social situations, report their own foci of atten
tion, reveal their attiµides and opinions as they see fit.. 

The unstructured interview is much more flexible and "open-ended"~ The researcher puts more 
general questions to the resporn;lents, allows them to answer freely, and follows up on. their com
ments. This approach allows the researcher to get insights that a structural interview may ignor~. 

Limitatlons. The unstructured interview has.its own limitati~ns.During a free-flowing.inter

view, the non-'directive interviewer at times is at a loss to know how:actively he sho14ldparticipate 
during the course of the discussion. As long as pertinent facts are b'eing related and the i~formant 
shows no signs of lack of interest, the interviewer need only round out discussion by· raising addi

. tional questions, if need be, 
· The unstruchired interview appro~ch has its other disadvantages. The answers are often ex-

tremely difficult to compare. If people are asked, for example, "Do you intend to vote atthe next 
parliamentary elections?'', they will give such answers as ~ "May be" "I might, if I feel like if', 
"Depends on who contests", "I suppose ~o", "I have not dcided yet",.and so o.n .. 

The researcher also has to be on guard against influencing the respondents' answers by such 
· subtle signals as choice of words, tone of voice, and facial expressions. ije has to put questions in 

straightforward and unemotional language which must be phrased in sucK a manner that all respon
dents will understand them in the same way. The question "Are you religious"?- for example, is 
a})surd, in the. sense~ it will be interpreted in different ways by different people. It is on the other 

' hand, necessary ~o ask specific questions about - attending temples or churches, beli.ef in rituals, 
God, and so on. Further, questions must be put in a very natural and neutral manner. 

Unstructured inverview essentially demands the traini71g of the interviewer. A mere training in 
the social skill of keeping a conversation going on a topic which the respondent may not be very 
interested, is not sufficient. He must have the sensitivity to link the responses of his respondents to 
the theoretical topic that he is pursuing, wherever it is possible. This means unstructred inverviews 
can only be carried out by people trained in sociological theory: 

An Illustrative Example of Unstructured Interview 

.. Elizabeth, Bott 's (Bott-1957) study of twenty Londqn families can be cited here as a good 
exarilple of unstructured interviewing. Bott was interested in the way in·which husbands and wives 
divided the domestic tasks between themselves, and wanted to relate this division of laboU.. to the 
structure qf friendships the couple had with others. A structured interview could hardly be successful. 
on a topic a!! delicate as this. Even if Bott were to resort to observation method, she would have had 
to combine herself sole I¥ .. tQ those· families with whom she was' able to live, and not with. all· the 

'twenty families. On the average, Bott c<,mducted 13 interviews with each family and each such 
· il)terview lasted for more than 80 minutes. The interviews, tended to be a friendly exchange of infor

matfon rather than a matfer ofquestion arid answer.Needless to say, a seasoned interviewer such as 
Bott was a. great sucess ·in . het study of those) families. [Re.f: "Introducing Sociology" by Peter . 

. Worsley, Page 90-91]; 

(ii) The l)irective Interview .or Stru4!tured Interview 

This in~iew uses a highly ;tand~dised technique and a set of predetermihed questi~ns. It is 
· especially useful for administrative and market research of various.types~ · · 

In a structured interview the researcher has a checklist ofquesti,,ms and puts them to the n~
.. sp<>ndents in exactly the same form and exactly the same order. The respondent is asked tq choose 
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between several predetermined answers such s "Yes/no/don't know", or ''very likely/likely/unlikely/ 
very unlikely". This type of interview is very ·inflexible. 

Merits and Limitation 

Tile stlV.cfured iµterview method has its own merits. Since the interviewer· follow_s a predeter
mined.set of procedure there will be less scope for .interference by the interViewer.himself. By asking 
the predetermined questions he can maintain his objectivity. This will force the interviewer to con• 
fine himself to the topic only rather than asking about some irrelevant questions. .. . . ' ' 

The main merit of the structured interview is that it helps the researcher to ll1~e careful ~bu
lations and compari~ons of the answers. If other information about the respondents is inch:tded,. s'Ueh . 
as income, geographic location; or age, all these variables can be fed into a computer, and c<>rrela.:. 
tions between them can be extracted within seconds. The object of using slr'tlctured interViews is to 
standardise the intefVie~er· s personal approach or biases may have upon the repilts. If proper train- .. 
ing is given to the intert'iewer it would further ensure the reliability and validity of the results. 

The limitation of this interview is that, we cannot use this type of interview in all situations. 
Further, the questions that are used here may fail to elicit the real opinions of the informant. ' 

(ih) The Focused Interview 

.·This is differentiated from other types of interviews .by the following charaeteristics; ·· 
. (1) It takes place with persons known to have been involved in particul~ concrete Situation. 

(These persons have seen a particular film, heard a particular broadcast, or have participated in a. 
particular ceremony.) 

(ii) It refers to situations which have been analysed prior to. the interview. 
(iii) It proceeds on the basis of an interview guide which outlines the major areas of the inquiry 

and the h~otheses which locate pertinence of data to be secured in the interview: - ·. ·.·. 
(iv) It isfocused on the subjective experiences-attitudes and emotional responses regardfugth~ 

particular concrete.situations under study. · · · · · · 
· . · In this type of int~~iew the interviewee is given considerable freed0mto express his definition 
of a situation that is PI'esente_dto him. Therefore,foc:used iterview is con8idered as semi-standardised. 

The focuseq interview is based on the assumptions that through .it, it is.posible to secure pre
cise details of personal reactions, specific emotion8, de.finite mental associations 'provoked by a 
certain stimulus and tlie like. The focused interview is not being used as widely as itS merits desetve 
probably because it requires extreme care in preparation and exceptionally sophistiCated ~andling 
by skillfulinterviewers. · 

(iv) The Repeated Interview 
' . ' . - . . 

This type of interview is particularly UJeful in attempts to trace the specific developmenJ.v of 
social or psychological propess (that is, the pr9gress1ve actions, factors or attitudes which de~ermille 
a given behaviour pattem•bt social situation). · · . 

P .. ul Lazarsfield and his ~ssociates mad~ extensive µse of this repeated interview technique fo 
theii: stlidy of how the voter makes up his mind in a presidential c~paign/fhese interview~ s¢ciired 
the progressive reactions of the voter and also help~d to know about the influence of various factors 
entering into the'choice,of a president. 

The repeated ·inte~iew technique is expensive iri time and energy and money but it offetS the 
advantage of studying the progressive actions and events as they actually occur. 

-The data secured thfough :focuses as well as-repeated interviews lend. themselves to quantifil.. 
tive interpretation. Because, they are consistent and specific and aim at realisation of details which 

.·can be differentiated; tabulate9 and uitiilately measured. · · 
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{v) The Depth Inte.rview 

This kind of interview aims to elicit .unconscious as well as other types of material relating 
especially tO perspnality dynamics and motivations. It is generally a lengthy procedure designed to 

encourage free expression of information charged with emotions. It may be used along with special 

devices such as free association and projective techniques. When used carefully by an 'interviewer 

having specialised training the depth interview can reveal important aspects of psycho-social rela

tions which are otherwise not readily.available. Unles the researcher has specialised training, it is 

better not to attempt depth interviewing. 

Crucial Points in the Interview 

There are certain cr~tical points which need special attention in interviewing: 

1. The appearances of the interviewer must not be too strange or remote. He must dress and try. 

to act in a similar way with that of the other people. 

2. He .must establish a good rapport with the interviewees and try to be friendly with them. 

3. He ntust not impose his own will on the interyiewees to get information since the interviewed 

has the right to deny giving answers. 

. 4. Interviewer must, as far as possible, avoid arguments, insults and ambiguoits and confusing 
terms. Double-barreled questions such' as "Do you think that mercy-killing and corporal punishment 
be legalised.?"- necessarily dreate c~nfusions in the minds of the respondents. Because, people may 

have different opinions about two subjecs. 

5. Questions must not be asked immediately about. the subject in which the interviewer is 

interested. 

6~ He must take down the respons~s of the respondents without approval or disapproval. 

7. The interviewer must have patience to hear the interviewee. 

8. If the interviewer wants to get the personal views of opinions Of the interviewe.e, then. he 
must assure him that his expressed views will be kept in secret. 

9. The interviewer must understand that his object is to elicit the opinions of the interviewee 

and not to exhibit his intelligence or shrewdness. 

\ l 0. The interviewer who conducts the interview will be benefited if he himself goes through an 
interview with others who are good in interviewing. 

Advantages and Limitations of Interview 

Advantages 
l. Thr~ugh interview it is possible to secure relatively dependable information about issues, 

peoples and events. 
· 2. Interview.may, help us to obtain in-depth knowledge of social issues. 

3. It is possible to secure information about the past, present arid also aboutfuture course or 

pl'ans in somewhat a detailed manner. · 

4. The active and intelligent role of the interviewer can add to the high rate of response. 
5. The inter\riew method can be used to obtain information from almost all types o/persons . 

. Disadvantages and i,imitations 

l. Many disadvantages oLthis method arise due to the incapability of the interviewer. 
2. Prejudices or bias developed knowingly or unknowingly by the interviewer may completely 

mislead the ou,tcome of interview. · 
3. The interviewer /nay failto select a' "right" person (4ue to defective sampling procedure) to 

obtain information. 
· 4. Possibilities of the interviewer and the interviewee having diving divergent, often antago

lliistic, views and outlook cannot be overlooked. This. situation may create confusion in the course of 
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the interview or it may spoil its outcome. 
5. Interviewing is a difficult skill and it needs an intense and time-consuming training. 
6. Interview by itself is incomplete and needs to be supplemented with other methods such as 

observation. 
7. There is no guarantee that the interviewee gives his honest opinions on the issues referred to. 

him. Hence his 1nfQrmation niay mislead the outcome of the intel"View. 
8. One major danger with interview is that when.people are asked to report on their own 

behaviour they may tend merely to mention the formal rules of soeial behaviour, rather than recount 
exactly how they actually behave. Hbttfound this in her study. She knew that one wonian held strong 
views. about the desirability .of easy divorce. Yet in. a meeting of women ·~1association, the same · 
woman spoke out against easy divorce. This she did, probably because she felt it necessary to stress 
tpe "respectable" norm of the sanctity of marriage· even though her personal, or private :opinions 
were just contrary to that. The same thing can happen in interviews also. Particularly in face-to-face 
interviews, respondents may give false information. People may deny th~ir racist views or caste
mindednes,s 6r communal bias, because, they know that these views ar_e not "respectable". 

6.THESOCIALSURVEYS 
The social survey technique seems to be very popular in sociology.,_ In fact, the man in the street 

particularly associates the social su.rVey with. sociologists. This. h,e does, probably because, this he 
thinbto be the only available technique that sociologists have for collecting information. This is 
especially so in the Western context. The social survey is certainly a very important way ofassem
bli.Q~data, but it is by no means the only way. 
Meaning and Definition 

1. Duncan Mitchell's "Dictionary of Sociology" defines social survey this way: "The social 
survey is a systematic collection of facts about people living in a specific geographic,. cultural, or 
administrative area". . . · · 

2. Bogardus. "A social survey is the coUection of data concerning the liVing and working 
::onditions, broadly speaking, of the people, in a given community". 

3. Ian Robertson. "Surveys are frequently used in sociological research, either simply for the 
purpose of gathering facts (such as the political opinions of college students,) or for firtrling out 
about the relationship between facts (such as how sex, parental opinions, or social class, influence 
students 'political views)" . . · . . . 

4. E.W. Burgess. "A social survey of a community is the scientific-study of its conditions and 
needs for the purpose of presenting a constructive programme of social advance" 

Social surveys are usually foi: dealing with many related aspects of a social problem; They 
provide the data for administration, rather than for the illustrative or descriptive material. They are . 
generally quantitative and the history of the social survey is intimately bound ~p With the develop
ment of statistics. . . . 

"The early ancestors of the social survey are-'the Doomsday Book,' 'Sti:>w's Survey of Lon
don,' 'Camden's Britannia,' the essays of 17th and 18th Century demographers, Arthur Young's 
reports to the Board of Agriculture, and the two Statistical Accounts of Scotland"-(Ref.: Duncan· 
Mitchell's "Dictionary ofSociology" ). . . · · 

·The modern social survey is said to be the product of the intellectuai response of the. Urban 
middle classes to the social condition of town life in the 19th Century .. In the modern.period, dii'ee .. 
kinds ~f social surveys are often differentiated: (a) The Poverty Survey (originating in the-work~f 
Booth, Rowntree and Bowley, (b) The Ecological Survey (deveioped by Ratzel, Redus, Le P.lay and 
the Geddes; and (c) The Functional Study of the city (stemmed 'out of the works of Sherwell,,t)ie 
Cl)icago School, the Lynds, Warner and Lunt and Others). . 

'I 
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The Procedural Ways ofSoclal Survey 

The social survey method has the ultimate goal of seeking social facts. It normally involv~s the 

follwin~ steps: Enunciating the object or purpose of the survey; definition of the poblem under 

study; the delimitation of the area or scope of study; examination of the available evidences or 

sources relating to the problem; preparation of questionnaire schedule,· fieldwork to collect data,· 

arrangement, tabulation and satistial analysis ofthe data; interpretation of results,· deduction and 

graphic 'expression. · . 

. The social survey is concerned with the collection of data relating to some problems of great 

social importance with a view to find out an effective solution for it. The survey is normally limited 

to. a fuc.ed geographic area or confined to a defined population. The basic procedure is that people are 

asked a number of 9uestions focussed on 1that aspect of behaviour in which the sociologist is inter

ested. The focal point could be ~ "students' participation in politics", or "Opinions of highly edu

cated scheduled caste and stheduled tribe people regarding reservation", or "Ayodya Problem" or 

any sue~ topic .or issue of social interest. _ _ .. _. · 

The total group of people whose attitUdes, opinions or behaviour , the sociologist is interested 

in, is called the ''population". The people are carefully-selected so .that they be~me representative of 

the population being studied.T{ley are asked to answer exactly the same questions, so that the replies 

of different categories ofrespondents, may be examined for differences.In some cases, it is possible 

to survey the entire population, but time and expense mak;e their procedure impracticable unless the 

population is a small one and confined to limited area. In most cases it -is necessary t6 survey a 

"sample", a !)mall number of individuals drawn from the larger population. This type of survey is 

.. , often· caJled "-sample survey". The sample must exactly represent the population in question. If it 

d0es not, then. any conclusions are vhlidonly for the actual people who were surveyed (that is, the 

respondents) and cannot be applied to the entire population from which the sample was drawn. 

One of the major v:\ltues oJ the survey is that a large number of respondents can be included in 

it. For the very same reason both the method of getting the questionnaires completed, and the formu-

. __ lation of the questions to be asked, must be very carefully worked out. · 

Survey can be Conducted in Various Ways 

1; One type of survey lies on contacting the respondents by letter and asking them to complete 

the questionnaires themselves before returning it. · 
2. Another variation in the procedure is that, an assistant of the surveyor .~elivers the question

naires to the respondents, requests them to complete it, and makes an arrangement to pick them up 

later. · 
3. Sometimes questionnaires are not completed by individuals separately but by people in a 

group under the direct supervision of the research worker. For/example, a cla_ss of students in a 
college-or a group of women at a meeting of the "Mahi/a Sama/' and so on, may be asked to respond 

tO the questionnaire together.· ' · . 

4, . In 'Some other stirveys a trained interviewer asks the questions and records the responses on 

a schedule for _each respondent. It should be noted, these alternative procedures have different strengths 
and weakenesses. · .· . 

····Social surveys, as It is clear from the above, may fiepend either on questionnaires which' ar~ 

self-aqininistered, or on schedules which are completed by trained interviewers, or by the research 

worker personally. Social surveys involves same amount of home work or office work.For example, 

schedules.must be prepared with sample identification's (example, ~he !!-ddresses of houses or firms). 

If a.p:iail questionnaire is to be used, thr enYelopes have ;o be f;tddressed, stamped and posted. If the 

e)\q1+iry is based on interviews, the inteTYiewers will liav~ to be very carefully briefed. When ·the 

sqhddµles are completed and returned they are processed in such a manner that they could be pro'

_vided'for computer analysis. 
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Some Main Forms of Social Surveys 
Depending upon the purpose and the nature of study, socia:l surveys assume different forms, 

Some form of social surveys are as follows : ( i) Offieial, semi-official or private surveys, (ii) wide
spread or_limited surveys; (iii) census survey or sample surveys, (iv) general or specialised surveys; 
(v)postal or personal sunieys, (Vi) public or confidential surveys ; (vii) initial or repetitive surveys; 
(viii) regional or adhoc surveys, etc. · 
Controversies Relating to Social Surveys 

Though social surveys provide very useful information about our social life, its intricacies.and 
problems, :there has been a good deal of controversy about~l) The reliability and validity ofr.esults 
obtained from social surveys. (2) Another objection is regarding the extent to which individual char
acteristics may be assumed to relate to socia/properties. (3} Yet another doubt is concerning the 
validity of the replies to questions which are obtained in socialsurveys. ,' 

Though these objections have an element of tru:th in them, sociologists are trying their level 
best to make social surveys free from these controversies~ They use different means to collect data to 
suit the sort of information they require Ior the•r study. While mail-questionnaires are perfectly 
alright to collect information relating to so~e straightforward topies, other topics may require the 
help of an expert interviewer. 

Sample Sµrveys ancJ the Random Sample . .·., 
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complete listing population. For exqmple, students' attendance register lists the undergraduate 

population of a college. Next all the names.in the list are numbered. The sample is then selected from 

this list, say every 10th or 15th person from the population would be selected. 

Another method of obtaining a random sample is to assign a number to each member ofthe 

popµlation and then to select the sample. by using random numbers produced by a computer. This 

method see.ms to be more reliable because it eliminates most sources of human error. 

The basic featur!';S of random samplingarestraightforward, but random sampling is not often · 

in soci0logical reseai;ch. The main reason for this is that adequate population lists (such as, the list of 

all the higher educated scheduled tribe and scheduled caste people, or the list of all the divorced 

persons etc.) are not always available. Further, many projects study populations for which there is no · 

list or directory in existence. (For example, the reliable list of households that possess television in 

India is n~t available.) It might be possible to make lists of such populations, but this would probably 

require more work than the. study itself. 

Where population lists do exist, they must be used with great care because they may be biased 

towards certain portions of the population. A list of doctors, for example, may include only registered 

medical practitioners, and it naturally excludes relatively 'good number of traditional medical practi

tioners including even soine Ayurvedic doctors and Homeopathic doctors. 

Other Kinds of Sample 

The random sample has served as a good model for designing other models of sampling. Some 

of them can be mentioned here. 
1. Systemate (Pseudo-random) Sample. The ratio of sample size to population size (say, 1 to 

15) is used to derive a "skip" interval (K). Then every Kih element in a population is included in the 

sample. For example, every 15th student who registers himself or herself in the college office and 

who is regularly attendin~ the classes might be included in the sample. 

2. Stratified Sample.· This mode entails dividing the population into segments or strata, and 

then sampling within each stratum. This technqiue ensures that the different segments or strata will 

be represented in the sample in precisely the same proportion as they occur in the population. For 

example, if in the category of scheduled castes higher educated people constitute 10%, then, they 

will constitute 10% of the sample. 

3. Cluster Sample. This mode entails grouping elements of a population into geographic 

w1its. For example, student population of a University Campus could be sampled in clusters based 

on the differe~t hostels in which they stay. 

Sampling has been used for a considerable period of time.But controlled methods of sampling 

started in social research only in the beginning of this ceUitury. In England and Wales, Professor AL 

Bowley was one of the first investigators to use sampling methods in his five town-surveys. These he 

did before the First World War. Afterwards, sampling methods have been applied-in many branches 

of social investigation, in public opinion surveys, the assessmertt of social mobility, in the study of 

performances in intelligence tests, and so on. Sampling Techniques are being used by the official 

statisticians also. 

7. OTHER METHODS 

(1) Sociometry 
"Sociometry" is one of the techniques of social research in sciences such as psychology, soci

ology, and so on. The term was coined by Jacob.L. Moreno, an Austrian psychiatrist who migrated 

to the United States of America. Being in charge of a refugee camp as an administrator soon after the 

First World War, he took interest to develop techniques to find out the ways in which people group 

themselves, according to their own choices. He devefoped this as a small group therapeutic and 

researchl:CGhn_iques. 
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"Sociometry" refers to a set of techniques to measure in quantitative and diagrammatic terms 
attractions and repulsions in interpersonal relations. 

"The practice of 'sociometry' . consists of the administration. of a questionnaire in .which the 
subject chooses five other people in rank order of their attractiveness as associates, either generally 
or in relationto some specific activity". It was later extell'.ded to cover negative choices. The results 
are plotted on paper in diagrammatic form hence the term-!'sociogram"~Ref. : Duncan Mitchell in 
"Dictionary of Sociology").' 

The technique of sociometry is a very simple one and is applicable for the study of small group 
structures; personality traits and social status. It gives an insight relating to.the feelings people h_ave 
for one ano9Jer and provides various indexes or measures of interaction. Within its limitation it has 
been found to be very useful. It can be particularly'he/pfal in the assignment of personnelto work 
groups in such a way as to achieve a maximum of interpersonal harmony and a minimum of inter-
personal friction. , 

Moreno's original exposition of this technique is found in his book "Who Shall Survive'.' 1934, 
and in the journal he founded, called "Sociometry". But Moreno himself does not appear .to have 
used this technique much iri small group experimental investigations. His theoreticalapproach seems 
to be very vague and too generaL In spite of that, good number of other people, engaged in research 
have made use of this approach (including Helen H. Jenni~s who used it in detailed studies of women 
in correctional in~titutions in America). . 

Sociometry aroused considerable interest because once it has been decided wha,t is implied in 
interpersonal choices recorded in this manner it is possible to present the results quantitatively . this 
technique is, in a sense, a combination of ideal type analysis and statistics. Though in the beginning 
psychologists were more attracted by this technqiue, in course of time, the sociologists ~lso got 
en~used with it particularly to study the different dimensions of interpersonal relations. The technique 
is now found to be simple, reliable and more useful in the study of interpersonal relations. 
(ii) The Experimental Method 

All sciencestise experiments. The experimental method provides a reliable way of studying the 
relationship_betweeri two variables under carefully controlled conditions~ Experiments can be con
ducted either iri the-l~boratory or in the field. It means the experiment method is of two types: (a) 
Laboratory experiments,· and ( b) Field experiments. 

(a) Laboratory Experinients. In a laboratory experiment the people and any necessary materials 
are brought into an artificial experiment that _cah be carefully regulated by a researcher. In laboratory 
experiments with people, people are recruited, assembled; and sometimes even paid for engaging_in 
the expel'..iment. This type of experiment is more apprQpriate when the researcher wants to· control 
the situation in minute detail. ' 

(bl Field Experiment. The field experiment takes research out to people instead ofbririging 
people to the research laboratory. It takes place outside the laboratory under somewhat less ,artificial 
conditions; say in a prison, hospital, colfege, or factory. The field experiment is more suitable when 
the researcher wants to minimise the possibility that people will change their typical behaviour in the 
artificial laboratory experiment. 

The Ways of Experimental Method 

The concept of any experiment is very simple She researcher has to hold all var-iab1es constant, 
except one, has to vary it and see what happens. In a typical experiment, an independent variable is 
introduced into a carefully designed situation and its influence on a dependent variable is recorded. 
This can be illustrated with the,help of an example. . 

Example. Let us say, the researcher is interested in the effects' ofcommunal integration in 
schools on Muslim students ' attitudes and decide·s to run a small experiment on the subject. The 
researcher must first measure'the Muslim students' a~itudes, then introduce Hindu and Christian 
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students into the class, and then, after a suitable period, measure the Muslim students' attitudes again 

to find out whether any change has taken place. aut actually this procedure is not sufficient to 

establish a causal linkbetween the two variables. Any changes in the students' attitudes might have 

been caused by the coincidental factors-say, communal disturbances in the neighbourhood or 

probably, a mass media campaign against communal illwill or disharmony,-that happened to take 

place while the experiment was in progress. 

The researcher therefore, has to control the situation in such a way that other possible influences 

can be discounted. The standard method of doing this would be to divide the Muslim students into' 

two groups whose members are similar in all relevant aspects. Both groups are then tested on their 

communal attitudes, but only one group called the experimental group, is exposed to classroom 

integration. The other groups called, the control group, is not subjected to this variable, but its 

experience is the same in all other respects. Finally, both groups are again tested on their communal 

attitudes, and any difference between the groups is assumed to be the result of the independent 

Variable. 1 · . 

The "Hawthorne Effects" 

The experimental method cannot be easily administered in the sociological field. It involves 

some subtle problems. Controlling the situation is not always easier. The researcher is dealing with 

people who have their mind, thinking, feeling and their own ways of reacting. One of the best known 

experiments in sociology known as "The Hawthorne Experiment", too had recorded some of the 

problems of experiment. 
Elton Mayo ~nd his associates had conducted an experiment before World War Il at the 

Hawthorne plant ¢f the Western Electric Company.. The management was .anxious to improve 

productivity and wanted to know what kind of incentives would encourage the workers to increase 

output. Researcher Mayo separated a group of women from the other workers and started varying 

the conditions systematically to find out how the changes would influence productivity. Each change 

that was introduced, say providing for better lighting, coffee breaks, lunch hours, new methods of 

payment, etc., contributed to an improvement in the productivity. With each change, production 

rose. Mayo and his associates were delighted in the beginning. When they found that productivity 

rose no ,matter 'JVhich Variables were involved, they became suspicious. Finaiiy, the researchers 

returned the group to their original conditions and production rose to even greater heights. 

The experiment revealed that, something was seriously wrong with the researchers' assump

tions. Whatever had caused the change in the dependent Variable, that is, productivity, it was not the 

independent Variables that the experimenters had introduced. Actually, from this point of view, the 

experiment was a failure. But the reasons for the experiment's failure have taught sociologists a 

great deal. It appe;irs that production rose because the women enjoyed all the attention they were 

getting. They had formed a close-knit primary group highly co-operative in nature. They had 

established their own norms for productivity ; they knew what effects the sociologists were trying to 

produce and they had decided to co-operate with them to i'ncrease the output. They did their best to 

please the sociologists. This phenomenon-the contamination of the experiment by the subjects' 

assumptions about what the sociologist is attempting to prove-is still known as "the Hawthorne 

effect". The "Hawthorne effect" reveals one main limitation of the experimental method, whenpeople 

realise that they are experimental subjects, they begin to act differently and the experiment may be 

spoiled. 
Planned experiments upon human beings are most reliable when these subjects do not know 

the true object of the experiment. They may be giv:en a rationale, a reasqnable explanation of what 

the experiment is doing. This rationale may be a harmless on\:i but it is a necessary deception which 

conceals the true purpose of the experiment. As Kelman points· out, the use of deception in social 

research poses the ethical question of distinguishing between harmless deception and intellectual 
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dishonesty, and it may even produce errors in the outcome-( subjects may detect the deception and 
may begin to act intelligently). 

The experimental method has a few other disadvantages also. It can be use<if only for very 
narrowly defined issues. Further pl(ople niay behave very differently in the artificial experimental 
situation, than, they would, in, the normal situations. Experimenters, may, sometimes, unwittingly 
produce the effect that they are looking for. 

Because of all these limitations, social sciences, excepting ofcourse, psychology, make limited 
use of planned experiments. We still use them wherever practical. We cannot completely do away 
with it. It -allows the, sociologist to investigate specific topics that often cannot be systematically 
examined Wider e\refy.iiay conditions where so:-inany other influences might conceal or distprt the 
processes involved, Though StlCiologists often make use of this method, they depend more heavily, 
on other technique.s. · 
(iii) "The VerstehenApproach" {Tpe, Method of Understanding) 

The' Verstehen approach'is often used in s9ciologfoal researches~ The.German word "Verstehen" 
means "understanding' or' comprehension' of sociological issues or probfi:ms. German sociologist 
Max Weber developed this method, or approach. 

Weber believed that sociology must model itself as far as possible on the natnral sciences. 
Since the subject-matter of sociology is vitally different from those of other sciences it calls for an · · 
interpretative, subjectiv<! approach. This subjective interpretation Weber called "Verstehen" or 
''sympathetic understanding". But it is in no sense a substitute for the scientific method. Wherever 
possible, the conclusions drawn from subjective interpretation l!lUSt be verified by the scientific 

· method. 
The advocates of this method have maintained that the observed facts are of little s~gnificance 

unless they are evaluated through discovery of their inner meaning. The intuitive understanding of 
social behaviour as insisted upon by this inethod, has its own importance. Weber himself used·. 
"Verstehen"in his famous study of"the Protestant Ethic and the Spirit ofCapitalism".Heused this 
method when he was trying to prove C!!.Usal link between the beliefs of early Puritans ,and the 
development of capitalism. Weber believed that the Puritan Ethfo (or the Protest Ethic) was more 
favourable for the development of Capitalism than the ethics of other religions such as Catholicism, 
Islam, Buddhism, or even Hinduism. Because oftlie intririsic.support given by the Puritan Ethic, the 
Protestants accumulated and reinvested wealth instead of immediately spending it, as others were 
prone to do. By this, they unintentionally created modern capitalism. This argument of Weber; seems 
plaus~ble, but there is no way to prove it scientifically because we cannot know whether the Puritans 
really did experience the so called"salvation panic". W ebei'' s method was to put himself in the place 
of Puritan's shoes in order to understand their real feelings and motives. Thus, as Ian Robert~on has 
pointed out, "By combining his subjective interpretations of Puritan psychology with a rigorous 
analysis of the development of capitalism, he enhanced the richness (but not necessarily the reliability) 

'of his study". 
It is clear from.. the above that the nature of this approach is that it can be used only by such 

persons who have a greater capacity of comprehensions and a high level of intelligence and educa
tion. It may yield better results if it is used along with the scientific method. · 
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SOCIOLOGYAND OTHER 
SOCIAL SCIENCES 

Sociology and History-Sociology and Political Science-Sociology and Anthropology

Sociology and Social Psychology-Socfology and Economics-Sociology and Education

Sociology and Philosophy-Sociology and Ecology-,-Sociology and Criminology. 

Social Sciences deal with the social universe or phenomena in general. They deal with forms 

and contents of man's interaction. They study human groups, society and social environment. The 

· social phenomena which they study are as natural as the phenomena of magnetism, gravitation and 

electricity, and a modem city is as natural as an ocean. 

Different social sciences deal with the different aspects of the social life of man. Accordingly, 

History, Anthropology, Social Psychology, Economics, Political Science, etc. study the various fac

ets of the same reality, i.e. the social milieu. Naturally, these social sciences are then very much 

interrelated. Sociology, as social science, ,has joined the family of social sciences very recently. It 

was born at a time when there was no other social science to study the human society in its entirety 

. with all its complexity. 

\ It is essential for a student of' sociology to know in what respect his subject differs from the 

other social.sciences and 'in what ways it is related to them. However, this is not an easy task. It is 

more difficult to distinguish sociology from the various social sciences, because the same content or 

area -of investigation is sometimes studied by different social sciences with different degrees of 

emphasis. · 

Further, some of the relationships between sociology and other social sciences have been mat

ters of controversy. For example, there are some thinkers, like Comte, Spencer, Hobhouse, who 

would say that sociology is the basic 'Or the sole social science and all the others areits subdivisions. 

There are others like Giddings who would argue that sociology is not the 'sole' science, not the 

mother of other social sciences, but only their common sister. Some others regard sociology as a 

specialised science of social phenomena; as specialised in its interests as are economics and politici:d 

science. Again, some sociologists profess to see the closest relations between sociology and psy

chology on the one hand, and sociology and anthropology on the other. Still some others say that 

sociology and history are more interrelated than others. 

In the field of social sciences interdisciplinary approach is gaining more currency today. Un

derstanding of one social science requires some an;munt of understanding of the other. Further, 

78 
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sociology as a young science, has borrowed many things from other sciences. In return, it has en
riched other sciences by its highly useful sociological knowledge. In this context, it becorhes essen· 
tial for us to know the interrelation between sociology and history, economics, pqlitical science, 

. anthropqlogy, social psychology and educatior.. 

1. SOCIOLOGY AND HISTORY 
Sociology and History are very muc~ interrel!lted. Like political science, sociology is becom

ing one of the most genuine fruits of history to which it is intimately connected. The two sciences are _ 
so close that some writers like G. Von Bulow refused to accept sociology as a science different from 
history. 

History: History is the reconstruction of man's past. .It is the story of the experience of man
kind. It is a record of the human past. It is a systematic record of matt's life and achievements from 
the dim past to the present. The historian studies the significant events of man in th'e order of time. 
The historian is interes~ed in what happened at a particular time in the past. 

Further, a historian is not satisfied, however, with mere ciescription. He seeks to learn the 
causes of these events to understand the past-not only how it has been but also how it came to ·be. 
Nevertheless, he is, in a sense, interested in events for their own sake. "He wants to know everything 
there is to know about th~m and to describe them in all their unique individualicy". The historian 
concentrates only on the past. He is not interested in the present and is unwilling to look to the future. 
Still history pfovides the connecting link for the present and the future. It is said that history is the 
microscope of the past, the horoscope of the present and the telescope or the future. 

Sociology: Sociology as a science of sociecy, on the other hand is iii.terested i~ the present. It 
tries to analyse human interactions and interrelations with all their complexicy and diversicy. It also 
studies the historical development of societies. It studies various stages of human life, modes of 
living, customs, manners and their expression in the form of social institutions and associations. 
·sociology has thus to depend upon histQryfor its material. History with its record ofvarfous social 
events of the past offers data and facts to sociologists. 

Hisfory Supplies Information to Sociology 

History is a storehouse of records; a treasury of knowledge. It supplies material'1o various 
social sciences including sociology. History contains records even with regard to social matters. It 
contains information about the different stages of human life, modes of living, customs and man
ners, social institutions, etc. This information about the past is of great help to a sociologist. A 
sociolpgist has to make use of the historical records. For example, if he wants to study marriage and 
faniily as social institutions, he must study their historical development also. Similarly, if he wants te 
know the impact-oflslamic culture on the Hindu culture, he has to refer to the Muslim conquests of 
India, for which he has to depend on history. 

A sociologist is, no doubt, concerned with the present-day sociecy. But the present-day society 
· can be better understood from the knowledge of its past because what people are today is because of 

what they had been in the past. Further, sociologists often make use of comparative method ,in their 
studies for which they depeh<l on history for data. Historical sociology, one of the fields ofsoc1olog1-
c~ inquiry, depends very much on historical data. It is true that the sociologist must sometimes be · 
his own historian, amassing information from all the avail'able sources. 
·sociology Helps History-Too 

. I , 

Historian also uses sociology. Until recently it was perhaps from philosophy that the historian 
took his clues to important problems and historical concepts and ideas. But now thes~ are drawn 
increasingly from soeiology. Indeed, we can see that modem historiography and modem sociology 
have both been influenced iri similar ways by the philosophy of11_istory. 
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Further sociology provides the. social background for the study of history. History is ·now 

• being stu,died.and read from the sociological point of view. It is said that history would be meaning

less Vl(ithouttlie appreciation of socially significant events.' Further, it is often remarked that history 

would be boring, ·monotonous, prosaic and uninteresting unless the social events are narrated. His

torical facts without reference to socially important matters would be like a body with flesh, blood 

and bone, but without life. 

Some Opinions on the Relation Betweeg the Two Sciences 

The mutual dependence of history 11nd sociology has made G.E. Howard to remark that 'His

tory ispast Sociology, and Sociology is present History'. Peter Worsley says that 'the best history is 

in fact sociology: the sociology of the past'. T.B. Bottomore has pointed out that "it is of tb.e greatest 

importance for the development C?fthe social sciences.that the two s~bjects should be closely related 

'lltl,d that each .should borrow extensively from the other, as they are increasingly inclined to do." 

Robert Biersteait Comments. If the past is of as a continuous cloth unrolling through the; centuries, 

history is interested in the individual threads and strands that make it up; sociology in the patterns it 

· exhibits". 

Differences Between History and Sociology 

The two social sciences History and. Sociology, are different. The points ofdifference between 

the two may be noted. 

1. 

3. 
4. 

5. 

6. 

.. . Sociology . 

Sociology is interested in the study of the 

present social phenomena with all their 

complexity. 

S9ciology is relatively a young social sci
. ence. It has a very short history of its own. 

It is n'ot even two centuries old. · 

Sociology is an analytical science. 

History 

1. History deals with the past events of man. It 

is silent regarding the present. 

2. • History is an age"'.llld social science. It has a 

long story of 2000 years or even more . 

3. History is a descriptive science. 

Sociology is abstract in nature. It studies 4. 

mostly regular, the recurrent and the uni

versal. For example, the sociologist does not 

study au· the wars ·or battles waged by the 

mankind. But he is interested in war itself 

History is concrete. The historian is interested 

in Jhe unique,_ the particular and the indi- · 

vidual. For example, the historian studies all 

the wars waged by mankind in the past-the 

Wars, the World Wars, the Indo-Pak War, 

etc. For _him, each war is unique and signifi- · 

cant. 
as a social phenomenon, as one kind of con-

flict betWeen two groups. 

Sociology 'is a generalising science. Socio- 5. 

logy seeks to establish generalisations af-
History is an individualising science. History 

rarely makes generalisations. It seeks to 

establish the sequence in which events 

ocqmed. 
ter a careful study of the social phenom-

, ena. 

Sociology follows the sociological ap

proach. It studies human events ·from the 

sociological point of view, i.e., from the 

view point of social relationships involved. 

6. History studies human events in accordance 

with the time order. Its appfoach is histori

cal. 

2. SOCIOLOGY AND POLITICAL SCIENCE 

Polittcal Science and Sociology are very closely related. This intimate relationship between the 

two sociaJ sciences may be examined here. 
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Political Science. Political Science deals with the political activities of man,. It studies social 
groups organised under the sovereignty of the state. It studies man as a ruler and being ruled. Laski, 
Gettel/ and Gilchrist, . the eminent political scientists, are of the opinion that the scope of political 
science embraces the study of both State and Government. ,/ 

Political Science has its .own topics such as the origin, evolution and functions odt'ite, the ' 
forms of government, types of constitution, administration, law, legislation, international ~elations, 
methods of political representation, elections, voting, political movements, political ideologies, etc. 
"Political science is an historicl:ll investigation of what the state has been, an analytical study of what 
the state is, and a politico-ethical discussion of what the state should be". 
Sociology Has its Roots in Politics 

Morris Ginsberg writes: '~flistorically, sociology has its main r0ots in politics and philosophy 
of histort': :rhe main works on social subjects such as Plato's Republic, the Politics of Aristotle, 
Arthashastra of Kautilya, The laws and Republic of Cicero and other ~lassical :Works were treate'dto 
be complete works on political science. Only recently distinction between the two has been clearly 
made. 

The Relationship Between the Two 

·Political Science and Sociology are so intimately connected as. Garner said th}lt the "political is 
embedded in the social that if political science remains distinct from soci6iogy, it will be .,ecause of 
the breadth of the field calls for the specialist, not because; there are any well-defined boundaries 
marking it off from sociology'~. Both the sciences are mutually helpfu). In fact, political activity. is 
only a part of social activity. Thus political science appears to be a branch of sociology: However,· 
we .cannot say that political science is just Political socidlogy. 

Political activity i,Jl'fluences and is influenced by the social life of man. In fact; political activi
ties will have no meaning outside the social context. Politics is after all the reflection of society. This 
is made clear by the common saying, that 'people have the government whfch they deserve'. Politfoal 
science gives sociology facts about the organisation arid functions of the state and government. 
Politicalscience derives from sociology a knowledge of the origin of the political authority. 

Political science is concerned with the state. But sociology also studies: state as one ~f the 
human associations. The state, in its early form, was more a social institution than a political one. 

Moreover, a political scientist must also be a sociologist. The laws of the state have a great 
influence upon society. These laws are largely based on customs, traditions, c0nventions and us
ages. But these customs, traditions, etc., are the concern of sociology. The 'institution of family, for 
example, is an element in social life. It is the concern of sociology. But the laws of marriage, made 
to regulate the family, fall within the field of political science. 

Common Foci of Attention 

There are some common topics of interest for both sociologists and political scientists. Such 
. topies as war, mass movements, revolutions, government control, public opinion, propaganda, lead
ership, elections, voting, political minorities, social legislations like civi) code and the like may be 
cited here as examples. 

Further, many of the social problems are also deep politicalproblems. Communal riots, (clashes 
.. between Muslims and Christians, Hindus and Mu#ims, Protestants and Christians etc.), racial, ten
sions between Whites and Negroes, Asians and Europeans, etc., border disputes between different 
states, caste conflicts, etc.,· are problems that have politicatas wen· as social implications. It has 
become quite common to use political instruments to solve stich social problems like beggary, un-
employment, prostitution,-pqverty; crime, etc. · .-
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Views of Various Thinkers on the Relation Between the Two Sciences 

The interrelationship of political science and sociology has been stressed by some thinkers. 

Prof Giddings says that "to teach the theory of the state to men who have not learnt the first prin

ciples of sociology is like teaching astronomy or thermodynamics to men who have not learnt the 

Newtonian Laws of Motion". F. G. Wilson remarks that "it must be admitted, of course, that it is 

. often difficult tO determine, whether a particular writer should be considered. a sociologist, political 

theorist or philoso~her". According to Comte and Spencer, there is no di~erence whatsoever be

tween the two. G.E.C. Catlin has.remarked that' political science and sociology are two facets or 

aspects of the same figure. 

Differencef.Betw~n the Two Sciences 

Political Science and Sociology are however, different from each other. The differences may 

be cited below: ' 

Sociology . 

I. Sociology is a science ofsociety. 

2. Sociology s~dies (lll kinds of societies, 

organised as well as unorganised. 

' 3. Sociology has a wider scope. 

4. Sociology studies man as fundamentally 

a social animal. 
' 5. Sociology is ageneral social science. Hence 

it studies all .kinds or forms of social 

relations ii} a generat'way. 

6. The approach of sociology is sociologi

cal. It follows its own methods in addition 

to the scientific method,· in its investiga

tions~ 

7. · Firtally, sociolog)"~s quite young, It is 

not even two cenfuries old. 

Political Science 

1. Political Science is a science of state and 
. . 

government. 

2. Political Science studies only the politically 

organised. societies. 

3. Political Science has a narrower field. 

.4. Political Science studies man as a· political 
animal. · 

5. Political Science is a special social 

science, because it concentrates only. on 

the human relationships. which are po

litical in character. 

6. Tue approach of political science is Po

litlcal. It has its own me thods of study 

like the historical method, philosophical 

method, comparative method, statistical 

method, etc. 

7. Political science is an older science 

eomparatively. ·It has cen turies of history 

of its own right from days of Plato or 

Cicero. 

3. SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY 

The relation between Sociology and Anthropology is widely recognised today. In fact,. anthro-. 

pologist Kroeber pointed out that the two sciences are tWin sisters. Robert Redfield writes that 

"viewing the Whole United States, one sees that the relations between sociology and anthropology 

are closer than those between Anthr0pology and Political Science, tbat i~ partly due to greater 

similarity in ways of work". 

A·~thropology. Anthropology is a general s:ience like sociology. The ~ord Anthropoloty is 

derived from two. Greek words-Anthropos meanmg 'man' and logos meamng 'study'. Thus, the 

etymological me~nirig of 'Anthropology' is the study of man. More.pr~cisely, it is defined l;ly 

Ki·oeber as 'the science of man and his works and behaviour'. Anthropology is "concerned not with 

particular mart but with man iri groups, with races and peoples and their happenings and doi~gs". 
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Though the youngest of the traditional social scienees, it has developed and gone ahead of 
many of them. It has made outstanding contributions to th~ study of man. Sociology, in particular, 
has been immensely enriched by the anthropological studies. 

Anthropology seems to be the broadest of all the social sciences. It studies man both as a 
member of the animal kingdom and as a member of the human society. It studies the biological as 
well as the .cultural developments of man. Anthropology has a wide field of study. Kroeber men
tions two broad divisions of anthropology: (i) Organic or Physical Anthropology and (ii) the Socio
cultural Anthropology. 

(i) Physical Anthropology: Physical Anthropology studies man as a biological being, that is, as 
a member of the animal kingdom. Here, anthropology accepts and uses the g.eneral prirtciples of 
biology; the laws of heredity and the doctrines of cell development and evolution. Also, it makes use 
of all the findings of anatomy, physiology, zoology, palaeontology and the like. Its business has 
been to ascertain how far these principles apply to man, what forms they take in his particular case. 

Phy.sical Anthr0pology is concerned with the evolution of man, his bodily characteristics, ra
cial features, and the infh.,ience of environment and heredity on the physical characteristics of man. 
It has two main branches: (i) Human palaeontology which concentrates on the study of fossils, and 
(ii) Somatology which deals With the human body in particular. 

(ii) Sociocultural Anthropology: Sociocultural Anthropology, more often referred to as 'Cul
tural Anthropology', studies man as ~ social animal. This branch of anthropology which is con
cerned with the more-than-merely-orgartic aspects of human behaviour seems to be more interested 
in ancient and savage and exotic and extinct peoples. The main reason for this. is-a desire to under
stand better all civilisations, irrespective of time and place, in the abstract, or as generalised prin
ciples as possible. (Social Anthropology and Cultural Anthropology are often treated as two sepa
rate branches). 

Sociocultural Anthropology's main concern is, of course, culture. It deals with the origin and 
development of man's culture. It also studies various social institutio11s of primitive communities of 
the past as well as that of the present. It has three. sub-divisions: 

(i) Ethnology-the science of peoples and their cultures and life histories as groups, irrespective 
of their degree .of advancement. 

{ii) Archaeology-the science of what is old in the career of humanity, espycially as revealed by 
the excavations of prehistorical importance, and 1 

(iii) Linguistics~the study of language in its widest sense, in every aspect and in all its varieties, 
but with· its main accent on the languages of the primitive peoples. 

The Relationship .Between the Two Sciences 

According to Hoebel, "~ociology and Social Apthropology are, in their broadest sense one 
and the same". Evans Pritchard considers social anthropology a branch of sociology. Sociology is 
greatly benefited by anthropological studies .. Sociologists have to depend upon anthropologists to 
understand th~ present-day social phenomena from our knowledge of the past which is often pro
vided by anthropology. The studies made by famous anthropologists like Radcliffe Brown: B. 
Malinowski, Ralph Linton, Lowie, Raymond Firth, Margaret Mead, Evans Pritchardand others, 
have been proved to be valuable in sociology. · 

Socfo1ogical topics such as the origin of family, the beginning of marriage, phvate property, 
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the genesis of religion, etc., can better be understood in the light of anthropological kflowledge. The 

anthropological studies have shown that there is no correlation between anatomical characteristics 

and mental superiority. The notion of racial superiority has been disproved by-anthropolog¥. 

Further, sociology has borrpwed many concepts like cultural arei;t. culture traits, interdepen

dent traits, cultural lag, culture patterns, culture configuration etc., frorhsocio-cultural anthropol

ogy. The knowledge of anthropology, physical a~ well as socio-cultural, is nece~sary for a sociolo

gist. An understanding;of society can be gained by yomparing various culturt..s, particularly, the 

modem with the primitive. 

Anthropology1as a discipline is so closely related to sociology that the twl;> are frequently 

indistinguishable. Both of them are fast growing. The socio-cultural anthropologis,'i, today are also 

making a study of the present peoples and their societies. In a number of universities anthropology 

and sociology are administratively organised into one department. 

The conclus~ons drawn by sociologists have also helped the anthropologists in. their studies. 

For example, anthropologists like Morgan and his followers have come to the conclus~on regarding 

the existence of primitive communism from the conception of private property iwour\modem 

society. 

Difference Between Sociulogy and Anthropology 

Sociology and Anthropology differ from. each other in certain respects. According to\Klukhon, 

"The sociological attitude had tended towards the practical and ptesent,the l:!,nthropological towards 

the pure understanding an4 the past". Differences between the two sut5jects may be mentioned here. 

Sociology 

1. Sociology studies .the modem, civilised 
anct ·complex societies. 

2. Sociologists more often study parts of a 
society and generally specialise in 

· institutions such as family; marriage, 
or processes, such as social change, 
social mobility. 

3. Sociologists study 'small' as well as 'large' 
societies. 

4. Sociology makes use of observation, 
interview, social survey, questionnaires 
and other methods and techniques in its 
investigations. 

Anthropology 

i: Anthropology concerns itself with the 
simple, uncivilised or primitive and non
literate societies. 

2. Anthropologists tend to study so- cieties · in 
all their aspects, as wholes. They 
concentrate their studies in a given "culture 
area", such as Melanesia or Negaland. 

3. Anthropologists usually concentrate on 
small societies such as those of N~ga, 
Rengma Naga, Khasis, Gond, ~hil, etc. 

4. Anthropologists directly go and live in 
the communities jhey · study. The_y 
make use of direct observations an\i 
interviews. 

4. soc1oi,0GY AND SOCIAL PSYCHOLOGY 

Sociology and Psychology are contributory sciences. Psychology has been defined as the 

§_tudy of human behaviour. In the words Of Thouless, "Psycoologyis t!J.e positive science of human 

experience and behaviour". . 

The problem of relation between sociology and psychology is still disputed. According to 

Durkheim, sociology should study social facts and not psychological facts. Socfal facts, according 

to him, are something external to the.individual and exercise an ~xternal ccmwaint on the indi

vidual. Ori the other hand, writers Hke Ginsberg h91d the opinion that many socjolog~cal explana

tions could be ma:tte-rllTI!lY established by being related to general psychological laws or explana

tions. As such, psychological phenomenon is the result ofsocial interaction. 
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Social Psychology. Psychology, as the science of behavfoilr, occupies itself principally and 
primarily with theJndividttal. It is interested in pis intelligence artc;l his learning, his hopes and his 
fears and the order. and the disorder of his mind. Social psycholbgy serves as a bridge. between 
psychology and sociology. As Krech and Crittchfield define, "Social psychology is the.science Qf the 
behaviour of the individual in society". Social psychology deals with the mental processes of man, 
considering him as a social being. It attempts to determine the character of his social behaviour. It 
involves various aspects of social behaviour: social. interaction, interaction between an individual 
and a group, and interaction between one group of individuals and another group of individuals. It 
studies the individuaI in his.relation to his fellow-men. Ifalso studies how an individual's person
ality is a function both of his basic physiological and temperamental equipment and of the social and 
culturjll influences to which fie is exposed. . 

The relationship between social psychology and sociology is so close thatkarl Pearson asserts 
that the two are not separate sciences. McDougall and Freud expressed the view th~t the whole oftlie 
social life could be reduced finally to psychological forces. In that case, sociology would be reduced 
q:i a mere branch of psychology. This view is not an acc~table one. Social behaviour of man is 
affected by political, economic, biological and geographic factors also. Social life of man should not 
be·studied exclusively with the methods of psychology. The mutual d~endence of social psychol
ogy and sociology should not be interpreted to mean that one is either identical with or is the branch 
of the other. 

Interdependence of the Two Sciences 

Social psychology has to depend on sociology to understancj properly human nature and 
behaviour as it is sociology which provides the necessary material regarding the structure, organisation 
and culture of societies to which individuals belong. Similarly, the.sociologists have taken the 
assistance from social psychology. They have recognised the importance of psychological factorsjn 
understanding the changes in.social structure. 

Common Toj!icS'orlnterest for Both the Sciences 

S-ociologists and social psychologists may have to study together certain common topics such 
as- individual disorganisation, crime, juvenile delinquency,,social disorganisation, public opinion, 
propaganda, leader:ship; war conflicts, socialisation, suggestion, imitation, fashion and so on. 

· Social Psychology Helps to Fa~e Social Problems 

Social psychology helps us a great dea:l in facing several social problems. Problems such as 
racial conflict, religious prejudices, cpmmunal tensions, crimes, juvenile delinquency, pro~titution, 
gambling and alcoholism are no~otally isolated case.sin the society. As they are inseparable. from 
normal social processes and norm~social behaviour, the knowledge of social psychology should be 
brought to bear on the s()lution of these problems. Deviant patterns such as stealing, suicide, divorce 
and prostitution are also normal consequences of ourl so~ial fustitutions. As social behaviour and 
mis~ehaviour are ~ery closely interrelated, applied. soci~l psych~logist must be ~ .ex~e~ in ~e 
details· of the practical problems. Of course, the social psychologist must know: his hmitattons m 
curi~g thesesocial evils. He cannot be 'master-fixer'. of solutions to social proble!lls. 
The expressed views of some thinkers on the mutual relationship of the two sciences 

Emphasising the close relation between sociology and social psychology, Lapiere writes that 
"Social psychology is to sociology and psycliology;-as Bio,..chemistry is to Biology and Chemistry". 
Maciver says .that "Sociology in special gives aid to psychology ,just as psychology gives special aid. 
to sociology". To quote Murphy, "social psychology is the study of the way in which the individual 
becomes member ofand functions ina social group". · · 
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T.B. Bottomore says that "Social Psychology is that part of general psychology which has a 

particular relevance to social phenomena; or which deals with the psychological aspects of social' 

life". Robert Bierstedt says. that"Social psychology, serves as a bridge between psychology and, 

sociology". Maclver and Page have said: "When we study the nature of the individual cortscious- · 

ness which expresses itself in social relationships/we are taking the psychological point of view. 

When we study the relationships themselves we take the sociological point of view. Both sciences. 

are concerned with different aspects of an indivisible reality. Individuals cannot be understood apart 

from their relations with one another; the relations cannot be understood apart from the units of the 

relationship." 

Differences Between the two Sciences 

Sociology 

1. Sociology studies society and social groups. 
· It has no. primary ·interest in the individual, 

not in his personality nor in his individual 
behaviour. 

2. · Sociology analyses social processes. 

3. Sociology is interested in the social forms 
and structures.· within which the behaviour 

of man takes place.· 

4. Sociology sttidies the groups themselves and 
the larger social smtcture within whicP, both 
individual· and group processes occur. 

5. Sociology studies society from the 
sociological view point. 

SQcial Psychoiogy 

l.. Social psychology studies the behaviour of 
individual in group situatfon or in soci
ety. Its focus of iriterest is individ'1al and: 
not the society as such. 

2. Social psychology .analyses mental pro
cesses of man. 

3. Psychology and social psychology are pri-
' . marily concerried with the behaviour of in-

dividuals as such. · . ' 
4. Psychology studies the individual and so

cial psychology the ind.ividual in hissocial 
groups. 

5. Social psycholOgy studies the individual's 
behaviour from the viewpoint of psycho- ·· 
logical factors involved. 

5. SOCIOLOGY AND ECONOMICS 

Sociology and economics as social sciences have close relations. Relationship between the two 

is so close that one is often treated as the branch of the other. According to Thomas, "Economics is, 

in fact, but Orte branch of the comprehensive science of sociology ..... ", In the words of Silverman, 

"It may be regarded for . ordinary purposes, as an offshoot of the parent science. of sociology, which 

studies the general pripciples of all social relations". But this does not mean t~at economics is a 

branch of sociology. 

Economics: Economics deals with the economic activities of man. Dr. Alfred Marshall defines 

economics as "On the one side the study of wealth and on the other and more important side a part of 

the study of man". Prof. Lionel Robbins defines economics as "the sciences of human behaviour in 

its relations with ends andscarce means which have alternative uses". It can also be understood as 

the science ofwealth in its three stages namely: production, distribution and consumption. ' . 

Economics studie~ man as a: wealth-getter and a wealth disposer. Wealth constitutes the central 

·. problem of economics. It studies the interrelations of purely econo.mic factors and forces:·· the 

relations of price arid supply, money flows, inp¥t-output ratios.and the like. It studies the Structure 

and function of economic organisations like banb, factories, markets, business fii:ms, corporations, 

transport, etc. Recently economists have shown more interest in motivation behind man's economic 

action. 
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Sociology and Economics are Mutually Helpful 

Economics and sociology are helpful to each other. Economic relationships bear a close rela
tion to social activities,,.,1\t the samc.r time social relationships are also affected by'economic activi~ 
ties. Because of this close relation Thomas regarded economics as the branch of Sociology. But this 
is an extreme view. Economics, it may be specified here, is an independent science. , 
Social Interpretation of Economic Changes 

Some economists, like Sombart, Max Weber, Par~to, Oppenheimer, Schuinpeter have explained 
economic change as an aspect of soc~al change. According to them, the study of economics would be 
incomplete without an understanding of human society. Economic system is embedded in the social 
structure as a part ofk The society, its structur~s, its organisations, its institutions, its strength and 
weakllesses etc., are bound to affect the economic activities of its people. Thi:tt' is why a celebrated 
modem economist has said that "Economics must be made the handmaid of sociology". . 

Max Weber, a German sociologist, made classical attempt to show how social factors, and 
particularly, religious .beliefs and practical ethics influence the economic activities of pe,aple .. He 
made this clear in his celebrated book The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism. His conten
tion ~s that the progressive protestant ethic provided the stimulus to the rapid growth of capitalism in 
the West, whereas Hinduism and Buddhism, with their so called fatalistic ,approach, failed to stimu
late the growfb. of 9apitalism in the East. 

Eco.ilpmic Interpretations of Social Changes 

A:~ the other end, there are environmentalists like Karl Marx and Veblen according to whom 
so~ial phenomena are determined by economic, forces. According to them social reality or social 
change can be explain~d in terms of economic forces. According to Marx, the infrastructure of a 
society isnothing but the economic relatiop.s among its people. However, there is a growing aware
ness among social scientistsabout the mutual interplay between the economic and non-economic 
forces of society. · 

Sociologists have contributed to the study of different aspects of economic organisation. Knowl-
' edge of property. system, division of labour, occupations, industrial organisation, etc., is provided 

by a sociologist to an economist. Such matters as labour. relations, standard of living, employer
employee relations, social classes, socio-economic planning, socio-economic reforms, etc., are 
cominon to both economists and sociologists. 

·The area of co~()peration betWeen sociology and economics is widening. Economists are now 
analysing the social factor$ influencing economic growth. Economists are work,ing with the sociolo
.Si~ts in.their study of the problems of economic development in underdeveloped countries. Econo
mists are more and more making use of the sociological concepts and generalisations in the study of 
economic problems. · _,., · 

I ·--
Further, there are certain socio~economic problems of greater importance to be studied by 

both economists and sociologists. Such problems like poverty, beggary, unemployment, over-popu
'1ation, unregull!ted industrialisation have both social and economic inplications. Combined studies 

· of both the experts in this regard may be of great practical help in meeting the challenges, 

Difference benveen Sodology and Economics 

In spite of the inter-relationship between the two sciences, they are different. Points of differ-
ences betWeen the two are mentioned here. . 
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Sociology Economics 

L. Sociology studies all kinds of social · 1. But economics deals with only those social 

ielationships. relation~hips whieh· are economic in 

2. Sociology is a general social science. 

3. The ·scope of sociology seems to be 
. wtder. It has a comprehensive vi,e_wpoint. 

4. ~ociology is a science pf recent 
'emergence. 

5. Sociology is abstra.ct in nature and less 
- precise · also. Social variables are very 
~ifficult ·to measure and· to quantify. 

character. · 

2. Economics is a special social science. 

3. ·The scope of econom,ics is narrower .. It. 
does n9t,.filive a comprehensive viewpoint.. 

4. Economics has attained an \~dvanced 
degree of maturity. 

5. Economics is concrete in nafure. lt is more . . . . . 

precise. Eco11omic variables can be · 
measuted and quantified more easily and 
accurately. · 

6.SOCIOLOG_yAND-EDlJCATION 

Sociology and Education, as two branches of knowledge, concerned essentially with man and 

his life, are intimately related. Education has come to be one of tl;ie basic activities of human societ

. ies everywhere. The continued existence ofa society depends upon the transmissiort ofits heritage to 

the young. It is essential that the young be trained according to the ways and expectations of the 

• group so that they will behave in a desired way. All societies have their own ways and means of 

meeting this need. 'Education' as a process has coµie to stay as an effective means of meeting this 
need. · · 

Education 

The term education comes from the Latin word "educ are" which means to bring up and is 

connected with the verb"edut~re" which means to bring forth. Education, in its widest sense, can 

meah everything that is learned by an individual in society. Durkheim conceived of education as 

the 'socialisation of the younger generation'. It is a process of transmission of social heritage. 

Education consists in "an attempt on the .part of the adult member$ of human society to shape the 

development of the coming generation in accordance with its own ideals oflife". 

Education and sociology are intimately related. Ediiclition· is one of the major institutions of 

society; It is the creation pf society itself. pducational \:lCtivities constitute a part of the social activi-

ties of man. In this way. 'e~ucation' appears as a. branch of sociology. · 

Sociology of Education. 

The bridge between sociology arid educationi is probably 'socio/Ogy of education', a recently 

emerged branch of sociology.~ it analyses the institutions and organisation of education. It studies the 

functional relationship between .education and the other great institutional orders 9f society such as 

the economy, the polity, religion !ind kinship~ It concentrates on educational system or subsystem or 

individual school or college. . 

'Sociology of education' studies 'educi:i,tion' as an agenJ of transmission of culture .. It studi~s 

the functional importance of education also. It makes studies of school organisation and the relation 

between schools and social structure, especially s~cial crass, family and neighbourhood. The inter

a~tion of these social forces ·with the intFmal organisation of the school is explored in order to find 

out the social determinants of educability. Studies have shown that social class and its correlates 

I have a systematic effect on educability and educational selection, . 
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The Social Importance of Edu.cation 

The social Jmpopan'ce of education is widely recognised today, especially 'iri modem 
industrialised societies. In such societies education has become one of the means ofacquiring social 
and technical skills. Education has come to be not only a way of training people of work in different 
fields but also a qualification for jobs in certain fields. It fits people for increasingly specialised 
roles. 

More than that, education has become an essential need today to register progressjn scientific 
. and technological fields. As such, it is a means of promoting economic prosperity. Education, as a 
means ofbritlging about social change, is no less significant. It promotes social mobility, that is, 
movement of people from one social status to another. It influences social stratification. Education is 
often made use of in totalitarian and communist countries as an instrument to propagate some chau-
vinist and communist ideologies. ~ 

The famous writer, Newman said that the main practical purpose of a university is to produce 
socially responsible people. President Truman of America, stressing the importance of education, 
once remarked that man with wide experience, practical vision of things, intellectUaJdepth and 
capacity to take right decisions at right time should be given the reins of administration to rule the . 
country. Dr.S. Radhakrishnan said that the main objective of education was to give training to stu
dent!>'to undertake occupations effectively and to become proper leaders in various social fields in 
which they happen to work. Dr. Kothari Commission, appointed by the Government of India to -
recommend suitable educational reforms declares in the very beginning of its very comprehensive 
report that, The destiny oJindia is beiflg shaped in her classrooms today. , . 

Sociology and Education are not, however, one and the same. Sociology studies all kinds Of 
social relationship including the educational. Hence its scope is wider. Education, on the other ha~,' 
deals with only the educationaLactivities of man and hence has smaller field of study. Sociolog)"iS 
ageneral social science, whereas education, as a branch of knowledge, specialises itself in only one 
kind of human activitiy, that is, educational. 

7. SOCIOLOGY AND PHILOSOPHY 

Historically, sociology has its closest relationship with philosophy. Sociolog)"i ·~as qnce called 
one of the branches of philosophy, i.e., at a time when philosophy was regarded as the mother of all 
the sciences. In the 19th century, psychology, or the science pf human behaviour; and sociology, or 
the science of human society, emerged out of philosophy as independent sciences. What had once 
been called the mental philosophy, or the philosophy of mind, became the science of sociology; and 
what had once been social philosophy, ?r the philosophy of history, became the science of sociology. 

The word 'philosophy' is derived from Greek language and it literally means 'love of wisdom'. 
Philosophy-is concerned with the task of acquiring knowledge reg;;irding the causes and laws of all 
things. SoCiology can be said to have originated with some philosophical ambitions-to provide an 
account of the course ofhuman history, to explain the social crisis of the (European) 19th century, to 
seek out the avenues for social we\fare and social reform. As Bottomore, has pointed out whether the 
philosophical ambitions or aims of sociology are still alive or died out, one could find connections 
between sociology and philosophy in three respects which are explained below. 

Three Connections between the two Sciences 

1, Philosophy of Sociology: Any sc,ience has a philosophy of its owµ in the sense it is commit
ted to acquire knowledge relevant to its field in its own legitimate ways. Sbciology is ever vi1gilant in 
i~s examinatiOn of th~ methods, concepts ,and arguments. This philosophical scrutiny is more ur
gently felt in sociology than ·in the natural sciences because of the very nature of sociology. 

2. Sociology entertains Philosophical Thoughts: More than any other social scien~e, socio
logy raises to a gr~ater exten1 philosophical problems in its studies. Hence a sociologist ati-tudies is 
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bound to consider the philosophical issues which are ~lways in the background of sociological· prob
lems. For example, Marxism could invite and stimulate a lot of social_tesearch for it represents not 
only a sociological theory b,ut also a "Philosophical world view" and a "revolutionary doctrine". 

"Both Durkheim and Manheim seemed to claim that sociology can make a direct contribution 
to philosophy, in the sense of settling philosophical questions. Durkheim, for instance, wrote- "I 
believe that sociology, more !han any other science, has a contribution to make to the renewal of 
philqsophical questions ..... sociological reflection is bound to prolong itself by- a natural 
progress. inthe form of philosophical reflection". In his own study of' religion Durkheim trans
gressed the fibld of ,sociological thought and stepped into epistemologjcal dis~ussion. 

3.,Intimate relationship between Sociology and Social Philosop~y: Social Philosophy seemsro 
be the meeting point of sociology and philosophy. Its role in the sociM sciences is "the study ofthe 
fundainental principles and concepts of social life in their epistemological and axiological aspects ... ". 
The epistemological aspect is concerned with the question of knowledge; ahd the axibloglcal aspect 
deals with the questions of value. The former deals with the fundamental principles and concepts of 
social life such as man, society, justice, happiness, etc. It also delves deep. i.nto 'the validity of the 
assumptions, principles and inferences of the social sciences. It also tries to synthesise its results 
with those of the other sciences ~hat deal with man. The latter (i.e., the axiologi,cal aspect) deals with 
the ultimate values of social life and the means of attaining them. It thus fries to interpret and esti
mate the .. social phenomena in terms of ethical principles. The object of social philosophy is, there~ 
fore, the attainment of social good itself. 

The study of society is inextricably mixed up with moral values. Because the subject-matter of 
sociology is human behaviour ~hich is directed and guided by values on the one hand and impulses· 
and interests, on the other. Thus the sociologi_st is bound to study values and human valuations, as 
facts. To do this, he must have some knowledge of values in their own context, that is, in moral and 
social philosophy. For example, he must know the role and influence of '7dltarma' in the making of 
Indian institutions, and that of individualism and liberalism in the making of American institutions. 
Here the conc~pts such as 'dharma', individualism'a11d liberalism are mostly ethical in nature, but 
they are studied as objects ofknowledge. Only a sociologist who is capable of distinguishing 
befween questions of fact and value questions, can make such.studies more objective. As Bottomore 
writes, "Only by some.training in social philosophy can the sociologist become competent to distip
gui~h the different issues, and at the same time to see-their relationships to each other". 

In conclusion, we can say that a philosopher who is well acquainted with the social sciences 
and a sociologist who is sufficiently grounded in philosophy could become, more competent in their 
respective fields. As Vierkandt says, "Sociology is productive only when it has a philosophical 
basis". In the absence of such a basis sociology can pile together facts and investigations \md achieve 
no final meaning or end; Social sciences may deal with means, but social philosophy deals with ends 
without disregru:ding the means. As Ginsberg says, "So'cial philosophy is bound to be the golden 
crown of the social sciences." · 

8. SOCIOLOGYAND ECOI.:0.GY 

Meaning of Ecology 

The term "ecology" was coined by the 19th century furman-biologist Ernst Haeckel. He used 
the term to refer to study of the influence of the environment upon a11imals. As a branch of biology, 

. ecology studies the relations between organisms or groups of organisms and their environment 
Ecology is the study of plants or of animals, or ofpeoples and institutions in relation to their environ~ 
ment. Zoologists and botanist~started using the term ecology in their researches and~t their hands it 
came to beknownas 'animal ecology' and 'plant ecology' respectively. Sociologists have borrowed 
this,eco~9gical approach o~these natural scientists and apptied the same in their s.tudies of commu11i-
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ties. At their hands it came to be known as 'human ecology' or 'social ecology'. The ecological 

sfudies'of botanists, rather than those of Zoologists influenced the studies of sociologists. 

The ecological point of view stresses the idea that every living organism, hum¥1 and non

human, is incessantly making adjustments to the environmental conditions. "The life of an organ

ism .... is inescapably bound up with tb.e conditions of environment, which comprise not only topog

raphy, climate, drainage, etc., but their organisms and their activitfos as well"- A.H. Hawley. 

Social or Human Ecology 

The study of human ecology is nothing but the logical extension of the ecological point of 

view. Human ecology is that part of sociology which studies human beings' adjustments to their 

environments which include not only the physical conditions of their geographic environment but 

also other organisms such as the fellow human beings, plants and animals, Man, the subject of 

human ecology, is less restricted by his physical environment. With the help of culture that man 

possesses, he can live almost anywhere on the planet. He can grow and produce different kinds of 

food, wear clothing of various types, construct houses, bridges and dams, create tools and imple

ments which have different uses, kill b~sts that are dangerous, destroy harmful insects with pesti

cides, and so on. 

It is true that natural environment does set its own limits to human habitations. The size and 

spatial distribution of peoples are, in part, a function of natural environment. Human happiness and 

welfare have to do with the size of the communities and the spatial distribution ofthe population. 

Studies in human ecology stress upon its four interrelated aspects: "A group of people (i.e., a 

population) adapting to an environment by means of a technology and a social organisation, Tech

nology and social organisation only represent a part of culture. But ecology does not focus on -all 

aspects of culture. It focnses on such .aspects of technology and social organisation as contributeto 

man's sustenance or are a consequent adaptation to the environment. 

Ecology's Focus on the Community 

Social ecologists have focused on the community. The ecological factors can more easily and 

more productively_be studied when the community is the unit of observation and study.· A sociolo

gist with ecological orientation considers the community-city, town or agricultural village- as a 

sociological unit and not as a legal or administrative unit. Ecologists are interested in the spatial 

distribution of any social phenomenon: What part of the community is more vulnerable to crimes 

and suicides? Where the areas of high and low economic status groups are located? Where minori

ties live? Where the regular churchgoers are found? and so on.· "The ecologist regards spatial rela

tions as an inde~ of social reh1tions. He is interested in the spatial structuring of human activities in 

order to learn about thesocial structure." -Youn~and Mack. A community, from the ecological 

point of view, includes a focal areaplus the surrqunding territory. Its size is determined by the extent 

of its economic and social influence. This kind of ecological approach is now well appreciated and 

used not only by the sociofogists but also by economists, social workers, businessmen, and social 

planning agencies. -

American sociologists made much popular the ecological approach to the study of communi

ties. C.J; Galpin is said to have been the firstto throw light on this approach iri his study of a Wiscon

sm agricultural village. Such sfudies are now extended to include modem urban societies. The stud

ies are· mainly concerned with the social relationships of people in relation to the limitations and 

opportunities of the urban environment, and in relation to the environment of industry, its location, 

the- limits· it imposes .on· domestic and local relationships. Park amtBurgess •made -some p10neering 

works in the field of ~ocial ecology. Later on, Mckenzie formulated the basic principles of social 

ecology and made it one ofthe specialised fields of study within sociology. This ecological approach 

could become popular even outside the circle of the "Chicago School-''. in due course. 
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9. SOCIOLOGY AND CRIMINOLOGY 

Meaning of Criminology 

Criminology refers to "the study of criminal behaviour" of man. The French anthropologist P. 
Topinard se.ems to be the first man to use the term criminology in his writings· towards the end of the 
l-9th. century. However .several studies in penology and the treatment of offenders had been made 
still earlier. Even studies on crime were also made earlier. 

"Scientific study of law breaking and serious attempts to uncover the causes of criminality 
have usually taken place within an.area-of study called "criminology", which is concemedwith the 
objective analysis of crime as a social phenomenon. Criminology includes within its scope inqi,tity 
into the proce~s of making laws, breaking ·Jaws, and reacting to the breaking of laws" - Don C. 
Gibbons 

The Task.s of Criminology 

As G.J/J. Traster has pointed out in"A Dictionary of Sociology" edited by D. Mitchell criminol
ogy embraaes the studies of: 

1. Tb.e nature, forms and incidence of criminal acts, and of their social, temporal· and. geo-
graphic distribution; . . 

2. The physical and psychoklgh::al characteristics, histories and social origins of criminals and 
of the reiations between cri~inality and other abnormalities of behaviour; · 

. 3. The characteristics of victims of crime; 
4. Non-criminal and anti-social behaviour, (particularly, the acts such as homosexual conduct., 

adultery, prostitution, etc., that are regarded as criminal in some societies and not in others); 
5. The procedures of the poliC"e and of the criminal courts including the social influences upon 

the decisions,.of the judges; 
6. Methods of punishing, traillirrg and treating offenders; 
7. The social structure and organisation of penal institutions;, 
8. Methods of preventing and controlling crime (Thdast four fields of study .are commonly 

grouped under the generaLname penology).· 
Some writers have even included within the domain of criminologythe science of criminalistics, 

i.e., of methods of identifying crimes and detecting offenders. In the same way, studies of the origins 
and develOpment of die criminal law and of public attitudes to crime and criminals- are also in
cluded in it. 

Criminology has its Roots in Sociology 

The terms "Criminology" and "Criminologist1' are most commonly used in the study of crimi
nality as a form of social behaviour. Those sociologists who specialise in this topic are called "Crimi
nologists". Sociologists interested in the study oflaw-violation as a form of social .behaviour have 
made lot of sociological propositions and collected research evidence about criminatity. 

Historically, in the U.S.A., a relatively small, specialised'group of sociologists inquired -into 
criminology, Today, there is good deal of interest in criminological topics, as witpessed in1the works 
of students of deviance, largescale organisations and sociology of l~nv. That is,· the soc ill.I origin of 
law and societal reactions to it are being studied in a number of areas within s_ociology. Sociologists 
continue to evince interest in the phenomenon of criminality and public responses to it. They are 
trying to throw more light on the different facts of criminality. · 

Criminology has its roots in the disciplines of sociology, psychology, psychiatry and law. His 
also indebted to economics, political science and other sciences. Criminologists have drawn. upon 
the varied .contributions of these established sciences in order to pose economic, political, legal, 
sociological, psychological and other kinds of questions about crime and responses to it. Crimfool-
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ogy borro,ws heavily from the work of sociologist. Because a good deal of theoretical and 
research work that has been done on causes of criminality and the organisation of criminal 

·justice agencies and processes has been carried on by sociologists, many of whom call themselves 
"Criminologists". Further, the sociologists have had much to say about rehabilitation efforts and 
treatment programmes. 

'lfhe Sociology of Criminality 

Criminal behaviour is similar to any other social behaviour in the 'Sense it springs from the 
same social set up or environment. No individual is born as a criminal, but he may become one 
because. of the provocative social set up: Still, all those who live in such a kind of set up never 
·invariably tum out to be criminals. Hence the discovery of the causes of crime including juvenile 
delinquency has been the principal task of criminologist-sociologist. His major aim is to develop a 
body of generalisations or propositions accounting for criminality. This t~sk is a many faceted one. 
Two main aspects of this task a sociologist has to do: (1) The first has to dowith the development of 
explanations for the kinds and degree of criminality observed in society. ''Sociological studies of 
neighbourhoods in which there are high rates of delinquency, have thrown light on environmental 
correlates of delinquency and crime." (2) The other centre about discovery of the processes involved 
in the acquisition of criminal behaviour patterns b)l specific individuals. The field of sociology of 
criminality hasbecome quite interesting and challenging in theiwake of modem civilisation. 

. ' 
Sociology and Criminology are Matually Supportive 

It is....rnade abundantly clear from the above explanation that sociology and criminology are 
mutually cont{ibutory. Criminology, which can be called a branch of sociology, concentrates on 
only a part of the social life of man, that is, the criminal life. A criminologist is basically a sociolo
gist. He looks at criminal behaviour mainly from the social point of view. He makes use of sociologi
cal concepts and techniques in his inquiry. Criminological studies have influenced the sociological 
view towards crime, criminal and rehabilitation of criminals. Criminological stu~ies have convinc
ingly proved the sociological view )hat criminality is basically a social product. Crime, the subject
matter of criminology, is after all, ai'social phenomenon. As Durkheim stated we do r:ot disapprove of 

an action because it is crime, but it is a crime because society disapproves of it. 



Chapter7 

THESTUDYOFHUMANSOCffiTY 

The Basic Features of Society - Societal Needs - Bio-Social Systems 

In comparison with other animals human beings stand out as distiJi1Ct species. This uniqueness 
of human beings or men as such has been attributed to various factors. But man's uniqueness does 
not stem out from his physical traits. As human beings claim man alone has a soul, has higher level 
of intelligence, has a speaking ability, has sociability and hence civilized from the sociological point 
of view this uniqueness can be attributed to the sole factor of culture. All the other differences stem 
out from culture itself. It add~ an extia dimension to human existence. 

Culture includes all modes of thought and behaviour and all kinds of material or non-material 
achievement of man that are handed down frmn one generation to another through language. The 
possession .of culture makes not only man but his society unique. The addition of culture has made 
the humanoid to stem out of primates with all the difference. 

The study of human society, thus, necessarily involves thr study of culture. The impact of 
culture is there on all the parts of society. Ifwe study, for example, the family patterns, then they are 
understood as cultural patterns; their variations from time to time and place, as cultural varfations. 
The difftrence between marriage and mating; legitimacy and illegitimacy; authority and dominance 
can b_e understood only with cultural interpretations. Culture is equally significant in providing ex
planations for economic, religlbus, legal, political, educational and other organisations. 

The analysis of human sqciety can be made on the cultural level. But the content of culture is 
so diverse that it includes art, architecture, music, literature, science, technology, philosophy, reli
gion and such other millions of things. No single discipline can set out to study culture in all its 
infinite details. 

Most of the sciences of man (the so called humanistic science) are actually the science of 
culture. A social scientist is interested in culture to the .extent to which culture is related to the social 
life of man. He selects for his study those aspects of c~lture which throw light on social organisation 
and behaviour. Of the social scientists, a sociologist or social anthropologist is more interested in 
culture for it contributes to the complexity and continuity of human society. He takes more interest 
in those aspects of culture, that condition the patterns of social interaction, that is, the folkways, 
mores, customs, values, law and institutions that govern conduct. 

It is true that the cultural element is so pervasive in human society that no behaviour isSree 
from its influence. Man's political, economic, educational, occupational and such other activities are 
all influenced by culture. Still it cannot be· said that a social scientist is primarily or exclusively 
interested in culture as such. He ls'coµcemed primarily with society, and wi.th culture insofar as it ·. 
influences man's life in society. 

The social sciences are devoted to the study of mental and nqt physical:phenomena. The physi
cal objects thafconstitute the parts of physical phenomena are the outcome of ideas and techniques 
which are inyludcllfo social heritage. "From the sociological point ofyiew such physical objects are 
products made possible only by transmission of principles and ideas fromperson to.person". What is 
more iJ;nportarit here is the meaningful interaction between differentindividuals. Such things as-social 
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solidarity, economic exchange, technological production, political organisation, kinship identifica
. tion etc., in¥olve mutual awareness and-symbolic:communication. They would exist because of the 
contact of mind with ·mind. Thus, the social phenomena must essentially. be construed as mental 
phenomena. ·· 

·· t.THE BASIC F'EATURES OF SOCIETY 
l 

Man is a social animal and he'3]ways liv't(S in society. Like him some other creafures such-as 
ants; termites, birds, monkeys, apes, etc.;'als-o live in societies. Human society, in comparison with 
other societies, is unique in several respects. Still some of the characteristics are common to allkinds 
. of.societies whether they are animal or human. ·· 

Tlie Bask Features' 

(i) As Kingsley Davis has pointed out, any society involves a certain le~el of association; But 
this association is more intricate than a mere aggregation andless complex than an organism. (ii) 
Further, the units that the societies bring together at the level of association are not cells or organs, 
but individuals. The terms 'aggregation' and 'organzsm' are to be understood to krtQW the real 
.nature of societies. 

' / ' 

(i) An aggregation refers to collection of individuals. who are subjected to the same external 
. conditions. For example, a flood may-bring together accidentally a collection of animals or insects. 
Jn .the same manner temperature, moisture or light may draw together to a cortljnon place some 
creatures which are r¢sponsive to such stimuli. Similarly, animals often crune to common water hole 
or tank to quench their thirst. In these instances, they are not actually drawn towards one another to 
have. some relationship. Such collectfons or aggregatjons have no resemblance to.s99i~ty as such. 
Sometimes, the animals and ins.~cts in the aggre~e may help one another to satisfy their appetite, to 
quench their thirst or to protect-themselves from external danger~ A pack of wolves may be able to 
kill the game that could not otherwise be killed,_ A group of ant!t 11lay kill and carry an earthworm. 
Thus, when the individual organisms are welded toge~er into.a network of mutual stimulus and 
response the basis of an associatiot!_ is laidaown. iri the ab~ence of mutual responsivenes!i the 'ag~ 
gregation•· may disappear as soon as the external stimulus disappears. Thus, when the flood is over, 
the 'animals which have come tp common spot because of that may disappear. The aggregation 

. cannot perpetuate itself nor c.an it have an internal unity of its own. 
. (ii) It is true that the Organisms who are stimulating each other coritribu~e to the ml'lking of 

· so~iety. Still society cannotbe understoodJYst by studying its constituentindividuals. The following 
e?tplanation would Clarify this point. . ' · 

. A living organism is-ma~ up.of cells which are interrelated. It has a unity and a structure of its 
own which the cells cannot decide. The cells may live and die but the organism survives for a longer 
period~ The organism is subjected io the different stages. of growth, maturity, decay and death. It has 
the primary needs such as: nutrition, prqtecti~n and teproduction. All these needs are interdependent 
the satisfaction of which contributes fo the perpetuation of the organism. · 

. . I• ' , \. ., 

· Society too has a system of relations. These are only die relations bet;ween organisms and not 
. between cells, Society has its own structure. TJ;ie parts ofijrls structure fulfil functions and contribute 

to its existence as a whole. This existence is a ·contim.ious-one and is independent of its constituent 
individuals. Society is like a building whichis composed .of bricks, '¢ement, sand, iron, miils,wood. 

·etc. But these materials alone cannot help us to understand the building. It has its own structure and 
i:l. function as a building. . . ' · · . · · · 

For a few organisms life in society serves as one Jtiode of ~djustment of the enyirorunent. It 
provide-s for the associated. individtia.ls tl)e· s.atisfaction of their nee(,ij for. ~utrition, protection .l:l.lld 

.. reproduction. The soc;ietal mode of existence has a great survival-value :for those i;pecies which have . 
become adapted· to such a mode of existence. Man who· belongs to :the l!omo sapiens has been a 
social animal· from the very. beginning~ He cannot exist apartfrortj ·his own peculi~r kind of society, 
for he has inherited this quality ofliving in society from his aniinal ancesro-rs. In fact, we do not find 
a single species that belongs to 14e category .of mamma~s and which is living withoutthe help of 
society'. So~iety, · t~us; has become ·a .biological n~cessity for ~an> It has .emerged in thf,l line. of 
descel}t and hence is capable of affecting the d111ectton oforgan1c change.:· .• · · . . 
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The emergence of society can be considered to· be a great step in organic evolution. But it is a 
step taken by only some species and hot by all. It is associated with the emergence of the multicellu
lar organism and with the vertebrate system. It is an example of what is called 'emergent evolution'. 
It is called so, because society is different from the organisms of which it is composed. Previously, it 
was fashionable for some to use the analogy between organism and society to emphasise the idea 
that social system is, after al~ a system. This analogy had its own limitations. For example, the cells· 
of the organisms are too rigidly fixed in their mutual rejations and·are completely sub-ordinated to 
the organism~ They are too specialised to be called members ofa society. Like the individual mem
bers they are not so spatially detached and independently mobile. Further, the organism has got a 
'sensorium' and consciousness which no society possesses. The society does nothave the charcteristic 
of the fi*d life story of the organism. Society may be subjected to the stages of growth, mattirity, 
and/decay. But due -to the lesser unity of society they are not as properly defined as the organic 
stages. The types of organisms are also clear and they can be easily classified than the types of 
11ocieties. Thus the analogy must be understood only 'as an analogy and not as an identity. In this 
way the society is different from the organisms that compose it. It must be. a new quality or thing 
added to these. It is a new emergent. · 

2. SOCIETAL NEEDS 

Irrespective of their types all the societies have certain common needs which must be furfilled. 
These needs which may be regarded as "primary needs" define the necessary conditions for the 
existence of any soc;iety. According to Kings1ey Davis, these societal needs may be classified into 
four major categories - the needs for population, specialisation, solidarity, and continuity.' 

(l) The Need for Population: Society is composed of separate organisms without whom no 
society could exist. Societies of all kinds whether insect, animal, or human, must make provision for 
fulfilling the three basic needs of their members. These needs of the organisms are (a) the need for 
nutrition or nourishment, (b) the need for protection and(c) the need for reproduction. These needs 
are felt by all the species. A social system has to make provision for the satisfaction ofthese.needS' 
through group interaction 9fsome 1).ind. the very introduction of group co-operation may however 
create new needs for the maintenance ofth~soc~al system if not for the individual organisms. 

(ii) The Need for Specialisation: Group co-operation among members presupposes the idea 
of division oflabour and specialisation, The group meml:Jersfoust have some mode of dividing work 
among themselves. The degree of specialisation may differ from society to society. It may be very 
slight in the case of a herd of cattle or it may be v:ety great as it is in ant community. 

(iii) The Need for Solidarity: Societies must guarantee some mode of contact between the 
members and provide for some motivation for such contact. Added to this, the members' must have 
the spirit of tolerance and mustbe able to distinguish themselves from other non-members. The 
individual members must have som~ means of identifying themselves with the group. They must 
have some means ofresisting the outsiders and the outside influence. Only then, social solidarity or 
cohesiveness in the group would.be found. · 

(iv) The Need for Reproduction: The society or the group must be able to pei:petuate its · 
structure, and character. There must be provision for the continuity of the social system even beyond 
the lffe7span bf any one individual or generation; This is possible only when there is provision for the 
menipers to reproduce their kind. 

It is clear from the above, that any kind of society requires certain conditions for its existence. 
The members of a group or society may not realise them always and strive for their requirements. It 
is not implied here that the members must always realise the societal needs and strive for their 
fo1lfilment. What could be stressed here is that societies require certain conditions.before they can 
e~ist. We are, of course, interested in understanding various kinds of mechanisms that have been 
evolved to supply these conditions. · 

3. BIO-SOCIAL SYSTEMS 

According to Kingsley Davis, societies may be classified into two broad types depending upon 
the nature of social patterns. Social patterns are determined by heredity .cu: ctHture. Societies that 
have/patterns fixed by 'heredity' may be called 'bio-social', and those fixed by 'culture' may be 
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~~l~~ 'so~1o~c'!:1fU'tal'. AU social species except ~an ex~ibit tb,e 'bio-sociitl ~~em;· an~ man alo!le 
exhJ_btts the soc10-cultural1system. Thus, the term 'bzo-soczal systJpi' stands for amm,alsoczety whereas 
th~ eX,pression · 'socio-cuNural system' represents human society. 

m~redity, tbe main trait ofBio:-social System 

The non·human social system meets its basic needs mainly through the mechanisms that are 
determined by heredity. The individuals respond to the social situations mostly instinctively. It 
does not mean that allthe members reacfin the same way always. Becausethe phy$ical character
istics. of the individuals differ in predetermined way,s.H~re-the co11t,inuation of the social system is 
accomplished through the t(ansmission of the genes. Here a change in the social order is possible 

. only Srom the change in the genn plasm. The society is in ·the grip of organic evolutiOn. It is biologi
cal {ii ckciracter and hence the name '.bio-social system'. In order to help the organism to adapt itself 
to life in society the hereditary stntcture gets rnodified in the case of bio-social species. 

:- All n'on~human societies that are called 'bio~social' are not alike. For instance, between a ter~ 
·mite and a bird society we find wide differences. The termites' have an elaborate diYision of labour, 
a tigilt. cohesiveness and a well constntcted social environment. On the contrary._ the birds have 
minimum 'of these qualities. A greater amount of flexibility is found in their individual_ behaviour. 
But the so.ci~ls1,1,ctions of termites and birds 3;re essentially inherited. 

·Tue bio~social systell1$.,1U7ethus largely hereditary ill charactet. Each kind of such society whether 
oftennites or of birds, or,ofbees, is characteristic ofthe species as.a whole, It means the species as 
a whole reveal the same characteristics !hroughouttheworld. Iti the case of human society, sucl;,i 
uniformity is not found. Though all the human beings belong to the same species.:... the 'homo sapi.:. 
ens' - their social patterns differ from place to place· and time to time. These s9cial patterns are not 
determined by heredity, but by cultural transmission; · 

Kingsley Davis has carried on his discussion of )>io..:social system and socio~cultural systenfat 
three .levels: (i) In the first level he makes a compari~oh betwe_,en the mammaljan and.other non~ 
mammalian :Societies. (ii) At the. second level, he compares th.ff primates, the highest kind of mam
mals, with the lower mammals on the one hand;1 and wit,hthe human beings on the other; and (iii) At 
the third level; he concentrates on the human society which represe'ltis ·the socio-:cµlturaT system_ .. 

· (1) The Mamlllalian Vs Non,;.M~lian Society 

·•The addition. of the element of culture to tlie social sys~em at the)evel of human beings has 
contributed.to the widespread differences between human beings and o~er mammalian societies 
including those of primates. Between the mammalian so_cietles and' other non-matrlmalian societies 
also we find lot of differences: 'Such differences may be }iotecfhere. 

The Differences 

-(a) Less Bodily differentiation between Males and Females among ManimaliaDs: In.1ttte 
mammalian social groups.we find very less bodily differentiation among the m~mbei:s than those of 
insects. However, some amount of bedily specialisation is found along the sex Imes. Even this is 
very less. We find very less differences in size, strength and shape between a cow and a bull, a 

. tomcat and a female cat, a male Chimpanzee and a female Chimpanzee, and a man and a woman. On 
the contrary, vast bodily differences are obS;erved between rriafes and females at,the level ofinsects. 
Further, each sexmay have its, OW!! castes 1oqlivisions. The female ants, f9t example, aie divide!! 
into queOQs and workers. Among the Carebara ants, the queen is s~e'tal thousiµid;times Jarger tha!?
the workers. Only the 1queen is endowed with the structliral requitement ror reproductiprt Ainon:g 
the ml!:mmalians, there is no. queen endowed wit}) such a special quality. Here each female is capable
of both workipg and reproducing.: Hence sex need has much to do·with' the mammalians and it has a 
limitea' role to play amon~ th,e insects. Furtber, the mafl1!!1,a#anfamily is also qUite smaller tllan that 
ofany insect. The ant queen for example,if 9nce mated; can carry fo,t a fifetime store _of'spermsin 
her spermatheca and produce eggs when the need aris~~· . · 
. ~(b) Learnt Soc~Jil Responses: Jn. the ma~maliangroups, social r~sponses are learnt ra~her•, . 

than inherited,. The higher non-human mammals.are eapable of a good deal of teaming. This -1¢arn
,ihg 'is ~ot cultural for it involves no symbolic communic~tion. It is direct experience ~d:is v~ry 
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much limited in scope and imp0;rtance than cultural learning. For instance, the Chimpanzee mother 
may encourage its infant "to walk, climb, to run about and to play". But she cannot give instructions 
symbolically. She canriot tell the infant what kind of <;;himpanzee he should be when he grows up. 

. (c) More Fb~:tible Social Behaviour: The mami:nalian social behaviour is more flexible. They 
have greater capacity for modification. They have a long life-span and an extended period of in
fancy. During its slow maturation the organism gradua1ly learns the social patterns through trial
and:error: n:iethod. Hence\'play' is important for. learning in the mam~alian c~ildhoo~ .. The man:i
mahan social groups· thus 'do not have the fixed innate patterns of social behaviour as it is found in 
the insect society. The insects have some compensatory advantage against this supremacy ofthe 
mammals. ·The insects are smaller and can exist in great numbers. They.are short-lived But have 
. greater capacity for fast breeding. The insect mortality is also very high; the tum-over of generations 
is v~ry r~pid. 'fheir:heredi~ mechanisms c~n change ~ery rapidly; For them, heredity provides a 
flex.ible.m,strument for environmental adaptation. Butthe mlll11m~ls have to depend more on learnt 
responses. 
(ii) Primate ~ociety Vs.No~-prbnateMaDtnialian Soc}ety .•. . 

, The Primates such as monkeys, apes, chimpanzees,· gorillas, men' represent the highest order of 
mammals. They all exhibit certain bio-social traits that are common to all tnammals; But these traits 
in primates exhibit a difference also .. This difference has the effect of producing a more complex 
society especially iri the iase of man. The following explanation reveals this fact. 

(a) The Role Of Se:x in Prilllate Society. The mammals in general are not separated into 
anatomically separate castes. Physical specialisation within the same sex is also not found in them~ 
But the sexes-females and males-are not sharply different. Further, we find in them almost an equal 
sex ratio at birth. Because of this1 all mature members of the society get a chance to participate in 
reproduction. Sex is therefore an impol·tant element in group cohesion among the mammals. In 
comparison with other mammals, the primates have gone a step fu.rther in this regard. The primates 
do not have a definite matii;ig s,eason as such. Among them the female like the male is capable of 
~exual intercourse at all times. Hence they are constantly tied to .one another . .The-$'ex is thus made a 
conpnual and a pervasive baJis of gro,up cohesion. ' ' · , 

(b) Primates have a better Sensori-Motol"Equipment. In comparison with lower mainmals 
the primates possess a more complex sensori-motor equipment. They have keener eyes, more devel~ 
oped brains and more flexible behaviour. Since they have neural complexity and prolonged infaricy 
they have a greater chance of being conditioned within the group,environment. · 

(c) The Role of the Principle of 'Dominance'. "DoininanQ:e" characterises all mammalian 
social groups. But the primates exhibit it to a greater extept. In .the primate group the relationship of 
. each with his fellows is mostly determined by the principle of domijiance. The degree of dominance, 
determines how his bodily appetites will be satisfied, the number of fema,les he will possess,the 
.amount of food he will eat, the freedom from attackthat he will enjoy, etc. :Here, each member, male 
or female, adapts himselfto his competitive social system partly through sexual reactions. For1ex
ample, if a weaker baboon se~ures the food and if he. is attacked by a stronger one at that time, he can 
swallow the food by presenti~g himselfsexually to the attacker. · . . 

(tfyDurable Relationship betweeJi.Mother iuid the Chjld. In the lower,manuhalian family 
we find'relationship only betwe,en mother and children. This tie is also shortlived for it lai>ts oply· 
until the child becomes self-sufficienC:Among the primates, due to the prolonged infancy we find· 
relatively ~onglr;isting relationship between the mother and the child. Due to the co~tant sexual .. 
afuaetio.n the male is made to live along with the female. The family group of the primates is smalle.r 
for the. female can have only orie offspring at a time. · · 

(e) Primates have a·better Communicative Mechanism. The primates reveal,fo comparison 
with other tmunrrta.ls, ·a better communicative mech<piism. T4ey show a wi.de range-:-of vocalisation, 
facial expression, bodily posture and manual exploration. They are able to learn some Particular 
sounds or movements coming from another monkey or ape.· All the mamrrtals can' do this, but pii~ 
mates can do it better.They can learn-to re&pondin an appropriate way to social situations_'\Vhen they 
get vocal, gestural, postural, or all th~se kinds of cues. StilHhey do pot have the faa.i[ity of lan~age~ 
Symbolic communication in.its pµre~ sense~ is absent among the primates such as apes, monkeys, 
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etc. Hence they cannot transmit their acquired knowledge and attitudes to the next generation. Each 
generation must make a fresh attempt to understand things by its own actual participation and expe
rience in situations. Infant !fpes or monkeys cannot be told without seeing a snake that snakes are 
dangerous.They cannot be told about gods, spirits_._ and ghosts, about morality, truthfulness, democ-
racy etc. · 

Culture the Creator of Gulf between Hum~nBeings and Primates . ' . 

The Homo sapiens, the highminded type of primate has a clear edge over other primates for it 
has the facility of culture. The emergence of culture at their level has creatl':d a tremendous gulf 
between the human sqciety and. the society of the rest of the primates. The presence of culture 
together with the remaining traits of primate society at the level of the human beings made the 
human society a distinctive one. Strictly speaking this n~w kind of society is bio-socio-cuitural. It 
can be briefly referred to as 'socio-cultural' or in simply as 'human society'. 
(iii) Human Society OR Socio-Cultural System Vs. Non.; Human Society OR Bfo;.~ocial System 

According to Kingsley Davis, culture provjdes the sole explanation for the marked differences 
that we find between human society on the one hand and non~human society, on the other. Hence he 
calls the human social system "socio-cultural system". The mammals; including primates and hu
man beings hav~ established their supremacy _9ver the non~mammalian social beings becau~ of 
superior biological traits or qualities. But from.the sociological point of view, the uniqueness and the 
supremacy of human beings over all the other animals including primates are to be sought through 
the phenomenon of culture. The primates that represent the highest order mammals too have their 
own limitations in comparisonwith man. Still, it is true that the human groups exhibit-certain traits 
that ar~ common to all primates. But any modification of these general traits takes place on aphysi
ologrcal basis in the case of primate _group, but it takes place on a cultur{il basis in the case ofhulnan 
groups. The following explanation clarifies the dominant role of culture in the socio~cultural system; 

The Dominant Role of Culture in the Socio-Culture System 

1. Division of Labour based on Culture. Human beings like all primates and mammals are 
strqcturally homogeneous. All the women are born with the samean.atomical features and so the 
case with men. Unlike the termites th.~)l:JU'e not born with different anatomical characteristics suited 
t6 their caste functions. But-in-tnlrilan society we find vast division of labour. Here culture plays its 
role. It is possible to train people for specific tasks through culture. Human society in this way is 
capable of creating its own occupational groups which ate not based on organic peculiarities. · 

2. Continuous Sexuality Conditioned by Culture. Human beings possess the same reproduc
tive physiology as those of anthropoids. But human society has conti.nuous sexuality. We find con
stant association of men and women. This is possible because of the conditioning of this sexuality 
which is, different from that. of a 'system of dominance' foupd among the apes and monkeys. The 
phenomena of repression and sublimation, of marriage, adultery, incest, prostitution 'can describe 
the cultural conditioning of sexuality at the level of human beings. 

3. Symbolic Communication. Human beings have greater neural complexity and hence have 
greater capacity for learning than the primates, Man has evolved a system of arbitrary ~ymbolic 
communication through which knowledge, attitudes, skills etc., can be transmitted from one genera
tion to the next In the case of apes and monkeys learning must ti:\ke place in the actual situation and 
the range of their learning is also very much limited. The possession oflanguage is a boon to the · 
humari beings through which one can convey to the ()thers a clear idea of situations which are not 
presentand of the behaviour appropriate to such situations, . 

· 4. The Speed of Learning. Cultural le1trning can speed up the process of learning to a g~eat 
extent. One can profit from the failures and successes in the learn.ing ofanother. Though there is s@l 
the element of trial-and~error it can be reduced to the minimum. The techniques adopted and the 
experience gained by the previous generation can provide guidance fQr the learning bfJ>{esent gen
eration. Culture has been assisting man aii a short-hand method of acquiring knowledge. 

5.Th~ Volume of Learning. Thesystem of symbolic communication, a product ofcultutehas 
· increased not only the. speed of learning but also the volume of things learnt. The human beings . 
capacity to learn.techniques, devices, principles, rul~s, beliefs, rituals, id~~. attitudes, theories etc., 
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is beyond compare. The primates or mammals are no match to them in this regard, Culture accumu
lates. Each generation adds its own to the cultural heritage. Hence human beings can learn more anp 
learn\ better knowledge. 

~· Divi~io._ of Labour in'Learning. Still. even under cultUral conditions, the quantum of one 
person ·~Iearni~g in his lifetime js very much limite(l. Further, it is not necessary for all the members 
of the gfo~pto learn the totaliculture in order to get its profit. Through the social arrangement of the 
division of}abour it is possible to.ma~e different people to learn different things with mutual benefit. 

'1~ Social Sur:vival Depends on Culture. Culture belongs to the society and not to the indi
vidual. fleriee sl,irvival does not depend upon the strength and talents of particular individuals. It 
depends upori the culture of the group as a who,!e. S1rice different human groups possess different 
cultures conflict would take place among them: In this cultural -struggle the group that is the niost 

..• · ~efficientlyorganised and has the most advanced techniques would dominate over others, the Span
. iards, for example, could conquer arid impose most of their culture on the Indians of South America 
by means ofthefr cultural. superiority-and npt by their biological superiority. 

· 8. The Cultural Invention of Writing. With the invention of writing the cultural transmissitm 
bas become quite easier. Writing, in contrast to verbal communication~ allows ideas to be 'stored' 

apart from the immediate communicating situation. By fixing ideas to writing it is possible to spread 
communication far and wide. Through writing men can insure that.the great cobtributions will be 
incorporated into, cultural heritage. Writing can add to.:and intensify the degree of specialisation. 
Writing extends the effectiveness of symbolic communication·in Mman society, Other inventions 
such as printing, radio and telephone, televis_ion etc., may do the same. . 

• : , . \• . I ' 

9. Normative Control of Behaviour. The symbolic communication has given rise to what is 
known as, 'legitimacy' or the 'normative' in the human society. This peculiarity is not present among 
the monkeys and apes. Any humal). situation has two aspects: the facts and the attitude or sentiment 

tow;ud fa.· cts. Attituile is conv. eyed as a part of cultural herita~e. It is there before the presence of the 
actµal siruatiorls. particularly, the attitudes and, sentiments r¢lating to what 'ought to be' and 'o_ught 
riot to be' are very powerful. We are more prone·to approve' or disapprove ofthe facts, particularl~ 
the actualbehaviour of the individuals on the basis of these received judgements or sentiments. This 
trend adds .a new dimension.to our s()cial existence which is of t~emendous importance in exercising 
cqntrol over individual copduct. The normative ideas exist in the minds of the individuals. They are 
cmpmuriicated as judgements on conduct and they influence the course! of external events. For ex-

. aniple, a man can talk, play, work, eat, drink, write, sleep, or do anything legitim.ately or illegiti

. mate~, ,depe~diri~ up9n tile kind ~f social situati?n th.at is defined. HiS behaviour, including his 
sexu~;behav10ur is defined normatively a9d not b1olog1cally. .· ' -

·1 O. The M,oral Order of the Human Society. As against the animal society the human society 
has notdnly a factual order but also a moral order. These two are causally interdependent. In the 

·· humiut society,·the normative control exists because the individuals are always responsive to the 
judgements of others. Since they are,subjected to the.transmission·. of attitudes and ideas they are 

bound to be responsivCQ to the judgements of others. These received judgements of others become in 
· c6ur~e of time their own judgements about themselves. They approve or disapprove of their own 
acfs and those oftheir fellow members. The concepts of'conscience' and 'feeltngs of guilt' confirm 
this tendency of the people. An assessment of suc,cess or failure in one's endeavour to attain ends is 
also mostly influenced by the opinions of other. An individual is thus motivated to the esteem of his 
fellot-vs. · . · . · . . . 

H. The Normative Factor M9difies Bio.Social Traits. Further, the presence of the norma
tive: fact9tr'cpmplicati::s every bio-~oCial trait that we have inherited from our antijropoid ancestors. 
For exarnp'le, th~ system of dominance,-has beep greatly modified by the cultural qefinitiOn ofle~iti
mate• and illegitimate dominance: In human society, we find a system of normatively sanctioned 
power called 'authority'. This ofteh overrules otherbases of power such as strength, ability, p¢rson
ality, et_c'. Further, persons in authOrity may usetheir legitimate power ev~n in/illegitimate' ways. 
·Thus, it is clear that in the study of human society ~e must take into account not qrtly facts but also' 
tl:le normative attitude toward facts. Both are includeci in the reality which is c;illed socio-cultural.· 
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I Chapters I' 

SOME BASIC CONCEPTS . \ ·. , - I 

Society-Meaning and Characteristics; Community-Meaning and Characteristics, Society 
and Community, Differences; Association-Definition and Characieristics, Association a'nd 

· Community, Institution-Definition and Characteristics, Primary and Secondary Institu
tionslFunctions of Soda/ Institutions, Associations and Institutions; Socia/System-Social 
Action-Weber's Typology of Social Action. . . 

We use very often certain words like society, community, associatioT,, institution, social 
organisation, social system.folkways, mores, values, customs, etc:, in our study of society. These are 
not merely words, they are concepts. They.carry some precise meaning. Every.science has.its.own 
terms or concepts. These terms help a student of a science to understapd it more clearly. The student 
of sociology also should have a clear vision and correct understanding ofits basic terms. Some of the 
basic sociological terms may be exaniiped here .. 

I.SOCIETY 

Meaning, Nature and Characteristics · 

The term 'Society' is the most fundamental one in sociology. But still it .is one of the most 
vague and general concepts in the sociologist's vocabulary. We-Speak of~The Co-operative Society, f 
The Agricultural Society, The Friendly Society, The Society of Jesus, The Theosophical Society, etc. 
In these examples, "Society" means no more than an association. Sometimes, we may say, 'I enjoy 
his soeiety ', 'I like4he society of artists', 'I move in high society'. Thesefthree uses of the word 

. 'society' here indicate company or fellowship. The term society i~ also used to mean an urban soci .. 
ety, ot a rural society, a modem industrial society or a primitive society, an ppen society or a c!os.ed 
society, and so on. Then what do we mean by society ? 

The term 'society' is derived from the Latin word ·~ocius', which means companionship or 
friendship. Companionship means sociability. As George Simmel pointed out, it is this .. element of 
sociability which d~fines the true essence of society. It indicates that man always Iiv~s in the com~. 
pany of other people. 'Man is a social animal', said Aristotle centuries ago. Man lives irHoWns, 
cities, tribes, villages, but never alone, Loneliness brings him boredom and fear. Man needs society 
for his living, working and enjoying life. Society has become an essential condition for human•life to 
aris.e and to continue. Human life and society always· go to~ether. 
Definition.· 

l. "A. society isacollection ofin.dividuals united by certain relations or m.ode of behaviour 
whiCh mark them o:f;I from others who do not eq.ter into these relati<>ns or who differ from ~em in 
behaviour''. · - Morris Ginsberg 

2. "Society is the complex of organised· associations and institutions with a communify'1 •. 

' -?D.U tdte 
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3. "Society is the union itself, the organisation, the sum of formal relations in which associat-

ing individuals are bound ,together." - Prof. Giddings 

4. ''The temi society refers not to group of people, but to the complex pattern of the norms of 

iQteraction, that arise among and between them". -Lapiere 
I . 

5. Society is "a web of social relationship". - Maciver 

Characteristics of Society 

The basic ch~racteristics of society are as follows:· 

(I)Society con$ists of People. s'ociety is composed of people. Without the students and the 

teachers there can be no college and no university. Similarly, without people there can be no society, 

no social relatidn!lhips, and no social life at all. ' 

(2) Mutu~l lnteract~on a,nd Mutual Aw4reness. Society is a group. of people in continuous 

interaction with each other. It refers to the reciprocal contact between two or more persons. It is 'a 

_process whereby men.interpenetrate the minds of each other'. An individual is a member of society 

so long as he engages in relationship with other members of society. It-means that individuals are in 

continuous interaction with other individuals of society. The limits of society a,re marked by the 

limits of social interactions/ 

Social interaction is made possible because of mutual qwarene$: Society is understood as a 

network of social relationships .. But not all relations are social. relations. Social relationships exist 

only when the members are 'aware of each other. Society exists only where social beings 'behave' 

towards one another in>Vays determined by their recognition of one another. Without this awareness 

·there can be no societY. A social re,lationship, th~s implies mutual awareness. 

(3) Society Depends on Likeness. The principle of likeness is essential for society. It exists 

among those who resemble one another in some degree, in body and ifrmind. Likeness refers to the 

similarities. People have similarities with regards to their needs~ works, airns, ideals, v,alues, outlook 

. towards life, and s6 on. Just a~ the 'birds of the same feather flock together', metl'befonging to the 

same species c.alled 'Homo sapiens', have many things in common. . 

Socie_ty, hence, rests on what F.H. Giddings calls consciousness of kind. ::cb'fnradeship, inti~ 
macy, assodation of any kind or. degree would be impossible without some understanding of each 

by the other and that understanding depends on the likeness which' each apprehends in the other". 

Society in brief, exists among like beings analikemil}ded. 

(4) Society Rests on Difference TOo. Society also implies difference. A society based entirely 

on likeness and uniformities is bound to be loose in socialities. If men are exactly alike, their social 

relationships would be.very much limited. There would be little give-and-take, little reciprocity. 

They would contribute very little to one another. More than that, life becomes boring, monotonous 

and uninteresting, if differences are not there. · · 

Hence, we.find difference in society. Family for example, rests on the biological difference 

between the sexes. People differ from one another ~n their looks, person~iity, ability, tafent, attitude, 

interest, taste, intelligence, faith and so on. People pursue different activities because of these differ

ences.Thus we find farmers, labourers, teachers, soldiers, businessmen, bankers, engineers, doctors, 

advocates, writers, artists, scientists, musicians, actors, politicians, bureaucrats and others working 

in different capacities, in differentfields in society. However, difference alone cannot create society. 

It is sub~rdinate to likeness. 

~5) Co-operation aiid Division oflabour. Primarily.likeness and secondaril.y difference create . 

· · the d~vJ-sion oflabour. Division of labour involves the assignment to each unit or group a specific 

s~IJ,re oh common.task.:' For example, the common task of producing cotton cloth.es is shared by a 

number ,of pe~ple like the farmers who grow cotton, the spinners, and weavers, the dyers, and the 

-merchants.· Similarly, at home work\ is divided and shared by the father, mother and.children. Divi-
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sion of labour leads to specialisation. Division of labour and specialisation are the hallmarks of 
modem complex society. 

Division of labour is possible because of co-operation. Society is b13,sed on co-operation. It is 
the very basis of our social life. As C.H Cooley says, 'co-operation arises when men realise that they 
have common interests'. It refers to the mutual Wprking together for the attainm~nt ofa common 
goal. Men satisfy many of their desires and fulfil interests through jointefforts. People may have 
direct or indirect co-operation among them. Thus co-operation and division of labour have made 
possible social solidarity or social cohesion. · 

(6) Society Implies Interdependence Also. Social relationships are characterised by interde
pendence: Family, the most basic social group, for example, is based upon the interdependence of 
man and woman. One depends upon the other for the satisfaction of one's needs. As sO"c;iety 
advances, the area of interdependence also grows. Today, not only individuals are interdependent 
upon one anoilier, but even, communities, social groups, societies and nations are also interdepe.ndent. · . 

(7) Society is Dynamic. Society is not static; it is dynamic. Change is ever present in society. 
Changeability is an inherent quality of human society. No society can ever remain constant for any 
length of time. Society Is like water in a stream or river that for evedlows. It is always in flux. ~Old 
mendwana new ones aiebom. New associations and itistitutions and groups may come into bei;ng 
and old ones may die a natural death. The existing on,es may undergo changes to suit the demands of 
time or they may give birth to the new ones. Changes may take place slowly and gradually or sud-
denly and abruptly. . . 

(8) Social Control. Society has its own ways and means of controlling the behaviour of its 
mrmbers. Co-operation, no doubt exists in society. But, side by side, competitions, conflfots, ten
sions, revolts, rebellions. and suppressions· are also there. They' appear and re-appear off and· on. 
Clash of economic or political or religious interests is not uncommon. Left to themselves, they may 
damage the very fabric of society. They are to be c()ntrolled. The behaviour ..or the activities of 
people are to beregulated:.Societyhasvarious formal as well as infon,nal means of social sontroL It 
means, society has custm\ill, traditions, conventions and folkways, mores, m,anners"etiquettes and 
the informal means of social 'control. Also it has law, legislation, const~tution, police, court, army 
and otherformal means of social control to regulate the behaviour of its members. 

(9) Culture. Each society is djstinct from the other; Every society is unique because ithas its 
· o~n way of lift!, called culture. ~ulture refe~s to, as {-inton says; the social heritage of man. It 
includes the whole range. of our life. It includes our attlt)ldes, jll,dgements, morals, values, beliefs, 
ideas, ideologies and oudnstitutions:'political, legal, eco~otpic; our sciences and philosophies. Cul
tureis the _exp,ression ofhumannature in our ways ofllving and thinking, in behaving, and acting as 
members ofsoeiety. ' · 

Culture and society go together.What distingu,is}les one s~ciety from the other is culture. Cul- . 
_ture is a thing which only human beings possess. It is not found at . the level of animals. Culture 
is not society, but an. element of society. As_ G~llin and Gillin say, "Culture is the cement 
binding together into a socfi!ty its component individuals; ... human society is people )nteracting; 
culture is the pa(terning of'their behaviour". 

(IO) There is yet another attribute on. which society depends. It, is the gregar,.fous nature off(lan. 
Aristotle said th~t ''man is a social animal". Psychologists like McDougall, say that man is social 
be~ause of th.e b~sic human instinct called the gregarious instincj. Gregariousness refers to the ten
dency of man to live in groups. Man always lives amidstmen. He cannot live without it. This internal _ 
nature of man has forced him to establish social groups and societies and to live in them. I . 

Human life and society almost go together. Man is bomin society·and bred.up in society, 
nouris}led and nurtured in society. From childhood to adolescence, from adolescence to youth; from 
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youth to m~turit}', from maturity to old age, from old age up to death, man lives·in soCiety. He 

depends on societ}' for protection and comfort, for nurture and e,ducation. 'Participation· in sJciety is 

necessary for.: the development of personality. Various cases slfow ~hat man can become man only 

,among men. 
Society makes our lifeJiva~k l_t is the nurse of youth, the ~a of manh6od an.d womanhood. 

Societyis, therefore, as Maciver puts it, more than our env:ironinent.. It is within us as well as around 

us. Soci~ty notonly liberates the activities ofmen,but it limits their activities also. It controls their 

behaviour in countless ways. It shapes our attributes, our beliefs, our morals and ow: ideals. Emo

tional development, intellectual>rrn$1ri,fy; satisfaction of physical needs and material comforts are 

unthinkable without society. Sociefy is a part of our mental equipment and we are a part of society. 

it stimulates the growth of olir personality. It liberates arid controls our talents and capacities. 

2. COMMUNITY 

·Different Meanings of the Term 

The term Community is very loosely used. It is given different interpretations and used in 

different ways to mean different things. In their c~sual ta}ks, people often U:se the term community to · 

· refer to a racfal community, or a religious community or a national commuri.ity or a caste community 

or a IingiliStjc cdnin:.lunity or a profession~ community oi sometimes, to refer to the entire mankind 

in a res~d sense, it is used to melQ]. an association or group, and in wider sense, it is used to refer 

to the entire hwnanity. 

Definition • ' I 

. i . 

( 1) Comm\Jn~ty is "a social _gro)ip with some degree of ''we-feeling" arid 1iving in a given 

area". , · - Bogardus 

(2) com¢unity is ''th_~ amallest territorial group that can embrace all aspects ofSocial iife". 

· - Kingsley Davis 

(3) Community is "an area of social iiving marked by some degree of social coherence". 

· · - R.M Maciver 

· ( 4) "A ~omri:lunity is a ~up or collection qf groups that inhabits a locality". 
- Ogburn and Nimkoff 

(5) Community is "any circle of people who live together and belong together in su.ch a way· 

~at they do 1lot s~e this or that particular interest only, but a whole set of interests".,. Ma1theim 

Conurlunity is, therefore, a geographic are~ having common centres of interests· and activi

ties. A community '.is essent~ally an area of social living. It is marked by some degree of social . 

coherence; Thus comrtllplity is a ~ircle in which common life is living. 'Community' is an all-inclu~ 

sive term. It includes in itself all our socialrelationships. It includes a variety of associations and 

·institutions .. Within the range of a community the members may carry on their economic, religious, 

political{ educational and other activities. Hence community is the total organisation of socialJife 

withitl'limited space. Examples: village, town, tribe, city; district. 

Elements ofCommunity 

The main.bases of Community are: (i) /ocaiity, and (ii) c~mmunity sentiment. 

(•lJi9cality ·· 

A comm~i,ty is.a tenitbpal ~oup. It always occupies some geographic area. Locality is the 

physical basis of community. Even the wandering tribe or a nou1ad community,. for example, has a 

localify; though changing·habitatiori.'A grotip.ofpeople forms c'prtlinunity only. when it begins to 

r'esid~m~-a det;mteJqcality: I~ contrast with society; a coin.munit}' is more or less ij)cally limited. 

Living tbg~ther facilitates people to develop so.cial contacts; gives protection, safety and 
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security. It helps the members to promote and fulfil their common interests. Further, the very 
physical conditions may influence social life to a great extent. Most communities are settled and 
derive· from the conditions of their locality a strong bond of solidarity. 

Locality continues to be a basic factor of community life. However, in modem times the local 
bondm community is weakened by the development of the means of transport and communication. 
In fact, the extension of communication is itself the condition of a larger but still territorial commu
nity. 

The physical factors such as fertile soil, min~rals, forests, fisheries1 water resources, vegeta
tion, weather, climate, etc., are included in the locality. These factors condition or influence the lives 
of commUnity members in several ways. They have a close bearing on their economic activities in 
particular. 
(ii) Community Sentiment . 

, I 
Locality alone cannot make a group, a community. Sometimes, people residing in the same 

~rea may not have any contacts and communications. For example, people living in different exten
sions ofa city may lack sufficient social contacts. They may not have common outlook and share no 
common inteJests. A community is essentially an area of common living with a feeling of belonging. 
There must be the common living with its awareness of sharing a way of life as well as' the common 
earth. 

Community Sentiment means ~feeling of belonging together. The members must be aware of 
their staying together and sharing common interests'. The members develop a sense of we-feeling. It 
m.eans a kind of identification with the group. Without a sense of identification, a sense of aware
ness, a sense_ofliving and sharing some common interests in life, there cannot be any community. 
Other Aspects of Community 

(i) Stability. A community has not only locality and community-sentiment, but also has stabil
ity.It is not a temporary group like a crowd or a mob. It is relatively stable. It includes a permanent 
group life in a definite place. · 

(ii)Naturalness. Communities normally become established in a natural way. They are not 
deliberately created.They are not made or created by an act of will or by planned efforts. Individuals 
become. its members by birth itself. Membership, hence, is not voluntary. Communities are sponta
neous in their origin and development Of course, they cannot come into being suddenly and auto
matically. 

(iii) Size bf the Community. Community involves the idea of size. A community may be big or 
small. A small community may be included in a wider community. A city and a village may be 
included in a wider community called the district. Hence, there are communities w:ithin communi
ties. District, as a big community may enclose small communities like villages, towns, cities, tribes, 
etc. Thus the term community is used in a relative sense. 

(iv) Regulation of Relations. Every community develops in course of time, a system of tradi
tions, customs, morals, practices;~ bundle of rules and regulations to regulate the relations ofits 
members. The sense of what they have in common memories and traditions,"customs and institutions 
shapes and defines the general need of man to live together. 

- However, in modemtimes, the nature of community sentiment is gradually changing. Today, 
the interests of men are diverse and complex. Their attachri:ient towards their community is gradually 
fading. In modem highly industrialised urban communities, the spirit of community sentiment is 
\Very much lacking. 

3. SOCIETY AND COMMUNITY - DIFFERENCES 
. The terms society and community are rela~ive terms. The terms are clearly distinguished in 

sociology. The following table clarifies the difference between society and community. 
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.. Socidty 

.. 1. Society is. a web .of· social 

r~lationships. 

2. A definite geographic area is 

not . an essential aspect of 

society. 

3. Society is abstract. 

4. 'Community s~n~nt' or a 

sense of 'we-feeling' may be 

pr~sent or· may not be present 

in .society. 

5. Society is wider. There can 
I 

be more than one community 

in a society. 

6. The objectives and interests 

..Qf ..saeiefy-are more extensive 

and varied. · 

7. . Society involves both likenes_s:, 

and difference. Common interests 

as well as diverse inter.ests 

are present in society. 

Basic Sociological Terms 

Community 

1. Community consists of a group of individuals 

living in a particular area with some degtee of 'we

feeling'. 

2. Community always denotes a definite locality 

or geographic area. 

3. Community is concrete. 

4. 'Community sentiment' is an essential element 

of community. There can be no corrtinunity 

in its absence. 

5. Community is smalle_r than society. 

6; The· objectives and interests of a 

community are comparati~ely less 

extensive and varied. 

7. Likeness is more important than 

difference in community. There 

is common agreement of interests 

and objectives on the part of 

members. 

4. ASSOCIA}'ION 

We use the words 'a}isoei'ation and institution very commonly in our daily talks. Sometimes, . 

thes~ words .aj'e used interchangeably to mean one and the same. But these words are used in a 

specific way in sociology. Hence it is necessary for us /to know the meaning and nature of and 

difference between, these two terms. 1 • 

·, . . / 

Association as a Means of Pursuing Ends 
. . . l 

Men·have diverse needs, desires and interests and ends which demand their satisfaction. They 

have three ways of fulfilling their ends. Firstly, they may act independently, each in his OWn way 

wit?out b~thering about.other~. This is unsocial_ and has its. own ~i~tations. Secondly, men may .~eek 

their ends throughconflicts with one another. One may clash with another or others to snatch th1p.gs 

or objects which one wants from1others. Finally, men may try .!9fulfil their ends through co.'..opera

tion and mutual ass.istance. On the basis of this co-:operative effort each indiv:idual will be contribut

ing to the ends of his fellow-men. TI:µs,co-operative pursuit has a reference to association. When a 

$toup or co,llection of individuals organises itself expressly for the purpose of pursuing certain of its 

PiterestHogether on a co-operative pursuit, an associlition is said to be. born. 
: . 

Definition 

\ (1) An ass~Ciation is "an organ!sation deliberately fotnied fort® cOllectivepursuit of some, 

• 1interest, or a set of interests, which its members share". . . ':__ R.M Uac!ver 

(2) An as§O.Ciation is "a group of social beings .related to one· another by4he fact that they 
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possess or have instituted in common an organisation with a view to securing a sp~cific end or 
specific ends". -Morris Ginsberg 

(3}An association is a group of people organised for the achievement ofa partiqdar interyst or 
interests. 

(4) An association is "a group organised for the pursuit of an interest or group o"f ,inJ:erests in 
common". 

Men have several interests. Hence they establish different a~sociations to fulfil them. They 
have an.umber of associations of different kinds. Some examples may be cited here. 

Examples 

(I) Political Associations. The Bharatiya Janata Party, The Congress Party,. The Communist 
Party, The Bharatiya Janata Yuva Morcha, etc. (2) Religious Associations: The Vishwa Hindu Parishad, 
The Ramakrishan Mission, The Arya Samaj, The Society of Jesus, etc. (3)Students 'Associations : 
The Akhil Bharatiya Vidyarthi Parishad, Delhi University Students' Association, -'l)he National Stu
dents Union oflndia, Chhatra Yuva~Sangharsh Vahmi, etc. (4)Labourers 'Assqdations: Bharatiya 
Mazdoor Sangha, The Hind Mazdoor Panchayat, Indian National Trade Union Congress, All India 
Trade Union Congress, etc. (5) Professional Associations: Karnataka State College Teachers' Asso~ 
ciation, Indian Medical Association, The Indian Bar CounciL (6) Economic Associations or Busi- · 
ness Organisations: Business Corporations, Ho~els Owners' Association, Chamber of Commerce, 
Th~ Consumers' Co-operative Society, etc. (7) International Associatipns : The Rotary Club, The 
Lions' Club, The Y.M.C.A., Y.W.C.A., The Amne$ty International, Friends ofindiatSoci~ty. 

·The Associations may be found in different fields. No single association can satisfy all the 
interests of the indiv.idual or individuals. Since man has a bundle of interests, he organises various' 
associations for the purpose of fulfilling his'Vaned interests. It follows then that a man may belong to 
more than one association. He may be member .of a political association, religious association, a 
professional association, a cultural associatioQ, an entertainment club, a sports club, a rotary club, 1 

and so on. ' 

Main Characteristics of Association 

The main characteristics of association are as follows : 
(i) Association-a Human Group. An association is formed or created by people . It is basically 

a social grpup. Without people there can be no association. However, all groups are not associations, 
because, an association is basically an organised group. An uiforganised group like cro"".d or mob 
!cannot be an association. 

(ii) Common Interest or Interests. An association is not merely a collection of imlividuals. It 
consists oftliose individuals who have more or le.ss the same interests. Accordingly, those who have 
political interests may join political associations, and those who have religious interests may join 
religious associations, and.so on. · 

(iii) Co-operative Spirit. An association is based on the co-operative spirit of its members. 
People \Vork together to achievesome definite purposes. For example, a political party has to wo* 
together as a united,groU:p on the basis of co-operation in order to fulfil its objective of cohJ.ing to 
power. 

(iv) Organisation. Assocfation denotes some kind of organisation. An association is .known 
essentiall~ as an organised group. Organisation gives stability and proRer shape-to an associati~tL 
Orgahisation refers to the way in which the statuses and roles are distributed, among the members ... 

(v) Regulation ofRelations. Eyery association has-its:.own ways and ~eans of regulating the 
relations of its members. Organisation depends on this el~ment of regulation. They may ·assume 
written or 1.lnwritten forms. · · · · 
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(vi) Association as Agencies. Associations are means or agencies through whkh their members 

seek to realise their similar or shared interests. Such social organisations necessarily act not merely 

through leaders, but through officials or representatives, as agencies. Associations normally act 

thrqugh agents who are responsible for and to the association. This fact gives association a distinc

tive character and its peculiar legal status. Further, association may have its own methods of opera

tion peculiar to it as· an association. 

(vii) Durability ofAssociation. An association may be permanent or ~emporary. There are 

some long~standing associations like the state, family, religious associations etc. Some associations 

may be purely temporary in nature. E,K. Associations that are established to felicitate some great 

writers, scientists, and religious leaders and associations created for perfonning some social, reli

gious or other ceremony or fair on a grand scale. 

It is clear from the above, that an association is not merely a group, it is something more than 

that It is a group expressly organised around a particular interest The qualification "expressly 

organised", helps us to distinguish between associations and other social grnups. Social groups like 

class, crowd, mob, public, etc., in this way, are not associations. 

In modem sociecy, the number of associations is on the increase. Not only their numbers is 

increasing; buttheir varieties are also incr~sing. In almost all the fields of our social life we have 

associations. The rapid changes that are taking place in different fields of our social life have neces

sitated the birth of a large number of associations. In modem democratic countries associations have 

a distinct role to play. Their role in strengthening the democratic set-up can hardly be exaggerated. 

The mociem age today, is really an age oforganisations or associations.Man's life is, today, to a very 

great extent, lived and controlled by the larger association (The state). · 

5. ASSOCIATION .AND COMMUNITY 

An association is established for the purpose of fulfilling some common but definite need or 

needs of the people. It is hence deliberately created., On the other hand, communicy is a natural 

organisation. Its objectives are common but not specific. Man is born in a communicy but he enters 

·into different associations to fulfil his specific interests or needs. An association is not a communicy, 

but an organisation within the communicy. We can call a cicy a communicy, but not a church or a 

trade union ora political party. We can call a country a community but not the political parties of the 

country. They are associations. The interests of a communicy are wider than those of an association. 

Hence an association is partial, whereas a communicy is integral. A communicy is more comprehen

sive than an association. Communicy is therefore, more free and wider than even the greatest asso

ciations. Within a commuµicy there may exist not only numerous associations but also antagonistic 

associations, Ex. Politi~al parties of the ~ommunists and democrats. Since an association is organised 

for a particular interest; we belong to it by virtue of this interest. Membership in an association has 

only limited significance. ' 

The following table makes clear the difference between association and communicy : 

Association 

l. Membership of an association is volun

tary. Individuals are at liberty to join them. 

2. An association has. some specificinter

est or interests. 

3. An association does not necessarily 

imply the spatial aspects. 

Community 

l. By birth itself individuals become mem

bers of a community. In this way member

ship is rather compulsory. 

2. A communicy has some general inter

ests. 

3. A communicy .is marked by a locality. 
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4. .An association may be stable and 
·longlastirig or it may not be so. 

' ! ' . 

5. :A~ociations may have their legal status. 
6. Ass<>..ciations may have their own rules and 

regui;;rtions to regulate the relations of 
their .. members. They may have . writt.en 
or unwritten rules. · 

7. Association is partial. It may be regarded 
as a part of the community. 
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4. A ·community is relatively more sta6fi: 
and permanent. 

5. .Acommunity has ho legal status; ·. 
6. A community regulates the behaviour of 

its. members by means of customs, . tradi~ 
tions, etc. It does not have written rules 
or laws.· 

7. Community is integral. It may have, 
within its boundary: several associations. 

6. INSTITUTION 
· The concept of institution is one of the most important in the entire fieid of sociology. Unfor

tunately/itjs a concept that has not peen consistently used by sociologits. The importance ofunder
standing the concept of institution itl,order to understand society is, at the same time, recognised by 
all the sociologists. In fact, Durkheim has· gone to the extent of defining sociology as th~ science pf· 
social in8titUtions. Sumner and Keller have said, "FolkWays are to society 'Yhat cells are to the 
biological organism; institutions are its bones and tissues". F.H. Gidding$ regards institutions as l . - ' . . 

''the organs that conserve what is best in the past of human race". 
The term institution has been given various in~erpretations. Some sociologists have used it ;in a 

vague manner also. Commenting ~n this, Harry M Jo,hnson writes, " .... : .. both laymen and sociolo
gists often speak of schools, churches, business organisatio~s. prisons, andthe like as the il,lstitutions 
of the community .. This usage is so frequent that we should be foolish10 condemn it".1 . 

Definition 

(I) Ginsberg. Insiitutions "may be described as recognised and established usages governing 
the relations between individuals and groups". 

(2) Maciver and Page. Institutions may be defined as the "established forms or conditions of 
procedure characteristic of group activity". 

(3)Kingsley Davis. Institution can be defined as "a set of inter*oven folkways, mor~s, .and 
laws built around one or more functions". 

(4)H.E. Barnes. Institutions represent "the social structure and the machinery through which 
human society organises, directs and executes the multifarious activities required to satisfy hmttan 
n'eds". 

(5) C.A. Ellwood. Institutions may be defined as ·~the habitual ways of living together which 
have been sanctioned, systematised and established by the authority of communities". 

Characteristics of Institutions 

The main char.a~teristics of social inst~tutlons may be described here. 
(l)Social in Nat~re. Institutions come intb being due to the collective activities of the people. 

They are essentially soCial in nature~ After all, institutions.are the products ofthe secular and repeti
tive forms ofsocial ;relationships of the individuals. 

(2) Universality. Social ~nstitutions are ubiquitous. They exist in all the societies and existed at 
all the stages of social development. The basic institutions like family, religion, property and some 
~ind of political in:stitutfons are obser\red even in the tribal or primitive societies . 

. (3)/nstitutions are Standardised Norms. An institution must be understood· as standardised 
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procedures and norms .. They pr~cribe the way of doing things. They ar'so prescribe rules and regu

lations that are to be followed; Marriage, as an institution, for example, governs the relations be

tween the husband and "7ife; Similarly, the school or college has its own rules and procedures. 

, ( 4) Institutions as Means of !i_atisfyirtg Needs. Institutions are established by inen themselves. 

They cater to tli:e satisfaction of so91e basic and vital needs of man. 'These basic needs. are-( 1) the 

need for self-preservation, (2) the need for self-perpetuation, and (3) the need for self-expression. 

(5) Institutio~ are the Con'trolling Mechanisms. Institutions like religion, morality, state, gov

. emment, law; legislation, etc,, copttol the behaviour of men. These meehanisms preserve the social 

order and give stability to it. InStitutions are like wheels on which human society mai:cl1:es on to

wards the desired destination. 

(6)Reliitively Permanent. Institutions normally do not undergo sudden or rapid changes. Changes 

ta.ke place slowly and gradwtlly in them. Many ii:istitutions are rigid and enduring. They, in course of 

time, become the conservati_Ve elements in society. Ex: caste, rengion, etc. Butunder the pressure of 

circumstances they also undergo changes. · 

(1)Ab"nract biNature.Jnstitutiqns are not external, visible or tangible things. They are ab

, 'stract. Thus marriage cafinot be kept in a museum, religipn. cannorbe. rated or quantified ; war 

cannot be weighed an(i law , cannot be brought to the laboratory experiments and so on. 

{8)0ral and Written Traditions. Institutio~s may persist in the fonn of oral and/or written 

traditions. Fortheprimitivesocieties the)' may be largely oraL ~ut in modem comple~ societies they 

maybe obsel)Ved _in wiitten as ~ell a~ unwritten forms:' There may be written institutional forms like 

· constitutfons, saered text books, syllabus, gcwemniental orders, business contracts, examination sys-

tem, etC.i relating to political; religious, educational and economic institutions and so 'On. , 

(9) Synthesising Symbols .. Institutions may have their own symbols, material or non-material. 

E£:the state has flag emblem, national anthem as its symbfils, religion may have its own symbols 

~'ijce crucifix, crescent, star, swastika; the school may have its own' flag orschool·prayer, marriage' 

may have its ~wn wedding ring ormangala-sutra,·and so on. 

(IO) Institutions are lnt~rrelated. Institutions, thpugh diverse, are interrelated. Understanding 

of ,one institution requires the understanding of the other- related insti~tions .. The religious, moral, 

educational, political, economic anq other types of insti~s are essentially interlinked. 

Primary and Secondary-Institutions 

Institutions are often classified into (i) P,rimary institutions and (ii) secondary institutions. The 

most basic institutions which are found everi in primitive societies like religion, family, marriage, 

: property, some kind of politi~al system, are primary in charact~r. As societies grew in size and 

.complexity, i,nstitutions became progressive and more differentiated. Accordingly, a large number· 

of institutions are evolved to cater· to the secondary needs of pedple. They may be called secondary 

institutions. Ex. education, examination, law, legislatiOn, constitution, parliamentary proceaure, 

business, etc~ 

Sumner makes. a distinction between the crescive and the enacted instinitions. Those that evolved 

or developed naturally, unconseiously and even spontaneously are calletf by him cre~cive. Those 

institutions that are consciously and purposefully and in a planned'way establishedar~ referred·fo by 

him as.enacted. The.crescive ones are Jllore akin tq_primary-irtstitutions wheteas the enacted ones 

resemble secondary institutions. 
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7. FUNCTIONS OF SOCIAL INSTITUTIONS 
Institutions have great functional i~portance. Their main functions are as follows: 
( 1) Institutions Cater to the Satisfaction of Needs. Institutions coi\tribute to the. fulµTment of 

the fundamental human needs such as (i) The need for self-perpetuation, ('ti) perpetUation, and (iii) 
self-expression. They provide and prescribe the ways and ~eans of fulfilling them. 

(2)Institutions Control Human Behaviour. Institutionsorganize and regulatethe system of 
social. bepaviour. Through the institutions the unexpected, spontaneous, and irre~ular be_haviour of 
pe()ple is replaced by expected, patterned, systematic, regular and predictable benITT1iour. Thus, th~ 
interpersonal relationships of the individuals are regufated by institutions. They maf:~ clear for the 
members what is allowed and what is not; what is desirable and what is undesiraqle! 1This is particu-
larly true of the governmental institutions. -

(3) Iristitution~Simplify Actio'!s for the Individual. Since the insl"Jtutions prescribe a particular 
way of behaviour for the fulfilment of ~mr basic needs, they save much of our energy and also time. 
They avoid confusion and uncertainties and contribute to a syste~ and order \n society. ' 

( 4) Institutions Assign Roles and Statuses to the Individual. Institutionalisation bf the social 
behaviour consists of the estabHshment of definite norms. These norms assign status positions and 
role~functions in connection with such behaviour. Institutions such as family, marriage, education, 
property, division of labour, caste, religion, etc. provide some social standing for the individuals 
concerned. 

(S)Institutions Contribute to Unity and Uniformity. Institutions which regulate the-relations 
between_ individuals have)argely been responsible for unity and uniformity that are found in a soci
ety. 

· ( 6) Manifest Functions of Institutions. pvery institution has two types of manifest funcQ~ms-' 
(i) the pursuit of its objectives or interests, and (ii) the preservhtion of its 0'1!n internal i::qhesion so 
that it may survive. For example, the state must serve its citizens and protect its b<trirrdfl.ries. At the 
same time, the state must escape the danger of internal revolution and external conqtiests. / . - ' ' ·~ 

(7) The Negative Funetions of Institutions. Institut)O::ns nrny cause harmful effects also. They 
do not undergo changes easily and quickly even1 if the circumstances demand change. When they 
become too conservative they retard progress. They ~ven hamper tlie gTOwth of personalities of the 

I 
people. Religion and caste can be mentioned here as examples to show how they-often discourage 
people to do achievements or adventures.· 

8 .. ASSOCIA TION AND INSTITUTION - DIFFER,)<::NCES 
The terms a.ssociation and institution are commonly used by people to mean one and the same 

. thing. ~ut the difference between the two terms is of great importance in1sociology. · 
When men,cryate association; they must also create institutions' to get their desires satisfied. 

Men form an dsodation to satisfy their need or needs. But these needs areful;fi1ledthrough institu
tions. Every association has its own institutions. For example,family, as an associationhas its insti
tutions like marriage, the property system, the system of inheritance, the home, the family-meal, etc. 
A state, as an association may have its institutions like government, legislative procedures, parlia

,_ment, etc. Institutions are impossible without'associations. Institutions may be established by com
n:iunity as well as by association. The table below makes clear the difference between association 
and institution. · · . 
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Asso€iation Institution 

l. An assoCiation is a group of p~ople 1. Institution· refers to the organised way 
of doing .things. It represents common 
procedure.· 

organised for the purpose of fulfilling a 
need or needs; · ' 

2 Association denotes membership. We · 2. Institution denotes only a mode or means. 
of service. We do not belong to ~nstitu
tion. We do not belong · to marriage, 
property, education or law._ 

J:>elong to associatiohs, to political parties, 
trade unions, youth clUbs, familiesJ etc. 

· ~. Associatfons consist of individuals. 3; Institutions consist of laws, rules, and 
regulations .. 

4. 
5 .. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Associations are con~rete; 
An association has a locjltion; it makes-
. sense to ask where it is. Thus, a family 
can be locatedin space. 

Associations art: mostly created or es tab-
lished. · 

An association may ha;we its own distinc-
tive name. 

Associations may be temporary or perma-
nent. 

4. 
5 .. 

6,. 

7. 

8: 

fnstittit10ns are abstract. 

·An institution does not have location.s. The 
question where it is, makes no sense at 
all. Thus, we .cannot locate examination, 
education, marriage, etc .. 

Instiriltions are primarily.evolved. 

Institution does not possess specific 
names, but has a structure and may have 
synfbol. . 

Institutions are relatively more durable. · 

9. SOCIAL SYSTEM 

Meanillg of System 
The term,:' social system' iSpopularly used in sociology today. It is necessary for us to know the 

meaning of the. word "system" befor~ we start our venture to understand the term 'social system''. 

(i) According to Oxford Dicti~nary, the term 'system' represents~·a group of things or parts 

w-0rkin~ together in a regular relation". 

(iiJA.s Rober( A. Pahl says, "Any colle~ti9n ofreal objects th~t inter~ct in some w~ywith one 

anol:her--can be-eonsidered a system:' a gal!Q<.y; a football teain, a legislature, ·apolitical party"; 

(iii) "~ysterrt,is any collection 'of irlterrelated parts, objects, ihings or organisms". . 
~ ~ ' c. ' ' 

Five Pofnts AbOut Any Syste!Jl 

The rerm 'system' denotes the following points or factors: · 

(q)A ·system indicates an orderly arrangement of parts. It has parts which are interrelated. 

these pa~s may have their specific functions. 

(b)A system-may have its own boundaries. In order to determine what lies' whhin a particular 

·system aricfwhat lies o;Utside it, it is necessary to specify the boundaries of that system. · 

· . (c) One system can be an element or a subsystem in another. For example. city is a sub~system 

in the thaluk and thaluk is a sub.:system in. the district which happens. to be a sub-system in the 

province, and so on: . · · · . 
\ .' ' . 

. -

(d) To cq,J.k somethifzg a system is_ ~n ,abst(rfrlct or an analytical way oflol)ki_ng at conc~te things. 

A. ~ys~em \~. tnerely an aspect of\!;\.\!\~ ~l?.-stracted. fr<i,m reality.foJ; purppse of a,p,alysis. 

· M The concept of ;ystem is applicable to the study of organic as well as inorganic xealities. 

Th~ term :system' is used t~ refer fo the organic realities sueh as the human digestive system~ cir~u- . 
;; . ' 

.· ' 
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latory system, nervous system, etc. It is also used in the study of inorganic realities such as political 
system, economic system, industrial system, educational system, social system, etc. 

Example of the Human Body as a System 

The human body is an excellent example of system. It helps us to know the concept of•system' 
arid how system represents an orderly arrangement of its various parts. 

There are different organs and systems in the human body with various functions to perform. 
There are organs with which we take food, breathe air, and excrete waste. There are organs of sight, 
hearing, taste ~nd smell, The circulatory system supplies blood to different parts of thie body. The 
nervous system stimulates and controls the activity of the various parts and of the 'whole'. The 
digestive system digests the food consumed. In the same way, different glandular systems have their 
distinctive functions to 'perform. What is to be noted here is that every organ in the human body is 
connected with every other, and true it is in the case of different systems and functions. There is 
interrel.ation and interdependence. As a result, the human body maintains its unity and balance, and 
an equilibrium among all the organs and systems. These relationships of the parts ofthe body are in 
a systemati~ arrangement or, in other words, they constitute a system. 

Origin of the Concept of 'Social System' 

Biological thought has inspi(ed many sociologists. Herbert Spencer, who was highly influ
enced by the views of Charles Darwin has given an organic analogy in which so'ciety is compared 
with the human organism. Even from classical times right through the Middle Ages, writers were 
fascinated by this organic analogy. Studies on human physiology and anatomy made by thte scien
tists have also impressed upon many sociologists. Studies made by Walter B.· Canon and L.J. 
Henderson and others revealed the importance of interrelationship of parts or organs in the human 
body. This idea inspired many sociologists to think of society as a "system". 

As A.R. Radcliffe-Brown has' pointed out it was MontesJJuieu who formulated and used the 
concept of"Social system" for the first time towards the middle of the 18th century. The theory of 
Montesquieu states that 7'a// the features of social life are united into a coherent whole". As a student 
of jurisprudence, Montesquieu was concerned with the study of laws. He ~oughfto show that the 
laws of a society are connected with the political constitution, the economic lffe; the reli~ion, the 
climate, the size of the population, the manners and customs and what he called the 'general spirit' 
(esprit general). His study suggest; that if we investigate systematically the interconnections amongst 
features of social life~:we can advance our understandtng of human societies. 

The leading social analysts of the 19th century such as Comte, Karl flr{arx, Hel'bert Spencer 
and Emile Durkheim had their oWn conceptions of the social system and tpe relationship between 
social units. But they never used 'social system' as a key term in their works. · 

Meaning of Social System 

Human society is a network of human interactions and interrelations. The interaction of indi~ 
viduals takes place under SJ.!ch:conditions that such a process of interaction may be called a system. 
System refers to the orderly arrangement of parts. Social system refers to the orderly arrangement pf 
parts or components of society namely; human interactions. Individuals 'in their process of intere}C- · 
~ion in.flue~ce each other. Their interrelationship and interaction assume a definite pattern which is 
called 'social system'. · 

The conce~t is not howevedimited to interpersonal interaction .alontt. It also refers to 'the 
analysis. of.groups, institutions, societies and inter-societal entities. It rµai for example, be em-
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ployed in the analysis of the university, or the state, or the U.N.O. as social systems which have 
structures of interrelated parts. 

As David Popenoe has pointed out "social system can refer to any kind of social grouping, 
from a group of two friend~ to a large complex society". It is widely used in sociolqgy because it 
makes us to think of the way in which social units fit together into a whole, and the basic similarities 
among all forms of social interaction. We can look at the social system of a high school and see how 
it compares with the social system of a bUsiness firm or we can compare family with a football team. 

, Each is a social unit in which people are pursuing a special set of goals, depending upon one another 
in various ways, and sharing a sense of common identity as a group. · 

The concept of"social system" has been used most explicitly, and self-consciously in modem 
'functionalism'. But it was implicit a,s much in 19th century social thought. "A social theory which 
treats social relations, gn,mps or societies as a set of interrelated parts which function to maintain 
some boundary or unity of the parts is based explicitly or implicitly on the concept of social system". 

The chief exponent of the most modem theory of 'social system' has been Talcott 
Parsons. Persons has tried to give a more scientific and a rational explanation to the concept of 
social system in his books "The Structure of Social Action", and "An Outline of the Social 
System". 

Definitions of Social System 

l. According to David Popenoe, "A social system is a set of persons or groups who interact 
with one another; the set is conceived of as a social unit distinct from the particular persons who 
compose it". 

2. "A' social system is the system constituted by the interaction of a plurality of individual 
actors whose relatiens to each other are mutually oriented ... [i.e., are defined and mediated by a 
system of culturally structural and shared expectatio11s]"-Source: "A Dictionary of Social Sciences" 
By Julius Gould and William-L-Kolb. 

3. "A social system is defined in terms of two or more social actors engaged in more or less 
stableinteraction within a bounded environment". 

4. W.F. Ogburn has simplified T'alcatt Parsons; definition.of social system in the following 
way : "A social system may be defined as a plurality of individuals interacting with each other 
according to shared cultural norms and meanings". 

5. DU11can Mitchell in his A Dictionary of Sociology writes: "A social system basically con
sists of two or more individuals interacting directly or indirectlyin a bounded situation". 

There may be physical or territorial boundaries, but the fundamental sociological point of 
rererence is that the individuals are oriented, in a wide sense to a common focus or interrelated foci". 

Characteristics of Social System 

Our concept of social system consists of the following features: 
(i) Social system consists of tWo or more individuals among whom we find an established 

pattern of interactio11: · 
(ii) Individuals in their actions take account of how the others are likely to act or behave. 
(iii) Individuais in the system behave in accordance with their shared cultural norms and 

values. 
(iv) Individuals in the system act together in pursuit of common goals or rewards. 
( v) "S_ocial system" as a concept may represent the entire society or a number Qf sub-systems 

such as political system, educational system, economic system,judicial system, etc., that are found 
within the society. 

(vi) A social system has its own bousdary with the help of which it can be distinguished from 
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other social systems. 

(vii) The term 'social system' denot~s a sociological concept that has been evolved to study 

society. In Weber's language it represents an 'ideal type'. 

10. ELEMENTS OF SOCIAL SYSTEM 

The social system is constituted by the actions of individuals. It involves participation of an 

actor in a process of interactive relationships. This. participation has two main aspects : (i) the posi

tional aspect and the processional aspect: The positional aspect indicates the location. of the actor in 

social system which may be called his status. The processional aspect indicates the functfonal im

portance of the actor for the social system which may bl:l. called his role. 

Thus, there are three elements of social system : (i) The social act or ai::tion (ii) the actor, and 

(iii) the status-role. 
(i) The Act. Social act or action is a process in the social system that motivates the individual or 

·individuals in the case of a group. The orientation of action has a close relation with tlie attainment 

of satisfaction of the actor. The action is not an unexpected response to a particular situation or 

stimulus. It indicates that the actor has a system of expectations relative to his own need-arrange

ments. The need-arrangement system of the individual actor has two aspects: (i) the gratiftcational 

aspect, and (ii) the orientattpnal aspect. The gratificational aspect refers to what the actor gets out of 

his interaction and what its costs are to him. The orientational aspect refers to the how he gets it. Both 

these aspects must be present in what is called a social act. · · , . 

(ii) The Actor. The actor is also 1a significant unit of social system. Itis he who holds a status 

and performs a role. A social system must have a sufficient proportion of its actors. These actors 

must be sufficiently motivated to act according to the requirements of its role system. The social 

system must also be adapted to the minimum needs of the individual actor. The systemm~st secure· 

sufficient participation of its actors also. It means, it must motivate them sufficiently to the perfor

mances which are necessary for the social system to develop or to persist. The act and actor are 

complementary to each other. The actor has to act according to the roles assigned to him. This he 

learns through the process of socialisation. The social system limits and regulates the needs and also 

actions of the actor. T)lis, the system does through social control; 

(iii) The Role and Status. The social system fovolves the participation of actor in a process of 

interactive.relationship. This participation has two aspects : (i) the role aspect, and (ii) the statu's 

aspect. Role denotes the functional significance of the actor for the social system. Status denotes the 

place of the actor in the social system. 

·. An actor has a high or low status in a social system and he has a definite role to play. Different . 

roles associated with the same status are properly integrated in the ,system. The actors are distributed 

between different roles. This process of distribution has been called by Parsons "all~cation". Proper 

.allocation of roles between actors minimises pr0blems for the system. The allocation of roles is 

related to the problem of allocation of facilities. ProbJem.::0f facilities is actually the problem of 

power because possession of facilities means to have power:-'-'economic or political. · · · 

Thus; a social system -faces the problems of proper allocation .of<roles, proper allocatjon of 

facilities and rewards and proper allocati0n o~ economic and political power. If this allocation is 

properly made it may preserve itself, otherwise, it may disintegrate. · 

11. MECHAN_ISM OF SOCIAL aYSTEM 

Social system)s a system of interdependent a<:tion processes. But the tendencies of the indi

viduals are such that they may alter the established sratus of sQcial system. This may disturb the 

established interaction process of the system. It is, therefore, essential tqat some proper mechanisms 

are applied for maintaining the equilibrium betw.een the various prpcesses of social interaction. 

These mechanisms have been classified by PersorJs into two categ~ries : 
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(1) Mechanisms of socialisation, and 
(ii) Mechanis~s of social control. 

Basic Sociological Terms 

(1) S!>cialisation. ~oc.ialisation is a process whereby an individU<ll leams to adNst with the 
conventional pattern of socialbehaviour. He learns to adjust himself with the social situations 
c0nforming with social norms, values, and· standards. This process is not confined ~the child 
~alone.1t_goes on throughout life. ~ome of the princip!ll aspects of socialisation are known as rearing, 
sympathy, identification, imitation, social teaching, suggestion, practice and punishment. 

(il) Social control. Social control co~sists of the mechanis1,11s whereby the society moulds its 
members to conform to the approved pattern of social behaviour. According to Parsons, there are 
two types of elements which exist in every system. These are integrative and disintegrative. The 
function of social control is to eliminate' those elements which bring disintegration and create prob
lemsfor integration; Besides, in every society, there is a system ofrewards for conformative behavi®r 
and punishments for deviant behaviour. Deviant behaviour tendencies may also constitute one of the 
prinl(ipal sources of change in the structure of the social system. 

12. LEVELS OF SYSTEMS 

The term 'Social System' is used in sociological studies to denote different levels of systems. 
G.R. Leslie, R.F. Larson and B.L, Gorman have spoken of four levels of systems. They are of the 
opinion that social systems differ according to the number of participants in them, and the kinds of 
relationships that exist among those participants . .The four levels of systems are as follows : 

(i) Groups. Groups are social systems in which participants are conscious of their member
ship in the system. They are also aware of the boundaries of groups. It means they know who are 
members and who are not. They are conscious of interaction as it affects· them and their co
participants. Finally, the members share values, goalstowards which they strive. The groups act and 
have purposes or goals, just as individuals do. · 

(ii)·Organisations. In some kinds of social systems larger than groups-the members are not 
necessarily conscious of the interaction among them. Further, the system itself may not have a con
sciousness as such. Such systems are caiied organisations. 

Ex. Two economic classes which are in conflict as constituting a system. Big business compa
nies engaged in competition for getting the shares of the market as constituting a system, et;;;. 
Organisations may have members who are acting consciously and are enacting roles. But the 
organisation itself should not be personified. The organisation acts but it is not conscious. 

· (iii) Society. The largest and most nearly independent social systems are called 'societies'. 
ldeally, societies are substantial collections of people living in neaPisolationJrom other such collec
tions of people (or societies): Itis true that in reality no social system can be completely independent. 
The term 'society' has~almost come.to mean the 'nation state'-India, America, Japan, etc. 

(iv) Supra-National Systems. Above the national systems we find 'Supra-national systems'. 
In modem times, forces such as trade, war, travel, communication, politics are world-wide. The 
bound.aries of formerly independent societies have become unclear.Supra-national systems are coin~ 
ing into existence. In sociological studies, the term social system is very rarely Qsed to denote the 
'supra-national systems'. · 

13; SOCIAL ACTION 

The word '.action', or 'behaviour', is more a psychological category and it has been studied by 
many psychologists as a basic unit of their study. But the term "soeial action" is used by both social 
psychologists and sociologists. Many have regarded sociaL"action as the proper unit ofobservation in 

· social sciences. In sociology it was Max Weber who explicitly used and emphasised social action as 
the basis for theory. Talcott Parsons has elaborately dealt withthis concept in his famous work 
'Structure o/Social Actionr; A modifl~d version of the Pars~nian concepf~f so~ial ~ction has been 
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provided by Kingsley Davis. It may he considered here. 

"Action is social when the actor behaves in such a manner that his action is intended to influ-
ence the actions of one or more other persons". -Duncan Mitchell 

Elements of Social Action 

As mentioned by Kingsley Davis, Parsons speaks-of four elements of action. In our analysis of 
the action ofa single individual these four inseparable factors are to be kept in mind. They are: (i) an 
actor, (ii) an end, (iii) a set of conditions, and (iv) a set of means. These four factors are only 
analytically distinct and no one can analyse a social action in its proper perspective without knowing 
these elements. · 

1. Actor 

Social action presupposes the existence of an ac!or who initfates action. He is the agent of 
action. Here we refer to the 'ego' or 'self of the actor concerned rather than to his body. The 'ego' 
then is the subjective entity that possesses awareness and ha,s experience. It makes decisions and 
holds together past events and imagines the future ones. To the self the body is only a condition for 
attaining ends. The self or 'ego' is an emergent quality characteristic of highly integrated 01.:ganisms 
such as man. With his capacity for symbolic communication man can judge himselfas others judge 
him. 

Those who study human life must pay sufficient importance to the internal subjective experi
ence which accompanies his behaviour. Not only the external. events that affect the human body 
must be known but more than that, one must discover the way in which the individual perceives 
them. "The way a person perceives his world; the way he feels and thinks. is an indispensable clue to 
his beNaviour. True, it is the organism which behaves, but it is the ego which acts;'. - K. Davis 

2.End 

The 'end' which motivates action is another important element. It has reference to the future, 
to a state ofaffairs which does not exist now. The end is "that part of the future state of affairs which 
would not eventuate if the actor did not want it and did notexert himself to attain it." 

The act comes to a finish when the end is attained. When one erid is attained aQother end may 
crop up in its place which may initiate a new line, ofaction. Thus each person's behayiour consists of 
an interrelated series of acts. The end may be conscious or unconscious. We cannot say that all, 
human activities are motivated invariably by some ends. But it could be$aid that all actions that are 
social' in character ha ye 'ends'. · 

An end is not just a resultant. If something is going to happen regardless of the actor's interven: 
tion, it cannot be called end. The end presupposes the desire to attain it and exertion for the same. 
Example: A local jeweller may want the price of the gold to go up suddenly. Butwh.ether or not the 
price will increase, is beyond his control. Hence the sudden increase in the price of the gold i!} not, 
from our point of view, his end. But ifhe starts hoarding gold immediately with the assumption that 
if its price increases he will get m~ximum profit, then it can be said that maximising the profit is his 
end. If things go as Ber his expectation, it is partly because, he has acted to attain his end. 

The end are chos~n by the individual. The choice of ends is based on values. A v~lue is that 
which i~ considered desirable, worthy of being pursued. The source ofthe value lies chiefly in the 
sentiments. In making the choice of the ends the actof is influenced-partly by his sentiments, and 
partly by organic needs. The end is thus the particular application of a sentiment or value to a given 
situation as perceived by the actor. · 

3. Conditions 

the presence of end cannot ensure that there will be no obstacles in the path of its.realisation. 
The conditions that surround the individual will determine whether he will achieve the encl_ or pot. 
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The conditions are actually the obstacles in the way of the realisation of an end. According to K. 
Davis, "the concept of action clearly implies that obstacles can be overcome." The insuperable 
obstacles are called 'conditions. 'They set th,e stage for action to take place. Example: If a Mangalorean 
wants to reaeh Bangalore he has to travel the distance. The distance as a given condition is unalter
able. He cannot make a compromise with it. He cannot make an appeal to Bangalore to come near 
him. But he has to find out means for the realisation ofhis end. 

The conditions imposed on the actor may be both external and internal. The physical environ
ment and society or social laws represent external conditions, whereas individual's inner capacity 
indicates internal conditfon. One's ownpersonality may set a condition on what one can attain. 
Example: An individual may aspire to become a great singer, but his voice may not permit it. An-

, other person may aspire to have, two wives, but the social laws may not permit it. In brief, the 
conditions that° limit our a~tainment of ends stem from three sources: physical environment, innate 
capacity, and society. · 

4.Means 

The end can be achieved only with the application of some means. Diffe~nt situations may 
provide for different ends. In some situations simple means such as speech may be enough, while in 
some others, elaborate means such as educating the illiterate masses, may be required. Often the 
same end is attainable by more than one means, by providing the actor considerable choice. Due to 
this choice the actor may make an error, for the means chosen by him may not be most efficient ones. 
This may contribute to an element of uncertainty in action. 

What appears to be a 'means' for one actor may prove to be a 'condition' for another. In the 
same situation, for example, one may feel privileged to tell a lie while another may feel obligated to 
ten. the truth. For a city man who knows driving a vehicle may be useful too or m'eans but for a 
primitive man, it_ may be an obsfacle,that is, a condition. Whether or not a given part ofa situation is 
a means or a condition depends much on the actorhi_mselfand not upon .the part as such. 

What is a means in one situation may be a goal in another. If a man intends to purchase a 
vehicle he may adopt the means of saving a part of his salary. Here, his saving money becomes an 
immediate goal and for reaching that goal budgeting the salary may be adopted as means. But actu
ally his attempt at saving money is only a means towards the realisation of his final goal, that is, 
purchasing the vehicle. The actor's total behaviour is thus a complicated network of interrelated 
means and ends. 

14. TYPOLOGY OF SOCIAL ACTION 

The concept of' Social Action 'is fundamental to Weberian sociological analyses. In fact, Weber 
conceived of sociology as a comprehensive science of social action. Human society is understood as 
a network of social actions. Weber has given a typology of social action which may be briefly 
examined here. Weber makes a distinction between fout types of social action; namely: 

(i) Zweckrational action, or rational (lction in relation to a goal; 
\ . ' . 

(ii) Wertrationalaction, or rational action in relation to a value; 

(iii) Affective or emotional action, and 
(iv) Traditionalaction. 

(i) Zweckrational Action. This is actually a rational action in relation to a ~oal. It is comparable 
to Pareto's"logical action"~ In this type of action the actor conceives his goal clearly and combines 
means with the intention ofattaning it. Weber here defines rationality only in tenTi:s of the knowl
edge of th~ actor and not in terms of the observer, as Pareto dQes. Examples: The action of the 
su_rgeon who is conducting an operatien, the general of the army who wants to win a victory in war, 
the author who is writing to publish a book and so on. 
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(ii) Wertrational Action. This is actually action in relation to a value. The action is rational not · 
because it seeks to attain a goal, but because there is a value behind the goal. Example: The brave 
captain in a war goes do'wn in water with his ship fighting the battle till the last. He is not prepared to 
abandon the sinking ship for he considers ,it as dishonourable. For the captain his 11ctiori is rational 
because he:wants to remain faithful to his own idea orvalue ofhorioui". 

(iii) Affective Action. Affective· action is one which is dictated immediately by the state of 
mind. In this type of action more than rationality emotions play a dominant role. Example: In a fit of · 
anger the mother may beat the child, on hearing the news of his failure in examination the student 
may commit. suicide, due to disappointment in love affairs one may take to drinking intoxicating 
,:Qrfuks, etc. In these instances of action there· is no reference to a goal or system o~values. 

(iv) Traditional Action. This kind of action is dictated by customs and beliefs. One may be
come quite habituated to act in .accordaitce with c1,1stomliry ways. In such customary ways of acting 
it is not necessary for the actor to, imagine a goal, or be conscious of a value, or be stirred by an 
immediate emotion. The actor irµplicitly obeys his impulses that have become conditioned. Ex
ample: Students getting up impulsively from their seats to show respect to the teacher when he enters 
the classroom. The priest following the. customary ways of worshipping in. a temple in the 'Presence 
of devotees. 

·Importance of the Typology 

According to Raymond.Aron, Weber's classification of social action is important for the fol-
lowing reasons: . . . · 

( z1 Weber defined sociology as the science of social action. The typology of action is thus an 
abstract conceptual tool to understand man's behaviour in the social world. His classification of 
types of authority (rational, legal, traditional and charismatic) is also based on this typology. 

(iz) Weber has called sociology a comprehensive s¢ience of social action. He has placed much 
premium on comprehension. This is also reflected in his conception of social action and its typology. 
Weber's aim is to know the meaning each man gives to his own conduct, or action. He does not 109k 
at social action from observer's point of-view, but from·the subjective point of the actor himself. 

(iii) His classification helps us t9know Weber's interpretation of the contemporary era. Ac
cording to Weber, the modem soci¢y is tending towru;ds more and more rat¥>tialisation. Modern 
economic enterprises, technologidl inventions and bureaucratisation, etc., indic~te the same trend. 
''The Society as a whole ten~s towards Zweckrational organisation: .... ". 

(iv) Finally, ~e classification reveals the heart of Weber's.philosophical thought. He was inter
ested in "the relations of solidarity or independence between science and politics". For example, he 
was interested in the question, "What is ideal type of the political ma(l? The ipeal type of the scien
tist? How can one be both a politician and. a professor?" The question was for him, as Aron points 
out, personal as well as philosophical.·According to Weber,. it could be said, that the scientific behaviour 
is combination of rational action i.n retation to a goal and also a value. "The value is truth, the 
rationality iS that of the rules of logic and research .. .''. 
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ROLE AND STATUS 

The Coneept of R<~le: Meaning and Nature-Social Status: Meaning,. Definition and 
Nature-Th'e Orgain;ation of Statuses-Status and Office-Prestige, Esteem atld Rank-Powel" 
and Position-Ascribed and Achieved Statuses: Ascribed Status and its Bases~Sex, Ages, 
Kinship and 0.thet Bases-Achieved Status-Inte"elationship of Ascribed andAchie.ved Sta
tuses. 

The human society exhibits an 'order' because the social relations of its members and their 
activities are normally integrated. The varied needs of the members of society can. be fulfilled' oniy . 
when they are perpared to work together by co-ordinating .their energy talents, time and their strength 
and weakhesses. They realise by their common sense and experience that no one. can satisfy alt his 
ends and desires by himself; They also cQme to understand that no oQe in society can do the work of 
all and all are not prepared and equipped to .qo some particular task Members of socie,ty occupy . 
different places and discharge different responsibi!ities in the mutual interest of all.· Thus the co
ordination of division oflabour is;achieved primarily through the'assignment_ of duties and rights to,, ' 
positions or statuses. Society itselfis a network of such statuses. Each status has a set of expected 
behaviours called 'roles'. By providing for such 'roles' associated with each status, the many things 
which .a society w:ant~ done will b_e distributed among p~ople and groups in an agreed manner. This 
contributes to th~ orderliness in society .. Thus, s,tatuses and roles constitute an important element in 
social structure. ' ' · · 

1. THE CONCEPT OF ROLE OR SOCIAL ROLE. 

Meaning of Role 

I According to Young and;Mack, "A role is the function of a status". 
2. Robert Bierstedt says that a "role is the_ dynamic -or the behavioural aspect of status.,; .. A 

rofo is whatan individual does in the status he occupies". · · . 
3.·Duncan Mitchell writes that '"a social role is the expected behaviour associated with a social 

position. . · · 
4. For Kingsley Davis role refers to "the m'a,nner in which a persoq actually carries Qut the 

requirements ofhis position".. · · · 

Nature of Role 

An analysis of 'sociafrole' would reveal to us the following things·. 
L Every individual member ofsocfal group or society iS bound to,play social roles. It means 

role;,pi-1.lying is obligatory for all members. The number_~froles that one plays depends on the sta~ 
tuses'th~t he assumes. 

122 
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2. Some sociafroles are shared by a great many people. Ex.: There are many adults, citizens, 
voters, a~thors, ministers,._ teachers, and SO. on; , ' I 

'3 . .some social roles ~e enacted only by i9ne or by comp~tively afewindi~duals at a particu
lar tittle in.a particular place. Ex: In India, there can only a few governors at a time depending upon 

· the number ofstates. . . · ' · .. · 

. 4. Some social·roles may be assumed voluntarily. The individul may 'choose to enact' or not 
enact certain roles. Ex: one may choose. to live in city as city dweller, play as a bowler iri' a cricket 
team,join ayoluntary association and play the role.of-its executive member or not. 

, S. The assumption of certain roles is largely involuntary. The enactment of many such roles 
has to take place continuoiisly. Example: Females will have to continuously enact the roles of fe: .. 
9l1lles,males,ofmales, whitei; of whites, Harjijans OfHarijans, and so on. They are ~.chang~able. 

Interrelationship between Rolesand Statuses 

· . . (a).1'.he terms 'role' and 'status' are interrelated~ A status is simply a position in 'sodety·or 
, in a group. A 'role •·is the be}lavioural aspect of status .. Statuses are occupied and roles are played. A' 
, role, is the nianrier in which a given indi.vic;lual fulfills the obligatiOJ'lS of a status and pnjoys its 
privileges and prerogatives. A position or status is simply the means ol identifying a particular social : · 

·. role. The iwo .terms are,qften used irtferchangeably. For example, ~e position of 'advocate' identi
. fies .a particular body ofexpected behaviour or the role of advqQate. 'To define a social role is actually 
· to define the essentjal or.mininialfeatu:res of the expected behaviour or role. Stricty, from the socio
logical point ofview', tp define a social position completely means to define Or to indicate its (status) . 
entire role prescriptions.· In this way these two 'terms 'position/ or status and role are only analyti- . 
,tally separable. . . . . . 

· .· (b)Role is a 'relational ter_m. Anfudividual plays a rol,e vis-a-Vis another person'i; rote which_ 
.is attached to a :Jc-ounter~position •. For exarn,ple, an·apvocate plays his ~9le as advocate in relation to ·· 
tl:ie client's.role; Role concept.is rcrlevantatthe level of individual when h~ is _in inter11;ction. l3eca1:1se, 
it is. ~ntiiVid'!lals; rtotorgan:isatioils; insf~tutions, or sub-systems; who play rQles and o~cupy positions. 

· .. . (cl·'R_ofo' and ~-status'..:..in a way point out the divergent biterests of the two s.cielices-social ·· 
. psychoiOgy.arid·s()ciolOg>r. Stanis is a soc;ological 1;oncept and a.sociological phenomenf>n.'On'the. ·. 

contrary, r~le is aiconcep(and a phenomencm-Of social psychology. ,Individual differences in person-· . 
. ality, ability, talents and behavi9urcan aJprie explain .as to why different individuals play differen~· 

roles in the same ~tatµs. For exarriplei though the stattis of Prime Minister has been the same for, 
Pimdit Nehru, Lal Bahadur Shastri, Indira. Gandhi and Rajiv Gandhi.. '.They have played different 
roles in that status. · · · · · · 

.. . (ti) Botlrstatus: and ~ole are dynamic .,nd constantly cha11ging. · ,Hence, role changes wiih 
each new incumbent in .a status. The status changes as the nonns ·attached to it are altered. It is quite·· 
likely that in course of,time, new obligations and new responsibilities 111ay be addecho a ~tatus or. old 
ones may be removed. Sometimes more rigorous role playing may ~pand the functi<?nsof a stitiUs.c 
Similarly, these functions may change due to.the newly felt needs of the system of which status .. is a. 

· part .. For exatnpl~, wh;en an associatiOn incre~ses iri size,, its office-bearers may acquire ne"'. duties., 
or new statuses may be ~.stablished. Thus, both status and role are dyn!ilmic ~lemertts i~ the 'life ofa· 
society. Bu~ the·s.tatUses are cultural and roles are behavioUral fo nature. . 

(e) Though statuses and roles are correlative phenomena; It is possib'te to have one without the.· 
other •. A .status without a· role may simply denote.an ullfllled position in an association. For example, 
when the Vice-Chancellor.ofa University resigns it.may.take some time to find a suitable successor 
for ,;t:he post. During~ time gap the duties of the Vice-Chancellor lllay be looked into by so~e .of · 
,-ru~_istants. These_a~..si~t&;;e.an never . ..enjoy,privileges..QfJhe stat!Js o.fYk:e~Chanc:e11or.· - - . 

· . hUlie:sam.e:~ner,..;t~¢eofte~y~d ~thout QC.C..up.Vfn~a.:~tat'UBJ;Gf-~'pl~. •amother · · · 
,~~U>fiiurse wheria:me~betof het1ti:inu(risill. NW:se ia..a..:St~w_$:itrlfospita1; but.in home 

'' 
" 
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it may be a role. Similarly, some are known as good pi:acticaljokers. Still they do not occupy the 
status of clown. Clown is a status only in the circus. 

(/) As Robert Bierstedt has pointed out, in a fonnal sociological language a status may be 
called an institutionalised role. It is a role that has become regularised, standardised, and formalised 
in the society at large or in any specific association with society. The' structure of society consists of · 
statuses and not roles. "It is statuses, together with norms, that give order, predictability and even
possibility to s0cial relations". 

Role Behaviour 

'Role bel,aviour' refers to the way in which a certain individual fulfills the expectations of his 
role. According to T.M. Newcomb, 'role b~haviour' refers to as:tualbehaviour as distinct from the 
role itself. T.R. Sarbin uses the term 'role enactmf{iit' to refer to role behaviour. Example: The statUs 
of an engineer ranks above that of a foreman. The engineer's role includes the expectatio11s that he 
tells the foreman what to do. But the role behaviour of engineers may vary considerably. Engineer 

· Mr. Gupta gives specific orders and in a pleasant voice, while engineer Mr. Mehta gives v~cy general 
instructions and in a harsh to.ne. The difference between them stems. out from neither status nor role;. 
but from role behaviour. 

Role behaviour is influenced by·some factors. It means some factors make an iriaividual to do 
less or rqore than· what. is expected of hitn i~ a status. First~, role, behaviour depen~-on the efforts 
th1;1t one puts in a1;1 an occupant of a status. He. may or "may not put proper efforts ill:f:hat-direction due 
tQ.some orthe other reason. Secondlf, role behbViour·dep.ends on thefeeling oJ;JJbligation that one 
has towards the normative aspect of the status. J'.:or example, depending up0,P,..the strong or weak 
obligation that an indivjdual may do his work and play his role as a father. Thirdly, role behaviour is 
also affected by one's holding of other positions or statuses with rights aJ!<fobligations attached to 
them. The role requirements of different statuses make it almost impossible for the individual who 
assumes various statuses to do 'justice' to all. Individuals who sorrrehO\v try to lead a balanced life 
make lot of co~promises with their obligations. Thus a labourer who is capable of showing a better 
performince wiH,1rot do that because of his membership with the trade union which has advocated a 
go-slow policy. Finally, role behaviour differs with the capacity of the individuals which is deter
mined by both experience and by 'heredity. Experience involves~J.imulative learning in /previous 
situations and heredity influences the eff~t that experience has.-Por example, a mentally deficient 
person canrn:it ordinarily perform well the duties· of husband; teacher, advocate 'or legislator. On the 
other hand, a talented person may perform them much better than an average man. 

Role-taking 

In the. role analysis the concept of 'role-taking' has assumed importance. Role-taking or taking 
the role of the other, means that a person resptmds by putting himself mentally or imaginatively in 
.the role of the .other person in order to regulate his own behaviour. This he does only in view of 
~other's expectations and not necessarily in .the direction of conformity. Sociologists ·used the term 
'role~taking' in their discussionof'social illteraction', that is, when some behaviour isinitiated by · 
one actor and the reacti.on comes. to. it from other actors. / · · . 
. · . Role-taking is significant in the process of sociaiis~tion, that is, in the learning of social rates; 

Thf! idea ofrole-taking is fundamental to the theory of 'social self' establishedby the social psy
,chblogist G.H. Mead. The child becomes a social being by playing roles and taking the roles of other 
individuals. Here the term 'self' is profusely used in role literature. i:h.e term 'self' would,imply 
wJ1at ego thiriks he is as a person, that is,, how he sees hiiµself. A(Me~d has statedin .the develop
qfontof child's social self role-taking is of crucial importance atitwo stages: the eadi.er '.play' stage 
~nd the later 'g~mi>'-stage. Irt the former, the child takes the roles of other person~ stlch as' mother, 
fatb~~. teacher, milk.m~n. bus driver, !!tc., and plays .these roles individually. In the latter, the older 

. '.. ' . : '. : . . ' . . . ' 
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child can put himselfin the roles of a number of other positions simultaneously .. For example, in 

· playing a team game the child is able to play the game because ofits ability to imagine the roles of 

all, the other players. Mead used the expression 'generalised other' to refer to the other roles. 
\ 

Role Conflict 

Role conflict refers to the conflict experienced by the individual at the time of role playing. 

This ma/be experienced by the 'individual at two levels: (a) within his own body of roles, and (b) 

between his own roles and those of other actors. 

Firstly, an individual may experience conflict ifthere is a discrepancy between his perception 

of his role and his perception of his actual role behaviour. This cohflict may have harmful effects 

upon his self-image. For example, if a person finds a vast difference between-how he should act as 

a husband and hOwhe actually does behave-he may experience an inner conflict. In extreme cases, 

one may even become neurotic. 
. . I 

Secondly, an individual may experience conflicts within his own body ofroles. An individua~ 

may perceive some incompatibility between the role-requirements of tWo or more roles when he is 

playing them together. For example, one's role as a doctor may come into clash with one'srole as a 

husband or wife at home. The doctor is expected to serve the patients even during the non-working 

hours, if the.need arises. It is equally expected of the same person as a husband or wife to pay 

attention to . the needs. of the. family and, family .. members at least during the non-working hours. 

Conflicts of this kind arise only when the occupants in the counter-positions perceive the role ofthe 

individual concerned in a different w~y. Thus, the doc.tor experiences a conflict because, the doctor's 

wife has a different perception of h.¢1" husband's role. Similarly, a factory worker may experience 

conflict when his opinion of his duties and obligations as a worker differs from the opinions ofboth 

his employer and his union leader. · 

In a simple, culturally homogeneous and r(flatively 'immobile' society, there may be compara

tively less role conflicts .. But in a comparatively complex and heterogeneous social system role 

conflicts. have .increased a great deal. these have led to more ahd more group tensions a~ well as 

iindividual'd._iscomforts. 

2. SOCIAL ST;\TUS 

Meaning of Social Status 
Society is understood i# terms of the ne.twork of social ihteraction and interconnection. In ahy 

interaction situation we cannot expect every one to respond to the stimulus in the'same manner. 

Because everyone has his own separate identity which is already there even before entering the 

social situation.Example: A husband expects sexual response from his wife, but other II,len have no 

such right to expect such a response from her. Similarly, patients expect treatment for th.eir diseases 

from the doctors, students.expect clarification for their.doubts in lessons from their teachers, and so 

on. Thus, everyone.enters a social situation with an indentity. This identity refers to his position or 

status. 

Definitions 

1. According to Duncan Mitchell, social status refers to "the position occupied by a person, 

family, or kinship group in a social system relative to others. This determines rights, duties and othe( 

behaviours, including the nature and extent ofthe relatfonships with persons ofother statµses'. 

2. Ralph Linton says that "status is the place in a particular system, which a certainjndividual 

occupies at a particular time". · 

3. Robert Bierstedt is of the opinion that "A status is simply a position in society or in a group .... the · 

status is the position afforded by gi:oup affiliation, group membership, or group organisation. !t is 

'set' in the structure of the group or of the society before a given individual comes along to occupy 

it". 
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4. For Morri!i Ginsberg"A status is a position ina social group or grouping, a relation to other 
positions held by other individuals in the group or grouping". 
Nature of Status 

1. Exte:rmll symbols to identify the status. As Kingsley Davis has said, a person's identity in 
a social situation reveals his status. Though not always certain external symbols help the identifica
tion ofone;s statuses in society. The style of dress is one such indicator. Soldiers and army officers, 
nurses, doctors, advocates, policemen, religious missionaries, priests wear different dresses. Their 
statuses could be understood by means of their dresses. The various badges the policemen, and the 
army officials wear further pin point their status. Sex status of men and women could be ascertained 
with;the help of the dress that they wear. In some societies married and unmarried persons, the old 
an~fyoung, the merchants and craftsmen wear different costumes. This kind ofidentification has its 
limitations because some unauthorised persons may wear certain type of costumes for fun; fashion 
or for cheating. . 

2. Every status has its own rights, duties and obligations. The nature of these rights and 
duties is 'decided by the normative system of society. A right is a legitimate expectation that one can 
entertain as an occupant of a status in relation to the behaviour ofa person in another position. From 
the viewpoint of another person their claim represents only an obligation. For example, it is the right 
of an employer to expect a particular behaviour from his employee and it is the obligation of the 

. employee to J?ehave in the so desired manner. Similarly, it is the right of an employee to expect some 
rewards for his labour from his employer, and it becomes the obligation; but it becomes a duty on the 
partofthe employer to give the rewards to the employee. Thus, 'rights' and 'obligations' are only 
different definitions of the same relationship. 

3. Social statuses are governed by norms. These norms vary with persons, situations and 
statuses; even though they are believed to be common to all. For example, the norms like' be honest', 
'be truthful' etc., are believed to be common to all. But in practice we kn.ow that a doctor cannot 
always tell the tnith to the patient regarding the state of his disease .. Similarly, a merchant cannot 
practise honesty always in his trade. Thus norms are always relative to situations. Which norms 
apply in a given case depends upon the relations between the statuses of the interacting persons and 
the situations in which they interact. 

4, One individual may have several statuses. Sincesociety can be understood as the network 
of statuses, it is quite natural that in every society we find a large number of groups which have many 
statuses. Every individual occupies many such statuses. His.status will differ with the tYf>e of group. 

In a modem complex society each individual during the course of a single day maffind him
self ih a large number of statuses. Example: A college student may be a student to his teachers, a 
customer to the shopowner, a depositor to his banker, a passenger to the bus driver, a brother to his 
sister, a son to his father and mother, a §ecretary to the members of the cricket club, a male to all 
females, a patierit to his doctor, and so on. It means the individual occupies the statuses such as 
student, customer, depositor, passenger, brother, son, secretary of the cricket club, patient and many 
such statuses iMhe course of a single day. It becomes thus impossible to enlist all the statuses that 
each one is likely to occupy at one time or other in the course of his entire life. Of course, in smal,ler · 
and simpler societies an individual can have only a fewer statuses. 

S. Statuses exercise an influence upon the careers of individuals. The behaviour of indi
viduals can be understood only by understanding the .. statuses that they assume in their respective. 
groups or societies. fot\example, ari Eskimo cannot.think of becoming a nuclear physicist because 
i;uch a .statUs is not there in:his society. Similarly, no American boy at present wants to become a 
witch~qoctor because there is no such status in h.is society. , . 

· 6. Statuses differ with their degree of importance. Some statuses are more important than 
others deciding the position of an individual in society. Different societies have different criteria 

/ 
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for deciding the importance of statuses. Sociologist E.T. Hiller has made use of the con'Cept of' key 
status' to denote a man's position in society. In most of modem industrial societies, for example, 
'occupatiofial status' has become the 'key status', It mostly influem~es his various other statuses. In 
some societies, kinship ~tatuses, religious statuses or even-political statuses may be more important 
arid hence become 'key statuses', In India, caste status and occupational status may be more impor
tant. Russians may attach moreweightage to political status and so on. In primitive societies age, sex 
and kinship statuses are important than others. 

1. Statuses add to social order and social stability. We are all born into a society in which the 
.statuses are already there. They are the part ofthestructure of our seciety. We are not creating them 
afresh. Tli.e statuses of farmers, soldiers, teachers, clerks etc., a,re not our creations. In exceptional, 
cases some may find out new ways and new paths of living and thus may create new statuses1: Like 
other elements of culture, statu~, which is cultural item, is also dynamic. Some statuses, may, in 
course of time, become obsolete, and disappear from the social structure. But most of the individu
als, in most of the cases occupy statuses that are already there established in the societies in which 
they are born. 

8. Social status has a hierarchical distribution also. All the statuses in society are not equally 
distributed among alL Thus a_ few persons occupy. the highest positions while the majority assume 
the so called 'Qrdinary' statuses. The theoretical assumption behind the distribution of the statuses is 
that the statuses are determined competitively by the possession of abilities relative to.the ,demand 
for abilities in society. Thus, it could be said in the competitive struggle those who posses's greater 
abilities and qualities. assume higher statuses in society. But in·. actuality, the . relation between th~ 
possession of abilities and the assumption Ofhighc~r stafuses has hot been found to be invariable. The 
factors such as private property, ,inheritance, social services; etc., all modify the form of the distribu
tion of statuses. 

3. THEORGANISATIONOFSTATUSES 

Every individual in society occµpies many differe11t statuses: As an occupant pf these statuses 
he has. to fulfil his obligations and duties towards others in the counte~ positions. Hence in the 
interest of the individual and the s6:ciety itis essential that these statuses.get integrated or organised 
properly. · ' 

Sometimes we recognise a particular indiyidual as· an occupant of a particular status even 
though he may be an occupant of severalother statuses at the sameJime. We also speak of the stafus 
or the social position of a given· individual by which we im.ply the sum to(q) of his specific statUses 
and roles. Exqmple: We may speak of Mr, X asa good advocate or Mts. Y as a renowned dancer; 
Here we implicitly accept that the person concerned has many statuses and we are-pointing out only 
one of them for a particular reference. 

The statuses· that an individual occupies and the roles that he plays constitute an. essential 
element in his personality. The time; enetgy and abi\jty that an individual has, are very much limited. 
He must achieve results and satisfy needs. For this the system of his statuses m.ust be integrated to 
some extent. Otherwise, he may feel unhappy. His per8onal efficiency, confidence and contentment 

· also depend on the integration of his ·various soCial positions. · · 
From the societal point of view, the total system of statuses in the entire society or group must 

be, integrated to some reasonable extent. The very existence of society depends on such an integra• · 
tion. Norrri!'llly, occupational, familial, religious, political and other statuses are built in such a man
ner. that they provide, scqpe for such an integration through an interlocking system of rights and 
obligations. What is to be noted is that the system of statuses remains permanent .while those who 
occupy thes¢ statu'se,s may get-·changed. For example, In the economie'system of a: society; 'em~ 
ployer-employee' stl;ltuses and roJes are designed by the society. In actualify,these·statµses and roles 

, remain permanent though the occupants of these statuses may differ markedJy: Thus, forthe srrtooth 
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functioning of the society it is essential that its i.nriumerable statuses are properly organised or inte-
grated. . . 

4; STATUS AND OFFICE 

The terms' 'status' and 'office' are interrelated. The te.:.U 'status' designates a position.in the 
general institutional system ofa society. Since such an institutional system which is qiore evolved in 
nature is recognised and supported by.the entire society and rooted in the folkways and mores, the 
status associated with it, is also well recognised .. Example: In the institutional system of university 
we recognise the statuses of'professor', 'dean of arts faculty~, 'vice-chancellor', 'registrar' etc. 

. The term 'office', on the other hand, designates a positfonin a purposefully created organisation. 
This organisation'may be governed by specific rules in a limited group. The position in the organisation 
which is called 'office' is generally achieved and not ascribed. Example: The 'master carpenter of 
Southern Timber Company", 'dean of the faculty of arts of the University ofMangalore',etc. 

It is quite obvious that holding an office, may, at the same time, give an individual, a statils. 
The kind of status it gives depends upon the importance of the organisation of which office is a part. 
The status also depends on the importance of this particular office within the organisation. Example: 
An inspector general ofpolice and a circle inspector though both occupy' a place in police depart
ment ~ave wide difference in their rartking. Depending upon their rank their positions offer them 
different statuses. · 

It is afso quite. likely that an individual may acquire a certin office because of his access to a. 
particular status. Statistics have proved that the sons of pro(essiortal pe~ple and businessmen have· a 
greater.chance ofsecurlng high positions and offices than the sons oflaboui'-class people. 

These two kinds of social positions, that is~ .status and office, are necessarily interrelated and 
1 interdependent For ex!llllple, occupational position may be both a status and an.office. It appears a:s 
a 'status' from the standpoint of the general public, and sounds like an 'office' from the vieW:point of 
the particular business company or agency. 

. '• . . 

5.'PRESTIGE,, ESTEEM AND RANK 

People in every s'ociety have their 6wn evaluation of ~e statuses. They may consider a status as 
'good' Or 'important' or 'difficult' Or 'routine' or 'filthy' qr 'crimijial' and SO, on; 'they' have some 
ju<lgement based on the norms of soeiety about-the degree of desita:bility ofthe status. ·If.his .evalua'" · 
tion of the statusjs called ~prestige'; The evaluation. of an individual's role behav@r in status which 

·-· -he occupies is called 'esteem'. · 

People always tend to rank positions and attach an invidious va}ue to them almost independent 
·of their occupants. Most of the ll!_dians may believe that the status of the mayor of a city corporation 
·is more desirable than that of street sweeper. They do not take into accoun_t the particular pers0n wl):o 
is .occupying the status nor the inanner of his performance in that status. The ·judgement of tlie 
s~tuses is so important that some may feeli\urt if their 'statu~' is n()t properly recognised. Because, 
people give much importance to the prestige a~ociated with status. For exainple, the office superin
tehdentof a big college may feel insultea if he is 1mi.staken for a se,(ipnd division clerk in the college. 
He cannot tolen1.te pe9ple who damage the prestige'-asspeiated with his status~ . 

. . The same peopte attach another,kind of\'.fdue to the individu~l depending upon the ntture of 
'bis,performance as an occupant of a particular, status. This eva1uati.'on of his role is call.ed 'esteem'. A 
. p~on may be iri a status which has high prestige and-earn high esteem by means ()fbis role, behaviour 
,there~<(J:ulprestige does noten~ure e~teem. J'he alcoholic advocate,has low esteem even though he is. 
iii a status which has high pr~stige; the Qest clerk iµ an office may earn a high esteem even though lie 
<.>.Ccupies .a status which;has ioW,prestige~ Esteem is-always related to the expectations of a position. · 
But it is notattached fo the position-itself but to the success otfailure in carrying out the expectations 
of th~ position. . . .• 
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The esteem accruing collectively to individuals in a status can in course of time alter the pres
tige of that status. For example, if, over a period of years, only incompetent persons were made Vice
chancellors ofa University, the prestige of Vice~Chancellorship would suffer badly. Further, we 

. . I 

have a tendency to speak proudly of highly esteemed persons who occupy·the same status as we, 
because we feel that their presence raises the prestige of our position. . 

Ranking 

Ranking actually refers to the ranking of social positions or statuses (particularly occupational 
statuses). We know by our common observation that all statuses are not ranked equally. Some sta
tuses come to rank higher than others. There are several causes for/this: 

Firstly, personal characteristics and skills which are required to adequately fill a status is one of 
the causes; Example: Status of a University professor is ranked relatiyely higher. Because, this status 
requires greaier intelligence, the person in the status has to te~ch very complex subjects, has to 
control the students, etc. ·· 

Secondly, the amount of training that a status requires is another factor in ranking. The highest 
statuses (Example: the statuses of doctors, high court advocates, high army officials like major gen
eral, general etc., scientists etc.) that indicate high ranking, normally call for the greatest preparatio:n 
or training. 

Thirdly, the importance, the status has for the society is another factor in ranking. IBis is one 
reason why a judge holds a higher status and makes more money, than the clerk of the court. It is also 
a reason men have traditionally held a higher status than women, · 

Statuses which rank high in these three respects are usuatly rewarded with relativelrlarge 
amounts of wealth, privilege, and power. Wealth and power in tum, become additional factors which 
the members of society use in ranking status and granting prestige. 

6. POWERAND POSITION 

Power plays an importnat part inhuman behaviour. As Kingsley Davis says power refers to 
"the determination of the behaviour of otbers in accordance with one's own end". Accoring to We
ber, power refers to "the probability that one actor (individual or group) within .a social relationship 
will be in a position to carry out his own will despite opposition ..... ". Power, thus reflects one's 
ability to get one's wishes carried out despite opposition. It indicates one's ability to. influence the 
behaviour of other person( s). But it is more than influence. 

There. is an intimate relationship between the distribution of power and distribution of statuses 
and office. Power is not only associated with the status of office but also with the individual indepen~ 
dently of his position. An individual can acquire power through his position as well as.through his 
role. Example: In the traditional Indian family the husband by virtue ofhis position has some su

premacy over the wife. H.ence, normally h. e ex .. ,ercise.s power over her. But in :iiO. me cases in~llise. n. t 
and shrewd wives by virtue of their clever role performance have reversed the relations an~Jor®d 

' their husbands t.o play the subordinate role. In the same manner, some parents rnay fail to ekP.rcise 
power over their own children in spite of .their authority over their children. On the contr~ry, the 
children themselves may control them without any corresponding Office or status. 

Exertion of Power 

We may make a distinction between 'structural power' or 'positional power' and all,other 
kinds of power.:Tbe power that goes with authority becomes very evident when the behaviour is 
determined solely by pne's status or office. Exa~ple_: A father may exerci~ power over his son,, a 
teacher over his students, a master over his servant, aprime minister over his cabinet colle~gues, an 
army commander over spldiers, and so oµ: These indicate positional power. Other ways of exercis
ing power without an approved status or position may be called naked or unauthoris?d power. Ex-' 
amp!~: so111etimes film actors, bogus religious leaders may exe.rcise power over_stateleaders/oran 
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office. clerkmay exercise power over the principal and. so on. 

Soprce. ot Power 

Basic Sociological Terms 

Now it could be asked as to what is the source ofa man's.power in a given c11se. ·The answ~ is. 
clear. A part of the source of power is the person's statuses and office_itSelf. Anothetpal'.tlies in his. 
roles in these statuses and'office. The problem of$le source ofpo~er leads tO two' other questions:. 
(i) How does a particular indiviqlial occupy a given'Position.and thus enJortlk, authoritY and power · 
a_s_sociated with it? (ii) Why does the position carry the power thaf~t ,does? 'these 'questions will take 
us to a discussion on the two types of statuses: namley: ascribed stattiSes and 'achieved:statuses. ' 

7. ASCRIBED AND ACIIlEVED STATUSES 

, . There are two ways in which an individllal in socielycaJ! get his statris, th_ati~; through 'ascrip~ 
tion' or 'a~hievement'. Some statuses are inevitable for the indivi4u~ wMe bthers ·can be selee,ted 
,by him more or less freely. Linton uses the concepts of 'ascribed' 'll,rid' '.achieved' to refer to this 
distinction of statuses. Some statuses are 'ascribed' to individuids.while' others are achieved by them. 

. It is possible· to find in .some soCieties more of ascribe'd statuses· 'than achieved stittuses ·.and the 
converse. may be true in so¢e others. But strictly 'speaking, all tbe societies make use of both the 
principles-of ascription .and achievemen~-'-in providfng for the statuseB'of their members. 
(a) Ascl'lbed Status · . · , . 

' . ' . 

. Ascribed statuses are those .over which the individual has absolutely,no choice. they are d.e
\riye~ from membership in involuntary groups such as sex groµp, age group, racial group~ etc. A.i the 
begim,ting stages of socialisation itself the new bOm individual derives such ~tatuses. Virtually these 
statUSes are 'ascribed' to the individllal before knowing his poterttialities. These statuses defmitely · 
"determine-and limit the range of statuses". which he may subsequ~tly achiev~.or try tp·achie.ve. ' 
Statuses are ascribed mostly on th'e basis of following considerations. · 
1. Sex · 

·.·An in4ividual's sex is a highly visible1physiologicaf fact It appears at birth and remains fixed 
Jor life. Individuals are borri as either males or females lmd remain so for life. 'ijiis sex differenee is 
taken as . one• of the bases of ascribing status to. the, indiv~duals;. Some of the. achieved stanis~s _are·. 
influenced by this factor of sex. · · 

'1t ls--Wrong to assume that the inale.:femal,e division of statuses is mainly based on inhe.rent 
traits of men and wc;men. Because, biological· attributes cannot explain the behaviour differences of·· 

· me~ ll!ld women. Fuither, sociald,iffei;ences themselves are not. fixed ~ut they change ftvlll,~orte 
soci~ to another and.from one titiie t9 another. ~a11Zple: Among the Tchambuli people, wonien ilre 
·~e ~read-~amer8 wh~c;a.s men loo~ after househ.014 ~o~k .and sl'end time in combing hair, we~ng 
dt,fferent kinds of beads and other kmds1ofbeautificat10n. Among the Mundugumor people women; 
arid meri ,ate equally aggressive. Among the Trobriand ~slanders, excei)t f()r breast-feeding, alfthe 

.· .other tas~s-ofphild nU1'$ing are done by the father. In some tribes, .the father gives iraiiling to the sori . 
· in the art of dancing~ The~e clifferences carui~t .be explained by th~ biolagical attributes as. such. 
, . . . ·. In, reality, the assi~eni .c>f.:feimale staws' to women is milinly due to her 'c~ild~bearin$ • 

. fanction''. H~r ph>rsical _weatm,ess. and ~imitation ~ainly';~pring ;f,ror:n, this fac~. Won;ian is thµsforced . 
':to ¢atty the parasitic embryo in her'body for along time andnurseiflater when-ii.:ctmres out of her ' 

' • 1wom&=~~ is thus pro~~d .With sa,me taslcs that are compatible with rept-0ductidn.JJsllillly, though' ' 
. ~t;:(nvaf!ably~ s),\e is given task$ such as.keeping house, cooking; g~dening,~sewing; Q1akmg·p.dts· · 
ari(b~lc~~. -1'hes~ may fit in with her tasks Qf child-bearing and child-rearing. v err rarelywoµteP, 

. are assi~ed. the tasks that take them away from their h9me for a long time .•. ~d th~.e require heavy• 
,pb,ys,icahxertioil~ expos:Ure ~o bodily. injury •and sheer physfoal sQ-enstl!: For this. :rea:sop, ferriale · worr·· . · linfbmd ~ lhaD' tlia of.'· · · ·· · ·. tS~· .. , ....•• ·. ,, ~-·~, 
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Jn the modem compl~x societies the statuses assigned to women have changed greatly;' Still 
. some. divi .. · sion oflab.our b. ettw. een the sexes pe.rsists .. · In .the o_.ccu_ pati. 'ona_ I .sphere. to. day qtoughw. ·· oril ... en 
are not excluded they are handicapped in'C:ompetitfon against men in certian fields such as niedicin~. . . 
law, cc)llege: te'aching, factory work, defence, industry, etc. Certainly they are ex:cludect in:, workS 

. such- as coal mirtirig, structural steel work, tinderwatet tlinneling, etc. It means for womehi . thftir 
·. aseribed status~s limit theirattainmentfor achieved statuses. . . . . ' . 
_2.Age .. 

All societies recognise differences in statuses and roles related fo age. Lik~ sex, itis a definite 
·and highly visible physiological fact. Unlike sex, age cann.ot give rise to permanent lifetime,status~s~ 

·: ' . ., .. , . \, . . 
Age_ represents not static but a steadily changing condi_tion. The age relationship betwqm · giv~. 
persons, thatis, between father'aQd son, younger brother and elder brother, etc. remains fixe&through~ · 
. out life. But each living individual is subjectto different age status~ during his life span. ·Mbs:t ofJlle 
societies recognise five main:age statuses such as: iefancy, childhood, adolescence, adulthood arid·· .. 
old age. In some societies the unborn and the dead too are recognised as two peculiar age-periods 
which have their own importance. . · 

The,unbom may be believed to be the spirits of departed ancestors. Hindus think of the-unborn 
in a vague manner as the spirits of 'souls' of persons Who lived in previous inliamations or 'janmaEl'. 
The tpmsition from the status ofthe.unbbrn to the·status of the Jhring is marked by swne'kindQf 
cerenionies, S'ome taboos have surrounded the very event of birth.The Hindus, for example, obSerVe 
pollution for 11 days from the day of birth of the child. Ainong $e Chinese a:nd Greek~ ~e neW. boi-n 
child is recognised as a member of the society only after the relevant ceremonies are held. . . . 
. . Th~ transitioq from iefancy to childhQ(Jd is relatively smooth one and involves no social coth- . 

plication. But the change from childhood to adolescent period ~d then to adulthood.is of tremep~ 
dous importance. During this transitionlil period obvious. physiological and mental change~ dQ take 
place in the in(iividual.~J?:ie indivjdual who ltas b,een absorbin:~ culture now starts participat~ng inJit; 

. The change to adulthood is widelyrecQgnised in ceremony, custom and law; Jncspme communities 
'puberty rites' i:lfe observed; Jn ·so~t:' Spcieties marriage takes place soon after this change, though' in 
the .civilized soefoties it takes place lifter a long time:· - · · · 

Iqthe modem society, the transition from the childhood to adulthood involves great straiml (ck 
··the following reason:s, Firstly, the chlld becomes. an adult not when he is physiologically mature .but· 
socially mature. The physiological. maturation takes place long before the individual. is admitted 
·socially as an adult Secondly; man. is not all atonce considered socially as competent to ta:k~ u1r~)t 
kind of activity. Physiological maturation does n()t guarantee thatthe persol} is fit for anykind of. 
&Ocially impol't!lDt tasks. Thirdly, there' is no universally aecepted and publicly expressedpr0cedurcf . 
or step as such t9 declare that an individual has become an adri1t It becomes-ca inatter of private. 
definition~ in each family. Eourthly, there is .a long time; interval. between sexual ma~ty {ll:{d mar
riage. But this prolonged period of bachelorship and the c:tisapj>roval of pre-marital-sex retaiion~hip 

· that introduce an element. of sexual strain h11ve further complicated the period of adolescence .. 
The passage of individuaJs from adulthoQd to old age is n()t very tnuch visible. It va,hes witb·· 

ittdiyiduals alsp. Normally in oid age mental and physical powe~:·decline and dependen~ on ·oUters 
increases. Hence the range of thought and action· of the .old ~C,come very much limited .. The r9Ies 

. asSigtied tO the p1d ~lso·vary considerably fro~ society to society~ In. some 'societi¢s they are ~elieved 
of their work while in others they are made to work hard. }'he old may receive a high degree of' 
reverence in some societies su.ch as those oflndians, Chinese, Japanese, etc.; while theili 'cotinter
,Parts in. the West may not enjey that much of resp~ct. In e~treme cases, as it has beeQ among the. 

. Eskimos; the old may even be abandoqed and hence made to meet· de~. JI) some s0cieties., the 
~sjtion to old agesta:tus i~ socially disti11guished. Foti example, in:;Jap~,i,t was c.ustomaiy·rorth~ 
old .father to han<i over to the- sort his power in a fo~al manner to enter· a period of votuntary 

. i.1,t~t; 'f~e Hindu· ponee~t or-Jlanlipr.asfhashra~~ also t¢veals-the ·s~e--. 
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In settled cultures normally, an individual's power and prestige increases with age. The older 

persons seek to hold their power which they have enjoyed so far. Society too may expect their 

service especially for political and administrative purposes. They are able to hold their power be- · 

cause of a superiority which is based on knowledge and experience. The younger ones may appreci

ate th~s superiority or envy it. This superiority is definitely developed by the ascription of status on 

the basis of age in an organised society. 

,Not only the living individuals but also the dead are given a sta,tus in society. The main reason 

is the living are descended both physically and socially fronithe dead. The practice of ancestral 

worship clearly· indicates the recognition of the status of the dead. Among the Hindus, there is the 

ritual of' Shraddha' in which the dead are given some offerings. In sonie societies. the great deeds of 

the great rri~n are remembered. In this case, their status would indicate an achieved status". 

Finally, as Ralph Linton has pointed out, "In the case of age, as in that of sex, biological factors 

involved appear to be secondary to the cultural ones in determining the content of status." 

3. Kinship 

Kinship status reveals the individual's relation to his parents and siblings. The new born infant's 

status in the community is normally identified with that of the parents'. This ascription is highly 

arbitrary because thete is no necessary relation between the capacities of the parents and those of the 

offspring. Stupid parents may hav~ wise children and vice-ve,rsa. Still it is socially convenient to 

relate the child to the society through the parents. When the child is born the father and mother 

become responsible for it. They only socialise him in the initial stage. It is quite natural that the 

child's first status connection rests with the parents only. · 

. The child may take the status of parents soon after its birth as it is in the case of caste or race. 

But sometimes it may acquire the parental status sometimes later as it is in the case of succession or 

inheritance. The latter one is often referred to as the procei?s of "delayed ascription". Further, the 

child in its later life may seek to acquire some achieved statuses that are different from those of 

parents. The relative advantage or disadvantage that the child enjoys in securing these statuses are 

mostly provided by his parents. Example: the son of an upper-class man has greater advantages in 

making achievements in-academic field than the son of a poor-ciass man. This is also true in the case 

of open-class occupational placement. This is often referred to as "fluid ascription". Here the ele

ment of achlevement goes not completely dismiss the element of ascription. 

I tis true that a number ofimportant statuses of the child are dependent on the factor ofkinsqip. 

The ascription of citizenship, religious affiliation, and community· membership, for example, in 

most cases are, a matter of identification with parents. The class or the caste position is transmitted 

from parents to the child. 

Due to kinship ties the child acquires not only a status in larger society but also a position in the 

family. The child acquires the status as a son or doughter. To his parents' kinsmen he may be a 

grandson, a nephew, a brother, a cousin and son. Mutual rights and obligations go along with kinship 

connections. Even in the modem society, if not extended kinship ties, the immediate family ties 

remain socially important. In some societies much of social life is governed by thim. 

4. Other Bases of Ascription 

In addition to age, sex and kinship there are ai!:so other bases of status ascription. Since the 

individual manifests certain racial traits at the time of his birth itself, it is possible to ascribe him a 
, . ' - . I 

racial status. An individual has no choice about his place of birth. and hence his regional and na-

tional statuses are ascribed. Though these may be changed later, there is no initial choice. Similarly, 

we are born as Hindus, Cbristians, Muslims etc., for our religious status is ascribed at birth itself. A 

different religious status may, however be, acquired later. Our intial class~status is likewise ascribed. 

At birth, we take on the ¥lass position of our parents for WI! have no,chqrtifWe can however change 

it later. But our caste $'fatus which is ascribed at birth cannot be changed. Illegitimacy, for example 
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prevents full identification with the parent.s. Similarly,the total number o-fchildr(!li·®.n1)nthefani
-_ ily, the fact of adoption, the fact of the ·death of a parent, the &icun;,e'nce of divorce;-.:jlll~ af'feetthe 
infant's status -independently· of his will. Thus, the "accident of pirth." is unive,rsal:anll ~xtremely 
important in society. · - -

· (b) The Achieved Status 

. The statuses about which the person has some choice, however much or little, -~ achieved 
statuses. All societies· have soine achieved statuses and no societ)r depends comp,letely on ascribed 
statuses. The proportion of the statuses in a socialstructure which are open to achievement varies 

-widely around th,e world. . 
Even if a society is very p~cular about prnviding ascribed statuses to its memb~, there will 

be some-individuals who will alter the place which they are assigned to' occupy in the-structure 
because they have special talents or ambitions. The history ofall soGieties and all times is filled witJi 
their names, for they are the men who make.history. rn:('.Jrqei' fo.make use of their capacities-for 
commori social ends the society institutionalizes the achieveqient of status. By d,oing so society can 
capitalize on• the deviant instead of punishillg him. Further, by making certain changes of status . 
legitimate, a society may admit members with unusual abilities for statuses where average ability is 
no.t just enough. It can also prevent the filling of high positions by some incompetent>pWsons_~ The 
leade,r of combat teams, the creator. of artistic products, and the inventor are examples of statuSes 
which a society ~ight find-it worthwhile to throw·open to achievements 1ltthetthan ascribing toa 
few on the basis of birth. 

In primitive societies one can find that greater stress is laid on ascribed;statuses. The civilized 
societies on the contrary, have placed high premium on achieved statuses. Factors such as the domi- · 
nance of commercial activities, urban conditions of life, greater division oflabotir; and rap~· social 
·change have compelled the individua1s to achieve their statuses on the. basis of accomplishments in 
the moderri societies. In urban centres and in commercial fields no mediocre person can thrive. They 
provide better opportunities for achievementalso. -Division of lab01ir offer8 a chance to· a talented 
man for a competitive advantage to work with efficiency to secure a status. Rapid change, prnvides 
continually new statuse.s. Since they are new they cannot be filled .by ascription. . 

As we know all kinds of statuses ar~ not thrown open to all in'all societies. Qnly some of the~ 
are thrown· to achievement on some basis. Firstly, .the statu:ses tliat require the possession of unusual 

· talents are obviously thrown open. For example,, no mediocre person can achieve the status_ofa ~~~ 
artist or a greQJ: physicist, or a great writer or :a great actor; ·etc. Secondly, the statuses that depenEl,ori -
the informal and spontaneous approval of the people are predominantly achieved. FOtexample; the 
sportsmen, singers, drama artists, fib!l actors, public speakers and s~ch men cart achieve very high -
status in spite of their humble birth. Finally, the' statuses that require long and costly edu:cation m-c, -
normally' ichieved. For. example, 9nly thr9Ugh high level of education that on~ can ·attain the s~tus 

' of a doctor, psychiatrist, judge, advocate, engineer, etc. - ' . 
_ In the _modern civilized societies most df the occupational statuSes are achieved .. The existeii~ 

of a number of se~ondary groups indicate that our organisatiOnal membership is an achieved-Status .. 
Marital status, par~ntal status, educational status, etc., are ~di athieved. ·Because one is not obliged _ 

-'to become a husband or a wife' or a parent or an educated person. 
The outstanding function ef a social structure with ~any achieved statuse_s is that, it:prQYidCs· 

not fb{ the isolation ofr~les butfQrth~ir combination irito a necessacy interdependence.A.structure 
characterised by achi~ved statuses ~ances competition for thos~ statuse$, but the speciilliZlltion of 
roles also necessitate~ co-operation. · 
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8. THE INTERRELATI()NSHIP OF ASCRIBED ~DACIDEVED STATUSES 

Ascription and achievein~t of statuses go hand in hand in all the societies.· Tpough opposite in 
principle, they are complementary in function and hence essential to society .. · 
· , For the purpose 'or socialization, that is to introduce the culture of the group of the individual, 
he' must be placed somes· ere in the social structure at birth. This initial placement or ascription may 

· be a matter of purely arbi. · · social rules based on some external factors. But later, the individual's 
achievements mustbe reco· , ised. It is quite likely that his initial placc;ment itself may influence his 
later achievements: · · 

. \ .. . 

If an·· statuses were achieved,· some. of them might not get filled. If all . statuses were to be 
ascribed; there would be little sco_pe for ,human cr~ativity'and talents. Ascribed statuses give a feel
ing of seclirity that purely achieved statuses can never give. Our entire life cannot be' thrown open,for 
competition, One shoti:td not be made to fac.e a lif¢ in which all his fellows are potential CQmpetitors 
for every bit ofprestige and esteem which he may a$,in. On the other hand, the value ofachieved 
status is that it not only places right individuals in the right place but· it also stimulates efi'(>rts and 

. accomplishments. . · ·· ' · _ · · 

. · ·Within the frai:neworkof ascnbed statuses are sets of achieve4:~tatuses, One can compete for 
s()me of these, but he ~loes not have to cc>rn,pete for all of them; 'fbJ1iiscribed status of male. excuses. 
one from competing for a number of statuses: nurse in a ho~pital, teacher in. kindergarten, b~by ~itter, 
et<:. The ascribed status ofold man relieves one from competing for statuses that go with the y<>uths. 
Ascription thU8 caii reduce som¢ of the pressure infre,e choice. Whereas the achieved statuses pro
vide the individual some freedom in selecting a task of his choice and to do jt well, it also contributes 
to the survival of social structure by motivating the people to seek statuses and ultimately fulfil their 
duties~ · · · 

.. ,, It rr(ay be point~d out that societies differ significantly in relation t() the statuses. In the medi
e~al society, for example, religious status, cfass status and even occupational statuses were ascribed .. 
. T~_ey-~otdd not be achieved. In the totalitarian societies, even in the 20th century political status is 
mostly ascribed. In som:e societies, the 6ccupational statuses ·of all the members are functions of age, . 
sex and kinship. In a caste society like· India, Caste-status is a functiQn of kinship. But in more 
'mobile' societies with class-structure class-statuse~ are mostly achieved. In a 'free society' in which 
a wide variety of voluntary associations are found, achievclt statUses are at their maximum. -
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POWER-STATUS-AUTHORlTY 

Power and its Meaning-Authority and Types a/Authority-Authority and Status 

1.POWER 
Meaning of Power 

Power is a fundamental entity of human society. lt is a universal phenomenon. Society itself is 
built of power relations-the father exercising'his power over his child, a. master over his sl!;lve, a 
teacher over his student, a victor overJhe-vanquished, an employer over his employee, an army 
commander over the soldiers and so on. All these are~amples of social power. What then do we 
mean by power? 

(i) Max Weber defined power as "the abiiity to control the behaviour of others,· even tn the 
absence of their consent". 

(ii) As fan Robertson says, "power is the capacity to participate effectively in a decision-mak-
ing process". · · 

(iii) According to NJ. Demerath III and GeraldMarwell, "power may be defined as the capac
ity tp get things done despite obstacles and resistance". 

It may be pointed' out that there are mahy types of p<;>wer and many ways of overcoming 
resistance. "One can threaten, cajole, influence, coerce, wheedle, persuade, beg, blackmail~ inspire, _ 
etc., to get his things done. But power on a large scale is almost always embedded within organisational 
structures whetherthey be govemments, political parties, business firms, schools; churches, gr pro- , 
test movements." "In each of these settings power involves a kind ofgamble. Because,there is al- . 
ways the risk that the people in power will betray the common trust".-"Demerath-and Marwf!ll 

Power may be exercised blatantly or subtly, legally or illegally, justly orun)ust(y. It may derlv._e 
from many sources, such as wealth, status, prestige, numbers, or organisational efficiency. its ulti
mate basis, however, is the ability to compeYobedience1 if necessary through the threat or use .of 
force. 

Social power has been identified in different ways with prestige, influence, eminence, compe
tence1 doltlinanc~, rights, strength, force, and authoritY .. 

'(i) Power and Prestige are closely linked. As Rpss said, "The class that has the.most presiige 
will have the most power". It can be said that the powerful groups tend to be prestigi<:>us and presti
gious groups powerful. 
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(ii) Knawledge, eminence, skill, and competence-all contribute to prestige, but they heed not 

necessarily accompany power. If at all power is accompanied by these factors then the association is 

only incidental 
(iii) Power and influence are more intimately connected. Still they are different. Influence is 

persua~ive whereas power is coercive. We submit voluntarily to influence but power requires our 

· submission. They are, so as to say, independent variables. Influence does not require power and 

p0wer may dispense with-influence. · 

(iv) Power aJJ.d d.ominance are, also to be distinguished, Power is a sociological, and dominance 

a'psychQ\ogical ppenomenon. The locus of power is in both persons and groups, and in important 

cases it is in the latter. But dominance is a function of personality or of temperament. It is a personal 

tniit It is also po~sible to find dominant individuals playing roles in. powerless groups .and submis

sive individlials playing roles in powerful ones. Power is one thing and dominance quite another. 

(v) Power and_ Rights: Rights are more closely associated with privileges and with authority 

than they are with power. A right is one of the prerequisites of power and not power itself. One may 

have a right without the power to exercise it~ The"'man who has the power rarely waits for the right to 

use it A right always requires some supp.ort in the social structure. No individual can successfully 

claim a right that ~s unrecognised in the law and non-existettt in the mores. Rights in general, like . 

priyil~g'es, duties, obligations, ~sponsibilities, etc., are attached to the· statuses. Whereas, power 

does rtotnecessarily require the backing of the statUs. 

(vi) Power, For~ and Authority: Power is nofforce and power is not authority, but it is related 

to both. As ~o.1>¢~tedt sajq, "Power is latent force; force is manifest power, and authority 'is 

~titutio~ali7;~power." Power is the prior capaci!f that makes the use of force possible. Only 

·groups that have power can threaten to use force and the threat itself is power. Power is the ability to 

. employ force, not its actual employment. Power is always successful; when it is not successful, it , .. 

ceases to-be po:wer. Power thus symbolises U,,e force that may be applied in any sodal situatipn and -_. 

supportsthe aµthority that is applied. "Power is thus neither force nor authority but it mak(es both· 

forte artd authority possible. "-Robert Bierstedt. 

Weber's Views on,.,ow~r. . 

· Accor.ding to Demerath and Marwell, Weber; an authority on ''power and authority", saw 

. power more as a property of Qrganisations and organisational roles than an attribute of individuals as 

such. this relationship between power and organisations, throws light on three theoretical innova

tions:: Firstly, Weber/providedrich 8J!d abundartt demonstration that power rel~tionships are not 

restricted to the realm of polµi~r the-state-but pervade the whole of everydaJ human relationship. 

'Secondly, Weber painted out "a conception, of povfor involving only. coercion or force, is all too 

na,row; ~t mis~s. the subtlety anitvariety entailed in its other forms". Thirdly, 'Weber sho:W~d that it 

iJve,Y important ''to-understan<ftbe attitudes of the followers as well as.the leadeiS!.n any orgah,isational ' 

·. setting sin~e the telation~~ip be~en .them is neither automa,tic por unchanging'» An t;txplanation of· 

this third point would:~e \lS to a discussion of Weber's use o(the,term "authority".an,d its typ~. 

2. AUTHORITY 

The exerc~se of authority is a constant and pervasive phenomenon in the human society. Hu

man 59,c,iety)nilintains .itself because of 'order'-and it is the authority that serves as the foundation 

of socialorder. It is wrong to assume that 'authonty' is purely a political phenomenon. In :fact, in all 

' kirtds of organisations, politi9alas well as nol_l~political; authority appears. Every assocjation in 

soc;:iety wJtether it is tempontj qr perinanent, small oi big, ~as its owri structure of authority. 
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t .. "Authprity ·is that form of power which orders or articulates the actioQ8 of other actors . 
through commands which are effective because those who are commanded regardthe:commands as 
legitimate" ---ByE.A; Shits in Dictionary of Sociology. 

2. Max Weber used the term authority to refer to legitimate power.• 
3. In simple word.s, ii can be said that authority refers to power which is regarded as legitimate 

in the minds of followers. · 
Weber's notion of authority does not imply that power is legitimate and thatitlegitimate power 

plays no r-0le in· society. "Weber only argued that legitimacy is a genet:aj condition for the most 
effective and enduring manifestations of power. Still this legitimacy may talce different forms aoo 
different justifications." . -..,Demerath and Marwe]l 

As Ian Robertson has stated, "Power based· on authority is uswslly µJrquestionablyaccepted by 
those to whom it is applied, for' obedience to it has become a social norm. Po\ver based Qf\.eoercion, 
on the other hand; tends to be unstable, because.people obey (l}nly out off ear and will disobey at the 
first opportunity. For this reason ,every political system must be regard~d as legitimate by its partici.:. 
pants if it.is to survive." Most people must consider itdesirable, workable, and .better than alterna
tives .. If the majority· of the citizens in any society no longer consider~their politic~l system legiti~ 
mate, it is doomed, because power that rests only on coercion will fail in the long run~. The· French; 
Russiari and the American Revolutions, for example, have proved it. The authority of the respe~tive 
monarchies was questioned, and their power which was based mainly on. coercion rather than on. 
loyalty inevitably crumbled. In these cases, the exercise of coercive control was in coriflictwith the 
exercise of legitimate authority.· 

"The legitimacy of authority is ultimately a matter of belief concerning the rightfulness of 
institutional system through which authority is'. exercised~;. It depends on ''the rightfulness of the 
exerciser~s incumbency in the authoritative role with the institutional system". It also depeiids on 
"the rightfulness of the commat:id itself or of the mode of its promulgation'. weber describes three 
'ideal types' of legitimation which correspond to three types of authority. 

3. TYPES OF AUTHORITY · 
Max Weber distinguished three basic types oflegitimate authority: which also correspond tQ 

three types of dominance odeadership. Weber spoke of traditional authority, legal-rational author;. 
ity, an_d charismatic authority.· Each type qf authority is legitimate because it rests on the implicit or 
explicit consent of the governed.~ One who can successfully claim any of these tYl'es of ~uth~rity is 
regarded as having the right to compel obedience at least for some time. · 
1. Traditional Authority 

Of all the legitimations of aqthority, the appeal to tradition is certainly the most common. 
People obey traditional authority because ~'it has alwq.ys been that way". The right of the kip.g to rule 

· is not open to q}lestion. People obey a ~ler because they know that doing so in past .generations has 
given their society order and continuity. Thus it is not tradition alqne here that is at issue, rather the 
stability of the.social order. that is being accepted for its own sake. · . · 
. , In a political system based on 'traditional authority' power islegipmated by ancierit cus!9m. 
The authority of the ruler is generally founded onunwritten laws and it bas allnost ~· sacreµ quality'. 
Tribal leaders and monarchs have aJ.ways relied on traditional authority. 'From the hiStorical point of 
viewjt has been the mo.st common source of legitimation of power,.. · , · 

Traditional authority tends to be more common in organisations which stress upon continuity . 
with the past afi<i'the upholding of widely shared values and beliefs. Example: Established churches, 
the. hi$h~r reaches of government, and the courts:arid familial organisations based on kinship ties. In 
!'acfrone ofthes~ settings, itis inconvenient for us.to question the authority,rclationship8 inv~e(i~ 
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We tend to follow the tradition for -it has always been followed, and doing any other thing would 

create more problems than it would solve. 

2. Rati9nal-legal A°tthovity 

In 'this kind of authority power is legitimated rules and procedures that define the 

rights land obligations of the rulers. Such rules and procedures are commonly found in a written 

constitiltion, and set oflaws. Legal-rational authority stresses a "government of laws, not ofpeop(es". 

Officials here can exercise power only within.legally defined limits that have been formally/set in 

advance. This kind of authority is commonly found in most of the political systems of modem 

societies. 
II). this kind of authority power is respected and complied with not because the follewers are 

fools nor because the exercise is· endowed with extraordinary qualities as it is the charismatic case. 

Here, the legitimacy of authority is derived from the respect for the legality ofpower. Weber de

scribed such authority with reference to its most common organisational context, namely, bureau

cracy, Weber writes-"Legal authority rests on enactment, its pure type is best represented by bu

reaucracy. The basic-idea is that laws can.be enacted and changed at pleasure by formally correct 

procedure. The governing body is either elected or appointed and const~tutes-as a whole and in all of 

its sections rational organisations .... ". · 

3. Ch~rismatic Authority 

"In a system based on charismatic authority, power is fo~itimated by the unusual, exceptional, 

or even supernatural qualities that people attribute to particular political, religious, or military lead

ers", Weber called this extraordinary quality 'Charisma'.· Robert Bierstedt calls this kind of author

ity, not authority Jit all, but leadership. Human history provides classical examples of such leaders 

with that quality of'Charisqia'. Example: Jesus Christ, M.K. Gandhi, Hitler, Napoleon, Mao, Castro, 

Julius Caesar, Alexander the Great, Churchill, and so on. "The charispiatic leader is seen as a person 

of destiny who is inspirl;.ld by unu~ual vision, by lofty principles or even by God'. The charisi\naof 

these leaders is itself sufficient to make their authority seem legitimate to their follo\vers·".-Jan 

Robertson 
· In stressing the impor;arn,?e and sanctity of tradition, Web~r neve~said that tradition is Jnvio

lable. He only said that· tradition is the rule rather than. an exception. There are exceptions also. 

Weber used the term "Charismatic authority" to refer to such exceptions (borrowing the term from 

the Christian theology). Weber writes: "Charismatic authority rests on affectual andpersonal devo

t~on ofthefollowerJothe lordaml his gifts of grace (Charisma). They comprise especially magical 

~pilities, revelations of heroism, power of the mind and the speech ...... The purest types are the rule 

ofthe prophet, the warrior hero, the great demagogue .... ". 

. Theimportant thing in charisma tie authority is that the leader is not magical,;but he is believed 

to be so. Through various devices and tactics the leader creates an army of tnte believets to get the 

p~rpetual support of the people. Yet Charismatic_a,uthority is inherently unstable. It has no.rules or 

tt!aditions to guide conduct. Sine~ it is based on the unique qualirti~s of a particular individual, it is 

tlllidennined if the leader fails or dies. Subsequent leaders may lack the reason and qualities. Hence 

siystems based on charismatic authoritr are usually short-lived. · · 

·"Each of these forms ofatithority represents an "ideal tYpe". In other words, each is an abstrac-

tion thatis only appro:xiimat~d to a greater or lesser extent any actual political system. In practice, 

· political systems and political leaders may derive their authority from more than one source''.-fan 

Ro,/peftfi,on 

4. AUTHORIT'!(AND STATUS 

Authority and status alWays go 
relatedt-0 st:atusesa11d not to 1nr1nm1•""''~· 

Though individµals exercise authority, it 1s always 
The isafonetion of 
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.. rtorms that are themselv:es attached to statuses. An individual exercises the authority of a status ,as. 
long as he occupies that status. He ceases to exercise it when he resigns, or when he is removed:, QF 
when 4_is tenure of office is over. Authority is created iri associations.Renee, the exercise ofauthor
ityjs wholly a function of associational status. 

,Authority comes to be well established in associations when they be~or:tie J:Qore and more 
organised. Associations create a1Jthority where initially there was only leader8hip. Unless the role$ 
are institutionalised into statuses associations suffer from the problem of instability and discontinu~· 
ity. When once the roles are institutionalised 11_0 leader becomes indispensable for the association. ; 
Further, the leader may even be deposed from his position ofauthority . 

. ·. The formal organisa~ion of an association is constituted of norms and statuses. "The norms are 
attached to the statuses and not to the persons who occupy them. The n0rms involve rights, dqties, 
obligations, responsibilities, privileges as they are .attached to particular s~tuses. The right to (lxer~ 

:cise authorjty isnow attacb,edto. certain statUses. This right receiv:es the support of all thoseiwho 
belong to the association and who conform to its norms. The exercise of authority, however, is ndt 
only a right but also a duty' .-Rober/Bierstedt . . .. 

Authority is never exercised except in a status relationship. Sometimes a person Without ha\!-' 
fog an appropriate. status may try' to. influence or· control the action of another. In this c~e, what 
. actually influences is,. the leadership of the person and not his authority. Authority dJ:>es not make its · 

. appearance in the informal organisation. It is completely a function. of the formal organisation of an. 
association. Still the personal factors do. enter into status relationships. · 
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SOCIAL STRUCTURE AND 
FUNCTION 

Sopial Structure - Elements of Social Structure - Social Structure : An Anthropological 

Perspective __..: The Concept of Function - Functionalism or Functional Perspective -

Functional Pre-requisites - Social Functions and Dysfunctions - Latent and Manifest 

Functions. 

The twin concepts of 'structure' and 'function' have assumed tremendoQs significance in the 

modem sociological literature. They are complementary concepts and the full understanding of ei

ther depends upon art understanding of the otl:J.er. 

These concepts of'structu·re' and 'ju}J,etion' as applied in sociological studies draw theirorigi

nal in~f)iration from the works of Herbert Spencer and Emile Durkheim. Spencer compared societies 

to living organisms. Any organism has a 'structure' -that is, it consists of a number of interrelated 

parts, such as a head; limbs, a heart, and so on. Each of these parts has a 'function' to play in the life 

of the tOtal organism. In the same way, Spencer argued, a society has a structure-it also consists of 

interrelated parts, such as the family, religion, the state and so on. Ideally, each of these components 

also has a function that contributes to the overall stability of the social system. Modem sociologists 

do not, of course, much press the analogy between a society and an organism. But they have retained 

the same general idea of society as a system of interrelated systems, each having its structure and 

function. This idea has been stressed much by the sociologists who are called ''functionalists". 

1. SOCIAL STRUCTURE 

A number of sciences deal with the phenomenon of 'structure' in their own way mainly to 

discover the characteristics of "structure" of their interest. For example, atomic physics deals with 

the structure of atoms, chemistry with the structure of molecules, crystallography and colloidal 

chemistry with the structure of crystals and colloids, and anatomy and physiology with the structures 

of organisms. In sociological and soda! anthropological studies also the term 'social structure' is 

relevant because, the main task here is to discover the general characteristics of those 'social struc

tures' the component parts o!which are human beings. 

'Social Structure' is one of the basic concepts of sociology. But it has not been used consis

tently or unambiguously. In the decade following the Second World War the concept 'Social Struc

ture' became extremely fashionable in socialeoanthropological studies. It became so.general that it 

could be applied to almost any ordered arrangement ofsocial phenomena. 
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The word 'structure' in its original English meaning refers to .. building construction" or ''arJ 
rangementof parts'\ or "manner of organisation". But by the .16th century it was used to refer tll the 
interrelations between the component parts Qfany whole. It was in this sense widely used in ana
tomical studies. The termbecame relatively popular in sociologrcal studies with thew()rks of Herbert 
Spencer, that is, after 1850. Spencer who was very much fascfo.atectby .his biologicalanalogies. 
(organic structure and evolution) applied the term 'structure' to h!s analysis of society and sp()ke of! 
'social structure'. Even Durkheim, Morgan, Marx-and others gave their. own interpretations to it. 

At m.oderri times, Ge~rge Murdock in America, A.R.Radc/iffe-Brown and his followers irrBrit
ain and Clqude Levi-Strauss in France used profusely this concept and popularisect it. ,The usages of 
other writers are mostly the modified versions ofthese writers. · 

Murdock's use of term 'structure.' implies either'a building analogy 0r a d.¢ad organic model· 
dissected for demonstration. Ra<ic/iffe~Brown presumes that society may b~ ·con'ipar13d to a living 
organism or a working mechanism. For Brown, society has a life ofits. own. Society is not an object 
but it is very much like a creature. Hence, the study of structure, that is, the inter-dependence of the 
component parts of the system-is invariably linked with the study of function .. It means one has to 
study how the component parts of the system 'wprk' iri relation to each other.and to the whole-. 
Definitions of Social Structure 

The concept of sqcial structure has been defined in different ways by different thinker8. we· · 
may cpnsider some of thes_e-definitfons: ' '' ' ' ' ' 

1. ·Radcliffe-Brown defines social structure as "an. arraqgement of persons in institutionally 
controlled or defined relatioitships, (such as the relationship of King arid subject, or that of husband 
and wife)". · · · 

. 2. In the .British .social anthropological cireles the term social struchrre is usedito refer to "a 
body of principles underlying social relations, rather than their actual content". · 

3. Morris Ginsberg regards·social structure as "the complex of principal groups and institu-
tions which ponstitute societies". · . . · 

4. In current sociological· usage the concept of social structure is applied to small groups as 
well as larger associations, commajlities and societies. Thus, Ogburn andNiinlioff are of the opinion 
that "In society, the organisation of a group. of persons is the social· structure. What the group does 
is the function." They use the term~ 'social organisation' and 'social structure' .almosdnterchange ... 
i(bly. ' 

~; In .a loose manner, the term 'social structure' is used t() refer to any recuning pattern of 
social behaviour. · 

6. Many sociologists have used the term 'social structure' to refer. to "the enduring, orderly 
and patterned relationships between elements of a society; .. " (But there is disagreement as to what 
would count as an "element". For example, according to A.R. Bro~n. general and regular kinds of 
relationships that exist between people, coiistitue the· elements. For S.F. Nadel, the elements are 
roles. For most of the 'socioiog~sts wh.o are called 'functionalists', the elements of socialstruc~ 
are 'social institutions'. They consider these elements (that is, social institutions) as necessary be-. . _), . . ' ' . . cause they are "functional pre-requisites". Withoutthese institutioni;; no society can survive. . . . . . - . ' . 
T<)ward An Understanding &(the Terms 'Structure' and ·'Sociai Strgcture! 

The term 'structure' refers to "som.e sort of ordered arrangeipents of parts or Components". A 
musical composition has a:Structure, a sentence has a structufe, a building has a structure; a molec~le 
·or an animal· has a structilre an<!_ so on, In all these. we findcan ordered 'arrangement of different parts. ·· 
For ex.ample, a building which has structure consists of various par:ts such~s stones, sand, bricks, 
iron; cement; wood, glass, etc. A structure that can be called a building can _be obtait1ed only when 
these parts or components are properly ordered andamirtged one in relationship with the other. 

,_ -_.:.:1 
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In the same way, society too has its own structure called 'social structure'. The· components or 

unilt> :of social structure are ~ersons". A person is a human being and is considered not just as an 

. org~riisni. but as occupying position in a social structure. E:ven thougn the. persons are subject to 

chap.ge (due to change of membership, mobility or death) the structµre as such maintains its continu

ity.1 A nation, tribe, a body sqch as Indian Institute of Technology, a politicalparty, a religious body 

su~h as the Vishwa Hindu Parishad, can continue in pxistence as ·an arrangement of persons though 

· the personnel of each changes from time to time. There is contil)'uity of the strui;ture, just as a human 

body maintains its structure. The components of human body ate molecules. The human body pre

serves the continuity of its structure though the actual molecules out of which it is\tnade, are con

tinually changing. In the political structure of India there must always be a Prime Minister, at one 

time it was Pandit Nehru, at another Indira Gandhi, and at pre~ent, it is Mr. Atal Bihari Vajpayee. 

Thus the structure as an arrangement remains continuous. 
/ 

The Example of University as Having a Structure 

University as an educational group or system has a structure of its own. Every year srnior 

. students depart and a new batch of freshmen enters. Some. faculty members are. replaced, 'riew 

professors are·appointed and new classes may be added to the curriculum. The ad111inistration agrees 

to include student representation in its planning sessions. Yet despite changesjn personnel and policy, 

somethings about university remain unchanged. Faculty members still design their courses, assign 

work to the students and evaluate their progress. The ways in which individual Faculty members and 

s~dents perform their roles vary, butthe genera/patterns are much the same and fit together into an 

overall strticture that we call a university. AlthQugh the structure itself remains invisible, it silently 

shapes our'actions. Thus, analysing the form and influence of social structure gives sociology its 

distinctive power in understanding human affairs. 

The Necessity and Universality of Social Structures 

Ruman beings must be social to survive. Mah is a member of social species, a species which 

cmmo't survive unless its members are organised into groups and societies. These, in ~rn, develop a 

culture to meet shared needs. It is these minimum needs-biological; economic, social, psychologi

cal, etc., which result in the universality of some basic structures. These structures lead to some 

general functions. Sociologists can therefore speak ofa few kinds of structures or groups which will 

be present in all' societies. These structures will exist in any society regardless of its ethos, its history, 

or any cultural variability. Because without the functions of these stIT(ctufes a human society could 

not survive. 

Thus, a family may be monogamous or polygamous; a govemm~nt may be democratic or 

totalitarian; an economy may be capitalist or sociaiist. The nature of the specific structure may vary 

from society to society but there is always some structure resulting in the function because, the 

functions are universal and essential. · 

2. ELEMENTS OF SOCIAL STRUCTURE 

According to H.M. Johnson, the main elements of social structure are as follows. 

1, Sub-groups ofVadous Types. Society can be understood as a big group which consists of 

people. This big group or larger system consists of various sub-groups. Various political, economic,. 

religious, educational, familial and other groups and associations represent such sub-groups. People 

who enact roles are organised in these sub-groups within the larger system. Solt1e of these sub

groups persist longer than any particular members; Example: A particular famil{may contin:utito. 

stay even after the d11ath of the husband or wife, Many other sub-groups persist as 'types' longer.than 

any partkular example of the type. Example: a family may perish due to the collapse of building in 

. which its members lived, families as such are not going to perish. Social norms define roles and the 

obiigation_s of sub-groups. -
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2, Social structure consists of roles o.t various types. Social structure c9nsists of not only 
sub-groups but also roles. Roles are found within the larger system and also within the sub-groups. · 
The concepts ofrole and sub~group imply interrelationship. Role occupants are expected to fulfil 
obligations to other people (who .are also role-occupants): For example, in family, the husband has 
obligations towards his wife and childfen; in the college teacher ~as obligations towards stqdents, 
principal llnd the management and vice versa; Further, the number of sub-groups that are there are 
riot only interrelated but aiso subject to social norms. The political, ecoitomic; educational and other 
groups.for example, are interrelated through social norms. ·. . ' . . 

3. ReguJative ,norms governing sub-J!roups and roles. Sub-groups and roles iµ-e governed by 
soCial norms. Social norms are of two: typ~s: (i) obligatory or relational, and (iz) permissi~e or regulative. · · · 

Some norms specify positive o}?ligations. But they are·not commonly applied to all the rolbs 
and sub-groups. Example: The positive obligations of a family are not the 's3me as those of business 
firm. Similarly, the obligations ofa fatl'lerarenot the same as those ofa spn. Norms of this kittd are 
obligatory or relational in nature. . . . 

Some other norms specify the iimtt ofpem)issible action. A ~ole-ocqupant of a sµb-group in 
· this case, 'must' do certain things, 'may' do ceitairi things, and 'ml!st not' do still others. They are· 
_called. "regulative norms". They do pot'dtfferentiate between roles and between S(\b~gioups. For . 
example, in our society, regardless of one's_ role, one must not seek to influence others by threats of 
violence .or by violence itself. . · . 

4. Cultural values~ Every society has its own cultural values. 'Values' refer to the measures of 
goodnes8'or desi~bilit)'. Individuals or groups are 'often found to be· e~otio~ally committed to V!ll
ues. They-help to integr!lte a personality or a s.ystem ()f interactipn; They provide a means by which 
conflicts tend to be resolved. Still 'some conflicts persist; because no syst~m ofaction is perfectly 
integrated.Values are closely related''to norms, lnfa:ct, they may be regar<Jed as "higher~otde.r norms" . 

. Any one of these element-a SUb"group, a role, a social norm, or a value-may be called a ''partiafstructure". · . . · · 
3. SOCIAL STRUCTURE: AN ANTHROPOLOGICAL PERSPECTIVE 

. In the field of socialscience social anthropology can b~ considered 'as a specfatscJe_nce of 
structures and function of society. Anthropology is the science of small societies aµld herice it is 
comparatively easier to study the structure and function of-primitive sociefy. A number of thinkers · 
and writers have ~nriched the fields Of social anthropology an9 social structure by means of theit 
studies and writings .. We shall now confine oursel\:'eS to Radcliffe•Brown:'s conception ofsocial 
s~cture. 

A.R. Brown's.Conception of Social Structure 
According to Radcliffe-Brown, social structure "denotes the ne.twork of actually ext;ting'rela-

tions" between people. Cul.ture is not a concrete realitY; but·only an aJ:>straction. Hence·what we 
observe concretely in society is not very much culture,. but "the acis of behayiour of t/;le individuals" 
who; compose society. The human beings are connected by a-complex net\vork of soqlal relations 
which itself could be spcial structure, according ·to Brown. . 

As Brown says, "social structures are just asreaJ as are individual organisms'\ ~hephysioloki~ . . cal and psychological phenomena that we observ,;: in the organisms are very much the, result ofth~· 
structure (made up ·of cells and interstitial fluids) in which they are. united. Similarly, ~·,social 

. phen9mena that are observed iri human society are the result of social structure, by ~hich they are united. · · · 
Brown has made it clear that the study of social strUctures is notequivalent to t}ie study of . I 

. . 
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social relations as such. A particular relation between Tom and Ram, or Rekha and Ruth, is not 

studied here. But a wide network of social relations involving many other persons is the object of 

study. 

Parts of Social Structure 

Brown considers as a part of the social structure (i) all social relations of person to person. For 

example, the kinship structure of any society consists of interpersonal relations between father and 

son, or a mother's brother and, his siSter's son, etc. (ii) Brown includes under social structure the 

different social roles of indivi_dual~. (iU}.The differentiated social positions of men and women, of 

chiefs and commoners,, of employers and employees etc., no doubt determine the different clans or 

nations, or groups to whieh they belong. But more than that they work as the determinants of social 

relations. 

Actual Structure and Structural Fo!m 
I 

Brown makes a clear distinction between "actual structure" and "structural form". Actual 

structure refers to a set of actually existing social relations at a given moment of time. One can make 

direct observations of that. It is a concrete reality which any one can directly observe. But "struc

tural form" is abstract. It. refers to the patterns or kinds of relations which people maintain over a 

period of time. I.t is relatively stable. But the actual structure, that . is, the actual relations of persons 

and'groups of persons change from year to year, or even from day to day. New members come, old 

members go, friends may become enemies, and enemies friends, and; so on. Though the actual 

structure changes in this way, ~he structural form may remain constant for some time. Structural 

fotm may change gradually and sometimes suddenly due to war, revolutions, etc. Thus, the concep

tiOn of social structure, involves the idea of continuity. But this continuity is "not static like that of a 

building, but a dynamic continuity, like that of the organic structure of a living body. The social life 

constantly renews· the social structure as it is evidenced in the changes of social roles and positions 

of individ:uals.' 

Spatial Aspect. Brown is of the opinion that 'sociai structure' involves the spatial aspect also. 

Brown, feels that it is convenient to study any network of social relations as confined to a locality of 

a suitable size. With this "we can observe, describe, and compare the systems of social structure of 

as many localities as we wish". 

Social Structure and Social Personality 

Brown's conception of s0cial structure is essentially related to the conception of 'so~ial per

sonality'. 'Social personality', according to Brown, refers to the position occupied by a human being 

In a social structure. This includes tpe complex of all his social relations with others. Thus every 

human being living in society is two things: (i) he is an individual and also a (ii) person. Human 

beings as individuals are subjects of study for physiologists and psychologists. "The human being as 

a person is a complex of social relationships". For example, he is a citizen of India, a husband, a 

father, a brother, a cricket player, a trade unionist, a parliamentarian, and so on. Each of these de-

.. 'spriptions indicates a place in spcial structure. Since a perso'n can change his place in social struc

ture, social personality is subject to change during the course oflife of the person. The human being 

as a person is the object of study for the social anthropologist-and als°'sociologist. Hence Brown 

says "we cannot study persons except in terms of social structure, nor can we study social structure 

except in terms of the persons who are the units of which it is composed" 

4. THE CONCEPT OF FUNCTION 

The term 'function' has different meanings in different contexts. Its ordinary dictionary mean

ing is-"doing a thing", or 'activity' or 'performance'. In mathematics, physiology and also in soci

ology the term is used in different ways. In mathematics, the tenn 'function' refers to "a quantity so 
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connected with anotherthat any change in the one produces a corresponding change in the other". in 
physiology, it is used as a technical term to refer to "the: vital activity of organ, tissue, or celJ''.; In 
physiology, the concept of organic function is one th1lt is used to 'refer to the·-physiology, the 
concept of organic function is one that is used to refer to the connection between the structµre of an 
organism and the life process of that organism. · . . 

The concept of' function,' applied to human societies is based on an analOgy between soci.al life 
and organic· life. The recognition· of this analogy is. quite old~ Even during the 19th ,century, the 
analogy and the concept of and the word 'function' were usedyery commonly in )!Ocial philosophy 
ahd sociology. But the systematic, formulation of the concept or 'function' in the study of society 
can be said to have been.made by Emile Durkheim inl_895in his 'Rules of Sociological Method'. 
Definitions of Function 

'; 

I. Durkheim's definition of function is that ''the 'function' of a social institution is the corr~
spondence between it and the needs of the social organism". (It may be_p.ote~ that Radcliffe-Brown 
prefers .to substitute for the term 'needs' the term-"necessary, con_cjitioiis of existence".)· 

2. R.K.Merton defines function as "tnose observed consequences which make for the adapta-
tion and adjustment of a given system". ·. · · 
Radcliffe-Brown's Views Regarding 'Function' I" 

The concept of 'function' has become qi,J~te popular in modem seciology-due to the contribu
tions of Malinowski, A.R. Brown, Ta/cot Parsbns, ]J..obert K Merton, and Kingsley Davis. Durkheim's 
views of 'function' have deeply influenced the thoughts of all these writers. For the purpose of 

. understanding the term 'function' as usM in sociology, we shall briefly deal with Brown}s views. 
Analogy Between Social and Or~~mic Life 

I 
. · Brown frankly advo<}Rted the analogy lietween social life and organic life. He tried to avoid 

Durkheim's emphasis Oil' the •needs' of the social organisqi and hence :spol<e in ten:ns· of "nec~ssary 
conditions of existence". This was because he wished to avoid teleological implications, (su_ch as 
"the notion of some 'guiding spfrit' or mysterious force in social life".) 

As the analogy runs, a complex organism such as a human body, has ~structure as an arrange'
ment of organs, tissues l,llld fluids. :Even the single cellular organism has a structure ofits own in the 
form of an arrangementofmolecules. An organism has lifewhicb can be referred to as a 'process'. 
The term 'Prganicfunction' refers to theYconnection between the Str1JCture of an brganism'andits 
life process". Th~ life processes: that go on within the living h'1man 'body are. deperil,tent on the· 

. organic structure; For example, it is the function of the heart to pump blood throughout the body. 
· ·The continued existence of the organic structure depends on the processes 1hat make up the total !if e 

processes. If the li.eart fails to perform its function the life process comes to an end,, and the living · 
structure also comes to ari end. Process is dependent•on structure and continuity of structure is 
dependent on process. . 

lh the study of s0cial system also the concept of 'function' could be used in a scientific way as
it is used in physiology. It coul.d be used to refer to the interconnection between the social structure 
and the process of life. The three concepts - process: structure and function-are logically con
nected~ They constitute the essential aspects of the theory of human social system. 

In the field of social life, we find that every <;:oinmunity whether it' is Indian or. African, or 
Australian; has a structure of its own, the individualhuman beings are -its essential units. They are 
interconnected by set of social relations. The continuity of the social structure is not destroyed by 
changes in the units. It means individuals may die or go out of their society; and riew meqibers may 
enter in. The continuity ofsociatstructu!~ is maintained by the process of social life. The 'pro<Jess· 
of soda! life' refer,s to ,the activities and interactions of the individuals and of the organ.Jsed groups; 
into Which they are united. The social life of the commun~ty itself is understood as the 'fiinctioning' 
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·of.the social structtirel ThefunctiOn Of any particular usage, institution, norm etc. (such !is punish

J:Q_eJ}toh cri~e, or· a funei:alceremony) is-.-the part it plays in the social life as a whole. Itis al$o its 

con~ibutiOn to the maintenance ofthe-structilral continuity. . 

It is clear from the-above explanation that according to Brown, the concept of function in

volves the notion. of a. 'structure't Structure consists ofa 'set of relations' that .exists amongst 'unit 

entities' namely indi.viduals and.grows. The 'continuity of the structure is maintained by a 'lite 

process' made up of'the activities o.fthe constituent units, that is; individuals andgroups, 

. A~cording to B(rowil, the temi 'function' indicates "the contribution which a-partial activity . 

m<Jkes to the total-activity <?fwhich it is'a part". Thus, a social custom by means of its functioning 

contributes to 'the total social life~ that is, .to the functioning of the total social system. This view 

implies that a soc~l system has a certain kind of unity, which Brown speaks of as a "fanctional 

unity':. This functiOnal unity is "a condition in which all parts of the soda/ system work together 

with a sd./fipient d~gre~of ha~mony orinternal consistency". This idea of functional unity presup

poses thaf,-Ole'f'llrts of the social system do not produce persistent conflicts which can neither be, 

res0,lved nor regulated. Brown made it' clear that this idea of functional ui:iit)\ ofa social system is 

ooly hypQthesis which could be fosl\ed by a systematic examination of the facts. 

' .· Brown who has made use of the organic analogy for his explanation of the concept of function 

. is. quite aware of its)i~itations,JllSO. firstly,, as he stated, "it is po~sible to observe the organic 

stnfqture to. some'extent independent ~fits functioning". "But in ~~ab society the social structure 

as. a whole c~n onlx_ be observed in its fuJ:1.ctioning'~- Foi: exampJ.e/the relations of father and son, 

buyer and seller, ruler and subject; cannot be observed except in the.59ciahctivities,'in which the 

· ·r~fations·~fl,inctioning; Thus, he states "a social morphology cannot be established independently 

' of a soci~1 physi9logy''. . ' 

... Secoizdly,,an ailithal organi$61 does not in the-c~mrse of its life, change its structural type. For 

exainple; a donkey does notbct¢ome horse. But, a human society "in the course ofits history can and 

does ciiange its struc.tural type without any breach of continuity". ,. 

I Thirdly, ih the case of organic l'ifeWe find that an organism may fun~tion more or less erli

,ciently. Here, there is a special science of pathology to deal with all phenomena of dysfunction. We 

cfistinguish in 'ah organism vefy clearly what we call 'health' and disease. Here, we find object,ve 

criteria by which we · distinguish betw~en ill-h~alth and health: br between the pathofogical_ !1lld. 

n<>nnal. .Disease isfegarded as that wpicb either threatens,the organism with d,eath-&Mmederes Wi_th· 

its :or9anic activities: As far as human' soci~!es are concerned, they-do not die iil the m~nner in-WhiCh 

the animals die'. Hehce, we cannot say,r"1at if a particular 'dysnomia' or disorder is not treated 

properly or checkec\; it wou.ld cause the death of a society~'.it need not. Further, unHke the organism, 

the societr can change-its structural fype, if need arise~. . . 

Th! Concept ofFunctfon-as a Wc:i~king:lfypothesis · 
Brown firmly believes that the conee~t of function constitutes a 'working hypothesis; to .un-

.. der$tand human soCiety a,nd its working~ It he!Ps to fdmiulate problems for investigation. No s6ien

tific inquiry iS:possible without· some kind of a working hypothesis such as the concept of'function'. 

But Brown here has cautf'oned us that no dogm~tic assertion be made such as "that everything in the 

/ife'of"-ve,rycorithzuii(ty has a function ". The assµmptioil is •. it may have one, and we can reas'onably · 

seek to discover it. . - · ·· · · .. · ·. · 

· . FUrther, as Brown has pointed out, it is quite likely, that"the 'same soci~l ilsage in two societies .. 

· , may have' differentfunctions ifi the !,Wo". For exaJt1ple, berfeffo Supreme Being in a simple society . 

~ is something different from sucha-b~liefin a modem,civilised'community. . 

·. · Bro\vn ill q¥Jt~aware, .of the facftllat ·the. accept~nce ~>f the fum;tiopal hypotljiesis or point .of 

view ias state.d.aJ:>ove}nay. tead to the· recognition of a large number of problems. But· he .has sug~ 

gesteCI thatthe solutions fopnes!: could be found ~y making wide comparative studies of societies 
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of many diverse types, and also intensive studies of as many single societies as possible. He is also of 
the opinion that the hypothesis leads to an attempt "to investigate directly the functional consistency 
or unity of a social system". It also helps to determine the nature of that unity. 

5. 

The concept of 'function' has been further elaborated by some of the sociologists which ulti-; 
mately led them to establish a "functionalist theory" as such. The functionalist theory whiCii is often 
referred to as 'functional approach', or "structura'l-functionalism", or ''funcf{onalist perspective", or 
''functionalism" has been associated with the work of American sociologists such as Talcott Parsons, 
Robert K. Merton, and Kingsley Davis. 

"The functionalist theory implies that society tends to be an organised, stable, well-integrated 
system, in which most members agree on basic values". Sociologists with a functional approach 
study the way in which each of a society contributes to the functioning of the society as a whole. 
They stress much the role of balance or equilibrium in society. They view society as a system of 
interrel<:!ted parts. They are mainly interested in the 'contributions' or 'purposes' these-parts serve 
for ongoing social life. They focus on the 'functions' or 'consequences', that a given elei:nent has in 
society. To make it more specific, the functionalists say that each group or institution persists be
cause it is functional. 

Examples: (i) In trying to explain why all human societies have a family system-the function
alists would ask what function (or need) does the family system fulfil for the larger society? The 
answer to this question will highlight the contributions that family systems make to the on-going life 
ofsocieties. The family, for instance.functions to regulate sexual behaviour, to transmitsocial val
ues to children, and to take care of young and aged people who .could not otherwise survive. 
(ii) Economic activity.functions to providethe goods and services on which oursociety depends for 
its existence .. It also gives people roles in life, enabling them to earn a living and to draw a sense of 
identity from the work that they do. (iii) The school ]unctions to educate children, prepare. workers, 
take children off their parents' hands for part of the day, etc. 

In the functionalist view, a society has an underlying tendency to be in equilibrium, or balance. 
Social change is, therefore, likely to be disruptive unless it takes place relatively slowly. Because, 
changes in one part of the system usually provoke changes elsewhere in the system. Example: If the 
economy requires an increasing number of highly trained workers, the schools and colleges will 
adopt the policies and practices .to supply them, and the state will sanction more money for educa:: 
tion. But if the economy exp;mds so rapidly that the other elements in the social system cannot 
"catch up'', social disequilibrium will result. 

From the functional point of view, ifa particular social chan~e promotes a harmonious equilib
rium it is seen asfunctional; if it disturbs the equilibrium it is dysfunctional; if it has no effects, it is 
non-functional. Example: In a democracy political parties are functional, while bombings, assassina
tions, and political terrorism are' dysfunctional, and changes in political vocabulary or party symbols 
are non-functional. 

Functionalists ask such questions as-"How does this value, or practice, or institution help 
meet the needs of the society"? "How does it fit in with the dther practices and institutions of the 
society"? "Would· a proposed change make it more or less useful to society?" 

. As Donald Light Jr. and S.Killer have pointed out. "By looking at the soci~I world through a 
functional perspective, sociologists often develop convincing explanations for the existence of so
cial phenomena that would otherwise be puzzling or incomprehensible". For example, Kijigsley 
Davis has come up with some innovative and convincing,explanation for the practice of prostitution 
which the society condemns and at the same time maintains. His functionalist explanations are as 
follows: (i) Prostitution provides a sexual outlet for travellers, businessmen, salesmen, sailors etc., 
who will be unable to find stable partners, (ii) For those who do not have the will or energy to pursue 
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more .elaborate forms of courtship, it is required, (iii) For those whose stable partners are tempo
rarily out of contact during separation, divorce, widowhood, (iv) For those s,exuaiperverts who 
cannot continue the long-term enduring sex relationships, (v) For those who are unable to compete 

"in o'rdirtary sexual market place, examples: the disfigured, handicapped, impotent. 

·Assumptions of Functionalism 

Functional theory is based on some assumptions. According, to Dahrendorf, the main assump-
tions of functionalism are as follows:- . ' 

l'. A society is a system of integrated parts .. 

2. Social systems tend to be stable because they have built-in mechanisms of control. 

3. Dysfunctions exist, but they tend to resolv~ themselves. or become institutionalised in the · 
long run. 

4. Change is usually gradual. 

5. Social integration is produced by the agreement of most members of the society on a certain 
set of values. The value system is the .most stable elem~nt of the social system. 

Functional theory and research represent a young but rapidly growing approach. Its accom
plishments are promising but still tentative. "Functionalism is perhaps more promise than achieve
i:µ~nt. But it is an important prom:ise."-Prof Timashejf. 

. . I . 
6. FUNCTIONAL PRE-REQUISITES 

The functional theory has to answer questions such 'as- "If social life is to persist what condi
tions must be met with by the grolllt or social system?" Several of Parsons' students have compiled 
a list that they call the "Functional pre-f'eqJf_isites " of any social system. They can be grouped under 
four headings. In fact, they represent four recurrent functional problems which every social system 
must solve in its attemptsto adapfitselfto the basic facts oflife. As mentioned by H.M.Johnson they 
are : (i) pattern maintenance and tension management, (il) adaptation, (iiz)goal attainment, aµd 

' (iv) integration. 

1. Pattern Maintenance and TensiOn Management. A social system has its own patterns 
which must be maintained. The units of the system, that is, role-occupants or sub-groups, must learn 
these patterns and develop an attitude of respect towards them. Thus·any social system must have 
mechanisms of "socialisation", Through the process of socialisation the cultural patterns of the 
system become a part and parcel of the personalities ofits members. After they are learnt the cultural 
patterns have to~e renewed, They are renewed through appropriate rituals and.other symbols. 

Tension Management. A human group cannot endure if it fails to meet the individual human 
'needs of its members. The units of any system, i.e., individuals or sub-groups are., subject to emo
tional disturbance and distractions. Man's emotional, spiritual, and cultural requi~emen~ are ex
tremely complex. Still they must be met with or "managed" if the units are to be' able to.carry on 
·effectively. All social systems provide for relaxation from tension by means of activities .that allow 
a person to express his or her inner feelings, For example, danc;e and the arts do this task, All societ
ies provide special structural arrangements fordifferences in sex and also for such crucial events as 
births and deaths. Wherever there is social life, there are strucfures or patterns of ldsure and recre
ation, crafts, art, and some form of religion expressed in myths or elaQorate ritual . 

. 2, Adaptat,i.~n. Any social system must be: adapted to its social and non-social enviroment. 
For a society ta $Urvive'it must have a technology.adequate.to pr-0vide food, shelter and clothing. 

. . . . . . ' y . . . . . 

The economy of the society meets this need. Every 'permanent'' SQcial system., has its owndivision of 
hl:bour. Because, for the production of goods and service,:role differentiation becomes necessary. It 
is Iai9wn that110 one person can perform simultaneously all the tasks that have to be performed. The 
systelnl must also provide care for the. helpless young and protection against 'anintaf and human 
preddtofs. Many ofthe structures existing in any-s9cie:tY. are designed to fulfil these e~sential futi.c-
ticms, · 
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3. Goal Attainment. Every social systemhas one or more goals to be attained, through co

operative effort. 'National security·~ can be cited here as the best example of a societal goal. Adap

tation fo the environment, social and non-social, is necessary if gpals are to be attained. Further, in 

accordance with the specific nature of tasks of the system, the human and non-human resources must 

be mobilized in some effective way. For example, in any social system there must be a proper 

process for determining which persons will occupy what role at what time for what purpose. The 

proolem of allocation of members within the social system will be solved by such a process. The 

rules regulating inheritance, for example, solve this problem in part. 

The .allocation of members and the allocation of scarce resources are important for both adap

tation and goal attainQlent. The economy of a society as a sub-system produces goods and services 
for various purposes. The· government in complex societies, mobilizes goods and services for the 

attainment of specific goals of the total society. Example: A business firm may have the goal of~ 

producing steel..The goal is adaptive for the society because steel.can be used for many purposes, 
including the purposes of other business firms. The steel company faces the adaptive problem. It 
means, it had to adjust to the government and to competing firms and provide itself with the neces

sary raw materials for its productive goals .. 

4. Integration. Since they live in groups men and women must consider the needs of 

the group as well as their own needs. They must coordinate and integrate their actions:. 

'Integration' has to do with the interrelations ofunits of social system, that is, individuals and 

groups. "To some extent, the members of a system must be loyal to one another and to the system as 

a whole. This is a problem of solidarity and morale". Morale is important for both integration and 

pattern maintenance. It is closely related to common values. It is the willingness to give oneself to 

specific undertakings. In the routine living, the goals and interests of the whole society are not very 

much interests of the whole society and are not very much present in the minds of most of its mem

bers.· That way, the interests of sub-groups are always remembered. But during the period of crisis 

such. as war or revolution the goal and interest must always .dominate if the society is to survive an 
independent group. 

In almost every social system, some participants, including whole sub-groups, violate the norms. 

Since the norms fulfil,some social needs, their violations are a threat to the social system. Thus, the 

need for "social controI'' arises. It is essential to protect the integrify. of the system. "Thus, the 

elaborate rules provide orderly procedures to determine who will occupy given sites, to control the 

use of force and fraud, to co-ordh;iate traffic, to regulate sexual behaviour, to govern the conditions 
of exchange, and so on". 

Since the individual members are often motivated by "self-interests" chances of cla~hes;taking 
place between them cannot be ruled put. Sometimes, even with best morale we find threats t~ inte

gration. Hence, there must .be mechanism for restoring solidarity. Such mechanisms are normally 

operative most of the time. It must be noted that even with the well-institutionalized norms, in

stances of deviance do take place. The deviations may even become disruptive. Hence, there is the 

need for "sec;ondary',' machanism of social control. Example: In the modem state, the whole appara

tus of catching and rehabilitating the criminal represents such a kind of secondary mechanism. 

7. SOCIAL FUNCTIONS AND DYSFUNCTIONS 

The concepts of soc.ial functions and dysfunctions are essentially related to the functional theory: 

R.K. Merton has drawn our attention to tile fact that not an elements in the social system are June~ 

tional at all times. On occasion some element may actually dismptthe social equilibrium and may 
therefore be dysfunctional. 

As H.M. -Johnson has explained, "Any partiai structure-a type of sub-group, or a role, or a 

social norm, or a cultural value-"is said to have a function if it contributes to the fulfilment of one or 

more of the social needs of a social system;_.:.any partial structure is said to have a dysfunction ifit 
hinders the fulfilment of one or more of these needs". 
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Thus, a cultural trait which helps the society in meeting its needs or requirements is called a 
functional trait, arid one which hinders a society iq achieving its needs or requirei;nents, is called a 
.dysfunctional trait. 

Examples;· (i) Religion is said to be functional when it helps in binding together members 
of~ society. It ii:; called dysfunctional when it promotes superstitious beliefs and 'meaningless' 
practices. (ii) A political machine is dysfunctional ~hen it increases graft and corruption. It 
remains functional when it is able to protect the rights of minorities and assure equality to all. 
(iii) The high birth rate in the less developed countries of the world is very dysfunctional for 
those societ.ies because; it has cre11ted a serious problem of overpopulation. 

Sometimes, an element, in the social order can be functional in one respect and dysfunctional 
in another. Any industry in any modem society, for example, has the manifest function of providing 
the. goods on W(?.ich the way of life of the people depends. But it has. also the latent fu~ctjon of 
pplluti11g th~ envkonment and is therefore, dysfunctional'in this sense. The full implications of any 
element in th~ social ,System therefore have to be carefully explored. 

Not 'Purposes• but 'F'tvictions' 

As Merton has made it clear 'function' of any element has to be distinguished from "purpose". 
A purpose is something subj~otive that is, something in the mind of the participant or participants in 
a social system. But a function of dysfunction is an objective consequence of action. When we 
attribute functions to sub-groups, roles, norms or any partial structure, we mean that its action has 
certain consequences for a social systelllo irrespective of the motives of the actor or actors. Motives 
are important, no doubt, but they ate not 'tbe same thing as functions or dysfunctions. 

The Distinction is only Rela.tive 

It .is to be noted that the d\stinction between "function" and "dysfunction" is only relative and 
not absolute. Sometimes, they may be complementary to one another also. Because, we often find 
both function and dysfunction in any siqgle phenomenon sii;nultaneously. It is difficult to draw a line 
of separation between the two. Whatever is functicmal to some may tum out to be dysfunctional for 
someone else. Hence. the description of the two expressions often becomes subjective depending 
upon thy social situations. 

Further, the value or practice or norm, etc., which is fonctional at one time or place may be
come dysfunctional-interfering with the smooth operat.ion of society-at another time or place. Ex
ample: large families were de.sired throughout most histozy .. Death rates were high and large families 
helped to ensure some serwces. Especially, in America, with a big continent to fill, and with never 
enough hands to do the work, large families were functionally useful. Th'ey provided workers, compan
ionship, and old age security, and were good both for the individual and the society. But today, in a 
crowded world with a low death rate, large families are no longer a blessing. In other words, large 
families have become dysfunctional and 'threaten the welfare' of the society. · 

Functions and Dysfunctions .as Eunomia and Dysnomia 

The distinction between functi'on and dysfunction can further be made clear by making use bf 
the much fashionable organic analog\)'. In an organism we distinguish between health and ill-health 
or disease. Ancient Greeks thought that the ideas of health and disease could be applied to society to 
distinguish conditions of 'eunomia' (which refers to good order or social health) from 'dysnomia' 
(which denotes disorder or social ill-ht1alth). In brief, 'eunomia' refers to function and 'dysriomia' 
refers to dysfunctions. 1n the organic worrd, there is. a special scien_ce called 'pathology' which 
studies ill-health or the phenomena of dysnomia or dysfunction. In the l.9th century, Durkheim 
borrowed this conceptof Pathology from the organic sciences and used it in his sociological studies 
of'Suieide' and "Division of Labour in Society". He called it "social pathology". In these two.studies 
"he attempted to.find out objective criteria by which to judge whether a given society at a given time 
is normal or pathological, eunomic or dysnomic''. Durkheim preferred to use .the terln "anomic 
cor..dttions" in place of :.dysnomic conditions'. 
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With regard to the organic structures we can find strictly objective criteria by;which we distin
guish disease from health, pathological from'irormal. Disease may either threaten the organism with 
death or interfere wit!! its organic activities or functions. As1 far as the human societies are concerned, 
we cannot say that societies die in the manner in which the organism dies. Hence, we cannot define 
dysnorriia a8 some conditions which lead, if not controlled, to the death. o( a society. Unlike- an 
organism, a society can change its structural type •. or it can become an integral part of a larg~r · 
society. It is for this reason Brown says, "we caonot define dysnomiiras a disturbance of the usual 
activities of a social type". · · 

As far as the comparison betWeen "the health of an organism''. and "the eunomia of a society'' 
is concerned, we find a striking congruence. In both the instances, it means a condition of the harmo-'. · 
nious wor!.dng together of the parts. Due to its organic unity the orgar),ism tries to maintain its health. 
Similarly, sqciety too has a kind of unity whfoh Brown calls ''functional unit)l", or "inner consisten<::Y 
ofa sopial system". Brown is confident that it may be possible to establish a purely objective crite~ 
rion to determine the degree of functional unity of any particulat socie~. But he has.admittdd that 
the infant science ofsociety has not beert able to establish such a kind of criterion at' present. 

8. LATENT AND MANIJ<'EST FU~CTIONS 

The functional theory presupposes that every element in ~ social system fulfils certain func
tions. But how does one determine what the functions of a given elen\ent in the social system 'are? 
. The 'sqciologist only asks what its consequences are-and not what its purposes are believed to be. 
The assumed purposes ofsome componept in the social system do not 1necessarily tell us what its 
functions are'. Because the component can have ~onsequences other than \tb.ose that were intended, 
This fact has inade R.K. Merton to make a distinction between 'marfifestfunctions' and' latent func
tions'. 

According to Merton, "Manifest" funct~ns are those that are intended and_recogn1~eci; "latent'.' 
functions are unrecognised and unintended". · · · 

Manifest Functions 

These are "intended and recognised" fonptions. These are functions which people assume anci 
expect the institutions to fulfil. Examples: \i) Schools are expected tO educate the young iri the 
knowledge and skills that they need. It is its-manifest function. (ii) Economic institutip_ns are ex" 
pected to produce and distribut¢ goods, and direct the flow of capital wh~ever it is needed. 
(iii) Dating is c;ixoected to help the young men and women to find out ,their suitability for marr""ge. 
(iv) The welfa~esystem has the manif~st function of prt:yenting the poot from starving. ( v) Similarly, 
incest taboos are expected to prevent bio\ogical degenerati.on. These manifestfunctioris are obvious, 
admitted, and generally applauded. 

Latent Functions 

These are"tm.recognised "lnd w1itztended" functions. Tqese are-the unforeseen consequences 
of institutions. ExampleSi. (i) Schi 1Ql-s., not only educate youth, they also provide mass entertainment 
, and keep the young out of empJQyu1ept market. (ii) Economic institutions tIOt only prodtice and 
distribute goods, but also promote te.Ghnological, political and educational changes, and even philan~ 
tlfropy. ·(iii) Dating not only selects marriage partners, but also supports a large entertainmi>ilt indus
try. (iv) The welfare system not. only protects the starving, but it also has the latent function,of 
preventing a·pivil disorderthat might resulfifmillions of people had no source ©f i_ncome.,{v-Htra~st 
talioo has the latent functibn ofpreventing conflicts within the family. Tis anqthet Iatentfunctlcirfi~, 
it reinforces the sexual Union between husband, and wife. ·· 

Role of Latent Functions in Relation ~Q Manifo~t'Functions 

iatent functions of an instituti0n ~r piWtialstruPture may-(i) suppO:r.i t/ze mcmifes'tfu~ctionsj,ot. 
(ti) be irrelevantto, or (iii) m(ly even·;,mdermine.,manifestfuncttons. TP,elil'e pointsmay'b~~~flttE:\ 
with examples; · · · · 
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(i)·Latent functions may support the manifest functions.Example: The latent functions of 
religious institutions in the modem society include-offering recreational activities and courtship 
opportunities to young people. All Church leaders agree that these activities help Churches pursue 
their manifest functions. ' · · 

(ii) Latent functions may be irrelevant to manifest functions. Example: It is very much 
doubtful that the sports. spectacles staged by schools and colleges have much effect upon the mani
fest functions of promoting education. But, they seem tq be largely irrelevant to this manifest func
tion .. 

(iiifLatent functions sometimes undermine manifest functions~ Example: The manifest func
tion .. of civil service regulations is to secure a competent, dedicated staff of civil servants to make 
government more efficient. But the civil service system may have the latent function of establishing. 
a rigid bureaucracy (consisting of bureaucrats with least concern) which may block the programme 
of an elected government. Such a bureaucracy may refuse to carry out the government programmes, 
whickdisturb the bureaucrats' routine procedures. This could be referred to as the 'dysfunctional' 
aspect of the civil service system. 

Latent Dysfunctions 

As it is clear, a particular or some latent functions of an element or a particular structure may· 
prov~to be dysfunctional for the system as such. Example: The manifest function of the regulation 
of drugs by the government is to protect consumers again~t injurious substances. Its latent function 
may be to delay the introduction of new, lifesaving drugs. This latent function, it is obvious, is 
dysfunctional for th~ social system. Similady, the manifest function-of Western health institutions 
has -been to reduc~ illness; prema11;1re death and human misery; the latent fuµction has been to pro
mote a populatfori. explosion and massive famine in the underdeveloped countries. These latent func
tions are definitely 'dysfunctional' in nature. · 

There are, therefore; many instances in which latent functions might more precisely be called 
"latepJ dysfunctions". Because they tend to undermine and weaken institution or to impede attain
ment of its manifest functions. · 

Intedink between Latent and Manifest Functions 
.As H.M. Jolmson has pointed out the distinction between manif~st and latent functions is e&

sentially relative and not absolute. A function may appear to be 'manifest' for some participants in 
the so~ial system and 'latent' for others. But the individuals, many times, are not aware of the latent, 
or manifest dysfunctions of most of the partial structures of society. Still' the distinction between 
them is of some importance. · 

Firstly, ifthe sociologist is not aware of the possibility oflatent functions, he might often think 
that some partial structures have nb function at all. Further, he might become quite coptented with 
discovering manifest functions only. It is here, that the sociologist in his investigation, has got arriple 
chance to go beyond his "common sense" to find out explanation for certain social element in terms 
of latent fu~ctions and dysfunctions. 

Secondly, any social reformer must be sufficiently aware of the latent ftinctions and dysfunc
tions of any partial structure which he wants to reform or change. His proposals for reform would 
become ineffective, if he is not conseious of these functions; In fact, "knowledge of the way in which 
sodety actually "works" is the only sound basis for social planning. Naive moralising can be not 
only ineffectual but wasteful and otherwise harmful". For example, mere launching a crusade against 

· the so called 'corrupt' political machines in a city or a province in a blind manner is ofno use if one 
is ignorant of the latent functions of' corruption'. ' 

· ·Finally, the distinction will help one to know or estimate the effects of transformatiqn of a 
prevfously laten,t function into a manifest functi911, the 'distinction also, involves the prOblem of the 
role of kqowl.edge in human bahjlviour and the probleins of"manipulation" of human behaviour. 
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Chaptert2 I 

INDIVIDUAL AND SOCIETY 

The 'Sociality' of Man: The Central Problem of Sociology - Man Depends on Society~ 

The two Theories Concerning the Nature of Society - The Social Contract Theory - The 

Organismic Theory - Limitations of the Theories - The Inseparable Individual and the 

Society -.Man in Society and Society in Man - Scope for1ndividuality. 

Man is a social animal. He lives in social groups, in communities and in society. Human life 

and society almostgo together. Man cannot live as man, without society. Solitary life is unbearable 

to him. Man is biologically and psychologically equipped to live in groups, in society. Society has 

become an essential condition, for human life to arise and to continue. Society is more than our 

environment. It is within us as well as around us. 

There is a vast literature on the questions such as the nature or the essence of man's sociallife, 

it's origin and .sources. It is essential to study the deepest relations that exist between the individual 

and society. It is equally significant to know the nature of man's motives or impulses towards 

society. 

The 'Sociality' of Man : ·The Central Problem of Sociology 

It _\Vas Aristotle who said long back that man is a soeial animal. This proposition gives room to 

the central problem of sociology i.e., the sociability or the sociality of man. The essentialiact is that 

man always belongs ro a society .or a group of one kind or the other, and without it, he cannot exist. 

Several questions of great sociologicaLimportance arise in this regard. "In what sense man is a social 

animal ? In what sense do. we belong to society ? In what sense society belongs to us ? What is the 

nature of out dependence upon it ?" These questions take us to a more fundamental question of the 

relation betweenthe individual and society. 

The relationship between individual and society is ultimately one of the most profound of all 

the problems of social philosophy. It is, in fact, a philosophical rather than a. socioh'lgical problem, 

because itinvolves the question of values. We see ourselves on one side and our society Off the 

other.,.-the person and the group, the individual and the collectivity. Whatdoes each owe to the other? 

In what sense is the single individual a part of a whole that is greater than he ? In what sense does the 

whole exist for the indivi'dual ·? When· we accept the -staternent of Aristotle that man is, a social 

animal, what does this proposition ultimately mean ? These are some of the difficult questions. The 

sociologist cannot remain silent when confronted with these larger issues of human worth and hu

man destiny'. 
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M~m Depends on Society 

It is a thing of common observation of every one that the individual is living, breathing, work
ing; -playing, resting, praying, enjoying, suffering, sometimes sweating, sometimes swearing with 
millions like him in society. It is in the society that an individual is surrounded and encompassed by 
culture, a s~cietal force. It is in the society again, that he has to conform to the nomis, occupy 
statuses ::µid become .members of groups. Then, what is the role and responsibility of an individual to 
himself and to his society ? Is the individual Jost in society, or is it only in society, that he can find 
himself, 

It is a self-obvious fact that man has not only a capacity for social life but also an intrinsic need 
of it Emotional development, intellectual maturity and a certain amount of material goods and com-

. forts for the full exercise of his liberty arid progress are, unthinkable without society. No hum~ 
being is known io have normally developed ii\ isolation. A few instances like that of Kasper Hauser; 
the wolf-children of India called Kamala and her sister; the isolated, illegitimate child Anna and 
others have fortified the fact that man develops human qualities only in society. He can attain his real 
nature only· in society. The ps¥chological de~elopment of the s~cial consciousness of the child is 
also a confinnation of the natural so'ciality of the human being. The biological potentiality ofbecom
ing social is inherent in the very social nature of man. . . ,:: 
Two Theories Concerning the ~ature of Society 

The question oftlie relation.between the individual andthe society is the starti'ng point of many 
social investigations. The question of the nature of society is closely connected with the· question ()f 
the relationship of man anti society. Tuer~ are two main theories regarding the relationships of man 
and society which ha".e been propounded by several thinkers and writers. They are (i) The Social 
ContractTheory,·and(ii).The Organismic Theory. · 

I.SOCIAL CO~TRACT THEORY ' 
The-' social contract theory' throws light on the origin of the society. According to this theory, · 

a!lmeq are born f~ee and\ equal. Individual precedes society. Society came into existence because of 
an agreement entered.into by the individuals. The classical representatives, of this school of thought 
are Thomas Hobbes, John Locke, and.I..!. Rousseau. the three of them thought in various ways that 
before the existence of civil society men Jived in a sort of pre~sbcial state, called the state of nature, .· 
and in \1irtµe 'Of a contract ainong themselves, society came into existence. The essence of their 
argulnent is as follows: . 
' (a) Thomas Hobbes ( 158871679). Thomas Hobbes, 1111 English thinker,. was' of the opinion 

that soci;ety came into being as a means for the protection of men against the consequei:ices of their 
own nature. Man in the state of nature was iq pefPetual confli~t with his neighbours on account of his 
essentially selfish nature. To quote Hobbes, the Hf~ of nllit:l was "so/itafypoor, nasty, brutish and 
shorr. Every inan was an enemy to every oth,er man. · 

·· Hobbes in his ~ook "Le~iathan'.' has made it clear that man in ih~ state of nature was not at all 
social. According to hi~, m'an found ~'f!othirig but grief in the company of his fel/9ws''-all being 
almost equally. '(selfish, ·self-seeking, Ct1nning, egoistic, brutal and aggressive". Tbus, men in the 
state of nature were lil~e hungry wolve.s eacb ready ~o pounce on the othen.vith all its ferocity. 

' sipce t~ ~condit~ns in the. state of nature were intolerable and men. longe~ for peace, t~e 
people entered. mto a kmd of soct~l co,ntract to ensure for themselves secunty and certamty of,11fe 
and property. By mutual ag~eeme11t,they ~ecided to surrender their natura'l1rightsi11to the hands (Jfli 
few or one with ;authoritY to command.,the-eov.ernmt or agreeine.nt was of each with all and of al.I 
with·. _each:. T·h···.e. cov. enan. t.w.as. , o. f ... co\i. rse?a. social con~ract. a.;·n·· ~.·. a govemmen~.1 c.o.nt. r. ac. t: The. c6n. tr. ·.act b~c~me b10d1rtg on the.w_h()le C9,mdiumty as a perpetual s~c1aLbond •. Thusj-m order,oprotect h1!)1~. 
selfagainsf tlie evil consequences 9fhis own riatllre man-Organised himself in society1in order ~olive 

)n\peace Withil~. / · · · · 
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(b) John Locke (1632-1704). John Locke, another English political philosopher, believed that 
man in the state of nature was enjoying an ideal liberty, free from .all sorts of rules and regulations . 
. The st~te of nature was a state o(''peace, goodwi(l, mutual assistance, and preservation".13ut there 
was no recognised system oflaw and justice. Hence his peaceful life was often upset by the "i:orrilp
tion and viciousness of degenerate men". Man was forced to face such an"ill condition". 

J~hrt Locke, the British writer who supported the cause oflimited monarchy in England, main
tained in his "On Civil Government" that the "ill condition"in which men were forced to live was 
"full of fears and continual dangers". In order to escape from this and to. gain certainty and security 
riten made a contract to enter into civil society or the state. This contract Locke calleq 'social con~ 
tract'. This contract put an end to the state. of nature and substituted' it by civil society. The social 
contract was no more .than a surrender of certain rights and power~ so that man's remaining rights 
would be protect!':d and preserved. The contract was for.limited and specific purposes, and what was . 

··-given up or surrendered to the whole community and not to a man or to an assembly of men (as 
Hobbes said). Locke made it clear that the social contract later on contributed to the governmental ' 
control. The governmental contract was made by the society when it established a govemme~t and 
selected a ruler to remove the inconveniences of"ill~condition". · ' 

(c) JeanJacqu~s Rousseau (1712-1778). J.J.Roussc::au, the French writerofthe 18th century, 
in his famous book '.'The So.cial Contract" (l 76i)wrote that man in the state ofnature was a 'noble 
savage' who led a life of ''primftive simplicity and idyllic happiness". He was indepenqent, con
tented, self-sufficient, healthy, fearless and good. It was only primitive instinct and sympathy which 
united him with others. He knew neither right nor wrong and was free from all notions of virtue and 
vice. Maitenjoyed a pure, UhSQphisticated, innocent life of perfect freedom and equality in the state 
of nature; Rousseau argued. Men were free from the influence of civilisation, and sought their own 
~appiness uncontrolled by. social laws and social instituti.ons. -

~ut these conditions did not last long. Population increased and reason was dawned. Simplic
. ity-and idyllic happiness disappeared. Families were established, institution of property emerged and 
human equality was ended. Ma:n began to think-in terms of 'mine' and 'thine'. Difference between 
stronger and weaker, rich and poor, arose. · 

Emergence of Civil Society. When equality and happiness of the early state was lost, war, 
murder, conflicts, wretchedness, etc., became the order of the day. The escape from this was found 

. in the formation of a civil society. N:atural freedom gave place to civil freedom by ·a social contract. 
As a· result of this contract a multitude of individuals became a collective unity._'._a civil society/ 

. Rpusseau said that by virtue ofthis contract "everyone while uniting himself to all, remains as free as 

. before". -
-General Will. There was only one contract according to Rousseau which was social as well as 

politicaL The iq9ividual surrendered himself completely and unconditionally to the will of the body 
of which he became a member. The body so created was a moral and co1lective body and Rousseau 
called it the 'general will'. The unique feature of the general will was that it represented collective 

-good as dlstingu1shed from the.·private interests of its merllbers. The will was. 'inalienable and indi-
visible' according to hhn. - · . 

·-. Criticism. The theory of soCial contract has been widely criticised. (I) Historically, the theory 
see~ to be a.mere fiction. There is nothipg in the whole range of history to show that.the society has 
ever fo~e~ deliberately created as a result of voluntary agreement·er contract. Nor can we suppose 
thatrifan CQ!.lld.~ver'think of entering into a contract with others when he lived under condi~ions of 
eX:trem~mp_l_icity;~ignorance and even brutality. · -· · · · · · · 

Secondly, the theory is far away f~om the facts. Nothing i'ike th~ state·ofnature has.evetex"' 
isted. The most primitive peoples tbat the anthropolog~ have described li~djn some t()rm Qf• 
s()cfi'tyor the 0ther., howeyer r(ldimentary or uno~ganised itrrt~y be;.It is qtiite:·unhistoricalto .. sup~ · 
.,6se, that such men would.resort to a COntra~t .. I . . . . 
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:Thirdly, the advocates of the theory hold that the early individ~als entered into the contract for 
their ir)dividual safety and security of property. But hist"ry tells us the other way. Early law was 
n;r~re communal than individual, and the unit 'of society was not the individuaJ but the family--:Each 
man w:a~ born into his family, and into his status in society. "Society has. moved from status to 
contract and not from contract to status" as the champions of the theory argued. Contract is not the 

'beginning of society but the end of it, said .sir Henry Maine. ' 
· Fourthly, our own common sense tells us that there are always two parties to the contract. 

There cannot be a one-sided contract, as was conceived by Hobbes (Moreover, every contract lapses 
·after the death of one .of the contracting parties). 

Fifthly, conception ofoatural rights and natµral liberty, as is said to have existed in the state of 
nature, is illogical and fallacious. Liberty cannot exist in the state of rtaturel Law is the condition of 
liberty. Without restraintliberty is nothing short of licence, and condition of licence is anarchy. 
Rights, too, arise only in a society. If there is no_.rocrecyi- we cannot think of rights. 

Finqlly, there can be no rights without a consciousnegs of common interest1 on the part of 
members ofa society and common.consciousness was conspicuous by its absence in the state of 
nature. 

2. THE ORGANISMIC THEORY OF'SOCIETY 
This view,·at least as ancient as tlte contract idea, conceives society as a biological system, a 

grea'ter organism, alikc;:in its sfnicture and its functions. This theory can even be dated back to Plato 
and Aristotle, ' ' . ' 

_ Pia.to compj).red society and stateto a magnified human being. He divided society into three 
classes ofrulers, the warriors and artisans based upon the three faculties of the human soul, that is 
wisdom, courage and desire. Aristotle, drew a comparison between the _symmetry of the state and 
symmetry of the body and firmly held that the individual is an intrinsic part ofsociety; 

The parallelism between an individual organism and soeial organism has been worked out to 
the_ minutest possible extent.by Bluntschli and HerbertSpencer during the recenttimes. 

The organic theory considers society as a unity similar to that which characterises a biological 
organism. The union of individuals forrhi~ the societY has been described as similar to. the union 
between the several parts of an animal body, wherein all parts are functionally related. Just asthe 
boqy has, a na_t~ra,l unity, so has a social group. The animal body is composed ofcells, ·so is the 
socie~ COJ!lposed of individuals, and as is .the "relation of the hand to the body or the leaf to the tree, 
so is'the relation ofm4n to society. He exists in it and itin him". , 

The ancient and medieval writers had merely drawn an analogy between the society anp an· 
organism. They held that the society resembled an organism. But the.writers of the 19th century 
regarded the society as an organism. They tried to analyse· the structur~ ahd function of society in 
comparison with th_os~ of an organism. 

Views of Herbert Spencer 

The English social philosopher Herbert Spencer has peen the chief exponent of this theory. He 
said that society is an org~nisrn and it does riot differ in essential principle.from the other biological 
otganislJls. 'The,attfib1,1tes of an organism ancfthe society, he maintained, are similar. Both exhibit the 
same process of development The animaf and social bodies, Spencer affirmed, begin as germs, all 
similar a.nd simple in structure. As they'grow an<i develop, they become unlike and complex in 
stru~tUre. Their process of dey~lop'ment is the same,1both moving from similarity and simpl1city to 

. dissimilifrity ai:id complexity. "As.the lowest type ojqnlmal is all,stomach, respiratory surface,, or 
limb.fa primitive society is.a(/ wwrior,_all,hunter; all builder. dt,alltool-maker. ;is society grows in' 
confp/exity, divisiCin, of fabow folio~.'..~. · . · · · · 
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•· In each case there is mutUal dependence of parts. Just as the han4 depends on the arm l!md the 
·.arm on the body and head; so do the parts of soci~l organi8m depend on each other; E~ery organism 
depends for its life and full performance of its functions on the prop~r cp-ordination and interrela
tion of the units. As the diseased condition of o.ne organ aff~ots .the health and proper furtctionirtg ·of· 
other organs, similarly, individuals who form soCiety areinseparably:connectedwith one another for 
the realis~tion of their best self. There is so. mu'ch dependence of one on the other that the distress ' 
of one paralyses the rest. of the socie\y. The society anc:l' Qirganism; it is p9inted out are subject to ':"ear 
and tear:and then replacement. (Ju$tas cell tissues and blood corpuscles5n the animal organism, 

· wear out ~d are .replaced by new Qnes, in the same maimer, old, i\:ifirin, and dise·ased p~rsons die 
giving plac,eto ~ewly bom petsons) . 

. ·Spencer gives striking structural analogies betWeen society and organism. He says, society, 
too, ha.s thre.e systems corresponding to the ( 1) sustainingsystem, (2) the dis tributary system, and (3) 
the regulating system in an organism. · · 

( 1) ;Fhe sustainingsystem in an organism con~ists 9f mouth, gull,et, stomach and intestines .. It is 
by mean$ of.this system that food is digested and· the whole organic machine is sustained. Society 
~as its own sustaining system which refers to the prochictive system comprising the manufacturing 
districts and ~$ricultural areas, The workers, i.e .. , .the men. who farm the soil, work \the mines and_ 
facto.ries and workshops are the alimentary organs of a society; · 

, . (2) .The dis tributary sysiem in an organism consists of the. blood vessels,. heart; at;teries and 
veins and ll1ey carry blood to all parts of the body. Means.of communication_ and transport andalong 
with them the. wholesalers, retailers, bankers, railway and steamshipmen and others ipay c·o~espond 

· to ~he distributary or vascular. system of an organism. Society's Cells are indivi4uals ~nly .. And wh~t. 
the arteries and ~eins mean to the human body, roads~ railways, post and telegraph services~ institu
tions an<J ·associatio11s~ mean to society. 

(3) Finally, the regulating system isthe nerve~motor mechanism which regulates .the· Whole 
body; Government.in society; regulates and· controls the· a~tivities .of the individuals .. The ptofes
sio11almen-doctors, Iawyers, engi~eers, rulers, priests, the thinker~, in short, perforin the functions 
of the brain and the nervous system: Further, as Spencer opined .societ)' also passes through the 

- ' ·- . . . . '. 
organic processes ofbirth, youth, maturity, old age and death. ... . . .· 

· Murray sums up. the points of fesemblancebetV\leen a ·~otiety an,d_ an individual otgaritsm 'as 
noted by Spencer in the following ways :-

(i} Society as w:e11 as individu~l or~anism grow iIJ size .. 

(ii} They grow from comparatively a simple structure. t~ that of an increasingly complex one. 

(iii} Inci:~asing differentiation leads to increasing mutual dep~ndence of the c0mpqnent parts. 
The life and nomial functioning of each becomes depenqenfon the life of the whole. 

(iv) The. life of the whole becom~s independent and iasts lo1'Ser than the life of the component . 
parts. · · · , · ' · .. 

. Spencerhenc~. argued ~hatsocietyis a social 0rganism. fbdfviduals a~,e the limbs of the Society 
arid oehave as cells of the. bod:fwho.se activity and; life are ni.e!).~t for the ~e of the whole. Limbs 
separ~ted from body have no life, and sitnilarly individuals separat~d fr9m society P:ave no life. The 
. individuals exist fa and withirt'soci~ty- . . : . ' ·• . 

Criticism 

(i) The analogy used in the organic theory has, i,o doubt, a useful purpose' to, serve ·as. it' 
~ . . . . . . . , ' . , . . •. . . . . . : - , .· . . .. ' . . ·., . , . I . ·,. . , . " , . '· 

stresses the unit)'. of sodety. The.$ociety is not a· ~ereaggr~g~tion M individuals.: 1t·is _a .soc.ial 
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unity. Man cannot lead a lifo of isolation. Dependence is his very psychology, and individuals 
depend on one another and on society as a whole. The welfare of each is involved in the welfare 
of all. Every individual has obligations to hirr,iself, to his family, to his neighbours, and to the 
society of which h6 is a unit. He cannot be separated from society, just as a hand or a leg, without 
losing its utility cannot be separated from the body. 

(ii) The analogy used here to compare society with an organ~sru, has its own limitations. Even 
Spencer was aware of these. He himselfnoted some of the defects of this analogy such as the follow

ing 

*A society has no specific form comparable to the body of an individual; 

*The units of a society, i.e., individuals are not fixed in their respectiye positions like those of 
an individual organism; 

*The units of a society are dispersed persons and are not physically continuous like cells of the 
individual; 

*Society has no ·common sensorium ', no central organ of perception and thought as an indi
vidual has. 

{iiif The proposition that society is like an organism is acceptable with some reservations. But 
the assertion that'society is an organism, is rather misleading. 

At many points the comparison between society and an organism .is exceedingly superficial. 
There is no similarity .. between the cellsofan organism and the individuals who compose society. 
The cells have no independent life of their own. Each cell is fixed in its place, ''hatting rio power of 
thought or will, and existing solely to support and perpetuate the life of the whole". 'fhe individuals, 
on the other hand, are independent, intellectual and moral human bein'gs-. They do not act like a 
machine. Each has a physical life independent of the whole. 

It is truethat man cannot be the best of himself independently ofsociefy, but he can live, if he 
sowishes, an independent lifeofhis own. ThisisJf9tpossible in an organism. 

(iv) It is true that the society has grown from similarity and simplicity to dissimilarity and 
complexity. Butcommon-sense tells us that society is not subject to the same process ofbirth, growth 
and decay as an organism. An organism comes into existence by the union of two organisms. This is 
not the method of the birth of society. 

The process of growth is also not similar. Organisms grow from within and internal adaptation. 
They grow "unconsciously independent of volition entirely dependent on its environment and the 
natural laws of the biological world". Society grows largely due to the conscious efforts of the 
members and it is "to a great extent self-directed". 

An organism dies. But society is not liable to death. It ~s permanent, it ~ndutes. "Society does 
not originate or renew itself as a plant, or as an animal does". The theory is pregnant of dangerous 
results. Some writers have gone to the extent of justifying the unity of society even at the cost of 
sacrificing individualirtterests. The relation of man to society and the overemphasis on roan'.s obli- · 
gation to society, the world witnessed it jn Hitler's.Germany, Mussolini's Italy, Communist coun
tries like China and Russia repeat the same stpry. The theory has a little truth in it, but it has been 
exaggerated. 

Limitations of the Theories 

. · Both the theories have their own limitations. No sociologist subscribes to them today. Histori~ 
cally~ ·tl'!.e- social contract theory seems to be a mere fiction. We have no evidence to prove that . 
soc;i(i:ty came into being due.to a deliberate contract or ~oltmtary,agreement among the early.people. 
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The organismic theory is equally imaginary. Society is like an organism, but is not an organism. 
Societyhas no specific form, no fixed organs, no central organ of perception comparable to the body 
of an organi~m. This organic analogy is well appreciated, but the theory is almost rejected. 

The Inseparable Individual and th~ Society 

The relation or the type of unity between !he part and the· whole, bet\yeen the individual and 
society is not merely a physical unity, or a functional unity, or organic or systematic unity, but it is 
something more than these. It is suigeneris peculiar; of its own kind. It is simply social, that is, 
without the company of his fellowmen, the individual cannot live at all, nor develop his person
ality. Still, the individual has a life of his own; his autonomy and character which cannot be fused 
or confused with the lives of other men. Social values are in the ultimate analysis personal 
values. Even quality or powers which belong to society as such are realised only in its members, 
present or future. The life of society has no meaning except as an expression of the lives of 
individuals. 

The truth is that society is not and cannot bf! an organism; it is like an organism. ~ociety has no 
body; it'is an organisation of minds for a common purpose. "Society is thesum of interacting indi
viduals, and this interaction is, what differentiates society from the mere aggregation of individu
als". Society is a reality of its own kin<:l, itself unique, and different from every other natural object. 
Society gives us choices, inviting us to accept or decline, and in our selections we be~ome ever more 
compleJely what we are. 

Man in Society and Soci~ty in Man 

Everywhere and all the time we are members of groups. The isolated, individual does not exist. 
The language we speak, the clothes we we;fr, the food that sustains us, the games we play, the goals . 
we seek, and the ideals. we cherish are all derived from our culture. Culture is a societal force. 
Society surrounds us in our infancy artdfollows us to our resting place. We depend upon society and 
its processes not only for our livelihood bµt for our very lives. "Society no't only controls our move
ments, but shapes our identity, our thought and our emotions. The structures of society become the 
struc.tures of our own consciousness."-Peter L. Berger. Society does notstop at the surface of our 
skims. Society pene~rates us as much as it environs us. Our bondage to society is not simple but. 
complex. Sometimes, indeed, we are crushed into submission. Much more frequently we· are en
trapped by our own social nature. As Peter L. Berger says, "The walls of our imprisonment were 
there before we appeared on the scene, but they are ever rebuilt by ourserves. We are betrayed into 
captivity with o~r own co-operation." · 

As Durkheim says society confronts us as an objective facticity. It is there something that 
cannot be denied and that must be reckoned with. Society is external to ourselves. It encompasses 
,our entire life. We are in society, located in specific sectors of the social system, Our wishes are not 
taken into consideration in this matter of social location. The institutions of society-pattem our 
acti9ns and even shape our expectations. We are located in society not only in space. but also idime. 
Ouqociety is an historical entity that extendsJ?eyondthe temporary life of ariy individual. "lt.was 
·there before we were born and it will be there after we are dead. Our lives are but episodes in its 
majestic__ march through time.Jn sum, sociery is the walls ofour imprisonment in history". 

- Peter L. Berger 

Scope forlndividuality 

We need sodiety \n order, to become persons. But society is no great an engine (){which we are 
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merely a mechanical It is not a 
itself. 'From it we receive the 

in some sense, alone. There is 
a of us that we never a nc1)mmumi1;at1ed, a dream in its 

chamber. it has also been written 'the heart knoweth its own bitterness and a 
interrneddleth not with 

The same society and the same culture which limit the activities of man also liberate his ener-
gies and talents; No culture who are No two individuals are 
exactly alike. The same culture and men of matchless stu-
pidity. The utterly selfish persons and the se)fless individuals be found in the same 
society. Not even the twins are alike. individual is to himself and his society. Not 
only every society has a history of its own but every individual too has his own history. 
Different individuals may reaj::t to the same stimuli in different ways because of their individual-
ity. This individuality is the gift of But individuals become individuals in 
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HEREDITY AND ENVIRONMENT 

Causes of Differences in Human Personality -Environment~ Types of Envlromnent -
Influence of Environment on Personality - Heredity-Meaning and Mechanism of Hered
ity - The Role of Genes - Influence of Heredity _:_ Controlled Experiments to Study· the 
Relative Role of Heredity and Environment - Interplay BetweetrHereditj and Enyironment. 

Human society is not only dynamic but also diverse. Differences are fbund between societies 
and within the same society among peoples and groups. In fact, society is based on the prineiple of 
difference. Society exhibits diversity because, people who constitute society themselves differ. As 
the popular saying "all fingers are not equar'- all people a:re not alike. The)' do differ. Human 
beings differ from one another in their physicai development, in· their mental make-up, in their 
moral, spiritual temperament, in their noble work, intellectual endeavours, criminal activity, and so 
on. The physical traits of people such as stature, skin, colour, height, weight, texture ofhair and its. 
colour, structure of eyes, perimeter of the chest and so on do differ. Their psychological qualities 
such as intelligence; ability, aptitude, interest, taste, attitude, temperamel)t, mental health, etc., also 
differ significantly. Similarly, groups also differ. Individuals differ because they reveal differen~ 
personalities. As G.W. Allport, a noted psychologist, says,personetlity refers to "a p-erson 's pa_tterns 
of habits, attitudes, and traits which determine his adjustment to his envir.onment ". Differences 
between personalities are obvious because each individual represents a unique cdmbi11ation ofthese 
physical and psychological traits or qualities. What factors make every individualto develop his 
own physical and psychological traits ? To make it more specific, what factors contribute to the 
development of human personality which is unique to every individual? . 

Cause of Differences in Human Personality 

It is generally believed that the following factors contribute enormously to the formation and 
development of human personality. They are: biological inheritance, physical envirqnment; culture, 
group experience and unique experience of the individual., These have often been reduced into only · 
two factors namely; (i} heredity;. and (ii) environment. 

Can the differences in human personalities be explained by differences in heredity alone? Or, 
should they .be explained in tel1ll1s of environment? Or, in terms of both? Some have argued that 
heredity is more significant, while' others have asserted that environment plays a dominant role in 

· shaping different human personalities. This "nature-nurture", or heredity versus environment con.: 
troversy is one .of the most fascinating fo'pics of inquiry iµ sociology. In fact, "this is one of the great 
problems of sociology, one oft.he unfinished sections on the sociological map'\ There has beena 

163. 
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great deal of work. done on it. However, sociologists, psychologists, biologists, anthropologists, 

statisticians and other-s have evinced much interest in this topic and have made considerable studies 

in this regatd. Let us have a glimpse of some of these studies so as to find a relatively convincing 

answer for the perplexing iss_ue of 'nature-nurture' .controversy. 

1. ENVIRONMENT: ITS TYPES AND INFLUENCE 

Me~nil\g of Environment 
"''Environment', as the term itselfindicates, is anything immediately surrounding an object and 

exerting a direct influence on it".- P. Gisbert. According to Kimball Young, environment refers to 

"thi\"lse forces, situations or stimuli which influence the organism from outside". The role of environ

ment is so great that it can affect our society and our behaviour. The environment is. more than a· 

''conditioving" factor of life. As MacNer says, "It interpenetrates life everywhere. It directs or di

verts, $timulates or depresses man's energies. It moulds his speech; it subtly changes his frame. Nay, 

more it lives within him. It is entirely inseparable from life". "Life and environment are, in fact, 

correlates'.'. "Furthermore, ~very change in a living creature involves some change in its relation to 

environment; and every cfyange in the environment, some change in the response of the organic 

being". n is, indeed, a fact6r of great complexity. It consists of various aspects. 

Types of Eqvironment 
Environl{1ent is a complex totality ormany things. It has _been divided into differenttypes. 

(i) Mac/ver and'Page have mentioned of two types of environment: (a) Out<;r environment, and 

(b)Inner environment. (ii) Marshall Jones has spoken of three kinds of environment: (a) Physical 

Environment, (b) Social Environment, and (c) Cultural Environment. (iii) P. Gisbert has divided 

environment into four types: (a) Natural Environment, (b) Art{ficiarl Environment, (c)Social Envi

ronment, and (d) Psychological Environment. (iv) Kimbal Young divided it into only two types: 

(i) Geographic Environment, and (ii) Social-Cultural Environment. 

For our purpose of study we may speak of two types of environment namely: (i) Geographic 

Environment, and (ii) Man-made Environment. ' 

(l) Geographical Environment 

This can be called 'natural f.mvironment' for it con&ists of things that are proyided by nature. 

This can also be called 'physical environment' for it includes the physical conditions of life. The 

geographic or physical conditions exist independently o(man's existence. Man has limited and 

sometimes no control over them. This environment includes; the surface of the earth, natural re

souries, land.and water, mountains and plains, fertile iands and deserts, oceans, storms and cy-

.. clones, wea~her and lclimatic factors, seasons, etc. It also includes biological conditions such as 

plants, animals with ali their complexim!es. . 

(ii) Man-Made Environment 

In order to control the conditions of his life man has created a n~wie111vironment which can be 

called 'man-made environment' and some have called it 'socio-culural environment'. It can be sub-

divided into t\Vo types: (a) outer environment, and (b) inner environme~l. . 
.,._. - \ ·' - . 

. (a) Th~ Outer :Environment'. Man, through the introduction of science and techbology has 

, tried to modifythe conditions of physical envirorim,nt. It can be understood as 'outer environment'. 

We, what we are today, is becaµse of the modifications .of physical environment introduced by 

man's techlio!ogy. It includes our houses and cities, our means oftransport and communication, our 

co~forts and conveniences. It ~lso .includes the vast systems of industry ahd machinery created by 

mart It covers, in brief, the whole apparatus of our civil.isation>Some anthropologists have called 

this part of socio-cultural environment, 'material cultwe'. · · 

, 1(b) The Inner Environment. The inner environment is the society itself. It is the social envl

~<fl-iment and endures only so long as the society endures. It consists ofthe organis<1tions and teguta\ 
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tions, the traditions and institutions. It includes the folkways and mores an4 customs which every 
human group provides for man. This envitonmeri.t is also known as 'social herttage',.and·sometimes 
referred to as the order of 'non-material culture'; The social heritage is the nepessaiy condition· for 
human secial life to arise and to continue. It has a profound influence on man·~ life. . · . · · 

The so-called 'artificial environment' which refers to the modified form of physical environ
ment and the economic environment, which refers to all the things of human creation that have great 
economic valu~an be understood as nothing but two aspects of th~ man-made environment. 

In should, b~ noted that ,Dan cannot separate the outer environment as one order ofthe things 
from the social e:n~ironment. Th~ outer and the inner environments are blended. ·For exathple, the . 
land which we bring under cultivation: is more than a land; it is a form Qf propeli'Y'! Jfis often wor.:. · · 
shipped also, as the Hindus do. The houses are also homes that represent the institutfon oftamily. 
Thus the various factors of the total environment (the physical, the inner and the outer) are merged 
togetherin ourexperience. . .· · . 

2. INFLUENCE OF ENVIRONMENT ON PERSONALITY 

Environment of both the ffl>es-geographic and social or natµraJ.and.man-made has afremen,. 
dous bearing on human personality. The natural environment sets limits to.the personality and also 
provides opportunities for its development. The social environmeptpr,ov_ides<enough con,ditionsfo~ 
its proper expr.ession. The family, school; neighbourhood, frie9ds, vanous persons in contact~ social 
customs, practices, values, institutions, etc., all affect an individlial/s personality. The.~tatus ofthe.· 
child, young man;-'and adult, and old man in the family and in society is not the same,, As a result of 
this difference a man's temperament, attitudes, tendencies, ways ofthin:king, acting inclinations, ~d 
character; in brief, his personality is af{ected . .Ihthe same way, the status of the. person in plac~s like 
school, office, occupation, etc., affects his behaviour to a great extent . 

'. \ .. "\. 

The famous psycho-analyst Sigmund Freud has expressed the opinion that the personality ofa 
person is fashioned in the first few years, the.-rest of the life bein'g anJ~xpressiori of the tepdencies . 
already developed. The present psychologist~ a:l~o ag~ee that the influence of environment offamily 
upon the character, nature, mental tendencies, habits, behaviour of the indiyidual is very gri;iat. This 
view has been verified by comparison of children brol,lght up in families and those bred In \govem·
ment institµtions. In childhood; p,arental love affectsjfle0stability of the emot!oris ofthe chi*. It has 

. been observed ·tlfat,excessive love and care spoil the children and lack of, affection. leaves. their 
feeling iindevek>ped \lvhich are then unnaturally expressed. Alfred Adler1 a famoqs.p§ychologist, 
maintained that even the birth order of the child in the family affects.its personali~TJns n:iay be 

•understood 'by remembering that in the family mother, father, husband, wife; elder\@d younger 
brother,. elder l!f}d ·younger sister,· loved child, and uriwantt;d offsprings all· 'have their respective , 
statuses which affect their personality. 

.. Cul~ or th~ social envirooment provides lot of sc,Ope for variatioo in p~tsonality. It h~s been 
obsei.:ved thatthe Zuni people.are said to be emotioN.i!!ly~more secure, arid r.rlost.Alorese insecure. 
Futtiier, the Zuni people are known for their co-operative spiriJ- They are calm, gfacious, rion-com~ . 
petiti~~/and n:iaintain control ~ven in the most exciti?~ ceremonia~ ~ae~es. Qn .the other ?and, th~ 

.. · K,wakiutl Indians (of the Pacific North West) are highly competitive m nature. They give more 
impoJ1ariee to prestige, rank and property and he.nee widespread l((ompetition': is there to possess 
therikSiniilllrly, the Ba !honga people are crazy aft~women and beer. Eskimos are kno'Wn'fottheir 
skilland ihuscular streng(iLThe Dakota people are known for their generosity, hospita,lify, bravery 
and fortitude (cou,rage in 'pain or:;adv:c;:rsity). · · · ' 
. As Ogburn and Nimko./J. have stated; Russians ~ppeado have a 1~trong need forintensfy~ 

interaction with others ·jn immediate, direct, personal relationships. They' have. greater capaSttf rot 
· warm:j>ersonal i:JO~tiict and enjoy s11ch relations\lip~ ipore. The~. are not 100 an~iously-.eonbertjed . 
. about.others '·.opinion ·of them •. Americans;.· on the ,c·orttrary, emphasise· achievement more-~d·the 

,·I, 
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/ .I ' 

·need for approval artd autonomy. They fear too close or intimate association because it lim.its free-

dom~ They desire recognition more and are more eager to be· liked. The Russians are said to be more 

.·expressive; more highly aware of their impulses arid more readily yield to the imp1dses11nd depend 

more on external controls applied by authority to keep in line. On the other hand, Americans rely · 

m()re Ori self-controL . 

These differences irt outlook, temperament, attitudes, tendencies, etc., found in varioqs peoples 

as mentioned above, cannot be attributed to the. hered,itary factors. Rather they are more affected by 

·environment, thattooby the social or cultural environment. People tend to develop in them qualities 

in accordance with the .values, goals, objectives set forth by their culture.. ·· . 

IndivWual differences arise not only between different societies, even within the society ~arfa 

tions in pers~mility may be found. How fo account for:these differences? Tl;le answer lies in d~ffer
ences in w consti(Ut.ional characteristics~ (ii) emotional relationships with members. of the femily 

a~d other grouPf, and (iii) socialisation in distinctive sub-cultures. · . · 

Cul~ varies within a society and not just bet:ween societies. It is a point of the first i~por
iance to recognise that ·culture is no't a single massiv~ die that .cuts all the ,members of the group of 

precisely th~ same specifications, There is in every cultilre what may be called a division oflearning 

according to social classifiqation. Both sexes and aRage group8leam certain things in.coinmon but 

in addition eac_h sex and age group learns different things. Age~grading· and sex~typing are perhaps 

the most important classifications for determinir~g social roles.·Occupation, education, income and 

family background are additiona1 selectiye facto'rs wpich are highly important in determiiiing what 

aspects of the culture an individual will be exposed to. All cultures accordingly produce varietji as 

well as uniformity of personality. ' . 

It· is well te. note that the same personality trait can often be produced by varying the environ

.ment.alfactors. A child who is not.dominant naturally may be made more aggressive by increasing 

tpe:dornina~ion at home or ridicule by the gang; that is, by varying interpersonali or group, factors. · 

·Agajma'childwho is normally'not assertive may perhaps be rendered more energetic by environ-

mental pressures, (such as the frequent prospects of famine or con~tant darigerfrom attack by wild 

animals, ~sway be the case· in primitive society):: Finally, training or cultural experience may con

vert a submissive child into an assertive _one. 

. To ascerta,in the influence of environment .on personality, psychologists, sociologists and bi-

ologiSts studledidentical and fraternal twins who were brought up in dissimilar environments. One 

particular.pase ~ay be menti.t>riedthere. · . •. . . · 

.. 'Mil~ed' and. 'Ruth' are so called 'identical twins; whose 1t1othergi.ed when they were three 

· .. months pld an'd who were immediately adopted by two different farriilies of relatives. Mildred be

.. ,~ame the f0ster daughter of a _banker who was al~o the mayor of a small city. He was a well educated 

man a11d made· all facilities for Mildred to develop her-' self'. She read widely, studied music and 

played the :v_ioliri in the high school orchestra. Further, she.participated in various other social activi-

. ties. outside of the home. · 

Ruth, on the other hand, be~ame the foster daughter of.a foreman oflabourers, -a man of little 

· education who lived in a fairly large city. Ruth's foster motherwas not mu.ch· educated.arid kept her 

Closely' confiµed t6 her home, wh.~re there were no books, ll,O good 1t1usic, and no intellectual activi

ties.' 

Up to the age of 15 when these two girls were given extensive examinations their physical· 

appearanc~ aqd health records had b.een about the '$<!.me:· Their p~rspnaJ.~ties, however, were vastly 

· different.. Mildred was a corifide)lt girl, expressivle, talk~ti:ve, withom e: lisp and happy in:. facial 

· exptessiori. Ruth, oi;i the other hand, .showed an iiiTiibited personalityJ. the different, .slient, with 

,: .lispirtg speech arid an µnhappy expression. Mentally.there wa~·also .strikihg:diffetence. l)espite.the 

.. fact that• their formal .ed,ut;ationa,l opportuf!ities liad been about the same,· Mildred ~ad an I.Q• score 

• ol) tw(> different tests that was 15 points higher than ·Ruth's, · 
'/ .· " ,· . ·. . . . ,. 
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In the case of identical twins, Mildred and Ruth, the hereditary potential is assumed to have 
been the same; T,he hereditary factor is presumably held constant. The differences in I.Q. scores and ·· 
other aspects ofJ>ersonalities· of the two girls are clearly attributable to the cultural and µniquefac-
rors in their·respective social environments. , ·, · 

. Most of the studies have revealed that environment and heredity both play an. importaritrole 1n 
determining human personality. If mental factors are much .influenced by environment physfoal and 
physiolOgical characteristics are more affected by heredity. Environment alone cannot determine an 
individual's personality. But it gives opportunities to the individuals to express themseives-ahd to 
develop their personality. Environment brings out the hidden potentialities into a definite fomi; AH. 
the inherited qualities become actualities only within and under the conditions of envircmment. Dif
ferent aspects of an Individual's personality like interests, intelligence, skill; dexterity; attitudes, 
beliefs, faith, inspirations, etc., are very much influenced by the e~vironment. . · 

3. HEREDITY AND ITS 'MECHANIS~ 
Meaning of Heredity . 

Hetedi!}' is one of the powerful factors thatcontribute to the fo.rmati.on of h.1.iman personality. 
~t influences tnl)n'§ so'C!,al behayiour too. ltis thrqugh the ptqcess of heredity that children_tj<l(llJ.ally 
get some of the physical and psychological characteristics of their parents. Heredity refers'to the 
biological process of transmission of certain biological andrpsychological characteristicsfrompq,r
ents t(J their children through wl,zat are known as genes. Thus, the heredity of the child works through
the genes which deteqnine its physical and psychological characteristics. The great resear~µes and 
observations made by Men~el, a prie,st :With scientific insight, almost a century ago, havethiown . 
much light on the phenomenon of heredity and its mech~nism. Mendel's works also removed many 
of the misconcep~ions·developed about the role ofheredity in life. · 
The Me<:hanisrn of Heredity a~d the Role of Genes 

Man ;sbi6logical heredity begins with the union of the sperm ejected by the male with the egg~ 
cell in.the rpother's womb. This is the contribution ofe~ch parent to tbei·orination 9fthefirst cell.· 
This first cell called the 'germinal cell' divides repeatedly into thousands'and millions of celJs. Th~ 
first cell contains 23 pairs of chromosomes. which correspond to the huma~ species: Each P.arent lias 
contributed one·halfto.this cell~ Every human cell has the same number ofchromosom~i; excepUhe 
reprod\lctive oells. The. reproductive cells which proceed from each parent tor 'the procreation of the new, being have only dne..halfofthis number; that is, 23 unpaired chrorit9somes. If µIere is a. single 
special chromosome called 'Y' the offspring-is going to be rriale; and ifall chromosomes a.re 'X', the 
offspring is bound to be a female. , · 

·If, in the mother's womb, two egg-cells are fertilised by two sperms contributed by the.father; . 
~~ns will be born. These may be o£the same sex or Of different sex. 'Identical'·or·'equar twins are 
. bdm when only one egg-cell is .fertilised by, the sperm which at the time of its first division b,realcs 

.. into two independent cells; which multiply as normally as the others. These identical twins are vecy 
much ali~eanq tqey necessarily belong to the same sex. · 

Thef Role of Genes 

The chromosomes that are 'contributeq by e~c.h p11rent contain thousan~s of tiltramictoscO'pic 
. particles oa.lled "genes". These genes are the carriers ofheredity.'They determine the physiological 
characteris.ties of the ~ew being .. Not all· inherited char~t:teristics appear at birth; many lik~ baJdriess · 
or deafness manifest, themsely.es lat,er in life. Intensive ·researches carried .on by p~egor Miinde'I;· 
Thomas Hunt A;lorgiln, Hugo 'de .Vri':s and others, have further confirmed the ·ract that theg~lld 
largely deCide the heredity of the offspring. · · 
. . . Itwas'p~evlously believed that eyery physiological-trait has a definite ge,ne correspondinS tojt. 
Now it has 6een proved that some Inherited qualities are due to the combination Qf'a few genes. 
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' 
Experimen~ have shown that 'when two characteristics, one from each parent, combine, the off-

>spri11g is a hybrid uniting in. itself the two characteristics .. Of these two characteristics, one .is 'domi
nant' !llld the other is 'recessive' and the former always prevails oyer the latter. Thus, Ill> Mendel 
showed in experiments on rats, mice,-and mostfur-bearing animals, black is the dominant 9harac.ter 
over white; smooth hair over cur}y, and short over long h;iir. In the case of man, bro'Vfl eyes are 

. dominant over blue eyes. It may also happen t}iat sometimes, some white complexioned parents may 
get a c~.ild with black 'complexion, and 'black' parents may get 'white' child~ Because some genes 

' which were recessive in the previous generation of those parents become dominant at that time and 

.express· qqalities, peculiar tQ themselves. 
- · Still itcarirtot be said tha~ every characteristic with. which we are born is strictly inherited. 

Maily of them are 'efogeneous' or due to environmental influences. Every characteristic in order to 

be 'endogeneous'. or inherited, ~ust have its basis in the cell genes and be capable of being tr_ansmit
ted through them. AccordingJO.H.S. Jennings, the following s6matic characteristics maybe strictly 

iJ'.\nerited. · . . 
"Sex, colour of eyes mid hair, complexion, form of the features, form the distribution of hair, 

finger prints and palms and sole patterns, structure an:d form, bftlle'ha,nds and feet, form of the body 
(st()utnes1>, slendemess, stature, and the like), chemical comp«)s1tion o'fthe blood, the blood types, 
the glandblar typ-es to whieh individuals belong,,.the sense$..-antl their efficiency,. efficiency of the 

· btafn, viggur and weakness· of constitution, susceptibility an:d immunity of various diseas~s, and 

many otherrphy!iical and physiological peculiarities''. ' 

.. Recent in~estigations ha~e revealed th~t even the .genes undergo changes. "The changes oc

c.urring in. the· genes which rnay be transmitted by gener11tion are called 'mwations'." These must be 
-differentiated from 'vatiations'. A variation refers to a. change in the degree or intensity of a certain 

. charactenstic or trait ~or example, ina group of short men some may be shorter than others; of two 
· 
1pairs o(black eyes one may be more intense than the other. But a change from tallness to shortness, 

· from blue to brpwney~s,lorfrom white to black colour, ~s may occur in the offspring, is the effect of 
a·~·mutation"; Variiitions are.if!mporary and they indicat&changes in the individual. But mutations 
'czf~ permanent, ap:d foood ip the species'. It is o~ly in terms of ~utations the evolution of species can 
·be ·understood. Hence the changes in skin colour,· bodily features, or hair forms of a group have 

· ·, .beeC)me perpetuated because of mutatiOns intJ:i.e genes. 

, · It may: be reiterated tJ:iat\lzeredity 1is the living link or bridge between two generations: What 

acttiallygoes over the bridge are thousands ofliving microscopic particles packed away in the single 
cellwh~h each.of us re?eived fro,m each Qf our'parents. These particles are the genes. . 

4. INFLUENCE OFllERE_DITY 

. . ]3iological inheritance provides the raw materials of personality and these ra.w materials can be 
shaped in majly different Ways. AlLnormal Q.ealthy human beings have certain biological similari~ 
ties. Still' every persj)n 's biological inheritance is unique. It means that no other person (except an -

· .. identical .twin) has e_xactly the same inherited physical characteristics: People believed for a very · 

• 1ong time that a-persop•;s personality was nothing more than the unfolding of th~t p:ei:son' s bi9logical 
inheritance ... Such~per.sonality traits· as-perseverance, ambition, honesty, criminalify, intelligence, 

·/SC:l¥'deviation,physi¢ll:l energy, and·most other trait~ were believed to arise from inherited predispo-
sjtfons. Such an idea, ofcourse, .is rarely believed today. , 

. .· .. the influence of heredity in shaping human personality and determining. human behaviour has 
··· b~ highlighted by th~ supporters _of Jiereditysuch as.c..Francis Ga/ton,. Kart Peiirsott;. Willi('m MC 
.. b&uga//,and<)thers. . , ··. · · ... · . ·· . . . ,· · 

. · f'rpnci$ Ga/tort {1822-1211) in his. book "lf ereilitary Genius" pofo.tel:l ·out that4U,nian cj.iffer

e*eS'. ¥e;irtborn.~fo his opinion. men, who. achieve. greatness . are naturally ,capa§le: He ar~e's that · 
• ·human:' beings-ate f\ind11m.entally unequal. Thi's inequality is due to two faqtor. namely: h_eredity and . 
. . . I . . . 
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environment, among which heredity is more dominant He also gives evidences to support his views. 
According to him, an able father produces able children. Further, royal families produce more men 
of intelligence than the ordinary families. He says the environment has little to dowith the, achieve
ments of the people. He even tried to show that the childnm would be greatly gifted when the father 
was of higher intelligence. "Nature prevails enormously over nurture", he maintained. He, howeyer, 
concluded ·that "no man can achieve. a very· high reputation without being gifted with very high 
ability". 

Karl P,earson ( 1857) continued the works ofFrancis Galton. Pearson and his followers1after 
making some studies concluded that "man varies; that these variations favourable or unfavourable 
are inherited''. He tried to show that heredity is more tbanseven times more important than environ
ment. 

Evidences in Support ofHeredity 

Some. supporters of' heredity have based their investigations on the folfowing evidences: 
(i) Unequal intelligence levels of individuals of differen~ occupational groups; (ii) Unequal intelli
gence levels of different racial categories; and (iii) The' study of famous families of Edlfards and . 
degenerate families of Jukes. 

(1) U neqmd intelligence levels of individuals of different occupational groups; Some sup
porters of heredity have drawn our attention towards considerable differences between the intelli
gence levels of different occupational groups. For example, in one of the studies it has been obsec{red 
that the children of professional parents had an average I.Q. (intelligence quoti~nt) of J 16; those of 
semi-professional and managerial classes l 12; clerical skilled trades, and retail business 107 .5; semi
skilled, minor clerical occupation and business 105; slightly skilled 98; and finally the children of 
labourers, urban and rural farmers, 96. These differences in I.Q. were attributedmainly to heredity. 

(ii) Unequal intelligence lf.)vels ofracial categories such as Whites and Negroes. InAmerica, 
a number of psychological intelligence tests were administered to the Negroes and Whites. In these 
studies of comparative intelligence the Whites faired better than the Negroes. For example, the tests 
applied to army recruits during-WofldWar I had revealed the average merital age ofNegroes as·lOA. 
years and of the Whites as p. ty¢ars. · 

(iii) The Study.of the families of Edwards and Jukes. The study of the families of Edwards 
and Jukes as an evidence in favour ofhereiiity is quite fascinating. In America, towards the end of 
the 19th century, ·some 1391 descendants of Jonathan Edwards were identified out of which more 
than 295 were c,o~lege gradtiatesand among them 13 came to be college presidents or principals and 
one a vice-president of America. The records sho\'V,ed that there were no conviJ;~d crimJnals atn.ong 
them. 

As. against the above, in 1887, there were identified'1200 descendants of a certain 'Juke' who 
was born in New York in 1720. Of these, 440' were physic~lly defective or diseased, 31.0 were 
paupers, 130 convicted of crime, and 7 conde_mned as murder~rs. It w.as concluded that heredity and 
not environment, was the decisive cause ofthe difference ofbehaviOur in these families. ' . . 

Comments 

The conclusions drawn by ~he supporters of heredity 11re nodoubtinter~sting.Buttheyramer 
appear to be bnesided, misleading and exaggerative. These thinkers and writers have not tna~eany 
attempt to study the effectof environment. The qµestion whether the individuals of differetj(occupa
tional groups or r11cial categories or family groups have had the same social environment and 
opportunities~is very important here. This was actually neglected by theseJhinkers. . 

With regard to the jntellige!we tests conducted to different groups, we have our ,own doubts. 
First~Y; the so called 'inteUigencttests' were more knowledgetests;and hence they could haydly 
assess the original intelligence of the individuals involved. Secondly, the cµltural. b~pkground of 
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both the groups-Whites and Negroes, and those of different occupational groups was hardly the 

same. Thirdly, we are not sure whether the intelligence tests were administrated objectively. Finally, 

intelligem::e is not the outcome of heredity alone. Environment too plays its role in helping the 

individual to develop his intelli~ence. These studies had ignored environmental factors. 

With regard to the,studies of two different families also certain defects have been noticed. 

Firstly, there is no solid proof to ascertain that the Jukes and Edwards of the present generation are 

the same as those of 9 or l 0 gep.erations back. Biologically no succeeding generation can be a carbon 

copy of .the preceding generation. Secondly, the studies are incomplete as all descendants on either 

side have not been taken into account. Thir_dly, in a prejudiced manner, Jukes were searched for in 

Jails, orphartages, and in bad families, while the Edwards were searched for in respectable places. 

Fourthly,subsequent investigations on the Edwards families showed that a certain Elizabeth Tuttla, 

the grandmother of Jonathan Edwards, had been guilty of adultery and immorality, her sister mur

dered her own son artd she herself was killed by her own brother. Champions of heredity cannot 

explain this Startling fact. Fifthly, the supporters of heredity never studied the influence ofrespective 

envirbnments. in which Jukes and Edwards were brought up. ' · · 

5. CONTROLLED EXPERIMENTS TO STUDY THE RELATIVE ROLE OF 

HEREDITY AND ENVIRONMENT 

The 'nature-nurture' controversy has been raging for centuries.Ip.terest in the biological basis 

for individual differences in intelligence and behaviour is currently rising. At the same time equal 

attention is paid to ascertain the influence of environment. Hence some sociologists, psychologists 

and biologists in their stUdies have held one of the factors as constant and the other varied irt order to 

'find outthe relative importance of both, Studies of identical twins are a favourite research approach 

. in this regard. These twins are believed to possess more or less the same hereditary qualiJies. They 

. have been reared apart to know the influence of envir,ortment on their personality. Some of the 

studies conducted with this approach may be cited here. 

( l) Francis Galton himself studied ~ins reared apart and came to the conclusion that heredity 

plays a more dominant role in determining an individual's personality:. 

(2) One study of2500 high scnool twins conducted in America concludes that "about half the 

variation among peopl~ in a broad spectrum of psychological traits is due to differences among 

people in genetic c1laracteristics", while the other half is due to envirm;iment. 

(3) The most extensive twin study ever made was by the Medicogenetical Institute of Moscow. 

which separated 1000 sets of identical twins at infancy. They were placed in controlled environ

ments for two. years of observation. Th~ findings supported strongly a hereditary basis for many 

characteristics, including intelligence differences. (This conclusion displeased Stalin who aboiished 

the institute and executed its dir.ector). 

( 4) Miss Burks made a study of children in foster homes and arrived at the conclusion that the 

role of heredity is about 80% and that of environment 20%. 

(5) H.Jj. Newman, abiologist; F.N. Freeman, a psychologist; and K.J. Holzinger, a statistician, 

rp.ade a study of 19 pairs of identical twins reared apart. They compared the data concerning 50 pairs 

of identical twins and 52 pairs of fraternal twins reared together. The authors concluded that physical 

characteristics are least affetted by the environment and psychological characteristics are more sub

jected to environmerttal influence. 

(6) F.N. Freeman made a study of67 l children-who Were placed in Chicago foster homes. His 

study led him to conclude that I.Q. oftlie children placed-in homes other than their own, would 

increase in'. proportionto the quality of the foster homes. Itmeans the level ofintelligence varies with 

tl}e nature of environmental influence. · 

(7:) }i.M. Skeels made a stUdy, of 150 illegitimate children at the State University of IOWA 

which:led him to conclude that, intelligence is more responsive to envirQmilental chang~s. 
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Interplay Between Heredity and Environment 
,The above-mentioned and several other studies do not tell us whether heredity or environment 

is the 'more' important factor. But they teil us why each is important. Individual diffetenc~ in 
biological inheritance are real regardless ofw'hether this fact makes one happy oci,mhappy. For some 
traits, biological inheritance is more important than others. While indivic:lual differe~ in I.Q. are 
more highly determined by heredity than by environment, other trait differences are almost entirely 
environmental~ One recent study has revealed that certain qualities such as sociability, compulsive
ness, and societal ease are si;iid to be more influenced by heredity, while certain traits such as leader
ship, impulse control, ,attitudes and jnterests are believed to be more sensitive to enyironmental 
influence. 

We may condude that biologj,i::al inJ}eritanc~ is tmportant for some personaJity traits and unim
portant for others. In no case the respective influence of heredity and environmerlt.he_ precise,ly 
measured. But most scientists, agreed,' that the degfee to which one'sinherited potentials are fully 
developed is determined by one's sociar experiei;rce. · 

It is evident that those who study the influence of environment see omy one side of the coin and 
those who study the effect of heredity see only the other side. They have failed to realise that they are 
inseparable. "Neither can ever be eliminated and neither can ever lie isolatfd ". 

Environment is complex and changing, heredity is not completely known. Hence we must take 
into account the interaction of the two factors rather than tlie absolute action of any one factor. 
Heredity is what the new life starts with, &nd environment.is what makes its maintenance and devel
opment possible. Both are equally essential. 

Personality is the product of both environment and h~i'edity. Heredity provides the potentiali
ties and environment brings them out into a definite form. All thejnherited qualities become a.etuali
ties only within and under the conditions of environment.· No amount of environment can turn a 
mediocre person into a genius. "Hered{ty determines what we can do, ·and environment what we do 
do". 

Heredity is potehtiality made actuitl within an environment. Hidden potentialities· are revealed 
when the favourable opportunities are given. Man being the final product of evolution has greater 
capacity of adaptability and be can adjust himself with any environment/Hence heredity and envi
ronment are equally important. Each human trait requires both heredity and environment for its. 
development. As Lumley said, "It is not heredity or environment, but heredity and environment", 
Both have been operi;iting in determining human behaviour. As Maciver has pointed out, "Every 
phenomenon of life is the product of both, each is as necessary to the result as the other ..... " No 
society or no organism is the product of either heredity or environment. 

We may conclude that "Natul'e and nurture are so obviously necessary and inseparable th,at the 
important question is not which i~ more important but rather how together they determirie our 
qualities." · 
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INDIVIDUAL AND COMMUNITIES 

Community and Individual Life - Rural. Community - Meaning and Characteristics -

Types of Rural Communities - Rural Economic Organisation - Rural Recreational Ac

tivities - Rural Problems - Rural Health and Welfare Activities - The Urban_ Cornmu

ni(J' - Meaning and Characte~istics - Urban. P,roblems - Advantages and Disadvan

tages of the City - Urban Influence on the Country - The Urban-Rural Contrast -

Rural-Urban Convergence. 

1. COMMUNITY AND INDIVIDUAL LIFE 

Community plays an important role in the life of an individual. A community is the tot~ 

organised social life of a locality. "The mark of a community is that one's Jife may be lived wholly 

within it". One cannot live wholly within a business organisation-or a church; one can live wholly 

within a tribe or a city. The basic criterion of community, then, is that all of one's social relationships 

may be found within it. 

Some communities are inclusive and independent on others. There are a few primitive commu

nities like that of the Yurok tribes of California which are ahnost isolated. But modem·communities 

have big population andare very much dependent on other communities. The character of the com

munity and the role of the individual in it depend much on its territorial size, size of the population, 

nature of the local govefl}rhent and the economic pursuits of the people. 

Identification with the Community. One aspect of every community is its territorial base. 

People tend to develop attachment or sentimental identification with the area in which they live 

permanently. This gives rise to what is often called 'we-feeling'. This becomes evident, as Maciver 

says, when people say 'we' and 'ours'. The we-sentiipent represents the common interests of the 

group. It is because of this strong sense of identification that people react sharply whenever their 

v'Mlage, or town, or city, or nation, the community to which they belong, is criticised, or threatened 

by others. For an individual th~,community is "home of his home and flesh of his flesh". 

Role-Playing. Further, every individual is conscious of the.fact that he has to play his role, his 

own function t.o fulfil in his community. The role m;ry be any role, a fam1er, a shop-keeper, a teacher, 

a servant, a carpenter, a scavenger, and so on. This involves the sub-ordination of an individual to 

the group. This kind of attachment towards the group (community) on the one hand, and the.realisation 

of th,e role that one has to play, the individual n;tay develop through socialisation and "habituation in 

the daily discipline of iife". . 

Dependence~ Every member of the community.feels that he is dependent upon the community. 

This involves both physical dependence and.psychological dependence. An individual is physically 
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dependent on the communit)r because many ofhis'physical needs are satisfied with the·community. 
He is psychologically dependenfopon the community because it saves him from the.fearof solitu<.le 
and the boredom of isolation. · .. 

R.S. Lynd andH.M Lynd in their "Middletown: A Study in American Culture" point oµtthat 
we can find some common activities being performed by the people of a community despite infinite · · 
variations in detail. They write 'Whether in an Arunta village in CentralAustr11Jia orjn out awn 
seemingly intricate institutional life of corporations, dividends coming-outbfp;uties, prayermeet- · 
ings, ·freshmen and Congress, human behaviour appears to consist of variations ·upon a few major 
lines of activity : getting the material riecessities for food, clothing, shelter, mating, initiating the 
young int~ the group habits of thought and behaviour; and so ori'. Lynd and Lynd have rrientioned
six major kinds of human activities on which the impact of community (particularly the city) is 
comparativeiy great. They are: '(I) Getting a living, (2} Making a home, (3) Training the young, ( 4) 
Using the leisure in various forms of play, qrtand so on, (5) Engagi~ in (eligious practices~ and (6) 
Engaging in community activities'. They have also pointed out thijt the character of these acti-9-ities 
may go on changing in keeping with the' changes that take place in the material a.swell as the non-
material culture of the community. · 
nenetits of Community Life . 

. The individual not only lives in a community but als<freaps the benefits of community life. The 
individual makes achievements and regiSters progress due to the support given by the cotnilW11itY. 

I. The community life provides the individual theneede.d protection and security. There is 
strepgth in unity. The individual is better equipped to race dangers and overcome problems with the 
due assistance of the other members of the. comrounity than alone. · 2. The community life provides for co-operation of the members. The individual in co-opera- · 
tion with qthers can work in the more efficient manner in the social, economic, culturaf and pther . 
fields. The community plays a very important role especially in the economic field. Hence the com-: 
tnunity development projects are; given high. priority in India. · 

3. The community life depends on some kind of communication system among the members. 
Communication is the medium of interaction. It may tak~ place through the senses, emotions, senti~ 
ments and· ideas. Language in its spok.en and written form has made communication much ~asier. 
Language has become the collective memory of mankind. It has contributed to the advancement. of 
civilisation and to the conservation of cultural values. Thus, community life which depends on Ian• .· 
guage has contributed fo its qevelopment. . 
. 4. The community life provides the individual opportunities for the manifestation of his talents 
.i.nd. abilities. It helps him to develop nobler feelings of service-mindedness, selflessness, self-sacri~ 
fice, kindness, compassion, patience,perseveranc.e, subiimity, benevolence towards-each other ancJ 
~o on. The community has been reminding the individual .of his social responsibilities and obliga" 
tions and to become more human and less brutal in liis approach. It has been hrlping him to move 
towards ever greater perfection. 

The community life has its own conflicts and COI).tradictions for the individual. It is not always 
· smooth and free from tensions and clashes. Due to the greediness, selfishness, unsocial and antj-' 
sooiah:babits and ,tendencies of man, conflicts and clashes, tensions and tussles do talce place in 

· eomrnunity. The community can m~nage with these only if it has an .efficient system of social control. · 
Conclusion 

, Historibally, the community has been an expression that emphasised the unity of the cbm:.:.., 
mon life of a people or of mankind". Community has been "generating a sense of belofigingto~ •. 
gether" all these days. But in the wake of modern industrialisation,. increasing mechanisation of 
·Jiving, ph~nomenal .g:rowth of urbanisation, widespread division of labour and· specialisation, and · 
vast socio-ecorwmic an~ political changes, the task of retaining the 1 sense of belonging t~gethe'ff has 
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)>ecome; as Maciver says, 'not less necessary but more difjicu/t'. As Lot{is ·Wirth observes, "In the 

· Q:aµsµjcm from a type of social brganisation based on kinship, status and a crude division of.lapJ>ur, 

toa.typeofsoclal organisation characterised by rapid technological developments, mobilitY;. t9erise··· 

- of special interest groups and formal social control, the community has acquired new q/elilhihg ~d · 

ha's r~vealed ~ew problems" One of the main problems mercilessly imposed by the modem co1'i

plex Urban COIDJl1Unity is t):leproblem of the mental disorder. Cases of mental disorder are pigher in·. 

citi.es. Even living in the.midst.of plenty people may.often feel that they are alone.·The•sense~df 

identificl\ltion with the community may become weak. The loss of identification may lea~ .the "los~ 

of community" which in. tum may result in 'alienation'. Alienation may even cause suicide. This 

made Oswald Spengler ro lament that "the wheel of destiny rolls or to its end, the birth of the 

city entails Us death'! 

2. RURAL AND URBAN COMMUNITIES 

Communities'ar¢,t:ommonlydivided into two general types-rural and urban. The line distin- ' 

guishiµg these two ·tyi?es is not definite. Writers do not agree in the use of criteri~n for defining them . 

. Ofte~ loca'.lity is tc:;aarded as rural or urban by reference to its popu.lation. Other criterion employed 

are: density 6f popula~ion, legal limits, and legal status (i.e. whether the locality has been given the 

status of rural or urban). Some other writers have used occupations and social organisations, hxat is, 

the type of social ru,id economic institutions, relationships, folkways as criterion. , . · 

P.A. Sorokin and C.C Zimmerman, in "Principles of Rural-Urban Sociology", have stated that 

the factor$, .distinguishing rural from urban communities include occupation, size, and density of 

population, as .well as mobility, differentiation and stratification. 

. However',· in many countries the distinction between rural and urban communities· has been 

m~de on the basis of the size of the population. In Holland, a community containing more thap. 

20,000people is called urban. In Japan, the number is fixed,at30,000; in India at 5,000; and in 

U~.A. at 2;500 and in Fra,nce at 2000. Mark Jefferson says that, a· community with a density of 

10;000 people or more per square mile should be considered a city. Walter Willcox suggested .that a 

cominunity with a population of more than 1,000 per square rriile should be regarded as a city and 

less than l;OQO people as 'rural' community. 

3. THE RURAL COMMUNITY 

Th¢ social life of man has µndergone different stages of development. The, earliest human 

communities were perhaps the loosely organised aggregations of a few families who··carried.on · 

m~tually interdependent activities in gathering food and defending themselves agai,nst their enemies; 

The,se p~imitive bands were migratory. Gradually, man acquired skill and knowledge in agriculture. 

Then began the settled life Ofman. With the deveiopment o{ agriculture and the consequent stabilisation 

ofttie.source of food; human communities became .more permanent. These communities came to be 

known· as Village Communi(ies. The village is the oldest permanent community of man.' . 

· Ail early communities were basically rural in character. As Kropotkin points out, "We do not 

know one single human race of singJe nation whichhas n?t had its period of village communities." 

Bogardus says, "Hµman society has been cradled in the rural group". 

~eaning and Deti~i~ion . 

Rliral society or the village community consists of peoplie living in a limited physical area who. 

have common interests and common ways of satisfying the~. Psychological bonds play an impor

tant pa,rt in\the rural con:imunity. Physical locality 9ontribqtes to the integration a.pd stability qft}le 

.village ;i;omumnity. Such proximity had developed a socjability and had encouraged soli(i;lrlty arid 
. mutualiiy. · .. . . . . "' . 

. .. ' .... . . . . .... . . . 

. A~ the rvral socfologi§t ])wight Sanderson has• stated in his "The Rural Community", a l'llral 

CQmm@ity cq1,1sists 'of people living "on dispersed farmsteads and iri _a hamlet .C>r. village wpich 

'forms the centre of their comme>n activities". · · · · 
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Rural community is often looked upon as an assQciation in which there is "social interaction of 
people and their institutions in the local area". The relationships in the rural community tend to be 
what Cooley termed primary, that is, of the intimate nature. The rural localities are oft~n referred to 
as "country neighbourhood". 

The rural sociologists J.H. Kolb and Brunner defined a village as a population· centre with 250 . 
to 2500 persons and a hamlet as a somewhatsmaller aggregation. Arural community may be de
fined as "a group of people permanently residing in a definite geographic area who, having deve~ 
lop~d a certain community consciousness and cultural, social and economic relations feel that they 
ar~ separate from other c;ommunities". 

The rural community has a long history of its own. It has become almost natural with the . 
human life. No known community was started on purely urban character. Urban community is a 
phenomenon ofre9ent development. Rural Jife has preceded the urban life. It is said thatGodmade 
the village and man built the! city. In spite of the growth of cities, the population of the world is 
largely rural. In India alone more th!j.n 50 croljes of people live in villages. More. than 70per cent of 
Indians live in more than five lakh villages in India. The urban life still depends on the farm and what 

I. it produces. · 
Characteristics 

1. The Social Homogeneity. The rural community is largely homogeneous. The rural social 
life is simple and smooth-going. Unity and uniformity in social. Jife are largely visible. w'e find 
similarity in the ways of thinking, behaving, dressing, action and livinit. We also find agreement or 
consensus among people with regards to habits, opinions, morals, customs, values, religious beliefs, 
dress, ·etc. 

2. Dominance of Primary RehHions .. ·A village community is often regarded as a 'primary 
· group'. Hence the rural community is characterised by the primary relations. There exist face-to

face relations among people. Every person knows every other and hence everyone is interested in 
the welfare of all. The village community is relatively small in size. The members frequently meet 
and maintain regular contacts. The relationships are informal, personal and inclusive. Community 
spirit prevails over individual interests. People are freeand frank in their expressions. A -sense of 
belonging to the community holds them together. 

3. Informal Social Control. Social control, that is, the control of social behaviour of people is 
relatively simpler and less problematic. Predominance of face-to-face relationship has made the ta'sk 
of regulating relations a simple one. Customs, traditions, group standards and morals are themselves 
effective as social pressures. Any kind of social disobedience is easily noticed and the disobedient is 
put to gossip and slander. Fomml means of social' control such as law, legislation, pol~ce, court, etc. 
are not resorteq to in normal situations to maintain the social order-

4. Occupations. The rural community is marked by a predominant type of occupation, that. is, 
agriculture. Agriculture is associated with different crafts like pottery, basket-maki,ng, spinning, 
weaving, carpentry, smithery, brick-making, shoe-making, tanning, curing hides, washing clothes, 
barbering, building.houses and repairing, oil grinding, toy-making, etc. In contrast with the urban 
society there is less division oflabour and specialisation in rural community. Even opportunities for 

, specialisation are also limited. Neither the villager is equipped with sufficient qualification to pursue 
varied tasks. On the contrary, the villager at times performs the role ofan all rounder.He is often 
called a jack of all trades, but master of none. Women assist their menfolk in· various agricultural 
tasks. 

5. Importance of Family. The rural community is built around the institution offamily. The 
rural family is very cohesive. It lives together as a unit, eats together and works together. The family 
circle provides the greatest oart of the economic and social needs of its members. People are tradi
tional and.conservative. People are bound by family customs and traditions. Rural women are very 
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much dependent on their menfolk. They are very much sentimental. They require the support of 

institutions like marriage and family for a living. Most of the time, the rural women engage them

selves in indoo.r as:tivities, but often they work in fields. 

In rural life, the family is the smallest unit and not the individual. Individual interests are sub

ordinated to the family interests. Status of the individual is mostly derived from his family. Property 

is considered as a possession of the family itself. Individual accepts the authority of the family in 

almost all fields. Marriage, religion, occupation, mode of living, etc. are all influenced by the tradi

tion of the famiiy: Generally, there is less individual question and rebellion in a family. Further, the 

rural family is mostly ajointfamily. Size of the family is normally big. Agricultural operation re

quires a lar~e number of people. The rural joint family rheets the need for large labour force. 

6. Role of Neigbbou:rhood. 'Neighbourhood' is a community in miniature. It is similar to a 

community, but it is a smaller area in which relationships tend to be primary, or more or less inti

mate.· the neighbourhood is a part of the village, town or city, in which live a number of families 

among woom close relationships exist. A neighbourhood has been defined as-an area in which the 

residents are personally well acquainted with each other and are in the habit of visiting one another, 

of exchanging articles and services and, in general of doing things together. 

In,a village the neighbourhood is of great importance. Neighbours share the joys and sorrows 

together. They have the spirit of comradeship. Th~re is not enough of individuality and'speed in the 

life of the village to disregard the feeling, interests and expectations of the neighbours. They partici

pate in all· common ceremonies, functions and festivals. They assist one another in all important 

matters: 
7. Faith in Religion. Th¢ rural people are mostly religious in their outlook. They have deep 

faith in religion, in God. They have awe and reverence and, more than that fear of God. Their main 

occupation is agriculture which mainly depends on the mercy of Nature. The rural men believe that 

the Nature-Gods will have to be pleased by various means to help them in agricultural operations. 

The de.ep faith in religion and God has minimised their mental tension and disturbance. 

8. Conserva_tism and Dogmatism. The rural people are said to be highly conservative, tradi

tional and dogmatic in their approach. It is true that their social attitudes and behaviour patterns are 

dictated by traditions. They do not accept policies, plans, programmes, principles, projects., doc

trines, etc. that the major~ty, disapproached. They are basically skeptical in their attitude. 

9. Rural Community and Social Change. The villagers are generally simpletons. They cling 

firmly.to their beliefs, traditions and ago-old practices. Custom is their 'Kin'. They are not ready to 

go again~t it. Their behaviour is natural and not artificial. They are far away from the superficial 

manners and artificial gestures. They live a peaceful life. They are free from.mental tensions and 

conflicts. They dislike conflicts and quarrels. They are sincere, hardworking a:nd hospitable. But 

their problem is that they cannot accept .the urban people and their way of life readily. They are not 

ready for sudden change, They are for status quo. They ar~ in a way far away from the rapidly 

changing urban civilised world. There is gap between the urban and the rural way.oflife. Of-course 

nowadays the rural people are awakened to the need of the modem world. They are also modifying 

their behaviour patterns slowly and gradually. 

The Industrial Revolution and the consequent industrialisation have brought far-reaching re

sults ~o the rural community. Rapid improvements in the fields of transport and communication, 

progress in the fields of science and technology, introduction ofuniform system of education, imple

memation of various community welfare programmes and projects, opening of sma!Lfactories and 

industdes even ill rural areas, provision of modem civilised facilities like radio, electricity, tele

r®ne,television, post and telegraph, newspapers, introduction ofvarious domestic electrical appli

ances, increasing political consciousness of the people, the liberation of women, etc,, have all. con

tributed to some radical changes in the rural life. 
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4. TYPES OF RURAit COMMUNITIES 
Sociologists have spoken of two types of rural communities: (i) Agtieultural Village Commu

nities, and (ii) Indu~trial Village Communities. 

(z) Agricultural Village Community 

Agricultural village is mainly built around agriculture even though trade may be carried on 
there in a small scale. Such a village is the trade .and social centre for t~e surrounding farmers. In the 
U.S.A. typically, the farmers themselves do not live in a village, but out on the IC:lnd.In most parts of 
the world, it'is customary for farmers to live in the village, and to go out by day to cultivate their 
land, returning to their homes in the village cent.re at night. In the Indian villages, normally people 
build their houses near their land and live in it. The Indian fi;trmers depend more on agi;iculture rnt~er 
~00~. . ' 

(ii) Industrial Village Community 

It is wrong to assume that all the villages are invariably depeµding upon agriculture and the 
related crafts. In some villages, more than the agriculture some small industries have provided 
mean~ofl.ivelihood for a relatively bigger number of people. The people in such industrial villages 
gain most of their income from small industries located there. Industries such as cutting the tree and 
firewood, preparing charcoal, brick-making and baking, producing stones for building houses, fish
ing, rolling beedies, mining, etc., may be carried on there. The industrial village may also provide 
services for the surrounding farmers. But its chief economic endeavour is industry r'}ther than farm 
service 0ccupations. The nations which are undergoing the process of rapid industrialisation and 
the industrialised countries normally give birth to such industrial villages. Similarly, mining 
villages are found in some places. However, the employment potential of such villages has its own 
limitations. 

S. RURAL ECONOMIC ORGANISATION. 
The rural economic organisation is simple and free from complexity. The scope for division of 

labour and' specialisation is very much limited. The small size of the farm as the economic unit of 
production makes extreme specialisation of function impractical. The rural economic orgiinisation 
in the Indian continent consists of the following aspects: · 

1. Agriculture. Agriculture is the backbone of the village life. The progress of the village 
depends much on the progress of agriculture. In some villages, agriculture is carrietl on in a scientific 
manner. But the sub-division and fragme'ntation of landholdings has made scientific farming impbs
sible in some places. This has an advers~ effect on production. Agriculture has been mechanised in 
some of the ecopomic;ally advanced countrie.s of the world though not in India. 

2. Cottage Industries and Crafts. Agric~lture is normally a1>sociated with some home indus
tries and crafts. Mat-making, basket-making, brick-making, carpentry,. fishing, animal husbandry, 

· tailpring, oil grinding, toy-maki~g, pottery, spinning, weaving, embroidery, smithery, shoe-making 
and other crafts.are carried on along with agriculture. 

3. Small-Scale Industries. In some of the viilages s.mall-scale inqustries are associatedwith 
agriculture. In some other villages small industries ~re the main means of livelihood of the people. 
Beedi industry, brick-making industry, 111inipgindustry, tile-making, agarbathi industry, and other 
types of industries have provided for people employment opportunities. In the western villages the 
farm economy is slowly becoming a m<;>ney economy. There .has developed a tendency amoµg the 
Western farmers to give up their traditihnal economic functions. For example, in America, people 
are no more making butter and cheese for commercial purposes. Crops are raised to sell for money · 
which the fariners have to pa~ for purchasing other goods. 

The rapid growth .of industrialisation has its 0wn impact on the economic organisation of the. 
villages. People are more attracted by the industrial occupations rather than the agricultural work. • , - ~ -

I ' 
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The farmers are also more interested in the commercial crops. There is a growing tendency among 

the rural people to depend more and more on the city and the factories for their daily needed com

modities thtm on ~he locally produced ,goods. 

6.RURALRECREATIONALACTIVITIES 

The recreational activities of the rural communities are not only· simple but also limited. The 

nature and the type of recreational activities of a village depend on its economic and social progress. 

Tqe commercial types ofrecreational activities are not found in the villages. · 

Chit-chating, visiting relatives, arranging dinner parties for friends and relatives, conducting 

religious ceremonies and sacraments, observing festivals, singing and dancing in a group, worship

ping together, praying together in temples, hunting collectively, participating in community activi

ties such as fairs and festivals, playing some indoor as well as out-door games,etc., are some of the 

traditional recreational activities of the Indian villages. 

During the recent y,ears, the urban trends are very diffused in the rural areas. The urban means 

of recreatien have entered the villages also. The rural people now listen to the radio, witness televi

sion-s~ows, read newspapers and magazines and discuss everyday politics and sports. The church 

picnics, family visits, community socials are diminishing. Especially in the West, the ruralities are 

habituated to Sunday outings. Still, the youths'are not satisfied with the recreational amenities of the 

village. The lack of modern means of recreationis one of the factors that has contributed to the 

movement of people from themral areas to the towns and cities. 

7. RURAL PROBLEMS 

The rural communities are not free from problems. Though they are simple and less complex, 

··they have their own social, economic, educational, medical and other problems. 

1. Economic Problems . .Comparatively, the rural people are poorer. Increase in population, 

disintegration of joint families, subdivision and fragmentation of land holding, heavy load on land, 

traditional methods of cultivation, unemployment and other factors have been responsible for pov

erty in the rural areas especialiy in India. In India, more than 40% of the people are living below the 

line of poverty. · 

2. Lack of Educational Facilities. Sizeable number of people are uneducated and ignorant in 

the rural areas. In India, many villages do nothave schools, and some of the existing schools do not 

have teachers, and some others are not in working conditions. Lack of education has c6ntributed to 

the development of traditionalism, and superstitious beliefs among the ruralites. The ruralites also 

fail-to get th1e jobs fot their inability to get themselves qualified through the formal education. 

3. Traditionalism. The ruralites are traditional and custom-bound. They are illiterate, ignorant 

and superstitious. They do not easily accept the change . .They are scepticai regarding the develop

mental programmes of the government 

4. Lack of Adequate Civic Amenities. In comparison with the cities, the villages are lacking 

in civic amenities. The necessary civic amenities such as-medical faCi!ities, electricity, transport 

facilities, communication facilities, such as radio, television, newspaper, post and telegraph, tele

phone, etc., ar\e not available to the satisfaction of the people. Sometimes it becomes difficult for the 

rural people to get the daily required necessities-of life. · 

5. Defective Rural Ad~inistrathm. The ruralites are-unorganised and politically not awak

ened. Their failure to understand the pemocratic methods of administration has contributed to the 

inefficient functioning of the rural administrative bodies. In .India the rural administrative bodies 

such as. the panchayats have been widely criticised as inefficient, defective, corrupt, selfish and full 

of,communal and caste feelings. Inefficient rural administration can hardly serve the cause or-the 
~~ . . 

6. SocialProblems. Due to ignorance, iiliteracy and poverty, the rural people have become 
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Rural Health 
In :comparison with the urban commtinities, th.e niral com1J1unitie~are fagging behind in mat

ters connected with health. Lack of medici:i,l facilities, non-availability of essential energising food, 
insanitation and ill health are normally found in the villages· especially in the underdeveloped coun
tries. Hospitals,·nµrsing homes, maternity homes, drug shops, clinics, clinical laboratorieS'and such 
other modern medical amenities, are rarely found in the villages. In many places people still foUo~ 
the traditional methods of curing diseas,es. Two reasons may be cited here for the lack of en_ough 
medical facilities in the rural communities-(i) the rural environment is naturally healthier than the 
urban, (ii) the stronger primary groups in rural.environment have been able to take car{! of tl;eir own 
people in time of need, and especially, in times of disease; Hence, tfte rural health programrl;le has 
suffered. · · 

An important factor in the fl:ll"al health programme is the problem of the lower income of the . 
rural people. Economic distress,. the burden of children, superstitiousbelieft and practice~. the difji• . 
culty of attracting the medical personnel to the rural areas have further added to the i-µral health 
problem. The rural administrative bodies are giving more importance .to rural health nowadays. 
V olµntaryassoc~atiops are also playing a vital role in this regard. The rural people have started 
realising ,th¢ importance of ~e modern means of medical facilities during the recent years; {ntensifl-
cation ofru~al edµcatibn has~een a great help in this regard. · · 

Run~I Wel.fal"f.l\Acijvities . . 
More than 2/3. of the p~ple. Oftlie ~Q!"~d still live in villa$~· Ruralwelfare activities consti- · 

. tutepne.d,fthe pow~ful meanl!I' of,'promotihg the ,progress of ~r1:tlites. 'No natiOn can afford.to 
ign'pte ;rural :Pev~lopment and rural welfare. ~ome af the rural welfare ·activities ~ as ffillows: 

\1.\Rur'I E(lµc1ttiop~ R.uraJ educatiQn i:s g~~eµ ~uchimportance newadays .. Kindergartens, 
1nU.rserie~, pi\iqiary, schoo1$, s~ondary School~,; adult' equcation centres aJ'.e-being established even in 
villag°es,ri.ow. Primary ed~catl,'OQ\has l\>een mad,e compulsory'in some nations. Primary edµ<;atjon has 
']?eeh made free anti c~n;ltn,ll$WYifqr tpe chHdren below 14 years in India. 
. 2. Rural Ecortoqtlc.~t~Iopfnent. Economically, the rural ~eople are relatjvely poorer. !fence, 

· various economic developl1leilta'l 1programmes ~ave bern tmdertaken in ·rural arei:i,s. Agriculture, 
animal husbandry, poultry ffirtning, :fishing, rural crafts, cottage industries-and other rural ec:o-. 
nomic tasks have been giverr more attention now. In India;through the Community DevelQpment 
Projects and Nationa! BXtension Services the rural developmental work is taken in hand. The Five-· 
year Plans have''been-giving more importance to the rural economic development. 

· 3. Provision o(Civic Ainenittes. The rurai COllll'1unities are also provided with more and 
more cfvic facilities today. Transport an<feommunication facilities, educational and medical facili
ties, entertainment facilities havebeen h.nproved in the villi:i.ges. Bu~es, trucks, taxi~, cycles, motor 
cydles have now reached the village. Men and materials can move ft.om C!ine area to another. Post and· 

· ·. telegraph facilities and radio, telephone and television facilities are found in the villages also. Good. 
roads, bridges and railW'!YS are connecting the villages with the towns arid cities. ·Electric facility has \ 
made -the village life more interestii:ig; Modem electric appliances have already reached the villages~·'. 

I .· • ' . ' .· • - .. •• ,· .• ·:·, /- . I 

· 4,. Other Welfare ~ctiyities,. Varioui> p~ojects and schemes ~ave lj>een undertlk:eqto promote · 
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the welfare of the children, women, unemployed persons, agricultural labourers and the weaker 

sections of the village. The unemployed young men are given maintenance allowance and old and 

needy people are given old-age pension. Various co-operative societies, agricultural banks and vol

untary associations have come in to prevent the exploitation of the weaker sections. Attempts are 

made to maximise rural agricultural production and to develop the rural cottage industries. Special 

attention has been paid to take the maximum benefit of the human power. Rural youths have been 

encouraged to organise various cultural as well as economic activities. Various voluntary organisations 

have been working in the rural areas also to develop the right attitudes among the ruralites towards 

matters such as higher education, family planning, rural sanitation and health, communal harmony, 

cottage industries, civil rights and duties. 

9. THE URBAN COMMUNITY 

The City. The 'urban community' means the city community. "The history of every civilisation 

is the history, not of its countryside, but of its cities and towns. Civilisation means the city, and the 

city means civilisation. Man originally built the city, and the city, in tum, civilised man." Man 

became a citizen when he became a member of a city-state. With the rise of the world-city, as 

Spengler tells us, "there were no longer nob lessee and bourgeoisie, freemen and slaves, Hellenes and 

Barbarians, believers and nonbelievers, but only cosmopolitans and provincials. All other contrasts 

pale before this one, which dominates all events, all habits oflife, all views of the world." The city is 

culture par excellence; 1t is the epitome of culture. It is mankind's greatest work of art-and of 

artifice-because it contains all others. Culture, a manufactured environment, surrounds the city man. 

"It is an environment of bricks and steel and mortar and cement, of bridges and tunnels, of sidewalks 

and streets, of monuments and buildings, of elevators and subway platforms." The city is the pitoduct 

ofman and his.own achievement. The city "has everything that is 'tawdry' and everything sublime. 

It holds both hope and dtrspair. It encompasses millions of people, and it can be the loveliest place on 

earth ... It is a vital centre of every civilised society ... It is both a place and a state ofmind."-Robert 

Bierstedt. · 

The Meaning of Urban System of Community. By 'urban system', vre mean urban commu

nity. Urban Community life represents the city-life. Though the term 'urban' is popularly used, it is 

not properly defined. There is no single all-inclusive definition of a city or urban community. 

1. The urban sociologist Howrad Woolston, in his 'Metropolis', defined the city as a 

"limited geographic area, inhabited by a largely and closely settled population, having many com

mon interests and institutions, under a local government authorised by the State." 

2. Park in his "The City" says that the city far from being a mere collection of individuals and 

of social conveniences, is rathera "state of mind, a body of customs and traditions, and the organised 

attitudes and sentiments that inhere in these customs." 

3. James A. Quinn in his "Urban Sociology", viewed the city as a ''phenomenon of 

specialisation", as a population aggregate whose occupations are nonagricultural. 

4. Adna F. Weber in his "The Growth of Cities" defined the city as any incorporated place with 

a minimum of 10,000 inhabitants. 

5. Lowis Wirth in his essay "Urbanism as a way of life" writes: "For sociological purposes a 

city may be defined as a relatively large, dense and permanent settlement of socially heterogeneous 

individuals .... " 

Though some sociologists have tried to define the concept of 'urban' no one has given a 

satisfa<;;tory ctenriition :;o far. Berge/ writes, "Everybody seems to know what a city is, but no one has 

given a satisfactocy definition." Kingsley Davis writes, "Much ink has been wasted in trying to 

define urban". Maclver remarks, "But between the two (urban apd rural communities) there is no 

sharp demarcation tell where the city ends and country beings." Every village possesses some 

elements of the city while every cjty carries some features of the villages. Different criteria are used 
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to decide a community as urban. Some of them are population, legal limits; types of occupations, 
social organisations. · · · ' 

Characteristics of Urban Community 

1. Social Heterogeneity. An urban ·society is heterogeneous. The city' life is ,complex and 
manysided. Wide difference is found in the ways of living of the people. Uniformity and similarity 
are rarely found. It is more characterised by diversity. As Louis Wirth in his "Urbanism as a .way of 
life'', poi~ts out "the greater the number of individuals participating in a process of interaction; the 
greater the potential c;lifferentiation between them ...• " Louis Wirth further says that "the cit)! has been . 

· the melting-pot of races, peoples and cultur-es, and a most favourable breeding ground of new bio
logical and cultural hybrids." He also says that the city ~'has brought together people from the ends 
of the earth because they are differentaiid thus.useful to one another; rather than because they are 
homogeneous and likeininded." The ways of thinking, behaving, acting, the habits, morals, religious 
beIµ:fs and practices, food and dress habits, occupations, etc.; of the peo}}le differ signtfican!ly; 
Differentiation is potent in urban life. . . 

2. Secondary Relations. The urban community is characterised by secondary relations. A cit) 
by virtue of its size canriot be a primary group. It is a seccmdary group. People are indifferent to
wards one another. Face-to-face, friendly or intimate relations may not be .observed among people. 
Mass media of communication such as telephone, radio, press, post and telegraph, etc. are often 
resorted to by the urbanites for contacts. In cities people rarely take personal interests in others' 
conce~s. Superficial form of politeness and manners are commonly found. Physical contact rarely 
results in intimacy and closeness. Even the neighbours are often found to be strangers .. Private inter-
ests prevai~ over the common interests. ' 

3. The An,onymity of the City Life. The city is an Ocean of str~gers. Heavy concentration in 
a limited space makes it impossible for people to know one another. Every one appears to be a 
stranger for every other person. There prevails a state of namelessness in which the individual iden
tities. remain unknown. This kind of namelessness that is found in the City is often referred to as 
anonymity of the City life. The anonymity of the city Hfe makes more complex. the problem of social, 
control. 

4. Secondary Centrot Control of social b.ehaviour is more difficult in.a city. Predominance of 
secondary relations makes it more complex, the social control. The social behaviour of people is no 
more regulated by customs, traditions, religion and group standards. Instances of social deviation are 
commonly found in a cit)r. City is the oce~ of strangers. Violations of standards of behaviour may 
pass unnoticed .and unchecked. In this way: informal means of social control are not very effective, 
Regulation of social behaviour is largely done through the specialised agencies lij(eiaw, legislation, 
police, court, etc. The larger the city, the greater becomes the problem of control and more complex 
th.e agencies of secondary .regulation. . · . · . 

5. Large-scale Division of Labour and Specialisation. An Urban community is known for its 
large-scale division of labour and specialisation:.· Specialisation is visible. in. every wal.k of life. The 
larger the city; the greater is the specialisation, Hence we find_ different people in society engaging. · 
themselves iri different k_inds of activities like mechanical, commercial, educational, political, recre- . 
ational, artistic, literary, scientific and .so on. There are skilled, unskilled and semi-skilled workers, 
the artisans, the technidarts, the 'paper eXperi', the 'white~~o/lar1 employees, the firnµ1ciers, the 
businessmen, administrll,tors, the politicians, the artists and others in society specialising themselves 
in some-particular kind of activity or the other. City depends on division of labour also. \:York is 
divided among people on the basis of interests; talents, efficiency, Opportunities, age, sex antl SO Oil. 
Division of labour anCl specialisatiQn are possible be~ause of co-operation. ' . . 

... · 6. Large"'.scale Social Mobility. An urban comn:iup,ity is characterised by inte11se s~c1al µi:obil:
ity; 'Social Mobility.' refers to the movement of people frorq one social status to .another, from ll'.>wer 
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status to higher status or from poor position to rich position. An individual's position in an urban 

, community is determined more by his achie1vements than by his birth. The status is not predeter

mined/High stress is laid on accoll)plishments. Urban life in this way is highly ¢ompetitive. The city 

with its elaborate division oflabour, its competitiveness, its impersonality, has a tendency to emphasise 

the achievements of people. A city judges status according to what the individual does and how he 

speaks and what he accomplishes. 

An urban society provides for social mobility in countless ways. It provides for occupational 

mobility geographic mobility on the one hand, and horizontal social mobility and vertical social-

mobility on the other. Individuals are busily engaged in improving their "career". An element, of 

chance is always present in city. Maciver and Page write-" An accident, a lucky contract, a sudden 

opportunity seized or missed, a change of style or fad, a happy or unhappy forecast of some event far 

beyond his control, Il)ay revolutionise his prospects in a day." 

7. Individuation. In an urban community people are more individualistic in their attitudes. As 

Kingsley Davis points out, "The secondary and voluntary character of urban association, the multi

plicity of opportunities and the social mobility all force the individual to make his own decisions arid 

to plan his life as a career". 

The concentration of people in a limited space has the effect of emphasising individuality. The 

citydweller fakes his independent decisions on such matters as education, marriage, occupation, 

enterprise, adve11ture, and so on. He is more selective in his choice and more individualistic in his 

preferences! He is guided by his own whims and fancies. He is detached except/or the attachment of 

his own choice. He is not tied to any particular relationship or any particular cause. As Davis points 

out, "The individual stands over ag1;iinst the whole city, never completely absorbed by any one social' , 

group." The.city provides wide 9pportunities for the adventurous spirit of the individuals. Simmel 

observes, "The city person is free in behavfour, Jess restrained, more individualistic, more.formal 

and less sympathetic, and less of a conformist than the country person." 

8. Voluntary Association. An urban community is the breeding centre of a number of volun

tary associations. The size of the urban population, its close proximity, diversity, and easy contact, 

make it the proper ground for voluntary associations. "No matter what a person's hobby or vocation, 

national background of religion, age or colour, he can always find others with a similar basis of 

interest." As a result new kinds of groups arise, based on extremely specialised interests. The group 

must organise or its cause will perish. People normally become members of a number of associations 

which may be called 'secondary group' in ordt:r to fulfil their varied interests. 

9. Social Tolerance. Social tolerance characterises city life. Diversity of population, imper

sonality of contacts and heterogeneity in living style1nake it almost inevitable for the city people to 

develop the spirit of tolerance. "People rub elbows with and befome indifferent. to extremes of all 

kinds-extremes of opinion and interest, extremes. of poverty and wealth, extremes of education and 

background." The spirit of tolerance gives the strength of unity in diversity to the life in a city. 

"Indeed. the distinction between public and private, between what is shown and whatis concealed, is 

much sharper in the city. It is the public behaviour that the city regulates, the private behaviQur that 

it ignores. Its control is impersonal and general, that of the country personal and particular."-Kingsley 

Davis. 
10. Spatial Segregation. Due to its very nature, the city is b~und to be overcrowded. It attracts 

a large number of people from the village area,s. lt is found that various types of business tend to 

. concentrate in different spots of the city. Occupat~onal groups of people also Pfiefer to live together 

in distinct zones ofa city. That is to say, someikind of functional segregation i~ found there. Com

mercial activities in the form of big departmental store;;, show rooms, fancy stores, legitimate the

atres, fine hotels, jewellery stores, etc. are located in the centre. The same is true of high-priced 

profe.ssional services-e.g. clinics, law offices, accounting firms, government offices, etc. Retail gro

cery establishments, filling stations, cleaning and pressing shops1 shoe i;epair shops, garages, drug 
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stores, etc., may be foimd at the cross-roads of the en~ire city. Jn the city l~nd is so costly that the 
buildings expand vertically, filling the centr~ of the::; city' with skvscral'ers. 

11. Unstable Family. It is said that the urban family is ~ot firmly organised. Many of the' 
traditional functions of the family are transferred to the external agencies·. Family is no· longer the 
economic, educational, ~rotective, recreational and effeqtive un1t. Family has .lost much of its con
trol over its individual members. Individ,ualism is developing even inside the family. Even the women 
are getting employed outside the. family. Relations betWeen the husband and wife, parentk and chil-, . . . 

dren ai:e strained to .some extent. So!Jle sociologists have even remarked that the urban family is 
much mqre disorganised. 

' . , 
10. ATTRACTIONS o, CITYLIFE 

The city is a1centre of attracfa:m. From its very mception the city has been attracting a large 
number of people especially from tl)e rural areas~ After~e outbreak of the Industrial Revolution in 
the I.8th Century this trend has been intensified. Various factors have made the rural people to flock 
to the cities. Of these two factors are significant" (i) the 'push' factor, and (ii) the 'pull' factor. The 

'- . ' ' 

'pull' factor refers to the attractions bf the ,city. ' 
The. city is pulling people from varipus comers towards its nucleus. The rural people who are 

faced with various economic problems, burdened with a large number of children, l;>ored with the 
mon9tony of the routine life, avd attracted, by the glamour of the city, have started moving towards 
the cities. The city is tempting the rural people with its employment opportunities, educational facili
ties, medical facilities, recreational facilit,ies such as~movies, dramas, night clubs, cabarets, gam
bling centres, horse race, library, public parks, museurt1s, orchestra, zoo, circus shows, etc. 

In comparison with the village, the· city provides ample opportunities for i;>ersonal advance
ment. The city is a centre of brisk economic, commercial, artistic, literary, political, education.al, 
technological,. scientific and other activities. The rural people who come i.ij contact with the city for 
a brief spell of time get themselves impressed by its appearance, glatl}bUIJ, comfort and luxuries. 
They are likely to develop rosy imaginations of the luxuries of the ·c)ty life. They have come to 
believe that money-making is easier. in the city. The city .me9 and women, tlwir dresses, fashions, 
habits, styles, tastes, interests, intelligence, talents, comforts, luxu~ies, etc., hay;e gre~t,impact on the . 
rural people. As a result, they have started flocking towards the cititis in a 'big number. This has 
contributed to ~he process of urbanisation. ,Urbanisatiop resulted.in urban concentration on the one 
hand and rural 9-epopulation, on the other, · -

Urban1satioQ in India 

An agrarian country like Iridia is also !llldergoing the process of urbanisation. The number and 
the size of the cities are increasing in Iqdia. In 1~01, there were only 25 cities in,lndia each With a 
population of one lakh or over. By l96o there were 107 such cities ip ournation. In 1971,, there 
were 168; major towns each with a po~ulation ono,ooo or over. At .Present, J 1 'major cities are 
1there 111 India each with a population of one million or ov-er. Calcutta is the biggest city having a. 
poplilation of 92 latrns (according tt> the 198 i census) followed by other cities such as/Mumb~i (82 
Lakhs ;, Delhi (52 Lakhs ), Chennai · ( 43 Lakhs ), Bangalore (29 · Lakhs ), Hyderabad (26 Lakhs ), 
&\hm'.e.dabad (25 Lakhs), Kanpur (17 Lakhs), Pune (17Lakhs); Nagpur (13 Lakhs), Lucknow and 
Jai1,>ur (10 Lakhs each). Ban~al9re 'is one of tlief~stest growin;g cities of the world. 

lJf~ URBAN PROBLEMS 
Tue process of industrialis$.~,on )/l.as .. aqded much to the phenomenal growth ofpi,ties. Due to1the 

rapid industrialisation cities have growri man unsyste,matic manner. Iritl;us_trialisatiori andilJrbanisation 
have prought along with th.em mimy vices. ' 

h The< Problem of Con(ientration. Concentration .of peopleii,i ~ definite Jimitedhpaqe is;On~ 
of the problems of the urbaQ. society. Due to the attraction of city life (Pull-factors') m'.en .hav~-
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started flocking towards the cities. Lack of job opportunities in the rural societies ('Push '-factor) 

also forced people to desert villages and start moving to the cities. This has led to urban concentra

tion and rural aepopulation. 
l. The Problem of Facilities. Concentration of people has resulted in other problems such as 

overcrowding, congestion, housing problems, lack of water facility and fresh air, insanitation, etc. 

3. The Proble111 of Slums. Increasing industrialisation and urbanisation have created slums in 

the city. The slumdwellers live in horrible areas. Their living conditions are really unfortunate. The. 

low-paid workers live in these slum areas. The facilities that are found in the cities are not found in 

these places. Slums. consist of sub-standard, ill-ventilated, insanitary and poorly lighted houses. 

They consist of houses which are unfit for human habitation. . -

4. The Problem of Privacy.Lack of privacy and intimacy are the natural outcome of the city 

life. Due to the indirect and i~personal relationships, closeness and ii;itimacy will not develop. Life 
becomes mechanical, competitive and charmless. 

S. The Problem of Vices. The city is a centre of economic insecurity, mental illness, gam

bling, prostitution, drunkenness, crimes, juvenile delinquency, alcoholism, environmentpollution 

and such other vices. There is poverty in the midst of plenty. The city life endangers the physical, 

mental and moral health of the people. 

6~ The Problem of Individuation. The urban community encourages individuation. Individu

als are moved by their own aspirations, ambitions, aims, and interests.-..They have become. more and 

more career-conscious. They are invariably caught in the competitive race for a successful career. 

The competitiveness of the city, places one over against every.one else. The materialistic outlook that 

a city-dweller develops may often result in what isknown as the 'loss of community'. An individual 

may become 'alienated' from his own community, his own people, his own profession. This state, 

when it reaches the extreme, may drive a depressed and an 'alienated' man to commit suicide .. 

Advantages_and Disadvantages of the City 

Advantages or Merits. (1) The city offers opportunities and facilities for making full use of 

one's abilities and talents. (2) It can make life joyful and comfortable. Major service agencies are 

centralised in the city to satisfy various interests of the people such as work, education, recreation 

and politics. (3) It encoura$es new ideals and inventions. (4) It quickens social movements and 

enlarges social contacts. Social mobility becomes easier. (5) There is less social distance being kept 

among people of different castes, races and religions. Hence there is more tolerance towards others. 

(6) The city is dynamic: This dynamism contributes to social changes. (7) The city has liberilted 

women from the exclusiveness of domesticity. It has made women to stand on an equal footing with 

men. (8) The city provides various means of recreation; In a city there is scope for personal ad

vancement .. The multifarious associations of the city cater to the multiple needs, interests and tastes 

of the !1e9_ple .. (9) T~at is why, as Quinn says, "the great civilisations of antiquity-Mesopotamian, 

Egyptian, Greek, Roman,-were cradled in cities, that urban communities typically have led in the 

creation of art, the advancement of science, and the dissemination of learning". (I 0) The city func

tions as a laboratory for human g~nius. 

Disadvantages or Demerits. The city has its dark or the ugly side too. ( 1) The city miµces life 
materialistic and mechanical. It takes away from man his human aspect. (2) Secondary relations are 

dominant in the city. People are indifferent towards one another. Superficial forms of politeness and 

manners are commonly found. There is lack of intimacy and privacy in the city. (3) The city has 

made the people to become indiyidualistic, selfish, rationalistic and calculative. Relations are 

commercialised. All .relations_ are means to means and to no final ends .. ( 4) The cify has posed~ 

challenge to family. The urban family is in doldrums. Individuali§m is ~ipening within it. Divorce, 

desertion and separation are increasing. Joint family has disappeared. The family is cut to size. 

(5) Social control is complex and less effective ip the city; Instances ofsocial deviance are more in 
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the-city: (6)The city has made the life to become uncertain, insecure, and competitive. (7) The city 
is said to be the centre of economic insecurity, mental illness, gambling, prostitution, drunkenness, 
crime, juvenile delinquency, etc. (8) Concentration of people in the city creates problems ofhousing, 
water and electricity facility, overnrowdedness, insanitation, etc. (9) The cities are condemned as 
'abnormal seed-beds of sin, scepticism, greed, crime, misery, filth and congestion'. It is branded as 
the centre of 'corruption, vice and misery. 

12. URBAN INFLUENCE ON THE COUNTRY 
In the recent years it is evident everywhere that the city is growing in population at the expense 

of the village. It is also observed that urban cu\ture is spreading to the rural areas~As Davis says that 
"The city effects are wider than the city itself". McKenzie has proved conclusively that "the influence 
of a c:ity varieswith its size and-that.it tends to wane with distance outward". The growing transport 
and communications, the increased urban newspaper circulation in rural areas,advancement in sci
ence and technology, etc., have gone ~long way in diffusing a wide variety ofurban attitudes, ideas 
and habits from the city to the village. 

Some of the facilities and the comforts ofthe city like electricity, radio, newspapers, hotels, 
libraries, postoffices, schools and even colleges, games and sports and various electrical appliances 
are now diffused to the rural areas. The newspapers carry the stories and editorial comments about 
politics, sports, prominent persons and a host of ideas about religious, 'civic, economic, artistic and 
other interests and events. As readers of these newspapers the country people share these interests~ 

Urbanism or the urban way of life, ha~ affected the size and character of the rural family, The 
size of the family in the village is decreasing. Joint families are slowly disappearing. The family is 
losing its control over its members. The younger generation wants to enjoy more freedom like its 
counterpart in the city. The rural people have acquired some of the evil habits of the city people. 
Drunkenness, gambling, prostitution, smoking, crimes, etc. have made inroads into the. village. 
Morality has fallen, costly fashions and expensive habits are acquired; Life in the country is slowly 
becoming more and more individualistic, materialistic, rationalistic and calculative. 

The modern means of transport and communications are introduced in many villages. Cycles, 
scooters, motor cycles, taxis, are also found in many villages which are equipped with post and 
telegraph. Radios and transistors are commonly found in villages. Some villages have even phone 
connections. Further, rural occupations and qgricultural operations are slowly being mechanised. 
The blacksmiths, goldsmiths, silversmiths, coppersmiths, barbers, carpenters and others are now 
adopting modem tools in their work. The city as a market for rural products, and as a centre oftrad€ 
and financial control over the rural regions, provides for the increasing dominance over the village. 

The mode of rural recreation has changed due to the urban influence. Radios and gramaphones 
and tape recorders have changed the tastes of rural people. Football, volleyball, cards, chess, and 
such other plays are becoming popular. The cricket is equally enthusiastic for the rural youth. The 
city has radically altered the mode of living of the rural people. Food and dress habits, fads and 
fashions, of the ruralites have changed. The rural youth are slowly becoming career conscious. 
Education is becoming popular among them, The rural people take interest in political and cultural 
activities. They look to the city for guidance and imitation. The 'push' (mostly economic pressures) 
factors and the 'pull' (the attractions of the city) factors have made the rural people to rush to the 
cities. This has resulted in urban concentration ahd rural depopulation in many places. The city has 
continued to absorb the people from the hinterland. The process will be faster, the more the CitY is 
linked with its hinterland. 

It is true that the city continues to dominate the country. Even .with respect to birth rate, death 
rate, age at marriage, infant mortality, divorce, suicide, church affiliation, etc., rural indices ate 
moving nearer to urban indices. The dominance of the city over the country is regarded by some 
sociologists as a dangerous trend. Oswals Spengler in his "Decline of the West" points out that 'lth1e 
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city destroys the solidarity of the kin, the family, the 'blood',-tlie nation and with its competitive 

stress fosters the disi~tegrating attitudes of indiyidualism,.socialism, rationalism and cosmopolitan

ism". However, sociologists like Maclver are of the opinion that there is no need to be pessimistic 

abqut the city as such; Man. is gradually making the urban environtnent more suited to his needs. ln 

spite of the widespread urbanisation; more than two-third of the population of the wQrld is rural In. 

character. · · 

13. THE URBAN-RURAL CONTRAS~ 

the city and country (village), the town and the laric,i, the capital and the provirice (this despite 

Spengler's exaggeration) is one of the most widespread and important ofall kindsofsoeial differen ... 

tiation to be found in all human societies except the most primitive, and in most of human history. 

"Soil and 'cement, the land and the pavement, the lane and the street-these are 'symbols of two 

di,fferent ways of life, two different cultures." "The city man and the country man do indeed have 

two different views of the world, have different rounds of activity, sustain in different ways the . 

l?rogression of the se~sons, indulge in different kinds ofwork and play, and spendtheif sean oflife 

in differ~!_lt surroundings." The differences between the ruralsociety andthe urban St\ciety cal)- be 

elaborated in the following way~-

Rural Society Urban -Soi::iety 

I. The rural society is bomog~neous. l. The urban society is heterogeneous. 
it is known for its diversity and com
plexity. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

It is marked by unity and uniformity 

It ·is dominated by primary relations .. 
It is hence more cohesive. 

2. , It is dominated by secondary rela
tion.s. It is not united. 

People here are known for their sirn~ . 3-. 
plicity and hospitality, . frankness and 
generosity. 

Informal means of social control such 4. 
as customs, mores, cqnventjons are 
sufficient to re$ulate interpersonal rela- .. 
tions. 

The urban people are known fortheir 
artificiality, narrow-mindedness and· 
selfishness. 

Formal means of social control such 
as law, legislation, police, court, etc. 
are needed in addition to. the informal 
means for regulating the behaviour of 

·the people. 

5. It is less mobile. Opportunities for social ~·- It is mor~. mobile; It is an 'open' 
~ociety. It provides more chances for 
soch1I mobility. f"lere status .is 
'ac'1ieved'. 

· movements are limited. Status is mostly 
'ascribed'. 

6. The rnrai society provides· limitted scope 6. 
for division oflabour and specialisation. 
Occupations are mostly unspecialised. Ag-
riculture is the main occupation'. . 

. 7; It is built offamily untts. Family is very 7. 

1. · i~fluential and dominantinstitut,ion. feople · 

Here occupationsare more specialiseu. 
There is wide spread division of labour 
and specialisation opportunities for 
pursuitig oc~upations al'e numerous. 

Here, the family i,s said to be unstable .. 
Mor~ tllan the family, individual is ' · 

(Contd.) 
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are bound by family traditions. 

8. Women · are mostly tradition boupd. 
They are passive, meek, submissive and 
obedient. They worrm· the field as well 
as in the kitchen.. Women . are not 
career-conscious. They. cannot live with
out family. 

9. Rural people are poorer. Still they are 
. not class-conscious. Class-conflicts are 
unknown. 

I 0. People are more conservative, ortho
dox and dogmatic. They are for status quo, 
not for change. 

l l. The rural community . has a small 
number of people. 

12. It is a "simple unigroup society". 

13. The rural community is known for its 
ethnocentrism and its correlative, sus
picion towards outsiders. 

14. It is free from conflicts, frictions and 
tensions. It is charcterised by common 
consensus. The social organisatlon is 
well deined and there is little·. scope f()r 
mental illness and anomie (lawlessness). 

15. There is Jess stress on education in the 
rural· system. Scanty formal education 
pervades the village. Education is largely 
informal. 
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given imp~rtance. Joint fami;ies are 
comparatively less in number. 

8. Women have almost an equal status with 
men. Many are employed outside the fam
ily. They are more free, and have their . 
individualistic ideas. They are very much 
career-conscious. 

9. Chances are grea~er fol' people to become 
rich. People are more class-conscious. 
Class-conflicts often paralyse the city life. 

10. People are progressive. They welcome 
changes. Theyare exposed to the modem 
developments in the fieltls of science 

. and technology. 

1 1. Urban community consists ·of a big 
number of people. · · 

12. Ur!Yan community . is a "Complex 
multigroup society." 

13 .. Here, the growing contacts with outsid
ers make the people to become tolerant 
with them. 

14. The urban· community replaced consen
sus by common dissensus. The social 

. organisation is atomistic and illdefined. 
It is characterised by ·dis-organisation, 
mental illness and anomie. 

15. Mass education is·. widespread in the 
city increasing democratisation ofthe 
organisations and institutions demand 
formal· equcation. 

14. RURAL-URBAN CONVERGENCE 

Though the communities are normally divided into 'rural''and 'urban' the line of demarcation 
·is not always clear as Mac/ver has remarked, between these two types of communities "there is.no 
sharp demarcation to teU where the City ends and country beings". Every village possesses some 
elements of the city and every city carries some features of the village. The concept of' rural~urban 
convergence' refers'to the striking similarities between the village and the town in some aspects of 
community life. 

Cities are growing in number and size everywhere. It is true that urban cultur.e is _diffusing at a 
very fast rate in the rural areas. As Kingsley Davis has said, "the city effects are v(iider than the city 
itself?'. The influence ,of the city varies with its size also. Tlie urban way of life can be carried far 
beyond the city boundaries and can thus characterise people who do not actually live in cities. 
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With the diffusion ofurban ctilti.lre to the rural areas, the extreme differences between rural and 

urban cultures have dimini1shed. The growing transport and communications, the radio, press, televi

sion, tel~hone, etc., the growing circulation of the urban newspapers inthe rural areas have changed 

the attitudes and outlook of the ruralites. Medical, educational, commercial, recreational and other 

facilities are also being enjoyed by the rural people. The automobile has played an important role in 

the rural areas. It has endedthe secluded life of the rural peopie. People prefer to stay near the 

highways, now" Villages in a way are closely linked with the cities. Buses, trains, taxies and motor 

· cycles, etc., have helped the city people to go out and stay in the fringes of the city. . 

Everywhere big cities are characterised by sub-centres or sub-urban areas. In structure and 

function they are like cities. Too much of concentration in the city contributes to an opposite process 

of decentralisation. The sub-centres or sub-urban areas resemble the city in several respects. A single 

city may have a number of small sub-urban areas. These sub-urban areas may retain in them some of 

the features of the city. They are like satellite. cities built around a major city. Sub-urban areas 

represent the rough amalgam of rural and urban ways of living. Here, we. may find the urban way of 

life being mixed with the rural way oflife.Jn these areas we find the 'rural-urban convergence'. 

The Rural-Urban Continuum 

Some sociologists have tised the concept of' rural-urban continuum to stress the idea that there 

·. are no sharp breaking points to be found .in the degree or quantitY of rural urban differences. The 

impact 6furban life over rural life is evident in many ways. With regard to birthrate, age at marriage, 

infant~mortality, church affiliations, divorce, suicide, etc., rural indices are moving to nearer urban 

indices. In this way, rural areas can become highly urbanised. 

As the contacts of the city become closer as transportation and communication become more 

rapid, the rural community tends to assume more.closely the urban social stfl:lcture; We may even 

speak of different degrees of"urbanness" or "ruralness". One country can be demographically more 

urban and yet socially more rtiralthan another. Example: Chile has a greater percentage of its popu

lation living in cities than does Canada, but ifs people, by almost all sets of indices, are less urban. 
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CULTURE 

Meaning of Culture _:_ Characteristics of Culture - Culture Contents - Functions of 
Culture-Sub-culture-Development of Culture - Culture Growth: Cultural Diffusion, 
Invention and Discovery - Elements of Culture - Cultural Systems and Sub-Systems. 
Cultural Change - Civilisation - Distinction Between Culture and Civilisation - Inter
dependence of and Interrelationship Between Culture and Civilisation. 

1. MEANING OF CULTURE 
'Culture' is one of the most important concepts in social science. It is commonly used in Psy

chology, Politica1 Science and Economics. It is the m;:tin concept in Anthropology and a fundamen
tal one in Sociology. The study of human society immediately and necessarily leads us to the study 
of its yulture. The study of society or any aspect of it becomes incomplete without a proper under
standing of the culture onhat society. Culture and sodety go together. They are instiparable. 

Culture is Unique to Man 

Culture is a unique possession of man. It is one of the distinguishing traits ofhuman society. 
Culture does not exist at the sub-human level. Qnly_man is born and brought up in a cultural environ
ment. Other animals live in a natural environment. Every man is born into a society is the same as 
saying that every man is born into a .culture. The dictum Man is a social being can thus be redefined 
as 'man is a cultural being', Every man can be regarded;as a representatiye,ofhis culture. Culture is 
the unique quality of man which separates him from the lower animals. 

Culture is a very broad term that includes in itself all our walks oflife, our modes of behaviour, 
our philosophies and ethics, our morals and manners, our customs and traditions, our religious, 
political, economic and other types of activities. Culture ineludes all that man has acquired in his 

· individual and social life. In the words of Maciver and Page, culture is "the realm of styles, of 
values, of emotional attachments, of intellectual adventures". It is the entire 'soCial heritage' which 
the individual receives from the group. 

What Culture isNot 

The term 'culture' is given a wide variety of meanings and interpretations. Some of them are . 
purely non-sociological ifnotcompletely wrong. People oft¢n speak of culture as synonymo\ls with 
education. Accordingly, they apply the tertn 'cultured' to an educated person or group and 'un,cul
tured' to one lacking in q,r devoid of education. Difference between 'Cultured' and 'Uncultured' 
may have something to do withpersonalrefineni~mt also. Po.ssession of it indicates that one knows 
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how to conduct himself in all !the social situations to W'.hich he is likely to be exposed. The man of 

culture has good manners andigood tastes. Further, one;may be inclined to believe that a bachelor of 

arts degree possesses 'better' culture than others. In 11ociology 'culture' does not mean personal 

refinement. sociological meaning of the wont is quite ,different. 

Historians use the word/ 'culture? in yet another way to refer to the so-called 'higher'' achieve

ments ot group lite or of a pltnod Of history. By 'higher' aqhievements they mean achievements in 

art, music, literature, philosophy, reli~ion l:lnd science. Thus, a q;ultural hi~tory of India would be an1 

account of historical achievements in these fields. The adjecu'!Ae 'cultu,rall wou~d ditlerehtiate tlM 

kind of history from political history, industriaLhistory, military history, :etc. Here again, sociolo

gists never use the term culture to \mean,jthe so-called 'higher' achievements of group life - art, 

religion, philosophy, etc. They use culture to mean 'all' the achi<)vements of group ljfe. Further, 

culture and nationality are not necessarily synonymou~. Btlt in the modern world the nation state has 

become the stronge$t unifyin~ force in social 011ganisation. Social scientists treat modern nations as 

if they were cultural entities. l3ut in reality people of the same hationaljity may have dissimilar cul" 
tural features too as it is' in India. 

Definition of Culture 

l, B. Malinowski has defined culture as the 'cumulative creation of man'. He :also regards 

culture as the handiwork ofman and the medium through which he achieves his ends. 

2. Gra~am Wallas, an English so~iologist has defined culture as an accumulation ofthoug11ts, 

values and obiects; it is the social heritii.ge acquired by us from preceding generations through learn

ing, as distinguished from the biological heritage which is passed on to us automatiq1lly through the 

genes. 

3, C.C. ·Nortb is of the opinion *at culture ··consists m tne mstruments donsuiuted oy man tc 

assist him in. satisfying )1iiS wants.' 

4. Robert Bierstedt !is of the opimon tha. 'culture is the complex who!¢ that consists ofiall the 

ways we think and do ana everything we have as members of society'. · . · 

5. E. V. de Rbbertv regards culture as 'the body of thOughts and knowledge, both theoretical 

and practical, whicn on:1y man can possess.' 

6. EdwurdB, Tvlpr, a famous. English .anthropologist, has defined, culture as 'that complex 

whole which mcluties. knowledge, belief, art, morals, law, custom, and any :other capabilities and 

habits acquired by man, as a member of society'. Tylor's defirttition is widely quoted and used tdday. 

2. CHARAdTERISTICS OF CUL'fURE 

The definitiohs cited above reveal some of the characteristics of culture, For a clear unde; 

standing of the concept of culture, it is necessary for us to know its main features/ 

1. Culture is 

Culture is not inherited biolqgically, but leamtsociaUy by man. It is not ~ti inborn tendency. 

The1e is no culturalinstinct as sudLCulture is clften called 'learned ways of behaviour'. Unlearned 

behaviour, such as closing the eyes while sleeping, the eye blinking reflex and so on, are purely 

physiological and not culniral. Sha!{ing hands or saying 'namaskar' or 'thanks' and shaving and 

dressing, onihe othet hand, ar~cultural.Similarly, wearing clothes, combing the hair, wearing orna

ments, cookmg the food:, drinking from a glass, eating from a plate or a leaf, reading a newspaper, 

· enacting a role in a drama, singing, worshipping, etc., are all ways of behaviour learnt 

does not exist in isolatid,n. Neither i~it an individual phenomenon. It is a product of 

and through social interactions. It is shared the members of society. 

----·-·-
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No man can acquire culture without association with other human beings. Man becomes man only 
. among\men. It is the culture which helps man t~de\relop human qualities in a.human environment. 
Deprivation of company or association of other individuals to an individual is nothing but depriva-
tion of human qualities. , · 

3. (:ulture is Shared 

Culture in the sociological sense, is' something shared. It is not something tl\at ar. individual 
alone can possess. For example, customs, traditions, beliefs, ideas, values, morals, etc., are all shared 
by people of a. group or society. The inventions of Arya Bhatta or Albert Einstein, 'Cnaraka' or 
Charles Darwin; the literary works ofKalidasa or Keats, Dandi or Dante; the philosophical works of 
Confucius or Irao Tse, Shankaracharya or Swami Vivekananda'; the .artistic works of Ravi Verma or 
Raphael, etc., are all shared by a large number of people. 'Culture is something adopted, used, 
believed, practised, or possessed by more than one person. It depends upon group life for its exist
ence'. (Robert Bierstedt). 

4. Culture is Transmissive 

Culture is capable of being transmitted from one generation to the next. Parents pass -0n culture 
traits to their children and they in tum to their children, andso on. Culture is transmitted not through 
genes but by means of language.· Language is the main vehicle of culture. Language in its-different 
forms like reading, writing and speaking makes it possible for the present generation to understand 
the achievements of earlier generations. But language itself is a part of culture. Once language is 
acquired, it unfolds to the individual its wide field. Transmission of culture may take place by imita~ 
tion as well as by instruction. 

5. Culture is Continuous and Cumulative 

Culture exists as a continuous process. In its historical growth it tends to become cumulative. 
Culture is a 'growing whole' which includes in itself, the achievements of the past and the present 
and makes provision for the future achievements of mankind. "Culture may thus b'e cohceived of as 
a kind of stream flowing down through the centuries from one generation to another". Hence some 
sociologists like Linton called culture 'the social heritage' of man. As Robert Bierstedf writes, cul
ture is 'the memory ofthe human race'. It becomes difficult for us to imagine what society would be 
like without this accumulation of culture, what our lives would be without it. 

6. Culture is Consistent and Integrated 
I 

Culture, in its development has revealed a tendency to be consistent.Atthe same time different 
parts of culture are interconnected. For example, the value system of a society is closely connected 
with its other aspects such as morality, religion, customs, rraditions, beliefs, and so_on. 

7. Culture is DynamkandAdaptive 

Though culture is relatively stable it is not altogether static. It iSc~bject to slow but constant 
changes. Chaqge and growth are latentin culture. We find amazing growth in the presenflndian 
culture when we compare it with the culture of the Vedic times. Culture is hence dynamic. 

Culture is responsive to the changing conditions of the physical world. It is adaptive. It also 
intervenes in the natural environment and helps man in his proce.ss of adjustment. Just as our houses 
shelter-us from the storm, so alsb does our. cul hire help us from. natural dangers and assist us to 
survive. Few of us, indeed, could survive without culture. · 

8. Culture is Gratifying 

Culture provides proper opportunities and prescribes means for the satisfaction of our needs 
and desires. These needs may be biological or social in nature. Our need for food, shelter, and 
clothing on the one hand, and our desire for status, name, fame, money, mates, etc., are all, for 
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· ex~mp~e,fulfilled according to the cultural ways. Culture determines and guides the varied activities 

of man. In fact;, culture is d,efined as the process through wJ;iich human beings satisfy their wants~ 

9. Culture Varies from Society to Society 

Every society has a culture of its own. It differs from society to society. Culture of every 

society is unique to itself. Cultures are riot uniform. Cultural elements such as customs, traditions, 

morals, ideal.s, values, ideologies, beiiefs, practices, philosophies, institutions, etc., are not uniform 

everywhere. Ways of.eating, speaking, greeting, dressing, entertaining, living, etc,, of different soci

eties differ significantly. Cuiture varies from time to time also. No culture ever remains coristal).t or 

changeless. If Manu w~re to· come back to see the Indian society today he would be bewildered to . 

witness the vast chang~s that. have taken place in out culture. · 

fo. Cu~t~re is Superorganic and Ideational . 

. Culture is sometimes called 'the superorganic'. By 'superorganic' Herbert Spencermeantthat 

culture. is neither organic nor inorganic in nature but above these two. The term implies the social 

.meaning of physical objects and physiological acts. The social meaning may be independent .of 

physiological and physical properties and characteristics .. For example, the-social meaning of a na

tional flag is not j1,1st 'a: piece of co!oured 'cloth'. The·flag represents a, nation; Similarly, 'priests and 

prisoners, professors .and profc~ssionals, players, engineers and doctors, farmers and- soldiers, and 

others are not-just biofogical beir;igs.'They are viewed.in their society differently: Their social status 

.and role can be ttnd{;!rstoo~.only tfuough culture. ·. · 

Further, every societY considers its culture as an ideal. It is regarded as an end in itself; It.is 

intrinsically valuable.The people are also aware of their culture as an ideaLone. They are proud of 

their cultural heritage. 

C~lture and Society 

Culture and society' ~e .not one and Jhe same. A cultUre is a system of behaviour shared by the 

m~mbers of a· society. A,sociefy is irgroup of people \VhO·share a common culture; As Lalph Linton 

·puts it; 'A $ociety is an organised group of individuals. A. Cuiture. is an organised group of learned 

responses characteristic of a particular spciety'.. . . 

· A society is· composed of people who are interacting on the basis of shared belief~,. customs, 

values, and activities. The common patterns which govern their interaction make up the culture of 

the society. As Gillin and Gillin have pointed out, 'culture is the cement binding together into a 

Society its component indivit:Jualf .... , human ~ociety is people interacting; culture is the patterning 

of their behaviour ..... '. ' . . 

3~ CUL\fU~'CONTENTS · 

Every s.ociety has, a culture of its own; Th~s people in different societies all over the world have 

different cultures.. These culttire~.'are not only diverse.'but also unequal. Along with cultural diversi~ 

ties and disparities that are found in societies.throughout the world,· we observe certain cultural· 

.similarities. People may worship djfferen,t god,s in diffei:entways,.but they all.have a religion. They 

may pursue various, occupations, b.ut they all earn a living. Details of theifrituals; ceremonies, cus

toms, etc., may differ, but they aH neverthless. have. some ritual, ceremonies, customs·, etc. Every 

·c1,1lture consists of such non-material things.· Similarlr., people of every society possess material 

· things of different kinds. These material things inay be primitive or 'modem and simple or complex 

··in nature. These material and non~material }::ompo,n'ents, ·of culture ar¢ often teferted to a~ "the con-

. te~t of culture". . . 

. A nuJll.bet ofsociofqgists have cl~ssified the.co~tent 9fculture ip.to large components 'mate

rialc11lture'• and 'inpn-materialcu,lture'. Ogburn has even used this distinc;tion as the. ba~is for a 

'theory of culturalcharige,. As· Robert Bierstedt has pointed out, the concept of 'material culfute' is 
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-relatively more precise and less ambiguous. But th~ concept ofnon-material culture is more ambigu-

ous and less clear. It may be used as a 'residual category' that is ~o mean 'Everything that]s not 
material'. 

Material and Noli-Material Culture 
'(l) Material Culture 

Material culture consists of man-made. objects such as tools, implements, furniture, automo
biles,. buildings, dams, roads, bridges, and in fact, the physical substance which has been changed 
and used by man. It is concemed with the extemal, mechanical and utilitarian objects. It includes t~chnical 1Jnd ~aterial equipments like a printing .press, a locomotive, a telephone, a television, a 
. tractor, a machine gun, etc! It includes our banks, parliaments, insurance schemes, currency systems, 
etc. It is referred to as civilisation. · 
(i1) Non-Material Culture 

The term 'culture' when usedin the ordinary sense, means 'non-material culture'. It is some
thing internal filld intrinsically valuable, reflects the inward nature of man. Non-material culture 
consists· of the words the. p.eople use or the language they speak, the beliefs they1iold, values and 
virtues they cherish, habits they follow, rituals and practices thatthey do and the ceremonies they 
obsel'Ve. It also-includes our customs and tastes, attitudes and outlook, in brief, our ways bf acting, 

. feeling and thinking. 

4. FUNCTIONS OF CULTURE 
Man is not only a social animal but also a cultural being. Man's. social life has been made 

possible because of cultur.e. Culture is something that has elevated, him from the level of animal to 
· the heights of man. Man cannot survive as man wij:hout culture. It repre~ents tpe entire achievements 
of mankind. Culture. has been fulfilling a number of functions among which the following may be noted. . . 

l. CuJture is the Treasury ofKnowfodge. Culture provides knowledge which is essential for 
the physical, social and intellectual existence of man. Birds and animals behaveinstinctively. With 
. the help of instincts they tj to ada:pt themselves with the environment. But man ha.8 greater intelli
gence and leaming capaCity. With the help of these he has been able to adapt himself with the' 

· environment or modify it to suit his convenience. Culture has made such an adapta:tiorl and mpdifi
cation possible arid easier by providing man the necessary skills and knowledge~ Culture pre§erves 
knowledge and helps its· transmission from generation to· generation through its element, that is, . 

. language. Language helps not only the transmission of knowledge bufalso its preservation, acctunu
lation and diffusion .. On the contrary, animals do not have this advantage; Because, culture does not 
exist at sub"'human level. · 

2. Culture Defines Situations. Culture defines social situatkms for us. It not only defines but 
also conditions iind determines -what we eat and drink, whatwe wear, when to laugh, weep, sleep, 
love, to make friends with, wha~ work we do, what-Ood we worship, what knowledge we rely upon, 
what poetry we· recite and so on. -

I c ,1 , ' ' ' .' ' ' · 3. Culture Defines Attitudes, Values and Goals.·Attimde~ refer to the tendency to feel and 
act in certain ways. Values are the measure of goodness or desirabilify.·Goals refer to the attain~ 
ments·which our values define as worthy. It is the culture which conditions our attitude towards 
various issµes such as religion, morality, marriage, science,; family planning, prostitution and soon. 
Our values concerning private property, fµndamental rights, representative government; romantic 
love, etc., are influenced by ol.ir cultun~. Our goals of winning the race, understanding others, attain
ing salvation, being,,obedient to el9ers and teachers, being loyal to hus~nd, being ·patriotic, etc., are 
all s~t forth by 9ur ¢ultur(l. We ~re being socialised on these models.· · 
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4. Culture Decide~ our Career. Whether we should become a politician, a soeial worker, a 

doctor, an engineer, a soldier, a farmer, a professor, an industrialist, a religious leader, and so on ·is 

decided by our culture; What career we are likely to pursue is largely decided by our culture. Culture 

sets limitations on our choice to select different careers. Individuals may develop, modify or oppose 

the trends of their culture but they always live within its framework. Only a few can find outlet in the 

culture . 
. s. ·Culture Provides Behaviour Pattern. Cultillie directs. and. confines the. behaviour of an 

individual. Culture assigns goals and provides means for achieving them. It rewards his noble works 

and punishes the igp.oble ones. It assigns him statuses and roles. We see, dream, aspire, work, strive, 

marry, enjoy according to the cultural expectation. Culture not only controls but also liberates hu

man energy and activities. Man, indeed, is a prisoner of his culture, 

6. Culture Moulds Personality. Culture exercises a great influence on the develop111ent of 

personality. No child c$ develop human qualities in the absence of a cultural environment. Cuiture 

prepares·mart for· group life and provides him the design of living. It is the._culture that prov~deS

opp()ttunitie$ for the development of personality and sets limits on its growth: As Ruth Benedict has, 

pointed out, evecy culture will produce its special type or types of personality. This fact has been 

stressed by her in her "Patterns of Culture" - an analysis of the culture of three primitive societies. , 

Yet hllO~er Americ;an anthropologist by name Margaret Mead has stated thaJ "a cul,ture shapes the 

character and behaviour of individuals living in it .... }'. This fact she has es~blished in her "Sex and 

Tempfframent in Three Primitive SocieJies"-:-- a study of New Guinea tribal life .. 

It· is trµe that the individual is exposed to and moulded by tl)e culture of the group into 

which he i~ born. But the culture provides not only for 'universals' but also for 'alternatives'. 

· There is not only conform~ty in cultural learning but also variations; Still . go individual is 

completely culturally determined. Every individual is unique in any cu1tu.re. The uniqueness 

may be based on. individual differences in ability, aptitude and learning. The ·impact of culture 

on the ind~vidual is not always identical in . every case; Every individual is sooner or later 

exposet}-to influences which are not completely predetermined by culture.· He meets other people 

outside the culture. Travelling, books, radio, cinema, television, theatre, newspapers expose an indi

vidual to 'many influences outside the culture. Various biological and social factors bring.about the 

uniqueness of the individuals in any culture. 

5. SUB-CULTURE 

Meaning ofSub•Culture 

... The term 'Culture' is used iii various ways to mean various things. When used in a: broad sense, 

it represents human.life and portrays human achievements. In this sense the term cultl,lre is under

stood as the great social heritage of entire mankind. It is sometimes used. in a limited sense to mean 

a "national culture", tbaf is, to refer to the culture of a nation. A nation consists of a number of 

groups and sub~groups. Each such group ro'ay have a way oflife ortts o\Vn. In other words~ each such , 

group has a. culture. of its own. Cultures of such groups .are known ·a.s 'sub..,cultures'. These groups 

and sub-groµps th~t are found within a national society differ from one anotirer not just with regard 

to one or the oth'et cultural trait, but in many respe9ts. They ......... "constitute relatively cohesive 

.cultural systems; Th'ey are world within the larger world of our national culture". They ;are sub

cultures. 
As Duncan Mitchell has pointed out, ''a sub-culture is generally taken to mean a section of a 

national culture ". 
Culture is riot a uniform pattern that impresses alike up~ all who-are expo~ed to it..It is impqr

tant to keep· in Il'Hnd that a person's exposure is not to "culture in general" but to the _sµlturespfthe 

particular·groµps in which he lives .. It i~ so beca';1s.¢)n large societies, each person's .grou~s- are 

multiple. For example, we are members of Indian society and,. therefore, share in Indian culi;ure. But 
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The use of fire can be dated from 2 to 3 million years ago. Tools of bone have 1come into 
existence by one million B.C., that is, Age of Neanderthal man. The Neanderthals also apparently 
hadisome form oflanguage and· buried their dead with an elaborateness that indicates the possibility 
of religious .ceremonies. . 

"Cro~Magnon dating' from 25;000 years ago was a superior Qiological specimen, and he had 
corr<'.spondingly a more elaborate culture.' Cro-Magno~'s brain averaged 165Q c.c. even larger than 
that of modem man. His cave-paintings are also well known. He also made jewellery of shells and 
teeth, and he carved statuettes of women that emphasised pregnancy, and fertility. He made weapons 
of bone, horn, and ivory~ and he used needles in the fabrication.of garments".-Leslie, Lorman arid 
Gorman. 

Thus, we find a striking parallel betWeen the biologic;al evolution of man and the development 
of culture. But tl:ie parallel cannot be drawn in minute det~ils. Because all our inferences relating to 
the period before the beginning of history must be made on the 'basis of the remains of the material. 
artifacts that are collected. These do not teU us much about the total way of life of people who used 
them: Further, the parallel getween biological ahd cultural evolution should not be overdrawn. 

7. CULTURE GROWTH 

As it is stated already we do not know when exactly the human culture began. Any attemptto 
ti£ an exact date for the beginning of culture would be an extremely arbitrary one. One way of 
representing the gr.ruvth of cultw;e over time is to select an arbitrary starting date and to divide man's 
experience from that point intci·•'~life-times". Alvin Tofjler, for example, in: his "Future Shoc1'', has 
made sU.Cli an attempt. He divided the last 50,000 year{of experience into 62 years 'life-times' 
placing man currently in his 800th life-time. · 

"According to this chron~logy, 650 life-times were spent in c~ves. Written language has ex
iste,d only for the fast 70 life~times, and the printed world has been widely available only for the last 
6 llfe•times. The electric motor has existed for only 2 life-times. Television, airplanes, automobiles, 
and nuclear weapons all developed within the 800th lifetime and 90% of all the scientists who have 
ever existed are alive during this )ifetime. All of modem 'technology ha~ developed in less·than 
J/25,000th of the total time it has taken for human culture to reach its present level of development". 
[Leslie, Lorman and Gorman]. 

The above description reveals that in the beginning, "the growth of culture was exceedingly 
slow and only recently has culture begun to change rapidly. The explanation for this situation is to be 
found in the fact that culture grows in two ways: through (i) invention of new traits within the culture 
odhrough·(i/) diffusion of new traits from outside the culture. · · 
· (11.(;ultural diffu~ion 

. Th~ process of diffusion involves the spread of cultural elements ~ both material artifacts and 
" ideas- from one1tulture to another. George Murdock has estimated that.about 90% of the contents of 

every culture have been acquired from other societies. Sorrie social scientists and anthropologists 
. lik~, for example, Kroeber, consider diffusion as the main source of cultural and social change. 

The term 'diffusion' which means "the borrowing of cultural elements from anoth.er society" is 
in contrast to the term 'invention' which means finding out the new uses of existing krlowledge by 

/ · recombining the existing cultural elements. 
Anthrppol<>gis~ .l,i11ton' s classic illustration can be cited here to make it clear to what extent 

cultural})orrowirig~f"'·~batis, 'dJffusion ~ takes place in every society. Linton writes, "ouysv/ic/ American 
citizen awakens ih a bed built onppattern which originated in the New East but. which was m,oflifled 
.in North Europe before it ~as transmiHed to America-1He If rows backthe covers made from cotton 
domesti'tated in India, or linen d01fieS'ticated in the Near East, or silk, the use ofwhk:h was discov-

, erecf/iit China. All o.fthese nuiteri'als have been spun and WO\.!e/l by pro.cesses invented in the Near 
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Ea.st ..... He takes off his paijamas, a garment invented ln India; and washes w.ith soap,fnvented by 
tlie anCient Qauls. He then shaves, a masochistic rite, which seems to have been derived from either 

· Sumer or anCient Egypt ... " 
The illustration further continues. The hypothetical American citizen puts on s}ioes made from 

skinshinned bya process invented in Egypt. He glances through the window, made ofgtass invented 

i_n EgypfHe.takes an umbrella invented in Southeastern Asia. The paper he uses was originally.an 

ancientLydian invention.Steel knife he uses for cutting his bread, is an alloy that was first ml;lde·in 

.South .India. In his another hand he holds a fork which was a medievail Italian product. The spoon he 
uses. was originally a Roman invention. The coffee that he sips with iple~sure everyday is a product 

,0f coffee plant which was in the begil}Ding an Abyssiniim monopoly. He smoke.s cigars or cigarettes .. 

T.his smoking habithe has borrowed from the American Indians. Silnilarly, the American uses or is 

benefited by many more such things, practices and habits which he has.borrowed from other peoples 

and cultures long back. 

Diffusion.is one of the main sources of cultural and social change. "The tnost outstanding 

contemporary social change - the spread of the modernisation process aro.und the wc;>rtd-represents 

the Ciiffusiori ofindu,strialiSm-from the advanced to the less developed societies". Each·culture ac

cepts elements from other cultures selectively. Material artifacts that prove useful are more readily 

accepted than new norms, values and beliefs .. Innovations must also be compatible with the culture 

of the society into which they diffuse. For these reasons; white settlers in America acc.epted the Red 
Indian's tobacco and nottheir religion. ' ' 

(ii) Invention 
. . 

An invention refers to "a new combination of or a new, U;Se of existing knowle(lge"-Horion 
andll,unt. 
, . . "An invention is the combination or new use of existing knowledge to produce somethifig that 

did notexist before"..:../an Robertson.· · 
;'An .invention is any recombination of existing cultural elements in such a·fashion as to pro·-

duce something new"-Leslie, Lorman and Gorman. · 
Inventions may be either material (bow and arrow, gun, spacecraft, computer) or social or rfon

material ( co.nstitutional government, corporations, alphabet, dance, drama, literature). All inven~ 

tjons are based on previous knowledge, discoveries, and inventions. Hence, th~:nature .and rate of 

irive11tions in a.particular.society depends on its existing store of knowledge. Fot; th__e cave-dweller . 

the stored knowledge was, for example, very much limited. The production of bow arid, arrow was . 

thus a great intell~ctual achievement of cave dwellers. We, the modem people, are not exceedingly 

clevt?l'er than the "primitive" ancestors, because we have enough of stored knowledge to 111ake achieve

ments. As Ralph Linton remarked, "If Einsiein had been born into a primitive tribe which. was un
able to count beyond three, lifelong application to mathematics probably would' not have carried 
him beyond th<? development of a deCimal system baser;/. on fingers and. toes;,. · · 

Ian Robertson writes, "Leonardo da: Vinci, working in t9e 15th century, produced plans for 

many m~chh1es that were workable in principle, including helicopters, submarines, machine g_uns; 

. air:-;conditionil}g units, aerial bombs, and hydraulic pumps, but his society lacked the technology· 
necessary to build them". · ' · · · · 

It could besaid that "the more inventions that exist in a culture, the more rapidly further-. 
inveritions can be made". The already existing cultural store of knowledge always promotes new 

inventions. Ogburn listed 150 inventions that were made .almost simultaneously by different scien~ 
tists living in the same or sirp.ilar cultures. This fac;t explains as ~o whY, the modernisation proceS,_s, 
. spreads far more widely and rapidly in ,spcieties in which inventiqns. are taking place at a fast.rate 

than in those societies which mere~y adopt the inventions of others. ' 
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(iii) Discovery 

'Discovery' - can also be stated here as the third source of socio-cultural change. Hort6,n and 
Hunt have said that "A discovery is a shared human perception of an aspect of reality whicll already 
exists". The principle of the level [relating to water], a new continent, the composition of the atmo
sphere, the power of steam, the circuli:\tion of the blood, etc., were already there before their discov-

. ery. A new discovery becomes an addition to society's culture, only if it is shared within the society. 
· It becomes a factor or source of socio-~ultural change only when it is put to use. For example, the 
ancient Greeks had dj.scovered the prim,1iple ofsteampower long back. In fact, a steam engine was 
built as a toy in Alexandria around l 00 AD. But the principle was not put to use for nearby 1790. . 

. years after it was discovered. 

8. ELEMENTS OF CULTURE 

According to H.M. Johnson, the mairi' el)ments 9f culture af[e as follows: - Cognitive elements, 
beliefs, values and norms, signs, and non-normative ways ofbenaving. 

l. Cognitiye Elements. Cultures qf all societies whether pre-literate or literate .include a vast 
amount of knowledge about the physical and social world. The possessiOn of this knowledge is 
referred to as t~e cognitive element. Even the most primitive or pre-literate peoples such as the 
Andaman a~d Trobriand Islanders must know about many things in order to sur\live. Th~ir knowl
edge is practicii.Jl<:mDwledge and never "krn;iwledge for its own sake'''. Knowledge, relating1 to how to 
get foo~; how to bu,iid shelter, how .to ~ravel and trans~ort, how to prot~ct themselves agaiJ1st storms, 
wild animals~1 ~nd hostile: neople is nQthing but practical l{ndwledge: S.uch knowledge is carefully 
taught to eacti gtln¢ration. In modern advanced societies l{nowledge is so vast, deep and complex 
tl:Iat no single Ptirs~n,can hope to1master the whole of it. Funher, every society has in its culture many 
ideas aQQut its ,own sdeial organisation anct how it works. 

2, Belief$., Beliets constitute a)1other element of,culture. Beliefs in empirical terms are neither 
true nbrfalse. Examples: (i) The Eskimo shaman uses fetishes and goes into a loµd trance in order to 
drive oi1t the evil spirits from the body of a sick person. {ii) The Christian missionary who gives 
medicine to and advises the patient to take sufficient rest also utters a silent prayer for the speedy 
recovery of the patient. Such actions imply some kind of beliefs. The belief behind these actions 
cannot be confirmed or rejected on the basis of empirical evidence. For example, if the patient dies 
in spite of the efforts, of Shaman, he will have some "explanation" that will make him to stick on to 
the belief in evil spirits. Civilised men too create similar beliefs and pass them on to the succeeding 
generations. 

Tesied empirical knowledge and untestable beliefs are "elements" of culture. Because, they 
are often mixed together in the same concrete acts. Only through an intellectu11l analysis the different 
elements could be separated from one another. For example, the missionary says a silent prayer and 
at the same time administers modem medical tests to the patient. · 

3. Vaiu,es and Norms. It is very difficult to enlist values and norms forthey are so numerous 
and diverse. They are inseparable from attitudes, exc~pt perhaps, analytically. 

Values may be defiIJ,ed as measures of goodness or desirability. They are the group concep
tions of relative desirability of things. In sociology we are most concerned with values that are 
directly or indirectly involved in social relationships; moral, and religious values that have been to 

: some extent institutionalised. 
One way of understanding the values and their interconnections is to approach them through 

the f.our functional subsystems of society. subsystems,are: government,family, economy and 
religion. Thefunction or the social l\Ctivities that ~hese four interconnected subsystems perform are 
to a great extent shaped by values. But these four subsystems are not equally stressed as equally 
"''''" .. 1'""t in all societies. The · most characteristic of one (or two) subsystem normally pre-
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dominate.in any society. It means political values"6r family values.,o:r economic values or religious 
values n~rmally pr.edomiJ!iate. Exampt e: In his study Bellah has shown that in fapan duril}g the 
To,ku~a period (16th 'tQ 19th century A.D.) 'Political Values; were th,e most dominant ones. rfhe 
:em,p~or was at ihe1top of hierarchy atjld enjoyed great power.and respect~ Merchants 'fhO pursued 
e~QQmic activities. were 'given comparatively a low status. Everi in the family lqyalty to the nation:
dild to, the emt:>~ror'was stressed as a gn;at vaJue. Japanese religion also streS,sed ~e dominance of 
politicllt{ v~Illes. In Japan filial loyalty or piety which was equally both a.religjouirnhd a socialvah.1e, 
was suboir~inated to the loyalty of the state. Shintoism and Zen-Buddhism, the t\vo main religions of 
~apan'Stressed much the value ofloyalty to the natiqn. Here "Other~worldly" religious doctrine and 
practice were subhrdinated to politieal values. In the same manner; in India religio:11s values: domi- · 
nated I~dian social· system fo:r hundreds of years. Even n~w it is q~ite dominant. . 

Btit how oan we know what values are dominant iii, society?, Sociologist Williams has sug\.. 
gestedthe follo:Wing criterion of dominan.t Values: (z) Extensivenf!SS o.fth~ value in the to_tal activity 
of the system, (ii) Duration oft~e value, that is how pf!rsiste'ntly it has oe.en important over a period 
of time, (iii) Intensity with which the value is soughtor:maintat6ed, (iv)Pf'(.!stige of the val11.e carriers 
-'that is, of persons, objects, or org~nisat/ons con,sidered to be b~arers of the value. 

F~rther; every society has secondary values in' act<11tiol/ltO tts d~minant values. Eor example, m 
Japan,· "aesthetic-einotionaf' values att1 secondary for there is. i( ~onsiderab1e stress on them. Jn 
India, political values have secondary place. . . 

. Norms are Closely associated with values. They are the group-sh:ired stitµdards of behaviour. 
Norms itnPOSe restrictions on our behaviour. They are model practices. they determine, control and 
guide our behaviour. In fact, values are cherished only through the.observance ofnOJIDS. Nomis are 
established on the·basis of values; Hence norms and valtles go t~gether. Forli.M Johnson, "Values 
are general standards, and may be regarded as higher order n9rnts ''. Norms and values together 
constitute an important ~lerrtent in culture. · · · · · · 

4. Signs. Signs include signals and symbols. ''A signal (also ineans sign) indicates the exist
ence·..,. past, present, or future - of a thing, event, or conditions,;: Example.~ A heap of half burnt 

, partic1~s of a house signalise that the house was caught by fire sometimes earlier. Similarly, wet. 
streets are a signal that it has rained. Soldiers going to parade ground ~ith uniform signal that they . 
are going to have their parade. Thus, signal and its objects are both parts uf a. more complex event ot 
unit, A number of invented or artificial symbols are used in social life. wlricn assume importance. 
Example.: A shot !Uay rfiean the beginning of a runnin_g race, the sighting of danger, thcf commence
.ment of a parade, the starting of war, the killing of a wild animal, a terrorist activity, anp so on:. 

Signals and symbols are slightly different. A· pfacard bearing the words "No Pa,rktng" is a 
signal. It.indicates the presence ofa pface where oneis not supposed to park one's, vehicles. Bpt Uie 
words in the placard represent symbols. Like a signal, a symboi means something to the interj)retant.. 
Buth serves to bring a concept of something to his mind rather than to announce the presence-of the· 
thing itself. For example, '.deer' or 'dove; indicates such a concept. 'Deer' ot 'dove~ indicates an 
animal or. a bird of a particular kind. Thus, "a signal is involved in a three-term reltiitionship 
(interpretant, signal, object) while a symbol is znvolvea·ih a/our-term lelationship (interpretant, 
symbol, concept, object)". Signals ar.e involved in all our practical activities. Symbols ar~ important 
in 111any kinds of communication and expression, including religion and art 

In all soci_eties lariguage is an important symboLsystem. At the level of·'pre-literate' people 
language is entirely orai. .Written :records have helped people as symbol system to depeqd upon the 
memories, of the aged, and}rnowledge of the past Becaus~ of his inability.to make use ofsymbols of 
written~records, the mental horizon of the prelitera!e man is likely to. be very low~ The langu$ges 
(such' as English, Spanish, French and German) whieh have a vast coUectioil.of bo6ks'dil a wide 

' . . ' ,I . - ,' . • 

variety of subjects or topicshave the key to an extremely ricl\ c1:1ltµre. Speech, an aspeCt oflanguage 
s~_stem·consists of· vocal .. and other kinds of gestures - bowing; shaking bands, saluting; kissing, 
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blushing, etc. These gestures too have symbolic meanings which are mostly cultural. For example, 
one smiles at known persons, weeps when confronted with grief, laughs when happy, and so on. In 
suclfinstarices,the gestures are interpreted correctly as signals based on internalised symbols. But all 
the gestures are not neces~arily connected intrinsically with the feeling itconnotest For example; one 

, must smile at acquaintan~es whether one is really glad to see them or not. Jesus kissed Judas who 
betrayed him. In the shared common system of symbols in addition to speech and gestures another 
factor is important and, that is; 'intentions' of the participants in any stabilised social interaction. It 
could be said that "Any object or aspect of objects that is involved in a stabilised social relationship 
may acquire a cultural symbolic meaning for the interacting participants".·" 

Many material products or things are primarily symbol vehicles. Flags, pictures and statues 
serve here as examples. Similarly, a building or'a camp, or a ship, or a tomb, or an idol, or physical 
place, etc., signifies a symbolic form, the meaning of which is cultural. 

. 5. Non-Normative Ways of Behaving. Certain ways of behaving are not compulsory and are 
ofteil unconscious. Such patterns do exist. Non-normative behaviour shades over into normative 
behaviour and symbolic behaviour. For example, the Jewis.h gestures largely involve the hands, they 
tend to symbolise the subtle ev6lution of an argument, a train of thought. The Italian gestures in
volv&the-Whole arm and they tend to express emotions; Both these symbot systems have tc;,."lded to 
disappear in the second and later generations of the Jews and I,talians in the United States . 

. · 9. CULTURAL SYSTEMS ANl)'SUB-SYSTEMS 
• • I -

, Culture whfoh consjsts of different elements and items tends to- form systen;is of its own. As 
HM· Johnson1u,is said these systems may have varying degrees of coherence. or integration. For 
example, a well developed branch of science, such as physics, cofrsists of logically coherent con
cepts, propositions and principles. Hence we would say that physics is a cultural system. Similarly, 
every langua,ge is a highl)f worked out system in the sense, it has. its own rules iegar.ding pronimcia
tion, construction of sentences, combination of sounds in meaningful units, semantic rules, etc. Hence 
language is a complex cultural system. These are only sub-systems in a wider cultural system which 
is called a ·national culture. · - · 

The wider cultural system which can be referred to as 'whole' culture or 'total' culture; repre
sents virtually a national culture. Examples, Indian culture, Japanese culture, Fr~nch culture, etc. 
The wider cultural system such as Indian culture, for example, consists of many smaller cultural sub..: 
systems which are heterogeneous. Sciences and technologies, several dialects~ several forms of reli~ 
gfrm, 4deoldgies, kinship patterns, economic institutions, - these and ma~y other components are 
f()_l.ind 1in the Indian CtJlture. To what extent all these and v~ous other components make up the 
Indian cultural system is a pertinent question here. . . ' 

One thing is certain that such components of a culture do not form as coherent a system as we 
find it in the case of physics, or in any established language. "The coherence ofa culture is 'pever' 

complete.and it cannot be analysed apart from the interaction system;'. · 

Inc_ompatiable values and beliefs do co-exist peacefully in the same society. According to 
lf,M Johnson, several factors are responsible for that. Among them, the following may he noted. 

1, The potentially conflicting values are often reconciled through. Wha~ is known as 
"hierarchis-at(on"? It means people tend to.place values in the form of hierarchy in which 'domi-· 

. nant'. vari:ks take precedence over secondary values ill.Jlormal situations. . . 

· 2. Most of the societies have'.'safel)!-va/ues' in the form of secondary institutions which help
them fo get released their anxiety in more or less a controlled manner. Secondary institutions often 
·shade oy~r into near deviant patterns. The practice of ptostitution is. an example here. · 

3. Incompatible values and beliefs can ~xist peacefully by means ofinsu/ation also. Insulation 
is a techtlj,que which makes it possil?le to ·apply d~fferent vaJ.ues and beliefs to different times and 
sJtµi:j.tions. Or, a given actor may carry out different-social .roles to express different values and 
beliefs to avoid conflicts. · · 
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4. It Is true that different religious groups within the society hold mutually incompatible beliefs 
or values. For exampl,e, Hindus ponsider cow as:sacredanimal and worship_it whereas Muslims, and 
Christians practise beef-eating. Hindus are idol-worshippers and Muslims dislike and condemn idola
try, and so on. In spite of this incompatibility such religious groups hold s9me values - such as 
religiOU.fhtolerance, human welfare.: etc., which permit theni to get along with each oilier. Such val
ues ~Ven help them to cooperate among .themselves within limits. . 

5. Cultural 'middlemen' may help reduce incompatibility of values. Some persons, or so-called 
'middlemen' who hold diff~rent values and beliefs andwhdse culturaJ equipmen,t or outlook is more 
flexible, may help to mediate the contacts between the incompatible groups. 

It is (o be noted that 'coherence' and 'system' ate rel11.tive concepts. What appears to be co her
. ~mt atone time tum~ out to be incoherent at another time in the same system. Further, the factor that 
helps 'coherence' or 'compatibility' in on,e ~ystem may hinder the same in another. Similarly, it is 
ndtrinly possible for social arrangements to mitigate cultural diversity, but also possible tb intensify 

· itl Thie British in India for example, followed the policy of 'divide and rule' to intensify the incom-
_patibility bet)veen the Hindus and Muslims.· · 

Further, it·would be wrong to assure-that any element of culture can cohere provided social 
arrangements are made for that. We observe, for example, the coexistence of two religions {for 
~xaniple Hinduism and Islam) at best creates a problem of integration. Moreover, the different parts 

. of culture (such as religion and science, science and politices, economy and education, religion and 
political institution, etc.) are interrelated on the purely cultural level. It means they are interrelated at 
the level ofideas and values, eacl;1part liifluencing the other, some helping and some others hinder
ing. CuJtiire is dynamic by itself. If ilndergoes change relating to the,changing needs arid experience~ 
of successlv~. generations. In fact, no element· of culture is transmitted with absolutely no change 
from a parent fo a child. Hence a number ofchanges take place frotn one generation to the next. The 
integration Of a culture,is ilot necessarily affected by the historical origin>of its various i_tems. 

10. CULTURAL CHANGE 

. According to Kingsley Davis, the cultural change ".embraces all changes occurring in any 
.branch of culture including art, science, 'techoology, philosophy, etc., as well as changes in the 
forms and rules of social organisation". 

According to David Dressler arid Donald Carns, "Cultur._q_l change is the modification or dis- . 
continuance of exis'ting 'tried' and 'tested' procedures transmitted to us from the culture of the past, / 

, as well as\the introduction of new pr:Qcedures ". 
In· brief, any· change1.tln!.t takes place in the realm of culture can be called culWral change. 

Culture is not static but dynamic. It also u1;1dergoes change. For example, invention and popularisation 
. of the automobile, the addition of new words to our language, changing 9ohcepts of property and 

morality, ilew forms of music, art or dance, newstYles in-·architt:)Cture arid sculpture, new rufos of° 
grammar or meter; the general trend towards sex equality, etc., all represent cultural changes. Nearly 
all important changes involve both social and cultural, material and non-material aspects. 

All _cultures· change, althcn:igh they do so in diff~rent ways and at ,different rafes. Culture is 
normally reg~rded as conservative, especially ,in its non~material aspects, For example; people are 
reluctant to give.up old v~lues, customs and beliefs in fayoµr ofne\y ones. Changes in bne area· of 
culture affect in some way or the other, some other parts of culture. This is so becaust: culture is 
stron&{Y integratc:;d. Further, one change may. lead to another. Some of the basic changes~ foT ex
ample, the ways in which a society earns its living or conducts its economic activity and exploits the. 
envir6pment, can affect almost all the other cultural .elements. · · . 

J . • \ ,. 

C~usks.ofCult~ral Changes\ · . 
. . . . 1 '· ,·. 

David Dr~ssler and Donald. Carns.· have made the following obser-vations with -regard to the 
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causes ofculttu:al c,ha:nge. 
t Sometimes .members of a society are often confronted by customs that differ from those 

which they have learnt to accept: In such a sitUation they adopt some of tht? new customs, reject 
others,. and follow modified versibns of still others. This might be called cultuial ecJecticism. 

2. New customs and practices· are likely to be mbre readily adopted 'Under two conditions: (z) if 
they represent whatis vi~ed a:s sociallydesirable and useful, and (ii) ifthey do not'clash with pre-
existed ~d still valued cus\oms and pra&ices. · . 

)'. n1s widely obserVed that even if the people accept the new customs ajld practices, they do 
. not completely abandon their rr~ditional culture. 

· 4. Changes in culture are always superimposed on existing culture especially during culture-
-Contact. . 

5 Changes in culture are always relative. NV e do not have a "changed" culture but only a "chang
. ing culture", strictly' speaking. Cultural changes normally emerge gradually but continuously. Hence 
we find ~ co~existerice of old and new customs in the same society. 

6. All the cultural chtmges are )lblequally importiut. Some changes are introduced to cult'ure 
because they are considered necessary for human survival. Some otheh9'himges are accepted in order 

· to satisfy socially acquired needs not essential for Survival. · -

. 7. Stili"it could be observed that some cultural changes originally meet neither a "survival· 
need" nor an "acquired need" of a people. Example: New ways of disposing of the dead. 

8. It is aJact-0f common observation that crisis tends to produce or accelerate cultural change. 
Ifthe changes are,a~cepted once due to the crisis, theylend\to persist. Example: Women were ac~ 
cepted in defence industry durin_g .the Second W 9rld W~r,. and even now they continue to be there, 

9. Cultu,ral change;is cumulative in its total effect. Much js added.and little is-lost. Its growth is 
like the growth of a tree ·that ~er expands but only loses its leaves, sometimes its limbs frQm time to 
time, as long as it survives. . 

· 10. Cultural change leads to chain reaction. "Whenever a-cbange is incorporated into the cu1~ 
tute and becomes defined as. a 'social necessity', new needs emerge, generating the desire for still 
further changes to completnent or supplement the original change.·. 

,./ . 

11. CIVlLISA TION 

The term 'Civilisation~,is derived fromthe.Latin word 'Civitas' wh.ich means a city. Hence the 
te~refersto all the a~inments cl;laracteristic of human life:inan organised city. ,Since cities ap
peated relatively at a later stage in human history, 'Civilisation' indicates a particular·~tage in the 
evolution of man. In contrast with this, culture represents the group life of man at all the stages of his · 
· sooffd development. The term civilisation is also used to coyer all the social organisations and _other 
attainments of man which mark him off from other animals. 
Definition 

1. Goldenweiser used the term 'Civilisation' identically with culture to refer to all theli.uman 
achievements. ' ·, 

'· :i. Kant used the term civilisation to mean outward behaviour of man . 
. 3. According to Gillin and Gi/Un,civillsation is a more complex and evolved form of culture. 

A'. Ogburn and Nim,koff conceived of civilisation as the latter phase of the superorganfo culture. 

According to Maciver an_d Page civilisation .is the :whole.apparatus o{ life. 
Civilisation refers to those'devices and instruments by which nature is controlled. It includes 

· . techQie1;11 and material equipments like a printing press, a locomotive, a tract()l\ a ra~io, television, 
tele,priµter, typewriter, aeropla~e, machine gun, etc. IN.lso includes the· whole ~pparatus. of eco.:. 
nqmic;and political organisations like our schools; colleges, currency sy~tems, banking sy~em; par.:. 
liament, f11smance schemes, etc. · 
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Civilisation is thus external, mechanical, utilitarian, and concem~d with the means. We need 
the products of civilisation not for their own sake but for the satisfaction of our wants. For example, 
we need a car, a scooter, bus, a locomotive for travelling, we want radio, television, wireless, post 
and telegraph, for communication, we want banks and currency systems for trade and commerce and 
so on. Definitely, we are not possessing these things just for the sake ofpossession 

12. DISTINCTION BETWEEN CULTURE AND CIViLISATION 

The terms 'Culture'.and 'Civilisation' are often distinguished on various grounds'. Both repre
sent two broad fields of human activity and experience. Some significant points of difference be- · 
tween them may be noted here. 
1. Civilisation has a precise standard of measurement but not Culture 

The products of civilisation are such thatthey can be measured qu:;intitatively on grounds of 
efficiency. We can easily say that a motor car is superior to a hand plough or the currency and the 
banking system are superior to the primitive barter system. 

But we cannot measure the cultural products. We can only assess the cultural products by our 
personal judgement; but we cannot measure or quantify them. If somebQ.dy were to say that the 
literary works ofKalidasa are better than thos~ of Shakespeare, we cannot prove or disprove it, but 
we can only agree or disagree with that statement. Cultural things such .as values, opinions, ideas, 
ideologies, morals, customs, beliefs, fashions, etc., are beyond measurement. Different ages and 
different groups have their own standards of judgements with regard to these, cultural things. 
2. Civilisation is always advancing but not Culture 

According to Mach!.er and Page, civilisation always marches on if there is no break of social 
continuity. It always shows a persistent already ston;ld upward trend. Every generation addsjts own 
achievements to the already stored up energy and intelligence. Thus every technical achievement. is 
an improvement on the past. Once our instrument is discovered man goes on improving it. Change 
from mud ro_,ad to tar road and then to cement concrete road, from bow and arrow to the niachine gun 
and then to atom bomb - indicate improvement. The progress ofcivilisation is assured. 

Progress in the case of culture is not assured .. Culture is hot always· advancing. The height 
reached by Gautama BuddJia, Shankaracharya and Swami Vivekananda in the field of religion and 
spirituality had not been reached by their followers. In the same way Kalidasa, Bharavi and Bhasa of 
the Sanskrl.t literature still maintain their supremacy. But in the field of civilisation, what Newton or 
Edison discovered.became the basis for further discovery. We cannot, however, say that culture is 
changeless. There is development in culture though it may not always indicate progress. 
3. The products of Civilisation are more easily communicated than those of Culture" 

The products of civilisation are open to alL Knowledge regarding civilisation can be passed on 
very easily and' without much effort. The work of an engineer or mechanic is not just for other 
eQgineers or mechanics. We can enjoy the products of civilisation without sharing the capacity which 
creates them. Millions may use radio, television, telephone, camera, etc., without understanding 
their techniques and mecha111sni. 

Products of culture, on the other hand, can be communicated only between like-minded. Those 
who have poetic talent can~one appreciate poetry. The 1work of an artist i~ ortly for a man with 
artistic appreciation. 
4. Civilisation is borrowed without loss or change but not Culture 
. People can borrow the products of civilisation very easily. Te&nical devices and plants can 

I 
easily be borrowed or transferr~It will be easy for an Indian to borrow a scientific technique 
invented in the West, but'itwillbe difficult for a foreigner to borrow the Indian cultural elements. 
Hence civilisation is far more widespread than culture. Different groups may make use of similar 
products.and yet may possess different cultures.Many of the Eastern countries ha~e borrowed West-
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em technology but all of them have retained their original cultures. Though there may be some 

"cultural-borrowings" (Example: dress styles, speaking styles, fashions, fads, food habits, entertain

ment, etc.). They are insignificant compared to the borrowing of civilisation. 

5. Civilisation is external, but Culture is internal 

Civilisation is external, mechanical and utilitarian in character. It caters to the external needs 

of man. Civilisation is a means. In a way it reflects the material wealth of mankind. 

Culture is something internal. It refers to the intrinsic values. It is the expression of our modes 

ofliving and of thinking, in behaving and in acting, in art and literature, in philosophy, and religion, 

in morality, in recreation and enjoyment, in dance, drama and music. As philosopher Kant has pointed 

out, civilisation is a matter of outward behaviour whereas culture requires morality as an inward 

state of man. As Maciver and Page have said "Civilisation is what we have, culture is what we are." 

6. Finally, the products of culture reveal the nature of an individual or a social group or a 

nation"but not the products of civilisation 

In the realm of culture., an artist or a poet, or a painter can express his love of beauty, his 

admiration for literature, his fascination towards art by means of his artistic, literary or painting 

works. On the other hand, an engineer cannpt express his personality, his love of beauty, his likes 

and dislikes, his morals and values by means of his machines, discoveries or inventions. 

13. INTERDEPENDENCE OF AND INTERRELATIONSHIP BETWEEN 
CULTURE AND CIVILISATION 

Civilisation and culture do not reveal two independent and separate systems. The distinction 

between them is only relative and not absolute. They are not only interdependent but also interac

tive. Both are man,made. One is for his comfort and luxury and the other for his satisfaction and 

happiness. One is as important as the other. · 

The 'Order' of civilisation influences the 'order' of culture. The articles of civilisation called 

"artifacts" are influenced by culture called "mentifacts". Cultureis also influenced by the articles of 

civilisation. Culturai character is generally added to the utili~arian order. We want fashions and 

styles and show it in our automobiles, buildings, etc. Similarly, our philosophies, literatures and 

learning have been much influenced by the printing press. 

Some objects ofcivilisation .. orsome utilitarian things when become old acquire cultural char

acter. The tools and implements of the primitive communities are also the symbols of culture. Vari

ous articles such as pots, ves!lels, ornaments, coins, weapons, tools, etc., found in excavations reveal 

the culture of the ancient people. 

An environment of civilisation can affect our thoughts, values, morals, aims, objectives, ideals, 

ideologies, etc. The machine has brought new habits and enjoyments, new philosophy and ethics. 

Our world outlook has been changed due to the progress of science and technology. 

The cultural order also (lffects civilisation. Every people, every age has its own way oflife. We 

look at the new inventions and techniques in the light of our way oflife and our values. New aspira

tions and values may bring about a new civilisation. 

Culture is the breeding ground of civilisation. Civilisation gives strength and stamina for the 

wheels of society to march on: According to Ogburn, civilisation represents "material culture" and 

culture implies "non-material culture". If civilisation is like a body, culture.js its· soul. 

Maciver and Page have clearly stated the interrelationship between culture and civilisation. 

They say that civilisation is a ship "which can set sail tQ various ports. The port we sail to r9mains a 

cultural choice. Without the ship we could not sail at all; according to the character of the ship we sail 

fast or slow, take longer or shorter voyages. But the direction in which we travel is not predestinated 

by the. design of the ship. The more efficient it is, the more ports lie within the range of our choos

ing". In short, civilisation is the driving force of society. Culture is its steering wheel. 
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SOCIALISATION AND CULTURE 

The Concept of Socialisation - The Process of Socialisation - Internalisation of Social 
Norms - Types of Socialisation - Conditions of Learning - Internalised Objects -
Theories of Socialisation: C.H. Cooley's Theory of'Looking-Glass Self' G.H. Mead's Theory 
of 'Self', Freud and his Concept of the Human Mind, W.I. Thomas' Theory oj' the 'Defini
tion of thffSituation' - Durkheim's Theory of Collective Representations - Stages of 
Socialisation ~ Adult Socialisation - Agents of Socialisation - Culture, Socialisation 
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Man is not only social but also cultural. It is the culture that provides opportunities for man to 
develop the personality. Development of personality is not an automatic process. Every society 
prescribes its own ways and means of giving social training to its new born members so that .they 
may develop their own personality. This social training is called 'Socialisation'. 

The process of socialisation is conditioned by culture. Since every soc,ety has its own culture 
the ways of the process of\socialisation also differ from society to society. Further, the same culture 
and the same ways of socialisation may have diver~e effects on the development of the personality of 
the members of the same society. Thus, a culture need not necessarily produce stereotype personali
ties. There is scope for individuality in the process of socialisation. But the fact the culture puts 
limitations on the developmen,t of personality cannot be ignored. The mutual interplay of culture and . 
socialisation in conditioning human personality with special emphasis on the ·phenomenon· of 
socialisation, is briefly examined in this Chapter. 

l;THE CONCEPT OF SOCIALISATION· 

Little Of man's behaviour is instinctive. Rather, man's behaviour is 'learnt' behaviour.The 
human child comes into the world as a biological organism with animal heeds. He is gradually 
moulded in society into a social being and learns social ways of acting and feeling. The continued 
existence of society becomes impossible without this. process. No individual could become the per
son and no culture could exist without it. This processofmoulding and shaping the personality of the 
human infant is called 'soCittl-isation ~. 
Man is Not Born Social 

At birth the human child possesses the potentialities of becoming human. The child becomes a 
man or a person.through a variety of experi~nces. He becomes then what the sociologist calls 
'socfalised' .. Socialisa.ti:on means the process whereby an individual becomes a functioning member 
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of the society. The in di-vi dual becomes socialised by learning t,he rules and practices of social groups. 

By this process the individual develops a personality of his own. 

Mari. is man-because he shares .with others a common culture. Culture includes not only its 

living members but also members of past generations and those as yet unborn. Sociologists have 

given more importance to socialisation because man is a cultural being. Socialisation is often re

ferred to as the 'transmission of cultute\ the process' whereby men learn the rules and practices of 

social groups. Socialisation is an aspect ofaJl acfrvity w:ithin all human societies. Just as we learn a 

game by playing it, so we learn life by engaging in it. We are socialised in-the course of the activities 

themselves. For example, if we do not know correct manners; we learn them through the mistakes 

iliat we make and the disapproval that othets exhibit. We may learn the ways of behaviour through 

imitation and purposeful training; Education - purposeful instruction - is thus only a part of the 

socialisatiop. process; It is ,not, and can never be, the whoie of that proce-ss. 

Definition 

(i) Bogardus : Socialisation is the "process ofworking together, of developing group responsi

bility, ot being guided by the welfare. needs of others''. 

(ii) W.F. Ogburn : "Socialisation is the process by which the individual learns to conform to 

the norms of the group". 

(iii) Peter Worsley explains socialisation as the process of"transmi~siort of culture, the process 

_ whereby men learn the rules and practices of social groups". , . 

(iv) Harry M. Johnson understands so.cialisatidn as "learning that enables the learner to per

form social roles". He further says that it is a "process by which individuals acquire the already 

existing culture of groups they come into". 

(v) Lundberg says that socialisation consists of the "complex processes of interaction through 

which the individua.l learns the habits, beli.efs, skills and standards ef judge11l_ent_ that are necessary 

for his effective participi}tion irt social groups and communities". 

Z. THE PROCESS OF SOCIALISATION 

Everyman tries to acijust himse'lfto the conditions of his social environment. This process of 

adjustment is itself socialisation. The social order is maintained largely by socialisation. Individuals 

learn to-conform to the norms of the grbup. This helps the group to maintain its order. Socialisation 

is a process of transformiing the human animal into a human being, of converting the biological 

being into a social bc;:ing. 'No one understands the process thoroughly' - as Kingsley Davis remarks. 

It is still as mysterious as photpsynthesis or organic ageing; It is true that direct socialisation begins 

. · only after birth, Man, ·as an organism, has some· internal factors or forces which limit or help his 

socialisation. These intemal forces relevant to _the process ofsocialis~tion are: (i) reflexes, .(ii) in

stincts, (iii} urges, (iv) capacities, and ~v) comprehension and ~ducability. We shaH now examine the 

phenomenon of socialisation as such: 

So.cialisation is a Continuous Process 

Socialisation is a process of inducting the individual into the social world. It consists iµ teach-' 

ing:culture ,which he must acquire and share. Socialisation is soc__ial learni~g; This learning is not 

intermitteQt but contini+0us. The niore .we try to learn the more remains to be learnt. Perfection in 

social learning is ,rarely achieved. The process of socialisatiorris something tbat contimies through

out life, We must not ~ink that there is a stage in learning at which a man has learnt everything ab9ut 

his group and tl)at thl(:reafl;er, J:re ce~ses to learn./ · 

' Man belo~1gs · t6 diff e}'.t;nt groups at different stages of his life. As these groups change,. so we 

must learn new rules, ne,w/patterns of behaviour. Moreover, we do not remain witlun the s~e role. 

Eventhough, we arlb me~~ers of family all ourlife, wear~ coristantlt changing our roles -witJtln'°it, 

acquiring new roles, dr6pping or modifying old ones. We begin as chitdren,. pass through adoles-
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cence mto adulthood, ma~, become parents, enter middle age, retire and. grow ol~ With each 
role come new patterns of behaviour that we must learn. Thl,\s, throughout our life, we are 
involved in the socialisation process. Even at the door of death we are being socialised. The staff of. 
hospitals, for example, have a conception of what is a 'good' way to die.They try to socialise their. 
dying patients into the ways of dying in a 'proper' manner. 

Timing 

Timing is important in socialisation. Physical maturity by itself cannpt produce perfect human 
adults without socialisation. Socialisation and maturation may proceed together in tbe early years of 
the life cycle. Our attempts to teach the child will have varying eff~cts depending upon the point 
reached in the maturation of the child. For example, we cannot expect tpe child to be qttiet beforehe 
is capable of sustained inhibition. / 

Socialisation and Development of the 'Self' 

The heart of the process of socialisation is the emergence and gradual development of the '.self 
or 'ego'. 1t is in terms of the self that personality takes shape and mind comes to function. The notion 
of self begins to arise as the child learns something of the world of sensl:).tions about him. 

Everyone who is alive, in any society, has a consciousness of self. When a child is born it has 
no consciousness of itself or of others. He does not possess those behaviour mechanisms which 
make lin individual a part and member of any group. The child at birth is not conscious of a~y of the 
self and otherrelationships. These relationships the child learns through the process of socialisation. 

The 'Self' is Social. The term 'self is often used to mean 'sel.ftmage,' Som~ writers. like G. 
Murphy view the self simply as the person's conception of himself as a totality. But G.H. Mead 
would rather regard self as purely 'social' in nature. It is true that the self develops out of the child '.s 
communicative contact with others. The idea of self develops in conjunction with the idea of other 
things. He learns that they are distinct beings and that he too has individuality. Acquaintance with his 

· name and use of pronouns such as 'I', 'Me', 'Myself, etc. help the process of self-discovery. Little 
children's answers to such questions as' What is your name?' and' Whose boy are you?' etc., would 
emphasise the idea of self in relation to others. 

3. INTERNALISATION OF SOCIAL NORMS 

Socialisation is often described as the process whereby an individual internalises the norms of 
the group. As a result of this a distinct 'self' emerges unique to the individual. In the process of 
socialisation, the individual learns cµlturally approved habits, ideas and attitudes. He is fittedlnto 
the social group by being taught the rights and duties of his position. His drives are guided into 
approved channels of expression. The cultural rules and restrictions are so internalised that 'they 
become part of his personality. ··· 

Thus, Internalisation of norms ' refers to the process in which the norms become.~ part of the 
personality. To begin with, the human child does not have the sense of right and wrong, desirable 
and undesirable, moral and immoral, acceptable and unacceptable, good and bad. justifiable and 
unjustifiable and so on. By trial and error and by direct or indirect observation and experience the 
child slowly learn$. the approved way of behaving. He learns to distinguish between the right and 
wrong. Parents and other members also help the child to learn the norms. pf the groups; They rein!'. 
force the child's learning by rewards and punishments or by means of approval and disapproval. The 
repeated experiences of the child help him to internalise the norms in his personality. 

Internalised Norms and the Daily Life. In our daily life we interact with many people ana do 
many tasks. We do not think about what we are going to do when we get up from our bed, go .oot 
from the home, enter a shop, get into a bus, claJsroom, cafeteria, and meet a friend, a clerk, a teacher. 
or a traffic police and so on. Because the norms, which we have internalised, help us to decide what 
to do and what not to do under different social situations. 

The development of' self' is closely associated with the internalisation ofnorms. As and when 
the child grows he learns to enact various roles, the role of a child, a son, a brother, a playmate ofthe 
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nei~hbouring child, a student in a school and so on. Every role is woven around a set of norins. 

Whetller directly or indirectly, consciously or unconsciously these norms are learnt by the child. 

This process of learning the Iionris proceeds to such an extent that they bec<?me internalised in his 

1_>ersona~ity. · . 

Internalisation of Norms Helps Self-Control. Internalisation ofnorms is an important aspect 

of.i?Ocialisation, It lessens the problems of social control for society. Ultimately, social control is 

achiel(ci:/ :When sclf-,(;Qntrol is mastered. The individual is able to exercise discipline by himself over · 

· his own :actions and behaviour. More than the enforced means of social control such as customs and 

traditibps oli laws and legislations, th~ internalised norms are more effective. They have an enduring 

effec't on the personality of the child. Internalised norms provide the best explanation to certain · 

widely accepted and obeyed social taboos such as the, 'incest'. No son wants to have sex relations 

w.ith thl'i mother and no father with the daughter or the brother with the sister. The incest taboos that 

prohibitthe sex relations.between the so called blood relatives, have become so much internalised 

·that no one ever thinks of having sex relations with his closest relatives. 

Int~rnalisation of Norms Due to Indoctrination. It is wrong to assume that hope ofreward ~ 
andfear of pun'ishment are the only reasons as to why people conform to the norms. People conform 

to the norms because they are indoctri1;1ated to do so. Indoctrination refers to the process of injecting 

into the personality ofthe.child the group norms. Sometimes even prejudices, fears, superstitious 

beliefs, str_ong likes and dislikes are also injected into the mind of the child. This may have an 

adverse effect o.n the personality development. Indoctrination provides an answer for Class or caste 

hatreds, racial prejudices, religious intolerance, ideological commitments, etc, Further, people con

form to the norms because they become habituated to .them. They also realise that norms are useful 

and serve some purpose. Conformity to the norms. is a means of group identification. 

Internalisation of Norms and the Development of Individuality. It is wrong to suppose that 

internalisation of norms provides no scope for the development of individuality. The individual is 

riot only socialised, he also influences others and socialises them. He participates in the society both 

by bei1,1.g influenced by others and by influencing them, The individual has a self which is unique to 

· itself. Hence the same socialisation process may have diffeient effects oil different individuals de

pending upon their potentialities and peculiarities. $ocialisation provides enough opportunities to 

display individual peculiarities. 

4. TYPES OF SOCIALISATION 

Ian Robertson in his book "Sociology" ( 1977), has mentioned four types of socialisation. 

According to him, the. socialisation that a person undergoes in 'the course of his lifetime may be one 

or more of four. diffefi!nt types: Primary socialisation, anticipatory socialisation, developmental 

sociali,sation and re-socialisation. · · 

(1) Primary SocialiS.ation .. This is the most essential and basic type of socialisation. It takes 

place in the early years oflife of the newborn individual. It conce,ntrates on the teaching oflanguage 

and cognitive skills, the internalisation of cultural norms and values, establishment of emotional ties, 

and the appreciation of other roles, and perspectives. ·· · 

'Internalisation ofnorms' is the most imponant aspect of primary spcialisation. Internalisation 

of norms refers to the process in which the norms of society become a part of the personality of the 

individual. The human child does not have a sense ofright and wrong, desirable and. undesirable, 

.moraland immoral. By trial and error, by direct and.indirect observation, and experience, the child . 

gradually learns the norms relating to right and wrong behaviour. The socialising agents reinforce 

.the child'.s learning by rewards and punishments or by means of approval and disapproval.. 

(ii) Anticipatory Socjalisation. Men not on,1y learn the culture of the group of which they are 

'immediate members. They may also learn the cul,ture ofgtm,1ps to which they do not belong, Such a 

process whereby i:nen socia.lise themselves into the culture of a group with the anticipation of joining 

that group, is referr(:d to by socialogists ·like Merton as 'anticipaiory .socfalisation'. A person who 

intend~ to join the.army rpay start doing physical exercises to' toughen .his body.and learning .the 
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manners of army personnel to become one with them later. P<:lople may b_e <>ocialised into groups of 
which they are already members or into groups to which they wish to become attached: ~cialisation 
is not a process that takes place merely in early childhood. On the other hand, it takes place at 
different times and places throughout life. , 

(iii) Developmental Socialisation. This kind of learning is based on the achievements of pri
mary socialisation. "It builds on already acquired skills and knowledge as the adult progresses through 
new situations such as marriage or new jobs. These require new expectations, obligations, and roles. 
New learning is added to and blended with old in a relatively sm6Qth and continuous process of 
development".-lan Robertson 

. (iv) Re-Socialisation. Not only do individuals change roles within groups, but they also change 
membership-groups .. In some instances, 'resocialisation '-,"the stripping away of learned patterns, 
and substitution ofnew ones for them"-must occur. Such re-socialisation takes place mostly when a. 
social role is radically chan&,ed. It may alsohappen in periods of rapid social mobility. For example, 
a newly wedded,housewife may be forced to become a prostitute in a brothel. In this instance the 
social role of the individual go~ changed radically. 

5. CONDITIONS OF LEARNING 

From· the point of view of socialisation, some learning is regarded as 'good' or.' successful', 
and some learning as 'bad' or· 'unsuccessful'. Socialisation, as a kind of lehrning, cot:itributes to 
one's ability to perform social roles. From the stand point of any particular social system, it is desir
able and desired learning. Hence it is quite appropriate to discuss the conditions under whicll 'suc
cessful' learning takes place. H.M Johnson mentions three such conditions: (i) discrimination, 
(ii) reward and punishment, and (iii) control of the effects of frustration .• 

(1) Discrimination. The person to be socialised must be enabled.to distinguish between the 
new objects and the behaviour patterns which are already known to him. This is essential for the 
successful internalisation of new objects or behaviour patterns. The socialising agent must provide 
some 'cues' or 'hints' which help the learner to learn new things. If the learner has to react appropri
ately, he must know what he is acting to. Hence it is necessary to define the situation correctly, for 
often the same manner of behaving, is appropriate in some situations but ina13propriate in others.· 

(ii) Reward and Pubishment. Another condition that favours successful learning is with re
gard to reward and punishment. The socialising agent must give reward for the child for 'correct' 
performances, and either withhold reward or punish for "incorrect" performances. Reward and pun
ishment are said to "reinforce" the desired. behaviour patterns. Sometimes, a mere smile is more 
effective than a chocolate as a reward. Similarly, a mere staring is more effective as a punishment 
than beating .. 

As Johnson. has stated, the effectiveness of reinforcement of desired behaviour patterns in
creases under certain conditions. That is (i) When the correct behaviour is rewarded very often; 
(ii) when such a behaviour is more consistently rewarded (iii) when there is greater difference be
tween the satisfaction coming from the correct behaviour and the dissatisfaction resulting from 
incorrect behaviour in the same situation; and (iv) when the reward comes soon after the correct 
behaviour. 

Various studies have revealed that both reward ahd punishment are effective in training, Still 
some societies depend more on one than on the~other. Are they equally effective? It is known that 
reward is quite effective and is less likely thari punishment to produce undesJ:ra:ble side effects on the 
personality. Punishment, if exceeded, may bring about-deep frustration. It has some dangerous ef
fects also. It may produce hatred for the socialising agent.. It may make the learner to become less 
sensitive to the disapproval of others, or may induce him to disobey or retaliate the socialising agent. 
Another danger is, it may make the person to "over-learn". This 'over-learning' may develop undue 
anxie1¥ which may inhibit his nomral and desirable.behaviour patterns. Puni~hment for aggressive 
behaviour may produce anxiety abqut nohnal expression. Still if could be said that we have no good 
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real!ons to give up punishment completely in socialisation. It is better.to train bypunishmentthan to 

leave the childwith its own tendencies. 
. • (iii) Control of the Effects of Frustration. This is yet another conauion of learning. Any 

learner has to face the problem of frustration in socialisation. The feeling of frustrationcisan unpleas

ant response. Due to frustration one may feel that he is thwarted in some activity, deprived ofsome
thing that others are enjoying, refused something that one wished to have. Frustration is likely to be 

relatively S,evere ,during the early years for two reasons: (i) The young child cannot understand.the 

;reafons 'as to why others are frustrating him. (ii) Secondly; the child isyet to kn.ow dearly his own 

feeling. s and ~o cope wit. h them. ~ence. .he may feel that the socialising ag. en ts are unjustly· and 
arbitrarily thwarting, depriving and refusing him whatever is due to him. Whatever be the causes of 
frustration, frustration tends to produce aggressive· feelings and sometimes i11dignation. Due Jo the 

feelings of aggression, indignation and anxiety the child is not able to give attention to the 'task.' of 

learnin~ .. He mar even fail to m~~ ~he necessary discrimi?ation. 1-J:e may even refuse to cooper.ate. 
· Hence it.;is necessary for the soc1ahsmg agent to do something to. counteract the effects of frustatmn. 

The child must be taken into confidence and reward be giyen whenever it is required. As it is noted, 

same amount of frustration is bound to be there in socialisation. But the amount of frustration the 

~hild must undergo iri socialisation vi'u-ies considerably from one society to an~ther. It au depends 

upbn the practices· of society· and its value systems. 

- 6: INTERNALISED OBJECTS 

··. . Noinfant possesses a personality at birth. Because personality depends ~pon a consciousness 

of 'self' as against the exte~al world of animate and inanimate objects. Bu.t the child is riot boni with 

a 'self' it only develops one. As H.M. Johnson has remarked, for the newpom child therds no

. objective reality, no space, no time, and no causalty. The child does not distinghish between h.is own 

perceiving and the .things tpat are perceived. For exarqple, th~ mother's breast, a bottle, a tby, etc., by 

themselves are riot things which are independent of child's exis,tence. F o~ the child they-are. some 
·sensory images bu~ not distinguished from the acts of sucking, seeing, he~ng; touching. Since the 

child has no self-coqsciousriess, he ~cts as thougJl the entire worl(,l is a part. of himself. 

According to Piaget, the chiMgoes throi.l$h som~ix stages before he is able to understand that 

the,re are extem11l objects with an e~istence, oftheir own. It is only durin~the..6th stage (lSthto 19th 
month) th!lt the child "constructs" the objects in, tti~ mind so that he can. imagine their existance even . 

when they are not present. At this stage only the child ~eveals'its ability toli~ve "intenialised ob

jec,~" in: relation to. the external objects 11s they-1,U'e per~eived by adults. Till the 15th morith the child 

only tries to learn in a grad~al Itl.anner tharthere,are sl1Ch things as extem11l-objects. · 

What then is an internalised object? lt refers to .th~~bjects tht!t the ,ehlld 'constructs i •in hislo'Wtl .· 

·mind so that be can,jmagirie it even in its absence. On the phygiologicallevel, it may be unders.tood . 
as a group ofCell assemblies in the brain. Psychologically, fr has tWo aspects: (Q the cogriitive aipect . 
and (ii) the motivational aspect.-H.M. Johnsolf. 

(1) The Congnitjve Aspect. Th'e cognitive ~spect actq.aUy refers to th.e developmet:it·of conW:iitive 
. abilities which is 'Qne of the most important ~c.hievements of ~ocialisation. The eognitive abili~id 

.. refer ,to -: th~ intellectlilal capacities such ,as reasoning, 1 remembering, perceiving, 'calculatihg a\nd 

beli~v,ing. pur ~n~wledge' oft~is pro~ess is based largel~\on the.~0r1'?f Jean Pi~get .. H~ emphasi~es 
the ttJ;ternal processes 9fthe mmd as it matures through ihteraci.on·with the social environment. He 

· sees the indi~1dual as activ,ely trying to makesense of the-worlq rather than being passively condi

. tiailed by it. fie is oO:he oP,iriionthat the. cognitive.abilitfes are ~eveloped slQwly and gradually by 

chil?ren. The co~nitiv:e aspect refers to' a.' <(Ognitive fnap• ofeJ(tetnal objects. ltrefers to the cogni
tion; that the object itselfis 'extemaJ ! . and has,8Jl:obje¢tive existence, .arid is not a product of itti11gina
t19n, Like any ordinary map, the cognitive map'irtdicates thatthe.irlternalised object is ~ symbol70f.. 
something else. For dample, themap <;>f India ·•represents' or 'syrnbolises'. var1'Qu·s rivers, (#ties,. 

mountains, forest~, ~tc.. :SY. ,!9(>king at the miw of a city oqe ~a~ itnagine 11 Jlumb~.i\>f qulldings, 
. places, parkS,; entertainment centres, etc. Irt the,~aine manner; the iritemalised objectsw~ld he4'thec 

I ' . ' 
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person to make 'predictions' with some accuracy. It would help him to predict whatwould happen if 
he goes around the object, speaks to it, touches it, manipulates it, and so on. 

(ii).The motivational aspect. The internalised object has a motivational aspect also. It is not 
emotionally a natural concept. The internalised object as a syst.em of cell assemblies, carries a great 
motivational energy, a set of positive and negative charges. This energy has some direction of flow. 
It may motivate the persons to 'approach' or 'avoid' the external object, or change it, or to influence 
in some way or the other. It means, the internalised object is not just the 'cognitive map' but it is 
charged with 'meaning' in. "the emotional life of the personality" with whom it is related. For ex
ample, the person thinks of Mr. Sham whom he admires, loves and whose approval he always seeks 
to have. But his 'cognitive map ' of Sham reveals to him that his particular behaviour is disapproved 
by Sham. Now some amount of motivational energy is directed towards changing Sham's attitude. 
As a result; the person's 'internalised object' gets changed a little for it includes a "region'' which 
indicates Sham's approval of him and his behaviour. 

Internalised objects are built up gradually in the course of interaction with the environment. 
This is especially so when the internalised objects are "social objects'', that is, persons.The internalised 
objects are built by direct. or indirect experience or interaction; that is, directly when the 'social 
object' such as Sham is present; and indirectly when Sham is not physically present but one hears of 
him or reads about him, or gets sources of information about him. 

From the sociological point of view, the two main internalised objects are: (i) self, and (ii) 
social roles. 

(l) The Self and its Origin 

The heart of the process of socialisation is the emergence and the gradual development of 
"self'. The infant at birth has no self-consciousness. No child is born with a 'self as such. The child 
has no consiousness of itself or of others at birth. But the child gradually makes an attempt to build 
up internalised objects corresponding to other people, things and finally a concept of himself as an 
object. In this way, as Johnson has· stated, "the 'self' might be regarded as the internalised object 
representing one's own personality". The notion of 'self' begins to arise as the child learns some
thing of the world of sensations about him. Thus, the 'self' as an internalised object, includes one's 
own conception of one's abilities and characteristics, and an evafuation of both. The person due to 
this evaluation develops certain feelings of pride, shame, and self-respect. The construction of the 
self and the constructibn of other internalised objects go on together. Because, if one cannot distin
guish one's own being as a separate entity, one cannot distinguish other beings or other things as 
separate entities. r 

The term 'self' is often used to mean 'self-image'. Some writers like G. Murphy are of the 
view that the 'self implies a person's conception of himself as a totality. But one's conception of 
oneself one gets only through others. Hence many writers like Cooley, G. H. Mead, and others have 
stated that self arises only in interaction with the social and non-social environment. The self devel
ops out of child's communicative contact with others. The child learns that others are distinct beings 
and that he too has an individuality distinct from others. Acquaintance with his name and use of 
pronouns such as 'I', 'Me', 'Myself', etc., help the process of self-discovery. Little children's an
swers to such questions as ''what is your name?" and "whose boy are you?" etc., would emphasise 
the idea of self in relation to others. Social psychologists like C.H. Cooley and G.H. Mead have 
established their-own theories, relating to the origin and development of 'self' which we shall dis-
cuss a little later. -

(i1) Social Roles 

From the stand point of sociology, as Johnson opines "social roles are among the most impor
tant objects that are internalised in the course ofsocialisation." An internalised role is a little differ
ent from the-role itself. Ihtern.alised roles are similar to all the other intern~lised objects. A role is a 
part of personality and is composed of norms. An internalised role is invested with some oersonal 
meaning. The nan.ire of role is "partly determined by the place it has in the personality and partly ey 
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the place among other interalised roles, persons and things." Motivation behind the roles in a par
ticular personality is also not the same among similar roles in other personalities. For exampl~he 

. role of merchant in a particular society is part of the culture of that society. But the role object 
internalised by any particular merchant is influenced by the culture of his group and also his experi
ence. Similarly, many may be the residents of the same village but the village object internalised by 
each inhabitant is unique in the sense he has his own personal meaning of that. 

7.THEORIES OF SOCIALISATION 

(a) C.H. Cooley's Theory of 'Looking-Gl'ass Self' 

The 'self' might be regarded as the internalised object representing one's own persooality. 
Where does this self arise ? Are we born with it ? Is it something we have to le'am to recognise and 
to know ? Is it something that the individual brings with him as we confront society ? or Is it some
thing that h€ receives from society as a gift of the confrontation? A brilliant American social psy
chologist Charles Horton Cooley made some sustained attempts to find answers to these questions. 

C.H Cooley has placed before us two primary propositions - (i) The mind is social, and (ii) 
Society is mental. Of the two, the first one has impressed a good number of sociologists. He wrote in 
his Social Organisation, that "self and society are twin-born, we know one as immediately as we 
know the other, and the notion of a separate and independent ego is an illusion". Observing his own 
children, he concluded that the very idea of' self' or 'ego' - of I - can arise only in relationship with 
other people. 

Three Main Elements of 'Looking-Glass Self' 

Cooley held that self and social are two sides of the same coin. Our ideas, loyalties, attitudes, 
and points of view are derived from others. One means of their transmission Cooley called the 
'looking-glass self. According to him, self-ideas or self-attitudes develop by a process of imagining 
what others thinkofus by a kind of 'looking-glass' process. A self-idea of this sort seems to have 
three main elements : 

(i) The imagination of our appearance to the other person. 
(ii) The imagin£tion of his judgement of that {imagined) appearnnc:;_e. 
(iii) Some kind of self-feeling such as pride or mortification. 
As Cooley has stated in his 'Human Nature and the Social Order', the individual dev~lops the 

idea of self through contact with the primary group, particularly with the members of t~e ~mily. 
This he does by becoming conscious of their attitudes towards him. In other words, the child get.g his 
conception of his self, and later of the kind of person he is, by means of what he imagines others take 
him to be. Cooley, therefore, called the child's idea of himself the 'looking-glass self'. The child 
conceives of himself as better or worse in varying degrees, depending upon the attitudes of others 
towards him. Thus, the child's view ofhimseifmay be affected by the kind of name given by his 
family orfriends. A child called 'angel' by his mother gets a notionofhimselfwhich differs from 
that of a child called 'rascal'. -

The 'looking-glass self' assures the child which aspects of the assumed roles will bring him 
praise, which blame; which ones are acceptable to others, which ones unacceptable. People normally 
have their own attitudes towards social roles and adopt the same. The child first tries out these on 
others and in tum adopts towards his self. The self thus arises when the person becomes an 'object' 
to himself. He is now capable of taking the same view of himself th~t he infers others do. The moral 
order which go'Vems the human society, in large measure, depends upon the. 'looking-glass self'. · 

. Thus it is clear that we are prone to look at ourselves through ot~r. 's eyes. Depending upon the 
character and weight of that 'other' [in whose mind we see ourselv~] we develop different feelings. 
We ~re ashamt'ld to seem evasive in the presence of a straightforward man; cowardly in1the presence 
of a brave man, indecent in the presence of.a refined man, greedy in the presence of a generous man 
and so on. We may boastto on~ person of an' action but we may feel ashamed to express it to another. 
The way we imagine ourselves to appear to another person is an essential element in our conception 
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of ourselves. Thus~ ~I am no( what I think I am and I am not what you think! am. I am what I think 
you think I am:. Cooley concludes that "the self is social and that self~c~ciousness would not,exist 
in the absence of society". The 'looking-glass self' affects the dapy )ite of all individuals. 

(b) George Herbert Mead's Theory of 'Self' 

G.H. f!.ead, the famous philosopher and p~ychologist. at the University of Chicago; also held; . 
the opinion like that of Cooley that the society is ·.the· determining factor in the so.cialisation of the 
individual. He. agreed with Cooley that th~ 'Self' is social. Mead qas stated, 'the individual; largely 
through interaction, becomes aware of himself'. It means the individual comes to know about him-
self by what is known as 'role playing'. - · · 

· 'Roie-playing' •. Mead has ~aid that the individual in order to get~ picture of himself, plays the 
roles ofothers.Jn seeing himself as others see him, the individual is actually putting himself in the 
place Of others, and imagining Wfzattheir response might be. This is 'role-playing'. The 'others' 
may be hisparents, close associates, and finally, society as a whole, As the child gets older, he cari be 
observed to act towards his dolls or toys as the mother or other members of the family have acted. 
towards him. The child, in his play, is taking the role of another person. Through 'role-playing', that 
is, by playing the role of the mother, father or other persons, the child is enabled to see himself 
objectively through the eyes of others. Of these :others' some are moi;:e "significant". 

Significant Others 

The new-born infant has needs· like those for food, clothing that press for s~tisfaction. ·The 
mother satisfies these needs and the child comes to depend upon her and. 'identifies himself' with her 
emotionally. But in course of time, the child differentiates· himself from his mother and comes1to · 
know that he has a S!lb-ordinate role .to the superior role of the mother. Then the.child.understands 
the role of the father. He differentiates his father from his mother and then integrates him into the 
social system. In this way, the number of the 'significant others' increase for the child: 

The Generalised Others 

The child not only differentiates itself from others.but also begins to act towards himself from 
the viewpoint of the whole group. The child tries to understand the relative· roles of various individu
als involved in the same social context. The child begins to ariticipate the behaviour of all the mem
bers of a group in a particular context. ln other words, the child generalises the roles of others. For 
example, ifthe child is playing the role ofa 'bridegroom' inits game of marriage, he must know not· 
only the role of the bridegroom but also that of the bride, the f~er-in~faw, priest, relatives~ etc. 

In the above example, the child plays a number ofroles simultaneously, a generalised role-of 
a 11.J!:mber of people. The roles, moreover, are built around the rules 'of the game" According to the 
rule, the child generalises his behaviour. He plays the role of what Mead calls 'the generalised 
other'. The team of children with its rules' is thus a carbon copy of the organised community. The 

·whole community is 'generalised other' w~th· which the child becomes identified. 'Self' and 'soci~ 
ety ', in the child's experience; ate the two sides :>f the Saine coin. This is exactly like a situation in 
which every one of us may say, or more likely think,~ 'wh4( will people think if I do this, or that' ? · 
The 'people' in this expression are not any particular persons, {mt rather, generplised persons, ior· 
generalised others. This 'generalised others' may include the associates of our community. In this' 
way the social explanation of the 'self is complete. . ' 

. . It is ck!).r from the above description that .the self is not something that exists first and .then into 
relat~onship with others. The 'self' is a product of social interaction. 'It arises in soeial ~perience '. 
"It is something that develops out of social interaction and is constantly changing kd adjusting as 
new situations and conflicts aris.e ... " The self develops and grows in a social cont~t. · 

(c) Freud and His Concept ofthe lluman Mind 

. Sigmund Freud was an Austrian Psychiatrist and the founder of Psychoanalysis. Much of the 
works of Freud centre around the 'Human Mind' rather than the process of socfalisatipn>Tho\lgh 
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Freud has not established any theory concetlning socialisation as such his ideas have contributed 
m~ch towards the clarification of that proceiss. This can be as,certi:iined by an und~rstanding of his 
analysis ofthe human mind. ' 

Freud has divided human mind into three compartments. They are as f~llows: 
(•)I~: The 'id' is concerned only with satisfying the animal impulses of man. 
(ii) Ego: The 'ego' serves ;is the media~or between desire and action, It represses the urges of 

the 'id' when necessary. 
(iii) Super ~go: The 'super e~o ' alwa)'S holds up the behaviour norms of s9ciety. It provide<: 

the 'ego ' the ide~ of moral and imntqral and this iilt wrn intervenes with the id. 

The Super Ego . 
· · · In the Freudian a:n~ysis of the }luman mind the concept of 'super ego' is of great sociplogical . 
ip:iportanc~. ,It is sig°:ificant i_n the study of socialisati?n also. According t~ F~e~d, th~ in~ividual's 
super ego 11s a reflection of his parents' standards of right and wrong: The mdividual imbibes .these 
·into his .own personality by identifying himself with his parents.< The parents' standards are no other 
than the society's or one of its sub.group's in which the indivigual happens to live. Thus, logically 
the child, in its socialisation p'rocess:a;dopts the norms of conduct of the society througp the s:uper 
ego.· · · 

(d) W.I. Thomas Theory of the ~Ddinition of the Situation' 

The views of W. L Thomas concerning the process of socialisation can be understood tfy ·an 
analysis of his theory of "the definition of the sitUation ". According. to Thomas, the situ~tion. in 
which the child finds himself has already been defined for him. The rules according to which he 
mtlst behave are determined by the group into which he is born.· The child cannot behave according 
to his own whims and fancies. He must act 4ccording.to the expectat~ons of the group and compro· 
mise his wishes with those of the groµp; The wishes&nd the expectations of the group always call for 
restraint, order, discipline and self-sacrifice in the child. A kind ofconflict may take place between 

· the yvishes of the child and those of the group. Though nor always, the group usually wins out in such 
a conflict Thomas has described this situation grl\phically in his "The Unadjusted Girl". · · 

Thus, according to Thomas any deliberate action.calls for an appraisal of the situation within 
which the person finds himself. Once the situation is defined for him, he can act appropriately in it in 
the nomial course of life. His role also becomes apparent. Thomas has pointed out, .that in infancy 
situations are defined for the infant by the mother :and other members. The parents define the situa· 
ti on through speech and other signs and pressures. The parents may give instructions to their child to 
~orrect his behaviour. Th'Us, they rnl!finstruct: "Be quiei",. "Sit up straight", "Blow your'nose", 
• 1'Wash your.face", "Mind your mother~·; , "Be kind to sister", "Pray God'', and so bn. The child's 
wishes and activities are inhibited by these instructions or definitions. Thomas has argued that by 
d~finitions within the family, by playmates" in the school, by formal instruction, and ~y signs of 
approval and disapproval, the. child, that is,the gro-wing member, learns the norms of his society. 
(e) i>urkheim's Theory oPCollective Representations' · . . 

Durkheim's theory of 'Collective representatioris' throws some 1light on the stl!;dy of the pro
cess of socialisation. In his theory of so-cialisation . Durkheim . has asserted that the individual be~ 
comes socialised by adopting the behavfour of his gr9up, By 'collective representations' he meant 
the body of experiences, idt!as and ideals of a group upon which the individual unconsciously de· 
jJendsfor his ideas, attitudes and behaviour. To Durkheim, collective representations are objects or 
fact<l>r~ of social value. These objects are symbol-products and are mutually owned and mutually 
procl~ajmed. ·. . . . .· 

·Durkheim has stated that the 1colleetive representations' have a great force because they are 
collectively created and develO'ped. It means, collective representations or social valu.es are the prod· 
uct of collective aetion. Hence they are imRerative and compulsive. For example, the flag is a politi· 
cal· representation; sacred writings· ai:-e teligfous. representation and so on. Durkheim has said that 

' th~st co\l'ective representations oq9ci~i values ciirectly or indirectly mould the character and tb 
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behaviour of the new born chi/ld.1 
According to Durkheim, the iridividual mends his ways ~n accordance with the group stan

dards. The accumulated group experience provides the individupils the necessary guidance in learn
ing the appropriate behaviour. It is in this respect Durkheim's 'collective representations' resemble 
Sumner's co11cept of folkways and mores. Durkheim believed ithat the 'collective representations' 
have an autonomous existence, completely independent of individuals. He advocated a theory of 
"Collective Consciousness" and "group mind", which he believed, exist independent of individual 
consciousness. This part of Durkheim's doctrine.has been sev1erely criticised and is, at present, re
jected by many of the American socioldgists. 

8.1STAGES OF SOCIALISATION 

Socialisation is a ·gradual process of learning, The qew born chlld is. not taught all the 
things· about social life at once. It proceeds from simplicity to complexity. During' the early 
stages of life (infancy and childhood) supialisation takies place within. the 'simple', limited 
soeial world. Gradually this socia.1 world beco'mes broader and broader and the child is confronted 
with several things to learn and tq adju$t. 

Socialisation means the child's lelilming to participate in social roles. Hence the main objects to 
be internalised by the child are the s~cial rol'es themselves. In order to perform any social role 
adequately, one must 'know~ the other social roles in the same social system. Hence the child must 
internalise the roles that he is expected: to perform by himself and also the roles of the other persons 
with wbom he interacts. In fact, the internalisation of roles 18 almost the same thing as the growth of 
personality. At each stage of socialisation the child internalises a 'system' of roles, not just one role. 

Socialisation consists of four stages from infancy to adulthood. They are - (1) the oral stage, 
(2) the anal stage, (3) the oedipal stage, and (4) adolescence. 

l. The First Stage - The Oral Stage. This stage begms with the birth of the child and contin
ues upto the completion of one year. Before birth the child in the mother's womb is in the foetal form 
and is warm and comfortable, At birth the little infant must breathe, must exert himself, to be fed an,d 
he must be protected from cold, wet and other discomfotts. For everything the child cries a great 
deal. By means of crying the child establishes its oral dependency. The child here develops some 
definite expectations about the feeding time. The child also learns to give signals for his felt needs. 
In this stage the child is involved in himself and his mother. For the other members of the family. ·the 
child is little more than a 'possession'. ff the father or some other person is providing the proper care 
for the child, that person, will also be performing the rol¢ of 'mother'. 

It is difficult to say whether the. child internalises two roles - the role of the mother and his own 
role - at this stage. Freud called this stage - the stage of"primary identification". It means the child 
merges his identity with that- of the mother. The child only tries to establish some control over the 
hunger drive. 

2. The Second Stage - The Anal Stage. The second stage normally begins soon after the first 
year and is completed during th~ third year. It is here that the child learns that he cannot depend 
entirely on the mother and that he has to take some degree of care for himself. "Toilet training" is the 
main focus of new concern; The child is_ taught to do some tasks such as toileting, keeping clothes 
clean, etc. 

The child in tbis stage internalises two separate . roles - his own role and that of his 
mother. The child receives 'care' and also 'love' .from the mother and learns to give love in 
return. The child is enabled to distinguish between correct and incorrect actions. The correct 
action is rewarded and the incorr~ct action is not· rewarded but punished. ... 

In this second stage the socialising agent that is, the mother plays the dual role. She partici
pates in the interaction system with the child ln a limited context and she also participates in the 
larger system that iS'the family. The dual role d>fthe mother helps the child to participate in a more 

· complex social system. Thus the mother' represents' the larger social system in relation to the smaller. 
Further the mother as a socialising agent mediates between the sub-system and the largen-ystem -
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. sometimes yielding to the child's demands and some other times resisting its tendencies. 

3. The Third Stage -The Oedipal Stage. This stage mostly starts from the fourth year of the 
child and extends upto puberty (the age of 12 or 13 years), It is in this stage the child becomes the 
member of the fa.m.ily as a ~~ole. It is here the child has to identify himself with the social role 
ascribed to him~n the basis ol his sex. · · 
.. . According to Freud, the boy develops the ~Oedipus complex" - the feeling of jealousy towards 
father and love towards mother. In the same way, the girl develops the "Electra Complex" - 1 the 
feeling of jealousy towards the mother and love towards the father. Freud believed that the feelings 
are mainly sexual. But most of the writers do not subss;ribe to this opinion. ·They say that the child of 
four, five, or six rarely has a clear knowledge of sex 'or sexual function. 

In this stage sufficient social pressures are brought on the child to identify with the dght sex. 
Boys begin to be rewarded, for behaving like boys and girls are rewarded for acting like girls. After 
the age of six the child is able to understand the sexual difference. The boy tries to identify himself 
with the father and the girl with the mother. When the childrengo to the school or mix with other 
children they prefer to join their respective playgroups. ,In this period interest in the opposite sex 
tends to be suppressed for the boy or girl is busy with learning various skills. -

In this stage the boy makes three kinds of identification- (i) He identifies with his father and 
brothers (sex - role identification) (ii) He identifies with all his siblings (role of child in the family); 
and (iii) He. identifies with the whole family as a member. Thus, in this stage the child internalises 
clearly his role - the role of the father, mother. and siblings of each sex (brother and .sister). It is here 
he realises that the father has a dominant role in the fan;iily, more dominant than that of the mother. 
The parents help the children to make proper sex identification. The father helps the son by showing 
him, how to do things. For example, t~e Eskimo father shows the boy how to shoot. In Bali Island 
the father helps the boy to Jeamthe art of dancing .. When once the boy has learned the goal of being 
like men, he will tend to imitate men especially the father and so is the case with the girl who will 
tend to imitate the mother. 

4. The Fourth Stage - The Stage of Adolescence. The fourth stage ·Starts with the period of 
adolescence. Due to the physiological and the psychological changes that take. place within the 
individual this stage assumes importance. During this stafle the ·boys and girls try to become 
free from parental control. At the same time they cannot ·completely-~scape from their 
dependehce on their parents. Hence they may experience a kind· of strain or conflict in 
themselves. They want to be free in doing various activities. But the parents continue to 
control many of their activities. This is particularly true of sexual activity. · 

In the modem society the parents intend to give more freedom to the boys and girls to do some 
of their activities independently. The parents try to Jessen the open expression of their emotional 
attachment towards the ~do!escent children. They encourage them to select their line of education, 
their occupation and their life-partners. They expect theadolescent children to accept responsibility 
and learn new roles assigned to them. The adolescents thus learn new roles and new behaviour 
patterns and internalise new social norms associated with them. Hence in·the modem society the 
transition from the adolrscent stage to the adult stage is more difficult than in the traditional societ
ies. In the traditional societies, all suc;h "life decisions" are mostly made by the parents. 

9. ADULT SOCIALISATION 

It is wrong to presume that the process of,socialisation comes to an end when once the indi
vidual reaches the .adulthood from that of the adolescent stMe. In fact, socialis~:tion is a life-long 
process. At rio point in .the life of a man it comes. to an end. Even at the door of death one has 
something to learn. Naturally, the adult individuals who are to undertake major responsibilities in 
life have many things to learn in the course of their adulthood. In the modem society adulthood is 
considered to _be attained when a person c;an support himself or herseff entirely independent of the 
parental family. Full adulthood also implies the ability to form a family of one's own. · 
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The socialisation of adults is relatively easier than the socialisation of children for three rea
sons : (i) The adult is normally motivated to work towar,ds a goal which he has already picked up. 
(ii) The new ro}e that he is trying to inter,na(ise has many similarities to the roles which he has 
already internali§..e.<LljiiJ Finally/ the socialising agent can communicate with him easily through 
weic~. , \_ 

Still the socialisation of adults can be a prolonged and a tough process. This is~rticularly so 
when the skills to be learnt are complex and the respoQ.sibilities oftherole are heavy. Itbecomes still 
more:difficult when the new role requires the internalisation of norms and ~ttitudes that are almost 
the opposite of those which are establis).led in his personality. For example, a rural youth who comes· 
from a male-dominated family may have to face difficulties when required to work under a female 
boss in a city office. . 

As a part of the preparation for many adult rples the adolescents are not only given training in 
necessary skills but are alsoinstilledwith proper motivation and values. Thus, most of the adoles
cents want fo become parents, workers, citizens, etc. They try to playJhese r\:)fes well when the time 
comes for that. Learning of these roles b~comes easier ifit is preceded Jly anticipat9ry/1ocialisation. 

Sometimes, adult socialisation is affected by early socialisation. Freud has thro'WnJight on the 
fact that the childhood events have long ~ange effects upon personality; For exartJple; children who 
are allowedJo eat freely whatever they want may find it difficult in later life to have control 9~fr. 
their to~. Similarly, the highly talkative children will face difficulties in exercising constrai~t 
over tliefr talk in adult life. · · · 

Even in the case of adults educational institutions, the mass media and peer groups continue to 
serve as agencies of socialisation. They are often supplemented by the complex organisations. These 
agencies help the new comer to get attuned to tlie established routines and also to develop values and 
loyalties relevant to th.e new roles. 
Adult Socialisation - Child Socialisation: Differences . 

According to Orville G,.B~imJr, adult socialisation differs from child socialisation in five mai.n 
ways; 

1. "Adult socialisatiOn is more likely to cha11ge overt behaviourwhereas child socialisation' 
moulds basic values". Example: Adults can take on the roles of parents but their basic views on love, 
sharing, understfil1ding, cooperation, etc;, were formed inditldbood. Similarly, values also Change 
in adulthood when, for example, religious conversions take place:- StiII, the basic temperail\ental · 
traits developed in c.hild socialisation may continue. 

2. "Adult socialisation stresses the informal nature of social positions, whereas child socialisation 
. highlights the formal aspects". Example: Young children tend to see teachers as authority figures, 

while adults would look beyond their social positiqns and see them as individuals. 
3. "Adults realise that there is difference between ideal behaviour and what can reasonably be 

expected. C.hildren take ideal expectations seriously". Example: If the children llfe told, even if it is 
through stories, about the good qualities of a teacher who loves the students very much, they start 
expeCtingthe same thing from thelrteachers. As they mature, children learn the distinction between 
the ideal things and what is really ex,nected of them and of others. 

4. "Adult sociallsation oft(!n involves juggling the conflicting demands of various roles. 
Chilhd.oodlsocialisation, however, stresses confonhity to rules and to one source of authority". Ex
ample: Many employed women f;lce the c\nflict between their commitment to their family as wiyes 
and mothers, and their commitment to the1r'Office or place of work as employees. But children are 
comparatively free from such conflicts. At home, they are trained to accept and submitto tile author-
ity of the parents and elders, and in schools of the teachers.I · · 

' · 5. "Adult socialisation is designed to help the pe~son gain specific skills whereas childhood' 
socialisation.is more generalised". Example: Adults are socialised to do specific jobs. Children are . 
socialised to do things !ike sex-appropriate behaviour ;llld adherence to the values of their 1 class, 
caste, ethnic or religious group. . . 

\ 
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10. THE AGENTS OF SOCIALISATION 

Personalities do not t6fue ready-made, They are moi. lded or shaped through the process of 
socialisation. The process of socialisation is operative not only in childhood but throughout life. It is 

·· a process which begins at birth and continues till the death of the individual. It is an endless process. 
From the societal point of view, the child is valued more for 'what he will be' than for 'what he is'. 
Socialisation helps the child to become a useful member of the society. It gives him social maturity. 
Hence it is quite natural that the child's socialisation has not been left to mere accident. Rather, it has 
been given an institutional framework and controlled through institutional channels. The following 
are the agencies that have been established by culture which socialise the new born child. 

(l) Family and Parents. The process of socialisation begins for every one of us in the family. 
Here, the parental and particularly the maternal influence on the child· is very great. The intimate 
relationship· between the mother and, the child has a great impact on the shaping of child's abilities 
and capacities. The parents are the firstpersons to introduce to the child the culture of his group. The 
child r,eceives .additional communi~ations from his older siblings, i.e. brothers and sisters, who hitve 
gone through the same process·~ with certail) differences pue to birth order and to the number and 
sex of the siblings. 

({1) Peers orAgemates. 'Peer groups' means those groups made up of the contemporaries of 
the child, his associates in school, in playground and in street. He learns from these children, facts 
and facets of culture that they have previously learnt at different times from their parents. The mem
bers of peer groups have other sources of information about the culture - their peers in still other 
peer groups - and thus the acquisition of culture goes on. 

As time passes by, of course, the peer group surpasses the parental and family groups in impor
tance. It is true that the 'peer culture' becomes more important and effective than the 'parental 
culture' in the adolescent years of the-child. The advice of one's agemates whether overtly or co
vertly communicated, sets the standards in almost every aspect of conduct. However, we should not 
assume that the socialisation process is completed by the time t!ie teen ages are reached. On the other 
hand, this is the time when pressures for conformity are perhaps, at their heights. 

(iii) Te~chers. The teachers also play their role in socialisation when the child enters'the school. 
It is in the school that the culture is formally transmitted and, acquired, in which the !~re and the 
learning, the science_and art, of one generation is passed on to the next. It is not only the formal 

. knowledge of the culture that is transmitted there but most of its premises as well - its ethical senti
ments, its political attitudes, its customs and taboos. The ctiildren in the earlier school may uncritically 
absorb the culture to-which their teachers give expression.They may in the high school respond with 
increasing scepticism. But wherever they are, and at whatever age, the communications they rfceive 
from their teachers help to socialise them and to make them finally mature members of their socie-
~~ . 

(iv) Literature and Mass Media of Communication. There is another source of social~sation. 
1This is, ofcourse, found only in literate societies and that is theliterature. The civilisation that we 
share is constructed of words or literature. "Words rush at us in torrent and cascade; theyJeap into 
our vision, as in billboard and newspaper, magazine and textbook; and.assault our ears, as in radio 
and. televisfon". The media of mass communication. give us their messages. These messages too 
contain in capsule form,· the premises of our culture, its attitudes. and ideologies. The words are 
always written by some one and these people too - authors.and editors and advertisers - join the
"teachers, the peers and the parents in the socialisation process. In individual cases, of course, some of 
these influences are more important than others .. The responses can also differ. "Some of us respect 
tradition; others fear the opinions of their peers, and still others prefer to listen to the 'thousand 
tongues' of conscience". But all three modes of socialisation result in conformity of a kind and all 
three thus contribute to the transmission of a culture by some and its acquisition by others. 

Who Socialises the Child? Is a question that can be answered in another way also.·Kingsley 
Davis says that there are two categories of persons from whom the child acquires the sentiments, 
beliefs, and knowledge of his culture. The first includes those who have authority over him. Persons 
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having authority over the child are generally older than he and command obedience. They are the 

parents. Socialisation must nah\rally proceed from those who have more of the culture to those who 

have less; from the mature tothe immature. Since the infant has no juniors and no capacity for 

associating with equals, the parents play an important role at this stage. · 

. . The second category includes those persons~ho have equality with him. Persons sharing equality 
with the child, whether kin or not, are apt to be of the ~ame age. The child maintains equalitarian 
relations with those who are of the same age, sex and rank. It is through the agemates or peers that 

one learns some of the more informed aspe~ts of culture such as folkways, manners, style, shades of 

meanings; fads, fashions, crazes, habits, secret modes of gratification and forbidden knowledge. 

Some such things are often socially necessary and yet socially tabooed. Example: knowledge of sex 
relations. · . 1 

. / 

11. ROLE OF CULTURE IN SOCIALISATION 

Socialisation is Culture Learning 
Socialisation is mainly a matter of social learning or cultural learning. Cultural learning is the 

process by which the individual learns the fundamental culture patterns of the society in.which he 

wiU live. Through cultural conditioning one learns to walk, talk, wear dress, greet friends, handle 

social obligations, develop the attitudes approved in his society; Still cultural learning does not 

completely determine socialisation. In learning to live in society, an indiyidual gets some experi~ 
ences which influence his personality but which do not teach him the culfure he vvill share. '(hqse 

experiences may be his unique experiences. They are not cultural but person.al. 

Culture Defines SituJtions. Culture defines social situations for us. "Hnot only defines but 

_also.conditions and determines-what we eat and drink, what we wear, when to laugh, weep, sle~p. 
love, to make friends with, whatwork we do, what God we worship, what knowledge we reiy~n, 
. what poetry we recite and so on. · · · 

Culture Defines Attitudes, Values and Goals. Attitudes refer to the tendency to feel and act 

in certain ways. Values are the measure of goodness or desirability. Goals refer to the attainments 

which our values define as worthy. It is the culture which conditions our attitudes towards various 

issues such as religion, morality, marriage, science, family planning, prostitution and so on. Our 

values concerning private property, fundamental rights, representative government, romantic love, 

etc., are influenced by our culfure .. Our goals of winning the race, understanding others, attaining 

salvation., being obedient to elders and teachers, being loyal to husband, being patriotic, etc., are all 

. set forth by our culture. We are being socialised on these mod.els. 

Culture Decide.s opr Career. Whethet.we should become a politician, a social worker, a 

doctor, an engineer, ·a~;So1df~ a farmer, a professor, an industrialist, a religious -leader, and so 

on is decided by our culture. What career we al'.e likely to pursue is largely decided by out.
culture. Culture sets limitatio~s on our choice to select different careers. Individuals may 

develop, modify or oppose . the trends of their culture but they always Jive within its framework. 
Only a few can find an outlet in; the culture. · 

(\ulture Provides Behaviour Patterns. Culture directs and cohfiries the behaviour of an indi
vidual. Culture assigns goals and provides means for achieving them. It rewards his noble work and 

punishes the ignoble ones. It assigns him statuses and roles. We see, dream, aspire, work, strive, 

marry, enjoy according to the. cultural expectations. Culture not only. controls but also liberates 

human epergy and activities. Man, indeed, is a prisoner of his cultUre. 

No individual is completely culturally determined. Every individual is unique in any culture. 

The uniqueness may be based on individual differences in ability, aptitude, and- learning. The 

impact of· culture· on· the individual is not always identical· in every case. Every individual is 

sooner or la~r exposed to influences which are not completely predetermined by culture. lie 

·: meets \other.people outside the culture. Travelling, books, radio, cinema, televisiop, theatre, 

newspapers J!ixpose .an individual to many influences outside the culture. Various biological 

·and social f~ctors ·bring about the uniqueness of the'individuals in any cultur~ .. 
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12. CULTURE, SOCIALISATION AND PERSONALITY 
Culture and socialisation are· very much 'interrelated. Culture refers to the social, heritage 

of a group of people. It consists of the· shared behaviour, beliefs, and material objects 
belonging to a society or part of a society. It is th'e more or Jes$ organised and persistent 
patterns of habits, attitudes and values which are transmitted from generation· to generation. 
Every_ human infant is not only exposed to a culture, but assimilates it and in its turn transmits 
~ ' 

Socialisation can be understood as all experiences by which the newly arrived youngtn:embers 
learn the culture ofthe society. Culture not only conditions the process of socialisation but also has 
an impact on the formation ofpersbnality. In fact, it is mainly through the process of socialisation 
that a child develops a personality in a cultural context. It is interesting to note that different cultures 
provide for different ways of socialisa~iori. Thes~ ways of socialisation have their own impact iri the 
formation of personality. , 

The Meaning of Personality 

. Personality is the product of-eulture. It is throug~ the. process of socialisation that the cpild 
develops a personality according to the cultural ex,Pectafions of his society. According to the sqcial 
psychologist G.M Allport, personality is - a person's pattern of habits, attitudes, and traits which 
deterinine.his adjustment to his envi~onment. According to the sociologist Kfinball Young, personal
ity "consists of habits, attitudes, and ideas which are built up arounlf both !people and things". No 
man is born with a personality but everyone develops it through socialisatipri. , . 

Individuals everywhere will react to and be influenced by their culttire in different ways and 
degrees. Culture provides the limits within which. personality will qevefop, through socialisation 
each culture places its distinctive work on human personality. The more homogeneous the culture 
the ll\ore likely it is to produce a characteristic type Of person who .reflects the dominant ethos or 
culture theme. ' · . 

Ruth Benedict's Classification of Cultures 

An American anthropologist Ruth Benedict in her ''Patterns of Culture" published in 1935 has 
classified cultures into two broad types on the basis of their 'ethos' or diStinctive 1feeling tones. 
[Sumner defines '.ethos': as the totality of characteristic traits by which a group i.e., a society is 
individualised and,differentiated from others]. She has made a comparison of three tribal cultures -
the Zuni, the Dob~an and the I( wakiuti Indian - and shown how each h,as its own unique impact on 
personali~y; The two types of cultures which,she has mentioned ~fe: , .. 

{i) TheApollonian Culture, and 
, (ii) Fhe Dionysia~ Cultu~e. 
(i) The Appol/onian Culture is characterised by qualities such as self-control, even-temperedness, 

moderation, mutual understanding, mutual assistance and co-operativeness. (ii) On .the other hand 
the Di'onysian Culture is marked by high emotionalism, aggressivenrss1, individµalisfn, superficial
ify, prestige and co~1petitiveness. As Ruth Benedict has pointed ~'Ut ·fpe Zun~ trike of the South 
We~tern U.S.A. represents t~e Apollopian Culture whereas the Dobuans ~fMelane~ia ahd the,Kwalduti ·. 
Indians represent the Dionysian Culture. , 

In the Zuni tribe or society which represents the Apollonian Culture, the. members reveal char
acteristics which are peculiar to their cultur-e. The Zuni people dislike indiyidilalism, violence and· 
power. They respect moderation and modesty, co-operation and mutual under~tanding>T-f!ey are 
emotionally undisturbed .. The spirit of competition is virtually absent in them. The mountain dwell
ers of New Guinea, called Arapesh who are mild, gentle, calm and quiet also represent the Apollonian 
Culture. 

Jn the Dopuan and Kwakiuti societies, which are Dionysian in character,, members exhibit 
traits common on their culture. The Dobuans make virtues of ill-will and l"'"eachery. They fight 
against one am'.)ther for the possession of good 1rhings in life.' Suspicion, cruelty, animosit)!, and 
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malignancy are traits of almost ali Dobuans. The KWakiutiJndians of the Pacific Northwest Coast. 
define everything that happens in terms of triumph or shame. For them, life is a constant struggle to 
put one's rivals to shame .. They-destory the material possessions of the defeated. The defeated resort 
to sulking or.to acts of desperation. • · -

In her study Benedict has triect1o show thati! is possible to identify tre influence· of the total 
culture on personality. She has tried to _establish that each-culture will produce its special type or 
·types of personality. It is true that her study reveals the mutual interplay of culture and \ 
socialisation in conditioning pe_rsonaiity. fulture provides for the way in whi~h J'er~onality is 
to be developed. But pel'sonahty as such ts developed through the process of soc1ahsat1on. It may 
also be at,'gued that different ways and means. of socialisation may produce different pers()nalities .. 
Individuals try to ,dev¢lop. their personalities in accordance with their cultural id.ea:ls and t':Xpecta
tions. If the people o~ three tribal communities develop different types of personality it is because . 
their cultural ideals, values and e~p_ectations differ. significantly. 

13. SOCIALISATION AND\ CULT:pRAL DIFFERENCES 

Cultures -0f different societies are riotunifonn. They· differ in various respects. Socialisation is 
.. one of the factors that contribute to cultural differences. Different ways of socialising the' children ill 

different societies have contributed to the continuity of differences in cultures. It is even argued that 
· cultures not only produce distinctive types of personalities but also shape the character and behaviour 
of individuals living in them. A study conducted by Margaret Mead is supportive: to this argument. · 

The Study of Margaret Mead 

Margaret Mead, a famqus anthropologist, in her "Sex and Temperament in Three Primitive 
Societies", has shown how sex has to do with personality. She has tried to prove tI;iat some traits 
which we call 'masculine' and some other feminine' do not necessarily go with the bfo1ogical fact of 
sex. These differences are matter of cultural definitions. Three New Guinea Tribes which she has 
studied, reveal three different kinds of personalities. · . · . .. · 

(i) M)ad has found that the Arapesh, the mountain dwellers of New Guinea are. gentle, mild,. 
maternal and affectionate. Both men and women 8:Ct in a fashion. which we would call 'feminine'~ 

(ii)'The Mundugumor. Tribals of New Guinea are· cannibalistic. Both men and women act in 
ways which we would call predominantly "masculine". Both are l:xpected to be violent, competitive, -
aggressively sexed, jealous and rough. Here every man is pitted against every other, including his 
brothers and father. Their world is charged with hostility and conflict. 

(iii) But in_ the Tchambuli tribe male and female roles .are defined in a way that is quite con
trary to our modem way. Here women are more dominant than men. Men gossip, wear curls, and go 
shopping, are emotionally dependent upon, and less responsible than women. The people live chiefly 
for art. Women manage and do major tasks of the family. . . . 

The above examples make it clear that such differences are l;lot inborn. Each of these societies 
has chosen one type.oftemperament.and bu.ilt. its cultu. r.eUpo .. n it, expecttng a9 its. members to con
form to it. Needless to say, the basic training is_ given and the prop~ atn;iosphere is created for the 
childfen iri these s:ocieties to develop their cultural requirements. Childrert in these societies have 

· been·socialised according to their respective cultural ideals. It becomes unfair; then, to judge or 
evaluate the life of one community or society from the cultural viewpoint of another. Normality,. ' 

. then; is a matter of cultural definitjon. The ideal persori ofon~ society is misfit of anot¥r. Thl.1S, the 
gentle Arapesh would be scorned by the Mundugumor.1'he v10lentMundug4rrtor w9u1d be a puzzle 
to the gentleArapesh, ' 

- . 

. 14. CAN CULTURE DETERMINE PERSONALITY;? 

Some writers have popularised the idea that personality and culture are two sides of the same 
.1:;oin; and thatcultu,re determines pers~ality; The studies of Margaret Mead and Ruth Benedict are 
alrnostillustrative of this :idea. But nios(of the writers believe that this idea is only a halftn:ith; . 
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Anthropologists ana sociologists are very careful now in using the term "representative personality" 
or "basic personality'' or "distinctive personality", or "model P'frsonality" for. they have ~bserved 
wide var-iation in personalities within cultures. Ralph Linton has pointed out that personality traits 
differ within any culture. Hence within the same culture some are found to be more aggressive .than 
o'her&, some are. more submissive, kind, benevolent, ~ompetitive and so forth. It is because culture is 
1Jnly one detern;iinant of personality among others. 

' It is true that cultures emphasise certain prlictices, motivations and values. Majority of ~he 
people embody iin th.eir personalities the dominant action-patterns and thpughtways. Culture exerys a 
powerful and consistent pressure on the individual to develop his personality, the common ~nd 
socially approved traits and values. Hence a large ntu\nber of them develop personalities which ~ay 
most fully express the spirit or ethos of their culture.' Still, we Calilnot say that culture and person~lity 
always coincide exactly. When we say that the Dof?uans a'nd K\Vakiuti I~dianlare highly co111~eti-

. tive, aggressive and known for ill-will, treachery, etc,, it' should not be taken to mean that all the 
Dobuans and Kwaktuti Indians are like that. Similarly, when' we say that modem American~ give 
utmost importance for "individual success"; we do notrnean that all the Americans cherisb that 
valu~ equally. Some may cherish competition to achieve individual success, while some others may 
be in'different towards 1t. Still others renounce personal success altogether condemning .it as a 
devil'swork. There are also some monks who dedicate their lives to pov~rty and mystic contempla
tion. Personality 1s not totally determined bv culture, even tbough no personality esqtpes its influ
ence. 
Causes for the Differences in Personality within.the Culture 

In our common observation we note that in certain respects we are like·other 'people, in certain 
respects like s9mt: other people, and in still others like no one except ourselves. Ou the basis ofthis 
observation. we qan infer that not all those who are exposed, to the same .culture. are alike. Wide 
differences in human personalities are found within the same .culture. It is difficult to explain how 
each human personality could be unique. However, the following factor,s throw some light on the 
differences ~n human personalities within the same culture .. i 

1. Sub-.Cultural Influence. Culture of any society consists of many sub-cultures. Shared 
behaviours which are common to a·regional, racial, religious, rural, urban, ethnic, class, caste, occu
pational and otherr kinds of sub-culture. Each sub-culture has its own impact on the members. All the 
children of the same society do npt confront the same culture because of these sub-cultures that it 
consists of. Tnus' culture is not a monolithic entity, a hardened mould into which each individual is 
poured atbirth: "Culture is not a uniform that all must wear"~Robert Bierstedt. 

2. Cultural Alternatives~ As Ralph'Linton has pointedou.t every .culture offers for its people 
not only 'univer$a/s' but also. "alt¢rnativeS''. '.Universals' are those core feature.s of a culture which 
are Widely accepted and required py the society. The:y are le?mt behaviours widely shared by them. 
For (!)famp/e, the language spoken in t,he society, de~p~seated. moral and social values such as ..., 
humanitarianism, patriotism, monogamous marriage, sacrifice, sexual fide.Jity, respect for funda-
merital rights, religiosity, et<:. represent the.cultural universals oflndian society. . 

"Cultural·alternatives" repre.sebtthose activities in which individuals ar~ allowed a choice. 
For example, a cultural universal demands legalised marriage. But the individuals who want to 
marry are allowed alternative lines of action which ar~ equally acceptable. They may be married at 
hothe, in a temple or church, or at the community haU or in .the registrar's office. Similarly, the 
babies may be.breast-fed or bottle~fed and both procedures are al1owed. Thus, the alternatives are 
different activitie$ allowed and accepted for achieving th.e !i'ame end. The effect ot; these on: person• 
ality is foQnd to i,e different. 

, 3. B'ologic~I Factor. The inherent ~rganic differences in individuals also contribute to .the 
differences. in their persoqalitie$.No ·two newly .born babies are exactly alike in every talent; at
q-ibut~, arid trait. The bioi,ogical differences that are genetic and hereditary in character make every 
hQman i11ifant ?~ff~rent from every other. Hence each infant may respond to the same or similar 
cultural st1muh m its own way. . 
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4. Situational Differences. Social situation in which the infant finds himselfalso has an effect 
upon the development'Ofpersonality. For example, the social situation in which the parents possess 
the only child differs from the one in which th~ parents have two children-or three or five or ten.-A 
.child who has brothers only is in a different social situation from the one who has only sisters. 
Further the child's s¢x is an additional variable in the situation. Birth orderis still another factor that 
can affect the persm'lality. Similarly, the age of parents is another variable in the situation. The child 
of young parents m,~y have better chance to learn than the child of older parents. · 

5. Difference's in the Transmission of Culture. Socialisation is understood as the process of 
cultural transmissi\!)n in which the rules and practices of the group are learnt. But culture does not 
transmit itself. It i~ tn;msmitted only by individuals who have absorbed some aspects of culture ~o 
which they were ipitiaUy exposed. Hence different pan~nts will transn;iit to their children different 
'cultural items and.traits even thongh they belong to the !>ame race, religion, region and social clasi.. 

6; Cbanges in Culture. Variety is endless in human life. Changes in culture may also add to it. 
Culture is neither uniform' nor static. It is dynamic. In con1plex societies culture is changing all the 
times. In every p4ssing period it presents riew facets and elements. Hence its influence on the devel
oping personality cannot be uniform. 

7. Culture:Encourages Individuality. Cultureplaces 1tmphasis not only upon conformity but 
also upon individuality. Culture provides. for 'alternatives' as well as 'specifications'. Initiative, 
inventiveness, originality, adaptability to new situations, etc., are values that are cherishedand en
couraged in sol1)le cultures. In some respects, culture everr,encourages idiosyncrasy. 

Conclusion 

It is clear from the above that personality is not a "cultural mould''. It is not a passive creatioc 
· of culture. Individuals react in different ways to these cultural pressures and imprt(ssions. As Clardnet· 
Murphy suggests, "one child is e!lsily moulded with regard to food but fights constantly &gainst 
socialisation of his aggressive impulses; the reverse may be true of another child". All culture~ 
produce varie~y as well as uniformity of personality. Every socialised individual has a personality €Jf 
his own. Perspnality is the organisation of a person's habits, attitudes and traits; It arises frorn th,..: 
inter-play of biological, social and cultural factors. Personality is never determined by culture en
tirely. Still rto one can ignore .the influence of culture as such. 

15. IMPORTANCE OF SOCIALISATION 

Is socialisation necessary ? Does it really help the individual to become a person and to express 
himself morer fully and effeetively as a person ? Is it esserttial to ensure stability, conformity and 
continuity in society ? Or, does it hinder the expression of individuality ? Will it not hamper the 
expression of free will of the individual and reduce him to the leve1 of the small fragment of the 
charmless societal uniformity ? Will it not make his life more miserable ? These are some of the 
questions relevant to our discussion of the importance of socialisation. 

In Europe, a few centuries ago, there was a widespread belief that civilisation corrupted man's 
basic good nature, so that only the primitiv.es remained as "pure" human bc;iings. A number ofnovels 
appeared on "noble savage" and read by people who had never seen one. For example, in his book 
Emile' (1762) J.J. Rousseau urged that children be reared out in fores.ts so that society would not 
spoil their natural goodness. · 

Most sociologists do not agree that socialisation necessarily brings misery. "It is true as Freud 
· sugg~sted that we must renounce the gratificatron, of many impulses, but we learn to channel others 

into directions that cari, be gratified within our own ·society"; As Metta Spencer and Alex Inkeles have 
noted, "without experience in society a human being would i,ecome, not a "noble savage" but qn 
unloveAJ; brute, insensitive to the minds .and feelings ofoth'ers" . 

. St>cititY can gr~nt people some amount of fre.edom ofimpulses, but n,ever total freedom. Freud 
was rignt then. "Civilisation itself requires some se/fdenialfor the sake of bequty, cleanliness, and. 
social order". We do not face-a choice between whether to socialise our childre11 or not, but only how 
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to do it. Social research can shed light on-many factors relevant to that issue'. No research can; of 
course, provide a foolproof formula for child-rearing. No form of upbringing will fix a person'.s 
character so firmly that he can never change. - . --

, The importance of socialisation in our life can hardly be exaggerated. The following descrip-
tion makes itvety clear. . . 

l. Socialisation Converts Man, the Biological Being into Man, the Social Being. Man is not 
born social. He becomes social by virtue of the process of socialisation. Various_. instances like that of 

'Kaspr,zr-Hiiuser, Anna, the 'wolf children' of India and others have made it very c}ear that only 
through constant training the new born child becomes social in nature. · · 

· -2. S~ciallsation Contributes to the Devefopme~t of Personality; Personality is a product of 
society., In· the -absence. of ;groups or society no man can develop· a personality of his own. But, 
socialisation is a process through which the personality of the newbomchild is shaped and moulded., 
The process of socialisation prepares the child to lead an approved way of social life. At the same~· 
·time,'it also provides enough scope for the individual to develop his individuality; 

3. Helps to Become -Disciplined. Socialisation is social learning. Social learning is· essentially / 
~e learning ofrules o_f social behaviour. It is through socialisation that the child learns not only rules · 
or sociaJ behaviour but also the values, I.deals, aims and objectives of life and the means of-attaiJ1ing 

·them; Socia:lisatfon disciplines an individual and helps him to live according to the social expecta-
tions.-' ' · " 

4. Helps tQ Enact Different Roles. Every individual has to enact' differenfroles in his· life. 
Every role is woven aro'und norms and is associated with different att:itudes. The process of socialisation_ 
assistS mi individual not only to learn the norms associated with roles but also to qevelop appropriate 
attimdes to.enact those roles. · · __ . 

. ;s~- Ptovid~s the.Knowledge Of Skills. Socialisation .is a way of training the new-borh iridi
vidl.ial il1 certain skills which are required to lead a normal social life. TJ:iese skillS help the individual 

-to play economic, prof~ssforial, education~l, religious anq political roles in his later life. fa primitive 
societies for example, imparting skills to the younger generation in sp~cific occupations was an 
important aspect of socialisation.. · · · 

· 6. Helps· to Develop Right Aspif,ation in Life. Every individual may have his o'Wn aspira-
. tions, amb~tions an4 desires jn:life. All these aspirations may not alway~ be in consonan¢e with the: 

soeial interest~. Some of them may even be 9pposed io _the comm1mal interests. Buftfuoµgh the 
process of socialisation an individual learns to-develop those aspirations which are compleme:ritary 
to the interests ofsoc.i_etr: Socialisation helps.him to direct or chan11elise his whole energy for the 
realisatfoq ofthose .. a~pirations. ._ . 
. 7. Contributes to th-e Stability oHhe Social Ord-er. ltis through the process of socialisation 
that every -new generationJs trained according.to the cultural goals, ideals, and expectations o(a 
society. It assures the cultural continuity of the society. At the same time it provides enough scope 
for vanety and ·new achievements; Every new generation need not -startits social life afresh. 'It can 
conveniently rely on the earlier generation aiid follow its cultural traditions. fa this regard, socialisation 
contributes to the stabilitY of .the. sociai order. . .· . · · · · -

. 8. Helps to Reduce· Socbll Distance~ Sooalis,ation reduces social dis~ce and bdp.gs people 
together if proper attention is gtv~n to it. ~Y givWg<proper training' and gl.liclance to the children 

! durii:tg_their early years; it is possible to·re'du_ce the social distance between people of differ~nt castes, · 
. 'aces, regions, religions and pfofessions. · · . 

. . 9. Provides Scope for,Bu,ildi~g the Brmht Fut11re• Socialisation is one of the powerfulinstiii-
ments of changing the destiny of rnankinq·. It is through tpe process of socialisation that a society can 

. prodti~e a generation of its expectations. By giving appropriate trQ.ining to the new born children_the 
. coming generation can be _altered: significantly: "The imprO.VE!riif!nt ofsocialisation qffers one of the 
great~stpossibiliti:esfor the fitture al~eration ofhum~n nature and human society';. -2Kingsley Davis 

·. 10. IIelpsthe Transmission of Culture. By transmitting the contents ofculture such as ideas, 
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beliefs, language, skills, etc., from one generation ~o the other, soeialisatiorrcontributes to the conti
nuity ofculture also. 

15. FAILURES OF THE SOCIALISATION PROCESS AND THEPROBLEM$ OF 
FAULTY SOCIALISATION . 

It is true that socialisation is a powerful factor thayhelps to bring about social conformity. It is 
equally true that socialisation is an effective instrument ofcreating a new generation of our expecta
tions. Still, like any other social mechanism it has its own limitations. Sociafisation is not an aU,out 
cure for all problems of personality. Nither we can assure that sociafisation would be a success 
always. With all the equipments and techniques of modem civilisation and with all the knowledge of 
human ps}'chology, socialisation often results in failure. Failures of socialisation on the one hand, 
and inappropriate or wrong way of socialisation on the other, often lead to serious consequences 
including problems of personality. 

1. Culture cannot be understood completely. 'Socialisation.' is said to be the process in 
which the culture of the group is introduced to the new individual. But no. individual can internalise, 
the total culture of the society. No person can internalise all the ways of creating works of art, using 
mechanical equipment, interpreting language, etc. Further, no individual can know and put into 

· practice all the norms of the group or society. The expected results of socialisation is no doubt 
conformity. But some deviation from what is considered proper behaviour i~ always found every-
where. In fact, some amount of deviation is allowed everywhere due to inevitability. , 

2. Damage to the self-image. Development of proper self-image is vital to successful 
socialisation. Personal self-image is 1a highly active ~ctor in behaviour. Various research studies 
have revealed that self-image affects vitally task performance. Coleman 's famous study of' Equality 
of Economic Opportunities 1966', has revealed that ~he child's self-::eoncept and sense of control 
over the environment have a gre.at-bearing on ~he child's performance at school. Effective teaching 
in school rests upon building the learner's self,confidence~ Conversely, the lack of self-image al~ 
ways cr\pples learning or task performance. For example, some years ago, it was found that in 
schools the black children had lower self-esteem than white children and this was reflected in the 
poorer performance of black children. Recent studies, however, no longer, find lower levels of~elf~ 
esteem among the black children. It would appear that 'black~life' and 'black-consciousness' have 
changed enough in recent years so that black children no longer see themselves as inferior. 

Failure in socialisation would damage the self-imageofthe child. Anunsatisfactory self-image 
often leads to unpleasant anti-social or delinquent behaviour. "In fact, a great deal of behaviour 
ranging from mildly annoying habits to seriou_s neuroses and delinquencies can, be viewed as des
perate attempts to repair an intolerable image of 'self' as incompetent, unworthy, or unimportant. 
The ultimate response to feelings of unworthiness is suicide. Truly, the image of self lies at the core 
of behaviour". [Horton and Hunt.] 

3. Failure ofsocialisation and mental illness. Several sociologists have studied the relations 
between socialisation and mental il.lness. Some such studies have revealed that communication prob
lems between the child and parents, and the childand others often lead to mental illness on the part 
of the child. Sociologist Lennard has foundthatamongfamilies with schizophr~nic children worst 
type of cofnmunication 1prevails between the parents and children; . 

Wrong parenting is often the cause ofmental illness of children. Due to 'communication block' 
parents do not allow children to iden7ify and cpntrol their own reality. "Children need to develop 
such control if they are .to reject false labels that others may ~pply to .them and to their feelings. 
Children must learn how to. use, anger, joy and sorrow to deal with tension" [Smelser]. In this way 
they will be abje to manage both the internal world and the external one. Schizophrenic children do 
n9t gain this ability. · · 

Further, lower,class parent& alsq do J}Ot stress self-control and autonomy as much as middle 
class parents do. S(;hizophrenia is mo.re common among the Iower:class people. This fact suggests,a 
lin.k between s_g_cialisation methods or ways and me.ntal illness. 
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4. Resistance to excessive control. Successful socialisation requires the parents to be support• 
ive to their children and at the same time controlling also. It has been observed that teenagers who. 
recalled their parents' chHdrearing method as bQth "supportive and controlling" were more commit
ted to traditional religious beliefs and norms in general. Teenagers who got little support but a great 
deal of coiiJ:rt>l were often found to be non-conformists particulai:ly in religious matters. Many chil~ 
·dren rebelled by adopting values that were opposed to those of their parents and the larger society. 

, 5. Failure to prepare.children to face the challenges of ''life-cycle". Socialisation in com
plex, modern societies is not a simple process. It often fails to prepare people for the challenges of 
'life cycle'. In most of the civilised societies 1t does not equip people properly. for t~e c;hallenges of 
adolescence.· The media, for example, glorify the virtues of sexual satisfaction and the value of 
money. But adolescents are usually denied full access .to either even though they have physical 
matilrity to do both. Adolescence, thus, in modem society, is often experienced as a stage of confu
sion and personality crisis. 

·6. Confusions of mature adults .• Mature adulthood in some societies also brings its problems 
\particularly in the middle-years of the forti.es and fifties; The Western "women are socialised to 
value their youth, their beauty and their roles as mothet;"S. When their youthfulness fades; anq their 
children leave home, they may become disappointed and feel desolate and purposeless.;' {Ian 
Robertson]. In the same manner, "the western men are socialised to value occupational and financial 
success. But a man who has not achieved these goals by the early forties must face an uncomfortable 
situation. His self-concept may suffer very badly. . 

7. Inability to equip people to face o~ age and death, The greatest failure of the process of 
socialisation is; perhaps, its inability to equip people· sufficiently to face old age and death. The old 
have very little role to play and fewer links with society. They are aften treated asa 'burden' by their 
own children. Hence. they may suffer severe personality disorganisation resulting from feelings of 
isolation and rejection rather than from the ageing pt'oces~ itself. 
. Further, socialisation for d,eath is also not there in the modern societies. In preindustrial soci-

. I eties deaths used to take place at home only, that is, in family and young people were getting a close 
·. UI\derstanding ofits experience. But in modern societies old people and also severely diseased people 

die in formal organisation such as hospitals, old-age homes, etc. The young do not get a first hand 
experience.of it.. When someone is dying, many times, the.relatives.and medical personnel hidethe 
fact fi;om the dying person as if like a conspiracy~ "Recent research into t~e sociology of death and 
dying, however, has produced an hnpressive and growing body of eviden(;e to suggest that people 
die· far more happily -: even contentedly .,.. if death is openly and honestly discussed with them 
beforehand"~ - [Jan Robertson], .· · 

8. lncon$i5tency in the ways ofsoci~liSation .of d.ifferent socialising agents may also pl'.oduce 
o.onfusicin and conflict for the child. When there is conflict between the id~as, e)f'.amples and ~kills 
transmitted in the home and those transmitted by the child's peers, teachers ~t school, the sociaHtation 

·of the child suffers very badly. Rate ofspeed,ofleatning comes down and uncertainty and·confusion 
· ;will prevail. Example: Parents may teach. a .child in a rural context that f°'rmal schooling serves no 

useful pUI'pose; teachers tell him that it is essential. to his well being, that is, to lead a hap.py and a 
successful life~ which ofthe,twohe should accept? The child is at a confusipn, nay, at a conflict. It 
could thus be generalised that "the. more in agreement the socialising agencies are, the ~<!_re se
curely and rapidly socialisation of the individualtakesplace'': (David Dressler and Donald'"t.;tqns). 

The c.hild m~y resistand alter the pro«.ess of socialisation at maqy points in his orher develop
ment, Parents, attempt to impose their wishes, plans and ambitions upon their children are also often 
resisted by them. Socialisation sometii;nes fails from the stand point of society, that is; ill so far as the_ 
childdevelops "non-conformity, rebeHiousness,andcouriter-cultural tendencies". Such failures"may 
often: set:Ve as the basis of social change in larger generations''. [Smelser].· · . -
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SOCIAL GROUP'S 

Man is a Social Animal - Definition and Characteristics of Group ~ The Factors of 

Group Life ~Importance of Social Groups - Classification of Social Groups-Summar 's . 

classification of Social Groups: In-Groups & Out Groups - Primary Groups and Second• 

ary Groups - The Primary Groups - Meaning, Characteristics and Importance - The 

Secondary Groups-Meaning, Characteristics and Importance - Differences between 

Primary Groups and Secondary Groups'- Organised and Unorganised Groups--'- Crowd 

and Public as Unorganised Groups - Differences Between the Crowd and the Public

Differences Between the Organised and Unorganised Groups - Reference Groups. 

Society consists of groups. Soc'iety starts with an aggregate of people. But the mere congrega

tion of people in a physical area does not make them a social group. A social group exists wb.en two 

or more people are in direct or indirect Contact and Communication. The members of the group 

stimulate and respond to one another in some meaningful way. This mutual stimulation and re

sponse of individuals and groups is soeial interaction. Society is 'rooted it;i social interaction.' It 

represents the conditioned behaviour of persons and groups. "Both society and culture are the prod- · 

ucts of social interaction". Social interaction is the most elemental social phenomenon from which 
\ \ , 

" 

spring'all 'other social phenomena. When interaction recurs often enough so that we cc;n ~rceive a 

pattemofbehaviour;asocia/-relationex:ists, Seeial·r-elationsmaybefriend.lyorunfriendly,--intimate~ · 

or non-intimate, inclusive or non-inclusive, specialised or non-specialis,ed in ch~racter. The nature 

and character of social relationships underlie different forms of social groups 1such as primary and 

secondary groups, in-groups and Qui-groups, o;ganised and unorganised groups.formal and infor

mal groups or <irgainsations and so on. 

Man is a Soc.ial Animal 

No man normally lives alone. Man does not live in isolation for a long time. He is basicaHy a 

social creature.The great Greek Philosopher-Aristotle said long back thatman is a social ahiml.ll 

[Zoon,Politikon]. He further remarked that he who doesrnot live in society is either a beast or an 

angel. With the exception ofhennits, shepherds, light house keepers, prisoners in solitary confine

ment and possibly a few others, all humlJ,n beings live in groups. Men everywhere live in groups. 

Man's life is to an enormouse?ttent a group life. A completely s~parated or isolated individual is 

purely hypotheiiCal. On the contrary, man's daily life is made up largely of participating in grot?ps. 

Not only our life becomes boring and unbearable. without fellow human beings but also our very 

survival becomes problematic. T0tal ostracism from one's group is probably the cruelest punish-
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ment - short of only death - that nien are ever called upon to endure. 

The Term 'Group' Lacks Precision 

'..Group' is one of those terms which in common usage lack exactness. We use the word 'group' 
to mean such groups as family group, kin group, racial group, church group, religious group, occu
pational group, age group, sex group, vast community group, abstract group, statistical group, col
lectivity and so on. Even in sociology the word group is not always consistently used by the sociolo
gists." The word 'group' is very loosely used. Sometimes; the word 'group' is used to refer to entire 
human group. Sometimes, it is used to mean a small group which consists,oftwo (dyad) or more 
individuals. The term 'group' is not used with any specifications. Hence, it is difficult to give a 
single satisfactory definition to the concept of group. 

I. DEFINITION AND CHARACTERISTICS QF GROUP 

Definition 
I.· Harry M. Johnson ~ays that : A social· group is a system of soeial .interaction.' 
2. Marshal .fones i's of the opinion that a social group is 'two or rnore people between whom 

tbere is an established pattern of interaction.' 
3. R.M. Maciver and Page define social group as 'any collection ofhurnan beings who are 

brought into human relatiomihipswith one another.' 
4. Ogburn and Nimkojj\: !'Whenever two or more individuals come together and influenc'e-Ot!e 

. another, they may be said. fo constitute a social group." . 
5. Em<»YS. Bogardus defines social group as 'a number. of persons, two or more, who h~ve 

common objeets of attentioij., whu are stimulating to each other, who have common loyalty and 
participate in similar activities.' 

Characteritics of Social Groups 

The main characteristics of social groups are as follows: 
. . . ' 

(1) Collection of Individuals. Social group consists of people, Without individuals there can 
be-rio group. Just as we cannot have a colleg~ or a university without students andteachers we cannot 
have a group in the absence of people. 

. (ii) Interaction Among Members~ Social interaction is the very basis of group life. Hence 
mere collection of individuals does not make a group. The members must have interaction. A social 
group~ is in fact a system o.f social interaction. The limits of social groups are marked by the limits of 
social Interaction. .. . 

. . 
(iii) Mutual Awareness. Group life invoives mutual awareness. Group members are aware of 

one another and their behaviour is- determined by this mutual recognition. This may be due to what 
Giddings caHs 'the consciousness of kind'. . . 

·(iv) 'We-feeling'. 'We-feeling' refers to the tendency on the part of the members to identify 
themselves with the groups. It represents group unity. 'We-feeling,' create·s sympathy in and fosters 
co:-operation among members. It helps group members tO defend their interests collectively'. 

(1v) Group Unity and Solidarity. Group members are tied by a sense ofunity. fhe solidarity or· 
integration cifa group-is largely dependent upon the frequency, the variety, and the emotfrmql quality 
:Of the interactions ofits members. A famiJy or a friends' group, or a religious groul!> is higfily united 

.· and integra~d,. because its members are ~related by several common interests apd have frequent 
social contacts with one another and express a 11Jgh degree of morale and ofloyalty. Unitv is main" 

. taihed mm:e ofteri by conscious effort. 1 

(vl) Common I.nterests. ·the interests and ideals of group are common. Groups are mostly 
. formed or established for the fulfilment ofoertain.interests. In fact, men not onlyjoin groups but al~o 
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form group for the.realisation of their objectives or interests. Form of the groups differs depending 
upon the common interests of the group. Hence, there ate political groups, ,religious groups, pco
nomic,groups, educational groups~ racial groups, national:.groups and so on. 

_ (vii) Similar Behaviour. The members of group behave in more or less similar way for the 
pursuit of common interests.Social groups represent collective behaviour. · · 

I (vii() Group Norms. Every group has its o~n rules or norms whicl:i the" mem:hers are supposed 
to follow. These-norms may be in the fortn of customs, folkways, mores; traditions, conventions, 
laws, etc; They may be written, or unwritten norms or stan.dards. Every group has its own_ ways and 
meam1 of punishing or correcting those who go against the rules. The continued group-life of man . 
practically becomes impossible without some norms. · 

(i.x)Sizeof the Group. Every group involves an idea of size. Social groups vary in size. A _ 
group may be as small as that of dyad [two members' group .e.g., husband-~md-wife-faniily] or a8 big 
as that of a political party having lakhs of members. Size will have its own impac' on the character of 
the. group. - · 

(x) Groups are Dynamic. Social groups are not static but dynamic. They are subjectto changes 
whether s'low or lapid. Old rnembers die anti' new members are born. Whether due to internal or · 
extern~l pressuras or forces, groups und~go changes._ _ · 

- (xi)Stability. Groups are stable ortinstable; permaneQtortemporary in character. Some groµps 
like, tl;le crowd, mob, audience, spectators' group etc., ate temporary and unstable.Butmaiiy group~ 
are relatively permanent pd stable iri char1;1cter. 

(xii) Influence on PersonalitY: Social groups directly or indirectly shape tl~e perspnalify of 
their members. They also provide opportunities for the expression of individuality. · 

' 2. soCiAL BONDS -THE FACTORS OFGRO~P LIFE 

:Man Becomes Ma:n Only Am~ng Men ! _ _ 
It is true.that man everywhere lives in groups. Group life is almost inevitable for him. Man 

· fails to _d¢velop human qualities in the absence ofa human environment. Man can become man only 
~ong men. The one who fails to live in human groups fails to develop human traits. One or two 
instances may corroborate this point. .. · . · ·. 

· (i) Jhe Case of the Woll Children. In 1920, two Hind~ chilitren were traced out in a wolf den, 
.one at the age of eight and-Jhe,_ other under two. The younger child died within a few. months of 

. discovery. But the elder one called Kamala sµrvived until 1929. Kamala hacl develbped no human 
qualities when s.he was di.scovered. She ·could walk only orr'fours', possessed no language and was 
· shY, ·to•· ineet or face people ... After some" :;ympathetic trainrng she was taught basic soctal ·habits. 
· Before P,er death she had slowly learned some simple speech,numan eating and dressing habits and 
· thr li~e. This wolf c)'iild had no; sense of human seljhood ', when she was discovered, but it.eD;lerged 

·· gradually. The en:iergenc¢ of individuality was ~ltogetber dependent upon her rirembership in hu'." 
.man group or !!_Ociety. , . · .· . -. 

· · (i~) 'fhe Casti of Anna. Another such example is that of Anna, an illegitimate Americ~ 
. ,chilciwhOhadbeen.placedin a .room atthti age.ofsix months . .She wasjsolated there~untjl her 
d~sc9very fiye y~ars ·later in 193 8: Durifig her confipement Apna was· fed but received· no training 
imdhad no contacts with othe:r: human beings. After five years of this Cfllel.social iS:olation.Anna ' 
wa;; allowed to go ouf. But she couJd not w11lk .or speak. She was compi_etely illdifferentto people 

. ·around her; As in the case· .Of Kamala, Anna was given sometr!lining·to which she~responded. Sbe 
became. 'humanised' much more rapidly 'befo.re she died fn 1942. Herejmprovem\nt showed that 
~odalisation could do a gteat deal towards.making her' a:'pe;son'. Not only tl\ese two, b4t th~y ·• 
ot~er instances have convincingly proved that man becomes social only in social g~oups, · 

/ 
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Social Bonds - The Factors of Group Life 

Various forces are at work to make man social. Particularly, the psychological, biological, 
kinship and physical factors have enforced man to lead group life. These factors can be called so.cial 
bonds. 

1. Psychological Factors. The psychological bond that promotes group life is what Prof 
Giddings calls "the consciousness of Kind". It means the recognition of similarities. It compels men 
to come together and live in groups. Further, man is psychologically equipped to live together. 
Solitary life is unbearable for him. Groups provide opportunities not only for the development of 
man's personality but also for the expression of his individuality. It is in an environment of groups 
only that man discovers his capacities, learns new ideas and new habits arid new attitudes. 

Reaction to fear is another psychological force,that drives man to lead a group life. Solitary life · 
brings man not only boredom but also fear. As Herbert Spfncer has pointed out, the fear of the living 
produced the state [a political group], and the fear of the dead created religion. 

2. Biological Factor. Unlike other animals, human beings are susceptible to sexual pressures 
throughout their life. Sex desire on the one hand, and the desire for progeny on the other, have drawn 
nearer men and women into group called family. Thus, strong sexual impulse, the natural biological 
processes of procreation and upbringing of children have made·family almost universal and inevi
table. The prolonged human infancy coupled with the helplessness of the newborn baby have further 
added to this inevitability. Human beings at birth possess the 'biological potentiality' of being con
verted into soci.al animals. 

3. Kinship Bond. Kinship is popularly known as 'blood relationship'. Kinsmen are regarded 
as people who are relateq by 'blood' through descent from some human or mythical ancestor. Kins• 
men are better united and have a sense of identity. In primitive societies the element of kinship is 
more effective in bringing people together than in the civilised societies. But still, the social bond of 
racial kinship also promotes group life. However, in modem times, the influence and the hold ofthe 
kinship factor are declining due to urbanisation, industrialisation and other processes. 

4. Geographic Factor. The *ographic factors such as climate, soil, natural resources, rivers; 
mountains, play their role in helping people to have sociai relations with others. The fact of living in 
a particular physical area has made possible for people to have regular contacts. These contacts are 
the basic requirements of social group1 Good and conducive geographic environment attracts people 
to live together than the unfavourable one. Ancient civilisatiOns, for example, flourished on the 
banks of the rivers while dense forests, barren lands, di1 deserts are uninhabited by the people even 
today. Groups are rarely fountl in such places 

5. Cultural Factors. A common cultural outlook and group interests together have long con
stituted a significant element in promoting group life. Common language, common historic tmdi
tions, common literature, common faith, beliefs, values, attitudes, customs, traditional and educa
tional heritage have all served to bring people together and cement them into groups. · 

6. Economic Factors. Exper~ence has taught man that his basic economic needs-the need for 
food. clothing and shelter can better be fulfilled by being in groups than alone. The major economic 
processes of production, distribution and exchange take place primarily in groups. Economic group
ings have become 11\ore prdminent especially after Industrial Revolution of the 19th century. 

7. Religious Factors. Man is a religious or spiritual bemg also. His soul craves.for religious 
experience. Worshipping, meditation, prayer, singing songs in praise of God, etc., are the essence of 
religious experience. These are commonly observed. Religibn brings people together into religious 
groups in the name of God or some supernatural force. A sense of belonging to a religioii holdis. 
people togetl)er into groups: .· 

~. Political Factors. The need for safety, security of life, liberty and prope~ty and.pursuit of· 
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happiness has brought people t~geth~r into political groups. Particularly, the modern democratic set 
up encourages people to have their own political groups. State, the basic political group, has become 
today themostpowerfut ofall the·groups;· · 

Other Factors. In addition to the above, other factors such as common occupations or profes
sions, common language, common historic traditions, common educational heritage, common faith,· 
belief, values, attitudes and outlook etc., also have made people to form groups or to join gro~ps .. 

~· IMPORTANCEOFSO~IA~ GROUPS 
The stu~y of human society is essentialiy the study ofhiunan groups. Society consists of groups 

of innumerabie kinds and variety. No man exists without a society and no society exists without 
_groups. Groups have pecome a part and parcel 6f our life. Outofn~cessity and inev!J:ability human· .. 
beings are m~de ·to· live in groups. Knowingly or unknowingly or unwillingly, with pleasure or 
contempt, people live in groups and societies. Man's life is to an enorinous extent lived and con'." 
trolled by groups of different kinds. · 

Survival Becomes Problematic without Groups. GroU.ps have become so necessary that our 
very survival becomes problematic and doubtful in their absence. Groups are complementary to the 
development of human faculties, traits and human nature. Man by birth itself has the biological 
potentiality of becoming man - the social being. ... . 

. Man Becomes Man Only Among Men. Man becomes man only among men. Various studies 
have convincingly proved that man fails to develop human qualities in the absence of htiman envi'." 
ronment. The famous case of Kaspl!r Hauser, a youth who was bereft of human contacts bacau.se of 
political mechanisation, the most interesting feral case of the two Hindu fem.ale children Kama1a and 
her sister found in an wolfs den and the pitiable case of Anna, an illegitimate American child which 
was kept away from human contacts for more than fiveyears and several other instances have proved 
b~yond doubts that only a human environment makes a man; a biological animal, a human being. 
The biological potentiality of man to become a 'person' does not happen on its own automatically; 

. even in the absence of a human environment. The biologfoal potentiality bIOssoms only in ·social 
situation, to be more precise, only in the ~ontext of groups. Added to this, the prolonged human 
infancy and the helplessness ofnew born bapy havt: almost made it a prisoner of the most elementary 
social group, that is family. . · · . 

Groups Help Social Survival Also. Not only from the point of view of survival but also from 
the viewpoint of~ading a successful life man depends oh groups. By e~gaging himself in constant 
relations W,1th others he learns thmgs and mends h~s ways. He keeps his eyes wide open, lends his 
·ears to what others say, tries to keep his memory ,ever fresh to remember the good things of the past 
11.nd to refrainrfrom repeating the blunders of the past. In brief, from birth to death.man is engaged in 
the process of socialisation. Socialisation or the process of humanisation helps-mart to develop a 
personality of his own. 

' ' 
Groups Contribute ~o the Development of Personality. Personality is the product of the . I •. ) •. ' ' 

gr-oup life. The 'self' that every individual develops, though unique, is itself" product of the group. 
!f.o ·s~lj ··(l_rises_ .!» .. fs'ola@n.~Qrol.!P.~ proy_i~ scg_I>e fc>.r th~indiyi_9u.aJ~ t.Q ~pre~~ fuej_ueaLn_ature.,_ 
their talents and abilities. Hidden potentialities' can find their expression only in the context of social 
·groups,, What is latent In man becomes,manifest only in groups. The groups· shape man's attributes, 
his belief$, his- morals and his ideals. Emotio,nal development, intellectual maturity, satisfaction of . 
physipal and social needs a~e unthink~e without groups. Group is a p~ of our mental equipment 
and' wt! a,re a part of group.. · 

4. CLASSIFICATION OFSOCIAL GROUPS 

. Social groups are not only innumerable but also diverse. It is not possible t~ study all the 
groups. A s~stematic stuqy of groups demands a scientific classification. B;ut such _a·'cfassification·i$ 
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difficult to be made because ofthe very complex nature of the group. Sociologists have not been 

successful in providing a satisfactory classification.of groups. We have not one 9ut several classifi

cations. Some thinkers have given simple classific::i.tion while others have given an elaborate clas

sificatory sche.me. 

The Criteria of 0'1assification 

Classification of any kind in any field is always made on some basis. But. social groups are 

classified not on the basis of any one factor, but on several factors. Different sociologists have 

classified social groups on the basis of different criteria. Groups have been classified variously on 

the basis of factors such as - racial features, religious'beliefs, territory, nature of government, size, 

caste, sex, age, class, occupation, blood relationships, degree of organisation, nature of social inter

action, range of group interests, permanent or temporary nature, degree of mobility and so on. A 

single criterion may be taken or a combination of some factors may be preferred for a classification. 

The following rare soine of the main classifications. Of course, they are not mutually exclusive and 

they do overlap. · 

The Classifications 

1. 'In~Groups' and 'Out-Group'. ~G. Sumner in his 'Folkways' differentiates between 

'in-groups'and 'out-groups'. An 'In-Group' is simply the We-group, an 'OufrGroup' the 'They~ 

gr;oup'. This classi:&pation is more subjective, in the sense, it depends on th1e tendency on the part of 

an iridividuafto identify himself with a particular group in a particular situation for a particular 

reason;, Fpr example, for a Hindu, an the other Hindus constitute his 'in-group' and members of 

t>therieligious groups, 'out-group'. For a Lingayat, the other Lingayats may constitute his 'in-group', 

and other people, his 'out-grot(pi and so on. 

2. Involu~tary and Voluntary Groups, Institutional and Non-Inst~tutional Groups and 

Temporary and Permanent Groups. Charles A, Ellwood in his 'Psychology of Human Society' 

has mentioned these three categories. Involuntary groups include the groups such as family, city, the 

state, cbmmunity, caste, race etc., and the voluntary groups include political parties, trade unions, 
~ \ . . 

, youth_ associatfons, religious associations, cultural associations and so on. Institutional groups are 

mostly permanent in nature and include church, state, caste, the school and so on while the 

non-institutional groups are temporary in nature and include groups such as crowds, mobs, public, 

audience and so on. 

3. Horizontal Groups and Vertical Group·s. P.A. Sorokin has divided groups into two major 

types ~· the horizontal and the vertical. The former are large, inclusive groups ; such as nations, 

religious organisations and political parties. The latter are smaller divisions, such as economic classes 

which give the l_ndividual his_ status in society. 
4. Territorial Groups and Non-Territorial Groups. Park and Burgess have distinguished 

between territorial groups [e.g:, communities and states] and non-territorial groups [e.g., classes, 

castes, crowd~ and public]. 

5. Cr6wds, Groups and Collectivities. Leopold Von Wiese and Howard Becker classified 

human groups into three ca~egories: (1) Crowds, which are described as 'loose-textured and transi

tory', 9) Groups, aggregations oflong duration, and (3) abstract collectivities such as a state or a 

church. 
6. Primary Gr()ups and.~econdary-Groups. On the basis of nature and quality of social 

int~raction groups have beenclassified into primary and secondary. The name of CJt Cooley is 

very much associated with this classification though in actuality, he hak not mad~ any such classifi

catfop.. Cooley introduced the term 'ptjmary group' and spoke nothing about 'secondary group'. The 

secondary groups are regarded asa 'residual' categqry. 

7. Social Groups, Social Category ~nd Statistical Aggregate. A distinction is alim m.ade 

betweensocial groups, social categories and statistical aggregate. (i) Social groups are those which 
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are characterised by some established pattemofint~radion. Example : Peer groups, classroom groups, 
family, political party etc. (ii) A social category refers to the people who share a common status. 
Example : Bank officialS, soldiers, teachers, farmers, women etc~ (iii) Astatisticat pggtegate include 
people who share similar interests. Example: Cricket fans~ subscribers of a magazine . 
. . / 8. G:e~etic Groups ~nd Congr~gate Group. F. q Cfi~dings has intro~uced this classifica-. 

t1Qn. Gern~tlc groups are_ involuntary m nature and the mdw1duals are boi:µ. m them. Congregate 
groups are voluntary in nature and the individuals are at liberty to join them or not. Family g:r;oups, 
racial groups, ethnic groups are genetic groups, political parties, trade unions, etc. are congregate 
groups. · 

. 9. Tl>nnies' Classification of Communities (or Groups). A German Sociologist Ferdinand 
Tonnies has classified communities into "Gemeinschaft" and "Gesellschaft". These two terms have 
been translated into English as "Community" and "Association" respectively. Toilnies made the 
distinction between 'Community' and 'Association' at two levels. The distinction was applied to 
both: (i) to the social groups within a society, and (iifto the soeietfes themselve,s. 

(i) Gemeinschaft (Community). The 'GemeinschafC is characterised by "intimate, private, 
and exclusive living together." It represents a community or socialgroups in which individuals are 
involved in the process of in~eraction as 'persons'. They feel that they can satisfy all or most .of a 
wide range of purposes in the group. The family, kin group, theneighbourhood, the rural village, the 
friends group. represent the Gemeinschaft. In suc)l groups intimate, friendly and personal relations 
axe found among the members. . . . .. 

(ii) Gesellschaft (Association). The Gesellschaft is.defined as ''public life'~, as something which 
is purposefiitly entered upon. J'o~ieSS!:\YS 'thatthese associations largely represent group with eco~ 
nomic interests. The Gesellschaft or the ,.association' represents relationships that are specific, par- , 
tial, and utilitarian. Business contract; legal pacts between individuals represent the Gesellschaft ' 
relationships. Business Companies; Corpgratfons, Cities, Towns etc. represent 'Gesellschaft' type 
groups. In these groups the individuals are not whoHy involvecl in the group life. They lookto the 
group for the satisfaction of some .specific and parfial ends. 

. Thus, Gemeinschaft or the Community.is.united by kind of feeling or sentiment between indi- .. 
viduals. It a9ts as a cementing factoi:. On the other hand, Gesellscllaft or the Association is united by 
a rational agreement a/interests. This classificatio~ of communities made by Tonnies 1s very much 
akin to the classification of groups into 'prim9ry groups' and 'secondµry_groups. 

10. Small Groups and J,arge Groups. George Simmel introduced this classific~ion, Sfaeis 
the basis of this classification. Small groups .include 'dyad', 'triad' and other'. small groups. Large 
)groups represent racial groups, political groups, nation .and other big collectivities. , 

oiher Classifications. In addition to the above, there are also other Classifications such ~s the 
following: 1 ··. . . '. ·· 

I. Organised groups and Unorgii:nised groups. 
2. Congregated groups an,j Dispersed groups. 
3. Majority groups and Minority groups. 

-~t Open groups and ciOsed-groups. . 
5. Independent groups and Dependent groups, 
6. Forma.! groups and Informal gfoup~. · . . 

. 5. SU~EmSCLASSIFJCATION OF SOCIAL GROUPS.:. 
IN-GROUPS AND OUT-GROUPS . . . 

American sociologistw.G; 'Sumner in his book ''Folhia>::s"·has classified groups into}'in
~roups'' .and 1>out-groups". This classification depends more on the psychological factors ratherth)h 
ori the external physicalfactors.-}he group which an individttaI.J:>._elongs [or feels that he belongs] is· 
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an ''in-group" and the rest of the groups are "out-groups". Example: One's own family, peer group, 
I 

friendship group, religious group, caste group, linguistic group, occupational group etc., are "in 
I 

groups", and other groups, are "out-groups" .. 
The explantion of what constitutes an 'in-group' and an 'out-group' is very much personal. 

Horton and lfunt write: "Three are some groups to which I belong - my family, my church, my 

clique, my profession, my race; my sex, my nation - any group which I precede with the pronoun, 

"my''. These,are "in-groups", because !feel I belong to them. There are other groups to which I do 

not belong - other families, cliques, occupations, races, nationalities, religious, the other sex -

These are "out-groups",for I am outside them. "* 

Two Aspects of this Classification 

This classification hinges on two important factors: Firstly, an individual's mental prepared

ness or readiness to identifY himself with a group or a set of groups and to separate himself from the 

_ ~vther' groups, Secondly, the classification depends on an attempt to identifY the boundaries of 

group~ which serve as "in-groups" Ian Rebertson too has jointed out "All groups, however, tend to 

maintain their boundaries by developing a strong sense·of the distinction between the "we" of the 

group and the "they" who are outside the group." 

In group and out-group relationships are overlapping 

In the simple tribal societies 'in - and out-group' relationships are very simple and direct. All 

those who belong to the same class or totemic group, or kingroup are identified as members of 'in

grOups', and others out-siders. 
In modern society, people belong to so many groups that a number of their in-group and out

group relationships may overlap. For example, a person in the urban neigbourhood may consider all 

the people [who belong to different social classes, caste groups, religious groups, political groups, 

linguistic grnups, etc.] living in his neighbourhoodas members of his 'in-group' for some limited 

,purposes. When the question of his caste interest or linguistic interest or religious interest arises the 

same person may consider people who belong to his own caste or linguistic or religious group as 

members of his in-group and others are outsiders. 

Relativer Influence of In-groups and Out-groups 

In-group and out-group relations lead to some conseqences. Men\J,bers tend to regard their own 

group, the in-group, as being something special, more worthy, more intimate, helpful, dependable 

· and so on. On the contrary, an out-group to. which other people belong, is considered less worthy, 

less intimate, nOt dependable, and it may even be viewed with hostility. 

. Exclusion from an in-group can be a brutal process. Most primitive sociertes treated outsiders 

with hostility_ The word 'stranger' meant for them nothing but "enemy" [Even the Nazis during 

Hilter's regime treated Jews with utmost hostility and animosity]. 
I. 

In-groups and ~ut-groups affect 'behaviour 

In-groups and out-groups are. important because, they affect behaviour. From fellow members 

of an in-group we expect recognition, loyalty and helpfulness. From outsiders our expectation varies 

with the kind of out-group. We expect h-0stility from some out-groups, a more or less friendly com

petition from some others; from still a few others, total indifference. 

As.far as ingroups are concerned, they draw the members together and increase the solidarity 

and cohe,,si('ln of the group. In the presence of a common enemy, real or imaginary, in-group plays a 

v~tal role tn/uniting people against the common 'danger'. 

In-~roup and Out-groups and Social Distance 

Peopkkeep different social distances** between different in-groups and out-groups. People 

Re['J[.urton and Hunt in their "Sociology" - Page - 190. 

/ Rogardus developed the con,cept of' social distance' tp measure the degree of closeness or acceptance 

we f~ltowards .other groups. 
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are not equally involved in all of their in-groups. One might.for example, be an ra<jent admirer of a 
political party and be a rather indiffereat Rotarian. Nor do the people feel equally distant from all 
their out-groups. For example, member-of the Bharathiya Jan.ata Party wiUfeel ideologjcally closer. 
to the Congress (I) party than to the communists. . · · · .· 

Sumner also stressed upon the fact that strong in-group solidarity and identity often lead to the 
development of ethnocentric· attitudes. Strong sense of in-group loyalty may indµce the members to 
judge other people's behaviour from the standards of the in-group. Because of the .ethnocentric 
attitude, "out-groups are often shown in stereotyped ways which emphasise their imperfections~" 
[Horton and Hunt - page: 193) 

6. PRIMARY GROUPS AND SECONDARY GROUPS 
The classification of socialgroups into 'primary' and 'secondary' has become v.ery poP"ular 

today. An American social psychologist Charles Horton Cooley has intro_duced the term 'primary 
group' in his book 'Social Organisation '.He has given a detailed analysis of the concept of primary 
group and has not even mentioned the term 'secondary group' in his book. Sociologists like Kingsley 
Davis, Ogburn, Maciver and others have popularised the concept of secondary group. According to 
them, groups other than those of primary ones can be called 'secondary'. Hence, . the. secondary 
groups are treated as a 'residual category'. This classification of groups into primary and secondary 
is, however, made on the basis of the nature and character of social interaction. It means, it depends 
on the nature of social contact and the degree ofintimacy among the members concemyd.· Primary 
groups are also called 'face-to-face' groups and secondary groups, the 'derivative group'. ; 

. The classification of social groups into 'Primary' and 'Secondary' resembles Sumner's classi• 
fication of 'in-groups' and 'Out-groups' and Ferdinand Tonnies' classification.ofgrotips into the 
'Gemeinschaft' [community] and the 'Gesellschaft' [society]. But ther distinction between primary 
groups and secondary groups is only relative but not absolute. Both the' kinCls of groups are in a 'Way 
'ideal types'. In the actual world the groups may not possess such disti11ct qqaracteristics and satisfy 
all the conditions. The groups that we call 'primary' are those in which we find the dominarice of 
primary relations and inthe same way, tlte 'secondary' groups exhibit the dominance of secondary 
relations: .It is relevant here to make a distinction between two types of social contacts namely : 
'sympathetz't .. contact' arid 'categorical contact', which play an important role in the analysis of 
'prima.ryiroups' and 'lecondary groups'. 

,' ' / 

SympatheticCo.ntact and Categorical Contact 

It is on the basis of the nature of social contacts and social relations that the groups ~an be 
classified into ''primary" and "secondary", in-groups'; and 'out-groups', and so_on. The socia1 

contacts are of two .. types : Sympathetic Contaet and Categorical Contact. -
(l) SympathetiC Contact. Sympathetic Contact is a kind ofcontactbetweert two or more per

sons characterised by some degree of mutual understanding and interest in the whole personality of 
the other. It represents one's _personal involvement in the affairs of an9ther~ Example: Contacts 
between the mother and the child, parents and children, close· relatives, cl~se friends etc. represent 
sympathetic contacts. Individu~ls among whom such type of contacts exist, are mutually helpfuJ; 

/ - -co-operative, sympathetic and merciful. The primary groups are characterised by sympathetic cotj-
tact ------ -· 

(ii) Categorical Contact. A categorical contact' is a contact between two people whose inter
action is governed by tfte positions.which they occupy. Tht:; interaction is limited to what is appropri
ate, to these positions. Example : Contacts between JaWyer and client, store-keeper and customer, 
doctor and patient, bank officer and the peon, teacher and student and so on. Such. a contact n;iafbe 
bereft of intimacy, friendliµess, sympathy ahd mutual helpfulness. It does not indicate one's.per
sonal interest in the other person. In the secondary groups the categorical contacts are predom4J.antly 
found. 

* "Ethnocentrism" refers to the "tendency to judge other cultures by the standards pf one's 'Own'\1an 
Robertson - Page - 64 ' · · 
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7. THE PRIMARY GROUPS 

The Meaning of Primary Group. The concept of 'primary groups' is a significant contribu-

. ti on of C.H. Cooley to the soci11l thought. Primary groups are found in all the societies. The primary 

group is the nucleus of all social organisations. It is a small group in which a few persons come into 

direct contact with cme another. These persons meet face to face for mutual help, companionship and 

discussi<:m of common questions. 

Cooley used the term 'primary groups' to mean a social group characterised by 'face-toface' 

relationship, mutual aid and companionship. By primary groups, Co~ey meant the intimate, per

sonal 'face-to-face' groups in whic}l we find our companions and comrades as the members of our 

family and our daily associates. These are the people with whom we enjoy the more intimate kinds 

of social relations. The primary groups can be referred to as the 'We' groups. Cooley explained that 

a primary group involves the sort of sympathy and mutual identification fpr which 'W <1' is the natural 

expression. 
Cooley writes-"By primary groups I means those characterised by intimate face-to-face asso

ciation and co-operation. They are primary.jn several senses, but chiefly in tha.t they are fundamental 

in forming the social nature and ideals of the individual.. .... " 

Primary groups are universal groups functioning in all states of cultural development. They are 

the chief basis of...vhat is universal in human nature and hum.an ideals. The 'self' is developed ap.d 

moulded by the primary group relations. Primary groups socialise the individuals. As Maciver says 

they are 'the breeding ground of our mores and the nurse of our loyalties.' In primitive culture, and 

even in advance cultures before the growth of cities, the maiority of associations occurs in primary 

groups. Example for primary groups: family, neighbourhood, children's play ground, local brother

hood, friends' club, pyer group etc. 

Chief Characteristk"l of Primary Groups 

The characteristic features described below throw more light on the nature and character of 

primary groups. 

1. Dominance of Face-to-Face Relations. Primary groups are characterised by close and inti

mate relationships. There exists a fact-to-face relationship among the members. In primary groups 

everyone. knows everyone else; one's name and fame, one's status, wealth, occupation, level of 

education etc. Close contact between them increases intimacy among the members. Face-to-face 

relations are commonly observed in small group:s like family, children's playgroup, neighbourhood 

and so on. 

The Character of Primary Relations 

(a) Identity of Ends. Members of the primary groups have more or less identical desires and 

attitudes. They work together for the attainment of their common ends without disagreement. They 

look at the world through the same eyes. Eveiy member of the group pursues, as"one of his ends, the 

welfare of the other. The identification of ends is connected with the fusion of personalities within 

the group. 

(b) The Relationship is an End in Itself. The primary relationship is regarded as an end in 

. itself, but not a means to an end. It is neither utilitarian nor motivated by any economic gain. It Is 
intrinsically enjoyable. True love between husbanq and wife or genuine friendship betrween two 

· individuals is for example, beyond the consideration of any selfish motive. 

(c) '{he Relationship is Personal.: In the primary group the interest of each is centered 

in otffots as persons. The relationship disappears if the particular person disappears from it. As 

Kingsley Davis says, 'the primary relationship is a matter of persons, it exists because of the 

person, not despite him'. The relationship is non- transferable and irreplaceable. For example the 
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relationship between the husband and wife is such that no third person s:an replace any one. of the 
two~ · 

( d) The Relationship is Inclusive. The individual in a personal relationship is not an abstrac
lion. Individuals are treated as COtl1plete human beings. All persons of the,group are fused together 

. completely; Individuals know each other very well. Different sides of member's personality are· 
known to all the other members. ·· 

1 (e) The Relationship is Spontaneous. A purely primary relationship is voluntary. It is not 
p(anned. It is not based on any contract .. Relationships develop between members na~rally and 

/spontaneously. The relationships that develop between the JllOther and the child, friend and a f!iend, ' 
husband and wife, child and a child are, for example, purely voluntary, and spontaneous. . . •, ' . -

2. Small size. Primary Groups are smaller is size. Effective participation of the members is 
possible only when the group is of a small size. Other factors being equal, the snialler the ·group the 
more intimate it is. The character of the group tends to change with its size. The increase in tl)e siZe 
of the group will have a negative effect on the intimacy of the members. . , 

3. Pb..ysical Proximity or Nearness. Face-to-face. relations can be found only when members 
reside in a particular area inore or less permanently. Seeing and talking with each other facilitates. 
the exchange of ideas, opinions and sentiments. It makes possible the 'conversation of gestures' of 
which Mead speaks.. · Caressing, kissing, eating and dwelling together, playing, travelling, 

· studying together- all tend to be regarded as external symbols ofclose solidarity. Physical proximity 
'provides an opportunity for the very development qf primary groups. · . 

4. Stability of the Groq.p. A primary group i11 relatively a pe1manent group. Other things being 
'equal,· the longer the group remains together; th~ more numerous •and deeper are the contacts. be
tween its members. Social ties deepen in time. Although a husband and wife may have quarrelled 
for ten years, the. very fact that they have lived together for that long; makes it hard'for them to 
do without each other. 

5. Similarity of Background. The members of a primary group must have tirore or less the 
same background. There must be some appr~imations in their levels of experience. Each must have · 
something to contribute, to give as well as to take. The person "who is too far above or below it, 
disturbs the process ofgroup participatipn". This.is essential even torthe easy interplay of personali-
ties in the family, the play group, the gang etc. . 

. 6. Limited. Self-Interest. Members of the primary group subordinate their personal interests to 
· · the interests of the grobp. The common interest of the group is strong enough to control individual 

interest. The commonness of interests provides mental pleasure and contentment to the members. 
7. Intensity of Shared Interest. The shared interests ofthe group also hold them. together. 

The interest which is shared acquires a new significance, a new emphasis,1 a nyw valuation. It 
has .a breadth of support. The group is'relatively durable because of these shared interests. The 
primacy group sustains the interest ofliving .ft{;elf. . . 

8. Communication. Communication in .the qase of primary group like family or children's 
play group, for example, is very quick and effect~ve. Direct or face-to~face contact helps easy com-
municatiori~between~the members,- · ---- - --- ·-

9. Unspecialised Characte.r of the Primary Group. A primary group is not deliberately cre
ated nor is it specialised in character. It has not come into being for the pursuit of any particular · 
interest of the people. On the other hand, the inte~ts of primary groups are always comprehensive.· 
Hence, the group is up.specialised in character. · 

10. Direct CoopeJ'.ation. Direct cooperation characterises primary group. Members work di
rectly and in cooperation with each other'tO achieve their commoti interests. they do not- act 
independently.nor .even interdependently, but all participate in the sa:ine process. Divisionoflabour 
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as it is understood in a complex industrial society, does not exist in a primary group. Work is essen

tially 'a mode of sharing a common. experience'. The group is 'a unity in the performance of its 

·:'"' function'. 

8. IMPORTANCE OF PRIMARY GROUPS 
. . . 

Primary groups are of great individual· as well asJsocial importance. They are the medium 

through which we learn our culture. They prepare the individuals to lead a successful social life. 

They socialise individuals and give proper shape to their personality. Some I of the primary 

groups may secure certain external advantages such as better wages, production efficiency, workers' 

morale, counselling and guidance and so on. 

1. Primary Group-A Great Humanising Agent. The primary group enacts the role of a 

humanising agency. Family is the immediate primary group in which a child finds itself as soon as it 

is born. The family, peer groups and the neighbourhood play an important role in socialising or 

humanising the childtPnmary groups-teach t.he.child the social norms, standards, morals,' beliefs, 

values and ideas of the society. They introduce to the child th~ culture of the society. They emotion

ally conditipn the child's personality. The animal drives o(man become human only through con

stant traiD.ing. The primary groups,1as Maciver says, ar,e'ihe nursery of h'Uman nature;' 

2. Development()f Personality. C.H. Cooley is of the opinion that the primary group, particu

larly the fartlily, is the chi~fmoulder of the human personality. The primacy group ~s· the source of 

'our notions of love,freedom,justice and the like'. The qualities of behaviour that a childpicks up 

during the early years in primary groups find their expression in his adult life; Fair play, equality, 

free expression, submission to the will of the group and willingness to sacrifice for it are character

istics offamily groups. These have a great impact on the personality development of the individuals. 

Primary groups mould our opinions, guide our affections, influence our actions, and in·large mea

sure determine our loyalties. These are not the groups in which we. merely work or play. These are 

the groups in which we live and have .our being. 

3. Satisfaction of Psychological Needs. Primary groups satisfy many psychological peeds of 

the individuals. Individuals get mental happiness, contentment and security from the primary 

groups. They get the advantages of companionship, sympathy and exchange of thoughts an.d feel

ings. They reduce mental tensions and emotional stresses and strains. Ari individual finds his nearest 

and the dearest companions in the primary groups. He also realises from his experiences that the 

primary group is his noble centre of human affection, love and sympathy~ 

4. Provision of Stimulus. The primary group not only provides satisfaction and happiness to 

the. individuals, but it also provides a stimulus to pursue their interests. With confidence and courage 

the individual members work, strive and struggle to achieve their goals. Everyone feels th~t he is not 

alone pursuing the interest but there are others who along with him are devoted to same pursuit. This · 

feeling stimulates him to keener efforts. · 

5. United in Process. The primary group is a cohesive group. Direct coopera'tion charaeterises 

the face;-to-face group. Hence the members participate in the same group process. the group JS 

essentially a "mode of sharing a common-experience". There is a unity in the performance of its 

function. Hence it meets the physical as well as psychological needs of its rriembers. It is better 

equipped to f.ace-crisi8'aJso. 

6. Strengtbens the ~ocratic Spirit. The primary group serves the needs of society also. 

Primary groups hel{tthe individual to acquire basic.attitudes towards people, social institutions arid 

the world around him. The attitudes of kindness, sympa,h:\{, love; tolenince, mutual h~lp and sacri

fice which' ~rovide the ce~enting f?rce to soci.al structure are developed iti the primary ~roups. Fro?1 

such exp~nences and attitudes sprmg the desire for democra_cy and freedom. Tqe veey democratic 

spirit is developed and reinforced in primary groups. 
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7. Acts as an Agent of Social Control. From the point of view of society the primary group 
acts as an agency of social control. Primary groups not only provide security to the members but also 
control their behaviour and regulate their relations . For example, family, neighbourhood, peer group 
or friends' group control much of the activities of their members. · 

9. THE SECONDARY GROUPS 

An understanding of the modem industrial society requires an understanding ofthe secondary 
groups. The secondary groups are almost the opposite of primary groups. Jhe social groups other 
than those of primary groups may be termed as 'secondary groups'. They ar,e-a residual category. 
They are 'often called 'special interest groups '. Mac/ver and Page refer to them as 'great associa
tions'. They are of the opinion that secondary groups have become almost inevitable today. Their 
appearance is mainly due to the growing cultural complexity. 

Primary groups are found predominantly in societies where life is relatively simple. With the 
expansion in population and territory of a society, however, interests become diversified and other 
types ofrelationships, which can be called 'secondary' or impersonal, become necessary. Interests 
become differentiated. The service of experts is required. Techniques are elaborated, and the aver
age member has neither the time nor the energy nor the-skill to attend to them. The new range of the 
interests demands a complex organisation. The members are numerous and too scattered to conduct 
their business through face-to-face relationships. Specially selected persons must act on behalf 
of all and hence, arises a hierarcfuy of officials called 'bureaucracy'. These features characterise 
the rise of the modem state, the great corporation, the large church, the factory, the army, the labour 
union, a university, a nationwide political party and so on. These are secondary groups. · 

Meaning of Secondary Group 

Ogburn and Nimkoff say that the '.groups which provide experience lacking in in,timacy 'can be 
called secondary groups. 

Fra~k D. Watson writes, 'the secondary group is large'r and more formal, is specialise~f'and 
direct in its contacts and relies more for unity and continuance upon the stability· of its social 
organisation than does the primary group'. 

Characteristics 

1. Dominance· of Secondary Relations. Secondary groups are characterised by indirect, im
personal, contractual and non-inclusive relations. Relations are indirect becaJ.!Se secondary groups 
are bigger in size and themembers may not stay together. Relations are contractual in the sense, they 

------are--0riented t9W-ards certain interests or desire--&.--Furt)ler, membeFS--are bound to one another by 
mutual rights, duties and obligations for therealisatior1 of their objectives or interests. Relations are 
impersonal, because members .are not very much interested in other members as 'persons'. They are 
more concerned with their self-centered interests than with other persons. Relations are non-incJu
sive, because they are partial and have limited range. These kinds of relations among people can oe 
found in big factories, business corporations, governmental offices, banks,. universities, political 
parties,trade unions, international associations etc. 

2. Largeness of the Size. Secondary groups are relatively larger in size. City, nation, political 
parties, trade unions, corporations, intem!ltional associations, such as the Rotary Club, Lion~ 
Club, Vishwa Hindu Parishad, Society of Jesus, etc., are, for example, bigger in_ size. They may 
have thousands and lakhs of members. There may not be any limit to the membership in the case of 
some secondary groups. · 

3. Membership. Membership in the case ofsec()pdary groups is mainly voluntary. Individuals 
are at liberty to join or to go away from. the groups. For example, they are at liberty to join political 
parties, international associations like the Rotary Club, Lions Club, business corporations and so on. 
However, there are some secondary groups like the state whose membeFShip is almost involuntary. 

4. No Physical Basis. Secondary groups are not characterised by physical proximity. Many 
s·econdary groups are not limited to any definite· area. There· are some· S5:Condary groups like dre 
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Rotary Club and the Lions Club which are almost intematiqnal in character. The members-0f such 

groups are scattered over a vast area. 

5. Specific Ends or Interests. Secondary groups are formed for the realisation of some spe
cific interests or ends. They are called 'special interest groups' Members are interested in the groups 
because they have specific ends to 'aim at. ' 

6. Indirect Communication. Contacts and communications in the case of secondary groups 
are mostly indirect. Mass media of communication such as radio, telephone, television, newspapers, 
movies, magazines, post and telegraph etc., are resorted to by the members to have communication. 
Communication may not be quick and effective even. Impersonal nature of social relationships in 
secondary groups is both the cause and the effect of indirect communication. 

7. Natur-e of Group Control. Informal means of soeial control are less effective in regulating 
the relations of members. Moral control is only secondary. Formal means of social control such 
as law,· legislation, police, court etc., are made use of to control the behaviour of me01bers. The 
behaviour of the people is largely influenced and controlled by public opinion, propaganda, rule of 

law and political ideologies. 
IJ. Gr<'up Structure. The secondary group has a formal structure. A formal authority is set 

up with designated powers and a clear cut division of labour in which the function of each is 
specified in relation to the function of all. Secondary groups are mostly organised groups. Different 
statuses and roles that the members assume are specified. Distinctions based on caste, colour, reli
gion or region, class, language etc., are less rigid an,d there is greater tolerance towards other people 
and groups. · 

19. Limited Influence on Personality. Secondary groups are specialised in character. People's 
involvement in them is also oflimited significance. Members' attachment to them is also very much 

limited. Further, people spend most of their time in primary groups than in secondary groups. Hence 

secondary groups have very limited influence on the personality of the members. Maclver is of the 
opinion that the specialised character of the secondary groups is an obstacle to the r.ealisation of the 
individual' sfuller life and th.~ development of his humane impulses. 

10. IMPORTANCE OF SECONDARY GROUPS 

The secondary grou~ are playing a very important role in the modem civilised and industrialised 
societies. Fora long time the primary groups could meet the essential requirements of people. Due to 
the growth of cities and population, complexity of social structure and differentiation ofinterests, 
secondary groups have become a necessity. Particularly, the processes of Industrialisation and 

urbanisation li~ve added ~o the unprecedented expansion and growth ofsociety. As a result, the 
simple face-to-face groups could no longer serve the basic needs of the people. Secondary groups 
have replaced the earlie.r primary groups in ri?.any fields. · 

The Industrial Revolution, modem science and technology on the one hand, and the new 
political and religious outlook and ideologies on the other, have changed the very character of the 
modem society. There has been a radical change in the attitudes and outlook, interests and tastes, 
rieeds and necessities, ideas and ideologies of the people. Secondary groups of innumerable 
kind have come into being in order to cater to the needs and demands ofthemodem society. Not 

'only the number but e~en the variety of the secondary groups are increasing. People are becoming 
more and more de_pendent on th~se groups now. · 

Our life is, today, to a great extent, lived and controlled by large number of secondary groups. 
Our social set up is such that we are often inevitably dragged into one kind of secondary group or 
another. For example, a labourer working in a factory is forced to join a trade .union whether he 

· wants it or not. It becomes almost a necessity for the labourer to join one union or the other to protect 

bis rights andfulfil his interests. Secondary groups have entered almost all the fields - political, 

economic, cvnimetcial, industrial, religious, educational, cultural etc. 

More than the primary group the secondary groups are dominanting our life. Much of our 

activities and achievements are on through secondary groups. They provide opportunities for 
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us to develop our facu,lties and expr~ss our talerits. They ltberate and limit our energy. Much of our 
~ttitudes and outlook, ideas and ideologies are shaped and moulded by them. The modem civilised 
Jifeiuuch that men haves.tarted.establishing primary groups within the broader secondary-grnups. 
~mall 'cliques', 'ga~g$', 'unions' consisting of a few may be found in The fonm of informal groups 
within the larger secondary groups'. 

Men have started showing their loyalties towards their larger groups. The spirit -of sacrifice, 
helpfulness, service, coope1"ttion, dedication, sympathy, fair play etc., whi9h we consider to be the 
characteristic qualities of primary group are also often found to a very great extent in secondary 
'groups. Commitment to a polit~al party or religious association, loyalD' to ~he nation, sense of(duty 
towards society, identification wlth a trade union, allegiance to the army etc., are qualities which .are 
found commonly in many secondary groups. · 

- 11. PRIMA.RY GROUPS AND SECON:DARY GROUPS : DIFFERENCES 

Groups: Differences 
The classificl:ttion of social groups into 'primary groups' and '.secondary groups' is not rigid. 

These groups \are ~ot waterti~ht compartments: The groups having pveponderance,. ~f primary or 
'face-tooface' ~elations are pnmary groups. And the groups other than those of the pnmary groµps 
are secondary groups.. They constitute a residua/category. Differences between th~two are relative 
but not absolute: Even in secondary groups we find some elements of pririiary relatiQm.__ Secondary 
groups too possess to some extent some attitudes ofloyalty, devotion, faith, cooperation, s)'mpathy, 
kindness etc., without which they cannot function. Members of primary groups such as· family, 
neighbourhood are also members of political parties, trade unions, religious associations and so on. 
Still these tWo types of groups can be distinguished on some gfounds. The following t~ble makes 
evident the difference,between the two. 

Primary Groups 

1. Meaning: Groups which ate characterised 
by'face-to"face' relations, mutual aid and 
companionship are primary groups. Ex: fam

-ily, neighbourhood; community, children's 
playgroup, local brotherho.od. 

2. Nature.of Social Relations: Social relations·· 
are 'face-to-face, direct mtimate, personal, 
contractual, non-specialised, n~n-partisan 
·and non~economic in character. 

3. Size: Primary groups are 'Smaller in size; 
They are localised or limited to a definite 
area. 

4. .Physical Proiiniity: Groups are confined 
to a smalLgeogfaphic ar~a. _ 

5. Communication: Since membersstay to
gether communication .is not only direct but 
also quick and effective. 

6. Grou_p Interests: Interests of the members 
are not specific but general. Everyone is in .. 
terested ii;i the welfare of everyone else. 

7 .. Nature ofCooperation: Cooperation is di
rect. Members work together, play together, 

Secondary Groups .. 

1. . Gr0,ups which proyide experience .. lacking 
in intimacy are se~ondary groups. Ex: Poli
tical parties, trade unions, religious associa
tions, the state, city, corporation, factory, 

.Rotary Club, Lions qtub; etc. · 
2. Social relations are iridirect, impersonal, 

qon-intimate, contractual: specialised, par~. 
tisan, and more ecol}omic in-nature. 

l3. · Secondary groups a!re relatively bigger in 
size. They are l1ot necessarily restricted to a 
small area. 

4. Groups are.not characterised by a physical 
at'_e~. 

5. Sirice members are spread over a vast area 
direct communication is difficult, It is mostly 
indirect in nature. , 

6. Interest of the members are more. specific. 
Hence groups are often called 'special in
te,rest groups'. 

7. Cooperation is mostly indirect. Cooperation 
is art intended act to Serve a particular need. 

(Contd ... ) 
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enjoy together and in times of crisis struggle 
together. ~ooperation is natural and sponta
neous. 

''s. Group Stru1cture: Group structure· is very 
informal. Members are not particular1about 
their rights and powers or statuses and pres
tige. No formal or detailed rules a~e drafted 
as guide lines. The group is not very much 
'organised' in the modem sense. · 

9. Durability: Groups are relatively durable. 
I . 

· 10. Effects on Persopality: The group has a 
· longlasting influence upon the personality 
developme11:t of the members. 

11. Nature of Group Control: Primary groups 
control the ~ehaviour of the members to a 
great extend; Informal means of social con
trol are enough to regulate the relations. 

Individual-Culture and Society 

It is limited to that purpose only. It is not 
spontaneous but deliberate and cultivated. 

8. Group structure is formal. The group · is 
regulated by a set of formal rules. Statuses 
and roles, rights and powers of the mem
bers are well defined. The organisation of 
the group is carefully planned and worked 
out. 

9. Groups may be temporary or perm1tnent. 

I 0. The impact of the group on the personality 
of the members' is rather limited. . 

11. Secondary groups have limited control over 
the behaviour of the members. Informal 
means are not enough and hence formal 
means of social contr<'l are resorted to for 
maintaining. the group control. 

12. ORGANISED GROUPS AND UNORGANISE.D GROUJ»S 

Social groups 'have been classified on the basis of their degree of organisation into orgaµised 

groups and unorgailised groups. Some social groups have well built organisations while others do 

riot have any Qrganisa:tional basis at all. The former ones are.organised groups while the latter can be 
regardedas unp_rganised groups. · 

Organised Groups 

Organised groups are often called associational groups. These groups come to be through a 

formally articulated process known as 'organisation'. Here, the word 'organisation' does not refer to 

social organisation nor does it specifically mean 'bureaucracy'. It only means the organisation of 
\· . ' 

associations. Organisation is an important phenomenon of modem complex s9cieties. ·· 

1. Element of Organisation. In modem complex societi.es a very large number of social rela-

. tions and social interactions among people are condilcted in organised groups. As Ogburn and Nimkoff 

have. said, an organisation is an active group device for getting something done. It helps us to interact 

with others for the pursuit of a common goal. It assig11s .tis statuses and roles. It regulates our rela

tions and controls our behavi':mr. It decides who shall command and who .shall obey in a group. It 

adds to the stability of the group.and makes it durable. It is the factor oforganisation that makes our 

life livable in innumerable groups. 

2. Size oflh~ Groups. Organised groups may be as small as the family, the neighbourhood, 

children's play group, or as big as political parties, trade.unions, international associations and so 

on. Organised groups may be locally lfrnited or they ltlay be spread over a vast area. 

3. Nature of Social Relations. The social relations in the case of the organised groups may be 

personal or impersonal, intimate or non"intimate, direct or indirect, specialised or non-specialised, 

contractual or non-contractual, economic or non-econo.mic in nature. In this sense, all the primary 

groups and majority of the secmidary groups come under the category of organised groups. 

,4. Durability ofthe Group. Organised groups are comparatively durable. They are not imper

ma11ent nor are they transitory, The durability of the group nelps the members to pursue their spe

cific interest. Members cooperate among themselves to a great extent for the realisatioq of their 

ends. ~dentity of interests may also contribute to a feeling of unity or fo a sense Of belonging. 

S .. Group Structure. The structure of the organised groups may be simple as it is in the case of 

family or it may be complex as in the case of the mode·m business. corporations or industries. Organised 
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groups may be formal or informal in nature. The social relations among the members may be forrna1 
and specialised as it is in the case of trade unions or political parties, or the relations may be highly 
infdrmal and unspecialised as it is in the case of friends' clubs, children's play groups, peer groups, 
'cliques' and so on. 

6. Further, organised groups may be found in the institutional and non-institutional, territorial 
and non-territorial, voluntary and involuntary, 'in-group' and 'out-group' and other forms or types. 
Modem civilised societies consist of a number of such organised groups. 

13. UNORGANISED GROUPS 

Social groups that conspicuously lack the attribute of organisation can be called unorganised 
groups. They are unorganised in the sense, they do not -have any well defined pattern of social 
interaction. Social interaction in the case ofunorganised groups is characterised by, indefiniteness, 
uncertainty, irregularity and unpredictability. These groups are not deliberately created or estab
lished. They are not born out of a careful planning and systematic work. On the other hand, they may 
come into being suddenly or spontaneously. They are purely temporary in character. They are not 
centred around any commonly felt :qeed or carefully planned objective or end. Crowd, mas~, mob, 
public are some of the examples ofunorganised groups. 

Though the unorganised groups are temporary in character, sociologists have evinced great 
interest in them for they appear and disappear in society every now and then. Through them are often 
expressed, some of man's keenest and his most deeply seated attitudes. Moreover, the unanticipated, 
irrational and often undesired behaviour of these groups reflects, in a large degree, the particular 
characteiistics of the community organisation, the institutional arrangements, the mores and the 
social cleavages of a given time and place. The unorganised groups have become an object of inter
est not only for the sociolqgists but also for the political scientists and socialpsychologists. The 
nature ofunorganised groups can be better understood by an analysis of the characteristic of'crowd' 
ana the 'public', the two main examples ofunorganised groups. 

Crowd -As an Unorganised Group 

The crowd represents an unorganised group. Crowd is a c;:ollectivity of substantial· number of 
individuals responding within a limited space to some object of attentfon, It is a temporary, 
or a transitory and an unstable group. The main characteristics of crowd are as follows: ' 

Characteristic: ·1. Crowd consists of people. Individuals are physically present in a particular 
place reacting or responding to a particular object of attention. Examples: People thropging near a 
theatre to get tickets, people gathering in a big number in a fish market, people gathet\ng in a big 
nCJmber near the road to witness a circus or to listen to a speech~A:cn:tW<li~wsfyform-ezi~·----~ 
and is temporary in its nature. Examples: people who gather to witnesstl:le roadside circus, disperse 
the moment the circus is over, 3. A crowd has no definite leader, objective, social norms, 
plan of actions, purposes, The interaction among the individuals is· unsystematic. 4. The people 
who constitute a crowd are together by accident. A road accident, the sight of an immoral act, a 
fire alarm, a clash between two or more individuals, a house amidst fire etc., may be their objects of 
attention. These common objects provide common orientation to the people. 5. The individuals in a 
crowd act in an impulsive way. They are highly emotional and suggestible. 

The Psychology of the Crowd Behaviour 

It is-interesting to note that an individual behaves differently in a crowd than when he is alone. 
Psychologists like Le. B;n have tri~d to explain crowd behaviour by means of the 'group mind' or 
.'crowd mind'. 11 An ind.ividual, in a crowd is susceptible to the interstimulation of suggestions. There 
exist heightened' emotions and intense excitements. Drums, trumpets, flags, banners, placards, slo
gans and songs may be used to make people to become emotional and to get excited. 2. The size of 
the crowd also influences the conduct of its members. Individuals behave in an irrespon~ible way. 
There is a loss_ of personal identity in a crowd. 3. A crowd is more emotional, highly suggestible'and 
impulsive. It is credulous, brutal, irrational, insti~ctive, uncritical and an impulsive social phenom-
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enon. It is more destructive than constructive. It lacks self-consciousness. It is spontaneous and 
uncontrollable. It is temporary and has no culture or tradition of its own. Still, the crowd is not 
always evil or cruel. 

The Public 
The public represents another kind of unorganised group. According to Ginsberg, the word 

·'public' refers to an unorganised aggregation of persons "who are bound together by common opin
ions, desires, but are too numerous for each to maintain personal relations with others". It does not 
depend upon physical contact. In a public, there occurs 'contagion without contact.' What 
exactly constitutes a 'public' in any context depends upon the issue that we have in our mind. If the 
issue is election, the public consists of registered voters. Thus, for a religious leader, public may 
mean all devotees, for an industrialist, all the consumers of his product, and so· on. Thus, public 
is a social area of interaction with non-intimate group making interests. These social areas of inter
action may be occupational, recreational, political, economic, educational, religious, artistic, literary 
in nature. 

Characteristics 
I·. The public is a dispersed group. Physical proximity is not found ·here. 2. The relationship 

among the individuals is indirect, non-intimate and impersonal. 3. Indirect or mass media of commu
nications such as radio, television, post and telegraph, telephone, newspapers and journals, movies 
and platform speeches are made use of to keep in contact with the members. 4. The public, at least in 
theory, is based upon a rational difference of opinion. It is a discussion group par excellence. 'Here; 
there is scope for discussion, debate, disagreement, disapproval, criticism and condemnation. The 
decisions are marked .by rational calculations. However, it is possible to heighten the degree of 
suggestibility of the group by means of the mass media of communication. 

Public and the Crowd: Differences 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

Public 

The public is nofbased on physical prox
imity. 

One can be a rnember of several publics 
simultaneously. 
Ideas cannot be communicated quickly. 
There is less suggestibility and more ratio
naHty. There 'is scope for debate and dis
cussion and disagreement. 
The public is bound by norms. It forms 
various organisations: Hence the behaviour 
of people is more regular and predictable. 

l. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

e 
.) . 

Crowd 

The crowd is based on physical proximity. 

one can belong to only one crowd at a time. 

Ideas can be communicated very quickly. 
The crowd is highly suggestible, emotionl\11, 
rational and impul~ive. There is no scope 
for discussion. 

The crowd is bound by no norms. It be
haves impulsively. Hence people's beha
viour is irregular and unpredictable. It may 
even become violent. · 

Organised Groups and Unorganised Groups: Differences 

Organised Groups 

1. Organised groups possess the attribute of L 
organisation. Ex, Trade unions, political 
oarties, religious organisation etc.· 

2. They are established purposefully· for the 2. 
fulfilment of some specific interl!sts. 

Unorganised Groups 

Unorganised groups do not possess 
organisation. Ex: crowd, mob, audience, 
public etc. 
Unorganised groups are not established 
deliberately. They are mostly spontaneous 
in their formatiori. 

(Contd ... ) 
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3. .Here the social int~raction among the mem• 
hers. is systematic, orderly and patterned. 

_Hence the b_ehaviourjs Pl"edictable. 
4 .. Groups· have thefr own definite social 

noqns. 
5. Groups possess 'definite structure. They 

may be simple or complex ~d formal or 
informal in nature. 

6~ Members have understanding· and niay 
work and cooperate together for the 
realisation .of their specific interests. 

7. Groups are relatively more durable .. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Social interaction . is not systemati~ed. · 
Be.haviour is unpredictabl~ especially ,in 
crowds and mobs. 

· Definite social norms may not be observed. 

Groups may not have any definite structUre: 
·Even the structure of the public is vague~ 

·-Since the members .do. not have any spe
cific interest as such the question of work
ing together does nqt rise. 
Groups like crowd, mob are purely tempo
rary. 

8. . Some groups may cover the entire range of · 8. 
one's life. Their impact on personality is 
considerable, because they have definite 
membership. 

Groups. rarely cover the entire life of the 
· members. Their impact on pesonality is 

negligible. they do not have. any specific 
membership as such. 

14. REFERENCE GROUPS 

The term 'reference group' was introduced into the literature .. on small groups by Muzafer·. 

Sherif in_ his text book "An Outline of Social Psychology"-1948. He used the term in contrast to the 
term membership group. Membership group refers to a group to which a person belongs, while the· 

· 'reference group' refers to a group that affects his behaviour. The two, of course, may coincide. · 
According to Ogburn and Nimkoff, "groups which se~e as points of comparison are known as 

reference groups". They have further added that the reference groups are those groups from which 
"we get our values, or whose approval we seek". · · 

As Horton and Hunt have pointed out "A reference gro~p is any group to which we refer when 
makingjudgements:-:-any group whose value-jud~ements beoome our value:-judgements". They have 
further said, "groups which are important as models for one's ideas and ·conduct norms .... " can 'be 
called reference groups. 

The concept of"reference group" arises essentially from the fact that any person acting in any 
situation may be influenced not only by his membership groups but also by his conception of other 

groups of which he is not a member. These other gl"oups exert their influence as reference groups in 
a purely passive or silent way, that is, simply by being thought of, They do pot, of course, enti.rely 
.exist as reference groups, but they are called so only from th~ point of y~w of their capacity in 
exerting influence. The young child in· the family is interested in the reactions .of everyone in the· 
family 'Yith whom it is in contact. The famify is: both a membership group and a reference group for 
.the child. But when the child becomes mature-he sele_cJs particular groups wijich are understood here · 
as reference groups whose approval or disapproval he especiil.lly desires. 

The concept, refe!1tfnce- gfout>~• 'as'dfstinct ft()M;membership . .,grQup,s, has particular relevance 
· · · for modern coi:nplex,lieterogeneotis socrety wtth1is high·rates-:ofphysicalamt11ccupatronatmobil- -

ity. In such a complex society a person riiay be a member of orie group but prefer membership or 
aspire for membership ii;i another; In a small folk soCiety, the distinction between membership group 
and reference groups is less ,coiµmon arid maybe nonexistent. . ·. . . 

Only under certain circumstances a group may become reference group for the members of a 
. particular social group. H.M Johnson has mentioned four such circumstances. 

(i) When s.oine .or all the.members of a particular group aspire to membership i:rl the refer:-_ 
ence gr()up. 'Example;-the ambitious µpper-middle class people are always ihterc;:sted in 
joining the rapk ofUpper~class people. ~n order to get ~ admission into upper~class, they 
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(ii) 

(iii) 

(iv) 
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may show th~r prejudice and even aggressiveness towards fow-ranking ~oups. _ 
When the members of the particular group struggle to imitate the members ofreference 
group, or try to make their group just like the reference group at least-in some respects. 
Example: The lower caste people in India who .suffer from a'.sense of inferiority are found 
to be emulating some-of_the styl~ and practices ofBrahminsto feel equal to them at least 
ir1 some respects-. Similarly, nieinbers of the minority groups may try to incorporate-in 
their perspnality dominant-group standards to help better their relationship with the domi
nant majority group. 
When the members of the particular group derive some satisfaction from being distinc
tive and unlike the members ot reference group in some aspects. Further, they may try to 
maintain the difference between the two groups or between themselves and the members 
of the reference group, Example: If Whites as a status group are a reference group for 
Negroes, so are Negroes a reference group for Whites because both want to retain their 

·difference. Whites.want to remain unlike the Negroes and so is the case w.ithNegroes. 
Similarly, Muslims may be interested in maintaining their difference with the majority 
community, especially in the Indian context. -
When the members of a particular group consider the reference group or its members as 

. a. standard for comparison. Example: The teachers· of a city college may always make 
references to the most prestigious college of the city as a measuring rod to assess their 
position,· service condition, performance and so on. Such contemplation of reference 
groups may have some consequences for the moral of the group. 
. . ' 
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SOCIAL PROCESSES 

The .Social P}ocesses ~ The Concept of Social Process - Meaning of Social Interaction 

- Kinds of Social Interaction - Co-operation-Competition - Conflict -Accommoda

tion and Assimilation. 

Society is not only a system of moral norms and defined statuses which embody those norms, 

it is also a systen:i in action. As individuals and groups meet, as they strive, as they attempt to solve · 

problems, their statuses and even their moral norms are to some extent changed. Thus, moral norms 

and statuses comprise the static element in society; social interaction, the dynamic element. Social 

interaction discloses the concrete results of striving behaviour upon roles, statuses, and moral norms. 

Social interaction. represents the social dynamics. People are always engaged in action. People. in 

action with others means interaction-in some measure. al).d form. Social processes are merely the 

characteristic ways in which interaction occurs. Interaction is always subtle, complex and dynamic. 

It can never be totally identified with one social process to the exclusion of all the others. Any 

concrete situation always contains mpre than one process. The different social processes depend 

_upon the most inclusive social process, i.f!., social interaction. 

SOCIAL PROCESSES 

The Concept ofSocial Process. Society is a system of social relationships. The term social 

relationship refers to the relationship that exists among people. We may witness such relationships 

between father and son, employet:.and employee, teacher and student, merchant and customer, leader 

and follower, or between friends and enemies, between children, etc. Such relationships are among 

the most obvious features of society: Sociology must analyse and classify social relationships be

cause.they' represent social facts and sociatdaia. 

__ Socia!_relati_on~hips represe~t Qt~ functio~alll~Pe~ts of_so~iety. Analysing the classifying so- · 

cial relationships is a difficult talk. S'ocial relationships involve recipro.cal ob1lgaHons, recipro<:arc:..· 

statuses, and reciprocal ends and means as between two or more actors in mutual contact. They 

refer to a pattern of interaction between these individuals [and this is why the school of sociology 

which has attempted to systematise its thought in relationship terms has been called the ''formal 

schoof'. Simm el, Von wise, Park, Burgess, Becker belong to this school.] Thus social relationships 

may be studied by the kind or1 mode of interaction they exhibit. These kinds or modes of interaction 

are called social processes. Social processes are the fundamental way.s: in which men interact and 

establish relationships. . 
247 
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Definition 

(i) Maclver: "Social process is the manner in which the relations of the members of a group, 
once brought together, acquire a distinctive character". 

(ii) A. W. Green: The" Social processes are merely the characteristic ways in which interaction 
occurs''. 

(iii) Ginsberg: "Social processes mean the various modes ofinteraction between individuals or 
groups including cooperation and conflict, social differentiation and integration, development, ar
rest and decay". 

(iv) Horton_ and Hunt'.· The term social processes refers to the "repetitive forms of behaviour 
which are commonly found in social life." 

Forms of Social Processes 

The society contains hundreds and perhaps thousands of socially defined relationships. These 
relationships are beyond measurement. It is humanly impossible for any individual to make a 
detailed study of each and every social relationship. Instead they must be classified and dealt with 
as 'general types'. For this reason social relationships have been classified and discussed in terms of 
the 'kinds ofinteractiori' they manifest. These kinds of interaction or 'patterns of interaction' are 
called social processes: The kinds of interactfon or social processes include- cooperation, compe
tition, conflict, contravention, accommodation, assimilation, accumulation, isolation, differentia-
tion, disintegration etc. ·· 

1. SOCIAL INTERACTION . · 

Meaning of Social Interaction 
Social interaction is the foundation of society. It is the very essence of social life. Hence, the 

concept is crucial to any study of the dynamics of society and culture. Without interaction there 
would be no group life. Mere presence ofindividuals in a place dpes not weld them into a social unit 
or group. It is when persons or groups of persons ,do such things as work or play or talk together with 
common end, or wh:'en they compete or quarrel.with each other that group life, properly speaking, 
exists. Thus, it can be said that interaction is the basic social process, the broadest term for describ
ing dynamic social relationships. Social interaction is the dynamic element in society, while statuses 
and norms represent its static element. lt is true that life is stable, confined and defined by traditional 
systems, norms and patterned ways. It is also true that life is fast-moving, dynamic and changing, 
breaking out at the weak point [or where conflict is greatest]. People are on the move. They are 
striving, competing, conflicting, cooperating,. appeasing, adjusting, reconciling and then challeng
ing again. This actfon element or functional element. itself represents social interaction. 

Definition 

1. Eldredge and Merrill: 'Social interaction is the general process whereby two or more per
sons arein meaningful contact as a result of which their behaviour is modified however slightly.' 

2. Drawson and Gettys: 'Social interaction,.js a'Process whereby men interpenetrate the minds 
of each other'. ' ·· · 

· 3. Gish, NP.: 'Social interaction is the reciprocal influence human beings exert on each other 
through interstimulation and response'. 

Two Conditions oflnteraction 

Park and Burgess are of the opinion that contact and communication are the two main condi
tions ofsocial interaction. 

Co~tact. C~nttrcf.is the first stage of interaction. Contact mean,s simply a coming together of 
·independent s9ciatfuiits [individuals]. It involves a mutual response, an inner adjustment of behaviour 
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to the actions of others. The two kinds of contact a.re: (i) contact in tim(! and (it) contact in space. The , 
first one refers to contact of group with the earlier generations through customs, traditions, folk.ways, 

morals,etc. Theseeend-0ne-refers to therelationshipbetween~ontemporaryindiyiduaisan4groups 
within a particular area. The contacts may be primary and personal or seqoridary -and impersonal in 

nature. 
'Communication. Communication is the medium ofinteraction. In communication &ne person 

infers froni the behav.iolir of art other the idea or feeling of the other person. It rilay take place atthtee 
fovels - through the senses, the emotions and· the sentiments and ideas. The first tWo are called 'the 
naniral forms· of communicatl;on'. ·They are common to man ~d the· animals. 'On the sensory level; 
seeing, hearing, smelling, and touching all play a role in evoking responses. On the emotional fovel, 
such thing as facial exptessiQJl, blushing and laughing -arouse respQnses. Coinm~ication on the 
third level, taking place, thrmigh the intellect, is, strictly limited to man. Here speech and language 
play an important role. Langtiage helps man to transmit abstract ideas to his fellow beirigs. It facili
tates the transmission of cultural heritage. 

· Direct and Symbolic Interactio.n. lriteraction may be direct or symbolic. Direct interaction 

refers to the activities of a person whii;:h may be seen in such conduct as pushing, fighting, pulling, 
embracing, dashing, or in other forms of bodily contact with other individuals. Symbolic interaction 
consists of vocal or other gestures and 1Q,11guage, ·spoken or written. A symbol is a summary of expe
rience. It may represent an object, act, qualify, vafoe, idea or any expected response. Language is ihe . 

rich .store-house of such symbols. 

Interstimulation and Response. The central Qature of interactionjs inte1'Stimula1ion arid re
sponse. ·crne stimulate~ the actions, thought or emotions of anotlier-persotll!! and r~sponds to the 

similar behaviour of the others. Interaction increases men~al activity,· fosters. c.omparison: of ideas, 

sets new tasks, accelerates and discovers the potentialities of the ind~viduaL · 
Importance oflnteraction. Social interaction is the basic condition of our sccfal e_xistence. It 

is the most inclusive group process. It is a context in which the personality grows. Mati cannot be 

called man outside the rarige of human interaction. Groups develop through interaction with other 
groups and disintegrate without some stimulation from outside. Society exists only when. a large . 
number of persons are interacting. Human interaction Uikes place in the .context of social expecta

tions, rules and riorms. Social interaction is the basic process through which human nature and social 
structure develop and are changed. · 

l<INDS OF SOCIAi. INTERACTION' 

2. COOJ>E:RATION 

Meaning of CQoperation 
, . , ' 

'Cooperation' is one of most basic, pervasive and continuous. social processes. It is the very 
basis of so~l existence. Cooperation generally means working together for the pursuit of a com
mon goat The term 'Cooperation' is derived from the two Latin words: .'Co' meaning together and 

'oper,ari' meaning to work~ Literally, cooperatiop means joint work Qr working together for common 
. rewaraS. ~ -- -- -- - --- - ---~ --- --- ___ ,_ - - --- - c ---- --- - --

Definitfon 

· l. Merrill and Eldredge: 'Cooperation is a form. of socialiQteracti'tjn wherein· two or. more 
persons work together fo gaina common end.' . , · . . . 

i. A~W; Green: 'Cooperation is the continuous and coinmon endeav9ur of t\Vo or more persons 
to perform a task; or to rea:ch a goal that is commonly cherished.' 

3. Fairchild: 'Cooperation is the process by which the individuals or' group~ combine thei~ 
effort, in a more or less organised way for the attainment of common objective,' 
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4. Cooperation is 'joint activity in pursuit of common goals or shared rewards'. 
Thus, cooperation is mutual working together for the attainment_,of a common goal. It implies 

a regard for the wishes, needs and aspirations of other people. It is often considered to be unselfish. 
But men may also find that their selfish goals are best senied by working together with their fellows. 
Cooperation may be found in groups as small as the dyad [group of two persons - Ex: husband and 
wife] and· as large as the modem countries. People may cooperate for self-centred gain or for self
protection, or to do good to others. Groups may cooperate.for self-advancement as in the case of a 
monopoly, for ,mutual protection, or for the welfare of all groups. 

Cooperation requires sympathy and identification. We cannot have cooperation witl1out the 
development of sympathy. Sympathy depends upon the capacity of an individual to imagine himself 
in the place ofanother, particularly when the other person is in difficulties. Mutual aid is another 
name for cooperation. Cooperation is possible only when there is likemindedness, similarity of pur
pose, mutual awareness, mutual understanding, mutual helpfulness and selfless attitude. 

Types of Cooperation 

Cooperation may be direct, or indirect, or it may be primary, secondary and tertiary in 
character. 

1. Direct Cooperation. Here, the individuals involved do the identical function. Ex.: Playing 
tpgether, worshipping together, tilling the field together, taking out a cart from the mud, etc. People 
do work in company with other members. Performance ofa common task with joint efforts brings 
them social satisfaction. 

2. Indirect Cooperation. In this case, people work individually for the attainment of a com
mon end. People here do unlike tasks towards a similar end. 'This is based on the principle of division 
of labour and specialisat_ion. For example, farmers, spinners, weavers, dyers, tailors are different 
people engaged in different activities. But their end remains the same, that of produeing clothes. The 
modem technological age requires specialisation of skills and functions. Hence it depends on co
operation. 

3.Primary Cooperation. Primary cooperation is found in primary groups such as famiiy, 
neighbourhood, friends' group, chiidren's play group and so 1on. Here there is an identity of 
ends. Every member works for the betterment of all. There is an interlocking identification of 
individuals, groups, and the task performed. The group contains all or nearly all, of each individual's 
life. The rewards for which everyone works are shared, or meant to be shared, with every· other 
member in the group. Means and goals become one, for cooperation itself is a highly prized value. 

4. Secondary Cooperation. Secondary cooperation is the characteristic feature of the modem 
civilised society and is found mainly in secondary groups. It is highly formalised and specialised. 
Cooperation is not itself a vaJue; attitudes are more likely to be individualistic and calculating. Most 
members of the group feel some loyalty toward the group, butthe welfare of the group-is not their 
first consideration. Each perfonns his task, and thus helps others to perform their tasks, so that he can 
separately enjoy the fniitS-Ofhis cooperation. Each may work: in cooperation with others for his own 
wages, salaries, promotions, profits and in some cases power and prestige. Such kind of Co-opera
tion may be witnessed in political, economic, religious, commercial, educational and other groups. 

5. Tertiary Cooperation. Cooperation. may be found between bigger groups also. lt may be 
found between two or more political parties, castes, tribes, religious groups and so on. It is often 
called accommodation. The two groups may cooperate and work together for antagonistic goals. 
Two political parties may work together in an attempt to defeat a third party. Still, one party may 
intend to seize power while the other to get sufficient public support. Simiiarly, the labour aµd 
management may work together for different ends. · 
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Role of Cooperation in Social Life 

Cooperatfon as a form of social process is universal and continuous. It has_ maae our social life 
possibleandJivable. Rsilrrounds us onaUsides; It isbothapsych0logicahnd abiologica1necessity. 
and a soCial condition of man's continued existence. As Maciver and Page say, "Man cannot asso
cia~e without cooperating, without working.together in the p\irsuit of like or common interests". 
C.H. Cooley says that cooperation arises only when men realise that they have a common interest. . 
They cooperate because they have sufficient time, intelligence·and self-control to seek this interest 
through united action. . 

Cooperation takes place under some conditions. As Young and Mack have said, cooperation 
req_uires first of all a motivation to seek a goal. Secondly, people must have some knowle~ge of the 
benefit of c0operative activity. This requires some kind of education, for cooperation is not an in
born tendency. Thirdly, people must have a favourable attitude towards sharing both the work ~d 
the rewards involved. Finally, they need to equip themselves with the skills necessary to make the 
cooperative plan work. 

Cooperation ino important in the life of an individual that according to Prince Kropotkin it is 
.difficult for man to survive without it. He calls it mutual aid. In rearing of progeny.and in the provi• 
· sion of protection and food cooperation is inevitable. The continuation of the human race requires 
the cooperation of male and female.for reproduction and upbringing ofchildren. Cooperation has its 
origin in the biological level: The principle of struggle for existence and survival is essentially the 
principle of cooperation. 

Cooperation helps society to progress'. }>rogress can better be achieved through united action. 
Progress in science and technology, agriculture and indus!J:Y, transport and communication, etc., 
would not have been possible without cooperation. Persons who cooperate may general~ unbounded · · 
enthusiam. It is .the main spring of our collective life. It gives strength in union. It build.~, it con
serves. In democratic countries, cooperation has become a necessary condition of people's collec• 
tive life and activities. The gro~ of the role of cooperation is seen in the increase in the size of 
communities. 

Cooperation is an urgent need of the present-day world. It is needed not only among the indi-. 
viduals, associations, groups and communities butalso among the nations. It provides solution for 
many international problems and disputes. Since _interdependence is widespread in alt' walks oflife, 
cboperation. is all the more needed. Society advances through cooperation and declines· in ·its a]>.. 
sence. 

•. 3~ COMPETITION 

Oppositiollal Processes: Competition and Conflict 

Opposition and cooperation occur in every.society although their form and direction are cul- · 
turally conditioned .. Opposition may be defined as a struggle against another or others for a coin
modity, goal or value. Cooperatipn is a joint venture with another or others for a commodity, goal or 
v:alue. Opposition may l:le . .divided into competition and conflict. Competition is a less violent form of 

----0pposition in-which two-or-more--persons or-gro\lps struggle for-some--end-:6r goalA-ttentien--is -- -- - -
focussed on the reward or the goal ~ather than on the competitor. In conflict, the person or group 
thwarts, injures, or destroys the opponent in order to secure a goal or a reward. As competition 
becomes more personal, it shades into conflict - the more. disruptiv~, disjunctive social process. 

Meaning of Competition 

Comp~tition is the most fundamental form of social struggle. It is a natural resuljoftheuniver
sal struggle-for existence. It is based 09 the fact that all p~ople can never satisfy all thefr desires .. 
Competition takes place whenever there is an insufficient supply of things that human .beings com~ 
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monly desire. Whenever and wherever commodities which people want are availa/j/e in a limited 
supply, there is competition. 

Definition _ 

1. Park and Burgess: "Competition.is an interaction without social contact". 
2. Biesanz: "Competition _is the striving of two or more persons for the same goal which is 

limited so that atl cannot share.'' _ ' · _ 
3; Horton and Hunt: "Competition is the struggle for possession.of rewards which ari¢ limited 

in supply, goods, status, power; love- anything." 
4. Competition may also be defined as "the process of seeking to monopolise a reward by 

_surpassing all rivals." 

Nature and C~aracteristics of Competitio11 
1. Sc3rcity as a Condition of Competition. Wherever there are commonly desired goods and 

services, there is competition. In fact, economics starts-witlr'its fundamental proposition that while 
human wants are unlimited the resources that can satisfy these wants are strictly limited. Hence 
people compete for the possession of these limited resources.As Hcimilton has pointed out compe
tition is necessitated by "a population of insatiable wants and a' world of stubborn and inadequate 
resources." - ' - ' 

,2. Competitio11 and Affluence. Competition may be found even in circumstances of abun
dance or affluence. Ina time of full empolyment competition may take place :(or the statlis of the top 
class. There is competition-not only for foocf, shelter anq other basic needs, but also for-luxuries, 
power, name, 0fame, social position; mates and so on. 

3. Competition is Continuous. Competition is continuous; It is foiind virtually in every area 
of social activity and social interaction. Particularly, competition for status, wealth and fame is al
ways present in almost all societies. 

4. Competition is U11lversal. Modern civilised society is marked by the phenomenon of com
petition. Competition is coveringalmost all the areas,()f our social living. :Business people compete 
for customers, lawyers for clients, doctors for patients, students for ranks 0r distinctions, athletes and 
sportsmen for t(ophies, political parties for power, young men and women for mates and so om Still 
no society cal1 be said to be exclusively competitive or cooperative. 

s-. Co!Dpetition is Dynamic. It stimulates achievement and contributes·to social change; It Hfts 
the level of aspiration from lower level to a higher level. A college student-who competes with others 
to get selected to the college cricket-team, after becoming successful may later struggle to get se-
lected to the university cricketteam, to the i>tate team, to the national team !lfld so on. - -

- 6. Competit~on -A Cause of Social Change~ ,Competition ~s a cause of~ocialchange in that, 
it causes persons to adopt new- forms of behavioµr-m order .to attain· desired ends. New_ forms of 
behaviour involve inventions and innovations which naturally bring about social change.Jt is an 
effect of social change also, because a changing society has more -goais to open than. a .relatively . 
static society. _ _ - -

__ 7. Competition ~ay be Pers~n~l ~r Impersonal. Competitioq is normally directed towaflis a 
g.,al and not against ariy -individuabSometimes, it takes place without the actual knowleqge of 
other's existence. It is impe'rsonal as in_ the case of civil service examination in which the contestants
.are not even aw~e of one •another~s.identity. CompetWon may .~lso be personal as when two indi~ 
viduals contest for electi9n to an office; As competition ·becemes· more .personal it leads to rivalry 
·and shades intotonflict,; ~ompetition in.the social worlq is largely imperson~The individual may 
be vaguely aware of, but lias rio personal contact with other competitors. 

_ 8. Competition '1lay be Constructive or De.structive. Competitions may l>e healthy or un~ 
healthy. If one of the two o_r more competitors tries to win on/y•at the expense of the others, .it is 
destructive. Sometimes, big ind\lstri~iists or capitalists resort to such a kind of competition and.make 
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the small petty businessmen to become virtually bankrupt. But constructive competition is mutually 
stimulating and helpful. It contributes to the welfare of all at large. For example, farmers may com
pete to· raise the best crops, workersi:na faC,tory to maximise production, students in a college to-ge~ 
distinctions and so on. 

9. Competitionis Always Governed by Norms. Competition is not limitless nor is it unregu-. 
lated. There is no such thing as 'unrestricted competition'. Such a phrase is contradiction in terms. 
Moral norms or legal rules always govern and control competition. Competitors are expected to use 
'fair tactics' andnot 'cut-throat devices', 

10. Competition may be Unconscious_also.{;ompetition may take place on an unconscious 
level. Many times individuals who are engaged in competition may become oblivious of the fact that 
they are in a competitive race. Rarely do they know11bout other competitors. 
Forms or Types of Competition 

Bernard mentions three broad types of competition: Social, Economic and Political competi-
ti on. 

1. SocialCompetition. People always compete to get into higher status and position. Compe
tition of this kind is mostly observed in 'open' societies. Wherever individual ability, merit, talent 
amd capacities are recognised, competjtion for status is acute. Democratic nations encourage such 
competitions. 

2. Econouiic Competition. The most important and at the same time the most vigorous form 
, of competition is ¢.e economic competition. It is witnessed in the processes of production, distribu

tion and consumption of goods. ¥en compete for jobs, customers, clients, patients, profits, wages, 
salaries, increments and promotions, money, wealth, property, etc. Man always sturggles for higher 
standard of living. Economic competition can be observed at the individual as well as gro:up level. 

3. Political Competition. In the modem world competition for political power is al\Vays present. 
Political parties are always engaged in competition to secure power. Such a competition be~omes 
apparent especially during elections. Similarly, on the international level, thereis akeen competition 
between nations. Nations like Russia and America which are wedded to different political ideolo
gies, are always at a competition for one thing or the other. 

4. Cultural Competition. Some socfologists have also spoken of cultural compe~iHon. It may 
take place between two or more cultural groups. Human history provides examples of such a compe
tition. For example, there has always .been a keen .competition between the culture of the natives and 
that of the invadets. Ex. competition that prevailed between the Sumerians and Akkadians, Aryans 
and Dravidians, tbe British and the Indians. 

Competition may also take place between racial groups such as the Negroes and the 
Whites, religious &roups such as the Protes.tants and the Catholics, Hindus and Muslims, Muslims 
and the Christians and so on. · 

Role of Competition J~ Social Life 

Competition plays an itnportannt role in our social life. Competition perfomis a number of 
useful functions in society. Some of them may be noted here. · · 
Social Functions of Competition 

1. Assigns Statuses to th' Individuals. Competition assigns i11dividualstheir respective place 
in the social system. S.ocial status and competiticm are always associated. Some people compete with 
others to retain their status, others compete to enhance their status. 

2. Source of Motivation. Competition is a source of motivation for the individuals. It makes 
the individual to show his ability and express the talents. It increases indivi<ktat efficiency. 

3, Provides for Social Mobility. As far as the individual js ·concerned competition implies 
mobility and freedom. The spirit of competition helps the individuaLto improve his sqcial status. 
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4. Competition Contributes to Socio-Economic Progress. Fair competition is conducive to 
economic as well'as social pl\ogress. It even contributes to general welfare becaause it spurs indi
viduals and groups on to exert .their best efforts. When tl)e ~ompetition is directed to promote the 
general interests of the community as a whole; it can bring about m~raculousresults. 

5. Provides for New Experiences. As Ogburn and Nimkojfhave pointed out, competition 
provides the individuals better opportunities to satisfy their desire for new experiences and recogni
tion. As far as the group is concerned, competition means experimental charge. 

G.R. Madan in his "The Theoretical Society" Vol. III mentions three major functions of com
petition, They ai:e as follows - (i) Competition serves to satisfy. some desire oftl)e competing in9i- · 
viduals or groups. (ii) Competition focuses attention on alternatives. New inventions1pld discover~ 
ies; .innovations in be~aviOur, variant philosophies, and systems of beliefs, etc., pi:ovide·the rich 
menu from which may be s~tisfied the wants of the society. (iii) The competition provides the mecha
nism by which well qualified, and competent persons can be selected to perform special functions of 
the group. When ther~ is free play of competition, it beconl.es easier to select men of ability fr~m 
groups sucp as occupational, religious, artistic, recreational, reformist, political, economic, etc., to 
carry on special responsibi~ities. 

Competition is benefical only when it is constructive. It must function within limits. Uncon
trolled fompetition is always dangerous. As Park and Burgess have pointed out unrestrained com,, 
petition is nei(l}er desirable nor even possible. Lirqitless and unhealthy competitions may even cause 
disorder in society. Hence, rules and regulations are framed everywhere to regytate and to channelise 
the competitive spirit of the individuals . 

. Cooperation and Competition: Differences 

· Cooperation 

l. Cooper~tion:refers ;;a form of social~ititer~ 
action wherein two or more persons work · 
together to gain a.cominon end. ' 

2. Cooperation is always based on the com~ 
bined or the joint efforts of the people. 

3. Coope~ation normally brings about positive 
results_. It rarely 'causes· losses to the indi
viduals involved in it. 

4. Cooperation is boundless.. !fhas no limita
tions. One can go to· any -extent to help oth
ers. 

5: As C.H. \Cooley has pointed .out Coopera
tion requires qualities such as kindness, sym
pathy, concern for .others, mutualunder
standing and some amount o(readiness to 
help others. · 

.6. Cooperation brings people satisfaction and 
· contentment; 

; .. \ 

Competition 

l . pompetition is a form of social interaction 
wherein the .individuals try to monopolise 
rewards by surpassing all the rivals. . 

2. Competition can take place at the level of 
the group ·and also at the level i>f the indi-
vidual. · 

3. Though compe!ition can bring about posi
. tive results-, it can cause damages or loss08 
to the parties and persons involved. 

4. Competition has its own limitations. It is 
bound by norms. Limitless or unregulated 
competition can cause m'uch harm. 

5. Competition i:equires qualities sµch as ..:.: 
strong aspirations, self-confidenct the de~ . 
sire to earn name and fame in so'ciety, the 
spirit of adventure ·and the readiness to suf
fer and to stf1!ggle . 

.6 •. But co~petition may cause satisfacticm .as 
·well as d.issatisfaction,. anxiety, indefinitti• 
ttess an'd~~ricertainties: · · · · 
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4. COOPERATIVE AND COMPETITIVE SOCIETIES 

Cooperation and Competition as two forms of social processes are universal in nature. They 
are fundamental for the social existence of man. Both pfay an important role in the smooth futiction
ing of the society. They exist side by side. Still, no society can be regarded as exclusively cooperative 
or competitive. Societies are not equally cooperative or competitive in every phase of life. In spite 
of this fact, somy societies are regarded as more cooperative and some others, as more competi
tive'. From the sociological point of view, there can be no exclusively cooperative or competitive 
societies. 

Socfj:ies vary a great deal in the degree to which they are competitive. This is true of pri)llitive 
as well as of civilised societies. Studies have revealed that some of the primitive tribes such as the 
Zuni Indians and the Arapesh are more cooperative than Kwakiuti Indian and the Dobuans. 

/Some civilised soeieties are found to be more cooperative and less competitive than others. In 
democratic societies competition in the social and economic spheres is generally stronger than in the 
authoritarian societies. This may be due to the greater freedom of initiative in the former than in the 
latter. 

Some societies are more cooperative in some fields and less competitive in some others. For 
example: in the political sphere, England is said to be less coinpetitive than France. The 
U.S.A. and Canada may also be said to be pqlitically less competitive than the Latin 
American countries. On the other hand, in the social and economic spheres, America and 
Canada are more competitive than the Latin ;\merican countries. Soviet Union may be said to 
be more cooperative than the Capitalist'. countries, particularly in the economic spheie. In 
U.S.A. competition in economic an4 social fields, is perhaps, greater than in any other Western 
country. 

It is difficult to. determine the factors that are likely to make the societies to become largely 
competitive or cooperative. According to Gillins, two factors are significant here: 1. the system of 
values in a society, and 2. the social structure. Competition will be greater when the system of values 
is such that success is measured in term~ of individual efforts and achievements. In such. a society . 
competition will be upheld as a great ideal. People of such a society may believe.in the idea that 
"God helps him who helps himself". On the other hand, in societies yvhere the individual can realise 
his basic desires by cooperating with others, competition will be weak. 

According to Ross, the form of social stratification and the nature of the political system 
also influence the relative cooperativeness and competitiveness of the societies. As Rqss has 
pointed out, competition is most intense in an open-class and rapidly changing· society. But it 
is less intense in a closed-class and a slowly changing society. For example, in a rapidly. 
changing society such as America, competition is stronger, and in a slowly changing c~ste-ridden 
society such as India, comp~titfon is weaker. Similarly, democratic-political system encourages com
petition more than the fotalital:ian system. 

Advantages of the Cooperative and Competitive Societies 

Cooperation and competition have become an essential aspect of the modern indu~trialised 
and urbanised societies. Hence they have become almost universal. Societies that are based 
on the principles of cooperation and competition have their own advantages. Som~ of the advan
tages of such, societies may be mentioned here. 
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Advantages of Cooperative Advantages of Competitive Society 

l. A cooperative society offers for its people 1. A competitive society offers for its people 
opportunities to satisfy their qesires by col- opportunities .to fulfil their aspirations by in-
lective efforts. dividual efforts. 

2. As Ogburn and Nimkojf have pointed out a 2. Ogburn and Nimkojfhave opined that a com-
cooperative society provides the individu- petitive society provides for the individuals 
als a better chance to achieve security and hew experience and recognition. It helps 
social prestige. them to achieve name and fame. 

3. A cooperative society provides social sta- 3. A competitive society provides for social 
bility and persistence . . ~- stability and social change. 

4. A cooperative society is better equipped t() 4. A competitive society is better suited to 
make provision fi;>r social equality. achieve economic anil technological 

progress. 
5. It minimises the tensions and conflicts for 5. Healthy competition helps not only th,e in-

an individual in reaching his goals. <lividuals but also the society to move to-
wards greater perfection. 

6. A cooperative society helps to establish bet- 6. A competitive society can keep the people 
ter understanding and develop the spirit of always active and ever ready to face cha!-
mutual assistance and helpfulness among the lenges of life. 
people. 

7. Cooperative society helps its members to 7. A competitive society inspires its membe1 s 
settle their internal group conflicts peace- to concti:ntrate their efforts in making new 
fully by a spirit of give and take. researches, investigations and achievements. 

5.CONFLICT 

Definition 

Conflict is an ever-present process in human relations. It is one of the forms of struggle be
tween individuals or groups. Conflict takes place whenever a person or group seeks to gain a reward 
not by surpassing other competitors but by preventing them from effectively competing. 

(i) Horton and Hunt: Conflict may be defined as a process of seeking to monopolise rewards by 
eliminating or weakening the competitors. 

(ii) A. W. Green: "Conflict is the deliberate attempt to oppose, resist, or coerce the will of 
another or others." 0 

-

(iii) Young and Mack: "Conflict takes the form of emotionalised and violent opposition, in 
which the major concern is to overcome the opponent as a means of securing a given goal or re
ward." 

(iv) Gillin and Gillin: "Copflict is the social process,in which individuals or groups seek their 
ends by directly challenging the antagonist by violence or threat of violence." 
Nature and Characteristics ofGonflict 

1. Conflict is Universal. Conflict or clash of interests is universal in nature. It is present in 
almost all the societies. In some societies conflict may be very acute and vigbrous while in some 
others it may be very mild. Karl Marx, Frederich Engels, Saint Simon, Gumplowicz and others have 
emphasised .the role of conflict as a fundamental factor in the social life of man. Karl Marx, the 
architect of communism, has said that the history of the hitherto existing human society is nothing 
but the history of the class struggle. He has mentioned the capitalists and the labourers as belonging 
to two distinct social classes which have mutually opposite interests. 

2. Conflict is a Action~ Individuals ahd groups who are invo!vedin conflict are 
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aware of the fact thatthey are conflicting. As Park and Burgess have pointed out conflict is always 
conscious and evokes the deepest emotions and strongest passion~ . 
. . . __ 3. C.on0ictis~P.er.sm1..al._When competitio_nis_persQl.l.aliJ"ed i1 JelldsJo co11flic:Un the,~tt!lggl~Jo. 
overcome the other person or group, the goal is temporarily relagated to a level of secoQdary impor
tance. 

4. Conflict is not Continuous but Intermittent. Conflict never takes. place .continuously: It 
takes place occasionally. No society can sustain itself in a state of continuous conflict. 

5. Conflict :Qefines Issues about which individuals differ a lot. A great part of human history 
consists of information about conflicts of one sort or the other. These conflicts may be between 
social classes, religious groups, social groups, political gro\!pS and nations~ The patteqi of struggle 
or,conflict always changes as a result of changes in values, ideals, goals, religious notions, attitudes, 
ideologies, .national interests, and so on. 

6 .. Conflict is Conditioned by Culture. Conflict is affected by the nature of the gtoup and.its. 
particular culture. The objects of conflicts may be property,' power and status: freedom ofaCtion and · 
thought, or any other highly desired value. When the stability of a political order is threatened, 
political conflict may be the result. If sectarianism is rife, we may expect conflict to occur in region. 
The culturally determined values of a socieiy will set the stage for its struggles. 

7. Conflicts and Norms. Not only culture modifies conflict and its forms but also controls and 
governs it. When conflict is infrequent and when no adequate techniqµes have been. worked out, 
more violent and unpredictable .sorts of conflict such as race riots arise.· 

· 8. Conflict may be Personal or Impersonal. Conflict may assume a variety of forms. We may 
observe conflicts between two individuals, families, classes, races, nations and groups ofnations. It 
may take place between s1Tlaller or larger groups.· 

9. Ways of Resolving Conflict. Conflict can be resolved in two main ways: (a) (;lCCOmmoda
tion, and (b) assimilation. AccommQ'dation refers to the adjustment of hostile individuals or groups. 
It is a temporary solution to the conflict. It either suspends, stops .or postpones the conflicts for· some 
time. It may assume various forms such as - coercion, . comp~mise, arbitration and conciliation, 
toleration, rationalisation, sublimation and conversion. Assimilation is "a process whereby individu
als or groups once dissimilar become similar, and identified in their interests and ·outlook." It is a 
permanent way of settling conflicts. _ 

10. Frustration and Insecurity Promote· Conflicts. Sometimes, factors like frustration and 
insecurity promote conflicts within the same society. Individuals feel frustrated ifthey are thor
oughly disturbed in their attempts to reach their goals. These goals may be desire for power,. posi-
t10n, prestige, status, wealth, money, etc. Insecurities hke economic crisis, unemployment, the.fear· 

· of deprivation oflove and affection may add to the frustration, In extreme cases of this sort one may 
.even lose mental balance or even conimit suicide. A society marked by widespread insecurity is one .· 
in wh)'ch conflict is poiential. · 

· Forms or Types of Confli¢t 

George Simniel has distinguished between four types of conflict: (i) war, (ii) feud or factional 
strife, (iii) litigation, and (iv) conflict of impersonal ideals.. , . , 

(i) War, according to Simmel, reprasent, a deep seated-antagonistic irilpulse in mane.-, -ElB ... u"'-t .... to----~ 
bring out this impulse into action some definte objective is needed. The objective may be the desire 
to gain material interests. (ii)· Femi is an intra-group conflict. It may arise because of injustice 
alleged to have been. done by one group to. another (iii) Litigation. is a judicial struggle by an 
ind~vidual or group to.protect right to possessioQ's. This. kind of conflict is more objective in 
nature. (iv) Conflict of inipersonaUdeas is a conflict carried on by the indivi<;luals not for them• 
selves but for an ideal. ln such a conflict each party attempts to justify truthfulness of its own ideals. 
For example, the gommuµis~s and the-capitalists carry on conflict to prov\e that their own system can 
bring in a betterworld ord!'f. . .. • .. 

· Apart from Simmel 's tJpology t.ne fdllowing;fonns 6f conflict may· generally be observ<:;d in 
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our social· life: 
1. Cor:porate and. Personal Conflict. Corporate conflict occurs among the groups within a 

society or between two societies. When one group tries to impose its will on the other co~flict takes 
place; Ex: race riots, communal upheavals; religious persecutions, labour-management conflict and · 
war between nations, etc. . . 

Personal conflict takes place within the groups. -It is more severely restricted and disappproved 
than the conflict between the groups. The group' as a whole has nothing to gain from internal conflict. 
Personal conflicts arise on account of various mgtives, envy, hostility, betrayal of trust and so on. 
Violence occurs much less often though riot always, in personal conflict than in corporate conflict. 
Husband may quarrel with the wife, student with the teacher, friend with the.friend, but they may not 
start fighting. 

2. Latent and Overt Conflict. Conflict may' be overt or latent. In most cases, long before 
conflict erupts in hostile action, it has existed in· latent form in social tension and dissatisfaction. 
Latent conflict becomes overt conflict when an issue is declared and when hostile action is taken. 

· 'fb.e over conflict takes place when one side or the other feels strong and wishes to take advantage of 
this_ fact.. For example, the latent conflict between democratic and communist countries may become· 
overt at the time of war.between them. · 

3~ Class Conflict. It arises between social classes which have mutually hostile or opposite 
.ihterests. Karl Marx has spoken much about the conflict between the social classes: the rich and the 
poor or the capitalists and the proletariats. · . 

4. Racial Conflict. Racial conflict is mostly due to the physiological differences which are 
apparently seen among pe6ple. One race may claim superiority over the other and start suppressing 
the other resulting in conflicts. Ex: conflicts between Whites.and Negroes. · 

5. Caste Conflict. A sen~e of'highness' and 'lowness', of 'superiority' and 'inferiority', of 
'holy' and 'unholy' which some caste groups have deveioped have . been responsible for caste 
conflicts; The scrcolled upper-caste or 'Savama Hindus' conflicting with the so-called 'Harijans' 
or lower castes ['\lntouchables '] has become a commqn feature in India. 

(i. Group Conflict. Group conflict is found between two or more gr<,mps of any kind -
political, social, economic, religious or otherwise. · · 

· 7. IritemationavConflict. It -refers to conflict between tWo or more nations or groups of 
nations. It may take place for political; religious,_ economic, imperialistic, or ideological or for 
any other such reasons. 

l.{ole of Co~flict 

Conflict is· a fundamental social trait. According to Gumplowicz, the d~velopment of society 
has· been marked by a ceaseless. struggle. Karl Marx· has explained this struggle as class struggle. 
George simmel has maintained that a conflict-free harmonious group is practlcally an impossibility. 
Society requires for.its formation and growth both harmony and disharmony, ass9ciation and disso~ 
ciation. Conflict may have positive as well as negative-results. The neg_ative and the positive effects 
of conflict may be briefly examined here. · 

Negative Effects ofConflict 

Conflict has its own negative, effects. Conflict is the most vigorous form of social interaction 
and evokes the deepest passions and strongest emotions .. It disrupts social unity. It is a costly way 
of settling disputes. The i:esults'.of intragroup conflict are largely negative in that such a sthlggle 
lowers the morale and weakens the solidarity of the group. 

Conflict causes social disorder, chaos and confusion. War as a form of conflict may destory 
th¢ lives and properties of coti:ntl~ss individuals. It may bring incalculable damage and immeasur
able suffering to a: number of p_eople. Human history is a monumental evidence in this regard. The 
rn9dem mode of warfare which can destroy millions of people and vast amoilnt of properties within 
a,-few minutes,has br-ought new fear-s and anxieties for the man~ind, 
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Conflict does a lot of psychological and moral damage also. It spoils the mental peace of man. 

Conflicts may even make the peopleto become inhuman. Lovers of conflict have scant respect for 

human and moral values. Conflicts between thelabour and th,e management have resulted in mate

rial losses. Due to the labour strikes productivity decreases and men and machines become idle. 

Positive Effects of Conflict 

It is wrong to assume that conflict has only the negative side and does always disservices. 

Thinkers like Ratzenhofer and Gumplowicz have said that society overcomes its problems and regis:. 

ters progress through ceaseless conflicts and endless struggles. 

1. A limited amount of internal conflict may indirectly contribute to group stability. An 

occasional conflict within the group may keep its leadership alert and its policies up-to-date. If 

there is no scope for occasional expression, of conflict, ·and if it is deiberately suppressed, the 

accumulated discontent may explode and cause irreparable loss. 

2. f,xternal Conflict brings about social unity and oneness among the rriembers. Ouring the 

Indo-Pak War, all the political parties joined together forgetting their differences and supported the 

Government of India in faCing the challenge. 

· 3. Personal .Conflicts also have their advantages. It is tprough constant struggling only that 

individuals can rise to a higher level. The opposition of one individual by the other is the only way in 

which the continued relationship can be made personally tolerable. A. W. Green wdtes: ''. .... The 

verbal conflicts of friends, lovers and married couples, provided th¢y stop short of personal abuse 

and are. restricted to specific issues; often clea~ the air and permit once again the acceptance of 

relationship." · 

Like competition, conflict is a fundamental human and social trait. Simmel maintained that a 

completely conflict-free, harmonious group is an impossibility. C.H. Cooley writes," it seems that 

there must always be an element of conflict in our relations with others as well as one of mutual aid: 

the whole plan of life calls~for it ..... and love and strife sit side by side upon the brow of man." He 

further says that the forms of opposition may change, but its amount is subjected to no general law of 

diminution. · 

The positive effects-of conflict can be summed up in the following words: "Conflict of some 

sort is the life of society, the progress emerges from a strugglejn which each individual, class or 

institution seeks to realise its own Ideals of good. The intensity of this struggle varies with the vigour 

of the people, and itS cessation, if £Onceivable would be death." 

Competition and Conflict: Differences 

Competition 

1. Competition is a process of seeking to 

monopolise a reward by overtaking all ri

vals~ 

2. (:ompetition may be conscious or uncon-

scious. 

Confliqt 

1. Conflict is a process of seeking to possess a 

reward by weakening or eliminating all ri

vals. 

2.. Conflict is always a conscious,activity. 

3. ~e0mpet#ion is-universal-as we--ll-as oontinu- ----3. Conflictlslirih1_ersal buLnot co_ntinuous. It 

ous. 

4. Here, the attention of an individual is con

centrated on the object or the goal. It is 

mostly impersonal in nature. 

5. Coinpetitiort r:nay lea.d to. positive as well as 

negative results. Healthy competition even 

contributes to progress. 

6. Competition whe.n becomes rigorous, results 

· in conflkt. 

is intermittent. 

4. Here, the concentration is on the person 

rather tl;ian the object.Hehce it is mostly per

sonal in nature. 

5. Conflict' mostly brings-negative results. Its 
negative results outWeigh its positive-results. 

6. Competition when becomes persbhalised1 

leads to conflicts. 
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Cooperation and Conflict: Differences 

CooperatiofJ 
'' 

Cooperation refers to '"joint activity in pur-
suit of commonigoals or shared rewards." 

Cooperation may be conscious or uncon-
scious~ It inay not be gyliberate act always. 
Cooperation requires sympathy and identi-
fication, kindness and consideration for oth-
ers. 

Cooperation is universal and continuous in 
nature. 

Cooperation brings mostly positivJ:) results. 
It builds, conserves, and le.ads to progress. 

Cooperation is basic to group life. There can 
be no society without co.operation. 

Cooperation assumes different forms - pri-
mary, secomiacy and tertiary cooperation, 
direct and indirect cooperation. 

1. 

'2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Conflict 

Conflict is a process of seeking to 
monopolise a reward by ~eakening or de
stroying the other competitiors. 
Conflic~ is mostly conscious in riature. It is 
mostly a deliberate act. 
But conflict is always associated with the 
deepest emotion and the strongest senti
ments. In it, there is no regard for others. 
Conflict is universal no doubt. But it is not 
continuous, it is intermittent. 

Conflict brings mostly negative results. It 
harms, destroys and retards progress. 

Conflict is not fundamental to the group life 
of man. Society can persist without it. 
We. may speak of class conflict, personal 
conflict, group conflict, international' con
flict, conflict of impersonal ideas, religious, 
cultural, racial and caste conflicts. 

6. ACCOMMODATION 

Meaning of Accolilmodati'On 
Accommodation is one of the principal types of social processes. It is through this process that 

social order arises; Park1and Burgess have said tha'thuman social organisation is fundamentally the 
resµ,It of an acc,ommodaiion of conflicting e(ements. Throughout his life man has to face a number of 
conflicting situations. Since conflict cannot continue indefinitely and mim does not cherish the pros
pects of conflict; adjustments are always m~de. Such adjustments that,Uan does continuously io pull 
~n with other people and situations can be 'called 'accommodation'. Accommodation is the process 
of getting along in spite of differences. It is a way of inveIJ,ting socfal arrangements which help 
people to work together whet~t they lik~ it or n~t. ' 

·"Life is a ~¢ries of interrtlptions and recov/ries." Thus, conflicts are bound to be there in life. 
· Still the conllicti'ng individuals and groups soo~er or later are forced to fieyd a way to reconcile their 
.differences. Ex'li:mples: }f JJsba~d and wife may quarrrl for some petty or serious ~hings at one tithe or 
another but most of the times they live together with mutual love and affection; Workers may go on 
striketoday for· some-reasep. bµt they are. bound to come back to work tomorrow after some settle~ 
ment with the management.· Sttidents may 6qycott1heir classes in the !morning to rC?,gisterthekpro
t,est against .a particular policy qf the college authority, but they' may reconc-ile with the situation and 
retl:iin. tc> .. the classes in. the afterrioon. Similarly, war is followed by peace. It is in !his sense of 
COQlprornise,or agreement reached by the conflicting individuals and parties th~tthe sociologists 
,have, µsed the concept of accommodation. · 
DeQni(i.01)'ofAcconimo~ation · 

, / .· ~ '.rye ti.am.·. ous psy~hologist f M.-Ba~dw .. in. wa~ .th· e; ~r~t to. use t~e ¢tmc~Vt. o~ acc~mm?dation. 
A'.ccordufg, to him, the term ,denotes acquired xhanges in the behavlpt'fl iaf. ind1V1duaJs ·which help 
Vtein to adjust to their enviro~ment . · · 
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2. Mac/\Jer says that "the term accommod8;tion refers particularly to the process in which man 
attains a sense of harmony with his environment." 

3. Lundberg is of the opinion that "the word acco:iiuriodatiori has beeri used to designate the 
adjustments which people in groups make to relieve the fatigue and tensions of competition and 
conflict." 

4. According to Ogburn and Nimkoff. "Accommodation is a term used by the sociologists to 
describe the adjustment of hostile individuals ot groups." 

Characteristics of Accommodation 

I.Accommodation is the natural result of conflict. Since conflicts cannot take place con
tinuously they make room for accommodation: When parties or individuals involved in conflict do 
not relish the scene of conflict they sit down for its settlement. Such settlements, temporary or-per
manent, may be called 'accommodation'. In the absence of conflicts the question of arriving ~t 
accommodation does not arise. 

2. Accommodation may be a conscious or an unconscious activity. Man's adjustment with 
the social environment is mostly unconscious. From birth t~ burial man has to behave in conformity 
with the normative order. The new born individual learns to accommodate himself with the social 
order which is dictated by various norms such as customs, morals, traditions, etc. He would not' 
become a full-fledged member of the group ifhe failed to adjust himself to the social environment. 
Thus, unconsciously the new born individual accommodates himself with his family; caste or race, 
neighbourhood, play-group, school, church, place of work, in brief, with the tota!environment. Life 
is full of such unconscious accommodative activities. 

Accommodation becomes conscious wl;ien the conflicting inilividuals and groups make a de
liberate and an open attempt to stop fighting and start working together. Example: warring nations 
entering into pacts to stop wars. Striking workers stopping strike after having an understanding with 
the management, etc. 

3. Accommodation is Universal. Accommodation as a 'condition' and asa ~proc_ess' is uni· 
versal. Human society is composed of antagonistic elements and hence conflicts are inevitable. Since 
no society can function smoothly in a state of perpetual· conflict, accommodation becomes neces
sary. Thus accommodation is found in all societies and in all fields Qfsocial life. 

------4;Jtccummodation is Continumrr.'fh~o-res-s-1rhrccummudatrorrts--u-or-cunfin"0010 any 
particular stage in the life of an individual. It is not limited to any fixed social situation also. On the 
contrary, throughout the life one ha; to accommodate oneself with various situations. Further, as and 
when, conflicts take place sooner or later accommodation would follow. Not only the individuals but 
also the groups within the society are obliged to accommodate among themselves. 

5. The effects o( accommodation may vary with the circumstances. It may act to reduce the 
conflict between persons or groups as an initial step towards assimilation. It may serve to postpone 
outright conflict for a specific period of time, as in a treaty between nations or labour-management 
agreement, It may permit groups marked by sharp socio-psychological distance to get along to
gether. It may prove to be beneficial.for the parties involved in it. Sometimes it may help the superior 
or more powerful party to impose its will on the weaker party. 

Forms or Methods of Accommodation 

Accommodative arrangements between groups or individuals take a variety of forms. Gillin 
and Gillin have mentioned of seven methods of adjustment. They are: 1. Yielding to coercion, 2. 
compromise, 3: ai.rbitration and conciliation, 4. toleration, 5. conversion, 6. sublimation, and 7. 
rationalisation. But these are not mutually exclusive and are very often found in c:ombination_. 

1. Yielding to Coercion. Coercion involves the use of force or the threat offorce for making 
the weaker party to accept the conditions of agreement. This can take place when the parties -.re of 
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unequal strength. It implies the existence of the weak and the strong in any conflict. For example, 
slavery is an arrangement in which the master dominates the servant. Similarly, in wars the 'victori
ous J)ation imposes its will on the vanquished. -Various political dictatorships are also instances of 
coerCive accommodation in which a strong minority group which seizes political power imposes its 
will.on the masses. 

2. Compromise. When the contending parties are almost equal in power they attain accommo
dation by means ofcompromise, In compromise each party to the dispute makes some concessions 
and _yields _to some demand of the other. The "all or nothing" attitude gives way to a willingness to 
give up certain points in order to.gain others. Certain international agreements and inanagement
labour agreements on wages, hours of work, are ~xmaples of s;ompromise. 

3. The Role of Thfrd Party in Compromise. Arbitration, Mediation and Conciliation. 
(of Arbitration. When the contending parties themselves are not able to res~ve their differ

en~s they may resoit to arbitration. Arbitration is a device for bringing about compromise in which 
· ~ thitd patty (who may be chosen by both the sides) tries to bring about an end to the conflict. Here 
the decisiowofthe third party is binding on both the parties. Labour-management disputes, some 
political disputes are often resolved in this way. _ 
- ·(b) Mediation:. Mediation is more aldn to arbitration. This involves the introduction into the 
conflict of a neutral agent whose efforts are directed .towards bringing about a peaceru1 settlem.ent 

-But the mediato~ has nopower td settle the confli<:t tis such for his decisions are not binding on the 
· parties. His function is ,idvisory only. In religious and industrial disputes .mediators and arbitrators 

are commonly used. - · 
(c) Coii_ciliation. Closely·related to comprorrl:ise is conciliation. This is an attempt to persuade 

the dispuianis to develop friendship_ and to come to an agreement. Conciliation has been use~ ii;i 
- industrial, racial and religious struggles. Conciliation Implies a milder response to an opponent than 

coercion. In ~he e1;1d; conciliation, like toleration opens the door to assimilation. 
. - . 

4. Toleration. Toleration is another form of accommodation in which the conflicts are avoided 
rather than settled or resolved. Toleration or tolerant participation is an outgrowth of the "live-and
·/et-,live" policy. It is a form of accommodation without formal agreement. Here there is no settlement 

· of difference qut there is only the avoidance of oyert conflict. Each group tries to bear with the other. 
The groups realise that their differences are irreconcilable. Hence they decide to coexist with their 
differences. Racial groups, caste groups, political groups wedded to mutually opposite ideologies 
for exam,ple, resort to toleration. - -

, S.1Conversion. This, form of accommodation involves a sudden reje9iion of one's beliefs, 
convictiohs and loyalties, and the adoption of others. This term is ordinarily u_sed in the religious 

, context to refer to one's conversioninto__some-other religion. The concept is now used in the literary, 
· artistic, econo'fnic; political and othef fields. In the political fields, In India µow the change of party 
affiliatiQn and ideological convictibn has become very common. - · 

6~ S~blimation. AdJustmeri~y means of sublimation. involves the substitution of non-aggre~
-si~ attitudes and activities/or aggressive ones. It, may take place at the inaividual as well as at the 
group level. The method suggested by Jesus Christ, Gandhiji and most of the religious prophets to
conquer violence and hatred by love and compassion, is that of sublimation. 

- ' - - - -, . I 
_ - 7. Rationlisatlon. This involves plausible excuses or e;cplanations for one's Qehaviour. Orie is 

-not prepared ,to acknowJedg,e one's failures or defects for it rltay indicate guilt or the need for change. 
· Hence one·blamesothersfor·6ne's own fault. By ascribipg one's failures to others instead of accept-. 

ing one's own defects, one can· retain self~respect,Thus a student who fails in the examination for his 
oegligen~e of studies may put the blame o·n teachers or valuators of answer papers. Even groups also 

-- tty to justify their action on purefy imaginary ground$. For example/Nazi Ge,rmany w:hieh initiated 
the Second World War dubbed the. Allies as aggressors and.held them responsible for the war. In the 

. i. - . . - ·" 
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same way, United States justified its participation)n the First World War under the pretext of"Sav
ing the World for Democracy". 

Need for Accommodation 

It is clear from the above that accommodation assumes various forms. Without accommoda
tion social life could hardly go on. Since conflict disturbs social integration, disrupts social order and 
damages social stability, in all societies efforts are made to resolve them at the earliest. Accommoda· 
ti on checks conflicts and helps persons and groups to maintain cooperatiojt. It enftples persons and 
groups to adjust themselves to changed functions and statutes which are brought about by changed 

· conditions. It helps them to carry on their life activities together even with conflicting interests. It is 
a means cif resolving conflict without the complete destruction of the opponent. It makes possible 
~ooperatioh between antagonistic or conflicting elements or parties. Hence if is often called "an
tagonistic cooperation'". Thus two or more conflicting political parties may come together to forge a 
union to defend a third party. Accommodation may take place at personal or social level. · 

7.ASSIMILATION 

Meaning and Definition 

Assimilation is one of the types of interaction. Like acco.mmodation it is also a. form of social 
adjustment. But it is more permanent than accommod[\tion. If petson-to-persop, person~to-group, or 
group-to~group relations were to remain at the level of accommodation only, there would not have 
been any fusion of groups and their cultures. Assimilation is concerned with the absorption and 
incorporation of the culture by an9ther. Hence assimilation requifes more fundaine11tal changes than 
accommodation. When the process of assimilation takes place,-the peoFJle in two distinct groups do 
not just compromise with each other, th~y become almost indistinguishable. .. ' 

Definition 

1. According to Young and Mack. "Assimilation is the fusion or blending of two previously 
distinct groups into one". 

2. Bogardus: Assimilation is the "social process whereby attitu<;ies of many persons are unite<}, 
and thus developintCKfunited group". 

3. Biesanz: Assimilation is the "social process wherebyimlividuals or groups come to share the 
------same sentiments and goals". · 

4 Ogburn and Nimkoff. "Assimilation is the process whereby individuals or groups once dis-
similar become similar and identified in theirinterest and outlook". 

5. Samuel Koenig writes: Assimilation is "the process whereby persons and gro_ups acquire the 
culture of another group ... " · -

Characteristics' 

1. Assimilation is not confined to single field only. The term assimilationis generally applied 
to explain the fusion of two-distinct cultural groups. But this process is by no mea:m; limited to any 
single field. For example, children are gradually assimilated into adult society. Husb~dand wife 
who start their marital Jife with their dissimilar family backgrounds normally develop a surprisihg 
unity of interest and purpose. fa the religious field; assimilation may take place when an individual 
or a group of individuals of a particular religious baekgroµhd get converted into some other religious 
sect or group. As a group process assimilation encompasses life in general. 

2. Assimilation is a slow a_nd gradual process. Assimilation cannot take place ail bf a sudden. 
It takes time. Fusion of personalities and groups usually takes time. It occurs only when there is 
r~latively .continuous and dire.ct contact. Th~ speed of .the process ofa~similation depeO,dson th:,e · 
nature of con tads. If the contacts ate primary assimilation occurs naturally and rapi~. Qn the 
contrary,. if the contacts are secondary and. superficial1 assimilation takes place very slowly. The 
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assi.milation of the Anglo-Saxon and Norman cultures has taken more than two centuries in Britain. 
The formation of American culture due to the assimilation of British, Scottish, German and other 
European cultures also has taken several decades and centuries. 

3. Assimilation is an unconscious process. In the process of assimilation the individual or 
group is usaUy unconscious of; what is taking place;, Mostly in an unconscious manner individuals 
and groups discard their original cultural heritage and substitute it with the new one. 

4. AssimHation is a two-way process. Assimilation involves the.principle of give and take. It 
is normally preceded by another process called 'acculturation'. Acculturation is a preliminary and 
necessarystep towards assimiliation. It takes place when one cultural group which is in contact with 
another borrows from it certain cultural elements and incorporates them into its own culture. Contact 
betyveen two' groups essentially affects both.Usually, the culturally 'weaker' group borrows most of 
the.traits from the culturally 'stronger' group. Examples: The American Indians adopted cultural 
elements of the Whites with whom they came into contact. The Whites also borrowed some of the 
cultural traits (for instance, food items) from the native Indians. In the same way, immigrants to 
America adopted American customs and ways and in tum, the native Americans borrowed many of 
. the cuihiral traits wttich the 1immigrants had brought along with them. Such ex-changes of cultural 
traits also, have taken place between Aryans and Dravidians. The adoption of some traits of the 
•dominant' culture b~ another 'weaker' cultural group paves the way for the total merger qfthe latter 
with the former. 

Factors Fa.vouring Assimilation 

1. Te!eration. Assimilation is possible only when individuals and groups are tolerant towards 
the cultural differences ofothers. Tolerance helps people to come together, to develop contacts and 
to participate in common social and cultural activities. When the majority group or the dominant 
group itself is secure, hospitable and tolerant toward differences, the immigrant groups or minority 
groups have a greater opporlunity to join and to participate in the total community life. 

. 2~ Intimate Social Relationships. Assimilation is the final product of social contacts. The 
relative spe~d in which it iS achieved depends on the nature of the contacts. It takes place naturally 
and quickly in primary groups such as family and friendship groups. On the contrary, where contacts 
are secondary, that is, indirect, itl1personal and superficial assimilation is slow to take place. 

3. Amalgamation or Intermarriage. A factor which helps complete assimilation is amalgam-
. ation which refers to the intermarriage of-different ~oups. Without biological amalgamation com

plete assimilation is not possible. Mere intermixture of the groups to a limited degree does not 
guarantee assimilatron. 8ut intermarriage or amalgamation must be accepted in the mores and be
come a part of the institutional structure, before assimilation exists. 

, 4. Cultural Si~ilarity; If there are striking similarities betwe~ the main. constituents of cul
ture of groups assimilation is'quick to take place. In America.for examplf, English-speaking Protes
tant.s are assimilated with greater speed than non-Christians who do not speak English. 

5. Education. Education is another conducive factor for assimilation. For immigrant people 
public education has played a prominentrole in providing culture contact. Maurice R .. Davis has 
pointed out in his" World Immigration" that in America the pub lie school has been playing the vital 
role in the process of Americanising the children of foreign-born parents. · 

6. Equal Social and Economic Opportunity. Public education alone is not enough. People of 
all groups must have equal access to socio,,econornic opportunities. Only then, they can come closer 
and establish relations among themselves with mutual trust. ,A,s it has been observed in the case of 
America full assim'ilation is possible only when rull participation in social, cultural and economic 
life is allowed. 
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Factors Retarding or Hindering Assimilation 

.1. Isolation. Assimilation is possible only when the groups and.individuals are in continuous 
contact with others. Henceisolation is·a negation of assimilation. Notonly physical isolationbut 
even'mental isolation retards.assimilation. 

2. Physical or Racial Differences. Differences in physical appearance are often used. as a 
means of discrimination. It is easy to keep some people apart on the basis of their skin colour or other 
physical features. For example, we can see widespread discrimination between the Whites and the 
Negroes in almost all the places in the world. 

3. Cultural Differences. Ifthere are no common elements in the two cultures, the groups may 
remain apart socially even though they happpen to stay together physicaHy. They may even struggle 
for supremacy in their .intermittent conflicts. Thus wide cultural differences between groups in cus
toms, religious beliefs, morals, 'values, languages come· in the way of assimilation. 

4. Prejudice as a Barrier to Assimilation. I?rejudice is the attitude on which segregation 
depends for its success. As long as the dominantgroup is prejudiced a&ainst a particular group wBich 
is kept apart assimilation qmnot take place. Prejudice also hampers assimilation between constituent 
elements within a ~iven society. Prejudice within a community, within a family, or within any group 
can only contribute to disunity and not to unity. · · 

5. Dominance and Subordinatio'n: Dominance and subordination often come in the way of 
close, and intimate contact between groups. If the dominant group does not provide eql.Jal chances 
and opportunities for the minority or immigrant groups, assimilation is very slow to take place. / 
Further, complete assimilation may not take place. Strong feellng of superiOrity and inferiority asso
ciated with dominance and subordination also retard the rate of assimilation .. 

Accommodation andAssimilation : Difference. 

Accommodation 

1. Accommodation may take place suddenly 
and in a radical manner. Example: Workers 
after having talks with the management :µiay 
decide to stop their month-long strike all on 

2. It may or may not provide permaµent solu-
tion to group differences and disputes. It may 
only provide a temporary solution. 

3. It may be both conscious and unconscious a 
process. In most of the instances it takes 
place consciously. Example: LabQur lead
erswho come for talks are sufficiently aware 
of the fact that they are purposefully seek
ing out a solution to their dispute. 

Assimilation 

l. Assimilation is a slow and a grad~al pro.: 
cess. It takes time. For example.immigrants 
take time tog~ assimilat~d with.the major
ity group. 

2. As&imilation normally provides a permanent 
solution to inter-group disputes ~nd qiffer
ences. 

I 
3. It is mostly an unconscious process. Indi-

viduals and groups involYed in it are often -
nbt aware-of what actually happens within 
themselv~s or in their grpup.- · 
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Nqture of Organisations ~ Characterestics - Some Salient Aspects about Social Organi
sation - Formal and Informal Organisations--, Meaning and Characteristics of Formal 
Organisations ~ Formal Organisation and Bureaucracy - Informal Organisations -
Interrelationship of and Differences Between Formal and Informal Organisations-""'" Role 
of the Individual in Org<l'flisations. 

1. NATURE OF ORGANISATIONS 

Th~ Concept of Organisation 

The modern civilised soeiety is characterised by a large number of organisations. Our society 
ina way is an organisational society. We not only live in, belong to and work through organisations 
·but satisfy most of our desires and fulfil our aspirations through organisations. The term 'organisation' 
is usecf in different ways to mean differ~nt things. The term is generally used to mean an 'associa
tion,' or,an 'associational group'. fa a res~icted sense, 1t refers to .one of the attributes of an associa
tion [to mean an arrangement of sraiµsesanci rolestIµa spe<)tfic sense, it represents ~f>ureatlcracy' 
like that of a business corporation, government or iridustry. S'Ometiines, it.· is . used. in. a. broad 

· sense to mean the 'social organisation' itself. The term 'organisation' when used liberally may 
mean any organised group in contrast with an u'norganised group. ' 

. Views of Early Sociologists about Social prganisation 

Early sociologists and social philosopher$ used the term •social organisation' in a broad sense 
to refer to societies·. Auguste Comte defined social organisation as "general social agreement" or 

.·. ''sbciai. consensiis". He agreed .that government is powerless without the support of SO()ial agtee
ment.. 'Social agree1llerit' refers to people's ~greernentor consensus. Herbert Spencer used 'social 
.organisation' to refer to interrelations of the economie, political .and. other divisions . of S:ociety. 
Emile.Durkheim us.edthe term to refer mostly to social integration and individual regulatiOn through 
consensus about morals and values~ Durkheim was of the opinipn, that social integration 'or social 
equilibrium would prevail as long as morals and values maintained their hold over inciividual 
behaviour. C.H. Cooley used the term social o~anisation to refer to the "differentiated unity of 
mental or social life". According to Cooley, social organisatfon}s the result of"the shared activities 

. : .and Jinderstandings" of the people. 
266 
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Current Use of the Term 'Social Organisation' 

At present,, the term "social organisation" is used to refer to the interdependence of parts in 
groups.lh:ese-groupsm.ayvary in size and n.a:turefrom smaII cliques of workers;· ta hospitals and· 
factories. Today very rarely sociologists use the term 'social organisation'in a..comprehensive way. 
Many sociologists prefer to use the term "social system" to refer to the society as such,tather than 
"social organisatiop''. Talcott Parsons, G.H. Homan's, R.K. Merton and others use the tenn 'i;ocial 
system' in place of social organisation to refer to society.· 

The terin is. used 'ip sociological studies and researches today to stress the importance of at
rangemc;:nt ofparts and their interdc;:peridence in groups and in societies. The c0ncc;:pt is of help in 
understanding the way in which the parts of society are related to ·each other and how each is related 
to the whole society. It is now widely recognised that social organisation is required for the survival 
and the· effective· functioning of groups and societies. Hence, implicit or explicit reference to the 
concept is to be found in almost all sociological research and an sociological theory. 

Detlni~on of Social Organisation 

1. According to Duncan Mitchell, social organisation means "the iµterdependence of J?a.J1S;, 
which is an essential characteristic of all enduring collective entities: groups, communities and ~oci~ 
eties. 1 . . 

2. Ogburn and Nimkoff. An organisation is an; articulation of different parts whic~perform 
various functions, it is an active group device for· getting something done. · 
. .. 3: Leonard Broom and Pflilip Selznick have defined .social organisation as "the patterned rela

tions of individuals and groups". (Accordingio-them,jt is one ofthe sources oforder in,social life). 
4. Louise Weston and Other8 have said that "social organisation can be thous1* of as the pattem

and processes ofrelations am.<>ng individuals and among groups". 
5. According to H.M Johnson; "Organisation refers to an a,spect of intel1}Ction systems';~' .· 
6. Elliott and Merril! have said, "Social Organisation is a state of being, a c,ondition in which 

the various institutions in a society are functioning in accordance.with their recognised or implied 
purposes'. · · · · · 

·Organisation-The Need of the-Day. Organisation appears in society simply bc;:cause many 
of the.things we do could not be done·~ithout it and many other things we do can be done much 
better because of it. No game mvolvmg more than one player would be possible if it were not for 
organisation. There would be1no such things as a eol/ege, a university, a s,tore, an. industry~ a Ghu~. 
a court of law. a ,government Of'. a state without organisation; Organisation makes possible the com- ... 
plex activities .. in which the memQers of a complex ·society participate. Thus, a football : team of 
eleven members well organised, can defeat an unorganised group of.eleven men under any circrmi- · 
stances. A very small body oforganised police can control a very large crowd. A .small number of 
men, constituting themselve.s as a government, can rule a nation. A small board of trustees can 
operate the enterprise of a <iniversity. All this. is possible because of organisation; What then do we 
mean by an organisation ? . 
The Innumerable Orgallisa · 

Sometimes 1the word 'drganisation' is used to refer to the associational groups. it includes 
corpt>rations, armies, schools, churches, banks, prisons etc. The society consists' of many such 
organisations. A state is frequently called a political organisatiOQ. A factory is called an economic 
organisation. A church is a religious organisation. A bank is a financial organisation. A schoe>l may 
.repres~nt an educational organisation and so on. They are all social organisations i:e., organisations 
of society. Here Ogburn and Nimkoff do not make a clear distinctiori between organisation, and social 
organisation as such. As they say, the entire 'society' represents a wider organisation, a· social 

. organisation. They write: 'But·society.is also quite generally an organised group of interacting 
individuals. ' Society indeed, consists of innumerable organisatioi;is. 
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2. NATURE AND CHARACTERISTICS OF ORGANlSATION 

1. A Definite Purpose. An organisation has its own definite purpose or purposes. Without a,ny 

purpose or goal individuals rarely come together and establish am~ngthemselves a definite pattern 

or system of interaction. For example, the bank as an organisation has a definite purpose offaciliating 

the financiahransactions. A College or a University has the aim of promoting education, and so on. 

2. Unanimity or Consensus Among the Members. The smooth running of an organisation 

depends much on the mutual understanding, cooperation and consensus among its members. The 

family as an organisation, for example, can run smoothly only when its Jltiembers like the father, 

mother and the children, have mutual understanding, coop~ration and consensus among themselves. 

Similarly, political partiei;, trade unions, business houses, corporations, etc., can successfully work 

only when their members have mutual faith arld consensns. 

3. Harmony Betwe~n Statuses and Roles. An orjf,4n1sation is understood as a mechanism that 

brings different people together into a netWork of. imefaction to perform different functions. The 

organisation assigns statuses and roles to the individuals and makes them to .assume statuses and 

enact roles. The 'status' and roles are conditioned by many factors such as birth, sex,.age, race, caste, 

achievements, physical. and -mutual. abilities, skill, intelligence, etc .. The organisation ~can function 

without any problem if there prevails harmony between the acceptance of the statuses by the mem

bers and their enacttnent of the related roles. The Cqillege,for example, as an organisation can func

tion well when its principal, teachers, office staff, students, peons and such otiler members under

stand the statuses assigned to them and enact thefr definite roles in an appropriate manner. 

4. Control ofthe Organisation on the Behaviour of the Individuals. Organisation maintains 

its control over· the behaviour of its members and regulates their activities. It makes use of various 

formal as weJI as informal,means of social control fot this purpose. The failure of social organisation 

to maintain its hold over the behaviour of the members may contribute to the process of disorganisation. 

3. SOME SALIENT ASPECTS OF SOCIAL ORGANISATION 

According to Ogburn and Nimkoff, social organisations reveal the following aspects: 

l. Social Organisations are not functioning in the same way in all societies. Monkeys and apes 

do not have much social organisation. Pre-literate human groups in the hunting and food-gathering 

stages of culture have social organisations in the form of families, hunting parties, clans, age societ

ies, ceremonial organisation in religion, etc. 

2. Social Organisations are not foundtn equal number everywhere. Their number differs with 

the size of population; the larger the population the more organisatibns there are. In small communi

ties we may ·find one or two organisations with several functions and not several organisations with 

one function each. · 

3. Social Organisation differs with the extent of accumulation of culture. Tribals, for 

example, do not have sophisticated organisatic:ms such as a bank, court, a flying club, etc. The 

Eskimos, for example, do not have chess clubs or flying club, or Rotary Club or Lions Club, 

because their culture has not accumulated to that extent.. 

4. Social organisation is also a function of the division of labour that is, of specialised activi

ties. Greater division of labour and specialisation are to be found in more complex societies: The 

need for social organisation is greater in complex societies than in simple societies. 

5. When the number of social organisations increases more and more single-purpose 

organisations come to be established. Example: Chess club, flying club, philatelic club, etc. Further, 

due to social changes, au organisa~ion having many functions may lose or transfer some of them to 

other multi-purpose organisations. For example, family has almost lost its economic function and 

has transferred educational and recreational functions to other organisations such as school, college 

on the one hand, and cinema house, sports club, entertainment club, etc., on the other. 
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6. Of the various social organisations some are not only multipurpose in nature but also al-
' most universal in nature. They have exisied.6ver hundreds of thousands of years and in many differ- · 
· ent cultures. They are expressed in institutions s1.1ch as - the family, religion and government. They 
have more than one function. Family,for example, performs functions such as procreation, educa
tion and regulation of sex relations .. 

7. Social Organisations found in the form of associations have a shorter history and are less 
widely distributed, They often have only one function or very few functions. Examples: A parent
teacher association, an athletic club, or a secret fraternal society. 

8. There are minor social organisations which function as the subdivisibns of associations and 
institutions. Example: Individual business, committees or social clubs. These are more short-lived, 
less widespread and more specialised. 

9. Further, social organisations may befonnal or informal in natu.re. Organisations characterised 
by a specific function, division of labour, a hierarchy of authority, and formal relations are formal 
organisations. Example : Bank, hospital, army, court, corporation, go~mment departments, politi-
~ ~~ . 

Some organisations are 'informal' in nature. They are smalle_r in size and are based on informal 
relations. These develop to supply rieeds neglected or not fully met by the formal organisations. 
Example: cliqµe, friendship groups, gangs, bands, etc. These organisations normally develop within 
the formal organisation. The formal organisations in their efforts at fulfilling some established pur: 
pose or interest with efficiency many neglect or sacrifice some human values. To achieve these 
personal values, informal organisations may develop within the formal organisation. For example : 
for the sake of friendship and fellowship, cliques or gangs may develop within a bank or a factocy. 

4. FORMAL AND INFORMAL ORGANISATIONS 

In o~der to fulfil the basic needs, satisfy the·multi-faceted desires andpromote the diver~e 
interests of men, a large. number of organisations have come into being in the -modem complex 
societies. These.organisahons are of two kinds; (i) The formal organisations, and (ii) the informal 
qrganisations. 

Th~ Formal Org~nisations 

The modem industrialised, urbanised and civilised societies of the world consist of a large 
-----41U_mber of fQ!"l!l:al organisations. Due to the complexity in the grnwth of societies, the number and 

size of the formal organisations have increased. They are found in the economic, p!illitical, educa-
tional, industrial and other fields. · 

Meaning of Formal Organisation 

Formal. Organisations represent those organisations which are characterised by a specific 
function,. div1s1an of labour, a ~ierarchy of al),thority, rationa/ifJ' and a proper arrangement of sta
tuses and role. They are carefUllY-planned and systematically worked out. Examples : Banks, Col
leges, Universi!i~s, Factories, Corporations, Government, Political Parties, Trade Unions, Courts, 
Libraries, Police, Army, Government Offices, Life Insurance Corporations, Religious, Cultural and 
other 6iganisat10ns. -- -- ---

Characteristics of Formal Organisations 

It was Max Weber who for the first time made a sociological analysis of formal organisation. In 
his "Bureaucracy", ''Organisation", "Theory of Social and Economic Organisation ", Max Weber 
has provided his conception of formal organisation, particularly of bureaucracy. 

The main characteristics o:fformal organisation~ are as follows : 
1. A Specific Function. Formal Organisation has its own specific function or functions; A 

university, for example, has the main function of promoting education. But it may also proniote the 
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speCific artistic, literary, athletic and other interests-of the members. The principal function of the 

chutch is religion. But it may also promote charitable, ethical, athletic, recreational, educational, 

missionary and' other activities. thus, the formal organisation may have its 'latent' as well as 'mani

fest' functions. 

2. Norms. The formal Organisation has its own norms or rules of social behaviour. Certain 

conduct is appropriate in a university classroom, a factory, an office, a department store; a hospital, 

a government' bureau, a military unit, and so on. Stud,ents and teachers, foremen and workers, 

vice-pre~~denis and secretaries, managers !Uld clerks, doctors and nurses and similar other' members: 

obseJ;Ve norms in their interactiori. Formal Organisation lays down procedure to be followecl by the 

mem&ers.. -

_ _ i ForJ1lal~rganisation Implies Statuses and Division of Labour. Members of an organisation 

have different statuses. A barik, for example, may have manager, a public relations officer, a field 

officer, a cashier, a few clerks, a few peons, and so on.These statuses determine one's social rela

tions with other members. Statuses imply division of labour. The division of labour is characteristic 

of all,organisations, and in a sense, organisation is synonymous with the division oflabour. Organised 

actions in a formal organisation are possible because of division of labour. It 'Contributes to the 

efficiency of ~he organisation: Division of labour leads to specialisation. The modem hospital for 

example, may consist of a number of specialists like the gynaecologists, pediatricians, surgeon~, 

anaesthetists, heart specialists, urologists, neurologists, psychiatrists and bthers working togethet, 

each one complementing the knowledge and skill of the others. -

_ 4. Aµthority. The formal organisation creat~s authority. Whirre there is no organisation there 

is no authority, where there is no authority there is no organisaton. Authority is one of the most 

significal}t criterion ofru:ganisation. Authority refers to the presence of one or more power centres 

which control the conc~ed efforti> of the organisation and direct them towards its goals. These 

power centres als() must review continuously the organisation's performance and re-pattern its struc

. ture where necessary, to increase its efficiency; 

5 •. Bureaucracy. Bureaucr~cy refers to the administrative aspect o_fthe formal organisation, It 

refers to the arrangement of the organisation designed to carry 6ut its day-to-day business. It is 

represented by a hierarchy of officials who are assigned different responsibilities and prov.itled with 

different statuses and roles. Here, the roles are official rqles. Tpe role is enacted according to its 

corresponding offi~ial status. Status implies authorify: -Authority resides with the offices and not 

with the persons. · 

6. Rationality_. The ,formal organisation is based on rationality. The rationality of formal 

organisations has' two sources : ( i) "the predominance of rules that have been devised to help achieye 

definite results", and (ii) "the systematic reliance on knowledge in the operation of the organisation": 

"Knowledge" here means something more than the knowledge of the bureaucratic rules. For ex

ample, business firms depends upon the 'professional' knowledge of a good number of technical 

experts such as lawyers, accountants, advertisers, scientists, engineers. Similarly, hospitals depend 

upon medical doctors, nurses, phaqnacists and, many technicians. -

7. Relative Permanence. The1 formal organisations are relatively permanent. Some organisations, 

last for longer time while others_ perish within a short period of time. Relatively few organisations 

survive for generations such as The Roman Catholic Church, The Society of ;Jesus, The Bank of 

France, The Oxford Unh~ersity which have survived for generations. Comparatively the business 

organisations are more flexible. Some organisation~ continue to function by aiming at the fulfilment 

of new goals even though their initial goals are fulfilled, , -

8. Tests of Memb~rship. It is easy to join some formal organisations and difficult to join 

Qthers.All organisations require certain qualifications. All formal organisations without exception,' 

-in fact, are relatively clos~d. Atl of them have tests of membership: It is easy to join political party or 
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an industry, but it is difficult to get into the army, the Bar Council, the Cabinet of the ruling party,· 
Membership in an organisation is almost always an achieved status, seldom.,merely an ascribed 
status . 

. 9. Substitution of Personnel. The unsatisfactory persons of the formal organisation can be 
removed and others assigned their tasks. The formal organisation can also recombine its personnel 
through transfer and promotion. ' · · · 

10. A Name and Other Identifying Symbols. Well established formaLorganisations have 
their own names and also· symbols. The symbols 9f identification may be mottoes, slogans, songs, 
colours, ribbons, seals, trademarks and so on. These 1are sometimes called ·~ymbolic culture traitd\ 
and they serve to distingtiish one1from the other. . ·· 

5. FORMAL ORGANISATION AND BUREAUCRACY 

. The earli~st use of the term 'bureaucracy' wa~ made by the economist '1':inqent De Oour~ay: . 
Due to the efforts of Max W~ber the term ~ssumed its sociological importance ii:l tht' beginrting'Of fue 
20th century. Sociologists are using this term in tWo .ways : . (i) According to Talcott Parslms "bu
reaucracy', represents one of the most salte.nt structural characteristics of the rripElern Western Soci~ ' 
ety. In a loose sense, the relatively large-scale organisation$ with !ij)ecfalised functions C,!lllbe called. 
bureaucracies. (ii) According to W,.R. Scoot, P.MBlau the term bureaucracy has a re~trictedmean• 
ing. They have stated in their "Formal Organisations" that the .term bureaucr~y must be ''wed 
neutrally to refer to· the administrative aspects of organisations." · 

Characteristics of Bureaucracy , 
~ . ' . . 

Max Weber's "Wirtschaft Und Gesellschpft", "The 'Theory of Social and Econpmic 
Organisation", "Bureaucracy'", "Organisation" and other writings provide us more details regard
ing.bureaucracy and its characteristics. It was he who for the first tjme mady a sociologicalanalysis 
ofbureauJracy. According to him, bbreaucracy reveals the following characteristics:-

Bureaueracies have : 1. fixed areas of officia~jurisdiction governed by laws and regulatiOi:iS, 
2. offices organised on the basis of a clear hierarchy of authority, 3. -administratjojf based on written 
documents and conducted according to proced~res for which special training is requiredi 4. person
ally free officials appointed on the basis of technical qualifications, 5: officials who are~einployeden 
full-time basis and subject· to strict discipline, 6. the officials who are empfoyed must know the 
distinction between their pri;1a-te affairs arid publie affairs. The misappropriation of the office or that 
of the means ofadministrationis disapproved and forbidden, 7. the official of the bureaucracy has a. 
career m which the promotion is governed by seniority or merit, 8. the officials arl also paid a fixed 
salary, according to their ranks.'Generally, they are paid pensions, 9. the officials maintain contact 

. and communications among themselves in a partictilat way. Orders and communications'aniong 
thetn always proceed through "proper channels." J 0. bureaucracy normally-has atLQ__ffice of its own 
and all the documents pertaining to its business are maintained in files. . 

Criticism of Max Weber's Theory of Bureaucracy 
. . . 

Max Weber has made use 4)f histOr:ical data in order to establish his propositions about the 
characteristics of"bureaucracy.' He tries to descnbe a so~called 'pure' or 'ideai' type ofbureau-

~ ·. . . . . . . 

cracy, the characteristics ~which are functio,nally connected with the rationality· or efficiency of . 
organisation. It means, his 'pure'. type of bureaucracy seems to be a set of hypotheses concerning the 
institutional characteristics of the most efficient kit:id of organisation. Many ofWeber'spropositions 
have been accepted by .the critiCs: but some have been criticised. Some of the main criticisms are as 
follows: 

1. weber failed to distinguish markedly different types and sub-types of highly. rationalised'--
bureaucracy. 2. Eve;n: those ofhis hypotheses that are considered to be more reasonable, need much 
more. empirical verification and specification . before . they. can be accepted as scientifically estab-
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lished. 3. Weber neglected the dysfunctional or the negative aspects of certain features of modem 

organisations. 

6. INFORMAL ORGANISATIONS 

In no society only the formal organisations are found. No society can mai .• t;tin its existence 

based solely on the formal organisations. It is difficult to ima,gine that the members of bureaucracy 

or any other formal organisation always behave in the manne.cthat is required by the formal 

organisation. Informal relations are bound to develop among the members. These informal relations 

provide the basis for the formation of informal organisations. 

Mt\~ming of Informal Organisation_ 

'Informal Organisation' refers to a small group the members of which are tied to one another 

as persons. The group is characterised by informal and facecto-face relations, mutual aid, coopera

tion and companionship. The members of informal organisations work together not in their official 

capacities, but as persons, They share their hopes and fears, their joys and sorrows. Examples.: 

Groups such as ~ 'Gangs', 'cliques', .. friendship group~', 'peer groups', 'Bands', etc., represent the 

informal organisations. 

People are not only the members of formal organisations but also are connected with informal 

orgaJJlisations. Members of the formal organisations such as banks, colleges, universities, business 

houses, hospitals, army, etc., are likely to develop .informal relations among themselves. These. in-
, - I ·, 

fon;nal relations contribute to the develop111~ntoflnformal 01:ganisations. But the same kind of infor-

mal relationship may not be formed among all. Example : A formal organisation such as a college 

may consist of hundreds of members. All these members do not have among themselves the same 

kind of relationship, We may find among them several small groups, cliques, bands, friendship 

groups, peer groups, each consisting of a limited few. The members of each such group may always 

move together, play together, study together, see movies together, sit together, study together inside 

the class moms and SO. on. Their tastes, interests and attitudes may also be more or less similar. These 

groups represent informal organisations .. These informal organisations may be forrried on the basis 

of ethnic groups, religious, caste and linguistic groups, regional origins, schools or colleges from 

which they have passed or fraternities to which they belo~g. 

Aformal organisation may consist of a number of informal organisations. The informal 

organisations consist of only rules and not statuses. Here there is no authority but only leadership. 

Esteem is awarded to persons independently of the statuses they occupy. Their membership is lim

i~ed~ Still they are relatively permanent. Informal relations of the memb~rs last for a longer time. 

Informal organisations have their own unwritten norms of behaviour. They hav'e their own ways of 

CQrrecting,and punishing the violators of the norms. Though they.are smaller in size t,hey give strength 

to tlie formal organisations to function effectively. These informal organisations resemble Cooley's 

'Primary Groups' and Sumner's 'In-groups'. 

7. THE REPLACEMENT OF FORMAL ORGANISATION 
BY INFORMAL ORGANISATION. 

The line between formal and informal organisation is not always clear. Sometimes, the formal 

organisation may be replaced by the informal organisation. If the formal organisation breaks down 

at some point, it may be replaced by informal organisation. An example may be cited here ip order to 

clarify this point. 

Example: In an electtica~ equipment company, the president, who was about to retire, paid less 

and less attention to company affairs. Informally, his duties were gradually taken over by the trea

surer. This new arrangement wa~ an informal one. It was also latent, in the sense that the new alloca~ 

tion ·ofautho:rity and responsibilities in the company was not fully recognised by all personnel. Just 

as there m~y be latent functions, so there may be latent structure:. In small informal groups, latent 
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structure is common and probably works well. l3ut in predominantly formal organisations there is 
usually some advantage in having the lines of authority fairly well recognised. In the. electrical 
equipment company, failure to make the new lines of authority explicit caused .a certain amount of 
bad feeling, or low morale. 

8. INTERRELAT~ONSHIP BETWEEN THE FORMAL AND THE 
INFORMAL ORGANISATIONS 

T_he formal and the informal organisations are very much interrelated. They are not mutually 
exclusive. We find many informal organisations existing simultaneously with the fomµtl organisations. 
A single.formal organisation like the state, the universify, the industry, the churc!;i, etc.; may consist 
of several informal organisations in the form of' chiques ;, gangs, friendship groups, etc. The line 
separating formal and informal organisations is not always clear. 

It is observed that no foqnal prganisation by itself is sufficient to achieve its goals. Anyformal 
organisation functions best when the informal org,anisation supports it. The most orderly and effi
cient structure does not aufomAtically produce a successful organisational administration if the mem
bers have no goodwill towards one another and have ooly personal hostilities. The exercise of au
thority in such situations brings nothing but resentment, which makes the orderly intercourse of 
people difficult, [ifnot impossible]. 

On the contrary, the best goodwill in the world will be insufficient for the successful pursuit of 
an organisational activity if the formal organisation is deficient. Two good friends placed in a tdp . 

· position in an organisation may very ql,!ickly become enemies because of conflict betWeen them. 
Further, if the formal organisation breaks down at some point, it may be replaced by informal 
organisation. "The most efficient and satisfactory organisation is the one in which formal . 
organisation is supported by the informal organisation". When the discrepancy between the two 
beco~es too g~eat the organisation .... is in danger of dissolution. 

The relationships between the formal and informal organisations are 'always subtle-, always 
complicated, and always interesting. ,&._nd it is in th~s are~ particularly with respect to the political 
organisation of society, that sociology and political science meet on common ground'.~Robert 
Bierstedt 

Sociologist Charles H. Page has opined th~t the continuous interaction and association among 
the members of formal organisation result in the emergence of informal strncture ofroles-anud-!'re.,,lcaa-~--
tionships. He calls such informal structure· consisting of primary group relations, friendships and 
cliques, ties of mutual obligations of aid and assistance, 'bureaucracy s other ]ace.·' 

According to Charles Bernard,. the informal organisations are necessary "to the operation of 
formal organisations as a means of communication, of cohesion, and of protecting the integrity of 
the individual." The experiments of George Elton Mayo cori<lucted in Hawthorne Works in Cfiicago 
of the Western Electric Company have proved convincingly that the informal organisations aretm~ 
portant and wit,hout them no large-scale system could ever be stable and efficient. 

9. Formal and Informal Organisation: Differences. 

Formal Organisations 

1. The formal organisation consists of the for
mally recognised and established statuses 
of the members. The relationship between 
the members is more a status relationship 
than a personal relationship. 

Informal Organisations 

1. The informal organisation consists of role 
rather than statuses. The relationship be
tween the members is more a personal re
lationship or role relationship than the sta
tus relationship. 

(Contd.) 
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' In the informal organisation social relations 2. In the formal organisation statlises have dif- 2. 
ferential prestige in independence of the per- occur on the basis of the es.teem that the 

· soris who occupy them. Irrbrief, here we,~nd . members hav~ for one another in indepen-
prestige which is attached to the status. dence of their statuses. Here we witness es-

teem which is associated with the persons. 

3. There is a\\thority in formal organisation. 3. .There is leadership in informal organisation. 
Hence there is super ordination and sub- Hence we find dominance illld s.ubmission. 
ordin.atioil. Individuals are extrinsically Individuals are intrinsically valuable be-
valuable because of their status and prestige. cause of their roles and esteem. 

4. The norms of formal organisation differ. 4. The norms are more subtle. They are also 
They are found in the forin of written rules, informal. They may be found. in the form 
regulations; laws contracts or constitutions., of customs, i;norals, folkways; belief etc. 

They are not written. 

5. FOrmalorganis~tions may have a long his- 5. Informal organisations are not very perma-
tory of their own. The state, the Rotary Club, ilent. Informal organisations may, in course 
for example, have a long history. Tpey .are of time, develop into formal organisations. 
relatively permanent and stable. 

6. Interaction and communication in the for- 6. Interaction and communication in formal 
mal organisati~n are Inditect, non-intimate organisations are direct, faee-to-face and 

·and goal-oriented to an end. Formal intimate. Interaction is iui end in itself. In 
. ' 

organisations resemble the secondary this respect, informal organisations are akin 
groups. to primary groups. 

7. Formal organisations are comparatively 7. Informal organisations are more flexible. 
more inflexible. it is not easy to bring There is.no rigidity here. Changes can be 
change in them. For example, it is not easy brought forth. easily. It reqµires only the 
for the state to change or amend its consti- change in attitudes of the members. 
tution. 

8. Formal organisations are bigger in size and 8. Informal organisations are ~mailer ill size. 

more complex in their structural arrange- Their structural arrangement is less comp.ex. 

merit 

t'O. ROLE OF THE INDIVIDUAL IN ORGAN~SA TIO NS 

We are living in a world of organisatiens. Our saciety is an organisational society. "We are 
born in organisations, educated by organisations, and most of us spend much ofour lives working 
for organisations. We spend much of our l~isure tifue paying, playing and praying in ,organisations. 
Most ofus will die in an organisation, and when the time comes forburial, the largest organisation of ) 
all- the state - must grant officia, permission writ.es Amitai Etzioni in the 'Modern Org(lnisations '.." 

Modem civilisation-depends largely on organisations as the most rational and efficient form 
of social grouping. The organisation creates a powerful social instrument by coordinating a large 
number of human action.s. It combines its personnel. with its resources, weaving rogether leaders, 
experts; workers, machines and raw materials. At the same time, it evaluates. its perfonnanee·and 

.· (?rients its efforts to achieve its goals. Organisations ~erve the various needs of society and its citi
.lens more efficiently than smaller and more natural~uman groupin~s, such as faip.Hies,. friendship -
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groups and communities. Still, organisations are not a modem invention. "The pharaohs used 
organisations to build the pyramids. The emperors 'of China used organisations a thousand years ago 
to construct great irrigation systems. And the first Pope created a universal church to serve a world 
religion". Modem society has more organisations and these fulfil a great variety of societal and 
personal needs. These organisations involve a great proportion of citizens, and affect a large seg
ment oftheir lives. 

Organisation Goals and Individual Motives 

Organisations have their own goals. There is a close relationship between orgdnisation goals 
and individuals motives. ~ut some writers are of the opinion that the organisations do not have any 
goals and only the individl!als possess them. It is true that the participants in an organisation have 
a variety of personal goals. It is also true that their conceptions of the group goals or organisation 
goals may not be exactly alike. Still, the concept of organisation becomes meaningless unless there 
is a significant amount of agreement about the "common objectives" of cooperation. Unless the 
participants in an organisation are convinced of its purpose or objectives or goals, they cannot work 
for it collectively. 

The term 'organisation' implies some coordination ofactivities. "Coordination" means orien
tation to common goals and specialisation of contributions to the common effort. As long as the 
individuals are bound by the rules and regulations of, and work according to the ways of the 

· organisation in cooperation with others, so long the organisation can be said to have its own goals or 
purposes. Thus, it is not by a chance that the unskilled and skilled workers, the technicians and the 
mechanics, the supervisors and the engineers, the clerks and the accountants and others work to
gether in an iron and steel industry. 

Every organisation has its own specific goals or purposes. The organisation is carefully worked 
out and designed for the realisation of its goals. Example: The University as an organisation, has the 
goals of promoting education, spreading knowledge, conducting researches and so on. Army as an 
orgnisation, has goals such as the nation and fighting against the enemies in wars. It must be noted 
that all the· members of the organisation may not have the same conception regarding its goals. For 
example, the army officials may not have a total conception of the goal of the army. Their concep
tions of the comprehensive goal of the army may be simply 'winning' something - a hill, a battle, a 
bridge, a victory and so on. We must, however, remember that the attainment of group goals is 
almost always a matter of degree. 

01 ganisation and Individual Motives 

The individual motives play an important role in the functioning of the organisation. As Harry 
M. Johnson has pointed out "the members of an organisation mus't be induced, coerced, or forced to 
participate in it. " Some of the motives for participating in an oranisation are similar to the motives 
for economic activity. People participate in organisations when they are going to gaiii something out 
of them. For example, the desire for remuneration in cash or kind, prestige, the desire to show the 
skills already acquired, the'-desire to have good connections with men of prestige, etc., represent 
some of the motives of the people in particip(lting in organisations. . 

).leople tend to identifY themselves with the organisation in which they participate. There is a 
close affinity between people's motives on the one hand, and their identification with the organisation 
on the other. The degree of fheir identification with the organisation depends on the nature and
irttensity of the motives for participating in them. The following factors are significant in under-
standing an individual's strong or weak identification with an organisation·: · 

The individual's tdentification with the organisation is stronger if- (i) a number of individual 
needs are satisfied in it, (ii) the organisation goals are perceived as shared, (iii) the prestige of the 
organisation is perceived to be the greater, (iv) there is a greater frequency of interaction in the 
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organisation, and (v) there is le.ss competition within the organisation. 

The individual motives play an important role in .the fulfilment of organisation goals. People 

cannot work in organisation without any motives, purposes or thinking. They do not work in it 

automatically or mechanically or inan impulsive manner. It is wrong to presume that in an organisation 

like hospital, the, doctors, nurses, servants, and other assistants, work in without any motive, inten

tion or purpose. It is not by accident that they are made to work together in one place. These people 

may work together in the hospital for various purposes. The intentions or motives of looking after 

the patients, serving the people, earning money, securing name, fame and recognition, etc., make 

them to work together. In order to accomplish its goals an organisation such as the hospital has to 

inspire, motivate and provide incentives to its members. It can do so by highlighting the importance 

of medical service, elevating the status of the d6ctors, providing attractive working conditions and 

facilities, and paying handsome salaries and so on. 

Organisation Equilibrium 

The success of an organisation depends not only on the proper coordination and cooperation of 

its members but also on the coqperationof 'others'. The 'others' must also be made to contribute to 

. the smooth functioning of the organisation. For exampk, success of an industry depends not only on 

the employees and the employers but also on 'others' such as the customers of its finished products. 

Similarly, the library depends on its readers ; the army, on the people for Whose sake itfights battles 

; the college, on the parents of the students, and so on. 

An organisation can be said to have attained "equilibrium" when it is able to maintain the 

continued contributions of all its participants ~ members and others, by providing them various 

kinds of inducements to work for its success. Equilibrium, in this sense, may be achieved at various 

levels. Further, the state of equilibrium may change ovh time. The scope of an organisation's activi

ties may remain roughly constant or may grow or diminish at another level. 
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I Chapter 20 I 

SOCIAL DIFFERENTIATION AND 
SOCIAL STRATIFICATION 

Social Differentiation: Causes of Differentiation-Distributfon of Differences in Society 
on the Basis. of Sex, Age, and Occupation-Social Stratification: Meaning and 
Characteristics-Origin of Social Stratification-Social Stratification and Social Mobility
Functions of Social Stratification. 

In all societies there is differentiation of the population by age, sex, and personal characteris
tics. The roles and privileges of children· differ from those of adults; and those of good hunters or 
warriors differ from those of the rank and file. It is not customary to speak of a society as stratified if 
every individual in it has an equal chance to succeed to whatever statuses are open. Strictly speaking, 
there are no purely equahtanan soc1et1es, only societies d1ffenng m degree of stratification. Even 
Russia which dreamt of a 'classless society', could not, any more than any other society escape the 
necessity of ranking people according to their functions. The criteria of rank have changed along 
with values of society. "Unstratified society with real equality of its members, is a myth that has 
never been realised in the history of mankind- [P.A. Sorokin]. All societies exhibit some system of 
. hierarchy whereb)'" its members are placed in positions that are higher or lower, superior or ·inferior, 
in relation to each other. The concept of 'social stratification' is made use of to refer to such cfassi
fication or gradation. and placement of people in society. Through this process of stratification people 
are fixed in the social structure of the society. Stratification assumes three main fonns: caste, estates 

'_· --andclaS8-.--- --- --- --- --- --- ---

A. SOCIAL DIFFERENTIATION 
1. MEANING AND CAUSES OF SOCIAL DIFFERJ):NTIA TION 

· Society Rests on Differences 
Everywhere ,individuals and societies differ. In no society people are absolutely equal in all 

respects. Difforentiation is the keynote of human society. Society rests on the principle ofdifference. 
Differences are inherent in the. very nature of the s<;>ciety. In all societies there is social differentiation ' 
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of the population by age, sex, occupation and personal characteristics; There are the major factors 
of social differentiation. Men and women; teenagers and adults, children and old men, masters and 
servants, managers and attendants, rulers and ruled, teachers and the taught, riCh and the poor, liter
ate and the illiterate, engineers and doctors, teachers and advocates, shopkeepers and hotel-owners 
are not always adjudged as equal. There are no equalitarian societies in the world. Societies are 
marked by differentiation. Societies may only differ in the degree of differentiation and nature of 
stratification. 

Differences in J)ifferent Fields 

Some type of differentiation or specialisation of role is found in practically ever)' society. It is 
ciearly related to the rise and operation of social class.es. In the economic order, differentiation is 
found in the different roles of entrepreneur, manager, and skilled and unskilled labourer,s. It is evi
dent in the professions; in the political order as witnessed in the varying roles of public administra
tors, legislators, and judges; in education as between teachers ~nd administrators; ~nd in religion, as 
in the distinct roles of prophet, seer and priest. In reality, some form of speciaHsanion of the .role is 
found in every association of men. 

Causes of Differentiation 

Talcott Parsons mentions three causal factors of social differentiation - (i) possession, 
(ii) qualities, and (iii) peiformance. These three are, however, interrelated. 

Possession refers to mainly material possessions, such as money, wealth, property, and all the 
other valuable, utilitarian material objects. People do not have equal access to these possessions. The 
unequal distribution of these material possessions has contributed to inequality and differentiation. 

Qualities refers to the intrinsic capacities or abilities of people to undertake or to do a task. 
These qualities are also not equally distributed. For example, physical strength, intelligence, 'beauty', 
courage, loyalty to a cause, moral courage, industriousness, selflessrless, sacrifice and other internal 
qualities are not equally distributed. People are ranked differently depending upon the degree of 
possession of these qualities. 

Performance refers to the execution of a task in a given time under a given situation. Perfor
mances are always judged first according to their products or results. Secondly, they are judged 
according to the manner and style of the performing. Performances are always subject to regulatory 
norms. When the nonrts are violated, performances are often disvalued, regardless of their results. 

Possessions, qualities and performances are r:;losely related, Material possessions like wealth 
may help a man to develop his qualities which may better his performance. Similarly qualities may 
help a man to make possessions or .to acquire material possessions. We should note that a person's 
qualities, possessions and perfonnances are usually judged in relation to his age and with references 
to a particular social role. Not only persons but also groups are ranked according to the merit of their 
imputed qualities and performances. The term 'prestige' is used to refer to the approval, respect, 

· admiration, or deference a person or group is able to command by virtue of his or its imputed quali
ties or performances. The term 'ranking' is generally used to refer to the degree of prestige. The term 
'stratification' denotes the process or condition in which layers [strata] of persons or groups are 
ranked differently. Any one stratum contains many persons or groups of roughly the same rank. 
Standards of evaluation vary from one social system to another, and from one situation .to another · 
within the same social system. 

2. DISTRIBUTION OF DIFFERENCES IN SOCIETY ON THE 
BASIS OF AGE, SEX AND OCCUPATION 

Differentiation Based on Sex 

Differentiation based on sex is one of the most fundamental.features of human society./There 
are only two sexes, male and female - not one, not three -: and this is one of the brute facts of the 
universe. The existence of two sexes, a biological differentiation, result$ in. what is also one of the 
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most important kinds of social differentiation. In no society males and females do the same things, 
occupy the same statuses, share identical in_terests, conform to the same norms, or aspire to the same 
kinds of achievement. All societies canalise the conduct of the sexes in different directions, just as 
they signalise the difference by the distinction in dress. No society treats i.ts men and its women 
exactly alike. In all societies they think differently, and do different kinds of work. Some writers 
have even spoken of 'male culture' and 'female cultu:ce' to denote their diverseway of life. In any 
event, it is certain that the biological fact of sexual differ~ntiations has manifold social consequences. 

Sexual Differentiation is Cultural Also. It is wrong to presume that sexual differentiation is 
basically a biological and not a cultural one. It is cultural also. The male is not the dominant sex 
everywhere. There are communities wherein female is the dominant sex. In such communities women 
initiate sexual behaviour. They are ihe aggressors in courtship and they only ma\<:e the marital deci
sions. In such communities prostitution is a male and not a female institution. If we are male, our 
society bends our conduct in one way; if we are female, in another. How much of this difference is 
due to nature, how much to culture? This question is answered differently by different thinkers. 

Women - The Weaker Sex? The general belief everywhere is that man is the dominant sex 
and the woman is the weaker sex. The woman is called the second sex. The philosopher Nietzsche 
regarded women as the 'God's second mistake'. Robert Bierstedt writes: 'In all societies it is woman 
who has been subject and slave; man who has been ruler and master. Woman is ·vessal, receptacle, 
utensil. She is conquered, subdued, vanquished, in sexual encounter as in life. Man takes, woman 
gives; man acts, woman waits'. Plato thanked God for he had been born free and not a slave and that 
he was a man and not a woman. St. Paul concluded that "the man is not of the woman; but the woman 
of the man. Neither was the man created for the woman: but-the woman for the man". 

It is significant to note that women ha.ve greater immunity to diseases than men. The rate of 
infant mortality is comparatively Jess in women than in men. In a way, man is a weaker sex. The 
general belief is· that men are more intelligent and do greater achievements. than women. Robert 
Bierstedt writes that 'men of genuine distinction. appear in positive profusion_ in comparison with 
women of distinction'. Margaret Mead writes: 'A woman's life is punctuated by a series of specific 
events: the beginning of physical maturity ..... , the end of virginity, pregnancy and birth, and finally, 
the menopause .... Sex in its whole meaning, from courtship through parenthood, means more to 
women than it does to men'. 'Indeed, a woman is always reminded that 'A woman can never forget 
her sex'. 

Age Differentiation 

All societies differentiate their members on the ground of age also. In no society the same 
norms govern the behaviour of the very young, the very old and the adult members in the same way. 
Age, as a biological factor contributes to social differentiation. It distributes privileges and respon
sibilities, rights and duties, in terms of separate statuses. Age statuses, like sex statuses,;are ascribed 
and not achieved. In almost all the societies the· following age groups are recognised: 1. Infancy, 
2. Childhood, 3. Adolescence, 4. Adulthood, and 5. Old Age. In some societies, the unborn and the 
dead individuals are also given some importance. 

Age Grading. Age stratification or age grading is here in all the. societies. Thus. one has to 
· attain a certain age in order to go to school, to join a church, to be considered responsible (or a 
'major') in a court of law, to sign a valid contract, to be guilty ofa crime, to vote, to marry, to .earn 
a commission in the armed services, to sit in the Parliament, and so on through an entire r6ster of 
abilities and disabilities. We expect people· to conform to the norms attached to their age stat'.1ses. 
We become surprised and sometimes shocked when deviations take place from this. When an old 
man marries a young woman, for exaJilple, or vice versa, we tend to respond with some discomfort. 
It becomes the 'new', it may become even scandal. 
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Age and Social Expectations. Further, our social expectations are also woven around differ
ent ages. We do not expect college students to, be in their fifties, their professors in their teens. 
Workers may not like to have a 'boss' who is considerably younger to them. Definitely, certain ages 
are right for certain activities and wrong for others. We expect people to occupy certain statuses at 
definite stages in their lives. Seniority is a factor in all associational life, whether in business, the 
army, the university, or elsewhere. 

Finally, people who associate with one another informally also tend to segregate themselves in 
terms of age. For the very yQung, a difference of a year to two is a very large difference. In a college 
a final year student, i.e., a senior student may not like to have close friendship with the fresh students. 
Later on, differences in age often years or more m~y seem very little. Outside of families, intimacies 
rarely develop among people of different generations. The factor of age is rarely neglected in social 
intercourse. Neither can it be ignored in sociology. 'Like sex differentiation, it (age) is one of the ties 
that .bind people together as well as one of the barriers that keep them apart '.-Robert Bierstedt. 

~ OccupationaJ _Differentiation 

. Age and sex differences are no doubt obvious foundations of specialisation everywhere. So too 
different occupations create conditions for variation in roles and statuses. At the same time, the¥ 
foster interdependence also. An occupation is more than simply a way of earning money. It is an 
index and symbol of the style' that people live and the level of prestige that is accorded to them by 
others. The concept of 'occupation' is more or less appr_opriate for most modem industrialised soci
eties. But it is less appropriate in many primitive ;:ind traditionalistic societies. In every society there 
is some degree for role differentiation according to function, whether this differentiation.is 'occupa
tional' or not. It is significant to note that occupation is the most used measure of class system. 

I 

Occupational Ranking. One of the best-known attempts to rank occupations in the U.S.A. 
was made by P.K. Hatt and C. C. North. In this test a nationwide sample of adults was· asked to rate 
ninety occupations in accordance with prestige [associated with each occupation]. Thus, 'physician' 
with the highest prestige occupation, and 'shoe shiner' was the lowest. In between these came the 
other professional occupations, clerical and sales occupations, skilled and unskilled workers, etc. 

Occupation and Prestige. There is no doubt thatoccupations are related to social status in 
advanced industrial societies. People in those societies perceive the prestige differences between 
occupations. Two factors seem to account for greater prestigt'. of some occupations: (i) The func
tiOnal importance of an occupation to the social system in which it is rated: and (ii) the scarcity of 
personnel for the occupation relative to demand. For example, the occupation of physicians is asso
ciated with higher prestige in many societies because of its importance and the scarcity of the physi
cians to meet societies' actual needs. 

Income. Income is a factor in occupational prestige but it is not only factor. One of the tests 
conducted in U.S.A. has revealed that the majority of people rate occupational prestige not on the 
basis of money but on something else. It is found that factors such as responsibility for public wel
fare and highly specialised training influence the prestige of an occupation to a great extent. 

Costumes. Occupational statuses are often symbolised by various kinds of costume. These 
vary all tht? way from the complete uniform to a distinctive kind of cap or hat. Policemen, priests and 
soldiers are, for example, easily distinguishable by differences in dress. In hospitals the white uni
forms of the doctors and nurses prevent them from being mistaken for patien~s and visitors. Brief
cases are status ·symbols for sales representatives, diplomats, professors and attoi.:neys. Rank within 
an occupation, moreover, may also be designated by differences in dress and badges [as it isin the 
case of the army]. 

In the modem industrial societies tb.e occuI?ational roles are more complex and the functional 
expectations are more specifically stated. Occupations or jobs are ranked in terms of number of 
criteria such as educatiott'qualifkations, higher intelligence and skill, exper:il:mce and dif]ic:ultyof 
performance. · · 
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B. SOCIAL STRATIFICATION 

3. MEANING OF SOCIAL STRATIFICATIONAND CHARACTERISTICS 

Differentiation Ts-theciaw-ofnaiilre. True; ifls ilJ. the-c~se of liuman soCieij. Hiirii.aii sociery-is 

not homogeneous but heterogeneo:us. Men differ from one other, in 'many respects. Human beings 

are equal so far as their bodily structure is concerned. But the physical appearance of individuals, 

their intellectual, moral, philosophical, mental, economic, religious, political and other aspects are 

different. No two individuals are exactly alike. Div~rsity and inequality are inherent in society. Hence, 

human society is everywhere stratified. 

All societies arrange their members in terms of superiority, inferiority, and equality. The verti

cal scale of evaluation, "this placing of people in strata, or layers, is called stratification. Those in the 

top stratum have more power, privilege an~ prestige than those below. 

Society Compares and Ranks Individuals and Groups; Members of a group compare differ

etitindividuals, as when selecting a mate, or employing a worker, or dealing with a neighbour, or 

developing friendship with an individual. They also compare groups such as castes, races, colleges, 

cities, athletic teams. These compansons are valuations, and when members of a: group agree, th~se 
Judgements are social evaluations. 

All societies differentiate members in terms of roles and all societies evaluate roles differently. 

Some.roles are regarded as more important or socially more valuable than others. The p.ersons who 

perform the more highly esteemed roles are rewarded more highly. Thus stratificdtion is simply a 

process of interaction of differentiation whereby some people come to ran.k higher than others. 

Definition 

1. Ogburn andNimkOff. "The process by which individuals and groups are ranked in a more or 

less enduring hierarchy of status is known as stratification." 

2. Gisbert: "Social stratification ;i's the division of society in~o permanent groups of categories· 

linked with each other by the relationship of superiority and subordination." 

3. Melvin M Tumin: Social stratification' refers to "arrangement of any social group or s0ciety 

into a hierarchy of positions that are unequal with regard to power,.property, social evaluation, and/ 

or psychic gratification." 

4. Lundf?f!rg: "A stratified so~iety is one marked by inequality, by differences among people 

that are eva)uated by them as being lower' and 'higher'" 

5. Raymond W lvfwq. "Social stratifieation is a horizontal division of soeietyinte. 'high' and · 

'lower' social·units", · · 

The Universality of Social Stratification 
. . 

Social stratification is ubiquitous.'In all societies there is social differentiation of the popula

tion by age, sex, and personal characteristics. The roles and privileges of children differ from those 

of adults; and those of good hunters or warriors differ from those Qf the. rank and file. It is not 

customary to speak of a society as startified if every individual in it has an equal chance to succeed 

to wh¥ever statuses are open. Strictly ~peaking, there are no pureiy equalitarian societies, only 

soCieties differing in degree of stratification. Even Russia which dreamt of'a 'classless society' could 

not, any more than any other societY, escape the necessity of ranking::people according to their 

functions. The criterion ofrank have changed along with values of society. P.A. Soroki.n wrote in his 

'Social Mobility' that 'Unstratified society with real eqµality of its members, ts a myth which has 

never been realised in the history of mankind.' · 

Soclal Differentiation and Stratification 

As it is clear fr~m the abo~e. all societies exhibit some system ofhierarchy whereby itscmem- . 
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bers are placed in positions that are higher or lower, superior or inferior, in relation to each other. 
The two concepts'- 'social differentiation''and 'socia{stratification' - are made use ofto refer to 
such classification or gradation and placement of people in '()ciety. In differentiation society bases 
status on a certain kind of trait which may be (i) physical or biological such as skin-colour, physical 
appearance, age, sex, (ii) social and cultural such as differences in etiquettes, manners, values, ide
als, ideologies, etc. Thus, differentiation serves as a sorting process according to which the people 
are graded on the basi§ of roles and status. 

Stratification tends toperpetuate these differences in status. Hence, through this proces~ people 
arefvcedin the structure of the society; In some cases, [as it is in the case of caste] status may become 
hereditary. Differentiation may be considered thefirststage preceding stratification in society, sorted 
and classified into groups. It does not, however, mean that all differentiation leads to stratification in 
society. 

Characteristics of Social StratificatiOn 

Accordiqg to MM Tum in the main attributes of stratiftfation are as follows: 
L It is Social. Stratification is social in the sense, it does not represent biologicqlly caused 

inequalities. It is true that such factors as strength, intelligence, age and sex can,__ often serve as the 
basis on which statuses or strata are distinguished. But such differences by themselves are not suffi
cient to expl~n why some sta~ses receive more power, property, and prestige than others. Biologi
cal traits do not determine social superiority and inferiority until they are socially recognised and 
given importance. Fore.xample, the manager of an industry attains a dominant position not by his 
physical strength, nor by his age, but by having the socially defined traits. His education, training 
skills, experience, personality, character, etc. are found to be more important than his biOlogical 
equalities. 

, Further, as Tumin has pointed out, the stratification system is - (i) governed by social norms 
and sanctions, (ii) is likely to be.unstable because it may be disturbed by different factors, and (iii) is 
intimately connected with the other systems of society such as the political, family, religious, eco-
nomic, educational and other institutions. - , 

2. U is Ancient. The stratification system is quite old. According to historical and archaeologi
cal records, stratification was present even in the small wandering bands. Age and sex were the main 
criterion of stratification then. 'Women gnd children. last' was probably the dominant rule of order. 
Diffei;ence between the rich and poor,Powerful and humble, freemen and slaves was there in almost 
all the ancient civilisations. Ever, since the time of Plato and Kautilya social philosophers have been 
deeply concerned with economic, social and political inequalities. · '1 

· · - ·. 3. It is Universal. The ~tratification system is a. worldwide phenomenon. Differen~e b~tween · 
the rich and the poor or the \haves' and the 'have nots' is evident everywhere. Even in the 'nonliterate', 
societies stratification is very much present. As Sorokin has s!}id, all:permanently organised.groups 
are stratified. ' 

4. It is in Diverse Forms. The stratification system has never been uniform in all the societies. 
The ancient Roman society was stratified into two strata: the patricians and the plebians, the ancient 
Aryan _society intcr four Vamas: the Brahmins, Kshatriyas, ,Vaishyas and the Shudras, the ancient 
Greek Society into freemen and slaves; the ancient Chine'Se1socieiy into the mandarins, merchants, 
farmers and the so I diets and so on. Class, .caste and estate seem to be the general fortJ1s of stratifica
tion to be found in the modem world. But stratification system seems to be much more complex in 
the civilised societies. . 

5. It is .Conseq-uential. The stratification system has its owh consequences. The most i01por~ 
tant, most desir~d, arid oftel\l ·the scarcest things in human life-are· distributed unequally because Qf . 
sttaiification. The system lead~ to twq main kinds of conseque1'ces: (i) 'life chances' and\(ii) 'life
stJlc$', '/.,ife~chances' refer to such th)ngs asint'ant mortality, longevity, physicalan'd mental illness, 
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childlessness, marital conflict, separation and divorce. 'Life-styles' include such matters as - the 
mode of housing; residential area, one's education, means of11ecreation, relationships between: the 
parents and children, the kind of books, magazines and TV shows to which one is exposed, one's 

mode of conveyance and so on. Life-chances are more involuntary, while life-strles reflect differ
ences in preferences, tastes and values. 

4. ORIGIN OF SOCIAL STRATIFICATION 

There are two main theories concerning the origin' of "social stratification": (i) theory of eco

nomic determi~ism of Karl Marx, which.is often referred' to as the conflict theory, a11d (ii) the func

tionalist theory. 

(•) Theory of economic Determinism or the Conflict Theory 

According to Marx, economic factors are responsible for the emergence of different social . 
strata or social clas.ses. Therefore, social classes are defined by their relation to the means of produc
tion (i.e., by their ownership or non-ownership). Thus, there are, in every society two mutually 
conflicting classes - the class of the capitalists and the class of the workers or the rich and the poor. 

Since these two classes have mutually opposite interests, conflicts between the two are inevitable -
Marx maintained. 

Gumplowicz and Oppenheimer and others have argued that the origin of social stratification is 

to be found in the conquest of one group by another. The conquering group normally dominates the 
· conquered. The conquered group is forced to accept the lower status and lower class life. C. C. North 

also has expressectmore or less the same opinion. 

(ii) Functionalist Theory . 

· Kingsley Davis, P.A. Sorokin, Maclver and others have rejected the conflict theory of Marx. 

Soronkin maintained that conflict may facilitate stratification but has never originated it. He attrib
uted social stratification mainly to inherited'Jndividual differences in' environmental conditions. 

Kingsley Davis has stated that the stratification system is universal. According to him, it bas 
. come into being due to the functional necessity of the social system. The main functional necessity is 

"the requirement faced by any society of placing and motivating individuals in the social struc

ture .... " Social stratification is an unconsciously evolved device 'by which societies ensure that the 
most important positions are conscientiously ijJled by the most qualified persons. 

The Conflict Theory of Marx emphasises conflict between large and stable groups, with strong 
community sentiments, while the Functfonal Theory emphasises the integrating function of social 

strat1fication based upon individual merit and reward. Both have their own merits and demerits. 

5. SOCIAL STRATIFICATION AND SOCIAL MOBILITY 

Meaning of Social Mobility' 

Individuals arc normally recognised through the statuses they occupy and the roles they enact. 
Not ohly the society is dynamic but also the individuals are dynamic. Men are normally engaged in 
endless endeavour to enhance their statusesin society, move from lowerposition to higher position, 
secure superior job from an inferior one. For various reasons people-o(higher status and position 

may also be forced to come down to a lower status and position. Thus, people In society contintt,e t(J 

move up down the status scale. This movement is called 'social mobility'. 

'Social mobility' may be understood as the movement of people or groups from one social 
stattis or position to another status or position. For example, the poor people may become rich, the
bank peons may ~ecome baµk officers, farmers may become ministers, a petty businessman may 
become a big industrialist and·so on. At the. same time a big businessman may become a bankrupt 

and the ruling class may be turned out of office, and so on. 
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Kinds of Social Mobility 

Social mobility, is of two types: 
(i) Vertical Social Mobility, and (ii) Horizontal Sor:ial Mobility. 
(i) Vertical Mobility refers to the movement of people of groups from one status' to another. It · 

involves change in class, occupation or power. For example, the movement of people from the poor 
class to the middle class,, from the occupation of the labourers to that of the bank clerks, from the 
power position of the opposition to that of the ruling class. 

(ii) Horizontal Mobility is a change in position without the change in status. It indicates a 
change in position, within the range of the status. For example, an engineer working in a factory may 
resign from his job and join another factory as an engineer and may work in more or less the same 
capacity. Similarly, a teacher may leave one school to join another as a teacher. 

Socfal Mobility and Social Stratification 
I . 

The nature, form, intensity and magnitude of s9c.ial mobility depend on the nature and the type 
of social stratification. Class and Caste are the two main types of stratification. In both the systems 
same kinds of opportunities are not provided for social mobility. Because, in both the societies the 
firctors that determine the statuses of the individuals differ radically. There is a close link between 
the way in which individuals obtain·their statuses and.the nature of social mobility. In the caste 
system, the status is detennined by birth. Since birth cannot be changed, the status which is deter~ 
mined on the basis of birth cannot be changed. For example, a Harijan cannot attain the status of a 
Vokkaliga, or Lingayat or Brahmin. Similarly, a Brahmin, born as a Brahmin, dies as a Brahmin. 
Caste-statuses cannot be changed. Hence, the caste as a form of social stratification does not facili
tate vertical social mobility. It is for this reason the caste system is called a 'closed system', and the 
caste-rid~en society, the 'immobile' society. · 

In a class system opportunities are provided for social mobility. Here, the status is determined 
mainly by the talents, intelligence, wealth and achievements of the persons. The status is not as
cribed by birth but' achieved' by individual attempts .. For example, by his endless efforts .and struggles 
a labourer may become the owner of a factory, a salesman of a business house, the owner of a 
business firm, and so on. There is scope for the improvement of the social statlis in the class system. 
Hence, the class :.-ystem is called an 'open system', and the open-class society~ the 'mo)Jile' society, 

As. and when the society becomes more and more complex, and the life of its members im
proves, individuals may find better opportunities for the expression of th~ir aQilities and talents. But 
in no sodety all the deserving individuals can obtain statuses of their liking,; desires and expecta
tions. As Sorokin has pointed out in his "Social Mobility", only in an 'ideal' societx all the individu
als get employments and statuses in accordance with their capacities .. At the same time, it is not 
possible to make people to confine to their status when once they occupy or assume 'a status without 
going away from it, or changing it in any manner. For example, even in the so' called 'immobile' 
society like India, though a·Harijan can.not change his caste-status, he can cha~e his educational,. 
economic, employment and political status. In this sense, there are no completelj 'open' and mobile 
societies and completely '<dosed' and 'immobile' societies.· 

Principal Types of Social S~atification: ·Caste-Estates and Social Class 
Sociologists have recognised three major types of social stratifi,cation: Caste, estates and social 

class. Of these, cast~ system with allits peculiar features is to be found in India only. Estate system 
as a kind of stratification system existed in Europe during the medieval period. Butsocial classes are 
almost universal. in nature. They are found in all the civilised, industrialised and literate societies of 
the world. These stratification systems decide largely. the position that a. man occupies. in soc·iety. 
The extent of social mobility is mostly conditioned by them. The range of one's social contacts ,fa 
almost fixed by one's caste or estate or class, They inf]uence and condition the way oflife of peoplf!' 
or their: 'life-styles' to a very great extent. 
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6. FUNCtlONS OF SOCIAL STRATIFICATION 

The glimpse of the cultures ofthe world reveafs that no society is 'classless', that is, um;tratified. 
All the known established societies of the world are stratified in one way or the other. According to 
Wilbert Moore and Kingsley Davis, stratification system came to be evolved.in all the societies due 
to thefunctional necessity. As they have pointed out the main functional necessity of the system is:, 
" ..... the requirement faced by any society of placing and motivating individuals in the social struc!-,, 
ture .. ~ ..... Social inequality is thus an unconsciously evolved device by whichsocieties ensure that the 

.· most importa1:1t positions/are conscientiouslyfUled by the most qualifiedpersons". As analysed by 
H.M Johnson certain things here can be noted about the "functional nece~sity" of class stratification 
system. 

1. Encourages hard work. One of the main functions of class stratification is to induce people-· 
to work hard to Jive up to values. Those who best fulfil the values of a particular society are normally 
rewarded with greater prestige and social acceptance by others. It is known that occupations are 
ranked high if their functions are highly important and the required personnel is very scarce. Hard 
work, prolonged training and heavy burden ofresponsibility are associated with such occupational 
positions. People undertaking such works are rewarded with money, prestige; comforts, etc. Still we · 
cannot say that all those positions which are regarded as important are adequately compensated for. 

2. Ensures circulation of elites. To some extent class stratification helps to ensure what is 
often called "the circulation oftQe elite". When a high degree of prestige, comforts and other re
wards are offered for certain positions, there will be some competition for them. This process of 
competition helps to ensure that the more efficient people are ablP- to rise to the top, where their 
ability can best be used. 

3. Serves an economic function. The competitive aspect has a kind of economic function in 
that it helps tcr ensure the rational use of available talent. It is alsQ.....functionally necessary to offer 
differential rewards if the positions at the top are largely ascribed as it is in the case of caste system. 
Even in caste system the people at the top can lose their prestige if they fail to maintain certain 
standards. Hence differential rewards provide the incentives for the upper clas!'!eS to work at main
taining their positions. 

4; Prevents waste of resources. The stratification system prevents the waste of scarce resources. 
The men in the elite class actually possess scarce and socially valued abilities and qualities, whether 
these are inherited or acquired Because of their possession of these qualities their enjoyment of 
some privilege~ such as extra comfort and immunity from doing menial work, are functionally jt.is~ 
tihed. It becomes functionally beneficial for the soc1ety to make use of their talents without be1qg 
wasted. For Example, it would be a waste.to pour the resources of society into the training of doctors 
and engineers, and then making them to work as peons and attendants. When once certain individu
als are chosen and are trained for certain'difficult positions it would be dysfunctionaf to waste their 
time and energy on tasks for which there is enough manpower. 

5. Stabilises and reinforces the attitudes and.skills.Members of a class normally try to limit 
their relations to their own class. More intimate relationships are mostly found between fellow class
members. Even this tendency has its own function. It tends to stabilise and reinforce theattitudes and 
skills that may be the basis of upper-class position. Those1rwho have similar values and interests tend 
to associate comfortably with. one another. Their frequent association itself confi.rms their comm~n 
values and interests. ·· · 

6. Helps to pursue different professions or jobs. The values, attitudes and qualities of differ
ent classes do differ. This difference is also functional for society to some extent. Becaµse society 
needs manual as well as nonmanual workers. Many jobs are notattractive to highly trained or 're
fined' people for they are:socialised to aspire for certain other jobs. Because of the early influence of 
family and socialisation the individuals imbibe in them certain values, attitUdes and qualities rel
evant to the social class to wttich they belong. This will influence their selection of j.obs. 
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7. Social.Control, Further, to the exten~ that 'lower class' cultural characteristics are essential 
to society, the classes are, of course, functional. In fact, certain amount of mutual antagonism be
tween social classes is also functionaL To some extent, upper;.class and lower-class groups can act. as . 
negative reference groups for each other. Thus they act asa means of social control also. 

8. Controlling effect on the 'shady' world. Class stratification h@S another so.cial control 
. function. Even in th~ 'shady' wodd of gamblers and in the underworld of lower criminals, blac~

marketers; racketeers. smugglers, etc., the legitimate.class structure has got respectibility. They know 
that money is not a substitute for prestige.but only a compensation for renouncing it. Hence instead 
of continuing in a profitable shady career, such people want to gain respeetibility for their money 
;Utd for .their children. They try to enter 'ligitimate fields and become philanthropists and patrons of 
the arts. Thus· the legitimate class structure continues to attract the shady c.lasses and the underworld. 
This attraction exerts a social control function. .· 



C,ASTE-ESTATES AND CLASS 

The Caste System-Meaning and Characteristics-Changes in Caste System During the 
British Rule-Caste in Independent India-Merits and Demerits of Caste-Estates Sys
tem-Social Class: Nature and Characteristics-Criterion of Class-Marxian Analysis of 
Class-Caste and Class: Differences. . 

Caste and class are the two main forms o!f s~ctalstratification. Bot4 are the agencies of social 
mobility and selection. They decide largely the position that a man 9ccupies in society. the 'range of 
one's social contracts is almost fixed by one's status in society. One's status is recognised mahlly 
through one'~ c~ste or cl~ss. If the caste system~is unique to India the class systei;n is universal in . 
nature. Both of them influence and coil<;litfon the way of life or tije 'life~styles' ofpeopfo to a very·. 
large extent. The caste system is the basis of stratification in India whereas the class system co'nsti
tutes the basis of-the stratification system in tlie:western -society. · 

THE CASTE SYSTEM 

The Caste System is Unique to India 

The caste system, the joint family system and the village system ofHfe- are often regarded as 
the three basic pillars of the Indian social system. The caste system as a form of social stratification 
is ~~culi,ar to India. The caste is ~n inseparable aspe.ct o_f th_e Indi_an socie~. It is peculiarly Indian in 
ongm mid development. There ts no compmable msbtutron elsewher~m the world for the caste 
system. Still traces of caste were found in Ancient Egypt; Japan, Rome, Burma and Persia.It is said 
that even. the ancient Persiiµis, Siberians, Etruscans, Mexfoans, Peruvians and Spartans had their 
·own type of caste system. Some systems resembling caste are found at present in Burma, Polynesia, 
Massai and Somali ofEast Horn. But the caste system which we understand fod~y with all its pe<;u~ 
liarities is found in India alone. · · 

Caste is Embedded in the Indian Social Structure 

Caste is closely connected with the Hindu philosophy and religion, custom and tradition, mar 
riage arid family, morals and manners, food and dress habits,- occupations and hobbies. The caste 
system is· bc;;lieved to have had a divine origin and sanction. It is endlessly supported by ri,tuals and 
ceremonies. I.tis a deep-rooted and a long~lasting social institution of lndia; India is a classipal land 
of the caste. It is here, in India, we find tnore than 2800 castes and sub-castes with all their pec:uliari
ties. Pf these, the major caste (prevfously known as varnas) such as Brahmins, Ksh~triyas,Vaishyas 
and Shudras (or d~pressed caste) are found in alm0st all the states: But none of these castes is nu-
merically dominant in any of the states of India. · ' · . .· ·. , 
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The Origin of the Word 'Caste' 

The term 'caste' is derived from the Spanish (also Portuguese) word 'caste' meaning 'breed' 
or 'lineage'. The Protuguese used the term 'caste' first to denote the divisions in the Indian caste 
system. The word 'caste' also signifies 'race' or 'kind'. The Sanskrit word for caste is 'Varna' 
which means 'colour'. Races and colour seem to be the bases of Indian caste in addition'to the 
division oflabour and oc~upation. The popular equivalent of caste is 'Jati'. 

The Origin of the Caste System 

The caste stratification of the Indian Society has had its origin in the 'Chaturvarna' system. 
According to the Chaturvama doctrine, the Hindu society was divided into four main vamas namely: 
the Brahmins, the Kashtriyas, the Vaishyas, and the Shudras. The Varna system which w'as preva
lent during the Vedic period was mainly based on the division of labour and occupation. The Caste 
system owes its origin to the Varna system. The present caste system can be said to be the degener
ated form of the origional Varna system. Vamas which were four in number and castes which are 
found in hundreds and thousands are not one and the same. 

Factors which Facilitated the Growth of Caste System in India 
Among the factors that have facilitated the continued existence and growth of the caste system, 

the following are the most important: 
l. The g(!ographic isolation of the Indian Peninsula for a long time made the people to foster 

,old customs, mores, traditions and superstitious beliefs which in tum encourged the caste system to 
I 

grow. 
2. The influence of religion is one of the main factors that caused the continuation of the caste 

Sl)'Stem. The Hindu Caste system is looked upon as a divine ordained institution. Beliefs in reincama-
tfon and the doctrine of Karma also further strengthened the caste system. ·· · 

3. The existence of many races in the country led to the formulation of many strict laws con
cerning discrimination since each race endeavoured to maintain its purity. 

4. J'he rural social structure has its own impact on the caste. The unchanging, smtic rural 
social structure of India favoured the growth of caste system. 

5. The unwillingness of rulers to enforce a uniform standard of law and custom and their 
readiness to recongnise the varying customs of different groups as valid, also facilitated the growth 
of.caste system. · 

6. Lack of education .has contributed in no small measure to the growth of caste system. Illit
eracy and ignorance have made the people to become orthodox and to implicitly accept the caste 
rules and restrictions. · 

7. Further, factors such as the hereditary occupations: the desire of the Brahmins to keep them
selves pure: ideas of exclusive family, ancestor worship, the sacramental meal, the deliberate eco.- · 
nomiC and administrative policies followed by the various conquerors, particularly the British, cla~h 
of races, colour prejudices and cbnquest, etc., also have contributed to the growth of caste system in 
I.ndia. 

1. DEFINITION AND CHARACTERISTICS OF CASTE . 

Definition: 'Caste' is so complex a phenomenon which is difl'icultlo defi.ne. Writers and thinkers 
;:tte not unanimous in theiropinion regarding caste, its definition and characteristics. Hence caste has 
been defined variously. 

(i) Sir Herbert Risely: Caste is a "collection of families, bearing a common name, clmming a 
common descent, from a-mythical ancestor, human and divine, professing to follow the same heredi
tary callifig and regarded by those who are competent to give an opinion as forming a single homo~ 
geneous community." 
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·(ii) Maclverand Page: "When statils is wholly predetermined so that men are born to tl:ieidot ·. 
witho1't any hope of changing it, _then th.e class takes th.e extreme form of paste~ ". · 

(iii) Gil: C<JOl?JI.:. "When 1! cl~!ljs somewhat s.trictly h(:reciiUl.ry} we may call ita caste. " 
(iv) A. W. Green: "Caste is a system of stratification in which mobility up and down th~ status 

ladder, at.least ideally may not occur". · 
(v)Ketkar: "A casteis a group having two characteristics; (i) membership is confined to those 

who are born of niembers and includes an persons so born, {ii) the members are forbidden by an 
inexorable social law to marry outside the group." ·· · 

(w) D.N. M~j~mdar and T.N. Mddan have said that caste is a ~clos~d group'. 

· · Cbaructedstics of Caste 

The caste system is highly complex in rtature. As Dr. G.S. Ghur)ie.says, any attemptto define 
caste is 'bound.to;fail because of the complexity of the phenomenon> He describes the characteris
ties of caste iri his 'Caste and Class in1ndia·'-c" 1950-56 [also in his Caste, Class and Occuptio'fl.-' l 961 
and ·Caste and Race in lndia-1970]. The following have been the main traditional fe~tures of the 
caste system. 

l~ Caste,-,-As a Bierachical Division of Society. The Hindu society' is gradatiori:alo11e. Itis 
divided into several small groups called castes and subcastes. A-sense of 'highness' and 'lowness' or. 
'superioritx)lld .'inferiority' is associated with this gradation or ranki.ng. The Brahtnins are placed. · 
at the top of the h1er~hyand are regarded as 'pure', supreme or supenor. The degraded caste or t~e 

·'so.called 'untouchables' [Harijans]have occupied the otherend of the: hierarchy. All overlndia 
.neither the supremacy of;the Brahtnins nor the degraded position ofth§Jiarijans or 'outcastes' hai; 
been questioned. It is taken for granted, but regarding the exactpoSili.on 6f the intermediary castes· 
there are disputes on the part of the members. · · · '· · · · 

2. Caste-As a Segmental Division of Society. The Hindu society is· a caste-ridden society. It ·. 
is dividt;d into a number of segments .called 'castes'~ It is not a homogeneous society. Castes are 
groups with defined boundary oftheir1own. The status of an individualiS d,etermineql by bis ,birth and· 
not by selection nor by accomplis:hments. No amount. of power, prest!ge ·and pelf c~n change.the . 
positiQn of man. The/membership of the caste is herice unchangeable; unacquirable, inalienable, 
unattainable and nontransferable. Further; each caste in a way, has its own way of life. ~h caste 
has its own customs, traditions, pra2tices and rituals. It hasits own irfformal rules, regul~ and 
procedures. There were caste <;puncils or 'cd.stepanchayats' foregualte the conduct of members 
also. The easteused to help its members when th~were foutid in distress, Ind~ed,· 'the ~te w~}fl,. 
own ruler'. . .. 

Caste Pallchayat 

r;>uring the ea,rly days m every village ev.ery caste ':used to have its own caste Panchaya,.,t. It 
·cori~isted of five chosen members who enjoyed much s.ocial privilege ang respect. 'the caste plfui:;hil,yat · ... 
used .to perform a number of frmptions. It used to rriiike the members comply with caSt!,': r¥1~s ;and 
regi.ilations. ~ettling caste. disputts and giving i~s fin, at verq~ct o:t;t the issues ref erred to it, were al sq .. 

-its other :tl'1nctions It was givingp\mishments t:O those who' violated caste tules and obligatl&~'.-
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The castes and subcastes together make up the Hfodu social system. Still in some respects each 
is isolated from the other. It is in a way semisovqeign. The castes are a 'complete world' in them
selves for their members. The members are expected to be loyal to the caste. Caste feeling is hence 
very strong. It is very much stronger in rural areas than in the urban area. It is because of this the 
amount of community-feeling is restricted. 

3. Restrictions on Food Habits. The caste system has imposed certain restrictions on the food 
habits of the members, they differ from caste to caste. Who should accept what kind of food and from 
whom? -' is often decided bythe caste. For example, in North India, a Brahminwould accept 
'pakka' food [cooked in ghee] only from some castes lower than his own. But he would accept 
'kachcha' food[preparedwith the use of water] at the hands ofno odier caste except his own. As a 
matter of rule and practice, no individual would accept 'kachcha' food prepared by ah inferior caste 
man. Generally, any kind of food that is prepared by the Brahmins is acceptable to all the caste 
people. This factor explains as to why the Brahmins dominateg,the hotel industry for a long time. 
Further, restrictions are also there still on tlie use of certain veg~~bles for certain castes. Eventoday, 
some1:raditional Brahmins do not consume onions, garlic, cabbage, carrot, beatroot, etc. Eating beef 
is not allowed except for the Harijans. 

4.i Restrictions on social Relations. The caste system puts restrictions on the range of social 
relations also. The idea of 'pollution' makes this point clear. It means a touch of a lower caste man 
(particular!~ Harijan) would pollute or defile a man of higher caste. i:;:venhis shadow is considered 
enough to pollute a higher caste man. In Kerala for a Jong time; a Nayar could approach a Nambudari 

, Brahamin but would not touch him. Further, a Tiyan wa.s expected to keep himself at a distance of36 
steps from the Brahmin and a pulaya at a distance of96 paces. In Tamilnadu the Shanar toddy tapper 
was expected to keep a distance of 24 paces while approaching a Brahmin. This has resulted in the 
practice of untouchability. This practice has made 'the lower caste people to be segregated com
pletely from the higher caste. 

5. Social and Religious Disabilities of Certain Castes. In the traditional caste society some 
lower caste people [particularly, the Harijans] suffereq from certain civil or social and religious 
disabiiities. Generally, the impure castes are made to live on the outskirts of the city or the village. 
In south India, certain parts of the towns or': the villages are not accessible to the Harijans. It is 
recorded that during the Peshwa rule in Maharashtra the Mahars and Mangs were not allowed within 
the gates of Poona before 9.00 A.M. and after 3.00 P.M. The reason was during that time their 
bodies would cast too long shadows which, if they were to fri.ll on the Brnhmins, would defile them. 

Socially, Harijans or the so colled 'untouchables' are separated from other members. Even 
today, in many places they are not allowed to draw water from the public wells. During the early 
days, public places like hotels, hostels, public lecture halls, schools, temples, theatres were not kept 
open for the lower .caste people. Entrance to temples and other places of religious importance was 
forbidden for them. Educational facilities, legal rights and political representation were denied to 
them, f6r a long time. In South India, restrictions were placed on t0he mode of constructing houses of 
the lower caste p,eople, and their fypes of dresses and p~terns of ornamentation. The toddy-tappers 
of Malabar were not allowed to carry umbrellas, to wear shoes o.r golden ornaments and to milk 
cows. They were forbidden to cover the'upper part of their body. 

6. The Civil and Religious Privileges of Certain Ca.stes. If the lower caste people suffer from 
certain disabilities, some higher caste people lik~ the Brahn;iins enjoy certain privileges. Nowhere 
the Brahmins suffered from the· disabilities cited above. They are given more liberty, because they 
are believed to be born 'pure' and 'superior', The Bral;imins never salµted other.s, but they always 
had the privilege of being saluted by others. They never even bowed to the ~do ls of the lower caste 
people. Education and teaching were almost the monopoly of the high~r caste people. Chanting the 

.. .Y edic .%~t:\~~s was.· great privilege of the Brahmins. The upper caste people in genera.I, enjoyed 
social; ~litli'Cal, legal and ,~,,,_•v•~~ . .., . ., 
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7. Restrictions on Occupational Choice. In the caste-ridden society there is a gradation of 
occupations also. Some occupations are considered to be superior and sacred while certain others 
degrading and inferior. For a long time, occupations were very muchassociated with the caste 
system. Each caste had its own specific occupation. The caste members were expected to continue 
the s.ame occupations. Occupations were almost hereditary. 

Weaving, shoe-making, oil-grinding, sweeping, scavenging, curing, hides tanning, washing 
clothes, barbering, pottery, etc., were considered to be somewhat 'degrading'. Leaming, priesthood, 
teaching were the prestigious professions which mostly the .Brahmins pursued. Individual talents, 
aptitudes, interests, enterprise, abilities, and achievements were neglected. But agriculture, trade and 
labouring in the field were thrown open to all the castes. At the same time, no caste would allow its 
members to take up to any professipn which was either degrading or impure. 

8. Restrictions on Marriage. The caste system imposes restrictions on marriage also. Caste is 
an endogamous group. Endogamy is a rule of marriage according to which an individual has to 
marry within his or her group. Each caste is subdivided into several subcastes, which are again 
endogamous. For example, Iyers, Iyengars, Smarthas, Madhvas, Having Brahmins, Kota, Shivalli, 
Kandavara Brahmins, etc., are all Brahmin subcastes which are endogamous. Similarly, the Vokkaliga 
caste consists ofMorasu, Hallikar, Nonaba, Gangadiga and other subcastes. According to the rule of 
endogamy a Shivalli Brahmin, for example, has to marry a Shivalli girl, an Iyengar, .an Iyengar girl 
and so on. Intercaste marriages were strictly forbidden then. Even at present,· intercaste marriages 
have not become popular. Violation of the rule of endogamy was strictly dealt with during the early 
days. This rule of endogamy has resulted ~n close in-breeding. Some ~riters like Hutton have re
garded endogamy as the very essence of the caste system. Exception to this rule of endogamy is seen 
in places like the hill parts of Punjab and also in Malabar. The Caste provides for some kind of 
exogamous marriages also. They can be briefly examined here. . 

Sapinda and Sagotra Exogamy: Sapinda and Sagotra marriages have been generally forbid~ 
den by the upper castes and Sapinda and Sagotra exogamous marriages have been insisted upon. 

Sapinda Exogamy. In Hindu society marriage within the 'Pinda' is prohi,bited. Pinda means 
common parentage. According to Brahaspathi, off springs from five maternal generations amt seven 
paternal generations are 'Sapinda' and they cannot intermarry.,,This opinion, however, is not univer
sally accepted. Though certain excepti,ons are there in South India, in North India, generally, Sapinda 
marriages do not take place. But Sapinda exogamy, that is, marrying outside one's pinda is com~ 
monly found. 

Sagotra Exogamy.=Sagotra exogamy, that is, marrying outside one's own 'gotra' is very much 
prevalent among the upper caste such as Brahmins and Kshatriyas. Marriage within the gotra is 
prohibited. This restriction has been imposed since people of one gotra are pelieved to have similar 
blood. Similarly, Sapravara marriages are also forbidden especially for the Brahmins. Persons be
longing to the same pravara cannot intermarry. People who utter the name of a common saint at 
religious functions are believed to belong to the same pravara. The pravara is a kind of religious and 
spiritual bond. Sapravara exogamy, that is, marrying outside one's own pravara, has been imposed 
as a ru!P. for the upper castes, especially for the Bra.ilmins. 

CHANGES IN THE CASTE SYSTEM 

The caste system which is an integral part of the Indian system, ,has a long standing history of 
its own. To understand how the system has come to be what it is toclay, one has to go back through 
the pages of history to trace its origin, evolution and growth. It is not easy to say precisely when, 
h<?w and under what c.ircumstances and pressures the system took its birth and developed. The task 
of tracing the evolution and growth of this system in precise and unambiguous terms is eqil11liy 
problematic. For the purpose of study three main stages in the evolution of caste may be identi_i'ieci. 
They are mentioned below: 
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(1) Caste in Ancient Age [The period upto 1100 A.D. which is inclusive of Vedic Age, Post
Vedic Age and Puranic Age]. 

(iz) Caste in Medieval Age [ The period between 1100 A.D. and 1757 A.D. which includes 
mainly the age of Muslim Rul~ in 

(iie) Caste in Modem Age [The period after 1757 A.D. which includes the Pre-Independent 
British period and the period after Independence]. 

. It is not within the framework of this book to discuss in detail the developments which took 
place in the,caste system during the first two major periods. Hence the description is confined to the 
third stage, that is,, Caste in Modem Age. 

Caste in Modem Age [After 1757 A.D.] 

The modem period in which some major developments took place in caste system can be 
di;vided into two stages namely: (A) Caste during British rule, and (B) Caste in Independent India. 

2. CHANGES IN CASTE SYSTEM DURING THE BRITISH RULE 

Prior to.the coming of the British, caste had grown into a powerful sQcial institution, with the 
dominance of Brahmins at the top of its hierarchy. The Hingµ kings also upheld this institution with 
the help of their civil power. With the advent of the British as the-political head of the society, the 
traditional form of the caste started taking a different shape. 

The British Intention was to Rule and not to Initiate Reformative Chances 

The British brought with them the.ir own traditional form of government which was quite dif
ferent from that of the indian monarchical system. But as Christians the British " ... could not have 
much sympathy with the institutions of the Hindus" - [Ghurye: Page - 270]. As prudent foreigners 
they were more interested in consolidating their power over a strange .land and people rather than 
initiating reformative changes in its peculiar institutions such as "caste". They introduced a system 
of education which did not demand of the learners any change of caste or religion. The policy of 
comparative non-interference followed by the British made the lower castes revolt against the Brah
min spremacy. Growth of modern industrial nrganisation and the rapid spread of urbanisation 
further altered the social situation. This situation made it inevitable for people of different castes, 
classes and religions to live in close congregations in cities. With this background the.changes in the 
caste system during the B.ritish rule can be studied in two stages: (A) Pre-Industrial British Period 
1757-1918 A.D., and (!J1,Pre-Independent Industrial Period - 1918-1947 A.D. 

(A) Pre-Industrial British Period (1757 to 1918 A.D. J 

The East bidia Company of the British obtained from the Moghal rulers some commercial 
privileges in the beginning of the 17th century. It tightened its po-l'iticafhold over the whole ~flndia 
within 7 to 8 dec!ades. The appointment of Warren Hastings in 1774 as the first Governor General of 
India, marked the beginning of the British Age in India. 

L Declining Hold of the Caste Pim cha ya ts 

After consolidating their power the British introduced through out India uniform legal, legisla
tive and}udicial systems. The British transferred the judicial powers of the caste councils to the civil 
and criminal courts which affected the authority which the Panchayats had held over the members. 
Questions of assault, adultery, rape and the like were taken before the British Courts for decision. In 
civil ma~ters such as caste-based occupational disputes, disputes between hus-
band and wife, and etc., the intention of the British was to bc by the caste-
customs. But in actual practice various decisions of the High Courts virtually set aside the authority 
of the caste. 
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2. Influence of Social Legislation on Caste 

Some of the 1egilations which the british iatroduced shook the integrity of the caste system. 
Specific mention can b~ maqe of a few of the legislatons such as the following: 

(1) The Caste Disabilities Removal Act of 1850 [which served to remove some of the disabili-. 
ties associated with caste including the practice ofuntm.~chability]. 

(ii) The Special Marriage Act of 1872 [which legalised intercaste and inter-religious mar
riages]. 

t 

(iii') The Hindu Widows Remarriage Act of 1856 [which gave legal permission for widows to 
remarry]. 

These and many other socio-legal measures of the British government gave a severe blow to 
the integrity of the caste system. But as Ptof Ghurye has pointed out, all these measures were taken 
by the British Government purely for administrative convenience and it had no desire to reduce the 
rigidity of caste. 

3. Impact of Social Reform Movements 

Som~ of the social reform movements launched by social reformers during the British rule also 
attacked the caste system and its inequalities. 

(i) The Brahma.Samaj founded by Raja Ram Mohan Roy in 1820 and devef~Pred by 
Devendranath Tagore and Keshav Chandra Sen condemned the barriers of caste-divi9ions,idol wor-

' I ship, human and animal sacrifies; It advocated universal brotherhood of men. 

(ii) The Prarthana Samaj launched by Justice Ranade devoted its attention 'to social reforms 
such as interdining, intercaste m,arri(l.ge, rem(l.friage of widows, etc. 

(iii) The Arya Samaj fourided by Swami Dayanand saraswathi in .1875 repudiated the caste 
restrictions, protested against prohibition of sea~voyages and insisted that even the ~hudras could 
sutdy the Vedas. It tried to remodel the Hindu society on the basis.of the Vedic ideals .. It functioned 
as a militant force to protect the Hindu society frQm the "onslaughts of Western rationalisation". It 
started the "Shuddhi" (purification) movement to 1re-Hinduise the converts, tlli.e fallen, the outcastes 
and other externals. 

(iv) The Ramakri~hna Mission started by Swami Vivekananda, a great disciple of Sri 
.Ramakrishna Paramhamsa, in 1897 represents the syntl'lesis of the ancient or oriental and the mod
ern or western cultUre. 'Vivekananda who had imbibed ~n himself Raja Ram's rationaUsm and 
Dayananda Saraswathi's.spirituality, was pragmatic in his approach. He condemned caste inequali
ties, exploitation of lower castes and.women. He stressed ~n education, self reliance and freedom of 
women. He even predicted that the Shudras ["Shtamiks" or "labourers"] would dominate in the 
years to come. 

(v) Other.reform Movements: Other social movements such as - (i) Jyotirao Phooley's (1873) 
"Satyashodak Samaj"; (ii) An.nie Besant's "Theosophical society";{iii) Maharishi Arvind Ghosh's 
"Divine Life Society" -.also served to loosen the hold 9f ca~te restrictions. 

What is to'be noted is that these reform movements "did not succeed in removing the rigidity 
of the caste system in this period ... " -[Ram Ahuja - Page: 277). However, they could only affect 
some of the structural features of caste. 

4. Spread of English Education and Influence of the Western Ideas 

Spread of English education exposed Indians for d1e first time to the Western World. The 
popular Western-ideas and values such as. - ''liberty, equal!'>' and fraternity", democracy, r.afional
ism, individualism, women"sliberation, secularism, humanltariartism etc. made their fo~oads 'into' 
India, These ideas had deeply influenced the W estem educated Indians. People who had hitherto 
been the targets of atrocities, ~eprivation, exploitation and humiliation. could now voJce their protest · 
by asserting their rights. Increasing influence of sCience and technology added greater strength fO\the 
growing awareness ofthe m:,lsses. · · · 
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S. Birth of the Back~ard Castes Movement 

Movem.ents of amore militant nature against caste started with the founding of Satyashodhak 

Sama] in 1873 byJyotiraoPhooley of~oona, a man of Mali caste. The main purpose of this Samaj . 
was to assert the. worth of man· irrespective of caste. Through his· writings and practices· ne led a 

revolt against the tyranny of the baste system and the hegemony of the Brahmins. He appeal'ed to the 

~on-Brahmin easies not to .. engage any Brahmin priest to conduct their. mamage ritual. He tried to 

·. red~ce the enormous ritual system into a simple procedure. He percef\'ed the necessity ofeducating 

the lower-caste people. He c6uld,translate his vision into 'practice when he opened a primary school 
for the so called untouchables in Poona [the very centre oforthodoxy] as early as in 185 L 

Phooley·swas notJ~st a revolt against caste to cast off the domination of the Brahmins. In his 

writings he demanded representatioQ for all classes of the Hindus in all the local bodies, the services 

and the institutions.Phooley's struggles·~arked the beginning of the non-Brahmin movement 

; (B) Pre"'.Indepen~ent Industrial Period [1919-1947] 

. The caste system underwent a few more significant changes when India stepped into the.20th 

century. The role of three factors· in bringing about such changes is worth mentioning here.' 

1. Influence oflndustrialisation: Decline of Caste-Based OccupationalSystem 

The advent ofindustrial Re~olution also affected Indian socio-economic c~nditions. The Brit-

. ish brought modem rriachinaries and introduced factory system of l'roductiOn. New industries, occu- · 

pations, employment opportunities, salary-based service system came to be established. The growth 

·.of industries· destroyed the. old crafts and household industries and provided for countless ways 

earning livelihood: Introduction of railways, telegraph and laying of raods helped trade and com-

m~rce. 'People ofall castes started making use ofthe new economic opportuniti'¢s> · 

· indus.trialisaHon also resulted in occupational and geographic mobiiity. Movement of people 

fromthecompactancestral.village to the towns and cities started breaking down manyofthe caste 

norms" Crowded 'trains and buses could bring together lakhs of people of all castes and left little 

room for the niceties of ceremonial purity. Taboos against some foods and accepting food and water 

from persons of other castes also started weakening. Hotel . system of food and hostel system of 

resid~nce served to bring to$ether people of different castes. The '']a]mani"* system of economy 

which hac;l made econamtcinterdependence of dtjferel'J.t castes, started declining . . It slowly gave 

place to the capitalist system .of economy. These industrial and their concomitant developments 

made caste~members to come out of.tire' hold of caste-based occupations and to resort to the new 
occµpati9flal avenues .based purely on personal preferences and choices. . 

Influence of industrialisation was, no doubt, ~idespread. But its impac.t was not uniform a~d 
absoiute on aii th.e basic features of caste. For example, its impact on the endqgamous nature of 

marriage and various 'marriage practices, rules and beliefs was almost negligible. Rapid 

·industrialisation never led to the automatic dissolution of the caste system and.its progressive re-

plac~ment:by a class system as it was believed by some W estem scholars. The economic aspects of 

caste underwent swift changes whereas its socio-cultural aspects never got changed with· equal 
speed.· · 

.:,,,_.· :· 

* · Jajmani system: This refets to a system of distribution whereby high caste landowning faf!lilies [called 

"jajmans"] are provided .services and products by various lower castes .such as carpenters [Badagz1, 

barbers [Nai], potter~ [Kumbars ], blat.i\m!iths [Kammars] washerman[IDhobis]t etc. The-servicing people 

called "Kamins" are paid in cash odn kind [gr~ins, fodder, clothes, animal products like milk, butter, 

etc.] I(is a systemgoverned by relationship based on reciprocity in int~rcaste relations in villages, Ref" 

Ram Ahuja's "Indian Socia( System"~ Page: 322. · 
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2. Impact of Urbanisation 
In order to reap the benefits ofnew educational and occupational opp'ortunities people started 

moving,toward_stownsandcities inlarge~number. Thenecessitiesofcicyliferelaxedthecommensal 
taboos imposed by caste and lessened the dominance of Brahmins .. As Srinivas has pointed out, the 
non-brahmins refused to show the same respect to the Brahmins whiCh they used to $how. earlier. 
The grow'th of city life with its migratory population brought about changes in the rigidity of the 
caste system [Ghurye - Page: 262]~ Kingsley Davis also "held thatthe anonymfry, congestion, mobil
ity, secularism and changeability of the city make the 0peration of caste virtually impossible;' 
[Prof Ram Ahuja - Page: 280l 
3. Influence of Freedom Movement and the Role of Gandhiji 

Indian freedom struggle also altered the cbaracter of caste to some-eXtent. The freedom struggle 
organised by the Indian National Congress brought together people of different castes, classes, reli

. gions and regions under one bam1er. The Congress led by Gandhiji launched a campaign against 
untouchability and roused the consciet;tce of th~ people against its practice. Participation of the lower 
castes in the freedom struggle boosted their image". ' . ' ' ' 
· At the fag end of the British rule, though the traditional influence of caste started d,eclining; Its. 

orgl\flisational strength was increasing. As Ghurye observed, "At about the end of the British rule irl 
India, caste-society prf!_sented the spectacle of self-centered group~ more or less in. conflict with one 
another"~ [Ghurye- Page: 303] 

I . 

3. CASTEIN INDEPENDENT INDIA [AFTER 1947] , 

The political independence of the ~ountry' besides the process of industrialisati,on, urbanisation, 
secularisation etc. brought in a series of changes in the. caste system. These changes can be classified' 
into ~o categories: (A) Changes in the traditional features of caste; (Bl Changes in the role jor 
functioning of the caste. · 

(A) CHANGES IN THE TRADITIONAL FEATURES OF CASTE 
Caste has assumed a different form in the modem tlmes;·Sorµe of the trac;litional feafures[de

scribedlearlier]have been radically altered. Here is a brief survey ofthe changes tharhave taken 
place in caste system after Independence. · . . .. 

I. The religious .basis of the caste has been attacked; Caste is no more believed to be divinely 
ordained. It is being ghten more a social and secular meaning than a religious interpretation; ' ' 

z. Restrictions on food habits have been relaxed. Distinction between 'pakka' food and 
'kaCJidha 'fo'Od has almost vanished. Food habits have become more a matter of personal choice than 
a caste rule. Still ccmnnensahabpos are not completely ignored especially in the rwalareas. Interdining 
,has not become th.eOrder of the day . 

. 3. Caste is not very much associated with hereditary occupations. Caste no longer deterniines 
the occup~tional career of ah individual: 6c~upations are becoming more and more "caste:free". 
EvenBrahmins are found driving taxis, dealing with foot-wears and'. running non-vegetarian.hotels 
and bars and so on. ' 

4. Endogamy, which is often called the very, essence ofthe caste system, still prevails In~-
, caste m,arriages though legally permitted, have mot b¢come theorder of the day. As K.M Kap,iidJa 

says, "there is an indifference to the intercasi(imar.riages if not tacitacceptance by the soeiefi', 
5. The special civil)nd religious ptjvi'leges'which the Brahmins enjoyed ai:e no more being 

enjoyed by them: The Constitution of India has removed all ~uch privileges and made all castes . 
equaL . · . · . . ,-

... Mostof the· legal, politfoal, educational, economic and other disabilities from which th~ lowe$t 
caste people baa suffered, ha~e been removed by 'the constitufionalprovisions'. They are given si>.e~ 
.Gialptotection ~lSo.Adultftanchise. and "reserv,atiim'' ,hav~ giveriJtjem a strong-weapon tq f>.i:otect 
· their interests. · -

' ' 
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6. Caste continues to be a segmentaldivision Caste with its hierarchical 

system continues to ascribe statuses to the individuals. But the twin processes of Sanskritisation and 

Westernisation have made possible mobility both within and outside the framework of caste. 

7. Caste panchayats, which used to control the behaviour of caste-members, have eithe.r be-

come very weak or disappeared. Though they are often found here and there in village areas, 

they are almost non-existent in the urban areas. 

8. Restrictions imposed by the caste on social intercourse are very much relaxed. Distinction 

between 'tol.fchable' and 'untouchable' is not much felt especia,ly in the of literate 

people. However, instances ofuntouchability are heard in the rural areas. 

9. Other Important Changes 

(i) Though the dominance of caste is still found in villages it no longer depends upon its ritual 

status. 
(ii) Casteism which is associated with caste, instead of disappearing in the wake of modernism, 

has become still stronger. 
~ . . 

(iii) The 'jajmani' system which used to govern the inter-caste relations especially in the 

!ages has become very weak. In many places it has vanished. In place of intercaste depen

dence, intercaste strifes are found. 

(iv) Caste has lost much of its hold over the social usages and customs practised by its mem

bers. 

(v) Caste today does not dictate individual's life nor does it restrict newly valued individual 

freedom. Hence it no longer acts as a barrier to the progress of an individual. 

(B) CHANGES IN THE ROLE OF CASTE 

The caste system in its attempts to adjust itself to the changed conditions of life has assumed 

new roles. Besides industrialisation and urbanisation, other factors such as Westernisation, 

Sanskritisation, reorganisation of Indian states, spread of education, socio-religious reforms, spatial 

and 'Occupational mobility and growth of market economy have greatly affected the caste system. 

Changes in the role of caste must also be understood in the light of the influence of these factors. 

1. Increase in the Organisational Power of Caste 

Education makes people liberal, broad-minded, rationale and democratic. Educated people are 

believed to be less conservative and superstitious. Hence it was expected that with the growth of 

literacy in India, caste-mindedness and casteism would come down. On the contrary, caste-con

sciousness of the members has been increasing. Every caste wants to safeguard its interests. For 

fulfilling ihis purpose castes are getting themselves organised on the model of labour ~nions. 

Today every caste ·wants to organised itself. Such caste organisations are on the increase. 

Mainly to cater to the educational, medical and religious needs of their members, these organisations 

are running hostels and hospitals, schools and colleges, reading-rooms and libraries, dharmashalas 

and temples and so on. These caste-based' organisations are also trying to the leadership of 

some of their members to serve as their spokesmen. 

2. Political Role of Caste 

Caste and politics have come to affect each other now. Caste has become an inseparable aspect 

of our politics. fact, it is tightening its hold on Elections are fought more often on the 

basjs o.f caste. Selection candidates, voting analysis, selection of legislative party leaders, distri

bution qf ministerial portfolios etc.,. are very much based on caste. Even the communist parties 

which projectthe ideal ofa casteles and classless society are also not an exception to this. Politics of 

each state, as MN Srinivas says, is virtually the politics of confrontation of its "dominant castes". 

Thus, unless one knows the confrontation between castes such as Ligayats 
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and Vokkaligas in Karnataka and Reddys.and Kammas in Andhra '.Pradesh, one cannot undetsta.nd 

the politics of these two states. MN. Srinivas also makes a distinction between. caste at the ritual. 

level and ca,ste at the political level. Caste at the ritual level is smaller unit than the caste at the 
poli.t1cal levee · - - - - ·· -- -- - -

3. Protecti<m for Scheduled Castes and other Backward Classes 

The .constitution of India has made enough provisions to protec1i the interests of Scheduled 

Castes and Tribes. They are offered more political, educational and service opportunities through -
the resei:vatiori policy. Seats are reserved for them from Mandal panchayat to Parliament and iri all 

government departments. Though the r~servation policy is against the declared goal of establish
ment of a casteless society, all political parties have supported it mostly, for political purposes. 
According to MN. Srinivas, "The provision of constitutional safeguards to .... Scheduled Castes and 
Tribes has given a new lease of life to caste." These provisions have made some ofthem develop 
vested interests tci reap permanently the benefits of reservation. They are' also tempting many other 
Castes to bring pressure on the government to. declare them as belonging to the bategory of Sche-
duled castes. · 

4. Sanskritisation and Westernisation 

As MN. Srinivas has pointed out, two important trends are witnes!!ed in caste - the process of 
Sanskritisation and that of Westernisation. The former refers to a process in which the lower castes· 

tend to imitate the values, practices and other life-styles of some dominant upper castes; The latter 

denotes a process in which the upper-caste people ~nd to mould their life-styles-on the model of 
Westerners. · 

5. Backward Classes Movement 
Thenon-Brahmin castes today.ate getting themselves more and more organised ~o challeage 

th~ supemiacyofthe Brahmins and to assert their rights. The establishment of"Satyashodhak Sama/' 
by Jyotirao Phooley in Poona in 1873 marked the beginning of such a non-Brahmin movement. This 

movement against the Brahmin supermacy by the lower castes came to be known. as Backward 

Classes Movement. In the beginning, the main aim of this movement was to iimit the Brahn,lin 

monopoly in the two fields such as education and appointment to government posts. 

The Backward Classes Movement has become a vital political force today. Its influence has 

changed the political scenario of the country. This movement has made the 'Brahmins politically 

weak and ms1gmhcant espec1aJiy m Kerala and I amtlnadu. I his movement has also brought pres
sure on different political parties to create special opportunities for the fowest caste people enabling· 

once1associated with the ·caste makes no sense today. On the contrary, each ·caste looks at the other 

with suspicision, contempt, and jelousy and finds in it a challenger, a competitor. Excessive caste

mindedness and caste-patriotism have added to this competititon. The economic base of a caste and 
its hold over the politiCal power virtually determine the intensity of this competitivenesSi This com
petitive spirit further strengthens caste-mindedness. 

7. New attempts to strengthen caste-loyalty, caste-identity, caste-patriotism and caste
mindedness 

Today caste organisations are increasing and are making every attempt to obtain the loyality of 
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their members and to strengthen their caste-identity and solidarity. Some such at/tempts can be cited 
here. 

(i) Though Caste Panchayats are dwindling, caste organisations are on th'e increase. Some of 
these organisations have their own written constitutions and managing commi~ees through~which 
they try to preserve some of the caste rules .and practices. 

(ii) Caste organisations run their own papers, bulletins, periodicals, monthlies etc., through 
which they regularly feed information to the members regarding the activities of caste organisations· 
and achievements of caste-members.* 

(iii) Attempts are. also made to icnrease caste integration through the estbalishment of caste 
I • . J 

based trusts and trytSt-units. ** These trusts arrange annual gatherings, get-togethers, annual din-
ners, occasional festival celebrations. they provide shelter to the needy members of the caste. They 
offer scholar;ships t<:> the poor students of the caste. Some of them run schools,. colleges, hostels, 
maternity~homes fQr caste-members-and so on. 

(iv) The occupational castes are making d,etermined efforts tb improve the economic condi
tions bf caste members by establishing cooperative credit and industrial societies. ' 

, (v) Caste organisations collect regular subscription froni the members, arrange annual.confer
ences, discuss matters and issues affecting caste interestS and caste solidarity and organise agitat,ons 
and protest meetings against the governmental policies if they were to damage caste interests. In 
states like Bihar, some upper and lower castes have formed their own 'senas' [militant groups] to 
protect their interests. 

, . 4. CAUS~S FQJ!THE CHANGES IN CAS'fE1SYSTEM 

The caste system has undergone vast change_s in modern times. Factors that contributed to the 
changes in the caste system are briefly examined here. 

· 1. Uniform Legal System. The uniform ·legal system introduced by the British made the 
Indians feel that "all men are equal before the /aw" ' A number of legislations which the British 
introduced also struck at the root of the caste system. Independent India followed the same legal 
system. The Constitution oflndia has not only asslired equality to all but also declared the practice of 
untouchability unlawful [Articles 15and 16]. Articles 16, 164, 225, 330, 332, 334, 335, 338 and the 
5th and 6th Schedules of the' Constitution provide for some special privileges to the Scheduled 
Castes and Scheduled Trib~s to ena\)le them to c·ome up to the level of other-uppei:..castes. 

2; Impact of Modern Education. The British introduced the modem secular education in a _ 
uniform way througout India. Jn independent India educational facilities are extended to'all_the 
caste people. The lowest caste people are also entitled to avail themselves of these facilities. Modern 
education has given a blow to the intellectual monopoly oi_a,Jew upper castes. It has created an 
awareness among people and weakened the hold of caste over the In.embers. It does not, however, 
mean that the modern educated peopie are completely free from the hold of the caste. 

3. Industrialisaµon, Urbanisation and Westernisation. Due to the process of industrialisation, 
number of non-agricultural j 0b opportunities were created . This new economic opportunity weak
ened the hol<l of the upper castes people who owned vast lands. People of different castes, clas.ses , 
and religions started workin_g together in factories, offices, workshops etc. This was unthinkable two 
centuries ago. Growth of cities has drawn people of all castes together and made them to stay to
gether ignoring many of their caste_restfotions. The upper caste people started looking to the West 
·for modifying their life~style~nthe model of the West. Thus they became lllOre and more westernised 
without bothering much ab9ut ca~te il!\hibitions. 

* As Ghurye has stated [Page: 443-44] between 1950-60,_ there were ab9ut 913 papers in Hinid, Gujarati 
. fl.11(1 Marathi speaking areas out ofwhichat least 85 were caste-based. . 

** · Ghurye has stated that he himself counted not less than 1700 .caste-based tnist-units in Bombay and 
Greater Bombay Suburban 9istrict in the published report of the Charity Commissioner of Maharashtra 
in 1954., . r ·-· . . · .· . 
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4, Influence of Modern Tran~port and Communication System. Modem means of trans
port such as train, bus, ship, aeroplane, trucks etc, have been of great help for the movement of men 
and materials. C11ste rules relating.to the practice of purity and poolution and untouchability could no 

. longer be observed. Modem means of communication, such as, newspapers, post, telegrapht tele~ 
phone, radio, television etc., have helped people to come out of the narrqw wotld of caste. 

5. Freedom Struggle and the Establishment of Democracy: The freedom struggle waged 
against. the British brought all the caste people together to fight for a common cause. Establishment 
of democratic type of government soon after Independence gave yet another blow to the caste by 

. extending equal socio-economic opportunities to all without any discrimination. · 

6. Rise of Non-Brahmin Movement. A movement ~inst the Brahmin supermacy was 
launched' by Jyothirao Pooley in 1873. This movement became popular in course of time particu
larly in the South. It created an awareness among the lower castes and insfi1led in them the feeling of 

. "self-respect", This movement which became a great political force, brought pressure upon the gov
ernment to establish Backward Classes Commissions at.Central and State. levels. The recommenda~ 
tions made by these commissions and their implemeptatfon provided vastscope for the lower castes 
to achieve progress . 

.7. Otherlmportant Causes 

(i) Social Legislations : A .series of social legislations introduced by the British as well as by 
the Indian governments [such as the Caste Disabilities Removal Act of 1872, The Hindu Marriage 
Act of 1955, The Untouchability Offences Act o/1956 etc.] directly and indirectly altered the nature 
of the caste system. · 

(ii) Social Reform Movements. Various social reform movements [such as Satyashodhak 
Sama/ Brahma Sama}, Arya Sama}, Sri Ramakrishna Mission etc.] lahnched during the second half 

· ofthe ·19th and the beginning of the 20th centuries have been able to remove the rigidity and some of 
the evil practices associated with the caste system. . 

(iii} Impact of the West. Influence of the W~stem thought and particularly the ideas of
ratiQnalism, liberalism, humanitarianism, egalitarianism etc., made the educated Indians to come out 
of the clutches of the caste. . · · . . . 

(iv) Threat of Conversion. Social disabilities imposed on the lower castes made some of them 
to get themselves converted to either Christianity· or Islam. Pressure tactics and temptations furthl!lr 
added to this conversion process. The threat of conversion corhpeUed the upper castes to relax many 
oftbe caste rigidities sotbat they could hold back the lower caste people wlfowere getting ready for 
conversion. 

· (iv) lmpro'\<emeat in the Status of Women, Evolufton of New Social Classes [working class, 
middle class and .:apitalist class] and radical changes in the system of division of l~bour especially in 
the rural areas have further loosened the roots of 9aste system. 

Merits and Demerits of Caste System 

The Indian caste system has its own merits and demerits. Borne of its merits and demerits may 
be mentioned here. , 

Merits: ( 1) Caste represents a harmonious division of society based mainly on. division· of 
labour and occupation. (2) Caste promotes the spirit of cooperation and fellow-feeling at least within 
its range. It helps the poor, the needy and strengthens group sentiment. (3} Caste is a source of social 
stabqity. It has .given strength. to the Indian society to withstand the "shocks of politics and. the 
cataclysms ofpature". ( 4) T~e caste functions as the constitution of the I:findu society. It rendered 
most important services in the past and continues t9 su~tain the social order and its solidarity. (5) · 
The caste preserves the racial purify by prohibiting Inter-marriages and by imposing. endogamy on 
its members. (6) 'It defines. the economic pursuits and provides professional career to each indi-
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vidual. It provides for cultural diffusion within the group. The 'caste culture' is passed on from one 
generation to the next, very systematically~AsHutton says, the caste canalises an individual's choice 
in marriage, "acts as his trade un:ion, his friendly or benefit society, his state club and his orphanage: 
it takes care for him of health, insurance and if need be provides for funeral." 

Demeii~s of Caste. ( 1) ·The ca$te system has µnwartantedly divided the Hindu society into 
mutually hostile and conflicting groups and sub~groups. It has given scope to the ini:niinan practice 
ofuntouchability . It has cut across the social solidarity. (2) As Gandhiji has said, untouc)lability is 
"the hatefullest e~presi;ion of the caste." (3) ·It has hindered· the growth of a strong· national unity. 
The spirit of 'caste-patriotism', endangers the growth of national consciousness, ( 4) The. excessive 
caste foyality has brought pplitical disunity, It has wrecked the successful Working of the multi-party 
system. (5) It has prevented the proper growth of democracy. Strictly speaking, democracy and 
caste·cannot go together. Th!il caste engendei:sinequality while .democracyassures equality. (6) It 
has. retarded progress. The caste is more conservative, reactioqary and orthodox. It is for the status 
quo. (7) It has hindered mobility; it. has made our society more static thiµi dynamic; (8) It has 
lowered the status of women. In a caste-ridden society women have only a subordinate role to play.·. 
(9) H has given scope for r.el.igious conversions. The lower caste people are getting converted into 
Islam and Christianity due·to the tyranny of the upper castes 

S. ESTATE ~YSTEM 

Mean.ng and Nature of Estat.es 

·The term 'Estates' represents a type of stratification thatexisted in Europe during the Middle 
Ages. Estates system has a long history. The system emerged in the ancient Roman Empire, and 
existed 1n Europe until very recent times.· The estates system consisted uf three main divisions-the· 
. cl~gy. thf nobilitj, and the commoners-or_ the ordinary people,. In England and France,/or example, 
these thre1e division~ were found. In some parts of Europe.for example, Sweden, almost upto 1866 
there were four estate divisions; Nobles, Clergy, Citizens arid Peasants. 

These historical estates were akin to social classes in at least two respects. (l) Each estate, was 
to some extent characterised by a distinctiV<fstyle of life. (ii) The three estates could be thought of as 
representing a hierarchy. In this hierarchy.the clergy were at the top and the commoners at the 
bc>ttom. the intermediary position was occupied by the nobles. Itshoul<i; be noted that the clergy was 
call~Cl the First.Estate only in consonance with the medieval idea that the Church is supren;ie and the 
state is subordinated to it. Hence, in reality there were three classes, but with the hobility (including 
royalty) at the top. ·. · · 

··. Characteristics of Estates. 

T.B. Bottomore has mentioned about.three important characteristics of the' feudal estates of 
medieval Europe. 'fl1ey are as follows : 

1. Legal Basis of Estates.· Estates were legally defined. 'Each estate had a 'status' of its own. · 
More precisely in a legal sense the status was ass.ociated with rights and duties, privileges and obli
gations. As it has been said," to know a person's real position "it was.first of all necessary to know" , 
the law by which he lived". In comparison with the first two estates-the clergy and nobility-the 
third estate consisting of the serfs or commoners suffered from many legal disabilities. For example, 
the se1;fs had Vie inability to appeal to the kingforjustice. They had no rights ovi!f' their chattels or 
properties and holdings. They had tM liability of paying the fines of 'merchet' and 'heriot'. (i.e.; a 

fin¢ pa~d fo a lord fo~~e marri~ge.ofadtiaghter, and ~fi~~paid to the lord on the death ofa tenant). 
Even different penahties were imposed on them for Stmtlar offences. 

2. Estates Representing Division of Labour. The estates represented a broad division of 
labour. They had some definite functions. According to the law ofthe day, the na,bility were to fight 
a~defend-all; theclergy.weretopray andthecommaners_wer.e.topay.o.rprovide food fur alt 
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3. Estates as Political Groups. The feudal estates were political groups. Ah assembly of 
estates possessed political power. From this point of view the serfs did not constitute an estate until 
the 12th Century A.D. The decline of Education feudalism after the 12th Century is associated with 
the rise of a thfrd estate. The third estate behaved for a long period within the feudal system as a 
distinctive group before they overthrew it. 

Thus the three estates-dergy, nobility andthe commoners functioned like three political groups. 
As far as participation in government was concerned, the clergy used to stand by the nobility. In 
France, thepolitical position was more rigid. This system of three estates remained there until 1789, 

· that is, till the outbreak of the Revolution. In the French Parliament called 'States - General', these 
estates used to sit separately and not together. That differentiation within the estates prevailed for a 
long time. The political movement of the French Revolution brought about some radical changes in 
France.. · 

THE CASTE SYSTEM AND THE ESTATES SYSTEM 

The Caste System of India and the Estates ofMedieval Europe are not one and the same. The 
differences and the similarities between the two systems rnay be noted here: 

1. A pure caste system is rooted in the religious or•der whereas the· estates system is rooted in 
the legal order. Divisions within the caste system are an interpretation of the laws ofreligious ritual, 
the divisions of estates system are defined by the laws of man. Hence it is not necessary in the estates 

·system to know a man's place in a ritual order. But it is significant to know the man-made law by 
which he lives. These laws were somewhat complicated. Still their universal characteristic was that 
they defined not only the rights but also t4,e duties and obligations of the members of estates. These 
could be enforced either in the courts or by military strength. 

2. Unlike the caste system the estates system has no ''out-castes". Because, atJeast in theory, 
all the estates of the system enjoyed their own rights, duties and Qbligations. All could establish 
some claim on the established social order. Here in the caste system; the outcastes suffered from all 
kinds of social, political, religious, legal and 0ther disabilities. 

I 
3. Difference between these two systems could be observed-with regard to the nature of social 

mobility. Both, of course, had institutionalised barriers for soda! mobility. The parriers in the caste 
system are based on ritual impurity whereas the barriers of the estate system an1 legal. Since these ·· 
legal barriers are man-made they can be modified in particular circumstances. For example, in the 
religious sphere, anyone belonging to any section of the community was redruited1into the church. 
At least in theory, anyone could attain any high place in it. Promotio.nwithin the Church indicated 
some kind of social mobility. ln the secular sphere, however, the king could provide a distinguished 
servant a noble position. In both these circumstances, changes of social position were essentially 

The caste system, on the other hand, suffers from irreparable inequality created by divinity as 
it.is believed. Hence, no caste member could rise or improve upon his position in the caste system 
even as an exceptional case. 

6. SOCIAL CLASS 

'Social Class' is a principal type of social stratification found especially in the modem civilised 
countries; If the' caste system is found to be unique to India, the class system is universal in nature. 
Sometimes, the word 'class' is used to represent groups of professors, artists, engineers, doctors, 
students; etc. The word 'class' is also used to refer the quality of the things whether goo1d; better.best 
and so on. But the concept of 'social class' is more used in sociology representing a :kind of social 
stratification than anything else .. 

Definition 

l. P. Gisbert : A social class is 'a category or group of persons having a definite status in 
society which permanently determines their relation to other groups'. 

2. Ogburn and Nimkoff: 'A social class iis the aggregate of persons havjng essentially the same 
social status in a given society' 
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3. Maciver and Page: 'A social class is any portion of the community marked off from the rest 
by social status'. 

4. Max Weber: social classes are aggregates of individuals 'who have the same opportunities 
of acquiring goods, the same· exhibited standard of living'. 

5. Lapire: 'A social class is culturally defined group that is accorded a particular position of 
status within the population as a whole'. 

Thus, it is clear that social class is a segment of society with all the members of all ages and 
both tha sexes who share the sarne general status. As Maciver says, whenever social intercourse is 
limited by the cons ideation of social status by distinctions between higher and lower, there exists a 
social class. 

Nature and Characteristics of Social Class 
' ' . 

1. Class--A Status Group. A social class is essentially a status group. Class rs related to 
status. Different statuses arise in a society as people do different things, engage in different activi
ties and pursue d~fferent vocations. The consideration of the class as a status group makes it possible 
to apply' it to any ~ociety which has many strata. The idea of social sta.tus separates the individuals 
not only physically sometimes even mentally. 

2. Achieved Status and Not Ascribed status. Status in the case of class system is achieved 
and not ascribed. Birth is not the criterion of status. Achievements of an individual mostly decide his 
status. Class system provides scope for changing or improving one's status. Factors like income, 
occupation, wealth, education, 'life-styles', etc. decide the status of an individual. 

3 •. The Class System is Universal. Class is almost a universal phenomenon. The class system 
appears in all the modem complex societies of the world. It is a phenomenon that is absent only in 
the smallest, the simplest, and the most primitive of societies. All other soceities of any size have a 
class structure .. 

4. Mode of Feeling. In a class system we may observe three modes of feelings. (i) There is a 
feeling of equality in n;ilation to the members of one's own class (ii) There is a feeling of inferiority 
in relation to those who occupy the higher status in the socio-economic hierarchy. (iii) There is a 

· feeling of superiority in relation, to those who occupy the lower status in the hierarchy. This kind of 
feeling develops into class-consciousness and finally results in class solidarity. 

5. Element of Prestige. Each social class has its own status in society. Status is associated 
with prestige. The relative position of the class in the social set up arises from the degree of prestige 
attached to the status.Thus, the status and the prestige enjoyed by the ruling classes or rich classes 
in every society is superior to that of the class of commoners or the poor people. The prestige which 
a class enjoys depends upon our evaluations. In many societies knowledge, purity of race or de
scent, religion, wealth, heroism, bravery and similar other qualities confer a high degree of prestige 
on the persons possessing them. These 1 qualitieJs on which our evaluations are based vary consider
ably in different societies, and in the course of time, within the same society. 

6. Element of Stability. A social class is relatively a stable group. It is not transistory nor 
unstable like a crowd or a mob. Though status in the case of class is subject to change, it is to some 
extentstable. Status in the case of class may undergo radical changes in extraordinary circumstances 
i.e., intimes of wars, revolutions, economic, political and social crisis and so on. 

7. Mode of Living. A social class is distinguished from other classes by its customary modes 
of ~ehaviour or mode of behaving. This is often referred to as the 'life-styles' of a particular class. 
'Life -styles' orthe modes ofliving include such matters as the mode of dress, the kind of house and 
neighbourhocxtone lives the means ofrecreation one resorts to, the cultural products one is able 
to ell'Joy, th~ relationship between parents and children, the kinds of books, magazines and TV 
shows to which one is yxposed, one's friends, one's mode of conveyance and communication, one's 
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way of spending money and so on. 'Life-styles' reflect the speciality in preferences, tastes, and 
values of a class. · 

8. Social Class,- an Open Group. Social classes are 'open groups'. They: represeqt an 
'opf?n~ social system. An open class system is one in which vertical social mobility is possible. This 
mea~s1',1:iere are no restrictions, or at the most only very m'ld restrictions are imposed on the upward 
and downward movement of individuals in the social hierarchy. However, k complt;tely ~p~m class 
system and a completely closed class system are only hypothetical. · · 

. . 
9. Social class - an Economic Group. The basis-0f social classes is mostly .economic, but 

they are not mere economic groups or divisions. Subjective criteria SUfh as cl~ss-consciousness, 
class solidarity and class identification on the one hand, and the objective criteria stlch as wealth, 
property, income, eduootion, occupation, etc., on the other, are equally important in the class sxstem. 
Classes, thus, are not merely economic groups, they are something more than these. · 

10. Classification of Social Classes : Sociologists have giventhree-fold classification of 
classes which consists of (i) Upper Class (ii) Middle Class, and (iii) Lower Class. Warner and Lunt 
in their study of a New England town [their book being' The Social Life of a Moderjt Community], 
have divided each of the traditional classes into two sub-classes. They have given a six"fold classifi
cation consisting of(i) The Upper-Upper Class (ii) The Lower-Upper Class, (iii) The Upper-Middle 
Class, (iv) The Lower-Middle Class, (v) The Upper-Lower Class, and (vi) The,Lower-Lower Class. 
Karl Marx, the champion of the theory of social class and clas~s conflicts, has spokei;i of only two 
major social classes, the 'haves'' and the 'have nots' or the rich andthe poor, or the capitalists and the 
workers, or the Bourgeosie and the Proletariat. Sorokin has spoken of three major types of class 
stratification. They are economic, political, and occupational clas~ 

11. Class Consciousness. Class system is associated with class consciousness. Class con
sciousness is "the sentiment that characterises the relations of men towards the members of their 
own 'and other classes." It "consists in the realisation\of a similarityof attitude anci'behavi6ur with 
mem.bers of other classes." Class consciousness is the means by which the integtation of persons 
possessing a similarity of social position and of life-chances is transformed into a/common group 
activity. · · 

Conditions of Class-Consciousness. Ginsberg has mentioned three conditions of class con
sciousness. First is the ease and amount of social mobility. Jf movement up a'nd down is easy and 
rapid, differences in mode of life disappear; if it is possible but not easy, the consciousness of differ-
ences..is increased. The second condition of class consciousness is rivalry and conflict. When the 
members ofa class 1ealise their common intetests, thenthey may thirik of defending their interests 
against the common enemy. The third factor is the growth of a common tradition embodying com
mon standards of value and common experiences. Wherrthe peopkcome to possess common tradi
tions and common experiences, they may develop class consciousness. 

Class Consciousness and Class Struggle. Karl Marx;who championed the cause of workers, 
laid great emphasis on 'class consciousness' among the working classes. According to Marx, the rise 
of class consciousness among the workers leads to their class identification, class solidarity and 
finally to class struggle. Hence he gave a clarion call to the workers in his Manifesto of the Commu
nist Parij; of 1848 that "Workers ofthiworld unite, you hpve nothingto lose, but your chains, you 
have a world to win". Class consciousnes~ can be transfom1ed into same group activity with the help 
of some organ or instrument. Political party is such an organ. Hence, Lenin added the idea of a party 
in\Marxism to prepare the workers for class struggle. 

7. CRITERION OF CLASS 

; It is -true that society has been divided into different classes at different times. Classification of 
social classes has been made on the basis of objective criterion or subjective criterion or both. 

1.Aiubjective Criteria may include the class cohsciousness, class solidarity and class identi-.. 
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· fication. the subjective criteria are essentially psychological. Members who have common interests 
and attributes have a sense of in-group sol!darity. They feel that their socio-economic opportunities 
are almost equal. Warner and Lunt in th¢ir study of the American class system have observed the 
importance of subjective factors in determining a class. According to them, (i) belonging. to the 
'right family', (ii) doing the 'right things'. (iii) knowing how to 'act right' (iv) associating with the 
'rigbipeople' , (v) living in the 'right' section of the town, (vi) one 'sfeelings and beliefs concerning 
certain things___..:.all have their impact on the statUs of individuals according to which their class is 
determinecl . 'Wealth'· alone is not a sufficient qualification for being admitted to the upper~class-
they maintained. / · -

_Objective Criteri~. Objective criteria includ~ those. factors with the help of which one's 
stams may be' detem1ined. They may include-(i) wealth, property or income, (ii)famizy or kinship, 
(iii) location a/residence, (iv) occupatiOn, (v) level of education, (vi) physical marks of difference 
such as skin colour, etc. Some sociologists have given more i~portance to the objective factors. . . 

It rri~y be noted that the criteria upon which class isde.termined vary from time to time and 
place to place. For exaff!-ple, in pre-Nazi Germqny, the combination of old aristocratic family line
arid high rank in the'army put one.in the top position. In Russia, (luring the Czarist regime, nobility 
with a military career rt,?presented the top class positiop.. In the Soviet Russ_ia today. a high position in 
the cqmmunist party is a basis to become a member of the top-class position. In the U.S.A., today, the 
combination of high level business, high political status, wealth, education and old family deseent 
represent a man's high status Ln the society. · 

. K,ar! Marx on the contrary, has placed premium on the objective factors particularly the eco
nomic ones. According to hi.m, social classes originate only from economic struggle. ~ neglected 
other subjective factots. his theory of social class is, Hence, regarded as one-sided, misleading and 
dterministic. · 

8. MARXIAN ANALYSIS OF CLASS 

Marx defined a .social class as all those people who share a commoh relationship to the means 
of economic product} on. Those who own and control the means of production (slave owners, feudal 
landowners or owners of property such as factories and capital) are the dominant class. They exercise 
power because of their ownership of means of production. In ~ industrial .society the means of 
production include the factories, and the machinery and raw materials used for manufacturing goods. 
Marx called them the class of 'Bourgeoisie' or capitalists or owners of property. 

All those who work for dominant class are ~ slaves,· peasants, or industrial. labourers. They 
. constitute the -·subordinate class. Mafx calle<.i .this class - the 'proletariat' or the labour class or 
working class or poor Class. Members of the proletariat own only their labour which they hire out to 
the owners of industry in return for wages. · 

The relat;ionship between thesy two classes is n~t oµly one of dominance and surbordination 
but also of 'exp/oitatiim' .. The workers produce rnor~ wealth in the form of food, manufactured 
products and services than is necessary to met:1t their basic net:1ds. It means they produce 'surplus 
Wea/th'. But they do not enjoy the use of the surplus they have created. On the contrary·, those who 
own the means of production are able to grah this surplus wealth as 'profit' for their own use; The 
capitalists ai:e a non-producing class. They do not actually preduce anything. Still IJ1UCh of the wealth 
produced by the proletariats is taken away by the capitalists. According to Marx, this kind of 
exploitation has been the main source of conflict between the two classes throughout history."' 

' Marx believed that the economic base of society influences the general character of all other 
aspects of culture and social structure, such as law, religion, education, and government,. The· dominant 

-.class is able to control all of those institutions and to ensure that they protect its own interests. "The 
laws, therefore, protect the rich, not poor. The established religion supports the socialorder as it i$. 

'not as it might be. Education teaches the :virtues .of the existing system. not Ifs vices. Government 
upholds the status quo rather than undermines it. "-Ian Robertson 

Marx was of the opinion that as a result oTthe e~loitation of workers by the capitalists the gap 
between the two goes on widening.· Thus the rich become richer and the poor beconie poorer. This 
results in a:n imbalance in the production and distripution. Goods will he produced and flooded in the 
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market in abundant quantity and there will be only a handful of people to purchase them. Majority of 
the people in society who mostly belong to the working class cannot purchase the goods due to their 
poor purchasing capacity; Marx calls this situation.' the.anarchic character of production'. Hence 
capifalism suffers from -its own-inemal contradictions; .. The seed of destruction-of-capitalism-is 
ripening in the very womb of capitalism"-Marx said. He has foretold that capitalism would end in 
failure. "The prophecyofcapitalism is a prophecy of doom"-Marx stated emphatically. 

Marx believed that the members of the proletariat would eventually realise that they were 
being exploited and oppressed. They would then join together to overthrow the bourgeoisie either by 
force or by voting their own representatives into the government. As a champion of the cause of the 
workers Marx called upo'n the workers to hasten the process of the destruction of the capitalis~ 
system; Marx and Engles made a fervant appeal to the working class in their Manifesto ofihe communist 
Party.of 1848 in the following way: "Let the ruling classes tremble at a communist revolution. The 

. proletarians have nothing to lose but their Chains. They have a world to win. working men of all 
countries unite". Marx has even predicted that a historic revolution would mark the end of capitalism 
and lead to a classless society. after their successful revolution the workers would setup a cdmmunist 
society which means that the forces of production would be communally owned, that is jointly 
owned by all members of society. Goods produced would be equally shared and everyone would 
work for him and for the benefit of society as a whole. 

Criticism 

Marx's views on class are part of his more general theory of the history of society. Some 
sociologists agree that they are more· approriate to 19th century Europe and have little relevance 
today. · ' 

Marxian definition of class and its interpretation can be misleading in many marginal cases. 
When Marx wrote, industry was owned and controlled primarily by individual capitalists. But this is 
no longer the case today. Most industry is now run by large corporations,' which are owned by 
thousands of stockholders but controlled by salarie managers. As a result the ownership and control 
of the means of production have been largely· separated. Executives, technicians, s9ientists,, and 
other professionals may control the means of production, but they do not own it. They arc:l on tl}e 
payroll like any other workers. Marx's definition in this way does not help very much in determining 
their social class. . 

Further, Marxian definition of social class does not answer a few of the questio~s such as
" Wfaat is the social class of a dropout, who does not own or control the means of production but does. 
nor worlteuher? wtiat ZS the soczal class oj an zmproverzshed member oj the European aristocracy, . 

·who enjoys high social prestige because of ancestry rather than an;y relationship to the mean" of 
production? What is the class of a wealthy black surgeon who suffers racial prejuciices and 
discrimination almost everyday of his or her life? .... :."(Ian Robertson). The Marxian explanation 
does not handle these ambiguous cases very satisfactorily. ·• 

9. CASTE AND CLASS : DIFFERENCES 

Caste and class represent two main forms of social stratification. They can be distinguished on 
the following grounds; 

1. Particular : The system with , all its 
peci.ll~rities is unique to India. It is peculiar 
to India and hence itis not universal. 

2. Ascribed Status : Status is ascribed to the 
Individuals by birth. Birth is the criterion of 
status and not achievement. Status 1can 
neither be changed for be improved: 

1. Universal : The class system' is universal in 
nature. It is found in a~most all the modern 
complex societies. 

2. Achieved Status: Status is achieved by the 
individua~s. There is scope for achievement. 
Hence, status dm' be changed or improved. 

(Contd.:'.) 
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3. Closed system : Caste is a closed system. It 
restricts social mobility; i.e., the movement 
of people from one social status .to that of . 
the other. 

4. Divine Origin : The caste system is believed 
to have had a divine origin. It is closely 
associated with Hindu tradition. 

5. Purity and Impurity : the idea of purity 
· and impurity is associated with the caste. 
some _castes are called 'pure' while others 
are regarded as 'impure'. 'Impure' castes are 
regar~ed as 'untouchables'. 

6. RegulatiOn of relations : The caste system 
controls the activities and regulates the 

' . 

relations of its members to a great extent. 
As Maciver says, it fixes the role pf a man 
in society. lt regulates even the routine 
activities oNhe members. 

7. Greater Secial Distance : There is 
comparatively a greater distance being kept 
between different castes. , 

8~ Conservative : The caste ridden system 
tends to become conservative, orthodox and 
reactionary. Castes become in course of 
time, water-tight compartments. 

9. Endogamous Group : Caste is an 
endogamous social unit. Accordingly, every 
caste member has to marry within the group 
selecting the life partner fr0m his or her own 
caste. Intercaste marriages are not allowed; 

10. Complexity : The caste system is a complex 
system. The very fact that more than 2800 
castes and subcastes are found in India, 

· makes.ffevident how complex it is. 

11. Caste-consciousness : Caste consciousness 
is more dangerous to democracy. 
Democracy and caste strictly speaking, 
cannot go together, because caste is based 
on inequality. Caste-feeling may also 
endanger the growth of national.' sentiments 
and unity'. Caste restricts the amount of 
community feeling. Casteism has been a 
great hinderance to the national integration 
in India. ' 

•• O<-
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3. Open system : Class is an open systerii. It 

. provides for social mobility. Individuals can 

move from the lower class to the upper class. 

4. Secular : The class system is secular. It has 
nothing to do with religion. It has been given 
no religious explanation. 

5. Feeling of Disparity : There is a feeling of 

disparity on the part of the members of a 

class. The question of purity and impurity 

does not arise. Hence th~re is no practice of 

untouchability. 
6. LimitsRelations : The class system, on the 

other hand, limits the range of contacts and 

communications of its members. Individuals 

are more.free in a class. It does regulate the 

daily tasks of its members. 

7. Less Social Distance : . There is less social 

distance between different ~lasses. Members 
are more tolerant than others. 

8. Progressive : The class-laden system is 

regarded as more progressive. Classes give 

more freedom to the members. It permits 

greater so~ mobility. 
9. Not endogamous : A clas~ is not an 

endogamous unit. The memberS" are free to 
select his or her ,life partner from any oft!J~ 
classes. The class system never imposes 
restrictions on 'marriage. 

10. Simplicity : The class system is known for 
its simplicity. Broadly $peaking, there are 
only three classes - the upper, middle, and 
the' lower - and hence the network of 
relations is also simple. 

11. Class-consciousness: Class-consciousness 
is not inimical to democracy. Class and 
democracy go together. Class on the other_ 
hand, does not restrict the amount of 
community feeling. In spite of the 
Communist influence to internationalise, the 
class ,.system never disturbs the growth of 
national· sentiments. 



SOME ASPECTS OF SOCIAL 
MOBILITY 

SANSKRITISATION -· WESTERNISATION· 
- MODERNISATION 

A. Sanskritisation. Meaning and Definition of'/janskritisation - S~nskritisation and 
Brahminisation -An Analysis of the Process of Sanskritisation - Sanskritisation : Some· 
Comments. B. WesternisaJion .Definition of ihe Term - Main Features of Westernisation 

. -'- Westernisation : So:,,,_e Comments ~· C. Modernisation. Meaning of Modernisation -
·Definition of Modernisation _ _, The Process of Modernisation - Characteristics of 
Modernfsatio,n - Process of Modernisatior. in India'~ Problems of Modernisation ,...,.. 
Sanskritisation and Westernisation Comparative Yi~s"'"'"' Westernisation and Modernisation 
: Comparative Views. 

Though the Indian society which is based'on the caste system is often regarded as a "closed 
society" , it is not altogether changeless. Within the framework of the caste itself some kind of 
mobility is observed. Lower Gastes haYe often tried to claim higher status by imitating the ltfe~styles 
of upper-castes particularly ofBrahmins and Kshatriyas. ·Ml'f. Srinivas used the term 'Sanskritisation' 
. to denote such a type of process. The upper castes including Brahmins, ·on the contrary, have started 
orienting their life-styles on the model of the Westerners. The term 'Westernisation' introd~ced by 
MN. Srinivas describes this proce~s. Today not only the uppJ:r class and middle class people including 
upper caste anq intermediatry caste_people are trying to orient their behaviOur, 'attitudes, beliefs and' 
life-styles towards.those of 9eveloped societies; b1,1t also the entire mass of people are involved in 
this process. Daniel Lerner calls this process 'modernisation'. It denotes a process of social chang~ 
whereby ·~less developedsocietles acquire the characteristics common to more-d_eveloped societies". 

·· Here is an attempt to understand the socio-cultural changes that have been taking place in India 
in terms of these pr_ocesses namely: Sanskritisation, Westernisation and Modernisation. These three. 
processes reflect an attempt ·on the part of tpe Indian masses to achieve some amount of mobility 
both within and outside the framework of the caste system. 

A. SANSKRITISATION 
Mealii~g.of Sanskritisation 

The term "Sanskritisation" was introduced into Indian Sociology by Prof. MN Srinivas. The 
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term refers to a process whereby people oflower castes collectively try to adopt upper caste practices 

and beliefs, as a preliminary step to acquire higher status. Thu&- it indicates a process of cultural 

mobility that is taking place µi the traditional social system .of India. 
MN. Srinivas in his study of the Coorg in Kamataka, found that lower castes, in order tO raise 

theirposition in the ca.st.e hierarchy, adopted some customs and practices. of the Brahmins, and gave. 
up !!<>me of their oWn which were considered to be ''impure" by the higher castes. For example, they 
gave up meat-eating, drinking liquor and animal sacrifice to their deities. They imitated Brahmins in 
matters of dress, food and rituals. By doing this, within a generation or so they could claim higher 

positions in the hierarchy of castes. In the beginning; MN. Srinivas used the term "Brahminisation'l 

(in his book "Religion and Society Among the Coorgs''- 1971) to denote this process. Later on, he 
replaced it by "Satiskritisation". 

Defini!ion of Sanskritisation 

MN. Srinivas, in fact, has been broadening his definition ofthe term 'Sanskritisation' from 

time to time. Initially, he described it as-" the process of mobility of lower castes by adopting 

vegetarianism and teetotalism to move in the caste hierarchy in a generation or two" - (i 962). 

Later on, he redefineJ it as ~·a process by which a low caste or a tribe or other group changes its 

customs, rituals, ideology, and way of life in the direction of a high ·and frequently, twice-born 

caste"- (MN. Srinivas in his "Sofia/Change in Modern India - 1971 ). The second definition is 
much broader for it includes ideologies also (which incfude ideas such as 'Karma' 'dharma', 'papa' 

(sin), 'punya' 'moksha' etc.). 

Sanskritisation and Brahminisatioli 

Sanskritisation is a much broader concept than Brahminisation. MN. Srinivas preferred it to 

Brahminisation for some reasons : · 
· (i) Sanskritisation is a broader term .and it can subsume in itself the narrowerprocess of 

Brahminisation: For instance, today, though by and large, Brahmins are vegetarians and teetotalers, 

some of them such as Kashmiris, Bengalis and saraswath Brahmins eat non-vegetarian food. Had the 

. term 'Brahminisation' been used, ff would have become necessary to specify which particular Brah
inin group was meant. 

· (ii) Further, tJ,e reference groups of Sanskritisation are not always Brahmins. The process of 

1mitation need not necessarily take place on the model of:Brahmins. Srinivas hitl1self has given the 

exampl~ oftrui low castes of Mysore who adopted the way oflife ofLingayats, who are not Brahmins 
but who claim eAµality with Brahmins. Similarly, the smiths (one of the lower castes) of Mysore call 

themselves Vishwakarma Brahmins and \\'.ear sacred thi-eads and have sanskritised some of their 
rituals. (Still, .some of them eat meat and dririkliquor. For the very same reason, many castes, including 

some untouchable castes do not accept food.or water frorii their hands). 
The lower castes imitated not only Br.ahmins but alsoKsJ,atriyas, Vaishyas,,Jats, Shudras, etc. 

it;z differeni pl{l,rts of the country. Hence the terin ~rahminisation does not completely explain tJiis 
process. MN. Srinivas himself acknowledged this fact and WrOte : "I now realise that, I emphasised 

unduly the Brahminical model of Saskritisation and igiidte_d the other models Kshatriya, Vaishya 

• and Shudra; .. " ("Social Change in M,odern India'- 1971 Pag~ - 7) 

An Analysis of the Process of Sanskritisatfon 

An Analysis of the process of 'Sooskritisation' w6~d reveal to us the following facts: 
l. 'Sanskritisation' denotes the process in which the lower castes tryto imitate the life-styles of 

upper castes .in their attempt to rq.ise their social status. Th~ process seems to be associated with th~ 
role.oflocal "doininantcaste", Though for some time, tpe lower c&stes imitated Brahrriins they SOOP: 

shifted it towards th~:local dominant.caste;wjlich in mostcases a non-Brahmm dominantcaste; 
2. Sanskritisation denotes the process of upward mobility. In tb,is process, a ca.ste is tryihg to 

increase its position in.· the caste hierarchy not • at once, 'but over a period of time. It woulp. take, ' 
• ...f...,, ,. . . !· . . ' 

s9111etiroe~, !:\ p~riodof one or two. g~nerations. . · . . 
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3. Mobility that is involved in the process of Sanskritisation results only in ''Positional changes " 
·for particular castes or section,s of castes. and need not ne<;:ess(lrily le<:ld to a "structural change''. It 
means, while individualcastes move up or down, the stiucture as such remains the saqie. . . . . 

. 4. Sai:iskritisat/on is not a new phenomenon as such.MN. Snnivcis writes: "Sariskritisati9nhas 
been a major process of cultural change in Indian. history, and ,it :has occurred in every p~ of the 
Indian sub-continent. It may have been more active at some periods thli\1 at others, and som:e parts of 
India are more aanskritised than either& ; but there is no doubt that the process has· be~n universal" 
(Socia/Change in,Mo<:lernJndia =-' 1971Page~23). 

5. The.castes which enjoyed higher economic and political power but r'ated relatively low in 
ritual ranking went after Sanskritisation for theyfelt that their claim IQ a higher position was not 
fully effective. The three main aspects of power in the caste system are the ritual, the economic and 
the political ones. The possession .of power in any one sphere µsually leads to.the acquisition of 
power i9 the. other. two.· But Srinivas opines that inconsistencies do occur. . · 

· 6. "Economic betterment is not a necessary pre-condition .to Sanskrit(sation, nor economic 
deve/Opment must necessdrily lead to Sanskr,itisation .. However, som:etimes a groµp {caste, tribe) 
ma,y,*ut by acquiring, political power and this may lead to economic developmerit and Sanskritisation. 
Econ,o.mic betterm:ent, the acquisition of political power, education, leadership, and a desire to move 
up in.tbe.hierarchy, are all relevant factors in Sanskritisation, and each case ofSanskritisatiOnmay 
show all or some of these factors rnixed up in different measures"-(Ram Ahuja -'fo "Indian Social 
System"~ P,a:ge :355). 

7. Sanslyfitisation is not necessarily confined to the castes within the Hindu community, itis 
found in tribal•communities also. Example. The Bhils of Western India, the·Gonds and Oraons of 
Middle India, and the Pahadiyas. of Himalayan region ha:ve come unqer the influence of 
Sanskritisation. These tribal communities are now claiming themselves to:be Hindus for their 
cominunities represent some caste groups within the fold ofHinduism. (It should be rioted that in the 
traditional system, a group could be called 'H!ndu' onlyif it w.as regarded as a caste group). 

8 . . The process of Sanskritisation serves as a "reference group;' .It is through this process, a 
caste group tries to orient its beliefs, practices, values, attitudes and "life-styles~· in terms of another 
superior or dominant group, so that it can also .get some recognition. Since this term was made 
applicable by M.N. Srinivas even to Kshatriya, Vaishy~ and Shudra models (in addition to Brahmana 
model), it has greater relevance to function as a "reference group'. · . 

9 Sanskritisation does not take place. in the same manner in all the places. Studies lfave 
revealed that in most of the cases the lower castes tend,to iinitate the upper castes partictil¥1Y the 
Kshatriya and Brafurim castes. There are mstances o{ upper castes inutating some of the practice.s of 
lower castes, and sometimes of even tribal groups. For example, a Brahmijl: may make a.blpod

. sacrifice to one of the local deities through the medium of a non-Biabminfriend; The Muslim cultural· 
ways have imposed some limitations in the imitation process of sonie µpper and lower castes. This is· 
very much in evidence in Punjab. Thus, it can be generalised that Sankritisation is not a one~way 
process; itis a tWo'-wayprocess, Not always one caste .~'takd' from thehigl).er caste, sometimes, it 
also 'gives' in return.. · -

10. The British rule in India provided a favourable atmosphere for 'Sanksritisationto take 
place. Political independence has weakened the trend towards this change. Now· the emphasis is ori · 
vertical social mobility and not on the horizontal mobility. In this process ofmobilit)r the basic unit. 
remains.the group only and not ihe individual or family: . . 

11. The process ofSanskritisatiOn does not automatically. result in the.achievement of a higher 
status for the group. People will have to wait for a period of a generation or two befor~ their claim 
can be accepted. Further, it may so happen thata claim which May not succeed irua partiCular area 
or period bf time, may succeed in another. ' . 
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17. Significant developments in the realm ofmO.,terial cufture have accelerated the process of 
Sanskrit(sation~_Industrialsatiori, occupational mgbiiity, mass media.of communication, spread of 

literacy, advent of Western technology, improvement in the trarisportatlon system, etc., have speeded 

up tile process of Sanskritisation. Introduction of parliainentary system of democracy and universal 

suffrage have also eonP"ibuted to the increased Sanskritisation. . 
13. As M.N. Srinivas has pointed out, Sanskritisation serves to reduce or remove the gap 

between the. ritual and s,ecular rnaking. It is, indeed, one of its main functions. For example, if a 

caste, or its segment gafos secular, that is, political power, it immediately starts imitating the so 

called ''status-symbols"of the customs, rituals, ideals, beliefs, values, life-styles, etc. of the upper' 

caste communities. The lower caste group which successfully gets into the seat of secular power also 

tries 'to avail of the services ofBrahmins-especially at the time of observing some rituals; worshipping 
and offering things to the.God in the Centres of pilgrimage, celebrating important Hindu festivals, 

fixing "muhurtam" (auspicious time for doing good works«)r starting ventures) for some important 
occasions and programmes, and so on. . 

14. Sanskritisation has often been construed as a kind ofproiest against the traditiona/'caste 
system. Sariskritisation is a type of protest against the caste system in which the status is ascribed or 

predetermined. Lower castes which are disillusioned with their predetermined statuses and impressed 

by the higher statuses accorded to the upper castes, naturally desire to go up in the status hierarchy. 

This desire is virtually against the traditional hierarchical pdnciple of the caste system. Making an 

attempt through Sanskritisation to move up in the status hierarchy setting aside the hierarchical 

principle of caste, amounts to a protest against the caste system itself. . 
· 15. Sankritisation, as MN. Srinivas himself has said, does not denote a basic change in the 

structure of the Hindu society. It should not be construed that through this process any kind of social 

change can be brought about in the caste-ridden society. Since caste is a 'closed' sClc'iety in which 

the membership is based on the unchangeable factor of birth, no one can become a member of the 

"reference group" as such (Reference group in tlils context may be an upper caste Brahmin or non

Brahmin caste group which is locally dominant and influential). However, an individual or a group 

may improve his or its sociaLposition within the range_ofone's own Varna group. Srtni~as further 

observes that the process ofSanskritisation can only support the e;xisting system but9an never' remove 
it. Hence the changes that are effected through Sanskritisation though cannot be neglected, have only 
limited significance. · 

SANSKRITISATION :SOME COMMENTS 

Though the concept 'Sanskritisation' introduced byPr@f MN. Srinivas has been regarded as a 

. singiflcant contribution to the sociological literature, it is not free from criticisms. Number of com-
ments .have been made about ~lie term by·the scholars. Some of them may be cited here :. ; 

I. According to J.F. Stall, "Sanskritisation as used by Srinivas and other anthropologists is a 

complex conceptora class of concepts. The term itself seems to be misleading, since its relationship 

tothe term Sanskrit is extre111ely complicated". -(quoted by Yogendra Singh in his "Modernisation 
of Indian Tradition" - Page " 10). · · · · .· . 

2. Yogendra Singh cominei:its: Though "Sanksritisati()n and Westernisation, in logical sense, 
are ''Truth asserting" concepJs ... They "fail to lead to a consistent theory,of cultural change. su~h 
consistency is far from realisation ... ". The concepts "contain no ,hypotheses", and in Zetterbergs 
W(Jrds, "Cann:ot be true or false. They -can be clumsy pr elegant, appropriate or bzappropriate, 
effective or worthless but n.ever true or false';. ' . 

3. Yogendra Singh also opines that "Sanskritisation fails to account for many aspects of cultural 
change in past and contemprorary India as it neglects the non-Sankritic traditions". Mckim Marriot 
has ()bserved that truism ofYogendra Singh 's comments in one of his studil!S. iii a village. M. Marriot 

'observes, we cannot establish that the process ofSans~itisation always takes place by replacing o~ 
· removing the non-Sanskritic tfruals; "Sa'nkritic rites are often added on to non-~anskritic rites without 
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replacing them" Mckim Marriot. 
· 4. It is also commented that much againstthe assumption of M.N. Srinivas, the "Sanskritic 

injJuence has not been universal to all parts of country~ In most ofnorthem l.ndia, e~pecially 'in 
Pu,Yab,. it was the Islamic tradition which provided a basisfot cultural imi'lation": · rn Ptlrijab,. writes 
Chanana, "Culturally Sankritic infuence has been but one of the. trends; an_d at times, i~ could-not. 
have been the main trend. For a few centuries, until the third quarter of the 19th century Persian 
influence had been the dominating one in this area"-,- (as quoted by Prof. Yogendra Sin,gh'-
Pages: 11-12). · 

5. "As suggested byHarold A. Gould, often the motive force behind Sanskritisation is not of 
cultural imitation per se but an expression of challenge and revolt against the socio-economic dep
rivations" .. Yogendra Singh writes ;·"Sankritsation is thus a cultural camouflage for latent interclass 
and intercaste compeititon for economic and social power, typical of a tradition bound society where 
traditionally the privileged upper castes hold monopoly to power and social status. When the impact 
of the external forces like political democratisation, land reforms and other social reforms break, this 
monopoly of the upper castes, the cultural camouflage ofSankritisation is thrown away, in favour of 
an open conflict with the privileged cla~ses based on nativistic solidarity" - (ibid - Pages 1_2 ) . 

. 6. Dr. D.N. Majumdar comments that it is wrong to assume the process of Sankritisation as 
universal process to be observed throughout India. In his study of Mohan village in Uttar Pradesh he 
observed a strong exception to this assumption. In this village, as he observed, the lower caste people 

·do not have.any Ulige or inclination to imitate the 'life-styles' ofBrahmins or any other dominant 
higher caste of that region. If a cobbler wears tilak, (or Vibhuti) dhoti and the sacred thread and 
follows some of the customs of higher castes, nobody recognises him as an upper caste man "If 
SankritisatiOn is really a universal process, where exactly li stops and why .. ? ... " Dr. Majumdar 
questions. . . 

7. MN. Srinivas has been changing the definition of the term "Sankritisation "from time to 
time and this adds to the problem of understanding its meaning and range of operations in clear 
terms. First; Dr. Srinivas used the term to mean Brahminisation. Later on, he extended its meaning. 
fie used it to mean a process in which a lower caste, a tribal group or any other group attempts to 
imitate the 'Iife~styles'. of a locally dominant upper caste, mostly a tw'ice-born' caste .. As per his 
recent interpretation, the process includes the imitation of ideas, values and ideologies. Here also it 
becomes difficult to ascertain the real meaning of the term "ideology". ' 

8. When w~ try to interpret certain changes that have takenplaee in the.field ofsocial moMity 
in the light of Sanksritisation,. we face certain paradoxes. According to Dr. Srinivas, political and 
economic foICes at~Jtomrally favourable for Sankritisation. But the 'policy of reservation' a polmco-
constitutional attt.(mpt to elevate the status oflower caste, and class people, presents here a different 
picture. Theoretically, the policy of reservation must be supportive ofSankritisation. But paradoxi
cally it goes against it. Those who avail of the 'reservation' benefits have developed a vested interest 
in calling themselves 'dalits' or Scheduled Caste people. They want to be called 'dalits' orpeople,of 
Scheduled Caste category so that they can permanently avail of the benefits of reservation; · 

Finally, it can be said that the twin c'oncepts of Sankritisation and Westernisation introduced by 
M.N. Srinivas in explaining the cultural changes that are taking place in India, do have their own 
.importance. But the baste question 1n this : Do thesetwm concepts explain cultural change with all its 
ramifications? Are they inclusive and universal enough to provide a satisfactory explanation to all the 
major cultural changes that have taken place throughout thecountry ? (\ccording to Yogendra SinJh, 
the concept of "Modernisation" can only provide a s_atisfactory answer to these questions. 

B. WESTERNIS~TION 
The role 'Westernisation' has been very significant in understanding the socio-cultural changes 

of mo,dein India. Bntish rule produced radical and lasting changes in the Indian society . .an_d culture. 
The British·broughtwith them, (unlike the previous invaders) new technology, institutions, knowl~ 
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later on to the independence movement. They were actually aware .of existing social evils like child. 
marriage, tabooes against wido~ remarriage, seclusion of women, hostili,ty to women's education, 
tabooesagainstintercastemarriages,intercastedining,·untouch.ability-etc.Socialreform~ovemeots 
started with the efforts of Raja Ram Mohah Roy who founded the "Brahmo Sama/'. Arya Samaj, 
Prarthana Samaj, Sri Ramakrishna Mission and such other movements that followed later, too had 
imbibed in them the flumanitarian values. . . · 

3: Westernisation not only inclu.des the introduction of new institutions (jor example, newspa
pers, elections, Christian missiof!lli-ies) but also fundamental changes in old institutions. For example, 
Inqia had schools long ·before the arrival-of the British. But they were different from, the British
introduced schools in that they had been restricted to upper caste children and transmitted mostly 
traditional knowledge. Other i_f!Stitutions such as the army, civil service and law courts were also 
similarly affected. 

4. The form and pace of Westernisation of India varied from region to region and from one 
section of population to another. (Srinivas 1985). For example, one group of people became 
Westernised in their dress, diet, manners, speech , sports and in the gadgets they used. While another 
absorbed Western science, knowledge and literature, l'.emaining relatively free from certain other 
aspects Westernisation. For example, Brahmins acc-epted the Western dress habits and educational 
systems and also used gadgets such.as radio, television, car, telephone etc. But they did notaccept the 
British diet, dancing,.hunting and such other.habits. This distinction is, however, only relative and hot 
absolute. . ' 

5. Accqrding to Srinivas, Westernisation pervades politiCal and culturalfields also.He writes 
: "In the political and cultural fields, Westernistion has given birth riot only to nationalism l;mt also to 
revivalism communalism, 'casteism', heightened linguistic consciousness, and regionalism. To make 

. matters even more bewildering, revivalist movements have used Western type schools .. and colleges, 
and books, pamphlets and journals to propagate their ideas"~ (Pages 55-56). 

6. As M.N. Srinivas claims, "The term Westernisation unlike 'ModernisatiOn'. is ethically 
neutral. Its use does not carry the implication that it is good or bad; whereas modernisation is normally 
used in the sense that it is good." 

7. According to Siinivas, "the increase in Westernisation, does not retard the process of 
Sanskritisation. Both go on simultaneously, and to some extent, increase in Westernisation accelerates · 
the process of Sanskritisation. For example, the postalfacilipes, rail ways, btJses and newspaper media, 
which are the fruits of Western impact on India render more· organised r..eligious · pilgrimages, 
meetings, caste solidarities, etc., possible no\V than in the past" (Ref.: ~~dra Sil\gh in 
"Moderni~ation of Indian Tradition"~ Pages: 9). · . 

8. The term Westernisation is preferable to 'Moder..nisation', M.N. Srini:vas assertS. "He 
contends that modernisation presupposes 'rati&nality of goals' which in the ultimate analysis could not 
.be taken for granted since human ends are based on value .preferences and "rationality could only be 
predicted of the means not/>fthe ends ofsoci(ll action". He-considers the term "Modernisation". as 
subjective and the term 'Westernisa_tion' as more objective;' (Whereas writers such as Daniel Lerner, 
Harold gould, l\1ilton Singer and Y ogend,ra singJ:i consider t:tie term 'Modernisation as more preforable 
in place of Westernisation). 

WESTERNISATION: SOME COMMENTS . 

Most of the scholars have recognised the importance of the. twin concepts of 'Westernisation' 
and 'Sanskritisation' introduced by M.N. Srinivas in explaining the social and cultural changes taking 
place in the Indian society. Westernisation c_an be considered an agent of Sanskr.itisation in so far as 
it promotes the spread of. cultural ideas and values among the lower castes. The process of 
Sanskritisatiqn implies mobilitywithin theframewor.k ofcaste; while westernisation implies mobility 
ou.tside the.framework ofcas~e. 
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As M.N. Srinivas has pointed ·out ''One of the many interesting contradictions of modern Hindu 
social life is that while the Brahmins are becoming more and more Westernised, the other castes are 
becoming more and more Sanskritised. In ~he lower reaches of the hierarchy, castes are taking up 
customs which the Brahmins are busy discarding"-(M.N. Srinivas in his "Caste in Modern India and 
otherEssays: Pages 54-55)~ It is also true that with the Westernisation oflndian society, caste beoomes 
more or foss secular due to the new ideas introduced by the West. Westernisation as a social process 
has influenced the various aspects Of social life of the Indian community. 

Scholars like Bernard Cohn and Milton Singer have supported the validity ofthe concept of 
Sanskritlsation on the basis of their empirical studies. They observed that "while upper caste was 
Westarising its style of life and religious beliefs, the lower caste was Sanskritising and assuming more 
traditional forms of ritual, practice and belief. · 

, Scholars have also criticised the concept 'Westernisation' . Some such criticisms can be recalled 
here. . 

. l. The concepts of Sanskritisation and Westernisation pri_marily analyse social change in 
'cultural' and not in 'structural' terms. This denoted that these terms halfe limited range of application 
and use. 

2. "Srinivas's model explains .the process of.social change only in India which is based on the 
caste system. It is not useful for other societies" (Prof. Ram Ahuja-.Page: 360). 

3. Zetterberg ( 1965) has stated that the twin concepts of Srinivas are "Truth asserting" concepts. 
Yogendra Singh also endorses this opinion in his own way : "Obviously, Sanskritisation and 
Westernisation are, theoretic:ally loose terms ; but as !J'"ruth~asserting' concepts they have great 
appropriateness and viability". This connotation is often vague especially regardittg Sanskritisation. 
Because, Srinivas himself has said Sanskritisation is an extremely complex andheterogenous concept. 

4. Though SPinivasclaimed that the concept of_}Vesternisation is "ethically neutral'', it is not 
really so; He himself says that it implies "certain value preferences" such as humanitarianism, 
equalitarianism, sec.ularisation, and a degree of rationalism. A reference to these values definitely. 
implies that Westernisation is, in general, good and desirable. 

5. ·It is also commented that the Western model which Srinivas has eulogised fttts. its own 
cimtrafiiction. The Western model sometimes conveys values that are contrary to the ones mentioned 
above. In this context, mention can be made of the facts of Western life.such as racial prejudice, colour 
segregation and exploitative nature oftheWestern economy, etc. These facts contradict humanitarian 
ideals or rational outlook on life. -

6. The concept has its own limitation in yet another sense. The concept will be of little use in 
explaining the nature of social change taking place in post-Independent India. ProfessorSrinivas is 
aware of this liinitatiori when he says:"! am usirJ.g it deliberately in spite of its vagueness and omnibus 
character". 

7. Daniel Lerner has raised some objections to-the use of Westernisation as conceived by 
• Srinivas: (i) It fs too lqcal a labeland the inodel which is imitated may not be a Western country, but 
Russia; (iif'One of the results ... of prolonged contact with the West is th~ ri.se of an eUte class whose 
attitude to the West is ambivalent". It is not invariably positive. In.this context, Lerner refers to the 
appeal of <;ommunism in non-Western countries ; (iii) Westem1satfon in one.area or level of behaviour 
does not result in Westernisation in another related area-Otlevel. The t~o remain discrete' ; (iv) 'While 
there are certain ·common elements in W~sternisation, each European country along with the U.S.A., 
Caqada, Australia, and New Zealand, reperesents a particular variant of a common culture and 
signific11,ntdifference exist between one ~ount)')' and another".· . 

. C. MODERNISATION 

Meaning ofModernisa.tion 
. Th~ term modernisation "does not denote, any flhilosophy or movement, but it only symbolises 

a process of change.biJact, "Modernisation ,i ~s"understooi{as a process which lndicatesihe adopifon 
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· of the moderTJ, ways of life and values". The tenn was being used previously to refer only "to change 
in, economy and. its related effect on social values and practices". It was also descr~bed as a process 
that changed the.soCiety; from primarily ;agriculturalto primarily iridustrial:eeonomy, As a result of 
the change in the economy, the society itselfunderwent changes in values, beliefs and norms.But, 
today, the term. is given a broader meaning. ' 

Today, the tenn, 'Modernisation'' is understood as an attempt, on the part of the. people, 
particularly those who are custom-bound, to adopt themselves to the present time; conditions, styles, 
and ways in general. It indi1ates a change in people's food habits, dress habits, speaking sfyles, tastes, 
choices, preferences, ideas, values, recreationalfacilities and so on. It is alsb described, as ''social 
change involving the elements of science and technology". Thescientificf1d technological inventions 
have brought about remarkable changes in the whole syste~ of social relationship and installed new 
ideologies in the place of traditional ones. · . 

·MN. Srinivas; however, criticises the concept of Modernisation. according to him, it is a value
loadedterm. He says that "Modernisation is normally.used in thesense that it is good. He, therefore; 
prefer ,to use the term ''Westernisation'' which characterises the changes brought about in Indian · 
society and culture as a result of over ISO years of British rule''. 

Yogendra .Stngh, on the other hand, defend$ the concept of modernisation. Apcording to liim, it. 
is broader than th¢ two processes' of SanskritisatiOn and Westernisation. It is,. indeed a 'cultural, 
universal' and not necessarily confined to any single society. Like science, modernity is not an 
exclusive possession o,f any one ethnic or cultural group._Rbelongs to.the.humanity as a whole. This 
does not mean that every\Vhere it should reveal the same pattern. It need not always take place ~n the 
model of England, Germany, France·or America, It can take place on.the model of Russia, India, Japan, 
Australia, or any other country for that matter. What is essential, to moderriisation .is this - a 
commitment to ''scientific world view'' and a belief in the humanistic andphilosophical viewpoint 
ufscience on contemproraryproblems. 

Definition of "Modernisation" 
' ' 

1. Daniel Lerner. D~iel Learner who introduced the tenn "Modernisastfon" for the first time 
in his study of the middle-Eastern societies-uses it to refer to the changes brought about in.a non~ 
Western country by contract, direct or indirect with a Western country. To quote hiso~ words: .. 
"~dernisation is . th~ current term fer an old process ef social change whereby less developed . 
societies acquire the characteristics common to'more developed societies i•. ' ' 

2. Smelser .. Modernisation refers to "a complex set of changes that take place almost in every 
partofsociety as it attempts to be industrialised. Modernisation if}volves ongoing change in aso.ciety's 
economy, politics, education, traditions, and religion". 

3. Alatas. "Modernisation is a process by which modern scientific knowledge is introd~cedin 
the society with the ultimate purpose of achieving a b.etter and a more satisfactory life in the broad~st 
sense of the term as 9ccepted by the society concerned''. . . 

4. Rutow andWard (1964) have said that the bas~c process in Modernisationi~ the" applicati0in 
Of modern scieni:e tO huinaii affairs ' . -· . ' . . ' . ' '' ' ' u ' ' 

5. Eisenstadt says that Modernisation refers to both (a) structuralaspects of socialorganisation, 
and (b) socio~demographic aspects of s<;>cieties. · 

THE PROCESS OF MODERNISATION 

The key to understanding Modernisation lies hr thinking of\it as a set of change that affect the 
whole society. These changes are many and complex·. Each· is lii:tked to the others. Moreover, the 
process is different in each country; depending oriitshistory. .· 

Modernisation involves a transfC>nnation of social, political and economic organisations. ;'T}tis 
includes the transformation indicated by Durkeim, from "m:e.chanicalsolidarity" to "organicsolidar-
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. ity" ; that indic~ted by Becker, the transformation from the ''change-resistant s~cred outlook" to-the 
"change-ready secular-outlook"; the transformation indicated by Weber, from 'personal bonds" to 
"impersonalrelation'' with bureaucracy ; and the transformation from 'status-based' relation's to 
'contra~t-based' relation as· indicated by Maine, long ago. It applies to the individualist fonris of 

, organisation of the Western model, the Co~unist form oforganisation of the Russfan or Chinese 
model as well as to th~ socia_listic pattern ofth,e Indian model"_; (Ref. : B •. Ku,ppu Swamy in his · 
"SoCial Change in Modern India".,.-- (1972) - Page: 54-55). , . · 

· Students ofModemisationhave identified many dimensions ofthis process. The process has its 
economic, political, educational, technological, militruy, administrative, cultural and other faces. The 
concept has be~n used in ave?' di~sed manner. Still, some of.the .e:_attems 1?at are ~m~on t? most 
modem countries have been identified. Smelser makes a reference to them m the'f>0llow1ng way. 

l. It involves a change from, sfrhple, traditional techniques such as hand-weaving toward. J;he use 
of scientific knowledge and technology.for example, pow~rlooms. 

· 2. Agricultural shifts from subsistence farming to commercial farming 011 a larger scale .. This 
means growing cash crops, buying non-ag.ricultura\ products in the markets on a large quantity and 
often hirirtg people to do farm work,_ - · · 

.· ... 3, "In industry there is a movemei.lt away from.the use of human.and animal power and towa11ds 
the use of machinerydHven by non-hurri'an power". For example, ploughs pulled by oxen are replaced• 
by-tractors driven by hired hands. . . ' 

· 4. The. society cb,anges from the farm and the villa,ge centred one to that.of the industry and city 
centred one (Ref.: "Socialogy"-by_N.J. Smelser'- 4tlLEdition; 1993 - Page: 395). 

' In addition to the four major patterns, other pattems of change have. been observed in 
modernising social structure. Traditfonat religious systems tend to lose influence'. Powerful non.,, 
religious ideologies such as patriotism,. natiOnalism, democracy, secularism, etc. arise. The family 
changes in many ways, both in term~. of its ~tructure and fu,nctfons. Its ec~nomic, educational; 
recreational and other functions tend to diminish. Its size gets smaller and smaller. Extended families 
and kingr()ups break up into ~Iler units. Personal choice becomes the basis of marriage' rather than 
parental. arrangements. 

In education,· the literacy rate increases greatly and formal educational institutions become 
widespread. Mass r6edia also serv'es the purpose of educational resource an4 informatfon channel. 
New form of administrative organisation. such as bureaucracies develop in the political, economic, , 
educational and other fields. 

In addition to these changes in. the social structure, some psychological changes do take place 
in the society's members. Studies pfAlei Inkeles and David H Smith (1974) have reveal~d that the 
modem man . has become an. informed participant -Citizen. He is highly independent and takes 
independent decisions relating to his personal affairs such as education, marriage, occupation,~tc. He 
is not 'much carried aw.ay by the traditional influence. He is ready-for new experiences and ideas. He 
is-relatively open-minded and co,grtitively flexible. 

· Thus, the process of modernisation includes in itseifthe gradual development of a vas~. new 
, system of social structures artd psychological traits. "As a society becomes more produciiv"e and 
prosperious, it also becomes m,ore complex irl' social and culturalierms." 

Characteristics of Modernisation · 

As it has already been mentioned, the process. of modernisation. has different dirhensions, The 
.spirit of modernisation is expressed in different areas such as- social <)rgdnisation, cult~re, political 
field, economy, education, etc., in,differen/.Ways, Broadly speaking, .tJte process of modernisation 

· rev~al~ the following lmportantchan1cteristics: . · · · . . · . · · 
.-. ·frtbdemi~~ti91.1: in~l~4es:- ·~q te1npl~ofscf'ence, _·r~a.s9ri and_ rqfiOnrJlis_m, ·sec~laris,11'1, high ·· 
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aspiration and achievement orientation, overall tra1zsformation of attitudes norms pnd values, · 
creation of new fanctional institutio_ns, investmenltn human resources, a growth oriented economy, 
anationaUizterestratherthankin, caste, r-f!ligion,region or language oriented interests, an-open 
society, and a. mobile person"-.-- (Ram Ahuja in_ his "Indian Socia/System"). . . 

Accordingto'B. Kuppuswamy, "the mainfeaiure of Modernisation is the building up of an "open 
society" in which indiv,iduals of talent, enterprise and training can find places.in the society 
·appropriate to their achievement ... The process of Modernisation involves an increase in social unrest 
till the social .system ts responsive to the new aspirations built up by the Modernisation process". It 
should, however, be noted thatthe same process of modernisation institutes appropriate change in the 
sociat,syst~nito meet the rising expectations ofthe people. 
Criteria of Modernity or Measures of Modernisation 

Modernisation has been referred to as a process. whereby ·less developed societies acquire 
characteristics common to more developed societies. Now our task isto identify the characteristics that 
a~e common to more developed societies.,.:._ that is, to identify the criteria of modernity. 

SoCiologist~ rntve not yet.found out an effieient meth(}d of measuring modernisation. Because, 
there is no consensus among them regarding the criteria of modernity; Still, there has been some broad 
agreem~nt among schi>lar,s on certain _key poiiitS concerning Modernisation: · '· . . . .: ' - .. 

Rustow·and Ward ( 1964) have mentipned of some·measures of modernisation .. They include 
such specific aspects. of changes as : , 

1, iridustrialisation of economy and adopting a scinetific technology in industj, agriculture, 
dairy fanning, etc., to make them highly productive; ' · . 

2. secularisation .of ideas - that is, a diffusion of secular - rational norms in culture; 
3. a remarkable increase in geographic and social mobility which includes occupational 

mobility also ; · · 
4. a ~pread of scientific and technical education ; 
5. a transition from ascribed to achieved status; 
6. an increase in material standard of living; 
7. high proportion of working force employed in secondary and tertiary rather than primary 

production, that is, manufacturin~ and services as opposed to agricultUre and fishing ; 
8 an increment of mobility in the socie,-ty,.\lllderstood in terms of urbanisation, spread of 

literacy and media participation ; .. · 
9. high expectancy of hfe at birth ; 

10. relatively . greater measure of public particiation in the polity -'-- or at least democratic 
representation in defining and choosin"g policy altemallY_es;_ . · 

While discussing the criteria ofmodem1tyDaniel Lerner observes: "Accordi~g to this typalogy 
the modern person is an urban-literate who participates fally in. the public/orum,. rttarkt( plae'<#, 

· political arena". 

CAUSES()F M_()DER.NIS;\TION 
What factors · conqttton . modem1satton.? . What conditions lead fo modernisation? Wllat . 

conditions hinder it ? In ¢xploril1g suitable answers tQ _!hese questions sociqlogists look within the 
society to discover the various factors; groups, people and agencies and instruments that contribute. 
to.modernisation. Modernisation is not caused by any single factor. It is the net result ofa number of 
factors. Myron Weiner speaks of five ml!.in · instrumen~~ vy"hich make modernisation possible : 
educat(on, mass commtmica;ton, ideology based on-~at_ionall$:11t.., ¢harismatic leadership and coerCive 

. goveritme~tal authority. 
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1. Education 

Education, that too higher education, pertaining to the fields of science and'technology, provides 

the basis of modernisation. Education involves a sense of national loyality and creates skills and 

attitudes essential for technological· innovation. Edward Shils has also·· emphasised the . role of 

education in the process of modernisation. Still people like Arnold A1Jderson feel that formal e.ducation 

is not sufficient for teaching skills. Universit)' education may increase the number of students with 

degrees without an increase in the number of people with modern skills an~ attitudes. By this we cannot 

underscore the importance ef education in national development which is believed to be associated· 

with modernisation. "National development depends upon a. change in. knowledge - what people 

· · knpw, skills ..,..- what people can do, .and attitudes - what people can aspire and hope to get": This is 

· the reason why in the recent decades education including mass communication is given utmost 

importance. · 

· 2. Mass Communication 

The process of modernisation hinges on the. phenomenon Of' mass commumcat1on, The 

development of mass communication (including newspapers, periodicals and magazines, T.V'., radio 

telephone, movies; etc.) is an important means of spreading modern ideas at a fasten:ate. The function 

of mass media is to open up to the large masses in society, new information, new thought, new attitude 

and new aspirations which lead them to new achievement. "The mass media is the device that can 

spread the requisite knolwedge and attitudes quickly and widely". The only danger with the mass 

media is 'that if these are controlled by the government, they will spread only one-sided view that suits 

· their political ideology. But in democracies, however, the press is often given sufficient independence 

to express its views. 

3. Ideology Based on Nationalism 

Nationalism and democracy are very much linked with modernisation. Nationalism is connected 

with .national awareness and political consensus. As far as the West is ·concerned, the democratic 

system caine to be strengthened along. with the development of nationalism. 'f\le nationalistic 

ideologies serve as uriifying influence in bridging social clevages within plural societies. They also 

help the political elite in changing the behaviour of masses of people. Mass media plays avit,al role 

in democratic soCieties to spread modern views, ideas, values, etc;, by persuading the masses. But it 

is.argued out thateven though the political elite have modern ideolo~. Their mere possession of it 

does not guarantee development from the modern perspective. · 

4. Charismatic Leadership 

A Charismatic leader is in a better position to impress upon the people to adopt modern beliefs,· 

values, practices and be~viour patterns. But the danger involved here is that this popular leader may 

take . the undue advantage of his position and . use modern values,· ideas etc., for his . personal 

glorification rather than for the national development. / 

S •. Coercive Governmental Authority 

A strong and stable government may adopt coercive measures to compel.people to acc-ept the 

· modern values and ways oflife. It m1;1y also bring pressures on other governments and people to follow 

. the saine. The Govern~nt of Amerieil' under the presidentship of George -Bush '(The previous 
, . . . I 

President ofU. S.A.) made use of various tactics and strategies to bring pressure on the underdeveloped 

. 1;1nd developing countries to follow the modem ways and practices . 

. 6. 9ther Factors 

T~Jbe list Qffact9rs explai11ed above, we may add two other factors: (a) urbanisation and 

industrialtsation; and (b) universal legal system.. · · 
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(a) U.-banisation and Industrialisation 

_, Urbanisation and industrialisation are the tWo interrelated processes that are assumed to be 
invariably linked upwith modernisation. These two processes can also be understood as two factors 
that accelerate the tempo of modernisation. 'Urbanisation ' refers to· the process of growth ·and 
expansion of cities. Most of the modernised countries are either dominated by the cities or under the 
grip of the process of urbanisation. "Industrialisation" refers to the unprecedented growth and 
expansion of industries. It has become virtually the sine quo non of economic and technological 
development. 
(b) Universal Legal System 

In a traditional society bound by traditional values and customsJhe rate of change is relatively 
slow; But a society that functions on the basis of the universally accepted legal system is bound to be 
more' open'. The "rule of law" is indeed, one of the prerequisities ofModernisation. The present legal 
~ystem places premium on the individual protecting his rights and assuring his freedom. This role of 
the legal system supports the cause of "Individualism". The modem legal system has contributed a 
great deal to the scientific management of the indi,IStries. 

PROCESS OF MODERNISATION IN INDIA 

Modernisation in India started mainly with the Western contact, especially through the 
. establishment ofthe British rule. This contact brought about many far reaching changes in culture and 
social structure of Indian society. Not all these changes could be called modernising. The. basic 
direction of this contact was towards modernisation, but in the process, good number of traditional 
institutions got strengthened. 

There was, however, one important feature of Indian modernisation during the British period. 
The growth of this process was very much selective and partial. It never encompassed the micro
structures oflndian society such as-family, caste, kin group and village community. British people 
intelligently followed the policy of "least interference" especially at these micro-levels. 

But at the macro-level, the components of modernisation such as a universalistic legal system, 
expansion of Western form of edueation, urbanisation and industrialisation, spread of new means of 
communication and transport and social reforms- led the way in the transformation oflndian society. 
Along with these, aspects of structural modernisation such as ----'- rational bureaucratic systems of 
administration and judiciary, army and industrial bureaucracy, new classes of business elite and 
entrepreneurs came into being. There. was the emergence of political elite and a tiationalist 
leadership. These modernising structures had a uniform character throughout the country. 

After Independence, modernisation process in India has undergone a basic ch~mge from its 
colonial pattern. Discontinuity in modernisation between macro-structures and micro~structures 
slowly disappeared. Introduction of adult franchise and federal parliamentary form of political 
structure have carried new political values to all the sections of the population. Planned legal reforms 
in Hindu marriage and inheritance laws have tremendously influenced the Hinduf.amily system. 
Community development projects and the Pancha)'at Raj S)'stem created politi~al awareness an,d · 
part1c1pationm local level managementand administration ofjusti9e. Caste to<) has undergoneradical 
transformation making lot of compromises with the changed conditions. 

In spite of the British contact Indian society at the time of Indepe~cience has d~ep-rooted 
traditions. Still it decided to go in the direction of modernity. There were people to support the cause 
of modernism and there were als9 people to cling on to the traditional way of life. We had to strike 
out a balance between the two. Thus people had to tqlerate the, coexistence of tradition with 
m_odemism. But, coexistence cannot last long in allthe ar~as. Because, many a time, traditional ethos. 
and values become irreconciliable. We were thus confronted with the practical problem of either 
sticking on to tradition or to go on the path of modernisation. ·· 
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·We decided to modernise our society at various levels. "what aspects of life were sought to be 

modernised and in what manner?" Prof. Ram Ahuja replies to this question in the following way-. 

"At the soCial level, we wanted social relations to be based on concepts like equality, human dignity, 

and social values which would ensure social mobility, removal of caste disabilities, amelioration of 

th.e conditions of women, and so forth. At the economic level, we wanted technological growth and 

distributive justice. At the cultural level we wanted secularism, rationalism, and liberalism. At the 

political level, we desired representative government, democratic institutions, achievement -

oriented power-structure, and a greater voice and participation for Indians in the governance of the 
' . . 

country. The means for agents selected for modernising the society were - planning, education, 

legt'slation, assistance from foreign countries, adopting the policy of liberalisation, and the like"'

(Ref: Ram Ahuja in his "Indian Social System" - Page: 427). 

PROBLEMS OF MODERNISATION 

Prof Ram Ahuja speaks of five main problems of modernisation. They-ean be briefly stated 

below: , 

l. Modernisation demands that society must change in all ways at once. But such a regular and 

co-ordinated pattern of growth cannot be planned and materialised. Some amount of social interest, 

hence, is bound to be there. Example. Discrepancy between mass education and employment 
opportunities. . . ' . . 

.. 2 .. During the period of modernisation structural changes mostly remain uneven. Example. 

Industries may be-modernised but religious system, family system etc., remain conservative. 

3. Modernisation of social and econon:zic institutions may-create conflicts with the traditional 

ways of life. Example, trained M.B.B.S. doctors may pose a threat to the traditional medical 

practitioners. 
4. Another problem is that, most often roles adopted by the people are modern, but their values 

continue to be traditional, Example. New Business firms and industrial establishments and, shops etc., 

are either opened or inaugurated as per the dictates of the traditional "Muhurtam". 

5. Yet another problem is that there is lack of cooperation among agencies which modernise and 

among those institutions and systems which are already modernised. This. is more or less like the 

problem of"cultural lag". 
6. Finally, though modernisation.raises the aspirations of people, the social system does not 

provide enough chances to materialise tbem. This creates frustr~tion, disappointment and social 

unrest. 

SANSKRITISATION AND WESTERNISATION: COMPARATIVE VIEWS 

Sanskritisation and Westernisation help us-as conceptual tools in understanding the nature of 

'social and cultural changes that have been taking placdn the Indian society. Both have their own 

strengths and limitations. Ill some respects there are conflicts between the two also . 

. While'Sanskritisatioti (more p_recisely here Brahmfoisation) puts a taboo on meat-eating and 

consumption of alcohol, Westernisation promoted meat-eating and consumption of.alcohol. The 

highly Westernised Brahmins ofKashmir, Bengaf and South Kerala (who consume meat and first)for 

example, shed their inhibitions about these two tabooes. · 

As B. Kuppu Swamy has pointed out there is conflict between the two proces~es with respect to 

marriage and divorce. "Among the 'lower' castes there is no taboo against widowhood, divorce, and 

remarriage, nor does custom enjoin on the wife to iook upon her husband as a 'deity". These customs 

aiein line with Westernisation but were all tabooed by the Brahrrtins. The copflict among these groups 

between these two sets of processes has been removed after' Independence by the promotion of 

eqti_a,lity of sexes and legislation.providing for divorce, andn:marriage"~ (Ref: B .. Kuppu Swamy in 

his' "Social Change in India''- Page,: ~O). 
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Further, while Sanskritisation process promoted the "sacred" outlook, Westernisation process 

promoted the 'secular' outlook. Here also the conflict has been removed by the constitutionwhich is 

secular in outlook and emphasis . 

. "The Brahmins looked up to the British, and rest of the people looked up to both the Btahmins 

and the British. The fact that some of the values and customs of the British were opposed to some 

Brahminical values made the situation confusing" -(Srinivas-62): But in spite of these contradic

tions between Brahminism and Westernism, a section of the Brahmins adopted Western1smbecause 

of the prestige that it entailed. 
But the main task of the lower castes was to catch up with the Westernised Brahmins who were. 

well educated and enjoyed prestige in society. They soon realised that "mere Sankritisation was not 

enough" for it could only help them to improve their status in the "immutable" varna system. Hence 

they decided to adopt W estemism which would help them to move up in the social scale without the 

limitation of the Jati or Varna. They thus decided to obtain W estem education which wo'uld fetc;h them · 

the f111itwhich they wanted .. This awareness among the lower castes; and the high caste dominance 

in education and in new occupations provided a strong basis for the Backward classes movement. The 

lower castes, thus, chose Westernisation, that is, education through English medium, rather than 

Sankritisation, as the means to e~able them to move up in status in the society. 

WESTERNISATION AND MODERNISATION: COMPARATIVE VIEWS 

The two terms namely: Sankritisation and' Westernisation', introduced by Prof M.N. Srinivas, 

and "Modernisation'', introduced by Daniel Lerner must be understood as conceptual tools to 

understand the nature and character of social changes that have taken place in the developing 

countries. 
l. M.N. Srinivas Writes: "I'have used ... Jhe term 'Westernisation' to characterise the changes 

brought about in the Ind~an society and culture as a result of over 150 years of British rule .... " He also 

writes: "A popular term for the changes brought about in a non-Western country by contact, direct 

or indirect, with a Western country is "Modernisation"-(Srinivasin lJis "SocJal Change in Modern 

India" - Pages: 4 7 and 50). Srirrivas finds the necessity otfinding an appropriate term when analysing 

changes that a non-Western country undergoes as a result of prolonged contact with a "Western one". 

But Daniel Lerner, "after considering the suitability of 'Westernisation' as well as 'Modernisation' ", · 

has opted for the latter MN Sriniva~, on the other hand, has criticised Lerner's concept of 

'Modernisation' and felnhat his term 'Westernisation' is more relevant in the context in which it is 

used. comparatively speakmg, the term 'Modernzsatzon ' zs a broader one and has a ):Yider range of 

application. The term 'Westernisation' as MN. Srinivas himself has recognised " ... is too local a 

label..." to have wider, range ofuse. 

2. In a broad way it may be said that the concept ofWesten:lisation as used by Srinivas covers: 

(a) the behavioural aspects like eating, drinking, dressing, dancing, etc. ( c) the knowledge a~pects like 

literature, science, etc. (c) the values aspects like humanitarianism, equalitarianism and secularism, 

etc. (B. Kuppu Swamy-72). The term 'Modernisation' "involves a transfomration of social; political 

andecQllfJmie_arganisation". As a concepJjt is gre_fil!y h~fulto the soc10le>gi_sts and anthropologis!!__: 

who have been primarily concerned with the process of differentiation that.characterised the modem 

&ocieties. It helps them to know the way in which new structures arise to assume new functions, how 

new O'ccupations emerge, hownew complex education institutions develop and so on; 

3. It is said that 'Westernisation' (of the 19th centuryfis mostly a middle class phenomenon 

whereas Modernisation is a mass process involving mass media. "Thus while the 19th century 

Westernisation process was essentially a middle class affair involving fashions in speech, clothing1 

food and drink habits; the modernisation process involves a fundamental, deep-seated anctwidespread 

change involving attitudes, the development of a rationalist and positivist spirit and the application-Of 
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the new knowledge to the ways of living. It is essentially a mass affair .. .It involves a fundamental 
change il( socig,l structure from the ''Immutable" Varna soc'iety which is a closed society to a casteless, 
classless, open society ... " -(B. Kuppuswamy: 1972; Pages: 63-64). 

4. Lerner emphasises that the modernisation process involves the replacement of sacred 
revelation by secular enlightenment in the guidance of human affairs. He considers the term 
Westernisation as Inadequate and parochial. As he points out modernisation is essentially based on 
"a rationalist and positivist spirit". He writes while Westernisation "once penetrated only the upper 
level ... . affecting mainly lesiure class fashions, modernisation today diffuses among a wider 
population and touch public institutions as well as private aspirations-with its diquieting positivist 
spirit". 

Conclusion 

In conclusion, as B. Kuppuswamy has said that" The concepts Sanskritisation and Westernisation 
h~lp us only to analyse the superficial change processes which took place in the later half of the 19th 
centuey and the first two decades of 20th century. Neither Sanskritisatioit nor Westernisation affect 
the social strµcture. So they are entirely inadequate to help us to analyse the change processes which 
are currently taking place in the.Indian society". Though one cannotsay thatthe terms Westernisation 
and Sanskritisation are useless o~e can definitely assert that the term.--.Modernisation' is more 
appropriate and relevant in providing a satisfactory explanation of social change. 
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MARRIA·GE 

Marriage: Meaning of Marriage - Functions of Marriage - Types of Marriage -
Polygyny, Polyandry and Monogamy. 

Marriage is.,one of the universal social institutions. It is established by the human society to 
control and regulate the sex life of man. It is closely connected with the institution of family. In fact, 
family and marriage are complementary to each other. As Gillin and Gillin have said, "Marriage is a · 
socially approved way of-establishing a family of procreation". As Westermarck has remarked, 
"Marriage is rooted in the family rather than the family in the marriage". Marriage is an institution of 
society which can have very different implications· in different cultures.its purposes, functions and 
forms may differ from society to society, but it is present everywhere as an institution. 

1. DEFINITION AND CHARACTERISTICS OFMARRIAGE 

Definition of Marriage 

There is no definition which adequately covers all types of human marriage. It has given a 
number of definitions iJ,nd explanations among which the following may be noted. 

(i) Edward Westermarck in his "History of Human Mttrriage" definesmarriage as "the more or 
less durable .connection between male and female lasting beyond the mere act of propagation till 
after the birth of offspring". 

(ii) Malinowski says that marriage is a "contract for the production and maintenance of chil
dren". 

(iii) According to Robert H. Lowie, "Marriage is a relatively permanent bone} between permis-
. slble mates". · 

(iv) Broadly speaking, however, marriage may be defined-as "a socially sanctioned sex rela
tionship involving two or more people of the opposite sex, whose relationship is expected to endure' 
beyon~ the time ~quired for gestation and thebirth of children" ·:--Duncan Mitchell's "A dictionary 
of Sociology''. · · · · ·· · 

(v) Alfred McClung Lee write~ "Marriage is the public joining together, under socially speci-
. tied regulations ofa man and woman as husband and wife". · ·· 

Characteristics of Marriage 
' . " . I . ' 

1., Universality. Marriage is more or less a universal institutiOn. It is foundatnong,the<pre
, literate as well as.literate peoples. It is enforced as a social rule in son:le of the societies. Examples_: tn 
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Japan, celibacy is publjcly condemned.-1.rt Korea, unmarried individuals are called ·'.half' persons. 
Among 1lhe Hindusfmarriage isa sacrament which is regarded as more or less obligatory. The 'fodas 

. . 1 . ' 

of .Nilagiri refuse to perform funeraJ rites for a girlif she' dies before her marriage. But they do · 
perform it after completing some sort 9f marriage ceremony for the corpse. According to the Chi
nese phiiosopher Confuc_ius, an individual who remains unmarried throughout his life commits a 
great crime. As Levi-Strauss· has observed that the unmarried primitives of Central Brazil are made 
to lead ·a misefable life. 

2. Relationship Betwe.en Man and Woman. Marriage is a Qllion of man-and woman.-It indicates 
relationship between one or mpre men to one or more women. Who should marry whom? One 
should rrlarry ho\\- many?-are the questions which represent social rules regarding marriage which 
differ significantly. 

· 3. Marriage Bond is Enduring. Marriage indicates a long lasting bond between the husband 
and wife.· Hence it is not coextensive with sex life. It excludes relationships with pros,tjtutes or _any 
other sexual relationship which i1s viewed as casual and not sanctioned by custom, ·law or church. 
Marital relationship between man and woman lasts even after the sexual satisfaction is obtained. The 
HindiJs; for example, believe that marriage is a sacred bond between the husband and wife whi~h 

· even the death ·cannot break, 
4. Marriage Requires Social Approval. A union of man and woman. becomes a-marital Mnd 

only when the society gives its approvaL When marriage is given the hallmark of social approval, it 
becomes a legal contract 

5. Ma~riag~ is As~odat~d with Some. Civil or Religious Ceremony. Marriage gets its sqcial 
recognition through sonie ceremony. This ceremony may have its own rites, ri~als, customs, for
malities, etc. It means marriage ·has to be concluded in a public and solemn manner-. Sometimes it 
receives as 'a. s~crament the blessings of religion. Marriage among the Hindus, for example, is re
. garded as a sacrament. Jt is connected with rituals such as..., Homa, Saptapadi, Panigrahana, Mangalya-
Dharana, etc. - ·· · · 

6. MarriageBreates Muma! Obligations. Marriage imposes certain rights and duties on both 
the. husband and wife. Both are required to support each other and their chi1d~en. 

. ' 

• 2. FUNCTIONS AND IMPORTANCE OF MARRIAGE 

The importance of marriage consists in the functions that it performs. The main functions of 
marriage are as follows: ·· 

1. Regulation of Sex Life. Marriage is tlie powerful instrument of regulating :the sex life of man. 
SexuaUmpul_sels powerful in man. He is exposed to its influence throughout his life. It is an urgent 
and an irresistible need of man;· It has to be controlled and regulated in a proper manner to avoid 
chaos and confusion in society. Marriage has come to be' such a regulative means. 'Hence marriage is 

, often called tb.e licenc.e for sex.life. .. . 
Marriage regulates sex relations also. It prohibits sex relations between the closest relatives, 

that is, between father and daughter, mother and son, brother and sister, etc. Such a'kind ofp~ohibi
tion is called "incest.taboo". Marriage also puts restrictions on the-premarital and extra-marital sex 
relatfons. 

2. Marriage leads to th,e Establishment of the Family. Sexual satisfaction offered 'by marriage 
results in self-perpetliation. It means marriage insists <>nthecoupleto establish a family of procre
ation. Itis here the chilqren'are born and bred up. It is the 11).arriage. which determines the descent of 
the new:born individual. Inheritance and -successiOn follow the rule of des.cent. 

3.; Providesfor Econqmic CooperatiOn. Marriage makes division of labour pqssible on the 
basi~ of sex. Partners ~f man;lage distribute and.divide work among themselves and performthetn. · 

· ID_ some of the primitive tribes we. flJ1d a cle~-cut division of work between the husband and wife. 
Even in the ·mod~fµ industriarsocieties, we find nus6anifand wife working outside llitffaniily fo get 
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more income to elevate their economic status. 

4. Marriage Contributes to Emotional and Intellectual Interstimulation ofthe Partners. Mar
riage brings life-partners fogether and helps them to develop intense love and affection towards each 
other. It deepens the emotions and strengthens the companionship between the' two. It also helps 
them to develop intellectual cooperation between them. 

5. Marriage aims at Social Solidarity. Marriage not only brings twu individual's of the opposite 
sex together but also their respective families, groups and kindreds. Friendship between groups is 
reinforced through marriage. It is often suggested that by encouraging marriage between different 
groups, castes, races, classes, religious, linguistic and other communities, it is possible to minimise 
the social distance between groups and strengthen their solidarity. 

FORMS OF MARRIAGE· 

The main forms of marriage are: Polygyny, Polyandry, Monogamy, and Group Marriage. Each 
of these types may be analysed here. . 

3.POLYGYNY 

Polygyny is a form of marriage in which one man marries more than one woman at a given 
time. Polygyny is moTe popular than polyandry but not as universal as monogamy. It was in practice 
in most of the ancient civilisations. It prevailed among the ancient Hebrews, Assyrians, Babylonians, 
Indians and others. At present, it is widespread among primitive tribes but it is often simply confined 
to the wealthier classes. Polygyny is in practice among the Eskimo tribes, Crow Indians, Hidatsa of 
North America, African Negroes, the Nagas, Gonds and_Baigas of India. Howev.er, it is permitted in 
Muslim Community. 

Type of Polygyny 

Polygyny is of two types: (i) Sororal Polygyny and (ii) Non-Sororal Polygyny. 
(i) Sororal Polygyny is a type of marriage in which the wives are invafiably the sisters. It is 

often called 'sororate'. The Latin word 'Soror' stands for sister. When several sisters are sin,rulta-. 
neously, or potentially the spouses of the same man, the practice is called 'sororate'. It is usually 
observed among the tribes which pay a high bride price.,'The death of the wife or her childlessness is 
compensated by supplying a new spouse who is generally the younger sister of the deceased woman. 

(ii) Non-Sororai Polygyny as the term indicates, is a type of marriage in which the wives are 
not related as sisters. For social,·economic, political and other reasons, both the types are practised 

Causes of Polygyny 

Sociologists and anthropologists have made several studies to find out the causes ofpolygyny. 
Some of the factors mentioned by them are as follows: 

( 

(a) More Women Less Men. Polygyny becomes a natural practice whenever there is an excess 
offemales over males. Even though the balance of sex-ratio is normaily maintained, it is likely to be 
upset for some reason or the other. Such a situation makes the members to practise either polygyny 
or polyandry if they V\fant to liavc::Jegitimate sex life. Pia.ins. ln<#a,ns. aild 1£.sk}mos., for e:icamplc;:, 
practise polygyny due to the imbalance in the sex-ratio. 

(b) Economic Advantage. Some of the African tribes (Ex: Longos and the Thongas) practise 
polygyny for economic reasons. In the tribes women contribute to the family income by various 
means. Sometimes the first wife compels the husband to go for second marriage so. that she can 
reduce-her load of work at home. 

(c) Women as Badges of Distinction. Among some tribals, a man's social status is often mea
sured in terms of the number of wives that he has. Greater the number of women greater is the 
prestige. Early Kings used to marry more women for this reason also. 
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(d) Childlessne~ of the First Wife . . Barrenness on the part of the first wife is also the cause of 
polygyny. The childless wife herselfmay ihsist on the husband to go for the second marril;lge. 

(e) Constancy of Sex Urge in Man. Unlike the woman, man is susceptible to sex stimulation 
throughout the year. Polygyny provides him opportunity to enjoy sex life throughout the year. 

(/)Other Fa,ctors. In addition to the above, the following factors also favour polygyny. 

(i) Taste for variety. Men go after several women for they have a taste for variety. 
I . 

(ii) Enforce(!, Celibacy. Sexrel~tions with a woman dufing her menstrual, pregnancy and lacta
tion periods !j.l'e tabooed: This enforced celibacy is a case in favour of polygyny. 

(W) Earlier Ageing of tl:ze Female. Among some tribes men marry more women because, they 
believe that ageing is faster in worn.en. 

(iv) Desire for More Children. The desire for more children on the part of men also supports 
polygyni The African 'Guni' !ffid 'Hihi' tribals practise polygyny for this reason. 

·(v) Captured Women in wars li\nd fights are normally taken and enjoyed by the victorious men 
as their additional wives. 

(vi) Men may also marry more women to establish their masculinity. 

4. POLYANDRY 

Polyandry is-the marriage of one woman with several men. It is much less common than po
lygyny .. It iS practised among the Tibetans, Marques an Islanders of Polynesia, the Bahama of Africa, 
the triba1s of Samoa. and others. In India, the tribes such as Tiyan, the Toda, the Kata, the Khasa and. 
Ladakhi Bota also practise polyandry. TheNairs of Kerala were polyandrous previously. 

Types of Polyandry 

Polyandry is of two t)Jles. (i) Fraternal Polyandry, and (ii) Non~Fraternal Polyandry. 

(i) Fraternal Polyandry. When several brothers share the same wife, the practice can be called 
alelpliic orfraternal polyandry. This practice ofbeipg mate, actual or potential, to one's husband's 
brother~ is .called "levirate." It is prevalent among the Todas. 

(ii) Non-Fraternal Polyandry. In this 'type, the husbands need not have any close relationship 
prior to the marriage. The wife goes to spend some time with each husband. So long as a woman 
lives with one of her husbands, the others have no claim over her. Nair polyandry was ofthis type.• 
Tibetans.too have this type. Both these types of polyandry must be distinguished from "wife~shar
ing" or 'wife-lending', which is much more common among the primitives, But in all cases it is 
temporary. 

Cau~es of Polyandry 

No universal generalisations can be made with regards to the causes of polyandry. Still factors 
such as scarcity of women, the desire to keep the property intact, heavy bride price, poverty and the 
sterility of men, etc., are favourable to polyandry though not always. · 

The Todas of India used to practise ·remale infanticide prior to the British influence. This led to 
a surplus ofJ:I\ales and naturally to polyandry. For the same.reason the Marquesan Islanders practise 

·polyandry. ·still, in Ladakh polyandry was practised even tP.ough women outnumbei:ed men there. 

Polyandry is often practised due to poverty and heavy bride price. Poor young men who are not 
capable of paying the br,ide price and maintaining the wife individually often marry a woman collec- i 

tively. Still, in some instances, even the rich people practised polyandry. 

Among the Toda, property considerations and se;x-parity have a\so caused polyand.ry. The 
Tibetans practised polyandry in order to keep the joint property intact. 

Social Implications of Polyandry 

Polylltldfy has its·own. im~lrcations. It gives rise to the problem ofdeterminingbiological · 
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paternity of the child. But the have their own social methods of determining the father-
, I 

hood of the child. Such kind of fatherhood is known as "sociological fatherhood''. 

Among the Polyandrian one of the husbands goes through what is called a "bow-a-nd-
arrow" ceremony with the woman and thereby becomes the legal father of her child. He continues to 

. be called the father of the children born to her till the other husband(s) goes through the same 
ceremoney. 

Among the Samoa, the children after the first few years are given the liberty to choose their 
parents for their permanent stay. The selected parent becomes the actual father of the children. If 
they feel that the:( are not treated properly they may move on to others. 

Polyandry is said to be an adjustment with poverty. It tends to keep the birth-rate at a low level 
even by providing sexual satisfaction to all. Hence, it tends to have an adverse effect on the growth 
of popufation. The practice of polyandry requires good understanding between the wife and the 
husbands on the one hand and among the husbands themselves. It may also!ead to extra-marital and 
pre-marital sex relations. The polyandrous Khasa wife has to follow the norms of marriage. But her 
unmarried daughter can freely mix with visitors at home. · 

It is to be noted that polyandry is not the common practice even among the communities where 
it is permitted. On the contrary, monogamy is becoming popular everywhere. Polyandry is slowly 
disappearing. 

5.MONOGAMY 

Monogamy is the form of marriage in which one man marries one woman. This is the .most 
widespread form of marriage found among the primitives as well as the civilised people. If it was 
very popular during the.early times, it has almost become a uni.versa:! practice at present. It is. prac
tised among the tribals such as Kadars, Santals,the Khasis, the Canella, the Hopi, the Iroquois, the 
Andaman Islanders, the Veddas of Ceylon, the Sevangas of Malaya and others. 

Monogamy has a long history of its own. Westermarck is of the opinion that moll()) gamy is as 
old as humanity. Ancient Greek philosopher Aristotle had recommended only monogamous mar
riage- Ancient Romans and Spartans also had given recognition to it. Alilcient Jews, Christians and · 
Indians had given importance to it Ancient Hindus regarded monogamy as the most ideal foqn of 
marriage. 

Monogamy seems to be superior to other forms of marriage. It enjoys certain merits over other 
forms. Some of them may be noted. 

(i) Universally practicable. Since there is one-to-one ratio (One-man-to-one-woman) in al
most all the societies, only monogamy can provide marital opportunity and satisfication to all the 
individuals. Neither polygyny nor polyandry can equally satisfy all. 

(ii) Economically Better Suited. No man of ordinary income can think of practising polygyny. 
Only a rich man can maintain a couple of wives and their children, Only monogamy can adjust itself 
with poverty. For example, even though Koran permits a Muslim to have four wives at a time, no 
nrdii1ary Ml1s1im cantliink of forJhe simple reason thaiJi.ecannoJ.maintain 
them. 

(iii) Promotes Better Understanding Between Husband and Wife. Monogamy produces the 
highest type of love and affection between husband and wifo. It contributes to family peace, solidar
ity and happiness. Vatsayaf/Ja, an authority on "Kama Sutra" remarked, "At best a man can only 
please one woman physically, mentally and spirihiaHy. Therefore, the man who enters into marriage 
relations with more than one woman, voluntarily courts unhappiness and misery''. 

(iv) Contributes to Stable Family and Sex Life. Monogamous family is more stable and long
lasting. It is free from conflicts that are commonly found in polyandrous and polygynous families. 
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There is no scope for sexual jealousy also. Unlike polyandry and polygyny, it does riot give 

opportunity for having extra-marital sex relationship becam;e -sex relatiOns are more strictly regu

lated here. Herbert Spencer has said that mortogamy is more stable and the consequent family bond 

is stronger; 
(v) Helps to Better Socialisation. Since husband and wife have better understanding, they can 

give greater attention to the socialisation -of their children. Children are well look~d after and the 

parents can give their special attention to them. Under polygyny, the husband cannot devote himself 

fully to each of his wives and children because they are too numerous. 

(vi) Aged Parent~ are not Neglected. It is only in monogamy that old parents are protected 

and looked after properly. Under polygyny; old wives are often discarded and in their place younger 

wives are brought in. 
(vii) Provides Better.Status for Women. Women are given only a very low position in po

lygyny. Their rights are never recognised. they can be divorced at will. But in monogamy; women 

enjoy better social status. Jn the m_odem societies they enjoy almost equal social status with men. -

6. GROUP MARRIAGE 

Theoretically group marriage means the marriage of two or more women ,with two or more 

men. But this arrangement is practically rare. Here the husbands are common husbands and wives 
are common wives. Children are regarded as the_ children of the entire group as a whole. Children 

call men -of such a group their fathers and all the women theii:: mothers. Some of the tribals in 

Australia, India, Tibet and Ceylon are believed to have practised gitnJ;p marriage. 

Some writers have_ said that group marriage is not in existence. If at all itis in practice, it is 

clubbed with:polyandry. For example, two 'I-Oda brothers marry two women as their common wives. 

It is also said that monogamous or polygynous or polyandrous marriage associated with the 

practice of concubinage, sexual hospitality or socially tolerated adultery, is mistaken to be group 

marriage. Many studies have revealed that the practice of group marriage is almost on the verge of 

extinction. 

MARIUAGE RESTRICTIONS OR RULES OF MARRIAGE 

No society gives absolute freedom for it_s members to select their life-partners. Even in societ

ies where 'free marital ohoice1 is allowed, the selection is not absolute but relative. Rules regarding 

"who should marry whom" always govern such a selection. Endogamy and exogamy are the two 

-majn rules that condition marital choice. 

7.ENDOGAMY 

Endogamy is a rule of marriage-in which the life-partners are to be selected, within the group. 

Jt is marriage within the group, and tlf'e group may be caste, class. tribe, race, village, religious group,_ -

etc. Thus; we have caste enqogamy, class. endogamy, subcaste endogamy, race endogamy, tribal 

endogamy and such other forms. 

-Example. In caste endogamy, marriage has to take place within the caste. Brahmin has to marry 

a Brahmin.Jn subcaste endogamy, _it is limited to the subcaste groups. Here a Shivalli Brahmin has 

to marry within Shivalli sub~aste, a Gangadiagar Vokkaliga has fo marry within his sub-caste grQ\lP. 
and so on. Endogamy prohibits marriage outside the group. Even today intercaste marriages are p.cit 

· encouraged. · · ' 

Factors, such as ..;.. the policy of separation, virtual geographic separation of people, the desire 

to keep wealth within the group, religious, racial and cuitural differences between peoples, sense of 

superiority or inferiority, etc., are said to be the causes of endogamy. · 

Endogamy as a rule of marriage has its own: a"dvantages. It contributes to the group unity and 

soli(ianty. It keeps women happier within their group. -It helps to preserve the property within the 
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group. It also safeguards the pµnty of the group. Finally, it \helps to keep under secret the strength 
and weakness and also the professional secrets of-the group. 

Endoga~y has its, disadvantages also. (i) By dividing the society intb ~m~ll endogamou~ units, 
it strikes atnational unity. (ii) By limiting the choice of life-partenrs, it often gives scope for evil 
practices such as polygyny, dowry system, bride. price, etc. (iii) It may also make its followers to 
develop hatred and contempt for other groups. (iv) It is aJso said that dose-in-breeding caused by 
endogamy may affect the biological potentiality of the offsprings. For these disadvantages, end~gamy 
is condemned.The modem civilised people are more in favour of,exogamy than end6gam;:. 

8.EXOGAMY 

Exogamy-is almost the opposite of endogamy. Exogamy is a rule of marriage in which an 
individual has to marry outside his.own group. It prohibits m~ing-within the group. 

The rule of exogamy insists that the so-called blood relatives shall neither have marital connec
tions nor sex~~l contacts among themseives. Near relatives are not supposed to marry among them
selves. But the degree ofneamess differs from communityto community. In Mal~nesia and Austra
li~ among some people, a son may marry his father's wife if she is not his direct mother. Similarly, 
marriage of cousins is allowed among Muslims. . ' 

Forms of Exogamy 

Exogamy assumes various forms in India. 
(i) Gotra Exogamy. The Hindu practice of one,marrying outside one's own 'gotra' is gotra 

exogamy. 

(ii) Pravara Exogamy. Those who belong to the same pravara ~uttering the name of a common 
sain~ at religious funct~ons) cannot marry among themselves. 

(iii) Village Exogamy. Many Iridi'an tribes (Example: Naga, Garo, Munda) have the practice of 
m~rrying outside their village. ' 

. (iv) Pinda Exogamy. Those who belong to the same 'Pinda' (or sapinda) cannot marry within 
themselves ('Pinda' means common parentage). 

Causes ofExogamy 

Various factors tnust have caused exogamous marriages. 
l The desire on the part ofa few to show that they are distinct from others must have encour-

aged exogamy. · 

2. Some.people feel that they become very cheap and insignificantifthey marry within the 
known circle of relatives and friends. Hence, they want to· go out of the group to select their life-
partners. · ' 

3. The practice of fomale infanticide must have compelled a few tribals to go out of the tribe to 
find ·out mates for them, Due to the shortage of girls they are forced t-o do this'. Some used to kidnap 
girls belonging to other groups. · 

4. The belief that close in-breeding would a:«fect the biological quality of the off springs, has 
also added to the practice of exogamy. · 

·It may be noted that endogamy and exl:)gamy are not mutually exclu~ive. In some societies 
both the rules may coexist. For example, in India both are practised by the caste Hindus. Castes and 
subcastes are endogamous in nature. But 'Gotra'-a small unit of subcaste is exogamous. Such rules 
differ from society to society. · 

Todaythere is a greater trend towards exogamous marriages. Endogamy is said to be conserva
tive. It.is widely criticised. Exogamy is appreciated as progressive and more scientific. Exogamy has 
broughtpeoples of various castes, races, religious groups, tribals together. It can effectively reduce 
social distance among peoples and encourage and support social solidarity and communal unity. 



MARRIAGE IN INDIA 

. The Hindu Marriage -A Sacrament-Factors Affecting Hindu Marriage: Industrialisation, 
Urbanisation, Education and Legislation - Marriage among Muslims i~ India. 

Marriage and family, the twowcial institutions with biological foundations, are complemen~ 
tary tp each other. Both have a long standing history of their own. In the .Indian context also both the 
institutions have been in existenc.e since time immemorial..Both have withstood the ravagesoftime 
and the shocks of centuries. They are the permanent elements in out social system. 

In tbe Hindu social heritage marriage has never been looked at from the materialistic.point of 
view. Marriage_ among the Hindus is a sacrament and not a contract. The Rig Veda itself [Rig Veda
X 85 ]'speaks of the sanctity ofthe institution of marriage. The tie of marriage was regarded even at 
that stage also as.a binding force all through life. Marriage was a ritual which enj9ined the husband 
to regard his wife as ·a god-given gifJ. Centuries have .rolled on since then. The Hindu marriage 
though it has undergone vast chapges has not totally lost its sanctity. . . 

With the-marriage sacrament of'vivah samskara' men and women as husband and wife estab
lish the family or the 'Griha' .·Grihasthashrama is not merely a bilogical necessity but is also a social 

· ideal. In the "Indian social evqlution ··the. family has alw~ys mean~ the joint family". Grihyasutras 
have highlighted the importan<;e of the Hindu family. The Hindu joint family is said to be the bed
rock on which Hindu values, beliefs and attitudes are built. The family is also a sacred institµtion for 
the Hindus deriving sanctions from relig!on and.social traditions. . 

. Here is a glance of these two social institutions with a special reference to tQe.ir importance and 
the changes taking place in them. The chapter also makesa brief survey of the Muslim marriage in 
India. 

THE IDNDU MARRIAGE. · 

The Hindus have been giving great importance for' marriage !!!ince time irprnemorial. Marriage 
is almost obligatory and unavoidable for an average Indian. Li(e withouim~~ge is almost tinthink
able in this country and there is a sharp social stigma attache~ to those whci 'ren;uiin unmarried for 
long. There is a deep-rooted, lon~standing and widespread tradition here in favour of marriage as a 
basic ritual.. Hence CB. ·Mamoria rightly commented that "we are a much marryingpeop/e. We 
marry early and we marry in /argenumber." 1 · · 

1. C.B. M~moria in his, "S~cial Problems and Social ))isorganis~ll.cn in lndia •r 
. . . 3-34· 
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Hindu Marriage-A Religious Duty and·Not a Contract 

Marriage is a matter of religious duty for the Hindus. Every Hindu is committed to marriage for 
the regard:s:itas a great sacrament. [sacred Vivah() Samsk/Jra]. For theJ:Iind!ls. marriageis not a 
matter of "social contract", nor is it deemed as "a licence for sex life". In the Hiodu scheme of the 
Ashramas, one can epter the much praised "grihasthashrama" only after· the marriage. With the 
marriage sacrament, man and woman as husband and wife establish the family, the home or "griha" 

1. THE HINDU MARRIAGE -A SACRAMltNT 

Among the Hindus,marriage is not a social contract; it is religious sacrament. Marriage to a 
Hindu is of great individual and social significance. It is a socially approved union of.mail and 
woman aiming at procrt:ation, pleasure and observance pf certain social obligations~ 

The Hindu'ideat emphasises the individual a.swell as sopial aspects of marriage. K.M Kapadia 
in his "Marriage and Family in India" has given much information in supp~rt of the view that l{indu 
marriage is a saQ.rament. His explanation can be anaiysed from three angles: (A) aims ofthe Hindu · 
Marriage; (B) Main rituals which are involved in the Hindu marriage; and (C) the bjlsic beliefs and 
val~es underlying the Hindu.marriage. · 

(A) Ailrts of the Hindu Marriage 

As Kapadia has pointed out, the main aims of the Hindu marriage are: 'dhanna', 'praja' and 
'tati'; Of these aims, dharma is given the first place, 'rati'or pleasure.is given only the third place, 
and 'praja' or progeny is given the second place. 

1. Dhatma. The Hindu thinker~ regarded Dharma as the first and tke highest airriof the Hindu 
marriage. Marriage is desired not so much for sex or for children as for acquiring a partner for the 
·fulfilment of one's religious duties. 

. On the marriage; ~e sacred fire is enkindled, and it is the duty of the householder to offer 
''jJanchamahayajnas" daily- in the company of his wife. These obligations would cease to exist only 
-on the death of the houseli_older. They get disturbed on the ·death of the wife, and hence the bouse
holder could m~rryimmediatelya second wife. The basic aim of marriage is Dharma forit necessar~ 
ily involves the fulfihpent of a number of moral duties. · . 

2~ Praja (Progeny]. The desire to get issues or children is completely felt b'y all the people; 
Psychologists call it parental instinct. The desire for 'praja' or progeny is regarded by the Hindu 
Shastrakaras a8 one of Ure sacred purposes of maniage. Tire Upanishads have also .sbessed the 
continuance of the· Hne 'of progeny. Getting a son is essential for a Hindu, for it is believed that one 
can fi.dfil one's "Pitri Rina" [paternal obligations ]_only by getting a son. I tis ''Kutumba Dharmd'{ family 
obligation] also. In one of the impo,rtant marriage rituals called "~<iptapadi" also the husband prays 
to the wife to. fetch children for the family. 

. 3. Rati.·[Kama·or Pleasure]. Though sex is one of the functions of rriarriage it is given the 
.third. place. It is least desirable aim of niarri3ge. To stress the lower role ofSe~ in marriage, the 
.marriage of a, Shudra is ~aid to be for pleasure only. The Brahmanic legislations enjoins ~at the 
Shuqra wife:voi.dd be taken only for pleasure. However, sex is never condemned or degraded. It is 
ghzen tl1e-ihlrii place becauseudllarma iSmore:exJ>ected~or 'vivaha'' iliari • fuma'u ·· · · · 
(B) Importanf Rites Associated with Hindu,Marriage 

Among the Hindus there are certain rites which must oe performed for marriage to be com
. p}ete. The main rites are: vagdana, kanyadaana, homa, panigrahana, saptapadi and 
mangalyadharana. These rites and the importance attached fothem have added to the sanctity of the 
Hindii marriage. . 

, (i") V~gdana (Oral Promise]. In the presence of the people gathered for the marriage the 
names, gotra.S andpravaras of th<: bride and the bridegroom are announced along with· 
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the announcement that they are ready for the marriage. Tllis ritual :is known as 
"Panigrahana sankalpa" or Vagdana. 

(i1) Homa. 'Homa' refers to the offering in the ~;acred fire .. A number of 'homas' or fire 
rifuals are observed in the marriage of which "Lajd. Homa" is an important one. This 
'homa' is symbolic offecundity and prosperity. Fred grains dipped in ghee are offered to 
fire [that is to lord Agni] by the couple with a prayer to the God Tequesting him to bless 
thefu with progeny and prospe~ity. 

(iii) Kanyadaana. This is the most important ceremony connected with marriage. It is the 
ceremony of giving away the bride as a gift to the bridegroom in the presence of the 
sacred fire and in the presence of the people gathered. The father of the bride gTfts her 
away to the bridegroom with a promise on his part that he would not transgress her "in 
the attainment of piety, wealth and desire". The same promise is repeated thrice and .the 
bridegroom affirms his promise thrice. 

(iv) Panigrahana (Holding the Hand of the Bride). This ritual refers to taking the right 
hand of the bride with the words: "/seize thy hand jot the sake of happinness that you 
may live t'o old age with me ... " With this the bridegroom takes the responsibility ofJook
ing after the bride. 

(v) Mangalaya Dharana (Tying of the Tali or Mangalasutra]. This involves the act of 
tying the tali or mangalasutra [which is regarded as the sign of longevity of the husband] 
round the neck of the bride by the bridegroom. This ritual for which there is no reference 
in the Dharmashastras is more in practice in South India than in the North-. It has even 
influenced the Catholic Christians of the South. [In north India, particularly i#l Bengal, 
Bihar, U.P. and Orissa the pinding part of the marriage ceremony is "sindurdan" or paint
ing of the part of the hair on the bride's forehead with vermilion and putting lac bangles 
in her lands by the groom - C.B. Mamoria [Page: 221] 

(vi) Saptapadi. This is the ritual in which the bride and the brdegroom gq 'seven-steps' to
gether. The husband makes the bride step forward in the northern dir~ction seven steps 
with the words: "one step for sap, two for juice, three,for wealth.four for comfort, five for 
cattle,sixfor seasons;friend be with seven steps united to me". This ritual is important 
from the legal point of vi~w, for the Hindu marriage is regarded legally complete only 
after It is performed. 

The rites cited above are performed by a Brahmin priest in the presence of the sacred fire and 
are accompained by the Vedic mantras. '.'They are necessary for marriage to be complete, because 
when they or any of them are not properly performed, the marriage may be legally questioned. 
Hindu marriage is a sacrament .. It is considered sacred because it is said to be complete only on the 
performance of the sacred rites accompanied by the sacred formulae".• 

(C) Sacred Beliefs ar.d Values involved in the Hindu Marriage 

The Hindu marriage is a sacrament from the point of view of the sacred beliefs and values 
i1wolved in it. 

(l) Indissoluble Marital Bond. According to the traditional Hindu belief, martial bond is said 
to be inseparable and. irrevocable. The parties to the marriage cann9tdissolve it at wi!J; They are 
bound to each other until the death of either of them. The belief states that the wife is, supposed to be 

. bound to her husband even after his death. 

This concept ofman:iage that is indissoluble, is itself a sublime one which makes the'husband 
and the wife to adjust their tastes, tempers, ideals, interests, choices and preferences. It thus involves 

*, K.M. Kapadia in his 'Marriage and Family in India' - Page: 168.' 
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sacrifices on the part of both the husband and the wife for each is called upon to bear with the other. 
Each individuals is here called upon to make marriage a success by means of compromise and 
adjustment. 

(ii) Belief that marriage is a social duty towards the family and the community. The 
question of conflict between the husband and the wife did not perhaps arise in the old days for it 
never involved purely individual interests. The husband never expected any inteflectual co-opera
tion from his wife. The wife was more of ,a passive partner in the performance of religious duties 
than an intellectually active participant .in all his affairs. "Marriage w12s a social rduty toward the 
family and the community and there was little idea of individual interest" -[Kapadia - Page: l 69J. 
The social background provided by the authoritarian joint family and the semi-sovereign caste never 
gave any scope for the ;ecognition of any personal factor, individual interests or aspirations, in the 
relations between the pus band and the wife. 

(iii) The ideal of 'Patirvratya' associated with marriage. As per the ideal 'Pativratya' 
popularised 1:>y the puranic writers, the wife is expected to be devoted to her husband alone. It 
implies that fidelity and modest service to the husband arethe sole duty and main purpose in her life. 
As a river merging itself in the ocean. loses its identity so a wife is supposed to merge her individu
ality with that of her husband. Her only concern in life is to provide all services to the husband; for 
the satisfaction of her husband is her sole joy in life. The wife is expected to prove herself as a real 
"sati" with all dedication and reverence to the husband. 

• The Glorification of 'Sati' System. The ideal of 'Pativratya' was stretcheq too much. It 
made the wife to be not only attached to the husband as long as he lived, but even after his death, 
because a 'sati' could never conceive of a second marriage or a second husband. Hence on the death 
of the husband the wife had either to live chastely; renouncing all the joys of life, ~r to follow her 
husband by jumping into the funeral pyre. The ideal of pativratya gave rise to and glorified the 
practice of 'sati'* or self-immolation. 

With the passing of time, the ideal of Pativratya became to deeprooted in the mind of the Hindu 
woman that immolation became not only customary but a woman's hig~est aspiration. · 

• Marriage, the only sacrament for women. The Hindu marriage is a sacrament in another 
sense also. A Hindu male goes through the performance of several sacraments during the course of 
his life. These begin with the laying of the foetus and end with the cremation of his botfy. For the 
Hindu woman marriage is said to be essential for it is the only sacrament that can be performed for 
her. I he Hmdu women normally prefer to marry and aspire to marry for they- know that th~ unmar-
ried women are always put to hardship in the Indian social set up 

DOES THE HINDU MARRIAGE CONTINUE TO BE SACRED? 

The Hindu marriage has undergone changes in the last few decades. These changes have given 
rise to two questions: (j) Do<:.s the Hindu marriage continue to be sacred ? ; (ii) Has it lost its 
sanctity, or is it to be treated as a contract ? 

Three significant changes: Three significant changes in the Hindu marriage may be noted here. 
(i) The Hindu young men and women today marry not very much for performing religious 

duties but forlifelongcompanionship. 

(ii) The martial rerations are no longer treated as unbreakable; or irrevocable, as divorce is. 
socially and legally permissible, and 

(iii) The ideal of 'pativratya' has lost its significance for there is legal provision for widow 
remarriage and divorce. 

* "The practice of 'sati' seems to have been firpt recommended in Vishnu Dharmasamhita in the 2nd or 3rd century 
A.D." - Kapadia - 170. 
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The Hindu marriage continues-to be a sacrament 

The above cited.changes in.:the Hindu marriage have not affected its main character. Widow 
remarriages and divorces have not become theorder of the day. though they are legally permitted, 
they are still lQoked down upon socially. Mutual fidelity and devotion to the partner are still consid~ 
ered to be an essence of marriage. "So long marriage is not performed for sex _gratification alone but 
for "living together" and "begetting children", marriage will continue to be a sacrament for Hindus. 
Freedom in marriage [mate sl!lection, etc.} does not destroy but rather confirms the stability 'of 
miirriage and purifies· its practice."* 

Changes are taking place iq the Hindu marriage but they have not di$turbed its universal~ty and 
damaged its sanctity. As Kapadia writes, " ... ;marriage continues to be a sacrament; only it is raised 
to an ethical plane. We rather go back to our Vedic ideal embodied in the 'saptapadi 'formula: "! 
take thee to. be my coinpanion in life." - [Kapadia - Page: 197]. 

2. RECENT TRENDS IN THE HINDU MARRIAGE 

The Hindu marriage system has undergone radical chariges especially after independence. Even 
,thoug~ the basic Teligious beliefs as.sociated with marriage have not crumbled down, many of its 
practices, customs and-forms have changed. The recent trends in this regard may be briefly discussed 

·here. 

1. Changes in the Form ofMarriage. The traditional forms ofHindu marriages [as described 
by Shastrakara Manu] such as - 1. Brahma, 2. Daiva; 3. Arsha, 4. Prajapatya, 5. Asura, 6.Gandharva, 
7. Rakshasa and 8. Paisacha - are no more in practice. Polygamy, polyandry and even bigamy are 
also not found for they are legally prohibited. Only monogamous marriages are universally prac-
tised. · 

2. Change in the Aim or Purpose of Marriage. The traditional Hindu marriage considers 
"dharma" as its primary object whereas the modem Hindus give more importance to "life-lOrJg com
panionship" between husband and wife. Marriage is taking place not very much for the performance 
of religious d\lties, but for obtaining "Ii felon~ companionship" of the individuals of the opposite sex . 

. 3. Change in the .Process of Mate Selection. In the three areas of mate selection we find 
significant changes today. · . 

-· · (i) Field of selection has become very wide. It is wide en~:rugh to include inter subcaste and 
intercaste marriages. 

(ii) Party to selection: Parents do not ,take 11.11 active role in the selection of life-partners of 
their ch~~dren .. The practice of young men and women selecting their life-partners by 
themselves is becoming popular today. · 

(iii) Criteria of selectioQ.. Much importance is given to individual· interests, preferences and 
considerations rather than to family considerations. This trend is reflected in the increase 
ip the instances of love marriages. · 

· 4. -Changj! in the A;ge at Marriage. ChiJ4 man;4l.ges [a,t I.east at the level of middle artd upper 
class people and educated people] are virtually not found now. As per the present marriage Act [that 
is 1978 amendment to the Child Marriage Restraint Act, 1929] a boy below 21 yea:rs and a girl 
bel9w 18 years cannot1 marry.· Pre~puberty marriages have thus given place to post-puberty mar
riages. 

5. Change in the Stability of Marriage. Legislative provision for divorce has virtually af~ 
fected the stability of the marriage. Hindu marriage is no more regarded as indissoluable. The legis
lative provisions for divorce and widow remarriage have undermined the importance of the value of 
''pativratya". The concept of equality of sex has also affecte~ the value of 'pativratY,a'. 

Ram Ahuja in his "lndiai1 Social System" - Page: 121. 
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6 .. Change in the Economic Aspect of Marriage: The practice of paying dowry is associated 
with marriage. This practice has grown into a big social evil today. Bride's parents are compelled to 
pay a huge amount of money as dowry. This practice has made marriage a costly affair. Marriages 
are often settled only on considerations of dowry. 

Marriage ceremony is also becoming a costly affair since huge amount of money is lavishly 
spent on decorations, processions, band sets, video-shooting, music, orchestra and so on. 

7. An Increase in the Instances of Divorce and Desertion: Though the Hindu marriage is 
regarded as a sacrament instances of divorce and desertion are on the increase. 

Though these new trends are observed today the importance of marriage has not diminished. It 
is still universally practised. Though its sanctity is affected a little, it is not reduced to the level of a 
mere civil•contract. Hindu men and women are still emotionally involved in their marriages. There is 
no apparent danger as such to the Hindu marriage at present. · 

3. FACTORS AFFECTING HINDU MARRIAGE: 

Industrialisation, Urbanisation, Education and Legislation 

The Hindu marriage has undergone vast changes during the recent years. Traditional values of 
marriage, the form of marriage, type of marriage ceremony, the way of selection of life-partners in 
marriage, age at marriage - l;llld in such other areas significant changes have occurred.These changes 
have been caused bya number of factors among which the following may be noted: Industrialisation, 
urbanisation, education and legislation. 

1. Influence oflndustrialisation 

Industrialisation refers to the phenomenal gwwth of modem sophisticated industries and its 
consequent dominance over agriculture. "Industrialisation isa term covering, in general terms, the 
growth in a society hitherto mainly agrarian, of modem industry with all its attendent circumstances 
and problems, economic and social." Industrialisation directly affected the institutions of family and 
marriage and brought about changes in both. 

Modem industries have minimised economic functions ufthe family and reduced its size. Nuclear 
families have replaced joint families. People have started "going out of family" for work, for eking 
out their livelihood. Women also have joined men in the process of finding out jobs and earning 
money. This has boosted the self-respect and self-confidence of women. Men could no longer boss 
over' women and suppress their attempt to become self reliant. These developments have affected 
the institution of marriage. 

Employed women today take an active role in the selection of their life-partners. They do not 
just leave it to the decision of their parents. In addition to a girl's beauty, family to which she be
longs, education and character and such other considerations, due importance is given today to her 
job and the salary she gets before she is selected as a life-partner. Daughters'', earnings in many 
instances have reduced the financial burdens of their parents in marriage. Daughter's job itself may 
function as a substitute for dowry. Parents who were searching a suitable match for their daµghters 
within the narrow circle of relatives and friends are now ready to go beyond the borders of even the 
st~te, because they want to fix a suitable and a good life-partner for their daughters. Instances of 
young men and women working in the same iridiisfry or Offii:£fa1ling · iri fove with each other aijd 
getting married are also not uncommon today. 

2. Impact of Urbanisation 

Industrialisation and urbanisation normally go together. Industrialisation accelerates the pro
cess of urbanisation. ''Urbanisation' refers to the phenomenal growth oftov,.rns-and cities or urban 
centres. It "den.ates a diffusion of the influence of urban centres to a rurai hinterland." It is "a 
process of becoming urban, moving to cities, changing from agriculture to other pursuits, common 

* Duncan Mitchel in his "Dictionary of Sociology". 
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to cities and corresponding change of behaviour patterns.'"" 

Growth of cities and city environment has its impact on the institutions offamily and marriage. 
Selection of life-partners, age at marriage, nature and type of marriage ceremony, expenses of mar
riage etc., are affected by the modern urban environment. Normally young men and women of cities 
want to select.their life-partners on their own. Arrangedmarriages have become rarer in cities. In 
comparison with villagers, urban people delay their marriages. Child marriages normally do not take 
plac'e in cities. · 

Marriage is often held in cities more as a social dra civiLceremony than a religious ceremony. 
No1,1-availability ofseasoned priests, scarcity of and too expensive choultries or 'kalyana manap', 
difficulties involved in collecting number of items necessary for the conduct of.a traditional type of 
marriage - all must have added to this new trend In marriage. Hence marriage ceremony in cities is 
tending more towards modernity than to traditionality. Huge amount is spent [sometimes running to. 
a couple of thousands, and ever\. a few lakhs] on the ceremony to makeit a 'grand gala'. Money is 
spent lavishly. for decorating marriage manap, putting up p,andals, arranging grand dinner, take
home sweets, music orchestra, video shooting, photography; marriage procession, etc. The duratiol} 
ofmarriage ceremony is also cut short in city. Elaborate customs are either avoided or shortened. 
Then, the whole ceremony is over within a couple of hotirs. It is rarely stretched over for several 
days. 

. It is generally observed that in a city a bigger number of instances of divorce, desertion, sepa
ration etc. is foµnd than in a village. There is greater scope for developing pre-martial and extra
martial sex relations in cities. 

3._ Role of Education 

Modern education has played its role in initiating some changes in marriage. It is through 
modern education that some of the modern values and western ideologies such as rationalism, indi
vidualism, equality of sex, democracy, individual freedom, secularism, etc., have influenced the 
outloo~ of our educated young men and women. Hence, they want to take their independent deci
si9n~ on the main events of their life such as line of education, job and marriage. Thus our educated 
youths. haV'e their own views and stand on matters like to marry or not to marry, when to marry, 
whom to marry, how to marry etc. They do not want their families to decide these matters. 

Educated youths do not hesitate to go beyond the boundaries of family ties to select for them 
suitable life-partners. For this purpose they sometimes contact" marriage bureaus" and give adver
tisements in the matrimonial columns of the newspapers. 

I1,1 the cfrcle of the college educated young men and women marriage is becoming a simple 
ceremony losing many of its rigid traditional customs. They give more importanc;e to personal pref
erence~ arid choices in marriage rather than' to the gotra rules, family traditions and rules of horo~ 
scope. Some of them are even ready for intercaste marriages and if necessary, even for registered 
marriages~ 

Modern education has influenced marriage in different ways. Parents cannot impose an_y un-
· wanted marriage on their educated duaghters in the name of ''family decision or prestige". Well 
educated people are .expected not to insist on dowry in marriage. In India paradoxically, higher 
educated modem men demand a higher dowry than the uneducated or less educated. Educated and 
employed women-are also notable to resist such a demand. Th,<:ly normally yield to its pressure and 
~.ome of them ,even become victims of dowry disasters. Instances of divorce, desertion and separa

. tion are foUJ1d in a larger number in the circle of educated persons than in the midst of the unedu-
·c:ated. 

4. ·Influences of LegislatiOns on Marriage 

.Manyofthebeliefs,values,ideals.and.rulesofmarriageJaiddownbytheHindushastrakaras 
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have lost their original meaning and purpose now. As a result, the Hindu marriage has developed 
some defects. Attempts were also made by some qfthe social reformers to remove these defects and 
correct the system. During the British rule and also after independence legislations were passed in 
order to bring about desirable modifications in the Hindu marriage system. 

The laws enacted in India relate to: (i) age at marriage; (ii) field of mate selection; (iii) number 
of spouses in marriage;j_iv) breaking of marriage; (v) dowry to be given andtaken and (v) remar~ 
riage. The most important legislations relating to these six aspects of marriage passed from time t.o 
time could be briefly explained here. 

1. The Prevention of Sati Act 1829. The glorification of the ideal of "Pativratya" had led to 
the inhuman practice of"Sati". Widows were often forced to make a vow or "sankalpa" to die after 
their hush.ands. Some were forcibly pushed to their husbands' funeral pyres. Famous Brahmo Samajist, 
Sri Raja Ram Mohan Roy took up the cause of women and impressed upon Lord Bentickwho was. 
the then British Governor General of India to bring out a legislation prohibiting the practice of 
"Sati". 

The Prevention of Sati Act, .1829 made the burning or bury~°'g alive of widows cupable homi
cide punishable with fine and /or imprisonment. This legilsation_could save the lives of a number of 
widows though il: could not immediately stop the practice in total. · 

2. The Hindu Widow Remarriage Act - 1856. This legilation was complementary to the 
previous legislation, that is, 'Prevention of Sati Act of 1829'. Though widows were saved from the 
jaws of death they were subject to exploitation and humilitation. To remove the deplorable condition', 

· of the Hindu widows, a leading social reformer of the day, Pandit Ishwara Chandra Vidya Sagar 
brought pressure on the British Government to make legal provision for widow marriages. The 
Hindu Widow Remarriage Act of 185 6 was hence passed. 

3. The Civil [or Special] Marriag~ Act, 1872. This legislation treated Hindu marriage as a 
"civil marriage" and provided legal permission for intercaste, inter-religious and even "registered'' 
marriages. [This Act was repealed by the Special Marriage Act of 1954. According to.this Act,the 
parties interested in registered marriage must notify the marriage officer at least o.ne month before 
the date of the marriage. It insists on the presence of two witnesses for marriage]. 

4. The Child Marriage Restraint Act-1929. This Act came into force on april 1, 1930. The 
Act restrains the marriage of a child. According to this Act, marriage of boys under 18 "and girls 
under 14 years of age _was an offence. 

• Latest Amendment. The Aet was amended in 1978 which further raised the age for boys to 
21 years and for girls to 18 years. The violation of this Act prescribes penalty. It provides punish-
ment [three months of simple imprisonment and a fine of upto Rs. 1000/-] for bridegroom, parent, 
guardian and the priest who are party to the marriage. No woman is, however, punishable with 
imprisonment under this Act. 

5. The Hindu Marriage Act - 1955. This Act which came into force from May 18, 1955 
brought revolutionary changes not only in the martial relations but also in various other social as
pects. This Act applies to the whole ofindia, except Jammu and Kashmir. The word "Hindu"inthe 
Act includes Jains, Sikhs, Budhists and the Scheduled Castes . 

........ • C:ondition~!or valid ma~riag~ as provicledill t~is .A.<:t. (1) neither p(lfty liasii spouse liying; 
(;2) neither party [bridegroom or bride] is an idiot or a lunatic; (3) the groom must have completed 21 
years and the bride 18 years of age as per the 1978 Amendment brought to this Act; ( 4) the parties 
should not be 'sapindas' of each other unless the custom permits such a marriage. 

• Conditions under which divorce is permitted as .per this Act. (i) The spouse must have 
been impotent at the time of marriage and continues to be so even afterwards; (ii) party to the mar
riage was an idiot or lunatic at the-time of marriage' (iii) consent of the petitioner or of the guardian 
was obtained by force or fraud; (v) the wife was pregnant by some person other than the petititoner 
at the time ofmarriage. 

• Other conditions providing for divorce. The dissolution of marriage may be obtained on. 
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the grounds of adultery, conversion of religion, unsounci mind, leprosy, venereal disease, renuncia
. ti on, desertion for seven years and cohabitation not resumed after two years after judicial spearation. 

•Other important aspects of marriage. {i) This Act gives permission for intercaste and inter
religions marriages; (ii) It provides for equality of sex; (iii) It provides equal rights for men and 
women i1J marriage, divorce or separation; (iv) Its 19B6amendment permits divorce on the ground 
of incompatibility and mutual consent; (v) During judicial separation and after divorce, both hus
band and wife have the right to claim maintenance allowance. 

6. The Dowry Prohibition Act -1961. This Act which prohibits the practice of dowry was 
passed onMay 20th 1961. The Act does not apply to Musl.ims. It permits exchange of gifts for not 
morethan Rs: 2000. It prescribes the penalty of6 months imprisonment or a fine upto Rs.5,000/- or 
both for its violation. This Act got amended in I 986 and thereafter its rules have become still more 
stringent. · 

The above mentioned legislations in addition to many other social legislations, have affected 
the Hindu marriage in several ways. These legislations, however, have not transformed it into a mere 
legal contract. The :Hindu beliefs and values relating to marriage are still alive and legilsations have 
only strengthened it by removing some of the anamolies associated with it. 

4. MARRIAGE AMONG MUSLIMS IN INDIA 

Marriage is Universal among the Muslims 

In the Muslim community marriage is universal for it discourages celibacy. Islam has almost 
made it compulsory. Prophet Mohammad also stressed that married life is preferable to unmarried 
life. Both the main sects within Islam called "Sunnis "and "Shias" consider marriage almost 
obligatory. 

Main Aims and Objects of Muslim Marriage 

Muslims call their marriage 'nikah'. Marriage among the Muslims is regarded notas a reli· 
gious sacrament but as a secular bond. The important objectives of Muslim marriage are- control 
over sex, ordering of domestic life, procreation of children and perceptual increase of family, and 
upbringing of children. 

•Marriage as a Civil Contract. According to Roland Wilson [1941], "Muslim marriage is a 
contract/or the purpose of legalising sexual intercourse and th<'cprocreation of children." 

• S.C. Sarkar [1948] has also said that "marriage among Muslims is not a sacrament but 
purely a civil cr.mtract." 

• Marriage is a Religious Duty Also. On the basis of the above statement it should not be 
concluded that the Muslim marriage does not have any religious significance. Marriage in t!he Mus
lim society-is a religious duty also. It is a devotion and an act of "ibadat" [or reiigious duty]. It is 
believed that a person who does comply with it is rewarded in the next world, and he who aoes not, 
commits a sin. Hence, Jang [1953Jhas maintained that 'nikah', though essentially a contract., is also 
a devotional act. 

Characteristic Features or Preconditions of Muslim Marriage 

The important pre-conditions or characteristics of valid Muslim marriage called ;'Nikah" are as \ 
follows. 

1. Marriage Proposal and its Acceptance - Ijab and QUbul: As marriage is a civil contract 
in Islam, a proposal for the marriage and the acceptance of the proposal· are essential. The bride
groom makes a proposal to. the bride just before the wedding ceremony in the presence of two 
witnesses and a "mauvli" or kazi [Muslim priest]. The proposal is called 'ijab' and its acceptance is 
called 'Qubul'. These two words must be uttered clearly before the assembled persons by the bride 
and the bridegroom or by their agents of sound mind. It is necessary that both the proposal and its 
acceptance must take place at the same meeting to make it a "sahi nikah" [or "regular marriage"]~ 
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2. Capacity of a Person to Contract Marriage: This is. the second condition of marriage 
according to which only adult persons of sound mind can enter into amarriage contract. Child 
marriages and marriages of people of unsound mind are not recognised. However, the marriage of a 
minor could be contracted by his or her guardians. 

3. Observance of the Doctrine of Equality. It is a matter oftraditfon among the Muslims to 
have marriage among equals. Though there is no legal prohibition to contract marriage with a person 
of low status, such marriages are looked down upon. The run-away-marriages called 'kifa' [girls 
running away with boys and marrying them on their own choice] are not recognised. Marrying 
1idolators and slaves is also not approved. [Among the sunnis, social inferiority on the part of bride
groom could be a ground for cancellation of marriage but not.among the Shias]. 

4. Preference System in the Male Selection. There is traditional insistence on the preferential 
system in mate selection. For example, a person is expected to give preferences to his cousins and of 
the cousins, first preference to parallel cousins [chachera cousins or father's brother's daughter] 

- and next to the 'cross cousins' [mamera cousins.or mother's brother's d~ughter'. But these days no 
such preferences are given to cousin marriages. A person can prefer to marry his deceased or di- · 
vorced wife's sister. But a widow cannot give, preference to marry her deceased husband's brother. 

5. Marriage should be Free From Legal Complications. Muslim marriage can be called 
"sahi nikah" [valid marriage] only if it is not against 'shariah'. 

CONDITIONS OF VOID OR INVALID MARRIAGE 

Muslim marriage held according to the stipulated Islamic rules is called 'sahi nikah' or regular 
marriage or valid marriage. Marriage which is held eontrary to the islamic rules is called 'batil' or 
invalid marriage or void marriage. Some of the conditions of invalid marriage are mentioned below: 

l. Polygamy: A woman cannot marry second time as long as she has a living husband who has 
not divorced her. A man also canpot marry the fifth woman as long as the first four are alive and not 
divorced. · 

2. Marriage within the Circle of Close R~lat1ves. Marriage with relatively close kins such as 
- mother, mother's mother, sister, sister's daughter, mother's sister,father 's sister, daughter, wife's 
mother, wife's daughter born to the first husband, son's wife - is not allowed. 

3. Marriage with Idolators. Islam opposes idolatory. Hence marriage with idolators is not 
permitted .. However, a man can marry a non-Muslim girl if he believes that her idolatory is only' 
nominal. The purpose is to keep idolatory out of the islamic body politic. but a Muslim woman under 
no circumstances is permitted to marry non-muslims. . 

4. Mauiage with People of P1ematmed Age and Unsound Mind. Marriage with a man of 
unsound mind is regarded as invalid. Marriage of immatured persons without the prior consent of 
their parents is also treated as invalid marriage. 

5. Sisters Becoming Co-wives. As per the Islamic rule sorrate is not allowed. Sisters cannot be 
married simultaneously by the same person. However, one can marry one's wife's sister only after 
the death of the wife or only after giving divorce to the wife. 

6. Marrying a Woman' During Her 'Iddat' Period. ~o Muslim woman is allowed to marry 
a man as long as she is undergoing "iddat''. 

Difference Between Irregular Marriage and Invalid Marriage: 'Fasid' and 'Batil' 

Muslims distinguish between two types of unacceptable marriages called "irregular marriage 
"and "invalid marriage", specificl:\llY known as 'fasid' and 'batil'. Main differences between the two 
can be mentioned here. 

• 'Fasid' or irr~gular marriage, 1s one which could be converted into 'sahi marriage' or 'nikah' 
by removing its impediments or irregularities. 'Batil' marriages, on the contrary, cannot be con
verted to.'sahi' marriages. 

(1) Examples for Fasid: (i) Absence of witnesses at the time of making or accepting the pro
posai; (ii) Muslim man marrying the fifth woman; (iii) marriage with a woman who is ·undergoing 
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'iddat', etc. Theseirregularit(es could be corrected. · 
(ii) ·Example For BatiL (i) Marriage within the close circle of relatives; (ii) Muslim wotnan 

marrying an idolat<>r; (iii) Muslim man marrying two~three women who are. sisters,. etc. These ir
regularities cannot be corrected and hence such marriages become invalid. 

Importance of Mehr or Dower in Mus•im Marriage 
Mehr or dower js a practice assoi;::iated with Mustim marriage. "Dower.is the sum of ~oney or 

other property wMc/4,a wife is entitled to get from her husband in consideration of the marriage." 
• Purpose of Mehr: As per the Muslim law, dower is an obligation imposed upon a husband as 

a mark ofrespect for wife. Its main purposes are - (i) to put a check on the husband to divorce wife 
(ii) to enable i:z. woman to look (,ljtet .herself after her husband's death or divorce. · 

•Proposal of Mehr before the Marriage. Marriage proposals artd Mehr discussions normally 
go together. The bride's relative called 'wall' plays.an important role in the discussion. He only 
keeps the·account of "Mehr". Normally, a part of 'Mehr' [in majority of the instances 1/3 of the 

· amount agreed upon] is paid by the bridegroom to "wali" [an elderly relative of the wife who may be 
her own father or ariy other such responsible person] on the third day of the marriage.· The balaI,lce is 
generally paid when the husband dies or diverces the wifa It is her right to claim the.Mehr from her 
husband. She may even refuse to acompany him if the agreed-upon-instalment of Mehr, is not paid. 

• Mehr is Different from Bride-price. Mehr is not bride-price for the wife is not purchased 
just by .. throwing some money as it was the case centuries ago. In.the modern Islamic societies the 
bride's consent [qubulJ has become pre-requisite for marriage. As itjs qtade cleiµ. the main purpose 
of mebr is to give financial security to the. woman and to create respo'!\sibility in man. 

• Determinants of Mc:hr. The Muslim law does not fix the amount of mehr. The husband 'is 
obliged to pay some amount as mehr .. The amount to ·be paid as mehr is normally decided before or 
afternrat the time of the marriage ceremony. The amount of mehr, depends upon th~ social po,sition,,' 
desce~t. age, intelligence, beauty and other qualities of the bride'. 

The amount of mehr cannot be reduced but it can be increased at husband's will. A wife can 
voluntarily agree to reduce the amount or make a gift of whole of it to her husband or to his heirs; 
The amount of Mehr :varies from one 'dinat' upwards. There is no maximum limit.for that. · 

• Muslim Wife's Right Over Mehr. As ·per the islamic law, the wife has a~solute right over 
the mehr amount. Awidow's claim for .mehr is normally regarded as her claim over her husband's 
property. She can retain the property till hermehr is paid. she need not wait for the consent of heirs 
for the possession o(her husband's property. In case the divorce takes place through mutual agree-

. ment or by wife's initiative, her right to mehr gets extinguished. · 
• Specified Mehr and Proper Mehr. When the amount of mehr is fixed between the two 

parties, it is called "specified Mehr'~. The miiiimum specified amount cannot be less than ten dinars. 
When the amount is not fixed but is given whatever is considered to be proper it is called ''proper 
Mehr". The amount given here normally depends upon the financial position of the husband. 

•Prompt Mehr and Deferred Mehr. The amount which is payable on demand is called 'prompt 
Mehr'. Mehr which is payable on the dissolution of marriage [that is, aft,er husband's death or di-
vorce] is called 'deferred mehr'. . 

DIVORCE AMONG l'HE MUSLIMS 
Muslim marriage which is treated as a contract can be dissolved in the following ways. 
l. Divorce as per the Muslim law but wihout the intervention of the court; 
2. Divorce as per the Shariah Act, 1937 
3. Divorce as per the Muslim Marriage dissolution Act, 1959, thatis, as per the court's inter

vention. 

1. Divorce According to Muslim Law: Khula/Mubarat and Talaq 
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According to the traditional Muslim law, divorcecan be obtained directlyin_two ways without 
the intervention of the civil court. They are: (a) Khu/a !Mubarat and (b) Talaq. 

(A)-Khula or Kohl and Mubarat:cHusband and wife can ohtaindivorce by mutual consent 
either by 'Khu/a' or by 'Mubarat'. Difference between Khu/a and Mubarat is simple'!- In Khula 

divorce is initiated at the instance of the wife. In Mubarat, since both the parties desire sep~tiori, 
the initiative may come either from the wife or from the husband. ; 

(B) Talaq: Talaq represents one of the ways according to which a Muslim husband can give 
divorce to his wife as per the Msulim law without intervention of the court, In talaq , the husband has 
the nght to dismiss his wife by repeating the dismissal_ formula thrice. T~ -talaq may be affected 
eithefl>raliy by making 'some pronouncements or in writing:by presenting 'talaqnarrla'. Talaq may 
be given in any one of the following three ways: 

(i) . Talaq-e-Ahsan. This involves a single pronouncement of talaq f Pli-Owed by a p.eriod of · 
conjugal-abstinence till the completion of 'iddat'; _ 

(ii) Talaq-e-Hasan. This consists of three pronouncements of' Talaq' made during three -
successive menstrual periods and no sexual contact has taken pla,00'.betweeti the spouses 
during thes~ IJ;J.Onths. 

(iii) Talaq-ul-Btd<it. Rere,talaq, pronouncement takes place in any one ofthefollowipgways: 
(a) in asitigle sentence, for example,"/ divorce thee thrice" or in three separate sen .. 
tences: "/divorce thee,Idivop;ethee; I divorce thee" (b) in a single but clear prpnoµnce
ment such as; ·~divorce.thee irrevocably". 

In the first two types ~i_t®-above, there is a chance for re-establishing the martialties Jrut ·not in 
the thrid form. - · 

2. Divorce as Recognised by Shariah Act, 1937 

The Shariah Act, 1937 provides for three forms ofdivot'ce. They are mentione,j below. . - ' 

(i) Illa. If the husband swears by God to abstain from sexual relations with his wife for- a 
period of four months or Illore, or for a specified period, he is said. to make ilia. Jf }le 

- sticks on to his words, then marriage gets dissolved. . 

(ii) -Zihar. In this type the husband of sound mind declared in the presence of two witnesses 
that his wife is like the back of his mother to him. Though mjirriage is not dissolved with' 
this, it gives scope for the wife to go to court on this ground --

(iii) Lian. In this type the husband accuses his wife of being guilty of adultery. This, however, 
gives an opportunity for the wife to go t_o court insisting on her husband either to with-
draw such an allegation or prove the same. - -

3. Provisions for Divorce as per the Dissolution-of Muslim Marriage Act, 1939 
The Dissolution of Muslim Marriage Act, 1939 passed during the British period entitled !l 

Muslim VVOQ1an to·seek the dissolution Of her marriage on the following grounds: 

(l) whereabouts-ofhu°sband not known for 4 years. -
------{ii') fail~d~i:wide..for_her..n:iaintenance..for1.y.ears. _________________ . _______ -__ _ 

(iii) imprisonme~t of husband for 7 years or more. 

(iv) impotency of husband since the time of marriage. 

(v) failure of husband to fulfil martial ol?ligations for 3 years._ _ . 

(vi) insanity of husband for a period 2 years and husband's incurable diseaseslike lepro~)'"j 
venereal. diseases, etc. · 

(vfi) husband's physical andmental cruelty. 
(viii) marriage being thurstc;:d upon her before.she attained 15 years, (but in this, the vvif~has· to · 

~seek divorce before she completes 18th year]. 
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(ix) any other valid ground which the muslim law permits. 

IMPORTANCE OF"-'IDDAT" IN MUSLIMS' DIVORCE . . . 
"Iddat" plays an important role in Muslim divorce .cases. "Jddat" denotes a period of awaiting, 
• Iddat refers to a period of seclusion for three menstrual periods for a woman after the death 

of or divorce by her husband to ascertain whether she was pregnant. 
• "lddat" " ... .implies the period of waiting incumbent on a woman between disolution of one 

marriage and the contracting of another.',. It is importarit to note that in this period of waiting [ fdf 
three consenutive menstrual periods] husband and wife are not supposed to have sexual contact. 

Legal and Social effects of lddat 

•Legal Effects: (i) In a divorce case the wife involved is bound to wait for "iddat" period. (ii) 
During the period of "iddat" the husband is obliged to provide for her maintenance. (iii) the wife is 
not supposed to give her consent for another marriage till the iddat period is completed. (iv) On the 
completion of 'iddat' period, the wife can legitimately demand the "deferred inehr". · 

•Social ,Pffects: 'lddat' serves as a restraining influence on inconsiderate haste on the part of 
the husband and on the tempo of divorce. It gives time for the husband to think and act. The husband 
may simply take back the wife du~ing the period of iddat and suspend the divorce. (ii) lddat makes 
it clear whether the wife is pregnant or not. The fact of pregnancy sometimes brings reconciliation 
be!Ween them. (iii) It it becomes apparent during 'iddat' that the divorced wife is pregnant, the 
husband is recommended to take her back' and treat her with consideration till the child is born. The 
child belongs to the husband ifit is not born out ofadultery. The wife also cannot marry any one else 
until her delivery. (iv) The iddat period is normally three months. In the case of a widow the duration 
'is 4 months 10 days. 

It may be noted thataccording to the Muslim Women's Proteetion of Rights on Divorce Act 
1986 and lddat, a wife can demand from her husband her m,ainteilance.during the Iddat. 

5. DIFFERENCE BETWEEN HINDU AND MUSLIM MARIUAGES 

Main difference between the Hindu and Muslim marriages may be noted here. 

Htnd'lt Marriage 

1. Aims and Ideals : Main aims of Hindu 1. 
marriage are: dharma, praja and rati. Hindu 
marriage is a matter of religious duty. For 
performing panchamahayajnas and getting 
a son to fulfil 'pitri-tjna', a Hindu is obliged 
to marry. It is hence sacred for him. 

2. · Relative Performance of Marital Bond: As 2. 
per the Hindu belief the marital b,ond,fs in-

. separable. It cannot be dissolved, according 
to the tradition. Hindu males cannot indis
criminately divorce their wives. Hindus can 
break the marriage only through the court. 

Mulsim Marriage 

Muslim marriage is regarded more as a con
tract than as an important sacred rite. The 
main purpose is to obtain sexual sf;lt.isfaction 
and along with it; children. Religious senti
ments do not characterise such a marriage. 

Muslims do not consider marital contract as 
irrevocable. Here marital ties can be 
dissolved at tne whims of the males. Muslim 
males can divorce their wives· without the 
intervention of ~he court. Only men have such 
right. 

-(Contd,) 

I. Ref: quoted by C.B. Mamoiia in his "Soda/ Problems and Socia!Disorganisqtion in /TJdia" - Page : 22'4. 
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3. Remarriages .and Widow Remarriages: 3. Among the Muslims· there is scope for 

Since the Hindus consider marriage sacred, remarriage and widow remarriage. There is 

they are generally not prepared for remar- no blemish attached for that. One contract 

riage or widow remarriage even though there can be broken to enter into another contract. 

is legal provision for that. Instances of such After completing the "Iddat" a divorced 

marriages are comparatively less. woman can offer herself as a 1ife-partner for 

another. 

4. No scope for Polygamy: There is no scope 4. Muslims have been observing polygamy 

for the .practice of polygamy among the Hin- since a long time. Even now it is in practice. 

dus as per the existing marriage rules. Hin- There is scope for polygamy as per the 

dus have been cherishing the ideal of mo- Koranic rules. Koran, however, restricts the 

no gamy right from the times of Ramayana. number of wives to 'four'. 

5. Mehr and Dowry: Among the Hindus there 5. Among the Muslims, bridegroom gives some 

is the practice of bridegrooms taking dowry. amount as mehr to the bride at the time of or 

But the practice is neither obligatory nor uni~. after the marriage. The Muslim wife has the 

versal. The practice of taking dowry has de- right to demand for it if she is being divorced 

veloped into a social evil now. It flourishes by her husband. It is an obligatory practice. 

even though it is prohibited by legislation. It is not considered a social evil. 

6. The question of temporary marriage does 6. Among the Muslims, at one time there'was 

not arise among the Hindus. Marriage as per the practice of temporary marriage. called 

the Hindu traditional belief, is permanent and "Muta Marriage". it could be contracted even 

irrevocable . There is no "void marriage" for a day. Among the Sunnis its practice has 

also. disappeared. 

7. Legislations Affecting Marriage: Hindu 7. Muslim marriage, especially in India has not 

marriage in its history right from the British been affrected much by the legislative fac-

period till today has witnessed a number of tors,. It has undergone just two or three leg-

legisations affecting its nature, form, prac- islations. 

tice etc. 
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THE FAMILY 

Meaning and Characteristics of F amity-Distinctive Features of the F amily-,-Functions of 
the Family-Changing Family Patterns-Types af the Family: Matriarchal Family-Pa
triarchal Family-The Nuclear Family-Recent Trends in the Modern Nuclear' Family
Functions of the Modern Nuclear Fami/y-,-The Joint Family: Definition and Characteris
tics-Merits and Demerits of Joint Family-Causes for the Changes in the Joint Family 
System-Disintgration of Joint Family in India. 

The family is the most important primary group in society. It is the simplest and the most 
elementary form of society. It ·1s the most basic of all social groupings. It is the first and the most 
immediate social environment to which a child is exposed. It is·an outstanding primary group, be
cause, it is in the family that the child develops its basic attitudes. 

Further, of all the groups that affect the lives of individuals in society none touclies them so 
intimately or so continuously as does the family. From the moment of birth to the moment of death 
the family exerts a constant influence. The family is the first group in which we find ourselves. It 
provides for the most enduring. relationship in one form or other. Every one of us grows up in a 
family and every one of us too will be a member of one family or othe~. 

"The family, almost without question, is the most important of any of-the-groups that humait 
experience offers. Other groups we join for longer or shorter periods of time for tht: satisfaction of 
this interest or that. The family, on the contrary, is with us always. Or rather mort;i precisely, we are 
with it." -Robert Bierstedt. 

The family, as an institution is universal. It is the most permanent and the most pervasive of aH 
social institutions. AIJ societies both large and small, primitive and civilised, ancient and modem, 
have some form of family or the other. No one knows, or can know, how or when the family began. 
It is safe to surmise that the family in some form will always bewith us. With regards to thdu.ture as 
the mind can imagine; the family will continue to be a central anrl mdeed a nuclear component of 
society. "There may be no fan:iilies in Utopia, and none m paradise, but the planet we know best will 
probably always contain them". -Robert Bierstedt. 

It may be noted that our purpose here, is not to give counsels onfamily relations but to acquire. 
sociological knowledge regardingfamily. The family is a small group consisting ordinarily of father,· 
mother, one or more children a1;1d sometimes near or distant relatives. It should be noted that it is l1ot 
our purpose here to ofter advi1:e on the age at which people should marrJ, on how to choose a 
husband or a wife, how to get a1ong with a difficult mate, how many children to beget, what to do 
about a mother-iµ~law problem, how to avoid divorce, and so on. Our study is confined to the family 
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as a social phenomenon. Our approach is sociological. We are interested in the family 'both as an 

association and as an institution, but we give· no counsel or advice as to how to be happy though 

married. 

1. MEANING AND CHARACTERISTICS 

The word 'Family' has been taken over from Latin word 'Famulus' which means a servant. In 

Roman Law the word denoted a group of producers and slaves and other servants as w~H as mem-: 

bers connected by common desce.nt or marriage.· Thus, ~riginally, family, consisted of a man and 

woman with a child or children and servants. The meaning·pf family can be explained better by the 

following definitions: 

1. MF. Nimkojf says that "Family is a more or less durable association of husband and wife 

with or without child, or of a man or womax:1 alone, with children". 

2. Burgess and Locke. "Family is. a group of persons united by ties of marriage, li>lood or 

adoption constituting a single household interacting and intercommunicating with each other in their 

respective social roles of husband andwife, father and mother, son and daughter, brother and sister, 

creating a common culture". 

3. Eliot and Merrill: Family is "The biological social unit c;omposed of husband, wife and 

children". 

4. Maclver: Family is "a group defined by sex relationship sufjicientlyprecise andendurini to 

provide for the procreation and upbringing of children ". · 

General Characteristics of the. Family 

(i) A Mating Relationship. A family comes into existence when ·a man and woman establish 

mating relation between them. 

(ii) Selection of Mates. Wife or husband may be selected by parents or by the elders, or the 

choice may be left to the wishes of the 'individuals concerned. Various rules govern this selection. 

(iii) A Form of Marriage. The mating relation~hip is established through.the institution of 

marriage. Marriage is an institutional arrangement made by the·society according to which the indi

viduals es4tblish inaritai relationships among themselves. Marriage may assume any one of the 

forms-monogamy, polygamy, polyandry or group marriage. 

(iv) A System of Nomenclature. Every family is known or recognised by a distinctive name. . 

(v) A Way of Tracing the Descent. Every family has its own mode of tracing the descent. 

Descent re ers to the socialrecognition of biological relationship between individuals. Descent may 

be traced through the male line (Patrilineal Descent) or through the female line (Matti inea e'

scent) or through both the lines (Bilateral Descent). 

(vi) A Common Residence. Family requires a home or a household to live in. After the marriage 

the wife may reside in husband's parental hoi:ne (Patrilocal or Virilocal Residence) or she may stay 

in her parental home to which the husband pays occasional visits (Matrilocal or Uxqrilocal Resi

dence) or both of them may establish a separate home of their own (Neolocal Residence). 

_(vii) An Economic Provision. Family provides for the sa.tisfaction of the economic needs of its 
~embers,= = --- --- --- · -- -· __ 

i. DISTINCTIVE FEATURES OF THE FAMILY 
\ . . 

The family\is an organisation par excellence. Of a:ll the social organisations, large or small, 

family is of the greatest sociological significance. It occupies the central position in our social struc

ture. The family, unlike other institutions, enjoys a unique position in society. Its distinctive features 

may be noted here. 

l. Universality. Afterhaving made an analysis of more than 250 societies, Murdock concludes 

that the family is universal.. There is no human society in which some form of the family does not 
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appear hor has there ever been such a society. B. Malinowski writes: "The typical family, a group · 
consisting of mother, father, and their progeny, is found in all communities, savage, barbarians, and 
civilised". The irresistible sex need, the urge for ~eproduction and the common economic needs have 
contributed to this' universality. 

2. Emotional Basis. The family is grounded in emotions and sentiments. It is based on our 
impulses of mating, procreation, maternal devotion, fraternal love and parental care. It is built upon 
sentiments oflove, affection, sympathy, co-'operation and friendship. · 

3; Limited Size. The family is smaller size. As a primary group its size is necessarily 
limited. It seems to be the smallest social unit. The biological conditions have also contributed 
to its small size. 

4. Formative Influence. The family is the earliest social environment which surrounds, trains 
and educates the child. It shapes the personality and moulds the character ofits members. lt emotion
ally conditions the child.·It is the 'nursery of human nature', and the 'breeding ground of our mores 
and the nurse of our loyalties'. 

5. Nuciear Position in the Social Structure. The family is the nucleus of aU other social 
organisations. The whole social structure is built of family units. It influences the whole· Jife of 
society. 

6. Responsibility of the Members. The member of the family has certain responsibilities, duties 
and obligations. The smooth running of family depends on how best the members discharge their 
responsibilities in co-ordination with the othe,r individuals of the family. As Maclver points out, "In 
tim.es of crisis men ma)} work and fight and die for their country, but they toil for their families all 
their lives". 

7. Social Regulation. The family \s peculiarly guarded both by social taboos and by legal 
regulations. The society tak~s precaution to safeguard this organisation from any possible break
down: by divorce, desertion or separation. 

8. The Permanent and T~mporaryNature of the Family. The family as an institution is perma
nent. Since 1t is based on the otganic and emotional nature of man, it continues to exist. But family 
as an arssociation may be temporary in character. These characteristics indeed reveal the sociologi
cal significance of the family. 

3. FUNCTIONS OF THE FAMILY 
The family as a social institution performs several functions. Various-0pinions have been ex

pressed regarding the functions of family. Kingsley Davis speaks of four main functions of the fam
ily: (i) Reproduction, (ii) Maintenance, (iii) Placement, and (iv) Socialisation. 

Ogburn and Nimkojf have mentioned six major functions of family: (i) Ajfectional, (ii) Eco
nomic, (iii) Recreational, (iv) Protective, (v) Religious, and (vi) Educational. Reed has clescribed 
four functions of the family: (i) Race perpetuation, (ii) Socialisation, (iii) Regulation and satisfac
tion of sex needs, and (iv) Economic/unctions. 

Primary and Secondary or Essential and Non-essential Functions 
Maclver classifies the functions of family into two types: Essential and Non-essential func

tions. According to him, the essential functions include (i) the stable satisfaction ofsex need, (ii) 
production and rearing of children, and (iii) provision of a home. Under the non-essential fonctions 
he includes, religious, educational, economic, health and recreation, and other functions. 

The 'Primary Functi«ms 

Some of the functions of family ate basic to its continued existence. They are re(erred to as 
essential functions L1V Maciver. They may also be regarded as Primary functions of family. They are 
explained below. · 
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(i) Stable Satisfaction of Sex Need. Sex drive is powerful in human beings. Man is susceptible . 

to sexual stimulation throughout his life. The '.lexneed is irresistible also. It motivates man to seek an 

estabHshed basis of its satisfaction. Family regulates the sexual behaviour of man by its agent, the 

marriage. Thus it provides for the satisfaction oftlie sex need for man. Even Manu, the Hindu Law

giver and Vatsyayana, the author of Kamafotra, have stated that sexual satisfaction i& one of the 

main aims of family life. 

· (ii) Reproduction or Procreation. Reproductive activity is carried on by all lower and higher 

anima.ls. But it is an activity that needs control or regulation.. The result of sexua.l satisfaction is 

. reproduction: The process of reproduction is institutionalised in the family. Hence it assumes a 

regularity and a stability that all societies recognise as desirable. Thus family introduces a legitimacy 

into the act ofreproduction. All societies surround this function with norms and support them-wlth 

.strong sanctions. By ,fulfilling its reproductive .function family has made it possible to have the 

propagation of species and the perpetuation of the human race. 

(iii) Production and Rearing of the Child. T.he family gives tbe individual his life and a chance 

to survive. We owe our life to the family. Th human infancy is a prolonged one. The child which i.s 

helpless at the time of birth is given the needed protection of the family. Further, family is an insti

tutionpar excellence, for the production and rearing of children. No other institution can as effi

ciently bring up the child as can the family. This can be referred to as the function of 'maintenance' 

µlso . 

. (iv) Provision of Home. Family provides the home for its members. The desire for home, is 

strongly felt in men and women, Children are born and brought up in homes only. Though, often 

children are born in hqspitals, clinics, maternity homes, etc., they are nursed and nourished in the 

homes only. Even th~ parents who work outside are dependent on home for comfort, protection and 

peace. Home remains still the 'sweet' home. · 

(v) Family-Anlnstrument of CultureTransmission and An Agent of Socialisation. The family 

serves as an instrument of culture transmission. The family guarantees not onlythe biological conti

nuity of the human race but also·the cultural continuity of the society ofwpich it is a part. It transmits 

ideas and ideologies, folkways and mores, customs and traditions, beliefs and values from on~ gen-

eration to the next. · 

The family is an agent ofsocialisation also. Socialisation is its service to the indivi(fual. 

Socialisation is the process whereby one internalises the norms of one's groups so that a distinct 

'selj' emerges umque to the md1V1dual. Ilie family mdoctrmates the child with the values, the mor-

als, beliefs, and ideals of tb7 society It prepares its children for participation in larger world and 

acquaints them with a larger culture. It is a chief agency which prepares the new generation for life 

in community. It emotfonally conditions the child. It lays down the basic plan. of the personality; 

Indeed, it shapes the personality of the child. Family is a mechanism for disciplining the child in 
terms of cultural goals. In short, ittransform:s the infant barbarian into the civilised adult. 

(vi) Status AscribingFunction. The family also performs a pair of funtions--~i) status ascrip

tion for the individual, and (ii) societal identification for the individual. Statuses are of two kinds: 

_,A_scribed and achieved. The faJ:!lHy provides the ascribed statuses. Two of these,. age and sex are 

-----biologi:eal-ascri~Others,h0wever,· are'social ascripticms.-lt.-is-th;family thatserves almo~ 
exclusively as the conferring agency or institution. 

Pe'ople recognise us by our names, and our names are given to us by our family. Here,' the 

family is the source of our soci~tal identification. Various statuses are initially ascribed by our fami~ 
lies. ·Our ethnil: status, our nationality status, our religious status, or residential status, or class 

status-:-sometimes our political status and our educational starus as well-are all conferred upon us by 

our families. Of course, these may be changed later. Wherever statuses are inherrited as in the case of 

royalty and nobility it is the family that serves as the controlling,mechanism. Status ascription and 
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societal identification are two faces of the same process. of family this regard can 
hardly be 1exaggerated. 

(vii) Ajfectional Function. Man has physical, as well as mental needs. He requires the 
fulfilment oflfoth of these needs. Family is.an institution which provides the mental or the emotional 
satjsfaction and security to its individual members, It is the family Which provides the most intimate 
and the dearest relationship for all its members. The individual first experiences affection in his 
parental family as parents and siblings offer him sympathy and affection. Lack of affection 
actually damages an infant's ability to thrive. A 1pefson who hias never been loved is seldom happy. 

Secondary Functions of Family 

In addition to the above described essential or primary functions the family performs some 
. secondary or non~essential functions in some way or the other. Of these, the following may be noted. 

(i)Economic Functions. The family fulfils the econ9mic needs of its members. This has been 
the traditional function of family. Previously, the family was an economic unit. Goods were pro
duced in the family. Men used to work in family orin farms for the production of goods. Family 
members used to work together for this purpose. It was to a great extent self-sufficient. A clear cut 
division of labour between sexes, that is, between men and women, was evident. But today, the 
situation has changed. The :fami\y members do not work together at home. They are engaged in 
different economic activities outside the home. They are no longer held together by division of 
·labour. 

The economic role of modem family is considerably modified. The process ofindustrialisation 
has affected family. The centre of production has moved from home to the factory. The factory is 
giving job only to the individual worker and not to the entire family. The factory is producing goods 
which are consumed within the family. Thus, family has become more a consuming unit than a 
producing one. Its members are busy with "earning wages" rather than with "making a living". 
Family is thus slowly transferring its economic functions. to the external agencies. Still, the institu
tion of property is em.bedded with the family. 

(ii) Educationa!Functions. The family provides the basis for the child's formal learning. In 
spite of great changes, the family still gives the child his basic training ill the social attitudes and 
habits important to adult participation in social life. "The manner in which he .learns how to get along 
with his family will be carried. over to. his interactions with school authorities, n;ligious leaders, the 
police and other agents of social control". When the child grows up, he learns to manage situations 
outside the home and family. He .extends his interests to other groups. With all this his intelligence, 
his emotions, and his social habits develop until he weans himself from the original dependence on 
the mother, rather and other family members. 

(iii) Religious Functions. The family is a centre for the religious training of the children. The 
children learn from their parents various religious virtues. Previously, the homes were also centres 
of religious quest. The family used to teach the children the religious values, moral precepts, way to 
worshipping God, etc. Even today, it is in the family thatthe foundations are laid down for the moral 
standards that are to guide the children throughout their life. The family meets the spiritual needs of 
its members. It is through the family that the religious inh.eritance is passed on to the next generation. 

(iv) The Recreational Functions. At one time, recreation was largely family based. It fostered 
a.,close solidarity. Reading aloud, visitingrelatives, family reunions, church socials, singing, danc
ing, playing indoor games, etc., brought together the entire family. Elders would organise social 
gathering among themselves in each other's homes. Children would organise their own recreations 
among themselves or together with other children.Often parents and children would join together in 
the same recreational activities. The effect of this on· the cohesion of the family was considerable. 

Recreation is now increasingly organised outside the family. Modem recreation is not de-
signed for family-wide participation. Whether in the fonn of movies, plays, cricket, 
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'kabaddi ', tennis, dinner parties, or 'yakshagana', it is designed for the couple or individual partici

pation. 

. ... 4.TIIE Cll;\~gI~(;FAMILYPATTERNS 

. The family as a basic social institution has been undergoing change. The modern family radi- · 

cally differs from that of the traditiona}one. The family has never been at rest. Both in its.structure . 

and functions changes have taken place. Some of these changes may be examined here: 

Changes in the Functions of the Family 

Some of the functions of family have radically changed today while some others have ~et:eived 

more attention of the public. A glance at these changes would clarify this point. . . . · 

1. The Sexual Regu,/ation Function of the family has. not changed much. The family through its 

·agent, marriage, still reglilates ·the .sexual impulse of the people.· Illicit sexual behaviour is fairly 

uncommon. But it is true that in. the Western societies pre-marital and. extra-marital sex relations are 

on the increase. . . . 

2. The Reproductive Function of the family has suffered particularly in the W estem societies. 

In the W estem societies, it is said, parents no longer desire more children. Absence of children has 

become the most glaring feature of the Western families. However, .it is impossible to take away this 

reproductive function of the famHy. The very survival of the human race is based on reproduction. 

3 .. In the past fifty years the Parental and ihe Educational Functions of the family have b~en 

shifted to certain external agencies like hospitals, out-patient clinics for mothers, maternity Mmes, 

the baby clinics, nurseries, kindergartens, etc. "The-modem home is not equipped to train children 

for their adult careers, because the specialised division of labour requires specialised training, which 

only the specialised ~gency ofthe school can supply''.-A. W. Green 

4. The Protective Functions of the family have declined particularly in the West. Families are 

no more the place of protection for the physically-handicapped, mentally retarded,, aged, diseased, 

infirm and insane people. Other agencies have taken over this function. But, for the young chilqren 

it continues to provide physical and emotional protection. 

5. The Economic Function of the family has been disturbed a great deal. Th.e family is no 

longer the economic unit, neither is it self-sufficient. It is no longer united by sharedwork, for its 
members work separately. It is more a consuming unit than a producing centre. However, thefamily 

is not completely losing this function, but it is transforming this function to some external agencies. 

6. It seems that the Socialisation Function of the family is gaining increased attention particu-

larly m the Western society. An earlier generation kriew httle about the personaltty developmem. We 

know something today of the role of emotional development, school progress, career succe5s, physi

cal well-being, and practically all other aspects of the good life. 

7. The Status-Ascription Function has been weakened since in modern society much emphasis· 

is laid on achieved status. Still, the e~p.ic, religious, class, residential,.Qationality and other kinds ·of 

statuses are ascribed by the family to the individual at least in the initial stages in some way or other. 

· 8. The Recreational Function of the family is losing importance. Extemalageneies have taken 

away this filnct1on Modertflecq:afion is highly commetctahsed. Movies, d~ce 'halls,. night cJubs, 

gambling centres have come into being. People leave home to $eek these commercialised recre

ations. But they tend to leave home as single adults ·or married couples; as adolescents or children, 

rather than as a family unit: This has affected the cohesion of family. -

Functions Lost or Modified ? 

In spite of the changes tb_at have overtaken the family, its traditional functions have been ll10re 

modified than fost.- If all of the functions described above were in fact totally provided outside the 

home; it is doubtful that the family could survive. But, certain unique functions remain solely within 

the family. The "primary universal function of the fall1ilY is the creation of. new members of 
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society....,.their reproduction, maintenance, status ascription, and socialisation. As always, reproduc
tion remains, a.J?.d maintenance and socialisation are still carried on chiefly within the family"-A. W. 
Green 

.. Some writers have expressed the opinion thatat the present rate of change the family may lose 
its functional importance very shortly. Such a fear is unfounded because, that stage may never be 
reached. "Over the centuries, no permanent direction of change has ever been maintained. At some 
time in the future, the present forces of change may reach out ill an unforeseen direction permitting 
family to regain its old strength and renew its old functions."-A. W. Green 

Summary 

From our discussion of the family and its functions it is possible to draw at least three conclu
sions: (i) The family still enjoys importance as a biological group for procreation and for the physi
cal care of the children, (ii) There is the considerable decline in what OgburnC:aUs the "institutional 
functions' of the family, ecortomic, recreational, protective and educationalj (iii) the 'personality 
function' (the socialisation func'tion) of the family-"that is, those which prov1tle for the mutual 
adjustments among husbands, wives, parents and children and for the adaptaticin,of each member o( 
the family to the outside world" ---have assumed importance; 

TYPES OR FORMS OF THE F.(\.MILY 

Sociologists have spoken of different forms or types of family. They have taken into consider
ation different factors as the basis for the classification of the family. A few classifications can be 
mentioned. · 

(i) On the basis of marriage family has been classified into tqree major types: (i) Polygamous 
or Polygynous Family. (ii) Polyandrous Family, and (iii) Monogamous Family. 

(ii) On the basis of the nature of residence family can be classified into three main forms: (i) 
Family of Matrilocal Residence, (ii) Family of Patrilocal Residence, and (iii) Family of Changing 
Residen_ce. 

(iii) On the basis of ances'ry or descent family can be classified into two main types : (i) 
Matrilineal Family, and (ii) Pratj"ilineal Family. · 

(iv) On the basis of the nature of authority family can be classified into two main types. (i) 
Matriarchal Fainily,and (ii) Patriarchal.Family. 

(v) On the basis of size or structure and the depth of generations family can be classified into 
two main types : (i) the Nuclear or the Single Unit Family, and (ii) The Joint or the Undivided 
Family. . 

(vi) On the basis of the Natut:e of Relations among the family members· the family can be 
classified into. two main types: (i) The Conjugal Family which consists of adult' members among, 
whom th'ere exists sex relationship, and (ii) Consanguine Family which consists of members among 
whom there exists what is known as "blood relationship"-brother and sister, father _and son, etc. 

5. MATRIARCHAL FAMILY 

The matriarchal family is also known as the mother-centred or mother-dominated family. Here, 
the mother or the woman is the head of the family and she exercises authority. She is the owner of the 
{lroperty and the manager of the hc'.iusehold. All the other members are s11bordinated to her~ L.H. 

:Morgan, Bachopen, Tylor, Briffault andothers are-of the opinion that matriarchai family has been 
the earliest type of family. But some have expressed their doubts regarding their very existence. 
Such controversial· opinions still prevail. On the basis of some studies now it is known that matriar
chal families are found among the 'Eskimos, Malay ls/anders, Odama Indians, Labradar Indians, 
Trobsiand1s/anders, ·the A.,,.;~rican Iroquois, theKhasi trihals of Indi4 and others. 
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Characteristics"of Matriarchal Family 

1. Descent, Inheritance and Succession. Here the descent is trac;ed through the mother. 

Hence it is matrilineal in descent. Daughters inherit the property of the mother. They succeed their 

mother and the sons. The status of the children is mostlydecided by the status of the n1other. · 

2. Matrilocal Residence. Matriarchal family is matrilocal in residence. After the marriage the 

wife stays back in her mother's house. The husband who normally stays in his sister's house, pays 

occasional visits to the wife's house. He is treated as.a 'privileged visitor'. But he is given only 

secondary position. Sex relations between husband and wife tend to be very loose and both may 

often develop extra-marital sex-relations. 

3. Exercise of Power. In theory, the mother exercises authority and power in tlie matriarchal 

family. She is the head of the family and her decisions are final. But in practice, some relative of the 

mother, mostly her brother, exercises authority in the family and looks after property. Ex.: Among 

the Malay people the wife's brother exercises authority in the family and among the Labradar Indi

ans the wife's father manages the household. 

4. The Structure of the Family. The maternal family brings together the kinsmen-( the wife, her 

mother and grandmother, her children and broth~rs, etc.) and welds them together into a powerful 

group. This type of family is normally associated with exogamy. · 

6. PATRIARCHAL FAMILY 

The patriarchal family is also known as father-centred or father-dominated family. Here, the 

father or the elqest man is the head ofthe family and he exercises authority. H~ is the owner and 

· administrato: of the family property. On all family matters his is the final voice and opinion. 

·Characteristics of Patriarchal Family 

l. Descent, Inheritance andSuccession. These are recognised through the male line. Patriar

chal families arepartilineal in character; because the descent is vaced through the male line. Here, 

only the male children inherit the property of the father. In some instances, the eldest son enjoys 

some special rights. He normally succeeds the father after his death. Children are recognised as.the 

children of the father and the mother is practically ignored. 

2. Residence. Patriarchal family is Patrilocal in residence. Sons continue to stay with the fa

ther in his own house even after their marriages. Only the wives come and join them. Women have 

secondary position in these families for they have to be afthe mercy of their menfolk. Children are 

brought up in their father'8i family 

3. Authority. Here the father or the eldest male member of the family is the dominant person. 

He is all in all. All the members are subordinated to him. He dictates tenns for other members. AH 

the major decisions pertaining\o the family affairs ~re taken by him only. Nobody has the authority 

to question him. He is the owner and the manager of the family property. During the early days, the 

patriarch had absolute authority over all the members of the family. The patriarch could sell his sons 

and wife or even kill them. In religious matters also he was the l1ead. 

Some Examples of Patriarchal Families 

___. ~-1111': typical patriarchal families are not found today in the modern industrial societies. But they 

i3fevailed-amoag-th~ncien,tlkbri:wi,~GJ-eek.s,J{bm.tiii v, 'andllie~Aijiin~Jlml[d:-!Qi~-X-qf[lan ]:mtri~ 

arch had "the Patria Potestas" (the power of the father) which gave the head of the family an unlim

ited authority over all the other members. There was no legal jurisdiction to challenge the authority 

of the patriarch. In ancient Palestine the father could sell his aaughter into servitude. In the sa,me 

manner the Hebrew patriarch exercised despotic power over all his dependants. In !Mia-also during 

' the Vedic period woman was subject to three kinds of successive obediences-to her father before 

her marriage; to her husband after the marriage and !O her son during her widowhood or old age. In 

ancient Athens, women were not given an opportunity to lead public life. On the other hand, wife aiid 

daughters were kept in secluded "women's apartment". · · 
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At present, both matriarchal an.d patriarchal families have diminished. In their place egalitar
ian or equalitarian families in which father and mother enjoy equal status and opportunities, have 
emerged. Most of the families in the industrial societies are equalitarian families. They are often 
called 'modern families', and also 'nuclear families'. 

7. THE NUCLEAR FAMILY 

The individual nuclear family is a universal social' phenomenon. It can be defined as "a small 
group composed of husband and wifeand immatul'echildren which constitutes a unit apart from the 
rest of the communiOJ."-(DuncanMitchell in his "Dictionary of Sociology'). 

In simple words, a nuclear family is one which consists of the husband, wife and their chil
dren. Soon after their marriage, the children leave their parental home and establish their separate 
household. Hence, a nuclear family is an autonomous unit free from the control of the elders. Since 

· there is physical distance between parents and their married children, there is minimum interdepen
dence between them. Thus, a nuclear family is mostly independent. The American family is a typical 
example of the modem independent nuclear family. 

The nuclear family is· a characteristic of all the modem industrial societies. As Lowie writes : 
"It does not matter whether marital relations are permartent or temporary ; whether there is polygyny 
or polyandry or sexual lfoence; ..... the one fact stands out beyond allothers thateverywhere the 
husband, wife and immature children constihite a unit apart from the remainder of the community". 

According to T.B. Bottomore, the universality of the nuclear family can be accounted for by the 
important functions that it has been performing. The nuclear family has been performing the sexual, 
the economic, the reproductive, and the educational functions. According to him, the indispensabil
ity of these and a few other functions has contributed to its mniversality. Anthropologists too have 
consistently emphasised the economic functions of the family in primitive societies. A major factor 
in maintaining the nuclear family is economic co-operation based upon division of labour between 
sexes. Levi Strauss has said much about the miserable situation of unmarried individuals in most of 
the primitive societies. 

The Structure of Nuclear Family 

The nuclear family depends very much on incest taboos. The members of the family-cannot 
have marriage from among themselves. Hence it is confined to two generations only. A third genera
tion can be established by the formation of new families. This can be done by an exchange of males 
and females between existing nuclear families. It means daughters can be given in marriage to other 
nuclear families and girls of the other nuclear families can be taken in as spouses to the sons. This 
gives rise to two kinds of nuclear families: (a) the family of orientation, and (b) the family of procre
ation, 

Every normal, adult in, every human society belongs to two nuclear families. The first is the 
family of orientation in which the person was born and brought up, and which includes his father, 
mother, brothers and sisters. The second is thefamily of procreation which the person establishes by 
his marriage and which includes the hu'sband or wife, thes9ns and daughters. 

The structure of the nuclear family is not the same everywhere. Bottomore makes a distinction 
between two kinds of family system; (i) the family systems in which the nuclear family is relatively 
independent, and (ii) systems in which the nuclear family isincorporated in, or subordinated to, a 
larger group, thatis to the polygamous or the extended f'.unily. The independent nuclear family is 
more often incorporated in some larger composite family structure. 

The independent nuciear family which is dominant in modem industrial societies has emerged 
mainly due to ~he growth .of individualism and intense geographic and social mobility. The social 
welfare functions of the modem state have also affected it. The state now comes to the help of the 
individual to face misfortunes. Hence he is no longer dependent on his family in timeS of distress. 
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.The modem nuclear family is mostly found in the advanced s.ocieties of the Westand in theU.S.A. 

Its solidarity largely depends on sexua\ attractions and the companionship between husband and 

wife and between parents and children. But the family bonds tend. to weakc:m as the children grow up. 

8. RECENT TRENDSlN THE MODERN N-iJCLEAR FAMILY 
The family has undergone some radical· cMnges in the past half a cc:mtury. Its structure has 

changed, its functions have been altered and its nature has been affected. Various factors-:-social, 

economic, educational, legal, cultural, scientific, technological, e,tc. have been responsible for this. It 

is, indeed, difficult to analyse the recent trends in the family and to account forits causes. St_ill, a fc;:w 

significant trends may be noted : 

(i) Industrialisation. The Industrial Revolution of the 18th century and the consequent birth of 

the factory system of production affected the economi,c functions of the family. family transferred 

its economic functions to the factory and became more a consumption unit than a productive c.entre. · 

(ii) Urbanisation. Industrialisation and urbanisatfon very often go together. Gitie~ are growing 

in size and in number. Family is cut to size. Families are now th{ smallest, and home ties are the 

weakest, Trends towards dis-organisation are set in motion. 

(iii) Democratic Ideals. Democratic id~als and values are in currency today. Democracy as

sures equality and provides liberty to all, to women too! Women now play not only domestic roles 

but also economic and political roles. They have now become property owners and business manag

ers. They have the voting power and wit)l it, they have entered politics. The world has already 

witnessed four women prime ministers .. 

(iv) The Decline of the Influence of Mores and the Religious Beliefs, and the Spread of Secular 

Attitude. Morality and religion are slowly losing grounds. Family members have become more.secu

·1ar. in outlook. The religious functions of the family have diminished. Religious sentiments, beliefs · 

and attitudes have come to be dissociated with the family. · 

(v) The Spirit ofindividualism arid Romantic Love. Today individualism and romanticism are 

widespread. Their very spirit has destroyed the authority of the family over the individual members. 

Indiviqualism has affected love:-making and marriage. Romanticism has encouraged the idea of free 

choice of mates on the basis oflove. Marriage has become as easily dissolvable as it is entered into 

by a mutual .consent of the partners .. 

(vi) Economic Independence of Women. Employment opportunities are thrown open for women 

. also. The woman has becornenow U1e-emning member. She now ·works in offices, factories, banks, 

schools, colleges, hospitals, administrative offices, ministries, etc. The1economic independence has 

increased her status, but affected her attitude.· The age-.old doctrine men for the field and women for 

the kitchen-is exploded. 

(vii) Emancipation of Womdt. Women are now liberated from the chains of traditionalism. 

They stand on an equal footing with men. Aggressive leaders of the Woman 1s Liberation Movement 

have attacked the double standard of mor!llity. -They are demanding more rights and lib~ for 

women. 

viii) Decline in Birth Rate. The size of the family is becoming smaller. Joint family is fairly 

Western families. 

(ix) Divorce. Today, more stress is laid1on romantic love. "Love is no more sacramerita1"now. 

In the West, Love at first sight and divorce at next is quite common. Instances of divorce, desertion 

and sep¥atLonare mounting in the.West. Marriage has become a-civil contract only. . 

(x) Parent~ YOuth. Conflict. ·Inter-personal. conflicts . in the . family' are increasing. An unusual 

amount of confliets between parents and their adoles:cent children is taking place. This is often 

denot~d in terms ofthegeneration gap.Kingsley Da_vis say$ that"The stress and :;train in our culture 
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is symptomatic of the functionless instability of the modem small family". 
Many sociologists have expressed their grave concern regarding the rapid changes that are 

taking place in it. Some have said that "family has gone to the dogs" while some otherslamentedthat 
family is heading towards diso,rgan'isatirqn. ]3ut it would be more appr:opriate fo say that "It (family) 
is merely seeking to adopt itselfto chariged conditions". 

9. FUNCTIONS OF MODERN NUCLEAR FAMILY 
The modem nuclear family continues to stay because of the essential fupct1ons that it performs 

even today. Those essential functions are explained below. 
l. Stable Satisfac(fon ofSix Need, The modem nuclear f~ily continues to be th.e.executi\re,. 

means of providing sexual satisf!\_ction to its members. No other agency has been able to take up this 
task to the satisfaction of the members. The family does this tas_k through 'its agent-'- the mai\riage. 
Though pr~-marital sex relations are on the increase especially in .the West, they are still, treated, as 
'dev.iant trends' or strav instances. · · 

2. Procreation and Upbringing of Chilflren. The modem family.still fulfils the functions of 
procreating and upbringiµg of children. 1The family· is regarded as the "prqper". authority ~o produce 

- . children and to bring them up. Even today most of the children are born and broughtupin the family 
only. Family alone is w'elJ equipped to produce and bring up children. This function ha's been asso
ciated with family since centurie_s; It continues to be the biological gro~p for procreation and for the 
physical care ofthe children. 

J, Socialisation of Children. The modem family still remains as the main architect of socialising 
the newborn child. The child develops a 'self' and a personality of its own mainly in its family. 
Mostofthe s9cial norms, values and ideals are pickeclup by the child in the family only. Parents are 
showing more interest now-a-days giving proper social trainjng to their childre.~ 

4. Provision of Home. The mo9em family provides for its members house to live in. Due to 
economic, and other exigencies, family members may go out for some time 'butthey spend much of. 
-their time in the home itself. It is a happy place to live in...both for parents and their children. Itslill 
continues to be the noblest centre of human affection, love and sympathy. Other agencies.such as 
hotels, hostels, lodging houses, etc., may provide shelter to the members, but not the needed love and 
affeption. Only the h~me can provide permanent.homely atmosphere for its men\lbers. · 

The general view of the modem nuclear family is that it is not a· highly ritualised and 
institutionalised entity, It is rather what Burgess has called "a unit of interacting personalities, set in 
a cultural framework., responsible for a limited number of social functions andfor a biological 
function '.'. It is held together by internal cohesion rather than external pr~sure. It is more unstable 
than what it was in the pasl. Still it is more free to fit the variations in human personality .. 

10. THE JOINT FAMILY 
(A STUDY OF JOINT FAMILY WITH REFERENCE TO INDIA) 

The joint family is also known a~ 'undivfded famUy' and sometimes as 'f!Xtended family'. It 
normally consists of members who at least belong to three generations: husband and wife, their 
married and unmarried ch,ildreiJ.;·llnd their married as well as unmarried grandchildren. The joint 
family system constihited the basic social institution in many-traditional societies, particularly in the 
Eastern.societies. In India,, this syste111prevailed among the Hindus as well as non-Hindus. 

The Joint Family in India 

The joint family, the caste system and the village system are often regarded as the pillars on, 
which the whole Hindu social edifi,c'e is built. The jointfamily is the bedl'.ock, pn which Hindu val1.1es 
and attitudes ate- built. It is found· in almost ·au the parts of India; Family for .a Hindu is a sacred 
institution deriving sanction fromreligion\and social traditions with myths ~d legends. Hence this 
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form of family is still found in India. It is deeply rpoted in the traditional Hindu culture. It is an 

age-old system having a long history of its own , - , 

Definition of Joint Family 

(i) The joint family is a mode of combining smaller families into larger famlly units through 

me extension of three or more generations including at least grandparents, parents and children. 

(ii) The joint family is one which consists of members related through blood and spread over 
, I 

several generations living together under a common roof and work under a common head. 

(iii) The definition given by Smt.Iravati Karve seems to be moresatisfactory. Accqrding to 

her, the joint family may be defined as "a group of people who generally live under onerroof, who eat 

food cooked at one hearth, who hold property in common, and who participate in common family 

worship and are related to eachother as some particular type of kindred" 

Types ofJoint Family 

The joint family may assume two forms: 

(i) Patriarchal joint family, and (ii) Matriarchal joint family. Both the forms are found in India. 

The patriarchal joint family is father-centred and the matriarchal joint family is mother-dominated. 

Examples :The patriarchal joint families are found among the Nambudaris of Malabar, the Mundas 

of Chhotanagpur and the Angami Nagas of Assam. The Nambudarijoint family is generally de

.scribed as "Illom". The matriarchal joint families are found among the Nairs of Malabar, the Khasts 

and Garos_ living on the Garo hills of Assam. The Nair joint family is popularly known as 'Tarawad', 

Characteristics of the Joint Family 

1. Depth of Generations. The joint family consists 6f people of three or more generations 

including at least grandparents, parents and children. Sometimes, other kith and kin such as uncles, 

aunts, cousins and great grandsons also Jive in the joint family itself. 

2. Common Roof Members of the joint family normally reside togethl:lr under the same house

hold. Due to the scarcity of accommodation <Jr due to educational and employment problems, mein

bers of the joint family may reside separately. Still, they try to retain regular contacts and the feeling 

c of belonging to the same family. 

3. Common Kitchen. Members eat the food preparedjointly at the common kitchen. Normally, 

the eldest female member of the family supervises the work at' the kitchen. In the patriarchal j01nt 

families, women serve the food to men at first and take their meals afterwards. 

4. Common Worship. The Hindu joint family derives its sttength from religion. Henee, it is 

associated with various religious rituals and practices. Every family may have its own deity of' Kula 

devata' and its own religiou~ tradition. Members of the family take pait ih common worship, rites 

and ceremonies. 

5. Common Property. The members hold a common property. As Melley writt:.s: the joint fam-

ily "is a co-operative institution similar to a JO int stock company m which there .is. a joint property". 

The head of the fa~ily manages the family property like a trustee. The total earnings of the members 

---arepoolOO-ffite-afamily-trea~nd family~penses-are met-with-out-ot-that.---. _ __ _ __ . -·· ·--

-.- -6. Exi::rclse OJ A uthortty ln the patriarchal joint family usuaify tile eldest male member exer---

cises authority. The super-ordination of the eldest member and the subordination of all the· other 

members to him is a keynote ofthe joint family. His commands are normally obeyed by others. As. 

opposed to it, in the matriarchal joint family the eldest female 1T:1ember in theory exercises. the su-

preme authority. 1 

7. Arranged Marriages. In the joint family, the head C'Unsiders it as his privilege to arrange the 

marriages of the members. The individual's right. to sdect his/her life-}lartner is undermined. The 

younger members rarely challenge their decision1' ancl. arrangements.,Butnow-a-days, the feelings 
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of younger ones are being given due weightage. 

8. Procr,eation. The size of the joint family is by nature bigger. It is found to be associated with 
higher rate of production. It is so because in the past procreation was regarded as a religious duty. 
Members rarely practised birth control measures: But today tlre situation has changed. 

9. Identification with obligations towards the F11rnily. The members tend to identify them
selves with their family. Every member has his own duties and obligations towards the family. The 
family in turn, protects the interests and promotes the welfare of all. The senior-most member of the 
family acts as the guide for other members. 

l 0. Self-sufficiency. There was a time when the joint family was mostly self-sufficient. It used 
to meet the economic, recreational, medical, educational and other needs of the memoers. The rural 
agricultural joint families were mostly self-reliant. But they can hardly depend on themselves today. 
No type of family is self-reliant that way to day. 

11. MERITS AND DEMERITS OF JOINT FAMILY 

The joint family claims certain merits and suffers from certain defects. Some of them may be 
mentioned here. 

Merits of Joint Family 

(i) Stable and Durable. The joint family is more stable and durable than the single unit family 
or the nuclear family. Individuals may come and go but the family as a unit stands. It contributes 
much to the continuation of the cultural tradition. 

(ii) Ensures Economic Progress. The joint family meets the basic needs of its members,-food, 
clothing and shelter~a first condition of economic progress. 

Further, it provides larger labour force especially for the agricultural communities. It prevents 
·the sub-divisions and fragmentation of land-holdings and helps scientific farming. 

(iii) Ensures Economy of Expenditure. Savings are possible here since the household pur
chases are done jointly. N<;i single member has an absolutG right in family property. Everyone is 
bound to become spendthrift. The head of the family does not permit the members to become 
extravagant. 

(iv) Secures the Advantage of Division of Labour. Here the work is distributed among the 
members on the basis of age and sex. Members co-operate with one another since they hold the 
property in common. Especially for agricultural tasks, the joint family is better fitted. As K.M. 

· Kapadia has pointed out : "The Indian farmer used to be producer, seller, labourer and investor 
combined. Each of these functions can be performed efficiently to the advantage of the family 
if it is a joint one." 

(v) Serves as a Social Insurance Company. For the people:such as orphans, widows, the de
serted, divorced, separated and the neglected, the joint family ~erves as a socialinsurance company. 
It gives them food, shelter and protection. 

(vi) Provides. Social Security. The joint family gives social security to .the weak, aged, sick, 
infirm, the unabled, the disabled and_ such other needy persons. An individual's life frotn cradle to 
cremation is looked after by the joint family. In times of'accident1>, crises and emergencies, one can 
rely on one's joint family for the needed help. 

(vii) Provides Leisure. Sirice the work is shared by all the members on the basis of age, sex and 
experience, they get more leisure time. More hands at home can finish off the work with minimum 
time and provide enough leisure to the members to relax. Here women are the main beneficiaries of 
leisure. 

(viii) Provides Recreation Also. The joint family is an ideal place of recreation for all the 
rµembers. Childish play between the too aged and the little babi~s, the funny talks of the old, the 
broken younger ones, the expression obisterly, brotherly and the 
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iike make the joint family life a pleasureable one. Social and religious ceremonies-that take place at 
the family bring even the relatives together and tigthen the ties. 

(ix) Helps Social Control. The joint family by exercising control over the behaviour of its 
members acts as an agency of social control. The individuals are taught to subordinate their indi
vidual interests to the group interests. 

(x) Provides Psychological Security- Thejoint family provides psychological security to its 
members. By creating a harmonious atmosphere in the family, it contributes to the development of 
social solidarity. It prevents the growth ofexcessiveindividuation inside the family. 

(xi) Promotes Co-operative Virtues. Joint family is said to be the breeding ground oflove, self
help, co-operntion, tolerance. discipline, loyalty, generosity, sacrifice, service-mindedness and obe
dienceand such other virtues of lite. It mstils the socialistic spirit among the members. "Work 
according to vne 's ability and obtain according to one's needs", and "allfor one and onefor 
alI'',-'are said to be the mottos of a joint family. 

Demerits of Joint Family 

(i) Retards the Development of Personality. The joint family does not provide enough scope 
for the members to develop qu,alities of adventure, self-determination, industriousness, etc. The 
elder ones take up too many responsibilities and the younger ones are overprotected. 

-. . . ·. . I 
(ii) Damages Individual Initiative and Enterprise . The joint family does npt provide proper 

opportunities for the members to develop their talents. Any new enterprise or adventure cm the part 
of the young people is discouraged by the head of the family. This adversely affects the individual~ 
ity, originality and creativity of the young members. 

(iii)Nan:owsDown Loyalties. Joint family makes the members to develolJ narrow-mindedness. 
It is said that a member is more likely to develop a sense of loyalty to the family rather than to the 
larger society. These family units develop strong opposite principles which result in disintegration 
and division within the society at large. 

(iv) Promotes!dleness. The joint family is said to be the home of idlers and drones. Since all 
the members are assured of their basic necessities of life, no one takes much interest in the produc
tive activities. Further, all the relatives may flock to the joint family with their idle habits and may 
become life-long para~ites. · 

(v) Not Favourable for Saving and Investment. The need for saving does not arise here because 

(vi) The Centre of Quarrels. The joint family is said to be the hotbed of quarrels and bickerings 
especially among the womenfolk. Since women come to the family (after the marriage) from diverse 
socio-economic and religious backgrounds, they may find it difficult to adjust themselves properly. 
Quarrels very often take place between the elder and the younger members of the family. , . · 

(vii) Denies Privacy. Since the joint family js always overcrowded, privacy is denied t.o the 
newly wedded couple. They cannot express openly their love and affection for the· invariable pres
ence-o.fother-memberscauses .. embarrassment.Sor-them.Theyrarelyget .. opportunizy.to.talkabout. 
their personal matters:Rence theyfailto-devefop-intimacy. 

(viii) Affects Socialisation of Children. Due to the lack of intimacy and privacy between the 
husband and wife, the socialisation of children is affected very badly. The parents cannot always 
give personal attention to the upbringing of their children. The children become more attached to 
their grandparents and often they pick up the idle habits and age~old ideas. 

(ix) Undermines the Status of Women. In patriarchaljoint families, women have only secol).d~ 
ary role. They are not given sufficient freedom to express and to develop their personality. Their 
inner feelings are never recognised. They are made to work like servants. Women are treated as n"I)~-
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entities here. They can hardly resist their elders even for just causes because obedience is enforced 
upon them. lh such families sons are preferred to the daughters. 

(x)Encourages/Litigation., The joint, family encourages litigation. Normally disputes over the 
common property crop up at the time of partition. Such disputes are taken to the courts which are 
dragged on for years leading to the waste of time, energy, money and more than that, loss of mental 
peace. 

(xi) Favours Uncontfo~dReproduction. The joint family is found to be associated with higher 
birth rate. Members do not feel the need to adopt birth-control measures. Since the joint family takes 
up directly the responsibility of feeding, rearing and educating the children, the married memb'ers 
do not experienceth:e urgency .and necessity of restricting the number of;issues. 

. (xii) Limits. Social Mobility.The joint faµiily is said to be mo~e co~servative in nature. Since it 
is dominated by tradition, it is slow to respond to the modem trends. It does not encourage its mem
bers to go after change. Menibets are more .concerned with safeguarding their statuses rather than 
.with changing them. Hence social mobility is very much limited here. · 

.. (xiii) Encourages Nepotism. Some are of the opinion that the joint family system is the root 
c~use of.nepotism and discrimination. It is said that the public servants and officials belonging to. one 
or the other family are rriore likely to favour their own kith and kin on public issues or in matters of 
providing ].ob eve~ at the cost of merit. · 

• ! . • 

12. CAUSES FOR THE CHANGES IN THE JOINT FAMILY SYSTEM 

'The traditional joint system of India has undergone vast changes. These changes have not 
destroyed the system as such. They 11,ave definitely affected its structure ttnd functions and.~lso its 
stabjlity. Milton singer [1968] has identified five factors which have affected the family most. 
These are: education, industrialisation, urbanisation, change in the institution of marriage; spe
cially in the age of marraige and the legislative measures. 

1. Influence of Education 

Modem .system of education introduced by the British Government affected joint family in 
several ways. It has brought about a changdn the attitudes, beliefs, values and ideologies of the 
people. Education which is spreading even amongst the females has created and arouse«;! the indi
vidualistic feelings. While the male literacy level has increased from 9.8% in 1901to55;7% in 1991, 
among the females it has increased from 0.6% to 30.09% during the sarne perio,d. 

The increasing education not only brings changes in the philosophy of life ofmen and women, 
but also provides new avenues of employment to the latter. After beeoming economically indepen
dent, women demand moree freedom in family a~fairs. They refuse to accept anybody's dominance 
over them. Education iri this way brings changes.in·relations in the family. As thelevel of education 
rise.s, the ,percent~ge of those in favour of nuclear families increases and the. percentage of those 
supporting join~ family living, decreases. 

2. )mpact oflndustrialisation 

·Factory system of production, new system of organisation and management and new style of 
life have also affected the joint family. It has made young men and women leave their joint family to 
far awayplaces iiisearch of better prospects and employment. It has resulted in the breakdown of the 
link between the kinship and ~he occupational structure~ 1 Many of the traditional skills, crafts and 
hous.el'rold · indl!strie.s assQCi.l:lted with the joint family have declined because of' the onslaught of 

· fa,ctory sy'stein of production.· , · 

Some impprtal:lt effects of industrialisation' on joint family system may be rioted here. 

(i} The tiui'ltly Which was a principal unit of production has been transformed into a c.onsump
tion unit. fostead of all family members working together in an integrated economic enterprise, a few 
mafe members go QUt /Jfthe home fo earn thcffariiil)"s living. This affected family re/afions. 
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(ii) Factory employment has freed young adults from direct dependence upon their jamilies. 
This financial independence of the youngesters has weakened the authority of the head of the house
hold over those earning members. In many cities even women too joined men in working outside the 
families on salary basis. 

(iii) In the changed sodal situation children have ceased to be economic assets and have 
become liabilities. Children's educational requirements have increased. They are to be supported for 
a very long time till they get into some good job. 

(iv) Industrialisation separated the home from the work. This has made the working members 
to bear them~elves all the burden and headache connected with their Job. Their families can hardly 
lend support in this' regard. 

3. Influence of U rbanisaticm 

The phenomenon of urbanisation has become now widespread. Urban population is increasing 
steadily. In the mid-eighteenth century, around 10% of the population in India were urban residents. 
Their percentage increased to 36.19% in 1991. The studies made by Aileen Ross, M.S. Gore, Milton 
Singer and others have revealed that the-city life is more fayourable to small nucleqr families than to 
big joint families. 

On the basis of the studies made, it could be said that the urban living weakens joint family 
pattern and strengthens nuclear family patterns. ·Educated persons in urban: areas are less in favour 
of joint family norms. Cities provide opportunities to women also for gainful employment and when 
woman starts earning, she seeks freedom in many spheres. She tries to break away more and more 
from her husband's family of orientation. Urban residence thus seems to introduce a certain measure 
of variation in family pattern in our society. 

4. Change in Marriage System 

Change in the age at marriage, freedom in mate-selection and change in the attitude towards 
marriage have also affected our family system. Modem young fnen and women not only marry at a 
late age but also take personal decision· in this matter. They do not wait for parental persmission. 
Parents' role in mate-selection has diminished. Marriage is not very much considered a religious 
affair but only a social ceremony. Modem marriage does nor symbolise the superior authority of the 
family head over qther' memebrs. 

5. Legislative Measures 

I he impact 01f leg1slahve measures on the family system cannot be ignored. Prohibition of 
early marriages and fixing the minimum age of marriage by the Child Marriage Restraint Act, 19 29 
and the Hindu Marriage Act, 1955, have lengthened the period of education. The freedom ofmate
selection and marriage in any caste and religion without the parents' consent after certain age per
mitted through by the Special Marriage Act, 1954, gave a blow to the parental authority to decide 
their children"s marriage. Other legislations such as the Widow Remarriage Act, 1856 which gives 
sanction for widow remarriage, the Hindu Marriage Act, 1955 which permits divorce and the Hindu 

· Succession Act, 119;5 6 whichgives.share to daughters in parentaJ.. prnperty -all have medi.fied inte.r
personalrelations within ihe Jamily, ihe composlTion o]the fam!Ty and the siabilrtj of the joini 
family. 

6. Other Causes 

• Influence of Western Values: The western values relating to modern science, rationalism, 
individualism, equality, free life, democracy, freedom of women etc. have exerted a tremendous 
influence on the Hindu family system. The modem educated youths who came under the influence 
of these values took the earliest opportunity to become free from the tight grip of the joli1t family. 
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• Awareness Among Women: Increasing female education, widened freedom and employ

ment opportunities for women created awareness among women particularly in the middle and up

per class. They also sought chances of becoming ''free" from the authoritarian hold of the joint 
family. 

13. IS THE HINDU JOINT FAMILY DISINTEGRATING? 

Scholars have been discussing since several years the question of the disintegration of the 

Hindu joint family in India. No social institution can withstand change for long. The Indian family 

system ~ncluding the traditional Hindu family system, too has undergone changes. The question that 
is debated is whether these changes are causing the disintegration of the family or not There are 

three\rlews among the scholars relating to this question. They are mentioned below. 

(l) The joint family system is not only changing fast but also tending towards disintegration: 

K.T. Merchant [1935], A.M. Shaw [1955-58], Aileen Ross [1961], William Goode [1963], Prameel 

Kapoor U970], B.R. Ghosh [1974]- and others supported this view on the basis of their field studies. 

(ii) Joint families are successfully continuing in India withstanding all the disintegrating 

forces: This view has been held by the scholars - K.M. Kapadia [1956], LP. Desai.[1964], B.R. 

Agarwala, M.S. Gore [1968]and others on the basis of their field studies conducted at Surat, Navsari, 

Baroda, Poona, Kheda, Delhi, Rohtak and other places. 

(iii) Joint families tho_ugh are changing fast they continue to stay with relatively smaller size: 

Dr. Iravathi Karve, David G. Mandelbaum and others strongly held this opinion. 

Joint family is facing changes. It is truethatjoint family system is undergoing fast changes. 

Some of these changes have disintegrating influence also. This disintegration is more evident in big 

cities and in industrial centresthan in rural areas. But the disintegrating rate is slow and not fast. If 
some forces are at work towards the breaking up of the joint family system, some other forces are 

striving for maintaining its existence. 

FQrces of Chang are not destroying the system as such. Since India is a land of villages, the 

joint family system has still scope for its continuation in the villages. The forces of mechanisation, 

industrialisation, urbanisation, education, etc. have not taken place to the_extentofdestroying all the 

prevailing joint families. 

Joint family is not dying out. As K.M. Kapadia has pointed out, "the general assumption 

that the joint family is dying out is invalid," The rural people who desert their joint families and move 

to the cities due to some economic and other exigencies stiH want to have their connection with their 

parental joint families. They want to visit their native families at least at the time of marriages, 

fes~ivals and such.J>ther family rites and ceremonies. Educated Indians still feel morally obliged to 

retain their links with the traditional joint famiiies. They consider it their morai duty to bring up their 

younger brothers and sisters in the lines of education and employment. The sentiment of jointness is 

very much alive in them and they cherish it as a cultural objective. Hence joint families do not 

dv(Tindle away so easily. On the contrary they are making enough compromises with the modem 

trends for thefr survival. 
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KINSHIP SYSTEM 

Definition of Kinship-Kinship a Significant Concept in Anthropology ____.: Structural 
Principles of Kinship - Rule of Descent Importance of the Rules of Descent ___:Primary, 
Secondary and Tertiary Kins-'- Unilineal Groups: Lineage - Clal'i or Sib - Phratry -
Moieties~ Kinship. Usages : Rul<f. of Avoidance - Joking Relationship - Teknonymy ....,
Avunculate -Amitate-'- Couvade. 

Kinship system represents one of the basic social institutions. Kinship is universal and in most 
societies plays a significant role inthe socialisation of individuals and the maintenance of group 
solidary, It is supremely important in the primitive societies and extends its influence on almost all 
their activities ~ social, economic, political; religious, etc. 
Definition of Kinship 

· 1. Robin Fox : "Kinship is simply the relations between 'kin 'that is persons related by real, 
putative Or fictive Consanguinity". I 

2. Abe.rchrombie and others: "The social relationships deriving from blood ties (real a'?d 
supposed) and marriage are collectively referred to as kinship". 2 

3. A.R. Radcliffe Brown : Kinship is "a system of dynamic relations between person and 
person in a community, the behaviour of anytwo persons in any of these relations being regulated in 
some way. and to q greater or less extent by social usage''. 3 

4. In simple words, "The bond of blood or marriage which binds people together in group is 

Kinship - A Significaqt Concept in Anthropology 

The concept of "kinship" is vitally important in Anthropology. In simple societies, the 
kinship relations ar,e so extensive, fundamental and influential that in effect they in themselves 
constitute the 'social system'. But in more complex societies kinship normally forms a fairly small 
part of the totality of, the social relation which make up the 'social system. Sociologists do not attach 
much importance for it except in their study of the sociology of family. Anthropologists, on the 
contrary~give .more-i.mportanceto'thlsconcepTheGause:-kinshi};an<l-fam1(ycen$ifo.lte thefoca1=})ofois 
in athropological studies. 

Structural Principles of Kinship 

The kinship system is governed by some basic principles which can be called the "facts oflifo". 
Robin Fox speaks of four such basic principles which are mentioned below : 

I. Robi!l Fox is his "Kinship and Marriage" - Page : 39 
2. Aberchromqie and others in "The Penguin Dictionary of Sociology" - Page 131. 
3. A.R .. Radcliffe Brown in "Structure am/Function in Primitive Society"~ 
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Principle-1 : The wpmen have the children 
Principle-2 : The men impregnate the women 
Principle-3 : 'Rie men usually exerdse control 

· Principle-:.4 : Primary kin do not mate with each other. 

Social Institutions 

These principles emphasise the basic bioJogical fact on which kinship system depends. Men 
and women indulge in sexual interaction and as a result women bear children. This leads to blood 
ties between the individuals and the special tt;,rms are used to recognise this relationship: mother, 
child, father. The relationship based on blood ties is called "consanguineous kinship", and the 
relatives of this kind a~e called 'consanguineous kin'. 
· The desire for reproduction gives rise to another kind of binding relationship. "This kind Of 

bond, which arises out of a socially or legally defined marital relations/tip, is called a/final relation
ship", and the relatives so related are called 'affinal fin;'. The affinal kins [husband and wife] are not 
related to one another through blood. 

Rule of Descent 

'Descent' .refers to the social recognition of the biological relationship that exists between the 
individuals. The 'rule of descent' refers to a ,set of principles by which an individual traces his 
descent. There are three basic rules of descent : patrilineal descent, matrilin.eal descent ai1d bilateral 
descent. , 

(a) PatrUineal Descent. According to this rule, descent is traced lhrough the father's or male 
line. Here the descent criterion is restri9ted to males, and only descendants of a common ancestor in 
the male line will be recognised as kin. These are known as agnatic or patrilineal kin. 

(b) Matrilineal Descent •. Here the descent of the individual is traced through the mother or 
female exclusively. The descendantS'ofil'e called here uterine or matrilineal kin. 
· These two modes of tracing tire descent are called "unilineaf', that, they select one "line" only 

either the male or -female. These principles or rules are not necessarilymutually exclusive within a 
society. , ' · _ 1 

(c) Bilateral Desc~nt. This is antle in which the descent is traced through both the,lines, the 
female line and also the male line for'some or the other purpbse. . 

What is important here is that almost all kinship systems recognise 'bilateral' relationships, 
that is, relationships to bo.fu maternal and paternal kins. Ex : Some societies such as the "Yako" of 
Nigeria, utilise matrilh~eal desoont for-some purposes and prilineal descent for others. Here there 
exists a system of 'double unilmeal descent' w,hich is normally known as "double descent". 

Importance of the Rule of Descent 

Tlie rule of descent is very important· for two main reasons : 
(a) Rule of descent establi!;hes for every individual a network of social positions in which he 

participates. He comes to know about his obligations and rights. 
(b) Rule of descent invariably defines some rights of inheritance. Inheritance and succession 

would go normally along the line of descent. 

Primary~ Secondary and Tertiary Kins 

Kinship has got various ramifications. On the basis of nearness or distance, kins are classified 
into (i) primary kins, (ii) secondary kins, and (iii) tertiary kins. . 

(i) Primary Kins. Evel'Y, individual 'Yho belongs to a nuclear family finds his primary kins 
within the family. Tuer~ are 8 primary kins: husband-wife.father-son, mother-son;father-daughter, 
mother-daughter, younger brother'-¢lder brother, younger sister-eldexsister, and brother-sister. 

(ii) Secondary Kins. Outside the nuclear faniily thefadividual can have 33 types of secondary 
relatives: Example: Mother's brother, brother's wife; sister's husband.father's brother, etc .... 

(ifi) Tertiary Kin~ •. Tertiary kins refer to the secpndary ki~s Qf .our primary kins. Example : 
wife'.s brother's son, sister's husband's brother, and so on: Anthrop,ologists have spoken of 151 
tertiary-kins; 
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"A lineage is a unilineal descent group in which membership may rest either on patrilineal 
descent [patrilineage] or on matrilineal descent [ matrilineage ]".A lineage thus consists of descendants 
in only one line, either the father's or the (mother's. These descendants know their exact genealogical 
reiationship and who recognise obligations to one another. A lineage is thqs smaller and more localised 
than the broader category of kinship grouping. 

Clan or Sib 

"A clan is a unilineal descent group, the members of which may claim either tfJatrilineal descent 
(patrician)or matrilineal descent (matrician)from a founder, but do not knqw the genealoglcalities 
with the ancestor I ancestress". [Abercrombie and others _(page: 66] ·. 

"A clan is a named unilineal descent group : that is, a body of persons claiming common 
descent from an ancestor (often mythical) and recruiting the children of either male or female mem-
bers, but not both ". 1 • 

The ancestor or mythical ancestor through whom the descent is claimed,.may be human, human 
- like, animal, plant or even inanimate object. The "gotra" group of the Hindus represents a clan. 
These clans are larger groups and are geographically more dispersed. The clans may have a common 
totemic name and common ritual taboos against eati~g the flesh of the totemic animal. 

Phratry 

"A Phratry is a grouping of clans which are related by traditions of common descent" . 
[Abercrombie and others - page: 219]. Mythical ancestors are common in clans apd phratries. The 
Phratry is larger than the clan and includes people scattered over relatively large areas among whorµ 
it is not possible to trace relationship without bringing in a mvthical e-ommon ancestor: 

Moieties 

"Where the descent groups of a society are organised into two main divisions, these are known 
as moieties [halves]". [Abercrombie-page: 66) 

The term "moiety" refers to the bisection of a t~ibe into two complementary social groups. 
Some writers would restrict the term 'moiety' to 'exogarµous' social divisions, while others Uf!e the 
term to mean any dualorgamsatlon, e7ogamous or not. 

KINSlUP USAGES-

Kinship usagers or the rules of kinship are significant in understanding kinship system-as-such . 
. Kinshiplisagers serve two main purposes: 

1. Firstly, they create groups or special groupings or kin. Example : Family, extended family, 
clan etc. 

2. Secondly, the kinship rules govern the role ofrelationships among the kins. Kinship usage 
provides guidelines for interaction among persons in these social groupings: It defines proper 

·· ···· ······]iffc.IJf¢.<;~pt~1:>1~~r()}~rt::ll!.ttQrrs11tns:Thg~~iilfC:ts~as~i:t_re~gi:llmor:ofsocialJife'. 
The kinship relations are regulated according to usages prevafont in .the society. Some of these 

relationships are: q,voidance, teknonymy, avunculate, amitate, couvade and joking relationship. 

1. RULE OF AVOIDANCE 

Avoidanc.e means that two kins normally ofopposite sex should avoid each other. "In almost 
all societies avoidan.ce rules prescribe that men and women must maintain certain cm:JOunt of modesty 
in dress, speech, gait and gesture in a mixed company". 

I. Dunca111Mitchell in "A Dictionmy of Sociology". page: 30. 
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. Example; the father-in-law should avoid daughter-in-law. The bride must also avoid mother~ 
in-law's brotliers. T-he son~in-law must also avoid his mother-in-litw and other female relatives.of 
his wife. [mostly mother-in-law's sisters]. (i) Amongstthe Yul<.afir, the son-in-law is not supposed 
to see the faces of his mother-in-law and father-in-law. (ii) Amongst the Ostiyal<., the married man is 
not supposed to see the face of his mother-in-law atleast till he gets a child. (iii) Amongst the Aruntas, 
if the, mother-in-law enters or approaches the hut of her son-in-law she would be excommunicated. 
(iV) Am6ngst the Veddas of Ceylone elder brother and sisters are not supposed.to live in the same 
house and even eat together. . 

In some societies, even the husband and wife are not supposed to touch each other or show 
affection in the presence of others: Calling of the personal name is also. tabooed. Example : The 
Hindu wife is not supposed to call her husbl;\lld by his name. 

The rule of avoidance is believed to serve two purposes: 
1. Avoidance rules serve to stdp the development of complications in the relations between 

the parties concerned. It is said it seeks to minimise the chance of the developmentofopen 
hostility in the relations between ·the parties. 

2. According to the Murdock G.P., rules of avoidance exists because they ririnforce incest . 
taboos.· · 

2. JOKING RELATIONSHIPS I 

"A joking relationship'tnvolves a particular combination of friendliness and antagonism be
tween· individuals and groups in certain social situations. In these situations one individual or group 
is allowed to mock or ridicule the other without offence being taken". Duncan Mitchell (page: 103). 

. The usage of the joking relationship permits to tease and milke fun of the other. Such relation
ships prevail between a grandson or grand-daughter' on the one hand, his or, her grand-father and 
grand-mother, on the other. Example: (i) Amongst the,Oraons ofOrissa and the Baigas of Madhya 
Pradesh such relationships prevail between the grandfather and grandmother and their grand chil
dren. Majumdar and Mada11 have cited the example of a case in which a grandfather had married his 
grand-daughter and got a child in her. . 

(ii) Amongst the Crow-Indians 'such relationships may prevail between a man and his wife's 
J l . - . 

sisters. They could be very friendly and even talk freely about sex matters. 
{iii) Amongst the origin,al inhabitants of Fiji island a son-in-law could be very friendly with his 

father-in-law and could ask for anything in his house and he may eve11 spoil a few articles just for 
fun. The father-in-law is expected to bear with that and not to react harshly. 

· A.R. Radcltjfe Brown in his book "Structure and Function in Primitive Society", 1952 has 
thrown much light on this type ofrelationship. The origins and causes of joking relationships are not 
clearly known. Some enthropologists say this kind of relationship acts as a "safety valve" for giving 
expression or release to the pent up feelings and emotions. As Chapple and Coon have said these 
relationships help the individuals to develop intimacy and closeness among themselves. 

3. TEKNONYMY 

According io this.usage, a kfn is. not referred to directly ~ut is referred to thro~gh another kin. · 
Examples :·-(i) In a traditional Hindu family, wikdoes not directly utter the name of her husband but 
refers to her husband as the father of so and so, say, Deepti or Swathi, or Vikram or Varun, (ii) 
amongst the Hopi, a woman refers to her mother~in-law as the grand-mother of so and so. 

James Frazer has .said this kind ofa usage is found amongst people in many places such as 
Australia, New Guinea, China, North Siberia, Africa, Briti.sh Columbia, Andaman Island, and so on. 

4. A VUNCULATE [A VUNCIATE] 

This refers to "the special relationship that persists in some societies between a man and his 
mother's brother" 
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This term, from the Latin "avunculus" [mother's brother~ is sometimes used to describe the 
authority of the mother's brother over his sister's children in a matrilineal society. This usage is 
found in a matriarchal system in which prominence is given to the maternal uncle in the life of his 
nephews and nieces. 

5.AMITATE 

Amitate is a usage which gives special role to the father's sister. Here the father's sister is given 
more respect than the mother. Examples : This usage is more prevalent amongst the Kongs of 
Polynesia, Thodas ofNilgiri, and amongst the Crow-Indians. Amongst the Thodas, the child gets 
its name not through its parents but through the father's sister. Because, naming_ the child is her 
privilege. This usage is normally prevalent in patrilineal systems. 

6.COUVADE 

This kinship usage involves only husband and wife. According to this usag~, the husband is 
made to lead the life of an invalid along with his wife whenever she gives birth to a child. He is then 
not supposed to engage himself in hardwork but expected to observe dietip.g and certain other 
taboos. 

Anthropofogists have observed the practice of this usage amongst the Khasis and Thodas of 
India, the Karibs of South Africa. 

According to Malinowski, the ufage of couvade contributes to a strong marital bond between 
th.e husband and wife. Some have given aphychoanalytical explanation to this practice. "They have 
attributed this usage to the husband's desire to lighten the wife's discomfort{; by a process of partici-
pation through identification". [Parimal B Kar. Page 222). , 
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THE EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM 

Meaning of Education - Education as a Social Process - Social Functions of Education -
Education and Social Change ~ Education - Social Stratification and Social Mobilitj -
Education. As a Powerful Correlate of Social Stratification and Social Mobility - Educa
tion and Soci<# Stratification - Edu..cation and Social Mobility, Equality of Educational 
O~l?ortunities - Edudation and Mode~ation. 

L MEANING OF EDUCATION 

Education is one of the basic activities of people in all human societies. The continued exist
ence of society depends upon the transmissibn of culture to the young. It is essential that every new 
generation must be given training in the ways of the group so that the same tradition will continue. 
Every society has its own ways and means of fulfilling this need. 'Education' has come to be one of 
the ways of fulfilling this need., 

The term education is derived from the Latin educare which literally means to 'bring up', and 
is conneeted with the verb 'educare' which means to 'bring forth'. The idea of education is not 
merely to impart knowledge to the pupil in some subjects but to develop in him those habits and 
attitudes with which he may successfully face the future. The Latin· !,lUthor Varro wrote. 'The mid
wife bringf forth, the nurse brings up, the tutor trains and the master teaches'. 'Plato was of the 
opinion that the end of education was 'to develop in the bo<Jy a11d in the soul (of the pupil) all the 
. beauty and all the perfection of which they are capable. 'It means, 'in short, 'a sound mind in a sound 
body'; (mens sana in corpore sano ). According to tire Aristoteli~n conception, the aim of education 
is "to develop man's faculties, especially, his,mind, so that-he may be able to enjoy the contempla
tion of the supreme truth, goodness and beauty in which perfect happiness essentially consists". 

As Peter Worsely says, "A large part of our social and technical skills are acquired through 
deliberate instruction which we call education. It is the.main waking activ,ity of children from the 
ages of five to fifteen and often beyond.1 ... 'l A large part 'Of the budget of many developed and 
devefoping countries is set apart for education. Education employs a large army of people. Sociolo
gists are becoming more and Piore aware of the importance and role of educational institutions in the 
modem industrialised societies. In recent yearS-education has become the major interest of so111e 
sociologists. As a result a new branch of sociology called Sociology of Education has become estab-
lished. · 

Definition of Education 

(1) Durkheim conceives of education as "the socialisation of the younger gene11ation". He 
further states that it is t'a. continuous effort to ,impose on the child ways of seeing, feeling and acting 
w,hich he could not have.arrived at spontaneously'" 

370 
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{2) Sumner defined education as the attempt to transmit to the child the mores of the. group, so 
thathe can learn "what conduct is approved and what disapproved .... how he ought to behave in all · 
kinds-of.cases: what-he.ought- te belie-v~andi'ejeet!', · ·- -

(3) F.J. Brown and J.S. Roucek say that education is "the su:m total of the experience which 
moulds the attitudes and detemi.ines the conduct of both the child and the adult'. 

( 4) Jame~ 1f A1ton in Encyclopa7dia Britan~ica (11th Edition) writes that education consists in 
"an attempt orr tlie part of the ad.ul; members of human society to shape the development of the 
coming generation with its own1Mals of life". . 

(5) A. W. Green writes: l'Historically, it (education) ha~ meant the conscious ttaining of the 
young fqr the later adoption ofadult roles. By modem convention, however; education has come to 
mean formal training by specialists within the formal organisation of the school." 

(6) Samue!Koenig: "Education may also be defined as the processwhereby the social heritage 
ofa group is passed on from one generation to another as well as the process whereby the child 
becomes socialised, i.e., learns the rules of behaviour of the group into which he is born". 

2. EDUCATION AS A SOCIAL PROCESS 

Education stands for deliberate instruction or training. Man does not behave in society impul
sively or instinctively. He behaves in a.way according to which he is trained. Some thinkers have 
equated it with sflcialisation. A few others regard education as an attempt to transmit the cultural 
norms of the group to its younger members. It is also understood as a continuous effort on the part of 
the individuals to acquire more and more knowledge. All these three interpretations of education 
stress upon education as aprocess or a contim;ous entity. The wordproce~s stresses continuity. 

Firstiy, ·education, viewed as socialisation, is continuous. S.ocialisation is social learning. This 
social learning is not intermittent but continuous: Perfection in social learning is rarely achieved. 
The more we try to learn about our own society and fellow beings the more remains to be learned. 
Social learning ,begins at birth and ends only at death. It continues throughout our life. There is no 
point or state in our life at which we have learnt everything aboutone group or society and beyond 
that nothing remains to be studied. We belong to different groups at different stages of ol.lr life. As 
these groups change we must learn new rul.es and new patterns of behaviour. Furthem'l.ore we do not 
always remain within the same role. We begin as children, pass through adolescence into adulthood, 
marry, hecome·parents, enter middle age, retire, grow.old and finally die. With each role, comes 
pattern of behavio~r that we must learn and, thus, throughout our life, we. are involved in the 
socialisation pro9ess. Even at the door of death we are bemg soc1ahsed. 

Secondly, education, viewed as an agent of cultural transmission, is also continuous. CultUre 
is a growing who!(!. Ther1<_ can be no break in the continuity of culture. Ifat all there is a break, it only 

·indicates the end·of a particular human group. The cultural elements are passed on from generation 
~~· generation~The family, school, and various other associations act as the agents of cultural trans-

.. mission. Educ'ation in its forw.al or informal pattern, has been performing this role since tim~ imme
moriaL Education can belooked upon as process from this point of view also. 

\ ' 
Thirdly, education, implied as an attemptto acquire knowledge, 1s also contmuous Knowledge 

is like an ocean, boundless or limitless. No one has mastered it or exhausted it. No one can claim to 
~o so. There is a limit to the human genius or the human grasp of the things. The moral m~n can 
hardly know anything and everything about nature which is immoral. The universe is a miraculous 
entity. The more one tries to know of it, the more it becomes mysterious. Not only the Natural 
Universe but also the Social Uviverse is complex. The human experience is limited to have a thor
oug)l knowledge of this universe. Hence, man since time immemorial, has been engaged iO< ·this 
endless endeavour of acquiring more and more knowledge about the Universe with all its 
complexity. Education, th_us, is a continuous endeavour, a process. 
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3. SOCIAL FUNCTIONS OF EDUCATION 

Education, as a social institution has a great social importance especially in the modem, com~ 

plex industrialised societies. Philosqphers of all periods, beginning with ancient sages, devoted to it 

a great deal of attention. Accordingly, various theories regarding its nature and objectives have come 

into being. Let us now examine some of the significant functions of education. 

(1) To complete the Socialisation Process. The main social objective of education is to com

plete the socialisation p~ocess. The family gets the child, but the modem family tends to leave much 

undone in the socialisation process. The school and other institutions have come into b'eing in place 

of family to complete the socialisation process. Now, the people feel that it is "the school's business 

to train the whole child even to the extent of teaching him honesty, fair play, consideration for others 

and a sense ofright and wrong". The school devotes much of its time and energy to the matter such 

as 60-operation, good citizenship, doing one's duty, and upholding the law. Directly through text

books, and indirectly through celebration-0fprogrammes patriotic sentiments are instilled. The nation's 

past is glorified, its legendary heroes respected, and its military ventures justified. 

(2) To Transmit the Central Heritage. AH societies maintain themselves by the exploitation of 

a culture. Culture here refers to a set of beliefs and ski11s, art, literature, philosophy, religion, music, 

etc. that are not carried through the mechanism of heredity. They must be learned~ This social heri

tage (culture) must be transmitted through social organisations. Education has this function of cul-. 

tural transmission in all societies. It is only at the upper levels of the school that any serious attempt 

has been, or now is, made to deal with this area. 

(3) For the Formation of Social Personality. Individuals must have personalities shaped or 

fashioned in ways that fit into the culture. Education, everywhere, has the function of the formation 

of social personalities. Education helps in transmitting culture through proper moulding of social 

personalities. In this way, it contributes to the integration of society. It helps men to adapt themselves 

to their environment, to survive, and to reproduce themselves. 

( 4) Reformation of Attitudes. Education aims at the reformation of attitudes wrongly devel

oped by tpe children already. For various reasons the child may have absorbed a host of attitudes, 

beliefs and disbeliefs, loyalties and prejudices, jealousy and hatred, etc. These are to be reformed. It 

is the function of education to see that unfounded beliefs, illogical prejudices and unreasoned 

loyalties are removed from the child's mind. Though the school has its own limitations in this 

regard, itis expected to continue its efforts in reforming the attitudes of the child. 

(5) Education for Occupational Placement-An Instrument of Livelihood. Education has a 

practical end also. It should help the adolescent for earning his livelihood. Education has come to be 

today as nothing more than an instrument of livelihood. It should enable the student to eke out his 

livelihoOd. Education must prepare the student for future occupational positions~ The youth should 

be enaWed to play a productive role in society. Accordingly, great emphasis has been placed on 

vocational training. 

( 6) Conferring of Status. Conferring of status is one of the most important functions of educa

tion. The amount of education one has, is correlated with his class position. This is true in U.S.A., 

U.S.S.R., Japan, Germany and some other societies. Education is related to one's position in the 

stratification structure in two ways: (1) An evaluation of one's status is partially decided by what 

, kind of education one has received and (2) many pf the other important criteria of class position such 

as occupation, income, and style oflife, are partially the results of the type and amount of education 

one has had. Men who finish college, for example, earn two and a halftimes as much as those who 

have only a grammar school education. 

(7) Education Encourages the Spirit of Competition. The school instills co-operative values 

through civic and patriotic exhortation or advice. Yet the school's main emphasis is upon personal 

competition. For each subjecJ studied the child is compared with the companions by percentage of 
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marks or rankings. The teacher admires and praises those who do well and frowns upon those who 
fail to do well. The school's ranking system serves to prepare for a later ranking system. Many of 
those who are emotionally disappointed by low ranking in the school are thereby prepared to accept 
limited achievement in the larger world outside the school. ' 

Other Functions of Education 

Peter Worsley has spoken of a few more functions of education. Some of them may be noted: 

A. Education Trains in Skills that are Required by the Economy. The relation between the 
economy and education. can be an exact one. For example, the number and prpductive capacity of 
engineering firms are limited by the number of engineers produced by education. In planned economy, 
normally, ·it is planned years in advance to produce a definite number of doctors, engineers, teachers, 
technicians, scientists, etc. to meet the social and economic needs of the society. 

B. Fosters Participant Democracy. Education fosters participant democracy. Participant de
mocracy in any large and complex society depends on literacy. Literacy allows full participation of 
the people in democratic processes and effective voting. Literacy is a product of education. Educa
tional system has thus economic as well as political significance. 

C. Education Imparts Values. The curriculum of a school, its "extra-curricular" activities and 
the informal relationships amongst students and teachers communicate social skills and values. 
Through various activities a school imparts values such as 'co-operation' or teamrspirit, obedience, 
'fair play'. This is also done through curriculum, that is, through lessons in history, literature, etc. 

D. Education Acts as an Integrative Force. Education acts as an integrative force in society by 
communicating values that unite different sections of society. The family may fail to provide the 
child the essential knowledge of the social skills, and values of the wider society. The schoolor the 
educational institutions can help the child to learn new skills and learn to interact with people of 
different social backgrounds. 

E. Values and Orientations which are Specific to Certain Occupations are also Provided by 
Education. For example, the medical students are socialised and educated in a particular way in 
medical college. This may help them to become proper medical practitioners. Other values and 
orientations relevant to the functioning of industrial society are also provided by education. 

4. EDUCATION AND SOCIAL CHANGE 

The role of edueation as an agent or instrument of social change and social development is 
widely recognised todayr. Social change may take place- (i) When human needs change, (ii) When 
the existing social system or network of social institutions fail to meet the existing human needs, and 
(iii) When new materials suggest better ways of meeting human ne6!ds.-Social changes do not take 
place automatically or by themselves. As Maciver says, social change takes place as a response to 
many types of changes that take place in the social and non-social environment. Education can 
initiate social changes by bringing about a change in outlook and attitude of man. It can bring about 
a change in the 'pattern of social relationships and thereby it may cause social changes. 

There was a time when educational institutions and teachers were engaged in transmitting a 
. ·way:·oflifeJ6 the =sfudenfs:Difriiigfliose aays.=.iilU:catioiiwa.sm-ore a.means.ojsoClal conttarikan-an. 

instrument of social change. Modem school~, colleges and universities do not place much emphasis 
upon transmitting a way oflife to the students. Jhe traditional education was meant for an unchang
ing, static society, not marked by rapid changes. But today, education aims at imparting empirical 
knowledge that is, knowledge about scien,ce, technology and other type of speci1:1Jised knowledge. 
Education was associated with religion. It has, however, become secular today. It is an independent 
instittition now. Education today has been chiefly instrumental in preparing the wax for the develop
ment of science and technology. 

/ 
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Education has Qrought about phenomenal changes in every aspect of man's life. FrancisJ.Brown 

ramarks that education is a process which brings about changes . in the behaviour of society. It is 

a process which .enables every individual to effectively participate· in the activities of society, 

· and to make positive contribution to the progress of society. (For more details please see the chapter 

on "Social Change". · 

5. EDUCATION -'-SOCIAL STRATIFICATION AND SOCIAL MOBILITY 

"Social Stratification" which is necessitated by the. phenomenon of social differentiation 

refers to "a process of placing people in different strata or layers". It is an ubiquitous pheriom~ 

of human society. AU the existing societies are stratified. The essence of social stratification is social 

inequality which manifests in various fonns. I.t may involve the differential allocation .of income, 

status, privileges, and opportunities. A stratified society represents a ladder ofhietarchy in which its 

population· is distributed. People wh,o occupy the higher place in this hierarchy or ladder enjoy 

higher statUs, opportunities and privileges and the people who occupy fower positions have limited 

acce!!s to the same. 
"S!)cial Mobility'' refers to the movement of an individual or group from one social position or 

status to that of another. People who occupy different status or places in the above said hierarchy 

may often change their places depending upon the oppotunities made available to them. 

Based on this movement of people from Statum to stratum which is called "social mobility" 

two ,systems of socia1 stratification are distinguished : 

(1') The open society or the fluid systemofstratification·in which there is greater scope for 

movement up and down the hierarchy. The Western society with its class system ofstratification is 

very often cited as the typical illustration of this. · 

(ii)·· TJie closed society Qr. the rigid system of stratification is the second one in which the 

boundaries of various strata are very rigid and movement between the strata is extremely difficult, if 

not impossible. The Indian caste is very o~en mentioned here as the typical example of this. It may, 

however, be noted that as two broad types they are not found in pure form in any society of the 

world. Existing socieities, however, lean towards one or the other depending upon certain· economic 

and cultural conditions. · 

Education - as a Powerful Correlate of Social Stratification and Social Mobility 

There are various correlates of social stratification and mobility . These correlates vary from 

society to society depending upon the level of their socio-economic and technological development. 

In general, in urban - industrial societies - education, occupation, income and wealth ~ have been 

found to be the main correlates of social stratification and also of mobility. 

b. EDUCATION AND SOCIAL STRATIFICATION 

Ed.lication · - As a Criterfon of Social Stratification 

In technologically advanced countries education has become the most important criterion of 

social stratification. In such societies occupation is the determinant of income. It is also found that 

recruitment to various occupations in these societies is determined' by the education levels of 

individuals. 

Education - As a Determinant of Social Placement and Social Stratification 

Tri the technologically advanced countries normally the status gradation is defined by the occu

pational and educational 'levels of educ,atiori. "Brie.fly, in view of the close relationship between 

education andoccupation, and to the extent that occupation.is an important, if not the only avenue; 

for income a,nd social statu.s, education acquires significance as a determinant of social placement 

and socialstratification."1 · 

I. N. Jayaram in "Sociology .of Educailon .in India" (1990} Ra~at Publications, ge1hi - Page : 42 
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It is noticeable that in th~ industrial societies the most prestigious jobs tend to be not only 
those that yield the highest incomes but also the ones that require the longest education. The more 
education people have,, the more likely they are to ob!~in£O_o_<!_j_()b~_tl!\Q_t9_ellj2y_hiB!i_i11~.<:>-~e_s,_ ·------------------------------ ------·---------------------·------ -~------------------~- -----~--- .. --·- . I ' . ·- - ; 

The Complex Relationship between Education ~nd Social, Stratification 

Though education acts &s a generator of upward mobility it does not invariably do 'that. 
Empirical evidences suggest that in the reciprocal relationship between education and social strati'-· 
fication it is stratification that affects education primarily. This effect is greater than the effect of 
education on stratification.· 

In many societies the facilities for education· leading to higher levels of occupations and pro
fessions like medicine,· engineering, management, etc., are limited. But the number of aspirants to 
make use of such facilities is very high . .Since the cost of higher education is very high and several 
constraints govern admission to such education courses, only a select section of the society can 
manage to enter such courses. This section is normally the privileged section of the society, which 
occupies a top position in the stratification· system. Such a system of higher education with an its 
constraints etc., is often defended on meritocratic grounds. Thus education instead of being a gen
erator of upward SOCial mobility is forced to fUJ?CtiOn as an agency of stratification, to function as an 
agency of 'status retention' 1 · · 

Social Stratification Affecting Lower Levels of Education : Social Stratification affects 
lower levels of education especially in the rural a.teas. In many of the developing countries wastage 
and stagnation in school education is found to be very high. This problem seems to exist even in the 
advanced countries to a certain extent. It is found that generally students be'longing to the lower 
stratum background drop out ofthe school in a large number. Even though education is provided 
free and additional incentives are given, the situation does not seem to improve much. 

It is clear from the above that the relationship between education arlcl social stratification is 
more complex than what it appears to be. It is true that education has enough potentiality for chang
ing the system of stratification. But. this potentiality itself seems to be governed by the existing 
system of stratification. · 

In conclusion, it can be said that from the point of view of an educational system those who are 
alr~ady at the upper strata of the society are likely to gain more. They have higher achievement 
motivation and their environment helps them. lfwe wish to provide equality of educational opportu-
nities we will have to keep this aspect in mind. 

7. EDUCATION AND SOCIAL M9BILITY 

Education as a Promoter of Upward Mobility 

In the context of urban-industrial society education functions as a pro~oter of upward social 
mobility. In such societies occupation is the principal channel of social mobility. Occupations that 
help social mobility require certain educational qualifications. It is in this context education 'flCquires 
significance as a promoter of upward social mobility. sociologist Reid Writes : "The functions of the 
educational system are to provide.people with the qualifications and aspirations to meet society·~ 
occupational needs. Bhilt into the system is that assumptions thaz people will or should want to be 
upwardly mobile. Underlying such reasoning is, then, the belief that social mobility is a d~sir:able 
characteristic of that society and that the education system exists to promote and facilitate it" -
[Quoted by N. Jayaram - Page: 121] · 

Peter Blau and Otis Duncan ( 1967), in their study of social mobility in America , found that 
the important factor affecting whether a son moved to a higher social status than his father's was the 

I. I;>r. N. Jayaram in "Sociology of Education in India" - Page: 43 
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amount of education the son received. A high level of education is a scarce and valued reso~rce, and 
one for which people compete vigorously. 

,,,. Due to the increased awareness regarding the importance of college-leyel education, large 
number of persons are trying to avail of the same to increase their social stan4ing. As a result, the 
number of new college graduates is now far greater than the number of' college-level.' jobs available 
to them. "Inf act, it has been calculated that only 15% ofthe incn;ase in educational requirements for 
jobs during the course of this century can be attributed to tl;e replacement oj /ow-skill jobs by new 
jobs requiring greater expertise [Collins - 1971]". What has actually happened is that the "educa.J 
tional threshold" has risen : people need higher qualifications to get jobs that previously required 
much lower educational credentials". 1 

Lack of Educational QuaUtkation Restricts Social Mobility 

In developed nations people want to attain higher level of education to equip themselves to 
obtain more prestigious jobs. What is observed is that people want to receive extra years of educa
tion even if it is not necessary. for some of the jobs or occupations that theyare seeking for. There is 
evidence that educational achievement has no consistent relationship to later job performance and 
productivity. What is significant, however, is that the lack of educational qualifications re$1ricts 
social mobility of those people whu for one reason or another, have been unable to obtain them. 

Education as a Solvent oflnequalities ? · 

Education serves as a solvent of inequalities to certain extent especially in societies where the 
traditional systems of stratification did not permit large scale social mobility. Here the introduction 
of formal education [as was done by the British in India] gave an opportunity for people who were 
hitherto confined to lower or intermediary statuses in the traditional system of stratification [say 
caste] to try for attaining a higher status in the chang,ed situation. That is what the scheduled caste 
and the scheduled tribe people and the people belonging to the backward classes have done and are 
doing. Thus, education under conditions has the potentiality of radically altering the previous system 
of stratification. Thus education has often been hailed as a solvent of inequalities. 

Education and Internal and External Constraints on Mobility 

There are a number of factors which impede mobility of the individuals in a social structure. 
They are referred to here as constraints on mobility. These constraints may be internal or external. 
The internal constraints are values, aspirations and personality patterns of the individuals. The ex
ternal constraints are the opportunity structure of a society with which the individual is influenced. 

(1") System of Beliefs and Values. The major constrafots in the upward mobility is a system of 
beliefs and values prevailing in social structure. H.'fl:. Hyman in his study 2 regarding - class differ
ences in educational values, motivations foreconoqiic advancement and perceptions of the opportu
nity structure -found that the lower socfo-economi9 groups place less emphasis upon college educa
tion as necessary for advam;ement, a,nd are less lik¢ly to desire college education for their children. 
This .holds true in the Indian situation also, 

Further, opportunities for education to the lbwer classes are very limited, particularly in the 
rural areas. Thus the prevalent value system governs their aspirati9ns and actions. Hence they may 
lag behind the upper classes in this regard. 

(i1") Family Influence. Upward mobility is.also restricted due to the family influences. In a 
study made by Stephenson 3 it was found that both occupational plans an~ aspirations are positively 

1 . Ian Robertson - Page 354 . 
2. H.H. Hym~n·s Study: "The value System oi Different Classes: A social psychological contribution to the analysis 

of stratification':. · 
3. . Richard M. Stephenson·: "Mobility Orientation and Stra(ijication : A Study of One Thousand Nineth Graders" -

Unpublished doctoral dissertation,'CoIUmbia University, New York - as quoted by Dr. SS. Mathur in "A Sociolog'i~ 
cal Approach to Indian Education" ( 1975) - Page : 260 .. . 
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associated with the prestige ranking of father's occupation. If the family itself lacks initiative it is 
reflected in the child's desire for not moving out of the family bonds. The child develops a tendency 
to take up a job which the parent wants him to take up in his hierarchical set up. The child also does 
not show much interest in education because the parents are least concerned about .it. This influence 
is very much visible in joint families. 

(iii) Factors in individual personality. Individual's personality structure may also contrib
ute to his immobility. It has been found in a number of studies that achievement motivation, intelli

. gence, aspirations and values are related with mobility. In one study1 it was found that LQ (Intelli
gence Quotient] plays an important role in the school performance iIJ the early years of an individual, s 
life. But as the person grows older he begins to shape his performance accordit).g to certain values 

. I 

that he learns from his family and friends. Here desire ~o go to the college is taken as an aspect of 
mobility. One who performs well is expected to go to college and thus is mobile in upward direction. 

In the above mentioned study it was found that upper-status boys learn that good performance 
in school is necessary, and that they are expected to do well enough in secondary school to get 
admitted to college. On the other hand, .a boy from a lower status home is taught that college is either 
not meant for him or at best a matter of indifference to his parents. The boy's friends are not 
interested in college nor in high school. Consequently, even a bright boy among them gets discour
aged. 

Various findings have revealed that the strength of the achievement motive is clearly related to 
upward mobility. It seems that youth from upper strata of so¢iety may not need strong personal 
motivation for mobility. Such youth get good advice, they live;in such environment where 'looking
up' is encouraged and where they are provided with wise decisions for setting up their careers. This 
is not the case of lower class youth. They have to learn a great deal to make these decisions. 

I 
8. EQUALITY OF EDUCATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES 

It is an accepted working policy of all the democratic nations to make provision for equal 
opportunities. As Dr. Radhakrishnan had pointed out long back "Democracy onlyprovides that all 
m,en should have· equal opportunities for the development of their unequal talents". The Indian Con
stitution also as per the articles 15, 16, J 7, 38 and 48, guarantee that the State shall not discriminate 
between persons on account of their rel~ion or region and caste or class. The Preamble of the 
Constitution also assures equality to all the citizens. It means that our Constitution is committed to 
the principle of equality and accepted it as an article of faith. 

It is in tune with this spirit of the constitution the &tucmion Commission has observed thus : 
"One ofthe important social objectives of education is to equalise opportunity, enabling the back
ward or underprivileged classes and individuals to use education as a lever for the improvement of 
their condition. Every society that values social justice and is anxious to improve the lot of the 
common man and cultivate all available talent, must ensure progressive equality of opportunity to 
all sections of the populatian. This is the only guarantee for the building up of an egalitarian and 
human society by which the exploitation of the weak will be minimised. "2 

~~~.dfYr:~gga:li¥a:tioil]>f'E:«J_Ml:!~liom:iJQpp()J":ft!fiifi~~·-·.••·•~•= 

The equalisation of educational opportunities is essentially linked with the equality notions in 
the social system. The social system which intends to provide equal opportunities for the advance- . 
ment of all has tomake provision for equal educational opportunities also. The need for emphasising 
the equality of opportunity in the education arises for various reasons. They may be cited here. 

I. Study of Joseph A. Kahl: "The American Class Structure", Holt, N.Y. 1960 - as quoted by Dr. S.S. Matlmr -
Page: 261. 

2. Report of the Education Commission, 1964-66. Govt. of India, Ministry of Education, New Delhi - J 966 - as quoted 
by Dr. S.S. Mathur - Page 267. 
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Social Institutions 

Equality of educational opportunities is needed for the establishment of egalitarian society 
based on social equality and justice; 
It contributes to the search for talents among all the people of a nation; 

It is essential to ensure rapid advancement of a nation ; 
It is needed for the successful functioning of a democracy. Educated and enlightened people 
alone can ensure a meaningful democracy, and 
It helps to develop a closer link between manpower needs of a society and the availability of 
the skilled personnel. 

Problems Concerning Equality of Opportunities in Education 

Edu~ation is of great help in establishing equality and ensuring i::ocialjustice no doubt. But the 
system 9f education itself can add to the existing inequalities, or at least perpetuate the same. This 
has been the major problem in providing equal education~ opportunity for all. Inequalities of educa-
tional opportunities arise for the following reasons. · · 

·'Causes for the Inequalities ofEducationalOpportunities 
1. Inequalities of educational opportunity occurs due to the poverty of a large number of 

people, The poor cannot afford to meet the expenses of education. · 

2. Children in rural areas studying in poorly equipped schools have to compete with the chil
dren in urban areas -where there are well-equipped schools. The poor exposure of rural 

· children may lead to th.eir poor performance. 
3. In the places where no primary,,secondary or collegiate educational institutions exist, chil

dren do not get the same opportunity as those who have-all these in their neighbourhood. 

4. Wide inequalities also arise from differences in home environments. A child from a rural 
household or slum does not have the same opportunity as a child from an upper class home 
with educated parents. . 

5. There is wide sex disparity in India. Hence, girls' education is not given thesame encour
agement as boys. 

6. Education of baekward classes including scheduled castes and tribes and economically 
backward sections is not at par with that of forward communities or classes. 

Suggestions for Reorganising Educational System for Providing Equality of Educational Op-
portunity in India . . 

The Govemm,ent of India has been striving to achieve the target of providing equal educa
tional opportunities to all the people. Soine suggestions could be cited in this regard. These sugges-
tions may be of some help in reaching the target. · 

I. In ord;er to reap the fruits of education and also to remove the prejudices and biases, adult 
illiteracy has to be removed by launching appropriate programmes. 

2. By following a ''policy of protective discrimination" all efforts must be made to increase the 
opportunities for education to all the weaker sections of the society like the scheduled castes, sched

. uled tribes, backward communities and even worrien. 

3. Honest attempts be made to.provide compulsory education to all the children at least upto 
14 years. No one should be made to stiffer for want of educational opportunity and facilities. 

4. The higher educational chances should be extended to all on merit. 

· 5. Education Commission suggests that for equalisation of educational opportunity the fol
lowing measures may be adopted : 
. (a) Education should be made tuition free for all immediately atthe primary and secondary 

levels and in course of time, at the university level at least for the needy deserving students; 

(b) Free textbooks and writing materials should be supplied at the primary stage; 

( c) Transport facilities should be provided to teduce c9st on hostels ;and scholarships ; 

(d) Facilities for '11e students t0 earn a pat1 of their educational expenses, that is , "earn while 
you leum" schemes should be develope-d ; · 
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. (e) There should be liberal schemes for scholarships; 
(j) Wide differences that are found in the educational development in different states and dis

tricts must be minimised td a desirable extent. 
In the industrialised countries the idea of equality of opportunity is very firmly rooted. Halsey 

believes that the principle of equality has a powerful and a persistent appeal. He further points out 
that "its influence is reinforced in advanced society by the impersonal demanas of the economy for 
efficiency, for a fluid labour force, and for rational allocation ofjobs by tests of fitness to fill them. " 1 

9. EDUCATION AND MODERNISATION 

Education has become today an essential aspect of the modem industrial society. It is more 
regarded as an agent of social change than an instrument of social control. It has become increas
ingly secular. All the nations of the world are investing huge amount of money on education for it 
has become an essential condition of advancement. 

Education, modernisation, advancement in science, technology and industry normally go to
gether. Formal professional education has become an absolute necessity today. Education is needed 
just to read, write and do simple calculations but, it is essential to earn one's living. It is the main 
source of supply of trained and technical persons to industry. The job that one gets today depends 
largely on the type of education that one has secured. 

Modem schools, colleges and universities do not give much emphasis upon transmitting a way 
of life to the students as was given by the earlier forms of education. This is due to the fact that 
traditional education was meant,for an unchanging and static society, a society not marked by rapid 
changes associated with industrialisation. Modem society, on the other hand, is a changing society. 
In such a society education aims at communicating empirical knowledge , that is, knowledge about · 
science, technology and other types of specialised knowledge. A transformation in the contents and 
methods of education has taken place to meet the demands of the changing society. This transforma
tion has led to some far-reaching consequences, some of them are ;mentioned below : 

(z) Heavy Study Materials. Modem.education includes heavy study materials on modem 
science and technology into the syllabus. Due to this inclusion and over emphasis on this, courses of 
study on classical language apd literature had to be abrdiged or altogether dropped. This has pre
vented the modem learners from knowing their own past traditions and cultural heritage. "It is ar
gued that in such circumstances an individual would be cut off from his 'roots ' and his creative 
faculties, particularly his emotional and spiritual talents, would languish for want of nourishment."2 

(ff) Values Losing their Importance. Due to the impact of modem science and technology 
many of the cherished values of the past have lost their previous importance. There is no attempt to 

' persuade people of the younger generation to accept these values uncritically. At the same time, new 
set of values have not peen developed to occupy the place of the old ones. This situation has created 
confusion both to the Individual and to the society. In the absence of meaningful human values the 
life of modem educated man has become more mechanical and materialistic. In the absence of 
consensus regarding some basic questions as to what is right and what is wrong, what is desirable 
and what is not - the society has to face conflicts. 

(iii) The Dangerous Face ofScience and Technology. Science and technology are growing 
. today ..at-·..afast rate.-Modem-educ.atien-has-.acoolerated-this.-growth. The uncontrolled .. growth-of. 
tecn:rioTogy a.na tnedfrecliOniessdevelopmerff i!f sciencenaveto·aa.ya.aaeamucffto huma.n.·ten.sTon~· 
anxiety and misery. Francis Bacon at one stage had said that "knowledge is power". But today many 
eminent scientists have reluntantly come to the view that "knowledge is unfortunately power". The 
manuf~cturer of deadly war. weapons has created fear in the min~s of people about science and 
technology. This only calls for rethinking and reappraisal in the field of educational planning as part 
of modernisation. 

I. H.H. Halsey in "The Sociology of Education in Sociology" (J 967) Page : 434 - as quoted by Dr. S.S. Maihur. 
Page: 273. 

2. Parimal B. Kar in "Sociology - The Discipline and Its Dimensions" Page : 284. 
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The Concept of Economic System 

Man is not only a social animal; he is also an economic being. He is incessantly engaged in 
what are known as economic pursuits or activities. These economic .activities are so multifaceted, 
~ed and complex that they constitute what is known as an economy. The economy may be treatep 
as a system or a sub-system.· It is a sub-system in the wider social !lystem. Itis possible to view the 
economy as the parent system, and analyse its constituent clusters of activities-production, invest
ment, innovation, and so on-:arc themselves constituting sub-system. Then, within the economy, we 
could take a more concrete structure, such as a bank, or.a corporation and analys~ it in terms of the 
b!lsic functional necessities of social systems. 

1. IMPORTANCE.OF WORK AND O.CCUPATION IN MODERN SOCIETY 

The Concept QfWork · 

The term ~ork would seem to have a perfect unambiguous meaning in our modem society. 
B'Ut some difficulties arise in defining the concept. 

(1) The Concise Oxford Dictionary;defines the work as an "expenditure of energy,· striving 
application of effort tci some purpose". 

(2) The. economists speak of ~ork as "one of the major fac.tors of production consisting of 
manual or mental exertion for which wages, salarie~ or professional fee~ are received''. 

(3) The famous anthropologist Raymon,d Firth defines it as "an incoJI?.~ producing activity" or 
as "a purposeful activity entailing expeoditure of energy at some sacrifice of pleasure or leisure·~: 

(4) R .. B. L(ll in his "The Art of Working" refers to work as "the fundamental lawofcreation. 
Labour is essential for the preservation of life". 

380 
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(5) Henri Arvon describes it as "a muscular effort inducing fatigue and exhaustion" or "a 
spontaneous, conscious and deliberate effort". 

(6) Peter Worsely refers to it as "a specialised undertaking, clearly marked off from other 
activities in time and space". 

Work-Play, Recreation or Art 

It.is necessary at this stage to make a distinction between work on the one hand and play,· 
recreation or art, on the other. All the human activities that involve 'expenditure of energy' cannot be 
treated as work. The activity peculiar to work is essentially central on the object. Work, therefore, is 
a human activity directed to an object - as the making of furniture, the taking of a photo, the 
building of a house, the repairing of a motor car, or simply running with a special object in view 
whether the activity is useful, pleasurable, painful or implies expenditure of energy or not, is quite 
immaterial. 

Play and recreation or art are of a different nature. They are not addressed to an external object. 
. But in these activities the individual himself plays to take recreation. Playing activity, recreational 
activity and artistic activity may assume the character of work when they become addressed to an 
external object, say, the acquisition of material or monetary reward. Thus, the activities of a woman 
who engages herself in household tasks, an artist who paints the images, a musician who plays on 
violin, can be regarded as work when these activities are intended to obtain some material benefits. 

However, it would be desirable that th~ working activity could be exercised as an art or recre
ation. But this ideal cannot be perfectly attained as long as work is just 'work'. Work is civilisational 
as being a means for attaining something else, while art and recreation are cultural as having value 
in themselves .and existing for their own sake. Work may be also free or servile : not so art or 
recreation which are essentially free. These may, indeed be practised for the sake of gain or some 
other external interest, but in this case they are combined with work. In fact, a branch of sociology, 
called Sociology of Work has emerged recently in order to examine the social implications of work. 
It also deals with the economic, and the psychological aspects of work. 

2. THECONCEPT OF OCCUPATION 

The words Work and Occupation are often used interchangeably. In fact, Occupation is essen
tially a kind of work· But the word 'Occupation' is used mostly to refer to the specialised and estab-
lished kind of work. It refers to some kind of work with which an individual becomes completely 
engaged. It denotes the habitual employment, profession, craft or trade of an md1v1dual. It takes up 
much of his time and attention. In modem connotations it means an intrument of livelihood. It is 
usually associated with one or the other kind of orgainsation; agriculture, industry, governmental 
organisation, etc. People pursue one occupation or other in order to eke out their livelihood. ft has 
become an essential feature of the modem economic ljfe. Life without occupation or profession of 
any kind is simply inconceivable today. The importance of occupations is recognised by the sociolo
gist and accordingly a branch of sociology has emerged to deal with the phenomenon of occupatjon, 
-theSocielogyof Oeettpations.·· ··· ·-

Classification of Occupations 

Peter Berger has suggested a threefold classification of occup~tion. 

Firstly, (here are those occupations which provide some kind of Self-identification and satis
faction. Ex : Professions like teaching, contracting; business, agriculture and craft or artistic occupa
tions. 

Secondly, there are tasks which are almost the exact opposite. They are seen as a direct threat to 
person's identity, reducing him to the status of "an appendage to a machine". Ex : The poorly paid 
occupations of la6ourers who work in big factories, industries, business firms, mining concerns, 
agricultural fields, coffee, tea, rubber and such other estates, etc., represent such occupations. 
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Thirdly, (here are occupations regarded as neutral, that is, they are neither a direct threat to 
one's personal identity nor a major source ofidentity. Such occupations are neither very hateful not 
very pleasurable. Ex.: The occupations of bankers, life insurance employees, high level government 
executives, clerks, accountants, etc., which are prosaic and monotonous but fetching handsome sal
ary, represent sui::h neutral occupations. 

Berger argues that the first two types have declined in modem society. It is also because, 
working for large bureaucratic organisations results in a Joss of personal freedom, and secondly 
many unpleasant and routine tasks have been elimirated in modem industry. 

It is to be noted that occupations .have become very much diversified and complex today. The 
nature and type of occupations go on changing in accordance with the change in the industrial 
advancement. The modem industrial system has evolved through different stages like-(1) the fam
ily economy, (2) the guild or handicraft system, (3) domestic industry, and (4) the modem industrial 
or factory system (Capitalist or industrial economy). In all these stages occupations differ 
significantly. 

3. SOCIAL IMPORTANCE OF WORK AND OCCUPATIONS 

Work and Occupation have assumed utmost social importance today. They have not only .so
cial importance but also economic, psychological and human significance. 

(i) They Satisfy the Material Needs of Man. Work and Occupations are a fundamental 
necessity in life. Society depends upon the production of food, machine, various utensils and ar
ticles of daily use, newsprint, etc: The very existence of man depends upon the production of neces
sities oflife. Work and Occupations are the means of producing them. 

(ii) They Satisfy Man's Social and Psychological Needs Also. Work is not the same thing as 
physical effort or the expenditure of energy. What is and what is not work is socially defined. It is not 
a quality inherent in any particular act. It is true that without the achievement of certain level of 
production, society could not survive. However, there are also the leisure classes, the non-working 
people. In reality, even the leisure classes do some kind of work. Those who are able to live without 
work normally do work, because, work gives them a valued status, in society in other people's eyes, 
and therefore, in their eyes. Work and occupations meet certain o!Sligations, to be seen as significant 
people, and to feel significant to themselves. Much work, however, is far removed from food 
production, or ~ven from direct productio~ of commodities at all. "With the growth of service indus
tries in the modem economy, fewer and fewer people work at producing material objects and more 
and more work at manipulating paper and people"- Peter Worsley. Thus, people work more today to 
satisfy social and psychological needs. 

(iii) People Work Not Just for Money. It is wrong to assume that man always works or is in 
some occupation or the other, just for money. It is true that in a subsistence economy money, or its 
equivalent economic reward is of paramount importance-life in fact, depends on it. In this case 
money is a key motivating factor. But when the situation improves anq money becomes sufficient or 
abundant, it loses its importance. Security, good working conditions, opportunity for promotion, 
mental satisfaction, status, etc.; usually become more imp.ortant. As Gisbert writes : "Money, or the 
economic factor while remaining always a reason, may not act at all in particular circumstance, 
either as a motive or as an incentive". 

(iv) Work-Occupation and Mental Health. Work and occupations have great therapeutic quali
ties for mental illness. Men have often resorted to external occupations in order to keep the mind 
heaithy and free from mischief. Dr. H. Simon, the Director of Gutersloh Mental Hospital in Ger
many, recommended as a remedy for mental patients meaningfuj work in order to link them with 
their community and break the i'solatiori both internal and external; with which the mental patients 
are threatened. He stresses in particular-"The necessity offirtding an occupation especially suited to 
the as an individual." · 
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Among other qualities of work, "it may also be stressed that it is not only a bond or ~ocial 
union, but also an important requisite for mental hei,alth. It has been proved to be one of the best 
remedies to break the mental isolation of the patient by renewing the social contacts with his,fellow
men."- J. Gisbert. 

(v) Work in Industrial Society is a Major Key to Social Placement and Evaluation. When we 
ask the question-what is he?- the kind of answer we normally expect may be-He is an engineer or 
He is an advocate, or He is a professor. Such answers reveal not only the kind of technical function 
a person fulfils in society, but they also indicate the social placement or status -0f an individual. 
Hence in most studies of social stratifications Occupation is used as a criterion ofsocial class or 
status. Peoole do, in fact, use occupation as a means of classifying or ranking people. Thus a man's 
work may affect his social standing. 

(vi) Work has become 'Central' to the Life of Man Today. Work is central to the life of man in 
that it gives tije worker a sense of identity, not just in the eyes of others but in his own eyes. 'Nork 
may be a source of satisfaction to the individual even where it is not necessarily recognised by others 
as important, valuable or desiroble. Marx said thatworkshould always be an expression of person
ality and never become just an instrument of livelihood. Workers should never be made to ·feel 
themselves to be mere cogs in a complicat~d machine, p~tforming unsatisfying tasks. He forewarned 
that nian would become dehumanised if inhuman conditions 'are thrust upon his work and work
place. If a man has to work under such conditions, it may be just a means to an end. If a person loses 
occupations or becomes unemployed, he loses not only money but, more than that, self-respect and 
the respect of others. 

(vii) The Moral Evaluation of Work. The concept of work is invested with varying degrees of 
moral evaluation. Jean Calvin, the founder of Calvinism, emphasised that work is not only an eco
nomic need but also a moral necessity. Calvin said that man, in order to prove worthy of.Qod's 
Creation, was morally obliged to work; that is, to work for the production of wealth. Wealth, he 
asserted, was not for enjoyment but for the investment, that is, for further production of wealth. 
Accordingly idleness and its synonyms are not merely the state of non-working but are, in fact, also 
redolent with moral disapproval. The Marxists, have also stressed that "Work is the basis of social 
life, a CO"Operative and creative activity that lifts man above the animals. " 

(viii) The Social Evaluation of Work It must be admitted that different kinds of work are 
valued differently by different ~eople. Within a single society there is no general agreement as to 
what constitutes real ·.vork and who are the 1 eal workers. Some kinds of work are regarded as.more 
fulfilling or more dignified, thus the terms vocation, career or profession, ·or occupation; all carry 
slightly higher prestige than the word job. The clerks may show their dist~ste towards mere physical 
toil, (that is, manual labour) in terms of Plebian resentment of obligatory back breaking labour. 
Similarly, the manual workers may have their resentment against clerical workP,rs. 

(ix) Work and Unemployment. The role that work plays in the life of many maY; easily be seen 
in case of unemployment. "Men dread unemployment, not merely because it means 'loss of money, 

... but..most/y_because.iLmeansJos~flife ... T.o.find.oneselfwithoutworkin..society,.withoutthcsociaJ 
·conrrections·ana nopesroorea·ihwork;is TiK:eexp-efieiiCinfrfhewlt:liefiiig-away·c>rone's-vefYlife:··::..:· · 
P. Gisbert. Loss of work is acknowledged by modem psychologists as a toxic qondition . which 
demands for its rehabilition special remedies social as well as psychological. "Permanent unem
ployment is a real threat to riumtal health". The popular saying an idle mind is a devil's workshop is 
meaningful in this context. Prpbably it is because of this, t~e time of retirement is looked upon with ' 
so mu,ch dread by ageing men. For some of them the shock is such'that they never recover from it in 
their lives .. T~e abnormally high rate of death within the first year of retirement. in many nations is a 
clear proof of this fact. · 
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Sunimary : Thus, it is clear that wo~k is universal and natural to men. Man wants to be in some 
occupation or other whether or not he really loves it, or likes it. But, as a rule, men like work, as 
constant experience shows. Even a common man feels that it is better to be in some- filthy job or 
occupation than not to be employed an}rwhere in any profession; In spite o_f the exi$tence of work 
avoidence the fact is that man likes work. The idea of hating it never conquered an1 sociefY. This· is 
confirmed by the various inquiries conducted in various parts including India. Wqrknow is univer
sally recognised as a necessary condition of civiltsed life. This fact has its own political implications. 
It has now become obligatory for all the respollsible governments to proyide opportunities for their 
citizens to work. In Communist countries right to work has been accepted as a.r\mdamental right and 
incorporated in their constitutions. Even inlndia, there is a demand to include the right to work in 
the list of fundamental rights by making the relevant amendments to the constitution. The unem
ployed people are given maintenance allowance in many countries. That shows importanc,e of the 
work. 

4. MECHANISATION OF WORK AND THEDECLINE OF TRADITIONAL. .. 

SKILLS-THE EFF:ij;CTS OF MECHANISATION AND INDUSTRIALISA TIQN, 
f • . • . . 

Mechanisation-A Great Event of History 

There has been a revolutionary change in the nanire ofwork.sirice the beginning-ofthe·18th 
centrury. This is due to the Industrial Revolution, an event of great historical importance, Industry 
may be defined as the invention and use of tools in order to achieve material ends\ Industry in this 

-sense is as old as may himself, as he has always been a user of tools. Industry may be Simplewhen 
very simple tools like the bow and arrow, or hoe are used; and complei: when the instruments used 
are more sophisticated. The former is represent~d by the family economy, the guild system, the 
domestic system while the latter by the modem industrial or factory,system. The Industrial Revolu
tion of the 1$th century, more than any other event of the age, profoundly affected every aspeclof 
human life. lt changed the direction of Civilisation. It destroyed, or radically altered, the medieval 
customs, beliefs and id~als. The simple rural life and small-scale home or cottage industry were 
replaced by complex urban life and i:nass production of goods. It made the traditional values of life 
and the knowledge of crafts superfluous. It made thousands of people to flock to cities to work in 
factories and disappear into the tlrban jungle. The factory system of production began and along 
with it the process of mechanisation. The process of mechanisation refers to the application of ma-
chines or mechanised power for the production of goods which have economic value. · · 

The Domination of Machines 

. As a result qf the 'Industrial Revoluation, everythirig was dominated by the machine in the 
industrial field. It has been well said that, "the most novel and pervasive phenomenon of our age is 
not capitalism but mechanisation, of which modern capitalism may be merely a by-product." Steel 
and steam revolutionalised life by taking machine, and power everyWhere. Standardisation of goods 
has made possible not o~y cheap production ~f goods but highly organised, efficient, mass distribu
tion of goods. Increased productive efficiency in industry released a considerable proportion of the 
population for service functions. A large body of men such as engineers, book-keepers, technicians, 
planners, repairers, builders, buyers of raw materials and seller5" of finished products, not a.ctua)ly 

. engaged in the process of production grew. The application of science to industry, agriculture and 
health gave rise to a llost ofnew service activities, When once-the use of machines was lea.mt; it was 
sooner or later applied to meet needs of all kfnds. Industry, not agriculture or commerce became the 
chief source of wealth. Heavy machinery and complex methods c;>f running it demanded courage, 
·cleverness and capital. This necessitated the emergence of joint-stock compru,.ies. The rise of cities 
and factories destroyed the gu~lds and the feudal order., Men became workers iri: factories. The ma
chine, lhe t<:ml oftµmrtobeginwith; •became the master of mankind. 
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Concentration of Productive Process and Wealth 

The modem industrial system or the factory system of production reveals three things : (i) 
Concentration of the productive process in Ja:rge factories or places located near .thtj sources of 
power, raw materials or markets; (ii) Application of mechwtical power which replaced sheer man
power as well as animal power; (iii) Concentration of wealth : The factory system could not have 
been possible without accumulation of wealth especially in the form of capital in the hands of the 
entrepreneur .. The entrepreneur or the. organiser was able to combine the four Ms : men, money, 
materials and machines in the most productive way. The system became more effective as Max 
Weber observed when the market mechanism diversified into a consumer market, a labour market 
and money market. 

The Decline of the Traditional Skills 

Prior to the Industrial Revolution there were handicraft industries in India and abroad. These 
had their own guild organisations. Even during the Vedic period in India there was a clear cut divi
sion oflabour. There were rules to regulate wages and working hours, and sanctions in the form of 
fines to be imposed on those who yiolated the rules. Even during the Mughal period Indian skills and 
handicrafts were well appreciated. India was called The workshop of the world. Indian textile fab
rics, cotton, silk, and other industrial goods like saltpetre and indigo were exported to Europe and 
other parts of the world. The cottage industries served local needs and produced goods such as 
coarse cloth, baskets, earthenware, etc. In England Indian fabrics and muslins were described as 
light as women and as slight as cobwebs. 

The fall of the Mughal Empire and later the advent of industrialisation almost put an end to the 
guild system and the traditional skills of the Indian artisans. Indian cotton, silk and calicos could not 
be sold in England due to the competition from the factory-made goods. The British tariff policy was 
also against the Indian interests. Indian markets became flooded with cheaper British goods. Indian 
hand-made goods lost the markets in the competitive economic race. By 1880 the decline of handi
crafts was an accomplished fact. Many artisans had to find an alternative me.ans oflivelihood. They 
were forced to become agriculturists or to sell their skills as labourers in the new industries, railways 
or mines started by the' British capital. India had been reduced to a colonial agrarian appendage 
of British. Not only in India, in other countries also wherever industrialism spread, traditional skills 
declined. 

The Radical Transformation of the Economy 

The mechanisation of production brought about a radical transformation in capitai'economy. 
The rise of cities and factories, the increase in population and production, the emergence of new 
classes called the Capitalists (the rich class) and the Proletarians (the working class) were some of 
the results of Industrial Revolution. It brought about changes in agricultural methods and led to a 
large-scale increase in production. Large estates, fenced and fertilised, were filled and cultivatt:d on 

-scientific lines under a system of rotating the crops. These maximised production. Tb is increased 
production. helped the growi11g population to maintain the standard of living in EuroJ>e'. Bigger and 

... lieiter~mark:eis emerged-in=U:r:ban=areas::a11<l-:P0iis-anci=iilert1arketing-syS:ieffi-a180~1'~ve<l: -- · --· - -
The Misery ~fthe Workers 

The Industrial Revolution deprived the people of their traditional roles and skills. They fled to 
cities and became workers in factories. The gulf between the capitalist with his money and the skill 
to organise production and distribution, and the worker, gradually increased. The capitalists aimed at· 
more production and profits. They recruited men, women and children, made them to work long 
hours, under filthy and insanitary conditions. Under these conditions, labour was put entirely at the 
mercy of the machine and its owner. The. machinery had. set into motion a vicious. cfrcle for. the 
worker. Mechanisation was carried to the extremes and resulted in technological unemployment 
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also. The workers had no security of job. The worker's anxiety to secure work in order to survive, Jed 

to a steep fall ih wages. Industrialism compelled the man, the woman and the child to work' in 

industries to balance the family budget. "The horrid scenes of women and childre'n at work, tired and 

emaciated by overwork and strain, some of them even dying away while working, would send a cold 

shiver through the spine of the stoniest of men''. It wrecked family system andput"an ·end to the old 

rustic joy and p~ace". In his Deserted Village, Oliver Goldsmith describes the condition of the 'de
serted village and the sufferings of the poor under the factory system. So also, Carlyle, Dickens and 
Ruskin poured forth their wrath against the evils that the Industrial Revolution had brought in its 

train. 

The 'Haves' and 'Have-Nots' 

The industrialism widened the gap between the rich and poor or the Haves and Have-Nots. The 

industrialists or the capitalists became the exploiting class .. As a result of the exploitation the rich 

became richer.and the poor, the poorer. Karl Marx championed the cause of the 'workers and gave 

birth to ideology of Communism which in cours.e of time, became the ruling ideology in many na
tions. Intellectuals attacked the brutality of the factory system in general. Industrialism wrecked the 

social harmony and contributed to class-conflicts. Jt altered the basic structure of society even. In 

couse of time, it gave rise, to capitalism, colonialism and imperialism. "Industrialism dealt a poor 

hand to labour under crushing power of which labour had to organise itself intq_ an international 

force of exceptional potency. Industrialism has led the world to internationalism as a result of impe- · 

rialism and economic exploitation." 

5.PROPERTY 

The Concept of Property 

Property is one of the basic institutions of society. In everyday speech we think of" property" 

as referring to an object or objects. Strictly speaking, however, property refers not to an object but to 

the rights •that the owner of the object has in relation to others who are not owners of the object 

Property rights are backed by the state and enforced through its legal institutions. 
. /'.J 

Definition of Property 

1.. Morris Ginsberg. "Property may be described as the set of rights and obligations which 

define the relations betWeen individuals or groups in respect of their cor.tro( over material things pr 

persons treated as things." 

2. Anderson and Parker: "Property consists of goods and services that society gives an 

indivtdual or group of individuals with the exclusive right to possess, use and dispose of" 

3. Kingsley Davi§. Property "consists of the rights and duties ofrme person or group (the 

owner) as against all other persons and groups with respect to some scarce good. It is thus exclusive, 

for it sets off what is min.e from what is thine; but it is also social, being rooted in custom and 

protetted by law." . ' . 

The definitions stated above make it clear that the whole pattern of rights have obligations 
with respect to the possession, use, acquisition a~d disposaf of scarce valuable things. . 

Nature and Characteris~ics of Property 

1. Transferability. Property can· be transferred by its owner by way of sale, exchange or gift. 

For example, one can sell one's house, or vehicle or ornaments to another, or exchange it for an~ 

other, or give away a:s gift to another. 

2~' Ownership and :Possession of Property. From the leg-al point of view a distinction can be 

made between the ownership of property and the possession of the same. Property rights do not 

gl!arantee that the actual owner always enjoys his,prop~rties. Property rights and the actual use of the 
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property do not always go together. For example, one may have the ownership of a landed property, 

. but in actuality, the tenant who has its possession may have the direct access to its regular use and 

enjoyment. 

3. Property rights are not absolute but only relative. Property not only confers rights on the 

owner it may impose duties as well. Further, no society permits unrestricted rights over property. For 

example, if one has some land in a thick populated residential area of a city, one cannot build a 

factory or a poultry farm or pig farm on it. 

4. Property and scarcity. Property exists because resources are very scarce. ff resources 

were to be as unlimited and inexhaustible as the air, nobody would want to claim ownership. 

5. Property and the power. The possessiol) of property may mean possession of power over 

others. The ownership and possession of property help an individuals to exert influence or exercise 

control over those persons who do not have it. As Kingsley Davis has pointed out "The possession of 

exclusive rights to something that is scarce and valuable necessarily implies the possession of power 

over others who also desire the scarce and valuable things.... The amount of power which property 

gives to the owner depends not only upon the definition of his rights but also on the intesity of others' 

needs for that which is owned."1 

6. Tangible and intangible nature of property. The things in which an individual may hold 

. pro_p_erty rights may be both tangible and intangible. For example, the forms of property such as 

automobiles, houses, ornaments and the like, are tangible in nature, whereas copy rights of books or 

goodwill of a business are intangible. 

7. Property and social norms : The institution of property like all other institutions; is gov

erned by the normative system that regulates the relations between individuals and/or groups.Thus, 

property owners are under the obligation to use property according to social norms. In the same way, 

those who do not possess a particular property right are under the general obligation not to infringe 

upon the right of the possessor. 

Ownership of Property 

Ownership of Property may assume one of the three forms, that is, (i) Communal Ownership, 

(ii) Private Ownership, and (iii) Public Ownership. 

1. Communal Ownership of Property. Communal ownership virtually refers tq the commu~ 

nity ownership. This kind of property exists when property belongs to the community as a whole and 

may be used but pot owned by any member of the commumty. Communal ownership of land is 

frnqmmtly found i'n small pre-industrial societies 

2. Private Ownership of Property. Private ownership normally refers to the ownership of 

property by one or a few specific individuals. Private property is recognised in all the societies 

thr;iughout the world. In some societies it is restricted to a few household possessions while in others 

it inciudes various objects of property worth crores of rupees. 

3. Public Ownership of Property. This type of ownership of property exists when property as 

such belongs to the state'or some other recognised political authority that c.laims the property on 

- behalf.o£-thepeople_as_a_whole_ln_lndustriaLsncifilies_vast amount or si.z_e of_Qropeffi'.kJ>ubli~ly_ 

-- ownea:---·--·-----c---------------------·--·-----------------------·--

6. PRIVATE PROPERTY: ADVANTAGES AND DIS-ADY ANT AGES 

Advantages of Private Property 

(1) Contributes to Progress: Majority of the people of the world support private property. It 

has contributed a lot to the march of civilisation. Irrivate property guarantees the person, the benefit 

of his hard labour. The acts of acquiring private property, develo~ing it and preserving the same are 

l. Kingsley Davis in his "Human Society" - Page 454. 
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protected by law. 
(2) Provides Incentives to Work Hard. Private property always recognises hard work and 

rewards it. The reward sy.stem contributes to efficiency and progress. 
(3) Ensures Security. Private property instils in the minds of the individuals a sense ofsecuc" 

rity. It encourages a person to take risk and serves as an insurance against odds and tough times. The 
· hungry men and the insecure persons yield to exploitation and not the propertied peQple. 

(4) .Private Property Generates Social Virtues. Private property gives scope for the indi
viduals to develop certain social virtues such as - generosity, hospitality, family commi,tments, social 
service; sacrifice, charity and so on. 

(5) Satisfies Man's Inherent Need for the Possession of Things. It is said that man has an 
instinctive desire for possessing things. The institution of private property provides scope for fulfill
ing the de~ire. 

Disadvantages of Private Property 

. (i) Private Property Breeds Inequality. Since property is scarce, all the people cannot pos
sess itto the extent, which they wish to possess. Further, private i:)roperty by nature cannot be equally 
shared or distributed amongst people. Those with better life chances begin well and acquire more 
property in comparis.on to those who do not have. It is said that inequality perpetuates inequality. 

(ii) Leads to Exploitation. Private property which causes inequality leads to exploitation. lt 
·tempts the rich to become richer at the cost of the poor. According to the.communists,this is the way 
in whiCh capitalism grows .. They oppose private property for this reason. 

(iii) Private Property Contributes to Greediness and Corruption, Privatej>roperty is said 
to be the root cause of greediness and corruption. Greediness makes man to earn money or wealth by 
any means. He neglects morality and resorts even to immoral or illegal way of maximising property. 

(iv). Damages Human Values. Private property makes man to become more and: more selfisl). 
It promotes materialistic outlopk. In a private property system things are measured in terms of money. 
In private property system, values of human life are sacrificed at the alter of money. 

7. DIVISION OF LABOUR AS A SOCIO-ECONOMIC SYSTEM 

Division oflabour is one of the basic so<.<io-economic institutions of human society. It i$ as old 
as human groups or human society. Division oflabour and specialisation are the hallmark_s of-modern·· 
complex society; 
' Division of labour involves the assignment to each unit or group a specific :share of a common 
task. For Example, the principal, the teachers, attenders, offiQ.e clerks, librarian and other employees 
ofa college do the specific tasks assigned to the01 and yet contribute to the fulfilment of the common 
purpose of running a college to promote educatiOn. 

Every hUman society; however, large or small, establishes some division of labour among 'its 
members. People are expected to specialise, at least to some extent, in particular economic activities. 
In family, for. example, work is divided and shared by the father, mother and children. The father 
looks after the outdoor,work, the wife and children !remain at' home and do the household work. 

The division· of ia~our occurs in all societies, because it is highly functional. It ensures ·that 
· particular categories of people have· specific jobs. to do. It helps them to become eiperts in their 
assigned .activities. Division of labour in this way contributes to the efficiency of economidife, bllt 
it may have other far-reaching effects also. 

Increased Specialisation 

· Division of labour leads to specialisation. Specific'ationtefers to the art and science of knowing 
mor.eand more about the smaller units or objects . .There has been a general historical trend towards 
increased specialisation in economic activities. This trend has.reached its climax in modem industrial 
society: . ' , .. . · 
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In small hunting and food gathering societies there is little division oflabour j;:lxcepton grounds I 
of age and. sex. With,the expansion of the economy division of labour alSfii-becomes more complex. . _.,:1

1
. 

·-····-----Ai elaboratesystem-ofruv1s1on Oflabour pers1st8-ijillie 1naustnal socienes-toaay;-_____ .:.c_ ___ _ 

Modem industrialisation br~eds on entirely neyv· form of division of laqour : "the high degree I 

ofspecialisationfound infa~tories, offices, and other formal organisations, where each individual 

contributes only 'a minute pail to the final pro<!uct. The worker no longer creates a total product but 

is instead merely a minor component in an elaborate mechanised or bureaucratised process". 
\ . • l 

{Ian Robertson - Page : 410,.] .· 

· Socio-Economic Dimensions of Division of Labour 

Tht'. socio.,economic dimensions of division oflabour can be understood by an analysis of the 

merits and demerits of division of labour. 

·Relative Meri!s and Demerits of Division of,Labour 

.the Merits 

(1) Fits in the Right Man for the Right Task! Under division of labour tasks c~ be distri-

buted among the workers in such a way that each worker is placed in the right place. · . 

(2) Large-scale .Productions : When.there is division of labour the yvorker becomes more 

efficient in his wor~. This helps the industries to increase production.On a'1arge scale by install~ng 

sop)listicated inachiiles. · . . · 

(3) Improved Quality of Product at Low Cost : Under division of labour the quality of the 

product is improved and the cost of production of the same reduced. ' · · 

(4) Helps Mobility of Labour: Division oflabour facilitates the opening ofa large number of 

big and small industries which facilitates the use of more and more machines. It in tum enables the 

·· easy mobility of labour from one industry to another industry. 

(S) Improves Skill : D.ivision of labour helps the workers to become experts in their fields by 

making them to do the same work over and again. 
(6) Less Physical and Mental.Strain: As the worker is asked to do a small part of the work 

continuously for a long period, he becomes accustomed to it. This reduces his physical and mental 
strains. · 

(7) Other Advantage~ 1 / 

(i) Division oflabourincreasesthe pumberand vanety of Jobs. 
(ii) It helps the introduction of sophisticated' machines for facilitating production. 

(iii) It saves the time and.energy of the worker who every time does the same work. 

Disadvantages or Demerits 

1. Monotony in Work: Undeithe divisi91Y~f1abour, a worker works on the same kind of job 

over and over again, the job becomes monotonous and highly boring. . 

2. J>ependence on_ Others.: Here the work of one worker is dependent on the work of other:. 

workers in th~ process of production. · 

· 3. Uneinployme11t : The inttoduction of new machinery often leads to the displaeement ef 
labour and creates'unemployment. . . . ' . . . 

4. Loss of Skills and Retards Development of Personality : Since the worker does.only a 

part of the job, it reduces the skill oftheworker. Further, when the worker does the same operatjon 

again and again, his muscles and mind move in the saim direction. As ~ result of this1repbtitlve 

movement ofmind, his intelligence gets bh:inted and outlook narrowed. This retards human developl 

ment. 
5. Loss of Responsibility a~d Pride in Work : Here art article is not entirely mad,e or pro- , 

411ced by a single worker. Each fod~vidual worker's contributio.n to the final product is very l~ss. 1 

~nee he loses the se~se ofresponsibility and pride in his work. · 
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6. Other Disadvantages : 

(i) It may contribute to the problem of over produc,tion. · 
(ii) Employment of large number of workers in a single firm or industry may lead to the ex

ploitation of the workers and then to worker's unity and class conflict. 
(iii) Mobility of workers get disturbed. · 

. 8. SOCIAL CONSEQUENCES OF rlIVISION OF LABOUR 

Durkheim's Functionalist Perspective 

It was Durkheim who developed his theory of"division of labour" from a functional point of 
vie}V; In his famous book "Division of Labour in society" Durkheim tried to determine tlie .socfal 
consequences of the division of labour especially in modem societies. Durkheim has stressed in all 
his major works the importance of shared social norms and values in maintaining social cohesion 

. and solidarity. He agreed that the nature of this social solidarity depends on the extent of the division 
.of labour. " ' · 

Distinction Between Two Types of Solidarity 

Durkheim made a fundamental oifference between pre"in:dustrial and industrial societies and 
in tune with~that also made a difference between two types of solidarity namely, 'mechanical solidarity' 
.and'organic solidarity' . 

(1) · Meehanical Solidarity. According to Durkheim,.· 'mechanical solidarity' prevails in the 
simpler folk societi¢s; where the division of labour is restricted to family, to the village or small 
region. Henfthe individuals do not differ much from one another. Here everyone does much the 
same work, the members are all socialised in the same patt~m, share 'the experiences, and hold 
common values'. These values, which are mainly religious in nature, form a "collective 
consciousness"for the community; a set of norms, beliefs, etc. shared by one and all. There is little 
scope for individuality here. The society is harmonious and coherent because there is little social· 
differentiation and division of labour is unspecialised. 

(ii) Organic Solidarity. According to Drukhiem, the modem societies are held together by a 
.· much lOoser bond which he calls "organic solidarity". Here, the individuals who are the members 

of the same collectivity are not similar, but different. Because these societies are large and people 
engage in a variety of economic activities, the members have quite different experiences. They hold 
different values and socialise their children in many varying patterns. Here people think ~f them
selves as individuals first and as memb.ers ofa kinship or wider social groups secon9. "The basts for 
social solidarity and cohesion is no longer the similarity of the members but rather their dijferettces" 
{Ian Robertson - 412]. · 

In the modem industrial society all parts are held together by an interdependence ~hich is 
imposed by an elaborate division of labour and s_pecialisation. Here co-operation among all indi
viduals and groups is necessitated by interdependenee. 

Divisien of Labour and Anomie 

According to-Durkheim, the conditions of the .modem society compel division c)f labour to 
reach its logical extreme. This extreme form 0f division of labour leads inevitably to feelings of 
individualism. The feelings of ipdividualism are developed only at the cos't of shardd sentiments or 
beliefs. The resul~. according to Durkheim, is 'anomie'. 

• "Anomie" according to Durkheim, i:efers to a state of norm/essness in both the society and the 
indlvidual. · 
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• Anomie is "a social condition characterised by the breakdown of norms governing social 
interaction."' 

• "Any state where there are unclear, conflicting or unintegrated norms, in which the indi
vidual had no morally significant relations with others or on which there were no limits set to the 
attainment of pleasure was a state of anomie. "2 

According to Durkheim, "anomie" indicates a condition in which social norms become con
fused or breakdown, and people feel detached from their fellows. Having little commitment to shared 
norms, people lack social guidelines for personal conduct. They are inclined to pursue thefr private 
interests without regard for the interests ofsociety as a whole. Social control ofindividualbehaviour 
becomes ineffective, and the society is threatened with disorganisation or disintegration as a result. 

The word "anomie" has emerged from the Greek word "anomia" which simply means lawless
ness, worse than anarchy. Anarchy mean~ a society in which there i~rio ruler but in that society the 
anarchists hope, the natural order prevails. . · 

Durkheim uses the word 'anomie' in the sense that people have a sense of 'i;iorm.lessness ', the 
term has been applied to the state of mind of individuals regardless of the state of society. Anomie is 
not the same thing as the absence of norms. In the condition called anomie norms are present. They 
are comparatively clearalso. People, in general, are oriented to tbem. :But this ohentatiop on the part 

· · of many, is ambival.ent. It either leads towards conformity, but with suspicion, or lean towards devia
tion but vyith suspicion. 

Durkheim, during his time, was probably right in his view that th~ division of labour a,nd the 
resulting growth of individualism would breakdown shared with commitment to social norms. But 
today thatthere is no widespread anomie in modem societies. Modem societies do retain some broad 
consensus on normsiand values, as we can readily see when we compare one society with another; 
say, India with Pakistan. There is no doubt that this consensus seems much weaker tl(an it was in pre
industrial societies. It is probably still strong enough to guide most individual behaviour and to avert 
the social breakdown that Durkheim feared. 

"Durkheim 's analysis remains highly valuable howfver, for his acute insights into the far
ranging effects that the division of labour has on social and personal life". [Ian Robertson - Page: 
414]. 

Merton's View of Anomie 

Durkheim's concept of 'anomie' has been enlarged by R.K. Merton (1957) into a general 
theory of deviant behaviour. Merton distinguishes culturally defined goals and institutional means 
of achieving ~hose goals. Societies vary in the degree to which they stress 9ne or the other. Those 
s9cieties which lay great emphasis on goals but little -0n means make or tempt individuals to adopt 
technically most efficientmeans to reach the goals even if these are illegitimate. Merton cites American 
society as an example of such an anomic society. Crime may be normal in certain groups be1;ause, in 
those groups there is widespread eµiphasis on the importance of worldly success, particularly in 
terms of wealth. But in these groups'equal importance is not given for insisting on the right means to 

-···-.r.each-gGal..--l"he-resu.lt-is,pwple-tend-tG-fullG.w-the-deviant-meth~s.-+hus,:accGrding-ID-Merton.,-
---·- anomie arlses-oucor"tne seemTiff coriframarons-belWeenciilfiirargoalsaiiilsoclaTfY?esmctea··-··· 

access to· these goals." 

9. WORK AND ALIENATION 

Work has be.come an inseparable part of our life. It is not only a means of making a living but 
a way of acquiring our social status in. society. Work helps to define the respective social roles of 
both the sexes. Though workhas assumed importance in out social life it cannot be generalised all 

I. Duncan Mitchell (Editor) in "A-Dic.tionary of Sociology'.' - Page : 7. 
2. N. Abercrombie, S. Hill and B. Turner in their The Penguin Dictionary of Soeiology. 
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that we do as work is satisfying. When work becomes an enforced activity and not a creative one, it 
may bring us dissatisfaction. This situatfon is very much aggaravated in capitalist economies and 
also in societies wher~ technology has advanced very much. One of the effects of advanced technology 
or capitalist economy is that the labourer or the worker suffers from the pro,eess 9f what Marx calls 
"alienation''. 

The concept of'alienation' was introduced to modem sociology by Karl Marx~ It is defined in 
the following way. "Essenjially, alienation refers to the sense of powerlessness, isolation and mean
inglessness experi~riced by human beings when they are· corifronted with social institutions and 
conditions that they cannot control and consider oppressive". [Seeman - 1959] as quoted by Ian 
Robertson. 

Three Elem~nts of Alienation 

Seeman speaks of three important elements of alienation. Alienation consists of : 
. (i) afeeling of powerlessness - the workers do not own the tools they use, buy the resources 

they. use, cir sell the products they make; 
· (ii) a feeling that work lacks meaning - the workers contribute only one bit, such as checking 

the speedometer of a car to the final product, and may lack contact with other workers; and 
(iii) estrangement frotn the job - many jobs do not provide opportunities for promotion or 

advancement, achance to spend time with'friendly workmates or a chance to create a product with 
pride and satisfaction. 

Sources of Alienation 

Marx has spoken of three important solirces of alienatio~. They are as follows: 
(z) According to Marx, alienation results from the lack of a sense of control over the social 

world. The social world confront, people as a hostile thing making them 'alien' in the very social 
env~ronni.ent that they have created. · . . 

· (ii) Another-important sources of alienation which Marx speaks of is the extreme division of 
labour in modern societies. Here each worker has a specific, restricted, and limited role to play; He 
or she no longer applies his or her total capacity for work. The worker here is reduced to the level of 
a "mere cog in a machine". 

. (iii) Marx predicted that the situation of 'alienation' would ultimately ripen the mood of the 
workerHor an outright conflict with the capitallsts. [Pleas~ Note : for more details about the Marxian 
notion of' Alienation' refer to chapter no 50. 

10. CM>ITALISM AND SOCIALISM AS TWO MAIN FORMS OF ECONOMY 

. Capitalism and socialism represent two basic ways in which an industrial society can produce 
and distribute goods and services. There are strong ideological differences between cour1tries adopt
ing either strategy. In general, the American economy is a model of 'capitalism' and the Soviet 
economy is· generally regarded as a model of' socialism'. Sti11, it would be inappropriate to regard 
either allcapifulist or all socialist societies as being fundamentally identical. · -

capitalism. 

£apitalism is an economy in which the means of producing are largely in private hands and the 
main inceTJtivefor economic activity is the accumulation ofprofits."1.ln practice, capitalist systems 
vary in the-degree to which private ownership and economic activity are regulatedby govei;nment. 

Two Essential Qua°'ties of Capitalism 

An ideal form of capitalism contains two essential qualities or ingredients: (i) personal profits 
and (ii) free competition. 
---~~~~~~~~~.--... ' 

t. 'i); Rosenlrergis-detinition as quoted byRicharrJT. -SChaeferin'Sociulugy-""fntemationalEt/itiqn'~-1989;-Page: 
413. . 
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(l) Personal 'Profits. As Max Weber remarked, the outstanding characteristic of capitalism is 
production''.for the pursuit of profit and ever renewed profit". Seeking self-interest or profit is con
sidered here as normal, morally acceptable, and socially desirable. But this notion of profit was 
unknown when exchange was affected by barter or by various forms of gifts. · 

(iz) Free Competition. Competition is regarded as necessary ifthe capitalist system is to work 
effectively. John D Rockefeller, a multi-millionaire of America had said that competition "is not an 
evil tendency in business. It is merely a working out of law of nature and a law of God''. 

Why is the pursuit of profit in an atmosphere of unrestricted competition is necessary for 
capitalism? : The Answer is simple. Adam Smith had said in 1776 itself that under these two condi
tions - the forces of supply and demand will ensure the production of the best possible products at 

\ the lowest possible prices. 
Competi~ion among capitalists will give the public the opportunity to compare the quality and 

prices of ~oods. Through this competition producers who are inefficient or who charge excessive 
prices witl be put out of business. 

In capitalism efficient producers are rewarded with profits and consumers get quality products 
at competitive prices. It is also essential that for this system tO'work in an ideal manner, there should 
be minimum of government interference in economic life. The government is expected to follow. a 
policy of' laissez - faire' or ["leave at alone"] or the policy of non-interference. This pure fonn of 
capitalism does not exist anywhere now although it did exist in somewhat that way in the early phase. 
of industrial development. Today the modem governments consider it necessary to regulate the 
economy to put necessary restrictions on its activities. · 

~ A typical capitalist country like America too has realised the ilecessity of govefnmental 
intervention in certain fields of its economic activity. For example, the American government 
supervises the economic activities. It supports the price· of some commodities and puts ceilings on 
the prices of others. It intervenes in international trade, protects some natural resources and encourages 
the explpitation of others. It sets minimum wage standards and provides for unemployment benefits 
and so on. 

Demerits or Limitations of Capitalism 

. 1. Capitalism overemphasises profits and neglects group interests and social fuhc.tions. 
2. It provides no guarantee that profits will correspond to service and that economic activities 

will further the mterests of ffie commumty. 
3 Capitalism inevitably leads to labour exploitation This contributes to the mist;:ry of the 

workers. 
4. Capitalism necessitates the birth of labour unions which very often fights against 

management for securing justice to the workers. Labour unions disturb the development 
of harmonious relationship between labour and management. 

5. C~pitalism does not give scope for the customers to develop contacts or communication 
with the owners particularly when business houses are owned by a large number of 

·~ ~~~e}\ol~~~~·-<?~ne~s~p ·~~omes ~()mewhat_anori}'~her_e~------ __________ . ...:._______ _ 
.. -- - --6.- -Minute-d.ivision.of-laboui'-and special.isation.lead-to-advet'seGonsequencecand-partiGular-ly--- .. 

to the alienation Of workers. · 

Socialism 

Socialism is a type of economy in which the means of production and distribution in a sqdety 
are collectively rather than privately owned. 

Here the basic' objective of the economic system is to meet people's needs rather than to max
imise profits. It also believes that competition between different firms producing simiJarproducts is 
a waste of resources. The pursuit of private profit is ,regarded as fundamentally immoral;, because 
one person's profit·is another person's loss. Production should not be done for profit; itshould be 
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designed to serve social goals. Since private owners exploit both workers and customers and will not 
produce unprofitable goods and services, it is necessary for the means of production to be taken into 
public ownership and iun ia the best interests of society as a whole. The aims of a socialist economy 
are the efficient production of nee~ed goods and services and the achievement of social equality by 
preventing the accumulation of private wealth. Soviet Union conforms in some respects to this clas-
sic model. . 

Important Characteristics 

. 1. In a socialist economy there is a common ownership of the means of production and distri
bution. 

2. Here the economic activities are planned by the state and the market plays virtually no role 
in the allocation of resources. 

3. Since there is no scope for private property social classes with wide economic dispairty do · 
not appear. 

4. Since the legal system here is primarily concerned with administration, it involves important 
changes in criminal and property law. . 

5i. The structural changes mentioned above, contribute to the insignificant role of religion. If 
µiay even disappear, t>r its disappearance may be hastened. ~ · 

6: Since private property has no scope here, human alienation will not be,.found. 

Three Main Advantages of SocialisR.l over Capitalism 

Socialist economy claims superiority over capitalism in three respects : 
(a) Socialist economies are more efficient economicaily. Because there is less scope for waste 

[ex. : unemploymept, over production, idle machinery, inflation, etc.] which is normally associated 
With capitalism. 

(b)' Socialist economies do not have colonical markets. Because they do not require an outlet 
for capital or coinll)odities. 

(c) Socialist.economies are more democratic than capitalist societies. Because, decisions about 
the satisfaction ofhuman needs are taken collectively and publicly. 

Limitations or Demerits of Socialist Economies 

1. Socialist economies have 11.ot proved more economically efficient and dynamic than the 
capita1istsocieties. The Western societies such as U.S.A., U.K., France with capitalism have established 
their lead in economic, scientific and technological fields. 

2; Socialist societies are not democratic, because major decisions are taken by the ruling com-
· munist party and not by the people or public in general. ·. 

3. Socialist soeieties have also proved to be imperialist. In order to satisfy the requirements of 
rapid ihdustrialisation, they are also forced to exploit their indigenious workers or the farmers of the 
underdeveloped nations. 

· 4. Though private property is abolished here social stratification persists in the form of income · 
inequality, differences in prestige, and inequalities of power. · 

5. In a socialist society, inequality is determ~ned not by the market but by the party and its 
bureaucratic apparatus-which enjoys autocratic power. 

6. In actuality, operation of economic markets cannot be completely removed. Hence the blac~ 
market serves to reinforce social inequalities. · 

7. The party which rul_es derives strength from the socialist ideology. In other words, the 
socialist ideology is made use of for legitimating the party power . 

. 11. MULTINATIONAL CORPORATIONS AND THEIR IMPACT ON WORLD ORDER 

The third type of the economy which is growing at a fast rate [almost at an annual rate of 10%], 

in the world today is 00 other thari-the-"multinational ef1Fporntion.S-"-0r: ~''eempanies'', They ar-e-pe- . 
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tentially the most influential and are perhaps the l):lost controvertial economic units in the world 
today. 

''A multinational corporation is simply one which owns or manages businesses in two or more 
countries." 1 

Normally, in their pure forms the multinationals manufacture various goods in many countries, 
sell to world markets, draw management from several nations, and are owned by shareholders around 
the world. Examples: Shell, Unilever, I.B.M., Nestle, Coco Cola, ITT [International hnd 
Telegraph]. At present, multinational company is likely to be centered in one home coumry. 

Mighty Economic Forces 

Multinationals have emerged as very powerful economic for~es.,.For example : The ITT which 
has diversified into hundreds of industries, now employs 400;000 workers in 68 countries. 
. Many multinational corporations are wealthier than some of the countries in which they operate. 
Already, they account for more than 1/4 of the total economic production. This share is likely torise 
over one-half in the next 25 years. 

They Represent a New Independent Politico-Economic Force 

It is difficult to deny the fact that multinationals constitute a major new and independent force 
in the world politico-economic scene. By crossing the national boundaries, these multinational cor
porations gain independence. For examole: Nestle company of Switzerland [which is one of the 
world's thirty largest corporations, does 98% of its business outside of Switzerland. Hence the 
Switzerland Government can hardly exercise control and authority over this company.· 

Criticisms Levelled Against the Functioning of the Multinational Companies. 

(1) Political Interference. Multinational· Companies have drawn criticism during the recent 
years. To safeguard their interests they have started interfering in the internal political affairs of the 
countries in which they have their business activities. For example: (i) The ITT attempted.to sabotage 
1970 Chilean Presidential election to protect its 160 million dollars inve;;tment in that country. (ii) It 
is said, that the Fire Store Company, United Ffl,lit Company, and the Royal Dutch Shell Company 
had instigated internal conflicts in Liberia, Latin Americdn countries and Sumatra respectively leading 
to the establishment of military governments. (iii) It is also reported that the American intelligence 
agency called the CIA had made use of the multinational companies to create political anarchy in 
nations such as Namibia, Philippines, N1gena and Morocco. 

(iz) Encourage Corruption. The multinational companies are prepared to spend any amount 
to pay towards bribe to protect their interests. For example: "the ITT secretly requested the Nixon 
administration to overthrow the government of Chile, offering upto Rs. One million dollars to the 
federal government as a contribution towards the expenses involved". [Sampson.] I 

(iii) Cause Unemployment. Conflict theorists have branded multinationals as irresponsible" 
exploiters who export jobs from the home country to the poor countries, where they can exploit the 

. unorganised labour of the people. For example, the Wimco company manufacturing match boxes 
made 55,000 families in Shivakashi and other places in Tamil Nadu to lose their jobs. 
=~==:_-(lvll:oiismnei::iSrii~iid_cu1tiirailmisioD::r11esC::-oompanTiiliiil£madC:-peopie:.t0-::Eeoorne::

crazy after new things. They manufacture certain luxurious commodities such as chewing gums, soft 
drinks, cleaning synthetics, face cream, shampoo, hair oil, lip stick etc., and through attractive adver
tisements bring heavy mental compulsions on people to purchase these. Thi& tendency has Jed to 
unwanted consumerism. Further, by introducing Western styles, practices, values, etc., wherever 
they do their· business, they have virtually launched a type of cultural invasion against the local 
cultures. 

1. Wallac and Wallance in their "Sociology"" Page : 510. 
2. ·Ian Roberton in his "Sociology" - Page 427. 
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(v) The DaiJ.ger of Aid arid Death Trap : The multinational companies are making huge 
profits: They are trying.to trap the poor countries by giving them financial and other tYpes of aid. 
They now represent a disturbing concentration of unscrutinised political and economic power that 
they may have adverse social impact. 

. 12. THE JAJMANI SYSTEM AND ITS IMPORTANCE 
' . 

Meaning : The "Jajmani System" represents one of the types of exchange that prevailed in 
India for a long time. As Prof Yogendra Singh has said "The Jajmani system is a system governed by 
relationships based on reciprocity in intercaste relations in village." 

The term 'jafmani' is derived from theVedic term "Yajman" who in Vedic times conducted 
'Yajna' or fire sacrifice to appease the Gods. The term denotes a significant person and in the village 
context, a landowner. The people who rendered services to him, the priest, the carpenter, ironsmith, 
washerman, barber, potter, were collectively known as ''praja", (and in due course as"Kamins"]. 
Generally, the uppercastes-such as Brahmins and Rajputs, remained as jajmans; For their services 
rendered to the Yajmans the praja or the 'Kamins' received payment in kind (grains, cloth, fodder, 
buttermilk~ ghee, etc.), which provided economic security. 

Some Characteristics 

l. The jajmani system implies traditional occupational obligations between castes : It 
forges interdependence of castes. The servicing castes called "Kamins" and the recipients of the 
services called''jaj'?ian~' are dependent on eac.h other for the fulfilment of their.economic needs. 

2. The system establishes closer family links. The jajmani links are to be foµnd between 
families rather than betweenjatis. For example, a farmer's family gets its wooden agricultural tools 
from a particular carpenter family, and in return, the carpenter gets a share of the farmer's crop at 
harvest. 

3 .•. The jajmani relat•onship is durable. Here the link is inherited on both the sides. Thus the 
carpenter sen!es the same farmer family, that his father and grandfathers served. In the same manner, 
the farmer family gets its. tools made and repaired by the descenda'nts of the carpenters family whose 
members made tools for their forefathers. ' 

4. The jajmani relationships are exclusive. For example, the farm~r family is supposed to 
carry on transactions with a particular carpenter family only. Reciprocally these carpenters are sup
posed to make tools for their own 'yajman' families only. However they are free to make some tools 
for sale in the marlret. ' 

5. The Jajmani relationship are multiple. This relationship is not restricted to economic 
exchange alone. Economic exchange is only one facet of the jajmani relations. As Mandelbaum has 
pointed out "a family of cultivators expects help on its ceremonial occasions fr.om most of the 
associated families . . There is also an eXpectation of mutual personal support inf amily emergencies 
or fractional quarrels. Sometimes the specialist familfes are pressurised to support the jati of their 
patrons when that wholejati is embattled." 

6. Jajmani system adds to thf village solidarity. According to MN. Srinivas,jajmani system 
which is based on the interdependence of castes is one of the main factors that add to the village 
solidarity. Indian village is based on caste system. Different castes are brought together and welded 
into a unity by this system. This system contributes to the verticaJ solidarity of the caste system. 
Vertical solidarity of the caste system refers to the unity existing arttQng different caste groups in a 
village. Vertical solidarity of the caste thus contributes to the village solidarity. 

7. Coercion and Consensus in Jajmani relations - ?.Some wriJers have strongly criticised 
the jajmani relations as "exploitative ."According to them, the jajmani relationships are "the means 
by which the rich and powerful exploit the poor and coerce the workers into su9taining the power of 
those who have the upper hand and the higher rank." 

~()m~ oth~r writers have argued that ii:t_~pite of tile CO(!rcive el~~11t in thej1:1jmani relations, 
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such exchanges "bring solidarity and mutual benefits." They have said that eachjati system tries to. 
maximise its gain and exercise as much power as it can in the matter of jajmani transactions. As' 
M.S.A. Rao has pointed out criticism of jajmani transactions "as brutally exploitative is too sweeping 
and obfuscating a generalisation.''1 · · · · · ' ·· 

Decline of Jajmani System 

At present, in most of the villages in India, the jajmani arrangements are not seen in the village 
economy. In fact, in over all terms this system declined after the ihtroduction of British rule in India~ 
By now the jajmani relationship has been largely supplanted in many villages. In some of the villages, 
it has comple~ly disappeared. Still, it persists in some way in some parts of North India. "We may 
further note that jajmani relationship is now increasingly being supplanted mainly because more 
money is now used in village economy and also because modern transport makes market transac
tions more feasible." Parimal B. Kar - Page: 230. 

13. SOCIAL DETERMINANTS OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

It is now increasingly being recognised that economic development of any country is influenced 
and sometimes determined - ? by a large number of social factors. It is in this connection economists 
have sought the help of sociology i.n understanding the social factors that have contributed to the 
economic backwardness of & few countries. Economists have now realised the im.portance and prac
tical helpfulness of sociological knowledge in analysing the economic growth or economic affairs 
of a country. 

The Social Determinants 

Economic develop~ent is very much influen~ed by various social factors. But .it should be 
noted that the social factors or forces causing underdevelopment vary from country to country. It 
follpws, then that the remedies for the problems ofunderdevelopment must also vary. . 

1. T,he Role of People's Ability, Experience and Knowledge. Economic development of any 
country hinges on the efficient employment of factors of production (scich as, land, labour, capital 
and organisation). The employment of a factor of production is not just a matter Of choice but is very 
much conditio.ned by cultural and social factors. The people musthave the required ability, experience 
and knowledge to make the best use of the facilities that are made available. Economic development 
is, therefore, not a function of economic resources alone, but of social and cultural factors as well. 

2. Adoption of Technology. Adoption oftechnology is notjust governed by simple mechani .... 
cal considerations. Technology can yield results only when appropriate social conditions are present. 
All types of technology are not suitable to all types of soc1eues. A particular type of technology (say, 
introduction of computers) that serves a purpose in a few societies may prove to be meaningless or 
dysfunctional in some others - (say, tribal societies or underdeveloped societies). Labour-saving 
machines are more ideally suited to the more advanced W estem societies. They may be dysfunctional 
for societies wherein large number of unemployed and unskilled workers are ready to work for very 
low wages. 

3. Innovative Personality. Economic development requires innovative personality. Early 
. sodalisationaruUhe-nature-andcootents-Of..educati-On-t-0-whiGhc-the-@ild--i.s-expesed-OeGide-lar.ge-ly--
-tlleemergenceofffinovafive pefsoi:iallty.Tn some soCieflesa-Cliifalsfiiiigni tosofve-proolemsTooe:-
pendently and encouraged to be creative. In traditionll.l 0societies on the other hand, more importance 
is given to confirmity. Here the children are encouraged to accept uncritically the lore and practices 
handed down from the previous generations. In such traditional societies innovative personalities do 
not grow easily. Hence economic development in these societies would be very slow and gradual. 

4. Time Gap Between the Introduction of Technology a~d Cultural Support for the Same. 

I. M.S.A. Rao "The Jajmani System''. The Economic Weekly- 1961, as quoted by Parimal B. Kar - Page: 229. 
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For its fast growth technology requires a favourable cultural support. Adoption of technology in a 
meaningful manner naturally involves a preparatory stage. There is bound to be a time gap between 
preparation for its technology and its adoption. The Western societies have developed over decades 
the cultural traits and s6cial conditions appropriate to-technology. As a result, they could get the 
cultriral support when they startedtechnological inventions and introducing sophisticated technology. 

The underdeveloped c9untries do not have this advantage of the Western societies. As R. T. Gill 
has pointed out ''In underdeveloped countries, however, the problem is to accomplish simultaneously 
both the industrial revolution and the preparation for such a revolution." 1 ' 

In such cciuntries the mass media of communication-carry advertisements of products produced 
by the Western indus1I'ies. Due to these advertisements people may develop craiiness towards these 
products. Hence, in these underdeveloped countries there arises a need for what is lqiown as "a 
revolution in the expectations of the people". The elected "government cannot ignore the rising 

·expectations of,thepeople and it is obliged to go in for sophisticated technology in the absence of 
appropriate cultural and social support. This creates complications for smooth economic develdp~ 
ment". · [Parimal B.Kar - Page 25 I] 

5. E~plosive .Gl'owth of.Population. The biggest social impediment for economic growth is 
the explosiv~ growth ofthe population that we see in countries such as India, Bangladesh, Pakistan, 
China, etc. the Third World countries are all experiencing this problem. Explosive population growth 
is dysfunctional to the economic growth. Professor Gill writes in this connection thus : ''population 
growth is not a stimulant to.development, but a depressant. Because of the lack of industrial capital 
the growing labour force cannot find jobs in the city and therefore adds itself to the already con
gested rural area. Rapid population growth in sucli "labour surplus" economies may mean that 
despise the attempts to increase indust~ial employment, the absorption rate is sufficient and that 
open and disguised unemploy7f!ent increases as a percentage of the labour force - the reverse of 
successfal development. 2 · • 

1. R.T. Gill as quoted by Parjmal B. Kar in "Sociology - The Discipline and its Dimensions" - (1990) - Page: 251. 

2. T.N. Gill in "Economic Development: Past and Present" - (1970) - Page: 86. 
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THE POLITICAL SYSTEM 

. The Ubiquity of Politics - Democracy and Totalitarianism - Classification of Pofjtical 
System; Democrac;y as a Social System-Definition and Basic Principles of Democracy- . 
Essential Conditions of Democracy - Forms of Democracy-Direct Democracy and Indi
rect Democracy - Democracy as an Order of Society - Political Parties and Voting -
Biparty and Multiple Party System -'-Advamages and Disadvantages - Voting Behaviour 
- Pressure Groups- The Totalitarian System-The Ways of Dictatorship- Essential 
Features of Modern Dictatorship - Distinction Between Democracy and Totalitarianism 
- The Welfare State-Meaning and Definition -Functions ofthf!. Welfare State. 

The Ubiquity of Politics 

"Whether he likes it or not, virtually no one is completely beyond the reach of some kind of 
political system. A citizen encounters politics in the Government of a country, town school, Church, 
business firm, trade union,, club, political party, civic associations~Po/itics is, one of the 
unavoidable facts of human existence. ·Everyone is involved in some fashion at some time in some 
kind of political system" · - Rebert A~ Dahl. 

Politics is essentially an ancient and universal experience. The art and science of political 
analysis have develdped over several thousand years throughout many parts of the world. In particu
lar, political analysis has thrived in all cultures that have inherited the rich legacy of the ancient 
people like ancient Gieeks, Romans and the Indians. Like many other arts and scienees politieal' 
analysis achieved an extraordinary degree of sophistication among the-Greeks some 25 centuries 
ago under the leadership of Socrates, Plato and Aristotle. Since their time every age produced a few 
great students of politics who have contributed much to the development of the disdpline, i.e., 
political science. 

1. DEMOCRACY AND TOTALITARIANISM 

Classification of Political Systems 

____ ]hinkersdistin_guish between different kinds of political systems. Long back Aristotle intro-
-- dueed-a-si~-Jeld-elass-ifieatioi1--0f-J'lolitieakystem~-K"ingslti/}-{Mefiarnhyfand--T)'ra#ny-(-rt.Je:t)y-Ooo)~~-----··· 

Aristocracy and Oligarchy (rule by a few) and Polity and Democracy (rule by many). 

Max Weber was of the opinion that the type of the political system depends upon the nature of 
its legitimacy. Legitimacy rests on three factors: (i) Tradition, (ii) Exceptional Personal Qualities or 
Charismatic Personality, and (iii) Legality 

T.B. Bottomore makes a distinction between three kinds of political systems: (i) Political sys
tem of tribal societies which are slowly getting modernised and industrialised. Ex : African Societ-

399 
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ies. (ii) Political systems in non~industrial Countries of ancient civilizations which are being 
·industrialised after emancipation.from colonial and autocratic rule. Ex: Countries of Asia, Middle 
East, some Latin American Countries. (iii) Political systems of the industrial societies. Here two 
major types of political systems can be.witnessed,: (a) The Democratic-Capitalist or Democratic
Socialist, and ( b) The Communist-Totalitarian inc!Uding other kinds of totalitarianism. 

Democracy~as a Political System 

Democracy as a political system, i.e., as a form of government, has become politically the most 
fashionable one today. It is often said to be t!:ie best and the most civilised form of political system. 
Still, as Burns says; "Democracy is a word with many meanings and some emotional colour." He 
further says, "Few words have been more loosely and variously defin?d than democracy. It has 
almost literally meant'all things to all men." 
Definition of Democracy 

The term democracy is derived from two Greek words demos which means the people and 
kratia which means the power. "Literally, therefore, democracy is regarded as that government 
'where the power is vested in the people". 

(i) Gettel! defines democracy as-"that form of government in which the mass of the popula
tion possesses the right to share in the exercise of sovereign power". 

(Ai) Maclver writes ; "Democracy is, not a way of governing whether by majority or otherwise 
but primarily a way ofdetermining who shall govern and broadly, to what ends". 

(iii) Sardar Panikkar, a noted Indian Historian writes: "Democracy is in fact, not merely a 
form of goverilment, it is a complex of social, economic and political factors, affecting the relation
ship of the state of the individual, guaranteeing essential freedoms, personal liberty, freedom of 
expression of organisation and of governing activities". ' 

(iv) Abraham Lincoln has said that democracy is a "government of the people by the people 
and for the people". 

(v) For Aristotle democracy was "a perverted form of popular rule". 

Basic Principles of Democracy 

The basic principles of democracy can be listed here.-( l) Democracy guarantees all individu
als the right to speak, criticise and disagree with others. (2) It stands on -the spirit of tolerance and 
allows people to have diverse views, ideas and ideologies. (3) It believes in the methods of persua
sion and peace. (4) It is opposed to the use of coercive methods or to the threat of power. (5) It 
upholds the dignity of the human personality. (6) It guarantees fundamental rights to its citizefis like 
the right to freedom of speech, press, peaceful assembly, to contest the elections, constitutional -
remedies, etc. (7) It is built ori the foundations of Liberty, Equality and Fraternity: (8) In democracy
sovereignty rests with the people. (9) It is a rule by the majority with full safeguards for the right of 
the minorities. (l 0) It is a government by the representatives of the people who are elected on the 
basis of universal adult franchise. ( 11) It functions strictly according to the provision of the constitu
tion, written or unwritten, which has been accepted by the poeple. ( 12) It gives adeqm~te opportuni- . 
ties to all and assures every one full justice. ( 13) Though it is a rule by majority, it aims at the welfare 
of all. ( 14) It provides for a change in government according to constitutional provision. 

Essential Conditions of Democracy 

There are certain conditions which must be fulfilled if democracy is to become successfu~. 
Some of them are as follows : ( l) Del1)0cracy requires some amount of political maturity and educai
tion on the part of its people. (2) Eternal vigilance is the price of democracy. People must be alert t<:i 
protect it at all costs. (3) It requires an efficient and elaborate system ofself-governing institutions 
like Village Panchayat's, Municipalities, Taluk Boards, District Boards, etc. (4) Democracy survives 
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only if people have a strong desire for democracy. (5) Democracy is a government by debate, discus
sion and criticism and consensus. Hence it requires the ~pirit of toleration. (6) It requires well
orgainsed party system. (7)ltworks well if it has a strong, well-organised, ever-vigilantopposition; 
(8) In a representative democracy, the majority' party forms the government. (9) For its undisturbed 
functioning it requires a peaceful atmosphere in its jurisdiction. ( 10) Proper leadership is indispens
able for the smooth working of democracy. ,(11) Free and independent press is the .. watchdog of 
democracy. (12) It requires non-corruptible citizens or citizens gf arhigh moral character.-(13) It 
provides enough opportunities for political participation for all the citizens. (14)Ihequires a strong 
sense of solidarity and feeling of unity on the part of the people. (15) It requires social as well as 
economic equality for its success. There can be no political equ~lity in the absence of socio-eco
nomic equality. ( 16) It requires a sound constitution and an independent judicµtry. ( 17) The wheel of 
democracy marches on with the help of a body of efficient and honest civil servants. { 18) For the 
success of democracy it is essential that the army is sub-ordinated to civil authority. 

Forms of Democr.acy 

Democracy is of two types : (i) Direct and (ii) Indirect. This is determined by the nature of 
relationship between people and the govemment. When they coincide democracy is direct; .when 
they differ gerrfocracy is indirect. . 

(i) Direct Democracy. Direct democracy is also known as pure democracy and simple democ
racy. A direct democracy is one in which the people themselves take direct part in the affairs of the 
state, in passing laws and in executing them. Here, people exercise power directly; This kind of 
democracy can exist and function only in small states with limited population, where.all the people 
can conveniently assemble at a given place and pass laws. This kind of democracy existed in the 
ancient city~states of Greece. But it survives in some of the small Cantons in Switzerland. It cannot 
be put into p~actice in the modem complex societies. 

(ii) Indirect or Representative Democracy. Modem states, are generally very large in size and 
population. Hence direct democracy cannot function in these states. Modem democracy is mostly 
indirect or a representative deipocracy. In an indirect democracy the government is run by the repre
sentatives who are eletted periodically by the people. J.S. Mill defines indirect democracy as one in 
which "the whole people or some numerous portion of them, exercise the governing power through 
deputies periodically elected by themselves." The people judg~ the representatives by their deeds. If 
they are found to be efhc1ent they are re-elected, otherwise, new members are elected. Still, the 
penple donot have direct control over the representatives; when once they are elected They may fail 
to perfrom their duties properly. Some states have introduced various 'direct democratic checks' like 
Referendum, Recall, etc. In India, U.S.A., U.K., France, Japan, Austria there is indirect democracy. 

Democracy as an Order of Society 

'\A democratic society is one in which the spirit of equality and fraternity prevails. Such a 
society does not necessarily imply a democratic state or democratic goyemment." As Burns ob-, 
serves, "democracy as an ideal is a society of equals in the sense thaLeach is an integral and irre-

-_ _ _-=imi..c_~ao1~..Q~1t-ofthe wno:1e:'':4~:,A.:.::Genmc:mti~:§.Qc_ie:ryi~Jrs:c>cJ§ty_Qffr~e:,_~11!,~tiyti:filllltrrt§l1t_g~rrr::: 
citizens, each man choosing his own way of life himself and willing thatothers should theirs". 

Political Parties and Voting 

Political parties are an inseparable part of the demoratic system. Elections and voting are also 
invariably associated with the democratic political.process. 

2. POLITICAL P,,ARTIES 

Meaning of':folitical Parties' 
· L According to Maciver, "A political party is an association organised in support of some 
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principle or policy which by constitutional means it endeavours to make the determinant of govern-
ment." · 

2. According to Ian Robertson, "Political parties are collectivities of people organised for the 
specific purpose Of joining legitimate control 'of government." 

Essentials of Political Parties 

l. A group of people to constitute a political party, must be organised for a political purpose. 
2. There should be similarity of principles helping to unite people. 
3. The political parties should have the main aim of attaining political power. 
4. The parties should use peaceful and legitimate means for attaining political power. 
5. It becomes necessary for a political party to pronounce its main principles in public and 

make equally known to the electorate its plans, programmes and the course of action which it is 
going to follow. 

6. The political parties which are found within the framework of the national boundaries are 
expected to protect and promote the national interests. 

Main Functions 

Political parties are expected to perform two main functions. They are the following : 
(i) Political parties have the basic task of propagating their ideals, policies and programmes. 
(ii) The second main task is to contest and win elections. 
The political parties normally follow four main ways for attaining success in their attempt at 

obtaining political power. 
(a) Firstly, every political party strengthens its organisation by holding regular meeting, rallies, 

training camps, orientation courses for the workers, etc. 
(b) Secondly, every political party tries its level best.to increase its membership. 
(c) thirdly, political parties encourage the electorate and supporters through speeches, pro

grammes and other means, and 
(d) Finally, political parties also impart political education to the voters. 

Bi-Party or Two-Party System 

The two-party system refers to a political system in which two major parties are engaged in 
political rivalry to get into power. Even if a few more political parties exist in such a political system, 
they do not play any decisive role for they are politically insignificarit. For example, there are more 
than two political parties in England, namely, (i) Conservative Party, (ii) Labour Party, Fascist 
Party, Communisty Party, Liberal Party and so on. Of these, the first two are the main parties andthe 
remaining ones have only limited significance. Simiiarly, in America the two main political parties 
are : (i) the Republican Party and (ii) the Democratic Party, 

Advantages of Two-Party System 

(i) Under two-party system the government becomes more stable. 
(ii) Formation <_>f the government, the cabinet, allotment of portfolios become less compli

cated 
(iii) It ensures a.strong government and continuity of policy. 
(iv) Here the responsibility for the failure a.nd shortcomings of the government can easily be 

located in this system. 
(v) This system makes the opposition party to indulge in constructive criticism of the gov

ernment and its policies, programmes and performances. 

Disadvantages 

(i) In the two party system the choice before the voters become very mu<>h limited. 
(ii) There is the possibility of the majority to conduct itself in a dictatorial manner 
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especially when it obtains a landslide victory in elections. 
(iii) It is said that in a bi-party system the prestige of the legilature gets lowered particularly 

when the cabinet functions in a dictatorial manner. 
(iv) The two party system cannot provide sufficient opportunity for all shades of opinion to 

be represented in the legislature. 

Multiple Pa:rty System 

Multiple Party System refers to a political system in which more than two political parties are 
functioning. Exp,mple, India, France, Itlay, West Germany, Sweden, Denmark and Switzerland have 
such a type of party system. 

Advantages of Multiple Pa:rty System 

(i) It provides an opportunity for all shades of opinion to be reflected in the legislative hom~e. 
(ii) This system does not make the Parliament to become a puppet in the hands of the cabinet. 
(iii) It provides a wider choice for the electorate and the nation is not divided into two camps. 
(iv) It provides little or no opportunity for the cabinet to become dictatorial in its attitude and 

functioning. 

Demerits of Multiple Pa:rty System 

(a) Since multiple party system leads to the establishment of coalition government; it remains 
very weak and ineffective. 

(b) It is said the position of the Prime Minister in a coalition government is very weak. 
(c) Since the governme~ts are subject to frequent changes, it is difficult to maintain the conti

nuity in policies. Further, indefiniteness characterises the governmental policJes. 
(d) In this system, there is a lack ofadministrative efficiency, because the governments change 

very often. 
(e) This system encourages political defections and trading in votes. Hence it undermines the 

political morality 

Multiple Party System in the Indian Context 

India has accepted the multiple party system. For about 40 years after Independence this system 
functioned successfully in India. Among all the parties, the Congress party held a dominant position 
and provided a stable government. The defects of this system came to limelight especially after 
1990s . In a brief spell of 8 to 9 yea~s India witnessed the rise and fall of about six Prime Ministers. 
At present (1998 99), there is the eentral rule ofthe coalition go~emment headed by Slni Atal Bihari 
Vajpayee of the Bharatiya Janata Party. In the absence of a clear majority Vajpayee's party is forced 
to forge an alliance with many national as well as regional parties. Very often doubts are raised about 
the stability of the present government. 

Party system has undergone several changes in India. The domination of the Congress Party, is 
more found now. No single party has been able to capture clear majority during the 1 lth and' 12th 
parliamentary elections. Due to the practice of personality cult, party splits and defections party 

_p_QlarisatiQn._liJ!S_nQtJ,ak~n_place. Att~mptsaLpQlaris_ation_JlreYecy__often_sµoiled__h_)Llhe_:personal __ 
--------amhltions-and-temperanrentahtiffere~-ttreleirdm-:---~----~----~------------- ------- · -- - -- ---- · 

3. VOTING BEHAVIOUR 

Elections and voting are an indispensable part of the democratic political system. One of the 
major tasks of the political parties is to contest elections. They select such candidates who have 
greater chances of winning. Candidates who have greater influence on voters and who have greater 
vote-catching capacity are an asset to any political party. 

Voting refers to the political process of electing representatives to a legislative body. The elected 
representatives would play an important role in decision-making process. 
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Modem democracies have. introduced universal adult franchise. The right to vote has been 

conferred on all the citizens without any kind of discrimination. In India also all the citizens irrespec

tive of their difference of colour, class, caste, creed, religion, region, race or sex are given the right 

to vote.The rightto vote is a fundamental right guarante~d by the constitutional law of the country. 

In India, every man or woman of 18 years of age is entitled to enrol himself or herself as a voter and 

to vote in the public elections. · 

Voting Behaviour : Some Observations 

Voting behaviour of the people is not uniform. It differs from place to place, culture to culture 

and time to time. It is very difficult to make generalisations about the way in which people vote in the 

elections. 
The social scientific analysis of voting behaviour in Britain and America has been studied by 

various scholars. The studies revealed some of the facts about the voting behaviour of the people. 

(i) The voting behaviour in Britain and America, has since the 1950s, rested heavily on what is 

known as "thepany icl~ntiftr.;ation model.'' People tended to vote parties with which they had a long

term association and identification. 
(ii) After the Second World War, for about 30 years in the Western nations the main influence 

on voting appears to have been the family. People tended to vote like their parents due to the impact 

of "political socialisation in the home." 
(iii) The factor ofsocial class was associated with voting. For example, in Britain, in the post

war period about 2/3 of the manual working class voted for the Labour Party and 4/5 of the non

manual middle class voted for the Conservative Party. 
(iv) The other important influence on the voting behaviour has been the "community". For 

example, the middle-class voters living in predominantly working class comunities armore likely to 

vote Labour Party than if they lived in a middle-class area. In the same way, working class voters 

living in middle-class areas show some tendency to vote.the Conservative Party. 

Studies have also revealed that since the mid 1970s voting has radically changed. Factors such 

as - mass media, the type of electioneering campaign, party performance; efficiency of the 
candidates, etc. - also have their own impact on the voting behaviour of the people. 

Voting Behaviour in the Indian Context 

ln India also the voting behaviour of the people has undergone a tremendous change. It is 

observed : "Given the level of literacyin India, political consciousness is remarkably high. Since 
independence, levels of political awareness and participation have risen among all segments of the 

populatfon .... " Political awareness is increasing even among the fural poor and illiterate populations. 

There is an increase in the identification with political parties and leaders. Since the voting age is 

reduced to 18 years, even the college-going students get an opportunity to exercise their vote. With 

each election, millions of new voters enter the political arena as active participants. 

Voting behaviour is influenced in the Indian context by various factors such as religion, caste, 
community, language, class,'money, personal charisma of the leaders and also by certain unforeseen 

or accidential factors. 
Though majority of Indian voters are found to be illiterate and ignorant, they are politically 

more alert than the educated persons. They take an active role in voting. They have sho'Yn on some 

occasions appreciable political maturity in unseating some of the inefficient state governments. It is 

·because of their faith in the democratic processes, interest in elections and active participation in 

voting, India continues to be the largest democracy in the_world with 50 years of history. 

4. PRESSURE GROUPS 

Groups also play a direct role in political life. People organise social movements, interest groups, 

and pressure groups in order to influence.the governments. Ethnic groups, racial groups, religious 

and linguistic minority groups have also acted collectively-to influence governmental decisions. 
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Thus, a pressure group refers to an interest group which tries to safeguard and promote the 
interests of its members. It is not a political group seeking to capture political power, though it may 
have a. political character of its own..· A pressure group can· be understood as an association. of 
pe11$ons with a common economic interest who try to influence government judicial decisions. For 
example, The Trade Unions, Dalit Sanghatsha Samithis, Kissan Sabhas, Mahila Samajs, Minority 
Groups, etc. function as pressure groups. 

These "pressure groups", which are also known as 'interest groups', pursue their political 
goals through fol;>bying- "the process by which individuals and groups communicate· with public .. 
officials in order to influence decisions of government. They also distribute presuasive literature and 
launch pu_blic caritpaigns to build grass root support for their political objectives." 

The pressure groups attempt to force their will on a resistant public. In the view of 
functionalists, ~uch groups play a constructive role in decision-making. They prepare the ground 
for The orderly political participation. They also provide legilators with a useful flow of information. 
They also provide legislators with a useful flow of information. 

Conflict theorists, on the other hand, argue that although a few organisations work on behalfof 
the poor and disadvantaged, most of the pressure grol!ps represent the vested interests of the business 
leaders, the lobbies of multinational companies, rich professionals and disgruntled political leaders. 
The conflict theorists further assert that these powerful lobbies discourage political participation by 
the individual citizens. The enormous lobbying work of the pressure group raises serious questions 
about who actually rules a democratic nation. 

The pressure groups play a greater role in a democracy than in a totalitarian state. The party in 
power in a totalitarian state does not recognize the existence of such presure groups and does not 
tolerate them also. 

In a democratic system,·the role of the pressure groups becomes conspicuous especially at the 
time of elections. The different levels of electoral process such as filing ofnomination or fielding of 
the candidates, canvassing and campaigning, financing the parties, etc. These groups bring heavy 
pressures. to win favours to their side. In spite oftheir limitations and defects, they have become an 
essential part of the modem democratic process 

5. THE TOTALITARIAN SYSTEM 

'[he totalitarian system is one ofthe rivals of the democratic system. It is a system in which the 
total power is vested in one individual or patty. It is populmly known as dictatorship. It is opposite 
to democracy. While democracy upholds liberty, dictatorship suppresses it.. As F. Neumann says : 
"By dictatorship we urzderstand the rule of a person or a group of persons who arrogate to them
selves and monopolise powerirz the state, exercising it without restraint. "A dictator dictates terms, 
Le., he orders and rules as he pleases. He passes laws to strengthen his own hands .. There are no 
restraints on his own hands. There are no restraints on his authority. He ruthlessly suppresses oppo
sition. If democracy is based on consent, dictatorship is based onforce. 

The Ways of Dictatorship or Totalitarianism 

---- -IJictatGrship-mak~+ts~shefil'-will--tb{l-SGlejastifkatieH-ef--ita:-auther-ityAts-ewn-being-is'ihe-onJy 
-~---answefif perriffts:Tt ignores community. It has no abidlngrufes, no fundamentaTiaws. lts own1awis 

always that of the hour. There is no law or basis oflaw.beneatb. it. No law has any higher status than 
his mere decree.There is noso-cial ground on which his pronouncement of justice rests. Dictatorship 
comes into being when the social orderis shaken or broken, in the time of crisis when men forsake 
their traditions. It comes in the time of desperate conflict when men are willing to sacrifice if only 
the_§_trong man restores to them assurance and order. In such times they abandon the accepted stan
ctard~ of legality. The anti-thesis betw~en dictatorship and legality has been recognised since the 
days of the Greek city-states. 

The coming of dictatorship is us~ally abrupt. It represents a sharp break from tradition. A crisis 
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occurs: The old legality cann9t be restor,ed and the people are unready for the alternative of democ

racy. Because, it requires a process of maturation. The contentions between the classes or between 

ethic, religious, or other groups may be too.irreconcilable for orderly settlement. Such a situation 

sows the seeds of dictatorship. During one crisis in England, when a severe break with the tradition 

occurred, there appeared its only dictator, Oliver Cromwell. In France, during_the historic Revolu

tion there came the dictatorship of Robespiere and soon after the Revolution, of Napoleon Bonaparte. 
Nepoleon, of course, constitutionalised his dictatorial power. 

Every dictatorship maintains power by unconstitutional means. lt elevates the executive above 

the legislative, it makes its decree, its law; it insists on politiQ~ orthodoxy, it suppresses unfavourable 

opinions. It exalts the state. It builds its own organisations which markedly differ from those of the 

community associations. It can invent no constitutional device_for succession to dictatorial power; 
' I j, 

Types of Dictatorship 

Modem dictatorship can be classified into three main types: (i) The Fascist and the.NaziDic~ 
tatorship, e.g., Italy and Germany-before World War II, (ii) Communist Dictatorship e,g., Soviet 
Russia and China, and (iii) Military Dictatorship, e.g., Indonesia, Pakistan, Egypt, Bangladesh, Iran, 

Iraq. Between 1919~1939 dictatorship rose in Italy, Germany, Spain,:[urkey, SovietRussia and 

other countries. After the end of World War II, it rose in China, Indonesia;Paldstan, Burma, Sudan, 

Egypt, Iraq and other countries. --

Essential Features of Modern Dictatorship or Totalitarianism 

(1) Totalitarian Power. In a totalitarian system the government assumes complete power and 

covers all aspects of the individual's life. The state is glorified. Mussolini ofltaly said: "All within 
the state, none outside the state, and none against the state". ' 

(2)0ne Man Rule. One man or a minority group assumes supreme authority. This person or 

group 1s not responsible "tci the people over whom control is exercisecf'. 1 

(3) One Party Rule. The party to which the dictator belongs exercises ruthless control over the 

state. Opposition is simply crushed. In Russia, for example, there is only one party-The C9mmunist 
Party. . 

( 4) No Civil, Political and Economic Liberty. The totalitarian denies individual liberty, it~bridges 
or abrogates fundamental rights. Virtually, people become the slaves of the state. Individual be

comes the means and the state, the' end. 
(5) Based on Fear and Force. Since. the dictator is always doubtful about his position, he 

adopts violent and coercive methods to suppress opposition. He deals with the oppositi~n _with an 

iron hand. . · 

(6) Militant Nationalism. The totalitarianism often stands_ for the purity. ofrace, language, 

literature and culture. It oftenbreeds militant or aggressive nationalism. 
• I 

(7) Absence of Fr_ee and Independent Press. In a totalitarian system free expression of public 

opinion is cru~hed. It contrQls in countless ways the mass media of propaganda, including the radio 

and the Press. The Press cannot be free, frank, and independent. 

(8) No Distinction Between the State and Government. In a totalitarian system the state-and 

government are not distinguished. The dictator himself represents both. He is all in all, and the 

state.is omnipresent and omnipotent. The state is deified. An individu~l must be ready to 

sacrifice himself for -the sake of the state. Hitler said the fonctions of the citizens were, duty, 
discipline and sacrifice. 

(9) Hostile td Inte'rnationalism. Dictators ar~ opposed to internationalism. They foMow the 

policy of personal glorification. ' -
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3. Distinction between Democracy and Totalitarianism 

Democracy 

1. Democracy gives importance to the indi
vidual. Individual is an end and the state is 
a means. 

2. Power is decentralised and distributed. 
3. Distinguishes between society and the state 

and the government. 
4. It ensures equality and liberty and stresses 

duty. 

5. Stands for peace at home and abroad. It 
believes in friendly relations between men 

, and nations. 

6. Assures fundamental rights: The right to 
speak, associate, own property, marry, 
worship etc. 

7. Makes provisions for plurality of political 
parties. 

8. It is based on the principle of reason. 

9. Believes in self-government. Hence the slo
gan; "good government is no substitute for 
self-government". 

I 0 Believes in tolerance and gives opportuni-
ties to all. 

Totalitarianism 

1. Totalitarianism glorifies the state. The state 
is the end and the individual is means. 

2. Power is centralised and monopolised. 
3. No clear distinction between the state and 

society and government. 
4. Liberty and equality are not guaranteed. 

5. 

6. 

7.\ 

8. 

Duty, discipline and sacrifice are 
emphasised. 
Glorifies war. War is openly preached. 
Hitler said,· "In Internal warfare mankind 
has become great; in eternal peace it will 
be ruined". Peace is regarded "the humani
tarian weakness of democracy". 
Fundamental rights are abridged or abol
ished. Mussolini said: "People do not want 
liberty but they want Jaw and order." He 
also said: "Liberty is a dead carcass. I kick 
it". 
Believes in a slngle party. All the other po
litical organisations are banned. 

. It is based on the unquestioned obedience 
to the law of the state. 

9. Never believes in self-government. It is th.e 
an_tithesis of self-government. 

10 Totalitarianism is opposed to such things .. 

I l. Upholds the mtrmstc worth ofd1gmfy and 11. Suppresses the development of personality. 
man.-Encourages the development of per- Scant respect is shown to the intrinsic worth · 
sonaHty. of man. Individuality is snubbed. 

12. It is a costly government and administra- 12. Expenses of administration are very .much 
tion is more expensive. limited. 

13. The government is complex and compli- 13. The government is known for its simpli-
ro~ ci~ 

· --l4;-Mak-esprovision-foran-0rderly·i:hange in-- -l4.-Revelutiens-and--bleedshed-af1;HJemmen- ··· - --·- · 
-- ... -·-----~governmeilt~andavoidsrevoTiitfons and-·-events fncfliingillgtlie govemment$.-·-------

bloodshed. 
15. It is comparatively slow in arriving at deci

sions It finds it difficult to face emergencies. 
16. !tis a government responsible to the gov

erne<l. 
17. It is away of life and a spirit of mind, more 

than being a form of government. 
18. Aims at the welfare of all. 

15. Decisions are arrived at quickly. It can m'eet 
the emergencies quickly and effectively. 

16. It is a government responsible to none ex
cept the dictator. 

17. It is only a form of government and can 
. never be a way of life. 

18. Aims at the welfare of afew'in the name of 
all. 
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4. Merits and Demerits of Democracy , 

Merits or Advantages of Democracy Demerits or Disadvantages of D~mocracy 

l. Democracy gives importance to human lib- l. Though democracy assures equality to all, 
erty and equality. It protects the fundamen- it ignores the natural and inborn inequali-
tal rights of the people and safeguards their ties. Providing equal opportunities to un-
life. Democracy treats all the citizens as equal people can only perpetuate inequali-
equal before the Jaw. ties. 

2. Democratic government is a responsible 2. There is no guarantee that a democratic 
government. The.party which is in power government works efficiently. The possi-
has the fear of the opposition ,parties and bility of a democratic government being 
hence is very careful in its functioning. dominated by unscrupulous and di&hones· 

' legislators cannot be ruled out. 
3. Here, due weightage is given to the opin- 3. Democracy gives more importance to quar.-

ions and valuable suggestions of intellec- tity rather than to the quality. Sometimes 
tuals, statesmen, schoolars, etc. the ruling party rejects the valuable sugges-

tions of the opposition by its brute major-
ity. 

4. The Democratic government gives politi- 4. The political parties instead of serving the 

cal education to the people through the people become tyrannical in the nature. 

political parties. THe political parties hence They may give wrong versions of the is-

play a vital role in democracy. sues and confuse and mislehd the people. 
They may politicalise even he non-politi-
cal issues. 

5. Democracy provides for peaceful change. 5. Democracy is criticised as a coslty govern-

Elections are held periodically and people ment. It results in1hign expenses and wastes 

can vote to power the party which they like. in the form of.1sa~~ies and fillowances to 
fTovf'mmf'nt ~lm hf' ~h:m1n~cl thrcmo-h thf' the legislators and ministers and also in the 
-- . ---·--·-··v --·· --. -··-·-o-- ··:·--o·· P••-

form of elections. constitutional methods in a peaceful man-
ner. It averts bloodshed, wars and revolu-
tions. 

6.- Democracy is a governmet by consent and 6. Democracy is a slow and a time-1consum-

critiGism, debates .and discussions. Hence ing process. Hence it becomes difficult for 

policies and programmes are undertaken the government to deal effectively with 

only after obtaining the consent and co- emergencies and crises. Democracy nee-

operation of the people or their representa- essarily entails delay. 

tives. 
7. Democracy is not based on force or vio- 7. Democracy is often denounced as ineffi-

lence, it believes in peaceful methods, in cient and corrupt. Money plays a vital role 
non-violence, co-operation and persuasion. here. In a democratic nation like India votes 

8. In democracy, people are surpreme and the 
are purchased and legislators bribed._ 

8. Democracy gives scope for politicians to 
rulers are only their elected represen- become prosperous. As Lord Bryce has 
tatives. Hence the rulers are responsible and pointed out, it contributes to "the tendency 
answerable to the governed. to make politics a gainful profession". I 

9. Democracy requires the active participation 9. Democracy is a rule by the majority. With 
of the people. Hence, people will be alert a brute majority in the Parliament it may 
regarding the political actions of their rul- ignore and even suppress the interests of 
ers. the minority. 

10. Democracy strengthens nationalism and 10. Democracy indicates the existence Qfparty· 
fosters patriotism. system. Parties may often mislead and con-

fuse the people. 
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5. Merits and Demerits of Dictatorship or Totalitarianism 

Merits or Advantages of Dictatorship 

I. Dictatorships are often claimed as regimes 
of"strong men who getthings done". They 
are regarded as more efficient and strong. 

2. The dictatorship brings unity. One man rule 
or one party rule does not give room for di
vergent views. On the other hand it wields 
peop.le together as one unit. 

3. Dictatorship is known for its simplicity. De
cisions are taken promptly and immediately 
and unnecessary delay is avoided. 

4. Dictatorship is economical also. It avoids 
wastes and unnecessary expenses. 

5. Dictatorship as a form of government is 
stable also. Since it suppresses all oppo

. sition it is easy for the government to func
tion without disturbances. 

6. Dictatorship is better suited to meet emer
gencies. It can effectively and efficiently 
meet with and face any crisis or challenge. 

7. A dictatorial government can achieve 
progress in a short period. Progress, here 
means the material progress. Communist 
China and Russia, for example, have 
achieved progress in a relatively short pe-

8. 

riod; · 

A dictatorial government gives importance 
to army. Hence it builds up military 
strength to meet any challenge or threat from 
outside. 

Demerits or Disadvantages of Dictatorship 

1. The greatest demerit of dictatorship is that 
it does not grant freedom and fundamental 
rights to the p~9ple. 

2. Dictatorship is based on force and fear. Dic
tators create terror and horror in the minds 
of the people. Hitler and Mussolini, for ex
ample, terrorised people into submission. 

3. Dictatorship makes the people its slaves. It 
buries their sense of self-prestige and self
respect. 

4. A government which is based on force can-· 
not last long. Hence, dictatorship may not 
last for a long time. 

5. The dictatorial government suppresses the 
freedom of the people. This may damage the 
creativity and adventurous spirit of the 
people:. 

6. Dictatorship glorifies the state and goes to 
the extent of sacrificing the interests of the 
individual in the name of the state. 

7. Dictatorship does not prescribe peaceful 
means of changing the government. In it, 
ambitious men and groups will be prepar
ing grounds to seize the reins of adminis
tration into their hands by violent methods. 

8. Dictatorship is opposed to world peace, be-
cause, dictators believe that wars are neces
sary for the nations It builds its military 
strength more for waging wars than for self
reliance. 

9. Dictatorship can effectively put an end to 9. Dictatorship strikes at the very root of the 
corruption, tax evasion, work avoidance, self-reliance of the people. It makes the 
nepotism and other evil practices. people to become dependants on the stat~. 

10. Dictatorship is well suited to bring about IO. Finally, by imposing unwanted and unwar-
strict discipline in th~ c01.mtnr,J)isobedie_l1!S,_ _____ ...ranted.discipline at the..gun.point,_dictator-

-------jndisciplinmt-amhmscrupufous-individmrls-----snip causes··incalculaoleaamagetogrowtn--
are dealt with by iron hand. of personality of its own subjects. 

9. THE WELFARE STATE 

There is a growing tendency on the part of the modem states to claim themselves to be 'welfare 
states'. Writers and thinkers differ in their opinions regarding the definition and functions of the 
welfare state. Still, a welfare state is commonly understood as an agency ofsocial service than as an 
instrument of power. 
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Definition 

l. D.L. Hobman in his The Welfare State, defines welfare state as "a compromise between the 
two extremes of communism on the one hand and unbridled individualism on the other". 

2. Herbert H. Lehman opines that "the welfare state is simply a state in which people are free 
to develop their individual capacities, to receive just awards for their talents, and to engage in the 

of unburdened fear of actual hunger, actual homelessness or oppression by 
reason of race, or colour." 

3. G.D. H. Cole says, "The welfare state is a society in which an assured minimum standard of 
living and opportunity becomes the possession of every citizen." 

4. Arthur Schlesinger says, "The welfare state is a system wherein government agrees to un
derwrite certain levels of emyloyment, income, education, medical aid, social security, and housing 
for all its citizens." 

It is clear from the definitions cited above that the welfare state is one, 'which is wedded to .the 
principle of promoting the general happiness and welfare of all the people. As P. Gisbert says, the 
welfare state is one which takes upon itself the responsibility "to provide social services for the 
nation to bring under public ownership important industries or enterprises placing certain controls 
on private enterprise, and to organise democratic planning on a national scale." The objective of the 
welfare state lies mostly in the economic fieid. It consists in the readjustment of incomes to provide 
for the less privileged citizen. The state reduces inequalities of income through taxation and strives 
to increase national production. 

Functions of the Welfare State 

The concept of the Welfare State is of tremendous significance all over the world. Irrespective 
of the type of the government, whether democratic or totalitarian, communist or socialist, monarchic 
or oligarchic, all the modem states call themselves welfare states. The so-called modem welfare 
states perfonn certain functions to promote the well-being of the people. The type of their welfare 
activities and the manner in which they undertake them depend upon the nature of their political 
systems; whether democratic or totalitarian. However, the main functions which a welf~e state 
normally perfoms may be explained here. 

( l) Maintenance of Peace and Order. The welfare state ensures internal peace and order and 
provides security to its citizens. It efficiently guards its territory against external aggressions or 
threats. It maintains law-and order and establishes political stability. This reduces constant tension 

· and anxiety for its people. 
(2) Protects People's Rights and Provides Justice, The welfare state assures for its people the 

inalienable fundamental rights. It assures right to 'life, liberty, andpursuit of happiness, equality, 
property'. freedom of thought and expression. It provides justice to all irrespective of class, colour, 

caste, or region. 
(3) Consen1ation of Natural Resources, In the generai interest of the community the welfare 

iitate tries .to conserve its natural resources against the competitive private interests. It prevents the 
wasteful consumption of the community's resources, its forests, fisheries, wild life, minerals, art 
treasures, etc. 

( 4) Provision of Education. The welfare state gives high priority for education. It creates o.p
portunities for the individuals to develop their personality. It encourages more the weaker sections 
of the society to come up educationally and economically. Some states like India have in.troduced 
free but compulsory education at primary and secondary levels. The welfare state on its own pro
vides for and secondary schools, colleges, universities, research centres, libraries, art classes, 
technical schools and institutes, medical and agricultural institutes, etc. 

(5) Arrangement of Public Utility Services. The modem welfare states construct roads, rail-
ways provide for inigation, water-supply and electric works. It orovides for-post and telegraph, 
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radio, television, telephone and other services. It. makes arrangement for transport such as ]:)uses, 

railways, aeroplanes and ships. -

( 6) Enc~uragement (if Traai, Inauitry, Commerce and Agrzculture-:Tne wel!arestate on tis-----~--
own establishes some big industries; to promote industrial advancement and also to avoid exploita- -

tion. Iron and steel, locomotives, ~ircraft and other heavy industries, big dams, multi-purpose projects, 

major transport ana communication-lines, etc., are often controlled by the.s~tes. Certain i~dustries 

are nationalised in the interests of the people. Still the welfare state gives .enough scope fi. o .. r the 
. . . . . 

private parties and individuals to establish factories and start business to promote indusfi:"ial growth. 

The state also encourages cottage or household industries and agricuJture. 

(7) Organisation of Labour. The welfare state gives special attention to needs of the working 

class. It makes appropriate labour legislations and prevents their exploitation. It promotes their wel

fare in various ways. It gives them freedom to organise labour unions to protect their rights. It tries 

'to better the living conditiop.s of the people also. 

(8) Protection of Old, Poor and the Handicapped. The modem welfare states have taken it for 

granted as their main canon to protect the interests of the old, poor, and the invalid. The old and the 

retired people are given pension, the unemployed and the handicapped are given maintenance allow

ance. Various social securitj; measures are undertaken in order to give the needed protection to all 

the needy people of the state. · 
(9) Maintenance of Public Health. The welfare state provides many preventive and curative 

medical facilities to safeguard the public health. Itmakes provision for sanitation, hospitals, free 

medicine, vaccination and essential energising foods for the poor and so on, It arranges to control 

deadly diseases like malaria, cholera, small pox, plague, T.B., venereal diseases, skin-diseases, lep

rosy, etc. ltruns medical colleges, research centres, training schools for nurses, etc~ 

(10) Arrangement. of Recreation. 'the state provides for various means of recreation to its 

citizens, like films, drama, music, exhibitions, fairs, etc .. It also establishes public parks, museums, 

libraries; playgrounds, copducts competitions to encourage merit, gives awards to the talented per-
' -

sons. 
( 11) Maintains Social Harmdny : The welfare state lays down laws against evil .and harmful 

customs and practices. By various means it tries to bring· people with different soci<?:-religious back

ground nearer. It strives.to promote social harmony by creating better understanding among people. 

- (12) Prevents Dis9rgantsation. The welfare state also tries to pl'.event or cbeckthe process of 

socio~economic disorganisation. By making use. of various means· it tries to solve such socio-eco-

110mic.problems hke CI1me, Juvemle.delmquency, prostiliitton; untouchab1lity, population problem,.·_ 
poverty,. beggary and so on. The efficiency of a welfare State can be measured by its successful 
attempts in removing these problems. · 

l'.hus, it is clear now that the function ofthe welfare state is not merely administration, but an 

integfal welfare and development of its subjects. In fact, there is no limit to what the welfare state can 

do.for the. service 6f the communitj. The popular statement state help. kills self-help is not always 

true. Still, the Welfare State is not all in all. The state cannot interfere in all kinds of human activities 

in the name of welfare. It eannot preseJ"ibe mt>rality, cannot dictate opinion, cannot proclaim new 

customs and fashions, cannot create a new culture and also cannot advocate new rehg1ous doctrines 

oful).iversal application. The state should know its limitations. It should not venture to do a task for 

which it is unqualifieq. Too much interference of the state in the life of the people would destroy the 

very Sr\irit offreedom. It was the veteran Indian Sarvodaya leader Late Sri Jayaprakash Narayan, 

who said in unmistakable terms that "in the present world the state, not only in its totalitarian form 

but also in its welfare variety; is assuming larger and- larger power and responsibility. The welfare 

:state in the name of welfare threatens as much to enslave man to the state as the totalitarian. The 

people must.cry halt to th1s creeping paralysis~ .. " 
. ' ' I 
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RELIGION-MORALITY AND 
MAGIC 

Definition and the Basic Components of Religion - Religion as a System of Belief and 
Ritual - The Sacred and the Profane-,--- Theories of Origin of Religion ·: Fetishism, Ani
mism, %temism-The Fear Theory-The Functional Theory-The Theory of the Alea

. tory- Element Structural Aspects of Religion- Religious Roles- Functions of Religion 
- Dysfunctions of Religion- Morality: Meaning of Morality~ Differences Between Reli
gion and Morality-Religion and Science, Recent Trends in Religion- Religion and Magic 
: Definition of Magic-Types of Magic: White and Black Magic- Differences Between 
Religion and Magic- Magic and Science - Secularisation, · 

Man is a Spiritual Being 
Man, the social animal, is also a religious or spiritual being. Religion is a major concern of 

man. It is one of the earliest and the deepest interests of,the human beings. Religion is universal, 
permanent, pervasive and perennial interests of man. Man not only, has biologidal, economic and 
social needs, but also, what is known as a religious need. He has religious quest which makes him to 
become restless even beyond the satisfaction of his basic physical needs. Hence the Biblical saying, 
Man cannot live by bread alone. It _is also said that man from the earliest times has been incurably 
religious. 

· Religion is not a phenomenon of recent emergence. Its beginning is unknown. It is dateless. 
Some artif~ and evidences of the burial practices ofNea~derthal man indicate that human being 
was a religious creature iong before history began. The institution ofreligion is universal. It is found . 
in all the societies, pastruid present. Religious beliefs and practices are, however, far from being 

. uniform. Laws, customs, conventions and fashions, etc., are not the only means of social control. 
, Overriding them all, are religion and'fflorality which formulate and shape all of them. They are not 
only the most influential forces of social control, but also the most effective guides of human behaviour. 
The social life of man in addition to its economic, political, philosophical, scientific and other as
pects, has also the religious aspect. Not only religion has been in existence from the beginning but 
also it has been exerting a tremendous influence upon ot,her institutions. Religious dogmas have 
influenced and conditioned economic endeavours, political movements, property dealings, educa
tional tasks, ideological fervours, scientific inventions and artistic developments. Religion, which is 
based on the cultural needs of men, has added new dimension to human life and human develop
ment. 

·Religion revolves round man 's faith in the supernatural forces. Religion is a concrete experi
ence which is associated with emotions, especially with fear, awe, or reverence. Many societies have 
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a wide range of institiltions c~nnecied with religion and a body of special officials, with fortns of 

worship, ceremcmies, sacred objects, tithes, ~ilgrhnages, and the like. In modem civilised societies, 

religi~veloped elabori\te-1heories_m:_theologies to explain.man_'s_p.lace in tbe .uni~· 

verse; Religion is closely associated with morality and has elaborate rules of conduct. Further, the 

w.otld religions-Hinduism;. Buddhism; Confucianism, Judaism, Christianity, and Islam-are really 

. centres of elaborate cultural.systertis that ha¥e dominated 'whole' societies for centuries. . 

1. DEFINITIONS AND THE BASic COMPONENTS OF RELIGION 
.. : ' ,. . . '• . ' .. 

Though religion is a unive~sa'l. phenom~non it is unde1.:stood differently by different people. On 

religion, opinions differ from the .great religious leader down to ·an ordinary man. There is no con

sensus about the nature of religion,. Sociologists ate.yet to find a satisfactory explanation ofreligfon ... 

Writers have defined religion in various ways. A few(iefinitions may be ll)entioned here. ' 

. . 1. Durkheim in his book The Elementary Forms of the Religious Life defines religion as. a 

''unified system of beliefs and practices relat'v~ to sacred things,. that is to say, things set apart and 
forbidden." · · · 

2. James G. Frazer, in his The Golden Bough considered religiona belief in "powers superior 

to man which are believed to dire~t and con~ol the.course of natiire and' of human li~e·'.' . . .. 

3. Edw.ard Sapir, an American anthropologist, says that "the . essence of rehg1on cons,1sts 

in man's never-ceasing attempt . to·. discover a road to spiritual serenity across the perplexities and 

dangers of daily life". 

. 4. Maciver and Page have defined, ''Religion as we understand the term, implies a relationship 
not merely between man and man but also between man and some higher power." 

5. According to Ogburn, "Religion is an attitude towards superhuman powers'.''. 

6. Max Muller defines religion as "a mental faculty or dispositionwhich enables man to appre

hend the infinite''. . . 

7. Thomas F. Q'Dea, a functional theorist, defines religion as "the manipulation of non~em
pfriCal or supra-empiricalmeahs for non-empiricaJ qr supra~empirical ends". He further adds, "Reli

gion offers wha.t is felt to be away of entering intern relationshipwith the supra~empirical a.spect~·of 
reality, be they conceived as God, gods, or otherwise".· · ·. 

Basic Compone11ts of Religion 

(i) Belief in S'1'Jieiwtural Forces; Religion is a matter of belief. It is a belief in supernatural or 

superhuman forces. Some· people believe in ;several kinds of forces and accordingly worship them 

ail. They are called polytheis t.s·. Some others ,believe .in onry one force, or the God or the Almighty . 

. He is formless. and shapeless. They consider Him omnipresent; omniscient and omnipotent. They 

·worship Him iri differentways. They are called monotheists. 

(ii)Af an 's Adjustment with the Supernatural For.ces. Mah b,elieves that he i~ at the mercy of the 

sµpematural forces. He expresses hissubordin,ation to them by means of prayers, hymns, and other 

.a.cts. Worship is the essenc.e of religion. Man believes that his disrespect to and negligence of them 

. woul~ bring him disaster. He is, hence, engaged in ~ndless endeavour to adjust himself with the 
divinity or the supematuraL His adjustment is onestded:' · · . · · · · · · 

. · . { m) Acts, De]ined asRzghteous and SmjUJ or Sacred and the Profane. Religfun conside1 s some 
'iicts as righteous and sacred and encourages such acts. It regards soi:ne qther acts as. sinful and .. 

profane and denounces such acts~ Behaving in accordance with the religidus code or standards is 

righteous; going against them is sinful. The good or the righteous acts are believed to bring man 

good results, while the sinful acts resul~ in disaster. As Durkheim says, a distinct.iOn between the 

sacred ahd the profane is made in all the societies. The conceptions of heaven and· hell are woven 
around the rigl}teous !,ind the sinful acts. ' ' · · · ·. ,. 

-~(i}>)So!ne Methods qf Salvation. Every religion has its own explanation regarding salvatit;nt. It 

is regarded as ultimate aim of a devotee. The Buddhists called it Nirvana, a process of becoming one 
,"' '- 1 
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with the God. The Hindus termed Mukti or Moks~a-release from the chain of birth and death. They 
have prescribed four paths for its attaittment-:--the Yoga Marga, the Jnana Marga,. the Bhakti Marga 
and the Karma Marga. 

2. RELIGION AS A SYSTEM OF BELIEF AND RITUAL 

Religion is a matter of belief. h is no.thing but man's belief in supernatural or superhuman 
,. forces. As Durkheim has said the concepts of sacred or holy and profane or unholy are central to 

religion. What makes a thing holy or unholy is our attitud~, an aspect of our mind. I! is a quality 
which we attribute to the thiqg. It is not inherent in the thing.It is an attitude packed with emotion 
and sentiment that makes us !eel that certain things are above and apart from the ordinary matters 
of everyday life. In the light of this subjective attitude two different aspects of the holy can be 
recognised. They are: belief and ritual. 

Religion as a System of Belief 

All religious organisations depend upon beliefs, knowledge, and training to exercise inflmmce 
upon their members. Religious belief is the cognitive aspect of religion. It tri~s to explain the nature 
and origin of sacred things. It assumes that the sacred things do exist. It tells us what this world is 
like, what kind of creatures inhabitit, and what tbejr past history and present interests are. ltgives us 
information about the universe, creation; life and death, future of the world and such other deep but 
subtle matters. This is the information that belief gives about the superempirical world. It also tells 
us how the world is related to the one we actually live in. It tells us what the nature of sacred objects 
fs and how these.objects relate to the supei:empiricalworld. This iS the knowledge that belief gives us 
about the 1so called sacred objects and their liriks with the superempirical world. But in both the cases 
beHef rests upon an attitude, not upon observation. "Ii is belief based on faith rather tha1:1 upon 
evidence; it if in Biblical language the substance of .things hoped for, the evidence of things not 
Sf:en." The sacred character is not observable to the sense .. Hence, even a visible and touchable 
sacred object would be just an ordinary object if it were not for the belief. For example, there is 
nothing to distinguish a sacred cow from any.other animal except the faith of the Hindus who regard 
. the cow as sacred. · 1 

Religion as a System of Ritual · 

, Religious ritual is the practical side of religion. As M. Douglas in his Purity and Danger, 1966, 
. says ritual refers to symbolic actions concerning the sacred. Kingsley Davis says that ritual is behaviour 
with reference to superempirical entities and sacred objects. Like the belief itself, it has a sacred 
character, "lt expresses in internal attitude symbolic of the unsetm powers." It .can include any kind · 
of behaviour known, such as the wearing. of special clothing, the recitatiori of hymns or special 

. formulas, and the immersion in certain rivers. It can also include singing, ~ancing, weeping, bowing, 
prostr~ting; crawling, feasting, reading, etc. The religious character of the behavi9ur does notcome 
from the behaviour itself, but·from the attitude takett towards it. The same actions, the same motions 
or the same behaviour may be holy in one context but ordinary or unholy in another. 

Ritual.is a means t~ remind the individm~l of the holy world. It strengthens and supports his 
faith in this world. It helps him to give expression to his religious sentiments and emotions. This 

. brings him emot.ional ecst!lsy. ~itual when performeatogeth~r (as when the Muslims do Nafnaz 
together in a Mosque and Christians their Prayers in a Church, an.d Hindus their Bhajanas ina Temple) 
by several individuals, becomes effective asa·unifyiilg factor. This collective aspectpfreligion was
vecy much stressed byDurkheim: Hc:Ysaid that "The function ofreligioi.ls ritu!lls is toaffinn the moral 
superiority of the society over its individual members and thus to maintain the so/idaritp pf the 
society". "The god of the clan can be nothing but the clan itself." 

Religion as a social system can be'uilderstood only ifboth beliefandritual are understood. The 
early thinkers gave more importance to the in~elleciual aspects bf religion and ignored the ritual 
aspect. They were more busy in discussing whetller or notreligious beliefs are true; if not true, how 
theyeame t<rbe·estabtished-.-This-question-isonly-secondary-for us; We·ar:e·rnore·rn.t~r~sred·irfll:ie 
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social function of religious beliefs and rituals. Religious beliefs inay not be scientific even. Their 

non-:scientific character by no means lessens their social relevance and huinan significance. 

_____________________ c_3~--sA-cREDitND THE PROF-~---------------__j 

The concepts of 'sacred and profane' are central to Durkheim's theory of religion. According 

to him, all aspects of human experience can be divided into two radically and diametrically opposed 

categories : the sacred ahd the profane. -

What is the nature of the· sacred ? 

Durkheim says that the sacred is ideal and transcends 'everyday existence; it is extra-ord_inary, 

potentially-dangerous, awe-inspiring, fear-inducing. The sacred, for Durkheim, refers to things set 

apart by man, including religious beliefs, rites, duties, or anything socially-defined as r~quiring 

special religious treattrient. The sacred has extra-ordinary, supernatural, and often dangerous quali

ties and can usually be approached only through some form of ritual, such_ as prayer, incantation, or 

ceremonial cleansing: Almost anything can be sacred: a god, a rock! a cross; the moon, the\ earth, a 

king, a tree, -an animal or bird, or a symbol, such as swastik These are sacred only because some 

community has marked them as sacred; Once established as 'sacred', however, they become sym

bols ofreligious beliefs, sentiments and practices. 

What is the Profane ? 

The profane is mundane, that is, anything ordinary. It is a part of the ordinary realm rather than 

the supernatural world. The profane or ordinary or 'unholy' embraces"those ideas, persons, prac~ 

tices, and things that are regarded with an everday attitude of commonness, utility and familiarity". 

It is that which is not supposed to come into contact with or take precedence over the sacred. The 

'uriholy' or the 'profane' is also believed to contaminate the 'holy' or 'sacred'. "It is the denial or 

sub-ordination of the holy in some way. The attitudes and behaviour toward i~ are charged with 

negative emotions and hedged about by strong taboos" ~Kingsley Davis.) A rock,' the moon, a king, 

a tree or a symbol may also be considered profane. It means something becomes sacred or profane 

only when it is socially defined as such by a: community of believers. · · 

The sacred arid the profane are closely related because of the highly emotional attitude towards 

them. The distinction between the two is not very much clear, but ambiguous. As Durkheim has 

pointed out, "The circle of sacred objects cannot be determined, then, once and for all. Its extent 

varies indefinitely 1;1ccording to different religions". The significance of the sacred lies in the fact of. 

its distinction from the profane: "The sacred thing is par excellence that which profane should not 

touch and cannot touch with impurity". Man always d1aws this distil1ction of the\ two orders in 

different times and places, Participation in the sacred order, for example, in rituals arid ceremoD:ies, 

- gives a special social prestige, which actually reveals one of the social functions ofreligion. "Mecha

nisms are established by all religions for keeping these two worlds (sacred and profane)froni com

munication with one another. ·one result of this segregation is that the sacred cannot be questioned or 

challenged by the profane. The sacred 'can remain fixed or stable to the degi;.ee that it succeeds in 

insulating i!self froni the secular or profane. Breaches of this segi'egationare treated as sacriligious 

or heretical and niay be dealt with by a wide range ofsarictions"~Bernard S. Philips writes in his 

. - ' 

N afore and Qualities of the Sacred 

· Metta Spencer and Alex Inkel.,es have enlisted seven qualities of. the sacred as described by 
Durkheim. They are : \ · 

(i) · The sacred is recognised as a powe~ or-force, 

(ii)- It is characterised by ambiguity in that, it is both physical and moral, human and cosmic, 

positive and negative, attractive and repugna~t,, helpful and dangerous to men, ' 

-(iii) It is non-utilitarian,· 

(iv)' It is non~empirieal 
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(v) ·ft does not involve knowledge of any rational or scfentific character, 
(vi) It strengthens and suj:Jports worshippers, and 
(vi~) It makes moral demand on the believer and worhipper . . 

Social Insti!Utions 

The sacred quality is not intrinsic to objects but is conferrep on them by religious thought and 
feeling.· "The sapred does not help one to manipulate natural forces and is useless in' pra8tical sense. 
It is not even ar1 experience based on knowledge and the senses, but involves a definite break with 
the everyday world". · 
God-as Sacred. The sacred may be a supernaturalbeing, that is, god. Those who be.lieve in one 
god are monotheists. More than 985 million Christians, 14.5 million Jews and 471 million Muslims 
are monotheists. Those who worship more than one god are polytheists, say, the Hindus, Whose 
nlimher exceeds 4 72 millions. · 
Ghost as Sacred. Gods are not alone among the sacred. Many worship the sacred ghost or ance~tor 
spirit. Such spirits are also 'belie~ed to possess superhuman qualitie.s. But they are ofhuman origin 
rather thari of divine. Shintoism, for example, with its niore than 60 million followers (mostly found 
in Japan) is based on reverence towards family ancestors; . . 
Moral or Philosophical Principle as Sacred. A moral or philosophical principle can al~o be sacred" · 

. For example, the Asian religions such as Buddhism, Confucianism, and Taoisin~all stress the im
portance of certain ethical and spiritual ideals. Buddhism is more ccmcenied with Buddha's message 
of"four n<Jhle truths" than with him as the god. Similarly; more importance is laid on the 'Eight-fold 
p~th ' toattain 'nirvana' a state of spiritual detachment. . · · . . .. . . 
Totem as the Sacred ; Totems ate another example of Durkheim's "sacred things". The totetnic 
object-an animal or plant~is worshipped by primitive·peop1e all over the world. The totem is a 
symbol, a treasury of deep group-based sentiments and. feelings. It is worshipped as a god or as an. 
ancestor, or both, and it generally possesses sonie special quality or significance for the religious 

\ community, . . . 
·supernatural Force as Sacred. A.supernatural force is still, another example of a sacred thing 
although it has no shape of its own. Example : On certain islands of Oceania, a warrior successful in · 
battle· while using a particular spear will attribute his victory to ~mana ;_a supernatural force that 
entered his spear. The supernatural force, on the whole, may be good or bad. · · 

Thus,1 whether be it a force, or a god, a ghost, a moral principle, or a totemic object-all are 
elements ofDurkheim's definition ofreligion. All are forms of the sacred and all bearwitness to the 
existence of religious behaviour. · 

"To what do the sacred symbols of religious belief and practice refer? "-Durkheim asks. · 
Durkheim is of the opinion that "they cannot refer to the exterµal enviro.nmentor to individual 
human nature but only to ,the moral reaJity of society. The source and object of religiOn are the 
collective life; ·~ sacred is at bottom society personified". .,;-Dr. Timasheff · 

Thus, according to Durkheim, man's attitudes towards God and societr are more or less sinii~ 
lar. Both "inspire the sensation of divinity, both possess moral authority and stimulate devotion, self
sacrifice and exceptio~al individual behaviour. The individual wh() feels dependent on some exter~ 
nal ni0ral power is not, therefore, a victim of hallucination but a member of and responding' to 
society itself. Dlirkheim concludes thatthe substantial function of religion is the creation, reinforce-' 
nent and maintenance of social solidarity. So long as society persists so willreligion".:,.Vr. Timas he.ff. 

4. THEORIES OF ORIGIN OF RELIGION 

The origin of religion is hidden in the :unfathomi,tble past. When exii.ctly, h(>iW exac~ly and in · 
w~ich forni religion came into being we d_p.not know. Its origin in a way ~s mysteriou~. S~ill sociolo- ' 
gists, social anthropolog~sts, and social scientists in general have made lot of etfoits to explain the · 
origin of religion. In their. attempts. to do. so they have g'i:ven birth ~o a nut'1ber of theories some .of 

. which are more plausible than scientific. Some.arenot susceptible of iln~~ntific proof; while 
some others remain either as only logical assumptions-or asfigmentof:imaginatibns.Hence there is 
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a great deal of disagreement among the thinkers regarding the origin of i;eligion. But they do agree 
that religion, like other social institutions arose in responses to certain felt needs of maq. Let us 
briefly discuss a fewtheoriesof origi~ of religion. 

(1) Fetishism 

Fetishism has been defined both as religion and as magic. In origin, it is the most primitive 
form of religion. It endows objects with supernatural or mystical powers for good or evil. The person 
who possesses the fetish can ward off bad luck and will have good fortunes. Hence, fetishism is 
nothing but the adoration of material things because of their mysterious power. 

Though the Portuguese explorers used the term Jetishes' to refer to the wooden images of the 
west African Negroes, the term is not necessarily restricted to denote artificial things. 

A leaf, a feather, a horn, a stone or any such thing with unusual shape is adored in the same 
manner as a carved figure. "Most fetishes are inanimate objects whose alleged powers are based on 
the naive belief, or superstition, that events that happen together or sequentially, are causally related 
and will continue to happen together". [Leslie, Larson and Gorman] Further, one of the two ele
ments, cause or effect, is believed to have special power. 

The mysterious power that is attributed to inanimate objects has been called by some primi
tives "mana ".The Melanesians and Maoris, for example, employed the term 'mana' to signify such 
a power. The term 'mana' was first used by the anthropologist R.H. Codrington. The. beliefin 'mana' 
has been referred to by R.R. Marett as 'animatism '. Hence this theory is also known as ''Animatistic 
theory". The belief in 'mana' or some fetish is found to be universal among primitive people. An
thropologist Lowie described the myst7rious power as kind of "electric fluid that could charge per
sons and things and be diverted from one to another". 

Fetishism or animatism is a very personal form of religion compared to most other belief 
systems that are group forms. Fetishism locates power in inanimate objects whereas most other 
religions locate it in animate ones. (The Americans who attach special power to a rabbit's foot which 
is believed to bring good luck, is an example of fetishism). 

(ii) Anim'ism 

The theory of 'animism ' is the work of E.B. Tylor and may be found in his "Primitive Culture" 
first published in 1871. Sir John Lubbock and HerbertSpencer too could be considered as the other 
chief exponents of this theory. According to Tylor, animism is essentially a belief in the spirit of the 
dead. Tylor argued that early men had a need to explain dreams, shadows, hallucinations,J>leep, and 
death. The need to ~nder stand such phenomenon led to the belief in the existence of the soul 01 an 
indwelling personality. 

Animism is essentially a belief in the existence of some supra-physical being within the body 
of every living being~ This super-natural being survives even after the collapse of the physical body 
in which it is contained. After the death of a person this so-called super-natural being is freed from 
the physical limitations and can wander anywhere without being restricted_by time and space. 

Tylor considered the belief in spirit or invisible soul or 'selr as almost.an inevitable result of a 
______ JmiYeI:Salphenomenon .such as_dreams..__Y'ezy_commonlµhe_yJewis_hcldj:haLs~----

sleep, that1ou-wheniltris-expertencmg-dreams:Tyton.-s-sertea--tharth:e prrmittve man cm.tlahalttly____ -
explain a dream in which he had certain "actual" experiences. For example, he dreamt of a hunting 
adventure which resulted in his taking home the hunted animal and enjoying fine dinner. After 
waking up from the sleep, he found, in reality that he had not left his cave. How could he explain 
this? The primitive man hence believed in a spiritual self which was separable from his bodily self 
and which could lead an independent existence. When once he got this idea, he gradually started 
extending the same to regard other animate beings and inanimate objects, as possessing a spirit. In 
this way, the primitive man was led to animism. Tylor is of the. opinion that animism lies at the very 
basis of all religions. 
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, , Herbt'._rt Spencer\did not completely accept Tylor's theory of animism. In his "Principles of 
Sociology"-Oe has stated that teligion originated mainly in ghost-fear. The ancestral ghosts which 
were endowed with superhuman powers, were believed to manipulate human affairs and natural 
forces. Hence the primitive men had to keep the ancestral ghosts in good humour if they were to act 
in his behalf. Spencer, further said that the deceased tribal leaders of great power came to be eventu
ally worshipped as gods. The belief in gods originated in this way. In congruence with Spencer's 
'ghost-theory', the Hindus still believe in the spirits or ghosts of ancestors and observe annually 
'shraddha' to offer some food or 'pinda' to them to keep them happy. 

Most of the anthropologists believe that the concepts of animism a~d animatism are fundamen~ 
tal to all religions. One is not l:>elieved to precede the other for both coexist and underlie all religions: 
Hence, Marett 's assertion that animatism precedes animism has not been accepted by many others. 

(iii) Totemism 

Totemism is an extension of fetishism. "A totem is a species of animal or plant; or part of an 
animal or plant; or a natural object or phenomenon or the symbol· of any of these which signifies 
distinguishing features of a human group vis-a-vis other groups, similarly represented, in the same 
society"-H.D. Munro in 'Dictionary of Sociology'. 

In the words of J. G. Frazer, a totem is a class of material objects which a savage regards with 
superstitious respect believing that there exists between him and every member of the clan an inti~ 
mate aµd altogether a special relation. A totem :is generally an animal, rarely a plant which gives its 
names to clan or may be otherwise associated with it. 

The concept of totemism has not been satisfactorily defined. However, it could be said that 
according to the theory of 'totemism', a tribe is supposed to be related to an object-mainly animal or 
plant towards which they behave in a reverent manner by adopting its name and offering sacrifices 
or adoring it. The totems usually belong to the animal world-real or imaginary-and a few belong to 
the vegetable world. Durkheim found 460 of 500 totemic names in South Eastern Australia to be· 
names for animals and plants. Only 40 were for inanimate objects such as the moon, sun, stars, fire, 
smoke and water. 

Members of the tribal group affiliate themselves with the totem. The totem is a collective , 
religious obj,ect having supernatural or mysterious powers for the group. Totem is' associated with 
tribal organisation, and it becomes the name of the tribe, an image of the totemic spirit; and animal or 
plant with which the tribe identifies. The tribe-the spirit and the animal.,are united in a trinity which 

· cannot be separated into parts., 

Totemism appeared to be important to those societies in 'Yhich it was found, by observers. It 
.seemed to be associated with the rule of exogarriybetween totemic groups. The relation that exists 
between the totem and the people is sometimes taken to be one of blood relationship. Hence the 
totem has to be crossed it;l marriage. The killing or eating the groups totem or insulting it1 or using it 
·for some purpose other than, worshipping is tabooed. The totemic emblems are evoked at with reli
gious attitude and the descent is traced through the totemic line. Totem may be a wolf, bear, turtle, 
hawk, fox, etc. It has to be admitted that none of the traits mentioned above are invariable features of 
totemic societies. Though totemism is universally found it exhibits considerable variations.It is not 
found among Veddas ofCeylon, Punrian of Borneo, the Andaman Islanders, Pygmies of Congo, the 
Bushmen of South Africa~ 

(vi) The Fear Theory .. 
. Fear, a psychological phenomenon is often said to be the cause for the emergence ofreligion. 

This view is quite old, as old as the ancient Greeks and Romans. Ancient Roman philosopher and 
poet iLucretius contended that the belief in the gods was based, on an illusion and that fear was at the 
~.~~~ . . ' . 

David Hl:'me,. a British philosopher of the 18th Century, in his "Natural History of Religion" 
pointed-out tna:f a fear ofnatuta:l forces led man to belteve in-gods who manipuiate-d-nature; Hence 
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man felt and believed that gods would intervene in his behalf if he tried to please them. Gennan 
scholar Max Muller also supported this theory. \According to him, the basis ofreligion is to be found 
in man's ·awe nrthe· presence of extraordinary and terrifying natural phenomenon, According to 
Prof Giddings, the awe and fear of the "Great Dreadful" and of the mysterious forces, have been 
responsible for the genesis ofreligion. 

(v) The Functional Theory 

Modern sociologists have been making scientific efforts to understand and explain the non
scientific social phenomenon that consist of beliefs and practices. In their attempts to do so, they 
have laid the foundations of some social theories of religion. The functional theory of religion is 
basically a sociological ~heory whic.h has been developed by thinkers such as-William Robertson 
Smith, Emile Durkheim, A.R. Radcliffe•Brown, B. Malinowski, Max Weber, Talcott Parson~ and 
their followers. The basic assumption of the functionalist approach to religion is that religio11 is 
universally found becausk it has a vital function in maintaining the social system as a whole. The 
main social requirement that religion is deemed to fulfil has been "the necessity of ideological and 
sentimental cohesion, or solidarity". 

How does religion serve to achieve social solidarity? Kingsley Davis, one of the champions of 
functionalist approach, says that religion does this in two ways: Firstly, "Religion is a part of society. 
It is common to the group; its beliefs and practices are acquired by each individual as a mem.ber of 
the group . · ... The worship of gods is a public matter supported by the community and perfonned for 
communal purposes ... ". · 

Secondly, the "common beliefs through common ritual seems to enhance the individual's de
votion to group ends. It strengthens his detennination to observe the group norms and to rise above 
purely private interests. It reinforces his identification with his fellows ... ". 

W. Robertson Smith seems to be the earliest exponent oftq.is theory. In his book "The Religion 
of Semites 1894" he concluded that "ancient religions consisted primarily of institutions and prac
tices", that is, of rites and ceremonies, and that myths, that is, beliefs .and creeds, were an outgrowth 
of these". In fact, Smith's ideas later contributed to the formulation of the sociological theory df 
religion. 

Emile Durkheim, one of the earliest functionalist theorists, was the first sociologist to apply the 
functional approach to religion in a systematic way. His theory ofreligion got its proper fonn in his 
famous book "The Elrmtentary Fonns ofReligious life, { 9 f 2" 

Durkheim in his study stressed the social role or func~ions of the most simple fonn of religion 
called totemism of Australian Abongmes. The totem, as it ts noted already, denotes a commpn 
object such as an animal, or a plant, and a symbol representing that it is sacred. Each tribal clan is 
organised around totem. Tbe totem, then, is sacred but is also the symbol of society itself. From this 
fact Durkheim concluded that when. people worship religion, they are really worshipping nothing 
more than their own society: "divinity is merely society transformed and symbolically cqnceived" · 

What happens, Durkheim argued, is that the members of the clan gather periodically. They 
participate in some group functions with emotional excitement and feel great ecstacy and elation of 

---··-a-killilwhleh4heyweuld.never-fool-afuoo.N-OW,th~en-/m0wwell-t#au~~upon,J.mt-.---~·---~ 
------they do not Knowoywhom,,.-Tlley p1cKOr1 some nearby item sucnas a plant or ammal, and maketffiS-

the symbol of both their clan gathering (or society) arid their experience of fervour and ecstacy (or 
religion). Their shared religious belief arises from the society and, in turn1 it helps to hold tl)e society 
together."-/an Robertson. 

The unity and solidarity of the community is further increased by the rituals that a~e enacted on 
religious occasions. These rituals also have the capacity of bringing people together and reaffinning 
the values and beliefs of the group. They also help to transmit the cultural heritage from one gen~i::a
tion to the next. The rituals maintain taboos and prohibitions and those who violate ~hem are ,)Un• 
ished. The disobedients or violators ofnormsmay even be required to undergo ritual punishment or 
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purification. The rituals ha_ve another function also. In times ofindividqal distress or group crisis the 
rituals provide help and comfort. "'The social function of shared religious beliefs and the ritualsthat 
go with them is so important, Durkheim argued, that every society needs a religion or at least some 
belief sy#em that serves the same function"-Jan Robertson. 

Accordin~ to Durkheim, much of the social disorder in modem .times is due to the fact that 
people fio longer believe deeply in religion and that they have found no satisfying substitute for that. 
Lacking committn)ent to a shared belief S)jStem, people teQd to pursue their private interests without 
regard for their fellows. · · 

It is true that much ofDurkheim's'work on religion was purely speculative. His account of the 
origins of religion would not be accepted by most of the modem sociologists. Goldenweiser, for 

· example, criticised Durkheim's theory as one-sided and psychologically untenable. He argued that a 
"society possessing the religious sentiment is capable of accomplishing unusual things,· but it can 
hardly produce that sentiment out of itself". Some others have stated thlit ·"by making the social 
mind, or 'collective representations' the sole source of religion, Durkheim resorted to something 
quite mysterious in itself and, hence failed to give a satisfactory explanation": But the real merit of 
his analysis is his recognition of the vital social fµnctions that religion plays in, society. · 

(v) The Theory of the Aleatory Element 
/ 

Sumner and Keller in tµeir book ''The Si:ience of Society" have stated that the ever present 
element of chance or _what they call "The aleatory element" has been the main factor for the rise of 
religion.· According to them, the primitive man is· very much perturbed about th~ problem of bad 
luck. He is always concerned with the question of avoiding the misfortunes and securing good luck. 
In his attempts to find out an explanation for the occurrence of fortunes an4misfortunes, the primi-

. tive man has pictured this 'aleatory element' as being controlled and manipulated by supernatural 
forces. Hence the primitive focuses his attention on winning the favours of such forces so that he gets 
only fortunes and hot misfortunes. He is also very much bothered to avoid bad luck. Hence, Sumner 
~d Keller have argued that human beings at all times attempted to devise means of insuring them
selves against misfortune. They thus stressed t.lie fact that "religion arose in response to a definite 
need-adjustment to the supernatural or imaginary ienvironment" which has the capacity of caQsing 
· fprtunes or misfortunes; · 

S. STRUCTURAL ASPECTS OF RELIGION 

Religion as a social institution has two aspects; strtictural and functional. The structure of 
~'igfon iricludes theologies, creeds, practices, rituals, seots and symbols . 

. _ l. Theologies and Creeds : Theology i,s the systematic explanation which religious leaders 
work out to1.show man's relation to his God and to the Universe. Almost all ~religions have their 
bodies of ideas, beliefs; doctrines, dogmas, anicles of faith, ideals and ideologies. These things are 
systematized imd rationalised in the form of theologies and creeds. Often this includes some account 
of the origin of the world, and of man; lii<~the'Stbries ofCre~tion in the Bible. The Hindu concept of 

· th,e Trinity, that is, God described,in three fo_rms-Brahma, the Creator; Vishnu; tlie Preserver; and 
Shiva, the Destroyer, explains the creation, th~preservatfon and the destruction of the world.Theol-

1.>gy represents the,.9reed,, or body of beliefs and doctrines efthe Church or the Temple. The written 
words ~ecome the sacred scriptures. ·· · 

. 2. Ceremony and Ritual. Ceremony or ritual is a standli,rdised and accepted action directed 
towards some specific end. Ritual refers to "symbolic actions concerning the sacred." Every religion 
has its own practices and techniques or rituals and ceremonies in order to com1nunicate with the 
supemattiral. Ritual expresses awe and, reverence, obedience and homage to the God. Sacrifices, 
sacred music, drama, dances, hJUms; prayers, feasting, fasting, reading scriptures, writing, festivals, 
etc. _represent various forms of rituals. They are found in all religions but in different ways .. These 
bring e~0tional unity among people and secure .for them some kind of security. Thesji: rituals are 
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rehitively simple in some religions b1,1t.complex and elaborate in some others. However, rituals and 
ceremonies are not confined to religion alone. . . . ·· , . . 

· .. 3. Symbolism "Throlighout religion symbolism is important.cSymbols are s111'!stit:J,1tes fo(. Pr 
represeritl!tion of objects or situations. They may be verbal or tangible. A religious symJ:>ol enables 
ail h1dividual to identify himself with his fellow~beings. lt thus promotes a sense of social solidarity. 
A symbol may often come to represent not the particular -object.or situation to whicll. it was origi~' 
nally attached, but the entire group and its Cl;llture. For example, the cross starids f9r Christianity, the . 

·. ' Cres~ent for Islam; the Swasthik for,Hinduism. Normally these symbols are emotion~~harged. .. . .·· 

, 4. Religious C9des. 'Religious Code' refers t,P a body of rules prescribed by a particular reli~ 
· gion forits followers to observe and follow. The cod~wrescribes desirable conduct and prescribes 
undesirable behaviour. The desirable b7haviour brings rewards while the undesirable one brings 
punishmenuo the.individual. In religious terminology there is a clo~e connection between one's 
behaviour and the probability of'one's attaining Heaven or going to Hell after one's death. The. 
religious code defines. the way in which one has to maintain one's relation with the Supernatural and· 
also with the fellow-beings. Buddhisi:n thus places emphasis oii "Ashta Marg (Eight~Fold Path), 
'Jainism on "1}-iratnas" (Three- Jewelled Path), lslam on "Shariat" (Muslim Personal'Law), Hindu> · 
ism on "Manu Smriti", Christianity on 'Ten commandments' and so on . 

. S.Sects.Asect is a body of believers with similar religious attitudes ana interests. The group 
of believers may hold a co'lrunon body ofOeliefs, v;a'lues arid objectives. Certain persons, often only 
a few in the beginning, begin. to disagree about more or less important points in the main ceremonials 
and doctri.ne o:t)he parent organisation; In course oftime, they may go out of the organised Church, 
or they niay be expelled by the Church itself. Now they formulate their own creed, their own offiCial 
hierarchy, and take on a distinctive name and become a new "denomination". Today:S sect is quite 
likely to become tomorrow's Church. In time, a sect makes its peace with the wider society and 
becom.es a Churchitself . .Later, a new generation of people may break away from it andform another 
sect Christianity has two main sects like Catholicism, and Protestantism and, several other smaller 
s~cts like Puritanism; Presbyterianism, Lutheranism, Calvinism, etc, Similarly, Buddhism has · 
Mahayanisrn and Hinayanism, ·Jainism has the Svetambaras and the Digambaras, Islam has the 
·sunnis !lndiheShias; Hinduism h~sthe sects likeShaivites,the Vaishnavites and theShaktheyas .oh 
the on~ hand; and David, Advaita and the. Vi.Shishtadvaita on tQ..e other. 

. ' . . . - . . .r ' 

6. Festivals. Every religion has its own festiv:al!'!? A refigi.!m-S festival is a kind of social get
toge_,ther wherein people observe sn11le rituals collectively It may consist of prayers, processions, 
feasting or fasting; chanting ofhyniils and singirig devotional songs, etc. Festivals reaffirm the faith 

litera«.1r~. Every ~l!gio~ has its own. s~cred literatu~e .. The essen~ial pt indpl~s, ?°nd tpeo.logical' ex-
planat1ons of a rehg1on, m general, are mcorp,orated m its sacred literature; This hterature has a gr~t · 
suniival vahle. · · · · 

The Vedas; ·Qr 'Srutis', Upanishp.ds or 'Smritis', Bhagavad Gita and the Epic are the sacre4 
' scriptures ofHirtd~sm. 'Bibfo' Kthe mainreligious authority on Christianity and sipiiliµ-ly, 'Quran1-. 
. onisJam; 'Tripifakiis'.-{Sutta Pi4Ufa, Vinaya J>itaka and Abhidhamma Pitaka) on Buddhistp; "Ag(l'Tla· 

Siddh<;tnta" on Jainism; . '..fetzd Avesta'. on:.zor_oastrianism; .The Old Testament of.the~wisb :aibte'"' 
aiid 'Talmud' on JUd~jsm and so ori1 · · . · · 

. . .~ 
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8. Myth. Myth refers to "an ancient traditional story of Gods or heroes, especially, the one 
offering an explanation of some fact or phenomenon"-( Chamber's Dictionary). It has been said 
that myth "is primitive philosophy, the simplest presentational form of thought, a series of attempts 
to understand the world, to explain life and death, fate and nature, gods and cults"-(E.Bethe). As 
Malin@wski says myths are "statements of r~ality, products of a livingfaith, intimately connected 
with word and deed." 

Myth is also a complex kindofhuman assertion. It is a dramatic assertion, not simply a rational 
statement. It is a dramatic assertion in which the thoughts and feelings, attitudes and sentiments, are 
involved. It is the emotion-laden assertion of man's place in a world that is meaningful to him, and 
of his solidarity with it. It makes past and future immediately present; it expresses man's solidarity 
with his world, and reasserts that solidarity in the face of human doubt. "Through it (Myth) men are 
related to their environment, to their ancestors, to their descendants, to the beyond which is the 
ground of all existence, to what is permanent beyond all flux."-(Thomas.F. 0 'Dea). 

9. Mysticism. 'Mysticism' refers to the habit or tendency of religious thought and feeling of 
those who seek direct communion with God or the divine. In mysticism, religious life for some 
people becomes "transformed into a purely p~rsonal and inward experience". Hence, a 'Mystic' is 

· one who'seeks or attains direct relationship with the God in elevated religious feeling or ecstacy. He 
~eeks to rise above all forms of the world-both those of the natural and societal environment and 
those of formalised cult as well. The mystic response is found in all the world religions; in Christian
ity, Buddhism, Hinduism, Judaism and even in Islam. Mysticism attracts varied types of people, but 
especially the intellectual and cultured groups. It is often an expression of protest in a subtle way. It 
expresses a desire to break out of established· forms of worship and often of ideas. Like the protest 
response, however, it can also .be reincorporated into the Church. It contributes considerable enrich
ment to their subjective religious life. The 14th century saw the development of crisis in the Church, 
the beginning of scientific and positive thought, and a great increase in mysticism. 

6. THE RELIGIOUS ROLES 

Religious norms and practices give rise to different social roles, someone has to carry on. It is 
. said that "Gods die if there are no priests to keep them alive" Social roles in religion are of two main 
categories: (i) The religious thinkers and mystics; and (ii) The -executives or operators of the formal 
structure of the Church or The Temple. The first category includes the Prophets, and the messiahs. 
The second category consists of the priests or pastors, formal teachers, missionaries, and various 
administrators. 

(i) (a) The Mystic plays an important part in the growth of religion. He identifies himselfor 
comes into union with the God or the, Absolute. The mystics believe that, through their dreams, 
visions, and other unique mental experiences, they come into personal communication with divine 
powers. Mystics are likely to be innovators and disturbers of the established order.-(b) The Prophet 
is an important religious leader. He may be a priest or a mystic. He serves as a spokesman for some 
divine power, issuing warnings, giving commands, and revealing the course of future events. The 
roJe ofthe,prophet is set by the culture. The disruption inJhe established Church hierarchy may give 
rise to the emergence of mystics and prophets.~(c) The Messiah is the divine leader or prophet who 
is recognised as having supernatural attributes. He often assumes the role offinalJudge.The messiah 
comes from among the people themselves, who at a time of crisis look to him to save their society 
from disaster. Jesus Christ, Moses, Prophet Mohammed, for example, were regarded as the messiahs 
or redeemers 

(ii) The religious executives include the priests, teachers and the missionaries. (a) The Priest or 
Pastor carries on th,¢ zeligioµs rituals and expounds or explains the theology. He officiates at the 
Church ceremonies ~hp care~for both spiritual and temporal or workUy affairs-(b) Religious Teach
ers or Philosophers have played a significant role in the history of the great world religions. Jesus 
Christ, St. Paul, Mohammed, the Buddha, Mahavira, Shank,racharya, Basavanna are all well known 

The is a specialteacher task is to carry the message, rituais and 
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symbolism ofan established religion to non-believers-(d) The Religious Executive may be, like St. 
Paul, Shankaracharya, Allammaprabhu, both missionaries and organisers. Sometimes the~e execu
tivesmayundertakethe .priestly .workaswellas.social~servicework. andmanagement. 

The mystics and the religious thinkers are likely to be innovators and disturbers of the estab
lished order. On the other hand, the religious executives are generally conservative, who always 
prefer the. old to the new. There is, in fact, a sort of continuous struggle in religious organisatfons 
between these two kinds of persons. "Some would confine religious expression within rather defi
nite limits set by symbols, rites, traditions, and established theology. Other would not unduly ham
per religious experience by such established patterns of thought and action but would leave much to 
the individual's unique experience."- (Young and Mack) 

7. FUNCTIONS OF RELIGION 

The universal existence of religion shows that religion has a great survival value. "The univer
sality of religion is not based upon the forms of belief and practice, but upon the social functions 
which religion universally fulfils". These functions are of great individual as well as social signifi
cance. 

l. Religion Provides Religious Experience. This is thebasic function of religion. Prayer, wor
~hip and ~editation are the summary of religious experience. Through these means man expresses 
awe, reverence, gratitude 'and allegiance to the Almighty orthe God, or the Supernatural Force. 
When an individual comes into contact with the supernatural he undergoes some sort of peculiar, 
inexplicable experience. He converses with the divine through prayyrs. He forgets the worldly life 
and its problems.This religious experience ennobles the humari desires, ideals and values. It facili" 
tates the development of personality, sociability and creativeness. 

2. Religion Provides Peace ofMind. ReJigion provides for the individual the most desired 
peace of mind. At every crisis, personal or collective, religion is called in for consolation and peace 
of mind. It promotes goodness and helps the development of character. In a world full of uncertain
ties, indefiniteness, dangers, insecurities and unhappiness, the need for safety and security is really 

· great. Religion here acts as the healer of the ills of life. [t reduces one's grievances to some extent. It 
gives the individuals emotional support in the face of uncertainty. It consoles them when they are 
disappointed. It reconciles them when they are estranged from the goals and norms of society. Jn 
doing this it supports established values and goals and reinforces the morale. It offers man inspira
tion, hope, faith, optimism and courage. 

3. Religion Promoies Social Solidarity, Unity and Identity. Religion upholds and validates the 
traditional ways of the life. Mme tlian that it unites people. It is known that a common faith., com-
mon value-jud~eme~t~, c~m~on s~n~imen~s, commori wor~hip are signific~nt f~ctors in unifyinf 
people. By their part1c1patlon m rehgmus ntuals and worship, people try to identify themselves as 
having something in common. Religion affects an individual's understanding of who they are (people) 
and what they are. :As DaiYi<S, 'points out, "Religion gives the individual a sense of identity with the 
distaht past and the limitle.ss future." As Thomas F. 0 'Dea says, "In periods of rapid social change 
and large-scale social mobility, the contribution of religion to identifY may become greatly enhanced." 
" As A. W. Green has pointed out religion is "the supremely integrating and unifyil!,g force in human 

- ·--sec--ie-ty.'-' -------· -.-----------------·---· ~--

4. Religion Conserves the Value of Life. Religion is an effective means of preserving the values 
of life .. Religion defines and redefines the values.\Moral, spiritual and social values are greatly sup
ported by religion, It exercises a tremendous influence over the younger ones and their behaviour. 
Through such agencies like the family and the Church, religion in~ulcates the values of life in the 
minds of the growing children. Further, as Thomas F.O 'Dea says, "religion sacralises the norms and 
values of established society". It maintains the dominance of group goals over individual impulses." 

· 5. Religion- As anAgent of Social Control. Religion is one of the forms of infonnal means of 
so~fal control. It regulates the activities of people in its own way. it prescribes rules of conduct for 
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people to. follow. The conceptions of spirits, ghosts, taboos, souls, commandnients, ·sermons,· etc.,. 

· control human action and enforce discipline. Ideas of hell and heaven have .strong effect on the 

behaviour of people. Thus, religion has a great disciplinary value: 

Religion has its own methods to deal with those individuals who violate. its norms. It has tts 
own ways to reintegrate the disobedient into the social group. Further religious sanctions are widely 

made usel of to support-the ethical codes and moral practices among many peoples. 

6. Priestly Function of Religion. By perfortning its priestly function religi~n contributes to the.· 

stability and ord'et of the society. Religion offers a kind of relationship with the beyond through 

different ki~ds of worship and beliefs. By this it provides the emotional ground for a new security: 

T,hrough its authoritative teaching of beliefs and values, it provides similar points of opinfon and 

aVCiids cont1Jcts~ It contributes to the mainte"f)ance of the status quo. 
-C 7. Religion Promotps Welfare. Religion renders service to the people and promotes their wel- ·. 

fare.· It appeals to the p~pie ~o be sympathetic, me~ciful and. co-~perative. It rouses in th~mthe spirit 

of mutual help and c°'ioperatton. It awakens the phdanthroptc attitude of the people. It'remforces the 

sense of pelonging to tµe group. It promotes art, culttire and provides means for the development of 

character on.the right1ines. Various religious organisations like the Vishwa Hindu Parishad, Hindu 

Seva Pratishthana, Ramakrishna Mission', Arya Samaj, Brahma Samaj, The Society of Jesus, etc., 

are engaged in. various .social, educational, aesthetic, cultural, civic, medical, and other activities. 

8. Religion Provides RecreatiOn:--R;eligion, promotes recreation through religio~s lectures, 

Kirtahas, dramas, dance, ~usic, bhajanas, puranas, harikathas, fairs, festivials, musical concerts, 

art ex'hibitions and so on. It tries to make men sorrow less and fearless. Various religious festivals and 

rituals can provide relief to the disturbed mind. . .. 

9. Re't(gion Explain~Individual Suffering and Helps to Integrate Personality. Man has never 

lived by knowledge alone. Man is a rational as wel'l as an emotional creature. The things for which 

·men strive in this world are in -some measure denied to them, If the aim is to Propagate a faith, 

persecution may bring failure. If the aim is to achieve fame, a mediocre career may bring disillusion

ment. If the aim is to become rich in business, heavy loss in it may bring disheartenment. With, a 

multiplicity.of goals·no individual can escape frustration. But the culture provides him :with goais . 

that .anybody can reach. These are goals that transcend the world of actual experience, with the 

consequence that no evidence of fa:ilure to attain fhem can be conclusive. If the individual believes . 

'that he has gained them, tha,t is sufficient. All he needs is sufficient faith. The greater his disappoint~ 
· ment in this life; the greater his faith in the next. Religion tries to give release from theyery thing it 

.· {nstils, guilt. Ritual means are freely provided for wiping away guilt, s0 that one 9an count on divine. 
grace. ~ 

! \ : 

10. Religion Enhances Self-Importance. Religion expands the self to infinite proportions. Re-

ligious belief.relates the self to the infinite or Cosm{c Design. Through unity with the infinite the self 

is ennobled, made U1ajestic./Man considers himself the noblest work of God with whom he shall be 

united. His seif thus becomes grand and eleviited. · 

Conclusion. It is true, that the rapid devel,opments in the field Of civilisation, in'physical and 

biological sciences, have affected. the 'funetion~i of religion to a great exttiint. Some of the age old 

religious beliefs have been exploded by the'scientific investigations. Science has often shaken the 

religious faith. The growing .secular and>the rationalist attitude has poseid a challenge, a serious 

question-Can the society rely on the acceptance of certain ethical and moral priniciples without 
believing in the existence of a spiritual or superempirical world?-Still, it is understandable that the 

institution of religion is so deep-rooted and longlasting thatJt will continue to function in the near 

future withstanding the dangers of changes and the rav~ges of time. 

8. DYSFUNCTlONS OF RELIGION, 

·. . Religion as a.ba~ic social institution ofhurnan society .has been fulfilling certain Q.Ositive func

• tions ri_o d~ht. Jts ,~ole in proll1oting sociah!lolidarlty, as Durkheim has pointi:!d o~t, and its need in 
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providing inner individual peace and solace as Edward Sapir has pointed out cannot be undermined. 
By looking at these manifest positive functions of religion one should not jump to the conclusion 
thaneligionbril1.gs man only advantages,Religion, on the coritrafy,has its own· dysfunctional aspect 
also. It does certain disservices also, Sumner and Keller, Benjamin Kidd, Gillin, Karl Marx, Thomas 
F. O'dea and others have pin pointed the negative side of the functions or the dysfunctions ofreli
gion also. 

According to ThomasF. 0 'Dea, one of the functionalists, the main dysfunctions ofreligion are · 
as follows. · 

1. Religjon inhibits protests and impedes social changes. Religion provides man emotional 
.consolation and helps him to reconciliate himself with situations. In doing so, T.F. O' Dea remarks, 
religion inhibi,ts protests and impedes social changes which may even prove to be beneficial to the 
welfare of the society. All protests and conflicts are not always negative. Protests and conflicts often 
become necessary for bringing out changes. Some changes would certainly lead to positive reforms. 
By inhibiting protests and preventing changes religion may postpone reforms. This effect of religion 
can contribute to the build up of explosive resentments which eventually result in revolution and in 
most costly and destructive changes. In fact, "In Europe and America the vigorous conflietof classes 
and other groups led to a better distribution of the national product, a more harmonious relationship 
of classes, a better control of the society over its environment, and a more stable and orderly soci
ety." Religion often played a role in that history, to some extent inhibiting such conflict. 

2. Hampers the adaptation of society to changed condition. A religion can make norms of 
behaviour and can also sacralise the norms and values of society. Some of the porms which lose their 
appropriateness under changed conditions may also be imposed by religion. This can "impede a 
more functionally appropriate adaptation of society to changing conditions." Example: During the 
Medieval Period in Europe, the "Church refused to grant the ethical legitimacy of money-lending at 
interest, despite the great functional need of this activity in a situation of developing capitalism". 
Even-today, traditional Muslims face religio-ethicat' problems concerning interest-taking. Similar 
social conflict'is evident in the case of birth control measures including abortion, in the Catholic 
world. 

3. Religion increases conflict and makes the evolution ~frealistic solutions more'difficult. 
By performing its prophetic function religion may "provide standards of value in terms of which 
institutionalised norms may be critically examined and found seriously wanting". But this function 
can also have its dysfunct10nal consequences. Rehg1ous cntJc1sm of the ex1stmg norms and 
values may become so unrealistic that it beclouds genuine issues The religious "demands for 

reform may become so utopian that they constitute an obstacle in the working out of more 
practical action". Religion may also set up s~andards that are untimely. Religion always seeks 
to see its demands as the will of God, and in that, it may impart an extremism to the conflict 
th!let' renders compromise impossible. Example: Because of religious convictions, the left-wing 
Protestant sects of the Reformation period became the victims of intoierance. Due to this 
intolerance some of these Protestants took some extreme positions that any compromise 
between them and the general society was actually impossible. 

------------ 4. ImpecleSfliedevelop_m_e_nl]iIJie~1dentities_.~1iilfilliilgits_jilentrtyJUriehcllLffillg10n 

may foster certain loyalties which may actually impede the development ofnew identities which are 
more appropriate to new situations." Religipus identification may prove to be divisive to societies. 
Religion builds deeply into the personality structures of people a stro~g animosity that makes them 
to oppose their opponents tooth andnail. In the religious wars that followed Reform;1tion this-ani
mosity (which was the result ofreligious identifications) was very much evident. Like the ideology 
of communism and nationalism, religion too provides for an· element of identity which promotes 
inter-group conflicts by dividing people along religious lines. . 

5. Religion may foster dependence and irresponsibility. Religion ofterrmakes its followers 
to become dependents on religious ins,titutions and leaders instead of developing in them an 1abi!{ty 
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to assume individual re§ponsibilitY and~elf-direction. It is quite common to observe in India that a 
·" good number of people prefer to take the atlvices of priests and religious leaders before starting some 

great ventures insteaci of taking the suggestion of those who are competent in the field. However, it 
, is difficult to assess the-exact tole of religion in hampering the sense of responsibility and self
dependeilce ofan individual, without an appeal to his own values. Still it could be said that religion's 
role with respect to .individual development arid maturation, is highly problematic. 
Other Dysfunctfons 

1. Cortservative and Retards P~ogress. Religion is said to be conservative. It is rega;ded as 
retrogressive and 11ot progressive. Rel'igionupholds traditionalism and supports the status quo. It is 
npt readily .ameQAble to change, 
· 2. Promo(es Evil Practices. Religion in its course of development, has at times, supported evil 

practices such as-cannibalism, suicid~, slavery; incest, killing of the aged, untouchability, human 
arid aniiµal sacrifice, etc .. "There is hardly a vice which religion has not at one time or another 
q.ctively support~d." . 

3. Creates Confusif,lffs, Contradictions and Conflicts. Religion consists of some ofinconsisten
cies. It .has supported Wat and peace, wealth and poverty, hard work and idleness, virginity and 
prostitution. Religion has not offered any absolute standard·ofmorality. 

4; Contributes to Inequalities and Exploitation. Religion P,..erpetuates the distance betwe~n rich 
and the poor, the propertied class and propertyless class. More than that, as Marx said, religion has 
often been used as an instrument ofexploiting the poor and the depressed Class. Hence Marx calls 
religion as "the opium Of the masses." . 
. S. Promotes Superstitious Beliefs. Superstition' is closely related to religion. Religion has pro-

moted superstitious beliefs which have calised man more harm than...good. E:x: the belief that evil 
spirits and ghosts cause diseases, the belief that God is responsible for the birth of children. ' 

6. Religion Causes Waste!. Sumner and Keller are of the opinion that religion often causes 
economic w{lstes. Ex .. : Investing huge sums of money on building temples, churches, mosques, etc., 
speQding much on religious· fairs, festivals and ceremonies, spoiling huge quantity of food a.'1:icles, 
material thing~ etc., in the name of offerings; It leads to waste of human labour, energy and time. 

' .. , . , I -

7. Religion Wrecks Unity. Religion creates vast diversities among people. Religion not only 
.brings people together but also keeps tb.em at a distance. Wars and battles hi~ve been fought in the 
nam~ of religion. Loot, plundering,. in~s killing, rape, arson and such other cruel treatments haw 

, been Il'leted out to .sqme people iJ1 thename of(fod and religion. ·. 
8. Rdigto~ Undertnines .Human Potentiality .. Religion by phicing• high. premium. ondivine 

power and divine grace has made people to become fatalistic. By tracing the cause of all the phe· 
nomenon to some divine powei, religion has undermined human power, potentialit'J. This adversely 
affectep the creativity of mail. . . . 

91
• Religion Retards. Scientific Achievements. Science is oftelil regarded as a challenge to reli

gion. Rel,igion has time and again tried tq prevent the attempts of scientist~ .from revealing newly 
discovered facts. It'made Galileo to renounce his painstakingly established doctrines. Similarly, it 
tried tp ,suppress:the doctrines of Darwin, Huxley and others; Thus religion has·interfered with the· 

. free inquiry of.scholars. Fu:rther, it has suppressed the democratic aspirations of the people . 

. · 10. Religion Promotes Fanaticism. Faith withoutreasoning is blind. Religion has often made 
people to become blind, dumb and deaf to the reality. bn the contrary, it has often made people to 
become bigots and fanatics. Bigotry and fanaticism have led to persecution, inpuman treatment and 
misery in the past. . · · · 

It .is clear from the above description that religion has its bright as well as the dark side on 
positive and negative functions. Religion as, a social mechanism or phenomenon has been subject to 

. human use and abuse in the past. Religion has been used to serve.tluml!Ulity an4 also abused to 
explOit.peop.le. . · 
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"Religion can sacralise finite ideas and provincial attitudes to an extent which inhibits further 
progress in the society's knowledge of its environment and in man's efforts to conttol nature." The 
long conflict between science and reiigton is quite known in history. 

" - ,_,, - -··----- -

9.MORALITY 

Morality is one of the fundamental social institutions. Religion and morality are usually 
recognised as among the most effective guides ()fhuman behaviour. Both formulate rules of conduct 
in society. Each is having its own code of conduct as such. Religious ideas are· embodied in the 
religious code and the moral ideas are embodied in moral code. Both act as powerful means of social 
control. 

Strictly speaking, morality deals with the rules of conduct. It prescribes good behaviour and 
prohibits undesirable one. Moral values are an important element. in our normative pattern. Moral 
values are the most dynamic, creative and important driving force behind human actions and 
endeavours. Such concepts as-justice, h()nesty, faim~ss, righteousness, ~onscientiousness, disinter
estedness, prudence, incorruptibility, freedom, mercy, etc., are purely moral concepts because they 
represent the moral values. They are capable of deeply influencing and also changing the• course of 
society. Political and social movements normally hinge upon the values of this kind. What then do 
we mean by morality? · 
Meaning of Morality 

'Morality' which is often equated with 'moral code' is sometimes taken for those rules of 
behaviour which are admitted at large in society, In this sense, it is equivalent to "mores" and mostly 
coincides with customs, conventions, fashions, etiquettes, folkways, etc. But actually, in sociology, 
we make a distincti01;1 between moral rules or code and other kinds of social rules. 

As Gisbert has pointed out, in a strict and more accurate sense, the moral code is "that body of 
rules ot principles concerned with the good and evil as manifested to us by conscience". This body 
of rules I:> admitted at large by the society. 

P. Gisbert is of the opinion that, "the moral good is essentially different from the utilitarian 
and sectional good ''. When 1we speak of Mr. Sharma as being good at business or in publio. speaking, 
we ordinarily mean his ability in that particular field. But when we apply the term 'good' to man in 
the moral sense, w~ naean that he is living upto the moral code, and that he is trustworthy, helpful, 
sympathetic, and humble towards his fellowmen, faithful to his wife- and children, honest in busi~ 
ness, loyal to the nation, and possesses similar other qualities. This "goodness" is'not utilitarian, nor 
sectional, but integral. 

Moral principles, ideas and notions are crystallised in the form of an institution called 'mmal-
ity'. Morality has been a vital factor in all the societies of the world, including the uncivilised, in 
affecting and controlli~g the social behaviour of man. Moral rules which1prescribe the wrong, are 
the very basis of our collective life. Hence the evolution of the group life of man is connected with 
the evolution of his notions. Moral notions are at the back of the give-and-take po.licy without which 
group life is difficult. BecattSe of moral force an individual tries to suppress his imp!Jlsive behaviotir 
and individualistic tendencies. Moral principles get the sanction of society and strongly support the 
general systemofvalues. Since moral ideas are inculcated into the personalities of the children from 

·u----the~ginning they become-habituated to honouf--them-arui-OOe-y-them.-Mueh-ef..the-mei:al------- u

norms are internalised by the individuals during the period of socialisati()n and hence they obey 
them due to some internal pressure. The pressure is sometimes so strong that some individuals even 
in critical situations may not be prepared to go against it. They are more powerful than laws and 
legislations. Sometimes the people who are prepared to break the laws on some grounds are not 
ready to ~o agaiqst the dominant moral values. 

Religions and Morality-Differences 

Both religion and morality prescribe and control human behaviour. The prescribed fo1m of 
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behaviour is obeyed by internal urges or pressures. In religion, this internal pressure is 'fear of God' 

and in morality, it is the 'pressure of conscience'. 

The sanction and authority behind each one of them are also different. Behind the religious 

standards there is divine authority and the sanction· of God. Disobedience of religious standard is 

believed to result in incurring the displeasure of God. Hence the violation of laws of religion is 

considered a 'sin'. 

But the authority and sanction behind morality is society itself. It is not divine. Morality de

fines our conduct towards. fellow beings and not towards the God. Morality does not require any 

external sanction. Its sanctfon is internal. Its disobedience incurs the displeasilre of the society and 

not that of the God. 

Interrelationship Between the Two 

However, religion and morality are closely interrelated. Religion prescribes rules of conduct 

and in so doing it tends to identify these with moral conduct. In fact, each religion has a code of 

conduct of its own which is very often based on moral values. Many times, moral standards draw 

their support from religion itself. The moral and the religious standards are interlinked. If the moral 

standards are addressed to man directly the religious standards are addressed to him mdirectly. The 

violation of moral codes will have direct consequences to man whereas the disobedience of the 

religious code or standards will have indirect consequences, in the sense it is believed to incur the 

wrath of God. The disobedience of the moral code results in societal disapproval. Benjamin Kidd and 

C.S. Lewis have remarked that the moral standards cannot have any hl~lmirtg without the support of 

religion. In the words of MatheW Arnol{i, "Religion is morality touched with emotion". F.H. Bradley 

writes. "It is a moral duty not be immoral and that is the duty to be religious". 

10. RELIGION AND SCIENCE 

"Religion versus science"-issue occupied a prominent place in the ideological discussions of 

the 19th century but now it has lost much of its vigour. The topic of discussion was whether the 

discoveries of science had disproved the concept ofreligion and whether science alone would be 

sufficient to explain all the riddles and mysteries of the universe. In simple words, the debate was on 

the compatibility or incompatibility of religion with science. 

There are two major opinions regarding the relationship between science and religion: (i) Re

. ligion and Science are mutually conflicting, and (ii) Science and religion are not mutually opposing. 

(l") The View that Religion and Science are Mutually Conflicting 

In some circles, there is the opinion that science should clash with religion because religion is 

incompatible with science. Some reasons are attributed for this conflict. 

(1) Religion is based onfaith and rituals whereas science depends on observations, experi= 

ments, verifications, proofs and facts. Religion is more than a body of dogma, faith' and ritual in 

connection with unseen forces. It is also an explanation of the universe and a way of interpreting the 

natural order. 
The outlook of science is one of observation and test and vertification. By studying only that 

which can be observed and tested by means of various scientific techniques science has struck at the 

root of man's conception. of the super-natural realm. The following examples clarify this point. 

Examples: (i) Plague, proved to be transmitted by infected rats, no longer remains as an evidence of 

God's wrath. In the same way, the serum which stops the plague cannot be interpreted as God's 

blessing, since men devised it and men administer it; (ii) In the same manner, from the scientific 

point ofview a successful crop cannot b~ attributed to God' boon; (iii) As per the scientific view, a 

hysterical man is no longer "possessed by the devil", an earthquake cannot be explained as the 

consequence of man's failure to obey the "Ten Commandments" and so on. 

(ii) Ritualism, religious fundam(!ntalism and fanaticism rooted in religion are very much 

opposed to science.. Religion does not always remain at the theoreticid plane. Religious beliefs are 

.~ .. 
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expre:;sed in human actions and practices called rituals. In the practice ofrituals, normally the origi
. nalbelief is either forgotten or' ignored and only the external usages come to be called the real 
. practice of religion. Thisis nothingbut ritualism. Ritualism devoid ofthe original religious helief is 
definitely opposed to science. For example, the ritualisic practice of human and animal sacrifice, is 
definitely opposed to science. . . · 

Religious fanaticism and fundamentalism are also opposec:Ato science. As HE. Barnes has 
pointed out fundamentalist religion and modern 1science are definitely at y. conflict. ,!tis on record 
that dogmatic religion opposed science and interfered with its development by every means pos
sible. Dr. WiUiam Harvey's Blood Circulation Theory, Galileo's Theory of the Planetary System 
and Giordano Bruno's repeated advocacy of a 'sunccentred universe', etc., had to meet with reli
gious opposition. Even now religion hardly encm,rrages free inquiry. Sumner and Keller writes, "It is 
difficult to find any type of religion which has welcomed free inquiry" 

Causes for the Conflict between Science and Religion: Views.of Kingsley Davis 

According to Kingsley Dayis, there are two important causes for the conflit between religion 
and science. They are stated below. 

(1) Science deals with the 'known' or the empirical world. Religion is concerned with the 
'unknown' or supernatural wold. As Kingsley Davis•,;point out, "The bounda~ between the un
known and the known is a shifting one"~ What was unknown yesterday is known today. Science 
could not give an acount of the origin of man then. Religious belief filled in the gap by giving its own 
account of that. Later withits progress science too could give a satisfactory explanation of that. Here 
arose the conflict between the two. Because the scientist could not accept the religious account as 
true even though he lived among the people who believed in religious explanation. This situation 
created tension between him and the ordinary people or the religious leader. Thus, Davis writ~s, "So · 
long rs the fronti~r between the known and unknown is a shifting one, so long as 0 0 0 science is 
expanding, there will be conflict between religion and science. "Still in this battle neither one will be 
vanquished. When religion loses, it merely retreats to higher levels. The religious ideology becomes 
more philosophical "It changes from fundamentalist to liberal,from,dogma to philosophy". 

(ii) The second cause of conflict is that science believes in empirical truth whereas religion 
pursues the nonempirical truth: As Davis writes, "The scientific pursuit of empirical truth as the 
highest goal is exactly the opposite of religious pursuit of nonempirical truth." .Thus the scientist 
develops his scepticism about religious beliefs and explanations concerning creation, heaven, hell, 
life after death, miracles, etc. The sharpest conflict between the two comes when rt';ligion itself is 
subjected to ~cie11tific am1ly~is 

(ii) The Vie'-! that Science and Religion are not Mutually Opposing 

Some writers h9ld the view that science and religion have no need to be at conflict. C.E.M. 
Joad writes: "/have sought to e!Jtablish the commonplace propositiOJl that there is no conflict be
tween science and religion ..... " 

Viewed analytically, however, science and religion need hot be at conflict. Science deals with 
what is known. It is potential knowledge based on sensory evidences. Religious beliefs refer to the 

---world beymrd-th1:se11ses. If 1h-eyr:annut-i!e-prowdt!y11ri:;crrredrocts7!fsrn!rrce,tkeycczrrrrrorbedtF-~~--=---=~ 
proved also. As A. W. Green has pointed out, "anything which lies outside the narrow area of inves-
tigation that science has marked out is not and cannot be proved nonexistent." Any claim to the 
contray would be itelfunscii;mtific. 

Science Cannot be OppQsed to Religion 

It is wrong to say that religion is based on emotion; and science, on thought.In fact, both are 
based on thought though this is applied to different types of reality. But here is always "the danger of 
disagreement when the temporal is taken as eternal and the doubtful as certain; or when the scientist 
tends to interpret every advance of science as a defeat of religion." 
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" True religion and true science cannot clash. K. Davis has pointed out it is· possible for a 
scientist to have belief in God and still work as a good biologist or a physicist. "His and his beaviour 
in church appropriate to religious situation, with no feeling or'incongruity." Prof Cu/son has said 
that "true religion and true science, lead to the same end." 

Scientists tire not always hostile towards religion. Even the attitude of scientist towards reli
gion-has not been that of a hostile one. A large number of scientists such as Newton, Descartes, 
Pasteur, Lister, Kepler; Galileo,C::opemicus, Euler, Franklin, Boyle, Mariotte, Haller, Linneo, Galvani, 
Cuvier, Ampere, Volta and others were either sincere believers, or at least were not oppose(,! to 
religion. 

Religion is notunscientific, it is only non-scientific. Scientific truth is that which is known by 
the evidence of the senses. Religious truth is that which is known by revelations, by faith. An attempt 
to "reconcile" the two can promote mutual respect across the barrier. Any reconciliation whi.ch 
attempts to combine them can only undermine both. A. W. Green writes: "Religion is not unscientific, · 
it is only non-scientific." ' 

Relationship Between Religion and Science: Concluding Remarks 

Religion is a social reality. "The persistence of religion throughout the ages .very much im
pressed Sumner and Keller as proof of its "survival value."1 It has rendered undeniable services to 
the humanity and is stilJ serving. Scientific investigators agree that religion like other institutions, 
has its roots in certain human needs. Hence, it was felt to.be a necessity and continues to be a 
necessary thing. 

What type of feligion we should have? What type of worshipping is acceptable? What type of 
ritual system must be accepted? What'type of religion, in brief, is worth building and preserving?
These qrtestions are more philQJ;ophical than sociological. They are value-based questions. Evenif 
one attemps~to answer them, the answers become subjective.-Hence, sociologists don:t suggest any 

'answers for them. Sociolqgists can only suggest that any religion for that matter should adust itself to 
changes in Hfe conditions. The more it is adapted to existing conditions and knowledge, the greater 
the chance of its being effective as an institution. 

Is religion compatible with science?: Our answer to this question depends upon the kind of 
reiigion that we have in our mind. If religion is construed as nothing but belief in superhuman force · 
or power, it remains incompatible with science. If, on the other hand, it is understood as a kind of 
"ethical philosophy", serving the cause of humanity, then the two are compatible. According to H.E. 
Barnes, fundamentalist religion and modem science are always conflicting, but no conflict exists 
between modern science and the latest trend in religion called "humanism". 

It should be noted that religion in its real sense is not conflicting with science. It is only the 
dogma or theology or the distorted version of religion, that conflicts with science. Champions of 
humanism, like H.E. Barnes arid others who have tried to give a new intet"Qretation to religion have 
said that religion should be based "upon the service of man rather than the worship of God''. If the 
sole purpose of religion, is, "sel'Vice to mankind'', then, it can never clash with science. Humanism, 
a new trend in religion, represents such kind of service-oriented religion. Maciver and Page, Barnes, 
Albert Einstein, Gandhiji and many others have strongly supported humanism. 

The discussion of the relationship J?etween sci~nce and religion caµ be concluded in this way: 
If religion respects and accepts/the values ofscience and if s~ience recognises and accepts the 
reality and necessityofreligion (of course, with is own /imitations) then, there could be no conflict 
between religion and science. 

11. ~CENT TRENDS IN RELIGION 

. "Recently religion in.the Western world has t,j!ntled tb place less emphasis on dogma and more 
on.social values. It has also tried to reconcile its doctrines with scientific knowledge."--SamuelKoenig. 

I. SamueHfoeing inilis "Sociology" - Page 116. 
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A more radical group is represented by the Humanists. They have rejected all connections with 
conventional Christianity. To quote Barnes they have attempted to construct a religion based en
tirely,"up<m the service of manratherthanthe ~ors hip of Qod." 

John H. Dietrich, one of the chief exponents of Humanism points out that "Humanism believes 
in the supreme worth of human life and that man must therefore be treated as an end, not as a means 
to some other end ..... Humanism is the effort to enrich human experience by means of human inquiry 
..... It has no blind faith in the perfectibility of man, but it believes that his present condition can be 
immeasurably improved ..... Humanism accepts the responsibility for the conditions of human Me 
and relies entirely upon human effort for their improvement. The humanist makes no attempt to 
shove the responsibility for the miserable conditions of human life onto some God or some cosmic 
order. He fully realises that the situation is in our own h~mds, and that practically all the evils of the 
world have been brought up by men by themselves". 

Humanism, it may be said, represents an attempt to divorce religion from supernaturalism. It 
tries to secularise and socialise it completely. Humanism actually is not <J.t all different from other 
idealistic social reform movements. Many will doubt whether it can be called a religion. The trend 
towards the socialisation and secularisation of religion is there no doubt. Religious leaders are advo
cating greater participation by the Church in meeting social problems and eoncentration upon the 
ethical rather than the dogmatic content of religion. As Maclver has pointed out if religion emerges 
as a social force above tribal and national egoisms, with the help of sciemce, it will become consistent 

·with a purely moral code and thus be brought into harmony with the needs of life. 
As Barnes has pointed out religion adapted to our changed conditions oflife is worth preserv

ing and it must seek to organise the masses and guide their activities for the benefit of society rather 
than for the purpose of pleasing the God. It is doubtful whether an institution\ which has been de
voted to the supernatural can be changed into one dedicated to furthering the wel.fare and happiness 
of mankind here on earth. It is highly questionable, wrote Barnes, that a religion with a mass appeal 
can exi\t without elements of mystery and fear dominating. It is eqU"ally doubtful whethera religion 
exists without dogma and ritual. 

12. RELIGION AND MAGIC 

Meaning and Definition of Magic 

The phenomenon of magic is closely associated with religion. Magic is often regarded as a 
fonn of religion Magic and religion are however different They represent two aspects .of the 
same non-empirical power. Of the two, religion is more widespread whereas magic is very much 
im1 e . 

Definition of Marie 

_ l. As H.M. Johnson has pointed out "when the goal of action is empirical and the means are 
supernatural, we call the action magic." 

2. Max Weber used the term "magic" "to refer to religious action believed to be 1automatically 
effective, whether the goal is empirical or non-empirical." 

____ _ _J_,_fJ, Malinowski defin<ls 'magic' as "the use of supernatural means to try to obtain em_j)i_!}c_&_ __ 
--~~"-He~hed magic-+fi""'t0""1..._11_,.1.,..eli+ig,..1"'·0...,n~. ------~------------

4. In simple wonts, magic can be understood as the use of some supernatural power to obtain 
the desired ends,. 

British anthropologistJames Frazer in his 'Golden Bough' has spoken of two aspects of magic: 
(i) magic by imitation, and (ii) magic by contagion. (i) In magicby Imitation an individual imitates 
what he wants or expects t6 happen. Example: If an individual wants rainfall to take place, he 'may 
fill his mouth with water and squirt it around in different directions; Similarly, to finish off an en
emy, a wax or wooden image of him may be made and pierced-with a needle or chisel. (ii) Magic by 
Contagion is based on the belief that whatever would come into contact with the supernatural power, 
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wiIYb1f sw~ye·d by it. Thus the forehead of aperson_may be .rubbed offwith some ashes so .that he 
may be free from headaches. FUrther, it is because of this belief the survivors of the deceased person 
used to bury or burn alortg with his dead body all his articles, (dress, walking stick, foot wear, {)ed, . 
mat, etc.) to keep themselves free fr~m his bad influence.· · 

Types of Magic 

Sociologists have spoken of two types of magic, {i) White magic, and (ii) Black magic. The ·. 
·distinction between the two• does not always correspond to the distinction betWeen "approved'' and 
. "disapproved'' or between "legitimate" and "illegitimate." White magic is normally approved of; 
but blt;tck magic is sometimes approved of, while some other times disapproved of. 

1. Whit~ Magic 

White magic is that kind of magic which is. never used to do harm within the magician's own 
society. Example:.Magic to restore health is.~white". Similarly, 'magic to ensure victory in war is 
'white' even though it may harm the enemy. · 

. White magic is perhaps most commonly practise~in fields such as agriculture, hunting, war
fare, alld health. The magic rite or spell may be used for an indivioual' s benefit or for the benefit of 
some larger group, upto the whole society. Example: The Navaho singer, by various supernatural 

. means such as singing·; chanting and making sand paintings, tries to restore people to he(alth. He is a 
specialist, attd gets fees for his sezyices. ' 

We may'expectmagic under two conditions; that is, (i) when there is emotional involvement in 
/he-{}Ut;(}emrfofaic..Ji-0n,, arid (ii) when th(!!re is no adequate rational control over the outcome. Magical 
rittlaHsnot used as a substitute for rational techniques for magic is only a supplement. By perform
ing.magic, men assure the.mselves that they are doing everything possible to prodqce a favourable 
outcome: Through magic they try to express theit strong wishe.s symbolically and renew their confi
dence. Ex: Trobriand Islanders consider magicas inevitable for deep sea fishing which involves risk. 
But they do 'not use magic in their fresh~water fishing, which involves no risk. . .· · 

. 2. Black Magic . 
Black magic consists of sorcery and witchcraft. Sorcery consists ofiites and spells, the effi- · 

cacy of which does not dependupon the supernatural power vested in the magician himself~ Hence ·. 
sorcery. can be leapit and practised with efficacy by any one. It only requires thllt the ritual is cor• 
rectly performed ti.nd that the victim or his protector does riot use counter rnll.~ of greater power. 
Witchc:raft, on the other hand, is black magic that is thought to depend upon the supernatural power 
of the magician~ Thus it cannot be transmitted, exceptpossibly by.heredity. Ex: Among the Dobuans 
of the Western PaCific, black magic is used to protect property right and hence fopunis.h theft. The 
Maori Chieftains. in New Zealand try to reinforce their authority by their control of black magic. 
Among the Pando of South Africa, mothers-in-law arid daughtets"in~iaw' most frequently accuse 
each other of being witches. The use of black magic on a large scale in some societies. such as those 
of Dobuans, is an indication of strains artd tensions in the social structure ofa society. · 

Difference between Religion and Magic 
1 Magic and religion are' Closely linked. According to some writers magic is also a kind of reli
gion, while some others never consider it so. What they h!J.ve in common is the reference to a sup.er
natural re~lm. According t0' Kingsley Davis, magic and religion could be distinguished on the basis 
ofthe following: (i) the kind ofends pursued, (ii) the types of attitudes involved, (iii) the particular 
kind of~µpernatura/ism required, and (iv) the pattern· of behaviour exhibited. These may. be ex-· 
plained 1n the following way. · . . . 

1. The kinds of ends pursued. Tl:w magic implies that a definite end is being P,Ursued. This 
end is·immediate, practical, and U$Ually private: Ex: Among tpe Northern Chins, a sick man may 
offer a yourig !foul or small dog to the -angry deity (who he thfnks is responsible for the disclase fin 

· sacrifice to satisfy his deity so that he gets cured of his disease.' ·· 
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But religion has no definite end. It is not used as means, but stands as an end in itself. 
Even when the religious behaviour and holy objects are used to attain an end, the end is either 
ultimate or public in nature. Thus a man may pray God for his ,salvation or for group welfare. 

2. The types of attitudes involved. In religion, emphasis i.s laid on th.e subjective attitude 
of the participants. For example, feelings of awe, reverence, elevation, ~ublimation, and 
inspiration are experienced by the individuals with regard to the. holy. But in-magic the attitude is 
more materialistic. Th.e attitude is more a matter of fact. It is similar to the attitude which one hplds. 
when using any ordinary technological instrument. Most of the magical spells are spoken in normal, 
matter-of-fact voices. If a magician wants a medicine to bring the immediate effect of a cure, he says 
so. 

3. The particular kind Qf supernaturalism required. Religion brings into play the entire 
supernatural world with all its creatures capable of responding to human wishes and sorrows. On the 
other hand, magic accomplishes its effect simply by automatic action. In magic, the supernatural 
agency may be nothing more than an imaginary force or principle attributed to some objects. Ex: In 
order to secure long life which lasts longer resisting the fire. · 

Thus, the.intellectual content of magic is very narrow for it is mainly utilitarian in purpose. But 
the intellectual yontent of religion i_s relatively wider. It includes various aspects such as myths 
relating to the origin of man and his major institutions, accounts of gods and their power, elaborate 
rituals, ceremonies, etc. 

4. The Pattern of behaviour exhibited. A magical behaviour is mostly a commercial transac
tion in which trickery and deceit become possible. But religion esta\Jlishes a.bond between man and 
God, and such a bond is absent in magic. 

Magic diverges most from religion when it is used to accomplish aims not sanctioned by the 
group. It may be employed to achieve vengeanee. to acquire property _illegally, to styal another 
man's wife, t°' commit murder, etc. In such cases it is carried out in secret. Hence members of the 
group fear black magic. For the same reason "Magic is now, and for a long time has been regarded 
with some moral reprobation ... " 

Magic and Science 

Magic is often called a type of primitive science/This view is based on some analogies. Ex: 
Magic, like science, pwsues practical ends, conceives that certain effects follo"Y ce1tain t:auses, 
takes an impersonal attitude towards causation, and has little to do with morality. In spite of these 
analogies, magic 1s m many ways the opposite of science. Because, unlike science, magic relies on 
supernatural causation. Magic unscientifically believes that some effect is produced because of the 
mystical power associated with the spell, rite or object. In magic, the facts are not used to test the 
theory as in science. On the other hand, the theory that is, the magical procedure is always assumed 
to be right. Here the elements of faith and wishful thinking enter. A failure in magical performances 
is therefore attril;mted to a failure to carry out the procedure correctly, and not to the procedure itself. 
The function of magic is to give confidence and a sense of security. For this re_llson the individual 
must have a non-rational faith in its adequacy. Hence it can exist side by side with perfectly good, 
scientific and technological lJractices. During the World War iI the pilots used to carry in their planes 
some animals, articles of clothing, mystic numbers, etc., thatwe1e believedto-givethenrluck. Magic------
deals in absolutes whereas science deals in probabilities. Science is tentative and partial and it cannot 
give the confidence in the way in which magic gives. As K.. Davis says magic may bec;ome less 
important, but it is not going to disappear as technology and science advance. 

13. SECULARISATION 

It is generally felt that the growth of modernism and modem civilisation has affected religion, 
its functions and the religiosity of the people. Developments in the fields-of science, technologyand 
education have also adversely affected religion and its traditional functions. There is a growing trend 
towards secularism and secularisation today. 
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Meaning of Secularism 

'" 'Secularism is a system o.f social or political philosophy that rejects all forms of religious 
faiths' - Random House '-"«·'"~"u.' 

• 'Secularism ...... means liberation of politics from the hegemony of religion' - Sri Asghar 
Ali Engineer, Indian Express, dated 30-4-1991. 
Secularism :. "Belief that morality, education, etc. should not be based on religion" - Ox
ford Advanced Learner's Dictionary. 

Meaning of Secularisation 

• "The tenn 'secularisation' implies that what was previously regarded as religious is now 
ceasing to be such, and it also im_,Plies a process of differentiation which results in the 
various aspects of society·, economic, political, legal and moral, becoming increasingly 
discrete in relation to each other". M.N. Srinivas in "Social Change in Modern India" 

" "Secularisation is the process by which traditional religious beliefs and institutions lose 
their influence in society" - tan Robertson in "Sociology" - Page 384 

As indµstrialisation advances, the general historical tendency is for societies to become in
creasingly secular, or worldly, in their values, beliefs.and institutions. 

The. principal cause of secularisation· is to bet found in the complexity of modem urbanised 
industrialised society. In simple- societies, religion extends to every aspect of experience. In a com
plex society many new specialised institutions arise. As a result, religion becomes a separate and a 
distinct insitution. with a limited field of influence, and may find itself in competition with other 
institutions such as science or government. Religious belief is no longer self-evidently true. Religion 
loses its monopoly of faith and has to compete with alternative belief systems, including even athe
ism. Religious commitment tends to become part time rather than full time. 

l. Differentiation is one of the salient features of Secularisation. The ethical, political and 
economic issues are separated from each other; For example, the economic issues are decided on the 
basis of economic principles only in a true secular state. 

2. Rationality, scientific attitude, and humanistic outlook - are some other characteristics of 
secularisation: Modern education Jays s,tress upon scientific attitude towards human problems. It has 
also conl!ibuted to the development of humanitarian outlook. 

3. Development in the means of transport and communication, urbanisation, legislation, so
cial and reformative movements - all these have added to the secular thinking. 

Measures of the Process of Secularisation 

The process of secuiarisation may be measured in several ways. Ian Robertson has mentioned 
the following measures [ : 385 J: 

l. The establishment of religion as a separate and distinct institution with a limited ro1e in 
society - is a true measure of secularisation. The process is occurring in all industrial societies. 

2. A second measure of secularisation is the extent to which the religious institutions such as 
churches, temples, mosques, etc. which have modified their teachings and rituals in order to come to 
terms with secular society. "As Peter Berger [1970] suggests, the churches and secular society are 
engaged in a bargaining process,. but the compromise inevitably favours the stronger party, secular 
society. The chufches may thus become more concerned with preserving themselves than with their 
original mission". [fan Robertson -38~] 

3. A third measure of secularisation is the declining membership ofthe churches and the de
creasing attendance at worship and other rituals. This process is in fact very difficult to measure. 
How many people are going to the church or temple or mosque regularly ? How many are going 
!here with real religious commitment? These questions cannot be answered satisfactorily. However, 
~e evidence from all societies points to a steady decline in church membership and 
attendance. 
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MEANING AND NATURE OF 
SOCIAL CONTROL 

Meaning, Definition and Nature of Social Control - Purposes of Social Control - Types 
of Social Control: Formal and Informal Social Control - Agencies of Social Control: 
Control By Law - Control By Education - Control By Public Opinion - Control By 
Propaganda - Control By Coercion - Control By Customs - Control By Folkways and 
Mores - Control By Religion and Morality- Control By Sanctions - Control By Fash
ions, Rites, Rituals and Ceremonies, Etiquettes. 

Rousseau's book "Social Contract' begins with a famous sentence: "Man is born free, and 
everywhere he is in chains". His true that man cannot be absolutely free in society. The collective 
life of man is possible only in the context of social constraints. The sustained social experience of 
man has revealed to him that in his own interest and in the interest of others he must subject himself 
to some kind of control which is over and above him. Attainment of individual happiness is the main 
aim of social life The happiness can be attained not with unbounded freedom for action but with 
restrained behaviour. Man has given to society the power of exercising its control over his behaviour. 
I he control which the society exercises over the behaviour of its members through vanous mecha
nisms can be referred to as 'social control'. 

1. MEANING OF SOCIAL CONTROL 

The survival and smooth functioning of the society is possible only when there exist in it social 
harmony, social solidarity and spcial order. Social harmony or solidarity is not an automatic devel
opment. Individual members of the society must strive and struggle to bring it out. Members of the 
society are able to bring_ab_out socia_Lbarmony_or~ou41-w~_rmJo._certain accepterl__ ___ ~ 
standards of behaviour or norms. Conformity to norms must prevail over the self-seeking impulses 
of the people. Group welfare or societal welfare must take precedence over individual pleasure~. 
Individual by himself cannot do this. Hence society exercises its force or control over the individual 
members. Thus social control refers to the control of society over the individual. Social control 
implies a system of device through which society controls the activities of individual members. 

E.A. Ross was theJirst American sociologist to deal with this concept of social control in his 
famous book "Social ControI'' published in 190 l. In fact, it was he who first used the concept of 
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'social control' in sociological discussion. Since then the concept has become quite popular. Ac
cording to Ross, the individual .has deeprooted sentiments that help him to cooperate with other 
fellow members to work for social welfare. These sentiments are sympathy, sociability and a sense of 
justice. But these sentiments by themselves are not enough to suppress the self-seeking impulses of 
the individual. Society has to make use of its mechanisms to accomplish the necessary order and 
discipline. Ross has stressed upon the roles of public opiniOn, law, belief, suggestion, religion, ide
als; ceremony, etc. in establishing social control. 

Definition of Social Control 

, 1. Fairchild. "Social Control is the sum total of the processes whereby society, or.any sub
group within society, secures conformity to expectation on the part of its constituent units, individu
als and groups". 

2. E. A. Ross. "Social Control refers to the "system of devices whereby society brings its mem
bers into conformity with the accepted standards of behaviour". 

3. Manheim. "Social Control is the sum of those methods by which a society tries to influence 
human behaviour to maintain a given ord~r." 

4. Ogburn and Nimkoff have said that soCial control refers to "the patterns of pressure which a 
society exerts to maintain order anq established rules." · 

5. J.S. Roucek. 'Social Control' is a collective term used to refer to "those processes planned or 
unplanned, by which individuals are taught, persuaded or compelled to conform to the usages and 
life-values of groups". 

6. G.A. Lundberg and others have said that social control designates "those social behaviours 
which influence individuals or groups toward conformity to established or desired. norms". 

Nature of Social Control 

The above-mentioned definitions suggest that social control consists of the following essential 
aspects: 

(1) Social Control denotes some kind of influence.The influence may be exercised in vari
ous ways by means of public opinion, coercion, religion, moralify, ideology, leadership, etc. 

(il)The influence is essentially exerted by the society or community. The influence is ex
erted at various levels. It may indicate the entire society's influence over all the innumerable smaller ' 
groups, sub-groups and individuals. It may denote the influence of a dominant group over several 
smaller groups. It may signify the group's dominance over the individual members; It may reflect in. 
some cases the influence of a few extra-ordinary individuals over other ordinary individuals. 

(iii) The influence is exercised for promoting the welfare of all the individuals or of the 
group as a whole. Social Control is not aimless. It is there to serve the general interests of all and to 
curb the dangerous selfish interests of those who try to satisfy. ~em. 

(iv) The influence of the society has been there since times,i~memorial. Social Control is as 
old as human society. It is an essential condition of the human society. In the absence of social 
control.no society can ever hold together its members for any length of time. 

(v) The influence is universal. Where there is society there is social control. It is there even in 
the so-called uncivilised, barbaric and cannibalistic societies. 

2. PURPOSES OF SOCIAL CONTROL 

The purpose of'social control' as the very term indicates, is to exercise control over people in 
an effective manner. Why the control is needed? According to Kimball Young, it is necessary "to 
bring about conformitjl., solidarity, and continuity ofa particular group or society". T~e three 
purposes of social control mentioned by Kimball Young;_ conformity, solidaricy and COI1tinuity of 
the group - may be described below. 
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1. Social Control brings about social conformity. This is the main purpose of social control. 
Since the modem complex society is a multigroup society differential norms will have to co-exist. 
As a result, behavioural patterns of different groups differ significantly. But these differences should 
not he allowedfo exceed th.e firnits of tolerance. People must be made to feel the need for security. 
For the sake of security they are. obliged, to accept conformity. Social Control thus provides for 
conformity. ~ 

2. Social Control brings about solidarity. The second main purpose of social control is to 
create in the minds of people the feeling of identity and of solidarity. For the proper and smooth 
functioning of the society the different organisations and institutions of the social system must be 
properly integrated. Otherwise, in this competitive world the weaker group may be completely ex
ploited by the stronger one, or equally powerful groups may clash among themselves and spoil 
peace and order. Some groups may even develop anti-societal attitudes and pose permanent danger 
to the organisation of the society. It becomes necessary for the society to establish a reasonable 
balance or equilibrium between different groups and institutions. This would repose confidence 
among people. Society does this through various means of social control. 

3. Social Control assures the continuityofsocial group or society. Societies not only struggle 
for stability and solidarity but also for their own survival or continuity. Continuity is the bed-rock on 
which the future of the society depends. Society maintains its continuity by controlling effectively 
its people and their groups. Due to this continuity the means of social control become in course of 
time a part of culture. As a part of culture they are transmitted from one generation to another. Thus, 
various means of social control function endlessly to maintain the continuity of the society. 

3. TYPES OF SOCIAL CONTROL 

Society makes use of various means of social c;ontrol depending upon the time and social 
situation for the realisation of its purposes. It is left to ~he discretion of the group to decide what 
means must be used at what time and in what social situation. In some primitive communities magic 
and superstitious beliefs :are enough to exercise control. In a rural society means such as folkways, 
mores, customs, traditions, beliefs are enough to act as social pressures on individual behaviour. But 
in the modem urban society, radio, television, newspapers, schools and colleges, police force, etc., 
may be used for enforcing conformity. In fact, societies have developed consciously or unconsciously 
various devices for the purpose of controlling the behaviour of their members. Formal and informal 
control represent nvo kinds of devices 

Formal and Informal Control 

Social Control can be classified into two major types on the basis of the means of social control 
that are employed. 

They are : (i) Formal control, and (ii) Informal control. 

1. Formal Control. The state makes use of law, legislation, military force, police force, ad
ministrative devices, etc., for the purpose of social control. Similarly, different political, religious, 
economic, cultural and other associations and institutions also institute formal control over the 

C-~the--membeF&--1".ermal--oontfol is deliberately created. Var~s-ruies--are-~--
make· it .specific: The necessity of following formal control or rules 1s clearly stated by associations 
and institutions. Violators of formal control are given punishments depending upon the nature and 
type of violation. The organisation that makes use of formal control may even create a body of 
officials vested with power to enforce control as we find it in the case of state which has established 
the police, military force, etc. In brief, an association, whether it is a state or a bank, or an army, or a 
factory or any thing has its own norms through which it controls the behaviour of the members. All 
these come under formal control. Formal control has become a necessity in the modem complex 
societies in which. interaction is mostly impersonal in nature. 
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2. Informal. Control. Informal Control includes gossip, slander, resentment, public opinion, 
sympathy, sense ofjustice.folkways, mores, customs, religion, morality and such other agents. These 
are not purposefully created. Nothing could be said with certainty regarding their origin. Theyari8e 
on their own way and in course of time gain currency and popularity. They become deep-rooted with 
people in their practices. No specific punishment would be given to the violators ofinformal control. 
Still they are more effective than the formal control. They do not require any extra staff to enforce . 
them as it is so in the case of formal control. They do not have the physical force to enforce confor
mity to them. Hence, people may not observe them or go against them without being physically 
punished for the same. Faith in religion, moral convictions, public opinion, artistic standard, and the 
general state of enlightenment are found to be more important in informal control. 

Informal control is more effective in primary social groups such as family, neighbourhood, 
tribe, rural community where interaction talces place on a personal basis. Whenever the group or the 
s9ciety becomes larger (in terms of population) and more complex, the informal devices of control 
become less effective. Simple gossip and slander and censure can correct an erring rurafite but not an 
urban citizen. The anonymity of city life which has added to the confidence of the individual ·that .he 
could commit an offence without being noticed or caught by others who are mostly engaged in thei.r 
own business, contributes to the non'.'"effectiveness of informal control. Hence informal methods 
have given place to the formal ones such as law, education, coercion and codes, though less effective 
informal control also functions aJong with formal control in urban areas in regulating people's ac-
tivities. / 

4. AGENCIES OF SOCIAL CONTROL 
Society or group maintains social control by creating its own agencies which may enforce 

formal or informal control. Agencies such as law, education, physical coercion and codes on the one 
hand, folkways, mores, customs, cortvention, tradition, religion, etc., on the other; have been used by 
the society for this purpose. The number and variety of devices and agencies employed depend on 
the degree- of complexity of life in a society, The role of some of these agencies may be briefly 
discussed here. 

1. Control by Law 

Law is the most powerful formal means of sodal control in the modem society. Laws appear 
only in societies with a political organisation, that is a government. The term 'Law' has been defined 
in various ways. J.S. Roucek opines that "Laws are a form of social rule emanating from political 
agencies". Roscoe Pound says that "law is an authoritative canon of value laid down by the fotcepf 
politically organised society". 

The main characteristics of law are -:-- (I) Laws are the general conditions of human activity 
prescribed by the state for its members. (2) Law is called iaw, only if enacted by a proper law
making authority. It is a prqdutt of conscious thought, deliberate attempts and careful planning. (3) · 
Law is definite, clear and precise. ( 4) Law applies equally to all without exception in identical cir
cumstances. ( 5) Violation of law is followed by penalties and punishments determined by the au":' 
thority of the state. (6) Laws are always written down and recorded in some fashion. Hence they 
cannot appear in non-literate society. (7) Laws are not the result of voluntary consent of persons 
against whom they are directe<;l. 

Law is derived from various sources. As J.S. Roucek has pointed out, "All social rules includ
ing political rules, or laws, originated first in custom or folkways of long standing and are. based 
upon existing conceptions of jµs#ce and ~ight in a givel! community". It is true that "in all societies 
law is based upon moral 11otions". ·Laws are made and legislations are enacted on the basis of social 
doctrines, ideals and mores. It does not mean that the domains of law and morals are co-extensive. 
Still it can be said that "themaintqlianceof legal order depends upon the moral climate of a society". . . . \ 
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(Bottomore). The effectiveness of legal regulation never rests solely upon the threat of physical 
sanctions. It very much depends upon a general attitude of respect for law, and for a particular legal 
order. Thisattitude itselfis determinedbymoraLapproval of law ascontaining social justice. 

'/ 
Law requires enforcing agencies. Laws are enforced with the help of the police, the court, and 

sometimes the armed forces. Administrative machinery of the state is the main law-enforcing agency. 
Increasing complexity of the modem industrial society has necessitated enormous growth of ad
ministrative agencies. Law is, in fact the control of administrative power which is vested in the 
government off).cials. Law as an instrument of control performs two functions: {i) It eliminates and 
suppresses the homicidal activities of individuals. (ii) Law persuades individuals to pay attention to 
the rights of others as well as to act in co-operation with others. In this way law tries to protect the 
individuals and society and promotes social welfare. 

It is a1most impossible now-a-days to conceive of a society of any degree of complexity in 
which social behaviour would be completely regulated by moral sanctions. Law has thus become 
if1eyitably a pervasive phenomenon. Contemporay international relations would reveal the impor
f~nR,e. ofl.aw in social control. It may be true that the moral unity of the mankind is now greater than 
eyer 'before. But moral sentiments alone are pot enough today to regulate relations. They are by 
necessity supplemented by the law. 

2. Control by Education 

Education may be defined as a precess whereby the social heritage of a group is passed on 
from one generation to· another. It is in this sense,· Durkheim conceived of education as "the 
socialisation of the younger generation'~. He also stated, "It is actually a continuous effort to impose 
on the child ways of seeing, feeling and acting which he could not have arrived at spontaneously". 
Br,own and Roucek have said that education is "the sum total of the experience which moulds the 
attitudes and determines the conduct of both the child and the adult". Education is every experience, 
trifling or profound, which dtirablymodifies, thought, feeling or action. 

Education is not just concerned with transmitting a way of life. In the modem times it is largely 
devoted to the communication of empirical knowledge. It is required today to prepare indiv,iduals for 
a changing rather than a static world. Formal education has been communicating ideas and values 
which play a part in regulating behaviour. In modem society science and technology are the basis of 
a general rational approach to nature and social life. The whole rationalisation of the modem world 
ts connectedw1th the development of science. The chief mstrument of this development 1s educa
tion;.il system In this way, fonnal education can he viewed as a type of social control Education bas 
contributed to the regulation of conduct in the early socialisation of the child. Educational reformers 
sue}} as Montessori and Froebe/ have brought about great changes in the education· of young 
children. These reforms reveal the moral. noti01~s external to the educational system. But they 
have been influential in changing moral ideas in society at large. 

Some educators have suggested that education must be used for making a "good society". 
Education is not primarily an attempt to stuff the mind with information, but train people to think to 
distinguish between truth and error to arrive at reality; In this regard, the school is taken to mean a 
"commun~.fexperience" r atheMhan-as-a-"series o.f'plt:mned-fessons'~~~6rorge-&-€mmts has re
marked that "Education, emptied of all social control and considered solely as method, points no
where and can arrive nowhere ... . "Today people send their children to the schools to be taught 
properly. "To be taught properly means, of course, to be taught in accordance with the wishes of the 
community". The community is most sensitive, in particular, to those aspects of teaching that have 
social and moral significance. Hence much attention is paid to select nght persons for the teaching 
profession. 

Education from infancy to adulthood is a vital means of social control. Through education new 
generation learns the social norms and the penalties for violating them. Theoretical education, that is 
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reading and writing, serves to form the intellectual basis and with practical education one learns to 
put this into practice. Without proper education the harmony of the individual and society is not 
merely difficult but also impossible. Educat_ion makes social control quite normal. It converts social 
control into self-control. In the a~nce of a well organised educational system, social control would 
remain merely as an arbitrary pressure which may not last long. Hence, education is a necessary 
condition· for the proper exercise of social control. 

3. Control by the Public Opinion 

Public Opinion is an important agency of social control. As K; Young has said,' ~·Public Opin
iOn consists. of the opinion held by a public at a certain time". According to· V. V. Akolkar, "Public 
opinion simply refers to that mass of ideas which people have to express on a given issue". Public 
opinion may be said to be the collective opinion of majority of members of a group. 

Public opinion is of great significance especially in democratic societies. Through public opin~ 
ion the knowledge of the needs, ideas, beliefs, and values of people can be ascertained. It influences 

' the social behaviour of people. Behaviour of the people is influenced by ideas, attitudes and desires 
which are reflected by public opinion. People get recognition and respectability when they behav@ 
according to accepted social expectations. Public opinion helps us to know what type ofb~haviour'iS 
acceptable and what is not. 

There are various agencies for the formulation and expression of public opinion. The press, 
radio, movies and legislatures are the main controlling agencies of public opinion. 

The 'press' includes newspapers, magazines and journals of various kinds .. The newspaper 
provides the stuff of opinion for it covers everyday events amd policies. Many decisions of the 

· people are influenced by information available through the press. As an agency of social control the 
press seeks to influence the tastes, ideas, attitudes and preferences of the readers. It affects their 

·ideology also. It enforces morality by exposing the moral lapses.of the leaders. 
Radio is another agency of public opinion that influenct(s behaviour. It influences our lan

guage, customs and Institutions. It is through the radio that human voice can reach millions of people 
at the same time. It can dramatise and popularise events and ideas. In the same way, television has 
also been influencing people's behaviour. · 

Movies or motion pictures exert great influence on public opinion. They have effectively changed 
the attitudes and behaviour of the people. Movie-goers are relaxed and unaware of the fact that they 
are being affected by ideas and values. They identify themselves with the leading characters and 
unconsciously accept 'the attitudes, values, etc., implicit in the role. Some emotionally disturbed 
people often search solutions for their problems through. movies. Through films it is possible to 
improve people's tastes, ideas and attitudes to some extent. 

Legislature at present is the most effective agency for the formulation and expression of pub
lic opinion. The debates in the legislatures influence public opinion particularly in democratic sys
tem. It makes laws that control people's life and activities. It should be noted that legislature itself is 
subject to the influence of the people. · 

4. Control by Propaganda 

"Propaganda is an organised or systematic attempt made by a person or a group to influence 
public opinion and attitudes in any sphere ".-Akolkar. It refers to the techniques of influencing 
human action by the manipulation of representations. It is a means of influencing others, ofte-n to-
wards a desirable end. · 

Propaganda can affect people's faith, ideology, attitude and behaviour . .It can also be used to 
replace old beliefs and practices with the new ones. Propaganda may bring about positive as well as 
negative results. Governmental departments such as medical department, planning department, co
operative department, customs depa~ment, income tax department, etc. make propaganda to help 
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people to mend their ways and also to develop right habits, practices and approaches. Every govern
ment maintains a department to influence people in the direction' of accepted patterns. This depart
ment is called the department of •public relation' or "publicity". The health department may make 
use of various devices and techniques of propaganda to impress upon people to take precautions- to 
control contagious diseases. The planning department may try to appeal to the people through effec
tive propaganda th.e necessity of controlling birth rate. The income tax department may try to create 
fear in the minds of tax payers of the consequences of evading taxes through propaganda. 

Propaganda plays a vital role in both democratic and dictatorial countries. In democratic coun
tries propaganda is mainly used to persuade people to accept some opinions or reject some others or 
to follow some new practices or drop out some old ones, But in dictatorial countries it iS used by the 
government mainly to suppress public opinion or to make people to believe what it wants them to 
believe. Mass media of communication are used for this purpose. Propaganda by itself is neither 
good nor bad. It depends on the purpose for which it is used and how it is used. 

To make propaganda very effective the propagandists repeat them regularly and systemati
cally. They present only one side of the questfon and furnish vast evidences in support of it. They 
condemn their opponents and resort to self-praise in an intelligent way. To get enduring effects they 
concentrate on children and try to 'brainwash' them. Totalitarian states normally try to do this. They 
even make education an instrument of propaganda. 

5. Control by Coercion 

Coercion, that is, the use of physical force is one of the forms of social control. Coercion refers 
to the use of physical force to stop or control a work or an action. Whenever people are refrained 
from doing a particular work or whenever some limits are put deliberately on the range of their 
choice through the. use of force, or through the threat of its consequences, they may be said to be 
under coercion. 

Coercion is an extreme form of violence. State is the only association which is empowered to 
use'coercion in social control. No other association is vested with this power. It becomes necessary 
for the state to resort to coercion to suppress anti-social trends and activities. Otherwise there would 
be no security for social life. It is necessary to keep within limits the s~lf-interest, the greed, the 
lawlessness, and the intolerance ever ready to assert its will over others. It is necessary to protect the 
interests of the weaker.groups, minorities; servants, slaves, poor and the like. Safeguarding the po-
litical and social order is the main service of force. 

Force alone cannot protect the social order, but without force the order could never be secure. 
"Without force law is in danger. of being dethroned, though force alone can never keep law in its 
~~ . . 

Though force is essential, it has its own limitations. The intervention of force substitutes a 
mechanical for a social relationship. The use of force indicates the denial of the possibility of co
operation. It treats the human being as though he were merely a physical object. Force is the end of 
mutuality. Force by itself admits no expression of human impulses against whom it is wielded. 

··~--Further;-the·exercise\)fpower-is-a wasteful~a~-erdinary-proeesses1>f-life,alLLl-
the give-and-take of common living. The more it is used the more it breeds resistance, thus necessi-
tating still more enforcement. 

Human experience has revealed that coercion orforce is necessary as the guarantee of political 
laws. Its service is best rendered when it is used to the minimum. Where a common rule is consid
ered necessary or beneficial for the common good, some degree of compulsipn is involved . ..Hence 
force becomes necessary to enforce the common rule. But only when the use of force is limited it 
becomes the servant of fundamental liberties of people. Only then the harmony of individuality and 
society could be most fully achieved. 
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6. Control. by Customs 

'Customs' repesent a kind of informal social control. "The socially accredited ways of 
acting are the customs of society".-Maclver and Page. Ma11y of our daily activities are regi,dated 
by customs. Our ways of dressing, speaking, eating, working, worshipping, training the young, eel~ 
ebrating festivals, etc., are all controlled by customs. They are self-accepted rules ofsociallife; 
Individuals can hardly escape their hold. · 

All normal people prefer to live according to the customs for they save much of our energy 
and time. They save us from the objections and ridicule of the society. Customs give guidance for 
people in every activity. One need not nave to resort tQ original thinking on e\'.ery aspect. The role 
played by customs in life is comparable to the role of instinctsin animals. Customs enlighten man in' 
his social life. 

Customs are conformed mostly unconsciously. Man learns them from his very childh0od iWF({: 
goes on obeying them. Customs are very rarely opposed. Even the harmful customs are also obeyed 
by most ofthe people because they do not consider them harmful. While those who consider th'efli 
harmful lack the courage to oppose them, only some exceptional individuals have the courag6uf 
going against them or carrying on protest against them. 

Customs are basic to our collective life. They are found even\ihere. Th~y are more influential 
and dominant in the primitive society than in the modem 'society. In the tribal societies they act as the 
"King of Man". In the modem complex society custom is slowly losing its hold ~ver people, and 
giving place to law. 

7. Control by Folkways and Mores 

Folkways and mores represent two important. types of informal control. 
Folkways. 'Folkways' refer to the ways of the people. They are "the repetitive petty acts of the 

people". Folkways are the norms to which people conform because it is expected of them. Confor
mity to the folkways is neither required by law nor enforced by pny special agency-0f s,ociety. For 
example, there is no law that compels us to wash clothes, to take bath, to brush teeth, to greet friends, 
to give respect to elders, etc. Still we do many such activities without thinking over them.Jt is a 
matter of usage. They are our folkways. . . · 

Folkways are not as compulsive and obligatory as laws or morals. Those who violate folkways 
are not punished by formal mea~s. But the violators are put to gossip, slander and ridicule. One can 
ignore. a few of the folkways but no one can neglect or violate all of them. They constitute:.an 
important part of the social structure. They contribute to the order and stabilify of social relatipn,s;, 
Human infants learn them through their elders through socialisation. They learn different :folk
ways at different stages relevant to their class, caste, ethnic; religious, occupatim;al, marital ~nd 
other statuses. We are made to follow them because they are binding. They become with us 
a matter of habit. · ' · 

The Mores~ 'Mor.es' or 'Morals' represelilt another category of norms. When 'folkways 'act q$, 
regulators of behaviour then they become 'mores '. Mores are considered to be essential for group 
welfare .. The positive mores prescribe behaviour patterns while the negative mores or tdboos'pfe-' 
scribe or prohibit behaviour patterns. Mores for example, instruct people to love their country, to 
look after their wives and children, to tell the truth, t9 be helpful to others, etc; They also insist bn 
peo'ple not to become unpatriotic, not to show disrespect to the god, not to steal, cheat, etc. 

' 
' 

Mores represent the living character of the group. They are always considered as 'right' by the 
people who share them. They are morally right and ,their violation rriorally wrong: Hence they are 
more compulsive in nature. Mores contribute to the solidarity and harmony ofthe group. They' help' 
the individuals to identify themselves with the group. Every group has its own mores. There ,are 
mores for each sex, for all ages, for all classes, for all· families and so on. 
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Mores help the individuals to realise that community living or collective life is possible only 
when one confonns to the nonns. Mores weld the individual with the group or the society without 
damaging his personal liberty. Individual learns through mores that the society is not against him. 
They differfrom place to place and time to time. They becom.e in course of time the basis of law. 
Laws are often called "codified mores". 
C~ntrol by Religion and Morality 

Religion and morality are the most effective means of informal social control in both modem 
and primitive societies. 

8. Control by Religion 

Religion refers to man's faith or belief in_ some supernat.lral power or force. As Maciver and 
Page have said, religion "implies a relationship not merely between man and man but also between 
man and some higher power". Religious concept is thus linked with man's relationship with God. 
The behaviour which is 'in conformity with this relationship is religious behaviour. The norms con
cerned with religious behaviour constitute the religious code. The main purpose of religious code is 
to insist on religious conformity. Religious conformity in most of the cases will be in consonance 
with social confonnity. Because, the main intention of the religious code is to make man basically 
good, obedient and helpful to others. 

Religion regulates the activities of people in its own way. It regulates human conduct, through 
religious code. The conceptions of spirits, ghosts, taboos, soul, divine commandments, sermon, etc., 
control human actions and enforce discipline. Ideas of hell and heaven too have great effec~s on the 
behaviour of people. It has a great disciplinary value. 

Man as a religious being tries to adjust, or restrain or mend his behaviour to secure the bless
ings of the divinity . He is afraid of going against the divine will or the divine rule. Religion has a 
'supra-social sanction' to enforce obedience to the religious code. Religion demands total surrender 
to the divine force or power. Man by surrendering himself to the divine force tries to suppress his 
own impulses and selfish desires. 

In yet another way also religion serves as a means of social control. Religion conserves the 
norms and values of life. Religion defines and redefines values. Moral, spiritual and social values are 
strongly supported by religion. Through the agencies such as family, church, school, religion incul-
cates the values of life irr the minds of growing children. As Thomas F. 0 'Dea has pointed out, 
"religion sacralises the norms and values of established society". It "maintains the dominance of 
group goals over individual impulses". 

Religion has its own methods to deal with those individuals who violate religious code or 
nonns. Various religious agencies such as temples, churches, mutts, monasteries created by religion 
also help to control and humble the disobedients. Religion has its own ways and means to re-inte
grate the disobedients into the social group. Further, religious sanctions are widely made use of to 
support the ethical codes and moral practices. 

-----'~-Control by Morality----

Morality is an institution that is closely related to religion. Morality is concerned with the 
conceptions of goodness and evil. It refers to "that body of rules and principles concerned with good 
and evil as manifested to us by conscience". These rules are admitted at large by the community. 
Honesty, faithfulness, fairness, service-mindedness, truthfulness, conscientiousness, kindness, sac
rifice, incorruptibility, etc., represent some of the moral concepts. People who are morally good are 
also socially good. 

Moralify always helps to make a distinction between right and wrong or good and bad. Hence 
morality acts as a guide of human behaviour. Moral rules are obeyed because of internal pressure. 
This pressure refers to the pressure of conscience. But in the case of religion, man obeys religious 
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rule because of his fear towards God. In morality, man is not very much afraid of God, but he is 
afraid Morality is based on rational judgement or rationality whereas religion is based on 

and emotions. 
Religion and morality are mutually complementary and supportive. What is morally good is in 

most of the cases good spiritually also. The fulfilment of God's will and the performance of moral 
actions are, therefore, two aspects of the same process. Both are concerned with the 'higher/aw' 
which stands over and above the sphere of the state and outside state control. Though not always 
morality supports religious beliefs and considers religiosity as a moral virtue. In the same way, 
religion reinforces morality with its super-natural sanctions. Both jointly command and control hu
man conduct. Mathew Arnold says that"Religion is morality touched with emotiOns". F. H. Bradley 
opines, "it is a moral duty not to be immoral and that is the duty to be religious". 
10. Control by Sanctions._ 

Sanctions are the supporters of norms. 'Sanctions' refer to "thJ rewards or punishments used 
to establish social control, that is, to enforce the norms in a society". The basic purpose of sanction 
is to bring about conformity. They are used to force or persuade an individual or group to conformto 
social expectations. 

Sanctions may be applied in various ways, ranging from the use of physical force to symbolic 
means, such as flattery. Negatively, they may be anything from a raised eyebrow to the death sen
tence. Positively, they range from a smile to an honorary degree. 

Sanctions are applied in various ways. The type of sanctions also vary with the groups and 
situations. They may be positive or negative. Those sanctions which inflict pain or threaten to do so 
are negative. Those which elicit and facilitate response by rewards are positive. Both positive and· 
negative sanctions may apply a wide variety of means. Positive sanctions include verbal methods 
such as praise, flattery, suggestion, persuasion, some of education, indoctrination, advertising, pro
paganda, slogans, giving rewards, medals, badges, uniforms, titles, etc. Negative means 
include-gossip, slander, satire, laughing at others, name-calling, threats, commands, censorship, 
and finally overt action. The method of overt action is the final sanction when no other way remains 
open. In this method pain, suffering and even death is included. Overt action also includes fines, 
imprisonment, whipping, mutilation,. torture, banishment, ostracism and death. Extreme negative 
sanctions are applied only by the state. 
11. Control by Miscellaneous Norms 

(a) Fashion. Fashion may be defined as permitted range of variation .around a norm. People 
want to be like their associates and friends and also want to be different from them. Fashion is a 
device beautifully suited to reconcile these opposing tendencies. Fashion permits and regulates vari
ety and thereby avoids a dull and deadening uniformity. They help us to express our individuality 
without going against norms. In conforming to fashion we imitate our contemporaries. Sanctions 
that support conformity to fashion in dress are very powerful. Thus no woman wants to attend a 
dinner party in a night dress. Superficial or trivial changes in fashions are called 'fads'. People 
follow both and try to conform to their requirements. Fashion has become all pervasive. People want 
to eat fashionable foods, wear fashionable-dresses, read fashionable books, enjoy fashionable amuse
ments, etc. 

(b) Rites, Rituals and. Ceremonies 

Rites, rituals and ceremonies add dignity and a kind of special significance to various events of 
social life. They mark some occasions with solemnity and introduce enjoyment to others. More than 
that they serve to identify the individual with his groups, his community, and his nation. 

Ceremonies are observed everywhere. The birth ofa baby, confirmation, graduation, the death 
of an old man, the inauguration of a new factory, a promotion, the publication of a book, a new 
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record in athletics, etc., are all events that draw special attention. Ceremony confers public .recogni
tion to them. Ceremony regularises or standardises situations which people confront for which they 
may not otherwise find a guide for action. For example, the funer~l ceremony helps the survivors to 
meet the crisis of death. 

'Rite' also refers to a ceremony. It ,sometimes conveys a sense of secrecy, of a ceremony 
known only to the initiated. All secret societies have their rites and also people with high qualifica
tions have them. Example: An oral examination for the degree of doctor of philosophy. Through this 
the candidate joins the limited and selected few. 

Ritual is also a ceremony but it is characterised by repetition. It is periodically or repeatedly 
performed. Ex. Republic Day, Independence Day, Wedding Anniversary, New Year's Day, Mar
tyrs' Day, May Day, etc. Ritualintroduces temporal regularity and a precision of detail into many of 
the events that characterise our social life. Ritual also induces a sense of identification with the 
group. 

Etiquette : Etiquette is a code of precise procedures that governs the social interaction of 
people. It contains the notion of propriety. Example: TQ give some gifts to the host, to place a guest 
of honour at appropriate seat at a formal dinner, to present some gift to the bride, etc., Sociologically 
speaking, etiquette serves three functions. (i) It prescribes standard procedures to be followed on 
specific occasions. (ii) It indicates membership in a certain social class, and (iii) It serves to maintain 
social distance where intimacy or familiarity is not required. Etiquette repels unwanted approaches 
at specific occasions. 
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FOLKWAYS - MORES - CUSTOMS 
AND SANCTIONS 

Folkways : Definition and Nature of Folkways - Social Importance of Folkways - Mo
res: Meaning a1;1d Definition-Types of Mores- Nature andCharacteristics-Functiones 
of Mores - Folkways and Mores : Differences - Customs : Definition and Nature of 
Customs- Customs and Habits-t-Social Importance of Customs -Sanctions: Informal 
and Fortna! Sanctions ~ Power as the Basis of Sanction - Type of Sanctions : Positive 
and Negative Sanctions. 

'Folkways', 'mores', and 'customs' represent different kinds of social norms. 'Social norms' 
refer tO the group shared standards of behaviour. A social norm is a pattern setting limits on indi
vidual behaviour. Norms are the 'blueprints' for behaviour. They are the rules for social living or for 
social being. They determine, guide, control and also predict human behaviour. 

Human society assumes and enjoys remarkable order and stability. It tries to withstand disor
der and instability. By the mechanism of social norms it is able to preserve itself. Social norms help 
society to maintain the unity of social life. Hence, they are called the 'sustaining forces' of a society. 

Social norms are numerous and varied. They assume different forms. In terms of severity and 
durability they differ. Their influence and effect on the individual and society have not been uni
form. Norms are not systematically classified by any sociologist. But broadly, they are grouped 
into-folkways, mores, customs, fashions, rites, rituals, ceremonies, taboos, traditions, conventions, 
statutes, laws, etiquettes and the like. We shall now discuss the nature of 'folkways', 'mores' and 
'customs'. 

!.FOLKWAYS 

The term 'folkways' was introduced into socioiogicai literature by W. G. Sumner in a book with 
the.title 'Folkways' published irt 1906. The word means literally "the ways of the folk". 'Folk' 
means people and 'Ways' refers to their behavioural habits. 'Folkways' are norms to which we 
conform because it is customary to do so in our society. 

Folkways are the accepted ways of behaviour. According to Sumner, folkways represent man's 
unique means of adapting himself to the environment. The term is often broadly used to include 
customs, conventions, usages, etiquettes, etc. It indudes several modes of behaviour which men 
have evolved to meet the needs of their social life. 

Definition 

(i) Gillin and Gillin say that '~Folkways are behaviour patterns of everyday life which generally 
arise unconsciously in a group". 

448 
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(ii) A. W. Green opines, "Those ways of acting that are common to a society or a group and that 
are handed down from one generation to th,e next are known as folkways." 

(iii) Lundberg has said that "Folkways are the typical or habitual beliefs, attitudes and styles of 
conduct observed within a group or community". 

(iv) Merill says that folkways "are literally the ways of the folk, that is, social habits or group 
expectations that have arisen in the daily life of the group". 

(v) In simple words, 'folkways' can be understood as "repetitive petty acts of the people". 

Examples of Folkways 

The ways of eating, talking, dressing, playing, walking, working, greeting, conversing, ex
pressing love and affection, etc., represent folkways. Taking three meals a day, walking on the right 
side of the road, driving on the left, wearing different kinds of dresses at different times, regular 
brushing of the teeth, washing of the clothes, taking bath regularly, respecting the elders, showering 
love and affection on the younger ones, wife and husband expressing mutual love, etc., represent 
different kinds of folkways. 

Nature of Folkways 

(i) Social in Nature. Folkways are the products of man's group life. They are created by the 
groups for their sustenance and maintenance. Individuals get social recognition by conforming to 
the folkways. 

(ii) Repetitive in Character. A social practice becomes a folkway when majority of people 
observe it constantly and regularly. The oft~repeated practices of the majority normally become the 
folkways, because such practices become standardized practices by constant repetition. In this sense 
also folkways represent the mass phenomena and not the individual peculiarity. 

(iii) Unplanned Origin. The origins of folkways are very ol;>scure. Sumner believed that they 
arise automatically and unconsciously. They are not the result of any 'advance planning. Someone in 
the group starts a new way (may be a hairstyle, a dress style, a conversational style) and in course of 
time it becomes popular and a good number of people may start following it. But by the time it 
becomes the folkway, neither the originator nor the time of origin can be traced. For exampfo, we 
cannot name the person who invented the greeting style or the hairstyle. Neither can we fix precisely 
the date of its 

(iv) Informal Enforcement. Folkways constitute one of the types of informal means of social 
eontrol. Folkways aie not as compulsive and obligatory as that oflaws 01 motals. Conformity to the 
folkways is neither required by law nor enforced by any special agency of the society. Those who 
violate folkways are not punished by formal means. They are not absolutel-y obligatory though they 
are considered as necessary. For example, one who does not brush his teeth regularly, take bath 
daily, and wash his clothes regularly and properly, is not going to be punished by law. But such an 
individual is put to gossip and ridicule. One can neglect and violate one or a few of the folkways but 
no sane person can neglect and violate all of them. 

------M-F~Lot. Folkways differ from group to greup-and-sooiety--te--sooi~ey-----
may also undergo changes m course of time w1thm the same group or society. It is customary in 
India for women to keep their hair long while their counterpart in the West normally keep it short . 

. Table meals are common in the West whereas majority of the Indians squat on the floor and take 
their meals with hands. But now changes have occurred. 

Further.folkways vary with age and sex in almost all the places. They vary according to the 
social-class status. They differ according to region,_ ethnic group, racial group, caste, class and occu
pation. 

(vi) Folkways are Numerous. It "is not possible for anyone to enlist all the folkways. No 
encyclopaedia could contain all of the folkways observed by all of the peoples of history. They are 
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so diverse and numerous. Folkways touch upon even the titbits of our social behaviour. No social act 
of man can escape from its boundary. They range from most of the trivial acts and behaviour patterns 
to the most· serious ones. 

(vii) Folkways are subject to Change. Folkways change with changing social conditions. Still 
changes are often resisted. Some folkways undergo re1atively rapid change. Sumner called them 
'fashions'. Fashions relating to dress, hairstyle, architectural designs, etc., have undergone rapid 
change. Folkways associated with beliefs and practices regarding the family, property, etc., resist 
change very often. · 

Social Importance of Folkways 

The Folkways are the foundation of every culture. When fully assimilated they become per
sonal habits. They save much of our energy and time. They are generally observed by the people. 
Hence all are free to solve problems and strive towards individual and collective goals. They have · 
reduced much of our mental strain and nervous tension by helping us to handle social relations in a 
comfortable way. Sumner believed that "the life of society consists in making folkways and apply
ing them. The science of society must be construed as the study of them". This is, of course, an 
exaggerated :view. 

Folkways have become a universal characteristic of human societies. No society does or could 
exist without them. Hence they constitute an important part of the social structure. They contribute 
to the order and stability of social relations. Human infants learn the folkways through the elders as 
naturally as they grow older. They become a part and parcel of the personality of the infants through 
the process ofsocialization. They learn different folkways at different stages relevant to their class, 
caste, racial, ethnic and other statuses. Much role-playing in occupational statuses has almost be
come part of the folkways~ We are made to follow them because they are binding. They become with 
us a matter of habit. They come to form the unstated premises in our mental life. Th~y provide 
predictability to both of our behaviour and that of others. As one of the types of informal means of 
social control, folkways have assumed importance in the study of social control. 

2.MORES 

The 'mores' represent yet another category of norms. 'Mores' is a term used to denote behaviour 
patterns which are not only accepted but are prescribed. 

AU the folkways are not equally important. Some of them become more compulsive and regu
lative in character. These folkways which become regulators of behaviour are normally referred to 
as 'mores'. Sumner applied the term 'mores' (singular 'more') to those folkways which are consid
ered by the group to be essential for.its welfare and existence. "When the elements of truth and right 
are developed into doctrines of welfare, the folkways are raised to another plane"- to the plane of 
mores. 

Definition 

(i) According to R.M. Maciver and C.H. Page, "When the folkways have added to them con
ceptions of group welfare, standards ofright and wrong, they are converted into mores''.. 

(ii) Gillin and Gillin say that "Mores are those customs and group routines which are thought 
by the members of the society to be necessary to the group's continued existence". · 

(iii) As Edward Sapir has pointed out, "The term 'mores' is best reserved for those customs 
which connote fairly strong feelings of the rightness or wrongness oftnode of behaviour". 

(iv) In simple words, we can say when the folkways clearly represent the group standards, the 
group sense of what is fitting, right anq conducive to well-being1 then they become mores. 

Types of Mores 

Adistinction is made between two kinds of mores: 
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(i) 'positive mores', and (ii) 'negative mores'. 

(i) Positive Mores. Positive mores always 'prescribe' behaviour patterns. They represent the 

'do's'. Theygive instructions and provide guidance for the people to behave ina particular way. 

Examples : respecting elders, protecting children, taking care of the diseased and the aged people, 

loving one's country, doing service to the society, worshipping God, speaking the truth, leading a 

righteous life, etc. 

(ii) Negative Mores. Negative mores 'prescribe' behaviour patterns. They represent the 'don 'ts'. 

They are often called 'taboos'. Taboos forbid or prohibit certain behaviour patterns. Taboos put 

severe restrictions on the range of one's behaviour. Examples : Don't appear before the people 

without dress, don't be cruel to the wife and children, don't steal, don't commit adultery, don'ttell 

lies, don't be irreligious, doO:t disrespect the God, don't pe unpatriotic, etc. 

Nature and Characteristics of Mores . 

(i) Mores are the regulators of our social life. Mores represent the living character of the group 

or community. They are always considered as right by the people who share them. They are morally 

right and their violation morally wrong. Hence, they are more compulsive in nature. They put re

strictions on our behaviour. 

(ii) Mores are relatively more persistent. Mores are relatively long lasting than ordinary folk

ways. In fact, they even become conservative elements in society. They also put up resistance to 

changes. For example, people at one time resisted the efforts of the Jaw-makers to abolish the so

called morals such as slavery, child marriage, human sacrifice, practice of'sati', etc: Still.it is wrong 

to eonclude that mores are fixed things that do not change. They change subtly from age to age. In 

the examples cited above considerable changes have taken place now. · 

(iii) Mores vary.from group to group. Mores have not always been uniform. What is prescribed 

in one group is prohibited in another. Eskimos, for example, often practise female infanticide, whereas 

such a practi'ce is strictly forbidden in the modem societies. The Mundugumor tribals of New Guinea 

practise cannibalism, even today, whereas such a practice is beyond our comprehension in the mod

em society. Similarly, some practise strictly monogamy, wI:iere~s others practise polygamy, and so 

on. Further, what is right at one time may be wrong at another ajid vice versa. The practice of 'sati' 

was 'moral' then but notnow. Slavery was regarded as 'right' then ar1d not now. 

(iv) Mores are hacked by Valuev and Religion. Mores normally receive the sanction and back~ 

ing of values an.d religion. When this occurs they become still more powerful and binding. Mores 

backed by rehg1ous sancuons are strongly justified by people. Ten conunandments, fm example, me 

considered to be important and essential for the Christians, because they are backed by their religion .. 

Social Importance or Functions of Mores 

Mac!ver and Page have mentioned the following social functions of mores. 

(i) Mores determine much of our individual behaviour. Mores always bring direct pressure on 

our behaviour. They mould our character and restrain our tendencies. They act as powerful instru

--------ments_osocial control Mores are indoctrinated into the personalities of the individuals from the 

begmmhg and hence they help (hem to exercise constraints over their own behaviour. 

(ii) Mores identify the individual with the group. Mores are the means by which the individual 

gains identification with his fellows. As a result of that, he maintains social relations with others that 
are clearly essential for satisfactory living. 

(iii) Mores are the guardians of social solidarity. Mores bring the people together and weld 

them into one strong cohesive group. Those who share common mores also share many other pat

terns of behaviour. Every group or society has its own mores. There are mores-for each sex, for all 

ages, for all classes, for an groups from the family to the nation. The mores of each of these help to 

maintain the solidarity of the group. 
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With the evolution of society, the mores have become more 'spe9ialized'. Their control on the 
civilized and the advanced people is also diminishing. Hence, they are supplemented with laws and 
legislations. 
Folkways and Mores : Differences 

·Folkways and mores can be distinguished inthefollowing manner-: 
. (i) Mores are relatively wider and more general in character than the folkways. 
(ii) Mores imply a value-judgement about the folkways. 
(iii) Out of the mores comes our profound conviction of right and wrong and not out of the 

folkways. 
(iv} An individual may-disobey the ordinary folkways without incurring any severe punish

ment. But violation ofthe motes brings him strong disapproval and severe punishment. 
(v) Mores ar~ more compulsive, regulative· and rigid than the folkways. Hence; mores are more 

effective and influential in moulding .our character and restricting our tenden_cies. 
(vi) As Sumner has suggested when the folkways take on a philosophy ofright living and a life 

policy of welfare, folkways become mores. Hence the mores always contain a welfare element in 
them. 

(vii) Folkways are less deeply rooted in society and change more rapidly. On the other handl 
mores are deeply rooteq in society and change less frequently. Folkways may change with one's 
social status and occupational position. But mores do not change in that manner.for they are perma
nent standards of right conduct. 

From the above description, we may feel thatthe line dividing the folkways from mores is clear 
and definite. But it is not so always. Differentiating one from the other becomes extremely difficult 
especially in the marginal cases. For example, drinking liquor is regarded by some as simply bad and 
must be avoided. But some others may condemn it as highly immoral a practice. 

As Sumner has remarked our conceptions ofright and wrong; proper and improper are mostly 
determined by the folkways and mores. They can rruike al):ything right and anything wrong. Of the 
two, mores are. more dominant than the folkways. Even the laws are often c11lled the 'codified mo
res'. 

3.CUSTOMS 

Like folkways and mores, 'customs' also represent one of the types of informal means of social 
'control. They are as universal and pervasive as those of folkways and mores. Customs are the so
cially acc~pted ways in which people do things together in personal contacts. 

As Maciver and Page have pointed out, groups, institutions and associations sustain their for
mal order by means of an intricate complex of usages or practices. Such accepted procedures or 
practices of eating, conversing, meeting people, training the young, caring for tlie aged, playing, 
wor1'mg, etc., can be called customs. 

Definition 

(i) According to Maciver and Page, "The socially accredited ways of acting are the customs of 
soceity". 

(ii) According to Kingsley Davis, "Custom refers primary to practices that have often been 
repeated by a multitude ofgenerations, practices that tend.to be followed simply because that they 
have been followed in the past". 

(iii)Duncan Mitchell in }\is 'Dictionary of Sociology' writes: "The tenn 'customs' refers to 
established modes of thought and action." 

(iv) Lundberg says that customs are those ''folkways that persist ovenelatively long periocJs of 
time so as to attain a degree of formal recognition and so as to be passed down_ from OJ!e g(!IH:ration 

- to anotfier": -- -
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( v) In simple words, customs are the !orig established habits and usages of the people. 

_NatureofCustruns. _________ __ _____ ____ . _____ __ _ __ 

(i) Custom is a socialphenomenon. Customs are the oft-repeated practices,ofthe people, They 

represent the routine acts of daily life of the people. Customs are created by the groups, assoeiations, 

communities and institutions. Customs are considered to be conducive to the good of the society. 

They enjoy the social sanction. 

(ii) Customs are followed by people mostly unconsciously. As Maciver andPage have pointed 

----· ---.Out,..'.'Weconform to the customs of oilr own society, in a sense, 'unconsciously'." Because.they are 
a strongly imbedded part of our group life. We are trained from our infancy itself to behave in a 

customary way. Human infants learn the customs by imitation or by direcUnstruction.In cou~se of 

time, they become a part of the personality .. fthe children. 

(iii) Customs a~e varied in nature. Though customs are ll_!l.iversal in nature they differ from 

community to-community and society to soCiety. Examples: The customary dressing at occasions 

such as marriage and funeral ceremonies differs from group to group. Similarly, eating behaviour, 

worshipping behaviour, etc., differ a lot; Among the Christians, the husband and wife exchange their 

rings onthe occasion of their marriage. Among the Hindus the husbandties the 'tali' arourid the neck 

_of the wife at the time of marriage. Among the Maoreies of New Zealand people rub each other's 

nose in order to express, their love and affection: · 

(iv) The or{gin of custom is obscure. It is difficult to ascertain the exact way in which customs 

emerged. As McDougall writes, "The ends and purposes of many customs are lost in the midst of 

antiquity". No single theory or explanation can be offered about the origin of custom. Numerous 

customs have arisen. in different ways to satisfy the varied needs of man. · . 

(v) Customs are relatively durable. In comparison with the folkways~ fashions and fads, cus

toms are more durable. Customs evolve gradually and hence they are obeyed mostly in a spontane

ous manner. When once the customs are established they gain grounds to become firm. They are 

implicitly obeyed with least resistance by the majority of the people. The sole justification for fol

lowing the custom is that it has been in existence since ~ long time. 

(vi) All customs are not irrational. It is wrong to assume that all customs are irr11tional and 

meaningless. Still a good number of customs are found to be illogical, meaningless, non-utilitarian 

and unethical in chaiacteL In modern times, mueh stress is laid on follmving the rational; llSeful and 

meaningful customs. · 

Customs and Habits 

Customs and habits are very closely related. "Habit means an acquired facility to act in a 

certain manner without resort to deliberation and tllought"-Maclver and Page. Persons tend to react 

in the manner to which they have become accustomed. Example: smoking, drinking coffee or tea 

regularly, reading newspaper daily, drinking liquors, morning exercises, shaving daily in the mom~ 

ing, etc. 

\ Habit is a "secopd namre" with ~s. \Vhe~'onee they are developed they tend to beG9ffie perm.a 

nent. Then it becomes difficult for us to act in a way different from the habitual ways. It is the 

strongly established and deeply rooted mode of response. As Maciver and Page have pointed. out 

"habit is the instrument of life, it economises enetgy, reduces drudgery and saves the needless ex

penditure of thought". Willian James has pointed out habit is "the enormous fly-wheel of society,· 

and its most precious conservative agent". - · 

Differences 

(i) Custom is a social phenomenon .whereas habit is an individual phenomenon. 

(ii) Custom is socially recognised.' Habit does not require such recognition. 
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(iii) Custom is nonnative ;.1 nature. It has the sanction of the society. Habit is not nonnative 
ar.·d requires no external sanctior. 

(iv) Custom contributes to the stability of social order. Hence it is of g~eat social importance. 
Habit can only facilitate individual activity. It has prominence only for the individual who is accus

. tomed to it. 

( v) Customs are socially inherited, whereas habits are learnt individually. 

Social Importance of Customs 

(i) Customs Regulate our Social Life. Customs act as the effective means of social control. 
Individuals can hardly escape their grip. They are the self-accepted rules of social· life. They bind 
people together, a,ssimilate their actions to the accepted standards and control their purely 
egoistic impulses. They are found among the preliterate as well as the literate people. They are 
the strongesrties in building up a social order. 

("ii) Customs Constitute the Treasury of Our Social Heritage. Customs preserve our culture and 
transmit it to the succeeding generations. They have added stability and certainty to our social life. 
They bring people together and develop social relationships among them. They provide for a feeling 
of security in human society. People nonnally obey them for their violation is always condemned 
and resisted. The children learn the langµage spoken, and the occupation followed by their parents 
through the customs. The imprint of custom can be found on v:arious activities of the members of 
society. 

(iii) Customs are Basic to Our Collective Life. Customs are found in all the communities of the 
world. They are more influential and dominant in the primitive society than in the modern industrial 
society. Still no society can do without them. Customs are mercilessly imposed on the people in the 
primitive societies. As Malinowski writes in the context of the study of Trobriand /slanders that "a 
strict adherence to custorns ... .is the main.rule of conduct among our natives ... ". In the traditional 
societies customs are like sacred objects and their violation cannot be thought of. 

Customs are so dominant and powerful that they can be called the "King of man". Shakespeare 
called it a "tyrant". Bacon considered it "the principal magistrate of man's life". People follow 
customs not just because they are· traditionally enforced but very much because they are mixed 
with people's sentiments, feelings and personal obligations. 

(iv) Customs Support Law. Customs also provide the solid ground for the formulation and 
establishment of law. Customs become laws when the state enforces them as rules binding on citi
zens. Law divorced from custom is bound to become artificial. Such laws may often end in failures, 
as it has happened in the ca.se of 'prohibition' in U.S.A. Customs consolidate law and facilitate jts 
practice. If the..laws are n0t supported by customs; they cannot succeed. It is to be noted that in the 
modem complex society customs are not enough to control the behaviour of the people. Hence they 
are supplemented with various formal means of social control. 

4. SANCTIONS 

'Sanctions' represent a means of maintaining social control. As Robert Bierstedt has pointed 
out "Sanctions are the supporters of the norms, the punishments applied to those who do not con
form and the rewards given to those who do". 

According to Duncan Mitchell, "A sanction is a means of enforcing a rule or law and may be 
positive or negative, i.e., it may take the form of a reward or a punishment". As applied to a group or 
society the prefix 'social' is commonly used. 

Young and Mack opine that ''sanctions are the rewards or punishments used to establish social 
control - that is, to enforce the norms in a society". 

Sanctions are applied for the purpose of maintaining social control, that is, to bring about 
conformity. are used to force or persuade an individual or group to confonn to social expecta-
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tions. Sanctions may be applied in various ways, from the use of physical force to symbolic means, 
such as flattery.· Negatively they may be anything from a raised eyebrow to the death sentence. 
Positively, they range from a smile to an honorary degree. 

Informal and Formal Sanctions 

In primary groups and in small, simple societies sanctions are informal in nature. Informal 
sanctions ·are illustrated by customs, mores, and public opinion. In mass societies with many second
ary groups, some sanctions are necessarily formal. The formal sanctions are those worked out by the 
state through law and administrative devices, and those consciously developed within organ:isatiops 
for their own regulation. 

As societies and their cultures become heterogeneous and as secondary groups arise, the whole 
problem of social control changes. It i& our necessity that the formal sanctions are developed and 
applied to compensate the deficiency of informal sanctions. Still, the formal and informal aspects of 
control are interlinked. In the more loosely organised areas of community life we find the dominance 
of informal sanctions, whereas in the more highly institutionalized groups we. find major controls 
flow through formal sanctions. 

Power as the basis of Sanctions 

The application of regulatory or controlling devices of any kind implies the use of power. The 
form and intensity of power may vary greatly. "'Power' means the possession of some influenc:e or 
force which may be used to oblige another to conform to some expectation". - Young and Mack. 
TJ:ie sanctions through which power is exercised may be formal or informal, and they may be either 
physical or psychological. As the basis of sanctions power has to be understood in relation to its four 
aspects. They are:-(i) The amount or quantity of power, (ii) the distribution of power among indi
viduals and groups, (iii) the purposes for which power is used, and (iv) the means by which it is 
applied. · 

Aims of Sanctions . 
The primary aims of sanctions are to bring about conformity, solidarity, and continuity of'a 

particular group, community, or larger society. These aims could be achieved by maintaining a 
balance of power among the contending social units. Sanctions of any type are applied to prevent 
md1v1dual or group d1sorgamsat10n. Sanctions are also concerned with the control oj deviant indi
viduals who threaten &olidarity and continuity 

- To control behaviour means to bring about regular and recurrent actions of responses. Such 
regulation makes possible the prediction of behaviour. By discouraging deviance and by encourag
ing conformity sanctions can foster solidarity and integration. They make possible the continuity of 
social order. The saJilctions constitute a part of culture which is passed along from generation to 
generation. Each generation gets a pattern of control which keeps the social order running smoothly. 

Types of Sanctions 

:==-:..==~:-~Sanct1o_ns_are_app!iea::m=YallilUs_way5JJliQYpes of sanctions al&a..Jlacy_.witlillle_grm.~1pP's~an~d~---~ 
situations. Sanctions are broadly of two types: (i) Positive, and (ii) Negative. 

1. Positive Sanctions. As Young and Mack have said those sanctions which elicit and facilitate 
response by rewards are positive in nature. They include various means such as praise, flattery, 
suggestion, persuasion, some amount of education, indoctrination, advertising, propaganda, slo
gans, giving rewards, medals, badges, titles, uniforms etc. Praise is a reward in words. Flattery is 
undue, exaggerated, and somewhat false praise usually made for some ulterior purpose. lndoctrina~ , 
tion, advertising and propaganda-all condition persons to act in lines which they like or believe that 
they like. Persuasion is a form of suggestion which is vital to above three and some other situations. 
Slogans help to define situations and direct behaviour in the desired lines. Rewards ane unexpected 
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accorded to some exemplary behaviour. Medals are granted for meritorious ac
also represent such material symbols. 

Sanctions. Those sanctions which inflict pain or threaten to do so are negative in 
and Mack have suggested, they include various means such as-gossip, slander, 

"''-'"""""'F> at name-calling, threats, commands, censorship and even overt action. Gos-
as a means of social control is largely critical in tone. It helps in moulding public opinion against 

norms. Satire is the method of exposing the foibles and weaknesses of persons through 

verbal lashes. Laughing at others has been an age-old method of isolating the person of its target 
from his fellows and putting him to shame. Name-Calling means labelling persons and groups with 

debasing names. It is a common device in propaganda. Here the targets of attack are branded, for 

example, as 'commµnist', 'fascist, 'reactionary', 'communalist' and so on. Commands represent 

direct power. They are a direct verbal form of ordering. Threats are the most severe form of verbal 

sanctions. become very effective when supported by physical force. Censorship is comple

---------- , to propaganda. It is restraint on the expression of opinion. The method of overt action is the 
final sanction when no other way remains open. In this method, pain, suffering and even death may 
be inflicted on the person. It includes fines, imprisonment, whipping, mutilation, torture, banish

ment, ostracism and even death. Extreme m:gative sanctions are applied only by the state. 
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SOCIAL NORMS AND SOCIAL 
VALUES 

Meaning and Definition of Norms~ Characteristics of Norms - Conformity to and Viola
tion of Norms - Functional Importance of Social Norms ---,- Institutionalization - Social 
Norms and the Individual - Associational Norms -Relationship between Norms - Dif
ferential Norms in'a Multigroup Society- Social Norms and Anomie - Social. Values: 
M eariing and Definition - Functions of Values - Four Aspects of Values. 

SOCIAL NORMS 

The concept of 'social norms' is of special interest for sociology because they constitute the 
very foundation of the social structure. The primary task of sociology is to discover the source of 
'or:der' that sociefy exhibits. Norms here, represent such a source of social order. No society and no 
social group can exist without Norms. Norms have m~de it possible the orderly social intercourse of 
people in societies. Hence, everywhere they serve the individual as guides to conduct. They are 
generally known as "standards of group behaviour". 

The term 'social norms' is relatively a newcomer to the dictionary of sociology. M Sherif in 
'The Psychology of Social Norms", 1936, used the term for the fj.rst time to describe_the common 
standards or ideas which guide members' responses in all established groups. Today, the word norm 
is very often used as~ genetic term to represent folkways, mores, laws; customs; etc)f, today, some 
action is called a norm or normative it only emphasises that it conforms to community expectations 
of behaviour. The degrees of conformity may, however, vary very much. 

1. MEANING AND DEFINITION OF NORMS 

Meaning of Norm 

"Social norms" refer to the group-shared standards ofbehavibur. Norms represent "standard-
ized generalization" concerning expected modes of behaviour. They are based on social values. A 

:~-~ttem-Setting-Iimits--00-individual behavioof.Nerms are the bl,ueprint!!' fdr behatvVffiOttUlfr~. ---
--~lfeyoetermme, gmoe, control and also predict human behaviour. 

Norms are group-shared expectations. Such expectations are reflected in statements such as-"A 
good citizen always respects laws", "A gentleman pays his debts", "Younger one must always re
spect elderly people", "One is sµpposed to be quiet and respectful, arid not to disturb others in a place 
of worship", "A lawyer mustnot produce damaging evidence in the court against his own client", "A 
.scientist must be a restless searcher of truth and free from prejudices'', "Any occupant of any profes·
sion must follow the professional ethics associated with it", "He should noLhave done that." Count
less such norms govern our social life in all situations. 

457 
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Definition of Norms 

1. According to Young and Mack, 'norms' refer to the "group-shared expectations". 

2. According to H.M. Johnson, "A norm is an abstract pattern held in the mind, that sets certain 

limits for .behaviour". 

3. Norms refer to "the rules that guide behavfour in everyday situations and are derived from 

the value"-Donalq Light_Jr. and Suzqnne Keller. 

4. AsRohert Bierstedt has pointed out, "A normis a rule or standard that governs our conduct 

in the social situations in which we participate." He further writes that a norm can be treated as "a 

cuitural specification that guides our conduct in society." . 

$; "Social norms are_rules developed by a group of people that specify how people must, should, 

may, should 'not and mµst not behave in various situations."-G.R. Leslie, R.F. Larson and B.L.· 

Gorman. 
It is clear from the above definition that norms can be understood as rules and regulations that 

groups live by. Norms are the means through which values are expressed in behaviour. 

Person.al or Private Norms and Social Norms 

· Vj e can make a distinction between personal or private norms and social norms. Private norms 

are purely individual in character and they reside with individuals only; They may influence only the 

beh~viour of'the individual concerned. For example, an individual may make some individual .reso-< 

lutions on the New Year's Day and decide to comply with them. Similarly, one may impose on 

oneself the norm of doing routine things on time schedule. As such, the sociologists are least 

interested in these personal or private riorms. . 

Sociologists are more interested in 'operative' social norms. Operative social norms are 

always backed by sanctions. Because of sanctioni;, the violators·of norms:su(fer some p~nalties 

in the group, while those _who conform are rewarded. Sociology studies in detail· the types· of 

social norms, the manner in which they are implement~d, the way in which· they differ from 

. society to society, the w::ty in-which they are backed by sanctions, the functions they perform 
~w~ . 

Norms and Values 

' Values ' may be denned as measures of goodness or desirability. They provide general guide

lines for conduct. In this sense they are often referred to as "higher order norms". But norms are 
given much more specific meaning. They define appropriate and acceptable behaviour in particular 

situations. Values are cherished only through the observance of norms. The relationship between the 

two can be made clear by the following example. 

Example, A society may cherishJhe value of "privacy". This value provides only a general 

guide to behaviour. Norms define how the value of 'privacy' is translated into action in particular 

situations agd-circumstances. For instance, norms relating to privacy may insistthat person's mail 

must not be opened by other people. Similarly, al1 individt,ial' s house must not be entered without his 

permission, etc. A person's private life or individual life is his own concern and others must not poke 

their nese into the personal affairs. In this way a series of norms direct how people should behave in 

terms of the value of'privacy'. 

2. CHARACTERISTICS OF SOCIAL NORMS 

1. Social norms are universal. Social norms are the very basis of social order. No sociecy can 

· function smoothly in the absepce ofnorms. In fact, the concept of society pre-supposes the presence 

ofnon:n~. Even in the uncivilized and barbaric societjes also we· find some norms. 

2~ Norms are related to the.faCtual order.In every society we find two types of order:-{i) the 

. normatiV.e orderthatinsists~how·theindivid11als-shouldor ough,ttebehave-;·and--(-ii) thefac-tuaterder-
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that is related to and based on the actual behaviour of the people. It is through ~he normative order or 
system that society regulates the behaviour of its members. But this normative order should be 
related to the events in the real world for it is meant to achieve result in the factual world. The factual 
order also exercises an influence on the normative system, For example, a rule requiring all men to 
have three wives would be valueless if the sex ratio did not permit it. Similarly, a rule requiring. 
everybody to bathe in salt water in order to prevent tuberculosis would be valueless if bathing in salt 
water had nothing to do with curbing the disease. Thus norms in order to become effective must 
represent correctly the relations between real events. They must take into account the factual situation. 

3. Norms h1corporate value j11dgeme11ts. A norm isa standard or behavioural expectation 
shared by group members. They represent "standardized generalization" concerning expected modes 
of behaviour. As standardized generalizations, they are concepts which have been evaluated by the 
group and"1hey incorporate value judgements. It is in terms of norms that we judge whether some 
action is right or wrong, good or bad, wanted or unwanted, expected or unexpected. Norms are 
normally based on values. Norms do not refer to an average tendency of man. But they de.note 
expected behaviour or even ideal behaviour. 

4. Norms are relative to situations and groups. Norms vary from society to society. Some
times, within the same society they differ from group to group: Each gr.oup in a society, to a certain 
extent at least, has its 'own norms. There is no social group without norms. Within the same society 
they differ with age, sex, occupation and social status of the individuals. Some norms do not govern 
the behaviour of all the people always. Norms of behaviour meant for old people are not applicable 
to the children. What is 'alright' for a man is not 'alright' for a woman. Norms meant for soldiers 
and policemen are different from those of teachers and advocates. Behaviour patterns meant for 
married people cannot be followed by unmarried people. Especially in a multigroup soc~ty or 
a complex society such wide variation in norms is found. But in primitive societies, in general, 
single set of religious beliefs, practices and norms is found, because their culture exhibits high 
degree ·of integration. 

5. Norms are not always obeyed by all. It is wrong to assume that people in a society obey all 
the norms always. Some obey some norms at some times and disobey or ignore some others at some 
other times. Even those who normally respect and obey norms may go against some norms in some 
particular situations. This we can observe in some big political and religious gatherings when highly 
religious and law abiding people break Jaws and behave in a frenzy mood when they are provocated 
If everyone always did the 'right' things at the 'right' time and place, there would be no need to have 

6. Norms vary with sanctions. Norms also vary in the kinds of sanctions that are attached to 
the violation of norms. Norms and sanctions go hand in hand. Norms are the group's rules of proper 
behaviour; sanctions are the group's punishments for violation of the norms. Sanctions are the re
wards or punishment used to enforce the norms in a society. In addition to being punished for viola
tion of norms, people tend to be rewarded for the proper observance of them. Sanctions may be 
applied in various ways, ranging from the use of physical force to symbolic means such as flattery. 

------They-are used to enforce or persuade an individual or group to conform to social expectations. 
Rewards may include smiles, approval, praise, appreciation, money, prestige, etc. Conformity to 
social norms is secured through both rewards and punishments in most of the instances. 

7. Norms are normally internalised by the people. People in most of the instances accept 
norms and follow them or obey them. They do not question most of the norms and accept them 
implicitly. It is because norms become the part and parcel of personality of the individual through 
the process of socialization. In fact, socialization is often described as the process whereby an indi
vidual internalises the norms of the group. The cultural rules and restrictions or norms are internalised 
by the new born individuals through socialization and hence, in most of the times they tend to 
honour and obey them implicitly. 
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According to H.M Johnson, a social -norm would state the following: Who is expected, by 

whom, to do what, or refrain from, doing what, and in what circumstances. Further, it would specify 

what penalties will be imposed ifthe norm is violated, or what rewards will be conferred if it is 

conformed to. It would decide who will administer the penalties or give the rewards. It would also 

specify under what circumstances a violation of norm will be regarded as unimportant or ignorable. 

3. CONFORMITY TO AND VIOLATION OF NORMS 

. Conformity to Norms 

Society exerts its pressure upon people to conform to the norms. A norm· by definition implies 

a sense of oj)ligation. It lays down.a standard ofbehaviour which everyone ought to follow. Confor
mity to norms is normal. The sanctions behind the mores make us to follow them. But hope of 

reward and fear of punishment are not the only reasons for conformity to the norms ofour society. 

There are other bases for conformity. Some are mentioned below: 

1. Indoctrination. We conform to the norms because we have been indoctrinatedto do so from 

our very childhood. 

2. Habituation. We conform to them because we become habituated to them. 

3. Utility. We appreciate the utility of the norms and hence we conform to them. 

4. Group Identijidation. By conforming to the norms we gain identification with the group. 

Hence we prefer to conform to them. 

Violation of Norms 

Society functions in orderly fashion most of the times because most. people conform to the 

norms of their group unthinkingly. Thus, ordinarily people wear what is expected of them, eat what 

is expected of them, do what is expected of them, talk what is expected of them, and even think what 

is expected of them. And so long as this occurs the society functions smoothly. 

But this is not the whole story. People not only conform to the norms automatically but also 

vioiate the normative expectationsjwith more or iess the same frequency. The vioiation of the nQrms 

is often called "deviance". The violation of norms may be traced to at least three sources: 

(a) Simple Violations of norms. Some norms which are not strongly enforced are often vio

lated. Government officials may often use their official vehicles for personal purposes. Some may 
force their entry into the bus without observing the rule of queue, etc. 

(b) Norm Conflict. Complex societies have multiple, and sometimes conflicting value sys

tems. It follows then, that norms fequently are in conflict. Example: American sex norms. In America, 

there are some groups which condemn and disapprove of pre-marital and extra-marital sex relations 

and sd1ne others that approve of such relations. t~ormative·conflict is deeply involved in the procbss 

of social change. 
(c) Existence of Systematic Norms Evasion. Sometimes norms are systematically or cleverly 

evaded on certain occasions. For exqmple, forbidden drugs are sold and used in festivals, causal 

gathering placj:!s, university campuses in an illegal way. Law enforcement offiCials also fail to take 

actions on some such occasions. Some of the norms are carefully evaded permanently. Tax payers 

often evade taxes in such a way. 

4. FUNCTIONAL IMPORTANCE OF SOCIAL NORMS 

1. Norms assist Survival. The human beings would not have survived in the absence ofproper 

norms concerning courtship, marriage, childbearing and childcare, etc. Hence the first function of 

norm is that of ensuring survival itself. Unlike the young ones of otherspecies, human infants must 
be cared and instructed for at least some years .. For example, if the young matured girls are not 

prbtected by proper norms they would be subject to sexual exploitation which would lead to serious1 

consequences. 
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l. A normless society is an impossibility. Norms constitute an important element of society. 
Norms and society go together. Without norms social interaction would be dangerous, difficult and 
chaotic. The normative order of the society makes the factual order of society possible. Man cannot 
live alone. He depends upon society for his existence. Living together in society is made possible 
because of norms. Man's dependence on society is ultimately a dependence upon a nonnative order. 

3. Norms guide behaviour. Norms guide behaviour in all aspects of social life. There are 
norms of dress which define the type of clothing appropriate for members of each age, sex and social 
situation. There are norms governing behaviour with family, friends, neighbours and strangers. There 
are norms which define acceptable behaviour in the home, in the classroom, working place, wor
shipping.place, af a party, wedding andfuneral; iii a cinema, market place, doCtof' s waiting room, 
etc. 

4. Norms permit efficient functioning. Norms provide for the routinisation of behaviour so 
that complex learnt tasks come to be performed efficiently and automatically. Most of our responses 
to most of the situations must be habitual ones; norms ensure such habitual responses. Ifwe had to 
think about what we are going to do when we enter a shop, a showroom, a classroom, a cafeteria, or 
meet a bank clerk, an advocate, an insurance agent, a ticket seller, we should be able to do only a few 
tasks in the course of a day. But norms reduce the necessity for decision in the innumerable social 
situations which we face and in which wewarticipate. Without them we would be faced with the 
problem of almost intolerable burderrof decision. Norms thus provide practical solutions to every
day problems. Even cooking becomes problematic if cooking norms are not known. Social life 
would be much less efficient if the methods of doing had to be constantly reinvented by trial and 
error. 

5. Norms help the maintenance of social order. The social order is· developed and main
tained through social norms.· Groups are able to function because human behaviour is generally 
predictable. Iflthis were not so chaos would result. Thus, a classroom would be chaotic in which 
teachers and students fail to establish a set of rules for conducting lessons. Drivers of vehicles are 
bound to meet with accidents if they fail to conform to traffic rules in a busy street. 

Human culture can be understood as vast integrated normative system. That system serves for 
man the functions ofcontrolling and other animals through instincts. Normative syste.,m permit more 
variability and flexibility of behaviour than biological structure does. Hence human societies have 
achieved wonderful complexity. Social norms provide the primary mechanism through which .that 
complexity is achieved and maintained. 

6. Norms give Cohesion to Society. A society without norms would be, as Hobbes pointed 
out, 'solitary, poor, nasty, brutish and short." The collective and co-operative life of people is made 
possible because of norms. The normative system gives to society an internal cohesion without 
which· social life is not possible. ·This cohesion or unity contributes to co-operation and mutual 
helpfulness. 

7. Norms help self-control. Norms not only lessen the problems of social control but also help 
individuals to have self-control. In fact, social control is achieved when self-control is mastered. 

-----Beeause-efthe pressure ofnorms the individual is able to.exercise discipline by hiinselfover his o\;iil 
actions and behaviour. Norms in this way influence an individual's attitude and his motives and 
impulses. They determine and guide his intuitive judgements of others and his intqitive judgements 
of himself. They lead to the phenomena of conscience, of guilt feelings, of striving, of elation and 
depression. Tbey are deeper than consciousness. Through internalisation they become an insepa
rable part of the personality of the individual. 

5. INSTITUTIONALIZATION 

The concept of !'institutionalization" actually refers to the process of institutionalization of 
norms. To understand this concept the meaning of the terms-norm and institution must be known. 
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The term 'Norm 'refers to "an abstract pattern held in the mind, that sets certain limifs for qehaviour". 
The term 'irrstitution' refers to "recognised normative pattern" of a society or part o.f a society. The 
concept of 'institutionalization' refers to the process in which norms become institutionalized, that 
is, when they are sanctioned by the group or its part and accepted and internalised by a large 
number of members. 

Institutions emerge mostly as unplanned products of social living. People selifch for, practical 
ways of meeting their needs. In their attempts they find some workable patterns which become 
standardized in course of time ,through constant repetition. As time pa&.ses they acquire a body of 
supporting sanctions. People tend to orient their behaviour in accordance with these· standardized 
practices. They may also define and redefine these practices in tune with the changes that take. place 
in their environment. This is how institutions normally arise. 

'Institutionalization' consists of the establishment of definite norms which assign stfttus posi
tions and role functions in connection with such behaviour. A norm is a group expectation ofbeh;;iviqur. 
Institutionalization involves replacement of spontaneous or experimental behaviour With behaviour 
which is expected, patterned, regular, and predictable "-Horton and Hunt. 

Social norms are ever operative in society. But these operative norms <liffer from one social 
system to another. For eicample, Muslim societies permit polygyny, but the Hindu and Christ.ian 
Societies have not permitted it. Hindus have tabooed beef-eating, Muslims the pork-eating, but both 
·are permitted in the Christian society. As H.M. Johnson has pointed out, a social norm can be said to 
be institutionalized in a particular social system when the following three conditions are met:-

(i) When a large number of the members of the social system accept the norm. 

(ii) When the norm is taken seriously and internalised by a sizeable number of people who 
accept it. 

(iii) When the norm is sanctioned, that is, when certain members of the system are expected to 
be guided by the norm in appropriate circumstances. 

Example:- Dating in America has been institutionalized. Most of the Americans have accepted 
it as a necessary and proper activity thJough which young people mature emotionally and eventually 
qnd agreeable partners. In the same way, a few societies have institutionalized premarital 'sexual 
intercourse, making it a normal and expected part of the activities leading to marriage. Though this 
practice has not become institutionalized in America the present trends there, for example, providing 
contraceptives to the urtmarried, and ~fiowing them to have all-night visitations, etc., reveal that it 
may become institutionalized very shortly providing for an accepted and safeguarded pattern of 
behaviour. But in the traditional Hindu society both the pr~ctices of dating and premarital sexual 
intercourse are abhorred; 

Other Aspects of Institutionalization 

I. Institutionalized. norms apply to members of the social system according to their. social · 
positions within the system. For example, in family, father, mother, son, daughter all are bound by 
some family norms which do not apply equally to all. The rights and obligations of the mother are 
different from· those of the mother and chiidren and they are not the same between parents and 
childl'en. Still all themenibers know and support the entire normative pattern of the family because 
it has become a part of their common cultute. · 

2. The internalisation of a norm by an 'average' member of a social system is a matter of 
degree. The given norm. may be internalised by the people in different degrees qr different. norms 
may be internalised in different degrees. For example, the obligation of parents to protecttheir child 
is normally deeply internalised. The obligation to vote in elections according to the dictates of con~ 

· science is not that deeply internalised. 

3. Further, 'widespread' acceptance of a norm in a social system is also a matter of degree. 
There is_no spec:ificatic;m as to the ~xact pro2Qi;tio!1 of the members of a social system who must 
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know about and accept n9rms before the norm can be said to be institutionalized. The necessary 
proportion varies from case and the complexity of the social system. In a large.,.scale sbcial system, 
it is impossible for us to expect all the members to know and accept all the operative norms. 

4. Finally, even the beliefs and patterns of overt behaviour may become institutionalized. For 
example, a dogma is a religious belief that, members ofa particular religious group 'must' accept. 
Similarly, members of a political party are expected to accept its political ideology. 

6. SOCIAL NORMS AND THE INDIVIDUAL 

Norms govern the behaviour of individuals and facilitate interaction to take place be~een 
them.~l'hey add-some amount of-'Tegularity-and-predictability-te our-behavi'out\·· 'fhey act as-our 
guides. They help to mend our ways. More than that they regulate our daily life. No individual can 
ignore social norms without incurring the displeasure of others. 

Norms are an indispensable part of our life. In our daily life we do a lot of work and interact 
with a number of people without much thinking. I tis not possible for us to think over each and every 
act that we do. As philosopher Alfred North Whitehead once remarked,"the more things we can do 
without thinking, the better off we are". Thus, if we had to think about what we are going to do when 
we get up from our bed, go out of home, enter a hotel or a shop, get into a bus, enter a bank,. Of a 
government office, and meet a friend, a relative, a banker, a policeman, an advocate, a professor, 
etc., -we should be able to do only a few limited things in the course of a single day. Here the norms, 
come to the help of the individual. They reduce the necessity for decision in most of the situations in 
which he participates. 

Without the norms the individual would be faced with the burden of taking decisions at every 
moment. The following example reveals how norms can ease our daily work : Ex: A college going 
student gets up early in the morning, brushes his teeth and takes his bath, eats his breakfast, wears 
college going dress, rides the vehicle to the college, greets friends and wishes lecturers, attends to 
class-room le~tures, makes reference study in library during free hours, plays cricket in ground with 
other friends, returns home early in the evening, studies his daily Lessons during the night, and so on. 
The hypothetical student may not find it difficult or problematic to do all these activities, because 
each of these activities is governed by norms. The student's knowledge of these norms has eased his 
work. · 

Without social norms our social relations become haphazard, chaotic and even dangerous. 
Nornrs give order, stability, and predictability to social life. In the absence of norms, a state of 
'anomie' would prevail as Durkheim spoke of it. Anomie is the contradiction of society. Where there 
are no norms, there is also no society. 

7. ASSOCIATIONAL NORMS 

Modem civilized society consists of a large number of organized as well as unorganized groups. 
All organized groups have their own rules and regulations. These formal rules or norms define the 
mutual rights and obligations of the members including their obligation towards the association or 
group. Such norms are called "associational norms". The nature ofthese norms can be better under-

------steod by eontrastiI'tg them with the norms of the state technically known as 'laws'. Accotding to 
--- Robert-Bierstedt, associational norms differ from state laws in three main ways. 

Norms of the State Vs Associational Norms 

(1) Universal state laws Vs limited range of associational norms. Though the state is often called 
an association it is not like others. It is larger, more pervasive, more comprehensive and more com
pulsive. It has a special set of norms calleq 'laws'. The laws are applicable to all the inhabitants who 
live in its jurisdiction. Associational norms are in a way different from those of state laws. They have 

' limited range of influence. They are applicable only to their respective members. For example, 
political parties have rules for their party members, trade unions have norms for union members, 
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college hostels have rules for hosteliers, and so on. Only the concerned members are bound by them. 

Students are expected to be punctual to their classes, as a matter of college rule. Similarly, a ladies 

hostel may insist on its inmates to return to the hostel before 6.30 P .M. in the evening. A policeman 

who represents the state is not bothered about these rules for they are purel)l meant for a few who 

happen to be the members of the related associations. 

(ii) The sanctions behind state laws and assodatioqal norms also differ. Associations may have 

their own positive and negative types of sanctions for enforcing compliance. Some members may be 

honoured with titles, medals and gifts for their exempiary work, while a few others may be sus

pended or dismissed from their membership in organisation for their neglection of associational 

norms or. anti-associational activity. Thus, the hostel warden may suspend a hostel inmate who 

always refull)S late and dismiss another for regularly violating hostel norms. The member of a Ro

tary club may lose his membership ifhe continuously absents himself for three consecutive meetings 

without providing any explanation for his absence. The Indian Bar Association may suspend from 

membership an advocate who is guilty of violating its norms. Many such examples could be given. 

But no ass~ciation can legitimately apply physical force for making its members to comply with 

norms. It isthe privilege ofthe)state to use force in a legitimate manner to ensure conformity to its 

laws. It can even go.to the extent of killing those who violate its rules; if need arises. 

(iii') Sometimes associational norms may come in conflict with the laws of the state. Criminal 

gangs, gambling syndicates, secret associations of black-marketers, dacoit gi:oups may have their 

!>Wn norins which may come into clash with state norms. Example: These associational groups may 

insist on their members to use physical force in a surreptitious manner if need arises, to serve their 

purpt>se Of making money. The state may consider this as anti-societal and anti-national and may 

take relevant steps to suppress such a trend. The relationship between the laws of the state and 

associational norms has-become particulafly complex in the modem complex societies. 
'-· 

8. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN NORMS 

Though we make a distinction between formal rules and informal rules it is not easy to ascer

~in the exact nature of relationships that prevail between these two types of rules. Similarly, the 

pr~ise nature of relationship between different types of informal norms or rules is also very difficult 

to understand. For example, the relationships between folkways, mores, customs on the one hand, 

and laws op the otner: and similarly, relationship between cust'oms, folkways and mores themselves 

cannot be easily perceived. Robert Bierstedt 's attempt to make a study of the relationship between 

different types of norms can throw some light on some interesting facts. 

. It is generally beVeved that mores are more compulsive than folkways, and the laws are more 

c~ercive .than the mores. In practice, is it invariably so? Does the greater se.verity of norms necessar

ilqt ensure greater conformity? An example may be mentioned as an answer to these questions. 

Example, we do not consider paying fine to the Electricity Board or Municipal Corporation for 

having not paid the bill amount well in time, as more severe a sanction than facing a 'ridicule' for 

having worn a shabby dress in a marriage ceremony. In the same manner, a man who deals with 

illicit trade by violating state laws and who maintains a mistress in 'addition to the wife by violating 

mores, may, i_n practice, be afraid of ridicule. To avoid ridicule, he may dress always in the most 

conse_rvative manner and conform to all the norms of fashion and etiquette. These examples reveal 

greater severity of norms does not necessarily ensure greater conformity. 

A nation like India which is characterised by diversity has a multiplicity of laws and it is not 

possible for even the most law-abiding citizen to conform to all of them. If it is a crime to violate a 

law we are all criminals. We may not pay all kinds of taxes well in time always, we may force our 

entry into bus or train without waiting for our tum in queue,.or we may exceed the speed limit while 

driving a vehicie,' or throw some dirt on the public road at some time or the other, and so on. We 

violate many such laws with impunity largely because everyone else does so. 
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Though we do not hesitate to violate some laws without fear of punishment, we are not pre
pared to go against certain folkways or mores or customs. For example, we do not eat peas with 
knife. No woman is ready to attend a marriage party with a night dress. No organiser of a public 
programme can ignore to thank the president of the function. No law ·compels us to observe these 
practices. Thus, it could be said that the laws are not necessarily more effective instruments of social 
control than the folkways, mores and customs. 

In primitive societies the institution of government is not found and hence they have no law. 
Still they have folkways and mores. They are found in all societies without ..:xception. The laws that 
are found in complex societies are to some extent formed on the basis of the mores and customs 
present in them. In such societies mores gain formal recognition in the laws. The mores get the 
additional sanction-that is, the physical force to enforce compliance to them. Sometimes, mores 
may change while the laws remain in force. Hence the law may fail to keep pace with the mores. 
Sometimes the converse may be true, that is, laws may be enacted before their provisions have the 
support of the community. 

Folkways, in comparison with laws, are more changeable. Folkways associated with fads and 
fashions are so dynamic they often get changed from year to year and even from month to month. 
Most of the folkways do not require any formal legal recognition too. But the laws are more impor
tant, stable, and comprehensive. They are so complex in modem societies that some specialists such 
as lawyers, judges, legislators are professionally concerned with them. 

Sometimes, laws and mores may come into a conflict because of some disparity between them. 
As societies become more and more complex such disparities are unavoidable. If, in an extreme 
conflict of this kind, one has to 'give' place to another, it is the law that has to make way for mores. 
Hence the Roman historian Tacitus exclaimed: "What are laws without mores?" To stress the su
premacy of mores someone has spoken of the following princip1e: "When the mores are adequate, 
laws are unnecessary; and when the mores are inadequate, la_ws are useless". This principle though 
sounds interesting is not true. It is not out of place to discuss here the relative validity of this prin
ciple. Let us consider Robert Bierstedt 's analysis of this principle in the present ton text. 

The first half of the statement that is-' When the mores are adequate, laws are unneceSsary' -is 
not true in all situations. In small primitive societies where the institution of government is not there, 
laws do not exist, they have only mores. They do not require laws also. But they cannot dispense 
with mores In fact, they are necessary even for the civilized societies Further, the civilized societies 
can hardly maintain their social order without laws. In these societies mores alone cannot optrate by 
themselves to ensure obedience, because their sanct10ns are not effective all the times. For example, 
in modem societies, some are not going to pay the tax if it is legally alright. Still it is known to us_ that 
paying the tax is mo,rally obligatory for us. Here, the mores alone cannot ensure obedience. Thus tax 
evaders who are not going to be penalised for their tax evasion are actually violating the mores with 
least hesitation. Tax evader's offences are not going to be discovered and hence his associates can
not bring on him any moral pressure. Thus law is essential in modem society. 

Moreover, law in a complex society is a necessity from another point of view. Modem society 
~numbe1 of-groups and sub-g10ups as such with its own set offmmal and infmmal rule. 

--------

When these rules or norms of groups clash among themselves law is needed to adjudicate between 
them. Law does this function. fn this way, the first halfofthe principle is not correct. 

The second half of the principle-" When the mores are inadequate, laws are useless"-is mostly 
true. It is true that no law could be passed without the support of mores. When the mores of the 
majority are strongly opposed to the laws, the laws are bound to give place for mores. A legislation 
introduced in U.S.A. relating to prohibition had to be withdrawn within a short time because it was 
opposed to the mores of the majority. In India too legislation relating to smoking has been an utter 
failure because it could not get the support of the mores of the people. 
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Sometimes what the rules cannot accomplish at all, the folkways, customs and mores can 

accomplish with ease. For Example, people avoid illicit sex relations not much because it is illegal, 

but very much it is immoral. No !aw can control our dress habits but folkways and fashions 

can comfortably do No Jaw can prescribe our religious behaviour but customs can, to some 

extent, do so. We authority more as customary rather than as a rule. 

The question whether law should be used to enforce morality is often debated. Most people 

believethat these two-law and mores-should control two different aspects or areas of human life in 

their own way. Iflaw should deal with crime mores should deal with indecency (or sin). From this 

point of view, the law for example, should not bother about sexual behaviour between freely con

senting adults who are not husband an·d wife when conducted in private. Because it is not the task of 

law to enforce morality. Even if it tries to do this function it cannot succeed. Though it is important 

both for the int:ellectual and social order to make a clear distinction between what is illegal and what 

is immoral, it is not easy to do so. Because some instances or issues such as 'bigamy' or 'abortion' 

could be listed on either s.ides. 

Thus it is el ear from our discussion that norms differ a lot depending upon the nature of sanc

tion behind them. laws are not necessarily more coercive than the folkways, mores and customs 

in all instances. When the laws are obsolete, some folkways, or mores may prove to be stronger than 

them. Laws become useless when the mores are inadequate. Thus Aristotle was right when he said 

that "a law derives all its strength from custom". 

· 9. DIFFERENTIAL NORMS IN A MULTI-GROUP SOCIETY 

Modem complex societies have a multiplicity of groups each with its own norms. Members of 

a group may be bothered about conforming to their group norms only. Sometimes as R. Bierstedt 

points out, they have to face problems in conforming to their group norms for two re~ons: (i) The 

norms of some groups do not harmonise with the norms of some other groups (ii) An individual may 

at the same time be a member of a few such groups with contradictory norms. The following ex

amples may reveal this fact. 

Beef-eating is tabooed for traditional Hindus whereas Christians and Muslims may like it more. 

Pork eating is tabooed for Muslims whereas Hindus and Christians have no such taboos. Traditional 

Hindus and Catholics consider abortion as sinful whereas Protestants do not find any sin in that. 

Non-vegetarian food is tabooed for traditional Brahmins and not for most of the other caste people. 

Differences in the norms of multi-group society have some important implications. Some of 

them may be noted. · 

Firstly, a multigroup society with divergent norms does not exhibit a single homogeneous 

culture, but reflects a culture. Diversity of group norms found in the modem complex 

societies sets them off from the primitive societies. The primitives have a simpie normative 9'ystem. 

They have less number Political parties, trade unions, youth organisations, business groups, 

commercial etc., that we find in modem societies are virtually absent in them. Their 

culture reveals a high degree of integration. Hence, they have almost single set of norms. But in 

modem complex societies we find a wide variety of groups which have their own norms that demand 

conformity on the part of their members. What is conformity in one group may be deviance in 

another. Idol worship is accepted among the Hindus, but the Muslims condemn it. If the members of 

the ruling party are obliged to welcome and support government policies even if they are against 

their personal views, the opposition p~rty members consider it as a privilege to oppose them. Thus 

the communists and theists and atheists, Hindus, Muslims and Christians, Whites and 

Negroes, modernists and traditionalists, materialists, and idl';aiists, conservatives and progressivists 

and an infinite of such people representing different groups which work on different norms 

ar~ found in our modem society. Obviously, the modem society reflects a multifaceted culture. 

of norms in, a multigroup society leads to conflicting situations. Indi-
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viduals are faced with them and spend much of their lives trying to adjust to conflicting obligations. 
'foo many groups that are found have too many contradictory norms. Individuals, are at a conflict in 
conforming to them. For example, business norms clash with religious norms, political norms con
flict with ethical norms, family norms tussle with occupational norms and so on. Thus it is difficult 
to be a good husband and good doctor at the same time. Itis difficult to be a good housewife and a 
good social worker at the same time. It is not easy to be a good parent and a good neighbour at the 
same time, and so on. These examples reveal how individuals are made to face conflicting situations 
in conforming to all the norms. 

Thirdly, vast differences in norms may undermine social understanding and spoil social unity. 
It is true that norms are necessary for social interaction. Indeed a normless situation is a situation of 
anomie which represents chaos, confusion and disorderliness. But contradictory norms can also 
place a barrier on interaction and create a wide gap between groups. For example, the upper-caste 
people are opposed to the policy of reservation of the government which has made special provi
sions for the Scheduled castes and tribes for they consider it as a blatant violation of the principle of 
equality and justice. The scheduled castes and tribes consider the policy as highly legitimate and 
just. Similarly, some of the non-Muslim communities in India are highly critical of the exceptions 
made to the Muslims in the Indian civil code. Some may be even opposed to the minority rights. 
Some communities want the religious conversions to be banned while others want to have a provi
sion for that. Thus. different feelings, sentiments .and ideas associated with these divergent norms of 
multigroup society may put obstacles for free interaction. It is unavoidable in a multigroup society~ 

10. SOCIAL NORMS AND ANOMIE 

Meaning of Anomie 
· The French sociologist Emile Durkheim used the term 'anomie' for the first time in his book 

"The Division of,Labour in Society" (1893), and again in his sociological study of suicide rates 
(1897). According to Durkheim, 'anomie' refers to "Any state where there are unclear, conflicting 
or unintegrated norms, in which the individual had no morally significant relations with others or in 
which there were no limits set to the attainment of pleasure ... " 

'Anomie' literally means normlessness. It signifies a state of normlessness in both the society 
and the individual. In such a state social norms become confused or breakdown and people feel 
detached from their own fellows. Having little commitment to shared norms, people lack social 
gmdelmes for-personal conduct. They are mclmed to pursue thelf pnvate mterestsw1thout regard for 
the interests of society as a whole Social eontrol of individual behaviour becomes ineffective Hence; 
the society is threatened with or even disorganisation. ' 

Durkbeimian Concept of Anomie 
Durkheim's viewpoint is that the traditional societies are held together by ~hat he calls "me

chanical solidarity". These societies are small and everyone does much the same work. The mem
bers are socialized in the same way, share the same experiences, and hold common values. There is 
little individuality for the society itself consists of a collection of kinship groups which are strongly 
welded tog11ther 

Modem soc1et1es, accordmg to Durkheim, are held together by "Organic solzaanty ". If me·· 
chanical solidarity denotes a strong bond, 'organic solidarity' indicates a mu~h looser bond. Here, 
societies are larger, the members have quite different experiences, hold differeiht values, and social
ize their children in different ways. The 'Collective consciousness' has much less binding power on 
the community. People think of themselves as individuals first and only then as mettibers ofwi~er 
social group. The basis for social solidarity and cohesion is no longer the similarity of the members 
but rather tl].ejr differences. People are now interdependent. They must depend on one another if 
their society is to function effectively. 
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According to Durkheim, the main problem in modem society is that, the division of labour 
leads inevitably to feelings of individualism. This individualism can be achieved only at the cost of 
shared sentiments, or beliefs. Hence the result is 'anomie' - a state of normlessness in both the 
society and the individual. .·. 

Dur~eim's views seem to be reasonable. It is true that the divisionoflabour and the resulting 
growth of individualism would breakdown shared C01l1111itment to social norms. We do notice that 
there is widespread anomie in modem societies. Still it is wrongto conclude that modem societies 
with very high degree of division of labour are heading towards 'disintegration' or break~own. 
Because even these societies do retain some broad consensus on norms and values. Durkheim's 
analysis is signifi_cant for it throws light on the far-:ranging effects that the division of labour has no 
social and personal life. 

Anomie a:nd Social Deviance 

R.K. Merton in his book "Sociai Structure and Anomie" (1938) has thrown much light on the 
relationship between anomie and social deviance. In fact, he uses the term anomie to refer to "a state 
in which socially prescribed goals and the norms governing their attainment are incompatible" .. 

. According to Merton/anomie is not the same thing as the absence of norms. He even states that 
it does not indicate "the lack of clarity in norms". If there are no norms, there could be no deviatfon. 
If norms are not clear, it becomes then pi.fficult and even embarrassing to Cll.ll any specific action 
'deviant'. -

Thus, "In the condition called anomie, norms are present, they are clear enough, apd the actors 
in the social .system are to some extent oriented to them. But this orientation, on the part "of many, is 
ambivalent; it either leans towards conformity, but with misgivings, or leans towards deviation, but 
with misgivings. Furthermore, anomie is not any condition whatever i.n which there is a high rate of 
deviation from a social norm orTrom a systm ofnorms .... " (H.M Johnson). 

Causes of Anomie 

R.K. Merton stresses upon two factors that product; anomie condition: (z) role conflict or con-
flict of norms, and (ii) inco_mpatibility between goals ari,d means. · 
(i) Role Conflict or Conflict of Norms. Role Conflict refers to the conflict experienced by the 
individual at the time of role-playing. An ambivalent attitude on the part of an individual towards 
norms also contributes to role conflict and then to deviation. The following example may clarify this 
point. 

Example. In India, we may witness e<onflict between universalistic and particularistic stan
dards in the treatment ofHarijans. The anomie character of this conflict becomes evident when we 
observe the Brahmins and other upper caste people's treatment of Harijans in some areas, All the 
upper-caste people feel the moral_ obligation to be fair in their treatment of Harijans (even though no 
consensus is there regardiri.g what is meant by fair treatment). The Brahmins and other upper-:caste 
people have a sort of sentimental commiqnent to their castes and the so called· caste nomis and 
values which keep them at a distance from the Harijans. This state of affairs may lead to role conflict. 
It may also lead to the neglection and disregard of norms of fair play as far as Harijans are concerned. 
This condition is 'anomie' becaqse the nortns.h_ave not disappeared. Brahmins and other upper-caste 
people are very much aware of them but they are troubled by them. 
(ii) Incompatibility between Goals an.d Means. According to Merton, anomie would be the result -
in "a situation in which many persons in a social system are required to strive for some goal but are 
not provided with adequate legitimate. means to reach it . . . . " Merton has given in this regard an 
example that is quite relevant to American society .. It is given below. . ·. 

E~ample. 'The gl)al Qfcompetitive Occupational. success'. is a. preferrCd1 goal in America. The . 
American ideology' ofindividul success provides ai least theoretically equality of opportunity to all. 
This, ideolpgy pos,es a ptoblem.Q_f..selJ-este_e.m for virtually ev~ry n:ian it1 the Americ~ soci~ty, "Sue~. 
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cess "is a relative goal. The belief that any common man can rise to thetop and attain 'success' is 

quite pervasive in America. In actuality, this belief leads.to an anomie situation, because, the goal of 

moving from an ordinary position to a white-collar position seems to befrustratingly difficult to 

lower-class boys" who are not doing well in school, have no money, and are bogged down by vari

ous internal and external conditions. 
This is an example of an ideology that to some extent indirectly encourages deviant behaviour. 

The source of anomie as identified by Merton may be traced to "a frustrating gap between a c.ultur~ 

allyfavoure<f: goal and the actual possibility of attaining it". Even though all adults know about the . 

-culturally favoured_goal, alLof them_neverstrive to reach_it_ Furtb~r, ·th~ institutionally~:Qermit!~~

means for achieving it are not distributed evenly throughout the social structure. Merton has also 

pointed outthat the anomie widespread in American society, and particularly,.in the lower classe&, 

does not exist "where there is no great gap between what people are expected to do a.nd what they 

can do. legitimateli'. 

Social Values 
I 

The term 'value' has different meanings in economics, philosophy and sociology. In econom-

ics, 'value' means 'price'. The "theory of value" is almost co-terminous with "the theory ofRrice". 

The philosophical treatment of "values" is part~of ethics, political philosophy and aesthetics. In 

sociology, the term 'values' represents constituent parts ofsocial structure. 

U. MEANING AND DEFINITION OF SOCIALV ALUES 

'Social Values' form an important part of the culture ofa society. Social values, norms and 

institutions explain.the way in which social processes operate in a given society. They are the social 

sources of patterned interaction. Value5account forthe stability ofthe social order. They provide the 

general guidelines for conduct. In doing so, they facilitate social control. Values ar~ the criteria 

people use in assessing their daily lives, arranging their priorities, measuring .theif pleasures ancf 

pains, choosing between alternative courses of action. 

Definition 
1. "Values are group conceptions of the relative desirability of things"~ G.R. Leslie, R.F. 

Larson, H.L. Gorman. 
2. According tO H.M. Johns6n, "Values are general standards and may be regarded as higher 

order norms". 
3. "Values are assumptions, largely w1conscious, .of what is right and important" Young and 

Mack. 
4. "A value is a beliefthatsomething is good and worthwhile. It defines what is worth having 

and worth ~triving for."-A,fichael HaraJambos. · 

5. "Values are· general cqnceptiohs .-0f ~!the good'', ideas about the kind of ends that people 

should pursue thrbughout their lives and throughout the many different activities in which they 
engage".-Peter Worsley. 

6. In simple words, values may be defined as measure of goodness or desirability. , 

Thus, it is clear from the above definitions that values represent wide range of ideas about the 

ends that men should pursue in their life. The values of a society PfOVide goals or ends for its mem

bers to aim for. These goals or ends are to be pursued in different contexts and situations. If the 

dominant value is "s11ccess ", then,· it expects all the individuals to become successful at school,. in 

work, at sports and in·lifr, in general. Values provide the general guidelines for thebehaviour of the 

people. Thus, values such as respect for human dignity, fundamental rights, private property, patrio

tism, fidelity to wife or to the husband, religiosity, sacrifice, helpfulness, co-operation, individual 

enterprise, free marital selection, individuality, social equality, privacy, democracy, etc., guide our 

behaviour in various ways. 
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12. FUNCTIONS OFV AL:UES 

l. As it is already made clear, values provide goals or ends'for the members to .aitn for. 
2; Values prbvide for stabilities and uniformities in group interaction. They hol(f'ffie society 

together because they are·shared in common. Some sociologists argue that shared vaiUes'fomt the 
basis for social unity or social solidarity. Since they share.the same values with others, tlletnembers 
ofa society are likely to see others as "people like thf!mselves ".They will, therefore, have a sense of 
belonging to a social group. They will feel a part of the wider society. 

3; Values bring legitimacy to .the rules that govern specific activities. The rules are accepted as 
rules .and followed maillly because they ·embody the values that most people accept. TJ:ie .Americans 
for example, believe that the capitalist organisation is the best one because it allows people to seek 
success in life. · · 

4. V~lues help to bring about some kind of adjustment b~~een different sets of rules. The 
people seek the same kinds of ends oi; goals in different fields of their life.· Hence it is possible for 
·them to modify the rules to help the pursuit of this end. For example, if the Indian people cherish the 
value of "the principle of equality", then they will have to modify the rules goverqing the interper
sonal relationship of husband and wife; and man and woman. As and when new activities emerge, 
people create i;ules in the light of their beliefs about what is 'good' and 'right'. 

' . 

13~ FOUR ASPECTS OF VALVES 

1. General and Specific Values 

(a) General Values. Values such as democracy, freedom, the right to dissent, respect for fun
damental rights and dignity oflabour, etc., for example; are very general ip character. These values 
are abstract in nature aµd they pervade many aspects oflife. A large proportion of values are found 
to be very general in nature. Sociologically, these are.more significant. · 

(b) Speciftc Values. Values are often stated in specific terms. For example, we may value 
. physical health or affluence. More specifically, we may value silk over nylon or the writing of a 
particular novelist over that of another .. Values normally range from highly absttact to specific 
lev,els. 

2. Values are Hierarchically Arranged 

All the values are not equally significant. We can make a distinction between-' Means Values ', 
'Ends Values', 'Dominant Values' and 'Ultimate Values. (a) 'Means Values' are instrumental val
ues. They are.sou8ht as part ofthe effort to achieve other values, (b) 'Ends Values' are more general 
and more. important from the point of view of the groups who are doing the valuing .~ork. For 
example, if health is t.1te value, t.'1en the. maintenance of good nutrition, securing proper rest, avoid
ance of alcoholic drinks and drug addictions, doing proper exercises regularly, etc., become means 
to that end. This difference is based. on contexts and situations. But it helps us 'to understand how the 
vatues are patterned and how one is related to another. · 

. (c) 'Dominant Values' are those values which influence and condition the behaviour of th~ 
people to a great extent. Sociologist Williams has suggested the following criteria for dominant 
valu~s: 

(i) Extensiveness. Whether the value is extensively found in the total activity of the people? 
(ii) Duration. Whether the vlaue has been durable and observed over a iong period of time ? 
(iii) Intensity'. With what intensity the value is pursued or maintained by the people? (iv) Prestige of 
Value Carriers: To what extent the. yalue carriers sueh as persons, objects, or organisations enjoy 

. prestige in the soc,iety? For example, 'sacrifice' and 'service' are the two among many dominant 
values ofthe b1dian society. Similarly, 'individual enterprjse' .and 'success in life' represent two 
dominant values of American soci~!Y· . · 
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(d) The 'Ultimate Values' refer to those values of the group that give meaning, substance and 

direction to the lives of people. Example : If we take tile ~above,.m~tioned example of the phys_ical 

······-healthiv,e3nay·say;-that·itis-requifedfQt--lengeyity.Lengevity.Of:-longer.li.fe..span.can.be:ju~titiedin .. 

temis of'ultimate value' to do serVice to the humanity and to be worthy of God's creation. There can 

be 'nohi~er or more ultimate value than this. · · 

3. Explicit and Implicit Values 

. Most of the social values ate clearly stated and explicitly held. They are deliberately taught to 

the children. Through official, governmental and other organisational means they are reinforced to . 

the adults~Theyare also prom~tea through mass media. Example: democracy,-free<.tom-;-fllmiamm~·------\ 

tal rights, S()cial equality, etc. These values are explicitly held and cherished. 

Some of the _values are implicitly held by the pedple, Public leaders, spokesmen for the spciety 

and even religious leaders may not stress upon these much. They may even ignore them. For ex

ample, respect for elders and conformity, taking care of old parents, respect for authority are vlaues 

implicitly held in our society. · " ·. 

4. Value$ may Conflict with One Another 

Values may often conflict with one another. In complex societies we generally 'observe not j\!.St 

one value system but more, than one. We find multiple, 9verlapping and sometimes even opposing 

value systems in the same society. For example, the right to dissent, cori,fortnity, respect for author

ity, respect for elders-are values that are in conflict. 

~oine:<>fthevalues are potentially c1:mflicting. Whenthey are per.vasive, it becoines impossible 

for us to;pursue some of them without :violating others. For example, we .value religious wol'$hip for 

personal gratification~ At the same time we equally value aellievement of status, accumulation of 

wealth, etc. Here, the first one may clash with the latter. . . . 

Normally, in modem complex society, we find conflict betWeen groups that hold mutually 

opposite values. For example, some may value patriotism, respectfor authority and disappr9ve of 

dissent. Some others, may give high importance to the value of esta~lishment .pf peace.· For them, . 

establishment of peace is more iraportant than submitting to or accepting of the war policies of their 

national Jeaders. No wonder, if, at times, the first group clashes with the second. In the same manner, 

during the British rule in India, while some of the Indian nationals preferred to cherish the values of 

"respect for authority" and •iobedie~ce t<r the master"; some others dedicated themselves to uphold 

the values of 'independence' af)d! 'fondamental liberties'. . 

It seems reasonable to assume that there are, less value conflicts in small homogeneous socie-

ties than in large heterogeneous ones. . · 

/ 
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SOCIAL CONFORMITY· AND 
DEVIANCE 

{A~ Social Conformity: Meaning and Causes of Conformity - Social Control and 
Confo.rmity (B)Social Deviance: Definition and Types of Deviance - Factors Facilitating 
Deviance -·Social Significance of Deviant Behaviour. 

The society maintains its order by means of Normative system. Normative system refers to the 
system of rules which the people are expected to accept, obey and appreciate. Most of the people 
follow most of the rules .. But some may go again~t or violate some of the rules. When the people act 
in consonance. with. the norms. they become 'Conformists.' But when they go against them, they 
become 'deviants'. 'Conformity' and 'deviance' go hand in hand. · 

(A) SOCIAL CONFORMITY 

Meaning of Social Conformity 
. _ "Conformity" is action that is (i) oriented to.a social norm or norms and (ii) falls within the 

··range of behaviour permitted by the norm. When a person a9cepts both goal and means, the result is 
. · generally "conformity".· Thus, 11 student who values higher education and· thinks that the colleg~ 

rules are necessary foJ earning a degree, always tries to conform to the rules to get the degree. His is 
the typical, normal, conventional attitude and behaviour. 

'Conformity' thus iinplies behaving in accordance with the norms. It is not limited to the 
external behaviour alone. It implies that the individual consciously approves of a particular behaviour 
and is prepared to.follow the same. It does not mean that the norms must always be present in his 
mind. On the contri;ll')', we do a lot of activities in acc.ordance with the norms 'without being suffi
ciently aware of the norms~ E4tample: Walking on the right side of the road and riding on its left side, 
showing respect to the national 'fla'g when it is hoisted in a programme, respecting elders, dre!lsing in 
a modest w,.Y, etc. Our behaviour is in conformity with the rules that we know. But we are not sure 
that in ourbeh~viour the norms are always alive at the level of our consciousness. 

.. . . ~ ' ' 

L CAUSES OF CONFORMITY 
Harry M. Johnson has spoken of a few CIJ,USes of conformity to the social norms. Some of them 

may be briefed here. 
l. SocialisatiOn. It is through the process of socialisation that social norms ~re internalised by 

the individuals. Bence norms become ~h inseparable part of their personality. Proper social training 
always supports conformity. · · 

472 
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2. Insulation: Role conflict and conflict in the norms that apply to the same actormay contri

bute to deviance. But some built-in~arrangements may serve to reduce nonnative conflict and thereby 

.. . .e.ootribute to ~onfomiit)'.,_(i) QI!e~.§l.!91LIDI!lllj~m~J_i.s,.fu..m:_fu~.!10fl!!S.Jhat m!g!lt conflict are pre
vented from doing so by applying to different times and places. (ii) Anotherki.nd offnsUlatlonis that ... 
a given actor carries out the activities of his various roles with, or face-to-face with different role~ 

sets. For example, a bank manager may learn music through his own sub-ordinate during non

official working hours accepting him aii'11is own teacher. He-may give rewards and show respect to 

his sub-ordinate in this regard. But during the working hours the sub~ordinate will have to accept his 

inferior starus and obey the commands of the manager. 'thus, even though the individuals remain the 
. n. --same fiibotli Hie contexts ffierrroles and role~expectatlons aiffer marlredty:Theclal'itywidrre~d ··~- -

to the role..,rxpectations helps to reduce uncertainty and.conflict and support conformity. 

3. Hierarchy of Norms. Norms that apply to the same actor are found to be in the forni of a 

hierarchy. Itmeans the norms are ranked in order. of precedence. Hence if role-expectations conflict 

with one another the actor has grounds for mf\king a ""hoice. The hierarchy of norms as well as their 

time and place aspect is part of culture. For example, a soldier may be put to such a conflicting 

situation in which either he will have to attend to the needs of the ailing mother who is on the 

deathbed or rush to the battle-grouncl to attend to the urgent call of the army. The hierarchy of values 

and norms of his society help the soldier to take the appropriate .decision. It is through socialisation 

the. hierarchical aspects of the norms are learnt. If the different aspects of a cultural system are 

properly integrated and if socialisatiOn helps the·individual to understand this .integration he will 

have no difficulty in following the expected forms 'of .behaviour. The integration of the· cultural 

system serves as a guide;: for the individual behaviour, 

4; Social Control .. Various formal as well as informal means of social.control help the socialised 

actor to imagine and anticipate what would happen to him ifhe violated the norms. Thus sanctions 

lead the conformity even though they are notactually applied. 

5. Ideology. People's conformity to group norms depends to some extent upon the ideas and 

ideology that they hold. The norms partly express broader values that are more purely and precisely 

emphasised in ideology. Ideology strengthens faith in the existing system. Ideology adds to the 

norms themselves a kind of an "intellectual" support. Hence it helps to motivate people to conform 

to its norms. 

6. Vested Interest. Conformity to social norms does not always depend upon idealistic mo-

exclusion of other members. Those who enjoy such advantages are likely to be satisfied, with the 

norms that protect them. Hence they support these norms with a greater sense of conviction than the 

disadvantaged persons. Property rights are a good example in this regard. 

· The term 'vested interest' is used here in a neuttal sense. Hence it may represent one's genuine 

interests or purely selfish interests. Thus landlord's rents are vested interests for they are legitimate. 

Illicit liquor makers support prohibition laws with a vested interest that lt would help them to make 

, Other Causes 

Robert Bierstedt gives four causes for the questi~n-'why we conform to the notms'. They may· 
be briefly discussed here. . . . 

1. Indoctrination. We conform tci the norms simply because we have been indoctrinated to do 

··so. Indoctrination refers to the process of injectinginto the personality ofthe child the group norins. 

We are taught, for example, to take our bath at certain times, to wash, our clothes, to respect our 

elders, to avoid vulgarity, to walk an thelright side ofthe road, and so on. Thenonns are indoctri

nated through the process of socialisation. As a resµlt, they become a part and parcel of the person-' 
. 1 ' 
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ality of the individual. Conformity to the norms becomes very natural because of indoctrination. 
2. Habituation. W, e conform to the norms 'because we become habituated to them. What is 

customary is likely to become in many cases habitual.. So,tne of the norms are indoctrinated in the 
beginning, but they become hab.itual practices afterwards. We are taught to wash our ;hands and 
mouth after the meal but after a while it becomes a matter of habit. Repetition makes a practice a 
habit and most of the folkways come to be rooted in the individual in this way. When one is habitu~ 
ated to a practice, one observes it automatically, without thinkil}g or putting forth deliberate at
tempts. Habituation i;einforces the norms and guarantees the regularity of conformity. . 

, 3. Utility. We appreciate the unity ofriorms and hence we cqnform to them. Nonns help us to . 
interact with others with much comfort and ease. For example (i) we are asked to sell the tickets of 
a drama show for which only a limited number of seats are available. Then we prefer to ~ell them to 
-those who come first to purchase them. We justify our action with an expression "first come first 
served'' '(ii) Similarly, we recognise that the flow of tra~fic at busy· intersections is smoother and less 
dangerous when signal lights are installed. Thus, we stclp at red light and start at ·green one. We find 
it reasonable to Obey.the traffic rule forit has the slogan. ''the life you save maybe your own". In 
many social situations we realised the utility of the norms to which we conform. 

4. Gitoup Identification. We confomi fo the norms of our· own social groups rather than to 
those of gtoups to which we do not belong. We thus conform to the norms because conformity is a 
means of group identification, By conformity to the norms we express our identification with the 
groups. Sometimes, we'even conform to some ~rrational folkways because they are our own and they 
identify us with our own society and our own social groups. Fo.r example, a particular student tries to 
bring home prepared lunch tQ the college to eat during the lunch interval (even though it is very 
difficult for him to bring it because of particular domestic situation) _iust to be in, the company of his 
fellow-members of the ~clique'. 

In some simations we may try to confomi to the norms of the group to which we would like to 
belong and to identify ourselves; Such groups are called by Merton 'reference groups'. For ex
ample, a medical student or a law graduate may begin ~o observe arid to.conform to the norms of 
doctors or lawyers. Even in this case group identification-is significant. 

2. SOCIAL CONTROL AND CONFORMITY 

'Social control' refers to various ways and means by which I;\ group or society attempts· to 
achieve social order. Social Order could be achieved by making the pbople to accept and follow the 
group norms. Behaving in accordance with norms or rules can, be refellt'ed to as. conformity. Thus, 

· one of the main purposes of social control is conformity. Social control1also involves the processes 
and means whereby deviations from social norms are limited by the group. 

Conformity to institutionalised norms is, of course, 'normai'. The ~ndividual having internalised 
the norms, feel.s Something like a need to conform. The 'conscience' ~at he has developed will not 
allow him in ordinary circumstances to break the norms or,to go against them.·Furtbrr, irrespective 
of his own attitude, the gn;mp or the other people will disapprove of him if he violates the established 
pattern. Both 'internalised "need'' and external sanctions are effective in bringing about conformity. 
Conformity is achieved by two different ways:~(i) Immediate conformity which is the result of so
cial pressure or control; and (ii) Long-term result of conformity which is the product of socialisati<m. · 
Only<the former 'kind is at discussion here. · 

When we conform to the will or opi'nions of the maj6fity; even though, we know the majority 
is wrong, socia.l control is manifested in its purest form. Various experiments were held to find out 
.the extent,~o whi<:<h the individuals normally yield to group pressures, Ogburn and Nimkoffhave 
stated that ifldependence of or yielding to group pressure depends on -(i) ''the clarity of the stimu
lus, with the_mdjority effect increasing as the clarity of the slimulu! decreases; (ii) social structure 
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with the majority effect prop/Jrtionalto the size of the majority, and (iii) the character of the indi

vidual, whether he is self-confident .or dislikes to appear different. 

------Soeialfaeters-oonstrain-the-in.div.idual-to.followthe.gmup.pattern~.The.apprQpI.i~ti.9.ll_
C?f...PJJ>P.~ 

.erty froth a group associate, for example, is usually condemned ¥Verywhere. This is in tune with the 

commandment, "thou shalt not steal". But the approprfa:µon of property from strangers or from the 

enemy may be permitted and even lauded. In this case, it is not defined as stealing. The reason is that 

we greatiy value group life because the group provides us many advantages and satisfaction. Hence 

the group is, therefore, a kind of defence agains- the more assertive and pugnacious and irregular 

members. 
Like the taboo against stealing, innumer~ble groiil>-nonns serve as integratingfactors if there IS 

'conformity. N~m-conformity threatens the integration of the group, hevce the group acts to bring 

non-conformists into line. · 

The idea that the group shapes the conduct of its members carries with it the implication of 

group pressure. The group not only moulds behaviour, but also, restrains and disciplines. Durkheim 

has made it clear that.the group exercises constraint or coercive power upon the individuals. It thus 

acts as a,conservative force that limits variations. There is considerable evidence that social pressure 

operates to reduce variations from the average. 

It is observed that if the members of the group hold decided views on the question and these 

. views were known, then the effect is to encourage conformity to· the group opinioIJ.. Sociologist 

Moore in one of his studies asked 95 subjects "to make judgements in the fields of morals by indicat- · 

ing which of the tWo ethicalchoices they.regard as less offensive; for example, disloyalty to friends 

or cheating on examinations, when all the replies were in, the subjects were infoni:J.ed of the majority 

opinion,: then retested. There was a swing away from the original answers. The effect of announcing 

the majority opinion was to bring about a greater degree of conformity to it. .... ". It is thus concluded 

, that the influence of the group makes for conventional or conservative 'l;>ehaviour on the part of the 

individual. · 

The soc~al control towards conformity is always in terms of the prevailing norn:ls. Some such 

· norms such as taboos against stealing, killing, within the group become highly stable. They are 

essential to organised gro11p life. 

The goal of social control is no doubt overt conformity. Many people who are not individualJy 

~reeable to certain nonns aeeept ftti(\.ecmform to them outwardly. Those who are not convinced df 

them lack the ower to1esist them successfully. Thus, in confoimity we find two factors which may 

or may not be consistent: compliance and conviction., ost comp iance 1s assoc1a e w1 ·con · 

tion, since membei;s of a gr~\JP are generally persuaded of the rightness of their w~y of doing things. 

But there is.a good deal of overt conformity without con~icti~>:lil,; eapC1cially on ~e part; of new comers 

to' a group. The saying '~Be a Roman when you are in Rome~'. iSi t'eflection of this fact.. "Conformity 

without conviction occurs when the individual cannot withdraw frpm the group, or values much his 

membership fu the group; and does not wish to 'offend, or i~ afraid ofthe consequences of non-

conformity". · ' . . 

Group ncinns are actua,1 ly group standards which the members me encouraged to imitate or 

follow, But some deviation is bound to be there in every group even in the so called utopias. If the 

deviation is of very. mild nature the controlling agency of the group may ignore it. For example, in 

spite of the well established moral rule, "Thou shalt not.steaf', it is generally known that in all 

societies.steaiing takes pla:ce: In modern soci~tie~ cheating in the matter of paying incQme tax is 

practised by even the most educated and learned. peopie. Ifstich cases are traced out. and the guilty is 

found t() pay only a marginal amount as Income tax,· he may be cautioned to pay that with some 

amount Offine. But if the amounts unreported are large, and there is proof of intention tb defraud, the 

penalty is likely to be more severe, including a:jail sentence. Thus, "As the deviation from the norm 
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-becomes greater, the more serious becomes the offence in the eyes of the group and the more severe 
··becomes the penalty". But the seriousness of the offence is always culturally defined; Hence mem
bers of a society may have in their mind an idea of.the hierarchy ofoffences defined in terms of their 
seriousness. 

(B) SOCIAL DEVIANCE 
. It is true that the social order is mainly maintained by means of socia~ control and socialisation: 

It is equally true that most of the people follow or conform to most of the 1norms piost of the times. 
Bqt all the people or even most of people do not-conform to all the nomis always. As Young and 
Mack have pointed out/"No norm is always obeyed; no individual always conforms to every set of 
expectations" . . Hence, deviance, that is, the act of going against the rules or.norms is there every
where. Deviant behaviours such as knavery, cheating, adultery, unfairness, crime, malingering, im
morality, dishonesty, betrayal, burglary, corruption, cunningness, sneakiness, wickedness, gambling, 
drunkenness etc., go along with conformity. Deviance in.one shape or another is found everywhere. 
Definition of Deviance or Deviancy 

I. Horton and Hunt: "The term. deviation is given to any failure to conform Jo customary 
noilns". 

2. Orville G. Brim Jr: ''Deviance can be defined as failure to conform to the expectations of 
other persons". 

3. Louise Weston: "Deviance can be defined as behaviour that is contraryto the standards of 
conduct or so~ial expectatioris ofa given group or society'. 

4. M.B. Clinard suggests that the term deviance should be reserved for "tho$e situations in 
which behaviour is .in a disapproved direction, and of sufficient degree to exceed the tolerance limit 
of societY": . 

5. In simple words, deviance many be defined as the act of going against the group-shared 
expectations and norms. 

3. TYPES OF DEVIANCE 
Deviance may assume different forms. Som.e of them may be noted here. 
1. Innovation. Society sets f9rth goals for the individuals to aim at and also lay down means to 

achieve them. When a person accepts both goals ;md means the result is generally "conformity". 
Sometimes, a person may accept the goal but not the means. He may innovate or create his o\vn 
means for achieving the goals and in this sense, he becomes a deyiant. If this innovated means brings 
positive results it poses no problem foi: the social order and. ifit brings negative results itmay pose a 
danger to the society. Example: Some poor people and pleasure-seekers may be forced to 'innovate' 
or resort to ill¢gitimate, "dishonest" means to get money. Such 'innovators' are problematic devi
ants. 

2 .• Ritualism. Sometimes a person gives up important social values yet.does lip service to them 
·by carefully observing related norms ofbeh.aviour. they are ritualists. They abandon the pUrsuit of 
success as fruitless and yet strictly adhere to tWe prescribed means. They regard rules as .s.acred. They 
tehd to lower their aspirations ahd never expect success. Because they find themselves unable to 
break out of their commitment to the rules.· 

Ritualists are also deviants because such persons refuse to take courageous and possjbly.dan
gerous action demanded by true adherence to values. On the other hand, they take refuge in neutral 
but safe behaviour which looks like .decent conformity. Example: A person stabbed to death within 
the sight of a number of neighbours who refuse to get th~mselves involved in the case. This kind of 
behaviour is ritualistic. It Is difficult to criticise such behaviour harshly. It is also a fonnof deviance . 
because norms. exist or 'should exist to serve valuei · They should not eclipse Y!llues or transcend them. · · · · · · 
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3. Retreatism. The rejection of both values and norms is 'retreatism'. It (is in one way or 

another of 'dropping out' of society. The person who drops out 'resigns' so to speak. Those who 

. ··-· _ '.r~tre.g(frQm !h.~~o~ie!)' refuse to pursue wealth either by legal or illegal means. They also refuse to 

lead a 'convention<il• Tif~y-are unable-togefsuccess-%onesfly': Th~fare norab1cHtYoreak~~ 

conventional· procedure because of' the strongly internalised norm. The best solution to their di

lemma is to 'drop out' of society. Hence 'retreatisni' is a kind of passive rejection of the goal of 

success and of respectable occupational activities. According to Merton, in this category fall 

"some of the adaptive activities of psychotics, autists, pariahs; outcastes, vagrants, vagabonds, 

tramps, chronic drunkards and drug addicts". Such people receive strong disapproval because 

they care Itttle of the values mostpeople'live-bf,-· ---.~-· -·----~.~---· 

.:4· Rebellion. Rebellion is another response, open to those who reject both ends and means. 

Some people reject the prevailing order and engage in efforts to replace that order. They try to 

substitUte new end!i and means for those that exist. They are called 'rebels'. Robellion is . 

produced by alienation from both values and norms. Instead of 'retre~ting' the rebel gives active 

support and loyalty to an incompatible set of values and norms. He feels that they are superior to · 

those ofconventional society. He seeks some reconstruction, some change in the existing order. He 

. may even attempt at .the .complete destruction of that order or struggle to replace it with another 

ordet\F.ebellion may vary from small-scale to that of greater scale. Example: A student giving up 

e~ucaiion in the name of doing gl:eater things is an example of small~scale rebellion. A law-abiding 

young .man going away from society to form a criminal gang to take revenge upon some 

authority is an example of greater-scale rebellion .. Politica\ and religious.. revolutions that were 

initiated by one or the other individual also come under this category . 

. 4. FACTORS FACILITATING DEYIANCE 

Social deviance refers to the non-conformity to. or violating of the norms of the group. The 

violation'of norms is not evenly spread in a population. In the same way, all the norms are not 

·violated. What we normally observe iri so_ciety is that some particular no~ is violated or some 

particular persons violate a giveO-.norm, or both. H.M. Johnson had listed a few factors that facilitate 

deviance among which the foiJowing may be noted: 

1. Faulty socialisation'. Socialisation is tli.e process by which the individual learns to conform 

to the norms of the group. When he fails to conform to the norms systematically he becomes a social 

deviant. Socialising aps often fail to ineuleate in th@~w born person·the strong morals. Some.:. 

times socialisin agents themselves may directly or indirectly, 'i>Vertly or covertly, consciously or 

half-consCiously encourage sueb. deviant be aviour o t e m;w mem ers. arsons as p ·· · · 

that deViance pronene$s-is'more potential iri the lower Classes mainly because of failure iri socialisation. 

2 •. WeakS'a:nctlons. S~nctions refer to the rewards or punishments usedto establish social 

contiol or to enforce norms in a society. If the positive·san~tions (rewards) for conformity arid the · 

negative sanctions (punishments) for deviance are weak, the individual may simply neglect them. 

3. Poor Enforcement. Eveo though the sanctions ·are stronger they ·are often nQt· enforced-

effectively dµe to the too small'eriforcement staff. Becaus~ of this the validity,of the norm is weak-

ened .. ;ForexampW, it is notpo,ssible for a batldfiil of traffi¢pohce staff to enforce traffic rules ~1 all 

· vehicle'·riders. The resµlt fa, many ignore and some even openly vielate_traffip rules. 

· 4. Eas, of"Ratfo.nalisation. The violators of norms try to soothe or satisfy their conscience by 

~enting s9me pJaµsibte rationalisations. Such pec>ple have constructed an}ntrioate system of 'ego 

defense' w,hich tbeyuse to brush a$ide the reactions and comments of othet people. "They are pick

ing on·me; Icould.not~elp myself; I did nqtdo. it for myself; They asked for it,' It is a deal; !tis all a .. 

matter o/lt¢1.c''.~Theiiee;x:pressions orslogans,reflect the attitudes of such violators~Examp/e: P9lice 

constables~may· ratjol)alise their regular habit' of talc,i~g (' mamitl;) bribes by saying ·ihat they are paid' 

: very low'~salaty. Jq~$· are orten secured' with bribes 'under the ptetext of inevitability. DUririg the 
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Second World War some women offered themselves as bedmates to the soldiers with the 'belief that 

, the young men going off to war and possibly to death deserved the comfort of sexual .relations. 
s~ Unjqst or Corrupt Enforcement. People may lose respect for law and norms when they 

have no faith in law enforcement agency or authority. It is kriowri. that police corruption an'd illegal 
violence damage very much respect for the law in the areas affected by such practices.· It is also 
obsel'Ved that in some fostances police maintain 'informal relations' or secret understandings with 
the violators; As a result, such relations condone the activities which the police are supposed to 
suppress. 

6. Ambivalence of the Agents of Social Control. Ambivalence refers to the co-existence in 
one person of opposing emotional attitudes towards the same object.·For example, a person may 
considerwoman not only as an object offespect, but also as an object of love, particularly ofsexual 
love. A doctor with stich ambivalent attitude may inflict sexual crime on young and beautiful female 
patients. Policemen, teachers, parents,·business superiors, all may have such complex personalities 
with unconscious deviant tendencies. These tendencies may lead them unconsciously to encourage 
certain kinds of deviation rather than to counteract it. ' 

. 7. Subcli~ral Support of Deviance. Different groups-.have different ideas of pem1issible 
behaviour. The range or'acts that would be approved by the working class people differs from that 
which would be approved by thff middle class people. What is non~conforming in the outside world· 
becomes conforming in the group. For example, the frustrated children of the working class flock 
together in little gangs. Th.e subculture of this gang may eniphasise.maltce and negativism. The gang 

'm.ay even reward delinquent behaviour for it represents an .attack on the values of the respectable 
middle class. · 

8. Sentiments of Loyalty to Deviant Groups. When once a person is involved in a deviant 
gr:oup he is obliged· to co~operate with other members. He will find it difficult to 'betray' his co
membets and suffer their disapproval and rejectfon: He i's forced to approve of the behaviour even if 
he no longer believes in their activities. As Parsons has remarked, deviantgroups deal harshly with 
disloyal members. Because, such members pot only pose a threat of exposure to enforcement agen-

. cies but also a threat to the stabilify of the group. The defection of one member may tempt other 
mempers to go away from the group. Defection destroys the very solidarity th~t made the deviant 
group strong and satisfying in the beginning. 

9. Indefinite Range of Norms. Some norms relating to some values are not.probably speci
fied. For example, the. scop,e of patriotism and freedom (political values) is not clearly defined. 
Hence, some even defend their devian.t behaviour in the name of patriotism and freedom. Thu~, one 
may use bal'Sh language.againstanother in the name offreedom. · 

10, Secrecy of Violations. Some susceptible persons are mQre prone to commit deviant acts if 
they are assured that such acts are not going to be made public. For example, sex crimes and illegal 
abortions very often talce place because of the confidenceoµ the part of the actors that their behaviour would remain secret. -- - · 

S. SOCIAL SIGNIFICANCE OF DEVIANT BEHAVIOUR 
1 Deviance and Disorganisation · 

Deviance poses a danger to the stability _of the sociaforder. It may be destructive oforganisation in at least three ways. , ... 
. (a) Deviance is more. or less a /.o~~or def eel of a critic~/p(lrf in a complicated mechanism.· An 

organised social activity is possible only wpen the different members perform their respective func.
tions in accordance. with the expectations. If some .members fa.TI to do. their duties ·the continued 
fuf!ctioning of the· larger activity is eildangered1 For ~ample, if the comman~hig ~fficerof a mili
tary unit defects in the middle ofthe War, .the anny as such sufferi a terribie setback. 
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(b) Deviance may undermine organisation by destroying people's willingness to play their 

parts. Deviance offends people's sense of justice and makes uneven the ratio between effort and 

_reward. 'Idlers', 'fakers', 'chiselers', 'sneaks', 'smugglers', 'blackmarketeers', 'gangsters', 'cheats', 

and the lyce offend and threatenthe hiierests oftb.e 'Virtuous. Because, theyfake away share in -

rewards sometimes disproportionately without undergoing the sacrifices, sufferings, struggles and 

disciplines of the virtuous. Deviance may also provoke bitterness and resentment. It may also dam

age one's determination to play one's role according to the rules. 

( c) The most destructive impact of deviance on organisation is through its impact on trust, on 

confidence that others will, by and large, play by the rules. Each participant to the collective enter-

- prise suppresses some of his impulses;maRes some sactitlce of-time; money and clabour-,- rejects

illegal temptations. He does this on the assumption that, if he plays by the rules, so will other. 

"Distrust, even if it is unfounded, weakens organisation by underminillg motivation; to distrust oth

ers is to see one "s effort as pointless, wasted, and foolish, and the future as hazardous and uncertain." 
-(A.K. Cohen). 

Deviance in Support of Organisation 

It is wrong to believe that deviance is always destructive of organisation. On the other hand, 

deviance, in some circumstances, may make positive contributions to the stability and vitality of 

social organisation. Albert K. Cohen mentions the following functions of deviance in support of 

organisation. 

1. Deviance Versus 'Red Tape' or Official Delay. Sometimes deviance provides solutions to 

some typical, recurrent problems. For example, a military unit may face an unanticipated situation in 

which it needs immediate supply of some articles in a quantity in excess of its normal quota. If the 

suppliers conform to the rules delay would be the result. The delay may even damage the interests of 

·the military unit. In this example, if the organisational interest is to be safeguarded somebody must 

violl'.1-te the rules. Here, deviance stems from one's strong identifichtion and concern with the inter

ests of the large organisation. 

2. Deviance as a 'SafetfValve'. A certain amount of deviance may perform a 'safety valve' 

function by preventing excessive accumulation of discontent. It may also reduce some.amount of· 

· strain of the legitimate order. From this· point of view, it may be said that prostitution serves imch a 

'safety valve' function. It provides some satisfaction to some unsatisfied needs without necessarily 

endangering the institution of the family. 

3. Deviance may Clarify the Rules. Social norms reduce some of the anxiety and uncertainty 

of social mteract1on by specifying nghts and duties, and the 'dos' mtd 'don' ts'. To do this task norms 

must be clear to all the participants. But some norms are often found to be vagiie and ambiguous. 

"Don 't take what is not yours", "Do your own work", "Friends should stand by one another" -

and such other normative statements do not make clear the real meaning and expectation of the 

norms. One comes to know the range or the boundaries of norms only when deviance takes place. 

Thus, the deviant one renders an important· service to the othf?rmembers by providing an·occasion 

for the clarification of a rule. Due to deviance people come to know more clearly than before what 

they may andmay not legitimately tlo. 

4. Deviance Helps the Unity of the Group (Against the Deviant). It is often said that a 

common enemy unites the members of a group. The deviant acts as a common enemy against whom 

the people get organised to revive and revitalise the weakening solidarity. The deviant,-thus, func

tions as a 'built-in' out-group, and contributes to the integration of the group. 

5. Deviance also Helps to Unite the Group on Behalf ofthe Deviant. Deviants are not exter

nal enemies. They are the people estranged from the norms. They are to be set right. They cannot be . 

destroyed or banished from the society. Because they perform a variety of fonctions for the group. 

Majority of the people try to keep the deviants within the group by he~pingthem to come backto the 
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conventional life. They try to protect the deviant from the consequences of his own deviance. The 
group shows its limitless patience and kindness in the face of provocation from the deviant member. 

6. The Contrary Effect: Increasing Conformity: "The good deed shines brightest in a naughty 
world," said Shakespeare. In the face of deviance even average conformity is appreciated. For ex
ample, the ~onductor who issues tickets to the passengers, or the police who refuses to accept the 
offer of bribe becomes a 'model'. The deviants provide the. contrast effect ·that makes conformity 
something "speciaf' and a source of satisfaction. 

7. A Warning Signal. Deviance may also function as a signal light or warning. It invites 
.attention .fo defects of organisation. For example, increases in absenteeism from work, 'drop outs' 
from primary schools, failures in college examinations, runaways from rehabilitation centres, delib
erate defects of workmanship1 etc., may compel re-examination of existing procedures. Such in
stances lead to changes that contribute to efficiency and morale. 

Conclusion. Deviant behaviour is one way of adapting a culture to a. social change. Deviant 
behaviour thus often represents tomorrow's adaptations in .their beginnings. Without any deviant 
behaviour, it would be difficult to adopt a culture to changing needs and circumstances. A changing 
society therefore needs deviant behaviour. But how mu.ch and what kinds-are the debatable ques
tions. Still it can be said that much deviation is destructive in nature. Only some deviation is socially 
useful for. they help us to forecast tomorrow's norms. 
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MEANING AND NATURE OF 
SOCIAL CHANGE 

I 
Meaning and Definition of Social Change - Nature and Characteristics of Social Change 
- Social Change and Cultural Change - Causes of Social Change - Source of Social 
Change - Resistance to S~cial Change - The Role of Values in Social Change - The 
Role of Great Men in Soci.il Change - Social E~olution - Socia/Progress. 

Change is an ever present phenomenon everywhere. An ancient Greek PhilosopherHeraclitus 
in an emphatic way hinted at this fact when he said that it is impossible for a man to step into the 
same river twice. It is impossible, because in the interval of time between the first and ihe second 
stepping both the river and the man have changed. Neither remains the same. "This is the central 
theme of the Heraclitean philosophy- the reality of change, the impermanence of being, the incon
stancy of everything but change itself". The order that is society, is after all the changing order. Ever 
since Comte, sociologists have faced two large social questions- the question-of socialstatics and 
the question of social dynamics, what is and how it changes. The sociologist is. not sati~fied when he 
has. outlined the structure o( society. He seeks to know its causes also. Thus, the Roman poet Lucretius 
remarks, "Happy is he who can know the causes of things". The casual curiosity ofa sociologist 
never rests; nothing stills his desireto know and tQ understand; He is engaged in_an endless endeav~ 
our to unravel the mystery of social change. Social change is indeed a perplexing problem. Nothing 

, social remains the same nothing social abides 

Change is the Law of Nature 

The nature is never at rest. .It is chattgeful. Change is ever present in the world, because change 
is the Law of Nature. Similarly, $ociety is not at all a static phenomenon, but it is a dynamic entity. 
It is an "on-going process". Socieo/ is subject to constant changes. Social <;hange has occurred in all 
societies and at all times. Of all the objects we study, none changes before our very eyes as 
the society itself. Every society and culture, no matter how traditional and conservative, is 
constantly undergoing change. Society changes in ceaseless flux and flow. 

Incessant changeability is the very inherent nature of the human society Indiyiduals may strive 
for security and stability; societies may foster an. illusion of permanence and the belief in ete,mity 
may persist unshaken. yet the fact remains true that society like an other phenomenon changes 
inevitably. Society is influenced by many forces and factors that irresistibly cause.changes. 'India of 
today is different from the India.of yesterday; what it is going to .be tomorrow is hence, difficult to 
predict. In course of a decade or tWo, significant changes can and do occur in human society, The 
territory which the sociologist explores, changes even as he explores it. This fact has an important 
bearing both on his methods and on his results. Here at least we can seek the ~rinciples ofett.';mal 
change. What then, do we mean by change? and sociai change? 

483 
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1. MEANING AND DEFINITION OF SOCIAL CHANGE. 

~ny alteration, difference or modification that takes place in a situation or in an object through 

time can be called change. The term 'social change' is used to indicate the changes that take place in 

liuman interac.tions and interrelations. Society is a "web of social relationships" and hence 'social 

change' obviously means a change in the system of social relationships. Social relationships are 

understood in terms of social processes and social interactions and social organisation. Thu~ the term 

'social change' is used to desirable variations in social interaction, social processes and social 

organisation. It includes alterations in the structure and functions of the society. 

Definition 

1. M.E. Jones: "Social change is a term used to describe variations in, or modifications of, any 

aspect of social processes, social patterns, social interaction or social organisation" . 

. 2. Kingsley· Davis: "By social change is meant only such alterations as occur in social 

organisation, that is, structure and functions qf society". 

3. Majumdar, H. T. ''Social change may be defined as a new fashion or mode, either modifying 

or replacing the old; in the life ofa people - or in the operation of society." 

4. Maciver and Page: "Social change refers to 'a process' responsive to many t)rpes of changes; 

to changes in the manmade conditions oflife; to changes in the attitudes and beliefs of men, and to 

try~' changes that go beyond tbe human control to the biological and the physical nature. of things~~ 

5, Mac/vet (ifi some other context) also refers to social change as simply a change in the human 

relatidnships. 

Social C~ange - A Complex Phenomenon 

"Th.e fact of social change .has fascinated the- keenest minds and still poses some of the great 

unsolved problems in social science." The phenomenon of social change is not simple but complex. 
. . . . . . ' -

It is difficult to understand fPis phenomenon in its entirety. The'unsolved probleins are always pes-
tering and pressurising us to find an appropriate answer. Some sucl\proplems are as follows...., What 

is the direction of social change? What is the form of social change? What is the source of social 

change? What are its causes? Its consequences? What are its conditions and limitations?- What is the 

rate -of change? Whether the. changes are due to human engineering or the uncontrollable cosmic 

de!;ign? Is it necessary to control social change? Can man, regulate it to suit his conveniences? Can 

he-regulate and d~cide the direction of social change to satisfy his desires? The!!e are s.ome .of the 

tantalising questions - tantalisirig not only because of their complexity but also because of their 
hUman significance. · · 

2. NATUP~ AND CHARACTERISTICS OF SOCIAL CF.ANGE 

1. SocialChange is Continuous. Society is undergoing endless changes. These changes can
not be stopped. Society cannot be preserved in a museum to save it from the ravages of time. Fi:om 

the dawn ·of history, down to this day society has been in continuous flux. 

2~ Socbll Change is Temporal. Change happens through time. Social change is temporal in 

the sense it· denotes the time-seq!lence. In fact, society exists only as a time~sequence. As Maclver 

says, "it is a becoming, nota being; ~process, not a product". Innovation of new things, modifica
tion and r._enovation of the existing behaviour and the discarding of the old behaviour .patterns take 

time, But the mere passage of time does not cause chang~ as in the biological process of ageing. 

3~ Social Change b Environmental. It must take place within a geographic or physicaland 

cultural context Both these contexts. have impact on human behavio~r and in tui:n man changes 
them.· Social changes never takes place in vacuum. · 

4. Social Change is Human Chan'ge. The sociologic_al significance of the change consists in _ 

the fact that it invoLveuhe human aspect. The compositiop of society is not constant, but changing. 
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The fact that people effect change and are themselves affected byjtmakes change ex._tremely impor
tant.. 

5. ~ocial Change Results from Interaction of a Number of Factors. A single factor may 
trigger a particular change, but it is always associated with oiher factors. The physical, biological, 
technological, cultural and other factors may, together bring about social change. This is due to the 
mutual interdependence of social phenomenon. · 

6 ... Social Change May Create Chain Reaction. Change in one aspect of life may lead to a 
series of changes in its other aspects. For example, change in rights, privileges, and status of women 
has resulted in a series of changes in home, family relationships and s.tructure, the economic and to 
some extent.--the political pattern of both rural and urban society. 

7. Social Change Involves Tumpo (or Rate) and Direction of Change. Inmost discussions 
of social change some direction is assumed. This direction is most necessarily inevitable. Some
times, the direction is determined ideally. Change towards such a destination is more appropriately 
regarded as progress. In actuality, social change may tend towards any direction.The tempo or the 
rate t:>f change is also .not governed by any universal. laws. The rate of change varies consid~rably 
from thne to time and society to society depending upon its nature and character-open and closed, . 
rural and urban and others. 

8. Social Change may be Planned or :Unplanned. The direction and tempo of social change 
are often conditioned by human engineering. Plans, programmes and projects may be launched by 
man in order to determine and control the rate and direction of social change. Unplanned change 
refers to change resulting from natural calamities such as famines ant1 floods, earthquakes, volcanic 
eruptions, etc. 

9. Short Versus Long-run Changes. Some social changes may bring about immediate results 
while some others may take years and decades to produce 1results. This distinction is significant, 
because a change which appears to be very vital today may be nothing more than a temporary 
oscillation having nothing to do with the essential trends of life, some years later. This is what 
historians mean when they say that time alone can place the events of the day in their true perspec
tive. 

10. Social Change is an O~jective Term. The term social change describes one of the cat
egorical processes. Ithas no value-judgements attached to it, To the sociologistsocial change as 
a phenomenon is neither moral nor immoral, it is amoraL It means the study of social change 
involves no-value-judgement. It is ethically n~utral. One can study change even within the value 
system without bemg for:against the change. 

3. SOCIAL CHANGE AND CULTURAL CHANGE 

The difference between social change and cultural change has,a great sociological importance. 
By 'social change' is meant only 'such alterations as .occur in social organisation, that is, structure 
and functions of society, S~cial change, in this. sense, is only a part of whi!t is essentially a broader 
category called "cultural change". The term "culturalchange ",according to Kingsley Davis, "em
bra,ces all changes occurring in any branch of'rn11t11re including art, science, technology, philosophy, 
etc~, as well as changes in the forms and rules of social organisation.''As he says, cultural c:hange zs 
brocider (han soda/ change, and social change is only a part of it.: . 

Affsocial changes are cultural changes'. but all cultural changesneed not necessarily be .the 
social changes als<? Cultural changes can be callectso\}iaLchahges only when they affect human 
relations and. the social 11>rganisation and cause some .variation in them. Ex. Changes in the musical · 
styles, painting styles, rules of writing poetry and dnlma, pronunciation of words, etc., represenJ 
cultural changes.·Tliey are purely cultural·changes. They cannot be called social cha,nges, because, 
they. do not in any wayaffect the_:~fC_i.!lt!ng_p~t!_erg_gf J.l_¥fllitI1_jnte!"a£tion;__!Cl_c:ii!1_~ys1~J!l~~~~()~~:l_ ______ _ 
~organisation. 
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On the other hand, the rise of organised labour in the capitalistic society and the introduction of 

communism in· the place. of democracy, represent social ,change. These two changes may cause a 

series of changes in human relations and social organisation. They represent a basic alteration in the 

relation of employer and employee, rulers and the ruled. They may contribute to the cb,,anges in the 

economic organisation, methods of administration, legislations, economic policies and programmes, 

and so on. These may, in course of time affect the way of life of people. Hence, they can also be 

called cultural changes. 

Cultural change, is thus much broader than the social change. No part of culture is totally 

unrelated to the sociai-order, but it remains true that changes sometimes occur in these branches 

· without noticeably affecting the social system. Sociologically, therefore, we are interested in cul

.. tural change only to the extent that it arises from or has an effect on social organisation. 

3. CAUSES OF SOCIAL CHANGE 

Social change is a complex phenomenon in which the cause and effect relationship is not 

always clear. No single cause produces a single effect in the social world. There is always theplural

ity of causation. Seve~i factors or causes operate togetherto,produc9 the same results. 

. According to Harry M. Jqhnson the causes of social change are of ,th.ree types : Firstly, the 

causes of social change are inherent either in social system in general or in particular kinds,,of social · 

system. Secondly, the change may be due to some impact from the social environmentofthe social 

system of reference. Finally, change may also be due to some impact from the non-social environ

ment. He is of the opinion that these are combined in various ways. One chang,e may lead to a series 

of changes. The component parts of the social system are so interrelated that any change in one 

causes adjustive changes-in the others. 

A;Jnternal Causes of Social Change 

l. Strain and Conflict. Conflict of interests is always present to some extent in all the social 

systems. It is more evident in the political field. The concept of power virtually implies the idea of 

cont1icting purp(){les. In the stabie sociai systems conflicts of interest are settled large~ within 

ins.titutionalised mies. No society is free from conflicts. Any attempt to resolve the ·conflict would 

le~d to some kind of change or the other. A latent conflict is always present at all times between those 

whom the existing system is benefiting more and those whom it is benefiting less. This conflict will 

become manifest if the disadvantages are made to feel that the existing order is not the only realisti

cally possible order. 

2. Social Problems. Problems such as caste prejudices, prostitution, juvenile delinquency, 

over 'population, unemployment, poverty, beggary, the need for slum clearance, etc., involve a 
good deal of social conflict, in the cour~e of which social change occurs. These are so.ciai problemSe 

They arise mainly due to some internal deficiencies. Therefore, if they are to be solved or reduced, 

the existing ,.social order will h.ave to be changed to some extent. Thus, an attempt to tackle social 

problem may contribute to social change. For example, in order to reduce the size of the growing 

population in India, people may have to be convinced of the importance of following birth cQnttol 

measures, family planning, etc. This rr1ay affect the value system, marriage and family systemand 

moral system of India. 

3. Revolutions and Upheavals. The most intense conflict in a society is found during a revo~ 

lution. Various internal factors may contribute to it. For1 example, the American Revolution, the 

French Revolution andq;he Russian Revolution took place due to several factors such as - exploita

tion, suppression ofl'iberty, hunger, tyranny, bad roads, commercial restrictions, comiption, militarf 

or diplomatic defeat, famine, high prices, low wages, unemployment, and so on. These revolutions 

brought about far-reaching changes. 
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4. Cultural Change. Cultural innovation also contributes to social change' An innovation is a 
new combination of old elements which may come from the innovator's own society or from some 
other. The diffusion ofculture within society and from one society to another has been a great source 
of social arid cultural change in every society. · 

B. The Impact of the Social and Nonsocial Environment 

The environment, whether social or nonsocial, has its own influence on social structure. As far 
as social change is concerned, the impact of the social environment is more important than the 
impact of the .nonsocial environment. 

The bripacfofthe n«Jn-social environment on the social structure is relatively slight under 
normal conditions. Changes in the non-socialenvirontnent (which are due to human engineering) 
such as - soil erosion, deforestation, exhaustion of mineral resources, etc., may bring about some 
social changes. Changes in the nonsocial environment due to nature itself such as - floods and 
famines, earthquakes and volcanic eruptions, cyclones and hurricanes, etc., may sometimes cause 

. adoptive social changes. 

The influence of the social environment is more significant in bringing about social changes. 
Shifts of political alliances, military invasions, peaceful immigration, trade. shifts, etc., can present 
difficult problems of adjustment to the social system. Any one of these changes is likely to affect 
some parts of the social structure first and then have ~ffects in other parts later. 

4. SOURCES OF SOCIAL CHANGE 

Sociologists have been debating and discussing the question of the sources of social change. 
Cultµral anthropologists are more interested in this topic. There are two groups among them (1) the 
diffusionists, aod (2) inventionists. 

l. According to the diffusionists, social or cultural change takes place due to cultural diffusion. 
Diffusion refers to the introduction ofa behaviour modification from another culture. It denotes the 
spread of elements of culture, either singly or in a complex, from one local group to another local 
group. It is less frequently used to refer to. dis.semination within a group. The argument of the 
diffusionists is that since inventions do not take p_lace all the time and in all the societies in the same 
manner, every society borrows the cultural elements of another society for its progress directly or 
indirectly. They have cited the example of several tribes who could achieve progress by borrowing 
the cultural elements from the other groups. Jt takes very long tmfo for a society to achieve progress 
if it fails to get })fOfited by the ·flChievements of qthers. For example the Maori people of New 

Zealand· became' civilised within one hundred years by borrowing many cultµral elements from 
others .. Thus, according to the diffusionists, the source of social change is to be found in cultural 
diffusion. 

2. Accorping to the inventionists,' the source of social change is to be found in the inherent 
capacity of the people to make inventions. They nave said that inventions constitute the major source 
of social change. Invention, whether in the· .field of social organisation or the cultural framework, 
refers to the rearrangement of known traits into new patterns or configurations. These inventions, 

'-----Whether material or non material, have led to profound social changes. The invention of electricity, 
for example, hasJed to astounding changes in the fields of industry, agriculture, communication, 
transport and so on. Inv~ntionists have argued that it is wrong to assume that social change always 
takes place 'due to cultural diffusion. They have criticised the argument of diffusfonists that mahy of 
the elements .. of South Ameriean culture have been borrowedJrom India, Egypt, Jawa, Polynesia and 
other places. They have contended that people are capable ·Of initiating changes on their own. 

Conclusfo.n : The arguments of diffusionists as well as inventionist~ involve in themselves 
some amount of truth. Both can neither be completely accepted nor rejected. The source of ~ociat 
change is to be found in both dinus1on and mvention. Sometimes, it becomes difficult for us to say 
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with certaintr when, where, how and from whom the inventions took place. Further, sorrwinven~ 

· tions take place in two or three places simultaneously. The invented thing may undergo change 

getting diffused to other places. A single inventiqn may cause.several other inventions also. 

Internal invention and external diffusion are two originating sources that have cumulative 

mutual' inffuence on change. An internally inventive society also seeks knowledge through contact 

wi:th other societies. In a sense, every social change is strange andJoreign whether it originates at 

home or comes from abroad. 

5. RESISTANCE TO SOCIAL CHANGE 

Though social change is universal, societies and cultures are relatively'permanent. The social 

and cultural functions po not change 'overnight' even in the most dynamic populations. Certain 

resistance to change is there everywhere. In no society all the changes are welcomed by the people 

without questioning and resistance. To some extent the removal of the evil practices such as child 

marriage, human sacrifice, animal sacrifice, untouchability, taboos on intercaste marriages, etc., 

could be achieved after a long struggle in Indja. The opposition to woman suffrage in the United 

States. last¢d for more than fifty years, and tl.1e opposition to the abolition of slavery was accom

plished only after a prolonged civil war. It was only in the beginning of 20th century that women 

were given voting right in .Britain after much opposition. It took cen.Wries for some mtjor reforms to 

take place-in Chri,stianity. In, the midst of strong opposition and violence communism was intro

duced in Russia. Ogburn and Ntinkoff wrote : "It is a curious phenomenon that some of the greatest 

plessings of the human race should have been b~tterly resisted, at times 'with the spilling of blood, 

before humanity was allowed to profit by them ... " 

Reasons for the Opposition to Soci?I Change 

The main reasons for the opposition to social change are as follows: 

1. Lack of New Inventions. Social changes depend <:m the invention of new objects, tech

niques, thoughts, devices and plans to a great extent. Change&will ,take place without much oppqsi~ 

tiOn if the people have the strong crav,ing for new things. Lack of interest in inventions and lack of 

inventions as such, do not provide a favourable atmosphere for change. 

2. Rejection or Non-Acceptance of New In'\entions. No change is possible if people go on 

rejecting 1ihe new inventions. New inven~ions have been more resisted than welcomed by the people. 

Dr. William Harvey's Blood Circulation Theory and Galileo's theory concerning the planetary sys

tem and the movement of earth, were opposed in the. 'beginning. Opposition came in the British 

Parl'iament for the use of steam energy in British Naval Ships. Several such instances can be quoted 

from history. 

3~ In1pe:rfections of New Inyentions. In the beginning inventions are !?enerally subject to 

imperfections, such as inadequate performance, easy breakage and difficulty of repair. Social inven

iions also have imperfoctions in the beginning,#People may oppose them for their inadequacies. 

4. Fear Towarlis the Nlw. Man has n9t only love for the past but also fear tbwarijs th(! new. 

People express their fear towards the new 'Ynile making use of the new objects, listening to the new 

though~s and following a new practice. Indians have shown in the beginning their fear and suspicion 

i"'ihile ~ccepting the ~ritish medich:ie, undergoing English education -and undertaking sea v6:yages. 

5. Tradition and Reverence for the Past, Peopleiaretraditional in.their attitude. The old and 

the traditional-practices and things a1ld ideas are upheld by the people. People are emotionally and 

sentimentally bound by them. Sometimes, people cljng thems.elves tenaciously to the harmful, out

dated and inefficient practices. Thus, the traditional attitude of the people will not ailow them to 

accept newithings. .· · 

iJue to ignorance people often oppose/new inventions or chang~s~ It usually 

a ne·w discpvery, tool ortec1miqµe to be understood. Thus for a long time, the genn 
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theory of disease was rejected. The iron plough was not accepted easily in America. It took several. 
years to find acceptance with the farmers. Opposition to technical or material inventiori can be re~ 
·mov00·in~oum~f1ime~y. den10nstratrttg-..itse1iectiveworRaoillty~BuTthe·sociafTnventionmay·oe·· 
opposed by the people for an indefinite time, because its concrete demonstration is difjicult. . 

7 ~ Habit. Habit is another obstacle to social change. Individuals are very much influenced by 
habits and customs. People dislike or fear the unfamiliar. They ai:e not ready to give up a practice to 
which they have been habituated to and adopt a new one. Hence the new practice is' looked down 
upon or rejected. . . . ' 

----e8i.-• EeO,BOBtie Disparity and ·nifficlilty.-Wide gap betweerr:thel'ich arid poor, and extreme 
economic distress also come in the way of social change. People who are suffering from various 
economic problems are riot prepared to accept changes, for theyare either sceptical about it or they 
are economically incapable ofaccepting a new change. . . 

. 9. Intellectual Laziness ~nd Adminjstrative Defc:cts. In order to give up tile old ideas and 
accept the new ones, people require some amount of creativity, ~ynamism and rationality. Ifthese 
qualities are lacking arnong people they may fail. to realise the iritportance and usefulness of the new 
ideas and things. Ffilther inefficient and corrupt administrative machinery also provides obstacles to·. 
change .. The bureaucratic element of the administration has been said to be conservative in nature 
·and a stumbling block_on the path -of change arid progress. . ' 

10. Tbe Power of Vested Interests. The vested interests constitute yet another source of ()ppo
sition to innovations. Individuals._who.feel that social change endangers thei'rinterests are likely to 
oppose it. They therefore fight every Jlroppsal in this dii:ection .. Such·,persons may ~rganise them
selves.as opposition groups when their "right~" are threate11,ed. Similarly, peop!e 6ppose changes lf 
their self-iriterests are endangered. The capitalists have.been opposing the progressive lapour legis
lations for this reason. The social reforms have been opposed by.tlie sooa1led trad~tioiialist section of 
the Indian Soci~ty. 

All Resistances are Not Harmful 

We cannot say that all the resistances are harmful. In some instances\. opposition to social 
change is justifiable. Some innovations or changes will prove to be harmful· when they arejudged 
from the poipt of view of a certain standard of values. The proposalthat a .totalitarian type ofgov.em
ment be substituted fur theide~cratic system is an instanee efa reform that is considered definitely 
harmful. Opposition to technological inventions is justifiable, if they are unwork!;tble orim ractical 
r 1 e1r 1sa van ages outwetg t eir a va_ntages. Resistance to change has its positive side also. 

All the innovations and changes cannot be welcomed as worthwhile and beneficial. , 

6. ROLE OF VALUES IN SOCIAL CHANGE 
The most important kfnd of struc~fal change. is change i_n the· comprehensive standards that 

are called "values", Values ref er to the. constituent facts of social structµre. 'The. values we have in 
· mind here are,· (If course, values that qirectly affect the· content of social roles and social interactioµ. 
They are not purely cultuq11;y.alues, sue.has classicismin art. . ·. . . · . · . · 

resist all changes while members. of modreriWestem society welc()pie almost all of them; the-direc:. 
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tion of change is also in large measure controlled by these subjective aspects of society. Modem 

Americans hail new gadgetSccand mec}\anical devices with an almost religious zeal. But they resist 

changes in politico-economic ideology. They abhor the term 'socialism' and resist all 'socialist' 

trends in administration. The democratic values are so deep-rooted in them that they hate and protest 

state intervention in many social matters. 

Ideological values resist and limit social changes. Ideological values themselves, however, 

differ in the degree to whi~h they resist change. The American ideological values of race relations, 

education and religion have been less resistive to change than those connected with the politico

economic field. On the contrary, the Indian values pertaining to caste relations, education, religious 

institution are more resistive to change than those connected with their politico-economic field. 

7.ROLE OF GREAT MEN IN SOCIAL CHANGE 

Great men and their leadership constitute an important source of socia1 change. Great men of 

genius, revolutional'J\ thoughts, extraordinary talents, powerful expression, ability and efficiency, 

may _som~times qring aboutr.evolutionary a. nd also longlasting changes in society. H~man history 

provides mnumetable examples of such men and women, who brought about far-reachmg changes. 

The political interpretation of social change, leads quickly aruLeasily into the socalled "great

man '.)heory of history. According to this theory, human history is the serialised biographies of great 

men. It is to be understood not in terms,,of the movements of nameless masses but in terms of the 

achievements of elites. It is here, we are' faced with some of the intriguing questions: Do men make 

history or does history make the man'! Do they (great men), and to what extent do they, make social 

change" ? Or, are they puppets of 'social forces' th~t are operating beyond their control? 

Sociological theory, as opposed to the interpretations of most Historians, has stressed the role 

of 'social forces' in btinging social change. It has been noted/or example, that the greatest American 

Presidents - Washington and Lincoln have been war presidents and the question arises whether they 

would have beeri equally great if they had lived in different times and circumstances. On the s111me 

piane, it can [>e said that the name of Gandhiji would have been simply insignificant had there not 

been the British rule in India. It is relevant to quote Tolstoy in this connectfon. Tolstoy wr~tes in his 

"War and Pe,acif." : "The higher'a man stands on the social ladder,-the more people he is connected 

with and the more power, he has over others". He further writes : "In historic events, the so-called 

great men are labels giving names to events, and like labels they have but the smallest connection 

with the event itself." 

No one, of course, has any idea how to weigh and to estimate the influence of single individu

als in the process of social <;:hange. Sociologists are more inclined to agree with Tolstoy and to be 

ex~r~ruely. cautious about -~ttributing major iriflu~nt;e to the great per~onalities -of men and w.Omen. 

"Personality itself is seen to be shaped and formed by patterns of culture and of historical circum

stance •. .'' Hence, sociologists t~nd "to interpret changes in societies in terms of deeper lying phe~. 

nomenon; of which great men are only the surface representations." ·· 

There is no doubt that all social changes occur because of the actions of men and women. 

"Culture is not self-innovatin?, ideas are not self-Creating, and technology is not self-inventing." 

Somehow, somewhere, ina society, a man breaks however slightly, from tradition. He does some

thing in a different way. He finds a short cut. He has a new idea or makes a new discovery. "When 

that happens whether he is a "great man" or not, he has disturbedithe stream of culture and, like a 

storie, tossed into the waters, its ripples may go on. forever. It may affect, after a while, all the 

compartments of culture and all the sectors of so!.)ietjr."_ RpbertBierstedt. 

Oreat men like the Buddha, Mahavira, Shankaracharya,d~asaveshwara,Jesus Christ, Zoroaster, 

Prophet Mohammed, Confucius and others .intr9duced revolutionary changes in the real111 of reli

gion. Napoleon Bonaparte, Washington, Lintoln, Karl Marx, Lenin, Mao Tse Tung, Kemal Pasha, 

Mahatma Gandhiji, Hitier,Mussolini,Indi~aGal\ldhi,Khomeiniandothers have caused revolution-
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ary changes in the political field. Similarly, writers, scientists, philosophers have al§o contributed to 
social changes. 

8. SOCIAL.EVOLUTION 

Meaning of 'Evolution' 

The term 'evolution' comes from the Latin word 'evoluere' which means 'to develop' or to 
'unfold'. It clossly corresponds to the Sanskrit word 'Vikas'. Evolution literally means gradually 
'unfolding' or 'unrolling'. It indicates changes' from 'within' and not from without'; it is spontant'.:: 
ous, but notautomatic,Itmusttakeplace on its own accord. It-implies continuous change thaftakes 
place especially in some structure. The concept of evolution applies more precisely to the. internal 
growth of an organism. 

Meaning of Social Evolution 

The term 'evolution' is borrowed from biological science to sociology. The term 'organic 
evolution' is replaced by 'SocJ.al Evolution' in sociology. Whereas the tefui 'organic evolution' is 
used to denote the evolution of organism, the expression 'social evolution' is used to explain the 
evolution of human society. Here the term implies the eyolution of man's social relations; It was 
hoped that the theory of social evoluation would explain the origin and development of man. An
thropologists and sociologists wanted to find a satisfactory and significant explanation of how cmr 
society evolved. They wanted an explanation in thi~ regard rather thana description. They were 
impressed by the i.dea of organic evolution which could convincingly explain how one species evolves 
into another, and wanted to apply the same to the social world. Hence the concept of social evolution 
is quite popular in sociological discussion. · 

The Concept of Social Evolution 

1 Our explanation of the concept of social evolution revolves round two questi-0ps : (i) How does 
society evolve? (ii) How did our civilisation come to be what it is today? 

The common assumption is that society evplved because of man, who made society evolved. 
Accordingly, men who had not evolved too far, ~ould have a crude culture whi~e men who are more 
evolved would have an advanced society. Society is understood here in terms pfsociaLbehaviour, 
and behaviour is a function of biological structure: Men with superior and mote evolVied biological 

_structure, thus, could give rise to a more complex society. 

When vie eonsi,der the faetors that explain soeial evolution we are confronted with ~other 
question, i.e., "what is that evolvingjn the social world?". The answer is usually 'society'. A.s far as 
society is concerned,, something other than the biological element in it is undergoing the change. To 
the anthropologists like R.H. Lowie and A. Kroeber andothers that element is'' culture'. Social evo
lution then becomes 'cultural evolution' and evolution of groups from times irhmemorial becomes a 
part of the evolution of culture. "What then are the factors that have caused the great evolution of 
our culture from crude and simple beginnings tp the magnificence, it has now attained?''. The an
swer lies in four factors: accumulation. invention. diffusion. and adjustment. 

---useorTffisConcept to Understan0Soc1al Change 
The concept of social evolution is highly useful in explaining the changes in and growth of 

. society for the following reasons: 
l. The nature of any system can be better understood if we look at it as it "unfolds" itself. 

Evolution is a principle oflnternal growth. It shows not merely 'fhat happens to a thing but also what 
happens within it. What is latent becomes manifest in it, and what is potential is made actual. The 
concept thus helps us to know what actually happens within the society in its structure, that is, in the · 
social roles, positions and relations of people.·· 
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'2. The evolµtionary clue helps us to arrange a multitude Qf facts in a significant order; that is; . 
in accordance with tirne succession giving them the coherente of successive stages; ExaT(lple: It 
pelps us to explain bow the functions ofrnodem family in course of time, have become more limited 
to those tha! arise out of their foundations in sex. Such an explanation may reveal· a significant time 
successioq · 

3. The evolutionary principle provides a simple means of classifying and charqcterising the 
most diverse socui,l systems. Soci.eties could be classified on the basis of their qegree and mode of 
differentiation as revealed by customs, creeds, techniques devices, thoughts, etc. . 

4. Finally, the evolutionary clue helps us to know the direction of change. The direction of 
change .is ,always the result of some persistent forces that are at work. If the forces at work are known 
through" them, the direction can be ascertained. 

Social Evolution. Vs Or"anic. Evolution 
The sourc.~ of mld the inspiration behind the use of the expression 'social evolution' has been 

the biological'cohcept of' orgµnic evolution' introduced by Charles Darwiri. But to equate the phrase 
'social evolution' with 'organic evolution' is incorrect since we find some basic differences between 
the two. A few of these differences may be noted here. · 

l. Organic evolution implies the differentiation in the bodily structure which is generally in the 
form of new organ to use for different purpose accompaqied by a knowledge to use that. Man, who 
is. at the centre of the. theory of social evolution, need not have to develop new organ in order to 

.. adjust himself ~ith the changed conditions of lifo. Because man has the capacity of inventing tools, 
making instruments and devising techniques to control the forces of nature and to adjust himself 
with the natural conditions. 

2. In the case of organic evolution only the descending generation is affected by the structural 
alternations. But in the case of socialevolution even the old as well as the new generations ate 
affected by it. For example, jµve11.tion of new techniques and devices is influencing the present l:\s 
well as the future generations. . 

, . -

3. The change is transmi~d in differeµt ways in the two kinds of evolution. In the case of 
@:t;g~i:c evolution the transmission of qualities takes place through biological heredity, .that is, through 
gienes. Social evolution takes .place through idea, discoveries, inventions .and experience. Here the 
changes.are mostly initiated through the mental ability or genius oftnan. 

4 .. The organic evolution is continuo_fls andthere·can be no bn:ak in it It is continuous because 
of the irresistible pressure within the organisation and of environment and natural forces. But such a · 
continµity may not be observed in the case of social evolution, th.ere may even be breaks:_It is subject 
to disruption. 
Application of the Concept of Social Evolution in Sociological Studies 

The concept of 'social evolution" basically involves the notion that all societies pass through 
certain definite stages in a passage: from a simple to complex form. All those who made use of this 
concept essentially meant the same. Some have stressed the analogy between the growth Qf an or
ganism and the growth of human society. The concept has als<>ibeen extended toiriclude the process 
of gradual change taking place in all societies. 

Saint Simon, for example, agreed that there was an evolutionary sequence through which all 
mankind must pas~. He Q.istiilguished three stages of mental activity; the conjectural, the miconjectur!ll 
and the poSitive. · · 

Auguste Comte synthesisec,hhe works of his prodecessors and developed his own theory in 
which he asserted thaf all societies must pass through three stages~ the theological, meta-physical 
and the positive or scientific. Comte saw society as a social ,~rganism possessfug a harmony of 
structufe and function1 
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Herbert Spencer in his 'Principles of Sociology' developed many of Comte's ideas eyen though 
he did not acknowledge this fact. Spencer.presupposed rather than tried to prove the. evolutionary 

· hypothes~'Hefeltthattherewasi1r·socia11ife-1nmangcrftom~imp1ero·comp1exronns =·rromlh1f.~ 
homogeneous to the heterogeneous and that there was with societY an integration of the. 'whole' and . 
a differentiation of parts". 

Other 19th century scholars were concerned with different aspects of social evolution . . (i) Sir 
Henry Maine in his Ancient Law, 1861 argue9 that "societies developed from organisational fortns 
where relationships were based on status to those based upon contract. (ii) L.H Morgan in his ''An-

m- --cient &cie/y'!. 1878 ''established an elabaratecsequenqe offamily ferms-from primordial promiseu--·---
ity to monogamy through which he thought soeieties must pass. (iii) E.B. Tylor in his famous work 
"Primitive C1ilture"-1871, linked his observations covering a large nlimber ofsocietiesto1the evo-
lutionary framework. In partii;:urar_,Jie tried to establish a sequentiaJdevelopment ofreligious forms. 
This particular work had great impact on Sir James Frazer and Emile Durkljieim. · 

. "The evolutionary doctrine provided a broad general framework through which ,the whole 
progress of human society ·could be c/onceptualised.'' This doctrine was, however, reject~d in the' 
early 20th century. This vacuum could only gradually be filled with the development of the struc
tural system of analysis. This later development is more clearly witnessed in the field of social 
anthropology. In the fi~ld of socio~ogy, the stnlctural-functionalists have again renewed its usage by 
making a number of modifications so as to mak.e it more scientific and less imaginary. 

9. mE CONCEPT OF PROGRESS 

, Human society has evolved into a demonstrable certainty. Bufwe pannotdemonstrate with no 
less certainty that society has progressed? we may only believe in progress, but we cannot show it to . ' 
others unless they first acceP.t our eiValuations. People ~ay look on the same social changes and to· ' 
some they spell progress, to others decadence. In early modem times one of the most \videly ac
cepted hotions of social change was that of continuous progress. This viewreflects man's growing 

·· confidence .in himself and his conviction that he is·a master of his own destiny. Theri what do we . · 
mean by progress? 
Definition · 

l. According to Ogburn progress "is a movement towards an objective thought to be desirable 
by $e general group fOr the visible future". 

2. Maciver writes: "By progress we imply not merely direction, but direction towards ·some · 
final goal, some destination determined ideally not simply b)'4.he objective consideration at work''. 

3. Ginsberg defines progress as "a devel9pment of evolution in a direqtion which satisfies 
rational criterion of value"; · · , 

4. In simple words, it may be said that social progress, indicates a change .or an advance 
towards a d.esirable end. . · . . . . .· 

Thus; the concept of social progress definitely involves and implies value-judgement!jl, Wh~n
ever the change is· for the better for an upward trend, there is progress;. Because, sociat progress 
Gonnotes improY.ement, betterment, 8?ing up from a lower position. Wlien we seeak ofp,togress we 
imply not merely direction, . but direction towards some final goal, . some destination detenrtit;ied 
ide~lly. Progress always refers to the change that leads to human happiness. · , 

~ature of Social Progress, 

Our concept of social progress involves the following attributes. 
1. There is change in progress: The idea of social progress presupposes the presence of change. 
There can be n:o progress without some or the other change. · ' · 
2. Change is tow a1 ds some desired goal: Not all changes imply pi:ogress. A change· can be called 
progress only when it fulfils or on the process of fulfilling· the desired end. The· "desired· end'' is 
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deemed to be beneficial to and supportive of human welfare. 

3. Progress is communal. Progress from the sociological point of view is communal in nature. Here 

the progress or the welfare of the entire group or society in the de~ired direction is taken into consid

eratfon and not the happiness ofan individual. 

4. Progress is defined in terms of values. It is on the basis of our value system that we always 

decide whether a particular change implies progress or not. Our own values would tell us whether a 

change is taking us towards the goal fixed ideally or towards the desirable end or not. · 

5. Progress does not have a definite measuring rod. The idea of progress is more subjective than 

objective. Because we do not have any objective means of measuring it It even differs with people. 

What sounds as progress to one may appear to be decadence to another. Further, the same person's 

notion of progress may undergo change with the lapse of time~ 

6. Concept of Progress is subject to diverse interpretations. Since the system of values differs 

from society to so~iety and time to time within the same society, the interpretation of progress also 

differsaccordingly. Goals and ideals change from time to time and place to place and along with 

them the idea of progress also changes. · 

According to Haridas T and Majumdar, the idea of social progress must at lea.st cm.mun some 

or all of the following points: ( J) Enhancement of dignity of man, (2) Respect for each human per

sonality, (3) Ever increasingfreedomfor spiritual quest and for investigation of truth (4) Freedom 

for creativity and aesthetic enjoyment, ( 5) A social order that promotes· the first four values, and 

( 6) Promotion of life, liberty and pursuit of happiness with justice and equality to all. 

Development of the Concert of Progress 

Historically speaking, as early as in the 17th century, Francis Bacon defended tht;l concept of 

change as continuous progress. In the 18th Century, the French thinkers Turgot and Condorcet 

,maintained that human society was gradually but constantly advancing towards desirability. 

Auguste Comte believed that the positive attitude to life itself was progressive. Herbert Spen· 

cer maintained that human society had been graduaUy progressing towards a better state. Bufhe 

regarded it as an automatic process beyond the human control. He identified social progress with 

social evolution and said that the human society was inevitably moving towards ever greater heights 

of perfection. According to him; progress could not be affected by human engineering for it was 

determined by the cosmic forces. 

The concept of progress was given greater importance during and after the Renaissance. After 

the American Revolution ushered in a new epoch of progress, the F.rench Encyclopaedists began to 

preach the doctrine of progress and of human perfectibility. American sociologist Lester F. Ward 

( ! 841-1915) was ·a strong believer arid an advocate of social .progress. His doctrine of Teleology or 

Telesis was not just philosophi.cal, he related it to society- Social Telesis. 

The modem writers today speak of social progress though they do not .have a single satisfac

tory explanation of the concept. They do not, of course, subscribe to the view that society gradually 

and inevitably moves to an ever higher state of perfection. They have alµiost abandoned the idea that 

society evolves in a linear fashion and in the direction of improvement. 

'Social Progress' is no doubt an abstract term. We may or may not agree that there is progress, 

but we cannot prove it. Progress is a reality which is immeasurable and undemonstrable. Anything 

that cannot be demonstrated and measured scientifically cannot be rejected socially. It is especially 

true in the case of social progress. 
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THEORIES AND FACTORS OF 
SOCIAL CHANGE 

Theories of Social Change : Evolutionary Theories -- Cyclical Theories - Functionalist 
01: Dynamic Theories - Conflict Theories - Factors of Spcial Change: Geographic ,Fac
tors -Biological Factors - Cultural Factors - Technological Factors -Social Legis
lation and Social Change - Education and Social Change. 

A. THEORIES OF SOCIAL CHANGE 

Sociologists, historians and social anthropologists have proposed a number of general theories 
of social change. These theories may conveniently be grouped into four main' categories: evolution
ary, cyclical, conflict theories andfunctional theofies. The following explanation provides a glimpse 
of these theories: 

1. EVOLUTIONARY THEORIES 

Evolutionary theories are based on the assumption that societies gradua!iy change from simple 
beginnings into even more complex forms. Early sociologists, beginning with Auguste Comte be
lieved that human societies evolve in a unilinear way - that is, in one line of development. Acco}ding 
to them, social change meant '1Jrogress" toward something better. They saw change as positive and 
beneficial. Te them, the evelutienary prneess implied that societies would necc;ssarily teach new and 
higher levels of civilisation. 

During the 19th Century due to colonial expansion soldiers, missionaries, merchants and ad
venturers came in touch with distant lands whose peoples had been almost unknown in Europe. Most 
of these peoples happened· to be 'primitives'. Early anthropologists made some attempts to study 
such primitives and their societies. Based on their limited observations, inaccurate and unconfirmed 
information and unqualified im:agination they argued that there was a universal evolutionary pro
cess They claimed that all SO\:ieties passed through a number of stages beginning in primitive ori 

.. Hgms ana culmmatmg m c1vlllsatlon of the Western type. L.H. Morgan,jor example, beheved that 
there were three basic stages in the process: savagery, barbarism and civilisation. Even Auguste 
Comte's ideas relating to the three stages in the development of human thought and also of society 
namely - the theological, the metaphysical and the positive - in a ·.vay, represent the three basic 
stages of social change. 

This evolutionary view of social change was highly influenced by Charles Drawin's theory of 
'Organic Evolution'. Those who were fascinated by this theory applied it to the human society and 
argued that societies must have evolved from the too simple and primitive to that of too complex and 
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advanced such as the western sociefy. Herbert Spencer, a British sociolog_is!, carried this a.ia,logy to 

its extremity. He argued that society itselfis an organism. He even applied Darwin's principle of 

"the survival of the fittest" to ·human societies. He said that society has been gradually pr.ogressing, 

towards a better state. He argued that it has evolved from military society to the industrial society. He 

claimed ihat Western races, classes or societies had, surVived and evolved because they were better 

adapted to face the conditions of life. This view, known as Social Dc,rwinism, got widespread popu

larity 'in the late 19th Centfuy.Jt ,surVived even during the first phase of the 2,0th Century~ . 
Emile Durkheim identified the cause of societal evolution as a society's increasing "moral 

density". "Durkheim viewed societies as changing in the direction of greater. differentiatien; interde

pendence and . formal control under the pressure. of increasing moral density". He ac;lvoc~ted that 

societies .have evolved from a relatively undifferentiated social struc,ture with minimum of division 

· of labour and w'itha kind ofsolidarity called 'mechanical solidarity'\to a more differentiated social 

structure with maximurµ. division of labour giving rise to a kind of solidarity called 'Organic Soli-
darity'. ' · .. 

. Evaluation of The ·Evoluti011ary Theory 

The early evoluti.onary doctrines were readily accepted because they served the colonial inter

ests of Europeans~ This theory provided a c.onvenient justification for colonial' rule over pnmitive 

peoples. "The enforc€'.d spread of western culture was conveniently thought of as ''the white. man's 

burden' - the thiink.l~ss but noble task of bringing "higher" forms of civilisation to "inferior"peoples". 

·Those who suppor:f~d this theoty had_no concept of cultural relativity and hence judged other cul

tures purely in terms of tlreir own culture's standards~ 

The unilinear evolutionary theories described but did not explain social change. They have not 

-given any conviqcing explanation of how .or why societies should evolve toward the western pattern. 

. The theories were based on the faulty interpretations of the ~ta. "Different theorists grouped 

vastly 'different cultqres into mislea:dip.g categories so thatthey would fit into the various 'stages' of 

"vob1tion''. -(Jan Robertson) 

·The· theorists in an ethnocentric way treated the trends in western civilisation as, ''progress". 

They largely stressed the importance of economic and technological changes in development and 

neglected other aspects. Thus, the non-westerners may regard western cultures as technologically 

more aclv~ced, yet morally backward. · · · 

Further, the. recent ethnographic data. from primitive societies have 'J>roved that the societies 

need not follow the same step by step evohitionary sequence. In fact,. societies have developed in 

· different ways, often.by borrowing ideas and innovations from other societies. Ex: The Bushlu~ 9f 

the Kalahari and the aborigines of Australia are beingintroduced directly to industrial society. Hence 

they are s)fipping the 'stage' which the theorists have spoken, of. · 

The modern anthropologists have tended to support the theory of multjlinear evolution rather 

than the unilinear one. Mogern anthropologists like Steward agree that this evolutionary process is 

multilirtear. It can take place in many different ways and,change neeQ.inot necessarily follow the 

same pattern every:where. They do· not press the analogy between soCieties and living organisms. 

They do not, equate change with progress. They do not assume that greater soeial complexity pro

duc~s greater fo.onan happiness: '.fhis theory is becoming relatively more popular in social anthropo

logical circles today. 

. 2. CYCLICAL THEORIES 

"Cyclical theories of sqcial change focus on the rise and fall of civilisations attempting to 

discov~r and account fot these patterns.of growth and decay" -(IanRobertson). Spengler, Toynbee 

an~ Sorokin. can be regarded as the Champions of this theory. Their ideas may be briefed here. 
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(a) Spengler: 'The Destiny of Civilisations' 

Oswald Spengler, a German school teacher, in his book "The Decline of the West"-1918, 
, pointed outthatthefate ofcivilisations was a matter of "destiny". Each civilisation is like a biologi
cal organism and has a similar life-cycle; birth, maturity, old age and death; Af~er making a study of' 
eight major civilisations, including the West, he said that the modem Western Society is in the last 
stage. i.e. old age. He concluded that the Western Societies were ~ntering a period of decay,_., as 
evidenced by wars, conflicts, and social breakdown that heralded their doom. This theory is almost 
out of fashion today. His idea of ~destiny' is hardly an adequate explanation of social change. His 
biological analogy is also too unrealistic and his work is too mystical and speculative. 

(b) Toynbee: 'Challenge and Response' 

Arnold Toynbee, a British historian with enough sociological insight has offered a somewhat 
more promising a theory of social change. His famous book "A Study ofHistory"-1946, a multivolume 
work, draw.s on materials from 24 civilisations. The key-concepts in Toynbee's theory are those of 
"challenge and response". "Every spciety faces challenges-at first, challenges posed by the.envi
ronment; later challenges from internal and external enemies. The nature of the responses deter
mines the society's fate. The achievements of a civilisation consist of its successful responses to 
challenges; ifit cannot mount an effective response, it dies".-(Ian Robertson). 

Toynbee's views are more optimistic than those of Spengler's, for he does nofbelieve that all 
civilisations will inevitably decay. He has pointed out that history is a 'series of cycles of decay and 
growth. But each new civilisation is able to learn from the mistakes and to borrow from cultures of 
others. It is, therefore, possible for each new cycle to offer higher levels of achievement. Still he has 
not explained why some societies are able to offer effective responseJ to their challenges while 
others do not, or why a society should overcome one challenge but become a victim of another. 

(c) Sorokin: 'Sensate" and 'IdeationaJ-2.Culture 

The Russian7American sociologist, Pitirim A Sorokin, in his book "Social andCulture Dynam
ics"-1938, has offered another explanation of social change. His work has had a more lasting impact 
on sociological thinking. Instead of viewing civilisations into terms of development and decline he 
proposed that they alternate or fluctu~te between two cultural extremes: The "sensate" and the "ide· 
ationaf'. The sensate culture stresses thm;e things which can be perceived directly by the senses. It 
is ptactical, hedonistic, sensual, and materialistic. Jdeational Culture emphasises those things which 
can be p(':rceived only by the mind. It is abstract, religious, concerned with faith and ultimate truth. It 
is the ·opposite of the sensate culture. Both represent 'pure' types of culture. Hence no society ever 
fully conforms to either type. Without mentioning the causes, he said that as the culture of a society 
develops towards one-pure type, it is countered by the opposing cultural force. Cultural development 
is then reversed moving towards the opposite type of culture. In brief, t.oo much emphasis on one 
type of culture leads to a reaction towards the other. "Societies contain both these impulses in vary
ing degrees and the tension between them creates long-term instability". Between these types, of 
course, there lies~ third type 'ideastic' culture. This is a happy and a desirable blend of the other 

H __ fiY_a:[ut no soc1~xer..seetp:s::to:mL~e achieved it as a stable condit10fl.___ 

Sorokin's theory has not been accepted by the sociologists for it portrays his prejudices and 
, . I 

probably his disgust with the modem society. His concepts of 'sensate' and 'ideational' are purely 
subjective. His theory is in a way speculative and descriptive. It does not provide an explanation as 
to why social change should take this form. Thus, the cyclical theories, in general are not satisfac
tory. 

3. FUNCTIONALISTS ORDYNAMIC THEORIES OR EQUILIBRIUM THEORIES 

---~I_n~t_h~e~middle decades of the 20th century a number of American sociologists shifted their 
attention from social dynamics to social statics or fr()m social change to social stability. Talcott 
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Parsons and his followers have been the· main adv'ocates of this theory. Parsons stressed the impor
tance ofcultural patterns in controlling the stability of a society. According to him, society has the 
ability to absorb disruptive forces while maintaining overall stability. Because it is "constantly straining 
for equilibrium or balance". The conservative forces of society such as shared norms and values 
resist radical changes and serve to hold the society together. 

Between 1940-SOs Pa.rSons' Theory of social order or stability, gained wide acceptance espe
cially in America. But critics began to doubt Parsons' assumptions during 1960s;' Critics like C. 
Wright Mills and LockWood questioned whether a theory of equilibrium and stability was relevant to 
societies that were in a state of conflict and constant change. Hence, Parsons, tried _to include social 
change {1961-1966) in his functionallst model. 

Parsons' Theory of Social Change 

Parsons considers change "not as something that disturbs the social equilibrj~; but as some
thing tbatalters the state of the equilibrium so that a qualitatively new equili\?rium results". He has 
~mted that chiµiges may arise from two sources. They may come from outside the society, through 
c6ntact with other socie'ties. They m,ay also come from inside the society, through adjustments that 
must be made to resolve strains within the system. - - -

Persons speakes oftW,o processes that areiat work in social change. In simple societies, institu
tions are undifferentiated, thafis, a single institution serves many functions .. The family for example, 
performs reproduct_ive, educational, socialising, economic, recreational and other functions. A pro
cess of differentiation takes place when the society becomes more_ and more complex. Different 
institutions such as school, factory, etc., may take over some of the functions of the family. The new 
institutions must be li'nked together in a proper way by the process of integration. New norms.for 
example, must be esmblished in order to govern the relationship between the school and the home. 
Fuftber, "bridging institutions", such as law courts must resolve conflicts _between other components -· 
in the system. 
Evaluation: The equilibrium theory is an ambitious attempt to explain both social statics and social 
dynamics~ Still, gt.eater stress is laid on the former. Parsons, as an advocate of this theory, concen
trated more on institution~! changes. Other functionalists such as R.K. Merton and others tried to 
overcome this limimtion. Merton writes, "The strain. terision, contradiction and discrepancy be
tween the compQnent parts of social structure" may lead to ch~nges. Thus, in order to accommodate 
the concept of change within-the functioftal model, he hfts borrowed concepts from conflict theories 
of change. 

4. CON:FLICT THEORIES 

Whereas the equilibrium theories emphasise the stabilising processes at work in social sys
tems, the so-called conflict theories highlight the forces producing instability, struggle, and social 
disorganisation. Ralf Dahrendorf a German soeiologist, says that the fonflict theories assume that~(J) 
every society is subjected at every moment to change, hence social change is ubiquitous. (2) Every 
society experience's.. at every moment social conflict, hence social conflict is ubiquitous; (3) Every 
element in society contributes to change; (4) Every society rests on constraint of some of its members 
by others. , - · · 

Karl Marx; Change Through Class Conflict 

The most famous and influential of the conflict theories, is the one put forward by Karl Marx, 
a famous German social thinker and philosopher. "All history is the history of class conflict"- wrote 
Marx ~d Engels in the 'Communist Manifesto' (1848). "Violence is the midwife .of history"- Marx 

, declared:Individuals and groups with opposing-interests are bound to be at conflict -Mal'X, asserted. 
-Since the two major social classes, that is, ihe rich arid poor, Qr capitalists and labourers have.,mutu
a-1-lyhostile-interests they are at-eonflict. History' is-actuaUy the stozy oi-conflict between- the-exploit,. 
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activity. Here, the causatiOn is onesided. The great yolcapic eruptiq,n,rof Yokohama in 1923 was 

responsible for th.e new kind of architecture in 1apm1. It is said that the aneient eivilisatieas efEgypt, 

Mesopotamia and Indus valley withered away due t"O bad climate. HQ~ver, certain changes in the 

.eriviionlnent ma,y ·be attributedto human activity. For example, soil Un,iij>verishmenthas taken place 

in South Italy, Greece, Palestine, Egypt iµtd Morocco. The desert was.~ of~?rth Afric,:awere ~l}ce 

green and well p0pulated. Man has disturbed the e¢ological balance by exhausting the minetms, 

destroying the forests and devastating the land and by the mass killing, of the wild life. The modes of 

culture, and the whole system ofsocial institutions have undergone modifications. Consequently; 

the cent1es ofpopultition, the routes oftrade, the seats oj"empire and the systems of structures of 

societies have been vastly affected. · . . . 

· . So~e social geog~aphers and social ecologists have attributed.~$0 much importru:iee to geo~ 

graphic· factors in bringing. about social charige. The influences that go graphic factors exert upori 

human societies are neither decisive nor negligible, they are limitin~f~~ut not determining. Matt is 

· capable of modifying the 'natural landscape' into a cultural landscape;;1~Geographic factors.account 

_for what can be andforwhat cannot be in human societies, but they do nJit account for what is"-Robert 

Bierstedt. Geography alone cannot explain the rise and fall of civilisations. "For no period ofhunian 

history do we have information of a geographic character that will adequately account for the social 

changes thatoccurred." As human societi~s grow in.complexity and as culture accumulates, geQgra,. 
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' phic factors steadily decrease in sociological significan~e. "Geography, in ;hort governs the pos-

sible, not the actual. History is no~ a simple fanction __ of habital, nor culture of climate; neither 
.mistral nor monsoon determines morality, nor soil society."- Robert Bierstedt. 

6. BIOLOGICAL FACTORS OF SOCIAL CHANGE 
Biological factors, too, set limits to the social possibilities of human societies. In certain' ways 

they help to determine theforn'r and structure of these societies, Plants and animals form a part of 
man's non-human environment. Man is influenced by non-human biological factors. He modifies 
them fo serve his purposes creating interaction between biological and cultural factors. Man, for 
example; has always utilised· plant and animal life to meet his basic needs for food, clothing and 
Shelter. The biofogicalfactotsinjluence the numbers, the composition, the birth rate, the death rgte, 
the fertility rate and the hereditary quality ofthe successive generations. Heredity.for example, is on~ ofthe important agencies of variation. It contributes to vast amount of diversity be!Ween the 
par_.ents and the children. Therefore, no ,new gen~ra~ion can be an exact't~opy_pf the old. Evezy life is a different distribution of qualities and potentialities. 

The biological factors Hke ·the size and composition of population, produce social changes. 
J'he phenomenal growth of pqpulation in the 19th century has led to vast social changes and brought 
problems; Food problem, housing problem, unemployment, poor health, poverty, low standard of 
living and the problems are its directoutcome. But there are also countries where there.is the prob
lem of under-population., T!Je falling rate of population has posed a serious problem for countries 
like U.S.A., U.S.S.R. and Sweden. It is said that such countries are facing the threat of'-'r~ce sili
'tide". It has its o\vnpolitical implications.also. Further, the proportion of younger people is decreas
ing_ in few countries like U,K., U.S.A., Sweden, etc. The death rate has fallen ~d hence the number 
of t}le old is increasing. It has its social implications. Some social arrangement such as taboos on 
inter-marriage, customs respecting ,the age at marriage, persecution of the minorities, war, etc. tend 
to IOwer tJie biological quality of the popul~tion. Hence the increase and decreas_e in population, a 
change in the ratio of men and women, changes in rates of birth and _death are likely to affect our 
social system.-The relations of man and his society to the bi9logical environment are more dynamic 
than those of man and his society to the physical environment·The latter submits to his use and 
ab_use. But the_ biological enviroment which is inherently unstabl,e responds_ rather. than submits to 
man's uses.and abuses. It is more sensitive. Hence man has to fight against the diseases, harmful 
bacterias, :weeds, wild beasts constantly. ' · 

7. CULTURAL.FACTORS OF SOCIAL CHANGE 
I 

Cultural factors constitute yet another source of social change_. CultUral factors consist of our 
values, and beliefs, ideas and ideologies, morals and manners, customs and traditions and various 
institutions. Not only sociai values direct social changes but they themselves. are suoject to change. , 
~deas ~d !~eals, ideolo.gies and ~hilosophies ate inhe~entl~ change~Il. They ch~ge with time, and 
m tum, initiate change m the social order. In sbme penods ideas of liberty, equahty and democracy 
may be found, in sorpe others, ideas of strict· discipline _and centralised order may be observed, an.d 
still in some other petiods religious orthodoxy or religious non-conformity may prevail. There is an 
intimate connection between our beliefs and institutions,' our valuations and social relationships. 
Certainly cultural cl;iange inv_olves social change (in so far as it.affectshurrian relations)as the social 
and cuJtural changes, are dose}y related. '\What people think, in short; determines in every 
measure.;.Whatt~eydoandwh~ttheywant".-Robert11iersteat. -- · · ' - · 

Culture gives speed and direclio~ to the social change. Acfuiilly, the field 'of social change is 
limited1in comparison with the field of cultur.al change. Our ways of behaving, living, thinking and ' ' 

acting are very much influenced by the changes jn social values. These changes. in social values are '' 
no doubt influenced, if not determined by the technological (actors. . 

Gultl!re is not som~thing st11.tiG. No c:U.lture everremains eonstant. It may uadergo change due 
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to immigration, foreign invasion, international trade and contacts, exchange of cultural delegations, 

conquest of one nation by another, foreign rule, etc. Further changeability·is inherent in culture. 

-Culture-noLmerelyresp.ondsti:tth_eJ):Y~~~jt1fl~-g~J!f~~!_Qutjti!~_elf is a force directing·social change. 

It creates itself or develops by itself. It;is men who plan, striveind.act~-CiiHiiregives c~esmd 

directions to social behaviour. Men are beset with stresses and strains for which the past offers no 

guidelines. New ideofogies cause significant changes in the models of group life. ·It is said that 

'ideologies rule the world'. The social philosophy of Marxism, for examp!e has swept one-third of 

the world. Hinduism, Buddhism and Christianity, too wielded great influence on the social institu

tions. 'No culture ever remains constant and no culture ever develops in isolation.' 

CULTURAL FACTOR INFLUENCES THE Dl.RECTION AND 

CHARACTER OF TECHNOLOGICAL.CH1NGE 

Culture not only influences our sociatrelationships, it also 1influences the direction and charac

ter of technological change. It is not only that our beliefs and social institutions mu13t correspond to 

the changes in teehnolQgy,' but our belieft and social institutions determine th,e use to which the 

tei:hno/Ogical inventions will be put. The too is and techniques of technology are indifferent to the 

use we make of them. For example, the ato.mic energy can be used for the production of deadly war 

weapons or for the production of economic goods tha;t satisfy the basic needs of man. The factories . 

can produce· the armaments or necessaries oflife. Steel and fron can be used for building warships or 

tractors. It is the culture that decides the purpose to which a technical invention must be put. 

Althbugh tech~ology has advanced geometrically in the recent past, t~chnology alone does not 

cause social change. It does not by itself even cause further advances in technology. Social values 

play adom:inant role here. In one time and place, why are further technological advances welcomed? 

In other time and place, why are they resisted or rejected? India opposed technological.innovations 

and refused to accept and use many of the technological products during the early stages of the 

Britishrule~·on the othe_r hand1 America welcomed almost all kinds of technical inventions during 

the 18th and 19th centuries. Only the cul~l factors ciµi provide a satisfactory explanation for these 

phenomena. The complex combination of technology and.social values produce conditions that en

couragefurther technological change. For example, the belief or the idea that human life must not 

be sacrificed for want of medical treatment, contributed to the advancement in medical technology. 

Max Wef'1er ii) his "The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism" has made a classi~al 

attempt to estabhsh a correlation between the changes in the religious outlook, beliefs and practices 

of the people on the one hand. and their economic behaviour, on the other. He has observed that 

capitali~m .could,grow in the Westem;societies to very great extent and not in the Eastern countries 

·like India and China. He ha.c; · con chided that Protestantism ·with . its· practical ethics. encouraged 

capitalism to grow-in the West and hence industrial and economic advancement took place there~ In 

the East, Hind11ism, Buddhism, Judaism and Islam, on the other hand, did not encourage capitalism. 

Thus, cultural factors play a positive as well as negative ro.le in bringing about technological 

change. Cultural factors such as habits, customs,. traqitions, conservatism:, traditional values, etc., 

ma resist the technological inventions. On the other hand, factors such as breakdown in the unity of 
. . . . . . ~ 

. 
i ssucas , 

state, etc., becoming relatively independent) craving for the new though,ts, values, etc., may contrib-

ute to technological inventions. · 

TechnolOgical changes do/npt ta.ke place on their own. They are engineered by men only. 

Technology is the creation of man. Meri are always mov.ed by ideas, th(>ughts, values, beliefs, m(>r· 

als, philosophies, etc. These are 'the elements o( culture; These sometimes decide or influence the 

di11ection .in which technology widergoes change. Men are becoming more and more materialistic in 

their attitude~ They are after pleasure.· Hedonic or pleasure philosophy has becom:¢ a practical. ethic 

and is in c;:urrency especially in the West today. 'fhis change' in ~ attitude and outlook is reflecte~ in 
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the technological field. Thus, in order to lead a pleasurely and a lejsurely life and to minimise the manual labour and maximise merriment, man has st!).rted intenting new techniques, machines, in. strwnents and _devices. Various electrical equjpments such as electric heater, boiler,,,electric iron, refrigerator, grinder, tape-recorder, fan, etc., have come into being to ease the rolltine tasks of thf· people and to provide them great pleasure. · 

· 8. TECHNOLOGICAL FACTORS 
The technological· factors represent the. conditions. created by man which have a profound influence on his life. In the attempt to satisfy his wants, fulfil his needs and to make his life more comfortable, man builds civilisation: Technology is a product of civilization. When the scientific knowledge is appiiedto the problems of life, it becomes technology. Technology is a systematic knowledge which is put into practice, that is, to use tools and run machines to serve human purposes. ·Science and technology go together. Technology is fast gro.wing. The tnodem Age is often called the ··Technological Age or the Mechanical E,ra. In utilising ~e products of technology man provokes social changes. The socialeffects of technology are far-reaching. According tol(arl Marx, even the fonn.ation of social ·relations and mental conceptions and attitudes are dependent upon technology.·. 

Karl Marx, Veblen and a few others have regarded technology as the sole explanation of social ch!Ulge. W.F. Ogburn says, '.technology changes society by changing our environments to which we in turn adapt. This change is usually zn the material environment -and the adjustment that we make with these changes often modifies customs and social instftutions'f A single invention may have 
innumerable social effec1s. Radio,for example, has influenced our entertainment, education, politics, sports, literature; attitudes, knowledge andso on. Ogburn and Nimkojf have given a list consisting of 150 effects C>f-th~ radio in the U;S.A. 

IMPACT OF TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE ON SOCIAL ORDER 
The development in the field of technology culminated in the great event of Industrial Revolu-. ti.on. The Industrial Revolution of the 18th century ~d the various developments woven around it, revolutionaJised humanHfe in several respects. The tempo of the technological changes ha:; not; vanished: Technology ana technological cha.Jlge.s continue to affect the human life and social order. The impact of technological change on the social order may be. discussed here. 

Effect of Technology 
1. Industrialisation (Tl;ie Birth of the Fac_tory System of.Production) 

Technology has contril?uted to, the growth of industrie~ or to the process ofindustriali~ation. 'Industrialisation' is a term covering in general terms the growth .in a S'ociety hitherto mainly agrarian of modem industry with all its attendant circumstances and problems, economic and social. It 
describes in general terms; the growth of a society in which a major role is played by manufacturing industry of the modem type. The industry· is characterised by heavy, fiX:ed-capital investment in plant and building, by the application of science to industrial techrtiques, and by mainly large-scale standardised production. Som~ writers hold that "the best general test of the industrialisation of a nation's life under modern conditions is the rate and character of the growthofits indastries." 

. The Industrial Revolution that took place in England during the 18th century contributed to the unprecedented growth of industries. Industrialisation is associated with the factory system 01: pro
duction. Today, goods are produced in factories and not in homes. The family has lost its econpmic importance. The factories have broughtdown the prices of commodities, improved their quality and maximised their output. The whole process of production-i's mechanised. Consequently, the traditional skills have declined and a good number of artisan8 have lost thejr work. Huge factories could provide employment opportunities to thousands of people. Hence men have become work"ers in factories in a very b~g number. The process of industrialisation has affected the nature, character and 
the grt>wth of econ()my. It has contributed to the growtli ofdtie~ or to the pl'o.cess ofurbilnisation. 
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2. Urbanisation 

503 

111 many countries; the growth ofi.ndustries (industrialisation) has contributed to the growth of 

··cuies""(lift>airf~on).tfrbanisati~tient1te.s·adiffusienof4hs.Jnflueµeeojudian.
centres;.o.a!1J.rgl. 

hinttrla:nd~ Mitliliell refers to urbanisation' as being the process of becomirig urban, moving·to cities, 

changing from agriculture to other pursuits common to cities, and corresponding change of behaviour. 

patterns. Hence only when a large proportion ofinhabitants1n an area come to cities urbanisation is 

said to occur. 

Urbanisation has become a world phenomenon today. In 1800 (i.e., before the Industrial Revo-

·-·--1tttien}~re 011ly llciti,es in the ~arid each with a populatioriof i00,000 or over, and all these 

~ere in Europe. By 1950 there were 858 such cities in the world (364 of them in the European 

continent) with a <:?mbined population of over 313 ,000,000. An unprecedented growth .has take.if 

pi~ce not only in qie number of great cities but also in their size. England, where the Industfial . 

Revolution took place first, became urbanised at a relatively faster rate. England, America, Germany 

and Israel are the most urbanised countries of the world where more than 75% of the people live in 

towns and cities. · 

As a re.suit of industrialisation people have started moving towards the industrial areas in search 

of employment. Due to this the indui.trial areas developed into towns and cities. A n\Jmber of such 

industrial .cities are there in the world now. Bangalqre, Dutgapur, Kanpur, Bombay, Calcuua of 

India, Manchester, Lancashjre of England, Chicago and Detroit of America can be mentioned here 

as .examples. 

The growth of cities. or urbanisation· bas resulted. in urban concentration and rural depopula

tion. Theimregµlated growth of cities. has cansed problems such as - overcrowding, congestion, 

insanitation, inadequate water and electricity supply; lack of privacy and intimacy, etc. The cities 

have also become· the centres of various socio-economic problems such as crime, juvenile delin

quency, gambling, prostitution, etc. 

3. Modernisation 

"Modernisation " is a process which indicates the adoption of the modern ways of life and 

values. It refers to an attempt on the part of the people, particularly thosewho are custom~bound, to 

· adapt themselves to the presenttime, conditions, needs, styles, and ways in general. It indicates a 

· 's fi od habits dress habits, s eaking styles; tastes, choices, preferences, ideas, 

values, recreational activities, and so on. People, in the process of getting t emse ves mo em1se 

give more impC>rtahce to science and technology. The seieatifiG and technological inventiops have 

modernised societies in various countries: They have brought about remarkable changes in the whole 

system of social relationship ·and installed new ideologies in the place of traditional· ones. 

In the process ofmodemsiation some typical forms of changes occur in the social structure of 

society. Changes in social structure involve role differentiations in-almost all aspects oflife. Growth 

of.science and technology ad!is impetus to this process and finally acc~ler1:1tes the moven;ientor the 

rate 'of change. · · · 

4. D;velopment oftbe Means of Transport and Communication 

Development of transport and comn:mnication has led to the national and international trade on 

a large scale. The ro,ad transport, the train service, the ships and the aeroplanes have eased the 

movement of men and material goods. Post and telegraph, .rad,io and .televisiq11. newspapers and 

magazines, telephone and wireless and the like, have develop~d a great deal. The space i:_esearch and 

the launching· of the satellites for communication purposes have fu~her added to these develop

ments. They have helped the-people belonging to different comers of the nation or the world to have 

regular contacts. The nations have come nearer today. The world has shnink in size. The intermixing 

of the people has led to the removal of prejudices and mism;iderstandings. 
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5. Transformation in the Economy and the Evolution of the New Social Classes 
The introduction of the factory system of production has turned the agricultural economy into industrial economy. The industrial economy is popularly known as the capitalist economy. This transformation in the economy has divided the social organisation into two predominant classes -the Capitalist Class and the Working Class. These two classes, according to Marx, are always at conflict because both have mutually opposite interests. In course of time an intermediary class called 'the Middle Class' has evolved. This class which consists of the so-called 'white collar' people, is playing an important role in the society. 

6. Unemployment 
The problem of unemployment is a concomitant feature of the rapid ~echnological advancement. Machines not only provide employment opportunities for men but they also take awaytlie jobs of men through labour-saving devices. This results in what is known as technological unemployment. 

7. Technology and War 
The highly dangerous effect of technology is evident through the modem mode oLwarfare. Today, not men, but guns, not hands, but bombs fight the battle. The atom bomb and the hydrogen bomb have brought new fears and apxieties for mankind .. The atomic and the bac.teriological wars that can destroy the entire human race reveal how technology could be misused. Thus, the greater the technological advancement, the more ingenious is the devilish ·wholesale murder. Howeveri technology could be used for constructive purposes also. 

8. Changes in Values 
Industrialisation, urbanisation, development in the means of transport and communication, the progress of democracy, introduction of secular education, birth of new organisations political and economic, etc., have had profound effects on the beliefs, ideals, tendencies and thoughts of the people. This has led to a vast transformation in the values oflife. 
Industriali.sation and mechanisation have brought new values and philosophies. The traditional values have changed. Things are measured more in pecuniary terms. Men are devoted more to quantity than to quality, to measurement than to appreciation. Hun?,an beings by the use of machines have become. less human, more passive and more mechanical. As Maciver and Page have said from the mechanistic point of view, "all things are means to means and to no final end, functions to functions and of no values beyond." 
Technological invention and industrial expansion have very directly promoted hedonism. People want to have 'good time' always. They have become pleasure-seekers. They want to maximise their pleasure by putting forth minimum, or no efforts. Mounting production has provided them with sufficient money and also leisure to play and to enjoy. More importance is given to pomp and show than to contemplation and thought. Huma'.n relatiol)S are becoming impersonal and secondary. On all sides one is confronted with "human machines" which.possess motion but not sincerity, life but not emotion, heart but not feelings. 
There has been··~a movement towards individualism. Individuals are moving away from their family and community loyalty and responsibility. Individualism has intensified social and psychological uprootedness. Technology has substituted the 'hand' work with the 'head' work. This kind of work requires manipulation ot ~ople instead of things. "Manipulating others and being manipulate..d by others enh<;n'c__e individua'tion, the sense of being alone and operating alone.", 9. Changes in Social Institution-s · 
Technology has profoundly altered our modes of life and also thought. Technology has not spared the social institutions of its effects. The institutions Of family, religion, morality, marriage, . state, property, etc., have been altered. 
Modem technol(,)gy, in taking away industry from the household, has radically changed the family organisation. Many functions of the family have been taken away by other agencies. Women 
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are enjoying more leisure at home. Much of their work is done by modem household electric appli

ances. Due to the invention of birth control techniques the size of the family is reduced. Marriage 

has lostits sanctity. It is treated more as a civil contract than a sacred bond. Marriages are becoming 

moi:e,and more unstable. Instances of divorce, desertion and separation ay;e increasing.Technology 

has elevated the status of women no doubt, but it has also contributed to the stresses. and strains in the 

relations between men and women at home. 

Religion is losing its hold over the members. People are becoming more secular, rational and 

scientific, but less religious in theii:: outfook. Though religion has not been directly affected by the 

_ _ modem technology, inventions and discoveries in science have shaken the foundations ofreligion. 

They~ha~e changedattltiidesTowaros religious nfualsana creeds.- -- - - - - - - - - - -

Th~ function of the state or the field of state activity has been widened. The modem states call 

themselves 'welfare' states. They have become secular in nature. Modem inventions have made the 

states to perform such functions as - the protection of the aged, the weaker section and the ~inori

ties, makin& provision for the schools, colleges, universities, child labour laws, healfl,1 measures, 

juvenile courts, etc. Transportation and communication inventions are leading to a shiffoffunctions 

from local government to the central government of the whole state. The modem inventions have 

also strengthened nationalism. The modem governments which rule through the bureaucracy have 

further impersonalised the human relations. 

Perhaps, the most striking change in modem times is the change in economic organisation. 

Industry has been taken away from the household and new types of economic organisations have 

been set up, such as, fa:ctories, stores, banks, joint stock companies, corporations, amalgaml,l.tions, 

etc. Introduction of factories ch~mges the character of relations between the employer and the em

ployees. 

Conclusion : It is clear from the above explanation that technology is capable of bringing 

about vast changes in society. But technology should not be considered a 'determif!ing' factor of 

.social .life. Man is a master as well as a sen;ant of the machine. He has the ability to alter the circum- · 

stances which have been the creation of his own technology. He is indeed, a creature as well as a 

critic of the circumstances. 

The Hypothesis of Cultural Lag 

William F. Ogburn, in his famous book 'Social Change', has formulated the hypothesis of 

'cultural lag'. Ogburn ha~ d1v1deil cu:ture into two parts namely . material and non material culture 

·on which includes tools, utensils, machines, dwellings, sci-

ence, menus of transport and technology, in brief, 'the whole apparafus of life'. By non-materia 

culturehe means just 'culture: in its ordinary sense which includes beliefs, practices, customs, tradi-. 

)tions, morals, values, ~nd institutions like family, morality, religion, educ<ition, etc. 'Cultural lag', 

according to him, refers to the imbalance in the rate and speed of change between these two parts of 

cUlture. The word 'lag' denotes crippled movement. Hence culfure means the faltering of one aspect 

of culture behind another. 

rdin to 0 burn chan es are quick to take place in the material culfure. These in tum 

stimulate-changes in the-non-m~terial--eultaFe.-Sfilt~ a e s ow 0 re n--" -----

giving rise to a gap or a lag between the material and the non-material cultures. This lag is called the 

culfural lag. For example, the development in the field of industry requires a corresponding change 

in the system of education. The failure of education to cater to the needs of modem industrial devel-

opment leads to tpecultural lag. Similarly, the forests of the country may be destroyed because the 

art of conservation does not keep· pace with industrial or agriculfural development. Thus Ogburn 

writes, "the strain that exists between two correlated parts of culture that change at unequal rates of 

speed may be interpreted as a lag in the part that is changing at the slower rate for the one lag 

behind the other". If the society~aintairr-its--eqtti:Iibrittm-it-has-te-s~-Wa¥S-anclmeaiis__o
f_ __ _ 
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bridging this gap. Ogburn has, therefore, concluded that "the problem of adjustment in modern life is chiefly one of enabling the non-material aspects of culture to catch up, as it were, with the material aspects". 

9. SOCIAL LEGISLATION AND SOCIAL CHANGE 
"Caws are a form of social rule emanating from political agencies". Laws become legislations when they are made and put into force by Jaw-making body or authority. Legislations, particularly social legislations have played an important role in bringing about &ocial change. 
there are two opinions about the functions oflaw. The function oflaw, according to one view, is to establish and maintain social control. Hence the major problem oflaw is to design legal sanctions to minimise deviance and to maintain social solidarity and social order. 
Another view stresses the dynamic role of law. It sates .that the function of law is not just to maintain social order through social controL It insists that law must bring about social change by influen_cing people's behaviour, beliefs and values. We shall now analyse the role oflaw or legislation in bringing about social change. 
A £areful analysis of the role oflegislation in social change would reveal two things. (i) Through legislations the state and society try to bring the legal norms in line with the existing social norms. (ii)1Legislations are also used to improve social norms on the basis of new legal norms. 
Social legislation can be an effective means of social change only when the existing socia.l norm is given a legal sanction. No legislation by itself can substitute one norm with another. It can hardly change norms. Unaided social legislation can hardly bring about social change. But with the support of the public opinion it can initiate a change in social norm and thus a change in social behaviour. Some examples of social legislations made in India will help us to understand this point. 
A number of social legislations we.re made in India both before and after independence with a view t~ bring about social change. Some of these could achieve success while a few others still remain as dead letters. The legislations that secured public support and the support of social norms could become a great success. For example, the Hindu Marriage Act was passed in 1955 enforcing monogamy and permitting judiciai separation and divorce. Though polygamy was permitted among the Hindus, majority Of the people practised monogamy only. Public pµinion was in favour of monogamy. For a Jong time social reformers agitated that Hindu marriage should be monogamous. The Hindu womenJllso resented the second marriage by a man when the first one was alive. Those who opposed monogamy were branded as conservative, orthodox and selfish. When the Hindu Marriage Act was passed ,in 1955 it could get the support of the people and the opposition gradually died down. 

1'J1e Hindu Marriage Act· of 19$5 could bring about a number of social changes. The Act ·1boiished aii caste restrictions as a necessary requirement for marriage. The Hindus of all castes have the same rights with respect to marriage. Intercaste marriages are now allowed. The Act provides for a secular outlook with respect to 111arriage and enables the registration of marriage. It enforces monogamy making both the sexes equal in marital affairs. It provides equal rights'for both to get judicial separation and divorce on legal grounds. It treats various sects of people such as fains, Buddhists, Sikhs, Veera Shaivas, Harijans, Girijans and many others as 'Hindus:. Thus, it paved the way for bringing about a uniform Civil Code for all the citizens oflndia. 
In the same way, the Hindu Succession Act of 1956 could attain success. The Act confers for the first time absolute tights over the property possessed by a Hindu woman. Both sons and daughters get the right of inheritance of property because of this Act. The Act removes the prejudice against women getting the property of the father. Since pubiic opinion is in favour.of women enjoying equal rights and opportunities, tl're Act could be enforced easily. 
The Hindu. Adoption and Maihtenqnce Act of 1956 has been a step toward the upliftment of the status of women. It permits adoption of a son or, a daughter. It makes the consent of the wife 
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necessary for adopting a child. It has also given the right to the widows to adopt. 

The Legislative Acts mentioned above could bring about changes in some areas of our life 

1,Jecause they are backed by public opinion and cul1"ent social norms and values .. Whenever the social 

norms are ahead of the legal codes, it becomes neces~ary to bring the legal code into conformity 

with the prevalent social values. Sometimes dominant minority groups may cher~sh some 'advan~.ed' 

values and may bring pressure upon the legislative bodies to make legislations to enforce such val

ues on masses. Such legislations become an active social force only when they are internalised by 

the people. 
In pre-Independent India, social legislations such as·- The Hindu Widow Remarriage Act of 

-- T856, FemaTe Iiifantlclae Preventl(JrrAct of l8'1fJ; the Special Marriage Act-of-1822-~w.bich made _ 

marriage a civil marriage free from religious barriers), Child Marriage Restraint Act of 1929, etc., 

could attain success and pave the way for changes in society because they were in tune with the 

trends and tides of the time. ' · 

On the contrary, those social legislations that arefar ahead of the social norms and values arid 

those that lack popular support and public opiniOn are bound to be a failure. They may become only 

dead letters. Some of them may. bring about changes very gradually in the long run. Some others 

may be simply ignored ot even resisted. 

The Untouchability Offences Act of 1955 was passed by the Parliament in accordance with the 

provisions of Article 35 of the Indian Constitution. It made the practice ofuntouchability a cognis

able offence punishable under law. (This Act was, however, substituted by the Protection of Civil 

Rights Act in 1976). All the social disabilities from which the Harijans suffered have been removed 

legally and con~titutionally. But in reality, Harijans suffer from many kinds of social disabilities 

especially in· rural areas even today. Here the law is ahead .of the social norm particularly in the 

villages wh~re uniouchability is still in practice. The institutionalisation· of this new rule has not 

affected people's ways of life. Because the majority of the village people have not yet internalised 

this norm. It makes clear that passing an Act is not enough to alter the social practice. A social 

movement educating the public through propaganda, is necessary to make effective such social 

legislations. 

Law relating to prohibition was also a grand failure for want of public support. Gandhiji launched 

a crusade against drunkenness; He .eve,n tried to persuade Congressmen to work for total removal of 

alcoholism. But right from 1937 there has been a strong opposition against prohibition. Not all the 

() ressmen SU orted it. Those who were used to liquor consumption carried on a silent wave\ 

against prqhibition. All the provinces never ~egis ate aws m avour o pro 1 

kept neutral while a few states enacted legislations against taking alcoholic drinks. In such states 

illicit distillation started as kind' of "cottage indust;ry". Public opirtion was not properly mobilised in 

favour of it. Hence it failed. In America also law relating to prohibition was a grand failure and, hence 

it was withdrawn. · 

For the same reasons as mentioned above the Hyderabad Beggary Act of 1940 passed in order 

to prevent tfie beggars from begging, failed. Some other states such as Bengal, Bombay, Kamataka 

also made l,egislations for the prevention of beggary. NevertheleS&, beggary continued to be prac

tised b be ars in all these states. In.the same way, the Dowry Pro.hibition Apt of 1961 whic~ made 

-----the-give1'4ls-we--ll-as-recei-ver-of..d a so as eco · · · , · 

other words, have not been affected by this law, and hence the society· follows the social norms 

rather than legal norms in these fields. Met:e threat of punishment will .not be effectiv,e. S~ch 'a 

situation produces what Festinger calls "forced complianof!". So long as beha~iour involves forced 

compliance, there is n.o i_ntemalisation of the new values ~nd ~':'>there will be \,iis~bed~ence of the law. 

Forced-compliance can only create a discrepancy between public behaviour and private belief. 

Unint~nded Consequences ofLegislations 

As~ic.hard T. Lapiere has pointed out, one of the major tasks oithe govemIQ'ents 'is.to produce 

desired cn-anges through legislative enactments~ legislations may be-e~cted-for--sftimcele=ar ....... ---
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ance, for providing assistance for the poor to construct low-cost houses, for providing social security to the labourers, handicapped persons, for providing protection to women, children, weaker section, minorities, etc. But sometimes such legislations may produce unintended consequences in society. 
For example, the Government of Napoleon in its efforts to keep France agriculturally selfsufficient, established subsidies for the production of sugar beets. No one anticipated or could have anticipated that this legislation would in the course of time help to make France the heaviest per capita consumer of alcoholic beverages in the whole world . 

. In the same way, a legislation in America also brouglit about an unintended result. The New Deal ideologists wanted to save the small single family agricultural units from the economic crisis of 1930s. Hence they designed the agricultural parity price system to help such small growers. The ideologists could hardly foresee that the long-run effects of such a legislation would be to speed up the growth oflarge-scale industrial agriculture and to hasten the doom of the small-scale agriculturists. 
Legislation or any other governmental agency has its own inability to pre-determine the consequences of politically sponsored changes. Legislation has its own limitations in inducing significant qualitative changes by coercion. Of course, men may be deterred by coercion from doing spmething that they might like to do. They may be encouraged by the government to work at their trade, pursue their scientific investigations, treat sick patients, etc. · 
People cannot, however, in the same ways be induced either to want to be creative or to act for long in ways that are contrary to their established cultural attributes. It is for this reason .the governmental efforts to increase national birth-rates through legal means have failed. Its efforts to establish racial equality through legislation have failed. Similarly, no legislation can be made to make a people religious or to deprive them ofan established religion; to change their sex morals, to improve domestic harmony, to substitute one custom with another, and so on. Legislations can be made by governments to sanction changes that have already occurred. In fact, in the long run, legislations are made for sanctioning changes. But legislations cannot be made in the social field directly. They cannot fix the course of social changes in a predetermined fashion. 

10. EDUCATION AND SOCIAL CHANGE 
'Education' is one of the intervening variables in the phenomenon of social change. 'Durkheim' conceives of education as "the socialisation of the younger generation". According to James W?ltOn, education consists in "an attempt on the part of the adult members of human ,society to shape the development of the coming generation with its own ideals of life." As Samuel Koenig has pointed out, it is a "process whereby the social heritage of a group is passed on from gener~tion to an-other ...... ". 
Educatioa can also be understood as a factor of social change. The role of education as an agent or instrument of social change and development is widely recognised today. Education can initiate sociai change by bringing about a change in the outlook and attitµdes of man. It can bring about a change in the pattern of social relationship and thereby it may cause social changes. One of the purposes of education is to change man and his life and living style. To change man is to change society only. 
There was a time when educational institutions and teachers were 'engaged in transmitting a way of life to the students. During those days, education was more a means of social c,ontrol than an instrument of socialchange. Modern schools, colleges,and universities do not place much emphasis upon·transmittm~ a way oflife to the students. The t\<adltional education was meant for an unchanging, static soeiety, noi:rnark.,,.<i by rapid changes. Burtoday, education aims at imparting empirical knowteJ;tge, .that is, kriowledge, about science, techrology and other type of specialised knowledge. Education was associated wi.th religion. It has, however, become secular today. It is an independent institutip.n:now. Education today has been chiefly instrumental in preparing the way for the development of science and technology. 
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Education has brought about phenomenal changes in every aspect of man's life. Francis J. 

Brown remarks that education is a process which brings about changes in the behaviour of society. 

It is a process whichenables every individual to effectively participate in the activities of society, 

and to make positive contribution to the progress ofsociefy. As Drucker nas stated that the "highly 

educated man has become the central resource of today's society and the supply of such men is the 

tme measure of its economic, military and even its political potential." 

Modern education has changed our attitude and outlook. It has affected our customs and tradi

tions, manners and morals, religious beliefs and philosophical principles. It has removed to a great 

extent the superstitious beliefs and. unreasoned fears about the supernatural beings. It has widened 

-- our vision-artd-removed-{}ur-narrew-ideais, :fll'Cjudices and misunderstandings._Bigber_~d~atiQn @s _ 

brought about more refined behaviour. · 

Education has corttributed to a radical improvement in the status of women. Educated modem 

women no more tolerate the double standard of morality. It has helped them to seek employment 

outside the family, Particularly, mass education in civilised societies has fostered the sense and the 

feeling of equality.· 

Referring to the relation between education and social change and development, Peter Wotsely 

points out "that education reflects society, and .educational change follows social change". Though 

education conditions development it itself is a product of prior social and economic changes in 

society. Further, education is an independent factor in social and economic development producing 

intended and unintended consequences and conflicts of values and goals. 

Education is an important means of attaining social and economic rewards of society. It has 

become essential for the economy. Education h~s now become a large-scale and a highly visible 

organisation. Education is now controlled by· the dominant groups of society so as to meet their 

definition of society's needs. Changes in the educational system condition social and economic 

changes, greater social mobility and more skilled man-power for technologically based industry. 

Planned educational innovations, . policies and programmes may contribute to the social 

-integration and a more highly educated labour force and electprate. 

Education has been playing a great role in getting occupations which are key determiners of 

general social status. Thus the schools are agents in realising the desire for upward social mobility. 

In many highly industrialised societies the proportion of people in the manual working class has 

steadily declined. It is so in the case of America, Britain, France, etc. The schools have been instru

mental in transforming the occupational stmcture and mollifying the class structure as well. In most 

developing countries education 1s regarded as "the gateway to an improved socialposition." Hence 

· fi r education in such countries. This is especially true in the 

case of a developing nation like India. Educational change inthese countries can effectively procee 

only if corresponding changes take place in the other aspects of their social structure. 

Where education is a condition of s9cial and economic change, it is more likely to produce 

intended consequences. This happens because educational change is following other changes in 

society. The social context is thus favourable to particular change. For example, educational re

fofl!ls, designed to raise educational standards among low-income people have b'ecome more suc

cessful in Cuba than in Guatemala. This has been so, because, in Cuba, more than in Guatemala, 

::educatioriaLcllallge has followed social and economic changes enabling the low income people to 

take an active participation in the development ofnational society. As far as India is concerned, there 

is no proper coordination between educational changes and socioeconomic needs. 

Education increases political awareness among poor [f'eople also. This would bring about 

wider political changes with the increasingly organised participation of people in national politics. 

Modem states, particularly the totalitarian ones, have made education an instrument for establishing 

their regime. Under authoritarian principles, the control of the school touches every aspect of educa

tioq. The teachers are carefully chosen and stipervised, and deviations from the party line are se-

--_:__yerel)'..Jlllnished.. Students of all ages must be given nothing but the truth as the ruling elite see it The 

principal of a school in Moscow once said : "the prime duty of the Soviet teacher is to tram our 
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younger generation for the work of building communism". On the contrary, in the democratic countries there is the belief that" The State is for man, not man for the State". Education is made free and open. Here, education makes a man to become more conscious of his rights and also of his duty to provide and guard similar rights for others. 
Education is expected to contribute to 'progress', to modify the cultural heritage as "".ell as to preserve and transmit it. In modem industrial societies educational organisations have become innovators.They are gathering and storing new knowledge and are promoting change in the process of transmitting that knowledge. 
It is now widely held that educational. system should dedicate itself to the task of bringing about desirable changes. The emphasis upon research in universities reflects the judgment that discovery itself is good. For the first time in history, societies are marshalling their huge resources and talents to make advances in knowledge through educational organisations. 
Changes do not take place with equal rate of speed in all areas of life. Generally, there is more enthusiasm for change in, areas of material culture than in non-material culture. Through educational researches any kind of innovation can b,e made to maximise production and minimise cost. When education challenges cherished traditions, it becomes the object of some hostility. Education cannot be used as an instrument to bririg about any kind of change. Because education operates in the context of other institutions and is constrained by them. 
As Alex Inkeles has pointed out, different levels of education have different levels of effects. In the developing countries primary school education is enabling whole population to do things they would never have been able to do before. Literacy helps them to read labels on cans, bottles, tins, to read sign boards, newspapers, birth-control leaflets, to move around the strange city, etc. These events are social changes. In the developing .countries primary school education is more important than higher education. 
Even though widespread primary education can have a great impact upon people in the developing countries the ideological content of primary school education remains almost conservative. Because, governments organise school systems in a stereotyped way. There is less or no scope for the teachers to make researches or to become revolutionary leaders. 
It can be said that basic literacy brings a society into the modern world. But only higher education provokes.persons to question the vatues of everyday life. The high school or primary school teacher is not as free. to speak critically as the university professor is. At elementary level of education students normally live with their parents at home and hence not free to entertain ideas which their parents may dislike. On the other hand, at the university level, the intellectual work requires students to do more critical thinking than they might do at a lower level. 
University student move11J:ents have often been the major force demanding social change ii1 many societies. A decade between 1960 and 1970 witnessed a large number of student upsurges resulting in social and political changes. For example, in China, India, Japan, America, uermany, France, Italy, England, Indonesia and in many other countries students agitated for various reasons causing vast changes. In some cases, the student movements stood with the establishment and in majority of the cases they tried to discredit, transform or topple governments. The students are today a new social force of incalculable significance. But student movements have been far less active in the late 1970s than a decade ago. Ihs true $at· college educated persons are still the most progressive group in society whether they are quiet ot vocal in calling for social refom1 or change. More and more persons are receiving l)igher education. Majority will attain a degree. If that i~ so, it means that society will contain a "built in" engine for social change. As long as universities continue to occupy an increasingly important pla~ in society, so long changes are bound to be initiated through education in some way or the other.. · 
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COLLECTIVE BEHAVIOUR 

Dejjniiion - Characteristics of Collective Behaviour- Collecti~e Behaviour and Socia) 

Movements ~ Difficulties Involved in the Study of Collective Behaviour ,_:__ A Theory of 

Collective Behaviour- Some Forms of Mass Behaviour: The Concept of Mass arid Mass 

Beha~iour - Some Basic Forms of Mass·Behaviour: Rumo1'rs, Panics, Mass Hysteria, 

Fashions and Fads. Crowd Behaviour: Characteristics of Crowd - Types of Crowd~ 

Theories of Crowd Behaviour: The Contagion Theory and the 'Emergent Norms' Theory 

- Mobs and Riots as Forms of Crowd Behaviour': Audience as a Crowd with a Difference 

- Publics and Publi~ Opinion~ Propaganda and its Techriques.,._ Limitations of Pro~ 

paganda. 

1. COLLECTIVE BEHAVIOUR AND ITS CIµRACTERISTICS 

The Concept of "Collective Behaviour" 

The term "col/ectiye behaviour" is used by the· sociologists to _refer to group behaviour that is 

apparently not guided by the usual norms of conduct. Though in most group situations peoples' 

behaviour is governed by clearly defined norms, in. some circumstances, they just do not bother 

about the norms and behave in their own way. Th,e term '.collective behaviour' may be used to 

denoted such a kind '.>fbehaviour. 

Definition 

' l. la11 Robertson. "Collecttve behaviour refers to relatively spontaneous and unstructured 

ways of thinking, feeling and acting on. the part of a large number of people". 

2. N.J. Smelser. Collective behaviour may be defined as "The relatively unorganised patterns 

of social int~ra.ction in human groups". 

An Illustrative Example for .'CollectiVe Behaviour' 

course; Mo&t of the people play their roles obliging the norms that are woven around the roles. T JS 

. • is true of a normal class-room situation' in a college. Students arrive mor~ ofless on time, they se~t. 

;themselves in an orderly way, they listen to lectures, take notes, ask question at appropriate points, 

~nd fin.ally they leave the clas.sfioorri when the lecture is over and the lecturer goes outr There is a 

good ideal Qf other thi9gs .that a group of students would do in ~ room, but in practice everyone 

behaves mostly in a predictable fashion. . 
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But suppose a fire suddetily breaks out in the class room. Confusion prevails everywhere. The 
normal pa~m of behavi0'1f gets immediately disrupted. The norms that pevailed a few moments before, are suspended, and social behaviour becomes 'u71structured' and 'unpredictable' vfrtualily, there are no norms to govern this unanticipated situation. It is possible, tltougb not inevitable, that a panic will result. if panic pervades, cooperative behaviour will also break down. There will be disorderly rush to the exits, even thol!gh t4is ~ill actually reduce people's chances of escape. Students may shout, cry, and move hither and thither in a panic. 

It is also possible that there will be little panic, particularly if leaderS emerge who take charge of the situation, supervise an orderly exit and attempt to· put off the fire. But. whether the student crowd becomes panicky or not, its behaviour is no·longer_guided by everyday norms. Sociologists 
use. the tenn: '.'collective ~ehaviour" . to refer to such a type of behaviour~ 

. Chllfillctreristics of Collective BehaviOur · 
1. Collective behaviour normally centres around a phenomenon which is essentially temprorary in nature. Further, it is entirely an unplanned one; 
2. This type of behaviour is not regulated by any set of rules or procedures; 
3. Since this behaviour is not bound by any defined norms, it becomes unpredictable also; 
4, People who are attracted by an accident, riot, street fight, fire casualty or any such event 

gather at the spot without any prior planning. they do not even know one another. This anonymity encourages them to behave in. an irresponsible manner; 
. 5. The event th~t cause the people to gather in. a spot is not an usual event. It is generally unusual.Communal riots, street fight,· fire accidents, etc., are notlhe usual or routine events ; 

. 6. Rumours andmisin[oimation normal/)' run rampant during the course of c()/lective be/uivlour .. No body knows exactly thtf cause· of such a 'behaviour and everybody reacts in his own way contrib
uting to the confusion or the diorderline~s that is already there in behaviour; 

7. This kind of behaviour is trigg~red nc>t only by rumours b'1t also guided by beliefs, ·hopes, fears, enmity and hatreds; 
8. Colleetive behaviour,. rnay; in certaitz respects.have a close relationship with the broad 

cultural pattefn of the community. F<)r examp/e;Muslims may react more sh~ly to the issues when the religious matters are iiivolveq in' them, than to th~ business or political matters. Similarly, Hindus may, respond much quickly when the~caste matters;are irivolyed, and so o_n. 
2. COLLECTIVE BEHA:~OURANDSOCfAL MOVEMEN:TS 

'Sbcial movemen;' represents another form,of sociitl behaviour that has similaripes to the kind 
;of collective action which we have discussed above. "A social moilement consists of a4afge number , of people who 'have joined tQgether to bring about or resist social· or cultural change". ·(Ian Robert$on). . · · 

Example. Women's liberation movement, tfieAyodhya movemen,t, l'{axalite mpvemen~, "Save . the environment,,' movement, Trade union movement, student movem-ent, tri,1'af movement, 'etc • 
. •·· ,Acc()rdihg ·to some'SOcioiogists social · mo~emertts also con~titute one form. of collective 

behaviour but according to· some others,. they'. represent a separate, though relat(ld phenomenon. · Sometimes itbecomes.·difficult to pQint out #le i;liffen~nces between the ~9 in precise terms. some,· such as. the .''hfppie;' countercultlires of sixties,. s-eem to. fit the_ defll).ition ofco1le1;tive behaviour .. Such movem«?nts are very 'unstructured' a.nd not organised; On the other hand, W(l have inQve~ merits, such as "human rights" m9vement,."Right to life'' movements the Ayodhya movement, etc. wl.1ich are highly organised. Some movemeu~s such as those ofenvironemental presqrvation,,seem fall between these tWo extremes. · 
A sociologistis interested in the study of both collective behaviour and social movementS -not 

just bec~use such a study is highly fascinating: Their significance lies in the fact they constitute ~ 
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imp~rtant element in social change. "They can serve' as the source of new values and norms and even 
of sweeping changes in human history" (Ri>bertson). But it must be admitted that we have to go a 
lonSI way to understand their real nature and their implications on our social life. The study of social 
mo"1ements and collective behaviour is still in its infancy. 

Difficulties Involved in the Study of Collective Behaviour 

Though the study of collective behaviour asstimes great importance, it involves some practical 
difficulties. 

1. The first problem is that collectiv~ behaviour is unstructured. Hence it is highly challenging 
to find underlying regularities, or to make generalisations on the basis of one or the other study. 

2. The second problem is that collective behaviour often .occurs as a spontaneous outburs,r. It 
cannot be artificially.created or reproduced for the conveni~nce of the sociologist. He is obliged to 
make a study of them as and when they occur, whether it is a road accident, fire accident, bomb blast, 
ship wreckage, plane crash, or anything. H.ence,firsthand studies of collective behaviour.are there
fore, difficult to conduct. He may have to depend on so many untrained obsdrvers or on-goers who 
happened to be there at the time of the occurrence of the event. 

3. The third problem of the study is that the concept of" Collective behaviour" has a very wide 
range of meaning. It includes in itself - fashions, feuds, riots, mass hysteria, rnob, and many such 
things between which we· find lot of variance. Each such a thing or component $ill have to. be 
understood in its own_ way. In spite of these limitations, however, sociologists have made some 
inroads into the study of this complex phenomenon of collective behaviour. 

3. A THEORY OF COLLECTIVE BEHAVIOUR 

Sociologists have been trying to provide a. satisfactory explanation for the phenomenon of 
collective behaviour. Why people aften exhibit such a peculiar kind of behaviour? Th~s is a chal
lenging question to answer. One of the most promising attempts to provide a comprehensive theory 
qf collective behaviour has been made by Neil Smelser (1962). · 

Smelser aruges that collective behaviour is essentially an. attempt by people to alter their envi~ 
ronment particularly when they are under conditions of uncertainty, threat or strain. The~e c0ndi
tiorts may involve factors such as fear, tension, anxiety, boredom, feeling of exploitation, etc. People. 
find !hese conditions as highly stressful and they want to change them. The form that their SlOllective 
behaviour actually takes depends largely on how they define th.e situation that is bothering them. 

Smelser speaks of six basie eonditions that provide the "necessary and suffiCient" grounds fer 
collective behaviour to occur. those six conditions c:m be briefly explained h:ete. 

1. StructuralConduCiveness. ,This refers to the structured elements within .the society that 
make a particular form of collective behaviour possible. In other words, the structure of the society 
may encourage or discour~ge collective behaviour. Simple, traditiohal societies such as the tribal ot 
rural societies are less prone to collective behaviour than are the modem, complex urban societies. 

2. Structural Strai._s. Situations such as poverty, conflict, discrimination, uncertainty about 
the future, deprivation and fears of deprivation etc.,JJe--at the base of much of collective behaviour. 

-----Feelings of mJust1c-e andexplo1tat1on prompt many to extreme action. Such situations encourage 
people to make a collective-effort to relieve the problem, Exploited classes, humiliated castes, op- -
P,ressed racial groups, insecure minorities~ are potential groups for collective behav.io'Ur .. 

3 •. · Gf'Qwth ,and Spread of .Gener-alfsed Belief. Structural conduciveness and strains alone 
cannot leadto~ollective behaviour. Before any collective ~~tion, people must develop some general 
belief about the; situation. The belief may.help them "to identify the source of the threat, t~e route of 
escape, or the adventure of fulfillment". The belief may-crystalise into an ideology. The ideology · 
identifies the causes and nature of the problem and is used to justify collective action for social 
changes. · · 
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4. Precipitating Factors. All of a sudden, collective behaviour does not take place. Some 

dramatic event or rumour sets the stage for action. A "cry of police high handedness", rumour that 

a mosque is destroyed, a newspaper that some lower caste woman is tripped of her clothes in public 

by some upper caste gangmen, ek, may suddenly spark of the event. As a result, a panic is created . 

. Such precipitating events serve to confirm people's suspicion and uneasiness that already exist. In 

many cases, violence is also (}aused. 

5. Mobili~ation for Action. The precipitating factors make the people to get involved and 

encourage them to organise themselves for action. 1'.he mere rush of people towards some spot and 

the very fact of their physical closeness make them to have interaction and some group cohesion. If 
leaders emerge and encourage oth~i;s to take some action, collective beh~viour will probably follow. 

6. Operation of social Control. When the conditions stated above are met, the outcome 

depends upon the success or failure of social control mechanisms, such as leadership, police power, 

mass media, governmental authority, and so on. Even if the above mentioned five conditions are 

met, the social control mechanisms may be strong enough to suppress collective behaviour. Or they 

may betoo weak to prevent such a behaviour ; or they may be counterproductive and may actually 

magnify the behaviour. 
1'Sm~lser 's theory provides us a useful means of analysing Collective behaviour. Fads, fash~ 

ions, and crazes,for example, can be interpreted as a response to the conditions of boredom ; panics 

as a responseto conditions of threat ; or riots as a response to conditions of strain and resent-
ment"-Ian Robertson. · 

"Smelser's formulation has stimulated a good deal of criticism and experimentation; ... yet it 

remains perhaps the ynost widely used theoretical approach in· the study of collective behaviour 

today"-Horton and Hunt. . 

4. SOME FORMS OF MASS BEHAVIOUR 

Crowd Behaviour and Mass Behaviour 

Collective behaviour that describes "the actions, thoughts and feelings of a relatively tempo

rary and unstructured group of people"- can be separated into two categories; "crowd behaviour" 
and"mass behaviour". · 

A crowd is a set of people who are physically close together and share a common concern. 

Whereas "mass behaviour involves action bypeople1 with common concerns who may or may not 

have met each other" '-- (Wallace and Wallac.e) 

Ttte Concept of 'Mass' and 'Mass Behaviour' 

"Amass is not the same as crowd. A group of spectators watching a cricket match constitute a 

'crowcf. But a large number of peopie who watch the same game at home on teievision constitute a 
"Mass". 

Hoult defines mass as a "relatively large number of persons, spatially dispersed and <:mony

mous, reacting to one or more of the same stimuli but acting individually without regard .to one 
another". ' 

Mass behaviour is the unorganised, unstructured, uncoordinated, individually chosen behaviOur 

of masses. Ifthe 'crowd behaviour' is vc.ry brief and confined to an event at a particular spot and is 

acted out by people as a group ; 'mass behaviour' is more enduring and arises from the sum total of 

ma9y individual actions. If in crowds people are gathered in a place to provoke immediate interac

tion ; in· masses, people ate scattered over a vast area anc;l do not have any direct and continuous 
contact with one another. "When many people, acting indi~idually rather than ,as a group, move in 

ihe same direction, this is mass behaviour". Examples : Refugees in search ofsecurity ; the popular

ity ofvideogames; fans ofa film star celebrating the release of a.new movie of their favourite actor 

in their own diverse ways, hundreds of people rushing to a new model vehicle because of animpres

sive newspap~r a114 televisjpn advertisement in its favour, etc. 
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SOME BASIC FORMS OF MASS BEHAVIOUR 

(Rumours, Panics, Mass Hysteria, Fashions and Fads) 

5.RUMOURS 

517' 

One·. aspect of public opinion. which has become a focus of attention is the transmission of 
rumours. "A rumour is a rapidly spr-eading report unsubstantiated by fact"-Horton and Hunt. 

• "A rumour is information that is transmitted informally from anonymous sources"-:-/ an 
Robertson. 

• Rumour refers to "informaiion which travels from person to pets.on by word of mouth"
Wallace and Wallace 

The spreading of a rumour itself is a form of collective behaviour. Hence rumours are an 
important element in virutallyall forms- of collective behaviour. 

A rumour may be true, false, or a combination of truth and falsehood. Much or casual conver
sion consists of rumour mongering. From neighbours, narration of stories to the sate of a nation all 
topics attract interesting and disturbing rumours. Its origin is usually difficult to trace.out and verify. 
Its method of transmission is also a curious one. Most of the times it is transmitted outisde the formal 
communications system of TV, government announcements, radto, newspapers, and the like. 

Rumours normally rise in situations where people are deprived of information or where they 
do not trust the official information they are given. Thus, a rumour can be regarded as a susbstitute 
for hard news. People want information, and mmour fills their need if dependable mformation is 
lacking. Whenever there is social strain, rumQUrs flourish. further, rumours can ruin reputations, 
<hscredit causes and undermine the morale. Hence the manipulation of rumour is a common practice 
in propaganda. 

Allport and Postman ( 194 7) after a curious study of rumour have pointed out that a great deal 
of rumour mongering springs from nothing more ilian the desire for interesting conversion of the 
enjoyment of salacious story. 

It is also observed that people are most likely to believe and spread rumour if it will justifY their 
dislikes or relieve their emotional tensions. For example, people who dislike capitalists, hate Brah
mins and condemn religious leaders - will listen, remeber and repeat damaging rumour about these 
set of people. 

The rumour changes continuously as it.spreads for people unconsc-iously distort it. People 
uncritically accept and believe a rumoyr if it fits in with their pattern of beliefs, likes and dislikes. 
People suppo1t1 umom if it ptovides an emotionally satisfying explanation of something . 

When once they are spread, rumours cannot easily be dispelled by truthful pronouncements. 
As Horton and Hunt have s~id "Rumours are believed and spread because people need and like 
therrz", Shibutani (1966) says "The process of rumour construction is terminated when the situation 
in which it arose is no longer problematic". Rumours.for example, flourish where people feel that 
they cannot trust government o(ftcials to tell them the truth. 

Rumours that are usually persistentoften becomelegends. The legends are accepted by many 
people as Some legends are there since generll;tions. ' 

6. FASHIONS AND FADS 

Fasnions and fads also represent two forms of collective behaviour. Both of them arise in most 
of the instances in a spontaneous manner and tend to diasppear after some time . They may also 
become a permanent component of culture. 
F~shions: Meaning andNature 

"Fashions are the currently accepted stylesof appearance and b.,ehaviour"-Ian 
Robertson.When some style is termed as ''fashion", it is taken for granted that it is temprorary and 
will ultimately be replaced by a new style. 
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In simple, rural and tribal societies, fashions are not very much apparent. In many traditional 

so9ieties they are virtually not found. In modem complex societies, fashions are not only rampant 

but also change very rapidly. Automobile paintings, college students' hair styles anddress styles, 

style of house construction etc.,for example, change with the passage of time. 

Why do the Fashions Arise and Spread ? 

l. In a modem complex society novelty is considered desirable rather than threatening. Hence 

people want to exhibit their likings towards novelty in all aspects - say, in their dressing, spoken 

style, habits, etc. Societies whiq_h are oriented more towards the future rather than the past, give lot of 

scope for fashions to arise and spread. 
2. Fashion is often used as a means of indicating one's social characteristics to others. This is 

especially so in competitive and a status - conscious society.Jn such a society, people may try to 

appear more attractive, distinctive, or affluent, and a new fashion helps them to do so. 

3. According to Koeing (1974}, fashion originates in the desire to decorate one's body for 

greater sexual attractiveness. 
4. It is in the open class society with considerable mobility that fashion is important.The 

middle class tending to move upwards is more fashion-conscious. Those who are already there in the 

upper class in a secured place can afford to ignore fashions. 

5, There is no rule as such that fashions always originate among the upper class or elite and 

spread downwards to the middle and lower classes. They may originate at any class levels. For 

example, blue jeans are the traditional dresses of the working classes, but they are now highly ac

ceptable for young men and women of the middle and upper classes. 

6. A new fashion is generally more likely to be accepted if it does not differ too much from 

existing fashions. for example, "Chudidar" has become a popular dress style among the college 

going young girls throughout India. They do not mind minor changes introduced by their tailors in 

stiching such a type of dress. 

7. Fashions sp;ead-very fast among people 1AlhO alv.1ays lAJish to be up-to-date in all respects& 

They are the people always on the look out for a favourable selection from many competing models. 

8. "Fashion may involve almost any aspect of group life manners, the arts, literature, philoso

phy, even the methodologies of Science". But fashion is most often seen in clothing and adornment. 

Fashions are not entirely silly or whimsical. They reflect the dominant interests and values of 

a society at a particular time. 

Fashion-changes often reflect changes in needs;attitude,S(nidyafues. There was a time, when 

the use of dining table and chair for dining purpose was condefmned , but ithas become the order of 

the day especially among the urban middie and upper dasses. Simiiarjy, 'disco' dances and 

· 'break'dances were not allowed in college day celebrations-some time ago, but now, they have 

become fashionable. 

THE FADS 

• "A fad is a trivial, short-lived variation in speech, decoration, or behaviour"-Horton and 

Hunt. 
• "A fad is a te.mporary form of conduct that is followed enthusiastically by a large numbers of 

people"-la'rt Ro;tJertson. . 

Fads.differ fi"-<?!Jl.fasliions in that they are more temporary and they a.re mildly scomedby the 

majorit'/ of the population. Those who take interest in them are called 'faddists'. They are believed 

to folow a fad simply because they are "caught by it" 1 and not because it has any intrinsic value. On 

the other hand, those who are "fashionable" are more positively regarded till at least the fashion 
lasts. .. 
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Afad often provides a means of asserting personal identity. It is a way of showing that one is 
. worth noticing, and that one is a little different from everyone else .. It is for. this reason they· appeal 

.. mor.e.to .. y-0ung..:peopfo;-who·often~have~less11table-identi:ties-than-theit""elders;~They·have1l-greater · 
appeal to the rich rather than· t-0 the poor,· because the rich can afford to spend for the fads. When a 
fad becomes wide-spread, it loses its charm and gets aban<Joned quickly. In general, fashions. and 
fads have a greater· appeal for the young rather for .the old, to.the rich arid middle class people, rather 
than to the working people. · · 

8. PANICfo AND MASS HYSTERIA 

Panics 
· ~ "A. Pqntc is a form of collective beha~iour 1,; which a grouiof people-,/aced'with.an imme

diate threat, engages in an uncoordinated and irrational response"..,-L Robertson. . 
•. "Panic is an attempt to flee from an imagined or real threat"- Wallace and Wallace. 
In the event ofpani~. people's behaviour is uncoordinated, because co-operative social rela

tions breakdown. The event may create new problems, fear~ and dangers. It is irrational; because, in 
a panic· situati<>n people's actions are not appropriate for the.. gQal!l they wish to. achievf?. ·. , 

'Wh~t happens in a panic ts this: A. sudden.crisis occiJs. ,it may.be a rlood; hyc1'o~e, bomb 
·· blast, earihquake, military ·invasion, fire accident, ship wreckage, or any such everit. Since people are. unprepared to face it, they develop intense tehsion and experience great fear. The nprmal social 

expectations are disrupted. Each individual tries desperately to escape from the sourc~ of danger. 
mutilal cooperation breaks down and hence the situation 'becomes even more threatening. 

For example, when a bomb blast takes place in on.e of the floors of a multi-storied building."' 
people staying in the buidling .experience panic. They' make quick .efforts,· to run aW!lY from the 
source of threat. But in doing so, they create only bottleneck at th~ exist' for.themselves and others. 
Awarenes$ of the bottleneck further i11crea~e.s the panic. People may even go to the extent of dashing 
and fighting against others in a bid to escape. Not al1panics are as short-lived as the onecited above. 
Panics relating to fianancial crises, and stock makfet si~ations may prevail for sometime. 
Mass Hysteria 

• •''Mass hysteria is a form of' collective behaviour-involving {videspread and corztagious 
.. anxiety i1si1ally caused by some unfounded betiej" . Ian 8.:oqe1 tson. . . 

•. "Mqss hysteria is some of irrational, compulsive beliefor behaviour which spreadv amolJ.8 
people"-Horton and Hunt. · 

• "Mass hysteria is a generalised anxiety about some unknow_n situation"-Wallace and 
Wallace. 

' 
. Rumours play an important role in the deveJopment of hysteria ;Uid panic. Mass hysteria may 

extend beyond a single· collection of people at a single moment in time. 111 extreme cases mass 
hysteria can result in panic. oarticularly if the source of anxiety is believed to be sufficiently close 
·and threateping; 

A Classica'i Example in the Study of Mass Hysteria . . . I 

The Martia'1 Invasion of Earth. In 1938, !l dramatic radio broadcast of H~G. Welt's novel 
"War of the World'' produced amazing reaction among its listeners. Its main result was mass hysteria 
and eve~ outright panic. Of the six million people who heard the broadcast as many as one million · 
people got pan,icked, started .going west with their cars. Their fear and anxiety· produced panlc 
action. 
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9. CROWD BEHAVIOUR 

Crowd behaviour, as it is already mentioned; represents a form of collective behaviour._ Crowd 

behaviour virtually stems from the crowd situations. 

• "A> crowd is a set of people who are physically close together and share ii common con

cern "-Wal/ace· and Wallace. 
• ''A crowd is a temprorary collection of people reacting together to stimuli"-'-Horton and 

Hunt. 
• "Crowd is a collectivity of substantial number of individuals responding within a limited 

space to some object of attention. 
Examples. A group ofbu_s passangers forming a crowd near a roadside canteen on the highway 

·when the driver stops the bus for light refreshment. . 

2. A group of people gathered in a bus stand or railway station waiting for their relevant 

vehicles. . . . 
3. A group of pe<lple gathered in a fish market to sell or purchase fish; or in a spot near the road 

to witness roadside circus, etc. 

Characteristics of Crowd 

C..."i:owds · are loo~e textured groups. they are not just congregations of people. Here physical 

closeness leads to social interaction. Ev~n ifthe members of the crowd actually1 try to avoid interper-

sonal cop.tact, they are compelled to be bound by it. -

Crowds vary greatly in character and behaviour. It means, a crowd of one type, say, a crowd of 

cricket match spectators, differs ~ a crowd whose members are gathered in a bus stand to catch 

their bus. Most crowds, however, pave certain characteristics in common. Four such charactei:istics 

may be noted. 
J. Suggestibility; People in a crowd are said to be highly suggestible. An individual in a 

crowd is susceptible to the interstimulation of suggestions. There exist heightened emotions and 

intense excitements in a crowd. People are carried away·by the opinions, feelings and actions of one 

another,. Drums, trumpets, flags, banners, placards, slogans, and songs may be used to make people 

to.become more emotional and to get excited. Emotions and excitments always add to the suggest

ibility. 
2. Anonymity. The individuals in a crowd feel that their identities will remain anonymous. 

'rh~y also feel thai they are relatively insignificant and they oould terriain uncrecognised. This feel~ 

ing of anonymity add to the irresponsible behaviour of its members. 

· 3 •. Spontaneity. A crowd is spontane~usly formed and is highly temprorary in nature. Mem

bers of a crowd also tend to behave in a more spontaneous manner than they would on their own. 

They are niorelikel)Tto be impulsive. 

· 4. Invulrierability. A crowd lacks self-consciQusness. Since.their per~onal identities are not 

recognised they feel that they can behave freely and without any inhibitions. They do not just bother 

about the ho.Id of social control mechanisms. [Note. for some m~re details 'please refer to the l~sson 

"Unorganised Groups" in Chapter - 17] 

Types of Cro\td · 

HerberfBlumer:(l-951) has sp~ken of four ~ain types of crowd: 

1. Casual Crowds. The casual crowd gathers around a specific event, and its members have 

little interaction with OJ').e another. These are the most IOosely structured of all crowds. The indi

. vidualmembers here have the least emotional involvement in the crowd. Hence they can ea$ily go 

away from it. Example. A group .of people forming a crowd at the spot of car accident in a busy 

street. 
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2. Conventional Crowds. These type of crowds are deliberately planned and relatively siruc
tured. It is called "conventional" because its behaviour follows the established social norms and 
,conventions. Example, An audience filled with-parents and grand parents ata graduation ceremony 
is a conventional crowd. A conventional crowd gathers for a socially sanctioned purpose. 

3. · Expressive Crowds. An expressive crowd gathers specifically for the purpose ofletting 
out emotions. They are usually organised to permit the personal gratification of their me_mbers. It is 
an activity viewed as an end in itself. Example. A college dance, 'Cap:ip fire day' celebrations at the 
end of N.S.S. or N.C.C. Camps, a religious revival meeting, the Holi festival celeberations of the 
Hindus, etc. _ --·-·---

4. Acting Crowds. The acting crowd focuses its attention on a specific action or goal. They 
are the crowds in action-mobbing, rioting, or engaging in other extreme forms of behaviour. The 
members are generally angry at some force or person outside of the group and want to act against it. 
Comparatively it is least common one. But socially it is die most significant of the four basic crowd 
types. 

10. THEORIES OF CROWD BEHAVIOUR 
Crowd behaviour, particularly of the highly irrational and destructive behaviour of the acting 

crowds, has \Jeen a fascinating subject of study of a gooq number of sociologjsts. How can this type 
of unusual phenomenon be explained ? Sociologists have developed number of theories in their 
attemptto explain it. Two major theories can be considered here for consideration. -

1. The Contagion Theory 

The earliest systematic interpretation of this theory was proposed by a French writer, Gustave 
Le Bon, in 1895. Le Bon suggesteq that a "Collective mind" forms in a crowd and with this the 
conscious personality of the individual members almost disappear. 

Le Bon believed that the members of a crowd are dominated by a single impulse and act almost 
identically. He felt that ipdividuals become susceptible to "suggestion" in crowds. People actually 
"melt into the group and become anonymous". People are less capable of rational thought when 
once they are caught up in the frenzy of the crowd. Since~obody notices what anyone says or does 
in a crowd, one's persortal beliefs become less important. The collective belief is formed from the 
"contagious growth ofa belief that is suggested and spread through_out the crowd". This happens 
more or less like the way in which contagious disease spreads. 

Le Bon was an aristocrat and thoroughly disliked crowds drawn from the ranks of the ordinary 
classes He had his own prejudices towards them. He v1as firmly eonvineed that a person in a c10wd 
"descends several rungs in the ladder c;f civilization. I~olated, he may be a cultivated individual ; in 
a crowd, he is a barbarian; that is, a creature acting by instinct". (Ref. : Quoted by I Robertson) 'Jn 
crowds' Le Bon wrote; "It is stupidity and not mother-wit that is accumulated"~( as quoted by Samuel 
Koenig). "The great accomplishments of civilisation, however, he claimed, have been· achieved by 
means of deliberate thought and by a small intellectual aristocracy, n(!ver by crowds. This led Le 
Bon to a certain mistrust of masses, whom he associated with crowd behaviour, and to dislike of 
what he called the philosophy of number"- (Ko~n.igt 

-- ----Assessnrent-ottrre-Th-eury 

Le Bon 's theory of the crowd haS' exercised a tremendous influence on the sociological re
search of ~ollective behaviour. There is no doubt that the members of the crowds are subject to 
certain amount of contagion from others. They are highly suggestible and look to others for cues and 
behave in a less critical and more irresponsible1manner. These aspect-sof Le Bon 's theory have been 
almost accepted. · 

But no one subscribes to the view that there is a separate mind called "thegroup mind" or 
"collective mind". There is no crowd mind with its independent existence. Le Bon 's prejudices to-

. wa1ds the lower classes 1,1.re also not justifiable; , -
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2. The "Emergent Norms" Theory 

The most accepted theory of crowd today is·the "emergent norms" theory of Turner and Killian 

0972). Suppor:ters of this theory have charged that the 'contagion theory' exaggerates the irratio'nal 

ami purposeiess coinponcmts of crowd behaviour. Crowds are never entirely, like:mindei:l, and conta

gion theory does nbtexplainwhy the crowd takes one action rather than another. Turner aruges there 

are considerable differences in the motives, and actions of crowd members. Some of the people 

present l:n the crowd may be more impuJsive, while others are passive supporters. Again, some may 

take on the rol~ of onlookers while some opportunistic individuals try to seek their own gratification 

from ~e crowo situation .. The unanimityQf the crowd is only an illusion. Even in the midst of a riot, 

some people may h~ve very different motives and intc;i,ntions. Some may even behave..inan indiffer-

ent manner.·.· . · · · · · ·. . . · . 

' . "1,cc()rding to this theory,' crowds are guided by norms, just as 0th.er group~ in society are, 

·but the norrris are· deviS'ed cts the crowd goes along rather than assumed from the beginning as they 

are. in most social situation"-Wi:zllace and Wallace . 

What happens in a crowd, according to turner is that - new norms emerge in the course of 

social illteractioi).. These norms defihe apprppriate ·behaviour in a crowd. situation. These ·norms 

emerge f\lom the \visible actions of a few peQple. When utter confusion prevails in the. crowd, these 

few activis~. ~.able to•define the norms---'whether they are norms regarding applause, violence, 

clapPing 6r ~ythiP~ els~~-.;-J9r most of the members. Though good I).Umber of people do not accept 

:-lhe1 <Urc;:ction that is b<*ng g~ven by these activists , they do not express any opposition, may be 

b~ause of fear of' ridicule; co'ercion, or ev~n personal injury; Hence casual observers from outside 

, believe that the crowd is unaniino:us~ Crowd behaviour in this \vay can very much be explained in 

'terms of norms. The only differ~ce is ihat the norms are improvised on the spot. The crowd itself 

_evolVes~the noftn$. and th~ enforce~ .th_em on it members. 

1,1~: MOB& AND RIOTS AS FQRMS OF C'J,lOWD B'HA VIOUR 

i~·~obs 

Mob is an. important form of the acting crowd. ''4"mob is an emotionally aroused crowd f!ent 

on·viOlentaction"_.:..J.<Ro'f)ertson · .. · 

' ' Mobs have their owrt le84ers and II ar; 'Single minded in their aggressive intent". They impose 

strong conformity on their tnembers. Like any other crowd mob is particularly teinpmrary and un-. 

stable In.character. The mob. has Jts own limited l)ut immediate objectives and concentrates on its 
realisation. · · ·· · ' · · · · · .·· · 

Two.::(ypes.ofl\fob 

'The~inobs are oftWc;> types-: (a) The Purposive and-Active lV,lobs. These are deliberately 

planned by some inter.eS,ted parties to fichieve their own predeeided purpose. Exqmple. Opponents of 

a politfoal leader purp(>sefullY attacking a big ral!y:; or leaders. of the opposition and trade ut).ion 

leaders direct their followers to attac~ government offices, public properties,etc. ' 

. . · (b) The Confused a'nd ~ndom Mobs. ~ese are 'ti~t deliberately created, nor there is ariy 

· attempt in them on the part of the leaders. to give dire¢ti<m for their followers. Due to confusion a 

crowd may get converged)nto a rnob. Example; (i) A ferociotJs bull may, all of a sudden,-rus~ 

towards a big gathering of people who have assembled in a field to listen tQ a political speech. Due· 

to fear and confusion people may15ecome.panicky '.. Some may consider it to be the handiwork of ihe 

politfoal opponents and:riiay resort to violence· in,a bid to register their protest against it; (ii) Sudden 

outbursts of people andJmanticipateci communal disturbances, can also be cited here as exampl~s. 
. . . ~ .. . .. • . . . ' 

The Riots. 

The Riotis another important fbrm .of crowd. O-ehavi~ur. Itinryiotent and destructive coHec-
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tive outburst "A riot is the action of a violently aggressi,ve, destructive crowd''-Horton and Hunt. 
Rioting crowds differ from mobs in that their behaviour is less structured, purposive and 

unified. On theother hand, themobusually has some specific target ~ty~ching a vietim('attacRing 
a police vehicle, burning down a foreign embassy, ransacking the property of an anti-national smug
gler. It could be said that riot involves behaviour which has the main objective of creating no~hing 
but disorder. , 

Audience ~ as a Crowd with a Difference 
''An audience is a crowd with centred on stimuli outside themselves" -Horton and Hunt. 

- -~xample.People who gatherman auditorium to listento aleCJture, constitute an~udie~p~ . -
The first requirement of an audience is that people must assemble or gather at a particular 

place to share some commo'!_ or similar interest. The second requirement is that the al{dience is 
expected to conform to the universally accepted code of conduct. For example, people are not ex
pected to talk aloud in the middle when the 'speaker is performing his task on the stage. People are 
expected to clap at appropriate times only and not whenever they want it, and so on. But this code 
differs with the type of audience. · 

With an audience there may be signifcant two-way stimulus and response even though the 
audience situation discourages communication .. The most successful performers cultivate.a two-way 
communication which seems to make the performer a part of the group. Membets of the audience 
participate in communication partictJlatly when they cheer, applaud, boo, whisper, mutter, doze or' 
snore during the course ofthe performance of the performer. Social contagion still operi:ttes here ;it 
may be very mild during a religious discourse and it may be highly expressive at a politfoal rally or 
a sports event. Audiences may become unruly and may even becomes riotous. 
Types of Audience 

Kimbal Young makes a distinction between three kinds of audience : (a) Information Seeking 
Audience. Those who assemble in a lecture hall to listen to a scholarly lticture ; (b) Recreation 
Seeking Audience. Those who go to the playgound to watch a match, or to a the~tre to "7itness a 
drama, and so on ; ( c) ConversionaJ Audience. Those who go to attend some meeti,hgs wherein they 
can dispel some doubts they have regarding some beliefs or ideologies etc. This also includes those 
who attend religious discourses or political meetings to familiarise themselves with some ideas or 
ideologies which are normally propagated through such meetings. 

u. PU8q,cs AND PUBLIC OPINION . . 
Most of the forms ofcoll¢tive behaviour involve some amount of direct contact and conta

gion among the participa~ts. The study ~f public and public opinion presents 1a different picture as 
such . Here individuals are mostly dispersed and likely to have their own individual opinions and 
decisions. 

Publics 

• According to Ginsberg, the word 'pub/{c' refers to an unorganised aggregation:!Jfl>e1sons 
- n _J'whrnrrelmunllwgether 15y common op1mons, aesires, but are too numerous for each to maintain 

personal relations with others". 
• "A public is a substantial number of people with a shared interest in some issue on which 

there are differing opinions"-Ian Robertson. 
People sometimes use the word 'public' to mean an entire population. Actually, there is no 

issue for which the entire population is a public either because people are not interested in it, or 
because, they are ignoral!lt of it. The public for any single issue such as secularism, love marriage, 
reservation to Scheduled Castes and Tribe~, India becoming a party te the GA TT ("General Agree-
ment. on Trade and Tariffs"- an international trade agreement signed by more than 110 countries at 
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Morocco, including India, on April.1994) etc., may either expand or contract depending upon the 

number of people who get involved in the topic. , 

The members of a publi~ are not gathered like the member§ of a crowd. It is a dispersed group. 

Here one can have commi.micatfo11 with others not directly but indirectly through mass media. The 

activities ofapublic are more rational than those of the crowd. A public does not acttogether. But it 

does form opinions on the issue around which it is focussed. 

Publics are created bycultural complexity. In a simple culture there would be few, if any, 

publics. A complex culture produces many interest groups. There could be as many publics as there 

··are speical interests or issue. 

In a simple, sta~ culture; very few issues arise and most of these could be handled in a 

traditional way. But, in a complex, changing cµlture, issues are constantly arising. In mimy instanc~ 
I · . I · · 

they cannot be handled by the traditional ways. Because the tradition gives no clear answer to them. 

In the modem culture, 'publics' are formed on each specific activity, interest, or issue. As the mem

bers of the public consider the issue and form opinions regarding it, ''public opinion" is developed. 

[Note. For some more details on 'public' please refer to lesson "UnorgwJ,ized Groups" in Chapter 

No;· 17] 
. 

Public Opinion 

• Wallace and Wallace. "Public opinion.consists of the views of the mcmhers ofa public on a 

certain issue". 
• Ian Robertson .. ''Public opinion is the sum of the decisions of the members of a public on a 

particular iSsue". .. .. . . 

• Horton and Hunt. "Public' Opinion has two definitions : (i) an opinioh' held by a substantial 

number of people, (ii)· the dominant opinion among a population" (According to the first usage~ 

there can be many public opiritons ; according to the second, public opinion refers to a public 'con~ 

sensus" upon an issue. both-tisage~ are common in other literature). 

Since people do npt hold the same opinion aiways, there cannot be a permanent publfo opinion 

as such. People do change their opinions. Opinion on_niany issues is often in a state of flux, A,n 

assessment of public opinion is, therefore, valid for a pat,11icular time and place in which itwas made~ 

.In democratic societies like ours, public opinion°plays a 9onsiderable ~ole, Political parties, 

- industrialists, businessmen and others always keep a watch on public opinions. As a result, a good 

deal of effort goes into finding out, what the public thihks about.particular issues. Efforts are also 

l:te!ng made con.Stantly to.fine!_ out the factors that'iri.fluence it. Huge' amourit of money is spent every 

year to make rtiar)Cet surveys, to conduct pubJiC opinion polls and to develop favourable opinion 

through mass media. In fact, Rub lie opinion fs a breation of tlre complex society and the mass media. 

Attempts are made in a systematic manner to build up public opinion through what is known as 

''propaganda". · · ' 

Manipulation of public opinion is done through propaganda. Measurement of public opinion 

becomes essential to attempt at systematic propaganda. Public opinion generally becomes known 

through the reporting of the public opinion, polls such as the "Gal,fop Polls;'. Public opinion polls is 

a recent invention for finding out what people are thinking. A poll is simple in concept but difficult 

. to carry out because the forynatioti, expression and change of public opinion constitute a very com

plicated phenomenon. "Because public opinion changes so rapidly, however, it has been suggested 

that public'opinion polls may not actually report the trends in the society, as opinipn pollers claim, 

but only how some-people fee/about one issue at oneparticular moment in time". (Blumer's views 

in the words Of Wallace and Wallace). Another criticism is that, instead ofsilliply reporting opin

ions, they may help to form opinion and the beh_aviour that accompany it. 
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13. PROPAGANDA AND ITS TECHNIQUES 
Public opinion researches normal_ly stress upon the manipulation of pu'blic <minion througJ;i 

propaganda. 
, • Propaganda refers to the "Techniques of influencing human action by the manipulation of 

representations"-Harold D. Lasswell. 
•"Propaganda is the at(empt topersuade people to a point of view upon is.~ue .... " - Clyde R. 

MU/er. 
• "Propaganda is the attempt to persuade peopj_e t()_{l pointof_vieJll t1,pon issue ... "----:-Horton_ -anirHimt. - - ·- - - - - -- · 

. Propaganda is very often throught of as an attempt to win people over to an unpopular cause or 
to influence them to follow a generally disapproved course of action. But actually, the purpose of ' 
propaganda can be quit varied. It. can be generally understood as a means. of influencing others, 
often towards a ctesirabte-epd. Every public enterprise, on a governmental departmerit'has its own 
department which is presently called "publicity" department, "advertising department" or ''public 
relations" department, instead of propaganda. Propaganda has become a science as well as. an· art. 
Individuals even specialise in it as a profession and represent the organisations or persons ernploying 
them. Propaganda is also used fqr educational anda publicwelfare purposes. various means of mass · 
media are applied for propaganda purposes. ' 
The Techniques of Propaganda 

Propagandists can use several methods to persuade people to accept their views. These tech
niques have one element in common. They make an-appeal to the values and attitudes of the people. 
Alfred M Lee and Elizabeth B. Lee in their" The FineArt of Propganda" - classified the techniques 
of propaganda into seven main categories. They are as follows : 

1. ''Name-Calling" is a method used in negative propaganda. Attempts are made here to label 
the opponent as "communist", ''fascist","umi-secular", '·reaetionary" ''fifth colu~nist", and so on. 
This is the way of discrediting the opponent. 

2. "Glittering Generalities" refers to the technqiue ofusing universally cherished sentiments 
such as "social justice", "freedom of expression", ''fundamental rights", "human rights", ''patrio
tism", "secularism", and the like. Manipul~tion of these sentiments is likely to evoke favourable 
response. 

3. "Transfer" is a method of winning approval fm something by associating it with some~ 

- --nary" people. Pohticarancipublic- leaders.,for example, pose themselves to be very simple, gener
ous, merciful, sympathetic, and so on. They often shake hands with very poor people, kiss little 
babies, visit the huts of-the lowest caste people and pose themselves as very helpful and accommo-
dative. -

6. "Card Stacking" is an argument in which the facts (or false-hoods) are arranged in sµch a 
manner that the only one conclusion seems to be logically possible. In this technqiue, the propagan
dist goes on mentioning the good points or virtues of one person, or ideology, or policy or any such 
thing in which he is interested. He carefully omits all its defects and exaggerates that it is better than 
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all other alternatives. lndus~alists niake such advertisements in papers, televisions) etc. 

7. "Band Wagon" is a method to build support for a particular view point, idea, policy, or 

product by creating the impression that "e~ryone is doing it". Those who come under this kind of 

propganda are made to feel that they should also go with the "same trend" or else they will be ''kept 

. out". This i'S like thejoining the "camp of the winners" or of those who are' likely to get a victory. 

The phenomenon of propganda is actually a wonderous one. OP,inions are not formed in vacuum. 

They are· made in the context of existing cultural values and personal preconceptions. Public opinion 

is often formed in a very informal manner and cannot be easily studied. People do not necessarily get 

their opinions directly from media sources. Opinions are often formed, or developed through the 

influence of olie 's ow~ primary group members, friends, workmates, neighbours and so on. The 

public is also influenced by the prominent members of the community who act fiS "opinion leaders". 

These individuals are normally· status people and have their own range of.influence. Contagion may 

also play its role in the formation of public opinion through what is known as the "band wagon" 

effect. The modem means of mass comm\lnication-such as radio, television, newspapers, films etc., 

have been playing a vitalrole in the formation and spread of public opinion. 

Limitations of Pr9paganda 

The powers of the propaganda are not unlimited. Propaganda, however sophisticated it may 

be, has its own limitations. Some of the limits of propaganda are mentioned below. 

. 1. Competing propagandas seemko be a great limiting factor. Th.e mere existense of compet-

ing propagandas, particularly it) a 'democratic set up,. restrains the ipfluence of the propagandists. 

2. The credibility of the propagandists in the eyes of its receivers, is of great importance. It 

is indeed a l\mitlng factor. If the propagandist has a vested interest, the credibility of his propaganda 

naturally gets red\lced when the receivers discern it. .. . , , 

3. Thesophistfcatfo~ of the receivers limits the effects of propaganda. It can be generalised, 

tQat more. ecfucated and informed people are less affected by propaganda than the uneducated arid 

poorly informed people. · 

4. The beliefs and values of .the recipients also place some limits on the effects of propa

ganda .. People normally accept any kind of propaganda if it fits into their beliefs and values or 

attitudes anq reject even 'Qncritically if that propaganda conflicts with their beliefs. 

S. Cultural drafts and trends will have their influence on propaganda. A cultural drift cannot 

easily be stopped by propaganda. However, it may speed up or weaken the cultural drift. It is doubt

ful whether the propaganda is capable of initiating or halting a cultural trend, destroy a well-~stab

lish~.d value or, instill a view for which the society is not looking for, at the moment. 
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SOCIAL MOVEMENTS 

The Concept of Social Movement - Definition of Social Movement and Characteristics -
The Formation of Social Movements - Conditions of a Successful Social Movement
Types of Social Movement - Theories of Social Movement : The Relative Deprivation 
Theory - The Strain Theory -The Revitalisation Theory - Social Movements, Social 
Problems and Social Change. 

THE CONCEPT OF SOCIAL MOVEMENT 
"Social movement''-is one of the major forms of collective behaviour. In the recent years the 

study of social movements has attracted the attention of a large number of ~ociologists not only in 
India, but also in the West. We hear of various kinds of social movements launched for one or the . ' 

· other purpose. There are movements to demand more and more reservation for the SCs and SJ's and 
other backward classes and there.are counter movements demanding its cancellation or at least the 
status quo. There are movements to "save environment", to "save wildlife" and to "save world peace". 
There are movements for and against the construction of Sri Ram Temple at the disputed place of 
Ayodhya. There are Fascist Movements, Communist Movements, Naxalite Movements; Tribal 
Movements, Peasants' Movements, Women's Movements, Youth Movements, Labour Movements, 
Civil Rights Movements, Human !tights Movements, Aforestat1on Movements, and so on: What 
then do we mt:au by social movements? 

Definition of Social Movement 

• A social movement is formally defined as "a collectively acting with some continuity to 
promote or resist change in the societV or group of which it is a part" - Turner and Killian. 

""A sncial movement is a r.olle,::tive effort to promote or resist change"- Horton and Hunt. 
_____ .. _SOCfu[rno:v.ements-cat-he-OOtined--as-'!organi-sedgrouo-effort-to-generate--or--resis-Hociaf-------- -

change"--Neil J. Smetser. 

• "A social movement is a collective effort to transform established relations within a par
ticular society"-Rudolf Herberle. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF SOCIAL MOVEMENTS 

MS.A. Rao, one of theprominent Indian sociologists, has made a mention' of the nature of 
social movements in the book "Social Mov<:ments in India", edited by him. According to him, social 
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movement iriclucles two characteristics about which there is considerable agreement among the 

sociologists. They are as follows : 

. 1. Collective Action. Social movement undoubtedly involves collective action; However, this 

collective action; takes the form of a movement only when it is sustained for a long time. _This 

collective action need not be formally organised. It could be an informal attempt also. But it should 

be able to create an interest and awakening in relatively large number of people. 
\ 

. 

2. Oriented towards Social Change. A Social movemertt is generally oriented towards bringing 

about social change. This change could either be partial or total. Though the movement is aimed at 

bringing about a change in the values, norms, ideologies of the existing system, efforts are also made 

by some other forces to resist the changes and . to maintain the status quo. The counter attempts are 

normally defensive and restorative rather than in~ovative and initiating ch~nge. They are normally 

the organised efforts of a\q already established order to maintain itself. 

As MS.A. Rao.points out, though sociologists an:; almost agreeable on the above me~tioned 

two character~stics or social movement ; they differ a lot regarding oth~r criteria - such as the 

presence of an ideology, method of arganisation, and the nature of consequence. 

1. Ideology behind the Movement. An important component of social movement that distin

guishes it from the general category of collective mobilisation, is the preSence ol an ideology. 

Exa,mple. A student ~trike in.volves collective ~obilisation and is oriented towards change. But in the 

absence o{ an ideology a student strike becomes an isolated ~vent and not a.movement. On the 

contrary, i~the strike is committed to an ideology, itmay last for longer period and· assume the form 

of a movement. 

2. Organis;ttiomll Frame Work. AsPaul Wilkinsen has pointed out that a social movement 

requires a mirlimum of organisational framework to achieve success or at least to maintain theteinpo 

of the movement. To make the distinction clear between the leqders and followers, to make clear the 

purposes, of the movement, to persuade people to take part in it <Jr:fo support it, to adopt different 

technqiues to achieve the goals - a social movement must have some amount of organisational . 

framework. ' ' 

3. TheTechniques and Results. A social rnovementmay adopt its own technique or method 

to ~Qhieve its goal. There is no certainty regarding it. It may follow peacefalor_conflicting, violent or 

· noli,-violent, compulsive orpersuasive, democratic or undemocratic means_ or methods to reach its 

goal. The same thing is trµe of the results. It may become successful or it may fail ; it may become 

partial success or at least it may create a general 'awakening' in- the pubiic rpgardjng an issue. The 

result of a movement has a close bearing on-the ideology and .the_ organisa~ional framework. 

THE FORMATION OF SOCIAL MOVEMENTS__ 

Social movements do not emerge spontaneously as we observe it in the 'case of a crowd or . 

mob. Hetbert Bhumer (1951) has done much theoretical work in ~e field of-social movements. 

According to him, social movement involves a few stages in its formation. 

1. The Preliminary Stage 

This stage can also be called::. the unrest stage". In thiS stage we find some confusion or 

discontentment among people. Hence they are restless. ln fact, as N.J: Smelser has pointed out "All 

social movements begin with some feeling of discontent with the existing social order .. .''. Discontent 

is always ~product of a relationship between objective conditions and ideas about those conditions. 
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If all the members in a society feel satisfied about everything, there is no chance for any social 
· movement to emerge. The very presence of a movement indicates that people are dissatisfied with 
something or the other. Moredissatisfaction or feeling of deprivation or restlessness along does not 
lead to a movement. People should believe or should be maqe to believe that these deprivations are 
mancmade and they can be effectively tackled through collective actions. Only then, the stage is set 
for the emergence of a movement. 

2. The Popular Stage 

--In the popular-stage-the-movement begins rotallyarounglingllre or aTeacier wfiO promises to -
alleviate the sufferings of the people. This leader may be a charismatic leader with some extraordi
nary qualities who is capable of giving a leadership to the movement. He may speak of reform, . - ' revolution; resistance or express ~imself in such a way that the followers are made to feel that he will 
do something or the other to find solution to their problem. If the message of the leader is approlJriate 
and very much appealing people would definitely rally around him. 

3. The Formalisation Stage (The Stage of Formal Organisation) 

>·This is the stage in which programmes are developed, alliances· are forged, and organisations 
and tactics are developed. In this stage, a party, organisation, or group of individua(s may put 
forward an alternative vision, world-view or ideology, to understand, analyse and solve a prevailing 
crisis. Once the ideology gains acceptance among people, efforts must be made to translate it into a 
programme which calls for collective action. This leads to the birt~ of the movement. 

Not all the times movements are )auncQ.ed b:r /the charismatfo leaders. Very often they are 
sponsored, s11pported or spearheaded by some organjsations. The deprived coUe~tivity may realise 
the necessity of forming an organisation to strengthen their position. The-already existing organisation 

·may also take up the cause of the masses and head th~ mo"ement. The ideology is usyally used io 
sustain the organisationals~t up. But .the success of the movement demands the organisation to 
function more as a movement, and Jess as a rigid formal structure. For some reason or the other, 
people may .lose faith in the charismatic leader and incline towards an organisational leader .. 
4. The Stage of Institutionalisation of the Movement 

If the movement beeemc;s stteeessftd, then it destroys itself irdts last stag~ ·Of development 
when it becomes an institutron. "At this point, it is no longer collective,behaviour, because it is 
organised:follows accepted norms of society, a~d has replaced its emational base with the assu-hzp
tion that change will take time" (Wallace and Wallace). When once, it assumes_ this stage the insti
tution tries to bring down the wrath of the people and assures them that things would become normal. 
in due course. With this, the active life of the movement may come. to an end. 

In the stage of institutionalisation, as Horton andH'Uni have ointed out the movement aim 
-~- ecomes..routinised.They-have-'Said-that-in-an-institutkmaiisation--stage;-":m' orgamstffibns ta7i::e ov~----H · ' 

from early leaders, bureaucracy is entrem:;hed, and ideology _arr,~ programme become cystalised,. 
Often ending the active life of the movement". 

5. The Dissoliitiori Stage 

Horton and Hunt have spoken of the last stage of soda! movement namely, 'the dissolut{on 
stage'. When the movement becomes an enduring organisatjon (like the Indian National Congress, 
or the Y.M,C.A.) or fades away, possibility tQ be revived sometimes later, it can be said to have 
entered this last stage of dissolution. 
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According to Horton and Hunt, this "li/ce-cycle fits poorly the expressive and migratorymove-

ments but is more applicable to the utopiqn, r~form, revolutionary, and resistance movements'!. 

Conditions C)f a ,Successful ~ocial Movement 

All the social movements do not become successful in achieving. the target..S.ociologist Abel 

(1937) has spoken of some conditions which; if satisfied. would contribute to the success of the 

movement. 
1. Many individuals must experience the events which are perceived as a threat ,· 

2. · The reaction to the events must be a strong and emotional dissatisfaction ; 

3. Personal values must be idvolved; 

4. There must be some object which becomes the focus of dissatisfaction and opposition of the 
\ ., - • 

I 

·movement. · 

TYPES OF SOCIAL MOVEMENTS 

Sociologists classified social movements into different types on the basis ~f their ()bjectives . , 

Wallace and Wall!lce, Horton and Hunt, M.S. Rao, and others have mentioned of three.main types of 

movements: 

1. Refo.-m Movements 

Reforn,:i movements are satisfied with the existing,social order but believe that certain reforms 

are necessary in some specific areas. The reformers endeavour to change elements of the system as 

it currently stands. Example. the Civil Rights .Movement, Women's Liberation Movement, Save the 

Environment Movement, the Arya Samaj Movement, Brahmo Samaj Movement, etc . . 

12. Revolutionary Movements 

The revolutionary movements f:!.eny that the system will eve11 wotk. These movements are 

deeply dissatisfiu with the social order and wQrk for radical change. They advocate replacing th!!. 

entire existing structure. Their objective<is ~e reorganisation of society in accordance with their own 

ideological blueprint. Revolutionary movements g¢nerally prefernotfo use violence although· some 

of them do resort io violence. E~ample: The Pilotestant R,eforlnation Movement, the Soc!alistMove

ment, the Communist l{_e,voll/llion ef Russia and a_lsa of (J:ltina, the Indian Nqti()nal Freedom Move-

ment, and so on. .• 
3. Reactionar.f or Revivalist 1\itAvement 

Some movements ar~ known as reactionary or regressive movements. These aim at "putting 

the cldck bade'. Their members view certain St)cial changes with suspicion and distaste and try to 

reverse the current ~ends. They highlight the importance and greatness of traditional values; ideolo

. gies and institutional arrangement$. they Strongly criticise the fast moving changes of the ptesent. 

-~ample.]he Catholic Counter Reformation, The Brahma Samaj, Arya Samaj, The Sarvodaya 

.Movement, "Khadi and Gramodyog Movement of Gandhiji; and the like. 

In addition to the above,· mentioned three main types of ~ovements, we can add two other 

types of movements as suggested by Horton and Hunt,. 

4. Resistance Movements 

These movements are fornied to resist a change thaf is alrel!dy taking place in society. The 

many SQ~ial and cultural ch:l!nges_ ofrecent_decades hav.e been profoun~l~ ~istu~bing to many of the 
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Indians who feel that our national virtues, traditional values, and cultural greatness, are being eroded 
by Secularism, minority appeasement, sexual permissiveness, moral degradation, political corrup
tion and sell-out of national interests for the partial plitical interests, and so on. Good number of 
contemporary resistance movements express their dismay atthe directions in which our nation has· 
been moving. Example. Anti-Abortion Movement, Anti-Hindi Movement, Anti-Reservation Move
ment, the 'Swadeshi Movement against the movement towards Economic Liberalisation, the Move
ment towards indianising Indian Education, etc. This type of movement is not very much revolu
tionary in character, but more resistant in nature. 

· 5. Utopian Movements 

These are attempts to take the society or at least' a section of it towards a state of perfection. 
"These are loosely structured collectivities that envision a radically changed and blissful state, ei
ther on a large scale at s01:ne time in the future, or on a smaller scale in the present. The utopian 
ideal and the means of it are often vague; but many utopian movements have quite sp<}cific programmes 
for social change". (I. Robertson) Examples. The "Hare Krishna Movement" of the seventies, the 
movement towards the establishment of"Rama Rajya"- as envisioned by the B.J.P. and the "Sangh 
Parivar" (The community of the supporters of the R.S.S. Schoof of Thought), the Communists' and 
Socialists pronouncement ofa movementtowards the classless, casteless society free from all kinds 

of exploitation, etc. 

THEORIES OF SOCIAL MOVEMENTS 

Why do people join these various types of social movements ? Is it because, some people are 
highly vulnerable to such appeals due to their psychic make-up ? Or, to ask in a crude way, does it 
mean that something is "wrong" with some people ? If individuals are not causing it, then, is it the 
society that is at the root of the movement ? Is it true, that when something goes "wrong" with the 
society people try to change it through social movements ? Questions like these come to our mind 
when we ponder over the motivating fl:).ctor behind social movement. But one thing is certain - that 
the reason for the emergence of~ social movement need not be the same as the reason why people 

it. 

... Social movements arise because, social conditions create dissatisfaction with the· existing ar-
rangements. People JOm specific social movements for an almost mhmte vanety of reasons - m
cluding idealism, altruism, compassion, political considerations, practicaLbenefits, religious fervour, 
as well as neurotic frustration. 

It is indeed true that one of the main issues in the study of any movement, concerns its emer
gence. This point leads to three basic questions? What are structural conditions under which move
ments emerge ? What are the motivational forces ? What are the theories which conceptualise the 
beginning of a movement ? ' 

------------Accordfng fO MS.A.Rao, tbere are three main theories concerning tfie emergence of social----·--· 

movements. They are : (a) The Relative Deprivation Theory; (b) The Strain Theory, and (c) The 
Revitalisation Theory. 

(a) The Relative Deprivation Theory 

"Relative Deprivation" is a concept developed by Stouffer (1949). "It holds that one 'feels' 
deprived according to the gap between expectations and realisations. The person who wants little 
and has little, feels less deprived than the one who has much but expects still more" (Horton and 
Hunt-Page: 501) .. 
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"A point· that is conceded by relative deprivation theorists is that a position of relative depri-
.. vation alone will not gem}rate a movement. · Th.e structu'ral conditions of relative deprivation provide 

only the necessary conditions. Sufficient conditions are provided by the perception of a situation and 
by the estimate of capabilities by certain leaders that they can do something to remedy the situa
tions."- (M.S.A. Roa) 

Relative deprivation is increasing throughout most of the underdeveloped countries, A weak

ening of the traditional and tribal controls generally leads to an enormous increase in desires. People 
long for so many things, better living conditions, facilities, luxury goods (like phone, T.V., Vehicles, 
electrical appliances, etc.) without knowing the difficulties involved in producing them and supply

ing them to all the people. Hence the recently established independent governments of Third World 

Countries have no hopes of keeping up with their peoples' expectations. The clouds of n;iass move-

. ments and revolutions, seem to be widespread in these countries. "Revolutions seem most likely to 
occur not when people are most miserable, but after things have begun to improve, setting off a 
round of- rising expectation"-(Brinton). 

Though this theory seems to be more acceptable, it is yet to be proved beyond doubts. Feelings 
of deprivation are easy to infer but difficult to measure. It i~. still more difficult to measure it over a 

period of tifue. This factor could be taken a~ only one among the many factors in social movements. 

(b) ·The Strain Theory 

'Ille ~Strain Theory' of social movement has been propounded by Smelser (1962). This theory 

considers structural strain as the underlying factor contributing to collective behaviour. Structural 

str~in may occur at different levels such as norms, values, mobility, situational facilities, etc. 

Because of these structural strains some genera!ised belief that seeks to provide an explanation for 

the strain, may emerge. Both strain and generalised belief: require precipitating factors to trigger off 

amovemerJ. 

Smelse~ 's analysis of the genesis of social movements is very much within the structural func

tional framework. Smelser considers strain as something that endangers the relationship among the 

parts of a system leading to its malfunctioning. It places stress on the feeling of deprivation also. On 

tbe contrary, the "relaj:ive deprivation theory", though emphasises the conflict element (which con

tributes to change) fails to considerit (conflict) as something that may contribute to the malfunction

ing of the system. 

(c) The Theory of Revitalisation 

The "Relative Deprivation Theory" and the 'Strain Theory' - give us an impression that 

.social movements necessarily arise out of negative conditions such as 'deprivations' and 'strains'. 
In this context, Wallac (1956) has asserted "That social movements develop out of a deliberate, 
organised and conscious effort on the part of members of a society to construct a more satisfYing 
culture for themselves"- (quoted by M.S.A. Rao) 

Wallace who analysed the dynamics of revitalisation tlu:~ory has mentioned about its four phases: 

"period of culturalstability, period of increased individual stress, period of cultural distortion and 

. conse(luent disillusionment and period of revitalisation". . 

The revitalisation theory suggests that adaptive processes are employed to establish equilib~ 

rium situation. Social movements. no doubt develop a programme of action. But these movements 

tend tobe like a double-edged sword. On the one hand,they express dissatisfaction, dissent, and 
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protest against- existing conditions, and, on the other, they offer a positive programme of action to 

remedy the situation. 
· ·-TheTheoryOfReliffiveDeprivattcm~isMo~-Acceptable-:·M~;1kRao----·····~---,-- · · -·--· -··· 

According to M;S;A. Rao; the relative deprivation theory offers a more satisfactory explana• 

tion of the emergence of social movement. Its merit is that it is pivoted around conflict and cognitive 

change. It is motivating and mobilising people around some issues and interests. 

1 its another merit is that ;,ii offers the best explanation for the.cha~ge orientatidn of movements 

___ .ifither than looking at movements as adaptive mechanisms restoring functional unity and 
equilibrium"-(M.S.A. Rao). I . . ... n m . • • •• . • 

The theory of relative deprivation, as M.S.A. Rao opines rquires refinement in two directions: 

Firstly, "it is necessary to make the concept Sociologically more relevant by eschewing individual 

and psychic deprivations" such deprivation remain "personal, arbitrary and even fiivolous" ; 

Secondly;in considering areas of deprivation, it is necessary to include the areas such as religion, 

caste, etc. The area of religion, though some sociologists (like Aberle, Glock and others) have not 

included in the purview of this theory, M.S.A. Rao feels, is as important as those of economics, 

educatioh and politics. 

SOCIAL MOVEMENTS, SOCIAL PROBLEMSAND SOCIAL CHANGE 

Social Movements and Social Problems 

So~ial movements play a very ,important r~le in highlighting some of the social problems. · 

Some undesirable conditions. can exist for years or even centuries before they are recognised as · 

social problems. Slavery, the subordination of women; untouchability, racial discrimiria~on, com'." 

niunalism, poverty, inequality, pollution etc., were all generally regarded as either as hatural or 

inevitable, or, as less important, until social movements drew the attention of the public, mobilised 

public opinion and campaigned for change. 

The degree of success of a social movement determines not only how the s.ocial problem is 

confronted but also what happens to the movement itself. The interplay 6f social problems and social 

ance of the movement. 

Social Movements and Social Change 

Social movements do not necessarily bring solutions to the social problems. They may cham- . 

pion the cause of social pro~lems but cannot always promise a la~ting solution. Social movements 

may promise. to bring about social change and they do bring it. But it is not a one-way-process. Not 

only do social movements bring about change, but social. chang~ sometimes gives birth to move- .. 

ments . 
. Social change often breeds social movements, and movements, in tum, breed additionai change . 

. In fact, Smelser has defined a social movement "as an organised group effort to generate socio;. 

cultural c1Jtznge." . 

·-F or1nearly .every. socUilmovenient, tllefeTs·a countermovement.-Thtf pilij)o:SeOftllescfcofiiiler- · 
movements is to oppose the original movement. Counter movements struggle to maintain the status· 

quo. For eiample, some parties, organisations anq leaders have started the ''pro-reservation move-. 

ment '',while some others, have floated "anti-reservation movement", in India. Similarly, good num

ber of leaders, organisations and: parties supported the Ayodhya movement an4 insisted-on the con-
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struction of Sri Ram Temple at the "disputed place" at Ayodhya. At the same time, a sizeable num
ber of people and parties launched a counter movement against the pro-Ram Temple movement. In 
the very same.manner, trade union movements.generate capitalist counter movements that try to 

, preserve the free enterprise system. Youth movents stiffen the resistance of older groups. 
Society is not a statjc element. It is a complex system of movements and counter movements 

pulling it in different directions. When this tussle is finally in favour of the movement, it. becomes 
part of the social structure. A sucessful movement may become a part of the social order. Example, 
·a trade- union movement or "save environment movement". The movement may disappear after 
achieving its goal as it has been in the case of"Indian freedom movement". 

Finally, it can l?e said that the intricate relationship between social movements and social 
change cannot be completely understood. Smelser 's remarks are worth noting at this stage; "while 
there is much. that we don 't und(!rstand about the. interplay of social movements and social change, 
it is clear that the two are linked in an inricate pattern. " 
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SOCIAL DISORGANISATION 

The Concept of Social Disorganisation - Social Organisation versus Disorganisation -
Definition and Charaeteristics of Social Disorganisation - Causes of Social Disorganisation 
and Remedial Measures. 

The Conceplof Social Disorganisation 

Like nature, the human society too has its own order. The orderliness of society depends on !ts 
internal strength to maintain its equilibrium. Society will be in a state of equilibrium as long as its 
various parts are properly adjusted and fulfil their functions. The orderliness or the equilibrium that 
is nonnally maintained in the natural world is often upset due to certain forces at work. In the.same 
manner, th~ equilibrium in the social world is also often disturbed. Whenever the sociaI equilibrium 
.is severely disturbed 'social disorganisation' sets in. Thus 'social disorganisation' can be und~tood 
as nothing but the state of social disequilibrium, in which the smooth functioning of various parts of 

· society gets disturbed. 
The concept of 'disorganisation' occupies a prominent place in modem sociological 

literature. The. concept was developed by Thomas and Zananiecki in their famous book "Th~ 
Polish Peasant in· Europe and America"~ According to them, the term 'social disorganisation' 
refers to the decrease in the influence of the existing social rules of behaviour upon indiVidual 
members. As a result of this there develops ·individuation and lack of cohesion in society. It 
was explained by them as a process which will automatically and inevitably ereate saeial prab 
lems. 

Social Organisation Vs Social Disorganisation 
. . 

}he term 'social disorganisation' is often. held in contrast with 'social organisaticm'. As 
Ogburn and 'Nimko.ff have pointed out that "an organisation is an orderly relationship of parts. -But 
the significance of this or.derly arrangement of parts lies in what it does". For example, a factory is an 
organisation for the purpose of production. A faciory is composed of internal suborganisations such 
as sales department, aecounting ~artment, supply department, etc. -The factory as a social system 
performs yet another function. It serves to maintain a balance among its suborganisations or parts. 
This equilibrium of parts means a syn. chronisation orintegration of functions. Hence the functions of 

" . 

selling department; production department, buying department, etc. , must be properly articulated 
and coordinated. "Disorganisation is a disturbance of the ba/an<;e existing in the functioning of 
parts. The criterion of disorganisation is function, what. is done or not done" ... Thua; a typewriter 
may write well or badly or not at all, because of an imbalance in the functioning of its parts as, for 
instance, in the ribbon or keys".-Ogburn and Nimkoff.. - -

~ .. . 

537 
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What is true of a fact_ory is also true of a society. Society can be said to be in a state of organisation, 
when all its parts such as associations and institutions are ·properly integrated so that they fulfil 
their recognised or implied functions or purposes. Social disorganisation implies some break
down in the social organisation. Due to. this breakdown, the normal functioning of the parts of 
the society gets disturbed leading to some or the other kind of problems. Disorganisation will lead 
to functional .imbalance between various elements of social structure.· 

The terms 'social organisation' and 'social disorganisation' are relative. They represent two 
aspects of the whole functioning of the social system. As there may be various degrees of social 

·organisation, so is the case with social disorganisation. No society can be in a state of either perfect 
organisation or disorganisation. · 

As S.A. Queen, W.B. Bodenhofer and E.B. Harper have said social disorganisation is a counter
part, of social organisation. "Just as social organisation provides the means by which a society main-

. tainsits unity and cohesion through effective control of its members, and hence; functions smoothly, 
social disorganisation causes a weakening of group solidarity, loss of control over its members, 
and, therefore; conflict and disintegration. Social organisation implies. the existence of institu
tions, which meet the needs of the members of a society. Social disorganisation, on the other 
ha~d, means the malfunctioning of institutions, their failure to satisfy the needs of the people andthe 
consequent frustration of their desires." Thus, "if social organisation means the development of 
relationshipswhicHpersons and groups find mutually satisfactory, then, disorganisation means their 
replacement by relationships' which bring disappointment, thwarted wishes, irritation and unhappi
ness". 

- 1. DEFINITION AND CHARACTERISTICSOF SOCIAL DISORGANISATION 

Definition of Social Disorganisation 

l. Emile Durkheim considers social disorganisation as "a state of disequilibrium and a Jack of_ 
,. social solidarity or consensus amopg the members of a society1'. · 

2. Ogburn and Nimkojf have said that "when the harmonious relationship between the various 
parts of culfure is disturbed, social disorganisation ensues". 

3. Rob¢rt Eolofairs s~ates that "social disorganisation is a disturbance in the patterns and mecha-
nism of human relations". · 

4. According to Elliot and Merrill, "Social disorganisation represents a breakdown in the equi
. libriuin of forces, a decay in· the social structure, so that old habits and forms of social controi' no 
longer furiction effectively". 

Thus, social disorganisation implies a breakdown in the bonds of relatioi:tship,-coordination, 
teamwork and-.Jllorale among groups of interrelated persons so as. to impair the functions of the 
society or smaller social organisation. "Social 4isorganisation implies relative disharmony between 
individual attitudes and social values, when common agreement breaks down, then, consensus is 

· partially or wholly disturbed, and, when individuals v~w the major group interest in individual , 
rather than in common terms, some degree of social disorganisation is present.;; ··· · · 

Characteristics of Social Disorganisation 

Just as a disease is known by its symptoms the nature of social dis()rganisations can be under
stood by means of its characteristics· 

1. Conflict of Mores and of Institutibris. Every soCiety has its own mores anci institutions . 
which regulate the social life of its members. With the passage of time some of these mor~s and 
institutions may become obsolete. New ideals and new institutions may arise to suit new needs.The 

· existing mores and institutions instead of giving place for the:new o,ries may come in conflict with 
them. This conflict]2e.tween the old and new may de,stroy the social cons_ensus. With the destruction 
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of consensus, the organisation is disrupted. For example, in India, such conflicts may be found very 

often with regard to social practices, ideals, and institutions relating to divorce, female education, 

joint family,··familycontrol, widowremarriage, intercaste marriage, dowry system, untouchability 

family planning, etc. · 

2. Transfer of functions from one group to another. In an organis~d society the functions of 

different groups are relatively well defined and almost predetermined. Due to the dynamic nature of 

society some of these functions either undergo radical c}lange or get transferred to other groups or 

agencies. As a result of this, social disorganisation may set in even if it is for a temporary period. For 

--example, the joint famil)'in lndia is no mor<U2t::l'fonning some of its. traditional functions for these 

have been transferred to some external agencies. Hence the joi~ family system is facinga crisis -

now. Some say, it is in a state of severe disorganisation and this may even lead to its extinction as it 

is happening in big.cities. Similarly, the functions of caste and religious 1organisat!O'ns have been 

transferred to other organisation's or agencies leading to crisis. 

3. Individuation. The modem age places a high premium on individualism or individualistic 

tendencies. Now every one is more prone to thinkofhimselfand .in terms of his own pleasures and 

Wishes and expectations. Important issues such as education, occupation, marriage, recreation 

morality, etc., have almost bec.ome matters of individual decisioqs. Individuals often fail to think in 

terms of the expectations and wishes of the groups or organisations of which they are a part. This 
I' 

tendency is, of course, caused by the changing social values. But it may shatter the social organisation 

and may drive it towards a state of disorganisation. 

4. Inconsistency between expectations and achievements. In a disorganised society consid

erable inconsistency is visible between the expectations embodied in the social role and tb.e extent to 

which these expectations can be realised by most persons. When a large number of people in the 

society try to achieve goals in an anti-social manner there is a clear indication of the society being in 

a state of social disorganisation. For instance, if a large number of students take part regularly in 

strikes and indulge in violence and resort to malpractices in examination, we have no hesitation to 

say that the college education system has become a disorganised one. 

According to Cottrell, "In a disorganised society there is a considerable discrepancy between 

what is given verbally and which is demonstrated in practice. An organised society has greater 

congruity betwe.en expectation and realisation but such is not the case in a disorganised society 

where the expeetations do not come llflto their full realisation" 

5. lnconsistenc · between status and rule. In an organised society the status and role of each 

individual are well defined and hence the possibility of a conflict taking place etween t e two 1s 

comparatively less. Changing sociai values and social conditions may bring about some conflicts 

between statuses of the individuals and their roles. Due to this disorganisation may set in. Thus, a 

disorganised society is characterised by an extreme uncertainty and ambiguity of social roles. 

Example: Due to the change in her status, a modem housewife in an advanced society is not sure 

whether she should play the role of mother, or an employee, or a light-hearted companion, a social 
I 

leader, and so on; She may try to perfonn all roles assigned to her, but not successfuily. Her failure 

___to_ perfurm the roles successfully may lead to personal dissatisfaction, frustration and inseeurity 

which may disrupt the family life. 

Finally, it may be said that in any instance of social disorganisation the following conditions 

may be present in one way or another either individually or collectively. In most of the cases, they 

are found .in a combiped form. Those 9ondltions are 1:(1 fdiverslty Oj'opinions; (2)7ieterogeneity ~- ---- -

population; (3)mutual distrust; (4) uncertainty and insecurity; (5) individuality and variety in inter-

ests and attitudes; (6) emphasis on rights rather than on duties; (7) contradiction between status and 

functibn.' (8) lack of clarity in status and roles; (9) conflict of mores and conflict between institu-

tions; ( 10) absence of or decreased social control; ( 11) conflict benveen society and . individual, and. 

(l2) disregard of values, norms and laws. 
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Types of Disorganisation 

Elliot and Merrill have spoken of three types of disorganisation which are, of course, interre
lated. They are as follows : 

(i) Personal or Individual disorganisation which includes crime, insanity, or mental derange
ment, prostitution, juvenile delinquency, alcoholism, drug addiction, gambling and suicide. 

(ii) Family Disorganisation which consists of divorce, desertion, separation, broken home, 
unmarried,mothers, illegitimate births and venereal disease. 

(iii) Community Disorganisation which comprises of poverty, beggary, unemployment,over
population, lawlessness, political corruption, crime and so on. 

2. CAUSES OF SOCIAL DISORGANISATION 
A complex phenomenon such as social disorganisation is caused by, a number of factors. These 

factors are so intermingled that it becomes difficult to say which of these are predominant. Different 
writers have highlighted the importance of different factors. For example, Elliot and Merrill have 
given four causes : (l) the social processes under the three main heads:-cultural, political and eco
nomic, (2) cultural lag, (3) conflicting attitudes and values, an<t(4)social crisis. 

Sorokin is of the opinion that disorganisatiOn is mainly due to cultural degeneration of values 
in various spheres such as art, science, philosophy, religion, law, politics, economics, family, etc. In 
brief, change from the "idealistic", and "ideationar' culture to "sensate culture" is the main cause of 
social disorganisation. 

G.R. Madan has listed a few factors that invite the problems of disorganisation. They may be 
briefly explained below : 

1. Psychological Factors. Sometimes, the cause of social disorganisation is to be found in the 
human psychology itself. Psychological factors contribute to disorganisation in two ways : (i) Fail
ure to maintain proper communication among fellow beings, and (ii) Failure to modify or change 
one's attitudes in tune with the demands of time. 

(i) Communication is an essentiai psychoiogicai process among human beings. It is maintained 
through the social processes such as imitation, cooperation, competition, suggestion, conflict, 
aceommodation, asssimilation, etc., which are also psychological in character. Common understanding 
·and common consciousness help the people to maintain communication. Due to lack of common 
·consensus regarding values and due to divergent attitudes people may fail to maintain proper com
munication among themselves. Words, ideas, phrases and sy!llbols that they use in their communica
tion may sound different things to them. Thus, lack of appropriate communication or its total failure 
may create ill-will, prejudice and lot of psychological distance among people. 

(ii) The Problem oj-attitudes. Human tendencies and attitudes are modified very -slowly whereas 
culture is modified with comparative rapidity. The sociocultural environment may impose much 
requirements on individuals which they find it difficult to fulfil. For example, the modem industralised 
and urbanised society is so competitive that some find it extremely difficult to cope ~ith. Similarly, 
the ctiltural conflict between the older and the younger generation may re,Sult in disorganisation,of 
the adoles~ents~ juvenile delinquency, and sometimes in family disorganisation. Conflicts of atti-
tudes between the old and new values are always pregnant with trends of disorganisation. 

~- . r 2.,CulturalLag. 'Cultural lag', the c;onceptused by W.E: Ogburn, refers to the imb.alance in 
. the rl:!te and speed of change between the1 material cultural and non-material culture .. 9bjects ·of 
/material culture such as mode;u_{ housing, means of transporNmd commuiiicatidn, type of dres.ses, 
patterns ofomaments, technical and mechanical devices, instruments, etc:; change very quickly: But 
ideas, beliefs, attitudes, tastes, phJ!osophies, habits\ ideologies, institutional structures and such other 
aspects ofrion-material cuiture change slowly and gradually. Henc~a 'gap' or a 'lag' arises between 
the material and· non-material culture. This lag~ referred· to as 'cul/ural lag' invites the process of 
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disorganisation to set in. For. example, though a good number of Indians have adopted Western 
technology, they have not very much changed their traditional beliefs, attitudes and customs, etc. 
!his-quaiity-hasoftenied-to-some-conflict"S :Whlch-have-opened-the-deors-far-diserganisaaon.---- --•--

3. Phy~iealc>r Geograpliic'Factors~The maladjustment of man and ·his culture to certain 
extra-ordinary physi<~ar cir geographic conditions or situations may cause disorganisation iri society. 
This is especially true in the case of natural calam.ities such as storms, cyclones, hurricanes, famines, 
floods, earthquakes, volcanoes, epidemics, etc., ·which upset the social balance and briqg in social 
disorganisation. 

4. Biological Factor. Population explosion .or e*treme scarcity of _ _ 
racial intermixtUre, ·defective hereditary•- trajts and .such other biological factors may also cause 
disorganising effects upon society .For example, if overpopulation has caused the problems of pov
erty and unemployment in some countries, the fact ofunderpopulation has created a psychological 
crisis manifested in what is known as "race extinction". . ' 

- 5. Ecological Factor~ Social disorganisation is related to environment in terms ofregions and 
neighboilrhoods. Prbfessor Shaw and his a:s_sociates at the institute of Juvenile Research in Chicago 
found tbat the delinquency was unevenly d,istributed in the city of Chicago. They observed-that the 
delinquents mostly concentrated in the areas of poor housing, overcrowding, and the areas in which -
cinema houses, hotels, night clubs, liquor shops, gambling centres. were found in a large number. 
Some findings have revealed that per capita crime rate is relatively higher in larget cities than iii 
smliller ones. , ' -_ / · • · -· 

\ . - . 

· 6. ~ocial Problems ~ading to Social Disorganisation • Social problems and forces such as 
- a revolution, a social upheaval, a clllss struggle, a financial or ecQnomic crisis, a war between 
nations, mental.Jllness, political corruption, mounting unemployment and crime, etc., threaten the 
smooth workingofsobi,ety. The social problems are the diseases of the society and they threaten the 
welfare of the.society. They may bring in disorganisation. _· . 

7. Deg~neration of values. Social values are often regarded as the sustaining forces of sociecy. 
They _contribute _to the strength and stability of-social order. But due to rapid socia:l change new 

' 
-

values come up and some of the-old values decline. At the same time, people are _not in a position to 
reject the old compfefely and accept the new altogether. Here conflict between the old and the new is 
the 'inevitable result of which leads to the social disorganisation. - -

· Changes in social values necessitate new social institutions and associations. These come into 
. contlict _ wit,h the older existing ones This creates disorder in .society The. statuses and roles of 
p~ople will have to change in accordance, with the changes in socfal values. But they take time to 
adjust themselves to new situations. In this way, disorganisation spreads. According to Sorokin, the 
cause of social disorganisation is nothing but degeneration of values in various spheres sucli ~ art, 
science,- philosophy, religion, law.,poHtiCs, economics, family, etc., ~hich has lead to more wars, 
criminlilit}t, revolution, suicide, mental diseases. etc. · · 

· s: Disintegration and C~nfuslon of Roles. Members of society are expected to perform 
certain 'd~nite roles in accordance with their plaCements in society. Duejo profound social changes 
these expectations also undergo~ ehange. ConseqUently, people are eonfused •1iith:regafd to their 

members. The economic order· is assumed fo provide for the production and distribution of goods 
and wealth. The religio\1$ institUtions are expected to maintain the reli&~.->us heritage and to pass on 
the same to succeeding generation. When any of these functions _are not property fulfilled, · · 
disorganisation may be the result. 
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9. Political Subordination. Political subordination of one cpuntry to another lead.s to social 
disorganisation in the fonner. The vanquished country is not allowed to develop its economy and 
institution in its own ways. It is made a means to serve the interests of the dominant country. I11dia 
suffered under the British rule in the same manner. The dominant country may not even care for the 
basic needs such as- food, clothing, shelter, basic education, medical facility, etc., of the people of 
slave country. As a result, the slave country may have to face a number of socio-economic problems. 

Other Factors. In addition to the above, a few other factors may also cause disorganisation. 
Conflict of goals and means. Conflict of goals and the means for achieving them may. also 

cause disorganisation. Most of the in'dividuals share the dominant goals of the society and act ac
cordingly. But lacking the means for achieving the goals by legitimate means; some may resort to 
illegitimate and illegal means resulting in vice, crime and other expression of social disorganisation. 

(b) Decline of social control. The declining control of religion, morals, customs, traditions, 
and other institutions on the behaviour of men has also enhanced the process of disorganisation. 
Hence we witness an increase in interpersonal conflicts, crimes, tensions, divorce, delinquency, 
mental derangement, etc. In fact, according to Thomas and Znaniecki, the very "decrease of the 
influence of existing rule of behaviour upon the individual members of the group" itself indicates 
social disorganisation. 

(c) Extreme divisions oflabour. According to Emile Durkhem, social c!isbrganisati9n is often 
brought about by extreme division oflabour. In normal course, according to him, division oflabour 
leads to social solidarity, but when it becomes extreme and very complex, solidarity may become 
disturbed. 

(d) Disruptive social change. Society undegoes change mainly due to the operation of physi
cal, biological, technological and cultural factors. Sudden and radical sociai changes may, some- · 
times, disrupt the stability and the orgaPisation of the society. The result is social disorganisation. 
Remedial Meitsures 

To face the challenges of social disorganisation it is necessary first of all to study the nature 
and gravity of sociai disorganisation. Depending on its nature steps should be taken to counteract its 
influence. In this connection we may suggest the following remedial measures: 

1. Able and efficient administration to flight against the disruptive forces. 
2. Proper and comprehensive social and economic planning and policies. 
3. Proper implementation of theplans and policies. 
4. Organised social work and social welfare activities and social security measures,, 
5. Appropriate steps to rehabilitate and reform the beggars, criminals, juvenile delinquents, 

. prostitutes mentally and physically handicapped, the aged and t~e diseased persons, 
6. Effective enforcement of land reforms and fixing a ceiling on urban property, 
7. Making effective and attractive family planning and welfare programmes and projects, 
9. Providing ample educational and employment opportunities especially for the spread of 

diseases; 
l 0. To create a psychological atmosphere of security and confidence, assuring and providing 

social equality, justice,. and liberty to all · 
1 l. Taking steps to mobilise public opiniol'J against the evil practices of bribery, corruption, 

casteism, communalism, racism, exploitation, etc. · 
Instilling in the minds of people sentiments of unity, solidarity, patriotism and nationalism 

use media of communication in the best possible m.anner. 



· Chapter40 

_JUY"ENILE D_ELINQUENCY_,_ 
YOUTH UNREST AND PROBLEMS 

OF AGED 

(A) Juvenile Delinquency: Meaning and Definition - Causes for Juvenile Delinquency -

Remedies/or Juvenile Delinquency (B) Youth Unrest: Causes of Youth Unrest- Types of 

Youth Unrest - Growth of Youth Unrest in India - Student Unrest and 

Political Parties - Remedies for Youth Unrest (C) Problems of Aged.: Psychological and 

Sociocultural sides of the Problem -Actual Problems of Remedial Measures. 

A. JUVENILE DELINQUENCY 

Juvenile delinquency is one of the serious problems of the mess society. It is almost an out

come of rapid urbanisation and industrialisation of modem times. Social conditions associated with 

these two processes have affected the family pattern. This resulted in an atmosphere that is favourable 

to the growth of juvenile delinquency. A large number of children moving from rural areas to the 

.cities or living in slums in cities are found to be highly vulnerable to this process; This has almost 

become a universal problem in most of the industrialised countries including India. Mr. G. C. Dutt 

observes, "Juvenile delinquency is rapidly becoming a serious menace in India and with the pro

gressi·.'e industrialisation ofmanyparts ofthe cozmtry thispmblem will soon assume the same 

proportions as in many of the Western Countries"; 

1. MEANING AND DEFINITION OF JUVENILE DELINQUENCY 

Delinquency is a kind o.f abnormality. When an individual deviates from the course of normal 

social life, his behaviour is called "delinquency". When a juvenile, below an age specified under a 

statute exhibits behaviour which may prove to be dang~rous to society and/or to himself he may be 

called a 'Juvenile delinquent'.. Each state has its own precise definition of the age range covered by 

. the word 'juvenile'. · 

_____ .Definitions 

I. Cyril Burt defines delinquency as occurring in a child "When his antisocial tendencies ap

p,ear so grave that he becomes or ought to become the subject of official action". 

2. Friedlcinder says, "Delinquenc~ile misconduct that might be dealtwith underthe 

law''. 

3.-The Secortd United Nations Congress on the.PreventionofCrime and Treatment of Offend• 

ers ( 1960) states, "By juvenile delinquency should be understood the commission of an act which, if 

committed by an adult, would be considered a crime." 

543 
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4; C.B. Marnoria writes,"The phrase 'Juvenile delinquency' may be loosely use<;l to cover any 
kind of deviant behaviour of children which violates normative rules, understanding or expectations 
of social' system". 

· 5. In simple words, it can be said that juvenile delinquency is a tjlpe of abnormal or 'antisocial 
behaviour by a juvenlle who is below an age spacified by statute. · · 

Who is a JuvenileDelinquent ? 

Juvenire delinquents are those offenders including boys and girls who are normally tinder 16 
years of age. A juvenile delinquent is a young person incorrigible, or habitually disobedient. Acts of 
delinquency may include (i) running away from home without the permission of parents, (2) 
habitual truancy beyond the control of parents, (3) spending time idly beyond limits, (4) use of 
vulgar languages, (5) wandering abou,trail-roads, streets, market places, (6) visiting gambling cen
tres, (7) committing sexu~l offences, (8) shop-lifting, (9) stealing etc. Juveniles may do such activi
ties singly or.through a gang. 

2. CAUSES OF JUVENILE DELINQUENCY 

There is no single cause or simple explanation for the developmentof delinquent behaviour. 
According to Healy and Bronner, the causes of juvenile delinquency are: (1) Bad company, (2) 
adolescent instability and impulses, (3) early sex experience, (4) mental conflicts, (5) extreme social 
suggestibility, ( 6) love of adventure, (7) motion picture, (8) school dissatisfaction, (9) poor recre
ation, (10) street life, (11) vocational dissatisfaction, (12) sudden impulse; and (13) physical condi
tions of all sorts. 

The causes of juvenile delinquency may be classified under two major factors : (A) Social 
fai:tors, and (B) Personality factors~ 

A. Soeial Factors Favouring Juvenile Delinquency 
\", , 

1. Broken Homes. British and American investigations reveal that nearly 50% of the delin
quents come from broken homes. In one of the studies conducted by Uday Shankar in India only' 
U.3% Qfthe 140 delinquents that he studied came from broken homes-(1-34)".This shows the 
cultifral .(liffei:ences between Indian and the Western countries. Still itcan be said that broken homes 
and families; 'la~k ofparental affection and s.ecurity, absence of a loving mother in the childhood or 
an affectionate motlier substitute, lack of family ties, parental irresponsibility and. a steep rate in 
divorce, desertion and separation.are all contri~utory factors to delinquency. 

The home may be broken up by death of one or both of the parents, or by prolonged illness or 
insanity, d~ertion or divorce. Interaction in home is a very important means for socialising the 
child. The mother plays vital role in this 'regard. If she divorces her husband or deserts hirn or dies, 
the,growth of the child will be affected. Such a child loses not only mother's love but also parental 
control and becomes an easy victim to the outside anti~sQcietal influence. It.Cannot, however, be said 
that broken home invariably leads to delinquent behaviour on the part of the children. · 

2. Poverty. A very la,rge proportion of delinql!ent childrett~me from poor h6mes. I tis gener~ , 
ally, although not unanimously, accepted by pi:oressional students of juvenile delinquency that the 
vast majority of delinquents come form the l~wer class. They commit their offencl:(s as member of 
gangs. Uday Shankar's study has revealed that as many as 83% of the children come from poor 
families. Still it cannot be generalised that the children of the poor homes invariably beGome delin.; 
quents. . . . . 

Poverty compels sometimes both of the parents to be oµtside the home for a very long period to 
earn their daily bread. The children will be uncared for. Such children may consCioµsly or uncon
sciously join hands with gangsters and become delinquents, This mostly happens in slum areas and 
areas in which mostly working class people live. 
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3. Deli~quency .i\reas. It is said that some areas are highlyv:ulnerab'e to delinquenvtrends. 
Long ago Burtin his study showed that there are certain areas in London from which the majority of 

·. . de.Iihquentchildren_com.e. Ih~d~linq!!eJlt!l.ID.Q.~tJy~Qlll~Ji.:9.mJh~!ll'~~<>fl!()()r_ 11~1l~!ng, overcrowd
ing and the areas. in w.hich cinema houses, hotels, night(clubs, liquor shops are found in a large 
number, It is true that;Whbn a family is living in the hea,rt ofthetownthe chances are greater for the 
children of such frurillies to pick up delinquent behaviour. It is to be noted that not all the children· 
living in the delinquent areas are delinquents. 

4. Companions and Gangs. As the child grows older he goes into the neighbourhood and 
become·s a member oftheplaygroup or peer group. Ifby chance hejoins the group or the gang that 
foster!!, delinquent attitudes lie is also likely to becorne a dehnquent In act, muc · e mquency 
springs up from the prevalent attitudes in the groups within which the youth has immediate contacts. 
Charles Shaw has opined that "delinquency is a product of community forces". 

In cities, in slum areas peculiar social groups called 'gangs' are. found. Generally. the gang 
starts as a playgroup. IJ:! the absence ofplaygroundfaciHties, the children will start playing in streets 

· and finally organise themselves into ·gangs. The gang has all the qualities of an ingroµp:-such ·as 
loyalty, cooperation, social solidarity· and unity. These gangs are found to be associated with crime 
in an· its aspects like delinquency~ rioting, corrupt politics, and 8o ort. Children· coming from 
poor families and broken families easily become the victims of gangs. . 

Due to bad compani<?ns.hip also offences are committed by the adolescents. Studies have shown 
that delinquent acts are done in com~any. In his1llinois Crime Survey of 1928 Shawanalysed 6000 · 
boys were involvec!Jn the crime. He :found that in 90% of the cases two or more boys were involv~d 
in the crime .. Butin Uday Shankar' s study in India only 23% of persons committed delinque~t acts 
due to bad company. It cannot; however, be· presumed that mere companionship by itselfc~mses 

delinquency. . . . . . , 

· Beggaty : Beggary is often the cause of juvenile delinquency. Child beggars mostly come , 
from either very poor families or broken homes. These children are betrayed of the needeciJove.and 
affection of the parents. They crave for the satisfaction of their inner impulses, desires. and ambi-

. ( . . . . . . 

tions. They choose to become beggars for the same. As beggars they get annoyed to see others 
enjoying life. Some of them may even become rebels. ·They realise that only thf.oµgh deviant 
practiees, they cart satisfy their desires and meet their needs. They thus become delinqµents. 

Other Social or Envit onmental Facton . . , 

(a) School DissatiJfacticm. Some/ students get dissatisfied wify sc~9ol life Parental irrespc;in-

sibility, unmanageable student-teacher/ratio, lack of entertainment and spo~ facilities in schopls, 
indifference of the teachers may contribute to this. Such dissatisfied· students become regular ab.sen
tees in schools and start wandering in streets. They may even formgangs of their own and become 
gamblers, eve~teasers, pickpockets, drunkards, smokers apd drug addicts. 

, (b) Films. and Pornographic Literature have also added -to the magnitude ~f delinqucrncy. 

Cinema, television and obscene literature ll1ay often provoke sexual and other impulses in adoles
. cents~ Hence they may start their 'adventure' in satisfying thetn in the process of which they commit· 

.. . ' .. . . . . '• .. '· \ ' . ;· .. , 

(c) Deep-seated inner desires coupled with outside pressures, compulsions arid temptations 
also contribute to juvenile delinquency. For .example, on he;lring the interesting narration of the 
iUieit sex experience~ or such other eriminal eKperienees ftQm one's gan~ one·may be tempted 
to follow _the same. · · · · · · , · ' · ·. · · · · 

B~ Person~l orlndividu}ll Factors 

· Personal fa.ctors such a_s ~tal .deficiency ~d emotional disturbances may .al$0 contribute tO 
juvenile deliriqumcy. · · : · · · · ·· · · 
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1. Mental Deficiency in Delinquency. Ithas been observedthat good number of delinquents 
are mentally deficient. Stu:dies have revealed that there is larger proportion of mentally defectives in · 
the juvenile delinquent group .than among the normal children. The relationship between. intelli
gence and delinquent behaviour has been studieq carefully. The average intellignece in a normal 
group of children is 100 tQ. (Intelligence Quotient). But [lurt In his study in London reported that 
th~ average LQ. of delinquent children is 8-5, and Uday Shankar found that it was 83. These and 

.·many other studies have revealed that the average intelligence of the juvenile delinquehts is certainly 
lower than the average intelligence of the normal group of children of the same age. 

It is quit~ natural to assume that the dull and mentally handicapped or defective adolescents do . 
not have the necessary insighno make distinctions between 'right' and. 'deviant' methods and 
behaviour: Such children are often used by the more intelligent children of the gang or the adults for 

. their criminal purpose. _ 
2. EmotionalProblems of the Individual: Mental troubles and emotional maladjustments are 

strong factors in delinquency. Emotional problems of inferiority, jealousy and being thwarted are 
very common among the delinquent children . .Healy and Bronner in their study of 143 delinquents 
found that 92% of them revealed emotional disturbances. It is reported that in America about two
thirds 9f juvenile delinquents suffer from emotional personality and mental deviations. Thus from 

· the psychological point of view "Delinqriency is a rebellion ancl, an expression of aggression which 
is aimed at destroying, breaking down or changing the environment". This rebellion is mostly against 
the socjal conditions which deny the individual his basic rights and the satisfaction of his fundamen
taf needs. Thus, delinquents are not born so, but they become so due to social circumstances and 
personal deficiencies. They are mostly maladjusted persons. · . 

According to psychoanalytic view, the delinquent is an individual who is governed by the 
"pleasure principle". He wants to get immediate pleasure and immediate satisfaction for his needs. 
So he becomes a victim to his own impulses. He is neither able to control his impulses nor able to 
imagine tb think the consequences of his actions. It is. also said that delhtq~ent breakdown. is an 
escape from emotional situation for some particular individuals with peculiar i1'dividualand family 
background. Some emotionally maladjusted children beco_me delinquents to get the attention of their 
parents or as a protest against their treatmeht. 

Thus, it may be said that juvenile delinquency is the result of both social or environmental and 
personal 01' individual factors. 

3. REMEDIES FOR JUVENILE DELINQUENCY 

· The problem of juvenile qelinquency is on~e that .has drawn the attention of society. It is known 
that the delinquent child oftoday may turn out to be a chronic criminal tomorrow. Discussio11s, 
debates and studies have been made at the national as well as international levels by scholars to seek 
out effective remedy for this problem. Two methods have been suggested to deahyith this problem: 
(A) Preventive method, and (B) tehabilijative or curative method. In the fonner,·factors ieading to 
delinquency are to be tackled, and in.the latter; those who have committed delinquent acts are to be 
helped to become normal citizen~ 

A. Priventive Measures 

Irr order to prevent juvenile delinquency from taking place the follqwing measures may be 
suggested: 

1.-creating and inspiring a team of work of private and public agencies devoted to preventive 
-work. · 

2. Givihg proper training to the members and staff of all .organisations c_oncerned with delin
quency control: 

3. Establishing child guidance clinics to give appropriate treatment to the distutoed and mal-
adju,sted children. · · 
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4. Educating of the family so as to help the parents to realise the importance of giving proper 
attention to the needs 0f their young children. 

5. Establishingwholesome recreational agencies to prevent young children from becoming the 
victims of illicit or unwholesome recreation. 

6, Giving proper assistance to under-privileged children to build in them good character and' 
law-abiding attitude. 

7. Adopting various means of pro'paganda such as radio, movies, television, newspapers, maga-. 
zines etc., to realise the importanc~ of law-abidingness and how it is always appreciated and re-
warded. · 

8. Improving the social environment- slum areas, busy market places, gambling centres etc., 
to prevent children to get polluted. 

9. Spotting potential delinquents by predictive tests in schools and giving appropriated treat
ment to such children. 

10. The problems of beggary and poverty are to be removed or controlled and the general 
economic standards of the people must be increased to prevent children from becoming delinquents 
due to economic exigencies. 

B. Method of Rehabilitation 

The main purpose of the method of rehabilitation is not to punish nor to take revenge upon the 
delinquent. The intention behind this method is to help the delinquent children to get proper guid
ance and training so that they become normal children and never repeat delinquent acts. The mea
sures taken for the prevention and treatment of juvenile delinquency in India after .1850 may be 
briefly examined here: , 

1. Legislative Measures. Various legislations have been made in India from time to time to 
deal with juvenile delinquency. Some of them may be briefed here. 

(a) Apprentices Act of 1850. This Act has beeri the earliest step taken in the direction of 
. preventing delinquency. The Act provides for the binding of children, both boys and girls, between 
the ages of 10 to 18 as apprentices. Orphans and poor children could take the benefitofthis Act. 
Employers could take such children as apprentices with the intention of training them in some trade, 
craft or employment by which they gain a livelihood later. The father or guardian may bind a child 
above 10 and under 18 upto 21. years of age for a period not exceeding 7 years. A female child may 
be so bound until her marriage. -The Act also dealt with children who committed petty offences. 

(b) Refonnatory Schools Act of1897. This Act can be considered a landmark in the history of 
treatment of delinquenc\Y. This Act is in force in alm9st all the states of India. Under this Act courts 
were empowered to send for detention youthful male offenders to Reformatory School for a period 
ofnotmore than three years. It could b~ extended to seven also. No person may be detained in it after 
he attains the 18th years. In conformity with this Act the State Governments may establisp and 
maintain Reformatory Schools to help the delinquents to get speedy recovery. Every school must 
provide sanitary arrangements, water supply, food, clothing, bedding, industrial training and 

______ medicaLaid:Jrtllie __ mmat.es._J hesLReformatory Schools are reported to have done useful work. 

(c) Provision in the Criminal Procedure Code. Under Section 399 of the Indian Criminal 
Procedure Code (ICPC) convicted young offonders below the age of 15 could. be sent to Reforma
tory Schools established by the State Government. Section 562 of the· c.P.C. also,permirted dis-
<;:harge of certain convicted offenders on probation. It also permitted their release with advice. Under 
Section 82 of the Indian PenaJ Code children under seven cannot be held responsible for their crimi-
nal acts. Section 83 of the same Code relaxes this ageupto 12 under some conditions. . 

( d) Child.ren Acts. Various provinces of India took interest in makiµg some comprelien~ive 
laws: in 1920 and afte1wmds to deal with delinquent children. Of these, Children Acts enacted by 
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Madras.in 1920 and followed by ot~r S~tes, are more i~portant. The m11in provisions of Children· 
Act are as follows : 
. . (1) No chilttunder 14 years of age can be imprisoned u11der any pircumstances and no young· 

. person 'between 14 - 16 years of age can beimprisoneq ut;tless,he is certi:ned to t>e .an unruly person. 
·. (2) Except in the case of grave offencc;is any, person arrested on a charge and is beloi 16, is 

required to be released or bailed .. In any case such pc;irsons could.not be kept in Jails. 
(3) '}:he child or youthful offender cannot be. sentenced to death or imprisonment except under. 

extraordiI\arY conditions. Persons below 12 are to be sent to Jimior Certified.Schools and 12 to 16 
· Senior Certified Schools. . 

( 4) The court may discharge the person after due admonition, it may. hand him over to his 
parents o~· guardians after taking a bond from them that they would be responsible for his good 
behaviour for 12 months. 

(e) .JuvenOe Smoking Acts. Some Acts to deal with the specific pattern of antisocial behaviour 
mno11g children have also been passed. Of these t~ Juvenile Smoking Acts are in force in most of 
the states. This Act prohibits the saleof tobacco. by children below 16, Children below 16 are not 
supposed to smoke in pu~lic pfaces according to this Act. (But these Acts were never e,nforced in any· 
ofthe States). ' 

(f) Suppression of Imnror•I Traffic Acts. These Acts are passed in orderto protect young 
girls and to suppress prostitution. The Acts prohibit certain practices. connected. with prostitution. 
such as soliciting in public places, using residential premises for running brothels, forcibly detaining 

. young women in brothels, etc. Provi$,\ons are also made to protect girls from brothels or from moral 
danger; · 

(i) Probation of Offenders' Act; l::lnder these Acts Juvenile Courts can place the youthful 
offenders under the supervision of probation officers. 

· {h) Borstal Schools Acts for AdQJescegts. These acts were passed to give a special treatment.. 
for. adolescent offender~, that is, offenders between 15 and 21 years of.age. A· Borstal School is a: 
corrective institution and is one in which the offenders are subject to .disciplinary and moral influ• 
ences. These influences would help theirfeform. · · 

4. INSl'('fUTIONSTO REHABILITATE JUVENILE DELINQUENTS 

Preventive ihea$lires al~ne are not enotlgh. ·Rehabilitative or .ref~rmative measures. are also 
. needed to s9lve juvenile delinquency. Some of the institutions aimelat rehabilitating the juvenile 
delinqoe{l~· are there in India. They may be briefly ·examined here . · · ·· · . 

. l; Juvenile Courts. Juvenile Courts' are established in or€ier to tr~at separately juvenile delin•. 
quents from other adult criminals. Juvenile Courts have their· own building, Judiqia1 bench a..11d other 
arrangements. Juvenile delinquents cannot be trted in ordinary· courts. Whenever the juvenile courts 
are not there they could however be tried in other courts but on a separate day a.nda~ a fixed time so 
as to keep them separately from other adult criminals.Juvenile offenders cannot be chained and they 
cannot be produced to the courts by the poliee in their uniform. No advocates a.re needed.to plead for 
them. The main intention behind this special treatment is to c.reate positive feelings in the minds of · 
juveniles. As per the report of the Union Ministry of Edu~ation, in 1950 there were only)9 Juvenile 
Courts in India. ·. · · · / 

2, Remand Honies .. When,a child is arrested under theAct; he·is produced befor~the magis~ 
. trate within 24 hours and kept m Remand Home till the case iii ~nvestigated. Tlie child is kept in 
R~itiand Home until the final disposal of the case. Sometimes persoris convict.ed are sent to Rema.net. 
Home~· for a few 5fays and releas.ed-·later: These homes iu;e mostly managed by Private W~lf~ 
.agencies with the governmental assistance. The-precise number o(.sw::hRe.mand.Homes·in Iri:dia is. 
not known. · · 
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3. Certified Schools. Certified Schools are established mainly to give some general education 
and technical training to the children. Here the children are sent for long-term treatment. They are 
run by voluntary bodies orlocal authoritieswith the financial assistance of the government and the 
public. There are two types of schools: (i) JuniorSchools for boys under 12 and (ii) Senior Schools 
for boys under 16. The children are confined here for about 2 to 3 years. The school authoritic;:s can 
also make early discharge. After their release they are put under the charge of a Welfare or Pro,bation 
Officer who watches their activities. 

4. Auxiliary Homes. These .Auxiliary Homes are attached to Certified Schools just like re
mand homes. Herethe convicted delinquents are kept for some time and studiedbya__social worker. 
Later on they are sent to certified schools depending upon the nature and attitude of the young 
offender.. · 

5. Foster Homes. Foster H<;>mes are iµostly run by the voluntary agencies and the governments 
give grants to them. They are specially created for delinquent children under 19 who cannot be sent 
to approved or certified schools. 

6. Reformatorx_ Schools. In states where there are no Children Acts, Reformatory Schools are 
established. They are meant for the education and vocational training of delinquent children. The 
young convicted offenders below 15 years are detained here for 3 to 7 years. The delinquents are 

· removed from bad environments through these schools. 
7. Borstal Institutions. Under Borstal system special treatment is provided for adolescent 

offenders between the age of 15 to 2lyears. Borstal institutions are of two types: (i) open type and 
(ii) closed type. 'Open' institution is a camp in the open country with no surrounding wall. Closed 

;institution is a converted prison building in which maximum security is given to inmates. Though it 
ts called 'Closed' institution most of its activities meant for children are carried on outside the 
building. 

Young offenders are very often sent to Borstal institution for rehabilitation rather than. kept 
under imprisonment. The term of Borstal is 2 to 3 years andin any case it should not exceed 5 years. 
If the offenders are found to be unruly and incorrigible they are sent to jails. Separate arrangement is 
there to give training to boys and girls. The training, physical exercises and education that are given
here are very tough so as to prevent the im:n~tes from committing offences again. 

I . 

8. Fit Persons Institutions and Uncared Children Institutions. These are the two non-
government institutions managed by private bodies and philanthropists. These institutions give ref
uge and protection to the destitutes, neglected children, children in the pre-delinquent stage, an'd to 
the delinquent children. Such childr.eil and their activities are supervised by the appointed 
officers. -

Conclusion 

A grave pro~lem such as juvenile deljnquency cannot be solved by means of legislations and 
gqvemment efforts alone. As far as India is concerned in many of the states Children Acts have riGt 
been effectively enforced. Some of these Acts themselves have defects. Official machinery is not 

------~nectiiiet)'.J.lsed:Ior_controlling this_p.mblem:::_GovernmentaLas wcll as_pnvate agencies must work 
hand in hand with all sincerity and seriousness to find an effective remedy for the problem of juve
nile delinquency. The public attitude towards juvenile delinquents must also change. A juvenile 
delinquent is a product ofunwholesome environment congenial for the development of his faculties 

· in conformity With social expectations. 

B. YOUTH UNREST 

'Youth unre$t' which is often described as 'student revolt', 'student power' and 'student activ
.ism'- has become today an established fact, a reality. The lastthree decades have witnessed innu-
merable outbursts of student power in many nations of the world. · 
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Youth Unrest-A World Phenomenon 

·"' The ph~nomenon of 'youth unrest' has become worldwide. As Gareth Stedman Jonse has 
rightly observed: "From Berlin to Peking, from Tokyo to New York, in Paris and in Prague, the rise 
of these movements (student movements) has altered the nature of politics. Virtually, every govern
ment ha~ some reason to fear its students, with good reason. From Cuba in 1958 to Czechoslovakia 
an91France in l 968 students have played a crucial role in political change, again and again helpingto 
discredit, transform .or topple governments. Students have erupted in the world of politics with a 
suddenness no one could have foretold". The students are today a new social force of incalculable 
significance. 

The student power seems to have an anti-establishment and a revolutionary tone. In 
Germany, the Socialist Student Union (S.D.S.) declared the students' lack of confidence in political 
parties and padiament and justified their "taking democracy into the streets". In Italy, student strikes 
accompanied by an 'anti)miversity' stance marked the happening at Turia and other universities 
including those of Rome, Naples, Bologna, etc. InFeb. 1968, the disturbances in the Belgian Univer
sity ofLouviah contributed directly t6tbe fall of the Belgian Government. In Czechoslovakia, in the 
movement towards liberalism the ~ti.Idents and the youth uqion joined hands with the workers in 
"heralding the democratic revolution". In America, the anti-Vietnam and civil rights issues brought 
about confrontation between the students and authorities. The students were led by the S.D.S-Students 
for a Democr,qtic Socie~y. In May-June 1968, France saw battles between demonstrators and police 
and violent attack of students and workers. Students boycotted examinations in Sorbonne and occu
pied the buildings. When the crisis was'over, the MinisterofEducaliQn was no longer in th~ Govenment 
for he had to resign. It is said that this event accelerated the downfall of De Gaulle. In England, the 
London School of Economics was the scene of confronta,tion between the radicals and the authori
ties. In Indonesia, the partnership of the students and the ?.OnY militated against Communism and 
brought about the fall of the Soekamo regime. Japan has \vitnessed the most massive demonstrations 
by students. Iri Bangladesh, the students played a key role in its liberation movement joining han_ds 
with the Mukti Bahini. 

Youth Unrest in India 

In India the student activism has erupted in different forms and for totally unconnected rea
sons in different parts of tl~e country. A quarrel betweeh the staff of the bus transport and a group of 
students in Jabalpur led to massive demonstrations and str.ikes in the whole of M.P. and U.P. some 
time ago. A change in the method of payment of examination fees resulted in total strike in Lucknow 
university. A demand for a steel plant brought the Andhra students on the street. Vietnam,has always 
provided an early opportunity to the Calcutta students to agitate. Demand for an Agricultural Uni
versity gave rise to a massive agitation in the Vidarbha regions of Maharashtra. A demand for re
forms in the Agricultural University was the reason behind agitation in Jammu and Kashmir. A few 
rusticated student leaders aided by, the 'disgruntled politicians' brought the closure of the Banaras · 
Hindu University. A rivalry between student factions, one supporting the Vice-Chancellor and the 
other, Chief Minister of Andhra Pradesh in the Osmania University was said to be the real beginning 
of the Telengana agitation. Anti-Hindi agitation and the Expo- 70 agitation resulted in the closure of 
all the Colleges in Karnataka. Semester system was th}:: target Of~ttack for the students of the Mysore 
University some years back. The 'Na~ Nirman Ando/an' of Gujarat (which toppled down Chimanbhai 
Patel's Government) ultimately gave birth to the Chhatra Sangharsha Samitie.s guided, inspired and 
led by Late Sri Jayaprakash Narayan andthe Assam agitation speai:peaded by the All Assam Students 
Union _supported by the 9ana Sangrama Parishad) have been the recent 
examples of student agitation of semi-political nature. Barring a few successful agitations the stu
dent solidarity has failed to be peaceful in its agi~ations. 
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5. CAUSES OF YOUTH UNREST 

Student unrest in this country has earned a peculiar connotation because of the unprecedented 
social dimension achieved by the studentleadership at least in some irisfances. The unrest is there no 
doubt but the student movement is not in sight anywhere. The leftist slogan of the sixties, 'Students 
today and workers tomorrow' seems to have become hollow. The students are no more visualised as 
'Vanguards in a revolution l~d by and controlled under the hegemony of the working class'. The 
students do not constitute a 'revolutionary class' as such. 'The promise held out by the aetivism. in 
the sixties was, however, belied by the apathy in the seventies', The American student activism has 
slowlyevaporated.The Japanese student enthusiasm·has gone·dormant;The student~nergy in India 
is dissipated. Lack of proper leadership, absence of clear national goal, lack of guidance and inspir
ing model have all made the youth power in India become idle. 

Youth Unrest-A Reflection of Society! 

It is true that social situa.tion breeds frustration. It is also true that there is no national goal 
beckoning the spirit of the youth. It is a fact that the present education has. failed to give any direction 
or purpose to the life .of the student. The student is always asked to behave without arty guidance as 
to how he should behave. He has tremendous energy b11tthete is no <;:Qnsciousness as to his rights 
and responsibillties. By and large, he is apathetic, drawn in struggle onlywhen mass frenzy grips his 
mind. There is no ponnection between his struggle for survival and the education which ls supposed 
to help him in the matter. He is not interested in knowledge in the abstract. He goes to the college 
because he has no alternative. He must get a degree if he has tG 'make it' .. He has no options. 'There
fore, his only aim is to :get in, get out and get on with it'. The university is no more an 'isolated 
community of scholars but is more communify of young people. The reality of the world today 
involves serious pr~blems and the' universities just are not doing much about it. 

The Causes 

Various factors have coniribtlted to the problems of youth unrest. Some of them may be n.oted 
here. 

1. Improper Socialisation and Family Problems. The failure on the part of parents to bring 
up their children, in accordance with the culture expectations of the society has made the youth to go 
astray. The evil habits and bad qualities of the parents also have a harmful effect on the personality 
growth of the children. The· family problems spoil the mental peace and the emotionality. of the 
growing ehildren. 

2. Political, Social and Economic Inequalities. The young people are more sensitive to the 
political, economic and social inequalities and exploitation. They have contempt for the existing 
'system'. They are disillusioned with what they are havirig and are pessimistic about the fumre~ 

J. Defective Educational System. The students do not have any respect for the plesent defec
tive educational ·system. The'outdated,uninspiring, unintegrated·· and irrelevant educatiomtl system 
cannot make .the students to become disciplined and responsible. 

4. Unemploy~ent. The unemployment of the edueated\youths is on the inc~ase. The educa-
-·· -ffon that they receive does not enable them to become. economically self-reliant.' On the other hand;--- -

the government is norin a position to provide employment to all the educated youth. As a result, the 
youth are losing £_onfidence ip themselves and are becoming more. and more restless. 

'·' _-· ·.- \·' ·- "' ' '. 

are making use of student power to further their partisanpolitical interests, are also contributingJo 
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the problem. Students are becoming puppets in the hands of some disgruntled politicians to serve 
their selfish ends. 

7. Administrative Failures. Youth unrest is often caused by administrative errors and miscal
culations, The indifference and lack of sympathy for the student demands on the part of the admin
istrations (of the university as well as the government) many times force.the students, to resort to 
strikes. 

8. Communication Gap. Lack of understanding and tack of proper communication between 
the students and teachers on the one hand, parents and children on the other, also cause youth unrest. 
The failure on the part of the parents to understand the aspirations of their young children also adds 
to the problem. 

9. Value Differences and Conflict of Values. The value differences in society, the changes 
and conflicts of values also contribute to youth unrest. (i)Some of the old values are_at conflict now. 
The traditional beliefs, practices, ideas, ideals and values appear to be outmoded~ unscientific, 
irrelevant and irrational for the modern youths. (ii) The youths are becoming more and more ratio
nalistic. Theyiare impressed b¥ the modem values based on science and rationalism. Still, they are 

· not in a position to give up the traditional values completely. They are in a state of confusion. They 
can neither accept the new completely nor do away with the old once and for all. This has made them 
to become restless. (iii) The yoW:h are influenced by values ofindividualism and democracy. Hence 
they are revolting,against the old traditional order. (iv) The youths feel they are also matured, re
sponsible and sensible. They resent their elders treating therq,as 'immatured' and 'irresponsible lot'. 
They feel annoyed and embarrassed to find themselves in a helpless situation. They do not want to 
remain dmp.bwitrlesses to all the unf@rtunate and unwanted events that happen in society, (v) Some 
of the youths are carried away by the hedonistic values or pleasure philosophy. They want to take the 
maximum benefit out of the disturbed social situations. They have no respect for any values for they 
have lost faith in them. ' 

10. Lack of OpportuniUes. The youths do not get proper opportunities, to express their · 
taients, cultivate their interests and deveiop their personaiity. This has contributed to their dissatis-
faction. · 

11. Gap Between the Aspirations and Achievement. The youths are likely to have their own 
aspirations and ambitions. They will be dreaming about it all the while. But the reality of life makes 
them to become disgusted~ The youths with unfulfilled desires and aspirations can hardly bel;lt rest 

12. Lack of Determination an<I Self-Responsibility. Some of the youths lack willpower and 
self-determination. They depend more, on others rather than on their intrinsic abiHties and talents . 
. They apishly imitate others and fail to develop the spirit of self-reliance. They are11esitant to.assume 
responsibilities. Such youths are highly \"Jlnerable for any kind of use .. 

13. Influence of Movies. The modern movies which mostly portray violence, arson; loqt, rape, 
murder, immorality, crimes, etc. have a great demor1;11ising effect on the modem youths. Students, in 
particular, imitate their pet film actors and actresses with all their frailties. Sca~t respect for their 
cultural values and the apish imitation of the Western tendencies have further contributed to the 
problem. 

6. TYPES OF YOUTH UNREST 

Th~youth unrest has assumed different forms. In no country, the youth unrest takes place for 
the same reason and assumes the same form all the time .. The nature of youth unrest is that it is 
unsteady, irregular and sometimes happens spontaneously. Myron Weiner has classified the student 
unrt<st into· fqur types, 
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Myron Weiner's Classification of Youth Unrest 

According to Myron Weiner, the so called student indiscipline or youth unrest assumes four 
forms. They are as follows: 

1. Political Activities and Movements. In some instances, youth unrest is astiociated with the 
larger political movements. Students often take up political issues and join hands wit~ other non
youth organisations and political parties and fight for them. Students have participated in various 
political movements launched for issues such as ~ border disputes, steel plant location, price rise, 
water dispute, anti-Hindi and anti-English agitations, emergency, postponment of elections, dis
missalofministers,"etc; They have·taken·outprocessions,stageddemohstrations~· gheraoed··minis~· 
ters, resorted to violence and conflicted with police authorities. 

2. Student Agitations for Educational Causes. Students have agitated for educational causes 
also. Students have agitated demanding the appointment of lecturers, enough supply oflaboratory 
equipments and library books, cancellation of donation and capitation fo~s, reforms in examination 
system and type of question papers, retainment of carry over system, recognition of the student 
union, participation of students in University administrative bodies such as senate, syndicate, 
academic councils, postponement of examination, etc. 

3. Agitations Against Non-University Authorities. Students have agitated for no~-educa-
tional,and non-political causes also. Forexample, they have agitated demanding special conces
sions for travelling in buses and trains, concessions in commercial recreational centres. 

4. Spontaneous Student Agitations. Sometimes, students do· agitate suddenly in an unex
pected manner. They may quarrel with bus conductors, auto-rickshaw drivers, hotel-owners, police 
and public servants, and may even go on strike against them.· These agitations can be. treated as 
spontaneous outl.'>ursts of youth force. If these agitations are not handled carefully they may be 
intensified a.nd prolonged in still worse a way. 

7. GROWTH OF YOUTH UNREST IN INDIA 

The youth unrest in India started in the beginning ofthe 20th Century. Unorganised youth 
movements were taking place here and there. Most of them were directed againstthe British rl1le in 
India; The youths joined hands with the people in launching protest movements against the British. 
They played an important role in the freedom struggle. 

Role of Students in Indian National Movement 

The students took part in the Indian freedom struggle on a very wide scale for the hrst time 
when Lord Curzon partitioned Bengal in 1905. Since then, the students have been taking part in all 
the major national struggles. The youths were mainly behind the Indian National Congress at that 
time. When the Congress was split into two groups of extremists and moderates in its Lahore Session 
in 1907, the students also distributed between these groups. They rallied round the leadership of Bal 
Gangadhar Tilak and later on, of Mahatma Gandhiji. Under the )eadership and guidance ofGandhiji 
the students became a forriiidable force in Iridia. · 

m UHH_Rfile..offiandllijifu:s:tudent I In rest ~------ --- -- -

After his return from South Africa, Gandhiji enten;dpblitics, i.e., th~ freedom struggle in 1919 
on the advice ofhis ''political guru"Gopalakrishna Gokhale. Gandhiji launched his campaign against 
Rowlatt Act (I 919), the lallianwalla Bagh atrocities in 1919 in which the students had taken part in. 
a big number: Gandhiji called the nation to wage a passive resistance. movement againstthe .goyern· 
ment; to boycott alf things British, breaklinks with the.government, resign from posts; surrrepder · 
titles and offices, .and withdraw from schools and colleges. The nation responded, promptly andth,e 
students in a very big number boycotted. schools arid colleges. For the 'first time, th~ student force 
was organised and.mobrhsed against theifotish rule. 
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In 1 no, the First Al/;-India Students' Conference was held fn Nagpur under the Presidentship 

of Lala LajpatRai. Students could now get the support and gi,iidance ofleaders like Pandit Nehru, 

Subhas Chandra Bose and others. Students took an active role in various campaigns l;mnched by 

Gandhiji against the British such as- the 'No Tax' Campaign 1921, the Civil Di~obedience Move

ment, the Dandi Satyagraha of 1930, etc. They also took interest in Garidhiji 's constructive programmes 

sµch as......:.., removal of. urttouchability and casteism, adult education, popularising the 'Swadeshi' 

· 1;1.rticles and theuse of'Khadi', cleaning of the villages; promoti6n of communal harmony, and so on. 

· In 1936, The All-India Students' Federation, the first student organisation oflhdia; was born in 

order to support the Indian National Congress in its struggles. The followers of Gandhiji and also the 

co'mmunis_ts supported .this organisation in the beginning. Due to the clash of personalities and 

differences of opinion regarding its,principles the Students' Federation was divided into two factions 

(in 1938) such as - the A/l4ndia.nYouth Congress and All-India Students' Federation (AISF). The 

Sobalists within the Congress and the Gandhians supported the former, while the Communists who 

·wanted to fortow"the viole~t methods took into their hands the latter. Since then, the AISF is in the 

, hands of die Communists. , · 

Role ofSfodents in the Quit India Movement of 1942 

The 'Quit India' Movement launched by the Indi~ National Congress under the Leadership of 

· · Gandhiji, was aniimportant event in the Indian Freedom Struggle. The students' participation in the_ 

freedom struggle took a new dimension in this movement. It was almost the climax of the youth· 

movement. Students in the nook and corner oflndia took part in it. They came out of the schools and 

colleges and universities and boycotted the educational institutions. They organised mass, proces

sions i\ndralliesJnthe towns and cities. They equcated the uneducated and ignorant masses to fight 

for the cause of the nation. · 

, The students took to some violent :;ictions to paralyse the British administration. They resorted 

: to such methods as cutting telephone wires, blocking transport routes, destroying public property, 

disturbing postal, police, banking and other services. They ransacked government offices, burnt 

official documents and gheraoed police stations. They brought t!Je government machinery to a stand

still., They also kept in touch with the'und~rground leaders and carried on the tempo of agitation. The· 

British Governme~t resorted to suppressive measures. The poll~ lathicharged on student gather

. ings, arrested and imprisoned a number of them and gave physical harassment to many of them. 

Some of them, were 'killed in police firings also. The students made considerable sacrifice in this 

···movetilent and depionstrated·that the:you~hs of India·never)agged.b~ind in the national struggle .. 

They continued their struggle with the same spirit even upto 1947;thatis till India got the Indepen~· 

dence._ 
Ids true that student movement was very much associated with politics before independence. 

But the student energy was spent for a national cause. From the political point of view, -the youth 

movement in India before independence, performed two important Political Functions: Firstly, the 

youths supported the national freedom struggle and joined hands particularly with the Congress to 

disr1,1pt the British institutions and paralyse the government. Secondly, the youth organisations and 

movements served as recruitment centres for the political parties. The then existing political partie~ 

(such as the Congress, Mus}im League, Hindu Mahasabha) were looking forward with eagerness to 

·catch young and dynamic persons for their parties from these movements and organi~tions~ · 

8_, STUDENTS UNREST AFTER INDEPENDENCE 

Atler the Independence, the student unrest, student organisations and youth movements. 

assumed different roles and differe1fr proportions. Before Independence, the students had before 

them on:e common national goal, and that was to secure for India,. fre~dom. '.fhe student en_ergy ,or 
p9•,\·er Was mobilised and di~ected for the fulfilment of that goal. They had ·good leadership and 

se~ured noble guidance. Bµt the national scene was changed ~fter Independence. '.fhe Congress . 
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which was a national movement then, became the ruling party and a number of political parties were 
also born. In the beginning, the political parties seemed to have neglected the student force. They 
were more busy with their power politics. But after 1960, the student force gained strength. The 
incidence of s~dent unrest rose to unimaginable proportions in J960's and l 970's. 

Philip G. Altabch observes: "Student unrest has been one of the India's most serious educa
tional and political problems. Student agitation in India has caused State Governments to fall and it 
has forced the Central Government to revise its language policies. Students have paralysed Colleges 
and Universities and have caused serious damage to public facilities as well as to educational insti
Mions'', 

The Social Compositions of the Students After Independence 

Soon after Independenctt the Government started giving more importance to education and 
hence vast educational opportunities were created for all the sections of the people, without any 
discrimination. Those ·sections of the people which had ignored education or were deprived of 
educational facilities dl:lring. the British rule, started ~vailing of the same after Independence. This 
resulted in a change in the social composition of the students. Students belonging to almost all the 
castes, classes, religious groups, tribal groups, linguistic, ethnic and racial groups are found study
ing in schools, colleges and universities. Education is no more the monopoly of the upper classes and 
the upper castes. The Harijans and Girijans, Hindus and Muslims, Christians and Anglp-Indians, the 
rich and the poor, the so-called 'forward communities' and 'backward communities' go to the same 
educational institutions. Education has become completely secular today. The depressed classes and 
communities are provided with special facilities to avail of educatiOnal opportunities. The student 
mass is mostly heterogeneous, especially in the cities. This heterogeneity has also contributed to the 
growing unrest among the students. 

Student Unrest and Political Parties 

Student unrest has been closely associated with politics in India. It qmnot be con:;i.pletely di
vorced from the political movements and machinations arrd manoeuverings. After the Independence 
no.attempt has been ma:de by any political party, including the ruling party, to depoliticalise the 
youths' and to disaffiliate them from the political activities. There has been no attempt to make the 
students feel that Independence has 'been achieved and there is no need for political activities by the 
youths. On the contrary, the political parties have found that the student force constitutes one of the 
most powerful instruments to achieve their political ends. 

The political panies have started taking more interest in student activism for their political .. 
gains. Political parties have started their own youth wings. Almost all the political parties have their 
own youth organisations now. For example, Congress (I) has its National Students' Uniori of India 
(NSUI), the Bharatiya Janata Party, has its Janata Yuva Morcha, the Communist Party oflndia (CPI) 
has It~ All-India. Students Federation (AISF), the Communist Party oflndia, Marxisf (CPM) has its 
Student Federation of India' (SFI), the Janata Party has its Yuva Janata, the Indian Union Muslim 
League (IUML) has its Muslim Students Dnion of1~dia and so on. Even the regional parties also 
have their own you h wings. n addition to th_ese, the Rashtreeva Swavam Sevak Sqnglz__g_(R.S.S.J; _____ _ 
~hich was st~rted in 1925 and the Akhil Bharatiya Vidyarthi Paris had which originated in 1949 -
the two other prominent organisations also have been attracting good number of youths. Of the non- . 
political student organisations, the Akhil Bhartiya Vidyarthi Paris had (ABVP) seems to be the larg-
est one. It has more than one thousand branches spread over almost all the major States oflndia and 
its activities are found in more than one hundred universities. The ABVP claims itself to be a non
political nationalist student organisation committed to the cause of the unity and welfare ofthe 
educational-commm~ity of India. The ABVP seems to have a grea:t appeal for teachers also. It has 
gained ground in a number of universities 
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The student unrest in India, has been in many instances an expression of political unrest. The 
politicians very often us' the· students for their politieal ends and cause student unrest. Hostilities 
between political leaders and parties and similarly political conflicts, rivalries and differences of 
opinion h.ave often been expressed through student agitations. Political parties with ulterior motives 
often fabricate student problems and champion such causes. Educational and student problems are 
often taken in hand by the political parties to serve their political interests. Some instances may be 
cited here. The DMK andADMK(the two prominent parties of Tamil Nadu) have been supporting· 
the anti-Hindi agitation to stabilise themselves and to win students to their sides. The late Devraj Urs 
and his group supported the Expo-70 agitation in 1970's to topple Virendra Patil's ministry in 
Kamataka. Opposition parties supported theNav-NirmanaKtantiof the students to topple Chimanbhai 
Patel's ministry in Gujarat. Similarly, the students with the help of the opposition parties brought 
down Abdul Gaff or's ministry in Bihar. The .students took an active role in the J.P. movement which 
was supported·by all the democratic parties to topple Mrs. Gandhi's Government just.befo~e the 

emergency. . 

The students are highly vulnerable to political influences. They are prepared to defy 
authority and to wage battles against the established order. As Peter Worsley has pointed out 
that students have few family or financial responsibilities. They risk less than other social 
groups in espousing .causes hostile to the established interests of their society. "Students have 
the time and the intellectual inclination to attend to the politics of their country. They are one 
of the few social groups available for political action." Peter Worsley writes: "that in most 
of the countries· of the world students regard themselves as the vanguard of political action, 
with a special responsibility for advocating the interests of social groups who are unable. to 
protest. The growth of student protest movements is thus closely. related . to the emergency of 
political problems and cleavages within the existing political and economic order of society." 

} 

9. REMEDIES FOR YOUTH UNREST 

The pr9bfotn of the youth must be understood in connection with the relationships of the stu
dents with parqnts, teachers, politicians, police authorities, student union leaders, university authori
ties; and the values, traditions, needs, motivations and aspirations of the students. Patterns of these 
variables are found to be associated with the tension in the college-going youth. A few suggestions 
may be made here to minimise the youth unrest. 

1. System of Education. A thorough overhauling for our edupation system ii; necessary to help 
the students to face the problems and challenges oflife. No hotch-potch change in education would 
suffice. But. education requires a comprehensive planning and an integral approach. This would 
bridge the gap betWeen what the students actually experience and what is taught to them in schools 
and colleges. Colleges and universitfos should make proper provision for (a) adequate boarding and 
lodging facilities, (b) better libraries and reading rooms and laboratories, (c) enough facilities for 
recreation and extra-c'urricular activities (d) seminar and tutorial, system. 

2. Entployment Opportunities. Efforts should be made to provide . opportunities for the 
'students to offer courses in.agriculture, engineering, business manag'!ment, commerce, medicine, 
etc. The spirit of self-reliance must be created· and the students should be encouraged to set up 
business and cottage industries of their own. 

3. Provision for Leisure,-time Activities. Students should not be allowed to idle their time. 
Hobby clubs and workshops catering to painting, music, photography, stamp collection, swimming, 
etc. may be established in colleges. Indoor games, dramatic performances,1excursions and picnics, 
functions catering to the interest of fine arts and literature must be encouraged among them. 

4~ Economic Difficulties. Poor and the-n~edy students should be given financial help through 
scholarships, freeships, loan scholarships, free hostel facilities, stipends, etc~ so that they do not drop 
out of schools and colleges. The programme of' earn while you learn' needs to be well organised. 
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5. Discipline. Students should be assh~ted in developing self-discipline fpr it is long lasting 
than the imposed discipline. Acts of indiscipline should be dealt with sternly, but of course, human
istically. The teachers must play an important role in this respect. . 

6. Able Leadership.Students very badly need able and efficient leadership. In any democratic 
set-up leadership is very important. Leadership training programmes under supervision should be 
introduced in colleges. Politicians must not be allowed to misguide the students. 

7. Role of Political Parties. Political parties should be kept out of the college campuses. The 
students should have political awareness, but their active participation in politics would spoil the 

. peacefuLatmosph.ere_of.thecampU:s.The studentJeaders,.teachers. and unh~ersity.authorities.must . 
make joint venture to save education and campus· from power politics. 

8. Students' Participation. As Dr. V.K.R.V. Rao, Ex-Union Minister for Education has sug
gested (in his address to the Commonwealth Inter-University Gonference in New Delhi, Jan. 1970) · 
'Students the world over have become restive and are demanding a Voice in the affairs ofuniver
sities and a fair share ih running the machine and in decision-taking. This' demand cannot be evaded 
for long except at great peril'. In brief, the studt:nts should be given ample opportunities to take part 
in the administrative bodies of the university. 

Proper Communication Between Students and Teachers. The communication gap between 
the students and teachers should be bridged. The teacher must notlook at the students with suspi
cion. He must have confidence in them. He must act as their friend, guide.~d philosopher. The 
teacher-student ratio must be reduced. Every student must ~et due attention of the teacher. More 
than this, basically the teacher must cha11ge his attitude towards the students and the profession. 

Conclusion 

It is true that there is youth unrest. But it is a part of the nadonal malady. The student as a class 
can play a vital role in any attempt to change the national sc~net. Student activism is positively anti
establishment. As Pater Worsley says, it is quite obvious. If the establishment, by the· same logic 
tends to be anti-student it will create an extremely unfortunate situation. Asking the. students to 
behave, without the authorities doing anything to sol~e their problems, is not only unjust .to the 
students but will further alienate them from the authorities. The student is a force. He is not a citizen 
of tomorrow, but he is very ttJuch a citizen of today. He has a participatory role to play in the task of 
nation-building. What he wants is not a doze of advice but he wants to see the models to be emulated 
by him. Events, crises and challenges of constructive activity have shown· that he. can rise to the 
o.eeasion and meet the ehallenges of reeonstruetion. In. the ehanging soeie~. where the authority 
stands discredited, the youth shall triumph and usher in an era of social change. The student power 
has shown that it is a potential factor that can bring about vast socio-political changes. 

C. PROBLEMS OF AGED 
. ' 

A man's life is normally divided into five m&in stages namely: infancy, childhood, adoles-
cence, adulthood and old age. In each of these stages an ·individual has to find himself in different 
situations and face different problems. Infancy and childhood are periods of dependence .. One .is 

. ---...normally.at.the-.mer.cy--0.t'-ooe'.~ts.. In the latef.'-Stage-..gumldooQd-and-dW"ing.-the-per.iod-of'.-·---· 
adolescence how circumstances make«a few of them to become delinquents, we h~ve already exam-
ined. It is during the.adulthood that an individual has to bear the main brunt oflife. Old age is not free 
from problems. Though from the point of view of wider society the problems of old age are· com-
paratively less, from the standpoint of the individual the problems are not less significant. In old age 
physical strength deteriorates, mental stability diminishes, money power becomes bleak and eye
sigh.!§:uffeis a setback. It is only for a blessed few old age may prove to be a stage of contentment and 
satisfaction. But for a large number of people it may actually become a period of disappointment, 
dejeetion, disease, repentanee, and loneliness. In order to find some solace for thei1 disttessed 1nh1d 
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· good ntimber ofpeople tum towards religion. They become more and more other.,worldly.iri their 
attitude. Some seek to get satisfaction through the achievements of their children or grandchild,ren. 
Some ol~ people cut off their relations with the external world and prefer to live in solitude. Only a 
few make compromises a,Qd trytoe<Iuip themselves to sail along with the currents' of life. Old age, 
thus, has its psychological and socio-~ultural sides. An insight into these may help us to understand 
the problem better. 

The Psychological Side of the Problem 

·Tue problem of senility or that--ofthe aged has been a curse of the modem civilisation .. The 
increas!n.g" p~portion of older people in modern civilised societies has given rise to a great many 
psycholilgical, social and medical problems. The growing incidence of mental disorders is very 
much associated with old age. For example, in America, in 1970 an estimated 7 lakh older persons 
were instifutionatised for such mental disorders. This figure, of course; does not speak of those older 
people with less pronounced mental disorders who were being cared for or ignored in the commu
nity. Even the ancient Roman writer Juvenal was quite aware of the mentalproblems associated with 
old age. Hence ne wrote: "But worse than any loss of limb is the failing mind, which forgets the 
mm1es of slaves, and cannot recognise the face of the old friend who dined with him the last night, 

. nor tho~~ of childri;in whom he has forg~t,ten and brought up". 
Mote than the physical disability, the mental disability and disorders make the old people to 

suffer. Long-standing neurotic, alcoholic, or drug-dependent patterns may continue into old age, or 
may ~e their appearance during this life period for the first time. Older people are very much 
susceptible to psychotic depressions; The two major psychotic disorders ofolder people are-'!seilile 
dementia (associated with cerebral atrophy and degeneration) and psychosis with cerebral arterio- · 
sclerosis (associated with either blocking or ruptures in the cerebral arteries)". It has been observed 
thatthese two disorders account for approximately· 80% of the psychotic di.sorders among ol(J.er 
people iri the civilised societie~. · · · 

1. Senile Dementia. Older people who suffer from senile dementia develop some symptoms 
such as the following - poot memory, intolerance of change, disorientation, restlessness, insomnia, 
failure of judgement, a gradual formation of delusions and hallucinations, extreme mental depres~ 
sion and agitatedness, severe mental clouding in which the individual becomes restless, combative, 
resistive and incoherent. Iri extreme cases, patients eventually become oblivious of their surround-. 
ings, bedridden, and reduced to a vegetative existence. Resistance to disease is lowered and death 
usually results. 

2. Psychosis with Cerebral Arteriosclerosis. This is accompanied by physiological symp
topis such as acute indigestion, unsteadiness in gait, . small strokes resulting in cumulative brain 
damage and grlldual pe~sonality change, convulsive seizures are also relatively common. Some pa
tients suffering from this will be, in confu~ional state and may. even die without being cleared of 
from that state. This is also associated with symptoms such as weakness, fatigue, diZziness, head
ache, depression, memory defect, periods of confusfon, lowered efficiency in work, heightened irri-
tability accompanied by. suspiciousness. · 

. Sociocultural Factors of the Problem 

Sociocultural factors relating to the problems of the aged are eqµaUy significant. Cultural pe
culiarities and rural and utban backgro.und of the old people for example, have a close bearing with 
this problem, In one interesting ~tudy, psycho1ogist Carothers {1247) fourui-a-high rate of senile 
psychoses among.nati\i'es in Kenya and Africa. lt is also observed. especiially .in United States that the 
senile psy~hotic cases reported and hospitalised in the urban set up were almost twice the number of 

·. cases reported in rural set up. It can only be generalised that the urban set up is more favourable to 
the development of mental dis()rde~ than the rural set up. In the rural areas the olderperson enjo)'S 
higher social status and is generally able to work productively for a: longer period. He is much cared 
for and respected athome. · · 
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But in the urban industrial society the problems of the old age have gripped the people for they· 
are unprepared to face them. Proper opportunities and suitable conditions are not created for utilising 
the experience and wisdom of our older people. We have not even provided conditions necessary for 
them to live in reasonably respected and useful pos.itions. On the contrary, they are treated as though 
they are persons who have outlived their usefulness. This attitude of modem urban society may 
contribute to the incidence of old age psychoses. 

It is true that the experience of an older person seems to have little relevance to the problems of 
younger generations. He is deprived of active participation and decision making in both occupa-

. !iQI!flLl!I1<i fl!I11iJY._s.~tti!l.gs~ .As...l.<::'~I'q!e.f1l£l'!.3:\11cl Jf,§_.j}..r_oe.n.£r., h.aY.e ~t:I11ilE~e.c1, "Not i11f~t:'ll!~I}.!ly 
children assume a patronising and protective attitude toward the aging parent, and in other 
ways tend to deprive him of dignity, responsibility, and a feeling of importance. Many parents 
are treated as unwanted burdens; and their children may secretly wish that they would die to 
relieve them of financial arid other responsibilities". 

"In a study of older people in France, De Beauviour (1970) has pointed out that when the 
French go away for vacations, they sometimes 'deposit' their aged parents in rest homes. Then on 
their return home, they "forget" to pick them up, abandoning them like dogs in a Kennel"-( Coleman). 
Most of the civilised societies have "youth-oriented cultures:.. In t~ nuclear families in such cul
tures generally, there is no place for the grand parents unless they are;;elf-sufficient. Even in the 
U.S;A many older people are "deposited" in rest or nursing homes to die, even thouglrthey may be 
in relatively good health. The older people who have already developed some physiological 'prob
lems feel extremely bad to know that they are cast aside simply for "being old". Such a treatment 
would have devastating effects upon them. 

Reactions to aging and reaching the status of "senior citizen" --:-- are quite subjective. How 
people react depends heavily on their personality make up and on the challenges and frustrations of 
their life situations. A sense of status, self-identity and meaning are yery impo(t~nt in old.age for 
they are most threatened at this stage. 

The Actual Problems of Old People 

Old age is subject to stresses and strains. In fact, certain special stresses are typically confront
ing the aged. Some of them are as follows. 

(1) Retirement and reduced income which may create a feeling that one's usefulness is essen-
tially over and activities are restricted. . 

(2) \Vith the passage ofyeais the adults become physically weaket and weake1 day by day. Old 
age has its direct impact.on physical strength ~nd stamina. Some old people fail to reconcile the {act 
that their physical strength is fading away. 

(3) Even though the old people become weaker physically they want to tighten their grip 
over the younget ones in the. family and also over family matters and business issues. The 
younger ones in lthe family instead of developing a sympathetic attitude towards the old, start 
ass~rting their rights and power. This may create tension in the family and conflict between the 
young and the old. Neither one is prepared to understand or cop~ with the other. This does 

--·-nappen ·aue fowliat is-mown as 'generation gap, and'Coiiiiiiurucat10n gap--:----------------·---· 

(4) Reduction in physical attractiveness: This is especially more stressful for persons whose 
feeling of feminity or masculinity depends on their attractiveness to the opposite sex. 

(5) Failmg health and mvahd1sm, part1cularly when the hopes of re(fovery are very bleak. 

(6) Isolation and !onliness which is usually caused by the loss of contemporaries and loved 
ones. fhe negligence and indifference of others also impair the feelings of the ego. 

(7) The problem of meaning oflife and death. This is more aggravated in the case of those who 
look baek on their lives and say, "It all adds ~pto nothing".· 
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(8) Social changes are taking place at faster rate than they were some years ago. While we 
young are prepared to welcome and accept these changes the old find it extremely difficult to 
adjust mentally to these changes. This failure to accommodate the new trends on the part of 
the old would further alienate them from the young. 

REMEDIAL MEASURES 

The problem of the old has become more pronounced now than before. The advent of indus
trial revolution, advancement of science and technology and development of medical sci~nce have 
added new dimension to this problem. Prior to the industrial revolution the average 'life expectancy' 
of man all over the world was very low. Now it has increased tremendously. In most of the European 
n~tions the average life span of people has crossed the mark of 65 years. In India, at the time 
of Independence, i.e., around 1950's, the life span of an average Indian was about 28 years 
and now it has increased to 50 years. As a result of this the number of old people has 
increased in almost all the countries. The presence of a large ~umber of old people has 
affected the compositi9n of population especially in countries such as Russia, Britain, Norway, 
Swedan, Switzerland, Franc_e and so on. 

Today, all the developed countries have undertaken various social legislative, reformative, and 
welfare measures to protect, the interests of the old people. Old age homes are to be found in all these 
nations which give physical protection, medical aid, and economic security to the old. Due to the 
new trends that have gripped the modem nuclear families old people are often deserted by their own 
children. Such old people normally take shelter in these homes. Even in these homes old people, 
often suffer from emotional problems'. 

In most of the modem countries under various welfare schemes due protection is given to the 
ol~ by means of old age allowance, pension after retirement, accident benefit, free medical aid for 
the old, etc. To ensure economic security for the salaried people who become old at the time of 
retirement various Jabour legislations and welfare schemes have been introduced-which include 
provident fumi, gratuity, life insurance, etc. Measures are also undertaken to take the benefit of the 
experience of the old people. While some retired persons are given part-time job, some intelligent 
ones are again appointed as advisers, while a few others are accor.ded the status of guides or counsel
lors. The old people can render relatively good\ service to the-society in areas which require more 
r::Hmtal ability, skill and experience and involve less physical work. 

Problems of old age are relatively less in societies where the family ties are very strong. In the 
Eastern societies, including India, family ties are comparatively stronger. In these societies old people 
are not neglected. In their own families they still command respect and get the feeling that they are 
still 'usefal' and hence wanted. They spend much of their time in the family and devote more of their 
energy in bringing up the younger ones. They even try to maintain emotional balance al home. But 
their Western counterparts are beset with various strains because their family ties are very weaker. 
They are wanted in the family as long as they are 'useful'. When once the younger ones feel that the 
service of the old is not required, they are either ignored or deserted. 

How to deal with the aged? 

How to deal with the aged? and what to do to minimise their problems? Whether or not to 
hospitalise the aged persons particularly those who are mentally deranged, is often a problem. Some 
individuals who manifest such symptoms as confusion, violent and noisy behaviour, depression, 
anti-social behaviour, etc., normally require institutionalisation. But some investigations regard 
hospitalisation as a last resort. The decision to )lospitalise is based primarily on the fact that no other 
community facilities are available to assist the individual. 

Effective treatment of the older people suffering from mental an<j other problems requires a 
comprehensive use of medical, psychological, and sociological procedures. The treatment has to be 
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administered depending upon the needs of the individuals'' Some may require just dietary measures 
while some other may needa surgical operation. Many reports have revealed that both individual 
and group psychotherapy would yield favourable results in trei;iting mental disorders associated with 
~~ . 

Administration of group tlierapy or sociotherapy to older patients would mean the creating of 
a social environment in which the person can function successfully. In a hospital setting or nursing 
home sociotherapy would include the provisions of comfortable surroundings, together with stimu
lating activities that encuurage the patient to utilise his capacities. H also includes working with the 
family_inan~ttempLtohelpthemtinderstandthenature of thepatient'sdisorder, . to be .supportive~ 
and to show that they care. 

Scientists in many areas of the biological and social sciences are investigating the pathological 
and the normal aspects of aging. They are also exploring th~ ways to minimisethe aging process. 
Community centres and clinics for assisting older people with retirement and other problems are 
increasing. Although society can do much to improve the status. of the older person, the individual 
also needs to prepare himself for the problems typical of old age. He needs to face realistically the 

I 

fact that he is getting older, and plan ahead for an active anli useful life in his later y~ars - a life that 
will take full advantage of the opportunities afforded to him. Of course, it is true that many of the· 
adjustments ofold age are highly specific to the situations of the given individual and hence cannot 
be fully anticipated. But at any rate, it is important to maintain mental flexibility and adaptability.and 
establish new and satisfying_intetpersonal relationships. As Simmons has pointed out; "The secret'of 
success for any one facing a long life ... is to find for himself a suitable place in his society in which 
to age with grace and usefulness, and to participate tactfully and fully upto the very end if at all 
possible". "Old age thus poses special problems, but it is by no means incompatible with meaning 
and self, fulfilment."- Coleman. 



Chapter 41 

THE PRO LEM OF OVER-
POPULATION IN INDIA 

Global Population Trends - Growth Rate of World Population - Salient Features of 
World Population Growth -Demographic Trends in India - Is India Over-populated? -
Population faplosion in India -Some Important Aspects of the Growth of Indian Population 
- Population Exp!o:Sion - Tests of Over-population - Causes for the Rapid Growth of 
Population in India - Major Demographic Trends in India: 1. Growth Rate of Population. 
2. Uneven Distribution of Population, 3. Age Composition. 4. Sex Composition, 5. Density 
of Population, 6. life Expectancy, 7. Dependency Ratio, 8. Population and Urbanisation, 9. 
Birth and Death Rates, I 0. literacy Structure - Occupational Distribution of Population m 
India - Effects of Over-population - National Population Policy 2000- Family Planning 
and Its Achievements - Difficulties Involved in the Implementation of the Family Planning. 

Population of the world has been consistently increasing especially after the I! world war. ln 
demographic terms, the world is experiencing a period of population explosion. Even India also 
experiencech.mprecedented and accelerated growth of population. Its population.has already crossed 
the alarming mark of one billion. Prior to 1921, the population growth in India was insignificant; 
between 1921 and 1951 it was rapid, and after 1951, it has become "explosive." 

. . Population, itself is not a problem, qualitatively good population with a manageable size, represents 
the strength ofa nation. But if the size becomes unmanageable, the same population invites unwanted 
problems. It not only halts economic progress but also poses innumerable challenges to the social 
system. India is unfort1.mate!y caught in such a precarious position. 

No is human control and solution. A serious problem like "the problem 
of over-population in India" requires an immediate solution. Though it cannot be solved by an act of 
legislation or by the Presidential promulgation, it can very well be handled skilfuUy_and efficiently. 
The Government must be sincere and efficient in tackling this problem. But more than the Government, 
people must be made to realise the need for controlling the size of their population. A strong "political 
will" on the one hand, and creation of "general social awareness" on the other, can alone provide a 
.lasting solution to this problem, Thi~ chapter highlights the recent demographic situation in India. . 

1. GLOBAL POPULATION TRENDS 
The world population is continuously increasing. Several nations of the world are gripped by the 

problem of overpoptilation. Most of the developing countries are experiencing this problem. At the 
beginning of the Christian era, nearly 2,000 years ago, world population was estimated to be around 
250 million. Subsequent estimates of the world population, and rates of increase aregiveninf#blel. 
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World Population 

Year Population (millio"11) Aver.age Annual Growth ~lit• (%) 

1750 
1800 
1850 
1900 
1950 

. . 1960 
1970 
1975 
1980 
.1987 
1991 
1998 
2000 

791 
978 

1262. 
1650 
,2526 
3037 . 
3696 
4066 
4432 
5000 
5385 
58~4, 
6054 . 

0.4 
0.5 
0.6 
1.1 

1.79 
1.92 
1.89 
1.72 
1.63 
1.7 
1.6 
1.4 

Source : Park's "Text-Book of Preventive and Social Mecficine. • Page ~ 325: 

It required all the human. history up to the year 1800 for the world population to reach one 
billion. The .second billion came in 130 years [around 1930], the third billion in ~O years [around 
1960], the fourth billion in 15 years [in 1974 ], the fifth billion in 13 years [in 1987], and the sixth 
billion in 12 years [1999]'. On October 12th, 1999 world population became 6 biUipn.Jt isex;pected to 
reach 8 billion by 202?. 

Growth Rate is Faster in the Developing Cou'ntries 

. About three fourths of the world population lives in the developing countries. The UNO has 
estjrnated that world's population grew at an annual rate ofl..4% during 1990~2000. But China registered 
11muc}l lower annual growth rate of population [that is, l %] during 1999-2000, ~s cotnpareQ:to India 
[1.93%]. In fact, the growth rate of China is now very much comparable to that of USA [0.9%]. 

India, Indonesia and Bangladesh, the thr,~ countries of the South-East Asia Region [SEAR], are 
. recognised among the most populous 10 countftes of the wofld. According to UN projections, India's 

population will reach 1.53 billion by the year 2050; and that will }>e the highest population in the 
wor1d. The trend of population increase in the SEAR couutt ies is shoWtiliiin Table" J, Table "~2 

Trends in lncrtase of eopulation of South EaetAsia Re9fP (SEAR) Countrie& 
. . . . cin thouaand!S) . 

.country 
India 
Bangladesh 
Bh•n 

. DPR Korea 
indonesia 

·Mal.dives 
Mpnmar 
.. ,p.1 
SH Lanka 
Thall,and· 
rc>ta1' 

1985 

7979o\O 
99310 

1451 
18942 

167332 
184 

37544 
16603 
16060 . 

. 51128 
1176394 

. 2000 

1008937 
137439 

2085 
. 22268 
::212092 

291 
47749 
23043 
18924. 
62806' 

·1135634 

Source : i/Vt:fO - World Hea.nn Report - 2001. 

, 2005 (Projected) 

1082184 
139911 

2313. 
25416 

226938 
365 

53479 
27439 
19858 

. 62612 

1640605 
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Growth Rate of World Population 
The gro\Yth rate is not uniform in the world. There are ma11y countries in the world[Ex. European 

countries) wher~ the growth rate is less than 0.5 per cent per year; In developing counq-i~s,.the l!fOwth 
rates are excessive - it is around 2.8 per cent in Africa, 1.5 per cent in Latin America, 0.5 in Europe 
and l.9per cent in Asia. A population growing at 0.5 per cent per year will double in about 140 years, 
a population growing at 3 per cent per year will double in 20-25 years. These differences in gi:owth 
rates are largely the result of fertility and mortality patterns.· 

Salient Features of World Population Growth 

The salient features·ofthe world population growth at a glaqce are as follows:. 
(i} Approximately 95 per cent of this growth is occurring in d~veloping countries. 

{ii) Currently, one third of,the world's population is under the age of 1'5 and will soon enter th-
reproduc~ive b~acket, giving mpre'potential for population groWth. ·· · · 

(iii) The UNF'PA estimates that world population is most likely to nearly double to IO billion 
people in 205Q, peaking at 11.6 billion reaching 20.7 billion a century later. 

(iv)/ The expected number of births per women, at current fertility rate, is : Africa 6, I; Asia, 3.2; 
Latin Artterica.3.4; North America 2.0; Europe l.6. 

(v) World pop~ion is currehftY growing at 176 people per minute; 10,564. people per hour; 
253,542 people per day; and 92,543,000 people per year. 

Th.e world population is indee.d, increasing at an alarming rate. This speedy growth of population 
is one of the greatest obstacles to the economic and social advancement of the .majority of people in 
the underdeveloped world. · · · · · 

2. IS INDIA OVER - POPULATED ? 

India hasi a vast population, that is, 12 l.02 ctore in 2011. With a huge population of 121 crore 
[April I st 2011 J India is the second most populous country in the world, next only to China, whereas 
seventh in land area. With.only 2.4 per cent of the world's land area, India is supporting about 17.5 

· per cent of the world's population. The population oflndia since, 190 I is shown in Table- 3. In 200 I, 
India aceounted for 19.96% of the estimated population ofdevelOping countries: 

Table - 3 

Growth of Population in India, [1901- 2001) 

. Year Total- Population Average Annual Decadal increase Increase in Population 
(In million) exponential or decrease · during the decade 

growth rate l'k) lin croresJ · . [in f!!rcentageJ 
1901 238.4 
1911 252.1 0.56 + 1.6 5.7% 
1921 251.3 (-) 0.03 -.0.1 0.3% 
1931 279.~ 1.04 + 2.~8 11.0% 
1941 ~18.7 1 .. 33 +4.0 14.2% 
1951 3&~.1 1.25 '+ 4.2 '13.3% 
1961 439.2 1.96 +.7.8 21.5% 
1971 548.2 2.20 + 10.9 2i4J.8% 
1981 683.3 2.22 + 13.5 2.4 .. 8% 
199-1 843.9 2.14i + 16 .. 1 23.5% 
2001 1027.0 1.93 + 18.4. 21.34% 

*2011· .. 1210.02 1.76 +18.15 (crore) 17.84% 

Source :.Govt; of India· 2001 Census of .India 2001. l?rovisional Population Totals, Paper 1 of 2001. 
~As' per the firshet of data from the 201tCensu11 (as on Mareh 31st) · · · · 
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Population Itself is Not a Problem . 
Population, if manageable and effici<;.mt, is an asset to any country. It is the index of its inner 

strength. It leads to a better and fuller exploitation of its natural resources. But ifitbecomes 
unmanageable, it eats into the vitals of the nation and becomes an evil. A large size of population by 
itself must not be confused with overpopulation. A country is over-populated or under-populated rn 
relatipn to its area, resources, and their utilisation. 

At the present stage of her economic development, there is little doubt that India is over-populated. 
India's population is about one-ftfih of the total world population. Population has become a socio-
economic problem for India. The following facts would fortify this. · 

Population· Explosion ln · ·India ! 
India is the 2nd most populous country in the world. Its population has been steadily increasing 

since 1921. Having crossed the mark of 121.02 crore in 2011 A.O., India's population is currently 
increasing at the rate of 18.15 million each year and its annual growth rate is 1.76% as per 201 I 
census report. lncjia's population is consistently increasing in all the States. State-wise break-up of 
India's population along with variation in sex-ratio is given in Table - 4. 

Alarming groWth:of'population has become one of the most formidable problems oflndia today. 
Massive population is seriously threatening our economic development. Tables 3 - 4 make clear the 
abnormal growth of population which is, indeed, the population explosion. 

· India's population numbered 238 million in 190 I, doubled in 60 years to 439 million [ 196 I]; 
doubled again, this time in only 30 years to reach 846 million by I 991. India's population W'1iS projected 
to cross I billion. mark on 11 May 2000, and to reach 1.53 billion by the year 2050. This will then 
make India the most populous country in the world, surpassing China .. 

Some Important Aspects of the Growth of Indian Population 
• As per the 1991 census, India's population was 844 millions, and it increased to I 027 millions in 

2001, and to 1070.3 million [107.3 crore] in2004, and 121.02 crore in 2011. 

• The land area of the country is only 2.4% of the total land area of the world. But its population is 
about 17.5% of the total population of the world as per 20 I I census. 

• At the present rate of growth, India is adding every I 0 years a number of people more than 
double the total population of the U.K., or equal to the entire population of Pakistan or Brazil or 
mo~e than the half the population of the USA or of the USSR. 

• India is just two-fifth of the USA, but India's population is more than 2 and a half times the 
population of the USA and USSR put together. ·~ 

• India's population 1s equal to the total population of 55 countries of Afhca and Latm America. 

e India's present population T 121.02 crore] is equal to the combined population of USA, Indonesia, 
Japan, Brazil, Bangladesh and Pakisthan. -

• In India today, 30 babies are born every minute, 55,000 babies are born everyday and about 13 
million babies are born every year as per 2001 census. 

• India, it is remarked, _adds one Australia [that is the population of Australia] to its population 
every year. 

The Reality of Population Explosion 
_________ lLi:S:::C:Ieadfumiable_,.__,lJhauhe_population-.o-Llndiahas.-increased-ey--2J-.5.o/..o-dw:ing_-the-decade----------

1951- I 961, by 24.8% during the decade 1961-197 I, by 24.8% during the decade of 1971-1981, by 
23.5% duri11g the decade of 1981-199 l, by 18.5% between 1991-200 I and by 17 .64 in 2011. •Table -
3 shows that the increase in population of India was rather ~low upto 1921. The year 192 l is called 
"the year of the great divide" as the growth rate after this has been very sharp. After 1911-21, the- -
decade between200l-201 J is the first decade to witness a reduction in the rate of population growth. 
This reduction, however, is only marginal. Hence the rate of growth of population as well as the .size 
of the population of India is definitely very high. On the basis of the rate ofgrqwth and the size of 
population, one can certainly say that there 1s population explosion m India. " 
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Tests. of Over-Population 
The following test makes it evident that India is over-populated : 

I. The rate of population growth in India is abnormally high, that is 1.76% per annum according to 
2011 :census report. 

2. The rapid_increase in population is eating away the fruits of the Five-Year PJans. 
3. Per-capita income of India is extremely low in comparison with that of many other countries. 
4. The country is not able.to provide for the minimum requirements of its people for the' population 

is too large and the production too less. 
5. Population growth has created problei;ns such as unemployment, illiteracy, poverty, beggary, 

housing pro]>lem, ill-health, etc., which are not met with. 

3. CAUSES FOR THE RAPID GROWTH OF POPULATION IN INDIA 
Various factors have. contributed to the rapid groWth of population in India among which the 

following can be noted : 
(i) Peaceful Condititms : For nearly a century [ 1860-1960] India enjoyed comparative peace 

without involving herself in major inter-conflicts or wars especially after the establishment of British 
rule. Peaceful conditions provided an impetus for over~population. 

(ii) Excess of Birth Over Death : Growth of population depends on the excess of births over 
deaths. Death rate has been declining rapidly in India. It was 42.6 per 1000 in 19 I I and it decreased 
.to 807 per 1000 in 200 I. The birth rate is still high in India. It was 49.2 per 1000 in 1911 and it 
decreased to only 26. I per I 000 in 2001. The gap between birt.h rate. and death rate has widened 
leading to an increase· in the population. [The average annual rate .of increase of population in. 
India is 1.76% at present[2011] whereas it is only 1.2% in U.S.A., 0.4% in U.K., 1.1% in China, 
0.4% in France and 0.3% in Japan;] · 

(iii) Progress in Medical Knowledge and its application has considerably reduced the death 
rate. It has helped us to control the spread of diseases like Malaria, T.B., Cholera, Plague, Influenza, 
Smallpox, etc., and protected the.lives 9fpeople from the jaws of death. Positively, it has cqntributed 
to greater population, beqiuse, those persons saved from the death also produced children toadd to. 
the existing numbers. 

(iv) Improvement in Transport Facilities has helped people to avail of medical and health 
facilities without· much difficulty. These have saved countless lives and added to the size of the 
population. 

(v).(mprovements in theJ1eld of Agriculture and Industry aiso contributed to an increase in 
population. Uncertainties in the field of agriculture have largely been removed with the help of science 
and technology. Food production has considerably increased. Industries have been providing 
employment opportunities to thousands of persons. These developments have given people the 
confidence thatthey can afford to feed more people if they beget. · 

(vi) .Certain Social Factors like Universal Marriage, Child Marriage, £arly Marriage have 
also contributed to the problem. Indians consider marriage as a social o.bligation and almost all 
marriageable persons are in a married state. Life~long bachelorship is looked down upon. Particularly 
for women marriage is almost an inescapable obligation. Further, the number of children born per 
couple is also large. 

(vii) Social Attitudes of Indians also favour an increase in population. Poverty, illiteracy, 
. ignoran'ce; absence ofrecreational facilities, a,ttitudes of conservatism, orthodoxy, feeling of dependence 
on God; a sense of resignation tpwards life, looking upon children as old age pension, etc., are all 
responsible.for the rapid growth of population: 
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Table- 4 
Population Size of States/ UTs As Per 2001 Census 

S. India I Slate I 

No. Union Territories 
POPULATION 

PERSONS MALES 

INDIA 1,027,015,247 531,277,078 

1. Andaman & Nicobar is.* 356,265 192,985 
2. . Andhra~Pradesh .. 75,727,541- . 38,286,811 
3. Arunachai Pradesh. 1,091, 117 573,951 
4. Assam 26,638,407 13,787,799 
5. Bihar 82,878,796 43,153,964 
6. Chandigarh" 900,914 508,224 
7. Chhattisgarh 20,795,956 10,452,426 
8. Dadra & Nagar Haveli* 220,451 121,731 
9. Daman & Diu* 158,059 92,478 
10. Delhi 13,782,976 7,570,890 
11. Goa 1,343,998 685,617 
12. Gujarat 50,596,992 26,344,053 
13. Haryana 21,082,989 11,327,658 
14. Himachal Pradesh 6,077,246 3,085,256 
15. Jam mu & Kashmir2, 3 10,069,917 5,300,574 
16. Jharkhand 26,909,428 13,861,277 
17. Karnataka 
18. Kerala 
19. Lakshadweep • 
20. Madhya Pradesh 

· 21. Maharashtra 
.22. Manipur 
23, Meghalaya 
24. Mizoram 
25. Nagaland 
26. Orissa 
27. Pondicherry* 
28. P1;mjal9 
29. Rajasthan 
30. Sikkim 
31. Tamil Nadu 
32. Tripura 
33. Uttar Pradesh 
34. Uttaranchal 
35. West Bengal 

52,733,958 
31,838,619 

60,595 
60,385,118 
96,752,247 

2,388,634 
2,306,069 

891,058 
1,988,636 

36,706,920 
973,829 

2-4,289,296 
56,473,122 

540,493 
62,110,839 

3, 191, 168 
166,052,859 

8,479,562 
80,221, 171 

26,856,343 
,15,468,664 

31,118 
31,456,873 
50,334,270 

1,207,338 
1, 167,840 

459,783 
1,041,686 

18,612,340 
486,705 

12,963,362 
29,381,657 

288,217 
31,268,654 

1,636,138 
. 87,466,301 

4,316,401 
41,487;694 

Population 

Variation 

FEMALES 1991-2001 

495,738,169 21.34 

163,280 26.94 
37,440,730 . 13.86 

517,166 26.21 
12,850,608 18.85 
39,724,832 28.43 

392,690 40.33 
10,343,530 18.06 

98,720 59.20 
65,581 55.59 

6,212,086 46.31 
658,381 14.89 

24,252,939 22.48 
9,755,331 28.06 
2,991,992 17.53 
4,769,343 29.04 

13,048, 151 23.19 
25,877,615 17.25 
16,369,955 9.42. 

29,477 17.19 
28,928.,245 24.34 
46,417,977 22.57 

1,181,296 3.0.02 
1,138,229 29.94 

431,275 29.18 
946,950 64.41 

18 094,580 15.94 
487,124 20.56 

11,325,934 19.76 
27,091,465 28.33 

252,276 32.98 
30,842,185 11.19 

1,555,030 15.74 
78,586,558 25.80 
4,163,161 19.20 

38,733,477 17.84 

Sex Ratio ·~ 
(Females per Slvffafliianemli!fl 

1000 males) in3)Hln% 

933 

846 
97.S 
901 
932 
921 
773 
990 
811 
709 
821 
960 
921 
861 
970 
900 
941 
964 

1,058 
947 
920 
922 
978 
975 
938 

~09 
972 

1,001 
874 
922 
875 
986 
950 
898 
964 
934 

. 7 

3 
9 

1% 

5 
2 

1% 
3 
5 
3 

6 
9 

3 

2 
6 

6 

16 
1 
8 

0 

Notes : 1.~e population of India includes the estimated population of the entire Kachchh district, 
Morvi, Maliya-Miyana, and Wankaner talukas. of Rajkot district, Jodiya taluka of Jamnagar district in 
Gujarat and the entire Kinnaur district of Himachal Pradesh where population enumeration of the Census 
of India 2001 could not be conducted due to natl,1ral calamity. 

2. For working out density of India, the entire area and populatio,. of ttiose portions of Jammu and 
Kashmir that are under occupation of Pakistan and China have not been taken into account. 

(Source : Provisional Population Totals·: India. Census of India, 2001, Paper 1 of 2001 as quoted 
by "India Book of the Year 2002" published by Encyclopaedia Britannica (India} Pvt. Ltd. & The Hindu. 
Page 253~254) · 

•As per the provisional data of 2011 census as published on 1st April 2011. 
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(vjii) ,Lack of Conscious Family Planning : There is the lack of conscious family planning on 
the part of the married people. The use of contraceptives is unknown to the illiterate masses. People 
feel ~at more children are wanted for economic ,purposes. Further, blind faith in fate and the .existence 
ofjoint family system induce thoughtlessness-in the matter of begetting children. 

(ix) The Climatic Conditions of India are also very cdnducive to the growth of population. The 
tropical climate stimulates sex urge. Mont~uieu said that people of warm land are more sex-indulgent. 
Further: girls become physically mature at an early age ranging from 11 to 15 years ofage. Immediately 

·after puberty they are pushed into marriage and they begin to bear children. Child-bearing capacity of 
women lasts in the tropical places. · · · 

(x) Added to this, during the earlier days the Government did not take much interest in 
introducing family planning to slow down the rapid growth of popu'lation. Though family planning 
programme was started under the Five Year Planning system, proper attention was not given to 
popularise it in the beginning. People also failed to recognise its. importance. The result is the 
phenomenal growth of population. 

(xi) Lack of Entertainment Facilities : It has been observed that people espec'ially in the rural 
areas, have been forcec! to find entertainment in the sex-play in the absence of proper entertainment 
facilities. This has further aggravated the problem. . · 

4. MAJOR DEMOGRAPHIC TRENDS IN INDIA 
India, as it is made clear, is the second most populous country in the world. Its total population 

', crossed the mark oft 21.2 crore by March 2011. Its population is currently increasing at the rate of 
· 18.15 million per year. The average annual exponential growth rate of India's population is 1.76% in· 
2011. The salient demographic features or trends of India's population may be noted below . 

. 1. Growth Rate of Population 
The population of India grew at a slow rate prior to 1921. But its population has started growing 

at a fantastic rate of speed particularly after 1931. The population growth rates in India are presented 
in Table-3. The average annual/growth rate oflndia's population was 0.56% in 1911 and it reached 
the record height of2.22% in 1981. However, it has come down to 1.9% in 2001, and further to 
1.76% in 2011. 

2. Uneven Distribution of Population 
Population oflndia is not equally distributed among all the states. On the contrary, we find heavy 

concentration of people in some states rather than in others. Table - 5 shows the ten most populous ; 

Rank 

1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 

10. 

Table -5 
Ranking of Most Populous States by Population size in 2001and2011 

Population Per cent to total *Population * Percent in to 
State 1-3-2001 population of India March-2011 Total population 

(million) 1-3-2001 (Millions) of India 

Uttar Pradesh 166.05 16.17 200 16% 
Maharashtra, 96.75 9.42 112 9% 
Bihar 82.87 8.07 103 9% 
West Bengal 80.22 7.81 91 8% 
Andhra Pradesh 75.72 7.37 84 7% 
Tamil Nadu 62.11 -6.05 6_% 
Madhya Pradesh 60.38 5.88 6% 
Rajas than 56.47 5~50 6% 
Karnataka 52.73 '5,14 611 5% 
Gujarat - 50.59 4~93 5% 

Source.: Census !of India 2001. ProvisiQna! Population Totals, Paper 1 of 2001. 
·_ • Provisional .statistics Relating to 2011 ce.nses. 
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states in the country by rank. As per 2011 Census, the state of Uttar Pradesh comes first with about 
200 milfion people followed by Maharashtra with 112 million, Bihar with 103 million and so on. It is 
significaht to note.that these I 0 states account for about 76.34% of the total population of India. 

3. Age Composition 
As per 2011 Census, the population of children [O~to-6 years] has declined by 5 million over the 

2001 .CenS\IS. In general, the proportion of population below 15 years is showing decline, whereas the 
proportion ~felderly people in the country is increasing. This.trend may continue in the timeto come. 
The increase in the elderly population will impose a greatel! burden on the already outstretched health 
services in the country. 

The age composition of India's population according to National Family Health Survey - 2 
[NFHS-2] done in 1998-99 is shown in Table - 6. The age composition of people in any country is 
very much related to components of population change like fertility, mortality, age at marriage, 

Table - 6 Table. 6(A) 

Percent Distribution of Population by Age Percentage Distribution of India's 

and Sex From the NFHS - 2, India, 1998-99 Population by Age Groups 

Aae Male Female Year 
Age Gourp 

0-14 15-60 60 and above 
0-4 11.2 11.1 I· 

5-9 12.8 12.4 1911 38.8 60.2 1.0 

10 -14 12.1 11.8 1921 39.2 59.6.; 1.2 
15 - 19 10.4 10.3 

38.3 60.2 1.5 
20- 24 8.5 9.3 1931 

25 - 29 7.8 8.7 1951 37.4 57.1 5.5 
30- 34 6.1 7.1 
35. 39 6.6 6.4 1961 41.(1 53.3 5.7 

40. 44 5.1 4.7 1971 4M 53.4 5.2 
45-49 4.5 4.2 
50. 54 3.4 3.1 1981 39.7 54.1 6.2 

55. 59 2.6 3.3 
r 

1991 36.5 57.1 6.4 
60. 64 2.9 3.0 
65• 69 2.0 2.0 2001 37.3 55.4 7.3 

.,,. <I <I ., .. 
Total 100.0 100.0 Source : IAMR, Fact Book on Manpower, 

Source : Govt. of India [2uuui Census of India 2001. 
Annual Reoort 1999-2000 

migration, etc. Its distribution also has its important socio-economic effects. A large number of people 
under the age group of 0.14, that is, 3 7 .3% in 200 I would l91d to certain effects such as - allocation 
of large amount of fund to provide for health, medical and educational needs for children; more 

.. dependents on working people and low productivity of labour. 

4. Sex Composition 
.· -· .. ·-.SeX-!"'atio.is--000--0.t'-the-charactedstics.ofthe-.population....Jt:::has...an_Lmportantliearmg_upon_. 
marriage rate, death rate, birth rate and even migration rate. The sex ratio is defined as "the number 
of females per l,QOO males." In any study of population, analysis of the sex composition or sex 
ratio plays. a vital role. The major trends in the sex ratio in. the country from I 901 onwards are 
represented in Table - 7. According to the 200 I census figures, there are 933 females per 1000_ 
males in India. This sex ratio recorded a slight increase from 933 in 200 I to 940 in 2011. Th<;re are 
various reasons for this imb;alance in the sex ratio. Fac'tors such as female infanticide, neg~ect-of 
female infants, early marriage, bad treatm.ent and hardwork ofwomen, craving for male children, 
practice ofdowrv, dominant v(ltriarchal values, etc. have been instrumental in reducing the number 
of females in India. It is also significant to note that the sex ratio is highe.t'-in the urban areas and 
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1901-2011 . Table. 7 
I 

Sex Ratio in India 
I 

Tabl,~-~ 

Density of Population iii 1.nd.ia 1901-20,1 
'Year . Females p'r 1000 Males Year persq .. km . 

. "~9~~1 t~' 1911 

1901 77 
1911 82 

1921 955 1921 81 

1:931 950 1931 9,0 

1941· 945 1941 103 

1951 946 1951 117 

1961 941 1961 1.42 

1971 930 1971 177 
I 

1981 934 1981 216 

1991 927 19.91 267 

2001 933 2001 324 

2011 940 2011 382 

among the educated, than in the rural areas and among the uneducated. It is also observed that there 
are 13 States with sex ratio above the national level and 12 State$ with sex ratio lower than the 
national level. Kerala and Pandichery the only states wherein women outnumber men; arid there are 
l084 and 1038 women per 1000 men in 2011 in these states respectively. · 

5. Density of Population 
Deruiity is also a major factor in the study of population. In the Indian context, density is defined 

as the average number of persons living per square' kilometre. The trends of the density of population 
in the country from 190 I onwards are shown in Table - 8. The density of population was found to be 
77 in l 90i and 324 in 2001 and it increased to the record mark of 38:2 in 2011. Dehli with 11297 
persons per sq. km in 2011 is the most densely populated state in India. Arunachal Pradesh with just 17 
persons per sq. Km is the least densely populated state. Comparatively, China has a density of population 
of 135 persons, whereas Canada, Australia and America have 3, 2, and 31 persons respectively. 

6. ~if e Expectancy 
Life expectancy or expectation of life at a given age is the average number of years which a 

persqn of that age may expect to live, according to the mortality pattern prevalent in that country. 
DemQgraphers consider it as one of the best indicators of a country's level of development and' the 
overall health status of its population. , 

T:ab/e - 9 & 10 present life expectancy at birth in India and those in selected countries. Japan 
leads ib life expectancy for both males and females, 77 and 83 years re~pectively for the year 1998. 

Table - 9 Table - 9(A) 

11· Expectation of Life at Birth - India Rural and Urban Population 1901- 2001 

Year Males Females Census Population (m.) Percentage_ of (m.) 

1901 23.63 23.96 Year Rural Urban Rural Urban 
1911 22.59 23.31 
1921 19.42 20.91 
1931 26.91 26.56 
1941 i32.09 31~37 

1951 ~2.45 '31.66 
1961 41.89 40.55 
1971 ,46.40 44.70 
1981 50;90 50.00. 
1991 58.10. 59.10' . 

2000, ·52.80 63.80 

1901 213 26 89.2 10.8 
1911 226 26 89-.7 10.3_ 
1921 223 28 88.8 11.2 
1931 . 246 33 88.0 12.0 

(1941 275 44 86~1 13.9 
1951 299 62 82.7. 17.3 
1961 360 79 82.0 18.0 
1971 439 109 80~1 19.9 
1981 524 159 76.7 ~3.3 
1991 629 218 74.3 25.7 

Source: Park;s 'Text-book of Preventive anti Social' ' 
· ' fifed/cine· 12002). Page. 331'. 

2001 741.7 285.4 7U2 21.78 
Source : Census of India, 2001 

~,···- c_ 1 -··· .. ... .. . . . -· ..... 
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Table -10 

Expectation of Life at Birth in Selected Countries - 2000 · 

Developing 2000 Developed 2000 
Countries 

Nepal 
Bangladesh 
Myanmar 

· 1nC1ia 
Sri Lanka 

Thailand 

Male 

58.8 
59.4 
53.7 
62.8 
69.5 
67.3 

Female 

58.3 
59.5 
58.5 
63:8 
75.3 
73.2 

Countries Male 

UK 75.2 
USA 74.1 
Sweden 77:2 

· ·swiiieriand · 75:6 
Russian Federation 61.0 
Japan 77.4 

Source: Park's "Text-book of Preventive and Social Medicine" [2002). Page 331 .. 

Female 

80.2 
79.9 
82.2 

· · n:o 
.73.0 
84.4 

As far as India is concerned, in the year 190 I, the life expectancy of males and females at birth was 
found to be 23.63 years and 23.93 years, respectively. These figures have increased respectively to 
62.80 years and 63.80 years in 2000. 

Trends in life expectancy show that people are living longer, and they have a right to a long life 
in good health, rather than one of pain and disability. Health policy makers need to recognise this 
changing demographid pattern, and plan for prevention and control of diseases associated with old 
age. 

7. Dependency Ratio 
The proportion of persons above 65 years of age and children below 15 years of age are considered 

to be dependent on the economically productive age group [15 - 64 years]. The ratio of the combined 

Trends in Dependency Ratio in India (per 100) 

Year 

1985 
1995 
2005 (projected) 

Total 
Dependency 

71.5 
65.5 
55 5 

Child 
Dependency 

64.3 
57.8 
47 2 

Table -11 

Old-age 
Dependency 

7.2 
7.6 
8.3 

Source : WHO [1999] Health Situation in the South East Asia Region 1994-.97. 

age groups 0 - 14 years plus 65 years and above tot he I 5 ~ 65 years age group - is referred to as the 
total dependency ratio. The depqndency ratio reflects the need . for a society to provide for their 
younger'and older population groups. 

lh teJ11TlS of dependency ratio, we can also speak of young age dependency ratio [0 - 14 years]; 
and old agf! dependency ratio [65 years and more]. These ratios are, however, relatively crude, since 
they do nouake into consideration elderly or young persons who are employed orworking age persons 

--who.are...un~~ .. -l'abJe-..--U--ShoWS-the..trends...o£dependency-ratio-in.1ndia.___ -··--~-------- .. ---·--

8. · P°'pulation· and Urbanisation 
Growth of population in most of the developing countries is closely associated with growing 

urbaniswion. U1bauisatio11 i~ .. 1~.ki11g place at a -relatively gteate1 speed in India. The proportion of 
urban population in India inert' st;dfrom l0.84% in 1901 to 17.3% in 1951, to 25.7% in 1991, and to 
27.8% in 2001 and was projeckd to.be 32% in the year201 I. In absolute ten:ns, the urban population 

. in India was 285 million in 2001 compared to 217.17 million inl991. See table - 9(A). ' 

The percentage of population residing in urban ateas has increased marginally. The number of 
urban areas ~nd towns increased. fr~m 3,378 in 1981 t~ 3,768 in t 991. In2001, three major cities of 
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India - Mumbai, KolkQta and Delhi - attained the status of mega-cities eac~ with a population ofmofe 
·than l O· million. The pace ofurbanisaion is relatively due to predominance of agriculture, slow rate of 
industrialisation, low rate of literacy, slow growth .of towns and cities, slow rate of social and 
occupational mobility, shortage of capital, etc. 

9. Birth and Death Rates 
The birth and death rates are important components of population growth; The birth and death 

rates in India are shown in Table - 12. A look at Table. - 12 shows that whereas the death rate 

Table-12 Table. 12 (A) 

Birth and Death Rates in India Birth and Death Rates in India 
· Percentage 

Year Birth Rate Death Rate Census ·· Urban .; rural 
Year of total Population · ratio 

1911 49.2 42.6 Rural ,, Urban 

1941 39.9 27.4 1901 89.0 11.0 1:8.1 

1961 41.7 22.8 191.1 89.6 10.4 1:8.6 

1961 41.2 19.0 1921 88.7 11.3 1:7.8 

1971 37.2 14.8 1931 87.8, 12.2 1:7.2 

1981 , 33.9 12.5 1941 85.9 14.1 \1:6.1 

1991 29.5 9.8 1951 82.7 17.3 1:4.7 

1995 28.3 9.0 1961 82.0 18.0 1:4.5 

1996 27.5 9~0 1971 80.1 19.9 1:3.7 

1997 27.2 8.9 1981 76.7 23.3 1:2.9 

1998 26.4 9.0 1991 74.3 2.5.7 ,:2.9 

1999 26.1 8.7 2001 72.2 27.8 , 1:2.6 

2001 26.1 8.7 2011 68.0 32.0 

Soun;e : Govt. of-India [2002), Annual Report 2001- 2026. 63.8 36.2 

2002, Ministry of Health & Family Welfare; New. Delhi. Source : Register General, India . 

. considerably declined from 42.6 in 1911 to 8.7 per th-Ousand population irl 2001; and the birth 
.rate declined niggardly from 49.2 in 1911 to 26.1 per thousand in 2001. 

, The birth rate in India was 26.1 per thousand in 2001 and the death rate was 8.Tperthousand.for 
the same period. This widened the gap between the birth rate and the death rate.As a result, the net 
rate of increase of population in the country is I. 9%; This is the most significant factor behind the 
population explosion in India: · · 

India like many other developi111g countries is faced with the problem of a high birth rate and 
a declini.nlg death rate. The causes of high birth rate are- (i) universality of marriage, (ii) early 
marriage, (iii) early puberty, {iv} low standar.d ofliving, (v) triw level of literacy, (vi) traditional 
·customs and habits, (vii) absence of family planning habit, etc. 

Declining death rate. hfiS been attributed to - (i) mass contro~ of diseases such as sm~llpox, 
plague, cholera, malaria, etc. (ii) better health facilities, (iii) impact of national health programmes; 
(iv) absence ofoatural check~ as fol!nd in the instaric~s offamines, floods, large scale epide!'"ics, etc.; 
(v) improvements in food supply, (vi) international aid in different ways, (vii) developmt,mt of social 
con.sciousness among the masses. The demographers are of the opinion th!lt in future rapi~ decline in 
India's death rate may not be continued. . . . 

10. Literacy Structure 
As far as the literacy structure .of the country is concerned, in 2011, on an average, around . 

•74.0"'%:peoplear.e.found.to be literate (82. l 4%,malesand.65.46%.fenla!es). Kerala is:a.sta~.wher.eirl 
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Table - 13 (A) 

literacy Rates in Major 

. Table -13 (B) 

Literacy Rates in India: 
States .. of India -2001 1951- 2011 

State Male Female Total 
Year 

Total 
Males Females Persons 

U.P. 71 . 44 58 
Bihar I Jharkhand 62 35 49 1951 18.33 27:1:6 8.86 

Rajasthan 76 44 61 1961 28.30 40.40 15.35 
... M,2 .. .... ~ 77. . .. $L •· .64 .. 

Haryana 79 56 69 
Assam l2 56 64 
Gujarat 80 59 70 
Orissa 76 51\ 64 

... ~ - ~ ~ ~ If.,,,_ . .. 45.96 :fi.97 1971 34.45 

1981 43.57 56.38 29.76 

1991 52.21 64.13 39.29 

Maharashtra 86 , .. 68 ll 2001 65.38 75.85 54.16 
Punjab 76 64 70 
West Bengal 78 60 69 • 2011. 74.04 82.14 65.46 
Karnataka 76 56 67 
A.P. 71 51 61 Source : Censusp India. 2001. 

Tamil Nadu 82 65 73 * Povisional Statistics, census 2011 
Kera la 94 88 91 

India 76 54 65.38 

Source: Govt of India [2001] Census of India 2001. 
Provisional Population Totals, Paper 1 ·of 2001. 

we find the highest literacy rate, that is 93.91 % and Bihar has the lowest one, that is, 63.82%. 
Of the total literate people in India in'J 991 [846.3 million], 56.7% had less than Jyears education, 

23.8% J-6 years education, 11% 7-11 years education, 6.8% 12-14 years education and 1.7% more 
than 14 years education. It is evident that we find a very limited number of people with college 
education. While the literacy rate for males rose from 75.26 to 82.14% marking a rise of 6.9% it 
increased by 11.8% for females to go from 53.67 to 65.46 per cent. 

lfwe look at the State-wise break-up of the literacy rate, we find that Kerala continues to occupy 
the top rank in the country with about 93.91 % literates (2011 ). Ten states and union territories, including 
-Keiala, Lakshdveep, Mizmam, Ttipura, Goa, Damun and Diu, Puduchery, Chandigarh, Delhi, 
Andaman and Nicobar Inlands - have attained a literacy rate of above 85%, one target set by the 
planning commission to be achieved by 2011-12. 

Occupational Distribution of Population in India 
Occupational distribution of population or occupational pattern in India refers to - the proportion 

of total working population engaged in different broad sectors of the economy. These broad s.ectors 
are - 1. Primary sector which includes occupations like agriculture, mining, fishing, animal husbandry 

Occupational Distribution of Working Population in India [in %] Table -14 
- --------------------------------------------- ------·-· 

Year Primary Sector Secondary Sector Tertiary Sector · 

1901 
1951 
1971 
1981 
1991 

1999-2000 

72% 12% 16% 
72% 11% 17% 
12•1,; 11% 17% 

68.7% 13.5% 17.l.lf'/o 
65% 15.0% 20.0% 

60,4'Yo 15.8% 23 . .8% 

.Source: Cen,!>US of India. 1.981 - 1991. For 1999-2000, NSSO 55th Round· _ 

L ..•.... 
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and forestry, 2: Secondary sector which consists of occupations like' manufacturing, construction,· 
electricity, etc., and 3. Tertiary sector which consists of occupations such as trade, transp~>rt, · 
communications, banking, insurance, personal services, and both governi;nent at;id non~govemmental · 
services, etc. This sector is supposed to meet the needs of both primary and sec"1ndary sectors. 

It is quite significant t6 note that the occupational distribution of population in the country remained 
almost constant over the last 90 years. Table -14 reveals the same. Even after .the vigorous efforts by 
the Central and tfie State Governments to develop industries, t~ade, transport and communication, 
banking, insurance, etc. the majority o'four working population are still dependent on agriculture for 
their livelihood. During the recent years, that is, after 1991 sizeable number of educated piople bave 
been able to getjobs with attractive salaries in the service sector. 

, The occupational distribution ofpopulation in India is imbalanced .. It shows that India is-still 
backward in the field of industries and depending too much on agriculture. Inadequate and lop sided 
growth of secondary and tertiary sectors is another fundamental cause for this imbalanc~ in the 
occupational, distribution. The performarice ofpubJic sector industries is not that satisfactory, and the 
tertiary sector too has failed to absorb the excess population. · . 

In order to forge'.a balance in the occupational distribution of the people, it is necessary for.us to 
give more importance to industrial gr<>wth. Industry should be able to attract and accommodate a 
sizeable numl.for of'people fro!TI tbe rural areas to lessen the.ir dependence upon agriCulfore. Further, 
the tertiary sector which' consists of trade and commerce should be developed fo absor~ increasing 
_number of unemploy~d youths. 

5. EFFECTS OF OVER POPULATION 
If the size of population of the country reaches the optimum level, it will not pose any problem. 

If the growth exceeds the-reasonable limits, problems will crop up and that has happened in India. It 
means population in excess of demand or need proves to ~e: a great liability to the society .. The 
unprecedented growth of population in India during the recent years, has brought about a series of 
serious cqnsequences. Some of the main effects of population may be described here. 

(i) Population and Poverty: Poverty and population very often go hand in hand, In fact, poverty 
is both. the cause arid the effect of rapid growth of population. The. mass poyerty of our cpuntry is due 
to the.rapid growth of population. It is estimated that about 26% [ 1999~2000] of the people oflndia 
still live below the poverty line. They are ill fed, ill clothed and ill housed. Thus, m<1Ns poverty is due 
to rapid growth of population. 

(ii) Unemployment and Under Employment : Npt only new born individµals are to be fed and 
sheltered but they are also to be provided with jobs. New jobs are to be 1,;teated for new hands. It is not 
easy toi create. j~bs. There is alrea~y unempl~Y.merit .c~upled with un~er e111ployment. Every ~~f 
more than 5 m1lhon people who attam the work mg age JOm the group of JOb seekers. Job opportumt1es 
that are created during the course of the Five Ye~r'Plans we1mt enough to meet the demand. For 
instance, the number of the unemployed increased from 12 million _at the end of the Third Plan to 16 
millions at the end of the Fourth Plan, and to 21 miHioris.at the end of the Fifth Pla11. T.he percentage 
ofthe people who d,id not get employed as per 1991 census was 42.3%. As per t~e figures for 2003, 
about 41.39 million indi-viduals were waiting.[ for jobs] in the frve registers of 945 employment 
exchanges scattered over the whole nation. [Bhagavati Committee 'etimate ]. As per th.e estimates of 
the 8th arid 9th Plan,,there would be 106 million job~ seekers in India by 2000 A.D. · 

(iii) Low Per Capita Jni:ome: During tl}e past SD _}:'ears of planning, the national income of the 
country has increased by ab~ut 3.6% per anhum. But the per capita income has increased only by_ 
1.5% per annum, .This low per,icapita income of the people in India is attributed to the rapid growth of 

·population. · . . . . • 
(iv),Shortagf! ofF<Jof/: The rapidly growing population in IndiJ.l lms led to the problem of 

shortage.of food supply r-l•n spite of the fact that more than twe-thild Of1Js population engaged in 
agficulture; people ti6 not get even minimum necessary amotttlt; offood. Even though we. have . ' . ' .' ... - : . . ' 
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attained self-sufficiency in food production, due to improper distribution, all the people do not get 
sufficient food to sustain their health. As a result one out of every four is suffering from malnutrition 
and two out of every four get only halfofthe daily required quantmn of energising food. 

(v) Increased Burden of Social Overheads : When there is rapid growth of population in the 
.country, the government is required to provide the minimum facilities for the peop~e for theii 
comfortable living. Hence it has to increase educational, housing, sanitation, public health, medical, 
transportation, communication and other facilities. This will increase the cost of the social overheads. 
Government finds it difficult to find sufficient funds to meet these "unproductive expenses." 

(vi)Popu7at7on· aii·irlabour .. E/fiCiency··: Siiicean.increase-fri populaffon reduces-pffcapita····· 
income, the standard ofliving of the people d~teriorates. This affects very badly the health and efficiency 
ofthe workers. The physical and the mental efficiency of the workers naturally comes down. Labour 
inefficiency reduces productivity and the nation at large loses very heavily. 

(vii) Population and tile Standard of living: The sti;mdard of living denotes the way in which 
people live. It reflects the quantity and the quality of the consumption of the people. Due to the rapid 
growth of population standard pfliving of the people has been adversely affected. . 

(viii) Population and Pressure on Land: Overpopulation inevitably lead.s to heavy j)ressure on 
land. Since land is limited and fixed in· supply, an increase in population can only bring more pressure 
on it. Hence the pew born people wiH have to share the land with the existing people. With the 
exception of Rajasthan and Madhya Pradesh. in all the other states heavy density of the population is 
to be found. Further, the per head a'lailill5ility of the land for cultivation in the 1911 was I. I acres, and 
this has declined to 0.3 acres in 1992. On tbe contrary, the @Yerage size of the agricultural land that 
each person could get is 2.59 acres 'in Russia, and 2.68 acres in America, 

(ix) increased Unproductive Consumers : When there is a rapid growth of popuJation in a 
. country like India, there will be large proportion ofunproductive consumers. In fact, today about 51 % 
. of the to.ta! population of India is unproductive. Rapid increase in the population contributes to an 
increase in the dependency ratio. [S.ee Table - 11 ]. 

(x)Slow Economic Development: Economic development is bound to be slower in a country in 
which the population is growing at a very fast rate. Absence of savings results in low capital formation. 
The shortage of capital has restricted investments and contributed to the slow economic growth of the 

(xi) Political Unrest: Unmanageable population size may contribute to political instability and 
0111 est The fallut e of the gov et 11111e11t to pt ov ide the basic 111i11inm111 facilities io the people contributes 
to agitation and unrest among the masses. 

It is true that India is gripped by the problem of over-population. It has shaken the stabilit). 
integrity and the security of the nation. The progress that has been made is being eaten up by the 
growing population. A careful study of the adverse effects of population leads us to realise the need 
to controlit. We cannot destroy or remove our large population so as to bring it down to the optimum 
level. We can only control it. "If population is not checked our progress would be likt; writing on. 
sand with wave~ ofpopulation growth wkwhing awa;v what we 'have written " 

6. NATIONAL POPULATION POLICY. 2000 (NPP-2000] 
It is an undeniable factthat India is over-populated. How to face this problem of over-population 

. ? India must make planned efforts to control the growing population for which she spould have a well-
(hought out population policy. A more positive and more effective polk;y of population control is the 
need o~the hour. 

Population policy ingeneral refers to the policy intended to decrease the birth rate or the growth 
rate. Statement of goals, objectives and targets are inherent in the population policy. 

India formed its first. "Nation-al Populiition Policy" in April 1976. It called for an increase 
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in the jegal minimum age of marriage from I 5 to 18 for females and from 18 ta 21 years for 
males.: The policy was, however, modified in I 977. The new policy statement ·em,phasised the 
importance Of the small family norm without compulsion and changed the pi:ogra9'rrie titl~;,~ . ....:: 
''Family WJ!fare Programme." · . . . . 

National Population Policy 2000 INPP-2000) - is the latest iri the series. It was arti)ou;nced ~n 
Feb - I 5th 2000 A:D. It reaffirms the commitment of the government towards targ7t free a~oach in 
aQminister;ng family planning services. The NPP-2000 is not just a matter of fertilify and mprtality 
rates. It dials with women education; empowering women for improved health and nutrition; child 
survival and health; the unmet needs for family welfare .services; healthcare for the under-served 
populatio,n groups like urban slums, tribal community, hill dpea population and displaced and migrant 

· populaiion; adolescent 'shealth and education; increased participation of men in pla,,nedparenthood; 
and collaboration with hon-governmental organisations. · ' 

!he object ofNPP-2000 is to bring the total fertility rate [TFR] to replacement levels by 2010. 
T]'!e long term objective is to achieve requirements of sui~able economic growth, social development 
and environment protection. It contains the goals and th~ target to be achieved by 201-0. They can be 
briefed here. · · · · · 
I. Giving rewards to panchayats and Zilla. Parishads for p~onioting small family norm. 
2. Reduce infant mortality rate to below, 30 per JOO live births. 
3. Reduce maternal mortality ratio to Iielow JOO per I lakh live births. 
4. Achieve universal immunisation of children against all prevef'!table diseases. 
5. Achieve 80% institutional deliveries and 100% deliveries by trained persons. 
6. Achieve IQO%registration of births, deaths, marriage and pregnancy. 
7. Prevent and control communicable diseases. 
8. .Promot~ vigorously the small family norm to achieve TFR. 
9. Contain the spread of AIDS [Acquired lmmuno Deficiency Syndrome]. 
I 0. Address the unmet needs for basic reproductive and child health services, supplies and 

infrastructure. Strict enforcement of'Child Marriage Restraint Act'. . 
I l. Make school education up to age I 4 free and compulsory, and, reduce drop-outs at primary and 

secondary school levels to below 20% to both boys and girls. 
I 2. Health insurance cover of Rs. 5000 fer couple below the poverty line with two living children, 

who undergo sterilisation. 
13. Achieve universal access to inform~ion I counselling and services for fertility regulation and 

contraception. 
14, To take appropriate steps to make family welfare programme a people~centred programme. 
i 5. Setting up of a National Commission on Population, headed by the Prime Minister. 

The planning ofthe population must also include the improvement of quality of population. 
Further, life e~pectatic:in has to .be increased. If the NPP-2000 is TllY implemented, it is anticipated 
that in the year 20 I 0 the population will be I, I 07 million instead of I, 162 million projected by the 
Technical Group of Population Projections. Similarly, the a:nticipa'ted crude birth r¥e will,be 21 per 
thousand population, infant mortaljty rate 30 per thousand1 live births and total fertility rate 2: I. The . 
NP'.-2~00 is: to be largely implemented.~nd ma~aged at p.· .a~charat and nagarapalika levels in cm
ordmat1on with the concerned State I Union Temtory adrtumstr~ion . 

. Ninth. Five :Vear Plan Objectives . 
The planning commission observed that given the present demographic situation in the country, 

the achievements are lagging behind the proposed goals for the year 2002. Against this background 
frt;sh targets were formu.lated to be achj.eved-by the encEofthe Ninth Five Year Plan. The goals are 
revised 'to slightly lower levels. These are as follo~s.: 
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Infant Mortality rate per I 000 live births 

Crude birth rate per !000 population 

Crude death rate per l 000 population 

Maternal mortality rate per I 000 live birth,s 

Life expectancy 

Mal fl 
Female 

··· Coup le~proteetioncrate{%) 

Growth rate(%) anl'lual 

Total fertility rate 

Immunization 

Pregnant mothers receiving antenatal care(%) 

Delivery by trained personnel (%) 

Institutional deliveries(%) 

56-50 

24/23 
9 

3 

62 [ 1996-200 I] 
63 [ 1996~200 I] 

51-60 
1.6 I 1.5 

2.9/ 2.6 

Universal 

90 

45 

35 
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Oyerpopulation is, indeed, a serious socio-economic problem oflndia. This problem has. adversely 
affected the progress of the economy and the standard of the living of the people. The problem is an 
urgent one and needs immediate solution .. 

The problem of overpopulation is to be tackled immediately. There is an absolute need to contain 
therapid growth of population. If this growth is not checked it is going to affect adversely the various 
aspects of our economy. It brings down per capita a"d national income, brings down standard of 
living of the people. It becomes difficult to face the challenges of poverty, unempioymerit and 
underemployment. Basic needs of the people cannot be met with, political unrest and immorality 
cannot be efficiently dealt with. 

Overpopulation.is related to the size ofthepopulat/on and the utilisation of the countries 
'es our ces. 'fhe p10ble111 should be tackled from both the sides. Firstly, production should be 
increased to meet the needs of the people. Secondly, size of the population should be controlled 
and reduced. 

(A) Measure to Increase Production 

Growing population of the country can be supported through increased production. Agricultural 
and industrial productions are to be increased for this purpose. 

1. Increase in Agricultural Productio11: It is necessary to resort to modem scientific cultivation 
in order to increase agricultural output. Use of irrigation; •. high yielding seeds, rotation of crops, 

HHH ~tii~S~~-~-C.~~f1'li£~~fl:l'l;i!~~,_~1_1.t!!~~£!1._<>l~!_ill~<tl!s.ca!~!()J:l_£a~p~J<>!J!tjs_JJ_1£rp~~----nun 
Production should keep pace with increasingpopulation, if possible, should outstrip it. 

2. lnc1:ease in Industrial ProduCtion : The process of industrialisation is to be accelerated. 
Modem sophisticated technology must be made use, of for industrial production. The industrial strategy 
should be su'chthat it should be able to increase production and at the_ same time provide job facilities 
to a sizeable number of people. Industries are to be established iri different places by making use of 
the locally available raw materials and human resources. 

3. Develop~ent of Trade and Commerce : The devt,:lopment of trade. ang commerce will 
contribute to add\tional income and help the country to support the growing population. 
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(B) Measur~s to Control and Reduce Population 
The problem of overpoptllation cari be effectively dealt with only if the rapid growth rate of 

. population is contained. Various measures ate to be undertaken in this regard. · 
l. Family Planning Measures : Fam,ily planning is nowadays considered a:n indispensable method 

of controlling p9puh1uon. The motto of family planning is - "child by choice and not by chance" or 
"child by desire not by accident. "The size of the family must be Jimited voluntarily. It can be done 
in two ways: (a) Birth.control methods, (b) Other family planning methods. . 

a) Birth cont~ol meth(Jds include - use of .rubber contraceptives by males, use .of pills by~ 
· females, use ofloops by females, sterilisation for both males and females [that is, vasectomy 

·for males and ~ubectomy for females], abortion, i.e., medical termination of pregnancy. 
· b) Other family planning methods include - practice of celibacy [that is, practising 

brahmacharya or serf-restraint], postponement of marriage [or resorting to late marrhlge], · 
observance ofn;ioral or self-restraint . · . 

2. Providing Educat/(}1f Facility to (~ePeople : Illiteracy is one of the factors. of overpopu1atiop.= 
It is to be countered in order w contain the population growth. Spread ofeducation among illiterate . 
masses is a significant.step in reducing the-birth rate. People must l>e edµcated regarding the benefits 
of small. family and late marriage. Education helps to increase the earning capacity of males• and 
females. It improves the status of women, ·it creates awareness regat'<ting . .f.amily planning. 

3, Rist in t/reAge of Marriage : In order to re!Juce the child-bearing period of women 
[reproductive .span of women]'' it is necessary to rise' the minimum age of m¢iage from 18 to 20 for, 
females and from 21 ·to 24 for males. Child marriages should. be strictly prohibited. 

4. Improving Status of Women: Experienc~ in the West has shownthat high statos'ofwomen is 
closely associated with a low birth rate. The desire to rise in the sqcial scale develops a strong feelirig 
for a smjlllet family. The educated,' employed urban women exhibit a desire for a small family. Efforts · 
must be made t.O impress upon the rural women.to gd in the direction of a small family. 

5. Propaganda in Favour of Small Family : Enough publicity is to be ~iven in a country like 
India regarding, the benefits. of a smal 1 famfty to the general masses~·. Mass media of communication 
like the press, radio, television and movl~s. are o.f great help in this regard~ 

6. ProPJsion of Incentives : Incentives such as cash payments .~nd promotion in jobs,. free 
education, preference in agmiSsion to technical courses, etc. cog.Id be given to the people who accijpf 
and adopt family planning: · · 

7. Increasing the Standarf! of Living of the Masses : People with. )Jigher standard of living 
nonnally opt for small family. He~ce, it is necessary to increase Jhe stand.ard ofHving of the masses. 

8. Providing Enough Recre.ationl;/ Facilities : It· has been . obser-Yed that' lack of sufficient 
recreational facilities has often 'contriblited to the.problem of overpopulation.'People miist t>e;'prd~ided 
with. sufficient recreational facilities to relax anctto refresh. This will prevent them from resortirig.tQ 

. sex play-whenever they feel like refreshing themselves. . . · , , , . · . . . . · 
· 9. lntf(tnal Migration : Unequal distribution .of population in diffe~en,t parts of the nation . 

can .be Malt With if internal migration ,js allowed. It means people. rTI'l.JSt ~(f encouraged to move 
. from the densely populated areastowards,the thinly populated areas, This IS not, however, easy' 
· As Adam Sm·ith observes, "Of all sorts of luggage, man is the ~ostAifficult to be transported. ". 

l 0. Provision of Social Securit} :·In the absence of comprehensive social security [especially; in . 
old-age, sickness, unemplo:Yment and ~ccident] people have tende,d to depend on large families fqr 
security.Th~ poor, in\particutar, consider children as their ~ealth)t is necessary to introduce various 

. social insurance and sp~ial security s1;:hemes to help the poor fo develop confi<{ence to face, the mt\u:e . 
. ·· · .: I lo Jleductlott i~ Jnfan,t1tfortallty : By·r~softing; t<> _suit~bif? medical ste~s the rate otin&nt. 
mortality is to t>e redu~ed. If it is reduced, the11 parents will definitely feel t)Jattheir children will. 
survive and li:ve long. . · · · ·· · · · ·. · 

' ' ·> 
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12. Changes in the Tax Structure : Dr. S. Chandrashekhar, a noted Indian demographer, fa of 
the opinion that by introducing a change in the taxation policy, especially that ofincome tax, the 
problem can be reduced a little. In stead of giving concessions to married people with more children, 
he has suggested,. it is better to give such concessions to the unmarried, and also to those couples 
without children or with only one child. 

8~ FAMILY PLANNING AND ITS ACHIEVEMENTS 
Family Planning and Its Meaning 

Farnilypfannfogbasfoally means plannfrigthenumber of chlldren in the family. It is ;;limiting the 
size of the family by consCious efforts. 11 The motto of family planning is "child by choice, and n91 by 
chance". Family planning can be defined as an instrument of social transformation which aims at 
creating better parents, healtheir children and happier homes. It seeks to inject social responsibility 
into married life. 

Family planning is described by an f.xpert Committee of the WHO in the following manner. 
"FdmTly planning refers to practices that help individuals or couples to attain certain objectives: 

(a) to avoid unwanted births, 

(b) to hr!~g about wanted births, 

(c) to regulate the intervals betyveen pregnancies, 

(d) to control the time at which births occur in r.elation to the ages of the parent; and 

( e) to determine the number of children in the family. " 

Family Planning as a Basic Hum1an Right 

The United Nations Conference on Human Rights at Tehran in 1968 recognised family planning 
as a basic human right. The World Conference of the Women's Year in 1975 also declared- "the right 
of women to decide freely and responsibly on the number and'spacing of their children and to have 
access to the information and means to enable them to exercise that right. " 

Scope of Family Planning ·Services 

It is unfair to think that family planning is just equal to birth control.In fact, it is something 
more than mere birth control. WHO Expert Committee [I 97Q] has stated that family planning 
includes in its purview the follo:wing aspects - 1. the proper spac,ing and limitation of births, 2 • 

. advice on sterility, 3. education for parenthood, 4. sex educat~°in·. 5. genetic counselling, 6 •. 
premarital consultation and examination, 1. carrying out preg11ancy tests, 8. marriage counselling, 
9. preparation of couples for the arrival of their first child, J 0. providing services for unmarried 
mothers, l 1. ·teaching home economics and nutrition, 12. providing adopthm services. These. 
activltiesvary from country to country according to national objectives and policies with regard fo 
family planning. 

The Renaming of "F~unily Planning Programm~'' as "Family Welfare Programme" 
- --- -'Fhe-6overnment-ofimthrevinced-grearerinterem-im;:u-mroinng populatlongrowtninl9.70~------ -- --
.During the emergency [ 1976~ 78] compulsory sterilisation was Cf}rried on at great speed through 
coercive measures in varioµs places in North India. For example, in 1976, more th!lri 76 lakh 
sterilisations were carried out against a target of 43 lakh .. Coercive methods adopted for th-e 
implementation of the programme during this period resulted in people's discontentme.nt. ll.ence 
the Janata Government, whi.ch came to power soon after en:iergency, wanted to fo:llow aooft 
pdlicy. It announced a comprehensive population policy in that yeai:. Family planning programme 
was renamed as. "Family Welfare Programme. "This welfa,re programme has experienced seve.ral 
ups and downs m its ·Performance over time. 
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Achievements 
Government's efforts at controlling population through family planning I welfare programme 

has not yieldt:d ~onsistent results. The programme has experienced. s~veral ups and downs in its 
perfonnance over time. For <PC ample, the number of sterilisations increased from around ]000 on 
1956 to 1.84 million in 1970-71. This figure increased to 2.19 million during 1971-72 but it 'came 
down to 0.94 minion during 1973-74. This decline was particularly due to .abandonment of camp 
approach. During the emergency period [1975-77] sterilisation perfonnance of sterilisations was really 
good [about 8.26 million stermsation cases in 1976-77 alone]. The perfonnance of sterilis~ti~n-eame 
down particularly after emergency. But the trend nowadays is slowly changing in favour l>f_family 

·welfare programme. Particularly,in the nineties the total programme seems to have greater a:cc~ptance 
among the public. 

The Central Government has been investing more and more money for the implementation of the 
family welfare programmes through its five year plans. The Government, for example, spent a meagre 
amount ofRs.65 lakhs for this purpose in the First Fiy,e Year Plan. The Government, however, started 
spending more and more money towards the programme in the;bther Plans. For'example, it spent 
Rs.27 crores in the Third Plan, Rs.497 crores in the Fifth Plan, Rs.1.,0 I 0 crores in the Sixth Plan, 
Rs.3,221 crores.in t~e Seventh Plan and Rs.6,792 crores in the Eighth·Plan. The Ninth Plan allocated 
Rs. 14,194 crores for this programme. · 

Uneven Response of the States for the. Family Welfare Programme 
A· state-wise break-up of the figures indicates that while some states notably Punjab, Gujarat, 

Maharashtra, Kamataka, Haryana and Tamil Nadu are forging ahead in the d.irection offari'lily planning, 
some other states such as Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, Assam, Rajasthan, West Bengal, Jammu Kashmir, etc. 
are lagging behind. · · 

Difficulties Involved in *he lmplementation of the Family Planning 
(i) Birth control is assocfated with a high standard of living. but in India it is very low. 

(ii) The available contraceptives are not safe, cheap and easily available. 
;(iii) Due to administrative and organisational defects, the nwssage offamily planning programme 

has not reached properly the remotestiomers of the country where it ts all the more needed. 
'(iv) Illiterate and ignorant people have failed to understand the significance of the programme. 
(:v) Traditional"minded Indians look at the programme with disfavour .and suspicion. This, they 

feel, strikes at the very root of their belief or faith in God. 
(vi) The use of contraceptives requires privacy in the houses, which is not found in some-large 

· joint families. · 
(vii) Finally, the success of the programme depends upon the integrity, sincerity and honesty of the 

officials engaged in the programme. It is ~nfortunate, that these officials themselves are not 
mtich sCrious abOut.it. +e£524efitwa1• 

POPULATION BY R~LIGION IN INDIA [1971·2001] 

1971 1981 1991 2001• · 

Religious Number %age Number %age Number %age Number %age 
. Group (million)' to, total 1mnllon1 to total (million) to total (million) to total 

.Hindus 453.4 82.7 549.7 82.6 672.6 82.4 827.50 80.5 
Muslims 61.4 11.2 75.6 11:4 ·95.2 1U 138.18 13.4 

Christians 14.2 2.6. 16.2 2.4 18.9 2.3 2'.4.05 2.34 
Sikhs 10.4 1.9 13.1 02,0 16.3 2:0 

Buddhists 3.9 0.7 4.7 0.7 6.3 0.8 
Jat.ns 2.6 0;5 3.2 0.5 3.4 0.4 

·.Other 2.2 IU 2.8 0.4 3i5 0~4 
Jotal 548.2 100.0 686.3, 10Q.O 812.3 "'ltfO.O 

~ource.: tN!>tAYear Book• 1999. Page -16: •censu• Report 2001 



THE PROBLEM OF 
POVERTY 

Poverty As a Major Problem of ln@(I - Definition of Poverty'- Absolute Poverty and 
Relative Poverty - Extent of Poverty in India. - Causes of Poverty - Remedial Measures 
for Poverty - Five Year Plans - Nationalisation - 20 Point Programme - Other 
Programmes for Employment Generation and Poverty Alleviation : JRY - PMRY -
REGP - SGSY - PMGSY - PMGY -. SGRY - VAMBAY - NFWP - Rural Housing Scheme. 

1. POVERTY AS A MAJOR PROBLEM OF INDIA 
Poverty is one of the most widespread socio-economic problems ofindia. It is, indeed, a common 

problem being faced with most of the underdeveloped and the developing countries of the world. It is 
not only socio-economic but even emotional, cultural and political in nature. The developments that 
have been taking place in this land for the past six decades have not been able to wipe out poverty. 
Poverty has been the root cause of many of the problems. 

The problem of poverty is very closely linked up with unemployment. Poverty and unemployment, 
the twin social problems are found throughout the length and breadth of this land. As GR. Madan 
points ol.it, "they have been in existence since the dawn of civilization and one method or the other 
was devised to help the poverty stricken, the dependent and the unemployed." These two problems 
are not peculiar to India for they are found in good number of Aisatic and African countries. 

The study of poverty invites invariably a number of questions : What is poverty ? What is the 
extent or magnitude of poverty I What are the causes of poverty ? How to measure poverty ? What are 
the social effects of po~erty ? What are its economic and social dimensions ? What a1 e the effective 
solutions to poverty ? etc. We shall try to find some satisfying answers for these questions. 

Definition of Poverty 

1. Gillin and Gillin : "Poverty is that condition in which a person either because of inadequate 
income or unwise expenditures, does not maintain a scale of/iving high enough to provide for 
his physical and mental efficiency and to enable him and his natural dependents to function 
usefully according to the standards of the society of which he is a member." 

2. A.dam Smith : A person " ... is rich or poor according to the degree in which he can afford to 
enjoy the necessaries, the conveniences and the amusements of life. " [Adam Smith in his 

- -- "WealtnoTNafions"J-. ------ - -------------------- --- ---- -------------------

3. Goddard: "Poverty is insufficient s.upply of those things which are requisite for an individual 
·to maintain himself and those dependent upon him in his health and vigour. " 

Explanation Poverty in terms of "Poverty Line" 
The first Director General ofFAO [Food and Agricultura!Organization of the UNO} was the 

first to explain poverty on the basis of 'starvation line' in 1945. According to him, an intake of less 
than 2300 calories of food per person per day, was considered the line of starvation and this has been 
ti ansfonned ii1to "poverty line". 

581 
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• The lndian.Plannblg CQmmission defined "poverty line" on the basis of nutritional requirements 
of2400 calori(!S per person per day for rural areas and 2100 calories per person per day for urban areas. 

• A group <,>Ondian economisis consisting of Prof. Gadgil, Dr. V.K.R. V. Rao, Dr. Ga~guli, Ashok 
Mitra and Dr. P.S. Lokanathan worked out the poverty line in their own way. They recommended a 
standard of private consumption at Rs. 240 per capita per year at 1960-61 prices as the barest minimum. 

2. ABSOLUTE POVERTY AND RELATIVE POVERTY 
These two expressions, absolute poverty and relative poverty, are quite common in any indepth 

study of poverty. What do we mean by them - ? 

Absolute Poverty 
Right from the 19th century, some researchers are trying to . fix some yardstick for measuring 

poverty in precise terms. Ideally speaking such a yardstick would help us establish a fixed level of 
poverty, known as "poverty line" below which poverty begins and above whjch it ends. Such a 
yardstick is believed to be universal in character and would be applicable to all the societies. This 
concept of poverty is known as "absolute poverty". 

Absolute poverty is often known as "su/Jsistence poverty" for it is based on assessments of minimum 
subsistence requirements or basic "physical needs" such as food, clothing, shelter, health requirements 
etc, Some concepts of absolute poverty would even include the idea of "basic cultural needs "/Ibis 
broadens the idea of basic human needs beyond the level of physical survival. Drewnowski and Scott 
include education, security, leisure and recreation in their category of "basic culturalneeds". 

Criticisms : The concept of absolute poverty has been widely criticised~ It is based. on the 
assumption that there are minimum basic needs for all people in all societies. This is a difficult argument 
to defend even in regard to subsistence poverty measured in terms of food, clothing and shelter. Such. 
needs vary both between and within societies. It becomes still more difficult to defend the concept of 
absolute poverty when it is extended toinch.tde the idea of"basic cultural needs". Such "needs" vary 
from time to time and place to place and any attempt to establish absolute fixed standards is bound to faiL 

Relative Poverty 
The difficulties involved in the application of the concept of "absolute poverty", made some 

researchers to abandon the concept altogether. In place of ab.solute standards, they have developed 
the idea of relative standards that is, standards which are relative to particular time and place. In this 
way, the idea of absolute poverty has been replaced by the idea of relative poverty. 

"Relative poverty is measured in terms of judgements by members of a particular society of 
what is considered as reasonable and acceptable standard of living and styles of life according to 
the conventions .of the day. Just as conventions change from time to time,. and place to place, so will 
definitions of poverty. "1 In a rapidly changing world, definitions of poverty based on relative standards 
will be constantly changing. Hence, Peter Townsend has suggested that any definition of poxerty 
must be "related to the needs· and demands of a changing society. " 

Limitations of the Usage ·.of this Concept 

Even the concept ofrelative poverty presents certain problems. It cannot be assumed that there 
are universally aecepted standards ofreasonable and acceptable life-styles. Within a partiCular society, 
ethnicity, class, religion, r~gion, age and a variety of other factors can vary judgements of reasonable 
living standards. · · 

The concept of relative poverty poses problems for the comparison of the poor in the same 
society overtime and between ~ocieties. For example, it ):>ecomes difficult to mjlke a comparison of the 
poor in present - day and 19th century India; or of present-day India and Eilrbpean countries or ~ose 

. of African countries. 

1. M.H~ Haralamt>,os in "Sociology Themes a,,d Perspectl~es'', - Page : 142. 
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3. EXTENT OF POVERTY IN INDIA 
Though India is regarded as a developing country it is very badly facing the problem of poverty. 

We became independent six decades agoand still our society has not become free fromtfie stranglehold 
of tbe prob !ems· such as poverty, over~population, unemp loymel1t, illiteracy, etc. It is unfortunate that 
in India appropriate and reliable data for the direct estimation of poverty are not available. The 
government has not made any serious attempt in this direction. However, some private individuals 
and agencies have made thefr own attempts to estimate poverty. 

(i) Estimates of Dandekar and Rath : As per the estimates ofDandekar and Rath, as early as in 
-1960-61--rougltly··4Q9/o filthefttratpopttlati.on and-50%·oftheurban-poputatton were ltvmg'DelOW- ·· 

poverty line. 

(ii) Estimates of S.S. Minhas : The study of Dr. Minhas revealed that about 65% of population 
in 1956-57 and 50.6% of population in 1967-68 in rural India were living below the poverty line. 

(iii) Planning Commission's Estimates : On the basis of a large sample survey data oµ consumer 
expenditure, conducted by the NSSO [National Sample Survey Organization], the Planning 
Commission estimated poverty in the country at the national and state level. These estimates made 
by the Commission at an interval of approximately five years, give us some pictl;lre ab()ut the extent 

r 
'I Table 1 ESTIMATES OF INCIDENCE OF POVERTY IN INDIA 

Year Poverty ratio [percent] Number of poor [million) 

of poverty in India uptil 1990-
2000. The following Table- I 
throw some light on the 
extent ()fpoverty in India. As 
the table reveals that in 1999-
2000, 26.1 % 'of the people, 
that is, 260.3 million people 
were living below the poverty 
line. As per the poverty 
projection made for the year 
2007, the figures were likely 
to be at 19.3% and 220% 
million respectively. 

Rural Urban Combined Rural Urban Combined 
1977-78 53.1 45.2 51.3 .264.3 64.6 328.90 

1983 45.7 40.8 44.5 252.0 70.9 322.90 
1987-88 39.1 38.2 38.9 231.9 75.2 307.10 
1993-94 37.3 32.4 36.0 244.0 76.3 320.30 
1999-00 27.1 23.6 26.1 193.2· 67.1 260.30 
2007* 21.1 15.1 19.3 170.5 49.6 220.10 

*Poverty projection for 2007, Source: Economic Survey, 2003-04. .) 

Extent of Poverty in Different States 
The level of poverty is not the same in all the states Poverty was found to be highest in 

Orissa [47.15%] in 1999-2000 and Bihar [46.2%] respectively. In U.P., highest number of poor 
people [5.29 crore, or 31.5%] were found. The estimates reveal that in 1999-2000, about 193.2 
million poor people were living in rural 

PERCENTAGE OF POOR AND TOTAL areas and 67.1 million, in urban areas. Table 3 NUMBER OF POOR lfflNDIA SINCE .1973 In Karnataka, about 104.40 lakh 1---Y---P---.--f,,..--N-u"""m;.,.,...b.-er-.-0 '""f-...,A,----A.,,.--...,...I ear ercen.ag,e o verage nnua [20.04%] people were living below the Poor(%) Poor (million) Rate of Decline povertyline. 1=.-1-9-7'3---74-... -.. --54-.9"--'------3"""2_1 _ __,_ ______ _ 
.... .,, • ......,,,.o_w1ng_zabJe-~2.-re¥eals-- '197-7--'78- ··--trt;S- -- -- ---s2~---

the number of persons living below 1983 44.5 323 
poverty line in different states during 1987-88 38.9 307 
1999-2000. 1993-94 36.0 320 

Estimates of Poverty Based NSS 
Data-2004 

1999-00 
2004* 

-
26.1 

-23.6 
260 
250 

0.31 
1.25 

3.40 
0.82 

The following Table - 3 r~veals 
yet another estimate of pove for the 

*Based on the estimated population of 2004 and poverty ratio 
calculated using latest NSS data in 2004. 

latest period, that is 2004. Rural Development Statistics [2002-03] 
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4. CAUSES OF POVERTY 

The causes of poverty many sided. However, they may be discussed under the following heads 

: (i) Individual incapacity, (ii) Economic factors, (iii) Social factors. (iv) and 

(v) otherfactors. 

· (i) Individual Incapacity and Other Deficiencies 

From the view point of the ideology of individualism, the individual failure itselfis for 

poverty. Success or failure in life, according to this ideology, is entirely a personal matter. Hence, it is 

logical to conclude that if an individual 
fails to achieve success in life and ,, .., 

suffers from poverty, he himself is to be Table 2 PERCENTAGE OF POOR IN DIFFERENT STATES 

blamed for his laziness, inactivity, lack States/U.T.ls No. of Persons %of Persons 

of initiative, dullness and incapacities. [in lakhs] 

The Protestant Ethic described by Max 1-------........ -----"'---''---------1 

Weber also emphasizes this aspect. Andhra Pradesh 119.01 15.77 

Whar factors contribute to Arunachal Pradesh 3.98 33.47 

individual incapacity ? : There are A~sam 94.55 36.09 

various causes for an individual's failure. Bihar 

Failure in life may be due to some inborn Goa 

deficiencies such as physical or mental Gujarat 

handicap, dumbness, deafness, Haryana 

blindness, feeblemindedness, deficient Himachal Pradesh 

legs and hands, and so on. Some of the Jammu & Kashmir 

deficiencies might have been developed Karnataka 

latedn life. Since an individual does\I\ot Kerala 
have any control over many of these 

Madhya Pradesh 
deficiencies, he is bound to yield to them 

Maharashtra 
and suffer from them. They make such 
an individual a parasite on society. Manipur 

Some of the deficiencies which can Meghalaya 

be managed or overcome, are often Mizoram 

neglected by some individuals and Nagaland 

hence they fall a prey to the problem of Orissa 

p~verty. We may include under this Punjab 

category, deficiencies such as illiteracy, 1 Rajasthan 

laziness, extravagance, immorality, bad I Sikkim 

habits such as gambling, alcoholism, etc. Tamil Nadu 

(ii) Economic Causes of Poverty Tripura 

1. Inadequate Economic Uttar Pradesh 

Development : Our economic West Bengal 

development since independence has A & N Island 

b.een disappointingin certain respects. Chandigarh 

The rate of growth of our economy Dadra & Nagiu Haveli 

between 1951~91 has been just 3.5% Darnan & Diu 

which is n~gligible. During the year Deihi 

2004-05, though this rate of growth Lakshadeep 

425.64 
0.70 

67.89 
17.34 

5.12 
3.46 

104.40 
41.04 

298.54 

227.99 

7.19 
8.23 

1.85 
5.49 

169.09 
14.49 
81.83 

2.05 

130.48 
13:02 

529.89 
213.49 

0.82 

0.51 
0.33 

0.06 
11.49 

0.11 

42.60 
4.40 

14.07 

8.74 
7.63 

3.48 
20.04 

12.72 

37.43 
25.02 
28.54 

33.87 

19.47 

32.67 

47.15 
6.16 

15.28 

36.55 
21.12 
34.44 
31.15 

27.02 
20.99 

5.75 
17.14 

4.44 

8.23 

15.60 
increased to 5%, it was not enough to 
fi h h h ll f . Pondicherry 2.41 21.67 
ig t t e c a enges o poverty. Our per 1---------------------1 

capita income is still very less. It was Source : Rajya Sabha .. 807. 
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around Rs. 255/-in 1950-51, and it increased to Rs. 19,649/-[at 1990-00prices] in2004-05. In comparison 
with other advanced countries this is quite less. 

2. Increasing Unemployment : Our economy has not provided enough employment 
opportunities for the people. Hence unemployment is mounting. In 1952, the number of registered 
unemployed persons was about4.37 lakhs a:nd it increased to 334 lakhs in 1990. By December 1991, 
the figure had swelled to 36.3 millions. It further increased to4 l .39 millions by the end of December, 
2003.1 

3. Unmanageable Inflationary Pressures : Due to incessant inflation, the value of money has · 
comedown.-lteamedown-to-8;·28paisdn-1·990~9t;-'.fhe-annualrateofinflationwasestimated.•tobe·at 
13.4% in 1991 and with great difficulty it was brought down to7.3% in 1997. The value of rupee further 
decreased to 7.2 paise at 1960-61 prices. rhis uncontrolledjnflation adversely affected the purchasing 
power of the common people. 

4. Capital Deficiency : Industries require huge capital for their fast growth. But lack of enough 
capital has hampered the growth of our industriei;. rhe process of economic liberalization which has 
been let loose recently, has of course, started showi~g its positive results during these days. rime is 
not ripe to pass find judgements and its results. 

5. Too much Dependence on Agriculture: Our economy is primarily an agrarian economy. More 
than 65% of the people are still dependent on agriculture. Agriculture has its own limitations. In India, 
in particular, people are following the traditional method of cultivation and hence agricultm:_al production 
is comparatively very less. 

(iii) Demographic Factors . 

Population in Indi~is growing at an alarming rate. Within 60 years [ l 92 l-l 98tJit had doubled. It 
has reached an incredible number of 122.3 crore in2008. Hence, the little progress that i~ achieved in 
the economic sphere is being eaten away by the growing population. As per 1998-99 estimate, 8% of 
the people [9 .60 crores] are above 60 years and their capacity to contribute to economic production is 
limited. About 35.7% of the people are below 14 years of age and hence are incapable of earning. 

The size of the Indian family is relatively bigger. The average size of the Indian family is around 
4.2. rhe gi:owing size of the population has it adverse effects on people's health. A sizeable number of 
people are suffering from various diseases for which proper medical treatment is not available. 

(iv) Social Causes 

(a) Traditionalism: India is a land of traditionalism, communalism, casteism, linguism, pru=_ochialism, 
religious and linguistic prejudices and so on. rhese factors have a negative effect on country's 
progress by making people dogmatic in their approach and narrow-minded and selfish in outlook. 

(b) Illiteracy and Ignorance : Illiteracy and ignorance are supportive of poverty. By 200 l, there 
were about 38 crore illiterates in the country. Further, our defective educational system is incapable 
of generating employment and there is no guarantee of job for the educated youths. 

(c) Dominance of Caste and Joint Families : Our caste system still has its hold on the caste 
members. The caste system compels its members to stick on to the traditional and hereditary 

·- --eGCupati-0ns-efthe-£-aste~lt-dees-net-give-eneoor-agemenHo-theeaste'fllemberscto-take-u.irtojobs--
of their choices. In the very same manner, the joint families which are still dominant in. the rural 
areas do not allow young members to take initiative in making new adventures in the employment 
and economic spheres. 

(v) Other Causes 

1. Long Period of Foreign Rule: India was under foreign rule for a very long period. rhe British 
who ruled India ruthlessly, had systematically spoiled the basic economic structure of our hmd and 

1. As pe1 the estimate of NSSO [National Sample Survey Organisation], by the end of 1999-2000, there were 
·around 19.50 million unemployed people in rural India, and around 7.11 million in the urban sector. 
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destroyed the various arts, crafts, cottage and small scale industries which we had previously. They 

exploited Indian resources for the glory of Britain and made Indians parasites in several respects. 

2. Climatic Factors : Climate can also be a cause of poverty. The hot climate oflndia reduces the 

capacity of the people to work, and hence, naturally, production cannot be increased in the desired quantity. 

3. Wars and Threats of War: India had to spend huge amount of money on wars which she had 

fought with China and Pakistan. There is constant threat of war also. Hence huge amount of money is 

being spent on our defence industry. About 15% to 25% of national income was spent previously for 

defence purposes and it was reduced to 16.7% in 1989-90. 

4. Defective Political System and Lack of Political Will : Indian political system is very often 

condemned as corrupt, inefficient and defective. Unhealthy competition among the political parties 

for power has many a times damaged our national interests. Our political leaders lack nationalistic 

fervour and will power to face the challenges that are confronting the nation. 

5. REMEDIAL MEASURES FOR POVERTY 

The British did not bother about the poor condition oflndians as long as they ruled overlndia. 

When India became independent in 1947, it started paying more attention to the problem of poverty 

and undertook many measures and launched many schemes, programmes and projects for the r~moval 

of poverty. Here is a brief survey of such measures. 

J. The Five Year Plans 

The Indian Government set up the Planning Commission in 1950 and started the Five Year Plans 

with a view to develop the country in a methodical manner. 

The First Five Year Plan [1951-56] had spent about Rs. 2378 crores for v_arious developmental 

purposes and this amount had almost increased to 15 .92 lakh crores in the 1 Oth Five Year Plan, 2002-07. 

These Five Year Plans mainly aimed at- attaining self-reliance in agricultural production, the removal 

ofunemployment; achieving desirable progress in industry, increasing standard ofliving, and finally, 

at wiping out poverty. 

The progress achieved through these Pfans, though not satisfactory cannot be neglected. In the 

time span of about 40 years after Independence we could achieve an annual ec,()nomic growth of about 

3% as against the world average of 4%. This annual growth rate, however, crossed 5.5% in the decade 

of 1980s, and the 10th Plan intended to achieve 8% growth of GDP. Between 1951-1991, the number of 

people living below the line of poverty has been reduced by about 28%. The I Qth Plan poised to reduce 

it to 21 % by 2007. The government is hopeful of achieving considerable progress especially in the 

industrial sector by means ofimpiementation of the poiicy of economic liberalization. 

2. Nationalisation 

With a view to facilitate economic growth, 14 banks were nationalized in 1962, when Indira 

Gandhi was the Prime Minister oflndia. Afterwards in 1972, coal mines were nationalized and that was 

followed by government taking control of big private iron and steel company and wholesale business 

in (ood grains. Nationalis~tion did not provide t~e e~pected benefits. Lack of efficiency, initiative and 

commitment to 'he cause, have been main casualities of the process of nationalization. OD;ly in two 

areas, branch expansion and grant of loan to the weaker sections, the banks have achieved some 

progress. The overall performances of many of these banks is,Sar from satisfactory. The government 

now seems to have' learnt that nationalization cannot be the panacea for problems and hence it is 

switching over to the opposite pole of privatization. 

3. 20 Point Programme 

During the p~od of emergency ( 197 5-78), Indira Ga."ldhi, the then pr.me minister offadia, introduced 
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the much.publicized 20- point programme with the main intention ofremoving poverty ("Gatibi 
Hatao ")and economic exploitation, and upliftment of weaker sections of the society. 

Under this scheme ,number of programmes were included: development of S. C., S. T, and other 
backward classes: distribution of surplus land to the weaker sections, providing minimum wages to 
the landless workers, providing irrigational facilities to the rural people and expanding their 
employment opportunities, family planning, extension of primary health services, welfare of women 

,children and labourers, simplifications of industrial policy, extension of primary education facilities, 
providing drinking water to all villages, etc . 

. rhoughmany:ofthe·programmesincluded-undetthcr20 pointptogtammewete laudable, they. 
could not be effectively implemented for want ofhonesty and commitment on the part of the government 
officials and political leaders. The programme could only create awareness among the weaker sections, 
and in various other respects, it was a failure. 

4. Other Programmes for Employment Generation and Poverty Alleviation 

Among the other anti-poverty and employment generation programmes launched· by the 
Government, the following ones deserve a special mention. 

(i) The JRY: Jawahar Rozgar Yojana: The JRY [Jawahar Rozgar Yojna] was introduced in the 
month of April 1989 with the intention of helping at least one member of each poorest family by 
providing employment for about 50 to I 00 days in a year at his own work place or residential area. 
About 30% of the jobs under this programme are reserved for women. The expenditure of this Yojna is 
to be shared by the Centre and State at 80:20 ratios respectively. About 80% of the funds obtained by 
the Centre and State are to be utilized through the Gram Parichayats for helping the targeted beneficiaries. 
The existing rural wage employment programmes such as NREP and RLEGP were merged into the JRY. 

As per the provision of this Yojna, Panchayats with a population ranging between 4000 to 5000 
persons are given an annual financial assistance from Rs. 0.80 lakh to 1 lakh. But 30% of the money 
goes only for women. In the year 1990-91, about Rs. 500 crore was spent under this Yojna. It covers 
about 46% of the population. 

In the 8th Plan, about Rs. 30,000 crore was allotted for rural development out of which JRY got 
about Rs. 18,400 crores. Apart from this Central assistance, the JRY got the state assistance of about 
Rs. 400 crore. In the year 1998-99, Rs. 2095 crore was allotted forthe implementation of this Yojna and 
by tire end of 1998, momni 190 million mandays of employment was created for he needy people. This 
scheme has been implemented in 2,20,000 villages all over the country. In April 1999, in place of JRY the 
Jawahar Gram Samriddhi Yojna came into being. 

(ii) Prime Minister's Rozgar Yojana [PMRYJ-1993: This scheme launched inJ995, has the 
objective of making available self-employment opportunities to the educated unemployed youth. The 
PMRY ~s meant for edµcated unemployed youth with family income up to Rs. 40,000 per annum, in 
l:>Qth_ Ul'b.a11 !lll<!!lll'a.l.a.r~a.s, fQr enga.ging in anyecQ11Qtni1::a.llyyia.'bJea.c;tixity. . 

·-----._--(iii}lflWal-Emplffymen.,.Generation-Programme-[REGPj-f995-:Wittrthe-objective-ofcreatiny;------

self-employment opportunities in the rural areas and small towns the REGP was launched in 1995. The 

[It may be noted here that some of the sGhemes and programmes launGhed by the Gave111ment earlier were 
"· replaced by or got merged into the new ones. For example, the IRDP [Integrated Rural Development Programme] 

initiated in 1978-79 was replaced by the SGSY [Swarna Jayanthi Gram Swarozgar Yojna] in 1999; the NREP and 

RLEGP [National Rural Employment Programme and Rural Landless Employment Guarantee Programme] were 

merged into JRY that is Jawahar Rozgar Yojana in 1989; the EAS [Emplovment Assurance Scheme] got merged with 

the SGRY [Sampoorna Grameena Rozgar Yojana] and so on.] 
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scheme is being implemented by the KVIC, that is, Khadi and Village Industries Commission. A target 
of creating 25 lakh new jobs has been set for the REGP during the l Oth Plan. 

(vi) Pradhan Mantri Gramodaya Yojana {PMGYJ 2000 : The PMGY was launched in 2000-200 l 
in all the states with the objective of achieving sustainable human development at the village level. 
Initially, it had five components namely; primary health, primary education, rural shelter, rural 
drinking water and nutrition, and rural electrification. The Central Assistance for this yojna amounted 
to Rs. 2800 crores for the period 2003-05. 

(v)' Pradhan Mantri Gram Sadak Yojana {PMGSYJ 2000 : This scheme came into force in 
December 2000 to provide connectivity to 1.6 lakh unconnected habitations with population of 500 
persons or more in the rural areas by the end of the I Qth plan. The scheme estimate indicated a 
requirement of Rs. 60,000 crores in the beginning. The present estimates reveal that it requires at least. 
Rs. 1,30,000 crore for its achievement. It is being executed in all the States and Union Territories. The 
scheme is in force and about 88685 kms of rural roads have been taken up under this programmes. 

(iv) Swamajayanthi Gram Swarozgar Yojana /SGSYJ 1999: The SGSY launched in April l 999 
in place of the IRDP [Integrated Rural Development Programme], is the only self-employment programme 
currently being implemented. This scheme provides assistance to swarozgar is above the poverty line 
in theform of income-generating assets through bank credit and government subsidy. The scheme is 
being implemented on a 75:25 cost sharing between the Centre and the States. Since its inception, and 
up to April 2004, a total allocation of Rs. 6734 cro~e was made available for this scheme by the Centre 
and States. 

(vii) Sampoorna Grameen Rozgar Yojana /SGRY}- 2001 : This scheme came into force in Sept. 
2001 by merging in it the on-going schemes of Jawahar Gram Samridhi Yojana [JGSY] and Employment 
Assurance Scheme [EAS]. This is open to all rural poor who are in need of wage employment and 
desire to do manual and unskilled work in and around the rural habitat. The programme is to be 
implemented through Panchayat Raj institutions. The cost-sharing of the scheme between the Centre 
and the States i~ in the ratio of75:25. During the year 2003-04 alone an amount of Rs. 4, 121 crore as 
cash component and about 50 lakh tones of food grains were released to the States I UTs. 

(viii) ValmikiAmbedkar Awas Yojana /VAMBAYJ 2001: The VAMBAY, launched in December 
2001, intends to find remedy to the horrible conditions of the urban slum dwellers living below the 
poverty line without adequate shelter. The Centre provides 50% subsidy to the states to implement 
this scheme. Since its inception up to December 2004, the Central Govt. has released a total subsidy of 
Rs. 753 crore. 

(ixj National Food for Work Programme /NFWPj 1004 : This programme was launched on . 
November 14th 2004 in 150 most backward districts of the country. Its objective was to intensify the 
generation of supplementary wage employment. It is open to those rural poor who are in need of wage 
employment and desire to do manual unskilled work. This programme is l 00% centrally sponsored one 
and the food grains are supplied to the states freely. Rupees 2020 crore had been allocated for the 
programme in the year 2004-05 in addition to 20 lakh tones of food grains. 

(x) Rural Housing Schemes: The Government has also launched rural housing schemes such as 
Indira Awas Yojand [IAY] which intend to provide dwelling units, free of cost, to the poor families of 
the Scheduled Castes, Scheduled tribes, freed bonded-labourers and also to those who are below the 
poverty line in the rnral areas. Since its inception up to June .1 '1 2004, as many as 113. 96 lakh houses 
have been constructed I upgraded by spending as much Rs. 19,869 crore. 
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Conclusion 

It is an indisputable fact that India still remains a poor country in spite of our various developmental 
projects, plans and programmes. An all-pervading problem like poverty cannot be removed all on a 
sudden. Governmental agencies and instruments alone cannot fix a master solution for it. People's 
active involvement in various developmental programmes is equally important. Above all, we require 
committed civil servants, dedicated bureaucrats, strong political leaders committed to the cause of 
nation and a 'general will' on the part of people to march ahead, facing the challenges of poverty. 
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UNElVIP-LOYMENT 

PROBLEM 
Unemployment-A Gl.obal Phenomenon - What is Unemployment ? - The Magnitude 
of Unemployment in India - Some Estimate of Unemployment in India - Some . 
Salient Features of Unemployment Problem in India - Types of Unemployment -
Causes of Unemployment - Individual or Personal Factors of Unemployment -
External Factors or Technological and Economic Factors - Effects OR Impact of 
Unemployment - Remedial Measures and Suggetions - ·I. Population Control -
Promoting Economic Development - II. Promoting Economic Development - III. 

·Education Reforms - IV. Five Year Plan.- Generation of Employment Opportunities 
by Information Technology {IT{ - Employment Guarantee Act-2005 - Probable Cost 
of this Employment Guarantee Programme - Critical Remarks About the Programme 

Unemployment-a· Global Phenomenon 
Along with the problem of poverty, unemployment is also widespread in India. It is indeed, 

common to all the countries of the world whether they are industrially advanced or not. An international 
labour expert commented; (in September 1992) - "About 400 million new workers are expected to 
enter the worlds labour force this decade and prospects of finding jobs for all of them are gloomy". 

The Finnish directo~·of the International Labour Organizations (ILO) employment department, 
Juhani Lonnroth, has said in one of his speeches that "the population of the working age in the 
world will grow by 700 million people in the 1990s . With the conserving assumption that 55% off 
these people will seek employment; about 400 million jobs will have to be created to absorb the new 
entrants. Unfortunately, the prospects of achieving these rates oj job creation are not yet very 

. bright". The problem is, of course, more acute for Asian countries rath~r .t):ian for the African and Latin 
American countries because of the serious population explosion in these countries. India with its 
huge population, thus cannot be an exception. 

What is Unemployment-? 
• "Unemployment is a state ofworklessness for a man fit and willing to work, that is, it is a 

condition of involuntary and not voluntary idleness."- C.B. Mamo:ria. 
• Unemployment is defined as "a condition in which an individual is not in a state of remunerative 

occupation despite his desire do so. " - D'Mello. 
• Unemployment is often described as a "condition of involuntary idleness" - NAVA GOPAL 

DAS. 
• In silnple words, it could be said that unemployment is largely concerned with those men and 

women who constitute the labour force of the country, who are able-bodied and willing to 
work but are not gainfally employed. 

590 
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MAGNITUDE OR ESTIMATES OF UNEMPLOYMENT IN INDIA 
Though the problem of unemployment is growing in an unmanageable proportion we do not 

have authentic information regarding the exact number of unemployed persons in India. It is 
regrettable that institutions such as Planning Commission; National Sample Survey, and the 
Central Statistical Organization (or the Indian Statistical Institute) have not made any systematic 
and satisfactory attempt to collect authentic information about unemployment. 

We have, however, three sources to collect some statistics regarding the extent of 
unemployment in India. They are: (i) The National Census which is held once in ten years; (ii) The 
NationaFsample·.Survey;·and·····(iii)··The····Emplvynrent•ExchangeR7!gtstrations;···Ofthese~·the 

information collected througH th~ National Sample Survey is being used widely, Neither the Census 
Reports, nor the Directorate - General of Employment and Training [D.G.E. T], nor the Employment 
Exchanges nor any other agency, could give any dependable quantitative estimate of the magnitude 
of the problem. 

The statistics which we obtain through these three sources cannot be considered as highly 
authentic and foolproof; Many a times, they are to be treated only as approximations or rough 
estimates. These estimates very often take into consideration the number of persons registered in 
the employment exchange and these exchanges cover mainly the urban areas. Rural areas are not 
covered by them. Since registration with the employment exchange is voluntary, all the unemployed 
do not go for registratioq. Further, some people who are already in some ordinary jobs also go for 
registration for they .intend to secure some good jobs. These exchanges may not supply full 
information ,about people who are "unemfloyed". 

Some Estimates of Unemployment in India 
(i) The number ofunemployed persons in India registered in the employment exchanges in 1952 · 

' was 4.37 lakhs and it increased to 334 lakhs in 1990. 1 

{ii) Between 1952 and 1970, that is, within the time interval of 18 years, the number ofregistered · 
unemployed persons had increased about 8 times; and between 1971 and 1990 it got increased 
by 6.8 times. By the end of December 1991, the number of unemployed people had reached 36.3 
million.2 

(iii) Estimates of Bhagavathi Committee 

As per the estimates of this Committee, there were 18.7 million unemployed persons in the 
eountry in 1971 ottt ofv.'hieh 16. l million were in rnial areas and 2.6 million in mban meas. 
As perthe figures for 2003, about 41.39 million individuals were waiting (for jobs) in the live 
registers of945 employment exchanges scattered over the whole nation .. 

(iv) NSSO Estimates: As per the 55th NASSO Round ofreports (1990-2000), the absolute number 
ofunemployed increased from20 million in 1993-94 to 27 million in 1990-2000. Out of this 27 
million unemployed individuals, 7.11 million were in urban areas and 19.50 million people were 
in rural areas . 

. _:_Ml!fii!!l!fiti_f.~iiiiil_fiSJ.tiii~lfitlm.ci.riiiJdh~-~l!li!i_=·thiiqiiLiJM_nifiiiidJ.P-erifi'1ili_q_liii-.mg_ __ ~·-··· 
employment during the 8th Plan (as per the estimates of Planning Commission) would be 
around 65 million. It is expected that during 19!15-2000, labour force would increase by 41 
million. Thus by the year 2000 A.D., ·the total number ofjob-seekers would be around l 06 
million. uJ 

1. Source: "India Today'', May 31, 1991. 

2. Source : Manora1t1a Year Book-1993. 

3. . Ruddar Datt and K.P.M. Sundharam in "Indian Economy" (2008 edition) Page : 38. 7 
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Some Salient Features of Unemployment Problem in India 

1. 

2 

3. 

4. 
5. 
6. 

7. 

We may identify the following as some special features of unemployment in India. 
Unemployed people are not equally distributed in allthe states oflndia. For exain.ple, more than 
ha.If .. the total · · 
unemployed persons .' ,/' ,·· 

· live ·in three states of Table - 1 : PROJECTION OF UNEMPLOYMENT'FOR 1990~2000 

northern India [as per 1--------------------------1 
the statistics of 1990s] 
that is, West Bengal, 1. 
Bihar, and U.P. and two 2. 
states of south India, 
that is Kerala and 3. 

Backlog of unemployed ,in the beginning of 1990 
New entrants to the labour force during 1990-95 
Total i.inemployed for the gt1t plan [l +2] 
New entrants to the labour force during 1995~2000 

Tamilnadu. 4. Total unemployed for the 9t1t Plan 

Millions 
28 
37 

!- 65 
41 

106 
As per the Census Source : Compiled .. from the Planning Commission. 
report of 1991, '"---------------------------
excepting, rural Kerala 
and ilrban Orissa in almost all other places, there has been .an increase in the number of female 
employees. Of the total number of women of employable age, about 19 .19% in the rural areas and 
about 8.63%in the urban ;:treas were found tci be full fledged employees. 
fospite of this increase in the number offemale employees, unemployment rates for women are 
higher than those for men. 
The incidence of unemployment is relatively lower in rural. areas and higher in urban areas. 
There is greater unemployment in agricultural sector than 'in industrial and other sectors. 
The incidence of unemployment among the educated is much higher (about 12%) than overall 
unemployment that is found in the nation [that is 3.8%]. 
Finally, the growth of employment per annum is only abou~ 2 per cent. 

TYPES OF UNEMPLOYMENT 
We may speak ofditferent types of unemployment such as the folloWing :. seasonal unemployment, 

agricultural unemployment, frictional and technological unemployment, industrial unemployment, 
cyclical unemployment, educational unemployment, voluntary unemployment, involuntary 
unemployment or under-employment, . open unemployment and disguised unemployment. 

1. Seasonal -unemployment 
Seasonal une91ployment is very much associated with agriculture. During the off- season many 

labourers will have ~o spend their time' idly without having any work .In some industries such as sugar, · 
woollen and ice factories, workers get jobs only for a certain period of the year or in a particular 
season. When the season is over, they don't get work in the factories and they will have to wait for the 
next season to come to find the same work. This type of unemployment may often make the labourers 
to become migratory in character. · 

2. Agricultural Unemployment 
Agricultural unemployment is caused by a number of factors such as the very seasonal nature 

of agricultural work, the decay of cottage industries,. lack of demand for homemade products, lack of 
alternative work in the rural areas; sub-division ofland holdings, etc. R.K. Mukherjee has said in his 
"Rural Economy of India" that on an average a cultivator in north India does not remain busy for 
more than 200days in a year. 

Studies have revealed that "of the total population in the rural areas, only 29.4% people are 
. self supporting, 59. 0% are non-earning dependents, and 11. 6% are earning dependents. This means 
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that 29.4% people not only support themselves but they also support the remaining 70. 6% people as . 
well".• 

3. TechnoJogicaLand FrictionaLUnemploy:ment . ---- ----- -··------------
_ _:_ ___ ~SQ.m_e.tiinesJn_th.e:tecbnolo_gicaltield..ftiction~is..caused.due.toanimbalancebetween~the-supply .. 
of labours and the demand/or it .. This friction does not allow the potentialities ofthe labour to be 

· tapped. Even though unemployed workers are there ready to work, they may not be fit for the work, or 
they may not have the required skill and qualification to do. the work. Since the ·demand of the 
customers is constantly shifting from one product to ~pther, it become difficult for workers to catch 
up with the tastes and choices of the workers _- Sucfr shifts in consumer demand may make. certain. __ _ 

opportunities and the system of education. In foct, in one of 

system of education is "generating much waste and stagnation". The Kothari Commission (1964-
66) had admitted long back that there is a wide gulf between '"the contents of the present education 
and purposes and the concerns. of national development", Even after 1966, thorough overhauling of 
our educational system to make it r_elevant to the n~eds and demands of the time, has not been made. 
Hence, every year we are producing thousands ofdegree- h.olders only to join the rank of the educated 
unemployed youths. For example~ _in 1965 there were 9 lakh unemployed graduates in. the country, and 
the number increased to 5 .6million in 1 977 The figure ofedncated unemplayed persons in-the.nation 
was 34,66,435 as on November 30111 1991. West Bengal has the largest number of educated tmemployed 
persons (degree holders) in the country (27 .21 % of the total unemployed) followed by Bihar (24.85%), 
Kerala{2 l.10%) and Karnataka(lS.490/o)· 
7. Temporary Unemployment 

Our young men and women who are capable of securing for themselves some jobs, do not get 
them soon after- their education. Many of them are made to wait for some· time during which they · 

I. Ref. Ram Ahuja in his "Social: Problem In India'' ~Page : 70. 
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remain as uneml'loyed. People often change their jobs, and in the interval of changing they may 
remain as unemployed for a short period. 

8. Voluntary Unemployment 
Voluntary unemploymentis found when the worker voluntarily withdraws himself from the work. 

He may do so due to the quarrel with the employer, or he may have other sources of income. This 
condition is relatively rare and hence this type ofunemployment is not given much importance. 

9. Involuntary Unemployment or Under-employment 
Lord Keynes uses the concept of involuntary unemployment for under-employment. It refers to 

a condition in which the self -employed working people are not working to their full capacity. People 
who are partially employed, or are doing inferior jobs while tl:iey could do better jobs are not adequately 
employed. It can be called a state of"under-employment". 

10. Open Unemployment or Structural Unemployment 
Open unemploy~ent is also called "structural unemployment". It is the result of lack 6f 

comple~entary resources especially capital. Open unemployment is a situation wherein a large· 
labour force does not get work opportunities that may fetch them regular income. Open unemployment 
is the result particularly when a large reserve army oflabour exists which does not find any income
fetching job, Open unemployment emerges because the rate of capital accumulation lags behind the 
rate of population growth 

11. Disguised Unemployment 
Disguised unemployment is that type of unemployment which cannot be seen or known from 

outside. It is concealed or hidden. It refers to a situation in which men or women workthe whole day 
but fail to make any contribution to the total out put. It is a state of affair in which a person's marginal 
productivity or contribution is close to zero. This type of unemployment is very much acute and 
apparent in the rural area. For example, of the 10 people who have been working in a piece ofland, 
even if 3 persons migrate to cities, the productivity of the land does not getaffected. This shows that 
the contribution of the 3 persons to productivity· is virtually zero. 

CAUSES OF UNEMPLOYMENT 
The problem ofunemployment is becoming a colossal one. Various factors, individual as well as 

social, have caused this problem. Here the causation is not one~sided. For example, unemployment is 
often the cause of poverty and some other time, its consequence also. Hence, tracing the causes of 
unemployment is a difficult ~ask. 

C.B. Mamoria lists out the causes ofunemployment in India in the following way : 
(i) The policy of "laissezf'aire" or free trade pursued by the British did not accelerate the process 

of industrialization in India. As a result, employment opportunities could not be generated on a 
large scale, during the British rule. This situation continued up to the end of their rule in India. 

(ii) The unchecked growth of population from 1921 onwards posed the problems of fmding job 
opportunities. For example, our population in 1921 was 251.3 millions and it increased to 361.0 
millions in 1951. It has reached a record figure of 122.3 crore in 2008. 

(fu) The decline of traditional skills and the decay of small scale and cottage industries led to a great 
pressure-on land and this in tum resulted in the greater exodus of people from the rural to the 
urban areas. This added to urban unemployment. 

(iv) The low level of investment and the neglect of industrial sector could not help the process of 
creating job opportunities. 
GR. Madan speaks of two main types of causes ofunemployment: (A) "individual or personal 

factors", and (B) "extemalfactors" or "technological and economic factors". 
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A. Individual or Personal Factors of Unemploymept 

(i)Age Factor : Age factor fixes limitations on the range of choice of job opportunities. Too 

. youngand toooldpeopJeare noteligiblefor.manyof the jobs.Some YC>\J.11gpi::<>Pl~ <,iu...e _to_t:li~it"_ill~~ri.en,~1 ... 

. .. --~<!_some old people due to their old age, fail to get some jobs. Young pee>ple do not getjobs soon after 

theirstUdies.-They.wi1lhave.to-wfilCPeopTe.wlioareaoove50 ofl>Uyearsareress-aaapui:ote-anamore·-··· 

prone to accidents. Their capacity to contribute to economic production is also relatively.less. 

(ii) Vocational Unfitness : MflJly of our young people do not have a proper understanding of 

their own. aptitudes, abilities and interests ori the one hand, and the tasks or jobs or career they want 

to ursue on the other. If willin ess to do some job is not followed by the required abilities, one 

.... canoof:find aJooofone 's selectfoii-:~mproyers ·are always looking-fotward·toftndpersonsw o- ave 

. the ability, experience, interest and physical fitness to work. Sometimes, there may be more men trained 

in a particular profession than required .. The demand is less than the supply, and hence, unemployment. 

(iii) ·Illness and I or Physical Disabilities or Incapabilities : Due to the inborn or acquired 

disabilities or deficiencies some remain as partially employed or totally unemployed throughout their 

life. Illness induced by industrial conditions and the fatal accidents that often take place during the 

work may render a few other people as unemployed. · 

B. External Factors or Tecbnolo_gical and Economic Factors 

(i) Enormous Increase in Population : The population in Ind.ia is growing at an alarming rate. 

Every year India adds to her population 120 to 130 lakh people afresh. More than this, every year 

about 5 million people become eligible for securing jobs. All these people who are eligible to work are 

not getting the jobs. Hence, population explosion in India is making the problem of unemployment 

more and more dangerous. 
(ii) Trade Cycle: Business field is subject to ups and downs due to the operation of trade cycle. 

Economic depression which we witness in trade cycle may induce some problematic or sick industries 

to be closed down compelling their employees to become unemployed. Fluctuations in international 

markets, heavy imposition of excise duties, business strains observed in the trade cycles adversely 

affect the secyrity ofjobs of some men. 
(iii) Technological Advance --' Mechanisation - Automation : Technological aovancement 

unctoubtedly. contributes to economic development. But unplanned and uncontrolled growth of 

technology may haye an adverse effect on job oppe>rtunities. Since industrialists are more interested 

.. in maximizmg production and proht they prefer to l,Iltroduce Iat>our-saving lllll\:hhies. Tirey always 
search for ways and means of reducing the cost of production and hence go after computerization, 

automation, etc. The re!;mlt is technological unemployment. This state of affairs i!I very much in 

evidence in the Indian context today; · 

(iv) Strikes and Lockouts: Strikes and iockouts had been an inseparable aspect of the Indian 

industrial· field. Due to strikes and lockouts production used to cQme down anct industries were 

incurring heavy losses. Workers used to become unempl9yed for a tempprary period and some were 

being thrown out of job. This state of affairs continued. almost up to· 1990s, that is, till the launching of 

...._-t~New Econo~ P~ ~s, prolonged period of four decades our industries received 

for fetching jobs. After 1990s, things however, have been changing and labour strikes are becoming 

comparatively rarer. · 
(v} Slow Rate of Economic Growth · lob opportunities de'.pend very much on economic growth. 

Since the rate of economic growth was very slow in the first 45 years after independence, the economy 

was not able to. create enough job opportunities to the increasing number of jQb - seekers. For 

example, in 1980s, the rate of growth of the number of job-seekers increased by 2.2%, while the rate of 

growth of the number of job opportunities was only 1.5%. This difference led to an enormous increase 

in the number of unemployed persons. 
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(vi) Backwardness of Indian Agriculture : Age old mode of cultivation, too much dependence 
of too many people [more than 75%] on agriculture, widespread disguised unemployment, sentimental 
attachment towards land, etc., have adversely affected the - growth of Indian agriculture and its 
employment potential. 

C. Other Causes of Unemployment 
In addition to the two main types of the causes of unemployment as mentioned by G.R. Madan, 

we may add a few other factors causing the problem such as the following. 
(i) Unpreparedness to Accept Socially Degrading Jobs: Some of our young men and women are 

not prepared to undertake jobs which are considered to be socially "degrading" or "indecent". 
Example :Autorickshaw and taxi-driving, working as salesmen or sales girls in shops, doing waiter's 
work and clerical work in hotels, etc., could be mentioned here as examples. Since the spirit of the 
di~nity of labour is not properly inculcated in them, they become the victims of "false prestige" and 
face the risk of unemployment. 

(ii) Defects in our Education a/System : Our system of education which appears like a remnant 
of the British colonial rule in India, has its own irreparable defects and its contribution to the problem 
of unemployment can hardly be exaggerated. There is no co-ordination between our industrial growth, 
agricultural development and our educational system. Our education does not prepare the minds of 
our young men to become self-employed; on the contrary, it makes them to depend on government to 
find for them some jobs. · 

(iii) Geographic Immobility of the Workers: Occupation~! mobility and geographic mobility on 
the part of the workers lessen the gravity of the problem ofunemployment. But in the Indian context, 
workers are not adventurous enough to move from one physical area to another in search of jobs, or 
to change their jobs to brighten their economic prospects. They are either clinging on to their traditional 
profession or occupations especially in the rural area, or concentrated in one or the other urban centre, 
sometimes without any job. 

(iv) Improper Use of Human Resources: Lack of planning for the efficient utilization of human 
resources for productive purposes has been one of the causes ofunempioyment in hldia. In fact, there 
has been no proper co-ordination between the availability of human resources and its utilization in the 
productive field. As a result, in some units, there is the dearth of qualified man power and in some other 
units; we find its excess. 

(v) Lack of Encouragement for Self-Employment: Ever since the time of British, Indians have 
developed a tendency to give priority for salaried jobs rather than self-employment. Our education 
system has also been a failure in developing the spirit of self-employment among our youths. As a 
result, young people tend to wait for getting some salaried jobs in offic(ls, factories or business firms 
~u1d private or public firms and concerns. They often wait for such jobs for years together as U.'lemployed 
or under-employed youths. 

EFFECTS OR IMPACT OF UNEMPLOYMENT 
The problem of unemployment is a serious one and it leads to a number of consequences. The 

evil of unemployment may be discussed under four heads; personal disorganization, family 
disorganization, social. disorganization and irreparable financial losses. 
(i) Unemployment and Personal Disorganization 

Unemployment is nrit only a social problem it is an individual problem also. An unemployed 
person loses self- respect and faces a discouraging and a disappointing outlook. "Unsteady employment 
undennines the workers physique, deadens his mind, weakens his ambition, destroys his capacity 
for continuous sustained endeavour, induces a liking for idleness and self - indulgence, saps self
respect and the sense of responsibility, impairs technical skills, weakens nerve and will power, 
creates a tendency to blame others for failure, saps his courage, prevents thrift, and hope of family 
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advancement, destroys a workman :S feeling that he is taking care of his family, sends him to work 

worried, underfed, plunges him in debt".1 

Young persons whofinishtheir education,_findit very painful to join the anny of unemployed 

persons. Many of them do not get any outlet for their creative energy, and their enthusiasm and vigor 

diesoownc as days pass on. 

The pitiable position of the wage- earner who has lost his job for one reason or another, is 

equally unfortunate. The old and retired people who are still capable of working but unable to get 

suitable jobs suffer from bitterness, economic insecurity and loss of self- respect. 

~1J1e~p!orabJe~_s_ition of the casual workers and the underemployedpersons cannot be 

undetermined here. For them, lifeisfiil1 ofuncertainties and insecurities. they struggle a lotto meet

their minimum requirements ofliving: 

Unemployment damages our physical, mental and moral health also. The unemployed persons 

may not get sufficient food and medical assistance to maintain good physical health. Mental worries, 

(lnxieties and tensions adversely affect the mental health of the unemployed persons. The age-old 

sayi~g "an idle mind is a devil:S workshop" - speaks in volumes of the disastrous effect of 

unemployment on the moral health of the person. 

(ii) Unemployment and Family Disorganization 

· Unemployment causes physical hardships and mental agony not only to the individual of the 

employable age, but also to his family members. If the bread-winner of the family loses thejob, the 

entire family suffers. In the absence of regular income the family has to fall back upon its little savings; 

and when that is exhausted, it has to resort to borrowings. Valuable articles, golden ornaments, 

furniture, vessels and such other things areoften sold or mortgaged to find money for immediate 

expenses. Families suffer starvation by resorting to unbelievable economies in food. Physical health 

of the family members gets damaged due to want ofnutritious food and proper and timely medical care. 

• Unemployment upsets the balance of the family life. Entire family faces uncertainty and 

indefiniteness. In desperation children may be asked to stop their education and join factories 

and such-other business concerns at an early age. Even the wife may be compelled to go out of 

the household for work. This new role may make her tb become highly irritable in temperament. 

Bickerings, simmerings and quarrels may become the order of the day. Since the parents are 

compelled to struggle a lot for the maintenance of the family, they do not get much time to give 

social lI aining to theh chilru en. As a result, ehildren may. develop delinquent tendencies. This 

state of affairs may even lead to the· breakdown of the family. 

(iii) Unemployment and Social Disorganization 

Unemployment, if not checked or controlled, may ultimately prepare the way for social 

disorganization. Due to unemployment, people fail to live up to the expectations of society. Some of 

them may even resort to anti-social activities. It tempts or provocates them to resort to begging, to 

indulge in criminal activities, to fall a prey to gambling, drug addiction, drunkenness, etc. 

Unemployment is a social curse and it may even pollute the economic and political fields. It 

-- H- makes=tlre=trOIFcorrupt-persons----to---heeeime··-dishe-nest,--t.fte-i'esJIBnsibleand-dignified-to. become 

H mHHirresponsible-and undfgnifieO;me-aclive anacreativeHpHersuns-io-trecome idle andiethargie;-and-So-on~ - HU HHHU 

The urge to do something in life, gets dried up. 

(iv) Irreparable Economic Losses 

Unemployment causes incalculable economic losses. Since the unemployed persons become 

parasites on society they pose a big economic burden. The failure to provide jobs to all those who 

have the willingness and the potentiality to work, inevitably brings down economic production. Low 

1. Mr Lescolner m his book, Labour Market" as quoted by G .R. Madan in his "Social P1 ob!ems" Page : 250. 
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production would cause low per capita income. People will be compelled to share among themselves 
country's poverty and not its affluence. Unemployment adversely affects the standard ofliving of the 
people. In the long run this would bring down the iabour-efficjency of the people. 

Thus, unemployment as a socio-economic problem is capable of damaging the moral fibre of the 
individual and the social fabric of the society. 

REMEDIAL MEASURES AND SUGGESTIONS 
The problem of unemployment is growing day by day in India, It is becoming more and more 

complex also. Such a complex problem will have to be tackled in a planned manner. No single solution 
can be an effective remedy for this problem. Multi-pronged attempt is needed to face it in.an effective 
manner. It is possible only with the combined efforts of the government and the public. 

I. Population Control 
The growing. population in India is a major cause of many socio-economic problems. Our 

population is growing on an average at the rate of2.48% per year. Weare adding every year more than 
120 lakh to 130 lakh people to our population. At the same time, about 5,million people attain the 
employable position every year. Job opportunities are not increasing at the same rate to accommodate 
the growing population. Hence the population growth has to be checked. family planning programme 
has to be made more popular and other suitable steps are to be taken to minimize or neutralize its 
growth.· · 

II. Promoting Econo.mic Development 
The main solution for the pr0blem lies hi achieving substantial economic development. This can 

be materialized, only if attention is paid equally to agriculture and industry. 

A. Promoting Economic Development 
(i) Irrigation Projects. The employment opportunities in the agricultural sector may be increased 

through the construction of major and minor irrigation projects, expansion and development of 
plantation, intensive agriculture and horticulture. Unutilised iand may be brought under
cultivation. 

(ii) Development of Fisheries, Forest and Animal Husbandry. The development of forest and 
fisheries and encouragement of animal husbandry [dairy farming, poultry, piggery, etc.] is also a 
major step in the direction of improving agricultural production. • 

(iii) Encouragement of Cottage and Household Industries. In the Indian context, cottage and 
household industries which are often associated with agriculture play a vital role in the 
development of economy. Hence they should be given due encouragement. Baske.t making, 
biick-makfug, toy-making, beedi rolling, agarbati making, carpentry and furniture making, leather 
works, carving, smithery, and such other works are to be encoilraged to keep our people engaged 
with work that fetch economic rewards. 

(iv) Encouragement/or Growing Commercial Crops: Commercial crops can make agricultural 
tasks economically attractive. Commercial crops such as areca, coffee, tea, pepper, ginger; 
cardamom, cashew, tobacco, ground nut, vegetables and fruits, etc., can bring good income 
to the farmers. Due encouragement is to be given to the farmers to grow such commercial 
crops. 

(v) Attractive Local Programmes and Projects : Depending upon the local needs and feasibility 
new agricultural progranimes and projects are to be launched so thafthe young people of the 
area get new opportilnities to use their talents and energy for the developmental programmes. 
The U.P. Government, for example, introduced in 1990-91, a land army called "Bhoomi Sena". The 
Bhoomi Sainiks [young men of the local area] are given funds by the state government in the 
form of bank loans for the aforestation of land. 
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B. Industrial Development 
J 

Planned development of industries is essential for creating more and more job opportunities. 
--- -·- Bevelopmentef-industries-may-inelude-:.(aflarge-seale-industfiesr(b)small-scaleindustries,and (c) ---· 

_ ¥il[ggg~q_nd ce®ggjndu~tr:.ifl.S.J1'1.Qlt1_di.fK.h_q11_4fQf'aj}S_o_::~~J>.er:l>_aj_~~~l!_ould-~~~lllai!ltain~~-~~~~~ · __ _ 
agricultural growth and industrial development, so that industry would not destroy h~dicra:fts and 
household industries. 

The unchecked process of n:zechanization and the domination of multinational companies are 
adversely affecting the creation of new job opportunities. In the name of industrial growth new·· 

' · · w i hare takin awa the· obs of men. Gandhi"i had o osed the 
proce.ssofmechanizati~nintilisregard.-SuffidenfciUeShoulCf 6e-taken-tosee nonew-macnme-tak~-s 
away the jobs ofexisting workers. 

The process of economic liberalization let loose by the, central government recently has given 
new scope for the multinational companies to establish their domination over the indigenous industries. 
The g()yernmental invitation for thes.e companies may erode the job opportunities for millions of 
people.· ' 

III. Edueaton Reforms 
Education has much to do with employment and unemployment. Our education is not muchjob

oriented, it is degree-oriented. It caters more to urban needs rather than to rural requirements. It has 
not completely come out of the B.ritish colonial bias. Hence, it has failed to create an iµmy of self
reli~t, self-dignified young men' and women. Itvery badly requires a thorough overhauling~ 

Throughout the country, primary education should be made more popular and effective, Much 
publicized slogan ·~operation black-board" mu.st be transformed into reality. ~our Yillagesshould 

become the centres ofconcentration in this regard. Atthesame time, some control has to be established 
over higher education. Long back in 1957, the then chairman of the UGC, Sri_ C.D. Deshmukh, had -

reiterated that we shall have to restructure university education· by and large to the -number of 

university educated men and women that the country will be needing from time to time. 

Due practical training should be gjven to our educated youths to help them to pursue one or the 
other vocation, and proper guidance and information should he given to them regarding newjob 
opportunities. Employment guidance bureaus and employment exchange agencies can play a vital 
role inthis regard. · 

IV Five-Year Plans 
. Almost all the Five-Year Plans have given utmost importance to generate as much employment 

opportunities as possible. They have. given priority to agricultural growth, industrial development 
and creation of vast employment opportunities. Expansion of employment opportunities by making 
use of the availa~le man power and natural resources was indeed, the main aim of the Third Five-Year 
Plan. 

Though the Govt. had spent abo.ut Rs. 180 crores for creating employment opportunities in the 
First Five-Year Plan, there were about 5.3 milliOn unemployed people atthe end of the Plan period. 
From tlfo bc;;ginniUg ofi:he FhstPlan fl95I-56] till the completion of the JOd• Plan in 2007 the number of 
the unemployed people went on increasing in spite of the efforts .made by the planning system to · 

provide maximum number of jobs. It was estimated that during theTenth Plan [2002-:07], the new 
entrants to the labo'ur force would be around 35 million. Adding to this, the backlog of 35,million 
unemployed people, theJob requirements of the Tenth :Plan would be mow1d 10 million. "Since tile 

economy at least-would be able to create 50 f1!illion jobs, the backlog of 20 million will remain at the 

end of the Tenth Plan. But if proper policies are pursued, the rate of unemployment which was 9. 2 !% 

in 2001-02 would decline at 5..11% in 2006-07" 1 · 

1. Ruddar Datt and Sun_dharm - Page : 411. 
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Employment Requirements During the 11th Plan 
On account of the increasing participation of females, the total increase in labour force will be 

around 65 million during the 11th Plan. To this may be added the present backlog of about 35 million. 
Thus, the total job requirements of the 11th Plan workout to be 100 million. 

The planners intend to provide 65 million additional employment opportunities. Even then, the 
Plan will not create full employment, but it will at least ensure that the unemployment rate falls 

somewhat. 

Promotion of Employment Generation in the U 1h Plan 
The l l th Plan intends to generate additional employment opportunities mainly in the services and 

manufacturing sector. Measures would need to be taken in the Plan to boost, in particular, Jabour 
intensive manufacturing sector such as food processing, leather products, footwear, textiles and 
service sectors such as tourism and construction. 

The planners state. "Organised sector employment would double over the l J'h Plan ... but this 
would leave about 55 million new workers for the unorganized sector to absorb. " "The JJ1h Plan 
aims to increase private organized sector employment ambitiously by at least 10 million. Along with 
the public sector, organized sector jobs would then expand by over 15 million, a growth rate of 
about 9% per annum. This .would still leave nearly 50 million new workers to be absorbed in non
agricultural unorganized employment ".1 

Generation of Employment Opportunities by Information Technology [IT] 
It is heartening to note that information technology [IT] has opened enormous opportunities for 

educated youth in the country. It is estimated that one segment of IT industry that is, computers which 
includes - both hardware and software, computer engineers and systems analysts is having a million 
jobs at present. In addition to this, the IT sector provided 2.2 million jobs to computer professionals 
and other related personnel engaged in IT sector. It is estimated [as per NASSOM-McKinsey Report 
1999] that by the end of the year 2008, IT enabled services will provide 11 millionjobs and generate a 
revenue of 17 to 18 billion U.S. dollars. In this sense, IT industf'; has great fature in expanding 
employment opportunities. 

What is disturbing in the present economic situation is that IT education is very costly and IT 
jobs are being grabbed by the relatively rich section of the society. The Government here has a major 
role to play in expanding computer education to rural areas in the country so that the capabilities of the 
people are developed to acquire better quality jobs in the IT sector. 

To conclude, it could be said that the planning Commission has optimistic view of the economy's 
employment potential. As per its report, "as against 3.9 million employment opportunities created 
during 1993 and 1999, additional employment generated during 1999 and 2002 averaged 8.4 
million per year. There is need to increase it to 10 million per year. " 
Employment Guarantee Act - 2005 [National Rural Employment Guarantee Act/ 

Under the National Common Minimum Programme of the UPA Government adopted in Sept 
2004, and as per the advice of the National Advisory Council, the Govt. passed the National Rural 
Employment Guarantee Act in 2005.The main features of the Act are as follows: 
1. Every household in rural India will have a right to at least 100 days of guaranteed employment 

every year for at least one adult member per family. 
2. The employment will be in the form of casual manual labour at the legally fixed minimum wage that 

is, Rs. 60/- per day. 
3. Work should be provided in the local area, that is, within the radius of 5 K.M. 

l. Ruddar Dau and Sundaram [2008] Page : 414. 
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4. Work should be given within 15 days of demanding it. 

5.· For whateverreason, if work is not given, the person shall be paid a daily unemployment allowance. 

This allm·Yancewill b{;l_atJe~st l/3e>(tl1e!Dil_lirm1~wag(ls .. 

6. For non-compliance with rules, strictpenalties have been laid down. 

7.- --'The gr;;,;,-~~h~-wilffilc>ilitorihe woI"korilieil'ampanchCiYalli:Y -wa:y-orsc>cfarauait.--
8. The District Collector I Chief Executive officer will be responsible for the programme at the 

district level. 

Probable Cpst of this Employment Guarantee Programme 

· ·Ifis'.est1mated that employment Guarantee Programme willcostat least l%ofthe GDP [Gross•-. 

Domestic Product]. The calculations reveal that the said- programme will cost Rs. 100/- per person per 

day at 2004-05 prices. This includes <?O/-Rs. as wages and Rs 40/~ fOF the non•labour costs [including 

materials and administrative costs]. Thus, the total cost for providing 100 days of employment in a 

year per person will be Rs. 10,000/-. As per 2001 Census, th(lrewere 20 crores of people, that is, 4 crore 

households, living below the poverty line. Thus, the programme per year will cost Rs. 40,000/- crores 

[Rs. 10,000/~ per person multiplied by 4 crore households]. As per this scheme, the Centre will bear 

80% of the total cost [that is, 60% as wage component and 20% as share in materials component] and. 

the State Govt. will share the remaining 20% of the total cost. The Centre, is however,' conscious of the 

fact that once the programme gathers momentum, _democratic pressures are bound to enlarge the 

programme to all unemployed and also to withdraw the limit of 100 days and make it a programme 

operative throughout the year. 

Critical Remarks About the Programme 

:Ari irilportan.t aspect of thisEmployment Guarantee Actis that, itgives a legalrightto the people 

inforceable in court. This will increase the bargaining power of the people. It also makes administration 

accountable for ifthe jobs are not provided; unemployment allowance will have to be paid. 

The critics have raised their own doubts about the practical benefits of this Act. The experience 

ofMaharastra is also not encouraging. This programme has been implemented in Maharasthra for the 

past 30 years costing the State more than Rs 9,000 crores and generating 370 crore mandays. But the 

programme has not produced adequate results other in terms of poverty reduction or reduction in 

unemployment. The programme still continues after 30 yea.rs without any decline in the demand for 

_ unskilled wage work under this scheme No dramatic achievements· have been made in poverty reduction 

or in unemployment reduction in the state. Critics also say that in fact, Maharasthra has done poorly 

as compared with otller states.1 Noted economist Lord Megllauaud Desai coOS'idered this NREGA 

scheme as only a ''palliative" a temporary measure and not a cure for the problem. Dr. C.H. Hanumanth 
Rao commented that the scheme was a failure in Maharasthra because. it was not linked to the building 

up of rural infrastructure, such as rural irrigation, rural roads, etc. 

1. It may be noted that in view of the criticisms made against the proposed EGS Bill, the Govt made some 

amendments to it on 17th Aug. 2005 while getting the approved of the Parliament. For example, the scheme has 

been universalized to all persons living in the rural areas instead of its being available only to the families ~'below 

the poverty line". Secondly, there will be 113 preference for women in areas where the number of applicants is 

very large. Thirdly, the scheme will be introduced in 200 districts in the beginning but later on i~ will be extended 

to the whole nation in five years. Fourthly, the Central Govt. will provide 90% of money for the s.cheme. Fifthly. 

the Govt also promised to brii;ig a similar scheme for the urban areas. - Ruddar Datt and Sundharilm - Page : 

421. 
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PROBLEMSOFTHEUNDE~ 

PRIVILEGED 
(SCHEDULED CASTES, TRIBES AND 

OTHER BACKWARD CLASSES) 

A. The Scheduled Castes: Definition and Problems of the Scheduled Castes - Untouch
ability- Origin and Eradication of Untouchability - Role of Gandhiji and Dr. Ambedkar 
in the Removal of Untouchability - Measures for Welfare of SCs - Harmful Effects of 
Untouchability - B. Scheduled Tribes: Definition and Distribution a/Scheduled Tribes 
- Tribal Problems and Tribal Welfare - C. The Backward Classes: Who Fqrms .the 
Backward Classes? Definition and Description of Backward Classes - TheBackward 
Classes Movement. 

As Sorokin has pointed out, all pennanently organised societies are stratified. Most societies 
of the world have had their type of what Ward calls 'the lowly'. The Romans had their Plebians, the 
Spartans their heitos, the British their villains, the Egyptians their slaves, the Americans tpeir 
Negroes, and the Gennans their Jews. So the Hindus have 'Untouchables' and the girijans. Slavery, 
serfdom, villeinage have all vanished. But untouchability still exists. The practice ofuntouchability 
is the-reflection of the state of affair of the unpriviieged section of the country. Two-thirds or more of 
the population oflndia are very backward, being illiterate and living in utter poverty. Their disad
vantage arises from the fact that their status is ascribed to them by birth. As members of closed
statu_s groups with unequal ranks they suffer from various disabilities. India is a class as well as 
caste-ridden society, Hence these members suffer from economic as well as non-economic, that is, 
social, religious and educational disabilities. This unprivileged section, which is often treated as 'the 
backward classes' in general consists of three main divisions: (i) The Scheduled Tribes (Girijans), 
(ii) The Scheduled Castes (Harijans ), and (iii) The Other Backward Classes. The first two groups 
are listed in the Constitution while t~e third group is unlisted and-loosely defined; it is the least 
homogeneous: 

What are the Scheduled Tribes and Castes 

For ages certain groups of people in India's hill areas and villages have suffered isolation and 
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disability. Geographic and social factors have added to their isolation. They have liv!ld in a state of 

social and economic stagnation. These people belong to certain castes and tribes listed by the 

Presfderifofliiaiaiiipursuanc1'fl::5ftnereteva:nrproviBionsofth~Constitution~·Henee-the-
nameSGhed-

·····uled-1'Yibes-aiidpilieaukd~ca8tes.-1'hesecalongwith·the:.~denatifled:1ribes.!.filJJJJJ.tlter
_~£011.<>Il1~~!1Y 

. backward groups, are sometimes referred to as 'baekward classes'. The Scheduled Castes and Tribes

form roughly 22% of the total population. 

A. THE SCHEDULED CASTES 

heduled Caste SC occu the bottommost rung of the social ladder; They form a 

rriajorpart ofthe .. BackWarifOr.DepressedC'lasses.Theya.regenerallyregar e as ntouc a s· 

and popularly known as 'Harijans'. According to the Census Report of 1971 the Scheduled Castes 

constitute 15.04% of the total population, their total number being 8.25 crores. In Kamataka alone 

more than 38\12 lakh Harijans are there. They are not in majority in any part ofthe country. They 

constitute more than 20% of the population, in more than 666 talukas. Hence they are scattered over 

the entire land. There is no district or taluk in India wherein the Scheduled Caste people are not 

found. Further, nowhere in India the Harijans or the Scheduled Caste people occupy the topmost 

,position in the social, political and· economic field. They are economically backward, socially de

pressed and educationally neglected section of the Indian population. 

Early References to Harijans 

The 'Harijans' or the Scheduled Caste people were called by different names during the early 

days. For sometime they were kept outside the Hindu social order and referred to as the fifth group 

(often as t}i,e fifth varna) or the:"Panchamas". During the :Vedic Perigd they \Vere kno\Vn as the 

'Chanda/as'. The Chandalizs were considered to be untouc)lables. The chandalas were the prog

eny of the most hated union of a Brahmin female with a Shudra male. In Vedic literature, w,e find the 

·mention mf chandalas as an ethnic group originating from inter-breeding of higher caste female and 

lower caste male. Patanja/i considered chandalas as a variet}r of shudras. According to Manu, ·the 

chandalas were born out. of the Ptatiloma marriages. It is difficult to estimate tµe ,exact period in 

which the untouchables or chandalas originated. Still it can be said that they ha\}e existed· in India 

since at least 2,000 years. Majority of the Scheduled Caste people have been regarded as "untouch-

.· ables" at one time or the other. All the SCs are not regarded as untouchables in all the places oflndia. 

British called the so-called 'untouchables' th~ 'Exterior Cast'es'. The term 'untouchable 

C(J8tes'was made use of for the first time by the Simon Commission (l 928). Under the Government 

of India Act of 1935 the: untouchables are designated as 'Scheduled Castes', The Constitution of 

India (l 950) has also referred to them as the "Scheduled Castes'. But Mahatma Gandhiji addressed 

them as "Harijans"-the people of the God. 

Definition of Scheduled Castes 

1. According to Dr. D.N. Majumdar the term 'Scheduled Castes' refers to the 'Untouchable 

Castes': .. The untouchable castes are those who sufferfrom various social and political disabilities 

many of which are traditionally prescribed and socially enforced by higher eastes". 

2. We can define the scheduled ca.$tes as those economically, socially,,educationally·and 

politically backward castes which are kept at a distance by the other castc:s as. 'untouchables'.' ' 

· eduled Castes are those urttouchable castes which are subject to some disabilities in 

every walkoflife-social, religious, educational, economic an4 political. Examp es: a iga a~a i 

gas, Billavas, Edigas. Korama, Machigars, Dhoras, Samagaras, Mahars, Mangs, Holeyas, Upparas, ···· 

Ezhavas, Chamars. 

The Scheduled. Castes-.,..An·'lrltegralPart of Village Lire 

The Scheduled Castes constitute an integral part of village life. According to the C~nsus Re-
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port of 1971 the Harijans constitute 15.04% of the total population oflndia. More than 90% of them 
are living in the villalges. Still they are not in majority in any part ofindia.About 75% of them are 
engaged in agriculture and large number of them are landless labourers. They are spread over the 

. entire nation . in fact, there is no village in India in which the Harijans are not found. Even today, 
they continue to render some menial services to the other caste people. Most of them Jive below the 
line of poverty. · 

B. Kuppu Swamy in his "Social Change in India" states that for two reasons the Harijans were 
declared as 'impure' castes or 'untouchables' and were made to live outside the village. First, they 
were following the lowest kinds of occupations such as scavenging, leather work, removal of the 
carrion, ~tc. Second, they persisted in eating beef which was conaemned as the most heinous crime 
by the caste Hindus. · 

Referring to the position and the role ofHarijans, MN. Srinivas writes, "they are an mtegral 
part of the village life, they p~rform certain essential tasks in agriculture, they are often village 
servants, messengers and remove the leaves on which people have dined at community dinners". 

1. fROBLEMS OF THE SCHEDULED CASTES 
The Varna System w~ich exist~d during the Vedic period, in course of time degenerated into 

the .caste system. Since then, the Scheduled Castes who are known as 'Untouchables' have been 
suffering from various social, religious, legal, political, economic, educational, and bther disabili
ties. For centuries they were denied political representation, legal rights, civic facilities, educational 
privileges and economic opportunities~ During the British rule also. nothing was done to uplift the 
Haijans and to relieve them from their ~ondages. Even today the Scheduled Castes are not free from 
problems. 

(a) The Sociai Restrictions and Disabilities of the Scheduled Castes 
The Schedujed Castes or the Harijans suffered for centuries from a number of social disabili

ties among which the following may be noted._ 
i. Lowest Status in the Hierarchy. In the Caste hierarchy the Scheduled Castes are ascribed 

thelowest status. They are considered to be 'unholy', 'inferior' and '.low' and are looked down upon 
by the other castes. They have been suffering from the stigma of 'untouchability'. Their very tocuh 
is considered to be polluting for the higher caste people. Hence they have been treated as the 
servants oftne other caste people. The Scheduled Castes have always served the other castes, butthe 
attitude of other castes is of total indifference and contempt. They were kept at a distance from other 
caste people. In some instances (in South India) even the exact distance which an upper caste man 
was expected to keep berweetr himself and the Harijans was specified. 

2. E~ucation Disabilities. The Harijans were forbidden from taking up to education during 
the early days. San§krit education was denied for them. Public schools and other educational institu
tions were closed. for them. Even today majority of them are illittlrate and ignorant. . ' • . . ' I 3. ·Civic Disabiliti~s. Prevention from t~e u~e of Public Places. For a long time the untouch-
able castes were not allowed to use public places and avail of civic facilities such as~village wells, 
ponds, temples, hostels, hotels, schools, hospitals, lecture halls, dharamashalas,.choultries, etc. They 
were forced to live on the outskirts of the towns and villages during the earfy days. Even today they 
are segregated from others spatially. In South India, restrictions were imposed on the mode ofcon
stniction of their houses; types of dresses and patterns of their ornamentation. Some lower caste 
people were notallowed to carry umbrellas, to wear shoes or golden ornaments and to milk cows: 
They were prohibited from covering the 'upper part of their body. The seniices of barbers, washermen 
and tailors were refused to them. 
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(b) Religious Disabilities 

The Harijans also suffer from religious disabilities even today. They are not allowed to enter 
temples in many places. The brahmins who offer their priestly services to some lower castes, are not 
prepared to officiate in the ceremonies of the 'untouchable' castes. They d.o not evenbow down to 
the duties ofthese'un.touchable' castes. The Vedic mantras which are considered to be more pure, 
could not be listened to and chanted by the Harijans because of the taboos. They were only permit
ted to make use of the upanishadic mantras which are considered to be less pure. Burial grounds 
were also denied for them in many places. 

(c) EconomicDis~fiiifi:ies 
The Harijans are economically backward and have been suffering from various economic 

disabilities also. 
1. No Right of Property Ownership. For centuries the Harijans were not allowed to have 

land and business .of their own. It is. only recently their ownership to the property has become 
recognised. The propertied people are comparatively less in them. Majority of them depend upon 

agriculture but only a few of them own land. 
2. Selection of Occupations Limited. The Caste system imposes restrictions on the occupa

tional coice of the members. The occupational choice was very much limited for the Harijans .. They 
were not allowed to take up to occupations which were reserved for the upper caste people. They 
were forced to stick on to the traditional inferior occupations such as-curing hides, removing the 
human wastes., sweeping, scavenging, oil grinding, tanning, shoemaking, leather works, carrying the 
dead animals, etc. These occupations were regarded as 'degraded' and 'inferior'. 

3. Landless Labourers. Majority of the Harijans are today working as landless labourers. 
More than 90. l of the agricultural labourers in India belong to the depressed classes which include 
the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes. More than 77 .1 % of the Scheduled Caste workers in 
rural areas are agricultural labourers. A large number of· Harijan families are in debts. About 64.1 % 
of the agricultural labour households of the Scheduled Castes were indebted during 1956-57 as 
against 45.1% in 1950-51. The average accumulated debt per household increased from Rs. 47 in 
1950-51 to Rs. 88 in 1956-57. Their indebtedness is increasing day by day. The Harijans are eco
nomically exploited by the upper caste people. Even today they are the lowest paid workers, some of 
them eontinue to suffer as handed lahmwers at the hands oftbe higher caste people. 

(d) Political Disabilities 

The untouChables hardly participated in the political matters. They were not given any place in 
the politics, administration and the general governance of India. they were not allowed to hold any 
public post. Political rights and representation were denied for them. Under the British rule, they 
were given the right to vote for the first time. After independence equal political Qpportunities and 
rights have been provided for the Harijans also. Politically, the Harijans are yet to be.come an organised 

force. 

________ ____ _ ______ ;__JJNTOUCHAB!pITY 

The practice of 'untouchability' is a stigma attached to the Hindu society. It is an age-old one. 
It has its roots deep down in our social and religious system. Gandhiji regarded this practice as "a 
leper wound in the whole body o(Hindu politic" . He even considered it as "the hateful/est expres-

sion of caste." 
It is very difficult to give a clear definition ofuntouchability. The word 'untouchable' applies 

to the despised and degraded section .of the Hindu population. Untouchability is a mass phenomenon 
ofgroup prejudices and discrimination affecting more than 80 million people ofindia. Untouchablf-
ity refers to the solid mhzbztzon oj touch emerging from the characteristics ufthe Indian caste system. 
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Ideas of occupational and.ceremonial pµrity in the genesis of the caste system led to of 
untouchability. Untouchability is a practice in which some lower caste people are at a distance 
and denied of social equality for their touch is considered to be polluting or contaminating the 
caste people. 

Origin ofUntouchability 
There are different opinions regarding the origin of untouchability. According to Manu, the 

Hindu law giver, practice of pratiloma marriage was .the cause for the origin of untouchability. 
Children born of such marriages were called 'chandalas'. The chandalas were the progeny of the 
union of Brahmin female with a shudra male. 

Hutton states, 'the origin of the position of the exterior castes' (untouchable) is partly racial, 
partly religious and partly matter of social customs. Dr, Majumdar, Sir Herbert Risley and Dr. Ghurye 
are in favour of the racial explanation ofuntouchability. According to Prof Ghurye, "Ideas of purity, 
whether occupational or ceremonial, which are found to have been a factor in the genesis of caste 
are the very soul of the idea and practice of untouchability". According to Dr. Majumdar, the dis
abilities of the so called "depressed castes" are not ceremonial, but are founded on racial and 
cultural differences. According to Nesfield, association with dirty profession such as scavenging, 
$Weeping public roaUS, curing the hides, tanning, leather works, carrying the dead animals, etc., gave 
rise to the feeling ofuntouchability. · 

Untouchability Offences 

Article 17 of the Constitution oflndia states that "untouchability is abolished and its practice 
in .any form is forbidden. The enforcemel(lt of any disability arising out of untouchability shall be an 
offence punishable in accordance with law''. In pursuance of this provision, the Parliament passed 
the Untouchabiiity (Offences) Act, 1955 (which was later substituted by the Protection of Civil 
Rights Act, 1978). According to this Act the offences ofuntouchability include the following : 

(i) Committing any kind of social injustice, such as denying acc.ess to any shop, restaurant, 
public hospital, educational institution or any place of public entertainment. (ii) Preventing a person, 
on the grounds of untouchability, from entering a place of worship and offering prayers or from 
drinking water from a public well orspring, (iii) Refusal to sell goods or render services to a person 
on the grounds ofuntouchability is an offence punishable with imprisonment for six months or a fine 
upto Rs. 500 or both. (iv) Enforcing occupational, professional, trade disabilities in the matter of 
enjoyment of any benefit under a charitable trust, etc. 

3. ERADICATION OF UNTOUCHABILITY 
Ever since the time of the Buddha and l\1ahavira attempts have been made to remove the social 

disabilities of the degraded castes including untouchability. The Buddha and Mahavira said that 
caste is no bar to communion with God. In fact, the Btiddhism and Jainism rose as a challenge to the 
rigid caste system with all its evils. Thinkers and reformers like Basavanna, Kabirda), Santa Tukaram, 
Guru Nanak, Tulsidas, Ramdas, Namadeva, Santa Jnaneshwar and a host of others have advocated 
the removal of caste distinctions, including untouchability for the g<_>ad of humanity. The Bhakti 
Culf popularised by Purandara Das, Kanka Da~, Vadiraj and others, and the V ~ershaivism estab
lished .and propagated by Basavanna contributed agreat deal to the removal.ofuntouchability. 

During the British rule in the 19th and 20th centuries, a number of_$ocial reformers tried to 
eradicate untouchability. They launched movements against untouchability and built organisations 
to reform the Hindu society. Swami Vivekananda's 'Sri Ramakrishna Mission', Raja Ram Mohan 
Roy?s 'Brahma Samaj', Swami Dayananda Saraswati's 'Arya Samaj', Atmaram Pandtlrangl;l'S 
'Prarthana Samaj', Dr~ Anie Besant's 'Theosophical Society-., Thakkar Bapa's 'Harijan SeJak 
Sangha', Dr. Keshva Baliran Hedgewar's 'Rashtreeya Swayam Sevak Sangha, the Indian National 

· Congress l,lnder the leadership, of Mahatm~ Gandhiji, Dr. B.R. Ambedkar's All-India Scheduled 
Caste Federation, Sri. Naryana Guru and S,ND.P. Yogam in Keraia, the Vishwa Hindu Parishad 
and other organisations have played an importantroie in the removal ofuntouchability. 
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like Keshabchandra Sen, Iswara Chandra Vidya Sagar, Justice Ranade, Jyoti Rao Phule, Sri Narayana 
Guru, Gandhiji, Sri Guruji Golwalkar, and others also ~ried to rouse the conscience of the people 
against the practice ofuntouchability. The Harijan Sevak Sangha, Depressed Class Union, the So
cia/Service League, Depressed ClassLeague1 the Scheduled Classes Federation etc. also tried to 
remove the caste disabilities. 

ROLE OF DR AMBEDKAR AND GANDHIJI IN THE REMOVAL OF UNTOUCH-
ABILITY AND UPLIFTMENT OF SCHEDULED CASTES 

4. ROLE OF DR. AMBEDKAR 

Dr. Bhim Rao Ambedkar [1891-19.56] was a great modern socfafrlifri.ker, a born figlifor, a 
famous advocate and a humanist. Dr. Ambedkar who was born in an "unto1uchable" or "dalit" cpm
munity called "Mahar" in Maharashtra took a leading role in prC!)moting the welfare of the untouch
able castes and in elevating their status. Being the most highly educated untouchable in India Dr. 
Ambedkar became the undisputed spokesman of the untouchables. He took many steps to reform the 
ways of the untouchables. He fought .against r,nany of the injustices done to the untouchables by 
establishing a political party and a couple of.organisations for the untouchables. Pandit Nehru 
rightly described him as the "symbol of the great revolt against all the oppressive features of Hindu 

society". 
1. Dr. Ambedkar was the first man to make a scientific study of untouchability. Even 

though Gandhiji had thought of the ways of removal of untouchability before the birth of Dr. 
Ambedkar, it was Ambedkar who drew the attention of the Congress Organisation and also of the 
entire nation towards the grave problems of the untouchables and their deplorable conditions. 
Ambedkar had made a detailed study of the problem ofuntouchability, its origin, development etc. 

2. Self-Respect Movement. Dr. Ambedkar had made it clear that his main aim in life was to 
remove the practice of untouchability and to take the so-called "untouchable community" towards 
socio-economic equality and justice. Through his social-movement he wanted to instil in the minds 
of the untouchables the ideas of self-dignity, self-confidence and self-respect. Thus his movement is 
often called "self-respect movement." Ambedkar established an institution called "Bahishkrita 
Hitakarini Sabha" which added momentum to this movement. 

3. Five-Principles or "Pancha-Sutras" for the Progress of 'Dalits'. Dr. Ambedkar wanted 
the untoueha-bles or 'dalits' to follow some principledn life so that they could attain a respectable 
status by their own efforts as a community. He recommended "Pancha-sutras" for them. 
(1) Self-Improvement: Makmg one's own efforts for one's improvement without expecting 1nuch 
from other; (ii) Self-Progress: Making self-efforts for achieving progress in life; (iii) Self-Depen
dence: Leaming to lessen one's dependence on others and attaining finally self-reliance; (iv) Self
Respect: Maintaining self-dignity and never sacrificing it for any reason. (v) Self-Confidence. De
veloping confidence in oneself, in one's capacities and in one's efforts. 

4. Call to Reform the Style of Life. Am,bedkar made ari appeal to his community to change 
its style oflife to suit to the ne(;':ds of time. "He ~rged them to stop the dragging of dead cattleoutof 

_u ___ 1liZ~. He wantedihem to give u~azing_J:anion, alimic ih ziiks ema l:feggmg. He "tvanwtthem · 
to become literates and send their children to schools. Finally, he wanted-them to aress-we7l an-a 
have self-respect for themselves. Thus, one of his chief aims. was to bring about a revolution in the 
way of life of the untouchables and in their aspirations for themselves and for their children." 1 

5. Three Principles of Dalit Movement: "Education, Agitation and Organisation": Dr. 
Ambedkar suggested three principles to govern the "dalit movement". These principles are: "educa
tion,. agitation and organisation". 

(1) Education is essential for helping the dalits to take out their mask0f ignorance; (ii) Agita-

Ref: B. Kuppu Swamy in his "Social Change in India" Page: 207. 
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tfon becomes inevitable to fight against all the exploiters ana cheats; (iii) Organisation is necessary 
to thrash out individual differences, to realise community interests and to fight for a common cause 
collectively. {\fter the All-India Depressed Class Conference in Nagpur in 1942 Ambedkar 
declared, "My final word ofadvice is to educate, agitate, organise and have faith in yourself. !tis a 
battle for the reclamation of humdn personality." 

Personal efforts to put the three principles into practice: Ambedkar himself worked to put 
these three principles into practice. Ambedkar encouraged the education of dalits through the 
organisations he established namely, "Bahishkrita Hitakarini Sabha", "Independent Labour Party" 
and "Depressed Classes' Education Society". 

Ambedkar organised agitations in the direction ofreaching his goals. His own words reveal 
his faith in agitations. "The direct action in respect of Chowder Tank in Mahad (of Kolaba Dis,trict, 
Maharashtra), the Kalaram Temple at Nasik and the Guruvayur temple in A1alabar have done in a 
few days what million days of preaching by reformers would never have done". He personally led the 
temple entry agitation at Nasik. In 1930, just l 0 days before Gandhiji' s "Dandi March", Ambedkar 
launched a big temple entry movement at Nasik before the Kalaram Temple in which more than 
15000 volunteers including 500 women, had taken part. The programme of temple entry was more 

for creating social consciousness than for asserting religious rights. 
Dr. Ambedkar realised the importance of"Organisation" and worked to build a few of them. 

Examples: "Bahishkrita Hitakarini Sabha" [1924], Mahad Conference or Dasgaon Dalit Confer
ence, [1927] "Independent Labour Party". As early as in 1920 he had made attempts to organise all 
the untouchable castes and bring them under one banner. He had organised the first AU-India Con
ference of Untouchables in May 1920 at Nagpur. 

6. Call to Destroy the Caste System. Ambedkar in his efforts to raise the status of untouch
ables considered the caste system one of the great obstac1es. He expressed his great disappointment 
with the caste as well as vama system. He even gave a call to destroy the caste system in his famous 
book called "Annihilation of Caste" [ 1936]. He wrote in "Harijan" in 1933 - "the Outcaste is a 
hypro~uct of the caste system". Nothing can emancipate the outcaste except the destruction of caste 
systeni." As an expression of his disillusionment with Hinduism, he rejected Hinduism and em
braced Buddhism with his followers in 1956. [He, however, died in the very same year, that is on 6th 
December 1956]. 

7. Political Role of Ambedkar. Ambedkar made use of political instruments to achieve the 
purpose of protecting dalit inten~~ts. 

Demand for Separate Electorate for DaUts. In the First Round Table Conference convened 
in London in November 1930 Dr. Ambedkar, who attended it on behalfof the depressed classes, 
sp9ke about he loathsome condition of the untouchables in India. He prepared a declaration of the' 
fundarrientaf rights of the depresssed classes and submitted it to the minorities sub-committee. He 
demanded the abolition ofuntothabjlity and the establishment of equal citizenship. He vehemently 
demanded a separate electorate for the depressed classes. Gandhiji who boycotted the first Confer
ence and participated in the Second Round Table Conference at London along wjth Amedkar, op
posed the proposal. He said "the political separation of the untouchables and the Hindus would be 
suicidal to the nation." He even said that he would resist such a proposal with his life. He declared 
his resolution of''jast-unto-death". The conflict between the two leaders was however, settled by the 
famous "Poona Pact" [1932] 1 • Ambedkar was able to geCsome reasonable representation for the 
untouchables .. 

I. Through the "Poona Pact" Gandhi ensured that the election of the SC and ST representatives would be by all .the 
voters in territorial constftuencies alloted for the. purposes: As there is no constituency in which SCs are in a majority, 
the Pact makes sure that the elected SC candidates are in practice acceptable to the other castes and communities in the 
area. 
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Ambedkar who met Gandhiji in 1931 insisted on making the removal at unt9Uchability a pre
condition for a person to become a member of the Congress. He supported the Anti-Untouchability 
League which launched a campaign all over the country to secure for the depressed classes enjoy
ment of their civil· rights such as taking water from the village wells, admission of the children in 

village schools etc. 
8. Ambedkar as the "Abhinava Manu". Ambedkar was invited by the Prime Minister Nehru 

to be the Law Minister in the First ,Cabinet oflndependent India. Ambedkar accepted the offer. He 
was made the Chairman of the Drafting Committee to draft the Indian Constitution. Article 17 of the 

.. ConstitutiorrnbolisheduntQl.lchahility, A1111:Jecikl:lr haci once declar.edthat.he wotlld b~m ''J.f anu ~mriti" 
for its failure to provide justice to the dalits. The same A~bedkar now could get the opporturiify and 
the honour of giving to the people of India their Constitution . He is rightly called the "Abhinava 
Manu" [or "Modern 1Manu"]. He was awarded the "Bharata Ratna" title posthumously. Ambedkar's 
ideas, views and thoughts continue to influence and inspire a number of his followers who are spread 

over the entire nation. 

5. ROLE OF MAHATMA GANDHI 

Mahatma Gandhiji played a memorable role in uplifting the untouchables. Gandhiji popularised 
the word "Harijan"1 meaning "the people of God" - a word which was first coined and used by a 
GujarathiBrahmin saint by ~ame Narasinha Mehta. According to Gandhiji, the practice ofuntouch
ability is "a leper wound in the whole-body of Hindu politic". He even regarded it as "the hatefuUest 
expression of caste". He made it his life's mission to wipe out untouchability and to uplift the de
pressed and the downtrodden people. As a servant of mankind, he preached that all human beings 
are equal and hence the Harijans too have a right for social life along with other caste groups. 

Gandhiji's Appeal to the Conscience of the People . 

. Gandhiji believed in the four-fold djvision of the Hindu society into four vamas. He regarded 
untouchables as.Shudras and not as the Panchamas orfifth Varna or Avarna. flence he sincerely felt 
the need for. bringing about a basic change in the caste structure by uplifting the untouchables and 
not by abolishing the caste as such. He appealed to the conscience of the people to realise the 
historical necessity of accommodating the "Harijans" by providing them a rightful place in the 

society. 
Gandhiji had much compassion for the Harijans. He said : "/do, not want to be reborn. But if I 

am to be· born, I would like to be born an untouchable, so that I may share their sorrows and 
sujfe1 ings." He was ofthe opinion that the practice (}funteuchability was a moral crime Ye mid that 
"if untouchability is not wrong, then nothing in. the world is wrong." He believed that a change of 
heart on the part of the Hindus was essential to enable the social and cultural assimilation ofHarijans. 
He was very much moved by their social distress and started a nationwide movement to remove their 

disabilities. · 

Gandhiji's Campaign Against Untouchability 

_ _ ______ Gandhiji who regarded untouchability as a blot on Hinduism wanted to do away with it com.-
__ p!e.tel)l.:::He wr_o_t~m 192Q " ... WzthQyJ_dte renz_()J!fl/ ()f_tbe mi_nt [OIJintoTiCha5t1ity], "Svvara1" zs a 

meaningless term." .He even felt that the foreign domination of our country was the resuffo!-our ____ -- -
exploitation of almost one-sixth of our own people ih the name of religion. 

3. Hatijan - "was~ wotd used by t~e great saint Nads.ii~lia Mehta, who by the by belonged to the Nagal:\Brahll)ana 
Community and who defied the whole community by.claiming the "untouchables" as his own:. I am delighted to adqpt 
the word whic.h is sanctified by having been used by such a great saint, but it has for me a deeper meaning than yiau 
may imagine. The "untouchable", to me, is qompared to us, really, a. Harijan - a man of God, and we are "Dhurjan" 

[men of evil]. 
Source: M.K. Gandhi in "The Removal of Untouchability" - 1954 Page No. 14. Compiled and edited by Bharat.an 
Kumarappa - Published by "Navajivan Publishing House''. Ahmedabad. 
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Gandhiji decided to stage a campaign against untouchability and was unprepared to make any 
,compromise with it. He advocated positive means for the uplift of-Harijans. He addressed va~ious 
public meetings reposing doctrines of Harijan welfare. He led several processions ofHarijans with 
other upper caste people and made them participate in "poojas, bhajans, keerthans and puranas". 
He believed that opportunities of education and temple entry would reduce social inequalities be
~een Harijans and caste Hindus. He launched movements for cleaning Harijanresidential areas, for 
digging wells for them and for similar othe_r beneficial things. · 

.Gandhiji wrote in "Young India" in April 1925. "Temples, public wells ana-public schools 
must be open to the untouchables equally with caste Hindus. "He started two jo'tlrnals, '!larijan' and 
'Young India' through which he advocated his ideas. He startea an ashram where people of all castes 
andcreeds could. come and stay without any differences. 

Gandhiji served the "Harijan Sevak Sangha" started by the social reformer Takkar Bapa in the 
year 1932 for working out the religious and social welfare ofthe Harijans. The organisation opened 
schools and dispensaries in various places and arrnaged for free educational facilities and scholar

' ships for Harijan children. ' . 

Political Role of Gandhiji 

As a inuch respected political leader of the masses, Gandhiji could never ignore the tasks of the 
removal of untouchability and upliftment of Harijans. Gandhiji entered the Indian freedom struggle 
in 1.919. From 1920. onwards, under the leadership of Gandhiji the Indian NationaJ Congress became 
committed to get the independence on the one hand and to the removal of untouchability on the 
other. In 1920 itself, he declared that "Untouchability cannot be given a secondary place in the 
programme'" of Congress: 

Gandhiji's Protest Against the Proposal of Separate Electorate for Harijans. Gandhiji 
was. very much against the British policy of "divide and rule". He condemned the British policy of 

... separating the Harijans from the rest of the Hindus. Hence he protested against the proposal of 
cteatfil.g separate electorate for the Harijans. He said to Ambedkar who was in favour of th~ pro
posal, that "the political separation of the untouchables from the Hindus lVouid be suicidal to the 
nation." 

. Gandiji declared at the Minorities Committee of the Second Round Table Conference in Lon
don [1932]that "we do not want the untouchables to be classified as a separate class. 'sikhs may 
remain such in perpetuity, so may Muslims ancf prtstians. Will the w:ztouchables remain untouch- . 
ables in-perpetuity? l would rather feel thatlfiizduism died than that untouchability lived. l will 
resist it with my /ife." 1 

, 
IinpactofGandhiji's "fast-Unto-Death" Satyagrah'a. In spite ofGandhiji's protest, the British 

Prime Minister decided to grant separate seats for the, depressed classes and the right of double vote 
in' which they could elect their own repre~entatives and also vote in which they could elect their own 
representatives and also vote in general elections. In protest against this "communal award" Gandhiji 
d~cided to stage the fast unto death satyagraha. This declaration of Gandhiji opened the eyes of the 
whole countj·towards the problem of untouchables._ 

. In 1932 the Harijan Sevak Sangh was formed and its Conference at Bombay pledged-that the. 
right to use the pµblic roads, wells etc. would be given statutory recognition when the Swaraj Pa:tli~
ment met. This pledge was stressed by GandhijHn 1932 when he said, "There could be no tesLuntil 
untoucha(Ji/ity pecomes a thing of the pqst~" TheHarij~ movement gained strength thro'ughoutthe 
country. Gandhi went on an all-India tour to collect huge sums of money for this programn:{e. '-. . . . , , . . : . ' ·- .. ' Gandhiji Cotnmits Congress for the Removal of Untoucbability. At the befiest of G~dhiji 
and the Congress, al) the Congress carididate~ who contested elections in 1937 had pledged them~ 
selves- to the removal of untouchabiJity. An early as in 1931 itself at the Karaqhi Session of the 

I. As quoted bycB.; ~pu Swamy in "So.cial Change.in.Jndia ... J'age-211. 
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his sincere approach to solve theii: problems: Gandhlji lived with the Harijansand sniirecrtlieff ais--
tress by indicating in them the ideas of better social adjustmentwith the rest of the Indian commu
nity. He advocated equal opportunities of education and intermingling ofHarijan students with those 
<'f the upper castes. He fought for various l~gal protections against several kinds of injustices done to 
them. He adopted a Harijan child and set an example for others to emulate. As a result of his sincere 
efforts and strong recommendations, untouchability was declared illegal under the Indian Constitu,,. 
tion. At his behest an opportunity was given to Dr. B.R Atnbedkar, leader of the depressed classes,

to join the Central Cabinet an9 to' be the chief archit~ct of the Indian Constitution. 

Gandhiji's Proposals for Harijan Welfare 

Gandhiji's proposals for Harijan welfare include the following: 

1. Those who claim themselves to be the servants of Harijan must serve the Harijans with all 
\ " 

the dedication; · 

2. Awareness must be created among the Harij~s regarding cle~liness, sanitatior1~:ind hefilth. 

3. The practice of carrying human waste on head must be stopped. 

4. They should be persuaded -to drop their habit of eating carrion and dead animals. 

5. Practice ofuntouchability must be iifimediately stopped by all. 

6. Harijans must be provided with drinking water facility. 

7. Good houses at low cost but with enough provision for lighting and ventilation must be 

built for Harijans. 
8. Harijan children must be made to go to school and even adult education programme should 

be introduced · 

9. · Harijans must be persuaded to drop t}leir habit of drinking alcohol. . . 

10. Harijans must be allowed to enter aft the public places and to draw water from the wells. 

11. There should be nc> bar for the entry of Harijans to teFples. 

12. "Harijan Day" should be observedby ali:a.t least one day in a year. 

Ambedkar and Gaiidhiji who fought against the problem 9f untmichabilitY and serired to 

promote the welfare of''untouchables" are not aliveto(Jay. Their followers are, how~ver, continuillg 
their work: Untouchability has_ not yet become "thi- thing .of llhe past". The removal of 

· untouchabilgy reguites a basic transformation- in the general atti.tnde towards it. Gandhiji was.rig\t 

when he wrote in his letter to Thakkar Bapa: ."The salyation efthe depre8$ed class will come ~nly-

. . . . :· ' . ·\. . 

The Government· of independent India-has ~en trying to uplift the ScheduleqC~s.tes and 

Scheduled Tril:>es right from its very inception; The Governmental attempts .to promote the welfare 

ofthe SCs and STs can be classified into two gnmp. (A) Co71Stitutional and l¢gislative measures and 
(B) Olher welfare me(lSures and programmes. . · 
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(A) The Constitutional and Legislative Measures 

The Goyernment of India has incdrporated some special provisions in its Constitution for the, 
removal ofuntouchability and to promote the welfare ofSCs and STs. The Constitution ensures the 
protection ~d assures the promotion of interests ofSCs, STs and other weaker sections of the popu
lation in the fields such as ( 1) political representation? (2) ~representation-in services, (3) economic 
development, ( 4) socio-cultural safeguards and (5) legal support. 

L The Preamble of the Constitution oflndia declares that it assures equality, promotes frater-
nity, guarantees liberty and ensures justice to one and all. " 

2. Articles 15, 16, 17, 38 and 46 guarantee that the state shall not discriminate between persons' 
on account of their religion or region and caste or class. 

3. Article. l 5 prohibits discrimination on grounds ofreligfon, caste, race, sex or place of birth, 
4~ Article 17 abolishes untouchability. It is further provided that th~ enforceqient of any dis

ability arising out of untouchability shall be an offence punisbable in accordance with law. 
5. Article 46 pi:._omotes educational and economic interests of Scheduled Castes, Scheduled 

Tribes and other weaker sections: 
6. Article 330 reserves representation for Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes in the House 

ofthe People. · · 
· 7. Article 334 relates to reservation of seats and special representation to cease after fifty years 

[Originally reservation was made for ten years and it was extended four times, the present period of 
expiry being 2000 A.D.) 

8. Article 335 mentions the claims of Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes to services and 
posts. 

9. Article 338 empowers the Central Govt. to appoint a National Commission for Scheduled 
Castes and Scheduled Tribes. 

10 .. Article 339 empowers the President to appoint a Commission to rq>ort on the administra
tion of the Scheduled Areas and the welfare of Scheduled Tribes in the States. 

1 L Article 341 empowers the President to specify the castes, races or tribes deemed as Sched~ 
uled Castes in a particular State or Union territory. 

12. Article 342 empowers the President to specify the tribes or tribal communities deemed to 
be Scheduled Tribes in a particular State or Onion terriroty. 

•Legislative M_easures For the Removal ofUntouchability 

The Government has been taking up the required legislative measures for the removal ofun
to~chability. In pursuance of the provisi'on of the Article 17 of the Con§~itution which declares the 
practice ofuntouchability a punishable offence, the Parliament passed the Untouchabi/ity Offences 
Act, 19S5. It was later substituted by the Protection of Civil Rights Act, 1976. According to this· Act 
the offences of untouchability include the follo~ing. · · 

• Offe.nces of Untouchability as per the "Protection of Civil Rights Act, 1976" 

(i) Committing any kin.d of social iI)justice, such as denying access to any shop, restaurant, 
public hospital, 6ctucational institution or any place of public entertainllient: · 

(ii) Pr~!,Yentin,g a person, on the grounds ofuntouchability, from et'lte~ing a place of worship 
and offering pray~fS, orfrom d,rinking-water from a public well or spring. 

(iii) Refusal to sell goodE or render services to a person on the grounds ofuntouchability is an 
offence punishable with impri§ontnent for six months or a fine upto Rs. 500.or both. 

(iv) Eriforcing 6ccupational, professional, trad~ disabilities in the matter of enjoyment of any 
benefit under a charitabl~ trust, etc. 
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1. Appointment of a National Commission for the Welfare of Scheduled Castes. A 
National Commission for the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes has been set up by the Central 
Government to safeguard the interests of the SCs and STs. It functions as an advisory body on issue 
and policies related to the development of the SCs and STs. The State Governments have separate 
departments to look after the welfare of the SCs and STs. Their administrative set up varies from 
state to state. 

2. Educational Opportunities.- Dtrn-attentiorris paid to extend the educational l)pportunities 
of SCs and STs and hence special provisions have been made in this regard. Free education, free 
distribution of books, stationery, uniform etc. giving scholarships, banking loan facilities, providing 
mid-day meal, arrangin)?'ior free boarding and lodging facilities, reserving seats for SCs and STs in 
all the government and government aided insitutions, etc. are some of the concrete steps which the 
Government has taken in this regard. 

• Centrally Sponsored Schemes. In addition to the above, there are some centrally sponsored 
schemes also for the educational benefit of both SCs and STs. (i) Free coaching and trainjng for 
various competitive examinations [!AS, IPS, IFS, etc.] to increase their representation in various 
services. (ii) Post-matric scholarships for providing financial assistance for higher education. [Govt. 
spent 66.5 crore rupees for this purpose in the year 1993-94. The University Grants Commission · 
[U.G.C.] and the Ministry of Education had earmarked 15% of their budget for this purpose during 
the 6th plan - 1980-85). (iii) Construction of hostels for providing residential facilities tb SCs and 
$Ts studying at college and university level. (iv) Financial assistance to those SC and ST students 
going to reputed research institutes for research work. (v) Providing Text-books to those studying 
in medical and engineering courses. (vi) Scholarships and passage grants for higher education out
side India. 

3. Expansion of Economic Opportunities. Government has taken up economic programmes 
also for the benefit of SCs and STs. Examples: Landless SC labourers are allotted land. Land reforms 
have been undertaken to bring benefits of land ownership for them. Poor SC farmers are supplied 
with seeds, agriculture implements, fertilizers, pesticides, interest-free loans, pair of 
bullocks for ploughing, subsidy for developing dairy farming, poultry farming, piggery, animal 
hushandcy handicrafts, spinning and weaving. The "loan-me/a" programme ofRajiv Gandhi Gov!. 
[ 1984-89] also provided small loans for the poorer section to help them to earn money through some 

·· secondary sources such as toy-making, basket-making, agarbatti and beedi-roHing, tailoiing, shoe-
making, etc. 

4. Expansion of Employment Opportunities and Reservation. In order to enhance the 
economic position of the SCs and STs the Constitution has provided for the reservation in services. 
Reservation of jobs operates in the all-India Services, Central Government, State Governments, and 
Government owned and managed public sector units and institutions. Reservation exists in all these 
for the SCs and STs to the tune of 15% and 7.5% respectively. Several State Governments have 
introduced--J:eservatiw:::for-B-B€ 4- $ther-Baekwar-rl--€-l-asses}--a-l-filt--

----- ----IngovemmenfservTces7speclaI quotas -are -a1so-arrcmecr tcrn1em.~-·n1ereservanonsare · a1s<r
extended to promotions1 to higher positions to facilitate their adequate representation. Concessions 
such as relaxation in the standards of suitability, relaxation of the qualification and experience, 
have also been provided to them. 

1. 'The Supreme Court in its recent judgement on the reservation issue on Nov. 15th, 1992 adjudicated that there can be 
no reservations in promotions but the Central Government decided to continue them for some time. The Supreme 
Court also declared that reservation in certain technical posts like scientific departments, super-specialities in medi
cine, engineering and defence research, professornn education, pilots in Indian Airlines/Air India, etc. is not advis-
able." 
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5. U pliftment of Scheduled Castes through Five-Year Plans. The welfare of the Scheduled 
Castes (and STs )'has been given special attention ih the Five-Year Plans. The !Size of investment on 
the special programmes has been increasing from plan to plan. The expenditure of Rs. 30.04 crore in 
the First Plan,[1951-56] increased to Rs. 79.41 crore in the Second Plan [1956-61), Rs. 100.40 crore 
in the Third Plan [1961-66], Rs. 172.70 crore in the Fourth Plan [1969-74], Rs. 296.19 crore in the 
Fifth Plan [1974-79], Rs. 1337.2Jlcrores in the Sixth Plan [1980-85], and Rs. 1521.42 crore in the 
Seventh Plan [ l 985-90J. 1 The State Governments have also been spending a sizeable amount on the 
welfare of these people. 

•Development Strategies in the Five-Ye~r Plans 

The Central Government sponsored a comprehensive three-pronged strategy for the develop
ment' of the SCs during the Sixth Five Year Plan [1980-85). this consisted of three schemes. (i) 
special Component Plan [SCPs] of the Central Ministeries and State Governments. (ii) Special Cen
tral Assistance [SCA] to SCPs for the Schduled Castes of the States and (iii) Scheduled Caste Devel-
opment Corporation [SCDCs] in the States. · 

(I) Special Component Plan [SCP]. The main objective of this plan is to assist the SC families 
to substantially improve their income. This plan envisages identification of schemes of development 
which would benefit SCs, quantification of funds from all programmes and determination of specific 
targets as to the number of families to be benefited from these programmes. During the Sixth Plan 
[ 1980-85] Rs. 4,481 crore were earmarked for the SCPs. Till the year 1990 only eight central 
ministeries had fqrmulated the SCPs for the SCs. 

(ii) Special Central Assistance [SCA]. The main purpose of this scheme is to provide addi
tional assistance to the States from the Centre to help the economic advancement of the maximum 
possible number of Schedules Caste families living below the poverty line. This assistance is given 
through the SCPs. During the Sixth Plan Rs. 600 crore was earmarked for this purpose. Later, in 
l 993, in one year, about Rs. 273 crore was provided as SCA. 

I 
(ii) Scheduled Caste Development Corporation [SCDC]. The SCDCs have been set up in 18 

states and 3 union territories. These SCDCs provide money and loan assistane to these families, 
thereby helping to increase the flow offunds from financial institutions to SC families. These Corpo
rations established in the States are expei;ted to interface betwen the SC families and financial insti
tutions including banks. Both the Central and the State Governments, are contributing grants to these 
SCDCs. For example, the State Governments' contribution in 1989-90 was Rs. 19 crore and the 
Central Government's Rs. 15 crore. 

The Corporation also provides loan to the SCfamilies upto Rs: 12,000. They not only arrange' 
to provide financial assistance for occupations.~ agriculture, animal husbandry and household 
in.dustrj but also for small shops, indu$tries, auto-rickshaws and mai1y other trades.and professions. 
Some corporations also arrange for irrigation facilities like digging wells and tubewells. 

5. Other Welfare Programmes 

(1) Drinking Water Facility. In SCs colonies and in the areas where they are found in large 
number, drinking water facility is provided through the construction of wells and borewells. 

(ii) Medical Facility. Free medical check-up facility is provided for the SCs: Those who un
dergo family planning operations are given financial assistance for purchasing required medicine 
and energising tonic. 

(iii) Janata Houses: In various States the SCs are given finanCial assistance to have their own 
houses. In Sates like Kamataka and Tamil Nadu low caste houses having all minimum required 
facilities, known as "janata" houses are built for them at State expenses . 

. 1. Source of Statistics: Ram Ahuja's "Indian Social System" - Page: 370. 
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(iv) Liberation of Bonded Labourers. A large number.of bonded labourers particularly be
longing to the SCs have been liberated. As per the report of the labour Departnient of the Central 
Government in 1983 about 1.13 lakh bonded labourers [out of a total of 1.61 lakh] were liberated 
from their bondage with the Governmental assistance. 

(v) Sulab Sauchalaya Scheme. This has been launched in several States for conyerting dry 
latrines into water-borne latrines in order to liberate SC scavengers and rehabilitate them in alterna
tive occupations. 

6. Voluntary Organisations. In addition to the Governmental schemes and instruments, some 
· ofthe.v-0luntaryorganisations.arealso playing.an. importantrolein promotingthewelfareofthe.SCs. 

Examples:. (i) Harijan SevakSangh [New Delhi], (ii) Indian Depr'fssed Classes League [New Delhi], 
(iii) Hind Sweepers Sevak Sangh [Delhi], (iv) Servants of Indian Society [Poona], (v) Indian Red 
Cross Society [New Delhi, "Ishwara Sharana Ashrama", Allahabad, (vi) Sri Ra111akrishna Mission 
[N arendrapura, West Bengal]. The Central Government has been giving financial assistance to these 
organisations for their Harijan Welfare activities. In 1994, the Govt. spent about Rs. 6.5 crore for 
giving such an assistance. 

Some other organisations which are not getting any financial help from the Government are 
also rendering Yeomen service to the Scheduled Castes. Example: "Hindus Seva Prathisthana'', 
"Vishwa Hindu Parishad", the service units of Rashtreeya Swayam Sevak Sangha, "Dalit 
Organisatidns" and a number of Christian Missionary Organisations. 

7. A BRIEF EVALUATION OF WELFARE SCHEMES 

Have these welfare measures really contributed to the upliftment of the SCs? The answer is 
somewhat disappointing. 

• The Scheduled Castes spend their social energyin sanskritising themselves on the mode of 
the locally dominant castes. They do not gain much out of this. Their social mobility is very much 
limited. They continue to remain weak in the local power structure for asserting their rights. They 
still are economically insecure. 

•Majority of the SCs are still illiterate and ignorant and hence they are not able to make use of 
the constitutional provisions guaranteed to them. 

•The reports of the National Commission on Schedtded Castes and Scheduled Tribes reveal 
that the crimes against SCs are il'!Preasing. Exanipk: The number oferimes against SCs reeorded by 
the police in 1955 was 180; it increased to 13,884 in 1979 and to 19,342 in 1987. 

•There has been a quality of ritualistic formalism about many welfare and development schemes 
formulated for the benefit of these people . . Lack of enthusiasm and sincerity on the part of the 
Government officials and agencies have also been the cause offailure of many of the welfare schemes. 

• The benefits of the SC welfare programmes have been availed of by ,a few people belonging 
to Scheduled Castes. This small minority has developed vested interests and contributes nothing for 
the benefit of the majority. 

• TillLScheduled Cas.tes are lar.g.el}''_conc_erltrated..in.rur.aL.area.S..and.9_0'Mi_ilf them_(including 
-- --J.~/o-agriGultural-lal:HmreFs}-deriv.e theif-sustooanoo-from-agrirultare.-In me.st-Gf-thtFvillages,-they-- ----

continue to suffer from residential segregation. Hence many of their disabilities still persist. 

" The SCs are still tradition-bound. They suffer from a sense of inferiority and this taj<:es away 
their 'push' to develop further They are not well-organised Only in cities some "dal.it orga;,.irnt!i.om" 

are trying to fight for their rights. Politically also.they are not a single homogeneous entity . .l:ience 
their political bargaining power is comparatively less. However, their politic#! consci:Qusness is grow
ing. The younger generation among them is becoming more assertive. Th~re is a positive change in 
the attitude of the caste-Hindus towards the SCs. Hence the social distance between the two is gradu
ally getting narrowed. The social poi ti on of the SCs is comparatively better in South Ifldia than tin 
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North India. In Kerala for example, the SCs do not suffer from the traditional type of disabilities. 

Greater changes are expected in their living styles in the years to come. · 

8. HARMFUL EFFECTS OF THE PRACTICE OF UNTOUCHABILITY 

The practice ofuntouchability gave rise not only to various kinds of disabilities but also caused 

damage to the Indian society. A few of such evil effects are menj:ioned below. 

l. Untouchability divided the Hindu society into the 'touchable' and 'untouchable' groups 

and served to develop. mutual dislike, contempt and sometimes even enmity between the two. It 
damaged social harmony and created wide social distance between the two groups. 

2. Since more than 116 of the total population of this land was labelled as "untouchable" its 

socio-economic and educational progress was unwarrantedly halted for centuries. 

3. Untouchability perpetuates inequality. Hence it cannot support the development of healthy 

democratic traditions. It has affected our democratic system very badly. 

4. Untouchability provided scope for religious conversions. Those untouchables who got dis

illusioned with the Hindu society got converted to other religions such as Christianity or Islam. Dr. 

Ambed~ar himself had joined Buddhism at the fag end· of his life in protest against the caste

conrolled Hinduism. [Such conversion of religion was reported in Meenakshipuram in Tamil Nadu 

in F~bruary 1981 in which about 1000 Harijans were converted into Islam.] 

5. Untouchability led to perennial conflicts between the upper castes and lower castes for 

generations, sometimes resulting in loot, arson, murder, rape, molestation, burning of houses and 

crops and so on. 

6. Untouchability has damaged the self-image of the SCs. It has developed in them, a sense of 

inferiority and lack of confidence which damaged their personality development. 

7. Due to thi:i practice ofuntouchability, the nation was deprived of the opportunity for making 

use of the talents,· abilities and creative capacities ofa sizeable number of people, for hundreds of 

years. 
8. The practice of untouchability is a black spot on the Hindu society. It is an insult to the 

Hindu society. It has brought down the image of the Indians in the eyes of the foreigners. 

9. Social reform movements and developmental activities could not take place in the Hindu 

society smoothly and effectively for it was divided vertically into "touchable" and "untouchable" 

castes. Even the great reformers such as Buddha, Mahaveera, Basavanna, Shankaracharya, 

Vivekananda, Dayananda Saraswllthi, Gandhi, Ambedkar and a host of others could not attain com

plete succes in their attempts to remove untouchability. 

Untouchability .has done enough damage to the Hindu society. As Gandhiji said it should 

become the thing of the past. It is slowly disappearing. The earlier it goes the better it win be for the 

nation. 

B. THEl SCHEDULED TRIBES 

The second largest group of the backward classes of the unprivileged section consists of about 

7.42 crores ofScheduled Tribes who constitute 8.8 of the total population (199 l Census Repprt). 

The Scheduled Tribes, generally called tribal people, survived with their unchanging ways oflife for 

centuries. The tribal people were the earliest among the present inhabitants ofindia. They are still in 

primitive stage and are far from the imlJact of modem civilization. They Jive in the forest areas, hilly 

regions, mountainous places and deep valleys. They are known by various names such as-primi

tive tribes, animists, junglept1aple, 'adivasis ', aboriginals, original inhabitants of India and so o"n. 

Dr: Das and Das have referred to them as "submerged humanity". Gandhiji called them 'Girijans'. 

Tile Constitution oflndia hasreferred to them as the "Scheduled Tribes". 
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' 
The Scheduled Tribes are in majority in more than 329 Talukas. On the basis of 50% of the 

Scheduled Tribes population, areas have been identified in the country. In such areas more than 65% 
of their total population lives. It means that the tribal people are'the dominant groups in some areas. 
In Nagaland; Meghalaya, Arunachal Pradesh and Mizorarn, majority of the population belongs to 
Scheduled Tribes. They are found in relatively a big number in Madhya Pradesh, Orissa, Bihar, 
Assam and Uttar Pradesh. In Madhya Pradesh alone more than one crore triba~s are found. Accord
ing to the Scheduled Tribe Lists Modification Order 1956, there are 414 differ~nt tribes in the vari-
ous States ofindia. ,r 

The term 'Tribe' is nowhere defined in the Constitution and, in fact, there is no satisfactory 
definition for the same. 'To the ordinary man,the word 'tribe' suggests simple folk living in 
hills and forests; to people who are a little better informed, it signifies a colourful people 
famous for their dance and song; to an administrator it means.a group of citizens whose welfare 
is the special responsibility of the President of India, to an anthropologist it indicates a special 
field for study of a social phenomena". In their own way all these impressions are meaningful. No 
standard explanation or definition has been accepted by all to denominate the people who are classi
fied as the people of the tribal origin. 

Reference in the Constitution 

Though the Indian Constitution has not defined clearly the term 'tribe', Article 336 (25) of the 
Constitution says that Scheduled Tribes are the tribes or' tribal communities or parts of or groµps 
within such tribes or tribal communities which the Indian President may specify by public notilica
tion under Article 342(1). 

However, the term 'trtbe' has been defined by various thinkers and writers in different ways. 
dne or two definitions may be cited here. 

I. Dr. D.N. Majumdar : A Scheduled Tribe refers to "a collection of families or groups of 
families, bearing a common name, members which occupy the same'territory, speak the same lan
guage and observe certain taboos regarding marriage, profession or occupation and have developed 
as well as assessed system of reciprocity and mutµality of obligatiopS" .. 

2. Imperial Gazeaeer of India : A tribe is a collection of families bearing a common name, 
speaking a common dialect, occupying or professing to occupy a common territory and is not usu-
ally endogamous, though originally it might have been so". 

3.-Gillin and Gillin : "A tribe is a group oflo§al communities which lives in a common area, 
speaks a common dialect ang follows a_cofumon culture". 

The Distribution of the Tribes 

The tribal population is divided into three zones, namely;·North-Eastern Zone, the Central 
Zone and the Southern Zone. 

. ________ !. l"l o.rth-Ea.Ste_r.o_Z_o_oe..__l_fus_znne_e_Qns1s_ts__0J_Jfie__SUfi:mmalayan..r.eg10n_ani.the:::IilllS_arid_ ____ ______ _ 
mount\lin ranges of North-Eastern frontiers of India. The tribals of this zone mostly belong to the 
Mangoloid race and speak lang11ages belonging to the Tibeto-Chinese family. This zone is inhab-
ited by tribes such as-'- Gun.mg, Limbu, Lepcha, Aka, Mishmi, Mikir, Rabha, Kachari, Garo, Khasi, 
Cflakma, Naga, Angami, Sema, Pham, Chang and-so on. 

2. The Central Zone. The tribal groups of this zone are s9attered all over the mountain-belt 
between the rivers Narmada and Godawari. The main tribes of this area are the Gorr..ds, Munda, 
Kandh, Baiga, Bhil, Bhuiyan, Bhumji, Koli, Savara, Kharia, Oraon, Ho, Santa!, Juong, and so on. 

3. The Southern Zone. This zone f~lls south of the .river Krishna. The tribals of this .zone are 
regarded as the most ancient inhabitants now living in India. This zone consists of the tribes like-1 
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The tribals of India are faced 
noted. 
1. The Problem of Geographic 

a number 

Social Disorganisation and Social Problems 

Urali, Koya, Soliga, Kanikkar, 

among the following may be 

oflndia are in a way geographically separated the rest of population. Some of 

them are living in the unapproachable physical areas such as deep valleys, dense forests, hills, moun

tains, etc, It is difficult them to establish relations with and hence, socially they are far 

away from civilised world. This kind of physical as well as social isolation or seclusion has 

contributed to various other problems. 

2. Cultural Problems 
The tribal culture is entirely different from the way oflife of the civilized people. The tribals 

fail to understand the civilised people, their customs and practices, beliefs and attitudes and so on. 

They are suspicious towards the civilised people. They are clinging tenaciously to their customs and 

traditions. During the British rule some foreign Christian missionaries made an attempt to propagate 

their religion in some of the tribal. areas, particularly in the North-Eastern provinces. They even try 

to impose their culture on them. Even today such an attempt is going on. On the other hand, the 

Ramakrishna Mission, R.S.S,, the Vishwa Hindu Parishad and other organisations are spreading the 

Hinduism in these areas. Some of the tribal leaders have now started popularising the tribal religion. 

These different propagandas have created a great confusion for them. The cultural gap between the 

civilised and the tribal people is coming in the way of the assimilation and integration of the tribal 

people into the mainstream of the national life of India. 

3. Social Problems 
The tribals have their own social problems also. They are tq1ditional and custo~-bound. They 

have become the victims of superstitious beliefs, outmoded and meaningless practices and harmful 

habits. Child marriage, infanticide, homicide, animal sacrifice, exchange of wives, black magic and 

other harmful practices are still found among them. They believe in ghosts and spirits. They have a 

keen dll;sire to maintain all these practices in general, and their individual tribal character. Hence it is 

said that "the tribals are the tribesmen first, the tribesmen last and the tribesmen all the time''. 

4. Economic Problem 

The tribal people are economically the poorest people of India. Majority of them live below 

The tribal econn1ny is b~sed on agriculti.Jre type. The main economic 
below . 

.u"+'"""'""""'" The innocence, illiteracy and helplessness of the ribals are exploited by the 

outsiders. The British policy, in particular, had led to ruthless exploitation of the tribals in various 

ways as it favoured the zamindars, landlords, money-lenders, forest contractors and excise, revenue 

and police officials. · 

(il) Unprofitable Agriculture. About 90% of the tribals are engaged in cultivation and most 

of them are landless and practise shifting cultivation. They need to be helped in adopting new meth

ods of cultivation. The tribals possess uneconomic holdings because of which their crop yield is very 

less. A very small percentage of the population participates in occupational activities in the second-
•~,.··,~·~, s.ectors. 

Problems of land A good portion of the land in the tribal areas has been 

legally transf~rred to non-tribals. Tribals demand that this land should be returned to them. In fact, 

the tribals had enjoyed much freedom to use the forest and hunt their animals. They are 

attached to the forests for they believe· that their live in forests. The tribals 
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who are "deprived'' of their rights to the land and forest have reacted sharply to the restrictions 
imposed by the government on their traditional rights. 

(iv) Unemployment and Underemployment. A large number of tribal young men and women 
areeithernnemployed or underemployed. They are unhappy for they are not able to getjobs that can 
keep them occupied throughout the year. They need to be helped in finding secondary source of 
income by developing animal husbandry, poultry farming, handicrafts, handloom weaving, etc. 

I 

(v) Non-Availability of Banking Facilities. Banking facilities in the tribal areas are so inad-
equate that the tribals have mainly to depend on the monerlenders. The tribals, therefore, demand 
th_at "4gricuJtur(ll !tJdebtednessR~elief Acts" should be enacted so that theymax get back their mort
gaged land. 

5. Educational Problems 

Illiteracy is a major probem of the tribals. More than 80% of them are illiterate. Literacy 
among them has increased from 0.7% in 1931 to 11.30% in 1970 and to 16.35% in 1981. This shows 
more than 3/4 of the tribals are illiterate. They have no faith in form.al educational organisation. 
Many of them do not know any thing about education, schools, colleges, universities, degrees, etc. 
They feel no urge to educate their children. Since most of the tribals are pbor, education appears to 
be a luxury for them. In the case of those people who are engaged in agriculture, their minor children 
are also engaged in it. The illiterate parents do not consider it as their primary responsibility to give 
education to their children. 

• The Problem of Langu.age. The medium of instruction is another hindrance to the promotion 
of education among the tribes. Most of the tribal languages do not have a scrip_t of their own. Hence 
the children are obliged to learn things in a language which is foreign to them. Even in tribal areas 
the number of tribal teachers is very less and hence communication problem always arises between 
the students and the teachers. 

• The curriculum of education is another main problem. The existing curriculum, as experts 
rightly have pointed out, is not suited and has little relevance to the tribal people. 

6. Problem of Health and Sanitation 

Due to illiteracy and ignorance the tribals are not able to appreciate modem concept of health 
and sanitation. They do not take much care pertaining to their own health. They believe that diseases 
ale caused by hostile spirits and ghosts. They have their own traditional means of diagnmns and 
cure. Good number of them fall a prey to the diseases such as skin disease, forest fever, typhoid 
T.B., leprosy, malaria, veneral diseases, small px, etc. Contact with outsiders further added to a fev, 
more diseases in the tribal areas. Example: It is observed that the Thodas ofNiligiri Hills have been 
suffering from some modern diseases like veneral diseases, diabetes, blood pressure, etc. after com" 
ing into touch with the British who made Niligiri Hills one of their summer resorts. These diseases 
take a heavy toll of tribal life. Their suspicion and lack of faith in modem doctors have made them 
not to avail themselves of the modem medical facilities. 

+. Pr-0hlem-Gf-Sep-a.-atism 
- ------ - ----- --

The "divide and rule''-polfuy-adopted hytheBritfsh-dufaTot ordamageto-ifietribal commu~ ---
nity of India. The British had superimposed their bwn administrative patterns in tribal areas a11d 
deprived the tribals of their traditional methods of interacting with people. The "Criminal Tribes 
Act" which the British had introduced gaive an impression that the tribals were either "criminals" or 

I 

"anti-social beings". The tribal groups such as Kolis, Mundas, Khasis, Santals, Naga, etc, who fought 
against the British were branded as "dacoits" and "robbers". The Bitish government which wanted 
to humble these tribats and "correct" them gave direct encouragement to the foreign Christian 
missionary activities especially in, the Central and the North-Eastern Zone. These activities which 
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went on for more than 200 years, alienated many of the tribals and developed in them separatist 

tendencies. 
'<>Tribal Revolts and Uprisings. Numerous revolts and uprisings of the tribals have taken 

·place beginning with the one in Bihar'in 1772, followed by many other revolts in Andhra Pradesh, 

Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Mizoram and Nagaland. The important tribes involved in revolt in the 

19th century were Mizos. [1810], Kols [1795 and 1831), Mundas [1889], Dajlas [187~], Khasi and 

Garo [1829],Kacharis [1839],Santhals [1853],Muria Gonds [1886],Nagas [1844and1879),Bhuiyas 

[1868] and Kondhs [1817]. During the recent tribal uprisings the Nagas, Mizos and the Bodos took 

part in them in large number and created serious law and order problem. 
•Smuggling, Infiltration and Drug Addiction. The foreign infiltrators especially from Bangla 

Desh; Pakistan, Burma and China are entering the borders of India through what are known as 

"tribal belts" Some of them take undue advantage of the tribals' innocence and ignorance for their 

smuggling activities. Prohibited drugs and unlicensed weapons are smuggled inside the land and 
beyond the borders oflndia through the tribal areas. Some of the tribal have been made the victims 

of drug addiction. Hence, tribal areas in the borders have become extremely sensitive areas. 

ll. MEASURES FOR THE UPLIFTMENT OF SCHEDULED TRIBES 

Independent India has been paying due attention to the problems of the scheduled tribes and 

attempts are being made to deal effectively with those problems. Before the independence, the Brit
ish Government was only discussing the issues oftribal development and practically did nothing 

either to face them or to solve them. The only thing the British did was that, they kept the tribals 

away from the contact of the civilized people. Through their ''policy of indirect rule" they wanted to 

protect them from the neighbouring dominant 'communities. 
The British followed their so-called ''policy of giving special protection" to the tribals till the 

Government of India Act, 1935 came into force. Afterwards, though the elected provincial legisla
tive bodies were established, some tribal areas known as "the excluded areas" were brought under 

the direct control of the British Governor. 
The British policy of separating the tribals from the rest of the people created suspicion in the 

minds of the nationalists. They severely criticised the British policy and charged the Britis)l with 

preventing a large section of our countrymen from joining the mainstream of national life. "In prac

tice what happened was that the tribes wer~ isolated and then left to stagnate, halting the evolving 

proces of cultural fusion." [S.C. Dube]* 
This brings us to the questions, whether the tribals should be assimilated into the mainstream 

or whether they should be protected? And in what way they will benefit from the developments taking 

place in the country? Let us consider the different approaches or viewpoints which the scholars have 

developed regarding the tribals and their developmept 

Three views to Solve Tribal Problems 

Various solutions have been presented for dealing effectively with the tribal problems. The 

tribal problems have been,approached from three viewpoints. They are as follows: 
l. Assimilation. "Assimilation is the process whereby individuals or groups once dissimilar 

become ~ilar and identified in their interests and outlook".-Ogburn andNimkoff. Assimilation is 

one of/the ways of dealing with the tribal problems. According to this solution advocated by the 

SOQial reformers and voluntary organisati!Ons, assisting-and encouraging the tribals to assimilate 

th~selves with the mainstream c;if national life, can alone permanently solve the tribal problems. 
Thus, according to this approach, we cannot deal with tribal problems on the basis of tribal culture 

and life but by changing them into the frame of new community. The Christian missionaries on the 

one hand, and the Hindu social reformers like Thakkar Bapa on the other, have been trying to assimi-

* Ref. S.C. Dube in "Encyclopaedia of Social work in India" - VoL HI. 
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late them into Christian and Hindu community respectively. This approach has its own limitations. 
Complete assimilation is a difficult task. The tribals are not prepared to give up all of their traditional 
tribal beliefs, practices and ideas. Any attempt to impose the external cultural practices on them, 
creates in them guilt feelings, confusionsand mentalconflicts.This solution·may even create eco
nomic, religious and moral degradation among them. 

2. Isolation. Hutton, who was a commissioner for census of 1931, and Elwin have suggested 
that the tribals must be kept ata distance from the rest of the society. Keeping them in isolation in 
some "National Parks" or "reserved areas" would solve two problems: (a) the tribals would be in a 
pg§.itig1J tgm,(1b1lairtlheirindepend~ntidentity,fb).they_wtiuldbefreefrom.theexploitation .. ojout,,- ... 
siders. The champions of this approach are of the view that sufficient time 1must be given to the 
tribals to assimilate themselves withthe rest of the community. The limitation of this approach is that 
when once the tribals are kept in isolation they are likely to develop vested interests and keep them
selves permanently away from others. 

3. Integration. The third view, which is actively followed in the recent years, is that of inte
gration. The policy of isolation is neither possible nor desirable, and that of assimilation would mean 
imposition. Hence integration alone can make available to the tribes the benefits of modem society 
and yet retain their separate identity. This vie"(_ recommends the rehabilitation of the tribals on the 
plains along with the civilised people, but away from their native places_such as hills, mountains, 
forests, etc. This suggestion has also been criticised. It is said that this 1suggestion has been advocated 
to.further the interests of industrialists and capitalists. This solution is not appreciated on the ground 
that it may create e_conomic and moral decadence to those who are separated from their beloved land 
to plains. Still, the policy of integration which aims at developing a cr.eative adjustment between 
tribes and non-tribes has been supported by thinkers and writers like PanditJawaharlal Nelini. 

Conclusions 

The solutions to the tribal problems mentioned above, have their own merits and demerits. 
Tribal problems are simple but very delicate to handle. No solution can be experimented with before 
winning the confidence of the tribals. The modem culture must not be imposed on them. It is essen
tial to establish a harmonious compatibility between the tribal mode of livting and the material ad
vancement of culture. The integration of the tribal society into the Indian society takes time, arid 
it has to be promoted while retaining the good points oftbe tribal cult1ire Only those elements of 
new culture which may vitalise them for material advancement, .must be infused in them. Pandit 

- -tfie open country analliepTalns-n: ____ - ------------ - -- --- -------·----··-·--·----·---------· 

The Tnibal 'Panchasheela' 

Pandit Jawaharlal Nehru in 19'57 in his fo1ewb1d to ~'errier &'win 's "The Phitosophyfor 
NEF A ", has laid down in five prlnciples, that is, "Panchasheela", the policy of integration. The 
tribal ''Panchasheela" as has been enunciated by him are as follows : 

(i) Nothing should be imposed on the tribal people. They must be allowed to develo}ll along 
the lines of their own genius. We should try to encourage in every way their own traditional arts and 
culture. 
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(ii) Tribal rights in land and forests should be respected. 

(iii) Attempt must be made to train and build up a team of their own people to the work of 

a~minl.stration and development. Some technical personnel from outside will be of great help for 

'them in the beginning. But too many outsiders must not be sent tothe tribal territory. 

(iv) Over-administering the tribal areas or overwhelming them with too many schemes 

must be avoided. We should not work in rivalry to their own social and cultural institutions. 

( v) The results of the work must be adjudged by the quality of the human character that is 

evolved and not by statistics or the amount of money spent. 

The Mipistry of Home Affairs and the Ministry of Community Development (under the Ar

ticle 46 of the Constitution), set up 43 sub-multipurpose tribal blocks in the various States of!ndia to 

promote the welfare and the integration of the tribals. Two Committees were set up one in May 1959 

under the Chairmanship of the anthropologist Verrier Elwin and the other in April 1960 under the 

Presidentship of Dhebar, to ~xamine the 'programmes and projects of these blocks. Both the Com

mittees submitted. their reports in 1960 and 1961 respectively. The reports have emphasised and 

amplified the five fundamental principles enunciated by Nehru in 1957. · 

12. TRIBAL WELFARE ACTIVITIES 

The tribals constitute a sizeable proportion (8.8%) of the total population ofindia. The tribals 

are also the citizens ofindia and hence promotion of their welfare is of equal importance. Not only 

the Central and the State Governments have undertaken various steps in this regard, but also various 

voluntary organisations have evinced interest in this task. Orgainsations such as the Bharatiya A dim 

Jati Sevak Sangh, the Bhil Seva Manda/, The Kasturba Gandhi National Memorial Trust, the Indian 

Red Cross Society, the Vishwa Hindu Parishad, The Ramakrishna Mission, The Rashtreeya Swayam 

Sevak Sangh, etc., carry on welfare activities among the tribals. The Government through its Depart

ment of Tribal We(fare and through its Five-Year Plans has been trying to elevate the tribals from the 

state of ignorance, illiteracy and poverty. Some of the tribal welfare measures of the Government 

may be ,examined here. 

1. Constitutional Safeguards 

The Constitution of India has made various provisions to safeguard the interests of the tribals. 

1. Article 15 of the Constitution provides equal rights and opportnities to all the citizens of 

India (including the tribals) without any discrimination. 

2. Reservation in employment is made for the tribals under Article 16(4), 320(4) and 335. 

3. Seats have been reserved for them in the legislatures (in Lok Sabha and State Vidhana 

Sabhas) under Articles 330, 332 and 334. 

4~ Under Article 19( 5) the tribals can Own prop,erty .and enjoy it in any part of the country. 

5. According to the Article 275 a large amount of money can be taken from the Consolidateci 

Fund of India to be spent on tribal welfare activities. 

6. Article 338 empowers the President of India to appoint a Commisioner to look after the 

tribal welfare activities. 
. --

7. Under Article 339(2) the Central Government can give directions to the States in the formu-

lation and execution of tribal welfare plans, projects and programmes. 

8. Under Article 275(i) the Centre is required to give grants.-in-aid to the States for approved 

schemes of tribal welfare. 

9. Article 164 empowers the State Governments to appoint a separate minister to look into the 

welfare of the tribals. 

10. Article 46 consists of provisions that protect the economic and educational interests of the 

tribals. 
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l 1. Article 224 gives instructions to the administration to take special care to protect tribal 
interests in "Scheduled Tracts" or "areas". 

12. Article 342 gives power to the President ofindia to declare on the recommendation df the 
Governor some groupsorcommunitieflrs "scheduled.ttibes'':Ttalso givesdefails on.the 
basis of which new groups could be recommended as "scheduled tribes" entitling them for 
all the constitutional benefits. - . 

• Committees and Commissions. In addition to the constitutional provisions mentioned above, 
the government appoints committees, commissions and study teams from time to time to lo9k into 
theway •. inwhich.·the·Jar.getgroups·.·are.making.useoftheconstitutionaLproY:isions,the •. problems 
faced by them and to suggest measures for further improvement. Examples of some commissions 
and Study Te,ams: (i) Backward Classes Commission [1953-55], .he.aded by Kaka Kalelkar; (ii) the 
Studx Team of Social Welfare and Welfare of Backward Classes [1958-59] headed by Renuka Ray; 
(iii) The Scheduled Areas and Scheduled Tribes Commission - 1960-61 under the chairmanship of 
U.N. Dhebar; (iv) The Second Backward Classes Commission [1979-80] under the chairmanship of 
B.P. Manda!, etc.] 

2. Economic Programmes and Facilities 

·Majority of the tribals are extremely poor' a.nd economically backward. Various economic 
programmes and projects have beenundertaken to improve their economic position. 

(1) Development through Five-Year Plans. The Government spent Rs. 30 crores, Rs. 80 crores, 
Rs. 101 crores, Rs. 172 crores and Rs. 257 crores on tribal welfare activities during the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 
4th and 5th Five-Year Plans respectively. Integrated Tribal Development P.rojects [ITDPs] evolved 
fotthe tribal development during the 5th plah [1974~ 79] cover today 19 states/union territories and 
374 lakh tribal P<?Pulation. 

The amount allocated for the tribal· sub-plans in the 5th plan was Rs.' l l 00 crores, in the 6th 
plan [1980-85] it was Rs. 5,535 crore and in the 7th Plan [1985-90] it was Rs. 10,500 crore. 

Specific objectives set forth under the tribal sub-plan strategy were: <P raising production in 
the field of agriculture, small industries, horticulture and animal husbandry; (ii) elimination of ex
ploitation of tribals in money lending, bondage, forest, liquor yending, etc; (iii) development of 
educ~tion and training programmes; (iv) development of tribal areas; (v) upgradation of environ-
ment of tribal areas · 

(ii) Establishment of "LAMPS"! Large-sized Multi-Purpose' Co-operative Societies: These 
co-operative societies are established in the tribal areas for giving productive and unproductive 
loans, for sale of surplus prod_uce and purchase of necessities of life to the tribal people. Through 
these societies the tribals are supplied with improved seeds, modem agricultural equipme9tsyehemi
cals and fertilizers, pesticides, etc. These societi~sare striving to relieve the tribals from the exploi
tation of middlemen, contractors and money-lenders. 

(iii) The 20-point programme focused its attention on the development of the scheduled tribes, 
including assisting the tribal families economically to enable them to cross the poverty line . 

.. . ________ (iJl).Encoul'agemenLtoCl'afts.and-Home-1.JU!ust,.ies.-Encouragement i.s.g.i¥en-W-the-existing.--------
crafts and home industries among the tribals ~nd suph new endeavours are also encouraged. Ex-
ample: (i) In West Bengal, tribals are encouraged to develop silk industry. A training institute is 
established in Darjeeling to give proper training to those engaged in sericulture. (ii) In Bihar, M.P., 
Orissa and West Bengal, wax industry is encouraged among the tribals of these provinces. 
(iii) Madhya Pradesh Government is helping its tribals. to prosper in their economic pursuit of 
collecting beedi leaves. (iv) Bihar Gov~mment has established a Woman's Co-operative Society for 
its-tribal women to give encouragement to them to pursue their handicrafts. 

M Agricuhure made Stable. The llibals are persuaded to give up their system of "shifting 
cultivation" and to settle permanently in a place of their selectioI1 by making agriculture their profession. 
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Thousands of tribals in Assam, Bihar, M.P., Orissa and Tripura, have been made to settle down 

permanently for agriculture. Thodas of Niligiri Hills and Soligas ofBiligiri Rangana Hills in Mysore 

provide two other exampls in this regard. 

(vi) Promotion of Labour Interests of Tribals engaged in Mining Industry and Tea Planta

tions. Attempts have been made to protect the labour interests of the tribals in Bihar, We~t Bengal, 

Madhya Pradesh and Orissa who are engaged'in mining industry and of the tribals such as Santals, 

Gonds, Khondas and others who are working in tea plantations of Assam. 

3. Educational -Facilities 

Measures to provide educational facilities to the S.T. have been taken by the Government. 

Schools are established in some tribaY areas. In the first Five-Year Plan itself about 4000 schools 
were opened in the tribal areas. Education upto 10th standard has been made completely free for 

them. The students belonging to S;T. are getting various concessions such as free tuition, stipends, 

scholarships, free supply of text books, stationery and other equipments. In some places mid-day 

meals are also supplied. Free boarding and lodging facilities are provided for them. For the S.T. and 

S.C., 20% of the seats are reserved in technical education and relaxation is made. in respect of age 

limit and qualifying marks. 
· •·There· are Ashrama Schools for providing basic education and vocation training for S. T. In 

these schools educ;:ition and training is given in areas such as agriculture, forestry, animal hus
bandry, poultry, farming, bee keeping, handicrafts, etc. There are 600 Ashrama Schools ofresiden
tial character situated in Andhra Pradesh, Gujarat, Himachal Pradesh, Chennai, Kamataka, Orissa, 

Rajasthan and Tripura. 

•Pre-Examination Training Centres for S. C. and S. T. are established in some places to help 

them to appear for UPSC Examinations and for I.A.S. and I.P.S. Examinations. The 1971 Census 

Report indicates· that literacy has gcine down in some tribal areas, while it has registered a slight 

progre~s in some other areas .. Even in 1981 the literacy campaign could reach only 16.35% of the 

tribals. In some cases l 00% of the expenses of the students may have to be met by the Government. 

4. Medicai Facilities 

Various medical facilities have been provided for the tribals in the tribal areas. In some places, 

hospitals are established and in many places mobile hospital facilities have been provided. Many 

preventive and curative measures to combat the diseases like malaria, leprosy, forest rever, monkey 

fever, typhoid, small pox, skin diseases etc. are undertaken. Medical camps are.,organised in the 

tribal areas to enable the tribals to realise the importance of modem medical facilities. 

5. Research Work into the Problems of the Tribals 

Tribal Research Institutes, which undertake intensive studies of tribal arts, culture and cu_stoms 

and problems have been set up. in Bihar, Madhya Pradesh, Orissa, Gujarat, Keraia, Maharashtra, 

Tamil Nadu, Andhra Pradesh, U.P., Rajashan and West Bengal. The research work done in this field 

" has thrown light on the tribal life and problems. 

6. Role qfVoluntary Organisations 

The tribal welfare is not the concern of the governm~nt alone. Private organisations and indi
vidua1s interested in the task of tribal upliftment must also be given due encouragement in this 

regard. Takkar Bapu and Gandhiji have shown that individuals !ind voluntary organisations with 

social commitment can do a lot for the welfare oftribals. Organisations such as-Sri Ramakrishna 

Mission, Vanavasi Kalyanashrama, the Rashtreeya Swayam Sevaka Sangha and a number. of Chris

tian Missim;ary Organisations are already working ~n the field. Such organisations can help the 

tribals to develop better interaction with the neighbouring people. ' 
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Conclusion 

Though the Central and the State Governments have taken much interest in the tribal welfare 
programmes, projects and schemes, much remains to be done. The progress achieved in this field is 
· farTtOm ·satisfactory. ··TheSixtliPlan document ·notes with concern that "thtee··deca.desofdevelop0 

ment have not had the desired impact on the socially, economically and educationally handicapped 
section". The Welfare progammes have not been effective due to "inadequacies in the administra
tive machinery, lack.of sensitive, trained management, lack of general preparedness for large invest~ 
ments, deficiency in accounting systems, procedural delays and lack of proper monitoring and evalu
ati()n,.. '' The.plandocumentadmits.[in .. its clau.se.26-101 that '\'nopositive.stepsweretaken.to .ensure 
that S. C. and S. T. obtained their share of the benefits of public distribution:" Even after the comple
tion of the 7th plan things have not radically improved. It is necessary that in the current plan and in 
the years to come, due attention is to be paid for the over all improvement of the tribals. 

13. THE BACKWARD CLASSES 

Who form the Backward Classes? 

The term 'backward classes' has not been defined properly either by the sociologists or by the 
constitution-makers. The backward classes are a large mixed categqry of persons with boundries 
that art;: both unclear and elastic. They seem to comprise roughly qne-third of the total population of 
the ccmntry. They consist of three main categories - the scheduled castes, the scheduled tribes and 
the •other backward classes'. The scheduled castes and. scheduled tribes are comparatively better 
defined. and form roughly 22% of the total population according to the 1971 Census. The "other 
backward classes" is a residual c.ategory. Their position is highly ambigmpus and it is not possible to 
give an exact statement of their numbers. 

'Other Backward Classes' 

The third major group of 'backward classes' consists of a big number of educationally and 
economically backward people. Though the term 'backward classes' has not been defined by the 
Indian Constitution, the characteristics of backwardness are described here and there and also some-

r 
times the categories are mentioned. Article 15 (4)speaks of the socially and educatiorlally backward. 
Article 16 (4) uses the term 'backward class' and speaks of inadequate representation in services. 
Article 45 mentions free and compulsory edllcation ArtiC/e 46 mentions the weaker sections of the 
people and includes the expression "the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes". Article 340 em-
powers the State to investigate the condition of the backward classes and to help them b:ygrnnts, etc. 
Thus the Constitution has accepted the following elements of backwardness; illiteracy and.lack of 
education, poverty, exploitation of labour, non-representation in serviceS" and untouchabifity. 

Thus, the term' backward classes' is vague in the sense that it includes a wide variety of lower 
classes as well as castes consisting of millions of people. Article 340 of the Constitution provide for 
theappointmentofa commission to investigate the conditions' of backward classes. Accordingly, the 
President (that is,/the Union Govt.) had appoipted on Jan. 29, 1953, The Back,ward Classes Com
mtSS1on~the chairmanshfp-OfK~tte5Xakl1far. Tne Commission prepared a ltst-=oonraming 

·- as many-as2)99.communities .whlch were.freatecf as soClafl)Tandeducatioiially backward. Out-or 
these, 913 commun;ties alone had an estimated population of 115 millions. The commission adopted 
the following criteria for determining backwardness: 

1. LowSocialpos1twn zn the tradztwnal caste hierarchy oj Hzndl) Society. 

2. Lack of general advancement among themajor section of a caste or community. 
. ~ 

· 3. Inadequate or no representation in Government services. 

4. Inadequate representation in the field of trade, 9ommerce and industry. 
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Caste as the Basis to Determine Backwardness. It appears that after considering several 
criteria, tlte commission ultimately decided to treat the caste as an important factor for determining 
backward classes. The Commision made its list on the basis of caste. In fact, the chairman of the 
commission.Kalelkar wanted to eschew the principle of caste for he saw dangers in suggesting 
remedies on caste basis. The Union Government, however, also felt the same. In addition to the 
above, several committees were appointed by the States and lists of backward communities were 
drawn up. The Havnoor Commission Report of Kainataka can be cited here as an example. Provi
.sion was made for reservations for these communities in educational institutions as well as in the 
state employment. It may be noted here that for the purposes of the Union oflndia at present there is 
no list of backward classes other than the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes and there are no 
reservations for th,em under the Union oflndia. 

14. DEFINITION AND DESCRIPTION OF BACKWARD CLASSES 

Definition of Backward Classes 
Though the term "Backward Classes" is popularly used by sociologists it is not dfined 

properly. Still for our purpose of study we may define it in the following way:· 
l. Justice K. Subba Rao, former Chief Justice oflndia, defined 'backward classes' as - "an 

ascertainableJand identifiable group of persons based on caste, religion, race, language, occuption 
and such Qthers, with definite characteristics of backwardness in various aspects of human existence 
- social, cultural, economic, political and such others." 

2. We can generally define 'backward classes' as those social groups or classes or castes 
which are characterised by',illiteracy and lack of education, poverty, exploitation of labour, non
representation in services and untouchability. 

3. In simple words, tbe term 'backward classes' can be defined as a social category which 
consists ofall the socially, educationally, economically and politically backward groups, castes, and 
tribes. · · 

Descript!on of the Backward Classes 
. ,·· . J 

The Backward Classes Commission iII. its Report of 1956 described the Backward Classes as 
consisting of the following groups :-

1. Those who suffer from the stigma of untouchability or II.Car untouchability. These groups 
are classified as scheduled castes (SC). 

2. Those tribes who a{e riot yet sufficiently assimilated into the mllinstream of the national life. 
These groups are Classified as Scheduled Tribes (ST). · · 

3. Those tribes wh:d, due to long ne.glect, have ~cm forged to <;:!"n:nmit crime. These tribes were 
previously known as criminal tribes:(before 1.953) and are presently called Denotified Tribes or Ex
Criminal Tribes. 

4 .. 'Other Backw11rd Classes' which consist of(a) those nomads who have no occupation of 
a fixed habitation and are given to mimicry, begging, jugglery, dancing, etc., ( b) Commun_ities con
sisting largely of agricultural or landless labourers, ( c) Communities consisting largely of tenants 
without occupancy rights and those with insecure land tenure, (d) Communities consisting.of a large 
percentage: of small land owners with uneconomic holdings, (e) Communities engaged in cattle 
breeding, sheep breeding or fishing on small scale, (/) Artisan and occupational classes withoyt 
security of employment and· whose traditional oecupations have ceased to be . remunerative, (g) 
Communities, the majority of whose people, do not have sufficient education and therefore have not 
secured adequate i;epresentation in Government services, (h} Social groups from among Muslims, 
Christians and Sikhs who are still backward socially and educationally, and (i) Communities not 
occupying positions in social hierarcny. . .·· 
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15. THE BACKWARD CLASSES MOVEMENT 

The Backward Classes Movement started in India in the early part of the 20th century. When 
the British introduced here English medium schools and colleges and the Western education, the 
uppercastesliketheBrahminsmadeuse ofthem. As· a result, they could easilygetthe Jobs inthe 
government services and increase their prestige. This further increased the cultural, social, and eco
nomic distance between them and the lower castes. Now the lower castes became more conscious of 
this situation. As MN. Sriniv.as has said the lower castes realised that mere Sanskritisation was not 
enough. It did not provide them much scope for social mobility. They became more determined to 

. obtainWestem.education.inorderto.qualify:themselvesforthenewjohsinadministrationand.the 
new professions like law, medicine, engineering, etc. Higher caste dominance in education and in 
the new occupations thus provided the conditions for the Backward Classes Movement. As M.N. 
Srinivas has pointed out that such movement was inevitable in India where only one caste, the 
Brahmins, enjoyed a preponderance in higher education, in professions, and government employ
ment. The cultural gulf between the Brahmins and others became very much pronounced now. 

The characteristic feature of this movement is that it is caste based. In the Indian c6ntext, 
"backward classes" form an aggregate of' closed' status groups or castes. Caste associations came 
into existence irl different parts of the country to press their claims for new designations and occupa
tions. Many published journals devoted to caste welfare, collected funds for giving scholarships and 
building hostels for students from respective castes, and undertook reform of caste customs. The 
qualified youths of the lower castes soon realised that it was difficult to get admission in the profes
sional courses and in the post-graduate courses. They could not compete with the upper caste youths 
such as Brahmins. They also failed to get jobs in the government services. They felt that they were 
discriminated against onthe basis of caste. This led to anti-Brahminfeelil1gs. 

The desire for mobility among the backward caste came from the census operations also. The 
caste 'sabhas' represented to the census authorities the demand of~ndividual castes to belong to a 
particular 'varna' and not to a lower one. For example, the two peasant castes of Tamil Nadu, the 
Vella/as and Padaiyachis wanted to be recorded as' Vaishyas' and 'Vaniya Kula Kshatriyas' respec
tively, and not as 'Shudras'. Many such claims were made in 1931 census. The 'Sabhas' also altered 
the styles of life of their castes in the direction of Sanskritisation. This included the giving up of 
forbidden meat (pork and carrion beef) and liquor, and the donning of the sacred thread, the shorten
ing of the mourning period like that of the Brahmins In the case of very 'low-castes' it included non-
performance. of a traditional degrading duty such as 'Carvee' or other free labour or carrying 
palanquins, or beatmg the 'tom-tom' on ceremonial occas10ns. The upper c11;ste people were mamly 
indifferent towards these trends. On some occasions, they used force to make the lower caste people 
to perform their traditional duties. 

The partition of Bengal in 1905 led to the intensification ofnationalism, and also. to the rise of 
communalism, casteism, linguism and regionalism. The Minto-Morley Reforms of 1909 conceded 
separate electorates to Muslims, Sikhs, Indian Christians, Anglo-Indians and Europeans. Now, the 
lower castes also demanded separate electorate. Dr. Ambedkar fought for it. This made the back-

____ Wiffffj:_/ji_§§ __ rrt_<!.Vf.f!l.l!!iUQ becomf!_pgljlicai. II1_ Souj:lJ In_ciiil,_in ~ir_cl!as Preside!1£Y the justifg_f'JJIJ)! __ ~ 
was formed to protect the interests of the Non-Brahmins 'dominant castes'. It started newspapers in 
English and other languages to educate and to represent the case of the Non-Brahmins. Similarly, 
manyperiodicals were started by caste organisations in different parts oflndia. 

At the earlier stage 'Backward Classes Movement' meant 'the non-Brahmin Movement'. The 
non-Brahamin Movement had two aims: (i) demanding the sanction of more concessions and privi
leges (which would cause discrimination against the Brahmins) to surpass Brahmins in education 
and social status (ii) achieving "Swayam Maryada' or self-respect. E. V. Ramaswamy Naicker started 
the Self-Respect Movement in Tamil Nadu. This movement was anti Brahmin, anti ]1lorth, anti Hindi, 
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anti-Sanskrit aad finally anti-God. Ramaswamy Naicker founded the Dravida Kazhagam-D.K. 
- (Dravidian Federation) in 1945. In 1949, his disciple C. Annadurai founded the Dravida Munnetra 

Kazhagam-D.M.K (Dravidian Progressive Federation) which completely wiped out the domination 
of the Brahmins in the politics of Tamil Nadu. The DX. under the leadership ofNaicker continued 
to pursue anti-Brahminism in social and cultural fields. The D.M.K. and the Anna D.M.K. (ADMK) 
continue their anti-Hindi and anti-Sanskritattihide. But tlieyarenot very much anti-Brahmin now. 
The DMKpenetrated the Tamil fJlmindustryalso. 

,;Thus~/the aim e>;fthe Bac~ward Class Movem.ent at this stage was to limit the Brahmin mo
nopoly in the two fields of educ.ation and appointment to go:vemment p()sts." This movement was by 
no means a mass movement. The opposition to Brahmin dominance did not come from the low and 
the oppressed castes but from the leaders of the powerful, rural dominant castes such as Reddis and · 
Kammas in Andhra, Vokka/igas and Lingayats in Kamataka, etc. These were high caste groups with 
a social position next to the Brahmins. They included not only the Hindus but also the Muslims, 
Christians and other communities who also suffered from the same social disabilities. Hence it is 
relevantto use the term "BackWardClasses", and not 'Backward Castes". 

Role of the Dominant Castes 

$ome of the castes included among the 'Other Backward Classes' are very powerfulin the 
economic, social and political fields. They' outnumber the Brahmins and own vast lands. They are 
not as well educated as the Brahmins; nor are they well represented in the government jobs. Being 
powerfui land-owners and the.traditional village headmen they are.very powerful in the political 
field at the local, district and state levels. MN. Srinivas refers to such castes as the' dominant castes'. 
For example, Vokkaligas and Lingayats of Karnataka. Reddis and Kammas of Andhra Pradesh, 
Nairs andEzhavas ofKerala, Vellals andNadars ofTamil Nadu, represent such 'dominant' castes. 

Some of the dominant castes are high-caste groups immediately below the Brahmins in status 
and have relatively high English education. These castes cannot be taken as the represen_tatives of 
the Harijans and other low castes. In fac,t, at the village· level they are, along with the Brahmins, the 
exploiters ofHarijan labour. These castes have been able to utilise the 'funds provided by the.Central 
and State Governments tofurther their interests. They are powerful in the legislatures also. 

With independen~e and adult suffrage, the dominant peasant castes became so powerful that 
· all political parties had to come to terms with them. They were well represented in the State legisla

tt.ires and cabinets. The introduction of 'Panchayat Raj' has made them to become powerful at the 
village, 'tehsil' and district levels. Political power enhances the status of the individual and his 
group. Any political power can be translated inio economic terms. It can determine the future of 
young men and women by obtaining for them right careers and well paid and prestigious jobs, · 

Each state consists of more than one dominant caste. Hence conflicts between them for politi-
. cal· power are quite natural. The Kammas and Reddis of Andhra, the Vokkaligas and Lingayats of 

Kamataka, for example, are at a conflict. From the point of view of the non-dominant castes, the 
'dominant castes' have monopolised most of the benefits available in the. new system. Hence, they 
feel frustrated. In Kamat;ika. such non-dominant .castes, prefer to call themselves 'minor' castes. 
They have been complaining about the. "ruthless manner' in which the Lingayats and the Vokkaligas 
have grabbed the facilities and concessions provided for the backward classes. The dominant castes 
have d~veloped a vested interest in re.mainipg 'backward' since it helps them to enjoy the benefits of 
education and employment. They protest all attempts to take them out of the "other backward class" 
lists. Hence various commissions (such as the Nagan Gowda Committee'in Kamataka) have ven
tured to develop.critei'ia to distinguish between "backward castes" and the "more backWard castes" . . 

Today new tensions are evidenced between the "powerful backward castes" and "the weak 
{Jackward castes''. as Well as the Scheduled Castes. There are new signs of these two latter groups 
joining together to fight against the domination of the "advanced backward castes." Thus, a "new 
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backward classes movement" is now emerging. During the first phase (say, from 1916 to 1969) the 
non-Brahmins together struggled to dislodge them from their advantageous position. In the second 
phase, the struggle of the "more backward non-Brahmins" is going on against the "more advanced 
non,-Brahmins". 

The Backward Classes Movement and Social Mobility 

According to MN. Srinivas, the Backward Classes Movement especially in South India, is 
fundamentally a movement evolved to achieve mobility. It was started by those groups which had 
lagged behind the Brahmins in W estemisation. Education, employment in the Government, and 
participationinthe-newpolitfoalprocesses-are.essentialfor.suchmobility.~Education is·anecessary 
me~s for securing the other two involved in it. It has led to the "Self-Respect Movement". It has 
contributed to the widespread rivalry between castes which have shown eagerness to move-up. It has 
assaulted the Brahmins' cultural and social dominance and exclusiveness. 

Increase in Horizontal Solidarity 

In the process of participating in the modem political, educational, economic and other pro
cesses, the caste system has undergone a significant change. The caste has been made free from its 
traditional local and vertical matrix. Within the local area, the stress is laid on the interdependence of 
castes or local sections of castes. The coming into existence of new opportunities, e4ucational, eco
nomic, and political, brought about an increase in horizontal solidarity. Internal differences of a 
caste are undermined ndw. "Different sections of a caste" are coming closer and getting united. 
Hence, the term 'Vokkaligas' today includes the 'Nonaba, Hallikara, Halumatha, Morasu, 
Kunchutiga,' and such other different sections qfVokkaliga caste. The term 'Brahm ins' includes the 
Smarthas, Madhvas, Iyers, Iyegngars and other sub-sections. 

It is difficult to say whether the increase in horizontal solidarity has occurred equally with all 
the castes. It is certainly taking place among the high castes. The Scheduled Castes have come 
together for political purposes. It is true that political forces have played a vital part in stimulating 
horizontal solidarity. Urbanisation has increased !/patial mobility. Westernised style oflife and mod
em ideology have also played an important part. The spread of equalitarian ideology, and increasing 
political and social mobilisation, reveal that a fundamental change is taking place. This does not 
mean that this movement cannot be described as a movement from a 'closed' to an 'open' system of 
social stratification. 
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CORRUPTION AND BLACK 
MONEY IN SOCIETY 

A .. Corruption : Definition of Corruption - Corruption has become Pervasive - Causes 
of Corruption - Organised Crime and White Collar Crime : Political Corruption and 
Organised Crime - White-collar Crimes or Socio-Economic Crimes - Definition and 
Nature of Socio-economic Crimes - Prevention of Corruption -:- Prevention of Corrup
tion Act, 1947. B. Black Money: Meaning of Black Money- Causes of Black Money -
The Effects of Blq.ck Money - Measures to Control Black Money. 

A. CORRUPTION 

Corruption is one ofth:e social evils found in all the societies of the world. In some societies, it 
.is more rampant than some others. Unfortunateiy, India is regarded as one of the countries in which 
corruption has become very much widespread during the recent years. corruption is one of the 
factors that has contributed to the degradation of the Indian politics. 

"Power corrupts and absolute power corrupts absolutely." That is what the events at the 
national political scene seem to suggest, at least, during the last couple of years. Practice of 
corruption at lower levels by some clerks, peons and attenders for some petty amount, is understand
able and tolerable. They may pl1clctice it due to tough financial conditions, excessive demands from 
family, friends or society, health hazards, or some or other kinds of pressures. What is more disturb
ing,and dangerous is corruption at higher levels. Corruption in various forins has become the main
stay of our national polity in the recent past. It is needless to say that the evil ofcorruption meaning 
bribery and graft, is not conducive to social stability and equilibrium. It invariably involves negation 
or betrayal ofnormative values of society, which are essential for the smooth functioning of society. 

Definition of Corruption 

1. The dictionary defines eorruptioµ as "an inducement to wrong by bribery or other unlaw
ful means : a departure from what is pure and correct." 

2. Bhargava says that "act of commission or omission by a public servant for securing pecu
niary or other material advantage or indjrectly for himself, his family or friends, is corruption. "1 

1. Bhargava G.S. in "India's Watergate: A Study in Political Corruption" -Arnold Hienemann Publishers [India] 
Pvt. Ltd., New Delhi, (1974) Page 10. 

630 
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3. C.B. Mamoria writes : We may define corruption as an improper or selfish exercise of 
power and influence attached to a public' office or to a special position in public life. 1 

Corruption has Become Pervasive 

H mmmH-HHH---Corruption nas-notoiily wiaespreaa every wnere~ffnasmnumeraoleHforms ancta1mensions~H-H 
With the passage of time, corruption in India has become a 'convention' , a 'tradition', 'psychologi
cal need' and 'necessity'. It is a regular practice, in business transaction or deal. It manifests itself in 
a variety of shapes varying in heinousness." 

Corruption is there at the very root of our social life. Suresh Kohli points out in his "Corrup
tionin.lndi~c[Page·31·'.H;J:c''Thereis·notcacsingle·individual who·has·nof·been·lur:ed,intoeo.rrup
tion, if corruption is accepted in a wider perspective, exploitation of any kind is corruption; shirking 
work is corruption; waste of time, energy and money is corruption ; deceiving or betraying is cor
ruption ; mismanaging of public or private funds is corruption ; undue use of authority, force or 
power is corruption ; smuggling is corruption .... sex has become one of the biggest areas of corrup
tion ..... Corruption is the driving force and part of national character." 

Most of the people are guilty of corruption in one way or another; at one time or another, for 
one purpose or another. G.S. Bhargava observes [Page : 1 O] : "Again the milk vendor, who adulter
ates milk; the sanitary inspector who connives at it; the grocer who usesfalse wieghts; the contrac
tor who does a shady job of road building; the engineer who puts the seal of approval on it and the 
city father who has a 'cut' in the contractor's ill-gotten wealth, all these are corrupt. But there is an 
even more banal form of corruption when men who wear the purple of commerce control party 
machines and polticial power and those with political power trade it for money. This type of dishon
esty is more dangerous because it set!; in motion the machinery of corruption, eating into the very 
vitals of the society." 

Corruption has been with the Indians since the mythological times and is found in every walk 
oflife. "The Far Eastern Economic Review" has called corruption." The Asian'Lubricant". It says:· 
Like the gods and goddesses who abound in Asia [of course in India too], each with many faces, 
many· hands, and many names, corruption has diverse aspects and numerous ingenious ways of 
extorting an illegal "luck" ...... corruption in Indian public life is all pervasive ... " [ quoted by C.B. 
Mamoria, Page 842]. 

1. CAUSES OF CORRUPTION 

Corruption is like blood cancer. It has taken deep-roots in the country. Corruption in Indian 
pubhc hfe is "all pervasive" and that busmessmen, bureaucrats, contractors, mdustr1ahsts, entrepre
neurs, journalists, vice-chancellors, teachers, doctors, nurses and the politicians all come under sus
picion. As the time moves more and more people are being swept by the move of corruption. 

Corruption is a complex phenomenon and various factors and forces hav~ conspired to cause 
it and spread it everywhere. The causes responsible for corruption as enlisted by C.B. Mamoria 
[Page 844-847], may be discussed here. 

1. Economic Insecurity. This is regarded as the the most important cause of corruption. The 
_ H __ H _____ p0.0.r.p.e.opk bec.0.me ~.OJTilptm_ilie.b.QI!e of becoming rich .. The dch indulgt:Lin it.fur fear_of 19_sing_ __ 

what they have. The rich have craving for luxurious goods and imported commodities, such as -
dresses, telephone receivers, calculators, cosmetics, transistors; air conditioners, T. V .s, wrist watches, 
etc. This ~ecnourages smuggling on a massive scale. 

2. High Rate oflncome Tax. Since tax rates are comparatively high in India eventhe honest 
people are often tempted to escape from it by making false returns of their property and income. 
Many of the officers in the Income Tax Department are also equally corrupt and they. thrive on 

I. C.B. Mamoria in ;.Social Probli.!ms ant;) social Disorganisalion" Page 839. 
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bribery. Income tax officers\ policemen, sales tax officers, excise inspectors and others started mint
ing money not only from the black marketeers and tax evaders, but also from innocent people who 
gave bribes in order to avoid suffering and humiliation at the hands of these officials. 

3. Meagre Salary Being Paid to .the Government Servants. Employees in some of the 
government departments are paid comparatively very less salary. This situation is said to b.e the 
cause of corruption in administration. Clerks in the court, peons and attender.s in all government 
departments, police constables and such other employees draw poor salary. They expect tips and 
bribes even for doing their regular or routine duties. It has been estimated that 60% to 70% of the 
officers are corrupt in one form or the otper. [ C.B. Mamoria - Page 845] 

, 4. Emergence of New Sources of Wealth and Power. The modem political economic set up 
provides a chance for the politicians in power to make money through illegal means. As Lincoln 
Steffens has said, "the politicians took bribes because business men gave them and businessmen 
gave them because they had to." This unholy understanding between the businessmen and the poli
ticians always encourage corruption. 

5; -The System of ~mocracy. The present style of functioning of democracy in lttdia, also 
contributes to corruption. All parties, especially the ruling party spends crores of rupees on each 
election. This money comes from ,the big businessmen, industrialists and such 'other rich men who 
have their own vested interests iq financing the elections. They supply money to the party elections 
in the form of"black money." This in tum, gives them licence, a 'moral' justification foraccurriulat
ing "number - two" money ! unaccounted money ] in different forms. 

6. The Very Presence of Black Money. Existence of large amounts Of unaccounted black 
money, is one of the main sources of corruption. "This money is obtained by various ways, namely, 
tax evasion, smuggling, specu,lation in immovable property and shares and stocks, receiving fees 
and remuneration partly or wholly in cash without showing them in the accounts, trading in licences 
and permits, ....... , etc." [C.B.Mamoria Page 847] · · 

7. Social and Economic Moder~isation; It is said that modernisation breeds corruption in 
fodustrial society, which "offers prizes for doing evil; money, position, power'', besides bringing 
about attitudinal changes in the. system. New loyalties and new identifications emerge am9ng indi
viduals and groups. This contributes to an increase in the ineidence of corruption. As Huntington 
.said; "corruption in a modernising society is in part not so much the resuli of deviance of behaviour 
from the accepted norms as it is thedevjance of norms from the establishedpatterns of behaviour." 
More than any other thing "the get-rich quick" motivation inspires a large number of people both at 
the top and bqttom of the society to become corrupt 

AU the factors mentioned above have generated a favourable atmosphere for corruption. 

2. ORGANISED CRIME AND WHITE COLLARCRlME 

Organised Crime 

Corruption and organised crime very often go together. Corruption provides scope for 
, organised crime. Organised crimes is different from the usual types of crimes such as murder, arson, 
loot, stealing, gang fight etc. 

Organised crimes are 'normally committed by compi;rratively rich '":and statused people in 
society. They are often good family men who attend religious programmes and activities regularly' 
and love their children. Som~ of them are in business and they are successful businessmen. But their 
business is crime and theii.: business methods often include torture and murder. They are the leaders 
of organised crime. - -

"Organised crime is distinguished from other types of crime by .its hierarcfzical structure, 
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monopolistic control and influence, dependence on violence for enforcement, immediately from the 
law through the corruption of police and judicial processes, and incredible financial success."1 

Traditionally, organised crime has been seen as a ''family" affair led by some unscrupulous 
- ·-------peupte-with-criminahradition~T-crday,-however,-organised--crime-is--increasingly-viewed-as--aetiyity-

based on the sain~ market processes as legal business, providing goods and services that are illegal. 

Organised crime, thus can be viewed as "the extension of legitimate market activities into 
areas normally proscribed, for the pursuit of profit and in response to latent illicit demand." 4 

Since there is an unlimited demand for illicit goods and services many more suppliers are 
attracted·to.thefield,·AsaresulHhe.traditionalorganised.criminals .• arenQw-beingchallenged.by 
organisations which are capable of successfully organising any kind ofcrime. 

Political Corruption and Organised Crime 

Political corruption is the main motivating factor for organised crime in the modem societies. 
Elliot and Merril have rightly observed that ''politicdl corruption and organised crime are so colsely 
related that one cannot be considered without the other." Another writer Sullivan has made more or 
less the same observation. He writes : "Actually, organised crime could not exist if it were not 
fostered by corrupt politicians and corrupt police." [Quoted by Mamoria - Page: 865] 

There is an increase in the organised crime in India, that is, the development of large-scale 
organisations for criminal activities. The organised crime may take any one of theseJorms : 
racketeering, gambling, boottlegging or smuggling, kidnapping, rape, etc. Organisers of these crimes 
indulge in anti-social activities - like carrying illegal prostitution in hotels, supplying liquors in 
prohibited areas, smuggling gold and other valuable goods, organising mafia gang to control various 
legitimate business activities· [such as.coal mines] and so on. Themain: purpose here·is to get large 
profit in the form 'easy money'. The activities of the organised criminals have a great disorganising 
effect on the community. 

White-Collar Crimes or Socio-Economic Crimes 

White~collar crimes account for enough violations of law. By comparis~n, the instances of 
white-collar crimes are more than the conventional types of crimes such as theft, burglary, arson, 
loot, murder, kidnapping, etc. The loss incurred through white-collar crimes is far higher than.that of 
the conventional type. In the American context, it has been estimated that losses from such crime 
may be as high as 200 billion dollars every year. [as quoted by Scarpitti and Anderson - Page 49] 
In India also, such types of crime are on the increase 

.Definition of White-Collar Crimes 

L AccorJling to Sutherland, "White-collar crime is a crime committed by a person of respect
ability andhigh social status in course of his occupation." 

Examples of whilte-collar crimes as cited by Sutherland : Illegal exploitatioq of employ-, 
ees, mislabelling of goods, violation of weights and measures statutes, selling. adulterated goods, 
evading corporate taxes, manipulation in stock exchanges, commercial bribery, bribery of public 

. ---official~itectLyc.odndirectly_to . ...secureJallOUrahle_contracts_and:Jegilat10ns,_misgradmgliLc.om-_ 
modities, tax frauds, illegal sale of alcohol and narcotics, performing illegal abortions, illegal ser
vices to criminals, infringements of patents, trade marks and copy rights and unfair labour practices. 

2. According to Sayre, white-collar crimes can be called !'public welfare offences''. He has 
classified such offences into eight categories which may be noted here : (l) illegal sale of 
intoxica,ting l(quor, (2) sale of impure or adulterated food or drugs, (3) sale of misbranded articles, 

I. F.R. Scarpitti and M.L. Anderson in their "Social Problems'', Harper and Row Publishers, New York, ( 1989) -
Pae: 48. 

2. Dwight Smith as quoted by Scarpitti and Anderson Page: 48. 
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(4)violation of anti-narcotic acts, (5) criminal nuisances, (6) violation' of traffic regulations, (7) 
violation of motor vehicles laws, and (8) violation of general regulations passed for safety, health 
or well-being of the community. , 

3. At present, the term white-collar crim~ is used to mean "socio-economic crimes''. Aecord-
ing to The Santharam Committee, such crimes include the following : 

( 1) tax evasion and avoidance; , 
(2) share pushing malpractices in share market and administration of companies; 
(3) monopolistic controls and usury; 
(4) under-invoicing or over-invoicing; 
(5) hoarding, profiteering and smuggling; 
(6) violation of foreign exchange regulations; 
(7) election offences and malpractices; 
(8) theft and misappropriation of public property and funds; 
(9) misuse of their positions by public servants in making contracts and disposal of public 

property. 

(10) offences relating to guest control orders and rationing; 
( 11) violation C>f standards, weights and measure; 
(12) frauds in corporate bodies; and 

(13) professional misconduct. 

Nature of Socio-Economic Crimes 

White-collar ot socio-economic crimes are radically,different from ordinary or conventional· 
type of crimes in se".eral respects. 

1. These crimes are committed by statused people in society such as - doctors, advocates, 
chartered accountants, government officials, repairers of mechanical goods [such as T.V.s, radios, 
refrigerators, etc .. ] and not the traditional criminals such as - robbers, thieves, dacoits, murderers, 
rapists, etc. · 

2. These crimes are normally corµmitted by means of fraud, deceit, misappropriation, 
misrepresentation, adulteration, malpractices, irregularities and so on. 

3. These crimes are committed by means of a deliberate and planned conspiracies without any 
feelings and sentiments. 

4. When socio-economic cr.imes are committed people tend to .tolerate them because they 
themselves indulge in them and they themselves often identify with those who do them. 

5. OriginallY. white-collar crime. meant to descripe middle and upper class business persons 
who committed crime in the normal course of their work. But now. it refers to a wide variety of 
occupationally oriented violations committed by persons in any class. ·. 

6. The victim of socio-economic crimes is normally the entire community, society or even the 
entire nation besides the individuals. 

7. These crimes do not involve or carry with them any stigma while the' traditional crimes 
carry a stigma involving disgrace and immorality. 

8~ These crimes constitute a separate category because the control of such crimes "involves the 
prote<;tion and preservation of the general health and economic sysiem of the entire society against 
exp/Oitation and waste .... " {Mamoria_ - Page: 1025] 
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3. PREVENTION OF CORRUPTION 

Corruption which has gone deep in,to our social life cannot be removed very easily. In fact, it 
can only be reduced or minimised, and can hardly be stopped. altogether. No nation has become 
successffil so fiifill1ffisregaro~Even tor mmlimsmg tlllsprootem, ootllprevemivearul-punitive
measures will have to be taken. The Santharam Committee on the Prevention of Corruption, insti
tuted by the Central Government in 1964, observes, "corruption cannot be el.iminated or even satis
factorily reduced unless preventive measures are planned and implemented in a sustained and effec
tive manner. Preventive action must include administrative, legal, social, economic and educative 
mea<S:u:res" .. [as,quoted by C.B. Mamoria~.Page.865] .. 

The Committee recommended the following measures: 

1. A thorough study of the extent possible, scope and modes of corruption, should be under
taken regarding each department, undertaking or ministry. The study must also suggest preventive 
remedial measures for the same. 

2. Administrative delays should be reduced to the minimum to avoid corrupt practices. For 
this purpose -

(a) existing procedures and practices should be reviewed to avoid delays; 

(b) time-limits should be prescribed for dealing with receipts and should be strictly enforced; 
and 

(c) all notings at a lower level than that of under secretary should be avoid~d. 

3. Attempts should be made to educate citizens in regard to their rights, responsibilities and 
· the procedures of the gqvernment. 

4. Improvement must be made to increase the salary of the employers besides making neces
sary provisions for housing, medical facilities for the government employees, etc. 

5. Informal codes of conduct for different categories of employees particularly belonging to 
the.departments dealing with economic affai[s must be evolved insisting on them not to avail them
selves of entertainment and other facilities provided to them by those with whom they have official 
dealings. 

6. Officials should not have any dealings with a person claiming to act on behalf of an indus• 
trial house unless he is properly authorised to do so. 

7. Companies and businessmen should be obliged to keep detailed aeeounts of expenditure. 

8. Officers for the administrative posts should be selected with great care. Only those whose 
integrity is tested to the fullest satisfaction must be appointed for the key posts. 

9. There should be a complete ban against government servants accepting private commerical 
or industrial employment for two years after retirement. 

Some Other Suggestions 

In addition to the above recommendations made by The Santharam Committee, the following 
suggestions may be considered witb a view td. eradicate or minimise corruption : 

·----(a):::Ihetaxation..law.scmusthe.ri10d1fie.d~JiC.e.ns.e.s .. aruLperlliiLs}'s.te.mmusLb_e_ihori:mghJy_re ..... _ 
viewed. 

(b) The law enforcing authorities must see that the laws are rigorously enforced without any 
fear or favour. 

(c) Mass communication jip.edia must play a .more positive role in encouraging honesty and 
discouraging and condemning dishonesty and corruption. 

(d) The salaries of government officials and the ministers and legislators must be. raised in 
tune with the price index. 

. ( e) Bureaucratic corruption must be reduced by stringent enforcement of punitive m~asures 
against bribe-taking. · 
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(/) Corruption trials should be given the widest possible publicity. 

Prevention of Corruption Act, 1947 

Certain sections of the IPC could be used for punishing those who are guilty of taking bribe. 
The Central Government introduced in 1947 "ThecPrevention of Corruption Act" for the more 
effective prevention of bribery and corruption. The Act, of course, has been a miserable failure in 
reaching its target. We know that corruption has increased out of all proportions. 

B. BLACK M9NEY 

'Black Money' which is often referred to as ''parallel economy" or "unrecognised economy" 
or "unofficial ecrmomy" is both an economic and a social problem. It has both social and economic 
consequences upon society. Black money is a problem with a difference. If the problem of poverty 
affects those who are poor, and ifthe problem of unemployment affects directly those who are 
unemployed, the problem of black money does not much affect those who have ample of b.lack 
money, but it affects the common man and the society at large. Hence all the nations are concerned 
about checking or controlling the growth of black money. 

Meaning of Black Money 

•Black money is that, which is earned or received in contravention of the prevailing Govern
ment acts and regulatiqns, or money that has been retained without the payment of taxes which are 
due to the Government. 

Black money accrues everyday and everywhere and ranges from a few rupees to a ~ew lakhs of 
rupees. Example : (i) It is black money when a minister or a parliament member or an official takes 
payment for giving a licence or a permit (ii) It is black money when a cement or steel manufacturer 
or trader, sells the commodity at a price above the controlled rate without the money'appearing in the 
official records. (iii) When a professor goes to another university to conduct an examination and 
travels in n class train while claiming I class fare, he also acquires m~ney which is not white, but 
black. These examples could be multiplied. 

The Origin of the Term 'Black Money' 

"It was during the Second World War that the terms 'black market' aad 'black money' came 
into vogue. Due to imposition of various controls on distribution and prices a clandestine market had 
sprung up in which things were still available, but at prices higher than the controlled ones. The term 
"black money" became current to describe the money received or paid in such 'black market' deals 
...... with the passage of time, 'black money' acquired a wider connotation-wider than its associa
tion with black market transactions alone." [Mamoria ~Page: 1036]. 

"Today the term 'biack money' is generaiiy used to denote unaccounted money or concealed 
income and/or undisclosed with, as well as money inyolved in transactimis wholly or partly sup
pressed."-+- [Mamoria - 1034) 

In simple words, it can be said that black money is tax-evaded monP.y. This kind of money can 
be earned thfough either !~gal or illegal means. 

(i) Its legitimate source is that when those who earn income through various ways do not 
reveal their entire income for tax purposes. Examples : (i) Teachers earning money through private 
tuition arul book royalty not included it in their income tax returns. (ii) Music artists eatning huge 
amount of money by giving programmes on contract basis and including only a part of it in their 
income tax returns and retaining with themselves a major portion of their earnings and so on. 

(ii) Its illegitimate sources are many. Examples: Bribes, black marketing., smuggling, selling 
,c9mr;nodities at prices higher than the controlled prices, and so on. 
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4. CAUSES OF BLACK MONEY 

According to Prof. Ram Ahuja, several factors cause black money and he lists the following 
factors as important ones. 1 

1. ·High Rate of Tax. An unrealistic and disproportionate increase in taxes anp duties compel 
some people to evade tax and accumulate black money. As per the present rule [ 1998-99] the tax free 
income liinit is fixed at Rs. 25,000/-. It is a known fact that no one can run his family smoothly in this 
age of inflation within this limit of Rs. 25,000/-. A mason, a carpenter, a plumber, a painter earns 
about Rs. 200/- to Rs. 250/- per day 'in a city. The yearly income of these people ranges between Rs. 
6o;ouOl='toRs.··75,0001;:::=Buftheyrarelyfile~ffieif incometaxrerumsandpay=their=taxes.· Strmlatly, 
doctors, advocates, charted accountants, who earn a few lakhs of rupees normally hide their real 
income to escape paying income tax between 50% to 70% of the total income. There is an argument 
that ifincome tax is reduced there is less likelihood of hiding the iecome and paying more tax. 

2. Different Rates of Excise Duty. The Government has fixed different rates of excise duty. 
On the basis of the quality, the products [such as paints, pipes, textiles, electric wires, etc.] are 
classified into different grades, and tax duties are levied on the basis of the classification made by 
the manufacturer. Manufacturers, sometimes downgrade a product to pay lower rates of excise, 
which will help generate black money. 

3. ·Price-control Policy of Government. The Government often regulates the prices of some 
commodities [such as sugar, cement, steel, paper, vanaspati, automobile tyres, fertilizers, etc.] by 
following what is known as ''price-control policy". Since this policy is comparatively rigid it does 
not ttlk~ into account the ups and downs in the market due to the interplay of demand and supply. 
The private manufacturer and merchants take undue advantage of this· po !icy and resort to hoarding 
, fraud, artificial scarcity, etc., which will result in balck money. 

4. Inflation. Inflationary situation is said to be one of the causes of balck money. In this 
situation, the prices of certain commodities [like petrol] go up and moneye,d people start spending 
their unaccounted money. They may also divert resources from production to speculation. This \vill 
cause inflation. · 

5. Quota System and Scarcity. The Government,has fixed quota for import, export and 
foreign exchange. This quota system is misused to make black money. 

When there arises a scarcity of essential goods people are compiled to pay more for them than 
the controlled prices. This gives scope for black money. For example, people are paying now more 
money than what is fixed as its price for kerosene oil due to its scarcity. The exll a payment made by 
the customer will add to the black money. 

6. Elections in a Democratic System. Elections are a part of the democratic process. Elec
tioneering has become a costly affair today. Hence the candidates contesting for elections are bound 
to spend more than what is legally permissible for them. These elections are generally financed by 
the black money holders. There is an unholy alliance between the political parties and the business 
tycoons. These business oriented black money holders expect political patronage and economic 
concessions. Tnef-Obtain such eoneessions from tnc=politieal leaders by paying tnem heavy dona 

........... twnsthrough blickmon-ey:1'11e concessionswill help them-fo generate-more-ancCmore61acl{ffioney~- ---

7. Real Estate Transactions: People amass black money through real estate transactions. 
Purchasing a house and/or land at a cheaper rate and selling it at a higher rate by manipulating to pay 
very less stamp duty has become a profitable busmess m allmaJor towns and cities. fhis is also an 
important source of black money. 

The Effects of Black Money 

Generalisation of black money in society will have adverse economic as well as social conse-

Prof. Ram Ahuja in "Social Problem in India" - Page 384,-387. 
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quences. Black money damages the economic development of the nation by hampering develop
mental programmes and plans. Due to tax evasion the exchequer loses huge amount of money which 
could have been used for developmental activities. It adds to inflation and the government loses its 
control over the economy. It contributes to economic instability. 

The social consequences ofblack money are also severe. It increases social inequality, creates 
frustrations among honest people, increases crimes like smuggling, bribery, etc. The government 
may not get enough revenue to undertake social service programmes for the uplift ()f the poor and 
downtrodden. It leads to shifts in income and wealth, it· is assumed that balck money is mostly 
trasferred from low income groups to the relatively large income groups. It appears that there would 
be a net loss of money to the poorer sections through black money. Needless to say it contributes to 
unemployment and poverty. , · 

5. MEASURES TO CONTROL BLACK MONEY 

The problem of 'black money' has tobe tackled in a realistic and at the same time intelligent 
manner. Since it is not a problem with the poor but with the well off people, it should be handled 
carefully. The following measures will be of som~ help in controlling, ifnot eliminating, this prob
lem. 

I. More than any other thing, the standards of public morality must be raised. In this regard, 
politicians, ministers, senior civil servants, intellectuals and the media people must play an impor
tant role. They must set up an example for others to emulate by paying taxes properly. 

2. Publi9 expenditure must come down and there must be stringent monitoring of expenditure, 
especially of public sectorprojects. · 

· 3. There must be much more effective supervision of private sector investment expenditures, 
particularly where there is greater reliance on development finance institutions and banks. 

4. Tax system must be realistic. Unduly high rates of tax are counter-productive. It would lead 
to tax evasion -whether it is income tax, wealth tax, capital gains tax or transfer tax on real estate 
- and at a later stage creating black money. . ' 

.· 5. Price controls s]Jould be done away with. Exchange rates should be re!llistic reflecting our 
comparativ~prices and competitive position in the world economy. · 

6. TaJe: collection machinery must be made more efficient than what it is now. Honest officials 
in this department must be pr.ofusely rewarded. 

7. Attractive incentives must be given for volun~ry disclosures ofinconie [VOS]. 
8. ·A thorough overhauling of/the economic intelligence unit must be made. Trusted offieials 

must be recruited _for this department 
9. Administrative.corruption at·different levels must bestopped. 
10. Exempting tax on money spent on house construction may help mostly middle class sala

ried people who are nonrtalty made to pay taxes without fail. 
With regard to this problem the harsh truth is that the government policies are the biggest 

sources of black money generation. Hence, the government must take extra-p~caution in framing its 
policie's to give: no scope for black money. 
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THE PROBLEM OF ORDER 

The Con~ept of Social Order::-- Orderliness in Human Behaviour- Definition and Nature 
of Social Order - Three Approaches to Social Order - The Problem of Social Order -
The Unity of Society. 

The Concept of 'Social Order' 

The term 'order' refers to 'conditions of normal or due functioning'. We say that there is order 
in nature. It means that nature maintains conditions for its normal functioning. The day and night, the 
sun and the moon, the seasons, the birth and death, plants and animals and their maintenance, the 
earth and its weather conditions and various other aspects of nature follow a regular order. The 

, nature maintains its equilibrium or order even though it is likely to be upset now and then. Similarly, 
in the social world also we find an order. As Ogburn and Nimkoffhave said, "Indeed order is the 
rule in the social world as truly as it is in the physical world". Hence sociologists call society the 
"social order". 
Orderliness in Human Behaviour 

It is true that the 20th century has often been characterised as the age of speed. This statement 
stresses t~at individuals and things are moving fast, that changes are rapid. Newspaper, radio and 
television stress upon the changes, the J.musual happenings and doings. Sometimes they give.us an 
impression that nothing seems dependable in the modem world. 

Radio and newspapers stress upon the exceptional occurrences and not the expected events and 
the routine happenings. We also tend to overlook the great regularities that actually underline most 
of the things that we do in course of our lives. 

It is the overlooked regularities in soCial life, however, that are the most im12ortant from the 
-------_:poinLof-¥iew-0f-Understanding-group-behavioul'.--Erom--the-stand-point-of-soc-iety-the-hab-i-tual-thing-s---

are most fundamental. In fact, it is the habitual and regular activity that dominates the lives-of all 
individuals. Out of this regular and habitual activity 'order' - that is,_ the condition of normal 
functioning - emerges. 

Ifwe analyse our daily life and activities from getting UP' from bed in the momii;ig and,going to 
bed in the night we come to know that in all of our daily activities we follow a roµtine order or\ a 
regular pattern. Day in and day out, our lives run the accustomed course prescrib¢d by our social 
groups. Customs of education, custorp'.s of business, our part as citizens and voters, r~mily Cl1$tpms, . 
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religious customs, social customs; and many others - to all of these we conform rigorously. No
where the things are haphazard; even the procedure in courtship is prescribed by nile and custom. 
Every aspect of life from birth to death is dominated by a formula of behaviour that demands com
pliance from us alL These ways of acting or doing things are not altogether our own, nor were they 
initiated by us. They are group ways that we have acquired. Thus we find, orderliness that pervades 
ourbehaviour. The term 'social order' essentially refers to this orderliness that we find in social 

behaviour of man. 
Orderliness in social behaviour is a universal characteristic. It is found in the most primitive 

societies as well as in the most advanced. The network of customs that holds modem society in 
check binds with equal strength the society of the Hottentot or Eskimos. Organised social life has 
been made possible because of that 'order'. The conception of' orderliness in behaviour' can only 
explain the continued persistence of social organisation through the course of time. 

1. DEFINITION AND NATURE OF SOCIAL ORDER 

Definition of Social Order 
Though the term "social order" is popularly used in sociological literature during the recent 

times~ but it is not properly defined. It is given various interpretations. For our·purpose of study we 

may consider here one or two definitions. 
1. Accerding to Ogburn and Nimkojf, "Order in society consists of the groupings of persons 

and the arrangements of their behaviour". 
2. P.B. Horton and C.L. Hunt have said that social· order refers to - "a system of people, 

relationships, and customs operating smoothly to accomplish the work of a society." 
It is clear from the above definitions that social order essentially refers to the orderliness in the 

behaviour and activities of people. The following example stresses the need for orderliness in behaviour 

- we find orderly arrangements in the midst' Qf bustling confusions of a great city. Thousands of 
people take their places and perform their tasks with no apparent direction. Thousands of vehicles 

move their way avoiding accidents in mbst of the cases. Thousands of kinds of articles arrive at the 
expected places in the expected amounts at the expected times. Thousands of people. Jabour their 

way so that meals will be ready when needed,.dr~ins will carry off wastes, mc;wing vehicles will give 
place for pedestrians to pass, hospitals will give rhedical treatment to patients', banks will help finan
cial transactions, polfoe stations will offer protection to the needy ~nd\various conveniences will 

meet other needs. A hundred people may serve one within a~ hour, perhaps, without a word to any of 
them. This is what is meant by social order: · 

People c;mnot get the things done unless they know what they may expectfrom one another. 
No society, even the simplest, can function successfully unless the behaviour of most people can 

reliably be predicted most of the time. Unless we can depend upon police officer to protect us, 
workers to go on schedule, and motorists to stay on the left side of the road most of the time, there 

can be no social order. The orderliness of a society depends upon a network of roles according to 
which ea9h person accepts certain duties toward others, and claims certain rights from others. An 
orderly society can operate only as long as most people reliably fulfil most of their duties toward 
others and are able successfully to claim most bf the rights from others. 

What makes the people to observe and·maintain the network of reciprocal rights and duties? 
The mechanism of 'social control' is the answer. Social Control includes all the means and pro
cesses wheneby a group or socfotysecures its members' conformity to its expectations. It is through 
social control that the activities of different individuals are brought together into stable and enduring 
patterns. It helps their activities to be fitted together so that the behaviour of one person produces 

appropriate responses in another. 
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Social Order Depends on Social Stability 

Social system is subject to change. Indeed, it must change. But if it ch~nges too rapidly, too 
completely or too·constantly, there can be no system. Order depends on certain amount of stability 
and continuity. Societies must be stable enough so that their members have mot1vat1on to behave 
predictably. "Only in this situation does yesterday's training and experience have relevance for 
today". 

Durkheim and Parsons have stressed upon the importance of stability of equilibrium in soci~I 
order. Durkheim even believed the suicide rate in a society to be a function of the social order. He 
founa>h1gner·:suicide ratesccin·devetopingeountries~mrunntfie reiafivery·staore·:socieffes':Thougli 
sociologists are divided on their emphasis upon consensus or conflict, they all recognise the crucial 
problem of social order. They also concede the fact that no order is possible without some stability or 
continuity through time. The basic source of stability of a society is its continuity of past with present. 
Social Order Depends on Changes Also 

Society is dynamic and not static. Nothing in this social world ever remains constant. Hence 
the concept of 'social order' presupposes the prevalence of change. The twin concepts 'order' and 
'change' are not really contradictory. Rate of social change differs from society to society but change 
as such prevails over and pervades all the societies. If the change is too slow or inefficient, the social 
system will decay or be overwhelmed. If change is too rapid or uneven, the system may lose the 
thread of order that made it a system. Order and change attend one another in all social systems. 
Human affairs operate in the complex combination of the two. There is no point in trying to under
stand either without considering the other. Even in the midst of rapid changes if a society is able to 
retain some of its old ideas and operations it may survive. The society should not be too rigid nor too 

. flexible as far as change is concerned. 

Problems in the Maintenance of Social Order 

According to Talcott Parsons, every society or organisation must solve four problems if order 
(more precisely, equilibrium) is to be maintained. 

(i) Problem of adaptation. A society or social organisation has to successfully adapt itself to 
the external physical environment. With its system of economy society faces the probll'ml of adapta
tion. 

(ii) Development of Goals. A society must develop a system of manageable goals and help 
people in· mobilizing efforts to achieve them. The polmcal structure of the society deals with the · 
'goals'. 

(iii) Development of Social Integration. Society must evolve the ways of handling the differ
ences and conflicts that inevitably occur among members. This will lead to social integration. Through 
legal system society struggles to maintain integration. · 

(iv) Latent Problems. The important set of problems is latent, that is, hidden. They are ~on
cerned with what Parsons calls "pattern maintenance and tension management". Through family, 

: ______________ :___r-eligion-and-educatio-n----the--Soe-iety---d-eals--With-latenc-y-and---pattem--inan-ag~n-wnt-.----Shared---belie-fS:and-- -- ------- --
values play a V,ital role in this respect. 

2. THREE APPROACHES TO 'SOCIAL ORDER' 

The concept of' social order' has been explained and interpreted by different scholars in differ
ent ways. Three main approaches or explanations may be identified: (a) the utilita~ian approach, (b) 
the cultural approach, and (c) the compulsion approach. 

(a) The Utilitarian Approach suggests that it is in sdf-jnterest of all individuals to·maintain 
social order. This is especially true in. complex societies where division of labour is high and people 
are interqependent. Utilitarianism has more influence on economic theories rather than on sociologi~ 
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cal ones. 

(b) The Cultural Approach stresses the role of shared norms and values. This approach is also 

known as "value-consensus approach". Durkheim and Talcott Parsons have been the influential 

sociological exponents of value-consensus approach. This approach states that the 'unity_ of society' 

9r its 'order' arises naturally from th~ relations among men. These relations of the people are gov

erned by sets of shared rules and values. A network of rules and values stabilizes peoples' relation

ships _and-contributes to the unity and solidarity of the group or soCiety. The exercise of social 

control helps to sustain this solidarity. 

(c) The Compulsion Approach or Conflict View emphasises power and domjnation ofvari

ous types - military, judicial, spiritual, economic. It also stresses the capacity of those who domi

nate to enforce order. According to iliis approach, different people are placed in different positions 

in society; By virtue of these positions they develop different interests, different experiences and 

divergent o~~looks on the world .. These difference$ become so extreme that any action or policy 

intended for the benefit of one group or category may threaten the well-being of others. Hence the 

unity of any particular society is, therefore, to be seen as an outcome _of the struggle by those who 

want to maintain status quo against the interests of those who want change. The exercise of social 

c6ntrol here means the wish of one group to keep society in status quo, despite the desire of others 

for change. Among the sociological theorists, Karl Marx and Max Weber have been the chief expo-

-Qents of this approach. But these theorists have not denied the contributory role of values. 

3. THE PROBLEM OF ORDER 

According to Peter Worsley, 'the problem of order' is not a simple and a single one; it refers to 

a complex set of issues. Ifwe try to delve deep into_ the jssue of social order, its emergence, persis

tence, ·changes and conflicts in it, a number of questions would come to our mind. How social 

organisation is possible? How and why the persistence or organfs.ed social life comes ab,out? Is it ~e 

to say that men are basi6ally individualistic, and. that society must have come into. existence .and is 

onlymaintained in existence, through being imposed upon man? Can society survive only through 

,t}le constant suppression of these natural individualistic and anti-social N)clinations?;It is noteas}\to 

expJain how societies do manage to "work'', to remain in existence for any.period of time. Societies. 

are complex organisations of human activities, involving many different kinds of activities and kinds 

of persons. All these activities will have to be concerned and co-ordinated in delicate patterns of co

operation. The very existence of these different activities and different sets of people naturally makes 

for differences of interest. Still in all social organisations, there is some measure of stability and 

cohesion, the sources of which are not properly, known. It is at this point that the problem of order 

arises; that is, the problem of explaining the integration alld continuity of social structures. 

As Peter Worsley has stated the problem qf order centr~s round issues such as-''The co

ordination_ of activities, limitations-~pon the use of force; the containment of conflicts; and the uni

fication of qiverse activities". Three important problem-areas which involve different levels of analysis 

are as.follows: 
1 .1. The Problem of Meaning. This re(ers to.the "ways in whfoh men came to experiencethe 

worltl\as 1an orderly place and are able ·~O communicate with.others about it". People communicate 

among themselves and on that basis co~ordinate thei~ ~ctivities. This co~ordination of activities and 

co~operation iri actual work 1s,possible because one tries to understand the intentions, desires, com

n\an~s and refusals of another. A communication p~ocess, is, therefore, a precondition-of co-opera

tive and concerted social activity. 

. Here, the ma~n emphasis is upon the way ih which men :try to; understand-their social world, and· 

the cQm1ections between their understandin~ of the world and their mastery of i~. Men "intei-pr:et the 
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world and give it meaning so that they may act upon it, control their situation and destiny, and 
thereby achieve the ends that they desire". This does not mean that men often find their world as 
"meaningless" and "chaotic". It only means that even in situations of disastetwhen normal channels 
of communication break down, authority-structures collapse, a state of norml~ssness prevails, "men 
immediately set out to discover sense and significance in them". 

2. The Problem of Social Control. The problem of social control revolves round the follow
ing questions .... "how are the activities of different individuals brought together into stable and 
enduring patterns? How can their activities be fitted together so that the behaviour of one person 
:Produces aJ>proprfaierespofis"esitiart6ilie-i?-H:'6w1s it.tiiat wlien c>neifi<lividuafiil!tiaies\ai>ariieiliar ·· · 
line of action he finds that others respond to it in ways that he considers appropriate, act as he expects 
them to?"-Peter Worsley 

The problem of meaning reveals as to how men transform their experience into a meaningful, 
orderly and predictable social world, and establish effective expectations about the behaviourof 
people who live in that world. The problem of social control reveals "how these expectations are 
effective, why the world behaves in accord, more or less, with our expectations", It studies as to how 
"Men do make decisions and choices and carry them out, not in a random and idiosyncratic way, 
however, but within the context of rules which they share with other individuals". Social control 
throws light on the fact that they act in terms\ofrules thaf makes men's conduct predictable. And it 
is a fact that these rules are shared that makes one man's conduct predictable to another. 

3. The Problem of Unity of Social Life. Within the. common social boundaries •ofsociety 
many different kinds of social groups arefunctioning pursuing a wide variety ofactivities. These 
groups may be mutually conflicting and their activities may be contradictory also. In the midst of 
thesse differences, divisions, conflicts and COt1tradictions society strives and struggles to maintain 
stability and order. In their attempts to analyse the unity of society, that is, the integration of whole 
social life, social thinkers and sociologists have developed two theoreticalmodels: (i) 'the value
consensus model'; and (ii) the conflict model. The former stresses the importance of shared values 
and rules in bringing about unity. It stresses that a network of rules and values stabilizespeoples' 
relationships which in tum contributes to the unity and solidarity of the society. The latter emphasises 
power and domination of various types-,mifitary, judicial, spiritual and ecoru'>mic. It also stresses 
the capacity of those who dominate to enforce order. 

4. THE UNITY OF SOCIETY 

As it has already been pointed out an analysis of the problem of the unity of society revolves -
round the discussion of two approaches, or theories concerning the unity of social life or society. 
Those two approaches or theoretical models namely, value-consensus theory and conflict theory, as 
delineated by Peter Worsley, may he discussed at greater length here. 

(i) The Consensus View Established 

The consensus=view stresslrs=the social nature=of man. It believes that the individtial becomes 
· ---truTylruman througnso-c1aliiation-and throilgh-membeisl:iip 1n-socfoiY.7istresses the-co-operative-- ---

nature ofsociety itself. Co-operation makes possible the completion of complex and elaborate tasks. 
Men appreciate the company of others, their approval, and want to participate with themon eommon 
enterprise. The unify of society anses "naturally'' from the relations among men.·1t1s through inter
action that people develop sets of rules ai;id values which they come to share with one another. These 
shared rules and values stabilize their relationships. The unity of society emerges from commonly 
held beliefs and sentiments. The exercise of social control sustains• the solidarity or unity of society 
and maintains stability of relationships. Social control also indicates the response of the whole united 
group. or society against the individµal who violates its shared rules. 
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(ii) The Conflict View Established 
I 

The conflict model or view is also based on the belief that man·is an essentially social creature. 
But it asserts that not all societies are equally suited to ''.the realisation of man's human nature". 
Societies that are divided into exploiters and exploited do not allow a sizeable number of people to 
realise their h~man capacities, to the fullest extent. They do not allow such people to derive full 
benefit from their membership in society. Co-operation, by itself is not virtuous. Even within the co
operative· process s01;ne people may exploit an advantageous position at the expense of the others. 
"Differences of 'ii?t:erest' are just as important as agreements upon rules and values". A given 
arrangement of relationships in such societies which benefits some will deprive and discomfort 
others, In such a society "any action or policy intended for the benefit of the group or category will 
threaten the well-being of others". It is' quite natural that people who occupy different positions in 
such society have different interests, share different sets of rules and values, undergo different expe
riences and develop Gl;ivergent outlook of the world. Thus, Peter Worsley remarks: "The unity of any 

particular society is, therefore'!Jo be seen as a~ outcome·ofthe struggle by those with an interest in 
the status quo to maintain their advantpge against those whose interests leqd them to desire change ". 
The exercise of social control then, does 'not expres~ the will of the whole community nor Jts moral 
unity. It only expresses the will of the group to keep society in status quo despite the desire of others, 
for change: The group with its interests in 'status quo', thatis, the dominant group may resort.to the , 
use of naked force to maintain their position. 
Arguments in favour of.both the theories 

1. (a) Consensus View: Reciprocity and Interdependence. The consensus view of society 
places much emphasis on the reciprocity of relationships between one part of society and another. 
Society consists of various institutions, organisations and groups each specialising· itself in· some 
activity. Groups exchange the 'output' of their activities with one another, Each group depends \!l)On 
other groups. The relationships between them are virtually the relations of interdependence. 

(b) Conflict View: Exploitation and Unilateral Relationship. The conflict view recpgnises 
the fact of exchange and interdependence but it stresses that the parties involved in exchange are 
unequaL Hence there is 'exploi~ation' in the relati~nship. As Marx said the labourer does not receive 
the full worth of his labour. He only receives such rewards as .enable him to keep himself alfve and 
at work and the remaining things are exploited by his employer: The relationship is unilateral be
cause it is characterised by one-sided dependence; The subqrdinate party in this kind of relationship 
is dependent upon the dominant one for his livelihood, promotion, and increases in incorne. But this 
party has no ~ontrol over other things, neither op the process of production nor on exchange. 

2. The consensus view is more concerned with the society as a whole .. Each society faces 
problems as a· society; Each socie!Y for its existence has to meet certain requirements called "func

tional prerequisites". These.ensure its survival. The society must 'produce members to fill the roles 
that are available within society; that is, to produce food, clothing and shelter, some kind offamily 
system to produce and to socialize new members and sci on. · 

The conflict view looks at the ways in wl).ich the functional prerequisites are met. It wants to 
know how the benefits derived from a 'solution' are distributed. It states that the same pr0blem can 
be solved in many different ways and each solution has its own consequences.for the people. A 
'solution' which is in line1with the interests of one group and satisfactory t.o the group's members 
may be thoroughly damaging to the interes~ of another group. The solutions arrived, at .are normally 
supportive to the interests of the ruling party. 

3. From the standpoint of consensus view, the str.atifi~ation system is essen.tial for social 
organisation. It believes that inequalities o(power and wealth are·inevitable be~atise they enhance 
the. adaptive capacity of the society.· Further, the system resolves the problem of "role allocation", of 
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getting people to fill available social roles. The unequal distribution of rewards is essential because 
social roles are of differential importance and require, differential level of skill. Those who are 
allotted, 'Key roles' naturally must get higher rewards as an incentive. 

The supporters of conflict view do not consider the stratification system as very much inevi
table. They see it as "one of the basic sources of division and conflict i11tsociety". This system always 
favours the ruling group or the dominant group for it secures the maximum reward~ out of it. The 
disadvantaged group hence always demands and struggles for the redistribution of rewards in their 
favour. The true explanation for the power of ruling group is not to be found in its contribution 
.. :·:··~·· c· : .. : : . · ·:· ··· · · ··::· ··:·· .. ··:···:-:·· · ·-··:·cc:.: ::--·· · .c·· c ·c··· ·· .... •··•··. : ••·:·· : ... .. :··· ::· .. ·:······ ··· ::· · · •· ··:·· ··: ....... ·-\ 
which it makes to the weU:..being of the society, but it is tO be found in thefr monopolisation of power 
itself. 

4. The consensus theorists try to justify their power by making an appeal to beliefs and values 
about what is 'right', and 'who is deserving'. These beliefs and values are shared in common with 
these that they dominate. There would be no discontent and opposition in society if the power of the 
powerful is accepted as legitimate. Discontent occurs only when the actions of ruling groups go 
against the values and beliefs of those they dominate. 

The conflict theorists though conceded the importance of shared rules and values, have~ raised 
the doubts whether such beliefs are 'really' shared. "The dominant beliefs in society are those of the 
politically <,iominant group: they are expressed on behalf of that group by the major institutions of 
society ... " Those who pos15ess power over society also possess power over the machinery for the 
creation and dissemination of their ideas and values. Hence they are able to ensure that their own 
ideas and values are made acceptable to all the members of society. Thus the shared beliefs and 
values represent nothing but one more technique adopted by the ruling group to gain the implicit 
support to their own wishes and policies. 

5. The consrmsus the~ry states that the political institutions "exercise power within society on 
the basis . of the mandate from the members of society to implement the collective goals of the 
society". They "seek to realise the goals of all the members of society, acting within the broad 
framework of common v~lues ... " To organise activities in pursuit of these goals these institutions 
must c,ommand special use of some of the societies' resources -'-- time, labour, wealth amt·so on. 
Power is to be found at all levels of society and is possessed by groups and institutions other than the 
political ones. "Power, here, is a matter of degree: each group in society has power, but some have · 
m01 e anu' some t'ess than others ... ". 

The conflict school does not believe in the workings o(democracy, and in the distributk>n of 
power. It says that the political institutions always work for the ruling group. They make legislations 
to further and protect the interests of the ruling group. Power can never flow directly from the large 
mass of the public, on the contrary, it is exercised by those who are in the commanding position. 
Even the 'public opinion' is not the spontaneous voice of the people themselves; it is to be seen as a 
product of the mass media and their opinion forming activities. "Power, here, is conceived much 

. n . _ ___ fn.!Jre in (f!.rm.§.2fl±JlmsI.Qfl..Q_e_fJ2J?gfl, th§! have .. u:wii_ 'haJJfUZ.ats_'J'.ower..is_limilediri:so.crezy_aridifiSH _______ _ 
largely monopolised by elites. The existence of political parties and political competition is all a 
matter of formality. It only serves to mark the political realities and grant the people illusory share in 
power. 

6. The consensus view admits that conflict will be there in every society. Because no real 
society can meet the conditions of the ideal model, and every existing society will be imperfectly 
integrated. But it is misleading to say that conflict is 'endemic' in society itself. "Conflictis not 
rooted in the society but occurs l;;ecause of 'readjustments 'which the society 'undergoes as a result of· 
radical technical changes. 
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For the conflict theorists consensus is a temporary state, but "conflict is endemic in society 

because of deep-rooted differences of interest among the various groups and because of the unequal 

distribution of resources. The presence of consensus, if it is there, only indicates that the ruling 

group is successful in imposing its ideas pn the ruled. The stresses and strains of social life cannot be 

en~ed by th'is: Conflicts inherent in the social structure will rise to the surface again when time is 

"Conflict will re-emerge, and eventually a revolution or internal war will lead to the establish

ment of a new balance of power and the emergence of a new ruling group". 

7. The consensus view has been charged by the conflict theorists that it is incapable of explain

ing social change adequately. Still, the supporters of the consensus view have been trying to handle 

the issues of socfal change comfortably. They have argued that conflict and violence must be under

stood as a "response to disturbance in the society, disturbances created by the readjustment of rela

tionships between family and economy. These conflicts, however, could be'"handled and channelled 

·by social control mechanism ... " :The consensus theorist can deal with the long-term trends but finds 

it difficult to expfain the processes of radical and rapid or revolutionary change. 

The conflict model can better handle the phenomenon of cbp.ge; that is, change of both kinds; 

the gradual kind and of the rapid or revolutionary kind. It never a~sumes the consensus view that 

societies tend towards stability', but it begins with the idea that society is inherently changeful. 

It states that "social structures are inherently unstable and will tend to change unless such 

tendencies can be stayed by the exercise of power". It stresses "the role of conflict of groups 

struggling for advantage; and much social change is an outcome of shifts in the relationships 

between such groups. This theory is well equipped to explain those fundamental changes 

which involve the alteration of society's basic values". Consensus theory is not in a position to do so. 

Conclusion 

A glance at these two theories would make it clear that they occupy two extreme 

positions. As Peter Worsley has pointed outthat these represent two "visions" of society. Each 

view tries to justify its own assu~ptions and is not prepared to look into evidence which 

contradicts them. But if we can consider them as tWo visions then we can understand. them as 

two ways oflooking at social organisation. Both the perspectives are equally important in getting 

a clear understanding of society. 

Conflict theorists hav;e not refused the existence of any consensus. They have recognised that 

some amount of consensus is necessary among group's members so that they can dev,elop a sense of 

solidarity among themselves. Consensus is necessary for the members of a class to realise its identi

cal interests and to develop class-consciousness which i~ vita! for them to have a common plan of 

action to realise their interests. This actually heightens the solidarity within classes. Thus, Marx who 

championed the theory of conflict, was vitally concerned with aspects of consensus also. 

Conflict need not necessarily be disruptive. It can promote unity in the manner in which it 

contributes to class solidarity. It throws light on some open discontents and disagreements which are 

. present now, but which have not previously been recognised and removed. Hence it may Jlelp to 

remove such relationships which have been a source of tension and lead to the formation of new 

,relationships. 

Consensus theorists do recognise that conflicts are bound to be there even in stable societies. 

But they assert that the prnmised proletarian revolution has not occurred. It means the social con

flicts that take place in a basically stable society, can be treated as mild, insignificant, and of short . 

duration. They may not produce change of any great importance. The theorists have stated that it is 

:within the capacity of the developed societies to provide all their members with secure and decent 

lives. 

Pluralist Model ? 
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The Pluralist Model ? 

These two view points or perspectives are equally powerful. It is difficult to choose between 
these view points, for eac;h can provide evidence to support its own case. "The fact that. there is 
evidence for each view, but also evidence against it, show;s that neither adequately accounts fqr the · 
facts". One can recognise that both have their uses, that for some purposes it is best to use one 
perspective and for other purposes to use the other perspective. What is more important is that "one 
should recognise that while both have their own virtues, neither has a monopoly of truth". There is 
scope for a more comprehensive theory which will encompass both the phenomena of conflict and 
thatofconsensus;···Hence'thiscombifiationofcon1lfofaria·consensiisviewSCwould represent· a thfrd 
model-The Pluralist model. 

It is true that in no social organisation individuals can carcy on their everyday life activities 
without some measure of consensus. Without shared rules and values it would be impossible to 
concert and co-ordinate the actions of individual members. Society hence involves some moral 

. order. "But what is an open question is how much concensus is necessary for more complex forms of 
social life to operate ? - Peter Wl!rsley. 

The three models - the consensus model, conflict model and the pluralist model- are quite 
influential and impressive, no doubt. But no single of the first two models can account for all the 
facts a9out society. Still it can be stressed that each of them does have its uses and enables us to 
obtain some understandings of some problems. The third model which is having the least popularity 
cannot also said to be the most satisfactory theory. 
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t; APPLIED SOCIOLOGY 

Pure Science and Applied Science 

A distinction is often made between 'pure' sciences and 'applied' sciences. The main aim ofa 
, pure science is the acquisition of knowledge and it is least concerned with the utility or usefulness of 
that knowledge. On the other hand, the aim of applied science is to apply the acquired knowledge 
into life and to put the same into some use. Each pure science may have its own applied field also. 
For example, physics is a pure science. and engineering is its .applied field. Similarly, the pure 
sciences such as economics, political science and history have their- applied fields such as business, 
politics, and journalism respectively. Sociology as a pure science has its applied fields such as ad
ministration, diplomacy, social work, etc. Each pure science may have more than one application. 

What is Applied Sociology? 

'Applied.Sociology' is concerned with thatpart of sociological knowledge which is put to 
human use and human betterment. In fact, there is a controversy regarding the role.being played by 
sociology in contributfng practically to human:betterment. Thpre are some sociologists who !ldvo
cated that sociology being a science should study only the society 'as it is' and not "as it oughUo 
be". It should not pronounce any ju~ements or suggest any solution for solv~ng ,those problems. 
Sociologists should never determine questions of public policy and should not recommend legisla
tions, whatlaws should be passed or repealed ·"'"'they have argued. But majority of the sociologists 
do not.agree With this point of view. In their C!Pmion all.social sciences are light bearing as well as 
fruit bearing sciences and it is quite· justifiable for them to suggest ways and means to solve social 

. problems and improve society. The aim Of sociat:$Ciences is and ought to be huma1r betterment and 
. ,applied :Sociology is concerned with human betterm<?rit. 

Professor Davis observes, "we want to buildthe·society for the better.There are certain citi
zens who may be contented and do not want to change but we must be careful not to give them undue 

. weight. So, long as there,a.re people who feel 'that they are not receiving justice or fairplay to that 
! extent, society needs reconstruction. lt is the function of appljed sociology to reconstruct that soci-

650 
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ety. The objective is that iri free society - ( 1) there should be variety of thinking, (2) equality of 
opportunity by eliminating inequalities- economic and educational, (3) there is no exploitation of 
special privileges· by a particular group, and. ( 4) social order in which social intelligence, social 

-~effieieney-and--volttntary-c&--operatimrpruduce-tlnm1aximun1g01Jcr.-----~·~ ... --.-··------ ·----,,. 
Professor Ford remarks, "the practical or 'applied sociology' may be designakd as "applied 

social ethics" or "social policy". And the study of adaptation of social method of the achievement of 
moral purpose may be termed as applied social ethics". Gillin and Gillin have pointed out, "Some -0f 
the earliest sociologists ignc,)red the pathological aspects of human association ..... those who are 

_interestedinstudying-socie~s a.4.yn11micratherthattas:a-statifr:pheoomenoo,are-eonvinced-:that •· -
social pathology is a~ much a part of sociology as medical pathology is a part of scientific medicine'~. 

Thus, it is clear that sociology has two parts, (I) theoretical sociology, ahd (2) practical soci
ology. Practical sociology itself is applied sociology. This second part is concerned with the getting 
of information upon problems of social ~xperience and finding methods for their amelioration and, 
if possible, their solution. 

Applied sociology is. the search for\ways ofusing scientific knowledge to solve practical prob
lems. A sociologist making a study of "the social structure of a slum neighbourhood" is working as 
a pure scientist or theoretical sociologist. If this study is followed by a. study of "how to prevent 
delinquency in a slum neighbourhood"- he would be acting as an appli,ed sociologist also. Some 
people consider sociology as an entirely 'applied science' trying to solve problems, while many 
consider it is both. 

Practical applications of sociological knowledge are not always appreciated by all. Only gradu
ally, the services andadvices of sociologists are sought. Some sociologists are employed by business 
corporations, government bureaus, hospitals, city municipal bodies, hig factories, social welfare 
agencies, and sometimes in administration. They are engaged in planning, conducting community 
acting programmes, advising on public relations, employee relations; working on human reh1tions 
and problems of many sorts. Sociologists are often consulted by legislative committees while plan
ning new legislations. But the private citizens very rarely take decisions on the basis of knowledge 
supplied by sociologist&,· 

On many socfal questions such as-the causes and treatn:ient of crime and delinquency, drug 
and alcohol addietion, sex offences, the causes and consequences of racial discrimit;tation, or the 
adjustment of the family to a changmg society, etc. there is considerable scientific sociological 
knowled e. 

Applied Sociology and Social Wor~ 

'Applied sociology' and 'social work' are not one and the same. Though sometimes these two 
terms are often used synonymously. The scope of both is in some sense, the sut(le; but "in social 
work more emphasis is laid on rendering assistance through methods like social case-work, group 
work and community organisation". Further, applied sociology is treated as ia branch of sociology 
also., On the contrary, social work is considered t0be a profession. · 
Scope.o.fApplie~Sociology -· -- ----- -- -- --- --- --- --

According to G.R. Madan, the main task of applied. sociology is to deal with social problems. 
From the point of view of applied sociology, social problems are divided into two categories that 
is {i) problems of social disorganisation or soeial rehabilitation, and (ii) pr oblerns of social recon-
struction. T~e first category includes problems of deviants, defectives and dependants, e.g. crimi
nals, delinquents, orphans, mentally defectives, ills, blinds, etc. For the problems of this kind, mea
sures are needed to cope with the evil. They are generally curative or rehabilitative in character. For 
'example, something has to be done to help the poor, to educate the defectives, to reform the crimi-
nals, to prevent poverty, de~ectiven(!ss and crime. In t~e second category such things as child 
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welfare, women welfare, youth welfare, labour welfare, housing welfare, etc. are included. Here the. 

preventive and constructive methods are more useful. Example: Education of the child:r.en is looked 

into so that they would not tum out to be either as child beggars or juvenile delinquents; but would 

be enabled to lead a normal life. Welfare of women is promoted so that they would not be either 

exploited ornegl~cted. 

According to Groves and Moore, applied sociology would include problems of poverty, crime, 

immigration, race, the family, the social hygiene, mental defects, housing, public opinion, and the 

organisations and practices of modem philanthropy. 

Role of a Sociologist in Applied Sociology 

An applied sociologist has been playing a vital role so as to fulfil four main tasks: 

(i) He conducts scientific researches in various fields of human social life about which tl}e 

existing knowledge is either scanty or erroneous. (ii) He tries to correct popular nonsense espe~ 

cially with regard to issues and problems such as - racial conflicts, communal tensions, and riots, the 

myth of innate. intelligence and inborn superiority of races, minorities, religious conversions, etc. 

(iii) He tries to make sociological predictions. Example: (1) would the suppression of obscene 

literature help to reduce sex crimes and sex immorality? (Prediction: 'No'). (2) would low birth-rates 
1and small family norm increase marital happiness? (Prediction 'Yes') (iv) He works as a policy 

consultant. Ari applied sociologist provides valuable suggestions_to bodies with legislative power in 

framing suitable social policies. Sociological predictions can also help to estimate the probable 

effects of a social policy. Hence they can contribute to the selection of policies which achieve the 

intended purposes. 

2. SOCIAL POLICY 

What is Social Policy? 

"The term 'social policy' is not used technically, but rather merely describes the policies of 

governments in respect to a range of social services. Thus matters pertaining to health, education, 

housing, social insurance and national assistance are to be included under this description". 

-Duncan Mitchell 

Since a very long time. the social sciences in Britain have been oriented to discussion of social 

policies. During the recent years there has also been a development of thought about some aspects of 

the Welfare State. Attempts have been made to determine trends in social thought, to examine the 

implications of present policies for future policy-making, and to find out the issues involved in 

following given policies and their effects on social thoug;ht. TH. Marshall's 'Social Policy' ( 1965), 

can be:said to be a clear contribution to this field. In this work he.has suggested that "the task of 

social policy is to determii;ie the order or priority of claims against the national product". 

Contribution ofSociology to Social Policy 

Sociology has been helpful in making social policy a success. During the 19th cenmry in 

France due to the writings of Comte, Saint and Simon and encyclopaedists, it was' believed that 

sociology as a "positive science could establish universal laws of social ·behaviour by reference to 

which all disputes about sociarpolicy might be settled". But today it is well known 1that the socio

logical laws have their own limitations. Sociology cannot arbitrate·all social disputes and settle all 

social controversies. In spite of this, no one can underestimate the practical help rendered by 

sociology to social policy. 

1. Sociology has'1Jrovided much exact and reliable information upof!. those matters of social 

policy with which politicians, administrators, and social reformers have to deal. The earliest socio

logical researches particularly in U.K., were the surveys of poverty and other problems of urban life. 

The surveys particularly those of Booth and Rowntru ( 1901) enabled to indicate some of the causes 
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of extreme poverty, the lack of regular employment, and the accidents or illness suffered by wage
earners. These and similar researches have influenced social policy a great deal. 

2. In-a numb,er of other fields sociologists have provided usefuhiata fur the-formulation of 
rational social policies. Example: population studies, studies ofs9eJa1 mobility, etc. Studies ofsocial 
mobility, for instal1ce, reveal the extent and forms of mobility in different societies. It also shows 
connections between mobility and such factors as family size, educational opportunity, and occupa-
tional structure. - · .. 

3. "The contribution of descriptive sociol~y or sociological researches sholtld not be limited 
to providing information which is useful .at the stage of fonn_ulatir1g ___ ancd introducinpew social . 

policfes;ulsequally important in evaluating the operation and achievements of these policies. 
4. Social sciences have begun to influence social policy in another way. They are also giving 

training to.those who are concerned with the formation and execution of social policy. Thus sociology 
is giving training to social workers, industrial managers, personnel· 9fficers, teachers, and publie 
officials responsible for the administration of social welfare services or of pub1icly owned enterprises. 

5. It should be noted that not all social issues and policies are not without controversies. But 
where there is no agreement, sociologists can make a pra~tical contribution by tlarifying the points 
ofcontroversy. It can do so by viewing alternative social policies in relation to the structure of 
society as a whole. Sociology attempts"to grasp every specific problem in its w.hole social context, 
and to conceive the alternative social policies which affect the entire life of society,".-Bottomore. ' 

. I· 

6. "Sociology proviqes a framework of concepts, and a basis of exact knowJ~dge, for the intel-
ligent discussion of political issues". An example relating to educationalpolicymay be considered 
here. As far asedl!Clition_is concerneq,therece~t so<:iolqgic11,l it1Y.estigati9ns show.the connections 
between social class origin, educational opportunity, and achievement. An educational policy with 
an aim to establish equality of opportunity in ~ducation has to be pursued. Then, it is necessary 
to use the results of sociological research which show the sources and mechanisms of inequality. 

7. Since_ the-writings of sociologists are often read by the members· of the industrial societies, a 
sociologist, more than a social anthropologist, often arouses, and expects to arouse,, some response 
in some of the people he is studying and this influences his study. , 

The practical influence of sociology is quite wider. In addition to organisations and interested . I I parties, even a larger section of the population may be influenced, through the media of m~s com-
nm~ieation about such problems in a more rational and dispassionate and objective way ~d to reject ' 
irrational opinions and policies. In this way. sociology has been successfiil in some eXtent to rech1c-
ing racial prejudice and disctiinination. 

· "In these various ways-by the exact description of social problems, the search for causes and 
remedies, . the training of soeial workers and administrators, the education of public opinion, the 
revelation of jnequalities and privileges and of the political controversies to which they give rise, 
sociology has in fact contributed to the realisation of the ideal which was formulated .... the participa
tion ofaU men in, the control of their conditions of life, a self-directing.humanity"-Bottomore. 

3. SOCIAL PLANNING 
--~---

. Social planning reveals a movement which has assumed tremendous significance nowadays. 
There is some degree of social planning in almost all modern societies. It was once felt that societies 
were at the mercy of impersonal cosmic forces and trends. It is now thought that m~ can to a reat 

c;c1 e an pan e irectlon o. soc1a c ange. This change in attitude is because 9fthe great 
adv~ces in knowledge and technology, as well as existence of large and· powerful organisation~. 
Modem societies have now cap!!cities to.make and implement collective social decisions, "The new 
attitude towards 'social change reveals thaipeoplf! have chosen social planning' as a tool to help 
achieve common goals and values" What then is meant by social planning. 

------------ ---------------- --------- - -----------------··------------_, .------------- - -------
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Definition of Social Planning 

1. Kimball Young : "Planning is a programme aimed at sociocultural change in a particular 

direction with a given aim or goal in mind". 

2. Sull'}ner and Keller: Social Planning "is the development of non-ins~nctive foresight that 

distinguishes the man". 

3 .. Merrill and Eldredge: "Social planning is merely organised foresight aimed at accepted· 

goals and based onexistfng knowleage of skills". 

In the broadest sense, planning is one of the rational activities most characteristic of human 

beings. In~ividuals are forever planning their lives. Planning requires analysis, foresight, and a will

ingness to sub~ordinate the present to the futur6. It is the basis for social action. in the alleviation of 

social problems. It differs from reform in various respects. "While reform is remedial and corrective, 

· plan~ing is preventive and c.onstructiive. A plan is laid oui as an achievement to be made in a certain 

lenith of time. The emphasis is on the practical side rather than on aspirations of the fantasy. 

type""-{ Ogburn and Nimkojf). It is more so in the case of successful planning. 

The idea of social planning is probably as old as Plato who had depicted an ideal society in 

which social planning was to be done by the greatest minds in the society. The idea of social plan-
' . 

ning has challenged men for centuries. "Spencer thought that the social heritage grows according to 

fixed, ineluctable laws and that interference usually makes things worse. Comte, on. the contrary 

believed that man had the powQr to look ahead and to control his destit;iy. Later this idea was bril

liantly developed by L.F. Ward, who used· the phrase 'social telesis', meaning societal self-direc

tion"-( Ogburn); Wa~d, was, of course, unduly impresse~ with man's intellectual power and exag

gerated very much man's capacity to control things. Nevertheless he did perform a valuable service 

in stressing the possibility and importance of looking and planning ahead. In fact, planning has the 

virtue of looking ahead, which is essential in ~ changing society. 

Efforts to direct social change through smne type of coordinated planning have been quite 

numerous. Many of them have been quite successful too. Men have found that they could exercise 

some degree of rational control over such diverse developments as - planning city recreational 

facilities, patterning residential zones, exploitation and conservation of wild life and natural re

sources, developme.nt of harbours, integration of school systems, setting new areas, rural improve

ment schemes, etc. Indian and Russian Five Year Plans, are good examples here. Social planning in 

this sense is not only possible but practicable. But tpe controversy is with regard to the costs in

volved in it and ideological considerations. 

Objectives of Social Planning 

The general goal ofall social planning is to "improve" society,'but the definition of improve

ment differs, depending upon the underlying values of the social system. Example: (i) Assuring 

justice and providing equal socio-economic opportunities to all and achieving economic progress 

and political stability can be said to be the meaning of 'improvement' in the Indian context. 

(iz) Achieving increase in efficiency and widening democracy may mean improvement in the American 

context 
The short-range objective of social plahnini; is to.manipulate the social environment in some 

way that will enhance or change some designated value. Men can plan to change the structure of 

some important institutions. Example: a society can alter the bureaucratic system of the government 

so that it becomes more responsive to the needs and procylems of the people. It may intend to make 

change in the laws governing marriage, property, divorce, punishment for crime, family planning, 

abortion, removal of untouchability, etc;• Social planning may aJso try to manipulate the material 

goods of society. Thus, it may provide for housing on the basis of need rather than ability to pay, or 

by putting more desks in elementary schools. Social planning also increasingly deals with social as 
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well as environmental concerns - poverty, education, family welfare, and mental health. 
Merril and Eldredge have prepared a list ofvaJues which the peo,ples of most of the societies 

respect and consider to he the objectives-ofsocial planning. Theyareasfollows- . ··--
(z)Phy~icalV~lues that c011sist ()f :fuo(l, clptbing, shelter, relaxatiOn and sexualsatisfaction. 
(ii) Cultural Values thatcomprise of procreation, education, recreation, arti'sticdevelopment, 

technological development and satisfactory social change. 
(iii) Social Values that include protection iind security, co-operation and competition. 
Societies are selective in pursuing and cherishing these vall,les. Some,societj,es prefer to pur$Ue 

_one or-the otl.ler ~ mol'tl ~emphasis:flfl_thato::Eol'=exampie;:A~a;:Englamhud':othl!FGeoMFies'= -
give more importance to competition while Russia and China stress the importance of the value of 
co-operation. 

The Pre':'requisites to Effective Planni~g 

As Ogburn and Nimkoff have mentioned, the pre-requisites to effective planning include the 
, following~ (i) the_ existence of a modem as opposed to a traditional society, including a monetised 

economy, considerable urbartisatioti, a technical and\cientific intelligentia, and .a well ordered 
system of information gathering and analysis. (ii) The existence of an adequate system of informa
tion-gathering and analysis. (iti) The existence of favourable publ.ic attitl,ldes towards planning. 
(iv) The-existence of progressive economic and politicaUeadership. (v) Mor-e important at first ar.e 
the development of responsible organs of public administration and 8J1 educated elite followed by 
popular enlightenment. (vi) To carry Qut a plan successfully, a high degree of organisation (as in the 
case of army) with good discipline is required. (vii) Concentration of authority is needed for the 
successful formulation and prosecution ofa plan. Otherwise,-the programme is;fikeiy to be subjecfto 
fluctuations and modifications due to the pressure-of diverse interests. 
Limitations of Social Pla,nning _ _ 

Social planning has its limitations also . .-Social planning activities emanating from centra•ised 
government evoke many negative responses. This ·is true in democracies where the greatconcentra~ 
ti on of power may be misused. Example: America. In such democratic countries sbcial planning may 
s_erve to fui:ther the interests of elite individuals or groups, rather than the commori good of society. 
There is traditionaf suspicion often exploited for political reasons. In a highly competitive society 
dominated by private groups an<! individuals with pnvate interests, 1t is difficult to develop tech-
niques for voluntary and co-operative planning · · . · ·· . . . . . . . 

· Further, the planners may try to demonstrate that ''for .their own. good" people should co
op.ellate in this or that programme only. Still, the people who woµld be benefited from the plans may 

· show their indifference and apathy .or even· resistarice. When· the entire people .or a conununity · un
dertake planning on their own, they often lack the technical skill to develop a pr~tical scheme.-They 
may ev,c;n fail to facc;.Jl!e challenges at the hands ofmore alert and better-informed vested interests. 

· The expeyience ,of some societies such as Nazi Germany and Stalinist Russia, has shown that 
social piano ink can serve the mterests of a totalitarian state also Here it is more used to cw tail 

'---~ho-ice. El~e direction of social planning is characteristic of communist soc1-
efa;s. "Decision-making has been highly centralised arid plans have been exceedingly intricate and 
detailed". Recently. there has been--some decentralisation of decision-making in Russia .. Less at
tempts are made tO specify an details "Planning which attempts to pregramrite l~t:~tieally all the 
activities of a society is less successful' than planning that is linlited to only one, or a ~all number of 
a~tivities or goals". · 

Obstacles of ~ocial Planning 

Social planning has been there in all the eoontries. But it is not free ftom obstacles.· Three 

'._----------------------------------=-------.-------.--------------·---------------------- -
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related factors make the task of social engineering very difficult. They are: (i) the complexity of 

modern culture and society, (ii) the rapidity of contemporary social and cultural change, (iii) the 

large number of people in interlocking relationship. 

(i) Complexity of Modem Society and its Culture. Modem technology has made the present

day society more complex. Changes that take place in any one of the institutions such as political, 

economic, social, etc., would affect the other. Due to the development in the means of transport and 

communkation people's world view has changed a great deal. Science and technology have been 

helping man to lead a pleasurely life. "Pleasure-seeking" has become a "life-policy" of many. Such 

people look towards planning only as a means for enjoyment and not as a means for improvement 

with concerted efforts. Everyone tries to look at planp.ing from individual point of view and not from 

the view point of the entire group or community. Further, due to the interdependence ofvarious 

social institutions, it is difficult to tackle any one with planning without affecting the other. 

(ii) The Rapidity of Socio-Cultural Change. The modem complex society is undergoing fast 

change. A single change is capable ofbringingabout a series of changes. A change in one aspect of 

culture may also lead to changes in other aspects also. Radical changes have taken place in values. 

The speed of socio-cultural change in general has '.vitally affected stability of society. In a state of 

instability and rapid social change, social planning is difficult to be made, if not, impossible. 

(iii) An Increase in Population. Social planning is quite easier and more effective in small 

communities with limited population th;m big communities with vast population. In many Asian and 

African countries population is increasing at a very fast rate. At the same rate of growth means of 

subsistence are not growing. Hence social planning has become quite challenging in such countries. 

This is particularly true in countries such as China, India, Bangladesh, Indonesia, etc. Similarly, 

planning in. cjties where population is increasing beyond control is also difficult. 

Applications of Social Planning 

It has been observed that the tools and concepts of planning have so far had their. greatest 

impact in the private business sector. Almost every large business corporation or firm has a man or 

a depahment in ch'arg~ of planning the company's future. The planners devise alternate course of 

action, collect required knowledge about the possible effects of each course, and suggest choices. 

After a decision has been made, they collect feedback on its success and effectiveness. It could be 

said that partly in response to this development in private business sector planning has now spread to 

government agencies. This is especially true in democratic nations. Despite the opposition to plan

ning from vested interests the planning movement has been gaining ground. "The great 

debate about planning is no longer concerned with the question as to whether it is possible or whether 

it can be recop.ciled with democracy, but rather with the question of how planning may be improved. 

Plan11ing is illherent in the conception of modem society"- Ogburn and Nimkoff. 

Sociology in Action 

Social planning, jn a way can be understood as the application of social scientific knowledge to 

help solve social problems. In the studies of early sociologists such as Comte, there was a great stress 

on the application of sociological knowledge. In the 19th and early 20th centuries a good number of 

sociologists distinguished themsl;)lves·a~ social reformers and tried to change society througMheir 

knowledge of its workings. Neither did they have sufficient knowledge of the society nor could they 

attain success in their efforts. Sociologists with this point of view got discouraged and in tum, switched 

over to research and to the development of sociology as a science. "In the last several decades, 

sociology has once again begun to seek practical applications of its knowledge and the pure and 

applied branches of the discipline work more closely together to contribute to the solution of social· 

problems".-David Popenoe. 

It is true that overall planning of all social development is beyond the ability of people to 

accomplish in the present state of development of social sciences. Ogburn writes: "Planning is likely 

to be more effective where it is most needed, at the level of social problems on which practical social 

engineering can be brought to bear". 
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Chapter 48 I 

INTRODUCTION TO 
SOCIAL THOUGHT 

Meaning and Nature of Social Thought - Development of Social Thought -
Sociology a·nd Social Thought - Importance of the Study of Social Thought. 

1. l\'IEANING AND NATURE OF SOCIAL THOUGHT 

Man is Not Only a "Social Being", But also a Reasoning Animal 
Man is not like other animals. He· is an animal of extra-ordinary abilities and capacities. He is 

the final product of organic eyolution and as such has greater capacities to adjust himself to the 
environment. He not only adjusts himself to the environment, if need arises, he even modifies the 

. environment to suit to his conveniences. Other animals cannot do this; they can only adjust to the 
existing envit:onment and their failure to do so would ultimately result either in their death, or in 
their tunning away· from . the situation. Man's life is many-sided. Hence, he claims himself to be a 
"social animal", a "political animal", a "cultural being" and so on. He is also called a "thinking 

. animal" or a "reasoning animal." Man with the help of his more evolved brain and greater intelli-
gence has been thinking about a number of things. The physicalworld.itselfposed a big puzzle for 
him In the b~g~g, various natural phenomena soeh as bir'"Ji and death; day and night, health and 
'ill-health, ,rotation of seasons, etc .... constituted the content of his thinking process. In course of 
time, he shifted his attention towards various non-physical things. It is iffipossibk to prepare an 
e~ustive list of things which man's mind today is pre-occupied with. No such attempt is made in 
this book either. · · 

Social Thought as a By-product of Social Interaction 
Man ldoes not live in isolation. He is social in nature and always prefers to live in the company 

_ ___ _ ___ fil otbell me_n._SJ:>_e.1ab.fy_9r_s_0.ciabJbfyh.as·. heJ;.0.me_a.n.e.&.s.en_tJa.Land_mextricable_Jls.p.ecLoLhiS.llfe. 
The individual. and society are hence inseparable. Man's life is interwoven with society; Sociality or 
sociability has been the central problem in sociological discussions. "Why man depends on soci- · 
ety?" -"!-is a pertinent question for which we have different and even contradictory explanations._ 
Each aspect of man's social life must have been the result of at least some people's experiences, 
mutual adjustments, and experiments. People must have been directly or indirectly, and explicitly 
or nnplicfr~ thinking about the ways in which they could share their feelings and emotions, prob
lems and challenges, miseries and maladies, etc., from the very beginning. They must have also 
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tried oil their own the ways of facing the problems and challenges of life, to secure some amount ·of 

stability for their sociii.l life and contentment for their individual mind. The. thought that they have 

entertained in this regard, no matter how irrational and unscientific it is, could be referred to as 

"social thought. " 

Definition of the term "Social Thought" 
· In simple words, it can be said that "social thought" essentially refers to the thought con

. cerning the social life and activities of man. Sociologists have given their own definitions of 

social thought among which the following may be cited. 

• Bogardus: "Soda/ thought is thinking about social problems by one or a few persons here 
and there in human history or at the present. " 

• Rollin Chambliss: "Social thought ·is concerned with human beings in their relations with 
their fellows." 

• H.E. Jenson: Social thought· is "the totality of man's thought about his relationship and 

obligations to his fellowmen. " . 

• William P. Scott: '.'Social thought refers to any relatively systematic attempt to theorise 

about society and social life, whether it be classical or moder_n. scientific or unscientific. " 

CHARACTERISTICS OF SOCIAL THOUGHT 

1. Social Thought is Societal Thought 
Social thought is basically the thought regarding societal issues or matters. It is concerned 

with the ways in which people live together and face collectively their problems and challenges. 

These thoughtsJIUly themselves have solutions to these problems. 

2. Social Thought is Not the Sum Total of the Thoughts . of all -the 
Members of Society 

Social thought has evolved out of the capacity for critical and analytical thinking of a few 

scholars, rationalists, scientists and philosophers. People of average intelligence can hardly emjch 

the existing social thought. Only a handfhl of people can delve deep into the social matters, events, 

and problems and form opinions and theories about them. Bogardus thus comments: "However, 

the developing and perfecting of new ideologies are· usually the work of scholars, somewhat 

removed from the turmoil of the hour. Social thought thus is the product of sociarcrisis and of 
scholarly analysis and synthesis. rrl . . 

3. Social Thought Need Not Necessarily be Scientific Always 
. Social thought touches upon various aspects of our social life, experiences, conclusions, opin

ions, assessments, valuations, etc. All these cannot be put to scientific tests to assess their validity 

and dependability. In spite of this deficiency they have their OWll practical importance. 

4. Social Thought is Not the Same Everywhere ' 
Social thought has been immensely influenced by factors such as time, place, envirorup.ent and 

conditions. Soc_ial thought normally arises in part from the nature of the prevailing soeial condi

tions. To under~tand it properly the student mlist know the times which furnish the setting for it "A 
th'orough going knowledge of the culture and of the social, economic, p<Jlitical a'!-d religious 

standards of a people 'is· a minimum essential for a social thought. " 

S. Every Human· Community has G~ven its Own Contribution to the 
Development of Social Thought 

Social thought Is not the monopoly of any particular communitf. At the same time ~ll the 

nations or communities have not contributed equally to its enrichment .. For example, the ~ncient 

II1dian, Chinese, Egyptian, BabyloJ?.ian, and Hebrew civilisations of the East and the ancient Greek. 

1 •. Bogardus in "The Development of Social Thought" [1960]. Page - 8. 
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and the Roman civilisations of the West, have given commendable contributions to the realm of social 
thought. The rural and the tribal people also have played their role in the enrichment of social thought. -

6. Social Thought is Continuous in its Development 
Social thought has been found to be consistent in its de\lelopment. As Bogin dus has pointed 

out, "the history of social thought rises out of the beginnings of human struggle on earth and 
with jogged edges extends along the full sweep of the changing historical horizons." 

7. Social Crises or Hardships have Always Provided Motivation for the 
General Social Thought 

·· ··socialthi5ughlusually finas··ifs=initiaFexpression=•aufingsocial crises:··wnen "Prosperuy·•· · 
reigns and people are, in general, satisfied, new social thought is at ebb tide. But when social condi
tions are marked by gross injustices or when social changes come rapidly due to inventions, wars, 
or other basic disturbances, the thinking about social life and problems is highly stimulated and new 
ideas or systems· of ideas, that is, ideologies, are originated. 

8. Other Characteristics 
(i) Social thought though continuous is very slow and gradual in its development. We do 

not find fast developments taking place in this field as in the realm of physical sciences. 
(ii) Major portion of the social thought is not found to be preserved in the form of books 

but in the unwritten forms such as folklores, folksongs, legends, myths, folktales and so on. 

(iii) "Social thought is abstract" - says Bogardus. All thinking is abstract and social thought 
is no exception to this general rule. · 

(iv) Spcial thought has notalwaysbeen utilitarian and beneficial to mankind. It bas been, at 
times, abused by some people to subserve their own ends. Ex: (i) The theory of inborn superiority 
of the Aryan Race advocated by Nazis of Germany. (ii). The. ideologies such as Gandhianism, social
ism, secularism, etc. are being abused by different people in India today for different purposes. 

2. DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIAL THOUGHT 
Social thought is not something that emerges suddenly or abruptly. Its development is slow 

and gradual. Old thoughts form the basis for the new ones. New thoughts do not completely 
negate the old ones. Many a times we find the combination of the old and the new; Social thought 
in its historieal development ean be stated to have undergone at least four important stages namely: 
(1) Stage of folklore, (2) Stage of Social Philosophy, (3) Stage of Social Theory, and (4) the 
Stage of Social Sciences. 

1. The Stage of Folklore 
Pre-literate people were also inquisitive. They thought about the dramatic phases of life, and 

they sought their ownexplanation. Their imagination worked out only supernatural explanations. 
They reasoned about the daily occurrences of life in concrete and personal terms. Archaeological 
records indicate that the pre-literate people had a simple and crude awareness which had its own 
social-implications..-Ear.1¥--m¥thologies..speak of the importance-ot".soc.ial bonds which ear1¥--people 

· had-·developedamong-themselves;-'fhe1Jf0ver~f-the-primitive-peopfo-giveus-some·idea~about
social property and social responsibility. Folktales, folksongs, etc., give us ideas about the primi
tive man's family, life, his religious beliefs, social organisations such as clans and so on. 

There are enough proofs to say that primitive man's mind entertained social thinking. Comnru 
nal property was the out<;:ome of communalthinking. Group dances, feasts, festivals, building en
terprises, celebrations, etc., denote a social spirit. Warfare, which they engaged in, indicate tribal 
loyalty and group spirit. Folkways of these people mirror their notions of societal welfare. All· 
these things reveal the beginnings of social thought. Though it appears premature today, it had its 
own prominence then. 
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2. The Stage of Social Philosophy 
Just as human society proceeded froin simplicity to complexity, human. thinking also started 

becoming more complex. Early people started thinking in terms of facing the challenges in a better 
manner, and finding solutions .to the social problems more efficiently. 19 their efforts to do so, their 

· thinking style underwent a change. It got ascended from the stage of folklore to. the stage of social 
philosophy. In the stage of social philosophy, large number of poets, philosophers, moralists, spir-. 
itual leaders, metaphysical thinkers, social visionaries, social reformers and others expressed their 
views, and enriched human thought. Their views influenced the ways of life then and also of the 
future generations. The views ofManu on Vamashrama system, the opinions ofKautilya on politics, 

· the beliefs of Confucius on ideal family, and practical morals, etc., could be cited here as examples. 

3. The Stage of Social Theory 
In the stage of sodal theory, there is scope for discussion, logic, aiialysis, appreciation, ac

ceptance, rejection and so on. The views or ideas expressed or advocated by a philosopher or scholar 
need not necessarily be accepted by all as though it is "divine", "unchangeable" and "ultimate." 
The views of Manu, Aristotle, Cicero, Confucius and others were taken for granted in the beginning. 
/\,s ·years passed on, social theoreticians like John Locke, Thomas Hobbes, Rousseau, Karl Marx, 
Adam Smith, Ferguson, Machiavelli, Montesquieu, and a host of others established their own theo~ 
ries regarding human society aild its dynamics. Jeremy Beth!lm's "Utilitarianism", Thomas More's 
"Utopianism", Spencer's ''theory ofsocial evolution", Marxian "theory of classless society", 

'Huntington,. Lombroso. and other social geographer's "theory of geographic determinism". can be 
mentione.d here as examples. 

4. The .Stage of Social Sciences 
It is very difficult to say when e:iµtctly the stage or' social sciences began, because different 

social sciences emerged at different times. Example : Politic!;ll science and history are pretty old 
social sciences, whereas anthropology, psychology and sociology are quite new, The success at
tained and the progress registered in the field of natural sciences also provided inspiration for the 
social thinkers to emulate the same in the field of social sciences. The methods that helped the 
physical sciences to attain success were also borrowed to understand and analyse the social world 
in a scientific manner. This new-approach added precision, credibility and dependability to the so
cial sciencb. Most of the social sciences have now obtained a stage in which they stand on their 
own, have their own field of study, and pursue their own approach. They have modified the scientific 
method and proced'1fe to suit to their needs,)llid conveniences. Sociology, which has joined the 
family of social sciences at a later stage hasalso made an impressive beginning and progress in its 
studies. 

3. SOCIOLOGY AND SOCIAL THOUGHT 
The terms such as "social thought", "sociology" or "sociological thought" or "social theory", 

"sociological theory", 1 though are not, one and the same, are closely interrelated. It is true. that 

1. Terminological Clarifications 
t. Social Theory- "Social Theory" is a term often used to refer to all or any general theoretical accounts 

of social relations, whatever their disciplinary base or origin. · 

· 2 •. Sociological Theory - This tenn is used in a narrow sense to the theory produced by those fully 
identified with, a9d working within, paradigms clearly located within disciplinary sociology. 

The distinction between the two is not a hard-and-fast one. Many sociologists prefer to work with which
ever theories appear most relevant, whatever their disciplinary source might be in doing this as ".social theo
rists'' - Collins Dictionary. Page: 625-626. · 

3. Sociological Though.I - The thought that has emanated from the scientific study of social life and 
soc-ial ideas, that is, the thought process that began ~ith such thinkers as Comte; Durkhiem, Weber and 
others. In this sense, sociolegical thought is mor.e akin to sociolpgical theory. 
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roots of sociology are to be found in social thought and social philosophy. Social thought itself 
provided the stimulus for the· establishment of sociology. Further, the pioneers of sociology, like 
Comte, Durkhlem, Spencer, Weber, Marx and others were more recognised during their lifetime as 
social thinkers than as sociologists. In spite of the affmity between social thought.and sociology or 
sociological thought they are not one and the same. The main differences between the two can be 
briefly examined here. 

1. Sociology and Social Thought: Difference in Meaning 
"Sociology" is the science of society. Its main purpose is to study human life, activities· and 

Jell1t!<l~.iI1:1l:sc~e11ti!is~y .. Iti~~njp.c:lgienci~l!icSi:!e_Ilce1'¥=1ts~~f~!l~,l1PP!i~c&<:~eJ:ltjficJt1etll_()~dto 
its studies. Whereas social thought is nothing but societal-thought; it is the totality of man's thought 
about his relationships with his fellowmen. According to Bogardus, it is co-equal with social prob
lems. As and when social problems cropped up, the social thought sprang up. Socialthought is a 
kind of thought and it need not ne~essarily be classical or systematic in its nature. 

2. Sociological Study is More Scientific Whereas Social Thought ·is More 
General in Nature 

Sociology has become a relatively well established social science. It is able to make a sden
tific analysis of human society, its· structure, . function, o:rganisation, institutional network, changes, 
challenges, problems and so on. Sociology is now recognised as an empirical and a rational sci
ence. It tries to be "value-free" in its approach and objective in its findings. 

Social thought, on the contrary, is bound by the values, norms and the expectations of the 
people of a particular epoch. There is no insistence on it to be scientific. Plato's "i.dealism 11, Hm
dus' concept of "Rama· Rajya ", Marx's "Communism", Bentham's ·"Utilitarianism"· or Gandhiji's 

. "Sarvodaya ", etc. for example, represent high thoughts, but they are not considered as scientific. 
They are either regarded as value-pased or imaginary or even 'ideological. Social thought is more 
based on logic, imagination, intuition, and capacity of creative thinking, whereas sociology is bas.ed 
on science, rationality, empiricism and reality. 

3. Sociology has a Limited Range while Social Thought is More Pervasive 
Sociological thoughts or theories have limited range. They are applicable to limited con

texts. They contain issues or themes which are basically social in nature. On the contrary, the 
scope of social thought is wider. It is all-inclusive, because it may ineorporate in itself know! 

· edge that is not only social but also spiritual, moral, political, economic, psychological, philo-
sophical, and so on. 

4. Social Thought is Ancient Whereas Sociology is Modern 
Social thought is old when compared with either sociology or sociological thought. The his

tory of social thought is very ancient and it begins from pre-historic times, whereas the history of 
sociology and sociological thought is very short; it begins from the time of Auguste Comte. 

5. Other Differences 
.• • .. -· H•m -~La)_s_o_ci<JU/t.ougfl1.JZ40JJ.t§_Jl:()_s_c.f.s!11!ific: crtterlon3>[_v_a.lidi~ ~a.~il!_ the_~a~ <JL!><><;.i().!Qgy 

or sociological thought there is definite validity criterion. 

(b) Only the people with specialised skills and training can make contributions to the realm 
of sociology whereas, any knowledgable person whether he is a scientist or an artist, a philosopher 
or a social reformer, a psychologist or an educationist, an uneducated man or an educated one, an 
ordinary man or a genius, can enrich the field of social thought. 

( c) Thinkers who contributed to the realm of social thought were known as social reform
ers, social philosophers, social visionaries, social revolutionaries and so on,. but not as soci
ologists. The era of sociology and sociologists began only in the middle of the 18th centurY. 
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Ge~rge Ritzer thus writes: "In any case, none of the thinkers associated with those eras 
thought of themselves, and few are now thought of, as sociologists ..... It is only the mid
dle and late 1800s that we begin to find thinkers who can be clearly Identified as sociolo
gists. "1 

4. IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY SOCIAL THOUGHT 
Social thought is the product of human thinking. Man has been thinking about society, social 

environment, social events, happenings, developments, problems, etc. from the beginning. Even the 
'primitive man had his own thinking about society. With the progress of civilisation, man's thinking 
became more and more complex. The study of social thought assumed importance in various re
spects. 

1. Social Thought Provides Information About the Present Social Scene 
• Study of social thought is important because it gives an idea about contemporary social sci

ence, environments and circumstances of a particular society. It mirrors the environment of a soci
ety at any particular point of time or during a particular period. 

2. Social Thought Throws Light on Social Problems 
No society is free from problems. Any society experiences many types ofproblems. So

cial thought usually finds its initial expression during social crisis. When "social conditions 
are marked by gross injustices or when social changes come rapidly due to inventions, 
wars or other basic disturbances, then thinking about social life and problems is highly 
stimulated and new ideas Or systems of ideas, that is, ideologies are originated. ,,z 
3. Social Thought Helps Solve Social Problems 

Social thought not only provides information about social problems encountered in differ
ent societies and different times but also about the efforts made by these people to solve them. 
This knowledge can be of great help in solving the problems of our own age. Indeed, no contem
porary social problem can be grasped folly without an extensive knowledge of the social history 
of thought. 

4. Social Thought Helps Common People Also 
It is true that "the developing and perfecting of new social ideologies are usually the work 

of scholars somewhat removed from the turmoil of the hour." [Bogardus - 8.] But in our practical· 
life, the common people are also involved in fighting against the1, social problems [such as corrup
tion, divorce, dowry, environment pollution, youth unrest, 

5. Social Thought has Lessons to Teach 
Social thought helps man in rectifying the blunders committed in the past. Both man and soci

ety are faHiable. Mistakes are committed both at the individual and social level. These misdeeds or 
erroneou~ acts can be rectified by experience. Neither an individual nor any collective group can 
have all types of experiences. Social thought, indeed, is nothing but a narration of the experience of 
societies at different points in history. 

6. Social Thoughts Influence Our Life, Our Thoughts, Values and Ideologies 
Thoughts have tremendous impact on our life and doings. Hence Pl~to said long back "ide

ologies rule the world." J.M. Keynes had recognised this fact when he said: "The ideas of 
economists political philosophers, both when they are right and when they are wrong, 

t. · George Ritzer in "Contemporary Sociological Theory''. Page - 4. 
2 •. Bogardus in "The Development of Socia/Thought".1 Page - 8. 
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are more powerful than is commonly understood. Indeed, the world is. ruled by little else ...... " 
It is an acknowledged fact today that soda! thinking has its impact on religious, philosophical, 
psychological and even physical thinking. 

7. ,The Unfading Influence of the Old Thoughts 
In the realm of the physical world normally new knowledge completely dominates the old 

knowledge and &pmetimes its traces are washed away. Such a thing does not happen in the 
realm of social thought. Age old thoughts relating to the subtle topics such as God, ideal con
ditions of the state, man's ultimate purpose in life, role of spirituality in life, etc., still hold 
their sway. Very often we make references to them in our discussions and debates. 

8. 01a--soaaIThollgntSniay-Gfve··mse -to New ones 
Progress in the field· of social sciences does not automatically and inevitably lead to the 

destruction of the old social thoughts. On the contrary, many a times, old thoughts may trigger 
new ones, or new interpretations are given to the old ones. No society finds it relevant to reject 
outrightly the old thoughts to accept new ones. 
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AUGUSTE COMTE AND 
HIS THOUGHTS 

Brief Biographic Sketch of Auguste Comte - Main Works of Comte - Comtean 'Positivism: 
Meaning of Positivism - Positivism as a Doctrine and as a Method - Criticisms Against 
Positivism - Law of Three Stages : The Theological Stage - The Metaphysical Stage and 
the Positive Stage - Stages in Social Organisation and Progress - Classification of Sci
ences : Special Features of Comtean Classification : Concluding Comments - Comte's 
Views Regarding Sociology - Religion of Humanity : Some Salient Features of Comtean 
Religion An Estimate of Comte's Achievements. 

1. BRIEF BIOGRAPHIC SKETCH OF AUGUSTE COMTE 
Auguste Comte [1798-1857] was a great French thinker, a famcus social philosopher and the 

first sociologist. It was he who laid the foundations of sociology and is acclaimed as the "father of 
sociology". He insisted that the science of society, that is, 
sociology, should be treated on par with other sciences. 
Sociology has gone far ahead in the scientific triadition 
about which Comte had insisted. The community of soci
ologists remains ever grateful to Comte for his pioneer
ing works to make sociology a science. 

Comte was born at Montpellier, France, on 19th 
Jam. 1798, a decade after the French. Revolution. His 
parents were very humble, law-abiding and highly re
ligious. His father was a government servant and a 
royalist and a traditionalist. From the very beginning, 
Comte exhibited extra-ordinary mental ability, a strong 
character, and a tendency to go against authority. He was 
often described as "brilliant and recalcitrant." He was 
a voracious reader and had an excellent memory power. 
In school, he won many prizes and led the students who ' 
used to call him "the philosopher. " 

Comte received his primary education at the Im

Auguste Comte 
[1798-1857] 

perial Lycee and joined the famous "Ecole Polytechnique" in Paris at the age of 16. Here he 
was taught by professors of physics and mathematics who had no interest in the study of human 
affairs and society. But unlike them, Comte developed great social and human concern. 

666 
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As a youth, Comte was critical of:Napole~n•s· a~istration and disliked both parental and 
religious authority. He even led a gr:oup of students in demanding the resignation of one of his 
instructors at·the-school;Though·.comte wasa~bright ·student he neverreceived·acollege~level 
degree. This.had a negative :effect un his teachingHcareer. In 1Sl8, he becameHsecretary to Saint 
Simon, [1760-1825) a philosopher, forty years· senior to Comte. Saint Simon was a great socialist 
thinker of the day, and was often referred to as a socialist dreamer. Comte became his secretary 
for which. he was getting 300 francs per month as salary. In course of time, Comte became 
his co-worker; co.;,writer and co-thinker. The friendship between the two lasted only for a few 
years, that i~ to 1824 ~ They~ J™hlisbed the work "Plan !Jfthe Scigntijk1)perations 
Necessary for the Reorganisation of Society'' - 1822; [also known as "The Prospectus of the 
Scientific Works Required for the ReQrganisation of Society" ] and thereaftet their partnership 
dissolved. Comte believed that Saint Simon was not giving him a4,~quate credit for his con-
tributions. · 

Comte married in the year 1825 but within 17 years, that is, in 1842, his wife deserted him. He 
almost led an isolated life for a long time due to his personal disappointments and quarrels with 
others. He had to face economic crisis also. A small group of his admirers invited him to deliver a 
series of private lectures on positive philosophy. Good number ofleamed men including scientists 
and economists~were attending his lectures. His lecture notes were later published(betweeil 1830-
42) in six volumes running to 4800 pages which constituted his masterly work called ;'Course of 
Positive Philosophy". This treatise fetched him a sizeable number of admirers even outside France. 
J.S. Mill of England, a famous philosopher, for e~;Unple, was impressed by his work.··· 

_In J.826, Comte thought ofa sch.eme ofpn:senting a series oL12 lectureson his philosophy 
of life. The . course drew a distinguished audience. It was, however, halted after three lectures 
when Comte suffered a nervous breakdown. He was unhappy with his wife whom he h1td married 
in 1825 [.and who deserted him in 1842]. At one stage in 1827 he sought to commit suicide by· 
throwing himself into the Seine iiVCi · 

Comte had taken to teaching at the Ecole Polytecbnique. During this period Comte worked 
on the famous six volume work-:iunning to 4800 pages, known as "Pa,sitive Philosophy" ["Cours 
de Philosophie Positive"]. In that work Comte was the first to use the term "sociology". He also 
outlined his view that sociology was the ultimate science. ,This book fetched him a sizeable number 
of admirers even outside· France. · · 

By 1851, Comte had completed the four Volume bo9k entitled "System efPesitive Polities." . 
. ["Systeme de Polytique Positive '1 · This book proposed to offer a. grand plan for the reorganisation 
of society .. Here Comte tried to apply ihe findings of theoretical sociology to the soJutions of social 
problems. · 

Comte had a series of.bizarre ideas. He believed in "cerebral hygiene", and to preserv~ his 
mental he.attn he stopped reading the works of other writers. He wanted to suggest proposals for •• 

· the· improvement of society. Buf in his· attempts to do so he .deviated from the path and establ!~hed.0 
the "religion #' humanity" claiming himself to be its high 'priest. · · 

Comte, wlmse life was beset with stresses and strams, conflicts and controversies, poverty:· 
· and isolation, breathed his last oil 5th Sept. .1857. The religion which he started died along with' 

him but the science he set out continues to flourish. 

Malit Works of Auguste Comte 
l. "The Prospectus of the Scientific Works Required for the Reorganisation ofSociety", 1822•-A 

joint work of Comte and Saint Simon. 
2. "Positive Philo~ophy", 1830-1842 - in six volumes. 

· 3. "Positi Pe Polity", 1851-54 - in four volwnes; 
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2. COMTEAN POSITIVISM 
The acknowledged founder Of ''positivism" or ''positive philosophy" is no other than the French 

philosopher Comte himself. "Positivism" is nothing but a ''philosophy of science. " It has its roots in 

the ,;empiricist tradition. " It rejects metaphysical speculation in favour of ''positive" knowledge based 

on systematic obsetvation and experiment. Though Comte i.s regarded as the founder of positivism, 

he was influenced by the writings of David Hume and Claude H. Saint-Simon. 
. . . . ) . . . 

Meaning . of Positivism 
• Positivism refers to "the doctrineformulated by Comte which asserts that the only true knowledge 

is scientific knowledge.. that is, knowledge which describes and explains the co-existence and 
succession of observable phenomena,.· !ncluding both physical and social phenomena. " 1 

• Positivism denotes "any sociological approach which operates on the general assumption that 
the methods of physical sciences "(example, measurement, search/or general laws, etc.) can be 
carr~ied over J1JtO the social sciences. " 2 

Nature of Comtean Positivism 
Comte used the term "positivism" in two distinctive ways: (i) positivism as a ''doctrine'~and (ii) 

positivism as a "method". 

Positivism As a Doctrine 
Positivism as a Way of Thi~king : As developed by Auguste Comte, positivism is a way of 

thinking based on the assumption that it.is possible to observe social life and establish reliable, valid 

kndwledge about how it works. Such knowledge can be used to affect the course of change and 

illlJ?rove the human condition. · · 

· · Positivism of Comte which represents a philosophical position states that knowledge can be 

"derived only from sensory experience. Metaphysical speculation, subjective or intuitive insight, and 

. purely logical analysis, are rejected as outside the realm of true knowledge. The methods of the 

physical.sciences are regarded as the only accurate means of obtaining knowledge, and therefore, 

the socia~ sciences should be limited to the use of these methods and modelled after the physical 

sciences. 

Positivism· As a Method 
Positivism Implies the Use of Scientific Method: By the concept of ''positivism", Comte meant 

the application of scientific methods to understand society and its changes. Applying this concept to 

the modem societies, Comte emphasised that sociology must depend on careful observation, usually 

based on ~tatistical measures of social statics and social dynamics. He also recognised that sociology 

would have to be less experimental than the physical sciences because of the ethical and practical 

diff1;eulties intervening in people's lives . 

. · (;:p_ql.te believed that social life is governed by underlying laws and principles that can be discovered 

' · '. e use ofmethods most often associated with the physical sciences. In, choosing the term 

' ", Comte. conveyed liis intention· to tepudiate all reliance on earlier religiou5 or speculative 

· ~~p Ysical bases of knowledge' (see Law of Three Stages). However, Comte regarded scientific 

knowledge as 'relative knowledg~'. not absoiute. Absolute knowledge was, and always would be 
unavailable. . . 

Positivism would essentially mean a method of approach. The me.thods of science can give us 

knowledge of the laws of co-existence and succession of phenomena, but can never penetrate to the 

inner "ess(Jnce" or "nature" of things. As ~plied to. the human social world, the positive niethos;i 

I. "Collins Dictionary of Sociology" - Page: 506. 

2. Ibid, Pag'1: 507. 
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yields a law of successive states through which each branch of knowledge must first pass, that is, the 
theological, then metaphysical, and finally positive [or scientific] state. Since th~ character Qf society 
flowsAi:omiheintellectuaJformswhichpredominateinit, .this-givesComtea.law-of the development ·· 
of huma11 S()Cit)t}' its el~ 

Positivism Deifies Observation and Classification of Data : According to Comte, positivism 
is purely an intellectual way of looking .at the world. He believed that the mind should concentrate 
on the observation and. classification of phenomena. He believed that. both theological and 
metaphysical speculations as he used the terms, were as likely to be fiction as truth, and that there 
is no way of determining which is the cause. Thus, it would be more profitable if a _periinJl"Wmild 

· -direct hisfuoughts to the lines of thinking. which are most truly prolific, namely to observatiort and 
classification _of data. Comte even took the position that it is futile to try to determine causes. We 
can observe uniformities; or laws, but it is mere speculation to assign causes to these uniformities. 
Positivism deified observation and classification of data. Its weaknesses should not hinder the 
student, however, from seeing the importance of its emphasis upon the scientific procedure of 
observing and classifying data in an age when dogmatism and speculation were rife. 1. · 

Comte's work was much admired by John Stuart Mill, amongst others, and positivism became 
something. of a popular movement in the latter part of the nineteenth century. But Comte's views 
shifted later in his life, under the influence of Clotilde de Vaux. He came to see that science alone 
did not have the binding force for social cohesion, as he had earlier supposed. He argued that the 
intellect must become the servant of the heart, and advocated a new 'Religion of Humanity'. 2 

impact of Positivism on Social Thinking 
Comte's.llpositi¥ism"-has its own.impacton thewoddofsocial-thinking. Today, positivism signifies -

adherence to an empiricist view of the nature of sciimce. It also projects a scientific approach to the 
study of social life on the empiricist model. As far as the social sciences are concerned, this would 
mean modelling of the methods of social sciences on those of natural science. It also signifies an 
attempt to discover social laws similar to the law-like regularities discovered by natural sciences and 
an absolute .insistence on the separation of facts and values. 

Criticisms Against Positivism 
1. fositivism is Not Influential at Present : Positivism has had relatively little influence in 

·contemporary sociology for se11eral reasoos. Current views argue that positivism eneeurages a . 
misleading emphasis on superficial facts without any attention to underlying mechanisms that cannot 
be observed. For example, we cannot observe human motives or the meaning that people give to 
behaviour and other aspects of social life, but this does not mean that meaning and motive are 
nonexistent or irrelevant. Som.e a.rgue that the nature of social life is such that the .methods used in 
the physical sciences are simply inapplicable and must be replaced, with a less rigid approach. 3. 

2. Methological Gulf Between.the Physical and Social Sciences : "~riticisms ofpositivisin 
commonly focus on the inappropriateness of natural-s9ientific methods in the human or social sciences. 
Consciousness, cultural norms,· symbolic meaning, and intentionality, etc., are variously held to be 
distinctive hmt@I attributes which dictate a methodological gulf between natUral science and tbe · 
study of human social life." 4 

3. Problem of Verification : ·"Methodologically, a cehtral problem of positivism arises from the 
so-called 'problem of empiricism'; the lack of any conclusive basis for. 'verification' in 'inductive 

I. Source: Bogardus in his "The Development of Social Thought", Page: .235. 
2. "Oxford Dictionary of Sociology" - Page: 510. 
3 •. "The Blackwell Dictionary ofSociology" - Page· 207-208 
4. · "Oxford Dictionary of Sociology" -. Page: 510. 
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logic'. A further telling criticism - the so-called 'paradox of positivism' - is that the verification principle 

is itself unverifiable.1 

In spi.te of the criticisms levelled against the term , it is still used [more usually as 

logical posi1ivism] 2 to refer to the radical empiricism and scientisism advanced in the early decades 

ofthe 20th l::entury by the "Vienna Circle." This is usually considered to be the major influence on 

modem 20th century sociological positivism. 

3~ LAW OF THREE STAGES 

The theory of "The Law of Three Stages" constitutes one of the main contributions of Comte to 

the field of sociological thought. The influence of Charles Darwin and his "theory of organic evolution" 

had its own impact on Comtean views including his law of three stages. 

Auguste Comte organised and classified the social thought prevailing before his times. Comte 

gave birth not only to a specific methodology of studying knowledge but also analyzed the evolution 

of human thinking and its various stages. The principle evolved by Comte in the study of human 

thinking presumes gradual evolution and development in human thinking and is known as the law of 

three stages of thinking. 

Affinity Between the Development of Human Knowledge and 

the Development of Society 
Comte who was busy in laying the foundations of a new social science, began his task with an 

analysis of types of thinking. Comte elaborated the Law of Three Stages of human thought (or the 

Law of Human Progress): theological, metaphysical and positive. These Stages, he thought, charac

terised the development of both human knowledge and of societY, which.correspondingly developed 

from a military to a legal, and finally to an industrial stage. According to Comte, the evolution of the 

human mind has paralleled the evolution of the individual mind. Just as an individual tends to be a 

staunch believer in childhood, a critiqtl metaphysician in adolescience, and a natural philosopher in 

manhood, so mankind in its growth has followed three major stages. Comte believed that each field 

of knowledge passes through three periods of growth namely: 

(i) First Stage : Theological or Fictitious Stage. 

(ii) Second Stage : Metaphysical or Abstract Stage. 

(iii) Third Stage : Positive or Scientific Stage. 

(i) The Theological Stage 
The primitive persons everywhere tend to think in supernatural terms. They believe !hat all 

phenomena are ''produced by the immediate action of supernatural beings. 1' They believe in all kinds 

of fetishes in which spirits or supernatural beings live. Hence, "fetishism" as aform ofreligion sta.'ied 

and it admitted of no priesthood, because its gods are individuals, each residing in fixed objects. 
I 

When the mind of primitive man became better organised, fetishism became cumbersome. 

Too many fetishes created confusion. Hence, they started believing in several gods. Thus arose 

polytheism. They created the class of priests to get the goodwill and the blessings of these 

gods. The presence of too many gods also created for them mental contradictions. Hence, they 

arranged the gods, in the form of hierarchy. Finally, they developed the idea of one god, or of 

monotheism. They started believing in the superhuman power of only one god. Slowly feelings 

and imaginations started giving .place to thinking and rationality. Monotheism is the climax of 

1. "Collins Dictionary of Sociology" - Page: 507. 

2. Logical positivism refers to the philosophical viewpoint of a group of philosophers in the 1920s and 30s known 

collectively as the V~11mna Circle, whose ideas were in part based on Comte hut presented as giving Comte's 

positivism a more secure logical basis. The Central doctrine of the Vienna Circle, the verification principle, 

states t~at the only valid knowled,,ge is knowledge which is verified by sensory experience. - "Collins Dictionary 

of Socfology" - Pa1ge: 506. · 
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the theological stage of thinking. This kind of thinking was suited to the military society. 

(ii) The ·Metaphysical Stage 

671 

The metaphysical thinking is almost an extension of the theological thinking. Rationalism started 
growing instead of imagination. Rationalism states that God does not stand directly behind every 
phenomenon. Pure reasoning insists that God is an Abstract Being. Reasoning helped man to find out 
some order in the natural world. The continuity, regularity and infallibility found in the natural order 
were attributed to some "Principles" or "Power". Thus, principles and theories gained ascendency 
over feelings and speculations. Even these metaphysical expla~tions were unsatisfactory to the mind. 

---~till this kin~<jJh!rz!ip¥<:<JJre.sp()nJie.<LwHh_t~~jejfaltyE_eo/9:~c.ie_ty~_G<l111teJI1ai11tai_I!~d. 
(iii) The Positive Stage 

The positive stage represents the scientific way of thinking. As Comte stated, "In the 
final, the positive stage, the mind has given over the vain search after Absolute notions, the 
origin and destination of the universe, and the causes phenomena, and applies itself to the 
study of their laws - thaUs, their inrariable relations of succession and resemblance." 

Comte developed his concept of positivism, which is a purely intellectual way of looking at 
the world. He stressed the need for observation and classification of phenomena. He even said that 
it is futile to try to determine causes. "We can observe uniformities, or laws, but it is mere specula
tion to assign cause to these uniformities" - he stated. Positivism actually glorified observation and 
classification of data .. The positive thinking suits the needs of the industrial society. 

STAGES IN SOCIAL ORG~ISATION AND PROGRESS 

Comte not only identified three stages in the development of human thinking but also observed 
three stages in the development of society or socialorgariisatfon. Each ofthese modes of thinking -
the theologiC(Jl, metaphysical and the positive - determines and corresponds. to a type of social 
organisation. This explanation of Comte could be regarded as another major contribution of his to 
social thought. 

Comte declared that theological thinking leads to a military and monarchical social or
ganisation. Here the God would be there as the head of the hierarchy as King of Kings and a 
mighty warrior. The human beings would be arranged ina military organisation. Divine sanc
tion rules. This divine sanction could hardly be questioned or challenged. Dogmatism would 
prevail here and its challengers would be punished or threatened with severe punishments. 

"Metaphysicalthinking produces a government nominated by doctrines of abstract rights." It 
eonespouds to a legalisticsocial organisauon. The Medieval social orgamsation clearly represented 
this kind of society. Here the natural rights were substituted for divine rights. A priesthood is furthered. 
Society becomes legalistic, formal and structural. In Europe nation-states emerged during this stage. 

Positive thinking produces a society dominated by industrialists. It leads to an industrial society 
in whichmen inquire into the nature and utilisation of the natural resources and forces. Here the main 
stress is on the transformation of the material resources of the earth for human benefit, and the production· 
of material inventions. In this positive or scientific stage the great thought blends itself with the great 

HUU-HComfo'slaeasconcemhig the law of three stages could be presented in the following way: 
' . 

Concluding. Comments 

Comte.has made it abm1dantly clear.that the intellectual evolution is the most unportant aspect in 
human progress. Still, he was aware of the importance of factors such as increase in population, division 
oflabour, etc. in determining the rate of social progress. As L.A. Coser writes, "It can hardly be questioned 
that Comte'.s Law of Three Stages has a s;.ongly_materialistic or idealistic bias." 

According to· Prof. N .S. Timas he ff, "Comte's-law of the three stages in the meaning ascribed to· 
it by its inventor is clearly invalid. "As he opines, "neither ,of the later approaches (metaphysical and 
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scientific) wholly supersedes the religious approach; rather, there has been accumulation and often 

Three Stages: . . Theological Stage Metaphysical Stage Positive Stage 

Nature of Society: Legal Society Industrial Society 

Unit of Society: Family Nation Entire Humanity 

Basic Principle: Love of Family Mutual Co-Existence Universality 

or Type of Order or Domestic Order or Collective order or Universal Order 

Prevailing Affection or Mutual Respect Kindness or 

Sentiment: Attachment or Veneration Benevolence 

admixture of the three. 11 He further writes, "Comte's law of the three s,tages could no¥ stand the test of 

facts known today. " 

E.S. Bogardus writes, "Comte failedto postulate a fourth mode ofth:(nking, namely, s&cialised 

thinking, or a system of thought which would emphasise ........ the purpose of building the ccmsJructive, 

just, and harmonious societies ....... " He adds, "Comte, however, should be creditec["with opening the 

way for rise of socialised thinking. " 

4. CLASSIFICATION OF SCIENCES 

Comte's theory relating to the "classification of sciences" is directly related with liis "Law of 

Three Stages. " Just as mank:ind progresses only through certain determined stages, so also scientific 

knowledge passes through similar stages of development But all the sciences do not attain progress 

with the same rate of speed. Hence, he felt the need to provide a hierarchy of sciences. The classification 

of the sciences with sociology as the latest and greatest of the group, occupies the third phase in the 

Comtean system of thought. 

Existence of "Classification of Sciences" - Prior to Comte 

The idea of the "classification of sciences" did not originate with Comte. It did exist prior to 

Comte. From times immemorial thinkers have been trying to classify knowledge on some basis. The 

early Greek thinkers undertook to classify all knowledge under thr¢e headings: (1) physics, (2) 

ethics, and (3) politics. 

Later on, Bacon made the classification on the basis of the facultjes of~n namely, (i):memory, 

(ii) imagination, and {iii) reason. The science based upon memory is history; the science based upon 

imagination is poetry, and the knowledge based upon reason is physics, chemistry, etc. Comtean 

ciassification of sciences has its own specialities among which the follovving may be .noted 

Special Features Comtean Classification of Sciences 

1. Linkage with the "Law of Three Stages" 
C~mtean classification of sciences, as it is already stated, is linked V>jth his famous contribution 

to the social thought namely, the law of three stages. The logic of the link is. that - as with individuals 

and societies, so with the sciences themselves - they an pass through th~ same stages. 

2. The Main Purpose of the Classification 
It could be inferred that Comte had a specific purpose in providing a classification of sciences. 

The main aim of the classification of knowledge by Comte was to· prepare the background and the 

basis for the study of1'sociology", a new science founded by him. On the basis of this principle he also 

determined the methodology of sociology. It also helped him in establishing the relation between 

sociology and other sciences. It tried to establish the fact that by discovering some general principles, 

it is possible to establish relationship among various sciences. · 
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3. Classification of Knowledge . on the Basis of the Principle of 
Increasing Dependence 

Comte chose "th.e order of increasing dependence" as his principle of classifying knowledge. 
Comte "ananged the sciences so that each category may be grounded on the principal laws of the 
preceding category, serve as a basis for the next ensuing category. The or</er, hence, is one of increasing 
complexity and decreasing generality. The most simple phenomena must be the most general - general 
in the sense of being everywhere present. 111 

· This principle could be stated in simple words in this way: The facts pertaining to different 
_se:i~11c_~diff~r incomplexity.Somefacts:caiesimplewlllle·otliers are'Compfox~.:_Tliecompfox f~cls 
being dependent on simple facts are, general and are present everywhere.· The sciences based upon 
complex sciences are, in tum, dependent upon simple sciences, Thus, each science is, in some measure, 
dependent upon some other science and by itself forms a basis of some other science. On this basis 
Comte presented a serial order of sciences. 

, Comte was of the opinion that the more complex sciences in the course of their development will 
ultimately attain the positive stage. He thus stated: "Any kind of knowledge reaches the positive stage 

· early in proportion to its generality, simplicity and independence of other departments. "2 "Hence 
astronomy, the most general and simple of all natural sciences, develops first. In time, it is followed 
by physics, chemistry, biology, and finally sociology. Each science in this series depends for its 
emergence on the prior developments of its predecessors in a hierarchy marked by the.law of increasing 
complexity and decreasing generality. " [L.A. Coser. Page - 9]. 

4. 1 Classification of Sciences Begins With Mathematics 
Comte considers mathematics the basiC toolofthe mind. "With mathematics as its :chief tool, th!( 

mind of man can go anywhere in its thinking. Mathematics is the most powerful instrument which the 
mind may use in.the investigation of natural laws. 113 

According to Comte, mathematics occupies the first place in the hierarchy of the sciences. 
Mathematics, in the Comtean scheme, is not a constituent member of the group of sciences. It is the 
basis of them all. It is the oldest and most perfect of all the sciences. 

Comte gives importance to mathematics for yet another reason. He says that mathematics is "the 
science. "It is the science that measures precisely the relations between objects and ideas. It ascertains 
the relationships between things, a process whieh is basie to scientific thinking in all fields. Comte 
confidently asserts: "Education that is based on any other method is au! , inexact and u 

on y roug mat ematics t at we can understand sciences. ,,4 

5. The Design of th.e Classification of Sciences 
In the Comtean design of the hierarchy of sciences mathematics occupies the lowest rung and the 

topmost, rung is occupied by sociology. The hierarchy of this classification is as follows: 
(I) Mathematics, (2) Astronomy, (3) Physics, ( 4) Chemistry, ( 5) Biology, and ( 6) Sociology or Social · 
Physics. This classification makes it clear that the. simplest and the least dependent scienceis at the 
bottom and the most complex and dependent ofthe.sciences-is-at-the----tep-af---the--hiera-rchy 

------ ---comfean Scheme of Hierarchy of the Sciences 

Sociology and the Moral Sciences 

Physiology (Biology) 
Increasing Specificity 

Complexity 

1. Bogardus in his "The Development of Social Thought." Page - 236. 
2. Comte in his "Positive Philosophy" as quoted by Coser. Page - 9. 
3. Comte in his "Positive PM/os~taa~gee:-· ~2~371".----c---------------c---------
4. Comte as quoted by Bogardus. Page - 237. 
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Comtean Scheme of Hierarchy of the Sciences 

Sociology and the Moral Sciences 

P,hysiology (Biology) 

Chemistry 

Physics 

Celestia~ Physics (Astronomy) 

Mathematics 

Increasing Specificity 

Complexity 

Synthesis 

Relative Simplicity 

Generality 

"Analytical" 

Hierarchy of Scienct!s : ·According to this view of the sciences, first proposed by Comte, the 

sciences can be arranged in ascending order of complexity, with sciences higher in the hierarchy 

dependent, but hot only dependent, on those below. Thus, sociology makes assumptions about the 

physical and biological world, but at the same titne also ~nvolves an "emergent" level of anal~is 

different from and noveducible to those .below.1 

6. Classlficatioli of. Sciences into Inorganic and Organic 

Comte stated th~t the classification of knowledge could be done in another manner by making 

use of mathematics as the tool. Thus all natural phenomena could be categorised into twQ grand 

divisions: inorganic and organic. Comparativelyspeaking, inorganic sciences [forexample, astronomy, 

physics, chemistry] are simpler and clearer. Organic sciences such as biology are more complex. "It 

involves the study of all life and the general laws pertaining to the individual units of life. 112 -

7. Social Sciences lncluding Sociology at the Apex of the Hierarchy 

Ill. the Comtean scheme, social sciences are at the apex of the hierarchy for they enjoy "all the 

resaurces of the anterior sciences. " Social sciences are the most complex and the niost dependent for 

their emergence on the development of all the other sciences. Social sciences offer "the attributes of 

a completion of the positive method: All others are preparatory to it. Hence, they qccupy the highest 

place in the hierarchy." Social physics or sociology according to Comte, is the last and the greate~t of 

the sciences. Although sociology has special methodologieal characteristics that distinguishes it from 

its predecessors in the hierarchy, it is dependent on them too. 

8. The Emphasis on Holistic Approach in Social Sciences 

A~cording to Corp.te, inorganic sc~ences proceed from simple to compoilnd and the organic 

science_s move the reverse way from compound to siffiple:Hence, the inorganic sciences pursue what 

is known as individualistic approach whereas organic sciences [including sociology] stress upon the 

importance of the "holistic approach. ,,3 The holistic approach is the natural direction of the progress 

of sciences. All sciences progress towards the positive method. Sociology is the crowning glory of all 

sciences: The holistic approach starts with biology and culminates with sociology. Biological approach 

is virtually the holistic approach and it proceeds from the study of the organic wholes. 

The Stress on the Organic. Unity: Comte in his approach towards society stressed on the organic 

unity of society. Comte has thus stated: "In the organic scjences, the elements are much bett;er known 

to us thtµt the whole which they constitute; so that in tha{case we must proceed from the simple to the 

compob.nd. But the reverse method is necessary in the study of man and society .. , .. Just as biology 

cannot explain an organ or a function apart from the organism as a whole, sociology cannot explain 
( 

t. Collins Dictionary of Sociology. Page - 283. 

2 •. B~gardus. Page - 238. · 

3. · Holism: Hol,i~m refers .to "any form of sociological theory which emphasises the primpcy of "social 

structure", "s~cial system", etc., in determining social outcomes, a.nd in sociological explanations. 

The opposite position is methodologic'al individualism .......... " - "Collins Dictionary ofSoclolog:y." 

~age - 290, 
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social phenomena without reference to the total social context. This idea of organic unity or the 
primacy ofthe system over elements has important theoretical implications" - (Abraham and Morgan. 
Page: 10.] Comte's faith in the holistic approach was very firm. In the words of Comte, "There can be 
no scientific study of society either in its conditions or its movements, if it is separated into portions, 
and its diyisions are studied apart. " 

Concluding .Comments 
1. Though the -classification of sciences presented by Comte is not free from certain limitations, 

it still holds some importance today. In this scheme of classification Comte found an appropriate 
pJar:e.fo!~gr:io}Qgy qrz_qgg~e.J/iP:tdis.r:ipf!11e. it~1151:111e., ----·· ·-·-·- ... . .... _ _ __ ---··-···- ... 

---- -2. Cointe suc-cessfufiy:-established-ifuough h!S Classification of sciences tfuit-siciology-is also a 
positive science. He also stressed that sociology must be a theoretical discipline. "The cQnversion of 
sociology into a positive science completed the system of positive philosophy thus marking the onset_ 
of the positive stage. of development of the human mind and human society. It meant, in Comte's view, 
the real "positive revolution, the victory of science over the scholasticism of past epochs. 111 

3. Comte's "idea of organic uliity or the primacy of the system over element .. has important 
theoretical implications. Comte has repeatedly asserted t)lat one element of social entity could be 
understood only in temis of the entity as a whole ....... 112 

4. Comte's assertion of the principle of increasing dependence in the classification ofsciences 
has today culminated in what is being called "interdisciplinary approach. " This approach is quite 
popular at the academic level. In this regard Bogardus writes: "Comte urged that no science could be 
effectually studied without competent knowledge concerning the sciences on which it depends. It is 
necessary not only to have a generdl knowledge of all the sciences but to study each of them in order 
- this is Comte's dictum to the student Of sociology. Comte insisted that one general science could not 
develop beyond a given point until the preceding has p~ssed a given stage. ,,3 

5. COMTE'S VIEWS REGARDING ·SOCIOLOGY 
Comte is acclaimed as the 'father of sociology'. First he named the science which he set out to 

establish as "social physics". But later he came to know that the Belgian statistician by na.me Adolf 
Quentelet had already used that term in his "An Essay on Social Physics." Hence, Comte dropped 
that term and in its place used the term 'Sociology' in 1839 .. This term is a combination of two words 
- the Latin word 'socius', meaning 'society', and the Greek word 'logos' meaning 'science' or study 
Etymologically 'sociology' means, ''science of society'. 

As stated earher, accordmg to.COM IE, sociology represents the culmmat10n of the development 
of science. It is based on mathematics and is dependent onbiology,, chemistry, physics and astronomy. 

·These sciences have taken time to become free from theological and metaphysical speculation and 
thinking. Hence, Comte argued that sociology too woµld require some time to attain the full status of 
the positive science. Comte believed that sociology would be helped to become scientific by means of 
his writings. 

Social Statics and Social Dynamics 
-·· .. -· ... ----Accor.ding-tO-Comte,...therea.r.e-two-div.isions.in-sociolog.y;-Social--Statics-and-socialdynami.cs~-

The distinction between these two does not refer to two classes of facts, but they represent two aspects 
of the same theory. The distinction corresponds to the double conception of order and progress, Order 
and progress, or statics and dynamics, are hence always correlative to each other. 

(i)Social Statics: Social statics refers to "the study of the laws ofaction and reaction of the 

· 1. A History of Classical Sociology. Ed. by Prof. I.S. Kon. Page " 25. 
~ __ 2_. _ Abraham and Morgan. Page - I 0. 

3. Bogardus. Page - 239. 
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differe.,nt parts of social order. ... " It studies the balance of mutual relations of elements within a social 
' ~hole. It deals with the major institutions of society s~ch as family, economy or policy~ It inquires 'into 
the co-existence of social phenomena. Comte stressed that there must always be a "spontaneous 
harmony between the whole and the part of the social system. " The parts of a society cannot be 
studied separately, "as if they had an independent existence". When the harmony between the parts is 
lacking a p~thological situation may prevail. Social statics emphasises the unity of society. or social. 
organisation. 

(ii) Social Dynamics : If statics examines how the parts of societies are iJ;lterrelated, social 
dynanlics focuses on whole societies as the unit of analysis, and reveals how they developed and 
changed through time. Social dynamics was equated by Comte with human progress and evolution. It 
inquires as to how the human civilisation progresses in different stages. Comte was convinced towards 
ever increasing perfection. 

Nature and Features of Sociology- Comte's Views 
Comte defined sociology as the science of social phenomena "subject to natural and invariable 

laws the di~covery of which is the object of o\lr investigation". He mentioned the following features 
of sociology in some or the other context - 1. Soeiology is the objective analysis of social phenomena. 
2. Sociology is an abstract science. 3. Sociology is a synthetic science. It synthesises the knowledge 
of all the other sciences. 4. Like all the other sciences, sociology can also provide the knowledge of 
the future in the sense, it can make predictions. 5. Sociology is not just a science. It is a science 
committed to social reconstruction and moral rejuvenation. 

6. RELIGION OF HUMANITY 
Comte's "theory.of religion of humanity" though can be considered one ofihis contributions to 

t~e realm ofsocial thought, it has only an insignificant place in the study of sociology or sociological 
-Thought. Comte after successfully establishing the intellectuaJ supremacy of positivism in his earlier 
, works, devoted his later writings to moral and religious consi~rations rather·than.to scientific and 
· sociological inquiries. 

Religion of Humanity as a Product of Comte's Idealistic Imagin~tions 
Comte's focus on sociology as a scientific enterprise could be clearly understood by a glance 

through his masterpiece "Positive Sociology. " But, Comte, the pro~ing scienti~t ioo had his own 
noi;mative ideas which figured Jlrpminently in his "Positive Polity" published in 1852. An important 

/, ' ' \ 

c.hange had taken place in his thinking ·by this time. Comte purported to establish a new religion, a 
"scientific religion'', or a religion of humanity. The irony is, Comte sincerely believed that he was 
trying to establish such a religion on a firm scientific faundation; 

. The . "Theory of Religion-of Humanity'~ Repres~nts a Radical Change in the 
Development of, Comte's Rational Thinking 

···It is surprising ~o note that Co~e, a great champio.n of science. or positivism, could transform 
himself into an advocate .of a new religion, a religion of humanity. Comte during his younger days 
used fo say that a 'scientist requires the thirst for knowledge and not the ·divine grace. He was an · 

, atheist. But he .turned i>ut to be a chanipion of a religion because of several ups~ts that he had to 
undergo in:9is personal life. His own wife deserted· him; his lady love <:;:,lotilde de Vaux died; he had 
no frie,nds worth :calling by that name, to share his thoughts; the lonely1ife that he was leadi_ng became 
unbearable; h~ sfopped reading the works of others, he alienated Qimself from other intellectuals of 
the day. These biographical accidents did play an important role ill this transformation in his thinking. 

SOME SALI~NT FEATURES OF' COMTEAN, R,,ELIG10N 

l. A , Religion Without ·God 
' ' 

· · Comte's "religion. of humanity" •s based·':lp~n mor.a)jty and religion, and not upon a belief in a 
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divine force. Comte was opposed to the theological type ofreligion; According to Comte, God lives · 
in the ignorance of man. The object of worship should be mankind and not God. Hence, the main 
slogan of the Comtean religion thus reads: "We should have religion butnot God." 

2. Sociologist-Priests Constitute tbe Moral Guides of the Comtean Om.cept of A New 
Society 

Comte was of the opinion that a society which was built upon scientific principles needed a 
religion wliich he termed as religion of humanity. Comte conceived of a society directed by the spiritual· 
power of priests of the new positive religion• and leaders of banking and industry. These scientific 

..• soc!(}l.og~I>_rj~s!~\¥£llldl>.e-~.ri:ior~g\lL~_an<:J c011ti:()_llers:Q~:C.:9111ll!.Ull!..t¥~Ihe.y"use,thei!''sup~riQr. __ _ 
knowledge to recall men to their duties and obligations. " They would be the directors of education 
and the supreme judges of the abilities of each member of the society. They "would sternly hold men· 
to their collective duty and would help suppress any subversive ideas of inherent rights." 

3. New Religion Destined to Begin a New Epoch 
Comte claimed himself to be the high priest of this new religfon committed to "institute a reign 

of harmony, justice, rectitude, and equity." The new positivist order, Comte claimed, "would.have 
Love as its Principle, Order as its Basis, and Programme as its Aim. " The egoistic tendencies of 
mankind as evidenced in all the previous history "would be replaced by altruism, and by the connnand, 
"Live for Others". Individual men would be imbued with love for their fellows. Comte.at this stage 
made 'love' and 'affection' the central points oflife. "We tire of thinking and even of acting, he asserted, 
but we never tire of loving. u "The Comtean ideals became a disinterested love of mankind. " 

4. Religion of Humanity ., a Social Religion Based. Upon Morality 
It is clearly ascertainable that during his later years, Cornte "considered hirnselfhot only if social 

scientist but also, and primarily, a prophet and founder of a new religion that promised salvation for 
all the ailments of mankind." Comte, thus tried to create a purely "social religion. "He made mankind 
an~in~ili -

5. Comte - Not in Favour of Traditional Christianity 
Comte's contact with Christianity gave him the belief that it is chiefly ecclesiastical. "He was of 

the opinion that Christianity employed the instruments of political pressure and tyranny in order to 
gain allegiance of people to Christian religion. 111 Bogardus writes: "Comte did not see in Christianity 
a social keynote. Henee, he attempted to ereate a purely social religion. "2 

6. Comtean · Religion is Virtually a Religion of Human Unity 
As Raymond Aron has pointed out, "Comte is the sociologist of human unity and one of possible, 

if not inevitable, results of this "sociology of humanity is the religion of human unity. Comte wanted 
men,. ..... to be united by common conviction and by a single object of their love. ,,3 · 

Critical Comments 
1. Comte's religion of humanity is widely criticised. Christian scholars say that the religion of 

humanity is nothing more than a mixture ofscience and catholic religion . 

.. ----· . ...f.'c]_()tt~_h_a_v~52_rml'lt!IJ1ed tffiit_itJ3'1JQL[l,t_a_lj_!!]"§]igjQ11bul_])_rim.Jlill:J1_fL£Qde_ofmQL(J,}JJY..Jts __ .. ____ _ 
architect Comte was, indeed, "morally-intoxicated"! 

3. J.S. Mm rightly remarked that Comtean ideas ofreligion, instead of protecting his mental 
health made him lead an isolated life and develop strange thoughts. 

4. Thomas Huxley called Comte's religion !'Catholicism minus Christianity." Some others 

I. R.N. and R.K. Sharma in "History of Social Thought." Page - 145. 
2. Bogardus. Page - 243. 

3. ~aymond Aron in "Main Currents in Sociological Thought" Vol. I, Page - l 09. 
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criticised it as a highly "egoistic religion." A few others considered it utopian in character. 

· 5. L.A. Coser has remarked that the normative aspects of Comte's thought may be of importance 
·for the historian of ideas; but they are of little importance for the sociologist. Viewed in the social and 
intellectual contexts from which Comte's thoughts emerged, his religious ideas have their own place 
in social thought. 

7. AN ESTIMATE OF COMTE'S ACHIEVEMENTS 
It is not out of place to make a brief review of Comte's contributions to the growth of sociology· 

and social thought. Though some ofComtean ideas have been bitterly criticised one should not 
underestimate the achievements of Comte. lt would be unjusUo say that Comte only introduced the 
term "sociology" and did nothing to develop it. In fact, various thinkers have given Comte a glowing 
tribute. Some such expressions of appreciation are mentioned below: 

(i) John Stuart Mill referred to Comte as one among the first of European thinkers; and by his 
institution of a new social science, in some respects, the first. 

(ii) George Henry Lewi.s called Comte the greatest ofmodern thinkers. 

(iii) John Morley, the English statesman and author, says of Comte: "Neither Franklin, nor any man 
that has ever lived, could surpass him in the heroic tenacity with which, in the face of a thousand 
obstacles, he pursued his own ideal of vocation. "l 

Comte's Achievements 
l. By giving a name and laying the foundations of a newly emerging social science Comte filled 

in the vacuum. The name that he gave is quite apt to the science, i.e., sociology, which is all 
comprehensive in nature. 

2. Comte's insistence' on positive approach, objectivity and scientific attitude contributed to the 
progress of social sciences in general. 

3. Comte's ideas relating to the Law of Three Stages reveal that man became more and more 
rational and scientific in his approach by gradually giving up speculations, imaginations, etc. He also 
showed that there is a close association between the intellectual evolution and the social progress. 

4. Even though his classification of sciences is not perfect, it has shown how and why sociology 
depends heavily on the achievements of other sciences .. Comte has shown that any broad-based science 
will grow only after the growth of sciences that have emerged prior to that. 

5, Comte's writingsie'veal an enormous wealth of ideas. He has made a number of propositions 
concerning the scope and method of sociology. He has shown the way towards the modern definition 
of sociology and its basic divisions. "With the decline of evolutionism, however, sociology returned, 
though with modifications, to Comte's view about its subject-matter" -- Prof. Timasheff. 

6. The division of socioiogy into social statics and sociai dynamics, i.e., into social order and 
social change or progress - which Comte made, is quite appropriate. Even the present-day, sociolo
gists speak of the same divisions. 

7. Comte gave maximum importance to the scientific method. He criticised the armchair social 
philosophers and stre1sed the need to follow observation, classification of data and experimentation 
of the mai.n steps involved in the scientific method. This stress on the scientific method provided a 
boost for the growth of science. 

8. Comte argued that sociology was notjust a 'pure' science but an 'applied' science also. He 
t?elieved that sociology, "the science of his creation" would help to solve the problems of the society. 
He "invented the new science as a necessary instrument of social reform." 

9. Though one can charge Comte as a "morality-intoxicated" man, one cannot reject Comte's 
atte_mpts to uphold the "moral order" in society as highly unwanted. In fact, by highlighting the 

1. Bogardus in Development of Social Thought." Page - 234. 
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importance of "morality" he became a guide and a source of inspiration for Arnold Toynbee and 
Pitirim A. Sorokin. 

10. Finally, by doing a lot of descriptive work Comte contributed to the growth of theoretical 
i l 

Comments Against Comtean Views_ 
Comte has been severely criticised by different writers. Some such critical comments made 

against Comtean views are stated below. 
1. It is commonly asserted that Comte made very few original contributions. It is also stated that 

___ Gmntec:merelyc::elahonted:a:pmgramme_ofsil~LQJ~gy_anchUd::not~m1stn1Gt a~~iQJ.ggi~lJheory __ 
as such. 

2. Though, Comte claimed to be the father of "positivism" or "scientific approach" he himself was 
not committed to it. 

3. "Comte believed in the existence of a prepotent factor in social change - the development of 
ideas. Therefore, he could be considered one of the ideological determinants. The basic premise 
of his theory, the faith in evolution towards progress, was faulty." 

4. As far as his sociological theories are concerned, as Prof. Timasheff opines_. they represent "a 
premature jump from the level of observation and inferences ..... ~ to the level of theory." 

5. Comte at the fag end of his life forgot his role as a scientist and· played the role of a social 
reformer. He even believed himself to be a prophet, a high priest of a new religion. 

6. "C9mte was a poor religious thinker though he firmly believed that religion was one of the 
pillars of society"- writes Prof. Timasheff. 

7. As J.S. Mill felt, Comte's religion does not stand the test of rationalism for it is a strange thing 
that can never be put into practice. As some one has criticised, his religion was born out of his 
"moral intoxication." People wanted him to give a science of religion, but instead of that he 
made the science, a religion. 

8. Finally, as Rollin Chambliss has opined Comte wanted to build a science of social phenomena. 
But instead of doing that he struggled to provide his own projects and programmes of social 
reorganisation. He built a "utopia" instead of science. 

To conclud~. as Chambliss has said, we can speak of two Comtes, so to say: Comte a bril
liant scientist; and Comte, an ordinary saint Of the two, we at present, need Comte, the brilliant 

scientist. 
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--1. BRIEF BIOGRAPHIC SKETCH OF HERBERT SPENCER 

Herbert Spencer [ 1820-1903] was a prominent British social thinker of the 19th century. He is 
often called "the second founding father of sociology". He is known to the world as a great social 
philosopher, a famous evolutionist, a strong defender of 
individualism and a prolific writer. It is said that Spencer 
undertook to create what Comte envisaged to do. He made 
sociology an all encompassing science. 

Spencer who is considered one of the most brilliant 
intellects of modem times was a British engineer and an 

a philosopher and a sociologist. Spencer was a self
taught man and hence his. learning was higJ:ily selective. 

Spencer was born on April 27, 1820, in Derby in 
England in a middle-class family. He was the oldest of the 
nine children and the only survivor in George Spencer's 
family. Due to his ill"health he could not go to any 
conventional school. He received some education from 
his father. His family members were highly individualistic 
in their outlook and Spencer also inherited the same 
tradition. At the age of 13, he went to the home of his Herbert Spencer 

[1820-1903] 
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uncle from whom he received his further education. The education which he received from his father 
and the uncle was more scientific than anything else. Hence, Spencer decided to pursue his scientific 
interest. In 183 7, he joined the staff of the London and Birmingham Railway as an engineer. But he 

. ga\le up the work within a short time and returned home to Derby. 
Spencer shifted his attention to journalism and became an editor of the Economist, one of the 

greatest English publications. During the five years of his stay within 'Economist', he developed 
relations with a number of people in the world of advanced journalism:. Even while working as a 
journalist, he found time to finish his first book, 'Social Statics' - 1851. The book was well received by 

__ .. ···.the..radicalp.ublk •• :In.J85.3:,he:re.s.igne_d..:from:his...p_.est.and.d.e.0:.ide.d:to e..arnhisliYi.ngas.a.1iirrde_p~n®m ·•· __ _ 
writer. A sizeable sum of money which he got from his uncle soon after his death, also provided, him the 
courage to take risk of resigning from his job. He remained all through his life a private scholar without 
regular job or institutional attachment. He also remained a lifelong bachelor with strict discipline. 

- Spencer slowly resorted to writing career. By 1850, he had completed his first major work "Social 
Statics". During the writing of this book, Spencer began to suffer from insomnia. His-physical and· 
mental problems mounted over the years. He continued to suffer from a series of nervous breakdowns 
throughout the rest of his.life. 

Spencer never earned a university degree or held an academic position. Surprisingly, Spencer's· 
productivity as a scholar increased in spite of his isolation and physical and mental illness. In 1855, 
Spencer published his second book "The Principles of Psychology". This, however, did not become 
popular. In the meantime, Spencer suffered from a nervous illness. He could hardly overcome it 
completely. He had to remain as a psychic cripple throughout his life. He used to take often a heavy 
dose ofopium to overcome his insomnia. Since then he could read and write only fora fewhours a day. 
In spite of his unfavourable mental conditions he produced scholarly books such as - FirstPrinciples, 
Principles of Biology,· Principles of Ethics, Principles of Sociology, The Study of Sociology, etc. 

Spencer earned international reputation for his scholarly writings. Leac!ing thinkers of the day 
such as J.S. Mill, Thomas Huxley, Tyndall, Charles Darwin and others had great appreciation for his 
writings and thoughts. Like his predecessor Comte, he foo was unwilling to read the works of other 
people in order to preserve the purity of his thought. ·He even ignored those ideas that did not agree 
with his. His contemporary, Charles Darwin said of Spencer: "If he had trained himself to· observe 
more. even at the expense of ... some loss of thinking power, he would have been a wonderful man ".1 

Spencer also wrote on the most controversial issues of the day such as - opposition to Boer War, 
proposaljor the mtroductwn oj the metric system.in England etc. He used to write on pohhcal issues 
also. Due to his deteriorating mental conditions Spencer had. to live the last few years in almost 
complete isolation from human society. He died on December 8, 1903, at the age of 83. 

Main Works of Spencer 

• On Philosophy and Religion 
1. The Nature antf Reality of Religion, 1885 [withdrawn from publication]. 

·-·-·-C• .. -Ser-ies-aj'-Books-o~-.S,nthetie-~hilosophy.---,-- ---- ----------
2. First Principles, 18.62. 
3; The.Principles of Biology, 2 volumes, 1864-67. · 

4. T,he Principles of Psychology, 1855. 
I 

5. The Principles of Sociology, 3 volumes, 1876~96. 

6. The Principles of Ethics, 2 volumes, 1892-93. 

7. DE!scriptive Sociology, 2 volumes, 1873-94. 

1. Quoted by George Ritzer in "Contemporary Sociological Theory" • Page: 43. 
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fl On 
8. 
9. 

Political and Social Matters 
The Proper Sphere of Government, 1843. 

Social Statics, 1851. 

10. Education: Intellectual, Moral, Physical, 1861. 

11. The Study of Sociology, 1872. 

12. The Man Versus The State, J 884. 

13. Data of Ethics, 1893. 

14. Facts and Comments,1902. 

• Other Works 
(a) Essay: Scientific, Political an<! Speculative, 3 volumes, 1891. 

Sociological Thought 

(b) Autobiography, 1904, an inteliectual rather than a personal autobiograp,hy. 

[Source: The New Encyclopa~dia Britannica. Vol.11. Page: 83]. 

2. SPENCER'S THEORY OF EVOLUTION 

"Evolutionary Theory" or "The Laws of Evolution" is often regarded as the greatest contribu

tion of the British sociologist Herbert Spencer to the realm of social thought. Spencer's ideals have left 

an indelible impression on the succeeding writers. It is true that his social theories have caused more 

controversy than those of any other writer in the sociological field. The controversies that his ideas 

created, of course, will not obscure the important role that he had played 1n enriching the field of social 

thought. 

"Evolution" - The Most Exciting Concept of the 19th Century 
"Evolution" was one of the most exciting ideas of the 19th century. "Its most influential spon-, 

sor was the naturalist Charles Darwin. Darwin developed the concept of "Evolution" in his "Origin · 

of Species ~ 1859," Spencer, the sociological giant of the second half of the 19th century, was · 

enamoured by the idea of evolution. He applied the principle of evolution to the social world and 

called it "social evolution." He saw social evolution as "a set of stages through which all the 

societies_moved from simple to the complex and from the homogenous to the heterogeneous. " 

Meaning of the Conc~pt of "Evolution" 
The term "evolution'.' comes from the Latin word "evolvere" which means "to develop;, or to 

"unfold." It closely corresponds to the Sanskrit word "Vikas". Evolution literally means gradual 

"unfolding" or "unrolling." It indicates changes from "within" and notfrom "without"; it is sponta

neous, but not automatic. It must take place on its own accord. It implies continuous change that takes 

place especially in some structure. The concept applies more precisely to the internal growt.'1 of an 

organism. 

Meaning of "Social Evolution" 
The term "evolution" is borrowed from biological science to sociology. The term "organic 

evolution" is replaced by "socialevolution" in sociology. Whereas the term "organic evolution" is 

used to denote the evolution of organism, the expression "social evolution ., is used to explain the 

evolution of human society. Here the term implies the evolution of man's social relations. It was hoped 

that the theory of social evolution would explain the origin and development of man. AnthrQPologists 

and sociologists wanted to find a satisfactory and significant explanation of how our society evolved: 

They.wanted an explanation in this regard rather than a description. They were impressed by the idea 

of organic evolution which could convincingly·explain how one species evolves into another, and , 

wanted to apply the same to the social world. Hence the concept of social evolution is quite popular 

in sociqlogical discussion. It was Herbert Spencer who made the concepts of "evolution" and "social 

evolution", the central concepts in his sociological theories. 
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As L.A. Coser has pointed out the "evolutionary principle" or "the law of evolution" consti
tutes the very basis of Spencerism. Spencerian interpretations relating to "evolution" could be di
vided into two parts: (A) General Theory of Evolution, and (B) Theory of Social Evolution. In his 
book "Fi't(st Principles" - 1862 we get his views about the first tlreory, and infonnation and interpie-
tations about the second theory, are available in his sociological treaties namely, "The Study of 
Sociology" and "The Principles of Sociology." 

A. GENERAL TIIEORYOFEVOLUTION 

Spencer's "Theory of Social Evolution" is grounded in his "General Theory of Evolution. " But 
-- tfre-'eviiliitl.OnaryperspectiVi::as-sm:ti;spencei borrowe-d::irom ctra'rtes'Darwin's i'fliiiory "iifi'Jrgamc- -

Evolution". 

Spencer's Concept of "Universal Evolution" 
Spencer made "evolution" a universal principle in his treatise "First Principles." The fundamen

. tal principle behind every phenomenon or every development whether it is physical or social in nature, 
there is the supreme law of evolution operating. The law of evolution, according to him, is the supreme 
·law of every becoming. 

According to Spencer, "evolution is a change from a state of relatively indefinite, incoherent 
homogeneity to a definite coherent heterogeneity. " 

For Spencer, this law of evolution was universal in character for it was applicable to the 
physical, organic and the social world. Spencer was of the opinion that this universal process of 
evolution would explain the "earliest change which the universe at large is supposed to have 
undergone ....... " It also explains the law of evolution "as a master key to the riddles ofthe uni
verse." 

Three Basic Laws as ·Proposed by Spencer 
Within the framework of universal evolution, Spencer developed his "three basic laws" and his 

''four secondary propositions" - each building upon each and all upon the doctrine of evolution. 

The Three Basic Laws 
1. Law of Persistence of Energy or Force: There is a persistence of force in the world. There is 

the persistence of some sustaining energy in which all phenomena are rooted and upon which all 
phenomena rest. But this farce er energy itselflies beyond ear kn0'wledge. This is a majer, irreducible 
fact which we cannot explain, but which we are obliged simply to accept. · 

2. The Law of Indestructibility of Matter: The basic elements of matter and energy in the world 
are neither created nor destroyed, but conserved. It means there is a basic "indestructibility" of the 
elements of matter. · 

3. The Law of Continuity of Motion: There is a continuous motion in the world. All things 
continue in motion. As it is in the case of matter, motion also cannot be stopped or destroyed. When 
the form of the matter changes, motion also changes. Though energy passes from one form to another, 
it always persists, and never disappears nor does it get extinguished. 

------Four--·S:erondary--Propositions--or--I:.aws--·--·--------- -· -· ---·------------ ------
In relation to the evolutionary process, Spencer has mentioned four secondary propositions or 

laws in addition to the three basic laws. They are as follows. 
(a) Uniformity u/Law: Tlrete is a pexsistence of ce1tain ielationship among tlre forces in tire 

world. The world is an order of elements. Recurring manifestations of events in the natural world, the 
forces, elements of matter, and relations of motion existing among them have a definite regularity. 

(b) Law of Transformation and Equivalence of Forces: The force, the elements of matter, the 
__ __motion, are never lost or dissipated entirely in a process of change. They are merel}' transformed into 
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the manifestation of some other event or some other form of existence. 

( c) The Law of Least Resistance and Great Attraction: There is the tendency of every thing 

[all forces and elements] to move along the line of least resistance and of greatest attraction. 

( d) The Principle of Alteration or Rhythm of Motion: All phenomena in nature have ttreir own 

particular rate and rhythm of movement, of duration and development. Force, matter and motion, each 

of these, has its appropriate pattern of transformation. 

Evolutionary Theory - Joint Product of the Seven Laws 
It is significant to note that Spencer derived from these basic propositions his "law of evolution." 

According to Spencer, when we examine the nature of both order and change in any kind of phenomena 

in the world we find that the pattern of transformation is the same, and could be formulated in the 

following words. 

"Evolution is an integration of matter and concomitant dissipation of motion, during which 

the matter passes from relatively indefinite incoherent homogeneity to a relatively definite coherent 

homogeneity. " 
"According to Spencer, all the phenomena of nature, the stars and planetary systems, the earth 

and all terrestrial phenomena, biological organisms and the development of species and all the 

changing· psychological and sociological process of human experience and behaviour - followed 

this pattern ofchange. All process of change are similar, in that they emerge out of the physical stuff 

of the world ...... , ..... in this condition oforganised complexity; from a condition of indefiniteness to 

a condition of definiteness ............ 111 This was how Spencer made evolution a universally applicable 

system of analysis. Spencer thus made applicable the laws of evolution to analyse the development 

and evolution of the human society. It is in this context he gave birth to "the theory of social 

evolution. " 

B. SOCIAL EVOLUTION THEORY 

Two of the main books written by Spencer namely, (i) "The Studx of Sociology", (ii) "ThePrinciples 

of Sociology", provide us more details about his "theory of social evolution.'' Just as "the theory of 

organic evolution" analyses the birth, development, evolution and finally death of the organism, in 

the same manner "the theory of social evolution" analyses the genesis, development, evolution and 

finally the decay (?) of the society. · 

Spencer was of the opinion that the,eV'olutionary principle could be applied to the human society 

for he treated human society as an organism. Both the organism and the society grow from simple to 

complex and from homogeneous to heterogeneous. 

As Abraham and Morgan have pointed out "Spencer's Theory of Evolution" involves two 

essential but interrelated trends or strains of thought: 
(i) Change from simplicity to complexity or movement from simple society to various levels of 

compound societies; and 

(ii) Change from military society to industrial society. 

(i) Change from Simplicity to Complexity, or Movement from Simple Society 
to- Var(ous Levels of Compound Society 

As Spencer repeatedly argued all phenomena in all fields proceed from simplicity to complexity. 

Societies also undergo evolutionary stages of development. Spencer identified four types of societies 

in terms of stages of their evolutionary development - simple, compound, doubly compound and 

trebly compound. 

1. Ronald Fletcher in his "The Making of Sociology" Vol.I. Page - 259. 
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(a) Simple Society: This is the most primitive society without any complexities and consisting 
of several families. 

(b) Compound Society: A large number of above mentioned simple societies make a compound 
society. This is clan society. · 

(c) Doubly CompmmdSociety: These consISt of several clans compounded mto tnbes ortnbal 
society. 

(d) Trebly Compound Society: Here the tribes are organised into nation states. This is the 
present form of the world. 

The master trend in this process of universal evolution is the increased differentiation of social 
".ftriictures~wmen=teadsc:inevitiibly'io'-betfer=integratron'i:ioo-'adaptatiruFto=:envirimment===-- --···cc ____ ---

(ii) Change From Military [Militant] Society to Industrial Society 
According to Spencer, evolution proceeds from military society to industrial society. The type of 

social structure depends on the relation of a society to other societies injts significant characteristics. 
(i) Thus while the military society is characterised by compulsory cp-operation, industriai soci-

ety is based on voluntary co~operation. -

(ii) While the military society has a centralised government, the industrial society has a decen-
tralised government. 

(iii) Military society has economic autonomy whereas it is not found in industrial society. 
{iv) There is the domination of the state over all other social organisations in the military 

society whereas in the. industrial society the functions of the states are very much 
limited.; 

Some Observations Relating to Spencer's "Theory of Social Evolution" 
\ 

1. Social Evolution is also as. Rigid as Organic Evolution: It can be said that Spencer had a 
belief in the unilinear evolution of mankind .. It means "The mankind's pmgress through !1fages of 
development is as rigidly determined as the evolution of individuals from childhood to maturity." 

· "As between infancy and maturity there is no short.cut. .... so there is no way from the lower forms of 
social life to the higher, but one passing through small successive modification ....... The process 
cannot be abridged and must be gone through with due patience" - Spencer wrote in his "Study of 
Sociology. " -

2. ls Evolution Bound to Move Towards Progress-?: It could be questioned whether 
Spencer believed that evolution, the law of becoming, was directed towards progress. Spencer 
had claimed that the ever-present process of evolution was inevitably leading towards progress. 
He believed that "man by nature was pre-destined to progress. " Spencer in his earlier writings 
pictures the process of evolution as unremitting, unrelenting, and ever present. "The change 
from the hom/>geneous to the heterogeneous is displayed in the progress of civilisation as a 
whole, as well as in the progress of every nation; and it is still going on with increasing 
rapidity." 

Though Spencer very strongly asserted in the beginning that evolution is inevitably and unre-
H _m ___ 11jittiI!gJi he?_ll_i11g t()\\l_~I ds e_mgt ess, @:]Jolitical de veloements that took place in England at the fag 

end of the 19th century ~de-hi~~spectt.he power of evolution to-proinise-prog~essalways.'Hef'eTt ___ --- -
that "Evolution is not endless progress......... There is a limit to it after which disintegration and 
death take place. Moreover, disintegration is also gradual and· involves a process· of evolution in 
reverse. Evolution is thus cyclical in nature. 111 

3. The Process of Equilibrium involved in Evolution: According to Spencer, evolution is a 
process heading towards equilibrium. He wrote: "A socialorganism like an individual organism, 
undergoes modifications until it comes into equilibrium with environing conditions; and thereupon 

-·--·-----!Xmtinue-S-Witk(}Ut-fuT-tku~nge----of-SUu(;t-W"e.-.-.-.-."~~lled-equilibt'ium-will-he-established----:-. - ---
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through what Darwin called. "The struggle for existence." Once the equilibrium is established societies 

will obtain greater freedom and peace. Since societies and institutions are subject to the "automatic 

process" of evolution they do not have the capacity to alter the conditions but will have to adjust to 

the conditions. 

CRITICAL REMARKS 

Comments in Appreciation ........ . 
l. As Bogardus has pointed out, "Spencer emphasised the laws of evolution and natural 

causation. He described social evolution as a phase of natural evolution. ,,3 

:2. Spencer has made the principles of evolution universal in character. It is indeed, a remarkable 

intellectual exercise. 

3. Spencer's work inspired the British social thoughtto a great extent. "L. T. Hob house, G. C. 

Wheeler; and in later generation, Morris Ginsberg continued work in his general evolutionary 

tradition while rejecting his anti-reformist individualism. Jn America, W G. Sumner. ....... may be said 

to have been a disciple of Spencer; Ward, Cooley, Veblen, Giddings, Ross, and Park, whether agreeing 

with his ideas or using them as a springboard for dissent, were all in Spencer's debt. ,,4 

4. According to Bogardus, "Spencer deserves credit, however; for developing the concept of 

social evolution as a phase of natural evolution and for stressing the idea of natural sequences in 

soceitary matters. ,,5 ' . 

5. Abraham and Morgan have rightly commented: "No one after Spencer ever matched either 

the sheer volume of sociological writing nor made more significant contributions to the science of 

human society. •'6 

Comments Against Spencer's Views 
1. No modem sociologist subscribes to the "theory of social evolution" in its original form as put 

forward by Spencer. His attempt to equalise evolution with progress is totally rejected. But its 

modifiedfqrm known as "Theory of Neo-Evolutionism" advocated by the anthropologists like, Leslie 

A. White, V. Gordon Childe and others; is getting some publicity in the anthropological circles. 

2. Bogardus is unhappy with Spencer's theory of social evolution for it underestimates the 

importance of man. He writes: "The emphasis upon 'man' as a primary unit neglects the importance 

of the 'group' in the social evolutionary process. Moreover; Spencer underrated the intellectual 

nature of primitive man; he denied to early man the qualities involving exclusiveness of thought, 

imagination, and original ideas. ,,7 

3. Spencer had spoken of uniformity in the process of evolution. He "did not realise that societies 

at the same stage of evolution do not necessarily possess identical politics, ethics, art and religion . .. 1 

4. ffWhile S.oencer believed that social part exists for the social whole, today~ society is believed 

to exist for the welfare of the individuals. 112 

3. SPENCER'S THEORY OF ORGANIC ANALOGY 

Spencer is popularly known for his treatment of the organic analogy. The evolutionary doctrine 

was no doubt the foundation of Spencer's sociological theory. He, however, presented the organic 

1. .Samuel Koenig in "Sociology - An Introduction to the Science of Society" [ 1970]. Page : 24. 

2. L.A. Coser as quoted in his "Masters of Sociological Thought." Page - 96. 

3. Bogardus in his "Development of Social Thought". Page : 295. 

4. L.A. Coser in "Masters of Sociological Thought." Page - 126. 

S. Emory S. Bogardus. Page - 292. 

6. Abraham and Morgan in "Sociological Thought." Page - 71. 

1. E.S. Bogardus' in. "The Development of Social Thought", Page - 292. 
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analogy, as a secondary doctrine which also played a vital role in his thought system. "He established · 
the hypothesis that society, is like a biological organism and then proceeded to defend it against all 
objections with great logical force. 11 But his logic proved to be his sociological downfall, for it spoiled 
his scientific insight. 

Herbert Spencer came to sociology via biology. Therefore he drew analogy between the society 
and the biological organism. "So completely is society organised on the same system as an individual 
that we may perceive something more than an analogy between them, the same definition of life 
applied to both [biological and social organism]. ,,3 

Spencer believed that the social structure is a living organism. He took reat pains to elaborate in 
---'gr_eatdetailctheccmganic:_tmalogJCWhichds~thecidentificatio11~ie[Fwith~biological;m-ganism~ -------------

Indeed, he regarded the recognition of sllnilarity between society and organism as a major step towards 
a general theory of evolution. He concentrated on bringing forth wonderful parallels between organic 
and social evolution, between similarities in the structure and evolution of organic and social units. In 
fact, biological analogies occupy an important role in all of Spencer's soci?logical reasoning. 

Similarities Between Biological and Social Organism - As visualised by 
Spencer 

Spencer wanted to explain the nature of social structure bY:the help of the organismic theory. He 
observed some similarities between biological and social organisms. 

1. Similarity in Visible Growth: Both society and organism are distinguished from inorganic 
matter by means of their visible growth. Thus both society and the organism are_ subject to growth. 
Example : A child grows up to be a man; a tiny community becomes a metropolitan area; a small 
state becomes dn empire, and so on. 

2. An Increase in the Complexity of Structure: As both soeiety and orgarusms grow in size they 
also increase in complexity of structure. Primitive organisms [like amaeba] are simple whereas the 
highest organisms [like the mammals] are very complex. Primitive community was very simple whereas 
the modem industrial society is highly complex. · 

3.Differentiation of Structure Leading to Differentiation of Functions: In societies and in 
organisms progressive differentiation of structure is accompanied by progressive differentiation of 
functions. It is quite obvious. The primitive living organism was a unicellular creature; but with the 
increase in the cells, differentiation of organs resulted, at the highest levels of evolution the structure 
of the body is quite complex. Similar is the case with society. In the case ofan organism that.has very 
complex organs, each organ performs a specified function. Similarly, in the case of complex society 
subdhrided into many different organisations, each organisation carries on a specified function. 

4. Change in Structure Leads to Change in Functions: When change takes place in the struc
ture of organs and communities, there results a change in their functions. The function becomes more 
and more specialised. This applies to the body of a living creature as well as to the society. 

5. Differentiation.as well as Harmony of Organs: Evolution establishes for both societies and 
organisms, differences in structure and function that make each other possible. Evolution leads to 
development of greater differentiation of the organs of society as also that of an individual. Along 
with this differentiation there is als• • the-ha-nnony-between vatious organs Each organ is complementa1y 

--u1-m.e-otner-and noroppo~-e-a-:--Tn1s-norcrs-trUe60llf-1n tfieOoOy oiaTtvrngorganTSiiiancrsOciefy---:--------- - ------ -- -
6. Loss of an Organ does not Necessarily Result in the Loss ofOrgaµism: Both society 

and the individual are organisms. It is common to both that a loss of one organ or the other 
does not necessaxily result in the death ofau otganism. For example, if an individual loses his 
leg he does not necessarily meet with his death. Simllarly, in society if some association or a 

t. R.N. and R.l'. Sharma in "History of Social Thought." Page - 204. 
2. R.N. and R.K. Sharma - 204 . 
.3~ -Spencer asquotecrby R..N. and R.K.-Sharma in "History oTsociaF1"koughi".-f>-age-:T9f ----------
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political .party disintegrates it does not invariably lead to the decay of the society. 

7, Similar Process and Methods Organisation: In discussing the organic analogy further 

Spencer compared ---

(i) The alimentary system of an organism to the productive industries, or the sustaining sys-
tem in the society. 

(ii) There is a strong parallelism between the circulation system ofan organism and the distrib-
uting system in society with its lines and with its commercial classes and media 
of exchange. 

(ili) In both the cases there are developed regulating systems. In society,. there is the social 

control mechanism to fulfil the regulative function. In an organism there ~re dominant centres 
andsubordinate centres, the senses, and a neural apparatus to perform the tasks of the 
regulating system. 

These parallelisms throw only a small measure of light upon the nature of society. But they 

become ridiculous when carried to an extreme. 

Differences Between Organism and Society - As Visualised by Spencer 
Spencer had recognised important differences between societies and organisms. He said, "the 

patts of an animal form a concrete whole, but the parts of society form a whole which is discrete. 
While the living units, composing the one are bound together in close contact;· the. living units 

composing the other, arefree, are not in contact, and are more or less widely dispersed. "In simple 

words, the organism is a concrete, integratedwhole whereas society is a whole composed of discrete 
and dispersed elements. 

The main differences between the society and a living organism which cannot be overlooked 

were noted by Spencer. They are listed belo:w: 

1. Organs are Organised , but Parts of Society are Independent 
As Spencer has observed various organs of the body are incapable of independent exist

ence, whereas various parts of society can exist independently. Example: Limbs of the organism 

such as legs, hands, face, etc., cannot have existence outside the physical body of the organism. 

But the parts of society such as family, school, army, police, political parties, etc., are relatively 

independent and are not organically fixed to the society. The movement of the parts is relatively 

free here. 

2. Society does not have a Definite Form as does the Organism 
Unlike organisms, societies have no specific external form, such as a physical body with limbs or 

a face. Organis~ have an outward form or shape [for example, dog, donkey, monkey, deer and so on] 

whereas societies such as Indian society or American society do not have any definite and externally 

identifiable form. Society is only a mental construct. It is abstract and exists in our Inind only in the 

form of an idea. 

3. Manner of Difference in the Dependence of Organs or Pa:rts on the 
Orga~ism or Society 

Accotding to Spencer, parts or organs of the body [such as legs, hands, 1nose, eyes, head, etc.] 

of the organism are dependent upon the body itself. They exist for the sake of the body. On the other 

hand, in the case of society the parts [such asindividuals, families, groups, etc.] are more important 

than the society. In fact, society exists for the benefit of its parts, that is; individuals. Spencer as a 
champion of the philosophy of individualism very strongly felt that the state and society exist for the 
good of the individual and not vice versa. 

4. Difference Regarding the Centrality of "Consciousness" 
In an organism, there exists what is known as "consciousness" and it is concentrated in a small 
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part of the aggregate. The parts of the body do not have this. But in the case of the society conscious
ness is diffused throughout the individual members. 

5. Differences Regarding the Structure and Functions 
In the case oforganism each of its parts performs a definite and fixed function. The parts perform 

their functions incessantly. This certainty relating to the functions of the parts, we do not find. in 
society. Functions of the parts of society such as institutions, often get changed. Some of the functions 
of family, for example, have changed. On the contrary, the eyes, heart, nerves, ears, tongue and other 
organs of the organism cannot change their functions. . 

It is quite interesting to note that Spencer made an elaborate effort to establish the similarities 
--- m-"'~nddiffer~nce~betw~en::Qrganic an4_c!_oci~life ... HeJ~-~~~tentl¥::.~nde!:VQt1l~d.to~stablisll:the,:Q!8aniC.=:_ ___ _' __ _ 

analogy as the central theme of the second part of his "Principles ofSociology." B~t at one stage ht; 
·denied that he held to this doctrine of organic analogy. Replying to critics he made statements such'as 
the following: "/ have used analogies, but only as a scaffolding to help in building up a coherent 
body of sociological induction. Let· us take away the scaffolding: the induction will stand by 
themselves. "1 . 

Critical Comments 
1. Spencer used his organic analogy in a ridiculous manner when he compared the King's 

Council to the meµulla oblongata, the House of Lords to the cerebellum, and the House of Commons 
to the cerebrum. He failed to understand the limitations of his analogy. 

2. Spencer used his analogy in a very dogmatic manner, but later referred to it as merely a 
scaffolding for building a structure of deductions. He actually proceeded as ifthe scaffolding were the 
real building,. "Unfortunately, he consistently and conspicuouslyused the terminology of organicism. 
Moreover, one chapter of Principles of Sociology is entitled "Society Is an Organism. ,,z _ 

3. The organic . analogy was used by thinkers in theii: discussions even prior to Spencer. But 
Spencer was the first to give to that analogy the value of scientific theory. But he was very definitely 
taken a prisoner by the ghost he had evoked. 

4. If a society is like an organism, it experiences a natural cycle of birth, maturity, old ag~. and 
death. But the death of a society does not come with organic inqvitableness. A society need noi''die. 

5. Whether we accept or reject Spencer's comparisons between the- human society and thig 
organism, we are bound to acknowledge the fact that he popularised the concept of "system" in our 
sociological discussion. Present-day sociology profusely uses Spencer's concept of "system.ti, of 
course, in a modified form. 

4. SOCIAL DARWINISM 

Meaning of the Concept of "Social Darwinism" 
"Social Darwinism" a 19th century adaptation of Charles Darwin's theory f>f evolution, is a 

theoretical explanation of human social life in general and social inequality in.particular. "1 

"The term Social Darwinism refers to any doctrine which makes use or misuse of Charles 
Darwin's biological evolutionary principles to ¢xplain or justify the existingforms of human social 

--- ---- -------------Herbirt-spencer--OfBritaiiiiii(f W.G~SUlnner. [ 1840-191 QJOIA.rri6TI.Cii~C-aii0eCODSiOet-eallie-two ----------- -----
priminent advocates of the theory of "Social Darwinism. "There is an attetr1Pt in this theory to extend 
the principles of evolution to explain the developments taking place in the social world. 

Spencer's "Social Darwinism" centred around two furufamentalprinciples. 

1. Herbert Spencer as quoted by Nichola.s S, Timasheff in "Sociological. Theory - Its 
Nature and Growth." Page - 36. 

2. N.S. TlmasheJf. J'age - 37. 
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1. The Principle "Survival of the Fittest" 
According to Spencer, nature is endowed with a providential tendency to get rid of the unfit and 

to make room for the better. It is the law of the nature that the weak should be eliminated for the sake 

of the strong. He believed that the rapid elimination of unfit individuals fi;om society through naturai 

selection would benefit the race biologically. It is for this reason that the state should do nothing to 

relieve the conditions of poor, whom Spencer assumed to be "less fit. "By less fit, Spencer meant less 

healthy and less intelligent than the social norm. According to Spencer, stupid persons, people with 

vices and idleness, people who become victims of sickness and deformity and such other persons 

belong to the category of less fit. Due to the operation of the laws of evolution only the "more fit" 

persons will survive and the "less fit" ones will decline on their own. By this, Spencer did not, 

however, mean that "widows and orphans should be left to struggle for life or death. " He was only 

opposed to governmental assistance to the ,"less fit. "But he did not oppose individual philanthropy. 

As a strong supporter of individualism Spencer :maintained that "the economic.system works best if 

each individual is allowed to seek his own private interests and that consequently the state should 

not intervene in the economy. ,,3 

2. The Principle of Non-Interference 
Spencer who championed the ideology of Social Darwinism also became a very strong advocate 

of individualism and laissez-faire politics. Spencer opposed almost all forms of state interference with 

private property. "He insisted that the state had no business in education, health and sanitation, 

postal service, money and. banking, regulation of housing conditions or the elimination of poverty. 

Money used for such activities could better be spent "to support labourers employed in new productive 

works - land - drainage, machine building, etc. ,,4 According to Spencer, state was just like a jo~ 

stock company, whose primary business was protection of the rights of individuals and defending the 

interests of its citizens against external aggression. 

Views of Comte were different in this regard. He was of the opinion that the sociologist-priests 

should be actively involved in the social world - "to reform and to change it. " Spencer on the other 

hand, argued - "sociologists should convince the state and the citizens not to intervene in the 

natural process of selection operative in society. Naiure is more intelligent than man, he argued, 

and "once you begin to interfere with the order of nature there is no knowing where the result will 

end. ,,5 The good society, according to Spencer, is thus, based completely upon contracts between 

individuals pursuing their respective interests unllindered by the state interference. 

Critical Remarks 
L The theory of "Social Darwinism" got wide publicity during the second half of the 19th 

century especially in Europe and America. The theory \Val>. being used to justify the imposition of the 

politico-economic domination of the whites over non-whit~s. It thus became an ideological theory for 

justifying the exploitation of expioiters and for protecting the vested interests of the imperialists. 

2. This theory "had racial (Jvertones, with the belief that some races, being innately superior, 

were bound to triumph over inferior ones. "1 

3. The principle of the "survival of the fittest" indirectly supports .the status quo, inactivity and 

idleness. As per this nature itself plays the role of the selector. It supports the fittest and 

leaves the less fit to decadence: 

4. The theory does not take into account an enormous increase in the population especially in 

the Asian nations like China, Bangladesh and the like. In these nations, we find a large number 

L "Blackwell Dictionary of Sociology" by Allan G. Johnson, Page - 258. 

2. "EY1cyclopeadia of by Hunter and Whithrn, Page - 357. 

3. Abraham and Morgan. Page ·· 64. 

4. ibid, Page - 65. 

s. ibid, - 65 :·. 
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of people being born in the category of poor, and the labour class. Why the principle of the "survival 

of the fittest" is not operating in these nations - ? There is no answer. · · 

S. This theory does not take into account that people in the category of the poor and labour class 

. are sutretinsfrom p.robktn$ 3114 seelll to be ''less fit ones". not becaµse they are basically incapable 

. ve become the victims ofsotJiilly orgaiiiS~dcoetcf<>ns; 

6. "As an argu~ent, SoctaJIJarwinis'fffisdeeplyjlawedand-has itt e,z -any,-cre 

contemporary social scientists.: ...... As such, itcould always be used to justify the status quo, beginning 

with racial and other forms of socialoppression and imperialism. "2 

7. In the circle of social theorists, the theory of Social Darwinism, exists only pejoratively. 

ial Darwinism", however, are occasionally continued in the form of "socio-

biology." 

S. TYPES OF SOCIETY - CLASSIFICATION AND COMPARISON 

Spencer's .clear co~ception <>f the. nature of society helped him develop mooels to classify &l<l 

·compare societies. Two ntodels which he followed could be identified from this analysis .. 

A. Classification of Societies on the Basis of the "Degree of Composition" 

Spencer;s evolutionary law ·suggested that societies could be classified on the basis of their 

"degree of composition;" On this basis he classified ·societies into fom types. 

1. Simple Society, 

2. Compound Society, 

3. Doubly Compound Society, 

4. Trebly Compound Society. 

B~ Classifi~ation :e-a.sed 0,];1 the-; Method of Constructing _ 

"Models" or "Types" ,of Society 

According to Ronald Fletcher, Spencer also classified societies into ( i) Military Society, and (ii) 

lnf!f'Strit:1l Society, on th~. basis of the relative preponderance <>f one <>r the other of tlle ''Regulating", 

, ••• ,, : ' • • • •• • ·' ,;, • ~> .,. t,' . ,, ,. '. . " ,, '·': 'J: ., ; ,;, • . : . ~ .. _., '··.i~; > 

'.'Sustaining(' and "Distrf/Jutive'' systems. · - . -· _ 1. · •• 

', ' -
. 

Mili~ry. S,oci~ty _and Industrial Soci~ty 

Spencer thought of constructing RVo extremely clissimill»' "types" or "models'' to class~fy.socie-

. ' " •. . ' . . · .... ·.. . d the -· s as llt;iilita'1t societies,, and "ind':!~triai sqci~ties; ii The 

firSfwas a type in whlch the "Regulating System" was donijn:ailt over a e o er as 

ll,i~ second was .one lP 'Yhtcb t}1e "Sus.taini1~ Qystef!I" was ,~~s1~ed. a.nd ,allthe.'other as~cts of 

1, N. Aber.crombie and Others in "The Penguin Dictionary of Sociology." 

- _____ .2;, Blackwell Dictionary of Sociology. Page - 258. • 

------------·-· --· -----.------------------
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entire structure of society is moulded into military structure. It reflects a military organisation. 2. Centralised Pattern of Authority and Social Control: Here the military head is also the political head. He has a despotic control over life and property of all his subjects. Absolute control of the ruler makes necessary a clear, precise and rigid hierarchy of power throughout society. The officials at each level &re completely subservient to that above. Spencer wrote: "All are slaves to those above and despots to thpse below. 111 . 
3. Rigid Social Classes: This rigid hierarchy of power necessarily involves a rigid grading of social statuses. Hence it gives rise to rigid social classes in economic life. The distribution of property, and the distribution of material rewards in society, are meticulously linked with the order of social ranks. 
4. Religious Beliefs and Doctrines relating to the Hierarchical Power of Gods: This authoritarian and hierarchical nature of the society is also reflected in the prevailing system ofideas and beliefs. There exists a set of doctrines, myths, and rituals which portray a supernatural authority and government. The gods are also pictured in terms of a hierarchy of power. The religion itself, is a hierarchical organisation, and the Ecclesiastical Head himself possesses supreme, despotic authority. In such a· society, the despotic head is, at the same time, not only the military and political head, but also the Ecclesiastical one. His central power over government, army, and all civil and economic affairs, is sanctified and given justification by religion. Here, the societies are normally in antagonism with other societies. Thus Spencer said: "Ever in antagonism with other societies the life is a life of enemity and the religion a religion of enemity. "2 

5. Life is Subject to Rigorous Discipline: The whole tenor of life in a military society is characterised by rigorous discipline. Virtually there is no difference between the public life and the private life. No element of the private life of the citizen is closed to the state. The state can invade and interfere in the private lives of citizens whenever it is felt necessary or desirable to do so. There is the lack of individual rights in the refationship between individual and the state. Thus the prevailing belief is - "that its members exist for the benefit of the whole and not the whole for the benefit of its members. ,,3 The loyalty of the individual to the state has to be linquestioning. 
6. Human Relationship Based on Compulsory Co-operation: Human relationships are characterised in this kind of society by a state of "compulsory co-operation. " Spencer, however, has not elaborated this point much. 
It is clear from the above description that Spencer's "Militant type" of society could be used as a basis of interpretation not only to the despotic societies of the ancient world, but also to the totalitarian societies in the contemporary world. As Ronald Fletcher says, as a "type", the "militant society" could be seen to be of wide use for the purpose of comparative societies. It is relevant to the societies of both the past and the present. 

B. THE INDUSTRIAL SOCIETY 
The concept of "Industrial society" refers to "that form of society or any particular society, ·tn which industrialisation and modernisation have occurred. "1 
The general term "industrial society" originates from Saint Simon who chose it to reflect the emerging central role of manufacturing jndustry in 18th century Europe, in contrast with the previous pre-industrial' society and agrarian society. 
Spencer's "Industrial Society" is one in which military activity and organisation exists but it is carried on at a distance. It takes place in the periphery of the society and the greater part of the social organisation is peaceful. It concentrates upon the increase and improvement of all aspects 

1. Spencer as. quoted by Ronald Fletcher in "The Making of Sociology" Vol. I. Page - 284. 2. Spencer as quoted by Ronald Fletcher. P.age - 284. 
3. Ronald Fletcher. Page - 284. 
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of human production and welfare; upon economic and civil activities. 

The characteristics of "industrial society" .in this way contrast strongly with those of the "mili

tant type." They are briefed below. 

1. Reco nition of Personal Rights: In the industrial society the members hold "personal 

rights" as citizens of the community. ere is a 
hers 

for the maintenance of these rights. Hence they insist upon an effective means of representative 

government. Any dispute or mutual claims and counter-claims relating to the rights are to be 

resolved here through an impartial procedure or institutional arrangement. . 

2. "Sustaining System" Possessing a Large Degree of Freedom: In this society, the "sustaining 

--~y-'it~m'':pussesses-~1Flarge~~-ireedoml'mm:_:
:_th~::_c"r~~L!!Q~--:~.rfem,_'.'__liere_th~s_<:>

ntrol and 

governance of the ecoD;omic affairs is deliberately separated from the-pOiitiCaT--govemmellEifls-~~-------- -

assumed here that the intelligent individuals concerned with their own economic activities are more 

capable of making their own decisions than the administrative officials. They are not only allowed, 

they are actively encouraged, to do so. 

3. Opportunity for the Growth of Free Associations and Institutions: The growth of agriculture, 

commerce and industrial manufacture within a fixed geographic territory is given military security. The 

peaceful atmosphere leads to the growth of free associations and institutions. In all such associations, 

forming committees, laying down rules and procedures, conducting elections, etc. become a common 

practice. 

4. A Less Rigid Class Structure: "These factors bring about a muc"h less rigid and less 

tyrannical class structure ........ " [Ronald Fletcher - 285]. In this type of class structure human 

relationships become contractual and free. Further, the gradations of status and rank are less 

precisely marked. As Spencer puts itf'There is a growth ...... of "combinations of workmen and 

employers II tO resolve, particular disputes, quite Separately from Central authority Of law. tr2 

·• 5. In the Industrial Society, Religious Organisations and Religious Beliefs Lose their Hier-

archical Structure and Power: Individual faith and sectarian discrimination, enters into religion. 

Religion instead of working as a means of social control remains only as a matter of individual faith 

and co111llljtment. Religious institutions and practices become more and more secular in nature. 

6. Here the Members of the Society do not Exist for the Good of the State; but the We/l .. being 

of the Individuals becomes the Supreme Objective of the Government: The doctrine that the members 

e socie exist for the good of the state slowly disappearing. The idea that the will and the well-

being of the individual citizens whic is o supreme · 

previous one. Ilenee all fet:mS of governmental control, exist merely to manifest their wishes and to 

serve them. 
· 

7. Awareness of the Duty to Resist Irrespo"'sible Government: In.such a society the despotic 

government is considered to be irrelevant and wrong. It becomes a positive duty on the part of the 

citizens to resist the irresponsible government. "There is always a tendency to disobedience amongst 

minorities and individuals, and such a critical tendency is positiVely encouraged." 

8. Dominance of Free and Contractual Type of Human Relationships: It is clear from the 

· " s rial socie are, therefore, wholly 

difjerffltlroiii -those fn 11ie-mitirannuciety.-Free, -responsilile.--contractua _ T'eJ:Z_~Qn§_ · _ __ · 

tween individuals require voluntary co-operation, not the compulsory co-operation which 

characterises relationships in the militant type. 111 

t. Collins Dictionary of Sociology. Page - 318. 

2.- Ron-ald'Tlet'cher;- Page - 8-5. 
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Concluding Remarks 
It must be noted that "Spencer did not believe that societies actually existed in the world with the sharp clarity of distinction iliat he described in drawing these "models." [Ronald Fletcher - 286]. Spencer was aware that he was presentin~ those two "models" to help comparison of societies. Spencer was of the opinion that this mode of classification wolild help to interpret and understand some of the crm;ially important trends of social evolution. These trends, according to him were of great importance as the traditional societies get radically transformed by the process of industrialisation. This mode of classifying societies· helped Spencer in undertaking a very· detailed comparative study of each major social iristitution within each "type" of society. "This gave him a picture of what, in t~e whole fiel<! of ~ocial institutions had actually occurred in the past, and what was ha[Jpetiing in the present. 111 

. · 

Characteristics Militant Society Industrial Society 
Dominant Function Corporate defensive &,offensive Peaceful, mutual rendering of in-or activity activity for preservation and. ag- . dividual services · grandizement 

Compulsory cooperation; regi- Voluntary cooperation; regula-Principle of social mentation by enforcement of or- tion, l>y contract and principles coordination ders; both positive and negativ1e of justice; only negative regula- . regulation of activity. tion of activity. 
Relations betw.een Individuals exist for the benefit of State exists for benefit of indi-state and individual state; restraints on liberty prop- viduals; freedom; few restraints erty, and mobility. on property and mobility. 
Relations between All organizations public; private Private. organizations encour-state and other or- organizations excluded. aged. ganizations 

Structure of state Centralized Decentralized 
Structure of social Fixity of rank, occupation, and lo- Plasticity and openness stratification cality; inheritance of positions ofrank, occupation, and !Ocality; 

movement between positions Type of economic Economic autonomy and self-suf- Loss of economic autonomy; in-activity ficiency; little external trade; pro- terdependence via peaceful trade; tectioriism trade. 1 free trade 
Valued social and Patriotism; courage; reverence; Independence; respect for oth~ personOI characteris- loyalty; obedience; faith in au. ers; resistam:e to coercion; indi-tics thority; discipline vidual initiative; trut~fulness; 

kindness. 
Militant and Industrial Societies: Spencer's contrasts between militant and indus.trial societies. This table (from Smelser, 1968) is derived fro111 Herbert Spencer, The Principles of Sociology 1897 as quoted in. Collins Dictionary of Sociology. Page-415. 

• 

In this classification of societies; it appears, that Spencer was too optimistic about the industrial society. Bogardus thus points out: "In the coming industrial order Spencer foresaw an era in which the main business of society will be to defend the rights of "Individuals." Spencer forecast an epoch of industrial states whieh have abolished war. ,,z Experience would tell us that the wars h!lve not yet 
I. Ronald Fletcher. Page. - 286. 
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become the things of the past. 
Bogardus further writes: "Spencer's industrialism, however, had fundamental weaknesses.· It 

implies that social organisation is more important than social process. It neglects to provide 
sufficientlyfor inherent psychical changes. It assumes that an industrial society, as such, will be 
peaceful. It underestimates the impqt tance ofsocialising motives" [Bogardus. Page - 293.] 

A WORD AB0UT SPENCER'S CONTRIBUTIONS 
· 1. Spencer's contributions to social thought are not negligible, but ~ecognisable. Unlike those of 

Comte, Spencer's views were widely accepted during his lifetime. They ~ominated the minds of~ny 
=="-'sQholarsand.othersJroml81;)5~oJ~2;>,JllJ!.i!igt!l_e three decades the leading thinkers and philosop~ers 

of the West had come 'under the influence dfSPencer.-----=-- - =============--------- __ 
2. Spencer's theories had a special appeal because they cat~red to the two needs of the day, (a) 

the desire for unifying knowledge, and (b) the need for scientific justification for the ''laissez-faire" 

principle. 
3. Spencer emphasised the laws of evolution and natural causation. He described social evolu-

tion as a phase of natural evolution. 
4. He strongly supported the principle of "individualism", forhe himself was individualistic. He 

attacked the idea that the State is a master machine to which all the citizens must submit automatically. 
5, Spencer formulated an integral theory of all reality. "His law of evolution is a cosmic law. His 

theory is, therefore, essentially philosophical not sociological. Strictly speaking, philosophers should 

check its validity" - L.A. Coser. 
6. Spencer's organismic theory highly influenced the later sociologists like Paul Von Lilienfeld, 

Jacques Novicow, Ward, Sumner and Giddings. · 
7. Spencer in his organic analogy suggested likenesses and differences between biological 

organisms and human society. 
8. He made the role of social structures, or institutions stand out distinctly. 
In conclusion, it could be said that " ........ Spencer spoke in his writings to the needs of his time. 

Times have changed, but once again his work seems to commend itself to our age as it searches for 
answers to age-old questions about how to live in community while maintaining individuality. ,,3 

t. Ronald Fletcher. Page - 286. 
l. Bogardus in "The Development of Social Thought." Page - 293. 
3. Abraha-m arid Morgan in "Sociological .. Thought." Page - 71. 
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A BRIEF BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCH OF EMILE DURKHEIM 
Emile Durkheim [1858c 1917] was the most prominent French sociologist of the 19th century. He was an erudite scholar, a deep thinker, a progressive educationist, an effective writer and a strict disciplinarian. Unlike Spencer, Durkheim acknowledged Comte as his master. He borrowed from Comte the positivistic stress on empiricism. But he went far 

ahead of Comte to establish sociology as an empirical 
science. He insisted that sociology too should follow the 
scientific method for it to be considered a science. 

Durkheim was born in a Jewish family at Epinal in the 
eastern French province of Lorraine on 15th April, 1858. 
He studied Hebrew language, the Old Testament, and the 
Talmud at an early age. In s~ite of this background he re
mained an agnQstic throughout his life. 

Durkheim had a bright student career in the College at 
Epinal and won several prizes. He was not happy with the 
conventional subjects taught at the school and college level. 
He longed for schooling in scientific methods and in the 
moral principles needed to contribute to the moral guidance 
of society. Although he was interested in scientific sociol
ogy there wasn't one at that time. He graduated from the 
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famous college of Paris "Ecole Normale ".Between 1882arul1887 he taught philosophy in a number 

of provincial schools in Paris and surrounding area. 

_Durkheim's love for education took him to Germany where he was exposed to the scientific 

psychology being pioneered by Wilhelm Wundt. After his return from Germany he went on pub

. l s based on his experiences there. These publications earned him a prominent 

place in the department of philosophy at University o or eaux in 

head the newly created department of "Social Science". Thereafter Durkheim and his writings 

became famous. 

The years that followed were characterised by a series of personal success for Durkheim. In 

--=-- __ --l~~_J_h~~l1Ql!sl!e~ _!i~!'r~~ch doctoral thesis, "The Division of Labour in Society". His other famous 1 

works werealSopuolisnednrciueccourse:='±Tlre--1W:W-
s::-of.WCiologieal:-M:ethodc:'~i~J~_.::''S

uici<k:i_n_ _ _ _ : 

1897 and "The Elementary Forms of Religious Life" in 1912. In the meantime [in 19oifhe--wai - - - -/ 

invited to the famous French University, the Sorbonne. In 1906, he was named the·professor of the i 

science of education and his title was subsequently changed in 1913 to professor of the science of i 

education and sociology. 
' 

Durkheim was actively concerned with French politics throughout his life. He was respected as 

a political liberalist. The most prominent area of his interest was moral education. He was particularly 

concerned to discover values and moral principles that would guide French education. In these mat

ters he inherited the collectivist tradition of social thought represented by di Maistre, St. Simon, and 

Comte. He reacted sharply against the individualist ideas of Spencer and English Utilitarians. He 

wanted to reverse the moral degeneration he saw around him in French society. He urged people "to 

achieve victory in the ·struggle against public madness. " 

Durkheim had·evinced interest in socialism. His conception of socialism was markedly different 

from that of Marxian socialism. Durkheim labeled Marxism as a set of "disputable and out-of-date 

hypotheses. "1 He did not see the proletariat as the salvation of society, and he was greatly opposed to 

agitation or violence. 

Durkheim was relatively unhappy during his last days. The moral degeneration of the French 

society brought him great disappointment. In this state of disappointment he died in his 59th year in 

1917. His influence on sociology is a lasting one. The journal which he started "Anne Sociologique" 

[in 1896] still continues to serve, as one of the leading journals of sociological thought. Though 

Durkheim is no more, functionalism, sociology of education, sociology of law, sociology of religion 

etc started by him, are still alive. 

Main Works of Durkheim 

1. 'TheDivision of Labour in Society', 1893. 

2. 'The Rules of Sqciolagical Method', 1895. 

3. 'Suicide', 1897. 

4. · 'Collective and Individual Representations', 1899. 

5. 'Judgements of Reality and Judgements of Value', 1911. 

6, 'The Elementary Forms of Re_l~gious Life', 1912. 

7. 'l'mfessiOnal Ethics and Ovic Morals'. 

1. THEORY OF SOCIAL FACTS-

The concept of "social facts" assumes importance in Durkheimian !>Ociology. In fact, Durkheim 

as e e - s. Social facts and events constitute the fundamental 

bases of his sociological thought. He tried to analyse and explain social phenomena an 

1. Lukes as quoted by George Ritzer in "Contemporary Sociological Theory" 2nd Edition. Page - 81. 
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making use of this concept as his basic concept Durkheim's views about social facts are extensively dealt with in his second major treatise namely "The Rules of Sociological Method" (189.5). Main Intentions Q_f the "Theory of Social Facts" 
Durkheim was in part a positivist and a believer in applying the methods of physical science to the study of social facts. Durkheimian conception of sociology is based on a theory of social fact Durkheim's aim is to demonstrate that there is a science called "sociology" which is an objective science conforming to the model of the other sciences and whose subject is the social fact. Meaning of the Concept of "Social Fact" 
1. "A Social fact is a phase of behaviour {thinking, feeling or acting} which is subjective to the observer and which has a coercive nature. "1 
2. Social facts represent "a category of facts" with distinctive characteristics, "consisting of ways of acting, thinking and feeling, external to the individual and endowed with a power of coercion by means of which they control him. "2 

The Two Requirements of Durkheimian Sociology 
According to Raymond Aron, 3 the requirement of Durkheimian sociology is twofold: (i) The subject of sociology must be specific, it must be distinguished from the subjects of all the other sciences; and 

(ii) This subject must be such that it is to be observed and explained in a manner similarto the way in which facts are observed and explained in other sciences. 
When we begin to analyse the subject of study of sociology, that is, "social facts" in the light of these two requirements, we wln come to know about the two important characteristics of social facts. The twofold requirements mentioned above throw light on the two important characteristics of social facts. 

Two Main Characteristics of Social Facts 
Durkheim has emphatically stated that social facts must consist of the following two characteris-tics. 

(A) Social facts must be regarded as "things", and 
(B) Social facts are "external" and "exercise constraint" on individuals. 

(A) Social Facts Must be Regarded as "Things" 
According to Durkheim, social facts must be treated as "things ", as empirical facts from the outside, we must discover them as we discover physical facts. "Precisely because we have the illusion of knowing social realities, it is important that we realise that they are not immediately known to us. It is in this sense that Durkheim maintains that we must regard social facts as things because things, he says, are all that is given, all that is offered to - or rather forced upon - our observation."4 Durkheim aiso warns that we have to "get rid ourselves of the preconceptions and prejudices which incapaciate us when we try to know social facts scientifically. " -
Social facts are not reducible to individual facts: Durkheim, thus writes: "Social facts are inexplicable in terms of a~d irreducible to either psychological or physiological analysis." Distin" guishing between psychological and social'facts Durkheim says: "The former are elaborated in the individual consciousness and then tend to externalise themselves.; the latter are at first external to the 

1. E.S. Bogardus in "The Development of Social Thought"" Page - 413. 2. Durkheim [1895] as quoted in Collins Dictionary of Sociology" Page - 6080 3. Raymond Aron in his "Main Currents in Sociological Thought" VoLU. Page - 70. 4. Raymond Aron. Page - 71. 
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individual, whom they tend to fashion in their image from without. "1 Thus, Durkheim's orientation 

towards the study of society requires that economic and psychological reductionism be eschewed,in 

the light of the "sui generis" quality of social facts. 

(B) Social Facts are External to the Individuals and Exercise a Constraint on Them 

This characteristic feature involves two elements: 

(a) social facts are external to the individuals, and 

( b) social fa,cts exercise a constraint on them. 

(a) Social Facts are External to the Individuals 

_---_c:-_c:--=c::co\iiKlienrrfiasempnatie-aliy-statedcth
at'soriety~i&a1!i~c".tuic:&eneri.s'"JZlw~eJJR4J?~rtft

o~ the 

individuals. He provides four evidences in defence of this assertion. H.E. Barnes2 haslistefftllOSecc-_ -c_-c-_-c __ 

four evidences and they are mentioned below. 

(i) Heterogeneity of individual and collective states, of mind: Durkheim says that there is a 

difference in the states of mind of an individual and a group. Ex. In times of national danger the 

intensity of the collective feeling of patriotism is much greater than that of any individual feeling. 

Further, society's willingness to sacrifice individuals is much greater than the willingness of individu

als to sacrifice themselves. 

(ii) Difference in individual attitudes and behaviour which results from the group situation: 

Individual, for example thinks, feels, and acts in a different fashion when in a crowd. This means that 

a new reality is created by the association of individuals and this reality reacts upon the sentiments 

and behaviour of the individuals. It can even change them. 

(iii) Uniformities of social statistics: Many types of social facts like crimes, marriages, suicides, 

etc., show a surprising degree of numerical consistency from year to year. This consistency cannot be 

explaied from personal motives or characteristics. According to Durkheim, this could be explained 

only in terms of "certain real social currents which form a part of the individual's environment. 

(iv) The fourth evidence is based on analogy and on the philosophical theory of emergence: 

Just as the phenomenon of life cannot be explained by the physiochemical properties of the molecules 

which form the cell, but by a particular association of molecules, so als9 we must assume that society 

is not reducible to the properties ofindividual minds. On the contrary, society constitutes a reality sui 

generis which emerges out of the interaction of individual minds. 

(b) Soeial Fads Exercise Constraints on the Individuals 

Accordin to Durkheim, social facts have a constraining effect on individuals. Social facts so 

condition human beings that it ma es em e ave m a · · · 

examples such as moral laws, legal rules, penal system and the crowd behaviour in support of this 

view. Examples: 

(1) In, a crowd situation an individual feels constrained to behave in a particular manner. Laughter, 

for example, is communicated to all. Such a phenomenon is social because, its basis, its subject 

is the group as a whole and not the society. 

shion is $OCial in nature. Everyone dresses in a certain manner in a given year 

- - -be(}ause-ever7'one-else oes8-o._ Us_IIQ jln_·~_-_ 

itself which expresses itself in these ways. - - - - - ---- -

(3) · The institutions of education, law, beliefs also have the characteristics of being given to every

one from without and of being imperative for all. 

1. Durkheim in his "Rules of Sociological Method." Page - 102. 

2. H.E. Barnes in '.'An Introduction to the-History of Sociology". [Abridged Edition] Page : 211 - 212. 
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Critical Comments 
(i) According to L;A. Coser, Durkheim's theory of social facts completely ignores the importance of the individual and places too much premium on society. 
(ii) Durkheim's attempts to analyse and study "social facts as things" is criticised by H.E. Barnes. He says that Durkheim has not made it dear anywhere as to what he means by the term "things" in the context of social facts. The term can mean many things to many people. (iii) Durkheim recommended .indirect experiment that is, the comparative method as the only appropriate method suited to study social phenomena. He mad.e comparative soeiology ., .. not a · branch of sociology, but sociology itself. 
(iv) Gabriel Tarde criticises that it is difficult to imagine and appreciate Durkheimian analysis of society bereft of individuals. 

In spite of these criticisms, Durkheim's theory of social facts has its own importance inDurkheimian sociology. "Durkheim's general interest in social order and social constraint led him directly to a ·study, not only of affluence and labour, but of suicide and religion. His theory of social fact further inspired him to lay the foundation for the "functional approach. " 

2. DURKHEIM'S THEORY OF DIVISION OF LABOUR 
Durkheim's "Theory of Division of Labour" is often regarded as his major contribution to the . field of sociological thought. Durkheim's doctoral thesis, "Division of Labour in Society" - 1893, is his first major book. In this, the influence of Auguste Comte is clearly evident The theme of this book is the relationship between individuals and society or the collectivity. It is indeed a classic study of social solidarity. In this book he reacted against the view that modern industrial society could be based simply upon agreement between individuals motivated by self-interest and without any prior consensus. He agreed that the kind of consensus in modem society was different from that in simpler social systems. But he saw both of the~e as two types of social solidarity. 
In his famous work "The Division of Labour in Society" Durkheim tried to determine the social consequences of the division oflabour in modem societies.A major theme in all Durkheim's writings is the importance of shared social norms and values in maintaining social cohesion and solidarity. He argued that the nature of this social solidarity depends on the extent of the division of labour. Meaning of Division of Labour 
The concept of "Division of Labour" has been used in three ways: 

(i) in the sense of the technical divis.ion of labour, i.t describes the producti!Jn process; (ii) as the.sexual division of labour, it describes social divisions between men and women; (iii) as the social division of labour, it refers to differentiation in society as a whole.I [It is in the third sense, that Durkheim uses this term.] 
In a general sense, the term division of labour involves the assignment to each unit or group a . specific share ofa common task. 
As used by the early classical economists such as Adam Smith (1776), the term describes aspecialisation in workshops and the factory system, and explains the advantages accruing in terms of the increased efficiency and productivity from these new arrangements. 2 

Durkheim's Optimistic View of Division of Labour 
"While Marx was pessimistic about the division of labour in society, Durkheim was cautiously optimistic. Marx saw the specialised division of labour trapping the worker in his occupational role 

1. "The Penguin. Dictionary" by Abercrombie and others, Page : 74. 
2. Collins Dictionary of Sociology, Page : 172. 
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' 
and dividing society into antagonistic social classes. Durkheim saw a number of problems arising 

from. specialisation in industrial society but believed that. the promise of the division of labour 

outweighed the problems. "1 · · 

Two Mai:n Types of· Social· Solidarity 

As it is made clear that the mamtbeme of the bool.c "Division ef Labour in Socief:Jl" by Durkheim, 

is the relationship between the individual and society. The nature of this relationship could be stated 

in the form of two questions: (i) How can .a large number of individuals make up a society-? and (ii) 

How can these individuals achieve 'consensus' which is the basic condition of social existence-? 

In his attempts to answer these vital questions Durkheim drew up ·a distinction between two 

---c_-cc-:-"'ccror ms=Of-setidarity:-Tiamely::=(#~mealSQ.lid'!_riJ}I
~ (ii} Qfg<lllif. ¥1.li~ljt)!, respectively .. These 

two types of solidarity were found in the traditional tribalSocieffes and in tlie~m00em-compleXi.if6arr--=::.:cc:....:::-_::c

societies. 

The Link, Between Division of Labour and Social Solidarity 

Meaning of the ·Concept of· Solidarity 

• "Social solidarity" is synonymous with social cohesion or social integration. 

• Social solidarity refers to "the integration and degree or type of integration, manifest by a 

society or group. "2 

• Social solidarity refers to "the condition within a group in which there is social cohesion plus 

co-operative, collective action directed towards the achievement of group goals"3 

The basis of social solidarity are different in simple societies and complex societies. 

Durkheim made comparisions between the primitive and the civilised societies in terms of his 

concept of solidarity. According to him, the primitive society is characterised by "mechanical solidarity" 

based on the "conscience collective",· and the advanced society is characterised by "orga,nic solidarity" 

based on the "division of labour. " 

1. MECHANICAL SOLIDARITY 

As defined by Durkheim, mechanical solidarity refers to "social solidarity based upon a 

homogeneity of values and behaviour, strong social constraint, and loyalty to tradition and kinship. 

The term applied to small, non-literate societies characterised by a simple division of labour, very 

little specialisation of/unction, only a few social roles and very little tolerance of indiv,iduality. •4 

As Durkheim has stated mechanical solidarity is a solidarity uf1~emblance. It is rooted in the 

s1m1 an _ . iet where this kind of solidarity prevails 

individuals do not differ from one another much. They are the members of the same collectivity an 

resemble one another because "they feel the same emotions, cherish the same values, and hold the 

same things sacred. The society is coherent because the individuals are not yet differentiated. "Here 

we find the strong states of the "Collective Conscience. '' Collective conscience refers "to the sum 

total of beliefs and sentiments common to the average members of the society. "This prevails mostly 

in rimitive societies:-The common conscience completely covers individu~l mentality and morality. 

-- -- -" HeF"e-socialconstramtis ~/lrf!.S.s.e_ _ _ 

to maintain mechanical solidarity. " 

1. M. Haralambos in "Sociology - Themes and Perspectives". Page - 237. 

2. Collins Dictionary of Sociology. Page - 621. 

3. "Dictionary of Sociology" W.P. Scott. Page - 406. 

4. W.P. Scott in "Dictionary ofSQciology." Page c 407. 
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As defined by Durkheim, organic solidarity refers to "a type of societal solidarity typical of modem industrial society, in which unity is based on the interdependence of a very large number of highly specialised roles in a system involving a complex division of labour that requires the co-operation of almost all the groups and individuals of the society. .......... This type of solidarity is called organic because it is similar to the unity of a biological organism in which highly specialised parts or organs, must workin coordination if the organism [or any one of its parts] is to survivenl 
Organic solidarity is almost the opposite of mechanical solidarity. According to Durkheim, increasing density of population is the major key to the development of division oflabour. Organic solidarity emerges with the growth of the division of labour. This especially is witnessed in the modem industrial societies. Division of labour and the consequent dissimilarities among men bring about increasing interdependence in society. The interdependence is reflected in human mentality and morality and in the · fact of organic solidarity itself. In organic solidarity, consensus results from differentiation itself. The individuals are no longer similar, but different.· It is precisely because the individuals are different that consensus is achieved. With the increase in division oflabourthe collective conscience lessens. Thus, criminal law tends to be replaced by civil and administrative law. Here the stress is on restitution of rights rather than on punishment. An increase in organic solidarity would represent moral progress stressing the higher valm~s of equality,Hberty,fratemity, and justice. Even here, the sociaJ constraints in the form of contracts and laws continue to play a major role. 

Differences Between Mechanical and Organic Solidarities Durkheim formulated the distinction between the two types of solidarity by identifying the demographic and morphological features basic to each type. He also identified the typical forms of law, and formal features and content of the conscience collective, which ought to be associated with each type. [Please see the table given below.] Table • 1 
c Mecha11ical Solidarity Organic Solidarity 

based on resemblances (predominant in based on division of labour (predominant in (1) less advanced societies) more advanced societies) Morphologi· Segmental type (first clan· based, later ter· Organized type (fusion of markets and growth cal 
ritoriai) of cities) (structural) 
Little interdependence (social bonds rela- Much interdependence (social bonds relatively 

basis 
tively weak) strong) 
Relatively low volume of population Relatively high volume of population Relatively low .material and moral density Relatively high material and moral density (2) Rules with repressive sanctions Rules with restitutive sanctions rype of norm Prevalence of penallaw Prevalence of c:OOperative law (civil, commercial, 

typified by law) 
procedural, administrative and constitutional law) (3) (a), High volume Low volume I I Form"! High intensity Low intensity featurel of · 

High determinateness Low determinateness con11cienc-e 
collective Collective authority absolute More roo~ for individnal Initiative md. reneidon 

Highly religious Increasingly seFular 
(3) (b) 

Transcendental (superior to human inter· Human-orientated (concerned with human in· Content of 
ests and beyond discussion) terests and open to discussion) . · conscience Attaching supreme value ,to society and in· Attaching supreme value to individual dignity, collective . terests ohodety as a whole equality or opportunity, w.ork ethic and social 

Justice Concrete and specific Abstract and general 
Table • 1: Mechanical and Organic Solidarity - A summary of Durkheim's ideal quoted in •'Collins Dictionary of Sociology". Page - 406. · 

[from Lukes, 1973] as 

1. Durkheim as quoted by W.P. Scott in ''Dictionary of Sociology'' Page - 407. 
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Division of Labour is Different from Disintegration : Durkheim 

Durkheim distinguishes between division of labour and disintegration. Disintegration is illus

trated by industrial failures, crises, conflicts and crimes. All these are pathological in nature. "In these 

fonris the divisionof labour ceases to bring forth solidarity hence represents an "anomic division of 

labour" so to say. Division of labourin society is actually different from occupational division of 

labour in the factory as pointed out by Marx. 

In his earlier work Durkheim stated that a society with organic solidarity needed fewer common 

beliefs to bind members to the society. But later he changed his view and stressed that even the 

societies in which organic solidarity has reached its peak, needed a common faith, a "common 

-~-'-C:C-"-~-ermsdence_~-'''T-hisWOlll_dhe!P!
M~_Rto£~1Ilai1Lll!li~<!_a_!l<[1Jot to. "disintegrate into a heap. . r 

of mutually antagonistic and self-seeking individuaTs:i-----------==-==--c~==--c---=-~__:cc~- ~~c:::-==-j 

Division of Labour and Anomie 

Division of labourJ though an essential element of society can do great harm to the society if 

carried to the extreme. Durkheim was quite aware of this and hence had cautioned againstthe adverse 

consequences of unregulated division of labour. "Anomie" is one such adverse consequence. In fact, 

Durkheim was the first to use this concept 

The Greek term ''Anomie" literally means ''without 'norms'' or ''normlessness, "·"Anomie'' is the 

outcome of clash in one's own values and those of the society and one is not cleadn what way to go, 

how to behave and how to come upto the expectations of the society and also how to mould the 

environment to suit his expectations. 

"Anomie is the strict counterpart of the idea of social solidarity.· Just as solidarity is a state of 

collective ideological integration, anomie is a state of confusion, insecurity, normlessness~ The 

collective representations are in a state of decay. "l 

State of Anomie Leading to Personal and Social Disorganisation 

The essential problem of modem society, Durkheim argued, is that the division of labour leads 

inevitably to feelings of individualism, which can be achieved only at the cost of shared sentiments .or 

beliefs. The result is anomie - a state of normlessness in both the society and the individual. Social 

norms become confused or break down, and people feel detached from their fellow beings. Having 

little commitment to shared norms, people lack social guidelines for personal conduct and are inclined 

to pursue their private interests without regard for the interests of society as a whole. Social control of 

individual behaviour becomes ineffective, and as a result the society is threatened with disorganisation 

or even disintegration. 

Durkheim was probably correct in his view tflat the division of labour and the resulting growth of 

individualism would break down shared commitment to social norms, and· it seems plausible that 

there is widespread anomie in modern societies. Yet these societies do retain some broad consensus 

on norms and values, as we can readily see when we compare one society with another, say, the United 

/States with China. Although this consensus seems much weaker than that in preindustrial socie~ies, it 

' is probably still strong enough to guide most individual behaviour and to avert the social breakdown 

that Durkheim feared. Durkheim's analysis remains valuable, however, for his acute insights into the 

far-rangmg effects that the divisionof labour has on social and personal life. 

Concluding Remarks 

Durkheim's views regarding division of labour could be summed up in the words of Raymond 

According to Raymond Aron,the philosophical idea which underlies the theory o m

sion of labour" could be summed up like this: "The individual is the expression of the collectivity 

l. D. Martindale as quoted in W.P. Scott "Dictionary of Sociology" Page· 12. 
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itself ...... It is the structure of the collectivity that imposes on each man his peculiar responsibility." "Even in the society which authorises each man to be himself and know himself, there is more collective consciousness present in the individual consciousness than we imagine." Collective imperatives and prohibitions, collective values and things held sacred are needed to bind individuals to the social entity. Hence Durkheim felt that only if all the members of a society were tied to a common set of symbolic representations or to common set of beliefs about the world around them, the moral unity of the society would be safe. "Without them, Durkheim argued, any society, whether primitive or modern, was bound degenerate .and· decay."1 

3. DURKHEIM'S THEORY AND .TYPOLOGY OF SUICIDE 
Durkheim's third famous book "Suicide" published in 1897 is in various respects related to his study of division of labour. "Suicide", the act of taking one's own life, figures prominently in the historical development of sociology because it was the subject of the first sociological data to test a theory. Durkheim's theory of suicide is cited as "a monumental landmark in which conceptual theory and empirical research are brought together. "2 
Durkheim's book "Suicide" is an analysis of a phenomenon regarded as pathological, intended to throw light on the evil which threatens modem industrial societies, that is, "anomie." Sui<;ide is an indication of disorganisation of both individual and society. Increasing number of suicides clearly indicates something wrong somew9ere in the social system of the concerned-society. Durkheim has studied this problem at some length. 
Durkheim's study of suicide begins with a definition of the phenomenon. He then proceeds to · refute the earlier interpretations of suicide. Finally, he develops a general theory of the phenomenon. Definition of Suicide 
According to Durkheim, suicide refers to "every case of death resulting directly or indirectly from a positive or negative death performed by the victim himself and which strives to produce this result." 
It is clear from the definition of Durkheim th.at suicide is a conscious act and the person concerned is fully aware of its consequences. The person who shoots himself to death, or drinks severe poison, or jumps down from the l 0th storey of a building, for example, is fully aware of the consequences of such an act. 

Two Main Purposes Behind this Study 
Durkheim used a number of statistical records to establish his fundamental idea that suicide is also a social fact and social order and disorder are at the very root of suicide. As Abraham and Morgan [Page - 114] have pointed out, Durkheim made use of statistical analysis for two primary reasons. They are stated beiow: 

(a) To refute theories of suicide based on psychology, biology, genetics, climate, and geographic factors, 
(b) To support with empirical evidence his own sociological explanation of suicide. 

Durkheim Displays an Extreme Form of Sociological Realism 
Durkheim is of the firm belief that suicide is not an individual act or a private and personal actipn. It is caused by some power which is over and above the ind.ividual or "super-indi~idual." It is not a personal situation but a manifestation of a social 

L Raymond Aron in his "Main Currents in Sociological Thought." Vol.IL 2. Abraham and Morgan in "Sociological Thought". Page • 114. 
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condition. He speaks of suicidal currents as collective tendencies that dominate some vul
nerable persons. The act of suicide is nothing but the manifestation of these currents. 
Durkheim has. selected the instance or event of suicide t() demonstrate the function of 

sociological theory. 
Durkheim Choses Statistical Method to Know ·the Causes of Suicide 

Durkheim wanted to know why people commit suicide, and he choose to think that explanations 
focussing on the psychology of the individual were inadequate. Experiments on suicide· were obviously 
out of question. Case studies of the past suicides would be of little use, because they do not provide 
reliable genei:a.Uz~ti9n!i,JllJ()l1t -~ll suicides. Survey methodswere hardly appropriate, because one 
cannot survey dead people. But stat1sttcsol1 suici~were=T~lahle--T'l!mi=Durkheim=Cbflse:t~--
analyze them.· -
Durkheim Rejects Extra-Social Factor~ as the Causes of Suicide· 

Durkheim repudiated most of the accepted theories of suicide. (1) His monographic study 
demonstrated that heredity, for example, is not a sufficient explanation of suicide. (2) CHmatic and 
geographic factors are equally insufficient as explanatory factors. (3) Likewise, waves of imitation 
are inadequate explanations. (4) He also established the fact that suicide is not necessarily caused by 

the psychologic,al factors. 
Social Forces are the Real Causes of Suicide: Durkheim 

Suicide is a highly individual act; yet the motives for a suicide can be fully understood only 
by reference to the social context in which it occurs. In his attempts to substantiate this fact.he 
came to know that the incidence of suicide varied from one social group or set up to another and 
did so in a consistent manner over the years. Protestants were more likely to commit suicide than 
Catholics; people in large cities were more likely to commit suicide than people in small commu
nities; people Jiving alone were more likely to commit suicide than people living in families. 
Durkheim isolated one independent variable that lay behind these differences: the extent to which 
the individual was integrated into a social bond with others. People with fragile or weaker ties 
to their community are more likely to take their own lives than people who have stronger ties. 

Durkheim's Threefold Classification of Suicide 
Having dismissed explanations of extracsocial factorsi. Durkheim proceeds to analyse the types 

of suieide. He takes into account three types of suicide: 
(a) Egoistic Suicide which results from the lack of the integration of the individual into his social 

group. 
(b) Altruistic Suicide is a kind of suicide which results from the over"integration of th~ individual 

into his social group. 
(c) Anomic Suicide results from the state of normlessness or degeneration found in soci-

ety. 
Having analysedthe above mentioned three types of suicide, Durkheim concludes that "suicide 

is an individual phenomenon whose causes are essentially social. " 

Suicide· An Inc:lex tu Decay- in- Social--Solidari.ty-~-------~-
:Ourkheim has established the view that there are no societies in which suicide does 

not occur. It means suicide may be considered a "normal", that is, a regular, occurrence. 
However, sudden inc1ease in suicide rates may be witnessed. This, he said, could be 
taken as "an index of disintegrating forces at work in a social structure." He also came 
to the conclusion that different rates of suicide are the consequences of differences 
in degree and type of social solidarity. Suicide is a kind of index to decay in social 

solidarity. · 
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Brief Evaluation of Durkheim's Theory of Suicide 
Comments in Appreciation of the Theory 
1. As L.A. Coser stated, Durkheim's study of "suicide" could be cited as a monumental landworf study in which conceptual theory and empirical research are brought together in an imposing manner." 
2. As Abraham and Morgan have sliici "the larger significance of suicide lies in its demonstration of the function of sociological theory in empirical science" [Page - 114]. 
3. A successful attempt is made in this theory to establisMogicaUy the link between social solidarity, social control and suicide. 
4. Durkheim has· thrown light on the various faces.of suicide. He is, indeed, the first person in this regard. · 

Critical Comments 
l. Durkheim has given importance only to social factors in suicide. In doing so, he has neglected · the role of other factors, especially the psychological. Hence this is a one-sided view. 2. The theory is based upon a very small sample of data concerning suicide. 
3. As criminologists have pointed out, economic, psychological and even religious factors may lead to suicide. But Durkheim did not give any importance to these factors. 

· THREE TYPES OF SUICIDE 
On the basis of the analysis of a mass of data gathered by him on many societies and cultures, Dur.kheim identified three basic types of suicides. They are as follows : · 

(i) Egoistic Su~ide 
(ii) Altruistic Suicide 

(iii) Anomic Suicide; 
According to Durkheim, all these occur as an expression of group breakdown of somekind or the other. These three types of suicide reveal different types of relations between the actor and his society. 1. Egoistic Suicide 
Egoistic suicide is a product of relatively weak group integration. It takes place as a result of extreme loneliness and also out of excess individualism. When men become "detached from society", and when the bonds that previously had tied them to their fellow beings become loose - they are more prone to egoistic suicide. 
According to Durkheim, egoistic suicides are committed by those individuals who have the tendency to shut themselves up within themselves. Such individuals feel affronted, hurt and ignored. Introvertive traits gain upper hand in them. Egoistic persons are aloof and cut off from the mainstream of society and do not take full interest in social matters. Such persons get alienated and find it difficult to cope with social alienation \and feelimpelied to commit suicide. 
Durkheim's belief is that lack of integration of the individuals into the social group is the main cause for egoistic suicide. Durkheim studied varying degrees of integration of individuals into their religion, family, political and national communities .. He found that among the Catholics suicides were comparatively less than among the Protestants~ He also found that Catholicism is able to integrate its members more fully into its foid. On the other hand, Protestantism fosters spirit of free inquiry, permits great individual freedom, lacks hier,archic organisations and has fewer common beliefs and practices. It is known that the Catholic church is more powerfully integrated than the Protestant church. It is in this way the Protestants are more prone to committ suicide than the Catholics. Hence, Durkheim .generalised that the Jack of integration is the main cause of egoistic suicide. · 
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2. Altruistic Suicide 
707 

This kind of suicide takes place in the form of a sacrifice in which an individual ends his life by 
heroic means so as to pro~ote a cause .or an ideal which is very dear to him. It results from the over
integration of the individual into his group In simple words, altrnivtic suicide is taking offone's own 
life for the sake of a cause. It means that even high level of social solidarity induces suicide. Examples 

(i) In some primitive societies and in modem armies such suicide takes place. 

(ii) Japanese sometimes illustrate this type of suicide. They call it "Harakiri. " In this practice of 
·-· Harlll.<iri,_§QI!le Ja,panesegQ lo lheeJCtentof taking_offJheirJiv~s for the s_akeof dtelarger.social -----· 

unity. They consider that self-destruction would prevent the breakdown of social unity. 

(iii) The practice of "sati" which was once in practice in North India, is another example of this ~nd. 
(iv) The self-immolation by Buddhist monks, self-destruction in Nirvana under the Brahmanical 

influence as found in the case of ancient Hindu sages represent other variants,of altruistic suicide. 

Wherever altruistic suicide is prevalent, man is always ready to sacrifice 1his life for a great 
cause, principle, ideal or value. 

3. Anomic Suicide 
The breakdown of social norms and sudden social changes that are charac\eristic of modem 

times, encourage anomic suicide. When the collective conscience weakens, men fal~ victim to anomic 
suicide. "Without the social backing to which one is accustomed, life is judged to be not worth 
continuing. " 

Anomic suicide is the type that follows catastrophic sodal changes~ Social life all around seems 
to go to pieces. According to Durkheim, at times when social relations get disturbed both personal 
and social ethics become the casualities. Values of life come down and outlook of some persons 
changes radically. There are then certain dangerous developments in the society: A sudden change has 
its vibrations both in social life and social relationship,_ which paves w~y for suicide. If the change is 
sudden, adjustment becomes difficult and those who dQ-not get adjusted to changes commit suicide. It 
is this social disruption which leads to suicide. According to Durkheim, not only economic. disaster 
and industrial crisis but even sudden economic.prosperity can cause disrupti9n and deregulation and 
finally suicide. 

Concluding Remarks 
These three kinds of suicide understood as social types also correspond approximately to 

psycholog1cal types. ''Egoistic suicide tends to be characterised by a kind of apathy, an absence of 
attachment to life; altruistic suicide, by a state of energy and passion,· pnomic suicide is characterised 
by a state of irritation or disgust" • Raymond Aron. 

Raymond Aron pointed out that Durkheim in his studYof "suicide" has been successful in 
establishing a social fact that there are "specific social phenomena which govern individual phenom
ena. The most impressive, most eloquent example is that of the social forces which drive individuals 
to their deaths, each believing that he is obeying only himselA"l 

··-4.--'l'-HE EI:;EMENfA-RY-f6RMS- ~FREtlGl()tJS-tlFE·---
This book "The Elementary Forms of Religious Life -1912" seems to be the last of Durkheim's 

major works. In this book he brings his analysis of collective or group forces to the study of religion. 
It could be ve1y well identified that Dmkheim's concern about religion lay in the fact that it was one 
of the main agencies of solidarity and morality in society. · 

I. Raymond Aron in "Main Currents in Sociological Thought~" Vol.II. Page - 45. 
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Durkheim, one of the earliest functionalist theorists, was the first sociologist to apply the functional 

approach to religion in a systematic way. His theory of religion got its proper form in his famous book 

"The Elementary Forms of Religious Life, 1912. " It is, indeed, his significant contribution to the field 

of "sociology of religion." 

·Durkheim in his study stressed the social role or functions of the most simple form of religion 

called tote.mism of Australian Aborigines. The totem, denotes a common object such as an animal, 
or a plant, and a symbol representing that. it is sacred. Each tribal clan is organised around 

totem. The totem, then, is ~acred but it is also the symbol of society itself. From this fact Durkheim 

concluded that when people worship religion, they are really. worshipping nothing more than 
their own society : "divinity is merely society transformed and symbolically conceived. " 

What happens, Durkheim argued, is that the members of the clan gather periodically. They 

participate in some group functions with emotional excitement and feel great ecstacy and elation of a 
kind which they would never foel alone. Now, the "Men know well that they are acted upon, but they 
do not .know by whom. " They pick on some nearby item such as a plant or animal, and make this the 

symbol of both their claii gathering (or society) and their experience of fervour and ecstacy (or religion). 

Their shared religious belief arises from the society and, ;n tum, it helps to hold the society together." 

- Robertson. 

The unity and solidarity of the community is further increased by the rituals that are enacted 

on religious occasions. These rituals also have the capacity of bringing people together and 

reaffirming the values and beliefs of the group. They also help to transmit the cultural heritage 

from one generation to the next. The rituals maintain taboos and prohibitions and those who 

violate them are punished. The disobedient or violators of norms may even be required to undergo 

ritual punishment or purification. The rituals have another function also. In times of individual 

distress or group crisis the rituals provide help and comfort. "The social function of shared 
religious beliefs and the rituals that go with them is so important, Durkheim argued, that every 
society needs a religion or at least some belief system that serves the same function" - fan 

Robertson. 
Durkheim rejected theories of 'Animism', 'Naturism' and 'Totemism'.for he regarded them to be 

inadequate to explain the main distinction between the sacred and the profane. According to him, the 

group life is the generating force or source or cause of religion. The religious ideas and practices 

always symbolise the social group. The distinction which Durkheim has made between the sacred and 

profane has important implications for social life as a whole. According to him, the main function of 

religion is "the creation, reinforcement, and maintenance of social solidarity. So long as society 
persists so will religion. " 

According to Durkheim, much of the sociai disorder in modern times is due to the fact that 

people no longer believe deeply in religion and that they have found no satisfying substitute for that 

Lacking commitment to a shared belief system, people tend to pursue their private interests without 

regard for their fellows. 

In this book on religion, Durkheim .tried to provide an explanation of the basic forms of 

classification and the fundamentalcategories of thought itself. In this speculative exploration Durkheim 

· 1aid the foundation for another specialised field of sociology called "sociology of knowledge". 

Concluding Remarks : It is true that much of Durkheim's work on religion was purely 
speculative. His account of the origins of religion could not be accepted by most of the modern 

sociologists. Goldenweiser, for example, criticised Durkheim's theory as one-sided and 

psychologically untenable. He argued that a "sociery possessing the religious sentiment is capable 
of accomplishing unusual things, but it can hardly produce that sentiment out of itself" Some 
others have stated that "by making the social mind, or collective represent~tions the sole source 

of religion, Durkheim resorted to something quite mysterious in itself and, hence failed to give a 
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satisfactory explanation." But the real merit of his analysis is his recognition of the vital social 
functions that religion plays in society. 

AN ESTIMATE ;OF DURKHEIM'S WORKS 
1. Contribution te Secielegiool Theory: Durkheim never wrote any specific treatise on sociol-

ogy as such. But his writings on various sociological topics provide relatively convincing answers to 
many problems in sociological theory. 

2. Stressed the Inseparable Relationship Between Society and Individual: Durkheim's dis
cussions on "collective representations" and "collective conscience" throw light on the relation
ship betweentheJndi:vidual-and-s0ciety .. They also ·~call attentien··tethewa}'S=ill=Whieh=soeial·· 
interaction and relationships significantly influence individual attitudes, ideas, and sentiments." · 
For Durkheim, the reality of society preceeded the individual life. 

3. Emphasised the Application of Scientific Methods in the Study of Social Facts: Durkheim, 
in a way was a positivist and strongly recommended the application of the methods of physical science 
to the study of social facts. As a believer in scientific method he sought to deal chiefly with empirical 
data and to avoid value-judgements. Like Spencer and Karl Marx he did not subscribe to an 
individualistic theory of society as such. ' 

4. Stressed the Importance of Morals, Values and Social Integration in Social Life: 
Durkheim was, however, able to prove convincingly th.at soCial facts are facts "sui generis;" 
His explanations regarding the social and cultural importance of the di vision of labour and his . 
analysis of the consequences of sociaLsolidarity are quite impressive. He indicated1the role of 
social pressure in areas of human activity, which was not stressed upon by others till then. He 
has sufficiently emphasised the significance of values and ideals in sociaHife. He aJso demon- · 
strated the need for empirical research for the science of society. 

5. Durkheim a Great Moralist: Durkheim was a man of character. Throughout his life 
he was passionately engaged in the moral issues of his time. He probably considered it to be 
his life task to contribute to the moral regeneration of his French society. He made number 
of proposals for the improvement of the moral climate of his society. Durkheim's deep con
cer.n for order and unity in the body social has often made his critics brand him as a thinker 
with conservative bias opposed to the creative functions of conflict. He, of course, found it 
impossible, even' in theory, to escape "the limits of the contemporary social life.'' 

6. Durkheim Gave Priority only to the Society and Not t~ the Individual - ?': He has 
made "social facts" central m his methods. A social fact is a phase of behav10ur - thmkmg, 
feeling or acting - which has a coercive nature. Social facts involve rules and regulations, 
systems of procedure, and sets of customary beliefs. They have super-individual value. It appears 
that in his treatment of social facts and collective conscience. Durkheim almost completely 
neglected the social importance of individual decision. "Society, is real, to be .sure, but so is 
the)ndividual and the two, it should be remembered, are always in interaction. Givingpriority 
to one or the other, is misleading in the long" - L.A. Coser. 
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A Brief Introduction of Max Weber - Main Wqrks of M[!x Weber - Weber's T,heory of 

Ideal Types : Definition and Characteristics - Critical Comments About Ideal Types -

Weber's Theory ofReligion OR Sociology of Religion : Webers Masterly Work : "The 

Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism" - Establishment of the Theory of Religion 

in Three Stages - Merits and Demerits of the Study - Weber's Theory of Bureaucracy: 

Definition and Characteristics of Bureaucracy - Factors Contributing to the Development 

of Bureaucracy - Functional and Dysfunctional Aspects of Bureaucracy - Other Contri

butions: (a) Weber's Theory and Typology of Social Action (b) Typology of Authority: 

Traditional Authority, Rational-legal Authority and Charismatic Authority - A Brief 

Evaluation of Weber's Contributions. 

A BRIEF INTRODUCTION OF MAX WEBER 

Max Weber [1864-1920] is a memorable thinker in sociology for he has left a deep imprint upon 

sociology. He was a profound scholar, a voracious reader and a prolific writer. He entered the field of 

sociology through law and remained as· one among the great sociologists of the 20th century. 

Max Weber was born in a comparatively rich Prot

estant family on 21st April 1864 in Erfuft in Germany. He 

lived most of his early life in Berlin. Weber's father was 

a bureaucrat who rose to a very high political position. 

He was a part of the political establishment and was 

more a hedonist than a Protestant. In sharp contrast to 

him, Weber's mother was a devout Calvinist, a woman . 

who sought to lead an ascetic life. These sharp differ-

. ences between the parents led to marital tensions. Grow

ing conflicts and increasing tensions between the par

ents affected Weber's feelings and sentiments deeply. 

Weber after completing his basic education joined the 

University of Heidelberg at the age of 1.8 to study law. Here 

he gravitated towards his father's way of life of enjoyment. 

He became addicted to beer. Though he was 

basically a student ,of law, he studfod Roman institutions, 
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theology, attended lectures in economics, showed interest' in· medieval history and philosophy. 

Weber in his life earned 'varied experiences as a soldier, a professor; a politician, a legal expert and 
also as a sociologist. When his military servifewas overin 1884, he joined theUniversity of Berlin for·· 
studies. FOr 8)1eats ne stayed· a:IOng with his parents llna was finanCially dependerifori "h:ls.fatiief. He 
diSliked tus father'-sbuUymg-behav1ourtowardS his mother; At onestage fin 1900Jheclashed violently 
with his father and asked. him to quit the house. The f~ther upq_n quitting the house died within a 
month and due to this Weber suffered a complete mental breakdoWn. He could not recover from that 
shock for about five years. 

After recovering from his men~I breakdown Weber travelled extensively:. He even visited America. 
Between I 900 1918, be was almost out of teaching work:. He lectured in die last three years of his hte 
-1918: ~920intheuniversiiiesofVienmt.andMunich. Twoofhislec.tures: "Scitnceasa Vocation" 
and "Politics as a Vocation"- were very famous. During the last three years of his life he was actively 
engaged in political activity. He died at a time~ [14th .June 19201 when' his talent had reached full 
maturity. 

Sociology remains ever grateful to Weber for his memorable contributions such as - "Economy 
and Society'\ "The Protestant Ethic and the.Spirit of Capitaiism,", "The City", "Bureaucracj", 
"The· Qrgani1ation ", · "The Theory of Social and Economic Organisation"., 1 etc .. ;i{e laid the 
foundations of German Sociological SoCiefY fo 1910. He published a inimber of study reports, 
essays and articles in the leading social science journal "Archiv fuer Sozial wissenschaft"• 

Although Weber repeatedly entered the political field, he was not just a politiciim, he remained a 
great intellectual. His home became a centre for a wide range of intellectuals, induding se>Ciologists 
such as George Simmel, Robert Michaels, and George Lukas. With· an· this, "he was first and 
for.emas_t his awn.man", · 

"There was a tension in Webers life, and more important, in his "work, betw.een the bul'(!aucratic 
mind, as represented by his father, and his mother's religiosity. Th~ unresolved tension permeates 
Weber s work as it permeated his personal life. "1 . · / 

1. 
2 

/ 

3. 

. ' . . ' ·-. 

Main Works of Max Weber 
"General Economic History" - London: Allen and Unwin - 1927. 
"The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism" - New York (NY) Scribner - 1930. 
;,Max Weber on Law in Economy and Society" - Cambridge MA: Harward Univ~r81ty Press -

5. "The Theory of Social and Economic Organisations" - NYJ)xford University Press - 19~7. 
6. ·"The Methodology of Social Sciences" - NY: Free Pre_ss - 1949. · 
7; "TheCity"-NY:FreePress-1958. 
8. "The Sociology of Religion" - Boston - Beacon Press - 1963. . 
9. "On Charisma and lnst.itution Building''.-Chi<:ag(): 'J'h~JJniy~l'_sity Pre~s -1968 .. 
10. "EconomyaiUi Sociefy;~ :i~Thr~ Volumes -Totwa, M.J. Bedminister- 1968. 

:__ :---.other Main· _WGrks 
1. The Religion Of ChilZ(l - The Religio"n of India - Ancient Judaism. 
2. Science· <ls.a Vocationi.and Politics as a _Vocation [Two Lectures). 
3. Burecmcrncy. 

1. George Ritzer in "'<2on}emporary SocWlogical Theory•• - Page: 27. 

\ 
\ 
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· 1. WEBER'S THEORY OF "IDEAL TYPES" 
. . 

The concept of "ideal type" is one of the major concepts in Weberian sociology. In fact, it has an 

important place in his methodology. In methodology, it is known as "typological analysis." It is said 

that the inspiration which Weber had derived from the writings of Plato and Immanuel Kant enabled 

him to make use of the concept of "ideal type. " ' 

Weber's Definition of Ideal Type 
1. Max Weber: "An ideal type is an analytical construct that serves the investigator as a 

f!!easuring rod to ascertain similarities as well as deviations in concrete cases. " 

General Background of the Emergence of the Concept of· "Ideal Type" 

Atthe fag end of the 19th century, philosophical discussions in Germany were focused on the 

question of the place of science in human studies. It was felt by the idealist philosophers that .scien

tific method could not be used for studying cultural subjects. The main argument was "tha{ social 

phenomena· are unique and do not, therefore, allow generalisations. " 

Weber did not accept this view. He was of the opinion that scientific categories could be us.ed 

in the field of human studie~ or cultural objects. Weber's belief that scientific method was refovarit 

to social studies encquraged him to offer a set of operational definitions and to construct concepts 

such as "ideal types" which could be used. "The idea behind the concept 'Of ideal type is that 

social phenomena in virtue of their manifold and fluid nature, can be analysed solely in terms of 

the extreme forms of their characteristics, which can never be observed in their purity . .. 1 
\ . ' . . 

"Ideal Types" as Conceptual Tools an:d Standards of Comparison 

Sociologists make. use of "ideal types"' as measuring rods or as means to find out similarities 

and differences in the actual phenomena. In fact~ it is one of the methods of comparative study. 

Weber used the concept as an abstract model, al)d when used as a standard of comparisons, it enables 

us to see aspects of the real world· in a clearer, and more systematic way. Ex : Socialism and free 

market capitalism, for example1 can be described as "ideal types: by identifying their essential 

characteristics, their essence - in a pure somewhat exaggerated form, that is, unlikely to actually 

exist anywhere other than.in our minds. Socialist and capitalist societies differ in many ways, from 

their respective ideal types. For example, socialist states usually have been authoritarian and never 

reflect workers' inter~sts. In tfie same way, capitalist markets are increasingly controlled by oligopolies 

rather than being freely competitive. · 

What is to be undcrrstood here is that, it is not the purpose of ideal types to describe or explain 

the world. Instead, they provide us with points of comparison from which to observe it. By comparing 

the ideal type of socialism with. actual socialist societies, for example, we can highlight their 

characteristics by seeing how they match or depa.'1: from the ideal type. Sociologists use many ideal 

types in this w~y. including "primary and secondary groups", ''bureaucracy", types of authority 

such as "charismatic, tra(litional and legal-rational" and so on. 

1. Duncan Mitchell's Dictionary of So~iology. Page - 94. 

Some Other Definitions of Ideal Types 

I. Ian Robertson: "An ideal type is simply an abstract dfscription, constructed by the sociologist from 

~bservations of a number of real cases in order to reveal their essential features." 

~. DuJJcan Mitchell: "Any type, however, being an abstraction, i~ ideal and not real in the sense that a given 

material object is real."· 

3. Collins Dictionary of Sociology: ''Ideal type or pure type refers to any conceptualisation [idealisation] of 

a general or particultir phenomenon which, for- analytical and explanatory purposes, represents this 

phenomenon only in its abstract or "pure" [hence 'idealised'] forms." 
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"Ideal Types are to be Constructed and Used with Care"· Cautions Weber 

Max Weber cautions that the "ideal-type" is to be constructed and used with great care. As he 
has stated, 

(i) The ideal types are not hypotheses; 
(ii) They do not state or imply an ethical ideal; 
(iii) they do not state an "average" type; 
(iv) they do not exhaust reality; i.e., they do not correspond exactly to any empirical instances. 

MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF-"!--DE4L TYPES_''----=-=--. --·-__ ··=-==-==----====--___::::_:_====--
Main characteristics of "ideal types" can be briefly examined in the following manner 
1. Ideal types are mental constructs or subjective in nature: As Weber has stated more positively 

the ideal types are mental constructs which are ideal in the "logical sense", that is, they state a logical 
extreme. They depend on our capacity for comprehension and imagination. Example: We may have 
ideal type regarding "perfect health", church, state of equilibrium, perfect religion, democracy, etc. 

2. Since ideal types are mental constructs they do not exactly correspond to the reality: Ideal 
types are constructed in such a way that they are kept at a distance from the real world. Though they 
are constructed out of many actual facts, they themselves do not exactly correspond to the actual 
facts in each and every respect. Because, they are mental constructs created to understand reality and 
they themselves do not have actua:I existence. Differences are found between ideal constructs and 
actual situations. Thus, "not all the characteristics will always be present in the real world, but any 
particular situation may be understood by comparing it with the ideal type.For example, individual. 
bureaucratic organisations may not exactly match the elements in the ideal type of bureaucracy, but 
the type can illuminate these variations. Ideal types are therefore hypothetical constructions, formed 
from real phenomena, which have an explanatory value. "1 

3. Ideal types as theoretical tools: Though "ideal types" are not actualities and remain as our 
mental constructs they function as theoretical tools to, understand the reality. "Its/unction is the 
comparison with empirical reality in order to establish its divergences or similarities,· to describe 
them with the most unambiguously intelligible concepts and to understand and explain them 
causall . " 

4. Ideal types are not the instruments to denote statistical average: The Ideal type is "not a 
description of those factors or laws which are thought to be found "on the average" in that kind of 
configuration ......... "2 For example, the Protestant Ethic does not indicate the average behaviour of all 
the Protestants. (ii) Similarly, 'honesty' does not indicate the average behaviour of all the honest 
people that the society has witnessed. 

5. ldeal types signify "pure" or "abstract" types and do notindicate anything that is normatively 
desirable: As Weber himself has stated the ideal types have "no connection at all with value
judgements .. and it has nothing to d11 with an~··f petfection there than a purely logical one." 
There arethus-aU sorts-of iaeartypes . "Ofl;Jroinels .as wellas rellgions"[Weber]:-Totaifrari.inismTs no-
less an ideal type than democracy, for example, for both are abstract constructs with which we can 
compare and contrast actual political systems in order to see their various characteristics more clearly. 
It is a· methodological device", that ts all. '1t is not ideal in the sense of ethically good of right, ,,3 

1. Abercrombie and others in "The Pengu(n Dictionary of Sociology." - Page : 117. 
2. Ronald Fletcher in " The Making of Sociology" Vol.II - Page : 429. 
3. Ronald Fletcher · • Page :429. 

__J 

I 
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6. ldeal types are not hypotheses: Ideal types are not hypotheses and hence the question 

ofproving or disproving them and establishin·g general laws does not arise here. Ronald Fletcher 

writes: "It is. not a basis of comparative experiment for the purpose of setting up "general 

laws." On the contrary, it is a limiting case for the explanation of a specific configuration. 

Comparative tests are always such as to throw light upon the specific configuration and check 

the adequacy of the specific ideal type. Thus, Weber in his very wide studies in the socfology 

of religion, examined the relationship between the religious ethics in various societies and 

'elements of economic devel9pment there. But this was not to ,establish general laws about the 

relationships between "religious ethics" and "economic development; it was essentially to 

check the sufficiency and validity of his ideal type of the relationship between the Protestant 

[Calvinist] Ethic and the emergence of industrfal capitalism of the Western Europe'; [Page -

430]. . . . 

7. ltis essentially a "one-sided model": It is one-sided in the sense it deliberately emphasises 

those imputations thought to be worth postulating and testing. In this sense, it is purely selective, and 

of the nature of experiment. . . . . 

8. ldeal types do not provide an exhaustive description of a social phenomenon: The nature of 

ideal type is. such that it>does not provide an exhaustive description or an acpount of a social 
' ~ . . / . . . 

phenomenon or:an entire social configuration. "Many ideal types·can be constructed about any 

specific configuration, each selectively emphasising "one point of view" and submitting its particu-

lar imputations to test." [Ronald Fletbcer -430]. · 

· 9. ldeal typts are not rigid and fixed things, but are subjectto change: Ideal types are abstract 

.in nature and.they reside in our imagination. They are changeable and subject to consideration from 

time to time; They are .affected by social thinking and social environments and hence cannot be 

permanent. "Webef did,,suggest that major discrepancif!cs betw,een reality and an ideal type would. 

lead to the type being redefined. 111 Thus redefinitions of ideal types can also take place. 

CRITICAL COMMEN'fs ABOUT "IDEAL :;rYPFS" • 

Though Weber's concept of "ideal type" has been well appreciated by scholars it is not free from 

criticisms. Some of the ditiaisms levelled against the concept are briefed here, . 1 

1. Though the ideal type is a ''mental construct" many a times it is confused to be the ."actual 

reality''. itself. · 

2. _There. is also the ,possibility of considering the "ideal type as a procrustean bed2 into which 

data are forced in. " 

3. The ;'ideal type'' is often mad~ a .thee>ry and the ideas or things tha.t ftrepresents ar~ ofte~ taken 

to be the ideas and things that are very much foi.md in the r~l world. 

4. It is commented that the concept of "ideal type" is very com~ex and only an expert sociologist 

can understand and make use of it efficiently. · · 

5. Though "ideal types" are very significant in the studr of sociat~ciences, their usage is some

'ryhat limited because they cannot be used in all types df social analysis; 

6. There are critics who argue that "ideal type analysis should be dropped as utterly inap

propriate to sociol"ogical analysis once this, is seen as involving the meaningful under-
. , I , . . . 

stqnding of 'specific cases and not the development of general concepts and general 

$heories. ,,3 · · 

1. Abercrom.bie and others in "Penguin Dictionary of SociolO·gy." Page · 117. 

2; Procruste·s was "a fabulous Greek robber, who stretcJ.ied or cut his captives' legs to make. them fit 

the bed" • Chamber's. 20th Century Didionary. 

3. Collins Dictionary of Sociology. Page • JOS. 
. . ' ~ 
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7. Weber himself had argued that "ideal types were not models to be tested. However, other sociologists treat them as testable models of the real world. Further confusion may arise since Weber himself often implicitly used ideal types as testable models. "1 
Finally, it can be said that if the above mentioned dangers and deficiencies are averted the ideal 

2. RELIGION AND SOCIETY OR 
WEBER'S THEORY OF 1IBLIGION OR SOCIOLOGY OF RELIGION 

Sociologists have been discussing the intimate relationship between society and religion, social _ --c==-~chang_e-andecooomi~~~Teligkrus-:ffieterttronfffie vCiylJeginnmg~Marxancf- ·-:--··Weber have written extensively about the relationship between society and religion on the one hand and the role of religion in socio-economic changes on the other. Thi;ir views, however, differed significantly. "The theory of religion" or "sociology of religion", established by Max Weber clearly indicates that there is a close relationship between the religious beliefs of the people and their economic activities. 

Weber's Masterly Work: "The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism" 
As it is stated above, Weber wrote extensively on the subject of religion. Nothing contpbuted more to Weber's fame than his essay on "Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism. "He observed a close connection between religious and economic forces. His concept of religion is more ethical than theological. Religion is a vital influence in everyday life. Weber wanted to exaniineits influence on the life of people. In his studies in the sociology of religion, Weber was trying to answer one fundamental question: "To what extent the religious conceptions of the world and of existence have influenced the economic behaviour of various societies?" 

W':ber's Purpose was not to Attack 
"The Economic Determil}istic Theory" of Karl Marx 

It is often said that Weber wanted to test the basic contention of Karl Marx according to whom, "all cultural phenomena, including religion, ate fundamentally determined by the evolution of economic forces. "It is further argued that instead of explaining religious and other cultural behaviour in terms of economic forces as Ma.rx did, Weber wanted to explain economic behaviour in terms of religion 

Itiuvrong to say that Webet-undertook the study ofrehg1on w1tfi the sole intention ofdisprov-

- rapidlytransformingthe-Europeancrndi\meriean societies ofnis time. But why had capit,lism first emergedin Europe rather than in, say, China or India, was a question for which Weber wanted to find a suitable answer. Weber undertook a massive study of the major world religions and the societies in which they werefound and concluded that the answer lay in specific 1eiigious beliefs - say, Calvmmm and other forms of Puritanism. In other words, Weber's studies helped him to establish a correlation between the Protestant Ethic and the development of modem Capitalism in Europe. 

1. Abercrombie and Others. Page - 117-118. 
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Two ·Main Propositions of Weber ....•...• 

According to Raymond Aron, Weber wanted to establish two main propositions in this work. 

(i) The behaviour of men in various societies could be understood only in the context of their 

general conception of existence or world view. Religious dogmas and their explanations also form a 

part of the world view. Hence, the religious outlook of the people can help one to understand the 

behaviour of individuals and groups, including their economic behaviour. 

(ii) Religious conceptions are actually a determinant of economic behaviour and hence one of 

the causes of economic changes. 

Modern Capitalism is Different from the Previous Ones 

Weber pointed out that modern capitalism is not like traditional commercial activity. Previously 

consumption of yvealth was regarded as a thing of the higher value than the earning of it. Modern 

capitalism, on the other hand, requires rational, calculated procedures (such as accounting) in a 

methodical attempt to accumulate money. Hard work and making money are regarded as high values 

in themselves, but the spending of money in luxurious living is disreputable. Instead, the capital must 

be reinvested to earn yet more capital. Weber felt that some new approach towards wealth must have 

been the source of inspiration for the rapid growth of capitalism in modern Europe. 

Protestant Ethic Provides Motivation for Ha:rdwo:rk 

Weber argued that this approach stemmed from the ProtestantEthkl of hard work and deferred 

gratification. Weber made two observations: (i) Great material achievements have resulted from the 

work of monastic orders, and (ii) Specifically, ascetic Protestant sects were noted for their economic 

success. Therefore, Weber projected a hypothesis: "There appeared to (be) a paradoxically positive 

relationship between ascetic religious belief and economic enterprise. "1 The "religious belief' 

refers to Protestant Ethic and "economic enterprise" denotes capitalism. 

On the basis of his historical study Weber asserted that modern capitalism emerged not simply 

byinner economic necessity, but by the religious ethic of Protestantism, and particularly of Calvinism. 

The early Calvinists2 believed that they had been predestined by God to salvation in heaven or 

1. Weber identified the following values in "Protestantism" which were in harmony with the spirit 

of capitalism. 

(i) Changed attitude towards work: Protestantism considers work as a kind of virtu~. Hardwork 

contributes to the glory of God. 

(ii) Concept of "Calling": In order to 1chieve salvation every individual must pursue a calling [or a 

job or vocation] and must engage himself in hardwork and become successful. Those who become 

successful in their enterprises are marked for salvation. 

(Hi) lfealth is to be used for pr£!dfl.-Ctive purposes: The Ethic insists on strict moral life. h _says that 

the acquired wealth and profit are not meant for enjoyment but for further production of wealth. 

(iv) Strictures on alcoholism: The Ethic prohibits the consumption of alcohol. Extravagance and 

merriment are discouraged ,saving and investment are encouraged. 

(v) Encouragement to literacy and learning: This stress on literacy helped mass education among 

the Protestants. -

(vi) Rejection of holidays: Work is important to achieve the glory of God. Hence time should not be 

wasted under the pretext of observing "holidays." 

(vii) New attitude towards the c<tflection of interest on loan: The ethic permits the collection of 

interest on loans for it multiplies capital and encourages new investment. 

(ix) Honesty in one's "Calling": One must be true to oneself in one's business or work or profession. 

God always supports and selects the honest ones for his Kingdom and not the dishonest ones. 

• Weber was of the opinion that the ethical principles contained in Protestantism provided lot of 

encouragement for the development of Capitalism of the modern type. 

2. .Robert Bierstedt as quoted by R.N. and R.K. Sharma in "History of Social Thm1ght." Page 

- 327-
3. Calvinism represents a sect within Protestantism. 
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damnation in hell. No one could do anything to change his or her fate, and only a small minority were 
among the elect who would go to heaven. The duty of the believers was to abstain from pleasure and 
to spend their lives working for the glory of .God. Thus, the Calvinists looked for "signs"· that they 
were among the elect - aildJound these signs in their worldly success. The more successful a petson 
was at work, the more likely he or she was. to be among the elect. Since profits could not be spent on 
pleasure, they had to be reinvested. Modern capitalism was born, thus, argued Weber. 

It is interesting to note that the very people who rejected material comforts unwittingly created 
industrial capitalism. By a further supreme irony, industrialism encouraged the development of modem, 
rational, scienti~i~\\'orl~_vi~\\':Jnthi.i; worlcLview, r¥Iigionba$ vittuallynuplace.M.oder-&caf)italists, 

- --· fiowev-er, foive retained the ''Protestant Ethic" on which their success is largely found. 

Establishment of the Theory of Religion in Three Stages 
As it is made clear Weber observed that capitalism was growing very fast in the West. He felt 

that capitalism of the Western type was growing more in Protestant societies than in others. This 
observation made him advance the hypothesis that - "a certain interpretation of Protestantism 
has created some of the motivations favourable to the formation of the capitalistic regime." As 

Raymond Aron has pointed out Weber set out to establish this hypothesis or thesis in three stages: 

1. Collection of Statistics in Support of his Idea: Weber collected statistics to support the 
following observation: In regions of mixed religions in Germany, Protestants and particularly Calvin
ists occupied economically dominant positions. This did raise the question whether the religious 
ideas influence the economic ~ctiVfty. 

2. Establishment of a Correlation_ between the Spirit of Protestantism and the Spirit of 
Capitalism: Weber made an analytical study of Protestantism to establish an intellectual or spiritual 

affinity between the spirit of the Protestant Ethic and the spirit of capitalism. It means, he established 
a correlation between "a religious way of thinking in the world and an att~tude towards economic 
activity." 

3. Study of other Religions to find out the Relevance of the Religious· Variable Used: Finally, 
Weber tried "to discover whether, or to what degree, in other civilisations - jn China, in India, in 
primitive Judaism, and in Islam - social conditions were favourable or unfavourable to the· develop
ment of capitalism of the Western J:iRe." The religious variable which "W.eber used c@uldel!<~lain-why 

--capitalism of the Western type could not develop anywhere outside the West~m Civilisation. 

Other rehg1ons, Weber argued, did not provide the same incentive for this kind of social and 
economic change. Catholicism stresses rewards in heaven and encourages people to be satisfied 
with their lot on earth. Hinduism threatens a lower form of life after reincarnation to anyone who 
tries to leave his or her caste status. It glorifies spiritualism and not materialism. Buddhism 
stresses..mysticism, far removed from earthly goals. Taoism requires the believer to withdraw 
from worldly. temptations. Confucianism emphasises a static social structure as a partofthe 
natural order. Islam, though an activist religion, lacks the emphasis on tl11 ift and hardwork. All 

-- --these-1"eligioos,-ae{;--ortHngto-We&er,-Nerved·10-discc:nrrage die growffi of capitalist industrialism. -

Weber's Thesis is Misunderstood - ? 

Ian Robertson is of the opinion that Weber's thesis is often misunderstood and misinterpreted. 
Weber never tned to disprove Marx's view that society usually shapes belief systems rather than vice 
versa. Nor did he mean to prove that the "Protestant Ethic" was the "cause" of capitalism. He only said 
that it exerted an important influence. Weber did not believe that he had proved this hypothesis. He 
offered it only as a tentative hypothesis. 
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Weber's Study Went Wrong in Certain REispects ...... .. 

It is certainly possible that Weber. was wrong about the origin of capitalism~ Capitalism did not 

o'ccti'r in some Calvinist societies, and it sometimes occurred in non-Calvinist societies~ England, the 

birthplace of the Industrial Revolution, was not Calvinist; Scotland, which was Calvinist, failed to develop 

early capitalism. There is no way of proving that the "salvation panic" of the Calvinists led them to 

become capitalists. They may have done so for other reasons, such as the fact thatthey were more likely 

than Catholics to live in urban areas, or that their religion encouraged hard work, or even that they were 

not so wedded to tradition as were Catholics of the time. "Weber's hypothesis is one of the most provocative 

in all sociology, but its subject is so vast and complex that his argument is probably unverifiable. 

Weber simply bit off more than he or anyone else could chew. "1 ·· 

Weber's Study of Religion 3:md . Society has its Merits 

Accordin~ to Raymond Aron, the study of Weber has its own merits among which the following 

may be noted, . 

(i) Weber never attempted to establish any kind of causalty as such. In his study nowhere had he 

claimed that the Protestant Ethic (i;e., the Calivinist Ethic) was the sole cause of the rise of 

capitalism.· Weber interpreted Protestantism in one way but he did not rule out other kinds of 

interpretations. He required only the totality of interpretations. 

(ii) Weber c,ould make "the affinity between a religious attitude and an economic commandment 

credible." 

(ill) "He has raised a sociological problem of considerable importance: the influence of world views 

upon social organisation or individual organisations. " . 

(iv) It is not right to say that Weber maintained a thesis exactly opposite to Marx's. It means, Weber 

never expl1;1illed "the economy in terms of religion instead of religion in terms of the economy. " 

3. WEBER'S THEORY OF BUREAUCRACY 

The term "bureaucracy" finds its origin from the French word "bureau" which means desk, and 

a government which is run from table is called a bureaucratic government. The word implies a 

particular system of administration. Historically, it has been associated with the rule of government 

and governmental officials. In this form of the government there is concentration of power in the 

hands o( departments. Sociologists regard bureaucracy as a form of administration that is found in 

fo~af organisations pursuing a wide variety of goals. 

As a technical term in sociology, "bureaucracy" is associated with Max Weber. He gave it a 

precise definition and suggested that it was the best administrative form for the rational pursuit of 

organisational goals. 

Definition of Bureaucracy 

1. Max Weber: Bureaµcracy is "a type of hierarchical organisation which is designed rationally 

. to co-ordinate the work of many individuals in pursuit of large scale administrative tasks." 

• Weber also said that "bureaucracies are organised according to rational principles, officials 

ranked in a hierarchical order and operations are characterised by impersonal rules. " 

2. Talcott Parsons: "The relatively large-scale organisations with specialised functions ...... loosely 

tend to be called bureaucracies. " · 

3. Wallace and Wallace: "Bureaucracies are large-scale formal organisati'<ms which are highly 

d{fferentiated and organised through elaborate policies and procedures in a hierarchy of 

authority. " 

1. Ian Robertson in "Sociology." Page - 377. 
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1 Weber • The Prime Architect of the "Theory of Bureaucracy" \ Weber is the first sociologist to analyse the functioning of bureaucracy from·the sociological point of view. Weber's theory of bureaucracy is a significant contribution to the field of sociology. \ Weber's interest in the nature of powerand autberit)' and his teaiisation of themev1tab1hty of ration- \ alisatfon in the operation of large-scale modern organisations - led him to establish a "theory of i bureaucracy. "Weber felt that the operation .of modern large-scale enterprises or organisations in the \ political, administrative, and economic fields would be impossible without bureaucracy. Bureau~ratic \ co-ordinatio~ of activities is the distinctive mark o~the modern era, he maintai~ed: . .. --·- J ___ -c-A~~()rdmg t() Weber, bureau~rncyLefer.s..to_anJ.nstrument-that~-far::me=-----=---- -1 --------rationatafiamment of the goals of any organisation in industrial society." Bureaucracies can /:le I understood as large-scale formal organisations of the modern society ~ith speciali~ed fu,nctiom. \ Bureaucratisation and rationalisation go together, because bureaucracies are organised according to I • , . . . I rational principles. 
· CHARACTERISTICS OF BUREAUCRACY 

Max Weber was the first to give a detailed sociological account of the development of bureaucracy. According to him, bureaucracy reveals the following characteristics. 
1. Fixed Official Jurisdiction Area: Bureaucracies normally have their own official· fixed jurisdiction. Bureaucracy consists of various statuses each of which has its own fixed official duties. There are clear cut written rules governing each status. 
2. Hierarchy of Authority: Bureaucracy has its own hierarchy of statuses. Officials who occupy these statuses are governed by the principle of super-ordination and subordination. There is the supervision of the lower offices by the higher ones. 
3. Clear-cut Division of Labour: The entire task of the bureaucratic ~ystem is governed by a stipulated system of division of labour. Who should do what work and who should shoulder what responsibility is deciged by this system. 
4. Appointment Based on Eligibility: Bureaucracy has its own system of selecting employees and giving them promotions on the basis of seniority, technical competence, specialised knowledge or skill. 

5. Fixed Salary, Allowance and Pension: The officials of the bureaucracy are paid monthly salal"Y a.nd other t;ypesof-aUowances anEI pensioosas=perthe written rules. 
6. Office and Maintenance of Files: Bureaucrac 

w erem a the matters and transactions relating to.its area of operation are maintained in the form of files. It has a system of written documents defining its procedures and manner of functioning. 
7. Appointment of officials on full time and long term service bo,sis: Appointment of officials in a bureaucracy is normally made by the higher officials and not by election. Normally th~ position of the bureaucrat is held for life as specified by the contract or order. 
8.Difference between private matter and official issues: The officials of the bureaucracy are ex ected to make a cle r · · 

. . -· - e)'. ar.enot.entitledte.makeuseofofficialfacilities-forpersonafneedS eX,:cepfas-defined by written rules. 

9. Supervision of work by higher officials: Officials of the bureaucracy are expected to work according to the written mies Still there is the system of supet vision of the work of lower officials by the higher officials. 
10. Systematisation of official relations with officials: The officials of bureaucracy maintain contact and communication among themselves in a particular way. Orders and communications among them always proceed through "proper channels." 
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U. Political Neutrality: Officials of bureaucracy are expected to be very objective in the 

official discharge of business. They are expected to be politically neutral in their dealings. 

12. Guidance by past procedures: Bureaucrats are mostly guided by the past procedures. A 

good bureaucrat is one who always tries to be uptodate with the subject with which not only he is 

dealing at present but he may be required to deal at any subsequent stage. 

The characteristics stated above, cannot be found in any existing bureaucracy in their true or 

complete form. Never before in history such bureaucracies existed. As Max Weber has said, the 

concept of bureaucracy associated with these rules represents the "ideal types." The existing bu

reaucracies or any particular instance of a bureaucracy can only be compared with or·evaluated in 

relation to this ideal type. Weber was quite aware of the increasing importance of the bureaucracies in 

the modem world. 

FACTORS CONTRIBUTING TO THE DEVELOPMENT OF BUREAUCRACY 

Bureaucracies did exist in the ancient world in the great empires oflndia, China, Rome, Greece, 

Egypt and so on. They are found today. As Weber has rightly prophesied the importance of bureauc

racy has reached immeasurable proportions in the modem world. 

According to Weber, following factors contributed a great deal to the development of moqem 

bureaucracy. 

(i) The development of money economy guarantees a constant income for maintaining bureauc

racy through a system of taxation. 

(ii) Modem industries and states which require a big army of administrative officials necessi

tated bureaucracy. 

(ill) Qualitative changes in the administrative tasks also led to bureaucratisation. Modern 

states which claim themselves to be "welfare states" have to maintain an elaborate system of 

transport and communication including mass media. They naturally tend towards bureau

cratic system. 

(iv) Bureaucracy as a form of organisation seems to be technically superior to any other form of 

organisation. 

(v) Demand for objective experts: The modern culture demands "the personally detached and 

strictly objective experts." This nature of the modem culture encourages the development of 

bureaucracy. 

(vj) Mass Democracy: Modern political parties are functioning on a mass scale which necessi

tates bureaucracies. 

(vii) Concentration of material means: The development of big capitalist enterprises and the 

giant public organisations such as the state or army require the modem bureaucratic system. 

(viii) Rational interpretation of law: Modern states guarantee to their citizens equality before 

law. It is a guarantee against arbitrariness. This has given rise to the bureaucratic form of 

administration and judiciary. 

FUNCTIONAL AND DYSFUNCTIONAL ASPECTS OF BUREAUCRACY 

POSITIVE OR FUNCTIONAL ASPECTS OF BUREAUCRACY 

1. Bureaucracy provides opportunity for division of labour: Some of the modem organisations 

consist oflakhs and millions of members. Such organisations are institutionalised through bureaucracies. 

2. Performance of complicated tasks: Some of the complicated tasks of the modem society such 

as, conducting census, capturing criminals, collecting taxes, arranging for voting in elections, etc. 

are more efficiently undertaken in bureaucracy. 
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3. Performance of repetitive tasks: Some of the modern bureaucracies, for example, industrial corporations, universities, advertising agencies, etc. regularly repeat their work. Modern bureaucracies have been able to perform that work without much difficulty. 
4. Maintenance of law and order: There are certain organisations [such as olice, court arm 

ge, e c. at ea wit people's actions in a normative manner: Here the right type of behaviour is to be encouraged and the wrong type is to regulated. Bureaucratic method is better suited to do this. 
5. Mobilisation of resources and their rightful usage: The heads or the leaders of the sate could mobilise and centralise material resources and make necessary arrangements for their most effective . us"e_onlµhroug.h-bureauGraGy. · ----~-- ·-m··-·· .. -·- - -

In feudal times, for example, power was dispersed in a variety of centres. Only'through bureaucratic machinery at present economic resources are being mobilised while in the 'pre-modern age they remained untapped or improperly managed. "Bureaucratic organisation is to Weber, the privileged instrumentality that has shaped the modern polity, the modern economy, the modern technology. " Just as a machine production is superior to hand-made articles so the bureaucratic types of organisation are technically superior to all other forms of administration. 
6. Control of the waste of time: In comparison with any other type of organisation bureaucracy has been found to be less expensive, less conflicting and more' efficient and useful. 

·NEGATIVE ASPECTS OR DYSFUNCTIONAL ASPECTS OF BUREAUCRACY 
Bureaucracy has its own ugly face. It has its own demerits and Weber, the champion of the theory of bureaucracy, was aware of this. Abraham and Morganl have stated: "Having granted its virtues and its unquestionable advancement of modern society, Weber was the first to concede the vices of bureaucracy ...... " 
Some of the main drawbacks or dysfunctions of bureaucracy may be enlisted here. 
1. Static Rules/or Dynamic Situations: The unchanging static rules of bureaucracy many a time fail in its very purpose of serving the human needs. Bureaucracy becomes dysfunctional when the rules remain static even while the social situations undergo fast changes. 
2. Unnecessary Waste o/Time and Redtapism: Since there is a hierarchical arrangement in this system every paper or file is to pass through several stages before a final decision is taken. This delay leads to waste of time and sometimes to unwanted consequences. 
3.---{luture-t-Among 9.ffieittls. A-s Bahrendorf Has pomteaout Junior ana senior officials of bureaucracy always quarrel amon themselves lowerin i 

among t ese officials has necessitated the beginning of trade unions. 
4. Blind Rules and Uncreative Officials: Officials of the bureaucracy become rule bound and extremely formal. They act according to the written rules, and verbally stick on to them. "The uniform and rational procedures of bureaucratic practice largely prevent spontaneity, creativity and individual initiative. The ·impersonality of official conduct tends to produce "specialists without spirit. "2 Weber also wrote: "It is horrible to think1hat the world would one day be filled with little cogs, little men clinging to little 'obs and strivin to ,,3 

- -- - - ·- V{!f ,xp_a ng_Al'my of Employees}-Bureaueracy goes on exp-a:m:tifig anonew members-are recruited regularly whether there is a need for the same or not. Hence i;t becomes expensive at one time, officials who become lethargic give more importance to their salary, promotion, increments, allowances, facilities, etc. rather than to the services. 

1. Abraham and Morgan in their "Sociological Thought." Page - 188. 
2. M. Haralambos and R.M. Heald in "Sociology - Themes and Perspectives". Page - 284. 3. Quoted by Haralambos. Page - 284. 
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6. Human Relations are made to become Mechanical: Too much.of bureaucratisation leads 

to depersonalisation. As a result, human relations become extremely mechanical d~void of human 

touch. Weber too had foreseen "the possibility of men trapped in their specialised routines with 

little awareness of the relationship between their jobs and ihe organisation as a whole. " 

7. ~ureaucracy unsuited to.Face Emergencies: Officials of the bureaucracy find it difficult to 

facean emergency situation. They search for solutions only within the framework of existing rules and 

procedures and do not take the risk of facing the challenges. · 

8. Other Disadvantages orDetkiencies 

(a)Ci!Juteaucracies become corrupt and puppets in the hands of the vested interests: Since 

bureauct'hts have vast powers, vested interests try to corrupt them and provide them all tempta

tions to get decision.s in their favour. Ex.: The Tehalka Dotcom episode which. has rocked the Indian 

Parliamentary discussions during the recent days is an example in this regard. 

(-.,)Bureaucracies tending to exist even after the achievement of their goals: Ex.: Bureaucratic 

committee formed to offer famine relief or flood relief, or earthquake relief to the people may continue 

to exist even after the settlement of the problem. 

(c) New Despotism: It is said that bureaucracts are new despots. Since they have knowledge 

and expertise, they wish that even decision should be taken to suit their whims and wishes. 

(d) Superiority Complex: Usually bureaucrats come from educated families and enjoy certain 

. social prestige and economic privileges. After joining serviees they enjoy more of it They thus suffer 

from superiority complex. 

Weber who had recognised some of the dysfunctions of bureaucracy also knew about its inevi

tability. Bureaucracy today has come to stay. We have to find out ways and means of making it more 

efficient and less problematic. In the absence of any other alternative, it seems that the present 

bureaucracy will reign supreme in the years to come. 

Weber argued that the bureaucratisation of the modern world has led to its depersonalisation. 

The more fully it is realised the more it depersonalises itself. The bureaucrat.s ·may function as 

"emotionally 4~tached" ''professional experts. "The bureaucrat functions to the exclusion .of feelings 

and sentim~nts, of love and hatred in the execution of official tasks. According to Weber, 

bureaucrati~ation. and rationalisation are almost an "inescapable fate. " Like .a reformist, Weber 

.hgped that some charismatic leader might arise in future to provide some relief to mankind which is 

gri~J>(ld ~y the tentacles of bureaucracy. Like Marx, he never visualised an emancipatory struggle or 

revolution that wo~ld helpthem to become free from the shackles of bureaucracy. Weber thought it 

· more probable that "the future wo.uld be an 'iron cage' rather than a Garden of Eden." · 

A BRJ:EF EVALUATION OF WEBER'S CONTRIBUTIONS 

Weber's contribution to the development of sociology and social thought has been enormous. 

He wrote on several issues and topics of sociological interest.Jn all his writings he has tried his level 

best to maintain hisobjectivity, neutrality, analytical approach, historical insight aijd scientific fervour. 

The fundamental elements of sociological investigation for Weber are, "typical social ac

tions. " Social ~ction or even. the single individualis the basic unit of society according to Weber. 

He never entangled himself with the problem of the relationship between the individual and 

. society. "He convincingly denied the existence of any predominant determinant of social 

change." He laid emphasis on "rational action" and stressed "the role of ideas in social life." 

According to Prof. Timasheff, Max Weber could be considered o.ne of the greatest sociologists 

of the 20th century for the following reasons: 
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(1) He has made "painstaking study of concrete social situations and processes that must form the 
foundation of any adequate sociological theory." He has furnished vast wealth of material in his 
writings which are of great help to any sociologist. 

(2) Weber has helped "to make clear the significant role of values in social. life." He also empha-
sised the necessity of keeping social science value-free. 

(3) He has "demonstrated that much can be achieved by using the "ideal tyffe" i:irocedure in social 
science.'' 

(4) He has contributed greatly "to the understanding of social causation" ~n human affairs. 

.... . .. It ">V<:>lll<iJ>.elri.!he fi.tri~~!>e>ftlllrig!>t<:> c:1.1ItM1.1ll: . .We!le.re>llr.c.<:>11Je!l!PQr1.1ry!Ihel:>QC>lc.!>.he .">VrC>te.!Jhe 
problems he raised, the issues he interpreted and the propositions he established would continue to 
be points of references for the students of sociology in the generations to ·come. As Raymond Aron 
has pointed out, "whether one considers comprehension, or the ideal type, or the distinction between 
value-judgement and value-reference, or subjective meaning as a proper' subject for the sociologist's 
curiosity, or the contrast between the way writers have understood themselves and the way the 
sociologist understands them, one is tempted to multiply the questions, if not the objections." 

As Raymond Aron has remarked Weber was a man who was asking to himself the ultimate 
questions - "the relations between knowledge and faith, science and action, the church and prophecy, 
bureaucracy and charismatic leader; rationalisation and persona/freedom. ..... " More than that he 
was a man with great historic erudition who "searched all ciyilisations for the answers to his own 
questions ....... " 

Weber has also been Criticised ........ . 
(i) Weber'sJendency "to ~xpiain sQcial reality in terms of individual motivation blurred the 

line between sociology and psychology. " 
(ii) As Prof. Timasheffhas regretted, despite his achievements, Weber did not leave a "schoolof 

followers". Probably Weber was not bothered about it "In keeping with the norms of science and 
scholarship, he sought the truth, not followers." 

(iii) As Raymond Aron has pointed out one cannot be sure whether Weber's practice always 
corresponded to his theory. In the same way, as Aron says: "ltis. doubtful that Max Weber refrained 
from all value-judgement ....... " It is still more doubtful that "Value reference" and "Value judgement" 
are radically separable .. as he made them so. . 
---in spite of the cnt1c1sm made on Webet andli1s Tc.leas. Weberfan soc10Iogy 1.s sfill alive. Though 

Weber did not leave behind him a school ora set of followers, Parsons and his followers in Am~rica 
have become his unclaimed followers. Parsons has translated some of Weber1s works into English and 
jn his theories one easily notices the strong impact of Weberian thoughts . 

. ····-··- ·--·--··-·············· ············--·····-·····-··-·4Blll!lllllll!lllllll!lllllll!Bllll!llll~ 
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KARL. MARX AND 
BIS THOUGHTS 

A Brief Biographic Sketch of Karl Marx - Historical Materialism : Materiaiistic 
l~terpretation of History - Essential Aspects off!:conomic Interpretation of History -
Relations Between Modes of Production and Social Structures - Comments Against 
Historical Materialism - Marx's Theory of Social Change : Social Change Through 

· Class Conflict - Marxian Theory of Social Class : Marxian Notion of Social Class ~ 
Five Variables that Determine 'Social Class' - Two Major Classes: 'Haves' and 
Have-nots' - Development of Social Classes - Marxian Theory of Class Struggle OR 
Class Conflict - The Idea of Class Conflict is Central to Marxian Thought - War 
Between Classes - Essential Aspects of the Marxian Theory of Class Conflict- Marxian 
Concept of Classless Society : Classless Society A Dream of Marx • Political and 
Economic Principles of the Classless Society - Critical Evaluation of the "T!Jeory ·of 
Ciassiess Society" - Marx's Concept of Alienation: Four Aspects of Alienation - An 
Assessment of Marx's Contributions: The Intellectual Contributions of Marx - Criti
cism Against Marxian Views. 

KARL MARX: A BRIEF :SIOGRAPHICAL S~TCH 

Karl Marx - A Great Revolutionary Who. Created History 
. It is a paradox of history that Karl Marx, one 'of the most influential social thinkers of the 19th 
century was "an improverished exile for most his life." He is known to the world as the architect of 
socialism and the champion of communism. He was a good organiser, committed revolutionary, a 
voracious reader and an effective writer. He .was a German scholar, a historian, an economist,. a p0litical 
propagandist, a journalist (editor of the "Rheinische Zeitung''.) a great humanitarian. and a philosopher. 
Above all, he was a.dreamer and a socio-political prophet. He committed himself to the cause of the 

· exploited working class and declared a kind of an intelles;tual battle against the exploiting rich or the 
capitalistclass. As a fearless fighter he was sincere enough to cling on to the views which he believed 
in, till his last. His .views and thoughts were so powerful and influential that more than one-third of the 
world's population was under their grip until recently. Even today, in spite of the great set back of.tbe
recent times to the Russian Communism, his thoughts arid the communist ideology, are still alive. His 
ideology of communism which retained its supertnacy in many countries of the world for decades (for 
not less than 75 years in Russia itself) has virtually proved the Platonic saying "ideologies rule the 
wdrld" We 'consider Marx as one a~ong the pioneering sociologists because his views and thoughts 
have a great sociological significance. 
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Karl Marx, the eldest son of Neinrich and Henrietta Marx,· was born on May 5th, 1818 in the 
Rhenish city of Trier in Germany. His father, a lawyer provided the family with a fairly typical middle
d ass existence Both parents were from rabbinical families, but for business reasons the father had 
converted to Lutherianism. 

Marx's Education 
Marx had received his early education at Trier. In 1835, he joined the law faculty at Bonn University 

and ultimately took his law degree from Berlin University in 1836. In 1841, Marx received the doctorate 
in-philosoph¥-from-theUniveJ"sity-0fJena.Hi&-thesiswaS---- -™- ------™-------™ -------~™- --·····-

on "The Difference Between the Democritean and the 
Epicurean Philosophy'', a dry philosophical topic. 
German Universities (particularly the Berlin University) at 
that time were under the heavy influence of the German 
philosopher Hegel and the "Young Hegelians". Because 
of Marx's association with the Hegelian philosophy- which 
was considered dangerous by many authorities - he was 

.. unable to teach in a German University. 

Marx as a Journalist 
Marx started his career as a joilrnalist in "Rheinische 

Zeitung" and later became.its chief editor within ten 
months. However, because ·of his political positions the 
paper was closed shortly thereafter by the government. 
The early essays published in this period began to reflect 
his thoughts. "They were liberally sprinkled with 
democratic principles, humanism and idealism. He 

Karl Marx 
[1818-1883] 

rejected the abstractness of Hegelian philosophy, the native dreaming of utopian communists, and 
those activists who were urging what he considered to be political action." 1 

Migration to Paris 
In 1843, Marx married Jenny Von Westphalen from a family of Prussian nobles much against the 

wishes of her family men. He left the editorship of Rheinische Zeitung and migrated to Paris along with 

sets of ideas - French socialism and English Political Economy. It was the unique way in which he 
combined Hegelianism, Socialism and Political Economy that shaped his intellectual orientation. " 
z 
.Friendship with Engels 

Marx met Fredrick Engels in 1844 who became his closest friend, benefactor, and life-long 
collaborator.· ''The sqn of a textile manufacturer, Engels hadbecomea socialistcriticalof the conditions 
feeing the working class Much of Marx's cmnpassionfar the misery of the working class Cflmefrom 

- ----™-hts-exriusunnv·Errgetnrrrd~htsldeas-:" ---------- ------- ·· ----- --™ ---------™-- · ·· ···· -···-

Marx Becomes a Writer 
Marx's association wiili Engels provided him a new spirit for his writing works. He wrote in 

collaboration with Engels the famous books "1he Ho/y1Fam1ly" and "1he German ldeology". He also 
produced "The Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844. " 

1. George Ritzer in his "Contemporary Sociological Theory" - Page: 122. 
2. George Ritzer - Page: 122. 
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Though Marx and Engels became the best friends who shared many ideas in common, there were 
differences between thein. "Marx "tended to be a highly abstract thinker, a disorderly intellectual, 
and very much oriented to his family. Engels was a practical thinker, a neat and tidy business man, 
and a womaniser" - (George Ritzer). In spite 9f these differences Marx and Engels had developed · 
good union in which they worked jointly. They wrote books, published articles and worked together 
in radical organisations. Engels even helped Marx financially throughout the i:est of his life.so that 
Marx could devote himself to his intellectual and political endeavours. Still Engels wa~ humble enough 
to regard himself as "thejunior partner'~. His own words express this feeling beautifully: "Marx could 
very well have done without me. What Marx accomplished I would not have achieved. Marx stood 
higher, saw farther, and took a wider and quicker view than the rest of us. Marx was a genius" -
(McLellan-1973).l · 

Marx Leaves Paris anfi Papidpates · in -a Revolutionary Movement 
Marx could not stay forlon.g ill Paris.In 1845, he was expelled from Paris at the insistence of the 

German Government for his writings in SiJesian weavers uprising, He then moved to Brussels. His 
radicalism was growing, and he had become an. active. member of the international revolutionary· 
movement. Iri 1846, Marx and Engels set up "Communist Correspondence Committe" in Brus8els'. 
(They completed the "German Ideology" at this stage).In 1847, Marx joined the "Communist League" 
and worked for its popularity. His another famous work "The Poverty of Philosophy" was published 
at this stage. He was el~ted Vice-President of the ;'Brussels Democratic Society". Because of his.· 
close association with the Communist League he "was asked to write a document (with Engels) 
expounding its aims and beliefs. The result was, he published in 1848 the programme of the Cmn:munist 
League, "The Communist .Manifesto of I848", often hailed as the "birth certificate of scientific 
socialism." This work was "characterised by ringing political slogans" (for example, "workingmen of 
all countries~ unite'1 {G, Ritzer" Page: 123.) 

Journey Towards London 
. Marx now started "Neue Rheinische Zeitung" and became its chief editor. He took active part in 

organising democratic upsurges in Vienna, Frankfurt and Berlin .. He was tried in a court and deported 
from Gerinany. He came to Paris and after being expelled from there migrated to London where he lived· 
till his death. He kept close contact with all revolutionary movements including the Paris Commune of 
1871. 

Writes the Famous "Das Kapital" 
In London, Marx undertook a·prolonged study of economics that focused on the development 

of industrial capitalism. The failure of the political revolutions of 1848 made him to withdraw from 
active revolutionary activity. He devoted much of his attenti.on to a serious and detailed research on 
the workings of the capitalist system. These untiring works of Marx culminated in the publication his 

most famous work "The Capitai", (Das Kapitai) the first voiume of which came out in 1867. Two other 
volumes of this book were published posthumously. 

·Marx in the Midst of Poverty 
During his stay in London Marx lived in poverty barely managing to survive on a small income 

w~ich he was getting from his writings. Engels' financial support helped his survival, he became 
reinvolved in politiCal activity. In 1864, he founded the ''international working men's association", 
known as "First International". He sopn gained domi!lance within the workers movement and devoted 
a number of years to it. He began to gain n~me and fame both as the leader of the International and as 

th~ author of Capital. 

Marx's · Concern towards the Developments in India 
Marx very keenly observed the Indian developments. "His despatches on the "Great 

Indian Revolt" of 1857 in "New York Daily" Tribune; his Notes on Indian History, and other 

1. As quoted by George Ritzer in his "Cqntemporary Sociological Theory" - Pag9 : 123. 
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writings, and his prognosis of British rule - clearly depict his deep understanding of the 
Indian Society and the changes brought about by the British". 

Marx - as a Theoretician 
Marx, with the due help of his friend Engels, founded the "Theory of Scientific Communism", 

enunciated the laws of "Dialectical and Historical Materialism" and discovered the "theory of 
surplus value. "These have great sociopolitical and economic significance. He is alSo the chief architect 
of "The Theory of Class Conflict" and "The Theory of Alienation". 

The Sad Demise of Marx 
· ····-··mrx~5e1ng·~fsensiuveman~wa~greMly=disappointeawnenneteamrtnat·tncParis-CiJml'lftineof · 
1871 (a worker's upsurge to seize political power) met with failure. The disintegration of the International 
by· 1876, the failure of various political movements, and added to all these things, his personal illness
contributed to his sad demise. He died in London on March 14, 1883 and cremated in Highgate 
Cemetary. His wife died in 1881, a daughter in 1882 and though Marx had his followers and admirers 
throughout the world, when he died in 1883 hardly a handful of people arranged for his funerals. 

Engels Becomes the Spokesman for the Marxian Thought 
After the death of Marx his trusted friend Engels became the spokesman for the Marxist thought. 

He sought to bring to light many of the unpublished writings of Marx:. The second and third volumes 
of his "The Capital," were published in 1885 and 1894 respectively. 

The Lasting ·Influence of Marx and Marxian Thought 
"Marx believed social scientists must be committed to political action as well as scholarship. 

He put much of his energy into efforts to bring aboutthe communist society he dreamt of. Although 
his prediction of world-wide revolution of the working class has turned out to be wrong, his 
contribution to sociological thought - particularly in the area of social class and social change -
have had lasting influence. "1 

The influence of Marx has been simply immense. "Millions of people accept his theories with 
most religious fervour, and modern socialist and communist movements owe their inspiration directly 
to him. It is important to realise, however, that Marxism is not the same as Communism.Marx would 
probably be dismayed at many of the practices of communist movements, and he can not be held 
responsible for poiicies pursued in his name decades after his death. "2 

Main . Contributions of Marx 
Maix nowhere called himself a sociologist. Still his social thoughts and ideas have a great 

sociological significance. During the recent years greater attention is being paid to Marxian thought 
and towards his contribution to the fields such as history, economics, political science and sociology. 
His theory of social class and class conflict, of social change and alienation - are of very great 
sociological significance. [Note : A list of major. works of Marx is given at the end of the lesson.] 

.2.HISTORICAL .MATERIALISM 
The theory of 'historical materialism' is very much .associated with the names of Karl Marx and 

·- Engels;-the-champions-of-€oinmunism~ The-theory-ofhistorical-materialism-is-alsa-knawn-as-the-
materialistic interpretation of history. The idea of historical materialism is derived from the most 
fundamental principle of Marx, namely, "dialectical materialism. "This dialectical materialism.is re
garded as "the consolidation of Marx and Engel's main idea~ as a scientific philomphy ,,3 This 

1. N.J. Smelser in his "Sociology" IV Edition - 1993 Page: 391. 
2. Ian Robertson in his "Sociology" - Page: 13. 

3. Collins Dictionary of Sociology. Page: l 65. 
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theory can be regarded as a "philosophical approach" made use of by Marx and his followers to 

analyse the reality. 

Marx - As a Prominent Champion of "Dialectical Materialism" 
Dialectical Materialism is one of the basic principles of Marx. "Dialectic" literally means 

discussion. Dialectic is the study of contradicts, which lie at the very heart of existe~ce. Marx 
and Engels learnt from Hegel, the famous German thinker, the general nature of the dialectic. 
They however, objected to and rejected Hegel's idealistic interpretation. They did not approve 
of the "Hegellian idealism". They did not agree with the Hegellian principles that external 
reality was a mere reflection of something within th.e human mind. Unlike, the idealists [Hegel 
and his followers] who.believed in the: existence of mind, materialists [Marx and his followers] 

thought that nature or matter existed independent of and outside the mind. According to them, 
matter is primary and the mind [which is the mirror of matter] is secondary. 

"Marx evolved the theory of philosophical materialism according to which the world is by 
nature material, and the different phenomena in the· world are different forms of matter in 

movement. From this it follows that material life of society is primary and spiritual life is 
secondary. The material life of society depends upon the method of securing the means of 
livelihood and the way of producing material values; "1 . 

Essential Aspects of Dialectical Materialism. Thesis - c Anti-Thesis - Synthesis 
According to the argument of dialectical ~aterialism, the opposite forces whiCh are always .. 

present constitute the moving force of hf story. As it is already made clear Marx had borrowed this 
"dialectical materialism" from Hegel. Hegel "conceived of history as a dialectical process, or 

struggle of opposites, in which the dominant idea of each age .assumed the role ofa thesis. The 
thesis was soon confronted and eventually defeated by an anti-thesis or opposite. This contest 
finally resulted in the production of a synthesis, which incorporated the more value elements of 
both thesis and anti-thesis"2 The opposite forces in society never baiance each other; ori the 
other hand one of them is stronger than the other. History presents the process of action and 
reaction between the forces. Capital, which represents one force is the thesis, and labour is the 
anti-thesis. This leads .to class struggle. 

Historical Materialism or the Materialistic Interpretation of History 
Materialistic interpretation of history is another basic principle of Marxism. Marx applied the 

principle of dialectical materialism to the interpretation of history. As Marx has stated economic 

conditions determine historical phenomena. "Human beings must eat and drink and obtain shelter 
and clothing before they can pursue politics, science, religion and art. Thus the stage of advance
ment of the production, distribution and exchange of goods and organisation of sociery resulting 
therefrom, determine in the final analysis, the political, social and cultural developments. ,,3 

Historical materialism is the economic interpretation of history: that is, all evolution is the 
result of the economic forces alone. Marx regarded the economic forces as the predominant dynamic 
agency of human society and its history. This kind of economic interpretation found in Marx's histori-, 
cal materialism consists of the following aspects: 

Essential Aspects of the Economic Interpretation 
' v 

1. According to Marx, the material or economic conditions are more important than the ideo-
logical or the spiritual things. He did.not accept spiritualism and idealism, but based his concept of 

1. B.K. Gokhale i11 "Political Science - Theory, and Governmental Machinery" [1972]. Page - 42. 

2. E.M. Burns i11 "Ideas in Conflict" [1960], Page - 148, as quoted by B.K. Gokhale. Page - 421.. 

3. Quoted by Goldtale. P!fge -4.22, 
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dialectics on materialism. With this pre-occupation of the materialistic ideas in his mind he declared 
that "It is not the consciousness of the man that determines their existence, but their social existence 
that determines their consciousness. " 

2. The form and structure of every society is determined by its economic structure. This eco-
nomic structure is referred to as the "infrastructure" of society. This infrastructure consists of two 
things: 

(a) "materialforces of production", and 
(b) the indispensable "relations of production. " 

3. The economic infrastructure constitutes the basis on which the social, political, religious, 
, moraf:-ectiicaiJ.OnaOegaTanlfoitier iris.tiilit:ioil~rnei:worIZrerefieato as''Super~siriiciure•;-.8-t>uili.Tiie · 
"social consciousness" which includes the thoughts, ideologies and philosophies of the people, is 
rooted in this institutional network. 

4.The forces.of conflict which are associated with the historical development within the society 
have brought about conflict within the economic infrastructre, that is, between the ''forces of produc
tion" and "relations of production. "It is through the ideological forms men become conscious of the 
conflict within the economic structure. 

5. The productive forces of the society determine its total conditions. The modes of production 
determine the character of the social, political and intellectual life, in general. Change in the system of 
production brings about transformation in the social, political, legal and cultural institutions. Thus, 
according to Marx, the form of production is the cause of difference between the legal, political, 
intellectual and religious institutions of the pastoral, feudal and capitalist societies. 

Relations Between the Modes of Production and Social. Structures 
According to Marx, the nature of suciety and. its structure depends very much on the mode of 

production. Marx spoke in terms of five stages in the development of society which correspond to five 
consecutive modes of production. They are: 

(i) Primitive Society and Primitive [Asiatic] Mode of Production, 

(ii) Ancient Society and Ancient ~ode of Production, 
(iii) Feudal Society and Feudal Mode of Production, 

(iv) Capitalist Society and Capitalist Mode of Production, 
(v) Communist Society and Socialist Mode qf Production. 

1. In the Primitive Communist stage, there is no private property and hence the productions are 
owned by the commumty. 

2. In the Ancient stage, there is slavery in which one class owns and exploits the members of 
another. Owners of the slaves and of the means of production get everything substantial and the poor 
and the slaves receive very little. 

3. In the feudal stage, the class of aristocratic landowners or barons exploit the mass of peasahts 
or serfs. 

4. In the Capitalist stage, the capitalists own all the important means of production and make the 
H __ _workers..wagciSla:vesor1001S • .Here.the.owners..oLwealth.exploiuhemassru-industtial-w.ol'ker.s~- - -· ·-- ·-·--· 

In the Ancient, Feudal and Capitalist stages, the structure of society is the result of conditions of 
production. Material conditions of life are so important that they determine the political and social 
conditions. Society develops a particular outlook owing to economic conditions.The mental attitude 
of the people is the product of material conditions. Religion and law are also determined by the same 
conditions. Society goes through these different stages to ultimately reach a stage of classless soci
ety. Each stage is better than the earlier one. Each of these modes or systems is more economically 
productive than its predecessor, but the tensions of class conflict lead to a revolution that results in 
the fifth stage, that is, socialism. 
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5. In the Communist society or the fifth stage, the mode of production is socialist The socialist 
m9de of production is based on social ownership. This stage is found when the industrial workers 
have finally revolted. This is the society aimed at the revolutionary overthrow of the capitalist society. 

Comments Against the ffistorical Materialism · 
The theory of "Historical materialism"1advocated by Marx has been widely criticised. Some 

such comments could be menti<?ned here. 

. 1. Marx unnecessarily limited the range of the theqretical scheme of Historical materialism 
.. Marx intend~ the theoretical scheme of historical materialism to have a universal charac~r. But his 

own researches were limited almost entirely to the 19th century capitalist societies. He gave only a 

fragmentary accounts of the other types of societies. His scheme is not, for example, helpful when 

applied to the phenomenon of a caste system. 

. 2'. Js the truth of historical materiaiism itself historicallydetermined? Or, is it valid for 
all history, past and present ? These are pertinent questions here. But the explanations that 

we could find for these questions in the works of Marx and Engels are far from satisfiictory. 

"Both Marx and EngelS declared that its truth was relevant only for class societies ....... . 
Does this mean that the leapfrom the kingdom of necessity to that ofa freedom ......... " 
implies a condition. in which man escapes the limitations of his· earthly fate? There is no 
warrant for the belief that historical materialism justifies any such historical apocalypse. "1 

.._ 3. The. materialistic· interpretation of history is incorrect for it exagg~rates the role of 
economic factors. It fails to recognise the non-economic factors like political conditions, r~ligion, 

language, art and science as something impo,rtant. As Seligman has stated it is wrong to suppose 

that all the wars and conflicts recorded so far took place only because of economic factors. 

4. Further, there is the problem of measuring the determining effects of economic factors. We 

do not have any precise measuring rods to prove or assess that interests, habits and motives of 

the social classes are determined by the economic factors. The statement of Marx that in "the last. 
instance" economic conditions determine social life, ,implies a theory of measurement. "So far, 
however, no theory of measurement for the social discipline has been evolved. "2 

5. The constant association between economic ownership and political power which is a basic 

postulate of Marx's theory has been rejected as inconsistent by the thinkers like Raymond Aron, C. 

Wright Mills, Ralf Dahrendorf and others. 

Co.ncluding Remarks 
In spite of various comments made against Marxian theory of historical materialism Bottomore 

points out at the two important contributions of Marx to sociological thinking. "In thejirStplace, 
·Marx adopted and maintaifl.e<! very consistently in his work a view of human societies as wholes or 
systems in which social groups, institutions, beliefs and doctrines are interrelated; so that these 

.have to be studied intheir inter-relations rather than in isolation. Secondly, he viewed societies as 
inherently mutable systems in which changes are produced largely by internal contradictions 
and conflicts. 3 

1. Parimal B. Kar in "Sociology", Page: 356. 
2. ibid, Page - 356. 
3; ibid, Page·- 357. 
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3. MARX'S THEORY OF SOCIAL -cHANGE 
Social Change Through Class Conflict 

Marx's theory of social change is much interlinked with his concept of social classes and class 
conflicls. Marx's focus on_.the process of social change is so cent1al to his thinking that its shadow 
pervades all his writings. The motor force of history for Marx is not to be found in any extra-human 
agency but in man himself. "Marx insisted that men make their own history. Human history is the 
process through which men change themselves .... " (Coser). 

- I 
Marx declared that "Violence is the midwife of history". In a similar tone, Mao who was one of the 

_strong_supporterS-OfMarxian-:views..-wrote-that~'Change-comes(rom-the .. bar-n!l ofagun".-Marxwho·-
is the most prominent and eloquent exponent of the "conflict theory of social chage", holds that 
change is caused by tensions between competing interests in society. 

Marx believed that the class struggle was the driving force of social change. Marx and 
Engels wrote in "The Communist Manifesto" (1848) :. "All history is the history of conflict. "Marx 
believed that "the character of social and cultural forms is influenced by the economic base of 
society specifically by the mode of production that is used and by the relationships that exist 
between those who own and those who do not own the means of production. History is the story 
of conflict between the exploiting and the exploited classes. This conflict repeats. itself again 
and again until capitalism is overthrown by the workers and a socialist state is created. Social
ism is the forerunner to the ultimate social form of communism,.' 1 Thus it is clear that the Marxism 
theory of soeial change is essentially conflict-oriented. It is appropriately called the "Conflict 
theory of Change". Marx as a conflict theorist considers society fundamentally dynamic, not 
static, He regards conflict as normal, not an abnormal process and he believes that "The existing 
conditions in any society contain the seeds of fu!ure social changes." 

Marx conceived of four major successive modes of production in the history of m~nkind after the 
first stageofprimitive communism: The Asiatic, the Ancient, the Feudal, and the Mod~rn bourgeoisie 
form. Bach of these came into existence through contradictions and antagonisms that had developed 
in the previous order. "No social order ever disappears before all the productive forces for which 
there is room in it have been developed, and new higher relations of production never appear before 
the material conditions of their existence have matured in the womb of the old society" (as quoted by 
Lewis Coser). 

Free men ans slaves, patrieians and plebians, barons and set fs, guild maste1 s and jom uey 
men, exploiters and the exploited, have confronted one another from the beginning of recorded 
times. The "class antagonisms specific to each particualr mode of production led to the emer
gence of classes whose interests could no longer be asserted within the framework of the old 
order .. " (Coser) However, "the bourgeoisie relations of production are the last antagonistic form 
of, the ~ocial process of production." When they have been overthrown by a victorious prole
tariat, "the prehistory of human society will have come to an end." and the dialectical principle 
that ruled the previous development of mankind, ceases to operate, as harmony replaces social 
conflict in the affairs of men. These ideas portray Marx's wishful-thinking rather than his dreams. 

·-m-·--_A~_~_creauy_~Jh1nke_r_Mm-x._b_a.d_yery_.s.tmngl)•_sup.ported::sncaLChange._"l!liiZasofiheii.ba.ll.e-·---
already interpreted the world; our present task is to change ii" - Marx used to say. He never 
depended on the status quo. But in his analysis of social change he placed high premium on economic 
factors ,and neglected· religious, political and other factors. He made conflict the driving force of 
history and undermined the importance of harmony and consensus. Though Marx called man the main 
instrument of change, in his analysis of capi~lism he reduced man to the level of a helpless creature. 
It is true that nobody can stop the future course of history. But it need not necessarily follow the 

1. Ian Robertson - Page: 546. 
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particular course as expected and insisted upon by Marx and his followers. 

· 4. MARXIAN THEORY OF SOCIAL CLASS 
According to Marx, "Class is the manifestation of economic differentiation. " R. Bendix and 

S.M. Lipset have stated: "A social class inMarx's terms is any aggregate of persons who perform the 
same function in the organisation of production. "1 

The above definitions make it clear that "class" according to Marx, is basically economic in 
nature, though it had great social importance. From the Marxian point of view, class is not determined 
by the occupations or income but by the position an individual occupies and the function he performs 
in the process of production. For example, if there are two blacksmiths o~ whom one is the owner of 
workshop and another a paid worker, they. belong to two different classes though their occupation 
remains the same. 

Thus, Marx defined a class as all those people who share a common relationship to the means 
of economic production. Those who own and control the means of production - slavecowners, feudal 
landowners, or the owners of property such as factories and capital - are the dominant class. Those 
who work for them - slaves, peasants or industrial labourers - are the sub-ordinate class. The 
relationship between the two classes, is not only· one of dominance and subordination, but also of 
exploitation. The workers produce more wealth in the form of food, manufactured products, and 
services than is necessary to meet their basic needs. In other words, they produce "surplus wealth". 
But they do not enjoy the use of the surplus they have created. Instead those who own the means of 
production are able to take this surplus wealth as "profit" for their own use. This, in Marx's view, is the 
essence of exploitation and the main source of conflict between the classes that has occurred through
out history. 

Marx linked this analysis to the idea that "the economic base of society influ~nces the general 
character of all other aspects of culture and social structre-such as law, religion, education and 
government. The dominant class is able to control all of these institutions and to ensure that they 
protect its own ihter:_ests The laws, therefore, protect the rich, not the poor. The established religion 
supports the social order as it is, not as it might be. Education teaches the virtues of the existing 
system, not its vices. Government upholds the status quo rather than undermines it" 2 

Five Variables That Determine The Marxian. Concept of Class 
Bendix and Upset have identified five variables that determine a class in the marxian sense: 

l. Conflicts over the distribution of economic rewards between the classes; 

2. Easy Communication between the individuals in the same class positions so. that .ideas and 
action programmes are readily disseminated; 

3. Growth of class-consciousness in the sense that the members of a class have a feeling of 
solidarity and understanding of their historic role; 

4. Profound dissatisfaction of the lov.;er class over its inability to control the economic struc
ture of which it feels itself to be the exploited victim; 

5. "Establis.hment of a political organisation resulting from the economic structre, the his
torical situation and maturation of class-consciousness" 3 

Marx stressed that mere organisation of production is not a: sufficient condition for the develop
ment of social classes; "there must also b'e a physical concentration of masses of people, ~asy 

l; F. Abraham and J.H. Morgon 
2. fan Rober.tson in his "Sociology" -- Page: 219. 

3. As quoted by Francis Abraham and J.H. Morgon in their "Sociological Theories". 
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communication among them, repeated conflicts over economic rewards and the growth of class 
conciousness. "For the very same reason, small peasants who constitute a vast mass and live in more 
or less similar conditions, but scattered over a big area, do not form a class group in the Marxian sense. 

Only Two Major Classes : 'Haves' and 'Have-Nots' 
From the Marxian point of view, in all stratified societies there are two major social groups; a 

rich class and a poor class, or the 'Haves and Have-nots'; or a ruling class and subject class. The 
key to understanding a given society is to discover which is the dominant mode of production 
within it. All the other relations stem Qutof it. From a Marxian view, a class is a social group where 

.lll~lll~~!!.sh.!l!~Jll~.~!lll~.r~litti.Ql'l~hi:P~J()_til~fo~~~~-<>JI>tQclll.Cti()l'l'..I.ll\l~cl\!ri11gthe.f~\!clllLSJ1l~ •.. 
there are two mam classes distinguished by their relationship to land, the major force ofproduction. 
They are the (i) fedual nobilitywho own the land and, (ii) the landless serfs who work the land. 
Similarly, in the capitalist stage, there are two main classes: (i) the bourgeoisie or Capitalist class 
which owns the forces of production and (ii) the proletariat or working class whose members own 
only their labour which they hire to the capitalists in return for wages . 

. Stages in the Evolution ·of Soci~ty and· Development of . Social Ci8sses 
Marx believed that human society evolves through different stages according to the means 

of production that is dominant at each stage: {i) the first is primitive communism, on. which 
there is no private property (ii) The second is slavery in which one class owns and exploits the 
members of another; (iii) The third of feudalism in which a class of aristrocratic landowners 
exploits the mass of peasants; (iv) The fourth is capitalism in which the owners of wealth 
exploit the mass of industrial workers. Each of these systems is more economically productive 
than its predecessor, but the tensions ofclass conflict lead to a revolution that results in the 
fifth stage. (v) the fifth stage, socialism, occurs when the industrial workers.-have finally re
volted.· 

In the three stages, exclqdipg the first, the labour power required for production was supplied by 
the subject class, that is1 by slaves, serfs, and wage labourers, respectively. The subject class is made 
up of the majority of the population whereas the tuling or dominant class forms a min6rity. Marx 
mentions the c;:ase of tbe first stage, the stage of 'primitive communism' as the only. example of a 
"classless ~ociety". . 

DevelOpment of Social Classes 
. According to Marx, classes did not exist during the .era of primitive communism when the 

soc1et1es were based on a sort of socialist mode of production. In a hunti11g and food gathering 
stagei tlasses did not exist, since all members of society shared the same relationship to the 

I 
forces of production. Every member here was both producer and owner. This stage represents a 
subsistence economy which means that production only meets basic survival needs. "Classes 
emerge only when the productive capacity of society expands beyond the level required for 
subsistence ...... " This occurs in an agricultural economyvvhere1tfe-wJ11cth•iciual~areJreedJrom 
food production to do other tasks. As agriculture de:_veloped, surplus wealth, that is, goods 

H _ .~ho_y~_the ba.m.e_subsmence.n.e.eds_oflhe.e_omm.unit~,'..M'.as..pmdu.c.ed.trh1sled:to.an.e11-cbarige:of __ -----·· 
goods and trading developed within and between <;ommunities. This was accompanied by the 
development of a system of private property. 

"Private property and the accumulation of surplus wealth form the basis for the development 
of class societies. In particular, they provide the pre-conditions for the emergence of a class of 
producers and a class of non-producers. Some a~ able to acquire the forces of production and 
others are therefore obliged to work for them. The result 'is a class of 
nq_n-producers which owns .the forces of production and a class of producers which owns only its 

. labour power. From a Marxian perspective, the relationship between the major social classes is 
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one of neutral dependence and conflict. "1 

5. MARXIAN THEORY OF CLASS STRUGGLE OR .CLASS CONFLICT 

The Idea. of Class Conmct is .Central· to Marxian Thought 
The theory of class struggle or class conflict is central to Marxian thought. In fact; Marxian 

sociology is often called ·"The sociology of class conflict." The idea of class war emerges from the 

theories of dialectical materialism, materialistic interpretation of history, and sur,:plus value, The 

main promise of the "Marxian Class Theory" is to be found in ihe opening sentence of his fam.ous 

work "The Communist Manifesto, 1848" which reads as follows; 

"The history of the hitherto existing society is the history of the class struggles: Freeman 
. and slave, patrician and plebian, lord and serf, guild-master and journey man, in a word, 

oppres;ore and oppressed,·. stood in constant opposition to . one another, carried o~ uninter

rupted, now hidden and now open fight, a fight that each time ended iii a revolutionary recon

stitution of society at large, or.in common ruin of the contending classes. 112 

, It is clear from the above, that at every stage in history, there is war Qetween the classes. The 

landowner exploits the landless; and the factory owner exploits the workers. Between classes, 

ti.Jere is endless antagonism and hatred. Class conflict is the severest form of class antagonism. 

War Between Classes 
Marx says that according to the relentless taw of history, a particular class owns and controls the 

means of production, and by virtue of this exploits the rest of the peopJe. The capitalist class makes 

use of the state as an instrument of oppression and exploitation. Thus at every stage there are broadly 

two classes: the owners of meam of production, that is, exploiters on one side and the exploited on 

· the other. History presents nothing but the record of a war between classes. Every exploiting class at 

each stage gives rise to. an opposite cla~s. Hence thesis and anti~thesis can be' noted~ Feudal barons 

and capitalists form the thesis, and the serf and the proletariat respectively constitute the anti-thesis. 

Marx gave a call to the workers to overthrow the thesis of capitalism by the antithesis of organised 

labour. 

ESSENTIAL ASPECTS OF THE MARXIAN THEORY OF CLASS CONFLICT 

Marx developed his theory of class conflict in his analysis and critique of the capitalist society. 

The main ingredients of this theory of conflict have been enlisted by Abraham and Morganl which 

may be briefly described here 

1.· The Development of the Pn>letariat 
Accentuation of capital is the essence of capitalism. In Raymond ~ron's words, "The essence of 

· capitalist exchange is to proceed from money to money by way of commodity a!!d end up with more, 

money than one.had at the-outset." Capital is gained, according to Marx, from the expfoitation.of the 

'masses of population, the working class. "The capitalist economic systems transformed the masses of 

people into workers, created for them a common situatiOn and inculcated in them an awareness of 
comrrion interest. Through the development of c(ass consciousness, the economic C(Jnditions of 

capitaiism united the masses and constituted them into "a ciassfor tts_elf' ... ;; (Abrhltam and Morgan. 

Page: 37.) 

i. M. H_aralambos in "Sociology - Themes -~nd Perspectives" - Page :. 39-40. 
2. Quoted in Gokhale's "Political Science". Page : 423.- 424: 
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2. Importance of Property 
According to Marx, the most distinguishing feature of any society is its form of property. An 

individual's behaviour is determined by his relations to property. Classes are determined on the 
basis ofindividual's relation to the means of production. Means of production or forces of production 
represent a type of property which in the capitalist society are owned· by the capitalists. Here, an 
individual's occupation is not important but his relations tethe means of production, are important 
"Property divisions are the crucial breaking lines in the class structure." 

3. Identification of Economic and Political Power and Authority 
From a Marxian persp~ctive, political power em<'.!1'._g~f!c:ltl1_~£0_fl()Il1lC:_P()Vl'er'.'J'heJ:>()_Vl'~X:.()ftll~~ 

rulingclass-ilierefore-stems from its ownership ancrcontrol of the forces of productmn. The poht1cal 
a.nd legal systems reflect ruling class interests. In Marx's words: ''The existing relations of production 
between individuals must necessarily express themselves also as political and legal relations. " The 
capitalists who hold monopoly ofeffective private properly take control of political machinery. Their 
interests are clearly reflected in their political and ideological spheres. As Raymond Aron points out, 
"Politicalpower, properly so-called, is merely the organised power of one class for oppressing 
another. "The political power and ideology thus seem to serve the same functions for capitalists that 
class consciousness serves for the working class. 

4. Polarisation of Classes 
In the capitalist society there coulq be only two social classes: (i) The capitalists who own the 

means of production and distribution, and (ii) the working classes who own nothing but their own 
labour. Though Marx had repeatedly referred to the intermediate state such as the "small capital
ists", "the petti bourgeoisie", and the "lumpenproletariat", he was of the firm belief that at the height 
of conflict these would be dra.wn into the "ranks of the proletariat. Raymond Aron has termed this. 
process as "proletarianisation. " 

5. The Theory of Surplus Value 
Marx believed that the capitalists accumulate profit through the exploitation of labour. In fact, the 

relati~nship between the capitalists and workers is not only one of dominance and subordination, but 
also of exploitation. The workers produce more wealth in the form of food, manufactured goods and 
services than is necessary to meet their basidc needs. In other words, they produce "surplus wealth.:' 
But they do not enjoy the use of the surplus they have created. Instead, those who own the means of 
proaucuon are af>le to seize this surplus wealth as profit" for their own us.e. Accordmg to Marx, this 
is the essence of exploitation and the main source of conflict between the classes 

6. Pauperisation 
.. Expfoitation of the workers can only add to their misery and poverty. But the same exploitation 

helps the rich to become richer. As Marx says "the wealth of the bourgeoisie is swelled by large 
profits with corresponding. increase in the mass of poverty; of pressure, of slavery, of exploitation" 
of the proletariat. In every mode of production which involves the exploitation of man by man, majority 

· · ofpeople,th'e peopie who labour; arecondemnedtotoil for no more than the oarestnecessitiesoflife. 
With this, society gets divid,Cd into Iid1 and P\>OL To "IVl_arx,po~·e~ _is_the nt_si'!! ofexf!l7J'!ll..!i°!1._n~t ---of scarcity.-- - --- - -- -- ---- ---- --- -

7. Alienation 
The process of alienation is central to Marxian theory of class conflict. The economic exploita-

ti on and inhuman working condition:> lead to increasing alienation ()f man. Alienation results from a 
, lack of sense of control over the social world. The social world confronts people as a hostile thing, 

l. M. Haralambos in "Sociology - Themes and Petsp.ectives". Page: 39-40. 
2. Abraham and Morgan in their "Sociological Thought." Page: 36-41. 
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leaving them "alien" in the very environment that they have created. The workers caught in the 
vicious cfrcle of explaitation find no way to get out of it. Hence they lose interest in work. Work 

· bCc'omes an enforced activity, not a creative and a satisfying one. The responsibility of the worker 
gets diminished because he does not own the t<lols with .which he works, he d~s not own the final 

pfoduct too. He is "a mere cog in a tnaehine" and nothing else. This situation ofalienation ripens the 
mood of the worker for a conflict. · · 

s.. Class Solidarity and. Antagonism 
With the growth of class consciousness arnong the working Class, their class solidarity becomes 

cystalised. The working class becomes internally mo~ homogeneous and this would help to intensify --

the class struggle. Because of this class·feeling and solidarity, the workers are able to form unions 

against the bourgeoisie. They club together in order to keep up the rate of wages. Th~y form assocl;-

tions in order to make provisions beforehand for occasional revolts. Here and there c<>ntests break out -~ 

;into riots. 

9. ll'evolutfon 
When the class struggle reaches its height, a violent revolution breaks out which.destroys the 

str:ucture of capitalist society. This revolution is most likely to occur at the peak of an economic crisis 
which is part of the recurring--booms, and repressions characteristic of capitalism .. "Marx predicted 

tha~ the capitalists wouldgrow fewer and stroriger as a result of their etidle.ss competition; that the 

middle class would disappear into the working class, and that the growing poverty of the worker; 

would spark a··successfal revolution." (I. Robertson.) Marx has asserted, unlike other wars and 
revolutions, this ~ould be a historic one. 
I 

10. The Dictatorsh(p of the Proletariat · 
Marx felt that the revo•ution would be a bloody one. This revolution terminates the capitalist 

society and leads to the so~i1,tl dictatorship of the proletariat. Since the revohition. results in the 

liqui,dation of the boi.irgeoisi¢, they will cease to have any power and will be reduced to the ranks of 
the proletariat; Thus, the inevitable historicai process destroys the bourge<>isie. The proletariats, then 
est1,tblish their social dictatorship. But this expression "social dictatorship of the proletariat" has 

become a topic of oontroversy among, the c!:ommunists themselves. Many have aba.ndoned that "treach

erous phrase" particularly after thcHyrannieal Stalinist and post-Stalinist dictat<>rships. Marx himself 
had written that he differentiated himself from "those communists who were out to destroy personal 

liberty and who wis,h to turn the world into one large barrack .or into a gigantic warehouse. "l 

11. Inauguration o f the Communist Society 
After attaining the success in the, revolution, the workers in ~ourse of time, would create a niw 

'8oc1alist society. In this new society the means of producing and distributing wealth would be pub

licly and not privately owned. This new socialist society would be a classless and a casteless society 

free from exploitation of all sorts. The state which h1,ts no place in such a society will evenutally_ 

"wither away". In this society nobody owns anything but everybody owns everything. Each indi~ 

· vidual contributes according to his ability and receives according to his needs. 

6. MARXIAN CONCEPT OF CLASSLESS SOCIETY 

Karl Marx has been-regarded as the champion·of <:ornmuilism and an advocate of."classless 

society. " Marxis)ll is often known as "a philosophy of social revolution. " Marx never aspired for a. 

revolutioqjust for the sake of a revolution. He wanted to establish an egalitarian society known for· 

.1. lrwing Howe - as q.uoted by ~braham and Morgan:-Page - 4. 
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equality and social coherence. He intended to see a '.'classless society" free from all types of exploita
tions. He believectthat the class struggle would help the establishment of such a society. It is in this 
context, the nature of the classless society and the manner of establishing it assume importance. A 
briefanalysis of the Marxian notion of classless society is provided here. 

Classless Society : A Dream of Marx 
In the Marxian thought, the concept of "classless society" remains as a figment of imagination of 

Marx. A classless society devoid of all kinds of exploitation and conflicts is only imaginary. Such a 
type of society never existed in the past, nor do we find it today. Marx, who had a deep historical 
_i!1_s_i_gJ:!L'tN_1!_~g!lit:~i'::'tNfil'.e_~fJ!tJ§_,_JI!~J~Qf!bLs_i1_~'J1reness,Mru:~wascherishing_s_u~hJ1._d_r_eam~i1:1his ... 
mmd. Marx who had seen the pitiable lot of the workers in the initial stages of the Industrial Revolu
tion, was helplessly aspiring for a classless society. 

Marx was Sufficiently A ware of the Existence of Classes 
"Classless society" means a society without the antagonistic classes or strata. It means a 

society in which . the classes with opposing interests such as the land-owners and the landless, 
workers and management, freemen and slaves, the rich and the poor, exploiters and the exploited, 
capitalists and labourers, etc. are not found. Such a type of society never existed in the past. The very 
statement of Marx - "The history of the hitherto existing society is the history of the class struggles''l 
makes it evident that he knew that classes had been in existence from the very beginning of history. 

Circumstances Favouring the Emergence of "Classless Society" . 
As Marx stated, when the human society in its historical development reaches theq1pitalistic 

stage of production it gets divided into only two classes namely capitalist class [or the Bourgeoisie] 
andthe working class [or the proletariats]. The former one is the "exploiting class" while the latter 
is the "exploited" one. Their interests always clash and conflict arises. It is this class conflict which is 
always responsible for social movements and revolutions. When the class conflict reaches its final 
stage the workers gain upperhand in it. They become victorious in this struggle and establish their 
regime. In the initital stages "the dictatorship oftheproletariat" will be established and thereafter it 
prepares the way for the transformation of the society. This transformation finally culminates in the 
establishment of the classless society. 

Capitalist System is Sure to Fall - Marx 
Marx was of t9e opinion that the capitalist system wo11ld not hst long because it is sgwins tlui 

seeds of its own destruction. Hence Marx felt that "The prophecy of capitalism is the prophecy of 
doom or despair. ' About the whole system of capitalism Coser said, "Thus,. the capitalist system 
enlarges the number of workers, brings them together into compact groups, makes them class 
conscious, supplies them with means of inter-communication on a world-wide scale, reduces.their 
purchasing power, and by increasingly exploiting ,them, arouses them to organised resistance;" 
Marx wanted such an imperfect system to go at the earliest~ Hence he gave a call for the workers to put 
an end to it. Hence his clarion call: "workers of tlfe whole world unite, you have not~ing to lose, but 
yourcliain.s,younaveaw<irldtowin~,,_ · --········· 

Marx was very Stire of the fall of the_~l![litalist _!)IS_te_.111.._ H~t!f~J.!1'! \!f()_~ in Jb~- "C_<Jnzf11~~!SJ_ 
---Mi.ini]esto'~'The-liourgeoisieproduces-its own grave-diggers. The fall of the Bourgeoisie and the 

victory of the proletariat are equally inevitable. " 

Establishment of the Classless "Communist" Society 
When man has become aware of his loss, of his alienation, as a universal non-human situation, 

it will be possible for him to proceed to a radical transformation of his situation by a revolution. This 
revolution will be the prelude to the establishment of communism and the reign of liberty reconquered. 

l. The opening sentence in Marx's book "Tile Manifest of Communist Party.". 1848. 
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"In the place of old Bourgeolsie society with its classes and class, antagonisms, there will be an 

association in which the free development of each is the condition for the free development of all."· 

The Classless society, then in the Marxist thought, refers to "the ultimate condition of social 

organ~sation, expected to oqcur when true communism is achieved. "1 The classless society is 

thus the final phase of o,<immunism where there will be no class~s and no class conflicts. 

As per the hqagination of Marx, in the communist society, that is going to be established after the 

revolution, the needs of the ind,ividuals will be taken proper care. The working principle of the commu

nist society would be: "From each according to his abilities and to each according to his needs." 

This type of society provides qpportunities which make the people feel that the entire society is at the 

back of everyone, because it i~ based on another noble principle namely: "All for each and each for 

all." 

Political Principles of the Classless Society 

What is the role of the state in a class.less society-? This question is very significant in the 

Marxian thought. This question has given rise to confusions, disputes, controversies, and 

embarrasments within the circle of the communists or the Marxists. Marx was very much pessimistic 

.· about the state and had contempt for its role. He considered it nothing but the "organised means of 

violence. " According to Marx, "the state represents the dominant class in the society; " The state 

which is based on exploitation aims to protect the interests of the rich and of the ruling class. About 

the role of the state Engels writes: ,<\rising out of class contradictions, "the state becomes the state 

of the most powerful class, the class which Fules in the economics and with its aid becomes also 

the, class which rules in politics and thus acquires new means of holding down and exploiting the 

oppressed class. 112 It is thus clear that the communists themselves regard the state as an instrument 

of exploitation. Then, what is to be done with the state now-? 

The "Withering away'' of the State in the Socialist Society: The state in its historical 

development has always stood with the ruling class protecting its interests. Hence Engels 

stated that sociaiism shouid aim at not oniy removing the classes but also the state. "After the 

class struggle has resulted in the victoryof the proletariat and the establishment of a socialist 

society, however there will be no further need for such a repressive 'institution; theoretically, 

the state then, is expected to "wither away. ,,3 AH that is needed is, that the workers should 

unite and hasten the process of the revolution which will ultimately make the state disappear. 

1t is believed that after the proletarian revolution "the dictatorship of the proletariat" wm bring 

about social and economic justice; then there will be no thesis, anti-thesis and class-war. One man will 

not expioit another man, and one class will not exploit another class. Thus the ground will be prepared 

for the disappearance of the state. "The complete disappearance of the state marks the zenith of 

"Marxian socialism. " 

"The State is Not Abolished, it Withers Away": In the words of Engels, '"the state is not 

abolished, it withers away." He writes: "The society that will reorganise production on the basis of 

the free and equal association of the producers willput the machinery of the state where it will then 

belong: into the museum of antiquities by the side of the Ypinning wheel and the bronze axe. •4 

l. The New Encycfopaedia Britannica. Vol.3. Page - 356. 

2. Engels as quoted by R.C. Gupta in his "Great Political Thinkers." Page - 421. 

3. The New Encyclopaedia Britannica. Vol.3. Page - 356. 

4. Engels in "The Origin of the Family, Private, Property and the State." 
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Transformation of Socialism into · Communism under 
the "Dictatorship . of the Proletariat" 

Though the ultimate aim of the revolution is to establish a classless society, the proletariats are 
going to establish their diCtatoiship for sorri:e time; Tliis diCtatOrship whkh will prevail for a short 

period will act to transform soCialisminto communis~;cln 1s trans1t10n pen .• it Wt ·s~ an, 
centralise means of transport and communication. In the temporary phase, labour will be paid accord"'. 
ing to work, but the ultipiate aim is tO realise the principle '1rom ea~h according to his ability and to 

each accordirtg to his need. II The dictatorship of the proletariat will protect the needs of the working 
class and provide it socio-economic justice. Thus, "under the loving care of the dictatorship of the 

' . . .,, . 

Main Economic Principles of ·the Classless Society 
As it is stated, in the final phase of communism classless social system will appear. In such a 

social system there will be "one single form of public ownership of the means ofproductionantifall 

equality of all members of society. Under it,· the al~-round development of pe()ple will be accompa- · 

nied by the growth of the productive forces t~rough continuous progress in science Md technol

ogy. "2 ln a communist ·society "the ability ofeach person will be employed'to the greatest 'benefit of 
all the people. " . · · · 

The classless society is.one in which all the major industries, commercial establishments, banks, 
tran~rt.andcommunication systems will be collectively owned and their profits collectively shared 

An ihcrease in production or wealth or property will never result in an increase in inequality, but will 

add to the prosperity of all. Medical, educational, commercial, banking, transport, communication and· 
other facilities are made equally available for a;ll. .'.fheir main motto will be "service" and not ''profit 

making. ,,_Alllande<Jpropertywillbein th~ownershipofthe societyandcultivation wiH-becarriedout 
on co.:operati ve basis. In the wbol~ economic field there will be no scope for exploit11tion of any kind. 

Society Meeti~g the ReqJirements of the People 

Classless society ensures uninterrupted progress of society and provides for an· the members 

material and cultural benefits according to their growing needs. People's requ~rements will be satisfied 

from public sources. Articles of personal use will be in the full ownership of each member of the 

society and will be at his disposal. Every able bodied person .will participate it:i the social labour and 

thereb ensure the steady gro.wth of the material and spiritual we(lith of society; The communist 

St':""ngtbening ·of the · Societal Power ·Under the Classless Commumty · Society 

Classless society is virtually the stateless society. It does not mean that there will be nothing but 

chaos in such a society. It wiJI l?y no mea11s be a society of anarchy, idleness and inactivity. On the 
contrary, people's organisations will evolve· on a voluntary basis ti;>. look into the needs of the masses. 
These organisations will have "only a social base" and not a political one: The rights, freedom, 

- ·- · - · ·- honeur-ilnd-dignit.y-Gf~theciti.zens'-will-be~losely-pr.otCcted-by.'c!he.society....with the..help:__of.these __ ~ 

organisations 

, .. Class.less society is a homogeneous society: Accordmg to Marx, the ehmmauon of the dtstinc- . 

tion between classes makes for greater homogeneity of society. All people will have equal statusin 
society and will stand in the same relation to the means of production. AU wtH actively participate in 

the 111anage111e11tof public affah s fen thete is 1zo si:opefor the 1 e emergence of the elilss ~tem. 

1. R.C. Gupta in "Great Political Thinkers." 

2 •. A.C. Kapoor in ''Principles of Political Scienre." Page • 672. 
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Marx was of the firm belief that in a classless communist society "Harmonious relationnvill be 
.· established between the individual and society:.: ..... Classless communist soeiety will, ihus, consti

tute the· highest form of organisation of the human community. For all· their diversity, the require
ments of people will express the sound reasonable requirements of the fully developed person. "1 

. . 

Critical Evaluation of the Ma.rxian "Th~ory of Classless·-'.Society'' / 
1. Marxian theory of classless society i$ regarded as the weakest link in his thought system. 

Marx was a strong advocate of change. He had great convictions and faith in his t\lougbts. This faith 
made him project his own concept of an ideal society, the commun{st classless society. His view that 
_the historiC social revolution will take the people to "the brave new world" remains only a product of 

. his wishfUl thinking. Establishment of sociaiisni in a few of the countries [such as Russia, that is, 
U,S$.R. of 1917-l990, China, Poland, etc.] does not reveal as yet any desire to move ''from the 
kingdom of necessity to the kingdom of freedom" [Lenin]. It only remains as an unfulfilled desire of the 
communists such as Lenin. 

·2. Classless society of Marxian.vision is not to be seen anywhere in the so called communist 
wodd even after more than 120 years of death of Marx. His prophecy relating to the "withering away 
ofthe state" has.not come true. As a matter of fact, in the.communist nations today, the state is 
increasing its power and authority day by day. · 

3. Ma~ 's theory of a classless society is a kind of utopian dream. Marxian utopianism is also 
not reg~ded.as his original ideal. According to Bogardus, Marxian communism is the result of the . 
Plato's communism <i.nd Moore's "Utopianism." .. 

4. Marrlan concept of classless society remains only as a political instrument in the hands of 
the communists. This concept is being misused for gainirig political benefits. It is thus reduced to the 
level of a tool of political propaganda. 

5! "Uke all dogmas, Marxism is strong in what it asserts and weak in what it denies." Marx-
was, "at his best only when he was thundering as a prophet against the capitalists. "2 · 

(j; Durkll.efm considered Marxian socialism as the theory warthy of being rejected: Durkheim 
showed interest'in Marxian socialism, but his concept of socialism. was different from that of Ma.i;_x's. 
"He did not see the proletariat as the salvation of society, a"'1. he was greatly opposed to agitat~on 
or violence." He regarded socialism as a movement Worthy of being launched for the moral rejuven~~ 
tion c;>f society.and not for optaining temporary political gains through a violei;it revolution. He re

. garded Marxian socialism as "a set of disputable and out-of-date hypothesis" - [Lukes]. 
In spite of its failures and shortcomings, both theoretical and practical, the theory of the class~ 

·less communist society mak.Cs an appeal to an increasing numtier, It has had a tremendous appeal to 
the people with a sense of social justice. · · 

7. MARX'S CONCEPT OF ALIENATION 
'I'he concept of "alienation" has become very popular-in modeTJ,l literature, political philosophy, 

existentialist philoshpy ,, psycho aualysis, psychology and sociology. In the writings of Marx, alien~ 
ation is a principal term; and hence it has dominated the history of sociological thought. 

What is Alienation ? 
1. · "Alienation refers to the sense of powerlessness, isolation and meauinglessness experience 

by human beings when they are confronted with social institutions and c.onditions that they 
. · .. can not control and consider oppressive". - (Seeman1·1959 - as quoted by.I. Robertson) 

· 1. A.C, Kapoor; Page - 672. . . 
2. 9uoted by E. Asirvatham and K.K. Misra in "Political Theory." Page - 596. 
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2. "Broadly speaking 'alienation' denotes a socio-psychological condition of the individual 
which involves his estrangementfrom certain aspects of his social existence ".1 

It is difficult to provide an adequate analysis of this concept for it has been used differently by 
different scholar. But it was Karltnarx who introduced to modern sociology "the theory of alienation". 

Due to Alienation Man No More Remains a Man, 
But Becomes an "lmproverished Thing" 

For Marx, the social arrangements which form the context of work in capitalist society alienated 
the worker. They failed to provide him with the opportunities for a mea,ningfuland creative existence. 
The worker is alienated in that neither he receives satisfaction from his work nor receives the full 
prOduct of fits labour. The worker lS accordingly ahenated ,from "the true nature of man". The condi
tions that characterise the modern industrial production prevent the worker from "exercising his full 
c.reative powers and so releasing the full potentialities of his nature. " . Thus, alienation is "that 
condition when man does not experience himself as the adive bearer of his own powers and rich-

\ ness, but as an improverished "thing" dependent on powers outside of himself- (quoted by Duncan 
Mitchell) 

No Control Over the Social World 
According to Marx, alienation results from the lack of a sense--of:control over the social world. 

People forget that society and social institutiOI!S are constructed by human beings and can, therefore, 
~-

be changed by human beings:, The social world thus environs people as a hostile thing, leaving them 
"alien" in the very environment that they have created. 

Economic Alienation is More Important 
Marx applied the term "alienation" to many social institutions such as law, government, 

religion and economic life. But he gives more importance to alienation in the ecnomie field. He 
writes "religious alienation as such occurs only in the sphere of conciousness, in the inner life 
of man, but economic alienation is th~t of 'real life'. It therefore, affects both aspects (mind and 
action)" 2 . 

Four Aspects of Alienation 
Marx took more interest in analysing the process of alienation in capitalist society. Be

cause of his close association with Engels, Marx became personally aware of; the anguish and 
alienation of mbau industiial wmkers. · 

According to Marx, alienated labour involves four aspects· 

(i) Worker's alienation from the object that he produces; 

(ii) from th_e. process of production; 

(iii) from himself and 

(iv) from the community of his fellowmen. 

~According.-to-Marx, "alienation appears not.merely in .the result-but also.in-the proaessof 
production, within productive activity itself. " 

worker produces, the poorer he becomes. Just as labour produces the world of things it.al~o creates 

1. Duncan Mitchell's "Dictionary of Sociology" - Page: 4. 
2. As quoted by Abraham and Morgan from "Karl Marx, Early Writings'' 
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the devaluation of the world of men. This devaluation increases in direct proportion to the increas~ 
'in the production of commodities" 1 

Extreme .Division of Labour • A Source· ·of Alienation ? 
An important source of this alienatidn, in Marx's view, is the extreme division of labour in 

modern societies, Each worker has a specific, restricted and limiting role. He or, she no longer applies 

total human capacities of the hands, the mind, and the emotions to work The,.worker has very less 
responsibility. He does. not own. the tools with which the wor~ is done, does not own the final product, 

does not have the right to make decisions. He becomes a minute part of a process, "a mere cog in a 
machine". Work becomes an enforced activity, not a creative and satisfying one . 

. Alienation' • At its Heights_ in a Capitalist Economy 
This situation is aggravated in the capitalist economies, in which the profit produced by the 

labour of the \Vorker goes to some one else. "In short, the worker spends his life and produces 

·everything not for him~elf but for the powers that manipulate him. While labour may produce 
beaaty,'luxury and intelligence, for the worker it produces only the opposite deformity misery and 

idiocy" - (Abraham and Morgan) 

-"Alienation" • In the Words of Marx ... 
.. Marx's summury ofthe nature of alienation at work, written well over a century ago, seems as 
relevant today .. It runs like the following2 : - · · · 

"What then, constitutes the alienation of labour? First, ·the 'fact that labour is external to the 

worker, that is, it doeS, not feel content but unhappy, does not develop freely his physical and mental 

energy but mortifies hi~ body and ruins his mind, The worker, therefore, only feels himself outside his 

work, and in his work feels outside, himself. He is home when hf! is not working, and when he is 

working·he .is not at'home. His labour, therefore, is not voluntary, bllt coerced, .it is forced l.abour. lt 
is therefore, not the satisfaction of a need.'. it is merely a r,neans to satisfy the needs external to it; Its 

alienc:haracter emerges clearly in the fact as soon as no physical or other compulsion exists, labour 
is shunned like the plague. External labour, lab6ur in which a worker alienates himself is a labour 

of self-sacrifice. Lastly, the external character of labour for the worker appears in the fact that it is 

not h/s own, but someone else's that it does not belong to him; that he belongs, not to hi"!-Self but to 
another." 

Concluding Remarks 
The term alienation pervades the beginning works of Marx, btit, it is not found in his later 

writings. On the basis, we cannot generalise as some commentators have done, that Marx abandoned 
·the idea. The idea gets its expression again in the "Das Kap ital". As Lewis C0ser points out, "Explic

itly stated or tacitly assumed, the notion of alienation remained central to Marx's social and eco-
nomic anaiysis;;. ' ' 

s~ AN ASSESSMENT OF MARX'S CONTRIBUTIONS 
Karl Marx was undoubtedly a great social thinker, profound scholar and a prolific writer. He was 

an idealist who committed himself to the cause of welfare of the working community. It is more 

-appropriate to call him a social philosopher than a sociologist. Marx has almost no influence on the 
development of early sociology whicb'was dominated by the evolutionists, particularly social Darwin

. ist:S. The mid twentieth century witnessed the rebirth of Marxist sociology; He has exerted a tremen

dous influence on a large number ofsociologists; He has made scholars discuss the problems whicb 

he had raised, 'and has opened up vast new areas of investigation. "Most of the modern social 
sciences owe their existence in greater or lesser degree to Karl Marx" - (Duncan M~tcheJI), 

1. Abraham and Morgan, Page : 42-43. 

2. originally published in 1844,quoted by I. Robtirtson in his "Sociology" 
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1. Marxism - An Influential Political Dogma: The Marxian ideas still constitute the gospel of 
revolution and his "Communist Manifesto" still remains the handbook of the revolutionaries thrQugh
out the world. "Marxism has become the state dogma and the creed of political orthodxy in many 
countries." Hts famous slogan, "Workers of the world unite, you have nothing to lose but your 
chains; you have a world to win" - still holds the sway over the/ working masses throughout the 
world. More than 1/3 of the world's population has been swept away by the most appealingMarxian 
ideology. 

2. Marx has Provided a Comprehensive Theqry of Social Change: According to. T.B. Bott()more, 
· aleading-experton=Marxistsociology;though=Marx's·theocyofdass·cannotbetreatedas=a·theoryof 
stratification, it can definitely be treated as a comprehensive theory of socialchange. It can be 
considered as a tool for the explanatiOn of change in total societies. This is reflected by the Marxian 
view that "Societies are mutable systems in which changes are produced largely by internal contra
dictions and conflicts .... " As Abraham and Morgan pointed out, "even the worstcritics,p,rgue that 
Marxian theory provides an excellent framework for the analysis of conflict and cKan(e in modern 
society. "1 . · · . . . 

3. Marx's "Conflict Theory" is a Good Alternative to the Western "Functional Theory": 
During the recent years, especially after sixties, due to the efforts of C. Wright Mills and others 
Marx's writings became quite popular in the West including America. There is one main reason for 
this. As Bottomore has pointed out, the "conflict theory" of Marx served in all respects as a "counter· 
theory" to the ''functional theory" which reigned supreme in the Western v.;orld. The functional 
theory stresses the importance of social harmony, social equilibrium andsocial stability but under
mines the role of conflict elements within the society that would Jead tothechangesin the structure 
of society. Marx's theory of conflict removes this deficiency and thus provides an alternative to the 
functional theory. Further, Marx's influence on contemporary sociological theory is growing and 
"Marxist Sociolpgy" has already become an· established branch of the discipline. [Abraha~ and 
Morgan - 50.] · · 

4. Marx has Enriched the Realm of "Sociology of Knowledge": On the basis of his philosophi
cal writings one can reasonably say that Marx has given a great contribution to the realm of."soci
ology of knowledge". Marx has said that there is a close relationship between ideas and philosophies 
'pn the one hand, and the social contexts and the social structures from where they emerged, on the 
ettier. We estooliskeEI tltis in llis "Gemum !aeBl£TK':/'. Marx extenaeEI tkis l0gie ans saia, '"laeas' must ... 
be !,:aced to the life-conditions and..the historical situations of those who uphold them" - (Lewis 
Cose I'). 

5. Marxian Approach is an "Integral Approach": Marx has time and again stressed that we 
should have an "integral view" of the society and not a partial one. According to him, society is the 
net result of the interwoven social groups, institutions, beliefs, practices,1.deas, principl~s and ideolo
gies. Hence, these constituent elements should not be studied independently orseparately but as 
interconnected ones. This integral approach of Marx is of great sociological significance, says 
&iiOmo~-----·--- ---··· ------- -·····- ---··· --- -------- ---

. _ _____ li._M.arx.~CYun11.sSeev.e.d.asJY.<1mm_gsl0.1.be Cap1talim~Jt can beJ,.a1d thaUhe_~lt1m_.ate p_urp...0se ___ ~-----
ofMarx was to achieve the welfare of the working community and to lay the foundations ofa classless, · 
casteless society based on social harmony and justice. He sincerely believed that his purpose could 
be realised by a historic class struggle and by the destruction of the capitalist class. His powerful 
writings, earnest efforts to save the labour community from exploitation, popularisation of socialist 
ideology, predictions of the future, and his clarion call to the working class to unite and fight against• 
injustice, etc. - created a sort of awareness not only among the workers but also among the capitaJists. 

1. Abraham and Morgan in "Sociologicai Thought" - Page : 50. 
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They started taking Marx's predictions as "warnings" and his analysis of the cap~alist regime as 

highly suggestive to correct themselves. As a result, they changed their approach towards them, 

broughtout number oflabour legislations to promote their interests and undertook many of the labour 

welfare programmes. Hence, we do not find that kind ofexploitation of the labourers which Marx had 

witness.ed during his lifetime. 

Criticisms Against Marxian ·Views 
Marx and his thoughts have been widely criticised. Probably, no other thinker's views have been 

as widely criticised as ttiose of Marx .. 
l.Marxian Ide« of the "Polarisation of Classes" and "Self-destruction of the Capitalist Class 

is too Simplistic: Marx's theory of class-conflict and his political ideas have been highly criticised. 

"His theory about capitalist society's inevitable tendency towards radical polarisation and self-de·· 

struction is too simplistic ~nd fallacious. The most distinct characteristic. of modem capitalism has 

been the emergence of a large, "contended ant! conservative,, middle-class, consisting of managerial, 

professional, supervisory, and technical personnel. Marx neglected the importance of the role of this 

middle-class. "TodJ:i.y's capitalism does not justify Marx's belief that class conflict is essentially 

revolutionary in character and that structural changes are always the product of violent upheav

als; .. ;. "1 

2. The Relationship between Revolution and Class Struggle is not Clearly Broughtforlh in the 

Ma,rxian Work;s: As Dr. N. Jayaram has pointed aut, "the relationship between revolution and 

class struggle is pr;oblematic. We are accustomed today to regard revolution as a sudden seizure of 

power, after which radical changes are made. However, the "epoch of social revolution Marx refers to 

in the 'Preface' must mean the lengthy process of transformation of one mode of production (and 

treated social structure') into another. According to Marxist historians, the transitionfromfedualism 

to capitalism in Britain, took anything upto 500 years - a very long revolution ..... "2 

3. Toll...Mucli Emphasis on the Role of "Alienation": Marx mfsjudged and even exaggerated 

. the extent of alienation ofthe average worker. "The great depth of alienation and frustration which 

Marx "witnessed" among the workers of his day is not "typical" of today's capitalism or its worker .. ,." 

(Abraham and Morgan. Page - 46); Further, the workers tend to identify themselves not entirely and 

only with their working class groups~ but also. with a number of "meaningful" groups - religious, 

ethnic, caste, occupational and /()c:,al: This does not mean that 'alienation' does not exist in the 

modem capitalist societies. It could rather be said that "alienation" results more from the structure of 

bureaucracy. 
I 

4. Marx has Neglected or Underestimated the Role of Non-economic Factors in Social Ufe: 

Marx has been criticised/or the undue emphasis he laid on the econ()micforces or/actors. He has 

ignored other important sources of power. His assertion that economic forces piay the determining 

role in bringing about social change and in leading tothe historical class struggle, has compelled his 

critics to dub his theories as "Theories of economic determinism". As we know all deterministic 

theories, in one way or the other, are one-sided and misleading.; Much against the assertion of Marx, 

Max Weber has established that even the religious beliefs and attitudes contribute to the develop-

ment of capitalism.· · 

5. Marx is Branded as a Political Propagandist: More than being appreciated as an obj~tive 

writer, Marx has be.en criticised as an advocate of a revolution. He has also been branded as a 

political propagandist and prophet. Marx's predictions about the downfall of capitalism have not come 

true. "Contrary to his belief, socialism has triumphed in predominantly peasant societies such as 

Russia and Chin9. Whereas capitalist societies show no signs of destructive class war." Capitalism 

1. Abraham and Morgan in "Sociological Thouglit." Page - 46 . 

. 2. Dr. N. Jayaram in his "Sociology: Methods .and Theories". Page - 70. 
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_at the height of its growth is still strong in America. 

6. Tl!te Bourge~isie and the Proletariats in their Typical Form are notFoundAn)IWhere: It is 
also commented that the Marxist division of capitalist society in to two sections - the bourgeoisie and 
the proletariat is not seen anywhere. As Raymond Aron has said, "The analog~ be{Wi;l!ft the Tise of 
proletariat and the rise of bourgeoisie is sociologically false. Jn order to restore the equivalance 
between the rise of bourgeoisie and the rise of the proletariat, the Marxists are forced to resort to 
something which they themselves condemn when practised by others, namely, 'myth'. 

7. Marxian Notion of Classless and Stateless Society is Utopian: Marxist theory of social 
classesisamhiguausapddebatable.Hiunalysisoftheriseofsocial.classes-ma,y.beapplicabletothe. 
Western societies but not to Asiatic societies including the Indian society. And Marx's classless and 
stateless society is utopian. Nowhere inthe world, including in the so called communist societies such 
as Russia, China Cuba, Poland and the like, 'such state of affairs exist. Thus, ·Marx has been proved to 
be a failure in many respects. 

8. Differen(Versions of Marxian Thought are Confusing: In the Marxist circles also there .is no 
consensus regarding Marxian thoughts. In fact, there are different versions of Marxist doctrine - the 
Soviet Version, the Chinese Version, the Wesi~f~ersion, and the like. There is no way of knowing 
how Marx would have reacted to this development, had he been with us today. Raymond Aron 
observes: "ln all probability, Marxwho had a rebel's temperament, would not be enthusiastic about 
any of the versions, any of the modalities of society which call themselves Marxist. But which would 
he prefer? An answer seems to me impossible and, in the last analysis, pointless"l 

Concluding Remarks 
The contributions of KarJ Marx to the development of social thought can hardlybe exagger

ated. He was undoubtedly a genius and a profound scholar. It is not an easy task to evaluate the 
contribution ·and influences of Karl Marx and his thoughts on his followers and opponents. Abraham 
and Morgan observe: "That he has profoundly influenced Western thought, sociological, eco
nomic and political, cannot be denied. Although many .of his predictions have not come true, the 
fact that those who have read his works have changed the world also cannot b.e denied. Even the 
worst critics agree that Marxian theory provides an excellent framework for the analysis of 
conflict and change in modern society. And Marx's influence on contemporary sociological theory 
is growing and Marxist sociology has already become an established branch of the discipline." 

Main/ Works of Karl Marx 
J. The German Ideology, 1845, with Friedrich Engels. 

2. The Poverty of Philosophy, 1847. 

3. Manifesto of the Communist Party, 1848, translated by S.Moore, New Edition- 1952. 
4. The Class Struggles in France, 1848 to 1850. 
5. The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte, 1852 with F Engels 
6; ThiTHolyFamily.- -··· ... ···-· ·-· -. .. - ... -- --

7. __ A_g~ntti_f!!t..tiof!._~!!l,!_§!'tit/t,t_eojJ'iJ/.f!.i£t1.l_EC!J!iOml>_'!!!l!..Sl1l!ed_~i~ .. !·~t<l1~,J!(}4. __________ _ 
8. Das Kapital, [VoL I in 1867, Vol. 2 and 3 published by Engels in 1865~nd 1894.] 

9. (a) The._ Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts of 1844 [1964] and (b) Grundrisse - 1973 -
these two manuscripts were publish~ after the death of Marx that too very recently. · 

1. RaymondAron in his "Main Currents in Sociological Thought", Vol.I. Page • 181. 
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SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY 
AND SOCIETY 

Meaning of Science and Technofogy: Definition of Science -Nature and Characteristics of 

' Science - Meaning of Technology - Differences Between Science And Technology -

Institutionalisation of Science --- Science as a Modern Institution --- Effects of 

Institutionalisation of Science -·- The Norms of Science,- Norms of Universalism, 

Communalism and Its Consequences, Norm of Disinterestedness and Organised Skepticism 

· --- Social Process of lnnova.tion --- Competition in Science ~-- Resistance to Scientific 

Innovations - Influence.of Factors on Scientific Innovations: Influence of Four Factors as 

Suggested by Kingsley Davis.--- Technology and Society--- Technological Determinism~

- Ogburn and His 'ikchnological Deterministic Theory --- Technology and the Rate of Social 

Change --- The Sociql Control of Science and Technology: Problems Arising Out of the 

Lack of Systematic Control Over.· Scientific and Technological Innovations --- hifficulties 

Involved in Establishing Systematic Control .Over Science and Technology --- Conditions 

For The Sµccess of Science and Technology in The Service of Society --- Science and, 

TechnologyShoui! be Made the ~ervants of Society? 

, We are living in an era of science and technology. Both have received ascendancy in almost 

. all the mode~nised nations of the world. Even· in the economically backward countries the longing 

for science and scientific achieven1ent persists. Scientific and technologkal achievements have 

become the measuring rods to assess the economic strength of a nation today. In fact, the control of 

informatfon, especialiy scientific and technical infonnation, is a source of prestige and power in 

all pos,t-indu.strial societies. Especfally in the beginning of this 21st century, nations that are doing 

well in the fields such as computers, and supeF computers, information technology, electronics, 

biotechnelogy, telecommunications, etc., are .normally regarded as 'the "most modern" and 

"technologically and scientifically most (ldvanced nations." . India which is regarded· as a fast 

developing nation too has s~arted giving more importance, to· these subjects of great scientific 

importance in its educational system during the recent years especially after 1995. In fact, in the 

newly established engineering colleges, these subjects are introduced and greater number of srudents 

.are getting attracted towards them. Thus, "science is a major institutional sector ofinoderh. societies; 

a h~llm(lrk of the, modern social order is the conduct of scientific research in universities and 

other research orgal1isations"1 The study of science and technology, has, therefore, become an 

increasingly important sociological speciality. · 

I. Wiiiiam Kornblum "Sociology" - "In A Cha11gi11g Worl~", Page: 469. 
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Science has become a part of modern life. Any modem society's existence today depends very 
much on the advanced scientific knowledge and its technological applications to fields such as -
computers, telecommunications, satellite launching, aircraft, antibiotics, life saving drugs, skyscrapers, 
synthetic fabrics, automobiles and so on. Not only our physical existence depends on science and 
technology but even our world view has radically changed over the past century by scientific thought. 
Our very conception of subjects such as physics, biology, psychology, medicine, astronomy, sociology, 
etc., has been altered. Our vision of the future life also rallies round science and technology and the 
question how they will be able to transform our future way of life. In contrast with this modern 
situation a century or-two ago, the value of science was not considered that important, and science as 
such•11as·"Th1:rprivatehobtJ5r'IJfWCltf#ty·genrlemen eftetsare.-Hence-;-tkrm:tgh(JuttkrrN"ll.pvtenntc·· · 
Wars, scientists travelled freely between France and England in spite of the political rivalry between 
the nations to show their harmless conversations. " 

Unlike in the past, scie~e _has become a central institution in the life of all modern societies. 
Science itself is institutionalized. Science ·is recognised as very essential and important. It is 
standardized; scientists throughout the civilised world follow the same basic methods and procedures. 
There is no capitalist or communist or Christian or atheist way to conduct a scientific experiment or 
to programme a computer. 

1. MEANING OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

The two terms 'Science' and 'Technology' are very often used interchangeablyin our ordinary 
speech. Though these are very much interrelated they are distinct phenomena as su~h. Hence the 
difference in the meaning of both must be properly understood. · 

Definition of Science 
Science is essential knowledge. The word "science" is derived from the Latin word 

Scientia which means "knowledge". But science is a particular kind of knowledge, that is, knowledge 
that has been obtained through the 'scientific method'. One or two definitions of science may be 
cited here. 
I. In a more general sense, science refers to "any systematic study of physical or. soeial 

phenomena. " 1 

2. In a more restricted sense, science can be understood as "The study of physical and social 
nhenomena where this jm!Ofops ohsenmtjon exneriment qnnronriate quantification and the 

~earch for universal general laws and expfanati~ns; " 2 · • • • . 

3. From a sociological stand point, "Science is a body of knowledge about/he natural world 
and a method fo_r discovering such knowledge and a social institution organised around 
both. "3 · 

4. In simple word~,. "Science is a systematic body of knowledge". 

Two Main Branches of Science 
---Scienoe--is oustomarily--divided-into two branches-namely--"puPe-··scienees"-and "applied · 

sciences". {i) Pure Science is concerned mainW with the acquisition of knowledge and not its 
--appHcation;lt-is.-scientific--investigation-that-is.-devotedexdusively-to-thep-ursuitof-knowledgefor

its own sake. It has no immediate concern or pressure for using that knowledge to solve practical 
problems. Examples: Physics, Chemistry, Biology, Sociology, Anthropology, Political Science, 
Economics, Psychology, etc , are all pure sciences. (ii) Applied Science, in contrast, is the 
application of known scientific principles to a practical problem, and the outcome in many cases is 
new technologies. It may thus be statt(d that if pure science is interested in the acquisition of 

1. ''.Collins Dictionary of Sociology" - Page: 576. 
2. "Collins Dictionary of Sociology" - Page: 576. , 
3. A.G. Johnson in "The Blackwell Dictionary of Sociology" - (200) Page: 244. 
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theoretical knowledge, applied science is concerned more ~ith the task of applying the the~retical 
knowledge, for hunian utility and service. Each pure scienbe, however, may h,ave one or more 
applied fields. Engineering is an applied field· of physics, pharmacology'i_s the applied field of 
chemistry, s0cial work i$ the applied field of sociology, and so on. · 

Nature And Characteristics of ·science 
1. Scienfe is Concerned with Knowledge:· The ultimate objective of science is acquisition of 

knowledge. Exploring the 'different horiz_dns of knowledge is.not only a challenge but also a matter 
of great intellectual delight to a scientist. Knowledge is a.S vast as an ocean. The more a scientist 
acquires,it, the more it remains to be acquired. A scientist is not only more interested in acquiring 
knowledge but also is better equipped to do so. 

2. Division Of Sciences Into Two Types Or Branches : The sciences are conventionally divided 
into two main branches: !)natural sciences, and 2) social sciences. 

The Natlf,.[al Sciences study physical and biological phenomena. They are said to be more 
ptecise, exact; and objective. Examples : Physics, Chemistry, Geology, Biology etc. The Social 
Sciences i:efer to "a related group of disciplines that study various aspects of human behaviour".1 
They are mainly concerned with man, his social life and society. Examples: Sociology, Economics, 
Political Science, Anthropofogy, etc. ·· 

Characteristics of Sdence 
1. Factuality: Science' is not based on imagination. It is based on facts. ''A fact is an observed 

phenomenon itself".2 It ll)ay be about a thing, an event, a measurement, etc. ''Any statement which is 
true can be described as a fact." 3 Example: 1) Stone is a solid substance. 2) Hindus constitute a 
major religious communi_ty in fodia. . · · 

2. Cau5ality: Science tries to find out. the causal rel~tionship between the events or things. In 
other words, it explores causation. Causation states that "the occurrence of events is determined by 
cause-and- effect relationship~. "Causation assumes that events do not occur in a random fashion. It 
also assumes that events are associated in a one~way relationship. Example: (1) Harmful bacterias 
cause diseases. (2) Poverty is ene of the causes of economic backwardness. The function of science 
is to uncover the laws of cause and effect relationships. 

3. Universality: Scientific findings-or truths or laws are expected to have universal validity. 
They are not supposed to be limited to any race, nationality, religion or region, social class or political 
ideology. It mearis scientific laws or findings must allow themselves to be evaluated purely in terms 
ofthe(ir scientific worth. Examples: (1) Fire bums, water flows, wind blows, etc ... , (2) Hindus are 
polytheistic, Muslims and Christians are monotheistic, and so on. 

4. Predictability: Prediction refers to the "foretelling ~fan event or set of events. '"' Prediction is 
generally understoodas 'foretelling' or 'making' "statement about the future". It is an estimation of 
what the futUre will look like. Making prediction is one of the tasks of science. Example: (1) Physical 
scientists make predictions about earthquake, rainfall, cyclones, eclipses, and so on. (2) Though 
pre<iictions are difficult, ifnot impossible; in the field of social sciences, attempts are being made to 
make predictions. Predictions are being made about demographic trends, rate of economic, growth, 
rate of increase in: literacy, and so on. 

5. Verifiability: Science is. based on verification principle, According to this principle, a 
proposition or hypothesis or statement can be accepted as "scientific", only if it is verifiable. 
"Verification refers_ to any proc~dure regarded as establishing the truth of a proposition or 

l. - Ian Robertson in his "Sociology" 7 Page: I 0, 
2. Willia.m.P. Scott in his "Dictionary ofS,ociology" - (1988) Page: 144, 
3. "Oxford Dictionary Of Socif!logy" - ( 1998} Page: 217. 
4. William Scott in his "Dictionary Of Sociology" - Page: 310., 
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hypothesis ".1 To verify a statement is to provide evidence generally of an empirical or observational 
kind for believing it to be true. Examples: (i) Earth revolves round the Sun, and the Sun is bigger 
than the Earth, (ii) All men are mortal. 

6. ObjectivitJz and Value Neutralizy: Science expects scientists to be objective Objectivity implies 
"an absence of bias in making or interpreting observations. •'2 Objectivity means interpreting the 
facts in such a way that our personal judgements are eliminated from them. A scientist should allow 
facts to speak for themselves. He should not attribute his personal views to them. 

• Value~neutrality is closely connected with objectivity. This concept was first explorep by 
Max Weber. He insisted that a scientist/ researcher should not choose methods and interpret data in 

· wa:Ys tliafravour.his-vafoeso~iaeologica1 ·&umce:Tiiei}rllicli>1e-0£ valueneiltr:af1iY lffii>Iies.tfiat-ilie · 
researcher must ~ontrol whenever possible the influence of values on h~ studies or research. 

In fact, it is highly challenging for a social scientist to become objective and value-free in his 
studies. He must try to guard against his own views and values affecting the' study of topics such as 
role of love in marriage; consequences of racism, sexism, improvement of worker p~oduct,ivity in 
work place, role of communism in economic development, and so on. 

7. Insistence on the Scientific Method: A branch of knowledge can be called a science only 
if it relies on the scientific method. Francis Bacon who laid the foundations of modem scientific 
method insisted that science should follow a systematic method in its studies. As Karl Pearson has 
remarked, "The unity of all science consists alone in its method, not in its material. The man who 
classifies facts of any kind whatever, who sees their mutual relation and describes their sequences, is 
applying the scientific method and is a man of science. "3 . 

While scientific methods are more or less same for all sciences, scientific techniques differ. 
These techniques refer to the particular ways in which scientific methods are applied to a particular 
problem. Each science must therefore, develop a series of ~chniques which fits the body of material 
it stUdies. 

• Scientific method can be understood as a systematic and organised series·ofstepsthat ensures. 
dependable results in researching a problem with maximum objectivity. 

• Scientific method refers to "the building of a body of scientific knowle'dge through observation, 
experimentation, generalisation and verification. " 4 

MEANING OF TECHNOLOGY 

l. Horton and Hunt. "Fedmo{ogy is the use of.scientific discoveries to solve pmcticalpmblems ". 

2. William Kornblum: Technology which is an aspect of culture can be defined as - "the use of 
tools and knowledge to manipulate the physical environment in order to achieve desired practical 
goals. " : [Page - 469]. , 

3. Technology refers to "The practical application of knowledge-and use of techniques in productive 
aqivities." - Collins Dictionary of Sociology- Page: 678. 

4. In simple words, "technology refers to the practical application of knowledge about nature. " 

· ·· ·-SCIENCEAND-'fE€HNOL.OGY:DIFFEREN€ES 
Science and technology thqugh interlinked, are distinct. Main differences bet\veen the two can 

--- -· -15e-r1otedbefow~-----------------···-- --···--·-··-····-·---·-·---·--·--··--· -- - --- -

1. The Goals of Science and TechnologyAre Not One And The Same 
Science is concerned with tlie pursuit of knowledge about nature, whereas technology is 

concerned with putting the knowledge of nature to some use. When the scientific knowledge is 

1. "Collins Dictionary of Sociology" - Page: 718, 
· 2. "The Blackff!ell Dictionary of Sociology" - (2000) Page: 193. 
3. Karl Pearson as quoted by Horton and Hunt in "Sociology" - Page: 27. 
4. William P. Sc.ott in/his "Dictionary of Sociology" - Page: 370. 
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applied to the problems of human life, it beeomes technology. Technology is systematic kriowledge 
which is put into practice, that is, to use tools, and run machines, and to do such other things to serve 
human purposes. Science is theoretical knowledge. whereas technology is practical knowledge. 
1. Basic Research And Applied Research . 

Difference between science and technology is also expressed in terms of the differences between 
basic research and applied research. Basic Research which corresponds to "science" aims at merely 
increasing the quantum or'sum of knowledge. In the previous centuries most of the scientists were 
involved primarily in basic researfhi- But the trend has reversed in 'favour of applied science. In 
America, for exampJe, during the J970-80's hardly ·14% of the scientists were engaged in basic 
research. 

Applied research which corresponds to "technology" on the contrary, aims at finding 
technological applications for scientific knowledge. The modem governments and industries are 
concerned more with useful technologies than with the pursuit bf knowledge. The determination of 
how money should be allocated for what type of research has little to do with what scientists themselves 
regard a:s the most pressing social or scientific priorities. 
2. Technology Is Much Older Than Science 

Every society has at least a simple technology, even if it is limited to such techniques as· making 
stone implements, bows and arrows, fire building, making crude boats such as canoes, etc. All primitive 
people have some b9dy of practical knowledge on which their technology is based. But this kind of 
knowledge is not virtually sciencj::. On the contrary, such knowledge is derived from earlier trial-and 

. -error experience, and not from an understanding of the abstract principles involved. The cave dweller, 
for example, does not know why fire bums, and why some substances bum while others do not, how 
water or, sand extinguishes fire, and so on. 

3. Technological Innovation May Precede The Scifmtific Investigations 
People in all societies whether they have scientific knowledge or not, have always needed to 

find out better .ways of doing things or ways of making their lives more comfortable. Technological 
innovations have met these needs for thousands of years. "In fact, technological change proceeded 
without the benefit of scientific knowledge for the bulk of human history ". 1 

4. Science Or Scientific Knowledge Is Not Universal 
Science is not the inbotn trait or inherited quality of all persons~ Hence all the societies may not 

have the tradition of science. On the contrary, technology ho.wever crude, is found in all societies. 
Even the stone age people had th~ir own crude technique of using stone implement~ and sharpening 
them. Scien~, very rarely appeared in human societies in the past. Because, scientific knowledge 
requires a proper and a systematic understanding of the principles that underlie natural events. 
~dvanced technology is possible only by a proper scientific understanding of the world. Understanding 
of science and its principles is not that simple. Satellites cannot be launched, atomic reactors cannot 
be built, and nuclear bombs cannot be manufactured, for example, without the precise knowledge of 
the relevant scientific principles. 
5. Sci~nce And ·Technology Together Support Modernisation 

Only the close link between scientific and technological development can accelerate the process 
of modernisation. In fact, the close link between science and technology which we normally take 
for granted today, is a relatively recent development. Accelerated by the discoveries of modem 
science, technology rapidly expanded the human capacity to live in and exploit different habitats. 
In the past two - three centuries it has changed the face of the earth. Heavy industries, big dams, 
international airports, supersonic rockets, super co~puters, satellites, skyscrapers, big ports, o_il 

,/· William Kornblum itr"ttis "Sociology - In A Changing Society" - Page: 469. 
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refineries, super highways, atom bombs, etc., are all the products of technology that have transformed 
the surroundings in which human beings live and work. "It is this interrelationship between science 
and technology that is responsible for the breath-taking speed for technological change in our 
centu . " 

2. THE INSTITUTIONALISATION OF SCIENCE 
Though science was µardly recognised as an important aspect of man's socio-economic life, its 

practical importance began to be felt over the years. Today, science is institutionalised. Throughout 
the civilised world, science is recognised as highly important and useful. It is standardised. Scientists 
throughouMhe civilised world··followthe ··same bastc-methods~and·procedures:-·Scientistidn · · 1 

governmental, industrial or university laboratories work in predictable ways to. bring about 
unpredictable discoveries. 

Institutionalisation of Science - A Recent Development 
Though science and scientists have been in existence since centuries, science has emerged as a 

major social institution relatively recently. 

The Background of Institutionalisation 
Two-three thousand years ago, a few ancient people such as the Indians, the Arabs, the Greeks, 

the Mayans accumulated considerable amount of scientific knowledge especially in the fields of 
mathematics and astronomy. They made some practical use of their knowledge in such fields as 
agriculture, architecture and navigation. But they had hardly any specialised scientific roles, and 
they made no efforts to link science to technology. 

The beginning of the modern science was marked by the rebirth oflearning in the 16th and 17th 
centuries. Even at this stage there were no specialised scientific.roles. 

Until.the 20th century, science was practised primarily by gentlemen equipped with intellectual 
curiosity and private wealth. The activity was not of great importance from the socjetal point of view, 
for its practical purposes were not widely recognised. Virtually, there were no full time professional 
scientists. The field of science was dominated by people_who are understood in.tOday's language as 
"gifted-amateurs". Though universities were gradually admitting science to the curriculum, they 
continued to give more importance to the more prestigious traditional subjects such as classical 
languages and philosophy. Specialised scientific roles existed mainly in the universities and scientific 
research was largely confined to the ivory towers of the academic world. 

Science As The Modem Institution 
It 1s in the 20th century the relationship between science and technology has become fully 

recognised and exploited. This development has made the science to become a full-fledged and a 
well-developed institution. Science which was referred to in the previous centuries as "little science" 
has now become the "big science". It is now firmly associated with big organisations, big money, big 
industries and big politics. The number of scientists in the world has grown very rapidly. In fact, the 
20th century produced more than 90% of the scientists who ever lived on earth, [Price, 1963]. At the 

-fag em:I -6f the20th c-entury (1980}, more tlran one lakn scientific jbllmals were in circulation and 
moi:e than 2 million in di• id1rnl s• ie1 •tific papers appeai ead1 yea1 In A met ic a, fo1 e umple, by 1980s, 
therewere-morc;:-than-:>~6olakll1Ull=Time scienrtsts:-Mosrnr1nese- sdentlstswere empfoyeoby large 
formal organisations, universities, industry and the go\;emment. Of these, the universities constituted 
the largest single employer. The scientists had considerable freedom to choose the area ofresearch in 
a university, provided it got the financial assistance from some agency i\s far as the industry and 
government are concerned, the scientist's specific tasks are usually set by the organisation in accordance 
with its own political, military, commercial or other purposes. 

Effects of Institutionalisation of Science 
, The institutionalisation of science has important effects especially on the scientific community. 

Some of them are mentioned below. 
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• Fir~tly, science no longer remains a field to be occupied by the "gifted-amateur"; or a field of 

"respectable leisure activity" to serve "the needs of gentlemen equipped with intellectual curiosity 

and private wealth. " 

Secondly, scientists must spend many years in training for scientific careers and can rarely 

expect to make a significant contribution until they have mastered a specific sub-section of some 

scientific field. 

Thirdly, scientific disciplines have become more and more specialised. Even the s'4eer specialists 

in the scientific field may find it difficult to keep up with the literature that gives report about the 

developments taking place in that field. . ' 

Fourthly, scientists in order to face these realities form social organisations of various kinds. 

These organisations may be either as large formal organisations as the international organisations or 

small informal, "invisible colleges" consisting of a small number of scientists working in the same 

field. These organisations are of great help to the individual scientists to I.<eep themselves in touch 

with the latest developments taking place in the field. These are also of help to find answers to 

specific questions, to sense new trends and to seek critical remarks about their own work. 

Fifthly, competition among the formal scientific organisations has become almost inevitable. 

"One consequence of this unplanned' growth of scientific organisations in universities, 

government, the military and the private sector, Bell concluded, is that it became impossible to. 

create a single set of policies for the support of science. The various organisations must compete 

for resources and are vulnerable to changing national needs as well as new demands for, scientific 

knowledge by business and industry. This makes scientific institutions even more iniense and 
competitive. "1 . . 

Finally, conflicts between scientists and the sponsors of the scientific researches have almost 

become inevitable in the modern complex socio-political situations. Since many resort to scientific 

career as professional, scientists are to be paid for their work. The more their research is on "pure" 

sciences [that is, basic research] the more it is to be supported by the institutions like the government 

or the university. If they resortto "applied research;; which aims at,finding technoiogical applications 

for scientific knowledge, the chances of getting financial support by the institutions such as industries, 

and commercial establishments, are brighter. · 

Neither the educational institution nor the formal scientific organisation itself, is able to support 

continuously all the research projects that the scientists want to take up. "This dependence of science 

on other institutions continually subjects scientists to pressure to make their work relevant to the 

needs of bµsiness or the military. Conflicts between scientists and their sponsors thus have been a 

feature of science since its origins". 2 In fact, a glance at the norms of science or scientific institutions 

help us to understand more fully the nature of this conflict. 

3. THE NORMS OF SCIENCE 

I;tis. uite.known that every social institution <level. ops its. 'o. wn n. orms that spe. cify.. how.its Special 
function are to be carried out. The institutions of science not an exception to this. 

. " e norms of science, like the norms in any other social system are the set of rules that govern 

how scientists do their work. ,,3 · 

Members of the scientific community have developed a set of norms to control and govern 

their own Vl£,Pt~"'Those norms are not made very much public, but they are implicitly followed by 

most of them. These who violate these norms are tackled by the community members in their own 

way. Robert K. Merton (1942) identified four prins;ipal norms that constitute the "moral 

I. William Kornblum - Page: 471-472. 
2. William Kornblum - Page: .472. 
3. Allan G Johnson in "The Blackwell Dictionary of Sociology" - Page: 245. 
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imperatives" of science. They are: (1) universalism, (ii) communalism, (iii) disinterestedness and. 
(iv) organised skepticism. · · 

1. Norm of Universalism 
One of the basic norms of scientific institutions is universalism. This norm emphasises the 

universal nature of the scientific enterprise and its findings. This norm requires scientists to evaluate 
findings solely on their objective scientific merits rather than on such subjective criteria as the personal 
or social characteristics of the scientists who report them. It means the truth of the scientific knowledge 
must be determined by the impersonal criteria of the scientific method, not by the criteria related to 

.. . !.<!.C.f!,ll_(l~i()!l.a.lifilr.eJigi()fl.,S()C.i~c.l~:>.f>.,.<JLP()liJ.lc.aJ.i4~.olo.~111.b~rj~thii;11C>fl!lS\lgg~s!i;fualrei;~;m~h ... 
fmdmgs must be evaluated purely m terms of their scientific worth. 

2. Norm of Communalism 
This norm of science refers to the "common ownership of scientific findings." The principle 

behind communalism is that ·"scientific knowledge should. not be the personal property of the 
discoverer." This norm of "communism" or "communalism" has nothing to do with the economic or 
political systems for it only requires scientists to share results freely with one another in order to 
further the scientific discovery. All science rests on a shared heritage of past discoveries and no 
individual can claim property rights over the outcome of research. Any new work of any scientist for 
that matter is only the continuation of what others have already done in that field. This fact.was 
acknowledged with all humility and humbleness by Sir Issac Newton when he reacted about his 
scientific achievements in the following manner. "If I have seen any farther, it is by standing on the 
shoulders of giants. " · • 

The !)Cientific finding!; are. notthe property. of any individuaLalthough in some cases they may 
bearthe name of the person who first published them as in "Darwin's Theory of Evolution", "Raman's 
Effects", "Einstein's Theory of Relativity", "Boyle's Law", "Newton.'s Laws of Motion", etc. These 
discoveries in actualities are common property.-'Tech:nology, in contrast, can become private or 
corporate property through the use of patents. 

Consequences: The Norm of Commuflll/ism Leads to Two Consequences 

(i) This particularnorm may, however, give rise to frequent conflicts over scientific priority, 
that is over who was the first to discover or publish a particular item of scientific knowledge. For 
example, there is the continual controversy over who discovered the differential calculus - Newton 
or Leibniz. But there are no hmttabons or restric!ions on the use of the calculus. 

. -
(ii) Yet another eonsequenee of the norm ofeommon ownership is the norni ofpubHcatio11. nre 

scientists· are required to give full and open communication relating to their scientific findings· in 
journals, and periodicals which are accessible to all. Theoretically, secrecy is thus, out of place in 
science. Though theoretically .scientific findings are required to be made public, they are not often 
done so. Scientific research is often conducted in the interests of national defence, or under the 
sponsorship. of private firms that hope to profit from applications o~ the findings. The norms of 

.commonownershipami-publication..are·oftensuspende<!.Situatfomdike•this-itaveledto·innumerable-. 
conflicts in scientific circles 

··· -3: Norm·or·mslnleresteilness-·- ---------- ·----· - ------------------ ··-------------------

According to this norm, the scientists should be free from self-interests in their professional 
roles. Scientists are expected to act in the best interests of science. The scientist is not supposed to 
allow the desire for personal gam to. mfluence the reportmg and evaluation of results. Further, fraud 
and irresponsible claims are outlawed. Scientific research is subject to the scrutiny of others. In fact, 
this is a part of the research itself. The results of the research are to be verified by others. Scientists 
who falsify research results in order to make a name for themselves clearly violate. this norm and 
threaten the credibility of scientists in general. Science is, in a sense, 'self.policing' . 

. ' 
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Thenorm of disinterestedness, however, does not imply that scientists cannot and should 
not hope to profit from their findings. On the contrary, scientists may legitimately hope that 
their work will be recognised and praised by the scientific community. There are ma.ny instances 
in which scientists have held lucrative patents for their discoveries. Though he is entitled to 
obtain the reward in terms of recognitfon or in other approved means, his main interest should 
be to c'ontribute to the sum of scientific knowledge.·In other fields, for example, say in business 
or politics- it is almosfexpected that people will distort the facts to serve their own ends. Butin 
the scientific community, the dishonest manipulatiOn of the data or any other fradulent practice 
is intolerable. 

The norm of disinterestedness has also been violated. Some instances of scientific fraud have 
·become· notorious. Some states have taken advll!ltage of the general. public's lack· of scientific 
knowledge to spread scientific misinfomation on such matters as racial purity as in the case of Nazi 
Germany. 

4. Norm of Organised Skepticism 
The norm of organised skepticism requires scientists to always question their results, to resist 

the temptation to conclude that any idea about how things work, is once and for all proven to be 
true. There are no. "sacred" areas in science that should not be critically investigated, even if 
political or religious dogma forbids it. No theory, however aneient and respected, or ·new.or old or 
revolutionary, can be uncritically accepted. "The skepticism of the scientific community is 
"organised" in lhe sense that is built into the scientific method itself and is binding on all members 
of the scientific commu•ity. " L ·· 

The norms that are described above, are well established aspects of modem science These 
norms make science become clearly differentiated from other institutions such as religion or state. 
These norms have added dignity and prestige· to the institution of science .. But the emergence of 
these norms in the institution of science, is only a recent phenomena. Hence;· science was not 
always viewed as a legitimate institution or a respectable occupation. Science in its early history 
was often regarded as a dangerous actiyity with the potential to threaten the existing social order. 
The repression ofthe,scientific activities of Galileo by the Holy Court I11quisition is an example in 
this regard. . · · 
Norms of Science Are Not Always Obe}'ed ! 

Commenting on the norms bf sci•b.te, s~ci()l~gist lU<.M:erton says that as long as these norms 
are obeyed so long the scieritific knpwledgf,, wili accumulate: it norm8 ate violated, scie~tific ~nquiry 
will suffer. But the bitter fact is th~t. norins ofscience, like any other type of norms, are sometimes 
broken. Some examples in this regara are cited below. · · · ' 
I. ·The norm of univers(lhsm for exampl~1 was blatantly violated in Nazi Germany which. att~mpted 

to distinguish between 'iJewish" and ,;AflYan '' science. This distinction is associated with racial 
discrimination which resulted i~ the suppression of the Jews. · . 

2. The norm of communalism is often violated particularly when research is conducted for military 
purposes. and commetcial interests that hope to profit from a monopoly over some item of 
knowledge. · 

3. The norm of disinterestedness is also violated for the scientists may prove to be as greedy or 
ambitious as any one else. 

4. The norm of organised skepticism is also violated, probably more frequently than the other 
types of norms. Scientists after all, are human beings, they have their own private values and 
prejudices, and may be unwilling to give up old ideas or to accept new ones.. · 

/ I. Ian Robertson.in "Sociology" - Page: 395 
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4. SOCIAL PROCESS OF INNOVATION 
Science is a part of the aspect of modem life. Science is not stagnant. It is ever growing. Science 

is after knowledge. Scientists are always at work to explore the new horizons ofknowledge. Scientific 
inquiry is an unending process .The objeet of scientific inquiry is innevatien, that is, the discovery of 
new knowledge. This innovation is neither automatic nor accidental. It is product of deep thinking, 
careful observation and systematic activity. Innovation does not simply occur in a random fashion. 
Science is not just the creation of a few curious and inquisitive individuals. It is a social institution 
that is subject to the influence of social forces, both within and beyond the scientific community. The 

. sociaLfoKesthatin.fluenJ;e .. scie~eJ10L~mJygQYem~the..8!"QWth.Qf.s.c:~11.c:e. l:>:iit.al~.<:>..stJ:on_glyaif ec:t 
both the rate and the direction of scientific innovation. 

Science is not a matter of a steady accumulation ofknowledge. All scientific inquiries need not 
necessarily lead to success. New theories are proposed, some of the existing ones are-still used while 
some others are abandoned. The existing knowledge at any period is only provisional, never final 
and irrefutable. In fact, Karl Popper (1959), one of the philosophers of science, is of the opinion that 
it is never possible to prove anything in science with absolute finality. He asserts that there is always 
a possibility that an exception will be found to every scientific law. "All that we can do is disprove 
hypotheses, and our scientific knowledge consists entirely of theories that are not yet disproved, 
although one day they might be. 111 

Competition In Science 
Scientist's Desire For Recognition: Competition is one of the factors involved in the social 

process of innovation. Scientists are also caught in a competitive race like any other individuals 
because of their longing for recognition. Those who arrive at first in a discoverynaturally obtain 

· name, fame and honour. The scientist who gets there second by independent work is ignored, no 
matter how meritorious his or her work consists in. Scientists are also socialised to do original research. 
Importance is laid on this aspect. Because, researchers.get no credit or recognition for following in 
the footsteps of others. Since professional recognition is of great importance to the scientists they 
normally prefer to follow their own path and break away from that of others. 

Functional Effects Of The Desire For Recognition 
The desire for recognition on the part of scientists may have its own undesirable effect by 

encouraging secrecy. But such a desire is not always dysfunctional. It has several functional effects 
such as the following: 

Fil stly, desit -e for recognition eneourages seientists to publish their findings and communicate 
their results to others as soon as possible. 
Secondly, competition reduces wastefol duplication of efforts for scientists are motivated to 
tackle problems that the others are not working on. 
Thirdly, competition encourages scientists to explore new specialities or even to find new 
disciplines in the existing areas of ignorance. 

·· Resisfance'fos-aen:tmc Innovations· 
....... -·-- _.1nnollatton.JS.an .. essentiaLas.pe.c.LoLsi:aenc.e.:::Drow.thJ1f .S.cae.nceJi.mgesmore~nd mQ~_c:m_ ... 

innovations. But the history of development of science reveals that innovation has not always 
been encouraged and welcomed. On the contrary, it is often resisted. As Thomas Kuhn points out, 
"Resistance to ra.dical innovation has been the norm rather the exception in the scientific 
community. "2 

Examples: (i) Galileo's colleagues, for example, refused to look through hfs telescope to the 
moons of Jupiter. (ii) Scientist Giordano Bruno was burnt at the stake for havingproclaime-q that 

I 

1. Ja::l.Rc::b3:.tsnin his "Sociology" - Page: 397. 
2. Thomas Kulm in his "The Structure Of Scientific Revolutions"- (1962). 
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ihe earth revolved round the sun. (iii) Louis Pastuer's germ theory was ignored by the surgeons of 
his time, who could have saved countless lives by washing their, hands and instruments before 
operating on the patients. (iv) William Harvey's theory of the circulation of blood was greeted with 
hootings and derisive laughters when he presented a paper on the subject in a gathering of the 
physicians. (v) Sigmund Freud, was shouted down by his furious fellow psychologists when he. 
proposed his theory of childhood sexuality. In fact, a contemporary biologist Edward Wilson made 
an attempt to launch a new science namely, "sociobiology" -( the unified study of all social animals, 
including human beings ) whichwas severely opposed by scientists in several fields. 

In the same. manner, various discoveries of modem physics, such as - the laws of gravitation, 
theory of relativity, wave theory, and quantum theory, were. vigorously resisted for years after they 
were first announced. 

Influence of Social Factors on Scientific Innovations 
The examples cited above give rise to a pertinent question : " Why so many of these scientists 

themselves are reluctant to accept scientific innovations ? " 
Scientists during the early day!) were reluctant to accept new scientific theories or innovations 

mostly due to the following reasons : · 
Firstly, most of the scientists used to follow the existing norm of the day, that is, -rejecting as 
unacceptable any new theories or discoveries that deviated from or undermined the existing 
one. 
Secondly, scientists might be reluctant to give up the ideas that have proved useful in the past, 
and particularly wJ:i~n their reputation is very much. tied to their work. 
Thirdly, scientists were reluctant to admit fresh evidence that would upset their tidy theories, or. 
make them look foolish in the eyes of the public. 
Fourthly, the scientific community was under the heavy influence of the society especially 
during the early times. As it could be observ~d in the 17th and 18th centuries, and also earlier, 
scientists were blinded to the facts by the religioµs dogma of the time. By the late 19th and 20th 
centuries, the religious world view was no longer tiµ critically accepted. Further, there was growing 
faith that the science could unlock the mysteries ~f nature. Hence, new theories started getting 
quick acceptance. 

Factors Contributing To Quick Acceptance o~ Innovations 
It js significant to note that the.time lag betWeen an innovation and its final acceptance was far 

greater in the- past than it is today.' For example, it took centuries for the scientistS to accept the 
evidence of the earth's age; but it took only decades before most of them acc~ted the evidence for 
the evolution of the species. Scientists have become today more open minded. They are mentally 
equippaj to accept new facts and give up the old ones,. if they are proved to be wrong. Why is this 
change in their approach? Why are the scientific innovations much more readily accepted today? 

Influence of Four Factors As Suggested By Kingsley Davis 
According to Kingsley Davis, there are four factors which make the modem society more or less 

willing to accept comparatively quicker the scientific.innovations. They are as follows:-
. Firstly, society's attitude towards. change very much influences its preparedness or 

unpreparedness to accept innovations.· Most of the modem societies are no longer suspicious of 
change. Those societies which believe in ''progress" and ack.nowled~e the role of scientific innovations 

' in bringing about that progress, normally have a readiness to accept novel ideas, new findings and 
innovations. 

Secondly, the factor of institutionalisation of science affects also influ~nces the acceptance of 
innovations. The process of institutionalisation of scpience leads· to the primacy of science. In a, 
society where science is institutioalised, science bec<j>mes a central activity rather thal1 a mar~inal , 
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one. In such societies, scientists are socially rewardedfor new discoveries. Needless to say, innovations 

take place much faster in them. 1 

Thirdly, the factor of specialisation also affects the tempo of innovations. We are living in an 

amazing world where life is short and intellect is limited. If scientists are amateurs in several fields, 

they are less likely to make discoveries than highly specialised practitioners. These practioners ate 

intimately acquainted with a particular field. They delve deep into that field and try to know a small 

topic. They become specialists in their ·respective fields. They are the ones who take initiative in 

innovations and who invite and encourage innovations. 

Fourthly, the factor ()f the methods and means of communication not onlyinfluences innovation 

but also contributes to its d!ffus1on. If new ideas-can be~convenfontly stOred and qliiCKl.f transitiitte<F, ... 

information becomes more accessible and can more readily be put to use. The modem means of 

communication such as computer networks, internet, e-mail, etc, have added to the process of diffusion 

of innovations. 

As Kingsley Davis has pointed out the four factors mentioned above, have been operating in 

most of the well developed modem s°'cieties to make them accept rather than resist innovations. 

5. TECHNOLOGY AND SOCIETY 

Technology and technological developments have reached their heights in the modem society 

which is often picturised as a technological society. Though technology has assumed importance in 

the present world it is yet to acquire a prominent place in the sociological thinking . In spite of it, 

there· are a number of sociologists who argue for its importance especially in understanding the 

course of history and social change. Major types of societies such as - hunter-gather. society, 

horticultural society, agrarian society,. industrial society, or post industrial society- . are mostly 

distinguished by differences in technology. The industrial revolution, which produced enormous 

social change, was based to a great extent on technological innovations. 

Technological Determinism 

Science in· the modem world is more and more tending towards developing sophisticated 

teehnofogy. ·Much ofJ}ie scientific knowledge that is required in the modem industrial society has 

been used to create an extremely sophisticated technology. It is indisputable that technological 

innovations have immense social significance.·our way of life and social behaviour are influenced 

by technologies available to us; from kitchen gadgets to automobiles. 

The influence of technology on society seems so powerful that some sociologists have adopted 

a position of tech11(JltJgiettl detennbrism. They are af the view that the teGhaglogy available to the 

society is an important determinant of its nature and character. 

"Technological determinism is an assumption that technology is both autonomous and has 

determinate effects on society. Technology is seen as political and as independent variable in social 

change." 1 

There is a strong element of technological determinism in the work ofKarl Marx also. He drew 

atrentionto-the technologies ofeconomic production-that affects the-social-order. lnfact, Marx's 

famous phrase - "the hamfmill git1e~ you mciety with feudal lord: the steam mill. seciety with the 

· inaustrliiTcapitaliSm." .,;-issometimes used-Cmistakenly)as an example-oftechnoiogicahieterminism. -- ····· 

Marx, however, saw technology as intimately related 10 the social, relations of production. 

Technological determinism is associated with neo-evolutionary theories which give technology 

pt imacy in the analysis of soeial ehange. 

Several American social scientists such as Thornstein Veblen (1922) and William Ogburn 

( 1950), have also stated that the specific historical developments and culture traits are the direct 

result of particular technologies. 

1. "Collins Dictionary of Sociology" - Page: 678. 
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Ogburn And His "Technological Deterministic Theory" 
Ogburn made technology a powerful factor of social change. He even tried to expla:in specific 

social or historical events in terms of suggesting that the self starter in the motor-car had something 
to do with the emancipation of women in the American and Western Europe. Similarly, he gave us 
illustrations of the labour saving devices in the kitchen and the use ofnew fuels like gas and electricity 
which reduce the toil of the woman in the kitchen. Ogburn in his attempts to trace connections 
between historical events and technological developments· stated that the invention of cotton gin in 
1793 promoted the institution of slavery in America. The cotton gin greatly increased the productive 
capacity and thus the profitability of the textile industry. As a result, many more slaves were needed 
to work on the new cotton plantations that had emerged. 

Ogburn divided human culture into material and non material elements. He stated that 
normally changes occur in the material culture first. People accept new tools and implements 
much more readily than they accept new ideas, values, norms, or institutions. These technological 
innovations invariably lead to changes in the non material culture. -As a result, there is always a 
cultural lag as the non material elements attempt to "catch up" with changes in the materialelements. 
Ogburn. argued that this culture lag is a continuing source of social disorganisation and social 
problems. · 

Oghurn's argument has its own limitations. It is very difficult, if not impossible/to isolate the 
technological factor from the others as the main cause of social change. Technological change, such 
as the introduction of cotton gin,. always occurs in the context of other changes. Technology cannot 
operate_ independently. · 

More over, the precise effect of technological innovation depends on the culture into which it is 
introduced. Thus, different cultures will accept; reject, ignore, or modify an innovation in accordance 
with their existing norms, values, and expec~tions. 

It is thus argued that the theoi'y of technological deterniinism cannot be pushed too far. It is 
better to see technological innovation as a part of social system along with other elements in society 
such as r:eligious, political, economy, military, educational, familial , and so on. 

Technology And The Rate Of Social Change 
'-, 

Technology has established itself as a powerful agent of social change. The more the society is 
_ advanced, the more it encourages technology, and, as a result, the more it gets changed due to 
technology. And the more rapid the technological change, the more rapid is the social change that it 
generates. 

Sigilificant technologicai" changes' have taken place in the past 70-80 years. For a long period in 
history, people lived in a world little different'from that of their parents. Parents expected their 
children and grand children to live much the.sa.~e 1ives as they did. The traditional societies .assume 
an almost unchanging social world and are typically very suspicious of change. On the contrary, in 
the modern societies, however, people accept change as the norm. They look for novelty, new 
experiences and new ventures~ People expect constant improvements in their material environment. 
This fact has been beautifully explained by Alwyn Tomer (1970) in his famous book "Future 
Shock" .He has argued that "we are living in a permanent state of ''future shock". The future, he 

_ contends, continually intrudes into the stability of the present. Ours is a "throwaway" society in 
which change takes place faster than our ability to adjust to it. "1 

The technological change has its implications on almost every aspect_of society. Some examples 
may be cited here. 
1. Advancement in the medical field has lengthened J;fe·expentancy and brought down the death 

rate and this has radically alt<?_red. the population structure. 

1. Views of Alwyn Toffler as expressed in the words of Ian Robertson in his "Sociology" - Page: 403. 
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2. Innovations in the field of industry have turned thousands of workers as unemployed persons. 
Old manufacturing machineries have become obsolete within a few years. 

3. Cultural activities of the people have undergone revolutionary changes due to such innovations 
as radio, television, cinema, computer and phonograph records. 

4. The socialisation process has become more complex in the modern society. The elderly 
people can no longer pass on safely the age old culture to their children. Margret Mead 
hiil.ts at it in a curious way. She suggests that " the pace of technological change is now so 
great that the old and the young live in quite different worlds- so much so that, in a sense, 
the parents have no children and the children no parents. For the first time in history, she 

· jioiiils ouCiheolilareunoTonierilzemaliiuiourceuO.fwisdom ani1Iiiiowleilie1n ihe community. 
The young often know far more relevant information about the modern world than their 
parents. "1 

It is, indeed, beyond our imagination to say with certainty about the direction, dynamics, and 
dimensions of technology. Itis bound to grow with ever greater speed. Sin,ce technology is a part of 
society, it is sure to affect and influence the course of our social life. People in the days to come 
would find it more and more difficult to adjust and accommodate themselves to the ever growing 
technology. 

· 6. THE SOCIAL CONTROL OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 
Science and technology have become today two formidable forces. Both are changing fast and 

are making other institutions to undergo fast changes. Interaction of other social institutions with 
science and technology is a great challenge of our time. 

Science and technology are advancing so fast that they have irresistible effects on other 
institutions. Commercial establishments, business firms, industries, etc., stand to lose heavily unless 
they use the latest technology. Techi;iical changes often alter the problems of the government. Religion 
is forced to adopt its teachings to 'meet new scientific interpretations. Education seeks to prepare 
students for scientific and technical developments. 

Problems Arising Out of The Lack of Systematic Control Over Scientific And 
Technological Innovations 

As it is made clear, science and technology have been undergoing relatively fast changes. 
These changes do not always guarantee beneficial results to tlle society and people Tluise Gnanges 
may often give rise to some special problems also. At the same time, we have not been able to 
develop a system to exercise control over scientific and technological innovations. Our failure in 
this regard has further added to these problem. Three main problems in this regard are worth citing 
here. 

1. Problem Related To The Nature And Qualities Of The Environment 
Environment has been the first casualty as far as scientific and technological ·innovations are 

concemed .. A .. rdatively un&ystematie--anduneontrollecl-~eientifie-and teehnologieal advanee-may 
have many unforeseen social effects particularly on the quality of the environment. Examples; (i) 

·- -··· ·- ···-Due-to-excessive-use-of-clremicals-and-artifrcialfertilisers soilimpoverishmentiras-rakenptac~-tn 
nations such as South Italy; Greece, Palestine, Egypt and Morocco, (ii) There have been fears that 
food additives may/contribute to human cancers, blood pressure, diabetes, nervous weakness and 
such other diseases (iii) Atmospheric pollution caused by man may lead to climatic changes that 
could cause a new ice age, (v) Gases sprayed through aeroplanes may interfere with the planet's 
ozone layer and allow dangeroµs radiation to reach the surface of the earth. Many more examples of 
this kind could be cited. .·· '- : · 

1. Views of Margret ~d as expressed in the wqrds of Ian Robertson in his "So.ciology" - Page: 403. 
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Distortion of The 

Sociological Thought 

ll"•·11nrn-u•" of The Research Matters and Efforts 
Society shoul.d take up the responsibility of fixing priorities for making scientific researches 

and technological findings. If such priorities are not fixed then the innovations may not take place in 
accordance with the defined social goals. The haphazard way in which the scientific and technological 
advances take place not only cause unforeseen effects but also distort the priorities oftechno-scientific 
development. Critics are of the opinion that under the present conditions, the scarce natUral resources 
are to be judiciously handled and conserved; and they must be used for serving important human 
needs such as - producing more effective life-saving drugs, predicting more effectively and well in 
advance the probable earthquakes, cyclones, and such other" natural calamities,~ for 
producing more effective instruments to increase the efficiency of physically and mentally handicapped 
children and so on. Scarce resources, for example, need not be wasted just for producing new types 
of cosmetics 

3. Highly Technological Society Posin~ A Possible Threat to Democracy ? 
In a participant democracy ordinary people and their elected representatives take part in the 

decision making process. In a highly technological. society such decision makers may 
unknowingly cause great dangers to the society by taking unscientific and wrong decisions. For 
example, they may take decisions to build nuclear reactors. near urban-settlements, to issue 
licenses to. industries that cause environment pollution of the worst type;· to issue such licenses 
to the industries without considering, the "sustaining power" of that particular environment, 
and so on. Due to their ignorance of scientific and technical matters, such representatives may 
invite dangers to the society. 

Further, there is another danger caused by what is known as technocracy. Galbraith (1967) and 
others have warned about technocracy, that is, rule by technical experts who play their role behind 
the scenes. In modem corporations, big companies and government departments, the real decisions 
are often made by the so called experts The decision makers normally rel.y upon the specialised 
knowledge and recommendations of these technical experts. Sometimes, societies will have to pay a. 
heavy penalty for the erroneous technical advises given by these experts. 

DIFFICULTIES INVOLVED IN ESTABLISHING SYSTEMATIC CONTROL OVER 
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY 

It is clear from the abOve analysis that there exists a need for establishing a systematic control 
over scientific and technological developments. But the establishment of social control over science 
and technology is not an easy task. ~ccording to Ian Robertson, such an attempt itself involves 
some difficulties or problems [Page: 405] which may be briefly examined here. 

1. Problem Of The Values 
The task of establishing social control over science and technology gives rise to the problem of 

conflict of values. The ultimate object of science is the pursuit of knowledge. Any real scientist for 
that matter expects an atmosphere of complete intellectual freedom. Albert Einstein, one of the 
grea,test scientists of the 20th century, points to .this conflict in the following words. "There., arises at 
once the question; should we consider the search for truth ... as an autonomous objective of our 
work? Or should our search for truth be sub-ordinated to some other objective, for example, to a " 
practical one?" This question cannot be decided on a logical basis. The decision, however, will 
have considerable influence upon our thinking and our moral judgement, provided that it is born 
out of deep and unshakable convictiOn .. " 1 He further writes " .... any thinking individual would 
find it impossible to have a conscious, positive attitude towards life" unless he is allowed to have 
independent objectives. 

1. Albert Einstein in his article "The Scien.tist: His Responsibility and Dignity" pubiished in Bangalore 
U11lversity's publication entitled "Thoughts on Science and Society" - 1975, Page: I. 
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Einstein also states tltat " ... intellectual individualism and the thirst for scientific knowledge 

emerged simultaneously in history and have remained inseparable ever since ... " - [Page: 2]. Should 

a scientist be allowed to have intellectual liberty and freedom to do research, even if his research or 

findings would bring disastrous effects on the society? This is virtually a question related to value 
cofljlict. . .. . . . . ....... . 

2. Problem of Non-Scientists Dictating Terms to Scientists 
Regarding Science and Technology 

There is the problem of non-scientists giving orders or directions as to what scientists should 

__ do, and should not do, what researches to pursue and what to drop out, and so on. If it isa question 

of imposing restrictions on research, it again becomes difficult to decide the .nature of restriction. ,It 

becomes impossible for the scientists with conscience to receive such orders or commands at the 

hands of unqualified persons. 

3. Dilemma Created By the Shifting .of Priorities 

The issue of establishing social control over science arid technology gives rise to yet another 

conflict of values, partic:ularly if society attempts to shift its priorities in applied research from one 

set of goals to another. For example, if a manufacturing company which has been encouraging 

scientists to produce new types of packed food, suddenly changes its priority towards producing 

cosmetics; it may lead to heavy loss in terms of infrastructure. It may also mean interference in the 

intellectual freedom of the scientists. In a capitalist system like America, such shifts in priorities are 

often resisted by the scientists. 

4. The Question of Owning Moral Responsibility for The Research 
--- - - -- \ 

Scientific and technological· innovations or researches may not always bring about positive 

results. They may often lead to deadly and disastrous consequences. The problem that arises here is, 

-who should own the moral responsibility for having taken decisions about research that may have 

far-reaching consequences ? The manufacture of atomic bomb, and later the development ofhydrogen 

bomb, are but examples of many such cases. In these cases, for example, technical and moral issues 

are not easily separated in practice. 

5. The Problem Pf The Scientists Not having Any Control Over Their Own' Research 

The resent day scientists in most of the countries are not able "to control the uses to which their 

work is put". any scientists are very much di'stur e a out is situation. e ms em pomts 

0tH at the ftelf'leSSfteSS-0fµte SGi@RtiSt iR th@ foll9WiRg Wm=dS "What th@, iS fhepMjfjQn oftodoy's 

man of science as a member of society? He obviously is rather proud of the fact that the work of 

scientists has helped to <:hang{! radically the economic life of men. by almost completely eliminating 

muscular work. He is distressed by the fact that the results of his scientific work have created a 

threat to. mankind sin~ they have fallen into' the hands of morally blind exponents of political 

power............ the, concentration of economic and political power in the hands of small minorities 

- ···wlffeh.-.has-cnot-o.n/y-made-the-inan4sGtende.-dep@den.t-economically.-buLalsd.threatins-1lis.. ··--·-··· __ _ 

indgpendencefrom i4tithin He eVen degrades himselfto such an 'fff"t that-he helps obedientlv 

in th.e perfection of the means for the general destruction efmankz""·n~dc-"~-----------~ 

. 6. The Necessity of International Science Court 

Who should take decisions regarding new technology and newresearches? This question h~s 
assumed to. be an important one. Moneyed people with greediness,. sciemifically ignorant peopl~ 
with political powJr, and common peopl~ who conspicuously lack genius - can never take such 

important decision$. It isj, in this coptext, est/lblishment of an international controlling.agency such. 

as an "internationdi scie~ce court, with fall /~al powers to restrict certain dangeroU$ or risky research 
! 

1. Jµ:e:t:E:iBEhin Jifis article - Page: 3•4. 
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seems to be the need of the hour. Many thinkers and scholars have already made proposals of such a 
'science court'." It is left to the community of scientists, technologists of international standard, and 
the formal organisations of scientists to take a final decision about this proposal. Ian Robertson has 
warned that "The question is a very important one, for scientific and technological advance in the 
years ahead may change our material and social environment in ways that many people might consider 
undesirable. "1 . 

7. CONDITIONS FOR THE SUCCESS OF SCIENCE AND 
TECHNOLOGY IN THE SERVICE OF SOCIETY 

Science and technology are an inseparable aspect of the modem life and hence progress without 
science and technology is inconceivable. Researchin the scientific and technological field is a sine 
quo non for economic advancement. Industry and society must provide the necessary environment 
for research to flourish. Effective utilisation of research is equally important. Knowledge can be a 
real ''power" only when there are able.and efficient people to use it. From the society's point of view, 
scientific and technological research is useless in a practical sense unless it is properly tapped or 
exploited. Such exploitation, however, 'requires more successful, aggressive, forward looking and 
efficiently organised mechanism for development. 

Science and technology cannot assure progress or service to humanity by themselves. They depend 
on certain conditions to make available for the society and people, their utilisation. The conditions for 
the success of science and technology in service of society and people, may briefly be examined here. 
Conditions For The Success Of Science And Technology 

1. Presence of Scientists and Technologists: The first requirement for the success of science 
and technology is the very presence of seientists and technologists. Technology can be imported, but 
t\le scientists cannot be. Import of research results cannot assure progress. A nation which is interested 
in quick progress must have its own natural resources, raw materials, and finally its own scientific 
personnel. It must pay proper attention to develop its own scientific community . 

. 2 • . Institution To Support Research: Research work is supported, sponsored, organised and 
directed by a well established institution. The tasks of the institutions are- to identify the areas of 
research, select problems which need immediate solutions, arrange resources, and fix priorities 
relevant to country's economic growth; Constant attention should be paid to the way in which the 
expected results can be made technologically and ecpnomically more practicable. It is'l!ecessary to 
sell the results of research in a profitable manner. The capacity to succeed depends more on the 
strategy and effieiency of the management than on the research potential. 

3.!_-Presence Of The Potential User: Success of technological and scientific researches depends 
upon the presence of the potential users and their capacity to appreciate and actually utilise the 
relevant technology made available by research. There has to be a proper communiCation -line between 
the sender and the receiver. Research result can be sold only within the limited c;ircle of the people, 
such as industrialists who can take the actual benefits out of it. 

4. Proper Mar_l~et and Enterprise: Applied research is most effective when it is coupled with a 
proper market and enterprise. Creation of market, identification of needs and demands and an 
appropriate environment are thus important. · 

.. s. Strong Government S(lpport: Science and technology· can hardly flourish in the modem 
situation in the absence of strong government support. As far as India is concerned, the Indian 
Government is highly supportive of science and technology. India has gone ahead of tnany of the 
developed nations especially in the fields of computer software and space research because of the 
strong government backing. The nation has now a firm commitment to science and a strong will to 
achieve results through the application of science and technology. 

1. !an Robertson in hi.s "Sociology", Page: 405, 
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6. Enlightened Public Opinion In Support Of Scientists : Another major prerequisite for science 
to succeed is a public opinion sufficiently well informed and enlightened to give every support to 
scientists. Well-informed public opinion can be got only through education. In this 'fast changing 
world of science, we need to focus our emphasis on the development of attitudes towards creativi , 
sc1ent1 1c me o , cnbca t mking, devotion to the sense of values and ideals and individual excellence. 
Superstition, ritualism, and prejudice must give way to rational thinking, questioning attitude, spirit 
of adventure and scientific temper. 

7. Proper Identification Of Problems and Issues Relevant to Economic Growth: Benefits of 
scientific and technological research will largely depend upon the proper identification and definition 

--of-problems--thatarerelevant=to=-ecooomic gro'NltF. Researeftes=aruFrecllnologtes afe to be Oiieiiiecf 
towards the national priorities and the felt-needs of the people. Raw material resources and the 
genius of the land must be properly utilised. Proper facilities must be created for the designing and 
engineering establishments of the research. Industry, society and government must provide a necessary 
atmosphere and econorri.ic environment for research to grow. 

Thus, the research yields differ from country to country differing at the levels of incomes, levels 
of technology, in industrial structure, size, technical and skilled manpower, the rate of expenditure 
on research and development. 

8. Proper Co-ordination Between Research Industry and Society: Research and industry are 
partners to promote and catalyse the progress of the country. The support for science and technology 
from the side of society should be an act of faith. Industries must turn towards science and scientific 
research not only for finding solutions that crop up in their process of productive activity, but also to 
devel~p their intrinsic strength and efficiency: 

!'As it stands now, research and industry in India are running parallel like the two banks of a 
river, so near yet so far. What is most needed is the creation of common industry-research cultwe, 
Tlfe research and the industrialist must each live in both the worlds in such a manner that the 
worlds of research and industry become a single world. " l Further, the society should create a 
proper social and economic environment that is favourable for the growth'of science and technology. 
Science and technology, in tum, must support each other and contribute to the progress of society 
and industry. 

8. SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY SHOULD BE MADE 
THE SER.V:~~TS OF SOCIETY ? 

As it is already made clear, science and technology are growing at a very fast rate in the 
modern world. Changes taking place especially in the technological world force changes in 
the society. Science influences technology and in turn, gets influenced by technology. Both 
are changing and both contribute to changes in other fields as Horton and Hunt have pointed 
out, "Science and technology have irresistible effects on other institutions. Business concerns 
face bankruptcy unless they use thelatest technology, governments find that technical change 
hasglterg<J theproblems which they face, religionmust adaptits teachingsto meet new-scientific 
inter retation, and eduction seeks to 

.. _ ev opments~"
The Irresistibility of Science and Technology 

Science and Technology have become a powerful force now. It is very difficult, if not impossible, 
.to resist their temptation. 011ee set in motion, they cannot be stopped, Any attempt to prohibit new 
scientific and technological research would soon put us in the backwaters of history. Because all 

1. Y. Nayudamma in an article "Res~arch, Industry and Society"· published in the book "Thoughts on Science 
and Society" - Pub.lished by Bangalore University Page - 159. · 
2. Horton and Hunt in their "Sociology" - Page: 309. 
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sciences are interrelated and interdependent, and discoveries in one. field open new vistas m other!:.. 

As Horton and Hunt have said, "Marx may have been wrong in making the economic i1fstitutions 

dominant over all the others. It may be that sci~nce and technology have greater effect upon our 

social relationships than any other institution. 111 

Science and technological advancements spread very fast. In fact, it is very difficult to maintain 

secrecy in the realm of science and technology. Anything that scientists and engineers or technicians 

in industry, corporation or nation can do, the scientists, engineers and technicians of any advanced · 

country can duplicate. Given a little time and a lot of money techniques involved in the new 

innovations are often stolen illegally; The findings of science and techPology can never be secret 

for long. 

Is Humanity at The Mercy of Science And Technology - ? 

Science and technology are considered two important means for socio-economic progress. 

When we speak of science and technology, we speak in terms of their practical utifity and 

convenience, and neglect their impact on huJllan satisfaction for it cannot be demonstrated. When 

we evaluate the effects of science and technology, we normally do not examine them in terms of 

. the totality of human experience. We say this or that invention is valuable because it generates 

other inventions. Because, it is .a means to some other means not because it achieves an ultimate 

human end and we undermine the "side effects" which often completely negate all the alleged 

·. benefits. The advantages of all technological progress will be totally outweighed the moment 

· nuclear war breaks out. 

It is true that once a n.ew technology is accepted, its hidden consequences may be unavoid~ble. 
For example, automobiles pollute environment, mass production promotes monotony and alienation, 

sop,histic'ated technology produces technological unemployment, birth control techniques augment 

.instances of sexual immorality, pesticides cost human health, war weapons make international peace 

a casualty, and so on. These, and many more examples of these kind, make us believe that we are 

· becoming helpless victims of technology. · 

·Science and technology have developed far faster than have social mechanisms to controi them. 

A century ago, science was struggling to secure recognition .and technology was relatively 

undeveloped. Today, they have brought about socio-political upheavals. They have the potentiality 

· of causing wholesale destrµction of human life. These undesirable consequences of science and 

technology were never anticipated previously. . ·· · 

· The Quesiion of Controlling Science and Technology: Now the question before us is - can 

people control science and technology - ? The answer to this question is an emphatic ''yes". It is 'yes' 

only if there are other values which are more important and precious. When people make reckless 

· use of technology, science. gets blam.e. As we see it today, political control of scientific and 

technological research is increasing. The autonomy of science diminishes as the domination of the 

Government grows~ Popular skepticism is also increasing about science and technology especia1ly 

after the two World Wars and the recent war between Iraq· on the one hand, and .America and .the 

European Union, on the other. Hence, there is an urgt;mt social challenge to find some means of 

ensuring that science and technology continue to develop in the direction of serving humanity rather 

than destroying it. 

Einstein's Call to the Scientist to Face the Chanllenges with Courage: Albert ~instien who 

analyses the role of a scientist and Qis responsibility in an article - [Page: 4] also gives a call to the 

scientist to face the challenges of the modem situations in a courageous· manner. According to him, 

no orie should feel that "there is really no escape for the manof science ... ", and he should not 

"tol~rate and suffer all the indignities" perpetrated on him. He cautions that no scientist should 

1. Horton and Hunt· Page: 309. 
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allow himself to be "enslaved or used as a blind tool." He "If the man of science of our 
day could find the time and the courage to think honestly and critically over his situation and 
the tasks before him and if he would act accordingly, the possibilities for a sensible and 
satisfactory solution <>f the present dangerous. inteniational situation would be considerably 
improved.1 

Conclusion: Science and technology have not only become major institutions of modem 
times, but also posed big challenges to the present world. The advances in these fields carry along 
with them latest consequences, which are difficult, if not impossible, to control. Still both can be 
gi_reg1f:<i 13,th11rri~ w~lfar~ ra!h~rtlian hlll11an c1~struction. Horton and Hunt conclude this discussion 
in the following words: "Those who really understand science have always been in the minority. 
Science may even go into temporary eclipse in one region, as in Hitler's Germany in the 1930s or 
in the People's Republic of China in the 1950s, but barring the worldwide destruction df civilization 
in a nuclear holocaust - which is not at all impossible - science and technology will continue to 
promote both innovation and change. "2 

1. Albert Einstein in his article in the book "Thoughts on Science and Society" published by the Bangalore 
University - Page: 4. 
2. Horton and Hunt in thefo "Sociology"· Page: 310. 
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TYPES OF SOCIETIES 
Classification of Societies Based on the Mode of Subsistence or the Types of 
Technology: Hunting and Gathering Societies and their Characteristics: Herding or 
Pastoral Societies and their Characteristics --- Horticultural Societies and their 
Characteristics --- Agricultural or Agrarian Societies and their Characteristics 
Industrial Societies and their Characteristics --- Main Differences Between Pre
industrial and Industrial or Pre-Modern and Modern Societies. 

Human societies are not uniform. They differ from one another in several respects. Sociologists 
throw more light on the types of societies for they very often make comparisons between societi~s. 
In fact, macrQsociology which refers to the study of large scale social systems, makes comparative 
analysis of societies. Such an analysis requires the classification of societies. Social thinkers' interest 
in classifying societies is not something new. Historians, social philosophers were inventing 
classificatibn schemes centuries before sociology came to be established as an independent science. 
Sociologists also continued that tradition. 

·The classical sociologists of the late 19th and early 20th centuries made great efforts in developing 
"master social types". The classification schemes introduced by our early think~rs included strong 
value judgements and hence have their own limitations. Some examples of such classifications may 
be cited below. 

1. Morgan's etassification: Anthropologist Lewis Henry Morgan [1818 - 1881] in his last 
major work "AnCient Society" [ 1879] divided all societies into three groups - savage, barbarian and 
civilised. His argument, mostly in tune with the unilineal theory of evolution, was that human societies 
progressed from savagery through barbarism to civilisation. 

2. Comte's Classification: The French philosopher Auguste Comte, also presented a scheme 
of classification based on the assumption that "all societies passed through distinct stages of belief 
or ideology, evolving from the lower to the higher stages". His scheme consisted of types of societies 
namely, (i) military society, (ii) fegal society, and (iii) industrial society, which corresponded to 
three types of thinking namely, a) theological thinking, b) metaphysical thinking and c) positive 

. thinking. 
3. Spencer's Classification: Herbert Spencer also constructed two extremely dissimilar types 

or models to classify societies into two categories namely; (i) militant societies, and (ii) industrial 
societies. According to him, in the former, the 'regulating system' was dominant arid in the latter, the 
"sustaining system" [which stresses the importance of service] was much emphasised. 

Classification schemes of societies such as the above, have their own weaknesses though they 
are important in giving a perspective from which to consider the overall workings of a society. A 
classification scheme which is in common use today is the one based on the mode of subsistence. 

766 
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Classification Of Societies Based On The Mode Of Subsistence OR 
The Types Of Technology 

Our social world consists of thousands of human societies. For the sake of comparison, and 
analysis, it is necessary for us to classify them on some basis. According; to· Lenski ;:md Lenski 
[ 1970], these diverse societies which are existing at present can be classified into a limited number of 
basic types depending upon the technologies or the subsistence strategies that they use to exploit the 
natural environmen~. Different societies have used different subsistence strategies,_;md those societies 
that have found more productive strategies have tended to grow larger and more complex. These 
complex societies often enjoy their success at the expense of societies using more primitive fochiiofogies .... ··········· •••·n••••••••••••m• urn rn ••••••••.••••• •• • ••rn • • •• •·••••••• mu•·········· 

. Speaking about the evolution of societies, it could be said that there has been a general historical 
trend of socio-cultural evolution, a process which is more or less similar to biological evolution. A 1 

society, like an organism, has to adapt to its environment in order to exploit food resources. In this 
process of socio-cultural evolution, some societies have evolved further and faster than others; some 
have become "stuck" at a particular level. In general, all have changed in ways that are unique to 
themselves. · 

· Thus, it is on the basis of the level of technology or reliance. on the basic type of subsistence 
strategy, societies cari be generally classified into the following types: 
(i) Hunting and Gathering Societies, 

(ii) Pastoralism qr Pastoral Societies, 

(iii) Horticultural Societies, 

(iv) Agricultu,rdl Societies, and 

(v) Industrial Societies [which includes Pre-industrial Societies also.] 

Social scientists have long recognised that core technology or subsistence strategy has.a major 
impact on values, beliefs, and virtually all social structures, including the family, religion, the political 
and economic orders, and educational institutions. Because of the importance of core technology or 
subsistence strategy, we can form an important classification system of1societies based on differences 
in core techriology or subsistence strategy. 

1. HUNTING AND GATHERING SOCIETIES 
As Gerhard Lenski pointed out in his "Human Societies" (1970), the oldest and the simplest 

type of society 1s the "Huntmg andGathermg Society", Such a society is characterised by a small and 
sparse population; a nomadic way oflife and a very primitive technology They have the mgst primitive 
tools such as stone axes, spears and knives. 

Hunter-gather society relies heavily on hunting wild animals and gatheringfood for its survival, 
as it grows naturally in the form of fruits, nuts and vegetables. · 

Hunting and gathering societies represent ''A mode of subsistence dependent on the exploitation 
of wild or non-domesticated food resources. 111 

AU.gocietiesused·this subsistence strategy ofhuntingand~gafueringuntilonly-atwffthousand ··· 
years ago. Even today there are still a handful of isolated peoples who stm continue this scy le oflife 

-------Example . .--(i';--Anm1J-a-vfth-f;--eerrtrat7tustrattanctese~t;-(iiJ-nre-·.-san- pe-op1e-·ofK:atanarflle.serrtn__________ ---- ---------- -
Southern Africa. (iii) Itibamute Eskimos. (iv) Bushmen of Southwestern Africa 

Characteristics of Hunting-Gathering Societies 
1. Small m Size: Huntmg and gathermg soc1et1es consist of very small but scattered groups. . 

The environment in which they live cannot support a large concentration of people. They depend 
upon whatever food they can find or c:,itch from one day to the next. They live in small primary 
groups and sometimes their number does not even exceed 40-50 members. ·· 

1. ''Oxford Dictionary of Sociology" - Page: 291 
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2. Noinadic in Nature: These people are constantly on the move because they have to leave one 
area as soon as they have exhausted its food resources. 

3. Not Desire to Acquire· Wealth: There is no strong desire among these people to acquire 
wealth for two main reasons: (i) Firstly, no individual can acquire wealth for there is no wealth to be 
acquired (ii) Secondly, sharing is a norm in such societies. Hence, peopie who do find a substantial 
food resources are expected to share it with the whole community. Sharing of food serves as a "social 
insurance" for it guarantees the ~me who shares his surplus today, some food tomorrow, from some 
one particularly when his collection is not good. · 

4. Family and Kinship Are The Only Defined Institutions: Hunting and gathering pe~ple have 
the only interconnected social institutions which are somewhat well defined namely;family and 
kinship. Family is all in all for these people. Educating the young, economic production, protection 
of the members· of the grotJp and such functions [which are normally looked into by the specialised 
institutions in the other established societies] are performed by the family itself. Kinshipjs als0, 
important in the sense most of these groups iu-e based on kinship; with most of their members being 
related by ancestry or marriage. The entire society is organised around kinship ties, which means the 
idea of individual families existing.as distinct units within society is unknown. · · 

5. Absence of Political Institution: In these institutions the difference between the ruler and the 
ruled is not there, because political institutions are not found here. Statuses in these societies are 
essentially equal and hence the difference between the leader and followers is not there. Most decisions 
are made through group discussion. Warfare is unknown to these peopl~, partly because they have 
".irtually no property and therefore have very little to fight out. · · 

16. Limited Or No Division of La~ur: There is no scope for division oflabour in these societies 
ex¢ept alon~ the lines of age and sex. Men and women, young and old .. perform different roles, but · 
tP.ere are no specialised occupational roles. There is gender~based divisiOn of labour but there is no 
gender inequality as such. Most people do much the same things most of the time. Hence they share 
common life experiences and values. Production is communal and co-operative and the distribution 
system is based on sharing. " 

7. Constant Need To Face Danger: 'Some hunters and gatherers constantly face the danger of 
extinction in a struggle against adverse environments. Among the Itibamute Eskimos, for example, 
a family's fate rests in the hands of the father, who must find and catch the game, build the house ~d 
maintain the family. Hunting and gathering people in order to eke out their living in the natural set 
up, must command a complex knowledge of the plants, animals, environmental conditions, and-
seasonal changes in the environment. . 

8. Simple Religious Belief: Religion is not developed among these people into a complex 
institution. Their religion does not include a belief in a powerful god or gods vyho are active in 
human affairs. On the· contrary, they tend to see the world as populated by unseen spirits that must be 
taken into account but not necessarily wbrshipped. 

It is clear from the above description, though the hunting.and gathering lifestyl~ seems alien ta
us, it appears to have been the most common form of society for most o(the histi:>ry ofout human 
species. 

2. HERDING OR PASTORAL SOCIETIES 
The herding or the pastoral society is the one which "relies on the domestication of animals into 

herds as a major means of support" I 
"Herding society refers to ~ny form ofsociety whose main subsistence comes from tending 

flocks and herds of domesticated anima/s. In practice, subsistence nee4s are often met by a combination . 
of herding with hunting and gathering and other forms ofagricu.lture_" 2 ·· - . . . - . ,; 

•~ Wallace and Wallace in "Sociology"· ~age: 86. 
2. "Collif!S Di~tionary of Sociology(~ Page: 2SO. 
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Around 10 to 12 thousand years ago, some hunting and gathering groups began to adopt a new 
subsistence strategy based on the domestication of herds of animals. Many people living in deserts or 
other regions which are not suited for cultivation, adopted this strategy and started taming animals 
such as goats or sheep which could be used as a source of food. Pastoral societies still exist today in 
the modem world, particularly in Africa, and in the Middle and Near East. Example: Bakhtiari of 
Western Iran. 

Characteristics of Herding Societies 
1. Relatively Larger in Size: In comparison with the hunting and gathering societies, herding 

societies are ... lar~i11 ... size a11d may bave himdreds pr ev_en thousan....ds....oLmembers,_due_ ID.Jheir _ ~ 

between human beings and a god - Judaism and its offshoots, Christianity and Islam - originated 
among pastoral peoples." 2 

6. Herding Technology Leading To Several Changes: Herding technology has Jed to several 
social changes among which the following may be noted 
(i) The herding society tends to place a higher value on their temporary territories than do the 

hunting and gathering societies. Disputes over. grazing rights with other herding societies 
sometimes result in warfare. . 

.. (ii) sravery, unknown in hunting and-gathering socfeties, makes -its appearance as captives in war 
ltl'e_pttt t~-~ ofk'f()r their .. 2<:>11qu~t()t s. 

(iii) Since herds can be owned, ideas about private property and in.heritance of wealth are likely to 
emerge. 

(iv) Patriarchal forms of social organisation tend to become popular especially among, those who 
make use of horses for transportation and warfare. 

(v) In general, in these pastoral societies, populations become larger, political and economic 
institutions begin to app~:µ- and both social structure and culture become more complex. 

1. · Wallace and Wallace • Page: 86. 
2. F.N.: Ian Robertson in "Sociology", Page: 83-84. 
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3. HORTICULTURAL SOCIETIES 
• "A horticultural society is a social system based on horticulture, a mode of production in which 

digging sticks are used to cultivate small gardens" 1 

• ''A horticultural society produces its food through cultivation of the soil with hand tools"2 
Horticultural societies first came into existence in the middle east about 4000BC and subsequently 

spread to China and Europe; those that survive today are found mainly in sub~Saharan Africa. 
Hortfoultural society is associated with the elementary discovery that plants can be grown from 
seeds. While herding is common in areas with poor soil, horticulture is more common as a means of 
subsistence in regions with fertile soil. But the horticultural societies first appeared at about the same 
time as pastoral societies. Examples for horticultural societies: ( 1) Gururumba Tribe in New Guinea, 

·(ii) Masai people of Kenya. 

Characteristics of Horticultural Societies. 
1. Domestication of Plants: Horticulturists specialise in the domestication of plants such as 

wheat, rice, etc. The simplest horticulturalists cultivate manually with hoes or digging sticks in 
relatively small gardens without using the metal tools and weapons. More advanced horticultural 
societies have metal tools and weapons and not ploughs. Like hunting-gathering societies, horticultural 
societies are just subsistence societies. 

2. Slash and Burn Technology: The subsistence strategy of the horticulturists is typically based 
on a "slash and burn" technology. This is a type of strategy in which people clear areas of land, burn 
the trees and plants they have cut down, raise crops for 2 or 3 years until the· soil is exhausted and 
then repeat the process elsewhere. 

Horticulture is essentially an alternative to pastoralism and depending upon the environ,mental 
factors people select one or the othei. If the soil and climate favour crop cultivation, horticulture is 
more likely to be !idopted. It is found that many horticultural societies still exist in Africa, Asia, 
South America, and Australia. 

3. Horticulturalists are Better Settled Than Pastoralists: Unlike the pastoralists, horticulturalists, 
are relatively better settled, although periodically they must move short distances. They develop 
settlements that have larger populations and stay in one place longer before they migrate in search of 
better conditions. · 

4. Relatively More Complex Division of Labour: This society assures better food supply and 
the possibility of surplus. Existence of surplus leads to specialisation of roles. It means that some 
people no longer have to work at food production, and hence, specialised statuses and roles appear 1 

such as those of Shaman [religious leader] trader, or.craft worker. Advanced horticultural societies; 
sometimes consisting of as many as 5000 people tand sometimes even more], support specialistii 
producing and trading with a variety of products such as boats, salt, volcanic glass, shells, pottecy, 
war weapons, utensils and even textiles. .. 

5. Emergence of Political Institutions: The surplus production allows some wealthy indiViduals 
to become more powerful than othe~. This leads to the emergence of political institutions in the form of 
chieftainships. Warfare is more common in the horticultural societies. Since irfs more convenient and 

' easier to steal one's neighbour's goods or property than to prOduce one's own1 giving protection to 
wealth and property becomes ~ ne(lessity. This situation necessitated warfare. ln fact, horticultural 
societies are also the firs~ known societies to support the institution of slavery. 
, 6. Creation of Relatively Elaborate Cultural Artefacts: Since these people live in 
comparatively permanent settlements; they can create more elaborate cultural artefacts. The.se 
could c.onsist of, for example, houses, thrones, or large stone sculptures. Their settled way of 
life also contributes to greater complexity in social structure and a more diverse and. elaborate 
material cultµre. 

1. Allan G. Johnson in his "The Blackwell Dictionary of Sociology" • 2000, Page: 132. 
l. Wallace and Wallace in "Sociology" • 'Page: 87: 
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7. Some Rare Practices: One important feature of the horticultural societies is that some rare 
practices such as cannibalism, headhunting, and human sacrifice are found exclusively in a few 
horticultural societies, "Cannibalism usually involves either eating one's deceased relatives as an 
act of piety or eating one's enemies skin as an act of ritual revenge. The successful him.ting of heads 
is taken as evidence of the courage and skiU of the warrior. The emergence <:>fhumfffl sacrifice co 
incides with a change in the nature of religious beliefs. " l 

In the more advanced horticultural societies, political and economic institutions become well 
developed as conquest and trade, link various villages together. 

4. AGRICULTURAL OR AGRARIAN SOCIETIES 
· ·····•A:rm.:tnd 3000 RC[ot6000·yearsagolthe invention of the plough led to theheginningof the 

agrarian society. Agrarian societies first arose in ancient Egypt and were based on the introduction of 
the plough and the harnessing of animal power. 

• "An agricultural society focuses its mode of production primarily on agriculture and the 
cultivation of large fields. " 2 . 

e Agricultural societies employ animal draw~ ploughs to cultivate the land. "3 

• Agrarian society refers to "any form of society, especially so traditional societies, primarily 
based on agricultural and craft production rather than industrial production". 4 

The mode of production of the agrarian society, that is, cultivation distinguishes it from the 
hunter-gatherer society which produces none of its food, and the horticultural society which produces 
food in small gardens rather than big fields. · · 

Characteristics of Agricultural Societies 
1. Cultivation of Land Through the Plough: Based on.the invention of the plough around 3000 

B.C., the ''agrarian revolution'' markecl its hegillning. This inventfon enabled people to make a great 
leap forward in food production. Use of plough increases the productivity of the land. It brings to 
surface nutrients that have sunk out ofreach of the roots of plants. It also returns weeds to the sojl to 
act as fertilizers. The use of animal power to pull the plough enables a person to achieve great 
productivity. 

• Combining irrigation techniques with the use of the plough increased productivity and 
made the increased yields more reliable. It also made it possible to work on land which had been 
previously useless for food production. The same land can be cultivated almost continuously, and 

, foll pennanent settlements become possible 

• Introduction of plotfgh in the cultivation of land increased food production enormously. 
One person with an animal drawn plough could do the work of many workmg with sticks and hand 
hoes. This increased production and ability to renew the soil allowed the development of some of the 
first permanent residential settlements or cities, in human history. 

2. An Increase in The Size of Society: Size of the agricultural societies is much greater · 
than that of horticultural or pastoral communities. It relieves the burden of working in the field 
for a fairly large number of people who can engage themselves in other types of activities on run=nrri-ce basis: ·············· · - -- ··· -·· ········ ·· · -· ······ · ··· - - · · · · ··· · ·····-
. . Jl.pp§(lrqn.ce. of C..tt~s.:JM flJH-titll~.~Pt!<:i11li~ts_wl1<>. e"ngl!g~_ttltl11lstllyei;jnu11or1 !lgri<;uJtu('a) ... 

activities tend to concentrate in some compact places which ultimately led to the birth of cities. The 
society itself often consists of several such cities and their hinterlands loosely welded together. 

3. Emergence of Elaborate Political Institutions: Agricultural societies, in course of time, 
lead t.o the establis}unent of more elaborate political institutions. Power is concentrated in the hands 

1. I.an Robertson, Page: 85. 
2. "The Blackwell Dictionary of Sociology", Page: 7. 
3. Wallace and Wallace in their "Sociology", Page: 89. 
4. "Collins Dictionary of Sociology", Page: l 2. 
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of a single individual. A hereditary monarchy tends to emerge. The monarch becomes powerful and 

literally has the power to take off the lives of his subjects. In well established agricultural societies, 

a formalised government bureaucracy emerges duly assisted by a legal system. Court system of 

providing justice also emerges. These developments make the state not only to become for the first 

time a separate institution but also the most powerful one. 

4. Evolution of Distinct Social Classes: Agricultural societies produce relatively greater wealth 

which is unequally shared. As a result, a small minority enjoys a surplus produced by the working 

majority. Thus for the first time, two distinct social classes - those who own the land and those who 

work on the land of others- make their appearance. Land is the major source of wealth and is 

individually owned and inherited. This actually creates the major difference between the social strata. 

The old feudal system ofEurope is an example of such differences between the strata. 

5. Emergence of a Clearly Defined Economic Institution: Agricultural societies provide the 

basis for the establishment of economic institutions. Trade becomes more elaborate and money is 

used here as a medium of exchange. Trade which takes place on an elaborate scale demands the 

maintenance ofrecords of transaction, crop harvest, taxation, government rules and regulations. 

These developments provide an incentive for the enrichment of systematic writing which is found 

only in these societies and not in the. previous ones. 

6. Religion Becomes a Separate Institution : As societies beGome more and more complex, 

the religion also becomes'more complex with the status of a separate institution. Religion requires 

full-time officials (priests, shamans, church officials and others) who often exercise considerable 

political influence. The religions of the agricultural societies· often include a belief in a "family of 

gods", of whom one bec()mes more powerful than the others. In some societies, ·a hierarchy of gods 

( higher gods, lesser gods , etc.,) is also found. · 

7. Warfare and Empire Building: Agricultural societies constantly fight amongst themselves 

and hence warfare becomes a regular feature. These societies also engage themselves in systematic 

empire building. These developments necessitate the formation of an effective military organisation. 

For the first time, full-time permanent armies make their appearance. These armies require, like that 

of the traders, the deveiopment of proper roads and waterways. Suqh developments in the field of 

transport bring the previously isolated communities into contact with one another. 

8. Enrichment of Culture: Since more food is produced than is necessary for subsistence, 

agricultural societies are able to support people whose s9le purpose is to provide creative ideas to the 

culture. Hence, poets, writers, historians, artists, scientists, architects and such other talented people 

are encouraged to spend their days cultivating wisdom and beauty rather than fields. Surplus 

agricultural resources are now invested in new cultural artefacts such as paintings, statues, public 

buildings, monuments, palaces and stadiums. 

'.'/The ability to produce great surpluses and to support a complex division of labour brought 

with it an enormous expansion of knowledge, technology, population , trade and the size and 

performances of communities that couid truly be called "cities". With these changes came 

major soda/institutions such as organised religion, the state, universities, and the military." 
1 

9. Revolutionary Transition in The Social Structure: In comparison with many other less 

e.Yolved types of societies ( hunter-gatherer, herding or horticultural ) the agricultural society has 

a far more complex social structure and culture. The transition from the previous social structures 

to the/present one has been revolutionary. " The number of stat.fses multiplies, population size 

increases, cities appear, new institutions emerge, ·social classes arise,· political and economic 

inequality becomes built into the social structure, and culture becomes much more diversified and 

,heterogeneous. ,.:z 

I. 'The Blackwell Dicticinary of Sociology' page:7. 

l. Ian Robertson in his "Sociology", Page: 86-87: 
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INDUSTRIAL SOCIETIES 

173 

The industrial. ~ode of production began· in England about 250 years ago. It became a very 
successfu.l one and has sinc.e.spread all over the world: It has, in one way or the othei:;absorbed, 
transformed or destroyed all other types of society in the process of its emergence. The very invention 
of machines to produce· goods has proved to be an event of great historical importance; •··· · 

Industrial societies have existed only in the very modern era, dating from the ~ndustrialisation of 
Great Britain in the late 18th centuzy. The most advanced industrial societies today are found in North 
America, Europe and East Asia including Japan, Taiwan, Hongkong and South Korea. Countries such 
as India; Mexico, Brazil and some African countries have also become industrialised to a greatextent . 

. • "Jn the stmpleSt sense, an indUStl ial societji iS a social systcitl whwe mode ef produstionfociises 
primarily on finished goods manufactured with the aid of. machinery. nl · · · 

• "In industrial societies, the largest portion of the labour force is involved in mechanised 

prpduction of goods and services 112 . 

• "Industrial· society refers to that form of society • or any particular soeiety in which 

industrialisation and modernisation have.'occurred. "3 . . .. 

The general term "industrial societies" originates from Saint-Simon wlio chose it to reflect the 
emerging central role of manufacturing industry in the 18th century Europe, in contrast with previous 
pre-industrial and agrarian society. 

Characteristics of Industrial Society 

1. Industrial Society is Associated with Industrial Revolqtion and Industrialism 
Industrial Revolution spanning the. late 18th to the early 19th. centuries, is an event of great 

. S()~i.c>-economic ang historical significance'. "It transformed much of Europe and the. United States by. 1 

rep/acing· essentially agricuiiUralljl.baseil si>Cliities. wiiJi itiaustrlaTsodeiies :bas<iii on lJie-iJse of ··I 
machines and non-animp.l sources of energy to produce finished goods"; 4 . 

'Industrialism is based on the application of scientific ktlowledge to the technology ofproductiori, 
enabling new energy sources to be harnessed .lt permits machines to do the work that was previously 
done by people or animals. It is a highly efficient subsistence strategy. Because it allows '1 relatively 
small proportion of the population to feed the majority. 

2. Technology Initiating Vast and Rapid Social Changes 
Technology based on modern scientific knowledge leads to higher rate of teci,nological 

in.uovadons. 'fbese,· b111ovations in ttuu, bring about a flOo(of ~oeial ehanges. "1Ve.v ~~1t8li!Jgj8s' 

such as the steam engine, the internal cqmbustion engine, electrical power, or atomic energy tend to 

bring about SOCia/ changes aS• the economic and other institutions constantly adjust to· altered 

conditions. Unlike other societies, therefore, industrial societies are in a continua/ state of rapid 

social change; ''. 5. 

3. Larger Societies With HugePopulati(ms 
· The high levels of productivity of industrial societies t'Urtlier stimulates population growth with 

... . ... - - ineteasing-members-lwing~in cities..and:metr.gpoliiana~as.-J>opulations..0£these.societies.c.0fteO.:run. - ;·--
to tens or hundl'.eds of millions ·In all the highly advanced industrial societies a majority of the 

·· ·----- -populationprefers-to1ive~i~r~-mesljebS-are-leeated .. The growth rate..of-populati-OJlo.-'- ---
increases very sharply in the early stages ofiitdustrialism. N~w medical technologies and improved 
living standards. serve to ex,tend ·.life expecumcy. But it is observe~ that population size tends to 
stabilise in the fater stages of i11dustrialisnias the bi~h rate drops. . . 

·- ·. ..·. . .. . . .. 

1. "The Blackwell Dictionary o/$ociology" by A'.llan • G. John$on ~Page . J 40. 
2. Wallace and Walhtcl!in "8ocipliJgy" Page-90. · . 

3, "Collins Dictionary-of Sociology", Page: 340,. 
4. "The Blackwell Dictionary efSOci6logy•, Page: 139. 
5. (an Robertlon; Page: 87. · · · 
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4. Large Scale Division of Labour 
As industrialism spreads and population grows, division of labour becomes highly complex. 

Industrial society creates tens of thousands of new specialised jobs. More and more statuses are 
achieved rather than ascribed. In the previous agricultural societies a person used to become a lord 
or peasant through circumstances beyond personal control . But, here in the industrial society, statuses 
as those of politicians, teachers, advocates, mechanics, technicians, chartered accountants, engineers, 
doctors, etc., could be achieved. 

5. Losing Importance of Family and Kinship 
Family and kinship as social institutions tend to lose their importance. The family loses many of 

its functions. It no longer remains as a producing unit but has to be contented with as a unit of 
consumption. It loses the main responsibility of educating the younger ones. Kinship ties are also 
weakened. Kinship does not play an important role in unifying and controlling people. The immediate 
neighbours often become more important than the distant kins. 

6. Religion Losing its Hold over the People 
Religious institutions are no longer playing an important role in controlling the behaviour of 

the people. The influence of religious institutions as such shrinks markedly. People hold many 
different and competing values and beliefs. The world no longer remains as the god"centered world 
for it is looked upon as the man-centered one. Various technological and scientific developments 
have made religion to lose its hold as an unquestioned source of moral authority. 

7. Increasing Importance ofScience and Education 
For the first time, science emer_ges out as a new and very important social institution. All 

technological innovations depend on the growth and refinement of scientific knowledge. Science is 
looked upon as a promising and an effective means of socio-economic progress. Similarly, education 
has evolve!1l into an independent and distinct institution. Any industrial society for that matter, requires 
a literate population to understand and. make use of the modern technological innovations. For the 
first time, formal education becomes a dompuisory thing for majority of people rather than a luxury 
fo~ the fe\v. 
8. Increasing important Role of The' State 

Hereditary monarchies die out giving place to more democratic institutions. State which assumes 
the central power in the industrial society is more known for its welfare activities than for the regulative 
functions. State is increasingly involved in the economic, educational, medical, military and other 
activities. St~tes are equipped with the war weapons to fight wars, but the actual outbreaks of war are 
relatively infrequent. "One study of pre-industrial European soc(etiesfound that over periods of 
several centuries, they were at war, on the average, almost every s.econd year. (Sorokin, 1937). In 
contrast, most Eurovean societies have been at war onlv twice in the course of the centurv. and some 
have not been at ~ar at all. " I Warfare can be ruin~us for an advanced industrial s~~iety for it 
involves deadly war weapons and economic dislocations. · 

9. Widening Gap Between The Rich and The Poor 
Industrialism, in its beginning stages, is normally associated with the emergence of the two 

social classes- the rich and the, poor- between whom sharp inequalities are found. It also often widens 
the gap between the rich and the poor, referred to by Marx as the haves and.the have- nots. The rich 
class which is also known as the capitalist c{ass is branded as the exploiting class, and the poor class 
known as the working class is sympathised as the exploited class. According to Marx, these two 
classes are aiways at conflict. Phenomenal changes haye taken place in the industrial world especially 
after the death of Marx. Most of his predictions have not come true. However, the general trend of 
industrial societies is towards a steady reduction in social inequalities,, although, according to 
Lenski(l 966), there are some notable exceptions. 

l. Ian Robertson, Page: 89. 
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10. Spread of Heterogeneous Culture 
Industrial societies give rise to a number of secondary groups such as corporations, political 

parties, business houses, government bureaucracies, cultural and literary associations and special
purpose organisations of various kind Primary groups tend to lose their importance and more and 
more social life takes place in the context of secondary groups. New life styles and values create a 
much more heterogeneous culture which spreads its influence far and wide. 

The overall characteristics of industrial societies described above, tend to be broadly similar, 
partly as a result of the effects of global mass communications and partly because industrialism 
imposes certain basic requirements on social structure a11d culture. The industrial society is becoming 
~o~~ a~d mo;~ dom~nant in the ~odem:;orld exten-d~ng its influence-on-the oilier-fype-sof soCiefies . 
such as agricultural, horticultural, etc. It has become highly successful in exploiting the natural 
environment in an effective manner. But this success has caused "a variety of problems as we 
witness in the form of-environment pollution, exhaustion of scarce re:wurces, over population, the 
destruction of traditional communities, the disruption of kinship systems, mass anonymity, and a 
breakneck rate of social change that constantly threatens to disorganise the existing social 
structure". 1 

INDUSTRIAL AND PRE-INDUSTRIAL SOCIETIES : 
COMPARATIVE DIFFERENCES 

Striking differences do exist between what are known as "traditional", or ''pre-modern" or 
''pre-industrial" societies, and "modern" or "industrial" societies. Both these types of societies still 
exist in various regions of the world. Many sociologists and anthropologists have made attempts to 
clarify the differences inJhe qm.tlity of social life by distinguishingben¥een the. two extremes. 

1. Durkheim's Classification: The French sociologist Emile Durkheim in his book "Division 
of Labour in Society" [1893), distinguished societies based on two types of solidarity namely; (i) 
mechanical solidarity, and (ii) organic solidarity. The former one which corresponds to 'pre-modem' 
or traditional society serves as bonds of common activities and values. Here the society is held 
together by the fact that people perform the same tasks and share similar values. The latter [organic 
.solidarity], which corresponds to modem society serves as bonds based on foterdependence. Here 
the society is held together by the fact that people are highly specialised and are, therefore, mutually 
dependent on one another. 

2. Ferdinand 1onme's Classijicatwn: Ifie German soc10logist Ferdinand 'fumlie's used the 
labels Gemeinscbaft [communi(Y] and Gesellscbaft [assoeiation] to describe similar differences· 
bet-Ween societies. 

Gemeinscbaft type of society, Tonnies argued, is characterised by intimate; face-to-face contact, 
strong feelings of social solidarity, and a commitment to tradition. The Gesellscbafttype of society 
is characterised by impersonal contacts, individualism rather than group loyalty, and a decline of the 
traditional ties and values. 

-3.. Robert Redfield's Classification: American antb~opologist Robert Rc;ldfield drnws a 
distinction between "folk'' and "urban,, societies. Folk societ)' is small and bound by tradition and 
intimate personal links.-'I'heurban-society;on the contrary; reptesentsa largescale'social unit mafked·. 
by impersonal relationships and a pluralism of values. 

The classification mentioned above, make it evident that the same phenomena of the differences 
between the pre modem and the modem, or the pre industrial and the industrial societies ate 
highlighted in several ways but in different words. 

What then, are the fundamental differences between pre-industrial and industrial societies~ 
Some outstanding differences which can be noticed easily and which are important, a{·e the following: 

1. Ian Robertson - Page: 89. 
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Main Differences Between Pre-lndustrial And Industrial Society 

1. Simple Versus Complex Social Structures 
In the pre-industrial societies, social structure is comparatively simple. There is less scope for 

division of labour, which is mostly based on age and sex. Men normally go out of family for hunting 
or fishing or for cultivating the land while women confine themselves to home to raise children and 
sometimes go out to gather food or work in the field. There are, in general, fewer statuses and roles. 
Social institutions other than family and kinship, are either non-existent, or in a rudimentary stage, or 
very ineffective. 

In the industrial societies, the social structure is more complex. There is vast scope for 
division. of labour and specialization and it is more based on personal talents, abilities, 
efficiency, experience and preferences than age and sex. Vast number of statuses and roles 
emerges. The importan'Ce of family and kinship in the social structure tends to get reduced. 
A series of new institutions and organisations catering to the diverse needs of the people 
emerges. 

I 
2. Life in the Context of Primary Groups Versus Secondary Groups 

In the pre-inililstrial societies, we find the dom.ination of primary groups such as family, kinship 
groups, small communities, etc. Life in the context of these groups is under the grip 'of social 

, , relationships which are conducted on an intimate and personal basis. In these simple societies, social 
relationships generally involve those who have known one another for their lifetime. Relations are 
personal, and indiviqual emotions and needs are considered. 

In the modern industrial societies, on the contrary, social life occurs in the context of secondary 
groups and large anonymou~ urban communities. Here, social contact is often between relative 
strangers who have little or emotional involvement with each other. Social.relationships take place 
mostly on an impersonal basis where there is no real emotional attachment, Workers in service positions 
do not particularly care who their clients are'Personally, for there is no personal and emotional 
involvement in this kind of relationship.- Modem people may be treated as living material to be 
processed, in much the same way that raw material is treated in factories. This attitude which 
characterises the modem form of social bond is formal rather than informal, and non-intimate rather 
than intimate. 

3. 'Ascribed' Versus 'Achieved' Statuses 
Statuses in the case of the pre-industrial societies are normally 'ascribed', A person's "station in 

life", so to say, is usually determined by the unchanging element of birth. Institutions such as family, 
kinship, race and religion rather fix the status of an individual on the basis of the birth of the individual. 
There is hardly any scope to change or improve it. Persona! talents, capacities, efficiences do not 
help much an individual to improve his status. 

In industrial or modern societies,. many statuses can be 'achieved'. There is scope for the 
individuals to achieve soc.ial mobility, that is, to move up and down the status scale. Availability of 
wide socio-economic, occupationaland political opportunities helps individuals to take a chance to 
fmprove their statuses. 

4. Homogeneous Versus Heterogeneous C~ltures 
Pre-industrial societies are characterised by a homogenoous culture in which striking 

resemblances are found in the ways of thinking, behaving, dressing, conversing, believing and so on. 
Unity and uniformity in social life are largely visible. Life is simple and smooth going with less 
tension and friction. There is general agreement among people on social values, opinions, morals, 
religious beliefs, community practices, and so on. 

Industrial soci'!ties are mostly dominated by url:lan way oflife and hence they are characterised 
~y heterogeneous culture. Diversification of life. - styles is very conspicuous. Life is complex and 
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manysided. Differentiation is potent in modem societies. The wide range of different groups leads to 
a pluralism of values, outlooks, opinions and beliefs. Wide range of sub-cultures also make their 
appearance. 

5. Sodal Control Through Informal Versus Formal Means 
ln pre-industrial societies, behaviour of the people is regulated by informal means such as 

social customs, traditions, folkways, mores and the like which are rarely questioned. People have a 
strong sense of belonging or identity with their group and hence they tend to think of themselves as 
members of their group first and as individuals next. In simple societies, violators of group norms are 
oftenJakentotaskiirstbythe.v.erywitnesses.tothe .. offence,.andonlyafterwar.ds,theycaUthepolice, 
if needed. 

The industrial societies attempt to control behaviour through more institutionalised m~ans like 
laws, legislations, written contracts with specific penalties and proceduresfor dealing with offenders. 
In the event of any violation of the rules or norms, witnesses themselves would not pursue the 
offenders but would call the police. In these societies, custom and tradition lose much of their force, 
and people act primarily as individuals, often taking more account of their personal interests than the 
needs of the group. 

6. Slow Versus Rapid Rates of Social Change 
In the pre-industrial societies, the rate of social change is usually very slow. People are normally 

not ready for sudden changes. They are for status quo, and hence change is regarded with suspicion. 
Their sociaUife is routinised to such an extent that a small deviation from it is regarded as an unusual 
feature of social life . 

. In the industrialsocieties, rapid social change becomes a normal state of attires. People have a 
positive attitude towards social change. They expect change and sometimes even welcome it, for 
change is often identified with "progress" towards a better life. Rapid improvements in the fields of 
transport and communication, progress in the fields of science and technology, introduction ofuniform 
legal and educational system and such other developments taking place in the industrial societies 
have added new dimensions to social change. 

Conclusion: The changes mentioned above, are entirely new in the history of the human 
species, and industrial societies are still in the difficult process of adjusting themselves to them. 
The terms such as pre-industrial and industrial, or pre-modern and modem, have ,been used to 
fac1htate d1scuss1on. It 1s important to note, however, "that societies actually exist ona continuum 
from pre-modern to modern rather than mpurely one or the other. Furthernwre, no modern society 
is modern throughout its territory. Social relations in some areas are. more Gemeinschaft than 
Gesellschafl, more folk than urban and more characterised by mechanical than organic solidarity .... 
Generally, however, as societies move towards the modern end of the spectrum they experience 
increasing division of labour, fewer primary relations, greater reliance on non-family institutions 
and less reliance .on custom to regulate behaviour" 1 

I. Wallace and Wallace in "Socio~ogy", Page: 94. 
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Chapter 561 
SOCIAL MOBILITY 

Social Mobility: Meaning and Definition --- Individual and Group Mobility --- 1jlpes of 

Social Mobility: Vertical Social Mobility and Horizontal. Social Mobility --- Forms 

of Vertical Mobility: Upward Mobility and Downward Mobility--- intergenerational Mobility 
and Intra-Generational Mobility--- Structural Mobility --- Causes of Vertical Mobility--· 

Social Mobility and Social Stratification: Interrelationship --- Open and Closed Societies 
and Social Mobility --- Channels or Factors that Promote Social 

Mobility: Structural Aids and Individual Factors of Mobility --- Determinants of Social 

Mobility--- Mobility of Women --- Consequences and Importance of Social Mobility: Positive 
\ , ' 

Consequences or Gains of Mobility and Negative Consequences or Costs of Mobility 

· Education and Social Mobility. 

MEANING AND DEFINITION OF SOCIAL MOBILITY 

Meani.ng of Social Mobility 
Individuals are normally recognised in society through th~ statuses they occupy and the roles 

they enact. Not only the society is dynamic but also the indivi~uals are dynamic. Men are normally 
engaged in endless endeavour to enhance their statuses in society, move from lower position to 
higher position; secure superior job from an inferior one. For various reasons people of higher status 

. and position may also be forced to come down to a lower status and position. Thus people in society 
continue to move up and down the status scale. This movement is called 'social mobility '. 

The study. of social mobility is an important aspect of social stratification. In fact, it is an 
inseparable aspect of social stratification system because, the nature, form, range and degree of 
social mobility depend !'>n the very nature of stratification system. Stratification system refers to the 
process of pladng people in different layers or strata. A discussion of social mobility probes into the 
process of placement of individuals in different strata. It seeks to answer questions such as - ls the 
placement of individual'fpermanent and unalterable ? Is there any scope for individuals to change 
or modifY it ? If so, whatfactors contribute to the changes in the statuses of the individuals and what 
are its consequences for the society ? A series of questions like these is ta~kled in our analysis of 

soci~l. mobility. 

Definition/ of Social Mobility 
1. 'Wallace and Wallace : "Social mobility is the movement of a person or persons from one social 

status ro another" l ' ' ' ' 

2. W.R Scott : Social mobility refers to "the movement of an individual or group from one social 
class or social stratum to another" 2 . ' 

\ 

1. '. Wallace and Wallace in "Sociology", Page: 275. 
2. W,P. Scott in "Dictionary of Sociology". Page : 260. 
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3. N. Abercrombie and Others : Social mobility refers to "the movement of.-individuals between 
different levels of the social hierarchy, usually defined occupationally'' [in "The Penguin 
Dictionary of Sociology". Page : 227). 
Thus, it is clear, "social mobility" may be understood as the movement of an individual or 

group from one social status or position to another. For example, the poor people may become rich, 
the bank peons may become bank officers, farmers may become nlinisters, a petty businessman may 
become a bankrupt and the ruling class may be turned out of office, ~nd so on. 

INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP MOBILITY . 
Mobility can·take·placeatthe· individnalasweH as group level Umaytakeplace at the level-of 

the individuals, families, groups or even societies. 
Individual Mobility: When individuals get into seats of political position; acquire money and 

exert influence over others because of their new status, they are said to have achieved ind,ividual 
mobility. For example, (i) Uma Bharathi who was born in an ordinary family has now attained the 
status of the Chief Minister of Madhya Pradesh by leading her party [Bharateeya Janatha Party]to 
victory during recent (2003 Nov.]Assembly Elections. (ii) Smt. Rabri Devi who had hardly obtained 
any formal educaton, has now become the Chief Minister ofBihar, (iii) Jimmy Carter, a ground~nut 
growing farmer became the President of America, (iv) Similarly, Sri Narayana Swamy ofKarnataka 
who was born in poor circumstances has now become the architect of an internationally reputed 
Computer Software Company, namely: Infosys. Since such individuals are members of family, 
individual mobility influences family mobility also. 

Group Mobility : Like the individuals even groups also attain high social mobility. The Jews as 
a community in America and Parsis as a group in India, for example, have been able to attain a 
relatively high positfon in their respective societies. 

The two kinds of mobility very often go together. A disadvantaged group [such as scheduled 
castes and tribes' in India.] may produce an occasional celebrity, but the higher the status of the 
group, the greater the number of high achievers. 

TYPES OF SOCIAL l\IOBILITY 
The Russian born American sociologist of great reputation P.A. Sorokin, has distinguished 

between two types of social mobility namely : (i) Vertical Social Mobility, and (ii) Horizontal Social 
Mobility. This typology is normally followed by the other sociologists also. 

1. Vertical Social Mobility 
Ve1 tical social mobility refers to the movement of an individual or people or1groups from one 

status to another. It involves change in class, occupation or power positions. It involves a change 
within the lifetime of an individual to a higher or lower status than the person had to begin with. 
Example : (i) Movement from the status of plumber to that of a corporation president, or vice versa, 
is an example of vertical mobility. (ii) Movement of people from the poor class to the middle class, 
from the occupation oflabourers to that of bank clerks, from the position of the opposition to that of 
therulingdass;-ete~ · -- · -- ~-----

2 •.. ll~~iil()fif_alrnl\'l_(l~il!ty _ m - m - --- ---- -m n .. mm -----

"Horizontal mobility" is a change in position without the change in status. It indicates a 
change in position within the range of the same .status. It is "movement from one status to its 
equivalent" [David Popenoe - 244]. Example: (i) A college graduatewith a degree in chemistry 
planned to work m the research department of a large chemical company, but after a year he finds 
that the work seems dull and repetitive, with no improvement in sight. He quits that job and instead 
becomes a professor of chemistry at a nearby university. Because the two occupations are at roughly 
the same level his mobility involved no essential change of status; it was simply a move to a mqre 
satisfYingjob. (ii) An engineer working in a factory may resign his jobandjoin another factory as 
an engineer and may work in more or less the sari1e capacity, or join an engineering college and 
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start working as a proiessor. In this example also, though there is change of work.place and work, the 

general status of the person does not change much. 

Horizontal mobility can cause disruptions in family life and community ties. Some of the recent 
studies suggest that people are becoming more aware of these disruptions and increasingly resistant 

to unwanted job changes; Most Indians typically cling on to jobs whenever they get into them. They 

are normally not prepared to take a risk to change their job. 

FORMS OF VERTICAL SOCIAL MOBILITY 

Vertical social mobility assumes different forms among which the following may be noted. (a) 

upward mobilfty, (b) downward mobility; (c) Intergenerational mobility, (d) intra-generational 

mobility,. and ( e) structural mobility. 
(a) Upward Mobility: Upward mobility, as the term indicates, refers to social ascendance or 

upward movement of the individuals or groups in the status scale. It denotes the said movement from 
a lower social position or status to a higher social position oi status. It reflects social improvement, 

an onward march. Example: I A retail businessman who earns lot of profit may become a wholesale 

. b'1sinessman. In the same manner, the son of a mason through educational attainments niay become 

a university professor. Both of these examples of upward mobility indicate an improvement or 

ascendance. in the status of the concerned persons. 

(b) Downward Mobility: This type of mobility denotes "social descendance" or "social failure" 
on the part of the individual or group. In spite of their attempts to go up some individuals go down in 

the status scale. Sometimes individuals wlio fail to maintain their social, political or economic positions, 

lose their statuses. It means, indi~idua~s_' attempt to go u~ in ~ocie~ is not destined to b~ a successful 
one. Often they stand to lose their positions. Example: (i) Big buslinessmen who have mvested huge 

money in business may often incur heavy l~ss and even become pauper. (ii) People in high offices 

might be demoted due to their corrupt practices, and so on. . 

(c) Inter-generational Social Mobility: Time factor is an important element in social mobiiity. 
On the basis of the time factor involved in social mobility some have. spoken of a third type efsocial 

mobility namely; "Inter-generational mobility". 

Inter-generational social mobility is a change in status from that which a child began within 

the parents, household to that of the child upon reaching adulthood. In simple words, it refers to a 

change in the status of family members from one generation to the next. Example: A plumber's 

son becoming the president of the city corporation, or bus conductor's son becoming the chief 

minister of a state . 
. Inter-generational mobility is. important because the amount of this mobility in a society tells us 

to what extent inequalities are passed on from one generation to the.next. If there is very little inter

generational mobility, inequality is clearly deeply byilt into the society, for people's life-chances are 

being determined at the moment of birth. If there is a good deal of intergenerational mobility, people 

are clearly able to achieve new statuses through their own efforts, regardless of the circumstances of 

their birth. 
(d)lntra-generational Mobility: Mobility taking place in personal terms within the life-span 

of the same person is. called "intra-generational mobility". It refers to the advancement in one's 
social level during the course of one,'s lifetime. It may also be understood as ''a change in social 

status which occurs within a persons adult career" [Wallace and Wallace]. Example: (i) A lecturer 
iit .a pre-university college becoming a professor at the university centre after doing his doctoral 

degree. (ii) A person working as a supervisor in a factory becoming its assistant manager after getting 
promotion. · 

(e) Structural Mobility: Stratum or Strucrural Mobility is a kind of vertical mobility. "Structural 

mobility refers to mobility which is brought about by changes in stratification hierarchy itself. 1' 1 

l. · W~lllace and Wallace - Page: 274. 
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The term structural mobility refers to "the vertical movement of a specific group, class, or 
occupation relative to others in the stratification system. " 1 · 

Structural mobility is a type of forced mobility for it takes place because of the structural changes 
and not very much because of individual attempts For example, hi~torical circumstances or Jabour . 
market changes may lead to the rise of decline of an occupational group within the social hierarchy. 
(i) Military officers are likely to be regarded highly in times of war. (ii) These are the days of computers 
and information technology. Hence, computer engineers and technicians and information technologists 
receive greater respect which was previously reserved for scientists and advocates. (iii) An influx of 
immigrants may also alter class alignments - especially if the new arrivals are disproportionately 
higlityskilled oi riiiskilled . 

. Thomas Fox and S.M. Miller who sought to identify the determinants of upward mobility in 
different nations have found out two important conditions : (i) advanced stage of development of an 
industrial economy, and (ii) a large educational enrollment. As societies become more and more 
industrialised, the unskilled, low-salaried jobs at the bottom of the occupational status·- ranking are 
slowly eliminated. Because, these jobs are now more easily and profitably performed by machines. 
Simultaneously, more jobs are added at the middle and upper levels to manipulate and control the 
flow of machine produced goods. The vertical mobility resulting from such system changes -rather 
than individual achievement is called structural mobility. 2 What is to be remembered here is that the 
higher ranking job opportunities will not be fully utilised unless the parents oflower-level parents 
are given the knowledge and training necessary to achieve them. Compulsory public education also 
becomes another necessity to achieve it. 

CAUSES OF VERTICAL MOBILITY 
·Vertical mobility· is present in some form· or other in all societies· whether they are relatively 

'closed' or 'open '. In fact, mobility seems to be an inherent trait of all stratified societies. There are 
some obvious causes for it. Some of these causes are mentioned below. 

(i) The Necessity of Filling. in Emptied or Vacant Positions : In most of the societies some 
upper positions are filled in for a fixed period by some persons. On the expiry of their term, they will 
have to be replaced by some.new persons. It means, the inevitable social conditions help the new 
persons to be elevated to high positions; If these new persons are chosen from all the strata of society, 
it provides a chance to the substantial number of people of different strata to achieve upward vertical 
mobility or social ascendance. 

(ii) Obtaining Eligibility by Imitating the Life-Styles of the Upper Strata : There are various 
eriteria by whieh the soeial status of the people is evaluated. 'Life styles' represent one sueh 
criterion. Hence, people in the lower strata always try to emulate or acquire the ways of life, 
manners and life-'styles of those who belong to the upper strata. In course of time, it may become 
possible for the people of the lower strata to qualify for membership of the upper strata. Example: 
People belonging to the lower castes in the In'dian society are trying to acquire higher prestige, and 
social.recognition by imitating the life-styles of the upper caste people. This process· is known as 
''Sansk,-.itisation"······ 

(iii) To Fill in the Social Vacuum Created : Because of a lower birth rate within the upper 
·strata; asocial··vacuumis-created~··This can-beftlledirrbjr persons recmited 1fromthefower layers; 
Example, If the owners or founder directors or general managers of the private companies or indus~ 
tries are not having children, or if they are too young to assume high offices, then, the relatively 
efficient individµals occupying lower positions get a chance to assume high posts. 

(iv) InabilitY to Perform the TasksAssigned: The unfitness of many individuals to perform 
the proper functions relevant to their stratum often causes vertical mobility. This unfitness may be 
caused because of various factors. For example, owing to physical or mental sickness, accidents, 

1. Rlcherd T. Schaefer - Page: 229. 
2. David Popenoe in "Sociology" - Page: 242. 
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old age, family problems and such other factors, some people occupying high positions may find 
it difficult to carry on the functions assigned. Under such circumstances the need arises for replacing 
these persons with different ones. 

(v) Effect of W"ulespread Changes in the Social - Cultural and Political Environment: When 
widespread changes take place in the socio-cultural environment of groups and their members, vertical 
social mobility may be caqsed. As Sorokin has pointed out; "A whimsical change in public taste 
makes millionaires out of Sinatras and beggars out of many old fashioned singers "1 In the same 
manner, "rich deposits of oil, iron ore, etc., among a population that is aware oftheir industrial and 
economic uses serve to enrich the owners of such land and elevate them in social hierarchy" [Parimal 
R Kar .. Page: 145.]' 

(vi) Readiness For Mobility : Providing opportunities for mobility alone is not sufficient. · 
The concerned individuals must have the mental willingness and the physical preparedn~ss for 
mobility. All the people are not equally interested in availing of opportunities for mobility. Some 
are :not ready to leave their family and their birth place even if attractive avenues are offered to 
them. Rural people, illiterate and less literate people, are said to be less prepared for mobility than 
the urbanites and the more literate people. Further, people who have been living in a particular 
place permanently show less interest in mobility than those who are forced to migrate to faraway 
places. 

SOCIAL MOBILITY AND SOCIAL STRATIFICATION : INTERRELATIONSHIP 

The nature, form, intensity and magnitude of social mobility depend on the nature and the type 
of social stratification. Class and Caste are the two main types of stratification .. In both the systems 
same kind of opportunities are riot provided for social mobility. Because,· in both the societies, the 
factors that determine the statuses of the individuals differ radically. There is a close link between the 
way in which individuals obtain their statuses and the nature and type of social mobility. In the caste 
system, the status which is determined on the basis of birth cru;mot be changed. For example, a 
Harijan or dalit cannot attain the status of a Vokkaliga, or Lingayat or Brahmin in the caste hierarchy. 
Similarly; a Brahmin, who is born as a Brahmin, would die as a Brahmin. Caste-statu,<Jes cannot be 

. changed. Hence, the caste as a form of socia_l stratification does not facilitate vertical social mobility. 
It is for this reason the caste system is called a 'closed system ', and the caste-ridden society, the 
'immobile' society. 

.I 

In a class system, opportunities are provided for social mobility. Here, the status is deter-
mined mainly by the talents, intelligence, wealth and achievements of the persons. The status is 
not ascribed by birth but 'achieved' by individual attempts. For example, by his endless efforts 
and struggles a labourer may become the owner of a factory, a salesman of a ·business house, the 
owner of a business firm, and so on. There is scope for the improvement of the social status in tht; 
class system. Hence, the class system is called an 'open system', and the 'open-class' Society, the 
'mobile' society. 

·, As and when the society becomes more and more complex, and the life of its members im~ 
proves, individuals may find better opportunitie;o for the expression of their abilities andtalents. But 
in no society aJr the deserving individuals can obtain statutes of their likings, desires and expecta
tii'Sn&;As Sorokin h:a,s pointed out in his "Social Mobility", only in an 'ideal' society all the individuals 
get 'employmentS.and statuses in accordance with their capacities. At the .same time, it is not possible 
to make people to confine to their status when they occupy or assume a status without go~g away 

.· from it, or changing it in any manner. For (!Xample, even in the so cal.led 'immobile' society like 
India, though a Harijan cannot change his caste-status, he can change his ed\lcational, economic, 
employment and political status. In th\s sense, there are no completely 'open ' and 'mobile' so.cieties 
and completely 'close.d' and 'immobile' societies. 

,. 
1. Sorokin P.A. - As quoted by Parlmal B. Kar in "Sociology - The Discipline and Its Dimens.ions.'.' - ·Page: 145.C 

/ 
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"Open" and "Closed" Societies 
Open Societies Based on Achieved Statuses : Societies or social stratification systems are said 

to be "open" or "closed" systems only in a relative sense and not in an absolute sense. A completely 
"Qpgn" society, which exists only in theory, would be one in which all indhriduals could achieve the 
status for which their natural talents, abilities, inclinations and training best suited them. Here, the 
statuses are "achieved" because, individuals obtain them through direct efforts or through competition. 
Most c ::cupational positions in the modem societies are achieved statuses. 

An "open society" would not be a society of equals; because, there would be still inequality 
s1ernmin~fi:onum.equal achieved social positions. But these s,QciaJ positions wouldb~gained solely 
by personal achievement and merit. 

'Closed Societies' Based on Ascribed Statuses : Just as totally open societies would never 
exist, completely "closed societies could be found no where in the world. A closed society is said to 
be one in which all individuals were assigned a status at birth or at a certain stage, which could never 
be changed either for better or worse. Such statuses are called ascribed statuses. Parentage, that is, 
children inheriting the social position of their parents is the usual position for the ascribed status. But 
various factors [personal qual~ties, political and economic conditions, etc.,] from time to time may 
influence such statuses. In a completely closed society, no individual action, no outstanding merit, or 
notorious misconduct, could alter one's ascribed status. 

In actuality, all societies fall between these two extremes of 'open' and 'closed', they contain 
both achieved and ascribed statuses in varying proportions. India itself is a good example in this 
regard. Caste based Indian society w'as regarded as rigidly stratified and relatively closed society for 
a very long time, even up to the first half of the 20th c~ntury. Yet, the caste-ridden society- too 
afforded some chance for social mobility. Talented individuals could occasionally marry into a higher 
caste; or acquire patronage and the means of education and a better occupation from members of a 
higher caste. Such individuals and certainly their children, would eventually be able to move into 
that higher caste. 

CHANNELS OR FACTORS THAT PROMOTE SOCIAL MOBILITY 

Though all the societies permit some amount of mobility for their individual members, no society 
·provides equal chances for all the members to achieve social mobility. Even in a relatively 'open 
elms mcie91' upward mohi1ity is not open equally to everyone For example, middle class cbi1dren 
typically have learning experiences which are more helpful in gaining upward mobility tfo~n the 
experiences of lower-class children. Overt d1scnmmat10n agamst racial and ethmc mmonbes, lower
class and lower-caste persons seriously limit upward mobility and protect the children'.of the upper 
classes and castes from dowqward mobility. 

Structural Aids and Individual Factor of Mobility 
There are some structural aids to mobility. Antidiscrimination legislation is an important factor 

in.this regard. In thesameway,pub licly-financed1ob training progmmmes leading to.maI"kedincrease 
in employment opportimities and modest gains in income for many lower-class and caste people, are 
factors helping mobility,- - --- - -- -- - -- ·--· ····-- - ·· - -

In addition to the structural factors, which determine the proportion of high-status, well-paid 
positions in society, thei:e ·are certain individual factors that greatly influence as to which persons get 
those high-status positions Other things being equal the talented ~1sually earn more than the imtalented 
The problem here is that we do not know about the ability of all the individuals. How to measure 
ability? and how much of mobility can be attributed to ability differences? These.questions cannot 
be answered easily. Yet, it is a fact that not all people are equally talented. While it is impossible to 
measure individual ability differences satisfactorily, we assume that they are important factors in'lif!l. 
success and mobility. Some such factors may be briefly examined here. 
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1. Education : Education is an important mobility ladder. It is only through education that the 
'social graces' are acquired. It makes possible the upward movement in the social structure. Today, 
white"collar jobs are increasing in a larger number than the manual jobs. This means that more 
.people are profiting from the kind of education that will fit them for these jobs. Education is not 
equally important for all careers. College and professional . degrees are essential for careers as 
doctors,. engineers, chartered accountants, advocates, professors, etc. These degrees are helpful 
but not essential in business ownership and operation. There is a general beliefthat education has . 
a magical power of radically improving the positions of individuals in society. Hence there is a 
mad rush towards college admission and to obtain university degrees. As Peter Worsley has pointed 
out of the students studying in the British Universities more than 25% belong to the lower-class. In 
the case of India, bigger number of students belong to the category of lower-class, lower-caste, 
lower-middle class, etc. 

2. Occupation and Economic Activities 
(a) Occupation : Mobility can take place through a change in occupation from father to son. 

This is a function of economic opportunities. Where the opportunitie~ are boundless, the trend is for 
a son to try his career in another and more highly paid occupation carrying a higher status. This is the 
most significant trend today. Mobility takes place through a change from one occupation to another 
involving a change in status. 

Mobility may also take place through a changefrom one occupation to another involving a 
change in status. For example, a skilled manual worker might just with some retraining fit himself 
for another occupation. 

Further, mobility may also take place through promotion within the same occupational group. 
Though always possible, this is open o~ly to a few. Among manual workers, it is virtually ruled·out. 
In the professions where promotions are very less, chances for this type of mobjlity are compara
tively less. 

Through achieving seniority within a given occupation, this type of mobility could be achieved. 
But this is not applicable to manual workers. In the professional field, for example, a junior partQer 
in a law firm can look forward to the prospect of becoming a senior partner with ·the consequent , 
higher status and bigger income that seniority carries. ' 

(b) Economic Activities : Economic activities also provide opportunities of social mobility. 
Agriculture, business, mining, .fishing, hotel industry, film industry, etc., for example, represent 
income fetching economic activities. The quantum of income, amount of property and the available 
avenues of making money normally influence the rate of social mobility, its magnitude and its 
effects. Even amongst a few tribals money and wealth often function as the criteria for deciding 
~h9' leadership. Throughput human history, the propertied class of the aristocrats had enjoyed a 
relatively higher status in the society. Incidentally, they had greater chances for mobility than the 
ordinary classes. However, we cannot generalise like Marx and his followers, that the amount of 
wealth and the nature of economic activity always and invariably decide the nature of social mobility, 
its range and its rate. 

3. Religious Institutions : Religious institutions also provide opportunities for vertical mo
bility. Religions such as Christianity, Islam, Buddhism and Hinduism have paid attention to this 
aspect. After obtaining the state recognition during the rule of the Roman emperor Constantine, 
the Christian church played an important role in helping many individuals of the lower class to 
achieve social ascendance. It J:\ad .selected a few capable slaves, semi-serfs and commoners to 
become church officials. Pope Gregory VII, himself, for example; was the son of an ordinary 
carpenter. 

Even in India, social reformers and reformation movements launched by them, helped many 
people belonging to lower classes and castes to achieve social ascendance. The religious conversion 
process has often helped a fow to achieve social ascendance. 
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4. Political Institutions : Political institutions also provide opportunities for social mobility, 
if not for all, at least for a few. Example: Those who enter government service at an young age, 
would often assume a very high office over the years either through seniority or through selection. 
The reservation policy of the Indian Government too has provided lot of opportunities for the 
scheduled caste and scheduled tribe people to achieve social ascendance. Even during the period 
of feudalism good number of efficient serfs and semi~serfs could obtain relatively prestigious 
positions ·due to the political opportunities provided for them by the feudal lords. In the same 
manner, soldiers occupying almost the lowest position in the army were commissioned as higher 
ranking officials in recognition of their heroism and good performance in the battles. In the case of 
hidiaii hisfoi ;y,Two siaveielri.fers namely Qiifoo::ua~ai.ii Aifiak an<f Iirumisfi tfiemsefves emerged as 
famous slave-kings [of the Slave Dynasty]. · 

Political opportunities often make ordinary people big leaders and national level administra
tors. Examples: (i) Pandit Nehru's personal secretary namely, Lal BahadurShastri could become the 
Prime Minister of India. (ii) H.D. Deve Gowda, son of an ordinary farmer, could become the Prime 
Minister. (iii) K. Gundu Rao, who was working in an ordinary transport company could become the 
Chief Minister ofKarnataka, and so.on. 

5. Family and Marriage 
(a) Family :,Family also assumes importance in the study of social ltlObility. As Peter 

Worsley has pointed out, studies of social mobility have considered family as one of the influential 
agents contributing to vertical mobility. It is quite common to observe in India, that some times, 
the entire family lends its helping hand to the daughter or the son to achieve s.uccess in his 
educaticmal or business endeavours. According to J.H.Abrahatn, a person's decision to achieve 
social mobility is "bound to be affected by what his wife feels and thinks, by thisize and age
range of his family "1 

(b) Marriage: Sometimes marriage becomes a determining factor in social mobility. Example: 
Hypergamous2 marriages are helpful for unmarried women to attain personal ascendance in the 
status scale. On the contrary, a girl practising hypogamy3 would lose her status and suffer the risk of 
social descendance. In early Rome, Egypt, Greece and other countries a free woman marrying a 
slave was not only losing her status and reputation but also her freedom. In societies, where marriage 
enjoys more social importance [for example, India], individuals often improve their social status by 
means ef their marriage. 

6. Windfall or the Luck Factor: Many people who really work hard and follow all the rules fail 
to succeed, while success sometimes seems to fall into others. Anyone who tries to prove that life is 
always fair has assumed a difficult task. But for some, success hinges just on the factor of "luck". A 
large part of "luck" probably ,consists of working in a favourable sector of the economy. Some 
sectors of the economy are fast expanding [for example, computer software industry], while some 
others are declining [example, the decline of real estate. business in India especially after 1996]. The 
Y<2l111gWe>l'ker :whe> fim:lsJl.JJQ_sition_in .. an_expandingindustry_has excellent c.hance8-for .lifetimejob __ _ 
security with pleasant retirement on a good pension. Those who pick a declining industry may find 

_ themselv.eunJheir .Iatermiddleage .with-nojob and-nopension.-Engineeringgraduates-had-very- -
poor mobility prospects in India during 1970-1985. After 1990s they have again wonderful prospects. 
The lllilk factor, however, is impossible to measure and is a.handy excuse for failure, yet it is undeniably 
a factor in mobility. 

1. J.H. Abraham in "Sociology- Teach Yourself Books" -1973. Page: 193. 
2. Hypergamy [Anuloma] refers to the marriage ofa lower class or lower caste woman with a man of upper class 

or upper caste. 

3; Hypogamy [ 'Pratiloma '] refers to a marital practfoe in which a higher class, or caste woman marries a lower 
class or caste man. ' 
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DETERMINA~l'S OF SOCIAL MOBILITY 

An important consideration in our discussion of social mobility is the range or extent of social 
mobility and the factors that determine it. The two main determinants of social mobility are - (a) the 
amount of mobility, and (b) conditions of mobility. 

(a) The ~mount of Mobility 
The amount or the extent of mobility which a society can support depends on many different 

statuses there are in the society. If more statuses exist, then, greater opportunities are available for the 
people to avail them of. In traditional agricultural societies, for example, a very limited number of 
statuses [say, of the skilled workers, owners of the landed property, aristocrats, and so on.], were in 
existence. If the eldest son inherited the property and also of the high Status of the father; the younger 
sons had to seek their fortunes elsewhere, may.be in the military or in the Church.\Or, if the property 
of the father was evenly divided among the children, "each was left with a low stams than the father 
enjoyed. In t~ese societies there were very few high statuses for people oflow status to move into. 
Hence, upward mobility was virtually absent. 

Industrial societies, on the contrary, offer greater opportunities for mobility. The level of 
economic development and condition of the economy influence the range of social mobility in 
these societies. 

(i) The example of a rapidly expanding economy: In such an economy, new high-status positions 
are constantly available. The demand forworkers to fill these positions causes a general trend towards 
social mobility. 

(ii) The example of an economy in a condition of depression : In such an economy, the proportion 
of high-status positions decreases and the proportion oflower-status positions increases. This results 
in a downward trend in mobility. People here tend to lose theirjobs and the new entrants to labour 
market are not able to get jobs. 

(b) Conditions of Mobility 
The conditions under which the people allowed to be mobile also influence social mobility. It 

has been observed that some societies impose greater restrictions on changes in status than other 
societies do. In pre-industrial societies, there was very little upward mobility, because of the prevalent 
restrictions a peasant could hardly become a member of the land owning class : once a peasant, 
always a peasant. On the contrary, in industrial societies, which place high value on individual merit, 
the rate of mobility is very much greater. 'In these societies, some categories of people suffer from 
some disabilities which stem out ofascribed stafus. For example, the mobility of women is relatively 
lower than that ofmen. In a country like India, some lowest caste people still suffer from disabilities, 
while in America and South Africa, the Blacks are found in that condition. 

MOBILITY OF WOMEN 

Societies are not equally mobile. Similarly men and women who build societies are also not 
equally mobile. For centuries, only men took the lead in mobility and most of the women simply 
followed them. Women have traditionally achieved mobility mainly through marriage. Married women 
could work in "suitable" occupations but the occupational statuses of these women were not too far 
beneath the occupational statuses of their husbands. But only an insignificant number of women 
gained social status through occupation. In the Indian context, women very rarely entered the 
occupational fields up to the beginning of the 20th century. · 

Today, things have changed. Women are now claiming equal occupational opportunity, Occupations 
do provide women with a mobility ladder apart form marriage. Women are showing dramatic increases 
in their presence in the professions not only in the West but even in the developing countries like 
India. Women students were found in an incredibly smaller number in the professional courses such 
as law, engineering, medicine, pharmacy, polytechnics etc., some 30-35 years ago in India. Today, 
they are found pursuing these courses in an almost equal number on par with men students. 
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In most of the industrialised and urbanised countries, career and mobility patterns for men and 
women are growing almost equally. Even then, differences remain. Majority of working wives still . 
judge their class position by their husband's occupations. At the same time, there is a growing numbe~ 
of working wives using both their own and their husbands occupations in judging their class. An 
experience felt everywhere is that the career mobility of married women is still greatly handicapped by 
household duties and child-bearing with its career interruptions. "True equality in career mobility will 
demand fundamental changes in both our familial and our politco~economic (nstitutiC!ns.,, 1 

CONSEQUENCES AND IMPORTANCE OF SOCIAL MOBILITY. 

.. SocialmobilityisJhe..manifestationof the_ dynamicnature_ofso.ciety._Societi..esare nots ta.tic but 
changeful. Individuals who constitute the basic social units of society are also moving up and down 
in the status hierarchy. They also move from one place to another and from one occupation to another. 
Not only are individuals mobile but even the groups are subject to mobility. Social mobility leads to 
so~e consequences or effects. Some of these consequences or effects are positive in nature while 
some others are negative. They may be briefly examined here : 

(A) Positive Consequences, OR Importance OR Gains of Social Mobility 
Social importance of mobility consists of its positive consequences. They are also referred to as 

the ''gains of mobility" or "benefits of mobility." The so called gains of mobility may be briefly 
examined here. 

1. Social Mobility Provides Opportunity For the Expression of Individual Talents : As P.M. 
Blau and O.D. Duncan have pointed out social mobility makes it evident that a talented individual is 
bound to achieve "social ascendance" by means of his talents and efforts irrespective of the stratum 
to which he belongs. According to them, social mobility becomes inevitable if the most important 
functions of the society are to be performed by the most capable persons. 

2. Acts As a Safety-Valve: According to S.M. Lipset and R. Bendix, providing opportunity for 
social mobility virtually means creating a 'safety-valve' to escape from the dangers. Since the lower 
classes are provided with an open chance to enhance their social statuses or to enter into the status

. positions of other upper class people by means of their performances; they do not normally organise 
themselves to dislodge the \lpper-class people of their statuses. Social mobility becomes inevitable 
and essential from this point of view. 

3. Social Justice : D.-v. Glass and others have felt that providing equal chan9es or opportunities 
for social mobility for all social classes is a democratic commitment. According to them, a democratic 
seeiety has to depood upon ''an eagal-itarian eppertuni[7• stnwture ". 

4. Job Satisfaction : Social mobility is inclusive of occupational mobility also. Most of the 
instances of social mobility are occupational in character. In the traditional societies [for example, 
traditional caste society] occupations are normally hereditary in character and hence children are 
obliged to follow the occupations.-0f their parents whether they have a liking for it or not. Now in 
modem industrial society things are different. People need not stick on to their parental occupations. 
They-have-a vast opportunity and freedom-to change ·theiroceupations; · 'Fhis opportunity fol'job 
selection or change has contributed to their job satisfaction. 

- -5~1mprovements in the Life;;.Styles : A person wlfo gets into im-o-ccupation or proresston: as-per 
his capacities and expectations is likely to be more satisfied with it. For the very same reason, he may 
work sincerely, put in more efforts and earn good income also. This higher income or economic 
rewards help him te improve his "life styles". For example, a lower elass man after ebtaining the 
middle-class status, will definitely pay attention to improve his style of life. He may purchase a 
vehicle; wear relatively costly dresses, get better education for his children, construct his own house, 
and so on. Social mobility, many times helps economic improvement. 

1. Horton and Hunt - Page : 380. 
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6. Opportunity for Competition : Social mobility is of great importance in helping individuals 
to improve their capacit)r and work-efficiency. It provides motivations for progress and higher attain
ments. It makes individuals active, alert and dynam•c. It keeps the individuals fit to life in a competitive 
society. It is important to note here that the societies that provide greater opportunities for social 
mobility are also those that entertain and encourage competitive values. 

7. Reposes Confidence in the Established System: Average individuals ofall types of societies 
expect some chances or the other to improve their positions. People in the higher strata also expect 
still better opportunities. Individuals who feel that their social system is providing them opportunities 
to grow well, are the ones who toil and struggle for improvement. They do not lose faith in the 
system. They believe that their hard work would yield them due rewards, ifnot immediately, at least, 
in the near future. Because of this faith, they would remain as the supporters of the system even if 
their actual mobility involves difficulties and challenges. 

(B) Negative Consequences O:r Costs of Mobility 
It is normally believed that social mobility is good and supportive of democratic ethos. Supporters 

of democracy and social equality strongly advocate that opportunities for social mobility must be 
provided for all. A closed class system which thwarts the fulfilment of individual personality is 
criticised because such a system deprives society of the contributions of talented people. 

Social mobility, no doubt, permits a society to fill its OCCJlpational positions with the most able 
people and offers the individual a chance to attain his or her life goal. But such a provision which 
society makes, involves certain costs. Some of them may be noted below. 

1. Rising Expectation Leading to Dissatisfaction and Frustration : Upward mobility is not 
always advantageous for a society~ A mobile society arouses expectations which are not always 
fulfilled, thereby creating dissatisfaction and unhappiness. Even in soCieties where upward mobility 
is both valued and highly visible, expectations may be over aroused. Although many want to be 
upwardly mobile, not every one can succeed. A traditional society in which one is born into one's 
appointed place, may not arouse many hopes. Hence, possibilities of one getting disappointed or 
frustrated are also fower as long as the traditional social structure remains in tact. The benefits of 
social mobility are inseparable from its costs. 

2. An Open Class Society Or A Mobile Society May Impose Penalties Also : An open class 
society may be desirable from the viewpoint of both society and the individual, but it still may 
impose some penalties. These penalties may include - "the fear of falling in status as in downward 
mobility; the strain of new role/earnings in occupational {romotions; the disruption of primary 
group relationships as one moves upward and onward. " .One who moves higher and higher in 
social status as a result of promotion may feel less and less secure. Since terrorism of different 
type is becoming widespread now a days, people in top positions [in politics, business or 
administration] seek the support of security guards for they feel that they may be attacked at any 
time. Thus, one who is passed over for promotion to a higher position may envy the security of 
a less mobile society. Social attitudes of such persons change to such an extent that their own 
parents, friends and relatives may appear to be strangers. High Court and Supreme Court judges 
in India, for example, are expected as a matter of legal norm~, to minimise their social contacts 
with the people. 

3. Social Mobility Often Demands Geographic Mobility : People are often made to move 
from one geographic area to another if they are to accept new prospects in life. This results in "a 
painful loss of treasured social ties." Further, new physical and social set up demands new · 
adjustments. These adjustments may often bring in new fears and anxieties. Such anxieties and 
tensions are bound to be very high especially at present wI:ien the whole world is experiencing the 
complex process of globalisation. 

I. Horton and Hunt in "Sociology" - l'age: 372. 
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4. High Rate of Menta! Illness is Associatfd With Mobility : An offer of promotion is normally 
associated with the burden of new responsibilities. One who is ready to accept such offers must be 
mentally ready to shoulder new responsibilities, face new· challenges, and compromise with new 
situations. Any failure in these areas, brings tensions, anxieties, mental worries. Even marriages may 
be threatened when. spouses are not equally interested in mob1hty. One mate resents the imphed 
position of being neglected by the other; while the other resents the mate's lack of co-operation in 
social climbing. Upward mobility puts a great strain on the relationship between parents and children. 
Upward mobility is linked with upwardly mobile person who exhibits more prejudice against low
status people than do non-mobile individuals at the same level. Some studies have even found that a 
highrate.~of.mentalillnessmayaccompany .. eitherupwardor downward.mobility. 

Downward Mobility Also Creates Mental Disturbances : Mental anxiety and tension also goes 
with downward mobility .. In fact, a number of studies have reported that downward mobility is 
associated with many unpleasant accompaniments, such as poor health, marital discord and feelings 
of alienation and social distance. But these studies have not properly identified the cause and effect 
relationship; Such unpleasant developments could be either a cause or an effect of downward mobility. 
The cost and benefits of mobility to the individual and the society in an open class society are open 
to debate. 

Education and Social Mobility 
(Note: For an explanation about Education and Social Mobility kindly refer to Chapter entitled "The Educational System") 



I Chapter 57 I 
RACE AND ETHNIC 

RELATIONS 
Racial Group~ and Ethnic Groups : Meaning and Definition of Race -Race is not a 
Biological Concept-Rejection of the Conventional Three Fold Classification of Races 

1- Concept of Pure Race is a Myth - Meaning and Definition of Ethnic Groups -
Racial and Ethnic Groups -- Meaning and DefinitiOn of Ethnic· 
Groups - Racial and Eihnic Groups : Main Differences - Min.ority Groups : Mean
ing and Defin~tion of Minority - Characteristics of Minority Groups - Racism and 
Its Nature - Ethnocentric· Attitudes at the Root of Racism ? - Causes of 
Racism - Ideology of Racism - Patterns of Race and Ethnic Relations: 
Assimilation, Cultural Pluralism, Legal Protection of Minorities, Population Trans-

. fer or Re/ocqtion, Continued Subjugation, Extermination or Genocide - Minorities 
As A Pr<>blem : Main Problems of the Minorities - The Problem of Preserving the 
Distil'}ct Social and Cultural Life - The Problem of Prejudice and Discrimination -
Minorities as Targets of Discrimination - Institutionalised Discrimination - Preju
dlce and Discrimination are Interrelated - Causes- and Consequences of Prejudice 
and Discrimination - Problems of Religious Minorities in India - Welfare of Mi" 
norities - National Commission for Minorities - National Minorities Development 
and Finance Corporation. 

Of the millions of species o{ animals on earth, the Homo sapiens is the most widespread. For 
£he past ten thousand years we have been spreading northward and southward and across the 
oceans to every comer of the globe. But we have not done this as one single people; on the contrary, 
throughout our history we have been divided into innumerable societies. Each of these societies 
maintains its own culture and thinks of itself as "we" and looks upon all others as "they". One of 
the most fa:scinatink aspects of our SI;>edies, is the extr~-ordinary physical and cultural diversity of 
its members,throughouqhese 10,000 years of warfare, migration and expansion, we have been 
cpnflicting, competing and leaming'to co-operate and co-,e~ist. The realisation that we are all one 
great people despite our immense diversity has been slow to evo.lve. The diversity that is found 
among the people serves as ,a source of conflict and inequality. Because, human relationships are 
all too often conducted on the basis of the differences.rather than the similarities betWeen groups. 
These differences are either p~ysical or cultural in.nature. The arbitrary human divisions made on 
the basis of the physical chara.cteristics or cultural traits are often termed as 'racial and ethnic
groups.' 

790 
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"Race and ethnic relations are the patterns of interaction among groups whose members share 
,distinctive physical characteristics or cultural traits. " 1 It could be said that those people who share 
similar physical characteristics are socially defined as a "race"; and those who share similar cultural 
traits are socially defined as an "ethnic group". 

It is a fact of history that relationships between racial an et me groups ave een mar e y 
prejudice, antagonism, warfare and social inequality. Even in the course of the recent one or two 
decades, hundreds of thousands of people have been slaughtered and millions more subjected to 
cruelty and injustice for no apparent reason other than their membership in some hated group. 

This chapter explores the ideas of race, ethnicity, prejudice and discrimination. The purpose 
h~r~isro umi~rstaridbetmnvhy radal and ethnic groups sometjmes live and·thrh1e in harmony and 
sometimes kill and die in discard. An attempt is made here to exaijline the natlire and character of 
race and to understand the problem of minority groups. 

1. RACIAL GROUPS AND ETHNIC GROUPS 

The terms 'racial groups' and 'ethnicity' or "ethnic groups" are being used in a confusing manner. 
Sociologists are also not using these terms in a consistent manner. Hence, it is necessary to clarify the 
difference in the meanings of these terms. The term ·,,race" refers to the genetically transmitted 
physical characteristics of different human groups, and the term "ethnicity" refers to culturally 
acquired differences. Both the words are often misused in ordinary speech, and we must examine 
their meaning more closely. 

Meaning and Definition of Racial Groups 

What is Race - ? 
As. it is already mentioned, the term "race" is a. controver.sial concept, for. it is. understood 

differently by different people. In the popular usage, "race" may mean all of humanity [the "human 
race'1, a nationality (for example, the 'German race) or even a group which is r:1ixed in nearly all 
respects but socially designated as different (for example, the 'Jewish race1. Almost any kind of 
category of people may be called a "race". 

Race Is Not a Biological Concept: The word 'race' as a biological concept is almost meaningless 
today. There are over 6 billion people in the world, and they display a wide variety of skin colours, 
hair textures, limb-to-tru9k ratios and other characteristics such as distinctive nose, lip, eyelid forms 
and so on. Some have defined a race as a group of people separated from other groups by a distinctive 
combination of physical charndeiistics. Such a definition invites prnblems, because ofinterntixing, 
overlapping and the gradual shading of physical characteristics. Thus, a "race" is not a biologically 
distinct grouping of people . 

. Race is a Social Creation : Social scientists recognise that there is no such thing as a race 
based purely on objective biological differences. On the contrary, races are regarded as ,social 
creations. They result from the attribution ofbfologicalcharacteristics - real or imagined - to a group, 
whicn is then treated as different from other groups. RacC'-is a sociaUy significant reality. 

Definition -0f.Race 

Hen ton and Hunt : ''A 1ace is a group •fpeaple 'somewh11t diffe1e11tfi()m other gmupv ill it~ 
·combination of inliei'itedpfiysicatcharacter1slics~ but raceis als<Tsubstami<flly aerenrrined 15y 
popular social definition. " 2 

2. Richard T. Schaefer : "The term racial group is used to describe a group which is set apart 
fivm others because ufvbvious physical di./fetences. ;, F01 example, whites, blacks, and Asian 
Americans are all considered racial groups within the United States" 3 

1. Ian Robertson in "Soci'ology" - Page: 261. 
·:z. Horton and Hunt in "Sociology". Page: 389. 
3. Richard T. Schaefer in "Sociology- International Edition" - Page: 238-239. 
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3. N.J. Smelser : "Racial group is a kind of ethnic group, one that is set apart from others by 
some combination of inherited biological traits such as - skin colour, facial features and 
stature." 1 

Rejection of the Conventional Three-Fold Classification of Races · 
Though at present, race is more regarded in social terms than biological, for decades together it 

was regarded as a human category based on biological qualities; Until very recently, many scholars 
particularly anthropologists and text-book writers group~d human beings into three major races 
namely: · · 

(i) The Caucasoid Race : which included most people of Europe, the Middle East, and India as 
well. 

(ii) The Mongoloid Race: which included most Japanese, Chinese, Nepalese, Koreans, Vietnamese 
(iii) The Negroid Race : which included black African people, and the American Negroes and their 

descendants. 
This kind of classification system grew out of 19th century theories that attributed not only 

speoific physical traits but also certain moral and mental traits to each "race". Thus most of the 
human group could be placed in one of these three categories. 

No Fixed Set of Physical Traits to Classify Races 
Classification schemes of this sort have been discredited and rejected today. No set of1>hysical 

traits serves to define any "race", moreover, there is too wide a range in any given trait for it to 
serve as a basis for classifying people into one or the other race. The racial placement of some· 
groups is uncertain because their characteristics overlap. Examples : (i) Asian Indians have 
Mongoloid skin colour but Caucasoid facial features; (ii) Some dark-skinned Africans have straight 
hair, narrow noses, and thin lips; (iii) Some light-skinned Europeans have wolly hair, wide noses, 
and thick lips; (iv) The Ainu of northern Japan have Caucasoid skin colour and hair but Mogoloid 
facial features. 

Interbreeding has Blurred the Physical Traits 
The above examples make it evident that it is difficult to establish race as a biological category. 

One major difficulty in this regard is that over the centuries inbreeding among peoples has blurred 
. the physical traits. Thus physical lines of differences cannot help to demarcate races. Nearly all racial 
groups are considered intermixed. The Jews of Israel provide the best example in this regard. The 
complexions of Jews who have migrated to their homeland are as diverse as those in the various 
countries from which they have come. The Jews, in the light of this fact cannot be stated as constituting 
a biological race. 

Physical .Differences are Often Due to Adaptations 
Physical differences also cannot decide race: These physical differences have resulted from 

the adaptations that human groups have made to the environments in which they lived. For example, 
population in tropical and subtropical areas tend to have dark skin, which protects them against 
harmful rays from the sun .. Populations in high altitudes tend to have large lul)g capacity, whfoh 
makes breathing easier for them. Populations in very cold climates' tend to have relatively short 
l~mbs, which enable them to conserve body heat. Further, there is no convincing evidence that different 
groups inherit differen,t psychological characteristics, whether these be general traits such as 
intelligence, or more specific ones such as artistic abil~ty. 

The Concept of 'Pure Race' is a Myth. 
All existing sociological and bioiogical evidences point to the_ conclusion that there is no such 

thing ~s a "pure race". Different population groups have been inbreeding for tens of thousands of 

· 1. Milton Yinger in the words ofN.J. Smelser in "Sociology" (Fourth Edition) - Page: 1'86. 
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years, and categories of "race" are only a creation of observer, not of nature. As it is stated, there is 
a great deal of overlap among the so called races in the distribution of the physical traits such as skin 
colour, hair texture, blood type, nose shape, facial features, and so on. "Human groups have exchanged 
their genes through mating to such an extent that any attempt to identifY 'pure races' is bound to be 
ruz ess 

Race Assumes Importance Because it is a Social Fact, and 
Not Because, it is a Biological Fact 

All races are approximately alike in every important physical characteristic. The physical 
differences within the human species are very modest compared with the differences within many 
si>ecfos=ctogs·c;;:·11orses,··rorexami>fo.··Man..Yanttiropofoglsts·11ave.now.afiatia<:>rieati:ie.afteffiPfTu 
classify human species into races and consider the term "race" to have no scientific meaning at all. 

It is true that physical differences between human groups constitute a biological fact. As 
such, they are of no particular interest to the sociologist. The sociologist is interested in race because 
race assumes importance as a social fact. It means, people attach meanings to the physical differences, 
.real or imagined, between human groups. If people believe that a certain group forms a biological 
unity, they will act on the basis of that belief. The 111embers of such group tend to develop in-group 
feelings and a common loyalty and decide to intermarry with another. They also tend to develop 
"they" - feelings towards other groups, and may regard them as "different." 

What is important here is that the question, whether social beliefs about race have any biological 
basis ·or not, is irrelevant. Because, race does not have any biologi<::al basis. However, people's 

. beliefs about race influence race relations, for better or worse. Many people, for example, consider 
the Jews, a race. From the biological point of view, this idea is baseless. Jews who were scattered 
over several nations have always interbred to some extent with their host populations and thatthe so 
called 'original' or 'pure' Jewish race is not found anywhere. Yet when any group is arbitrarily defined 
as a race, as Jews were in Germany, important consequences may follow. 

ETHNIC GROUPS : Meaning and Definition 

Unlike the term race, the term "ethnic group" has a cultural meaning. It is regarded as a human 
group which has its national origin or distinctive cultural patterns. The term ethnic group or ethnicity 
signifies cultural features which may include - language, religion, national origin, dietary practices, 
a sense of common historical heritage, or other distinctive cultural traits. 

A ccoroing to Milton (;o~don, tbe wm;d etlrnicity comes frnm tbe Greek "ethos", wbicb mean 

as culturally different. Ethnicity is a sense o] peoplehood or natwnhood. The memb.ers of an ethmc 
group feel themselves set apart from other groups by a sense.of belonging together, usually due to 
shared customs, beliefs, language or religion. 

Definition of Ethnic Group 

1. Horton and Hunt : The term ethnic group could be used to refer to - "any kind of group, 
.. racialar. atherwise, which ... is socially .. identified.as .. differenLa11dhasde.velape.dits own 

subculture. " 
· · 2, RichardT.S~haefer·~··"An·ethnicgroupis-setapaPtfrom··otherspPimarilybecauseofitsnatio11al 

origin or distinctive cultural patterns. " 
3. David Popenoe : An ethnic group is defined as "a group that is socially differentiated, has 

developed its own subculture and has 'a sharedfeeling ofpeoplehood ' " 
4. J. Milton Yinger: "An ethnic group is a segment of a large society whose members are thought, 

by themselves or others, to have a shared culture. " 

1. Views of Alland (1973), Dobzhansky (1962), and Gould (1981)- as mentioned by Kornblum in his "Sociology-In a 
Changing World" - Page: 29 \. 
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Essential Aspects of Ethnic Groups 

J.M. Yinger's definition, in particular, point out at three important elements of ethnic groups 
1. Outsiders View of the Group: An ethnic group is seen by others as a distinctive group on the 

basis of the following aspects: language, religion; race and country of origin. For example, the 
Palestinian Arabs living in Israel constitute an ethnic group. Because, unlike the Israelis, they speak 
Arabic and not Hebrew, they are Muslims and not Jews. Like all other Israelis, however, they are 
identified as Semitic peoples. They claim that the land of Israel was originally Palestine and it has 
been taken from them illegally. 

2. Insiders View of Themselves : People who. belong, or feel belong to the group, consider 
themselves different from the society at large. In the above mentioned example, the Palestinian Arab's 
differentiate themselves sharply from the Israel population, 

3. Participation in Common Activities : Members of an ethnic group take part together in 
activities that are centred in their shared traits and background activities. Example, people visiting 
"their own kind", celebrating holidays special to them. 

Other Aspects of the Ethnic Group 

Membership Through Biological Continuity : Membership in an ethnic group is believed to 
be passed on from generation to generation, from parent to child. It· is through this hereditary 
membership that the biological continuity assumes importance as an element in the definition of 
an ethnic group. 

Maintenance of a $.ense of Peoplehood : Ethnic groups have a sense of "peoplehood" that is 
maintained within a larger· society. The members of ethnic groups usually have migrated to a new 
nation or have been conquered by an invading population. 

Race and Ethnic Groups:· Main Differences 

l. 'Race' as a concept refers only to physical characteristics, but the concept of ethnicit)J refers to 
cultural features which include religion, language, national origin, etc. 

2. Unlike racial characteristics ethnic differences are culturally learnt, and not genetically 
inherited. 

3. Racial characteristics are mostly inherited. But no ethnic group has any inborn cultural traits; It 
acquires them from its envirohment. For example, the Tamilians of India and the Srilankan · 
Tamilians ancestry share the same genetic heritage, yet they display very different cultural norms 
and values. 

MINORITY GROUPS 

Human life in pre-industrial societies was different from what it is today. The nature of the pre
industrial society in the past was such that it was simple, small and homogeneous. People in such 
societies used to share the same values, speak the same language, worship the same goals; and had 
very similar characteristics. 

Societies in the modem world are large and heterogeneous. As a result of colonisation, missionary 
work, migration, and the movement of the refugees due to famine, poverty persecution, etc., these 
societies frequently contain minorities. The physical appearance and culhlral practices of these 
minorities are different from those of the dominant group. Wide differences are hence seen between 
these so called "minorities" and the "dominant group". This often makes the dominant group in these 
. societies to differentiate between its members and the minority. Very often unequal treatment is 
meted out to the· members of the minority group denying them equal access to power, wealth and 

·prestige. 
~ Who constitute the minority then, and how to define it? The concept of 'minority group' is an 

important one in sociology, and it is used in a specific manner. Let us now try to understand its 
nature. 
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Meaning and Definition of Minority Group 

1. The Dictionary Meaning [Chambers Dictionary] of the word minority is - "less than half, 
"the smaller number, "the condition or fact of being little or less. " 

2. The New Encyclopaedia Britanica [Vol. 27. Page: 356]: 'The most common general descnptlon 
of a minority group used, is of - an aggregate of people who are distinct in religion. lringuage, 
or nationality from other members of the society in which they live and who think of themselves, 
and are thought of by others, as being separate and distinct. " 

3. N.J. Smelser: A minority group may be defined as "a group of people who, because of their 
physical or cultural characteristics, -are singledoutfrof?l the others in thesocietyin which=they 
live for differential and unequal treatment and who, th~refore, regard themselves as objects of 
collective discrimination (Wirth, 1945, Page: 347.) 

4. Wallace and Wallace: "A minority group is one which has less power and influence than the 
dominant group. " 

5. Richard T. Schaefer : "A minority group is a sub-ordinate group whose members have 
significantly less control or power over their own lives than the members of a dominant group 
have over theirs. " 

Characteristics of Minority Groups , 

Sociologists! have identified five basic properties of a minority group such as - physical or 
cultural traits, unequal treatment, ascribed status, solidarity, and in-group marriage. 

L Physically and I Or Socially Visible Group Characteristics 

J'Vlembers of a minority group share physical or cultural characteristics that distinguish them 
from the dominant group. The characteristics and boundaries of a minority group are socially defined 
on arbitrary grounds. Thus, for example, all people sharing some visible or noticeable [physical or 
non-physical] characteristics, such as skin colour, religion or language are grouped together into a 
single category. What particular characteristic is used to make this differentiation matters very little, 
b~t it is believed to be of great social importance. Further, individtial characteristics of a minority 
group member are regarded as less important than the branded or assumed characteristics of the 
group to which the individual belongs. 

2. Self-Conscious Group With a Strong Sense of Oneness 

Mmomy group members have a strong sense of group sohdanfy. Members of a mmonfy, such 
as Jews in America, Muslims in India, Tamilians in Srilanka, Blacks in America, Palestinians in 
Middle East tend to feel a strong affinity with one another. Their sense of common identity or 
"consciousness of kind", is often so strong that differences within the group are neglected and a 
common loyalty to the group is developed. The minority group's shared experience of suffering 
heightens these feelings. When a group is the obj,f.1Ct of long term prejudice and discrimination, the 
feelings of group solidarity are likely to become more intense. 

3. Minority Group Suffers from Unequal Treatment 
Members of a minority group experience unequal treatment and have less pmver over their lives 

tha:rr-members of a dominant-group have over theirs. They suffer disadvantages at the hands of 
anothet: group. The minority is denied equal access to power, wealth and prestige. What is more 
significant here is that - the minority's disadvantage itself is an important source of the dominant 
group's advantage The dominant group exploits the minority relegating its members to low status 
positions in society. Social inequality is meted out to the minority group, they are exploited, and are 
made to become the victims of prejudice, discrimination, abuse, and humiliation. They are also 
considered by deeply h~ld social beliefs as somewhat "inferior" 

1. Wagley and Harries, 1964; Williams, 1964; and Vander .Zanden, 1972 as referred to by Ian Robertsim in "Sociology", 
Page: 266. 
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4. Membership in Minority Group is Not Voluntary 

Membership in a dominant or a minority group is.not voluntary, people are born into the group. 
Thus, race and ethnicity are considered as "ascribed" statuses. Common ancestry and common tradition 
often lead to a sense of common identity. It is often difficult for a member of a minority group to 
leave the group, for the reason thatdominant group regards any one with minority group ancestry as 
a permanent member of that minority. In America, for example, a person with one black parent, or 
even a person with white parents and only one black grandparent - is still regarded as black rather 
than white. 

5. Minority People Marry Within the Group 

Members of a minority generally get married from the same group by choice or necessity. This 
practice of endogamy rnay be encouraged by the dominant group, or by the minority group, or by 
both. A member of a dominant group is often unwilling to join a supposedly inferior minority by 
marrying one of its members. In addition, the minority group's sense of solidarity encourages marriages 
within the group and discourages marriages outside: 

In addition to the above explained five characteristics of the minority group, we may add a sixth 
one. It is stated below. 

6. Minority Status Does Not Always Depend Upon Numerical Strength 
In some peculiar circumstances, a minority group 'can sometimes be a numerical majority. 

Minority group status is not always a matter of numbers, on the contrary, it is determined by the 
presence of the distinguishing features explained above. The situation in which a commqnity which 
has numerical majority assuming a minority status is rather very strange and rare. But such situations 
do exist in our practical life. Example: (i) In the African country of the Burundi, the small Tutsi 
tribe dominates the large Hutu tribe. (ii) In South Africa, the small White population dominates the 
much larger Black population. 

RACISM AND ITS NATURE 
Modem societies consist of people who belong to different racial and ethnic groups. Some of 

these racial and ethnic groups are able to live together in harmony and mutual respect, but others are 
in a state of constant antagonism and conflict. The dominant race tries to impose its will on the 
weaker ones. This domination of one race over . another leads to suppression and exploitation also. 
This phenomenon is often interpreted as "racism 11• 

l. Collin's Dictionary of Sociology: "Racism or racialism is a set of beliefs, ideologies and social 
processes that discriminate against others on the basis of their supposed membership of a racial 
group". 

2. N.J. Smelser: "l<J-ent£fying a grouJ.n as belonging to a different ':ace and subjecting its members 
to discrimination,· exploitation, or violent oppression is known as racism. " 

3. :Blauner : Racism is a phenomenon in which a group that is seen as inferior or different is 
exploited and oppressed by a dominant group. 
Examples : Among the most notorious examples of racism, the following may be noted. 

l. The domination of the non-western world by the European powers during the late 20th century. 
2. The partial extermination and subsequent segregation of native Americans; 3. The oppression of 
Black Americans first as slaves and then as exploited minority; 4. The genocide of an estimated 6 
million Jews by Nazi Germany after the World War I . 

. Ethnocentric Attitudes at the Root of Racism 

Extreme ethnocentric attitudes are found to be at the root of racism. Ethnocentrisml seems to be 
common to most of the human groups. To most people, it is self-evident that their own norms, 

1. Ethnocentrism refers to the tendency to judge other cultures by the standards of one's own." - Ian Robertson in his 
"Sociology", Page: 64 · · 
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religion, attitudes, values and cultural practices are right and proper, while those of other groups are 
peculiar, stupid and even immoral. A ·certain amount of ethnocentrism seems to be inevitable and 
even functional also. But the problem is the ethnocentric attitudes that are functional for one group 
may ptove to be highly dysfunctional fm anothet gxocip. Unde1 cettain conditions, ethnocentric 
attitudes can take an extreme and aggressive form and can be used to justify the oppressive treatment 
of other racial or ethnie groups. This leads to what is known as racism. It should not be generalised 
that contact among different groups inevitably leads to racism. Further, ethnocentrism also develops 
into racism only under some conditions, and not always. Sociological studies have tried to reveal 

. some.of these_conditionsJeadingto_racism. _ . 

The Causes of Racism 

The perspective of the conflict theory is of great help in understanding the problem of racism. 
Three basic conditions are necessary for racism to develop according to Noel and Vander Zanden. 
They are stated below. 

1. Visible Physical or Cultural Characteristics: The phenomenon of racism presupposes tile 
existence of two or more social groups, identifiable.by their visible physical characteristics or cultural 
practices. People should be aware of differences between the groups and should be able to identtfy 
themselves as belonging to one group ratl}er than another. Only then, racism can develop. 

2. Competition BetWeen the Groups: It is necessary for the groups to have competition between 
themselves for valued resources, such as power, land, or jobs. In this condition of extreme competition, 
members of one group will be inclined to secure their own interests by denying members of other 
group full access to these resources. 

3. Presence of Groups With UnequalPower : Another condition of racism is that the group 
must be unequal in power. In such a condition, one of them is able to make good its claim over scarce 
resources at the expense of the other group or groups. At this point, inequalities become structured 
into the society. 

The conditions stated above, provide a favoural:>le atmosphere for racism to thrive. Extreme 
competition between groups for example, make them to develop negative attitude towards each 
other. The dominant group develops racist views about the supposed inferiority of the minority 
group or groups. The dominant group uses these views to justify its continued supremacy. Any 
attempt made by the minority group to assert its own interests is likely to be regarded as threatening 
by the dominant group and as a result, further repression may follow. 

The eenAiet theorists are of the opinion that eeonomie inequalities tmderlie meism. They are 
of the view that disputes between groups are not so much about racial or ethnic distinctions as about 
the use of supposed distinctions to preserve an unequal society. 

Marxian conflict theories trace the origins of racial and ethnic inequality to the conflict between 
classes in capitalist societies. Marx believed, for example, that American wage earners were unlikely 
to become highly class conscious because ethnic and racial divisions continually set them agai,ns.1 
one 11notherandthe·resulting-strifecould bemanipulated bythe-capitalist-class;To forgeclasssolidarity · 
it would 'he neeessaey fur workers to renounce their smaller grtmp loyalties, ineludjng their loyalty to 
a particular ethnic or racial group. 1 

The Ideology of Racism 

Racism is used as an ideology by a dominant group to legitimate its interests. An ideology or set 
of beliefs defines the existing system as just and ry.oral. "Racism is an ideology based on the belief 

· that an observable, supposedly inherited trait, such as skin colour, is a mark of inferiority that justifies 
the discriminatory treatment of people with that trait" 2 · 

1. Kornblum in his "Sociology''. Page: 309-310. 
2. Ibid - Page: 292. 
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.No group can systematically exploit and debase another group without using some values of 
ideology to justify this behaviour. The ideology of racism serves to legitimate the social inequalities 
between groups by making them "natural", or "right". The racialideologists, for example, by making 
use of the people's beliefs and sayings such as "slaves are happy"; "the only good Indian is a dead 
Indian", etc., intend to make "Slavery and slaughter" more acceptable policies. 
Racial Ideology Supporting the 'Self-Fulfilling Prophecy•· 

The idf!ology ofraci!im also supports the existing inequalities by the social process of the "self
fulfillingprophecy" [Merton, 1968]. American sociologist W.I. Thomas explained this idea in the 
form of a simple statement which is popularly known as "Thomas Theorem". "If men define situation 
as real, they are real in their consequences". This is made clear by Merton by means of an example 
: If people wrongly believe that a bank will go bankrupt, they will rush to withdraw their money with 
the result that the bank will go bankrupt. The self-fulfilling prophecy is a false definition of a situation, 
but the definition leads to behaviour that makes the prediction come true. The actual course of events 
then seems to justify and confirm the qriginal prophecy. 

This self-fulfilling prophecy also works in the case of race relations. The racist ideology of the 
dominant group defines the minority as inferior. Since the minority group is branded as inferior, they 
are considered as unfit for higher - status jobs, higher education and responsible positions in society. 
Hence, they are denied these opportunities. As a result, they are forced to stick to low - status jobs, 
and are poorly educated. This situation makes the minority group inferior, and the racist ideology is 
confirmed. 

Four Beliefs At the Root of Ra~ism 
Simpson and Yinger in their classic text on racial and cultural minorities highlighted four 

beliefs at the root of racism. They are as follows: 
(i) The first one is the doctrine of "biologically super:ior and inferior races1. 
(ii) Members of different races have different personalities; 
(iii) That there are identifiable "racial cultures", and 
(iv) That ethical standards differ from one race to another. 

Social scientists have rejected all these doctrines or beliefs which are at the root of racism as 
baseless through their studies over the past 6-7 decades. But even though these doctrines have been 
discredited they continue to play a major role in intergroup relation,s in many nations. And this 
tendency to denigrate or degrade socially defined racial groups extends to members of particular 
ethnic groups as well. 

PATTERNS OF RACE AND ETHNIC RELATIONS 
What type of relations prevail between different racial and ethnic groups - ? and majority and 

minority groups - ? This is an important question in the study of race and ethnic relations. It is 
observed that race and ethnic relations and majority and minority relations range from harmonious 
co-existence to outright conflict. According to Simpson and Yinger(l 972), six basic patterns of 
intergroup hostility or co-operation are identifiable. This typology .covers virtually all the possible 
patterns of race and ethnic relations, and each pattern exists or has existed in some part of the world. 
This typo fogy includes: 1. Assimilation, 2. Pluralism, 3. Legal Prote<;:tion of Minorities, 4. Population 
Transfer, 5. Continued Subjugation, and 6. Extermination. . 

1. Assimilation 

Assimilation involves outright elimination of the minority group as a minority. In some cases, 
a minority group is simply eliminated by being assimilated irito the dominant group. "Assimilation 

I. For example, before World War I, most of the social thinkers in the Westefo world firmly believed that Whites were 
genetically superior to Blacks in intelligence. However, the conduct of!Q tests particularly after 1930s revealed that performance 
011 such test was linked to social class background rather than to race. 
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is the pattern of intergroup relations in which a minority group either is forced or encouraged or 
voluntarily seeks to blend into the majority population and eventually disappears as a distinct people 
within the larger society" 1 

The process ofassimilation, may in vol" e cultural assmilation, racial assimilation, or both. Cultural 
assimilation occurs when the minority group gives up its distinctive cultural traits and adopts those 
of the dominant culture. Racial assimilation takes place when the physical differences between the 
groups disappear as a result of inbreeding. Many Latin American societies offer examples of peaceful, 
long-term assimilation of various racial and ethnic groups. Brazil is a. good example of a country 

. foUowingJheJmlic:yof alsimilatioJ.1,.lnJ3rnzil, .the_vadouiu.acial,_ethnic_grnups_withinJhe s..o_cieJy, .-
with the exception of some isolated Indian groups, interbreed more or less freely. There are some 
places in Brazil in which there is discrimination against BlacJ<s, but these are the exception rather 
than the rule. Similarly, Portugal attempted a policy of assimilation in the African colonies that it 
ruled in the mid-seventies. For most ethnic minorities in the United States, assimilation has been 
both forced and peaceful. 

2. Cultural Pluralism 

The recognition that ethnic groups maintain their own communities and subcultures even 
while some of their members are assimilated into the larger society, gave support to the concept of 
cultural pluralism. "A pluralistsociety is one in which different ethnic and racial groups are able 
to maintain their own cultures and life-styles even as they gain equality in the institutions of the 
larger society. "2 

· Pluralism involves a commitment on the part of the dominant group to maintain diversity among· 
minority groups. It also involves a willingness. to permit the diversity. Hence, it may encourage 
cultural variation withfo the broader confines of national unity. Example : Switzerland is the most 
outstanding example of pluralism.In Switzerland fotir ethnic groups speaking German, French, Italian 
and Romanche, retain a sense of group identity while living together amicably in the society as a 
whole. (ii) In Tanzania also Africans, Europeans and middle Eastern peoples participate with relative 
equality in the public life of their society while retaining distinq,tive languages and customs.· No 
group dominates the others. · 

3. Legal Protection of Minorities 

In some societies, signiftc;ant sections of the dominant group may have hostile attitudes towards 
the minority groups. But such minorities may enjoy the protection ofthe government. This is a kind 
of "effieial" pluralism in that it involves legal proteetion ofdifferenees and a gtiarantee of autonomy 
for minority groups. The government may even take necessary legal measures to protectthe interests 
and rights of the minorities. Example : (i) The Indian Government has declared in the preamble of 
the~Constitution itself that all its citizens are assured ofliberty, equality and justice. Articles 29 and 
30 of the Indian Constitution prptect the religious, educational, linguistic, literary and other interests 
of the minorities. (ii) In Britain, the Race Relations Act of 1965 makes it illegal to discriminate 
.againstanyperson-onrncial-grnunds-in.employmentor-housing.fiii).In~Amerfoa-also.,theoonstitut1o.n 
underwentthe 13th, 14th and the 15th Amendments in order to empower it to protect the rights of the 
minoritieg.. · 

4. Population Transfer or Relocation 

Population relocation or transfer occurs when the minority group relocates either outside the 
territory or in a particular part of the territory. In some situations of intense hostility between groups, 
the problem is ''solved" by removing the minoritY from the scene altogether. Population relocation 
can be either forced or voluntary, for example, during 1970s General Idi Amin of Uganda sought to 

. 1.. Kornblum iii "Sociology", Page: 299. 
2. ibid • Page: 302-303. 
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relieve ethnic tensions by ordering all Asians to leave Uganda. He wanted native UgandansJo occupy 
the business and trade positions vacated by Asians. 

Sometimes relocation creates an ~ntirely new nation, as when India was divided into India and 
P_akistan in order to create separate states for Hindu and Muslim citizenS'. There are signs that Cyprus 
is becoming permanently divided into Greek and Turkish territories, and Lebanon into Muslim and 
Christian Territories. Voluntary and f~rced population transfers have been taking place in both 
territories. 

5. Continued Subjugation 

In some cases, the dominant group has every intention of maintainin~ its privilege over the 
minority group indefinitely. It may be ready to use force to achieve .this6bjective, and it may even 
physically segregate the members of the various groups. Historically, continued subjugation has 
been a very common policy. Subjugation usually takes the form of racism as we witnessed it in an 
extreme form in the policy of apartheid. The white minority proposed to keep it~ power over the 
Black majority for ever and openly declared this goal. 

As a result of the apartheid policy, the Whites controlled the government and own~d all farm 
land, factories and natural resources. Non-Whites, that is, the Blacks and others were concentrated in 
the lowest-paid, lowest-status jobs and had only limited access to schools, housing, and medical 
care. Until recently, most attempts by non-Whites to resist this system were violently1suppressedby 
the White government 

6. Extermination or Genocide 

An extreme form of subjugation is genocide, the murder of a race. This has been attempted and 
even achieved in several parts of the world. The methods of genocide include systematic slaughter 
by force of arms and the deliberate spreading of infectiqus diseases, particularly small pox, to peoples 
who have no natural immunity to them. Examples : (i) The notorious example is the attempted 

, extermination of Jews by the Nazis during the World War II. More than 6 million Jews were 
slaughtered by various means. (Ii) Dutch settlers in South Africa entirely exterminated the Hottentots. 
They almost came to exterminate the San, who in the South African historywere actually classified 
as "vermin"; (iii) In the 1890's and in 1915·, the Turks ·massacred Armenians in thousands, (iv) 
The capitalists with vested economic interests in possessing land slaughtered the Indian occupants 
of the land with the secret support of the Brazilian government. There are many such examples of 
genocide. The Spanish conquerors exterminated some of the native populations of Central and 
South America during the 16th and 19th centuries. (v) The European settlers in North America, 
aided by ~he ai:my in many cases exterminated tribes of native Americans. (vi) Examples of 
massacres include the slaughter of Protestants in Catholic Countries and of Catholics in Protestant 
countries during the i 6th· and i 7th centuries; (vii) A more recent example of'attempted genocide 
occurred in the African state of Burundi in 1972, when the dominant Tutsi'tribe massacred nearly 
one lakh members of the Hutu tribe. (vii) More recently the Paraguayan Government systematically 
attempted to destroy the primitive. u Ache Indians'' [Arens - 1976.]l (ix) Even India is experi~ncing 
the piqch of it at the hands of Pakistani infiltrators in Kashmir. Continuous attacks on arid the 
mur~er of Hindus in Kashmir reveal that Pakistan has· the hidden 'agenda of making Kashmir a 
totally Muslim inhabited state so that it could grab__itone day. As per one estimate as many as 
75000 civilians mosltly Hindus and army and paramilitary personnel have been killed in Kashmir 
by the Pakist~ terrorists in the past 10 years. · ' 

Simpson and Yinger point out that these types of..r~latipnships among majority and minority 
. groups are not mutually exclusive. A society can adopt more thilh one of them at the. same time. They 
can range froni official government policies to completely informal, day by day responses of 

i. Quoted by Wallace and Wallace - Page: 314. 
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indiv~duals. The United States at some point in its history made use of every single one of these 
strategies. Banton (1977) has suggested several typical sequences ofracial and ethnic relations. For 
example, the relations among Europeans and Africans during the colonial and post-colonial period 
could be described as an m1ttal penod of contact, followed by a period of paternalism and domination 
of the Africans and then, in the post-colonial period, by the integration of two groups. 

MINORITIES AS A PROBLEM 

"Minorities" or "Minority Groups" - as such have started emerging as a social as well as a 
national problem especially after the First World War. Due to the historico - political changes that 
took. i)Taceln ·r11ebegiiiiiingorme·10 th. c1::·11fuiy,n1a11y 11affu11s·sratteataking tffeir biffinrom ·me 
remnants of the medieval imperialism. Communities of people which once constituted 'majority 
communities got reduced to the status of 'minorities'. For example, Germans in Poland and Austrians 
in Czechoslovakia, suddenly became "minorities". To ensure international peace in the midst of 
these developments, and to protect the interests of the minority groups ''project Guarantee Treaties" 
were also held between nations. As per these treaties, it was decided that the newly formed minority 
communities should be loyal to their new states and their Governments; and these Governments in 
tum, would consider these peoples as their new national citizens and not as enemies, and would give 
them all the needed protection. 

Dimensions of the Minority Problems 

For the past one hundred years, the problems of minorities have been assuming extra-ordinary 
importance in the day to day politics of many nations. Many of these problems· are still alive. In the 
Western nations, in Asia and Africa this problem is cropping up every now and then. For example, 
racial conflicts and riots are still taking place in England and America. In Russia, the Armenians and 
Azerbaizanions have fought bloody wars. The Serbs and Croats in Yugoslavia have fought each 
other in order to go apart. 

Many developing nations in the Third World are also caught by the problems associated with 
the. minorities. In many of these nations, racial tensions, communal riots; ethnic clashes have become 
almost the daily politic11l news. In Srilanka, conflicts are still going on between the Buddhists and the 
Tamil ethnic groups. The position oflndia is also very precarious. The communal riots which have a 
history of more than 100 years costed India very heavily in 194 7, when it was divided into two 
separate nations purely on communal lines. 

MAIN PROBLEMS OF THE MINORITIES 

Minorities of ethnic, religious, racial or linguistic character of different nations of the world are 
facing two important problems : (i) the problem of prejudice and discrimination, and (ii) the problem 
of preserving their distinct social and cultural life. 

1. Problem of Prejudice and Discrimination 

Prejudice and discrimination are found in any situation of hostility between racial and ethnic 
groupsand divergentreligiouscommunities.-The two terms·are-often used ·interchangeably in ordinary 
speech, but in fact, they refer to t\vo different, but related phenomena. 

The Phenomenon of Prejudice 

Prejudice refers to a "pre-judged" attitude towards members of another group. These groups 
are regarded with hostility simply because they belong to a particular group, and they are assumed to 
have the undesirable qualities that. are supposed to be charactenshc of the group as a whole. 

False definitions of individuals and groups are perpetuated by prejudice. Prejudice is a negative 
attitude towards a category of people often an ethnic or racial community. It is a judgement based on 
group membership or racial status." [Wallace and Wallace]. 

Prejudice implies a negative or an unfavourable attitude : Prejudice, in normal usage means 
preconceived opinion or bias against or in favour of a person or thing. Biases could be positive as 
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well as negative. But the term 'prejudice' most commonly refers to a negative or unfavourable 
attitude towards a group or its individual members. Prejudice is characterised by stereotyped be
liefs that are not tested against reality, but rather have to do with a person's own feelings and 
attitudes. 

As Gordon Allport writes in his classic book "The Nature of Prejudice" - (1954)- "prejudice is 
an antipathy based upon a faulty and inflexible generalisation. 111 Prejudice may be felt or expressed. 
It may be directed towards a group as a whole, or towards an individual member of that group. Some 
people are more prone to have prejudiced outlooks than othei:s. 

Prejudice Violates social norms and sense of justice: Sociological definitions of the term tend 
to stipulate that prejudice violates some social norms such as rationality, justice, or tolerance. It 
violates rational thought. As far as its net effect is concerned , - it places the individual or group at 
some disadvantage that is not merited. Prejudice is inherently unjust. It involves intolerance aqd 
even the violation of human dignity. 

Prejudice works on the "In-group and out-group" principle: Prejudice is both a consequence 
of and a reinforcement for ihe existence of in-groups and out-groups, which embody t~e distinction 
between 'them' and 'us'. In-group and out-group attitudes are intrinsically related, because in-group 
feeling results in out-group sentiment, and vice versa. It could almost be claimed that one side derives 
its identity from the fact of its opposition to the other. In this sense, the out-group is necessar}r for the 
cohesion and emotional security of the in-group, and an out-group might need to be invented, jf one 
does not already exist. 

"Prejudice, by magnifying the vices of the enemy, ensures that norms of justice and tolerance no 
longer apply. Prejudice does not always result in any hostile action, but when prejudice is made 
manifest it can range from (at minimum) avoidance or discrimination, through to mass extermina-
tion, as in the Holocaust. " 2 " 

Prejudice may lead to social oppression : Sociologically speaking, the/ social consequences of 
prejudice focusing on race, or gender or on ethnic and other minorities are very significant. Technically, 
for exampie, any prejudice with a racial basis constitutes -racism, just as any based on sex is sexism 
and any based on ethnicity is ethnicism. This means that prejudice directed against men is sexist, just 
as the prejudice directed by the Blacks against the Whites1S racist. One objection to this view is thai 
the conseiuences of prejudice aimed at the minorities are very different from the prejudice aimed at 
the dominant groups by the minoriti¢s, usually in self-defence. The former supports and perpetuates 
social oppression. The latter, however, has relatively trivial consequences for members of the dominant 
groups since they are unlikely even to be aware of them. 3 Further, prejudice is sociologically important 
because. it underlies discrimination, the unequaJ treatment of people who happen to belong to a 
particular group or category. 

The Phenomenon of Discrimination and Its Consequence~ 

Discrimination refers to action against other people on the grounds of their group membership. 
It involves the refusal to grant members of another group the opportunities that would be granted to. 
simiJ~ly qualified members of one's own group. 
• "Discrimination involves treating someone differently because of his or her group membership 

or social status. ,,4 

.• "Discrimination refers to the "process by which a membef; or members, of a socially defined 
group is, are, treated differently, that is~ unfairly, because of hislhfrltheir membership of 

l. Oxford Dictionary of Sociology, Page: 522. 
2. Gordon Marshall in "Oxford Dictionary of Sociology" - Page: 523. 
3. Allan G. ~ohnson - "The Blackwell Dictionary of Sociology" - Page: 213. 
4. Wallace and Wallace, 311. 
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that group. "1 A social group to be selected for less favourable treatment may be a racial group, 
ethnic group, gender group, or religious or linguistic group. 

Minority Groups As the Target of Discrimination 
The essential feature of a minority group is that its members are subject to discrimination, or 

unequal treatment because of "bad" traits. . 
The Dominant Group Claiming Social Advantage At the Expense of the Minority Groups: 

Discrimination takes place when the dominant group regards itself as entitled to social advantages 
and uses its power to secure those advantages at the expense of the minority groups. These advan-

. tagesmay·beof manydi:fferenrkinds: The oomimmrgroupmay, for-example;reseweposittons·of 
political power for itself; it may establish a claim over desirable residential areas; it may d~and the 
exclusive use of certain recreational facilities and schools; it may claim right to high-status~obs. In 
extreme cases, it may even enforce the physical segregation of the minority group from the rest of 
society. 2 

Prevalence of Discriminatory Practices : Discriminatory practices often become embedded in 
society's laws. A few years ago, for example, it was illegal In many southern states of USA for the 
Blacks to vote, to ride anywhere except in the rear of buses, or to eat in the same restaurants and use 
the same toilet facilities as the Whites. Discrimination has an informal side also. This is also illus
trated by the traditional Southern USA, where it was expected that a Black person would step off and 
make the way for an approaching White. In fact, similar, and even more severe discriminatory prac
tices against the Blacks prevailed in South Africa during the British rule against which Mahatma 
Gandhiji waged a successful and an untring non-violent battle 3 

Institutionalised . Discrimination : The concept of "institutionillised discrimination " reveals 
that "discrimination against some groups in a society can result from the majority simply adhering, 
unthinkingly to the existing organisational and institutional rules or norms" 4 Institutionalised sexism 
and institutionalised racism are most common manifestations of this phenomenon. Institutionalised 
discrimination invariably leads to unequal treatment. When unequal treatment takes the form of 
systematic abuse, exploitation, and-injustice, it becomes social oppression. 

Institutionfllised Discrimination Prevails in Many Areas of Society : This could be observed 
in the United States where discrimination is still practised in their race relations. For example, informal 
barriers to residential integration have resulted in a pattern of urban racial segregation. As a result, 
the Whites and the Blacks tend to use segregated schools and oilier factl1ties. Stmtlarly, ffiere is a 
strong tendency towards discrimination in hiring practices, so that the Blacks have much higher 
unemployment rates and consistently earn less than the similarly qualified Whites. The Blacks are 
underrepresented in all the high-status positions in society --for example, in Congress, in the judiciary, 
or at the upper levels of military and corporate power. In the same way, there is institutionalized 
discrimination within the legal system: the Blacks are likely to receive more severe sentences than 
the Whites convicted of the same crimes. 

Prejudice and·Discl"iininationare·lnterrelated· 

Piejudice and-disc1imination are closely linked, but they may exist separately. Pxejm:fo::e is a 
Judgement wnereas cfiscrimfriatic>n is· tlie actual· practice of treating· people ·or groups unfairly.· A·· 
person tpay hold a prejudice without discriminating. He may, indeed, hold hundreds of prejudices 

1. "Collin's Dictionary of Sociology"·- Page: 169. 
· 2. Ian Robertson in his "Sociology" - Page: 277. 
3. However, in the U .K., at present, there are laws that deal with both sex and race discrimination: "The Sex Discrimination 

Act, (1975) and "The Race Relations Act;tl 976) . .In both Acts, direct discriminatiol) is made illegal, in that a pel'SO,n ma.y 
not be treated less favourably than another on the grounds of gender, colour, ethnicity or race." - "Collins Dictionbry 1if' 
Sociology" - Page: 169. 

4. "Oxford Dictionary of Sociology'' - Page: 318. 
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against difterent groups but may not act upon th.em. Also, some people may discriminate without 
feeling any prejudice. For a business person might refuse to serve people of a particular 
minority group on the grounds that serving them would cause other customers to stay away, although 
he does not feel prejudiced the minority group. Four variations of these qualities have been 
suggested by Simpson and Yinger. They are stated below. 
1. There can be prejudice without discrimination; 
2. There can be discrimination without prejudice; 
3. Prejudice can be among the causes of discrimination; and 
4. Probably, most frequen.tly, prejudice and discrimination are mutually re-inforcing 

Robert K. Merton (1949) has introduced a typology consisting of four distinct persons and 
their characteristic responses relating to prejudice and discrimination. The typology is stated be
low. 

l. 

2. 

The .UnprejudicedNondiscriminator : Some do not have any prejudice and do not engage in 
discriminatory practices. The unprejudiced nondi$criminator adheres to the ideal of equality in 
both theory and practice. Such a person is not prejudiced and does not discriminate against 
others on racial or ethnic grounds. 
The Unprejudiced Discriminator: Some may indulge in discriminatory practices but may not 
have prejudices. The unprejudiced discriminator has not personal prejudices, but may 
discriminate when it is convenient to do so. For example, an employer may have no personal 
hostility towards members of another group, but maynot hire their services for fear of offending 

' customers. 
3. The Prejudiced Non.,.discriminator: Some may have prejudice but may not practice discrimi

nation. The prejudiced non-discriminator is a "timid" person who is prejudiced against other 
groups but does not have the courage to translate attitudes into action. 

4. The Prejudiced Discriminator does not genuinely believe in the values of freedom or equality 
and discriminates on the basis of prejudiced attitudes. 

CAUSES AND CONSEQUENCES OF PREJUDICE AND DISCRIMINATION 
Prejudices and discriminatory practices play a vital role in determining ethnic and race relations 

and also majority and minority relations. An analysis of these relations has to address a few basic 
questions. What actually contribute to the attitude formation ? What factors influence individuals' 
and groups' toleration towards the minority groups ? Why do some people look at the minorities with 
malice, while a few others make friendship with them? 

Of the various factors that contribute to prejudices and discrimination, the following are impor-
tant. 

1. Learnt Behaviour 

As the psychologist Gordon Allport has pointed out both prejudice and discrimination are· 
learnt. Attitudes are taught to children by adults and peers through direct statements [Example : 
Don 'iplay with unclean caste people.] and indirect messages {Example: "Thank God, no Black has 
become so far the president of USA. J Children receive hints or clues from such statements and messages. 
Their mind become conditioned. Unknowingly, they start disliking or hating or keeping themselves 
away from such people. 

2. Stereotype 

The culture of a group defines whom to hate and why hate them, Sometimes, it may even 
describe the minority members in terms of a stereotype 1 

l. In fact, the word "stereotype" is borrowed from the printing process in which one.impression is used to stamp outmany 
exact copies." 
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• Stereotype is a set of inaccurate simplistic generalisations about a group of individuals ...... 
• "A stereotype is a rigid, over simplified, often exaggerated belief that is applied both to an 

entire category of people and to each individual within it. " 1 

The main func.tion ofa stereotype is to justify or rationalise one's conduct in relation to that 
category. Examples: (i) The belief that people who depend upon public assistance are lazy-- is·a 
stereotype. (ii) The belief that man cannot take care of children like women -- is also stereotype. 
(iii) Jn America, the Blacks have been stereotyped as lazy, superstitious, ignorant, musical and 
happy-::go-lTLcky, (LY) Je.ws-hav.e beendepictedas.clannish, mancial shrewed1lnd usk . v Jn 
India, the Hindus are often stereotyped as cowards, the Muslims as fanatics, Christians as con
verters, and so on. 

Stereotypes of racial, social class, caste, religious and gender groups are commonly held 
and they often lead to the treatment of individuals according to un]ustified preconceptions. 
Stereotypes are important because they form the basis of prejudice which in turn, is used to 
justify discrimination and both positive and negative attitudes. Though stereotypes can be positive 
also, their negative aspect is more often stressed. Stereotypes are regarded as undesirable because 
of the prominent role they play in social oppression based on characteristics such as race, gender, 
ethnicity, etc. · 

Like ethnocentrism, stereotyped thinking is an almost unavoidable feature of social life. The 
essence of the prejudiced thinking is that the stereotype is not .checked against reality. It is not 
modified by experiences that contradict the rigid image. If a prejudiced person finds that an indi
vidual member of a group does not conform to the stereotype for the group as a whole, this evi
dence is simply taken as "the exception that proves the race" and not as grounds for questioning 
the original belief. 

3. Impact of Socialisation 

Because of continuous contact, intergroup relations assume a particular pattern. They get estab
. lished to become a part of culture. When they become a part of culture, attitudes relating to these 
intergroup relations are taught to younger .generation through socialisation. Thus, an individual's 
degree of tolerance or intolerance is at first usually a reflection of the c.ulture and of socialisation. 
Where intergroup relations are strained and Unequal, prejudice and discriminatory behaviour will 
probably exist As the cultme changes indjvjd1rnl atti1J1des change as well 

4. Self-Fulfilling Prophecy 

Prejudice :atid discrimination are often reinforced by what Robert K Merton has called the 
"self-fulfilling prophecy" (1968). For example, the Blacks in North America were initially defined 
by the slave traders as sub-humaniand not capable of any high achievement. This assumption became 
a kind of prophecy. For more than three centilries,the policy of discrimination continued in America 
under the pretext of this policy. As a result, only a few Blacks in America have attained high posi
tions. The originalprophecy is thus fulfille<iJ~y_Hs_<>WRc:Qll~<rnen_c:e§:Th~Whiteswerej;Q!ltim.i-:: 
ousiytofd thattheH Blacks-~ere inferio~ -~~hence they were treat~~ as such. It often happens, too, 
thatJhettlinoritygroup mlllc:l<:sjn tli~Hcited.y~l\rnple,J. shares the. hehefs thatthe dommant group [the 
whites] holds about them for it is quite common for an oppressed group to accept the ideology that 
justifies their oppression. 

S. The Authoritarian Personality 

Psychologists have attempted to d~termine wheth~r certain types of people are more likely tob.e 
prejl,ldiced than others. Theodore Adorno and his co-workers [1950] developed a model of a. 

1. "The Blackwell Dictionary of Sociology", Page: 282. 
~. Wallace and Wallace, Page: 318. 
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prejudiced individual which they call the "authoritarian personality". Adorno was among the first to 
suggest a link between an "authoritarian personality" and prejudicial attitude. 

Ador:no conch.1.ded that some people have a distinct set of personality traits which together 
make up Vl(hat he called the authoritarian personality. People who have this personality pattern are 
intolerant, insecure, highly conformist, submissive to superiors, and bullying to inferiors. They tend 
to have anti-intellectual and antiscientific attitudes; they are disturbed by any ambiguity in sexual or 
religious affairs; and they see the world in very rigid and stereotyped terms. The authoritarian per
sonality, Adorno claimed, was primarily a product of a family environment in which the parents we~e 
cold, aloof, disciplinarian, an~ themselves bigoted. 

People who are prejudiced against one group tend lo be prejudiced against others as weU. 
[Hartley -1946]. When surveyed, many prejudiced persons even indicated prejudice against ficti
tious minority groups [which were mixed in with the real ones] and endorsed expulsion from the 
United States of such non-existent minority groups as the Danireans, Wallonians and Pireneans. 
These three so called human groups do not exist, and never existed in the past. Their names were 
concocted by Hartley to see if people who were prejudiced against existing groups would also be 
prejudiced against groups they could never have met or even hei,ud of. His study suggests that preju
dice is learnt not through contact with the groups .against whom prejudice is directed but through 
corifact with other prejudiced people. 

6. Scapegoating 

"A scapegoat is an individual, group, or category of people used as an object of blame in a 
social system " 1 

Scapegoating typically occurs when the members of one group feel threatened but are unable to 
retaliate against the real source of the threat. Scapegoating provides a mechanism for venting rage, 
frustration, resentment, fear and other emotions. It is a mechanism for placing or putting the blame 
for one's troubles on some individual or group incapable of offering resistance. Hence, in scapegoating, 
people vent their frustratfons on some weak and despised group. Immigrants and minorities are often 
used as scapegoats.during the times of economic hardship and blamed as the cause of unemployment 
and other social problems. For example, the low-status White may resent their low-social and economic 
status, but they cannot strike at the source of the problem - the 'employer' or the "system". Instead, 
they direc' their hostility at the members of minority group normal~y, the Blacks, whom they believe 
to be competing for jobs at the same level. The best example of the scapegoating group were the Jews 
ofNazi Germany. The Jews in Germany/were conveniently blamed for Germany's economic hardships 
after World War I. 

PROBLEMS OF RELIGIOUS MINORITIES IN INDIA 

India i~ a multi-lingual and a multi-religious country. Indian society is pluralistic in character 
from the religious and other points of vie.w. Since a very long .time people belonging to various 
religious communities have been living together in this country. Though the majority of the people 
living in this land are Hindus [82.41%], people belonging.to other religious communities such as 
Muslims [ll.67%]; Christians [2:32%], Sikhs [2%], Buddhists [0.77%], Jains [0.41%] and oth
ers ro.43%]2 are also living along with the Hindus by enjoying on par similar rights and opportuni
ties. By virtue of their numerical strength, the Hindus constitute the majority while the rest of the 
religious communities come under what is IQlown as "religious minorities". 

. Regarding the concept of "minority" in 'ttie Indian.context, it can be said that the term has not 
been properly defined anywhere in the Indian Constitution. But "minority status" has been con-;. ' . 
terred, on many groups. 

1. "The Blackwell Diction(lry of Sociology"·· Page: 244. 
2. Statistics as per 199 l Census Report, Source: India Year Book • 1999, Page: 16. 
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• According to the Article 29 of the Constitution, any gtoup living within the jurisdiction 
of India is entitled to preserve and promote its own language, script or literature, and 
~~~ . 

• Article 3() states that a minority group "whether based on religion or ltmguage shall have the 
right to establish and administer educational institution of their choice. " 

Problems·of-Retigious·· Minorities· 
· Racial, religious,. ethnic, linguistic and other minorities are subject to some or the other 

problems fVerywhere. The two main problems which they normally face are: (i) the problem of 
· · · prejudiveamidiscrimtmztion,llnd{iittkeprolite1frofpreser'.J1ng-tttetr·amfircrsoffalmrtrcutrm•at 

life. -

1. Problem of Prejudice and Discrimination 

In the Indian context, discrimination especially in providing opportunities to people of dif 
ferent religious communities is, not at all in practice. The Preamble of the Constitution itself 
declares that all people irrespective of their caste, class, colour, creed, sex, region or religion will 
be provided with equal rights and opportunities. Articles 15(1) and 15(2) prohibit discrimination 
on grounds of religion. Article 2 5 promises the right to profess, propagate and practise religion. It 
is clear that there is no legal bar on any religious community in India to nia}ce use of the opportunities 
[educational, economic, etc.] extended to the people. It is true that some religious communities 
[for example, Muslims] have not been able to avail themselves of the opportunities on par with 
other communities. This situation does not reflect any discrimination. It only reveals that such 
communities have been lagging behind in the. competitive race, mainly because of the lack of 
educational qualificatiOn. 

As far as prejudices are concerned, prejudices and stereotypedl thinking are common fea
tures of a complex society. India is not an exception to this. Commonly used statements such as -
"Hindus are cowards and Muslims are rowdies; Sikhs are dullards and Christians are convert
ers", etc. - reflect the prevalent religious prejudices. Such prejudices further widen the social 
distance among the. religious communities. This problem still persists in India. Except in some 
sensitive areas this problem of prejudice is not disturbing the routine life ofdifferent communities. 
including that of the mihorities. 

2. P1ohlem .. of .Pitse1 v'iug Dist•i1ct S.o.cial and Cultu1_al Life 

India is one· among the very few nations which have given equal freedom to all the religious 
communities to pursue and practise their religion. Article25 of the Constitution provides for such a 
right. Added to this, Article 3D(l) states all minorities whether based on religion or language shqll 
have the right to establish and administer educational institutions of their choice. Theyare given the 
right to preserve their socio-cultural characteristics. It has set up a "Minorities Commission" to help 
the minorities in seeking justice. No minority community can have a grievance against any government 

.. particularlyinthis-ma4er.--- -- .... - ------- - ......... ··· -

Some of the Problems of Mi1101 ities in India 

111 spite of the provlsfons of the consfituiiol'lafequality, religious minorities- in India, often 
experience some problems among which the following may be noted. 

1. Problem of P~oviding Protection : Need for security and protection is very often felt by the 
mmonttes. Especially trt times of communal viOlence, caste conflicts, observance of festivals and 
religious functions on a mass scale, minority groups often seek police protection. Government. it! 

I. Ste,reotypes : "Prejudiced thought always involves the use ofa rigid mental image that summarises wttatevetisbelieved 
to be typical about a group. This kind of image is called a stereotype." - Ian Robertson in his book "Sociology." Page - 275 .. 
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power also finds it difficult to provide such a protection to all the members of the. minorities. It is 
highly expensive also. State governments which fail to provide such protection are always criticised. 
For example, (i) the Raj iv Gandhi Government was severely criticised for its faiiure to give protection 
to the Sikh community in the Union Territory of Delhi on the eve of the communal violence that 
broke out there soon after the assassination oflndira Gandhi in 1984. (ii) The Gujarat State Government 
was criticised for its inability to provide protection to the Muslim minorities in the recent [Feb. Mar. 
- 2002] communal violence that burst out. (iii) Similarly, the Government of Jammu-Kashmir's 
inefficiency in providing adequate secµrity to the Hindu and Sikh minorities in that State against the 
atrocities of Muslim extremists, is also widely corldel1J11ed .. 

2. Problem of Communal Tensions and Riots: Communal tensions and riots have been inces
santly increasing since independence. Whenever the communal tensions and riots take place for 
whatever reason, minority interests get threatened; fears and anxieties become widespread. It be
comes a tough task for the government in power to restore the confidence in them. 

3. Problem of Lack of Representation in Civil Service and Politics : Though the Constitu-. 
tion provides for equality and equal opportunities to all its citizens including the religious minori
ties, the biggest minority community, that is, Muslims in particular, have not availed themselves of 
these facilities. There is a feeling among them that they are neglected. However, such a feeling 
does not seem to exist among the other religious minority communities such as the Christians, 
Sikhs, Jains and Buddhists, for they seem to be economically and educationally better than the 

,majority community. 

4. Problem of Separatism : Some of the demands put forward by some religious communities 
in some areas are not acceptable to others. This has widened. the gap between them and others. 
Examples: The separatist tendency present among some Muslim extremists in Kashmir and their 
demand for the establishment oflndependent Kashmir is not acceptable to others. Such a demand is 
regarded as anti-naJ:ional. Similarly, some of the Christian extremists in Nagaland and Mizoram are 
demanding separate stateh.ood for their provinces. Both these demands are supportive of "separa
dsm " and hence cannot be accepted. Supporters of such demands have been causing lot of distur~ 
bances and creating law and order problems in the respective states. 

5. Failure to Stick on Strictly to Secularism : India has declared itself as a "secular" country. 
The very spirit of our Constitution is secular. Almost all political parties including the Muslim League 
claim themselves to be secular. But in actual practice, no party is honest in its commitmentto secularism. 
Piurely religious issues are often politicised by these parties. Similarly, secular issues and purely law 
and order problems are given religious col9urs. These parties are always waiting for an opportunity 
to pgliticalisecommunal issues and take politieal advantage out ofit. Hence; the credibility of these 
parties in their commitment to secularism is lost. This has created suspicion and feeling of insecurity 

· in the minds of minorities. ~ 

6. Problem Relating to the Introduction of Common Civil Code: Another major hurdle that we 
find in the relation between the majority and the minority is ¢lating to the failure of Governments 
which have assumed power so far, in the introduction of a common civil code. It is argued that social 
equality is possible only when la common civil code is enforced throughout the nation. Some 
communities, particularly the Muslims oppose it. They argue that the imposition of a common civil 
code, as it is opposed to the "Shariat" will take away their religious freedom. This issue has become 
controversial today. It has further widened the gap between the religious communities. 

It is true that communal disturbances, religious conflicts, group clashes are taking place fre
quently in Inciia. In spite of these disturbances the. nation has maintained its secular character for the 
past 55 years. Further, the government has been making special efforts to safeguard the lnterests of 
the religious minorities. Some of the governmental efforts in promoting the welfare of the minorities 
are mentioned below. 
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WELFARE OF THE MINORITIES 

Government of India has notified 5 communities, viz. Muslims, Sikhs, Buddhists, Christians 
and Zoroastrians as religious minorities at the national level. As per the Census of 1991, population 
of the minority groups constitutes 17.17% of the total population of the country. The Constitution of 
India protects the interests of the minority and recognises their rights to consei\re their languages, 
scripts or culture and establish al1dadminisier educatlcmal institutions of their choice., ... 

1. Constitutional Provisions For the Protection of Minorities 

ConstitutLonaLprnvisionsJhatare made forprotecting theinterests.of the minorities can be 
classified into two groups: (a) General provisions, and (b) Specific provisions. 

a) General Provisions : The Constitution of India treats the minorities on par with.1he other 
people. Article 14 of the Constitution assures them equality before law, Article 15 prohibits discrimi
natory treatment, Article 16 provides for equal employment opportunities in the public sector, Article 
29(2) provides for equality of educational opportunities, Article 325 and 326 provide for right to 
universal adult franchise to all, including the minorities and Article 44 maks provision for common 
civil code. 

b) Specific Provisions: Articles 29 and 30 of the Constitution provide protection to the linguistic, 
educational and cultural rights of the minorities. Article 29 states that any community in India is 
entitled to have and preserve its own specific language, script or culture Article 30 declares (a) that 
all minorities in India are having constitutional right to establish and run their own educational 
institutions. (b) it also states that the State while giving grants shall not discriminate against any 
institution just because it belongs to a linguistic or religious minority. ( c) Articles 331 and 333 also 
make provisions to give protection to the interests of the Anglo-Indian communities. 

2. Fifteen Point Programme For the Welfare of the Minorities 

In 1985, the then Government of India, under the directions of the Prime Minister Smt. Indira 
Gandhi, framed a 15 point programme to promote the welfare of the minorities. The programme 
consists of the following recommendations and activities. 

a) Protection Against Communal Riots 

l. In areas identified as sensitive from the religious point of view, very efficient, honest and strict 
pgfo;e gf£i~ers lrngwa fer tffeir se@11lar etttleek shettl€l he ilj'}fl6inteti se that hette1 prnteetion 
could be given to the minorities. 

2. Police officers and district collectors who render an impartial and an efficient service in control
ling communal riots must be felicitated. 

3. Stringent legal action must be taken against those who instigate communal riots and violence. 

4. Separate courts to be established to investigate into the criminal cases connected with commu
nal riots. 

5 ... · ·Immediate-legalsteps to-be-taken·togive·reliefs tothoseaffe,etedbyeommunal-riots;-theymust- -· -
also be rehabilitated at the earliest. 

6. Mass-media such as radio and T.V: etc.~ musrassi~t the establishment ii1 reviving comrininal · 
harmony, peace and mutual understanding in the riot-hit areas. 

7. News papers and periodicals are specifically requested not to disturb the communal harmony of 
an aiea through theit prejudiced articles. 

b) Appointment in State and Central Services 

8. The States are to be instructed to take extra care regarding the minorities in making apnoint-
01 ments for the police department. 

9. The Central Govt. must also have the same stand while making appointments. to Central Re~ 
serve Police-force. ' 
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10. The railways, nationalised banks and industries in the public sector do provide employment 
opportunities to a large number people. These establishments should pay proper attentiowto the 
employment needs of the minorities. 

11. Special training classes should be held in the minority institutions to the candidates belonging 
to the minority communities, so that they improve their qualities in competing for competitive 
examinations. Such a training may help them to become successful in gettingjobs.1 

12. Special encouragement must be given to open technical institutions such as ITI, polytechnics 
and engineering colleges in the areas in which the minorities are found in a large number. 

c) Other Programmes 

13. In the various developmental programmes and proj'ects of the Government including the 20 
point programme, care should be taken to see that the minority people are also able to obtain 
their due share in these programmes. 

14. In addition to the above mentioned general matters, many local issues such as Wakfs properties, 
cremation ground encroachment disputes, conversion cases, etc. may create Jot of tensions. If 
these are not settled immediately a:nd amicably they may tum out to be big problems tomorrow. 
Local administrations must pay proper attention to these. 

15. Problems confronting the minority groups must be frequently dealt with and settled to their 
satisfaction. This may help them to develop confidence in the establishment. A separate wing in 
the Home Dep,artment could be created to look into the grievances of the minority groups. 

The Central and the State Governments frequently meet to discuss the various aspects of the 
above mentioned 15 point programme. They also take suitable decjsions to assure better protection 
to the minorities. The Central Cabinet Committee which met on Jan. 30th 1990 decided to take 
some short-term measures to promote the welfare of the minorities. Some of these decisions are as 
follows. 

a) The Cabinet-CQmmittee decided to establish special ~:ourts in the areas which are susceptible to 
frequent communal riots, to look into criminal cases and settle them at the earliest. It also decided 
to establish such courts in Delhi and Meerut. 

b) The Committee decided to increase the compensation amount payable to the victims of commu
nal riots from Rs. 20,000 to 50,000 in case of death or permanent disability. 

c) It was also decided to pay a monthly allowance of Rs. 500/- to the riot-hit widows with the 
lowest income. 

3. National Commission for Minorities 

The Govt. of Jndia, that is, the first non-Congress Government had set up a "Minorities Com
mission for Minorities" in January 1978 to evaluate the working of the various safeguards in the 
Constitution for the protection of religious minorities and to make recommendations to en.sure effective 
implementatipn of enforcement of all the safeguards and laws. It appointed M.R. Masani as its president 
andjusticeM.R.A. Ansari and Prnf. V.N. John as its members. The Commission was assigned the 
following tasks: 

1. 'The commission was expected to assess the implementation of the ·various laws, policies and 
progra~mes of the Union and the State Governments towards minority. It was also asked to 

t. For improving the employability of minorities in public employment and increasing their intake in professional 
courses, a pre-examination coa,ching scheme is being implemented by the Ministry of Social Justice and Empower
ment since 1992-93. During the Eighth Five Year Plan period (1992-93 to 1996-97) Rs, 3.65 crore has been sanctioned 
for trainti:ig 9,480 ,candidates of the weaker section~ among minorities and SEBCs, [that i~, socially and eeonomically 
backward comll')unities. During. the year ( 1997-98), an amount of Rs 82 crore has been released benefiting 1,360 candidates. 
The .overall success rate under the scheme is 21.7 percent. Source: India Year Book- 1999, Pa,ge: 201. 
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report on the working of the various provisions of the Constitution towards the welfare of the 
minorities. 

2. It was asked to give suggestions regarding the effective implementation of the protective meas
ures. 

3. The Comm1ss1on was assigned the task ofrev1ewmg the Central and State Governments' poli
cies towards the minorities. 

4: · To review the complaints lodged with itrelatirrg to the abridgementof the rights and protection 
of the minorities. 

5. To conduct studies, and make analysis and researches relating to the issues of discrimination 
..... .. agains.ttheminorities:: . . m ••• • •••••••••••• 

6. To give regular reports to the Government on the working of the Commission. 
The National Commission for minorities was not having any statutory status. It came into being 

only because of the Governmental decision. Due to its weak legal position, the Government was also 
not serious about its reports and recommendations. Hence, the Commission itself had requested the 
Govt. in its 3rd annual report that it should be provided with a statutory status with greater power and 
authority. The Govt. accordingly introduced the National Commission for Minorities Act. in 1992. 

The National Commission for Minorities Act, 1992 was passed by the Parliament with the 
main intention of providing protection to the minority community. Under this Act, the National 
Commission for Minorities was constituted on 17th May 1993; with a statutory status replacing the 
previous Commission. The Commission has a Chairperson, a Vice Chairperson and five members to 
be nominated by the Central Government. The National Commission was reconstituted with ~ffect 
from 21st January 2000. . . . . · 

The Commissioner /of Linguistic Minorities appointed under the Article 350-B of the 
Constitution investigates all matters relating to the safeguards provided for the linguistic minorities. 
He looks into representations and complaints received from various associations and individuals 
belonging to the linguistic minorities. The Commissioner has his headquarters at Allahabad, with 
regional offices at Calcutta, Belgaum and Chennai. So far [upto 2001], 35 reports have been laid 
before the Parliament. 

Pre-Examination Coaching Scheme/or Minorities: For improving the employability of the 
minorities in the public employment and increasing their intake in the professional courses, a pre-
1mamisati0s eeaeliisg selieme is eeisg imfllementea ey tile Minislry· £J.,G9€ialJ-usti€« al'ld Empower 
ment, since 1992-93. During the Ninth Plan, provision ofRs.12 crore was made of which Rs.5.51 
crores was released for training 13,150 candidates of the weaker sections among mmonties upto 
March 2000. The Government has approved area-based approach for socio-economic development 
of the minority concentration areas. In the first phase, 41 districts identified on the basis of 1971 
census would be taken up. 

4. National Minorities Development and Finance Corporation 

...... .. 'The.Gov.emmenLhassetup_aNationalMinor.itie.s .. DeY.elopmenLcrndFi1u1-.11ce .. CQrp0.r.o.lLQn 
with an authorised share capital of Rs.500 crores. The Corporation would provide economic and 
developmentaLactivitiesfor.the.henefitofthebackward.sect1onsamong.themmonhes.Preforence .. 
is given to the occupational groups and women among 'minorities. The Govt. of India l:ias raised 
the level· of contribution from Rs.125 crore to. 300 crore subject to pro-rata contribution from the 
State Governments and Unon Territories towards the share capital of the Corporation. During 
1999-2000, Corporation disbursed Rs.60. 78 crore as loan covering 22,510 beneficiaries. The cu
mulative assistance provided by the Corporation since 1994-95 amounts to Rs.224.34 crore for 
66,891 beneficiaries.1 

, : , 

l. Note: Source of the statistics India- Year Book J999 and 2000. 
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, 5; Administration of Wakfs to Promote Muslim Interests 

The Ministry of Welfare of the Central Go:vernment takes upon itself the responsibility of 
administering the Wakfs, the institutions meant for the protection and promotion of the Muslim 
interest "Wakfs are permanent dedication of movable or immovable properties for purposes 
recognised by the Muslim Law as religious, pious or charitable. Better management of these 
institutions and fuller realisation of their objectives contribute to development and progress of the 
society. "1 

The Wakfs Act, 1995 : In order to further strengthen administration of }Vakfs a legislation 
known as "The Wakfs Act 1995" was passed in 1995. This legislation came to be enforced from 1st 
Jan. 1996. This Act which repeals the previous ones [of 1954 and 1984] extends to the whole of the 
country except the State of Jammu and Kashmir. It envisages a decentralised set up and.also provides 
for democratisation of Wakfs Boards. As per this Act, the manager of each individual Wakf who is 
known as "Mutawali", retains his autonomy in the discharge ofhis responsibilities. This Act, however, 
states that the general superintendence ofall 'wakfs in a State vests in the WakfBoard, set up by each 
State Government. The Board has to ensure that the Wakfs are properly maintained and administered 
and that their income is duly spent on objectives for which such Wakfs were created. The Boar4 has 
its own office and staff. The overall supervision of the Wakfs Boards rests in the State Government 
concerned which appoints the Chief Executive Officer or the Secretary of the Board and audits its 
accounts. The Central Government has the power to co-ordinate the functions of the Central Wakfs 
Council and the State.Wakfs Boards. The Centrat Wakfs Council was reconstituted on 26th June 
1997 under the provisions of the Wakfs Act, 1995. 

6. Maulana Azad EducatiOn Foundation 

The Maulana Azad Education Foundation was established by the Central WakfCouncil to pro
mote education amongst minorities and backward classes in particular. It has now been delinked 
from the Council. The foundation was registered as a Society under the Societies Registration Act, 
on 6th July 1989. The Govt. '<>flndia provides grants-in-aid to the Foundation to achieve its aims and 
objectives: During 1994-95, a sum of Rs; 25.01 crore was released and it was increased to Rs. 40.00 
crore during 1997-98. 

7. National Fo_undation For Communal Harmony 

The Central Govt. recently established the "National Foundation For Conununal Harmony" as 
an autonomous body u~er the purview of the Home Department, to work for. the rehabilitation of 
children who become victims of communal riots and terrorist violence. Children and women nor~ 
mally become the suferers of the group riots. The above mentioned is established especially to.make. 
proper provision for the future of the riots hit children. 

1. "India Year Book - 1999" - Page: 202. 
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w-oMEN IN so-cIETY 

- -A-Wnmen-in-Society- ·Ser F>ifferencesan-d-Sexual--fliscriminatton-hrS-octetj'"-Traditional 
Bases of Sexual Identity-Actual Differences Between the Sexes - Gender Based Division of 
labour : Division of labour in Ancient and Traditional Societies - Social Consequences of 
Women 's Employment in Modern Society - Are Women Exceptionally, Delicate and Weak ? -
Socialisation into Sex Roles or Social Construction of Gender: Family influence, Schools, 
Mass Media and Culture - Theories of Sex Role Differentiation - A Sociological Analysis OR 
Stratification By Gender : Functional Theory - Conflict Theory - Sexism, and Its Conse
quences, Concept of Sexism - Institutional Discrimination and Sexism - Why is there Sexism 
- Costs and Consequences of Sexism - Women 's liberation Movement OR Feminist Movement 
-A Glance of the Growth of Feminism - Varied Purposes of the Movement - The Feminist 
Campaign : Five Basic Approaches Proposed By Barbara Bovee Polk. B. Women in the 
Indian Society: Status of Women in Independent India - Problems 9fWomen in Modern India 
- Empowerment of Women - Strategies for Women's Development - F acto~s Facilitating Em
powerment of Women -Human Rights and Women - Rights and Protection Given to Women in 
the Constitution of India - Straiegies for the Protection of Women's Rights and Rehabilitation 

of Women - The Position and the Problems oJ Indian Women : Future Prospects . 

. It is customary everywhere to classify the human community on the basis of sex into 
groups of 'men' and 'women'. The biological fact of sex has created much difference betwe~n them. 
The aims and objectives, desires and aspirations, duties and responsibilities, dress styles and 
behavioural patterns, roles and statuses of men and women are different. No where in the history 
-of humanity men and women were treated alike and assigned statuses alike. Women have not been 
able to lead a Ufe exactly on par with men in spite of their urge for equality This ifcies not mean 
that men and women represent two different cultures as such. They represent one Y"ay of life, one 

assessed~by_the way m which women are_treated_by the mexµbers of that cw1hsation. 
Status of women is a topic of sociological studies and discussions, for it mirrors the position 

of about 50% of the population of any society. Study of the history of human society reveals that 
in no society of the world have women enjoyed absolute equality on par with men. Everywhere 
they were subjected to inequality, discrimination and exploitation. In some societies their position 
has been comparatively better than that of their counterparts in some other societies. Even in the 
same society the status accorded to women has never been the same all through. It has been changing 
in keeping with the changes in the general conditions of society. 

813 
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SEX DIFFERENCES AND SEXUAL DISCRIMINATION IN SOCIETY 
Society consists of men and women, that is, individuals of both the sex. The societal principle of 

difference also includes sex difference. All human societies attach great in;lportance to sex differences. 
Though men and women have been living together from the very inception of human history, every 
society differentiates its members on the basis of sex, treating men and women in different ways and 
expecting different patterns of behaviour from them. This differentiation does not necessarily imply 
that one sex should have status superior to the other, but in practice, sexual differentiation is' always 
translated into sexual inequality. 

Sexual Inequality At Birth 
. The importance of sexual inequality is often felt at the instance of the birth of a child. The first 

question parents ask at the birth of a child, in all societies an over the world, is always the same - " is 
ita boy or a girl ? " "Inf act, the inequality of the sexes is probably the oldest form of structural social 
inequality; it certainly existed long before socialcastes or c:lasses first appeared. " 1 

Stratification By Sex 
Most societies have two universal criteria for ascribing status within a stratification system:.sex 

arid age. These attributes may be chosen because "they are ascertainable at birth, making it possi
ble to begin the training of the individual for his potential statuses and roles at once. " 2 It is a brute 
fact of society that in no society in the world men and women ai:e treated alike, given the same status. 
and guaranteed social equality. On the contrary, in every society known to us, certain rights and 
opportunities have been denied to women. A social rationale given for this discriminatic:fn is that the 
talents and potentials of the sexes are different in many respects. Throughout history the inferior 
status of women has been seen as a self-evident fact of nature. Both the men and women in each 
society tend to share this assumption which is passed on from generation to generation as a part of 
culture. . · 

Differentiation based on gender seems to be a universal feature of the human society. Men have 
been traditionally considered the "providers" for the f;:tmily, while women have been expected to 

·assume almost every re~ponsibility, to take care of the child and to attend to household duties. Most 
of the cultures viewmanyfmms of work as "women's work" or "men's work"using as a basis sexual 
stereotypes. A person's gender becomes a means for categorising people into "males" or '1emales" 
and is given a distinct social significance. 

Different Cultura.l Expectations About Males and Females 
In almost all societies different cultural expectations have been woven around male-female differ

ences. The following explanation highlights such expectations : "Men should be competitive; women 
are supposed to be cooperative ... Men can be impatient,· ¥.Jomen must have boundless.~JJatience. J1en 
may be critical; women should always be accepting and supportive. Men can rush and be hurried; 
women are.always supposed to have time for people, to sit and chat, to weave an effective network 
of mutual support and empaffly. Men are expected to express anger; women should never be angry 
- at least they should certainly never show it. Men are supposed to gain gratification from the self 
recognition of a job well done. " 3 The literary works of great writers, novelists and poets also 
higQlight such cultural expectations about the gender roles of many societies of the past. 4 It may thus 

1. Ian Robertson in "Socfr>logy" - Page: 289. 
2. Linton (1936) as quoted by Wallace and Wallace in "Sociology" - Page: 346. 
3. as quoted by N.J. Smelser in "Sociology" (1993) Page: 204-205 
4. The following 19th century verse describes the "ideal", masculine and feminine roles. in many societies of the past 

- and some in the present: Man for the field and woman for the hearth : Man for the sword and for the. needle she 
: Man with the head and woman with the heart : Man to command and woman to obey; All else confusion.
Alfred Tennyson, from "The Princess" as quoted by David Popenoe - Page: 128. 
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be concluded that much of our behaviour as men and women is subject to cultural defmition. "If we 
are male, our society bends our conduct in one way; if we are female in another. How much of this 
difference is due t°' nature, how much due to culture ? " This is the question which the sociologists 
should explore by means of their studies, surveys and observations. 

1. TRADITIONAL BASES OF SEXUAL IDENTITY 
- Men and womenare-different; no doubt But the-differencesbetween them are-not simple; but 

complex. As N .J. Smelser has pointed outl sociologists have developed four important concepts to 
understand and analyse these differences. These concepts are : (i) biological sex, (ii) gender identity, 
(iii)-gender-ideals,and(.iv)-sexroles. - - - - rn -

1. Biological Sex 
.On the basis of the biological factor of sex, human society is divided into two groups or commu

nities [community of men and community of women] every where. Primary physical traits such as 
reproductive organs, body shape and secondary physical traits such as facial hair, muscular strength, 
etc., are helpful in making such a division or classification. 

2. Gender Identity 
The concept of "gender identity" refers to our sexual-image. Biological differences between men 

and women contribute to the development of "gender identity", which refers to the self-concepts of a 
person being male or female. Human beings learn this gender-identity at a very early age. Generally, a 
child learns that she is a girl or he is a boy between the ages of 18 months and 3 years. . 

3. Gender Ideals 
The concept of 'gender ideals' refers to the cultural expectations woven around male and female 

behaviour. Gender ideals reveal what men and women are supposed to be like in a particular context. 
For example, in our Indian society, men are expected to be actively engaged in some good job, confi
dent, courageous, responsible, respectful, helpful, and so on. Similarly, women are expectea to be very 
affectionate, tolerant, obedient, loyal, dutiful, hospitable, service minded, loving, more committed to 
family than to their personal career, and so on. These ideals, are of course, fast changing. 

4. Sex Roles· 
The concept of 'sex roles' which represents the fourth component of sexual identity, includes 

division of labour, rights and responsibilities according to sex. During the early days sex roles were 
clearly la1ddown. For example, men went out OI their homes and worked fut wages to support theit 
family members On the contrary, women confined themselves to homes, worked in them, looked after 
children and other domestic affairs. But today, like gender ideals, sex roles are also undergoing fast 
transformation. 

Harmony Between These Four Components 
As N.J. Smelser points out, the four components mentioned above usually function ina harmo

nious manner. For example, a biological female feels like a woman and her feelings may be in tune with 
- theculturaldefinition-ofwomanhood;· Tue-woman in this-context; is prepared-to-takeonthe-r-ole.sand 

respoosibilities that have been traditionally associat@Cl with her sex. It is to be noteq that this asswnption 
may rtotnoldttue always: Sometimes, peoples·' biologi:calsexmaynot-agreewiththeirgenderidentity; 

It is also possible that a person's gender identity may not often fit the gender ideal. An individual 
may feel comfortable as a biological male but uncomfortable behaving according to cultural expecta
tions for men. Further, an individual's sex role [that is, his rights and responsibilities] may ~ot often 
match the society's gender ideals. For example, in modem times, it is not uncommon to find women. 
working as police officers, military personnel, bus condµctors, auto rickshaw drivers, firefighters, _and 
so on. These sex roles do not fit traditional gender ideals. 

1. N.J. Smelser in "Sociology" - Page: 205. 
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2. ACTUAL DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE SEXES 
What are the n~al differences between the sexes ? This is a pertinent question in our discussion 

of male-female relations. An attempt to find an answer to this question gives rise to many other 
questions such as the following: Are there any inborn differences between the sexes ? Are they really 
important ? Are sex roles completely flexible ? Are there some natural and genetically determined 
qualities which do not permit any change of sex roles ? 

In order to answer these questions in a satisfactory manner, sociologists have taken the help of 
oth~r sciences by drawing relevant evidences from them. Sociologists, thus have drawn the evi
dences from biology which tells us about the physical and physiological differences between males . 
and females; psychology which provides us information about the personality differences between 
the sexes; and anthropology, which is of great help Jn knowing the variations in sex roles that exist 
among the many cultures of the world. Let us go into greater details of these three kinds of evidences. 

1. Biological Evidence 
From the biological point of view, men and women differ in three respects, that is, a) anatomi

c.ally, b) genetically, and c) hqrmonally 

a) Anatomical Differences: These differences are apparent in the physical structure ard ap
pearance of the sexes. Anatomical differences found in the reproductive systems of men and women 
are the most important ones. Men develop testes and women ovaries and these are called primary sex 
characteristics. Due to the impact of the hormones at puberty they develop secondary sex character
istics such as breasts and body hair in females, deeper voice, facial and body hair in men. 

As a result of these anatomical differences, it is women who become pregnant and suckle chil
dren. This is a biological responsibility that places a number of restrictions on the sqcial and economic 
activities of women. On the contrary, men are free from these restrictions. Other anatomical differences 
such as height, weight, amount of body hair, distribution of body fat, and musculature are socially 
important for they help others to recognise the sex of an individual. These characteristics also reveal 
that men are physically more powerful than women. This greater strength helps man to dominate 
women by force. This fact also helps to explain why in society men have political status superior to 
women. 

, b) Genetic Differences : Due to the genetic differences, individuals belonging to two sexes are 
born. Differences in the sexes are based on differences in the make up of their sex chromosomes. It is 
well known that females have tWo similar chromosomes [ x x] , while males have two different 
chromosomes [x y]. Scientists are still busy with their studies to know whether this difference affects 
the personalities or abilities of the sexes. But this difference is found to be having its biological effects. 
The males which lack the second x chromosomes are found to be weaker in some respects. Male 
il"Jants are more likely than fen1ales to be still born or Irdllformed. Over tl1irt'J hereditary disorders [such 
as haemophilia and webbing of the toes] are found only in men. Further, the d~ath rate of men is found 
to be higher than that of women. Women are regarded as more resistant than men to most diseases 
and seem to have a greater tolerance for pain and malnutrition. 

c} The Hormonal Differences: A hormone is a chemical substance that is secreted by glands 
in the body, and it is known that hormones can influence both physical development and certain forms 
ofbehaviour. Both men and women have "male" as well as "female" hormones; but the proportion of 
'male hormone' is greater in men and the proportion of "female hormone" is greater in women. 
Whether the hormones completely determine the characteristic male and female behaviour is a ques
tion still debated. Experiments conducted at the level of animals by means of injecting male hormones 
in fe1nales have revealed that hormones to a very great extent influence their behavioural pattern. But, 
at the level Of human beings, culture and socialisation play a vital role in influencing behaviour. The 
natural and social scientists are of the opinion today that hormonal differences probably do have 
some influence on the behaviour of men and women but this influence is a minor one. · 
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2. Psychological Evidence 
The behavioural and personality patterns of adult men and women are clearly different. The 

question is. whether these differences are inborn or learnt ? To find out a satisfactory answer to this 
question psychologists have focused much of their research on infants. 

Anurnber of studies of young infants has found sex-linked personality differences early in life. 
It is observed that even in the cradle, male babies are more active than female babies. On the other 
hand, femalebabiesstllilemore reaaily arid are more ·sensitive to waririthai:idfouchthan males.These 
are, however, only general tendencies. In actuality, many male babies show traits that are typical of 
female babies, and vice versa. It remains possible thfl.t even these early differences are learned. Chil-

. dren·respondinways ··depending·upmrthe mannerin~1hiclrthey11n:·hm;Idled: ··· 

Findings of John Money's Studies : John Money and his associates conducted some studies 
to fmd out the impact on the child and his behaviour if he is raised as a member of the opposite sex. If 
a child is biologically a boy but is raised as girl, what happens ? If sex roles were determined by 
biological factors, it should be impossible to socialise a child into the "wrong" sex role. John Money's 
studies have shown that it is possible ~o raise a child as a member of the opposite sex. His studies have 
also pointed out that it is possible to do so before the child attains the age of three and after that it may 
put up some resistance. John Money concludes that the human species is "psycho sexually neuter at 
birth" and that sex roles are independent of biological sex. 

3. Anthropological Evidences OR Cross Cultural Evidences 
Are sex roles complet~ly determined by inborn differences ? If that were to be so, then we would 

expect the roles of men and women to be much the same in all cultures. On the contrary, ifthe sex roles 
vary a great deal from one culture to another, then they must be much more flexible than we have 
assumed it in the past. 

• The Classic Study Conducted by Margaret Mead 
Anthropologists have reported a number of societies whose sex roles are different from our own .. 

Margaret Mead's study [1935] inthis field, relating to three New Guinea tribes is worth mentioning 
here. 

1. The Arapesh Tribe: In this tribe, Mead found that both men and women conformed to a 
personality type that we would consider 'feminine". Individuals of both the sexes are gentle, sober, 
passive and emotionally very warm. Men and women were believed to have identical sex drives and 
bath Y¥e1e tespansr:ile for ehild earn. 

2. The Mundugumor Tribe : Tribes of this group are cannibalistic. These are head hunting 
people and they expected women and men to be violent and aggressive. Both men and women act in 
ways which we would call predominantly "masculine". Mundugumor women rarely showed what is 
known as "maternal instinct" common to women everywhere. These women dreaded pregnancy, 
disliked nursing their children, and were especially hostile towards their own daughters. 

3. The Tchambuli Tribe : Sex roles in this community differed from the first two tribes. In this 
_ tribe,maJe .. and_fe.malernlesare_definedin_a wa)'J:hatis.quite co.ntraryJOJ)urm.0.de_m wa)'.Ihewormm _ 
were domineering and energetic and wore no ornaments. They were the major economic providers of 
the fanuly.Theymanaged andd1dmaJortasks of thdarruly.Themen,.on.the otl:J,er hand, areartist1c, .. 
gossipy, expre,ssive and looked after children. 

The study of these communities made Mead conclude that 'gender traits of masculinity and 
femininity have no necessary connection to biological sex. ' 1 Various other studies conducted by 
other anthropologists also confirmed the conclusion that "In every culture children systematically 
socialised into acceptance of the prevailing sex roles. " 2 

I. Ian Robertson in "Sociology" - Page : 292. 
·2. Barry Bacon, and Child (1957) as quoted by Ian .Robertson - Page: 292. 
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3. GENDER BASED DIVISION OF LABOUR 
Division of labour on the basis of sex has been a universal feature of the human society. Women 

and men have been assigned different works and responsibilities every where. This division of labour 
is of more rigid and: structured type especially in ancient and traditional societies. 

Division of Labour in Ancient and Traditional Societies 
·. 'In most of the traditional sociepes, child rearing and home maintenance are normally regarded 
/as woman's task, while hunting and fighting are always reserved for man. Sexual division oflabour 
seen)s to have a biological base especially in simple primitive societies. Thus, nien are generally 
given ta~ks that require vigorous physical activity such as ·hunting, fishing ·in the deep sea, or 
herding. Women, on the other hand, are assigned tasks that do not require much of physical 
strength and can be performed close to home. Though·this is a typical scene found in most of the 
societies, there is great cross-cultural variation in the kind of labour that is considered appropriate 
for men and women. ' · 

• George P. Murdock's Comparat~ve Study on the Division of Labour By Sex 
American anthropologist George P. Murd.ock once studied [1935] 224 traditional pre-indus

triaL,non-literate societies in an effort to discover regularities in the sexual division of labour. "In 
these societies warfare,metal working, hunting and trapping, fishing, and trade are predomi
nantly male activities. Cooking, the n:zanufacture and repair of clothing, pottery making, and fire . 
making and tending are predominantly female activities. Agriculture, ,on the contrary, which 
includes the preparation, planting, and cultivation of the soil, is an activity shqred almost equally 
by the. two sexes. "1 Table No. 1 [given in the next page] provides a cross-cultural comparison of the 
division of li1;bour based on sex. 

Cross-Cultural Variations. in Division of Labour By Sex 
Table No. 1 makes it clear that there is great cross-cultural variation in the tasks that are consid-:: 

ered appropriate for Jllen and women. In ~y societies, the <ii.vision oflabour is completely different 
from that of the one that we find fu the modem societies. The general tendency, however, is for man to 
be :respon11ible for task& involving strenuous effort or great hilrdwork and :for women to be responsible 
for tasks that can be performed nellf the b()me. · · 

Gender Roles are Not Inborn 
The Table reveals that the gender roles are not necessarily funate. Further, gender roles are not 

wholly deten,nined by a society's refationship to .its eiivi:ronment. Although all hunting-gathering 
societies sent men outto hmit while women cared for the home, Ui early agrarian societies there was 
a les~ rigid division oflabour. - . - . . . . 

The table also shows that "as societies. evolve from hunting and gathering to agrarian produc-. 
tion and the demands of pregnancy and ch(ld-rearing are less limiting,. the division of labour by sex 
becomes. more varied, although wome1l tend to specialise in· household tasks and men in tasks that 
take them outside home" 2 ·· . 

Influen~e of Cul~ure on Gender Roles 
· : The cross-cultural study ofdiVision of labour by sex makes it evident that gender roles are highly 

- influenced by culture. Male and fema•e roles are not necessarily fix.ed for all time. even though the 
relationship of earlier societies to their natural environment often required a division oflabour by sex. 
They can and do change as cultures adapt to new environmental and social conditions. 

1. ·Robert Bierstedt in "The Social Order" - Page: 377- 378. 
2. William Kornblum in "Sociology in A Changing World" - Page: 328 . 

. \\ 
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Table No. 1 

THE DIVISION OF LABOUR BY SEX : 

Activity 

· Pursuing sea mammals 

Hunting 

Trapping small animals 

Herding 

Fishing 

Clearing land for agriculture 

Dairy operations 

Preparing and planting saplings 

Erecting and dismantling shelter 

Tending fowl and small animals 

Te11ding and harvesting. crops · 

Gathering shellfish 

Making and tending fire 

Bearing burden~ 

Preparing drinks and narcotics 

Gathering :fniits, berries and nuts 

Gathering fuel 

Preserving meat and fish 

Carrying water 

Grindfug grain 

Number of Societies in 
Performed···· By : 

Men 

. _A.l.Yl'!lY~-

34 
166 
128 
38 
98 
73 
17 
31 
14 
21 
10 

9 
18 
12 
20 
12 
22 
8 

7 

2 

Men 
.JJs.:ii.!l!lY_ 

1 
13 
13 

8 
34 
22 
4 
23 
2 
4 
15 
4 
6 
6 
1 
3 
1 
2 

0 

4 

Either Sex 

-~q~!l!lY_ 

0 
0 
4 

4 
19 
17 
3 
33 
5 
8 
35 
8 
25 
35 
13 
15 
10 

10 

5 
5 

Women 

JLS.li!l!!L 

0 
0 
1 
0 
3 
s 
1 

20 
6 
1 

39 
7 
22 
20 
8 
13 
19 
14 

7 

13 

0 
0 
2 
5 
4 
13 
13 

37 
22 
39 
44 
35 
62 
57 
57 
63 
89 
74 

114 

Ref: George P. Murdock's Study of "Comparative Data on the Division of Labour by Sex" 
--·;.;·as-quotedbylan-Robertsonin-his-11Sodology11., .. page~-293,Th(}data-inthis.table-from-a ... 

The Impact of Technology 
As a result of advances in technology, the greater strength of males becomes less unportant, and 

it makes less sense to maintain the earlier divisions of labour. Infact, the modern societies have 
demanded more involvement of women in a broader range of tasks. This has given rise to a demand 

·that women should not be excluded from access to any roles, including those that are associated with 
high levels of power and prestige. 
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4. SOCIAL CONSEQUENCES OF WOMEN'S EMPLOYMENT 

IN MODERN SOCIETY 

Women are found in a large number in the work force today. The greatlndustrial Revolution and 
the consequent industrialisation opened the doors of employment for women. Women started availing 
themselves of the employment opportunities in almost all .the civilised countries including India. 
Aqult women are no longer associated solely with the role of 'homemaker' especially in the urban 
areas. Millions of women - married and single, with and without children - are working outside the 
home. A greater proportion of women are seeking and obtaining paid employment mere than ever 
before. In America, for example, more than 55% of adult American women held jobs outsi~~J:he home, 
as compared with only 43% in 1970. In India also the percentage of employed women is steadily 
increasing especially in the urban area. 

Provision of employment opportunities for women on wage, salary or other type of remuneration 
basis outside the family has been a socio-economic development of great importance. Women's 
increasing involvement in paid labour force has le.d to a number of social consequences of which the 
following may be noted. 

1. An Increase in the Social Status of Women 
In the modem societies, women engaged in a job outside the family and obtaining good salarly 

or income, are more respected than women without a gainful job. As far as women are concerned, their 
self-esteem and power within the family too should increase as they move outside the home and 
function as productive wage-earners. Employment of women outside the home helps them become 
more confident and courageous. It gives scope\ for them to become career-conscious and inspires 
them to make accomplishments independent of family roles. It widens their vision and broadens their 
field of work. Women have now started their search for prestigious positions and occupations. Even 
though the number of women employed in high prestige-jobs is comparatively less, their overall self
esteem as working women, has increased. 

2. A Gain in Power Both Inside and Outside the Family 
In terms of power dynamics women clearly gain some degree of power within the family by 

earning their own incomes. Studies have revealed that when a woman provides sole financial support 
for her family, employment even in a low-status occupation has a positive effect on her self-esteem. 
During the recent years, women are also availing higher education which has increased their eligibility 
to get into high-level jobs and even power positions in economic pursuits. Though relatively in a 
smaller number, women are becoming bank managers, company directors, executive engineers, police 
officers, principals, judges, and so on. This situation has helped them gain more power even outside 
the family. 

3. Increasing Instances of Divorces and Separations 
Gainful job outside the family'has boosted the morale of women. Thus, for married women income 

from employement can be an effective security in case of separation or divorce. The separated and the 
divorced women can lead economically a comfortable living provided they have a gainful job. Studies 
have revealed that in the Western societies, the rate of divorce is relatively higher at the level of 
employed women than at the level of women without jobs. In the past, many fulltime home-makers or 
housewives had little confidence in their ability to make a living. As a result, some remained in 
unsatisfying marriages, thinking that they had no alternative way to survive. This is still the case for 
a considerable number of women in most of the developing countries of the world. India is also not an 
exception. 

4. Women to Bear the Brunt of "Double Burden" 
As women l:Jecome increasingly involved in employment outside the home, men will have an 

opportunity to become more involved in the care and socialisation of children. But, in actuality, as 
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many studies have revealed, men find little time to devote for either socialisation of children or to 
share the family burden of their wives. For example, (i) Freda Rebelsky and Cheryl Hanks' [1973] 
studies conducted in the U.S.A. have. revealed that "The average period of verbal interactions 
betweenfnther and baby was qnly 38 seconds per day." (ii) Psychologist Wade Mackey conducted 
in 1987 a cross-cultural study of 17 socfoties -includin9 those in Morocco, Hongkong, Ireland, and 
Mexico-andfoundt®t thelinritec1fatht!r-child_interoo-tionswere typical of all the societies sur-
veyed. 

1 . . . . - - -

Many other studies2 too confirmed the same result as mentioned above. Thus, Longway (1981) 
rn11<:.L11<ifl<i:__'~[tr_e_111f1J1Js <Jifli<:.l!ftfor_'!l_f!rz_jf!JY!O~parent households to deviate from their traditional 
occupational roles in order to become more i~vol~ed in ~hi[([ rearing. ;; -I hese- studies oiiiy reveal 
that employed women have been largely unable to get their husbands to assume a greater role in 
needed homemaking duties, including child care. As a·result, increasing number of wives become 
subject to a "double burden" - long work weeks both afhome and outside the home. Thus, women's 
growing participation in the paid labour force is not bringing them greater freedo~ and power as it was 

expected. 

5. Consequences' on Society 
Employment of women outside the family is to be considered as a phenomenon of no less 

significance. It has influenced a wide range of societal activities. 
(i) It has hastened the emergence of child-care facilities on a very wide scale. As a result, 

number of baby-sitting centres, kindergartens, creches, 'anganawadis' ,- 'balawadis ', etc., 

have come in. 
(ii) Ithasled to the rise offastfoodchains in society .. Since many women, especially in uroamweas, 

are no longer at home and cooking during the day time, the fast food producing industry 

received a great fillip. 
(iii) Employment of women has been a big boon to many of the entrepreneurs for female labour is 

found to be much cheaper. Easy availability of female labour has also led to the exploitation 

and harassment of women. 
(iv) Pre-occupation of women with jobs outside the family has its adverse consequences on the 

maintenance and continuation of the family traditions and religious customs. Employed 
parents, are no longer able to give cultural training to their children in family traditions and 

religious ,Practices. 
( v) Employment of women outside the family has contributed much to the economic bettet ment uf 

the family as such. At the same time, the inability of employed women to spare enough time for 
their children has often resulted in emotional and psychic problems. 

In conclusion, it could be said that. an ever increasing number of women are entering the 
world of employment. The processes of modernisation, industrialisation, urbanisation and uni
v.e_rs.alisaJimLQf~<:l!l~atiQ.11 h.a_\T~P.l'()\Ti<:led new opportunities for worn.en to earn wealth as wage
earners salaried rofessionals and individ~al entrepr-eneurs.-fii1s-new trencll:ias aaoe-d greater-
momentum.tot 
the society. 

1. Source : Richard Schaefer's "Sociology" - Page: 286-287. 
2. The N<!w York State Study : Karthryn Walker and Margaret Woods (1976) studied 1296 dual-career families 

in New York State and found that, on an average, wives account for about 70 percent of the total family time 
spent on housework. Husbands provide about 15 percent, and children about 15 percent. In terms of the actual 
time involved, the full-time homemaker spends a minimum of 40 hours per week on housework,-whereas the wife 
whq works for wages spends a minimum of 30 hours each week." - Richard S.chaefer - Page: 287. 
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5. ARE WOMEN EXCEPTIONALLY DELICATE AND WEAK ? 
The belief that women represent the weaker sex has been there since a long time. The belief 

continues even today in the modem societies. Since they are considered weak, they are usually not 
permitted to undertake certain strenuous tasks such as---carrying heavy weight, working in deep 
mines and under the sea, driving heavy vehicles, working in armies as soldiers, and so on. There have 
been laws in many countries restricting women from taking up some of these professions. The USA 
has laws restricting the amount of weight a woman may carry at work. In India also there are laws 
preventing women from taking up deep mining, driving heavy trucks, and so on. 

Contrary to the prevailing above mentioned beliefs and practices in the modem civilised world, 
the bearing of heavy burdens is often considered a woman's job in several traditional societies. For 
example, in most of the sub-Saharan Africa, labouring in agricultural field is considered unsuitable for 
a rro..an's talents. In these regions, husbands do not work in the fields but travel on horseback while 
their wives walk on foot bearing all burden on their heads. In several traditional societies, men are 
entitled to beat their wives, deny food for some time and drive them away from the house if they 
displease them or disobey their order. In modem societies, on the contrary, such a behaviour would be 
regarded as uncivilised and brutish. 

In the western world, the concept that the female is a delicate creature and requires protection 
and assistance, was developed particularly among the upper-classes in the 12th century Europe. This 
concept has persisted in various forms ever since. Traces of this medieval concept or belief are still 
found, especially in the male practice of taking of hats, giving up seats, and opening doors for females 
and so on. 

In the Indian context, though women enjoyed relatively equal status on par with men, their status 
started declining continuously from the time of Puranas and Dharmashastras and the trend contin
ued throughout the medieval period. Women were required to be protected and taken care of espe
cially due to foreign attacks on India. The incessant foreign invasions that were taking place in India 
further strengthened the views of shastrakara Manu who had said that "women must be carefully 
guarded at all stages in their lives. " Since then, the view that women represent the weaker sex and 
require protection, has continued to prevail. 

Attempt to Equalise Sex Roles - ? 
In most of the civilised societies of the worid the general belief that males are relatively aggres

sive and dominant, while females are weak and submissive, continues to prevail. Only in the socialist 
countries of Eastern Europe and Asia some formal attempts have been made to equalise the statuses 
of men and women. In spite of these attempts, sex roles in these societies, however, are not very 
different from the rest of the societies. In the soviet Russia, women are encouraged to take up inde
pendent careers and they have entered many professions which were previously dominated by men. 
About 3/4 of Soviet doctors are women. But their entry into this profession in a large number has led 
to the decline in the status of the doctors for they· earn less than 2/3 of the salaries of skilled non
professionals. About 42% of the Soviet Scientists are women. But in the 204 members of the prestig
ious Soviet Academy of Scientists, there are only 2 female members. Further, high political positions 
are very much a male prerogative, and the Soviet woman still has the main responsibility of house
work.1 

In conclusion, i~ could be said that male-dominance is the norm everywhere, although there are 
many societies whoSf sex-role arrangements are unlike our own. It is also observable that sex-roles 
like any other learnt behaviour; are highly flexible. It seems unlikely to equalise the male-female roles 
by means oflegi;slations. Societies may struggle to minimise the difference between male-female roles 
but establishing absolute equality between the two is almost an impossibility. 

1. [F.N.: Source : Ian Robertson'~ "Sociology" - Page: 294 
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6. SOCIALISATION INTO SEX ROLES 

OR 
SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION OF GENDER 
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In modem societies, gender and age interact to determine the roles open to a person throughout 
life. Before puberty, boys and girls everywhere normally tend to ass!'lciate . in sex-segregated peer 
groups. Due to the influence of different role-behaviours that they observe in their own home and in 
the social environment around them, boys and girls come to know about the type of behaviour 

. . t'<-KP.e.C:~~:LQfJhe.111....A.c_c;Q!9ingly,gixls ~P.e.n9.111<:>i:e. ()f!J:ie.i.i:ti111e. pla}'in,g<i()l1le.§tiC: roJe.s t.lJ.<tn b()ys. cio. 
Meanwhile, boys tend to play outside the home more than girls do. These patterns are changi~g ~t 
different rates in different social classes. Even now, these patterns continue to be the accepted norms 
of behaviour. They have important social consequences also. It is through socialisation that men and 
women come to know about their gender roles, - that is, "feminine roles", and "masculine roles". 

Socialisation and the Gender Roles : Sex roles are not inborn, but learnt. Sex roles are learnt 
in the course of the socialisation process like any other roles. A major goal of socialisation is to teach 
people to behave appropriately and to define themselves in ways which are consistent with their 
statuses. If their status is male, they will be trained for masculine behaviour, and if their status is 
female, they will be trained for feminine behaviour. Thus, the basic patterns of behaviour expected of 
the sexes are learnt in the family environment very early in life. They are further strengthened in the 
schools, in peer groups, through the mass media, and in many other specific agencies, ranging from 
sports teams to work places. Let us consider ,the role of the family, the schools, and the media in the 
sex-role socialisation of new born individuals. 

1. The Family and Family Influence 
Parents and family are, the most important people who constitute the dominant influence. in 

shaping gender identity. Children are given a gender label from the beginning and are treated accord
ing to the label. As the child grows, gender identity is established through four processes namely; (i) 
moulding or reinforcement, (ii} opportunities, (iii) role modelling, and (iv) explicit verbal instruc
tion. 

(i) Reinforcement or Moulding : Parents at home treat their children differently depending on 
their sex. Boys are normally given more freedom while girls are treated protectively. Girls are expected 
to be rmld, gentle, pleasmg, shy and not very competitive. Boys are given much moxe Iigowus sex-rnle 
tramiog Aoy "ejfqmjnate" behaviour on the part of the boy is highly discouraged, and if such 
tendencies continue they are regarded as "psychological disturbances. " As a result of this training, 
children learn their sex roles quickly and effectively. 

(ii} Opportunities : Boys and girls in the family are provided with different opportunities. Al
though girls may sometimes wear jeans, boys are not allowed to wear female dresses such as skirts, 
sarees, or chudidhar. From this point of view the masculine role seems to be more restrictive than the 
feminine; Simila£ly,gidsare ·less likely· to gett.eyguns,-trucks, trains, or bats and.balls. Boys.are. less 
likely to receive dolls and carriages Girls are permitted to wear their mothers' old jewellery, dresses 
and·high41eeled shoes; snow; powder; lipstick, nailpolish; ··and so·on,-Malechildrenare strongly 
discouraged by their own mothers to use or play with such things. Boys, mostly go along with the 
'masculine' way. They often play with their fathers' things such as - pens, diaries, calculators, torches, 
keylnmch, documents, cooling glass, etc The boys are expected to help their fathers, while the 
daughters are expected to be of some help to the mothers in the kitchen. 

(iii) Role Modelling : Role modelling is a major mechanism of gender socialisatiOn. Children 
come to know of their masculine' and feminine roles much before they realise the sexual basis for 
gender labelling. By the age of three, nearly all children know whether they are male or female, and by 
the age of four, they have very definite ideas of what masculinity and femininity should involve. 
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Hence, they accept their categorisation as a boy vr girl. A male child usually identifies with his father 
and a female child usually wants to be like her mother. As a result, boys become interested in tools, 
velucles, and sports, and they try to be assertive and exhibit more courageous behaviour. Girls, on the 
contrary, are interested in fashionable dresses, hairstyles, jewels, make-up and cooking. They develop 
the passive, submissive, mild and gentle side of their personalities. Role modelling is more effective 
when the child has a strong and warm relationship with the role model. 

(iv) Explicit Verbal Instruction : Sometimes, in tne process of socialisation into genderroles the 
child is often told that certain behaviour is, or is not, a part of the gender role : "Boys are stronger than 
girls ", , ''Ladies first, gents next'', "Gir/s make the house beautiful", "Boys do not cry like girls ", 
"Girls are supposed to wear modest dresses. " "Girls are not supposed to play rough like boys do. " 
Providing different opportunities is probably more important than these verbal instructions. Verbal 
instructions too have their importance particularly when the individual has not already begun to 
identify with the proper role model · 

2. The Schools 
In the modem societies, schools constitute an important agent of gender socialisation. The 

school continues the sex roles training for the children which the family has already begun. The school 
continues the lesson by te?-chlng boys and girls appropriate behaviour in the wider outside world. 

(a) Textbooks: Textbooks are a major means through which students come to know about the 
world outside their families and classrooms. Textbookis, of course, do not directly address the children 
as to how they should behave as boys and girls. These text books comment on gender roles through 
the characters that figure in the lessons. Female and male characters in the lessons provide models for 
young people who aie forming self-identities, 

School textbooks also eneourage acceptance of the traditional sex roles. Several rece11~ studies 
have shown that the literature for children, from pre-school onwards, suggests as to how child:ren and 
adults as belonging to male or female sex, should behave.1 

I 
Examples : (i) "In a study of picture books that had been awarded as prizes for "excellence" by 

the "American Library Association", Lenore Weitzman and her associates (1972) found that one· 
third of the books had no female characters at all. In the total sample of books, males outnumbereq 
females in a ratio of 11: 1... The ratio of titles featuring males and femal~s was 8:3. Throughout the 
books boys were presented as active and girls -as passive ... " 

(ii) In another study of school textbooks, Marjorie U'Ren {1971) found that only 15% of the 
illustrations that featured people, included women. As she points out, "we tend to forgetthe simple 
fact that the female sex is half the human species, that women are not merely a ladies' auxiliary to the 
human species" - [Ian Robertson- Page: 305.] U'Ren summarises school book gender differentiation 
with regard to personalities. "The emphasis on masculine sir~ngth extends beyond physical quali
ties. Males of all ages are pictured as having greater mental perseverance and moral strength than 
females. Not only are females more often described as lazy and incapable of independentthinking or 
direct action, but they are also shown as giving up more easily. They collapse into tears, they betray 
secrets, they are more likely to act upon petty or selfish motives: " 2 

(b) Leisure Reading : What the children read during their leisure time also influences their 
gender role assumptions. Children's literature every where has been found to contain stereotypic 
behaviour which describes traditional male and female gender roles. Normally, in all typical social 
stories the father of a family is pictured as a person who goes out for work while the mother who does 
not go oµt for work confines herself to the home and mostly to the kitchen work. Again the girls in the 

h It· is quite interesting to note that many studies especially in America, have pointed out that textbook materials 
are not prepared in a balanced' manner for they. are prejudiced against females. · 

2. Walh~~e an~ W1dla~ - Page: 359-360. 
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family are depicted as younger females assisting their mother to carry on household drudgery while 
the boys are presented as persons taking part in adventurous activities. Florence Howe (1971) has 
strongly criticised this type of a domesticated, home-loving mother. 1 

(c) Course Segregation : Academic courses and sports activities which the students opt for in 
schools are distinctly gender - segregated. Physical education classes have traditionally been segre
gated by gender. Certain classes such as sewing, embroidery, home science, are meant for girls. 
Courses such as caiperitfy, p11lmbirig, garage worle;etc., are rarely}Shose:ifby females. Many sports 
such as - wrestling, football; field hockey, cricket, volleyball, etc., are restricted to male sex. 

3. The Mass Media 
.. .. As~t lS well-krio~, the mass~media which mcludes hims, books, magazines, coillics~ielevision,~ 
radio, and records - are a powerful agency for socialisation. Although some media address factual 
matters, most material selected is presented for entertainment. What is transmitted, therefore, is not a 
realistic portrayal but an exaggerated version of social life. Gender images are often caricatures of 
eitlter the audience's or the sponsor's ideal people. Thus, an audience's ideal male is not just brave he 
is ridiculously brave; he is not just an ho~est idealist but is prepared to risk his life to pose himself to 
be so. Further, he is incredibly good-looking and lucky. The female ideal is a superhuman who is 
beautiful, tolerant but cunning and properly fulfils the male's adolescent sex fantasies. 

• Advertising: Advertisers normally present the images of men and women in such: a manner 
so as to impress the intended consumers. Sponsors may also portray the genders in ways which are 
appealing to the opposite sex. The image of women is presented variously and sometimes vulgarly in 
magazines and television advertising. Women, for example, are either portrayed as sex objects in an 
attempt to market various products to men, or as domesticated housewh.::es, in order to market home 
maintenance products to women. Advertisers have found· out one of the most effective devices of 
reaching a male audience and that is to associate their product with a seductively smiling female. The 
sexuality of women is thus exploited. Women writers have strongly criticised this type of exploitation 
of female gender for commercial purposes. 2 "Advertising ..... legitimizes the ideal, stereotyped roles 
of woman as a temptress, wife, mother, an.d sex object, and portrays women as less intelligent and 
more dependent than men. It makes women believe that their chief role is to please men and that 
their fulfilment will be as wives, mothers, and homemakers. It makes women feel unfeminine if they. 
are not pretty enough and guilty if they do not spend most of their time in desperate attempts to 
imitate gourmet cooks .... It makes women believe that their own lives, talents, and interests ought to 
be secondary to the needs of their husbands. ,,3 What is important is that the media do not transrmt a 
unified image of male and female gender roles. Often one sees traditional rol0s, frnqy0ntly one wit 
nesses fantasy roles and sometimes one sees the modem egalitarian roles. 

4. Role of Culture 
Our definitions of appropriate gender role behaviour are influenced by OQr culture also. Socially 

accepted ideas of how inen and women should behave are circulated among people in different ways. 
Language fuat we speak and the institutions through which we work also influence the circulation of 
-suc11--1cteas~---- - -- - ----------- ---- ---------------------

Ja)Rll.le iJ] L<mglfage : nPifferenc.es he:twee11ntl1en se.xes are refl1:c;ted. l1noug11 liinguag~. 'VV'e 
cannot speak of the other person without making reference to the other person's gender. In fact, in 

1. Accordmg to Florence. Howe, th!s type of presentation of Amencan family even at the fag end of the 20th 
century is totally inaccurate. As she says, in the .American context, "nine out of ten married women work outside 
the home at same paint in their lives and aver a third of mothers with children are currently at work" - Ian 
Robertson - Page : 305. 

2. Lucy Komisar's (1971) Comments on Advertising. 
3. As quoted by Ian Robertson - Page : 306 
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every discussion of a person, gender is revealed, but not age, race, ethnic background, religion, or 
social status. This constant reminder of who is male and who is female contributes to gender sociali
sation. The use of language is one means by which people learn what males and females should not 
be. Name-calling provides strong social control. 

(b) Influence of Interaction in Institutions on Gender Socialisation : Men and women's partici
pation in institutions too has its influence on gender socialisation. In most of the societies today 
women play very minor role in the major social institutiop.s such as -government, religion, economy 
legal institution, and to a certain extent, in education. In many societies, women voters outnumber 
men, but their direct participation in political institutions is far from satisfactory~ The proportion of 
female members in religious, legal and political organisations is comparatively low. The number of 
women in the paid work-force area is slowly increasing but not their leadership positions in the areas 
such as government, politics, industry, business, education, religion, etc. Women still constitute a 
minority in occupying the positions of formal power and prestige. For example, not a single woman has 
assumed the office of the President of America or the President ofindia. In neither of these countries, 
has a woman assumed the office of the ChiefJustice of the Supreme Court. Male and female children 
observe this and assume future roles for themselves. 

As far as the institution of family is concerned, women are still socially central and dominant. 
They only organise and take lead in most of the family activities . Women usually look after children, 
cook, wash clothes, clean or supervise the cleaning. "In order to come to parity with men in the other 
institutions, women must achieve cooperation within the family that will free their energies to work 
elsewhere if they choose to do so. " 1 

It is clear from the above, that through many different agents people are socialised into gender 
roles. Families give the earliest reinforcement for acting appropriately according to one's gender, and 
the environment continues to teach what is acceptable and what is not for men and for women. Gender 
roles are demonstrated and reinforced in almost every aspect of one's social life. 

7. THEORIES OF SEX-ROLE DIFFERENTIATION 

A SOCIOLOGICAL ANALYSIS 

,QR 

STRATIFICATION BY GENDER 
It is a universally observed fact that males and females are constantly assigned two different 

social roles. As N.J. Smelser [Page: 220] points out "There are 'boy' activities and 'girl' activities, 
'man's work and woman's 'work, behaviour that is 'just like a man' or 'just like a w.oman '."Nowhere 
they are treated alike or given similar status, responsibilities and positions. At the same time, the 
available evidences have made it clear that "anatomy is not destiny". It means, the unalterable biologi
cal factor of sex difference cannot satisfactorily explain the sex-role differentiation. Human beings can 
be socialised into a very wide range of sex roles with their associated gender characteristics. 

A sociological analysis of "sex-roles in society" always leads to a question - as to why sex-role 
· differentiation is observed in society and how it could be explained best. Sociologists have turned to 

all the major theoretical perspectives to understand how and why social distinctions between males 
and females are established. Each approach focuses on culture, rather than biology as the principle 
cause of gender differences. But, in other respects, there are wide disagreements between advocates 
of these sociological perspectives. 

Arguments of two major sociological perspectives, a) functionalist perspective, and b) conflict 
perspective; - relating to sex~role differentiation may be considered here. 

1. Wallace and Wallace - Page: 366. 
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(a) A Functionalist Theory OR Explanation 

The functionalist view maintains that the sex role differentiation was highly functional in tradi

tional and pre-industrial societies, for men and women were to play very different roles. It stresses that 

a society furicfions more efficiently if there is a di.Vision of tasks and 1espot1Sibilities and if its members 

are socialised to play specific roles. Though this divisiOn of labour need not necessarily take place 

a1on.1rrue-sexiines~-it-co11ld--aiso-be·done-on the-basis-ofsex-ual-differenees.'The-funGtiionalists-also 

maintain that gender differentiation has contributed to overall social stability. 

·Are the traditional sex roles still functional in a modem indtistrial society ? Tacott Parsons .and 

Rubert Bales, lwv functional sociologists have suggested a positive function ofsex..role differentia;. 

tion. They have claimed that the modem family needs two adults who will specialise 1n particular.roles. -

The father assumes the "instrumental role", which focuses on the relationship between the family 

and the outside world. This role is also .concerned with job and money-making or income-generating 

activities. The mother assumes the "expressive role" which focuses on relationships within the 

family. The mother is also responsibk for providing the love and support that is needed to hold the 

family together. This role includes the task of maintenance of harmony and the .internal emotional 

affairs of the family. . 

The functionalists have thus concluded that "the male's instrument roie requires that he be 

dominant atJd competent; the female's expr~ive role requires that she be passive and nurturant. 

The family unit functions more effectively than.it would if the roles were not so sharply defined." [Ian 

Roberlson-294.] 

Criticisms Against the Functionalist Theory 

···· ··· Fiirictionll.list-theoryhasbeeii bitterly ·cnticise<i; A: few. ofthemam poirits oferitieism-ean-be 

mentioned below. · · 

1. Some sociologists have argued that this theory oversimplifies the complexities of contemporary 

sex-roles. 

2; This theory only defends the status quo relating to the traditional sex roles. 

3. Critics have said that the traditional sex roles may have been furlct1onal in traditional societies 

but they make no sense in a diversified modem society. In these societies, the daily activities of 

men and women are far removed from these prllnitive origins. 

an "instrumental" role in society, or on men who would prefer to play an "expressive role". 

5. The. theory also says nothing aboµt the dysfunctions to society of preventing half of the pppu'-. 

lation from participating fully in economic life. 

(b) A Conflict Theory OR Explanation 

A functionalist can explain how sex-role inequalities arose,·but a conflict iµmlris may offer a 

better explanation of why they persist. These theorists do not deny the presence ofa differentiation 

· -by gender; In fi\a;tliey. argue~tru::-i'elationship-hetweeii-tnales-and--females-~een-00e-Ot"-----

unequal power, with men in a dgum1ant position !!Ver wmnen. Previously. menmight have become 

· · powerful in pre-industrial tunesoecausetlierr size, pnystcat-strengtlnmdfreedom from-child~beiµing 

. duties allowed them to dominate women physically. But, in pre~ent day societies, such considerations 

. are not that important Yet, cultural beliefs about' the sexes are· now long established. Such beliefe 

support a social st1UctUle,-whicl1 places males in eontrelling pQSi'tions 

. . Conflict theorists al~ays see gender differences as a reflection of the subjugation :of o,ie group 

(women) by another group {men). A few opinions expressed by some. of these theorists may be 

considered here. ' . 

Letly _cottin Pogrebin ( 1981 ), a feririnistauthor, suggestuhatthe two trucial messages of gen

der-role stereotypes are that .. "boys are better" and "girls are. meant to bf mothers". The system in 

i 
I 
I 
I 
I 
' 
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order to maintain male dominance· makes arrangements to socialise children to accept traditional 
gender role divisions as natural and just. 

Barbara Bovee Polk [1974], a sociologist, while describing the "conflicting cultures approach" 
to gender differences, observes that "masculine values have higher status and constitute the domi-
nant and visible culture of the society. They ...... provide the standard for adulthood and normality. " 
According to this view, "women are oppressed because they constitute an alternative subculture 
which deviates from the prevailing masculine value system" 1 

llelen Hacker (1951) has argued that women can be regarded as a minority group in society, in 
much the same as racial or other minorities that suffer from discrimination. She draws a number of 
convincing comparisons between the situation of women and the situation of Blacks in America. She 
has also shown that both groups are at a disadvantage as a result of a status ascribed to them on the 
unalterable grounds of sex or race. 

Randall Collins (1971), yet another conflict theorist, argues that sexual inequalities, like any 
other structure, social inequality, are based on a conflict of interests between the dominant and sub
ordinate group. Because of the sexual.inequalities, women who constitute the lower-status group, are 
not able to make use of their best talents. This natUrally gives a chance to the males who constitute the 
superior status group, to make use of the best in them. Men may not hatch any deliberate conspiracy 
to take this advantage. It only means that the existing arrangements benefit the dominant group and 
hence it may not get any motivation to change them. "Since the cultural arrangements of any SQciety 
always reflect the interests of the dominant group, sex roles continue..to reinforce the pattern of maie 
dominance. " 2 

Conclusion 
Each of these theories ha§ its own argument but none of them explains every kind of sex-role 

differentiation. At the same time, these two theories are not found to be contradictory always, espe
cially on the issue of sex roles. There are functional theorists who would also accept that traditional 
sex roles are becoming dysfunctional in the modem world. Similarly, there are conflict theorists who 
would accept that sex inequalities may have arisen because they were functional then, even if they are 
no longer functional now. What is more important is that both perspectives agree on one point: the 
existing sex-role patterns are primarily social in origin, not biological. 

8. SEXISM AND ITS CONSEQUENCES 
The Concept of Sexism 

Human societies have various types ofinequalities - such as social, economic, racial, ethnic, and 
so on. Sexual inequality is also one of such inequalities. These inequalities are often justified by one 
or the other kllld of ideology. For example, racism3 is an ideology which helps the dominant race to 
impose its will on the weaker ones. The ideology of racism is often used by the Whites to victi.'nise the 
Blacks. Similarly, sexism is an ideology which is used by men to victimise women. 

• "Sexism is the ideology that one sex is superior to the other. The term is generally used to 
refer to male prejudice and discrimination-against women." - Richard Schaefer 4 

I e Sexism refers to "any attitudes and actions which overtly or covertly discriminate against 
women or men on the grounds of their sex or gender. " - Collins Dictionary of Sociology 5 

1. Richard T. Schaefer in "Sociology" • Page: 277. 
2. ian Robertson - Page: 296. 
3. Racism : "Racism is a phenomenon in which a group that is seen as inferior or different is exploited and oppressed 

by a dominant group." - Blaum!!' 
4. Richard Schaefer in. "Sociology" - International Edition - Page: 280. 
5. "Collins Dictionary of Sociology" - Page: 589. 
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Sexism ts thus unfair discrimination on the basis of sex. In sexism, one sex is discriminated against 
another [normally men discriminating against women], but it is not always done openly and inthe 
presence of all. Many a time, it is practised secretly, silently and in an undeclared manner. 

Sexism in modem societies is reflected in attitudes that reinforce the sub-ordinated status of 
women. It is an ideology that justifies prejudice or discrimination based on sex. It results in the 
c~nneling of women into statuses considered appropriate for women and their exclusion from sta
tl.lses considered approprfafo for ·rn.en: Sexfafatifriides-also tena fo ''objecil.fo'' women, which means 
they treat women as objects of sex. They do not consider women as individuals worthy of a full 
measure of respect and equal treatment in social institutions. 
inst1tut1ona1··-~n1scr1m1nat1oamrn·ancr--·sex1sni · -· ···· · -····~~·-

Institutional discrimination refers to the "denial of opportunities and equal rights to individu
als or:_ groups which result from the normal operations of a society. "1 In the same way, it could be 
said that women suffer from both individual acts of sexism and from institutional sexism. . 

It is quite known that in almost all the modem civilised countries, particular men are prejudiced in 
their treatment of women. Even the major institutions of our society such as - armed forces, large 
business establishments, police force, courts, the media, transport system, heavy industries, etc., are 
controlled by men. Thes~ institutions, in their 'normal' day-to-day operations, often discriminate 
against women and perpetuate sexism. In the Indian context also, there are a number of instances in 
which helpless vvomen who go to police station seeking justice, are often cheated there. The media 
continue to repre,sent women even today in a vulgar manner. 

Why is There Sexism - ? 
Why is sexism practised ? Whydo males, and male-dominated institutions disc;riminate against 

women ? Questions like these naturally arise in any dtseussion of sexism. Barbara Bovee Polk 
[1974] has stated that men in their own interest to maintain power and privilege over women, are 
practising sex differentiation. It is, indeed, a power game in which men want to establish their 
supremacy over women. B.B. Polk writes : ''power over women in personal relationships gives 
men what they want, whether that be sex, smiles, chores, admiration, increased leisure, or control 
itself. Men occupy and actively exclude women from positions of economic and political power in 
society. These positions give men a heavily disproportionate share of the rewards of society, 
especially economic reward$. "2 

THE COSTS AND CONSEQUENCES OF SEXISM 

(a) Consequences of Sexism 
(i) The Talents of Women Go Unutilised: The practice of 'sexism 'has made society pay a heavy 

economic and psychological price for it. Due to the justification of the ideology of sexism and it~ 
practice, the society is not in a position to make use of the talents of half of its population, that is, 
female population. ' 

__(ii)l'~o.visioliof-Yery_Limited_fJpporlunitiesF or_Wamen:_Sexism_place~s~dousJimitatioJJJ> . __ 
on the options and opportunities for women, because of these limitations women are not able to 
assume· many of-the responsibilities-and statuses-eveRthoughthey-have the needed capac1tie&and_ . 
qualifications. Men on the contrary, do not suffer from these limitations. Sandra and Daryl Bem's 
[1970] views are worth mentioning here: " ...... when a boy is born, it is difficult to predict what he will 
be doing twenty-five years later. We cannot say, whether he will be an artiS,t or a doctor ot a college 
professor, because he will be permitted to develop and fulfil his own identity. But if the newborn 

1. Richard T. ·Schaefer in "Sociology" - Page: 280. 
2. Barbara Bovee Polk as quoted by Richard Sch~efer in "Sociology" - Page: 280. 
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child is a girl, we can predict with almost complete certainty how she will be spending her time 
twenty-fiveyears later. Her individuality does not have to be considered; it is irrelevant. "1 

(b) the Practice Sexism 

1. Economic Costs of Sexism 
In comparison with men, the economic costs to women are greater. Even though women have 

equal qualifications on par with men, in many business establishments they are paid less than what 
men in the same profession get. In fact, there are legislations such as "The Equal Remuneration Act, 
l 9 7 6. '' [passed in India] which remove wage discrimination between male and female workers. But in 
actuality, these legislations remain in majority of the instances as dead letters. Studies have proved 
that families that rely on female breadwinners are found to be poorer than the ones which have male 
breadwinners. 

Any society that ascribes low status to some of its members on such arbitrary grounds as race, 
caste, or sex is artificially restricting the economic contribution of part of the population. To be fully 
efficient, a modem industrial economy must allow social mobility on the grounds of merit, and not · 

. restrict it on the grounds of an irrational ascribed status. 

2. The Psychological Costs of ·Sexism 
(a) Women Being Treated as Thoughtless Objects and Not Subjects: Sexism involves 

psychological costs also for women. Unlike other species, human beings are said to possess greater 
creative ability, capacity to act]:mand shape the external environment. But in reality, this basic human 
experience is largely restricted to men only. Women experience it only second hand, that is, through 
their supportive role of the men who act, and shape the world. Women's experience becomes passive 
rather than active. More than that, they tend to be treated as thoughtless objects and not subjects in 
the social environment 

(b) Pressures of Role-Conflicts For. Women: Since women are to bear the brunt of mother
hood, they are forced to forego many educational, political, cultural and economic opportunities, and 
are made to accept the feminine ideal - a thing of beauty, and perfect housewife. If they accept these 
stereotypes or expectations they must give up the idea of exploring their talents. If they dare to reject 
them, then they risk severe role-conflicts. They may even be accused of being "unfeminine. " 

( c) The Challenges of Ageing Specially Haunt Women : Added to the role-conflicts, women 
\have yet another psychological problem. The female self-concept depends much~on physical appear
ance and a motherhood role. The process of ageing disturbs this ~elf-concept. Many women face this 
process with distaste and even shame. On the contrary, growing old is not a big trial for men. A man 
~n his forties and fifties may still hope to attract younger women. His job also helps him to obtain 
Continuous source of identit'; that is denied to a mother \Vhen her children mature and leave homeo 
Women especially in the Western context, may find the last 2/3 of their lives something of a challenge 
as their youth and their children are slowly lost to them. 

( d) Stra.fns and Pressure Experienced By Men As A Result of the Practice of Sexism : Due 
to the va.st socio-economic and technological changes, the male role is undergoing heavy stresses 
and ~trains. The a:vailable data especially regarding the western society, cautions about the outcome 
of these strains. Some of the alarming facts about these outcomes2 are mentioned below: 

i) 'the available data have revealed that men are 5 times more likely than women to commit 
~uic~de; 

ii) Men are 3 times more likely to suffer from severe mental disorders. 

L Sandra and Daryl Bern as quoted by Ian Robertson in "Sociology" - ;Pag\): 306. 

2. So1,1rrce : fan Robertson - Page : 306 - 307. 
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iii) Men are 14 times more likely to become alcoholics and the majority of narcotic addicts are 
found to be males. 

Men are likely to suffer more than women from all stress-related diseases such as ulcers, 
asthama, hypertension, and heart disease. 

v) Men commit ,8 times as many murders as women do and are also responsible for 95% of 
violent crimes. 

- ---- -

vi) . It is generally known that men are far morefrequently involved in acts of violence than 
women . 

. e)Tht!, _C'!!il!i i!f Cm'!ti!!1!'1lly.l11s._.1!.11.siti~e_ll.pJe_s.: M!::l!Qft~n_fli!<l.lt!!l!J.~~!!~!l~!ig.t.Q_r~y_eiiJo_r ... 
show too much of affection for other men. They are unprepared for the emotional closeness that is 
increasingly expected of a lover or husband. Their frequent assumption that women are in some 
ways inferior makes truly meaningful relationships with women very difficult for them. As a result, 
many men are virtually incapable of showing tenderness to the opposite sex. Some others, play a 
different role treating females as commodities and avoiding.personal involvement with them, and 

I I 

the main emphasis is on sexually manipulating women. "The male's nurturant potential as a hus-
band and father is undermined by his continual need to strive, compete, and achieve. " 1 

9. WOMEN'S LIBERATION MOVEMENT 

OR 
FEMINIST MOVEMENT 

Concept of Feminism or Women's Liberation 
Men and women are born equal and theYshould always be treated so. There shou10 be rio 

sexual discrimination. Treating women as inferior especially to men and considering them indi
viduals of the "second sex", is not fair. When one speaks of women's duties, one should show 
equal respect to women's rights. Providing equal rights, opportunities and statuses to women on 
par with men is essential and morally mandatory. A powerful advocac,y and justification of views 
such as these, is known as "feminism ". A social movement launched in support of these views 
under the leadership of women, can be regarded as 'feminist movement' or 'women 's movement', 
or 'women's liberation movement' [and briefly as 'women's lib movement'.] 

Befi11itio11 of 'Fe111inisn1' 01 'Feminist l\lo1ement' . . . \ 

(i) N. Abercrombie : "Feminism is a doctrine suggesting that women are systematically 
disadvantaged in modern society and advocating equal opportunities for men and 
women." 

(ii) The New Encyclopaedia Britannica [Vol.12. Page: 733] : "Women's liberation movement 
also called feminist movement refers to a social movement that seeks equal rights for 
women, giving them equal status with men and freedom to decide their own careers and 

- - -life-partners.-~· ---- - -- -- ... --- ---

(iii) Collins Didhmary of Soeiology : Feminism refers to "a holistic theory1 concerned with 
the nature· ofwoman 's global oppression and subordination to men; " 

• Feminism is also referred to as "a sociopolitical theory and practice which aims to free 
all women from male supremacy and exploitation. " 

Feminist Movement - Not A Powerful Social Movement as Yet 
The feminist movement of the Wes tern origin, generally has followed the spread of the Industrial 

Revolution and the associated breakdown of traditional norms and the attainment of economic inde-

1. Ian Robertson - Page : 307. 
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pendence by women. Although feminist movements existed much earlier in America, [that is , in 1850s 
referred to as the first phase of the movement] they lost most of their impetus after the voting right 
was granted to women. "In the West today, feminism having achieved its original objectives, has 
become more of a psychological state - a constellation of certain attitudes held by individual 
women than a social movement. It remains a social movement in its traditional form in .certain 
currently industrialising nq,twns, particularly those in which women have traditionally held a 
subordinate position. nl 

A GLANCE OF THE GROWfH OF FEMINISM 

The First Wave of Fembtism 
Feminism as a socizj. movement took its origins in the 18th century England which sought to 

achieve equality between the sexes by extension of rights to women. In the 1890s, radical women 
and men with· liberal outlook campaigned for votes for women and women's acces~ to education 
and professions. After the achievement of the voting rights [in 1920 in the USA and 1928 in 
England] the yigour of the movement was lost. Feminists then devoted much of their attention to 
assert their objective of equal rights with men in the public sphere, and to enhance their position 
in the private sphere of the family. The develop:ment is referred to as "the first wave" in the 
feminist movement. · 

The Second Wave of Feminism 
The second wave of feminism emerged in the 1960s - 1970s onwards has many different strands. 

This has persisted as a social movement into the present. The structured inequality of the sexes, 
[which refers to. the non-biological differences of gender, that is, notions of "masculinity" and "femi
ninity" so long taken for granted is now being vigorously challenged. What was once regarded as an 
unalterable fact oflife is now seen by millions of people to be nothing more than a cultural product of 
human society. Although women still occupy a sub-ordinate status in almost all areas of the Western 
social life, there is a growing consensus that this situation is irrational and unjust. 

In the American context, the second wave of feminism was inspired by the publication of the 
two pioneering books in defence of women's rights: (i) Simone de BeauvQir's book "The Second 
Sex", and (ii) Betty Friedan's book "The Feminine Mystique. "In addition, the general political activ
ism of the 1960s -1970s [a period in which many American women were working for Black Civil Rights, 
or against the war in Vietnam] made many women decide that they needed to establish their own 
movement for "women s liberation. " 

Further, studies of gender inequality conducted by social scientists like Alice Rossi: ( 1964) and 
Jessi Bernard.( 1964), played a major part in creating an awareness among women. At the same time, 
another less formal network of women was developing. Women who were experiencing sexism within 
other social movements - the anti-war mo~ement, the civil rights movement, the environmental 
protection movement, and the labour movem/ent - began to form small "consciousness-raising" 
groups. 

~odal awareness among women started growing in America especially regarding the gen
der discrimination. More and more women became aware of sexist attitudes and practices -
[including attitudes they themselves had accepted through socialisation into traditional gen
der roles) - and began to challenge male dominance. A sense of "sisterhood" [much like "class
consciousness" about which Karl Marx had spoken of] became evident. Individual women 
identified their interests with those of the collectivity of women. Women made it known that 
they could no longer be happy in "submissive, and subordinare roles" [comparable to 'false 
consciousness " in Marxist terms]. 

l. William P. Scott in "Dictionary of Sociology"• Page : 154. 
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Women for the first time developed a new sense of group solidarity. As a result, loyalty was 
fostered within feminist consciousness raising groups. Women started sharing their personal 
feelings, experiences, and conflicts. Many discovered that their 'individual' problerns'were shared 
by other ·.vomen. Such awareness of common oppression is a %; condition for social change. 
Consciousness or awareness is essential in mobilising a group fi collective action. 

1The rising consciousness among the American women gave the feminist movement there a 
new strength. They became successful in bringing an amendment to the legislation on equal 
rights; obtaining greater representation for women in government; better facilities for the women 
ofJhe mimuitygro_up_s;Jheyalso became. successful i11makingfedend governm~ntsJooM1l<Lw_se)'.{ 
discrimination in education and obtained the right to legal abortions. Feminists have also con
demned the foreed sterilisation of poor and minority women, sexist advertising, pornography and 
violence against women within and outside the family. 

Creation of New Consciousness Among Women By the Feminist Movement 
The feminist movement in the West is comparatively strong. A large number of women have now 

become aware of the sexist attitudes afl:d practices of men. They have protested against the attempt to 
impose upon them through socialisation either traditional sex roles or male domination. Women, 
especially in the urban set up, remain no more as individuals but as a united force. A new type of unity 
and solidarity is slowly growing among them. In many urban centres in the, West, the feminist move
ment still continues to be a big force. 

Varied Purposes of the Movement 
The feminist movement has not been able to get open support everywhere. In fact, men in 

some places and women in some others have often opposed it. The very purposes of the movement 
have also not been the same everywhere. For example; In some part of Africa its purpose may be 
to fight for the removal of the practice of paying heavy bride-price. In Middle Asia, the movement· 
may aim at obtaining greater freedom to women in d,ress matters. In some other nations, the move
ment may have to fight against a legal condition imposed on women which i'nsi.sts on obtaining the 
prior permission of their husbands to fight any legal battle in a Court. In Western Europe, these 
feminists are busy in fighting against the misrepresentation of women in the media. In industrialis
ing societies, the leaders of this movement may put forward a demand for paying equal remunera
tion for equal work. In a nation like India, leaders of this movement may have to fight for -social 
freedom and equal social status for women, and the estabhshirient of soc10-econormc environment 
free from exploitation of all kinds 

The Feminist Campaign : Five Basic Approaches Proposed by Barbara Bovee Polk 
In connection with the feminist campaign for social change, Barbara Bovee Polk ( 197 4) spoke of 

some basic approaches among which the following may be noted. 
1. Attempts by women to resocialize themselves and overcome traditional gender-role conditioning. 

2. ~fforts_Jocha,ng(!_day-!o-day J>e!SO!lal itl!e:ra.ctio!l&_Vll_ith !!len'a.nd C>theE!"'()~en and to avoid 1 

conventional sexist patterns. 
3. . Use ofthe media andacadermc worldto combatsex1sm and re.sor.:1ah:z;e_ others 19 more ega.litarian 

values and greater respect for women. 
4. Challenges to male dominance of social institutions through demonstrations, boycotts, lawsuits, 

.and other tactics. 
5. Creation of alternative institutions, such as women's self-help medical clinics, publishing houses, 

and communes.1 

1. Barabara Bovee Polk as. quoted by Richard T. Schaefer in "Sociology" - Page : 290. 
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WOMEN . IN THE INDIAN SOCIETY 
No where in the history of humanity men and women were treated alike and assigned statuses 

alike. Women have not been able to lead a life exactly on par with men in spite of their urge for equality. 
But women in ancient India, particularly during the Vedic period, enjoyed a position which was on the 
whole much more satisfactory than in the later periods. Women underwent almost a kind of servitude 
during the Medieval period and their position went on improving during the British period and after 
independence. Today, Indian women are almost assigned an equal status with men. AH their political, 
economic, educational and other disabilities have been removed legally. 

10. STATUS OF WOMEN IN INDEPENDENT INDIA 
The status of Indian woman has radically changed since independence. Both the structural 

and cultural changes provided equality of opportunities to women in education, employment and 
political participation. With the help of these changes exploitation of women, to a great extent, was 
reduced. More freedom and better orientation were provided to the women's organizations to pursue 
their iliterests. Importance ofresearches, national policies and programmes focused on women came 
to be increasingly realised. Several commissions were appointed by the Central and State governments 
to study the causes of low status of women and to protect their. rights in various fields .• Tue 
cdebration of "International Women 's Year" in 197 5 and the activities of UNESCO also created 
awareness of the problems of women. 

The improvement in the status oflndian women especially after independence can be analysed 
in the light of the ~jor changes that have taken place in areas such as legislations, education, 
~conomic and employment sector, political participation and awareness of their rights on the part 
of women, etc. 

1. Constitution and Legislation in Support of Women's Cause 
' 

• Constitutional provision for equality to women: The constitution ofindia does not discriminate 
between men and women. All the men and women ofindia are equally entitled to individual freedom, 
fundamental rights including the right to participate in social, cultural, religious, educational; economic 
and political activities. The constitution provides for equality of sex and offers protection t,o women~, 
against exploitation. It has given the voting right to women and in no way treats women as second 
grade citizens. 

• Social legislations safeguarding women's interests: The Government of Independent India 
undertook a number of legislative measures to safeguard the interests of women. Some of them 
may be noted here. 
(i) The Hindu Marriage Act; 1955 which prohibits polygamy, polyandry 'and child marriage 

and concedes equal rights to . women to divorce and to remarry. 
(ii) The Hindu Success(on Act, 1956 which provides for women the right to parental propert'j. 

(iii) The Hindu Adoption and Maintenance Act, 1956 which gives a childless woman the right 
to· adopt a child and to claim maintenance from the husband if she is divorced by him. 

(w) The Special Marriage Act, 1954 which provides rights to women on par with men for intercaste 
marriage, love marriage and registered marriage. 1The Act has also fixed the minimum age of 
marriage\at 21 for males and 18 for females. 

(v) The Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961 which declares the taking of dowry an unlawful activity 
and thereby prevents the exploitation of women. 

(VI") Other Legislatlons: 
(a) · The.Suppression of Immoral Traffic of Women and Girls, Act, 1956 which gives protection 

to woorien from being kidnapped and being compelled becotile prostitutes. 
(b) The Medical Termination of Pregnancy Act, 1971 which legalises abortion conceding 

the right of a woman to go for abortion on the ground of physical and mental health. 
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( c) The Criminal Law Amendment Act, 1983 which seeks to stop· various types of crimes 

against women. 

(d) The Family Court Act, 1984, which seeks to provide justice to women who get involved 

in family disputes. , ' 

( e) The Indecent Representation of Women {Prohibitwn] Act, 1986 which prohibits the vulgar 

presentation of women in-the media such as - . new.spapers, cinema,_T.V., etc. 

(f) The 73rd and 7 4th Constitution Amendment Acts, 1993 which empower women and seek 

to secure greater participation .of women at all the levels of the Panchayat System. 

- l=o=Wumen=in=the==Field= of:-Ed:ucation-

After Independence, women of India took· to education in a relatively larger number. For 

example, in 1901, the literacy level of the feJl1llles in India was just 0.6%; it increased to 54.16% 

in 200L This brought down the gap between male and female literacy rates from 28.84% in 1991 

to 21.70% in 200L Various benefits such as freeship, scholarship, loan facility, hostel facility etc. 

are being given to women who go for higher education. By making use of the new opportunities, 

a large number of girl students go for higher education today. For example, in 1950-51 the percentl,\ge 

of girl students pursuing higher education was 10.9% [that is, out of the total enrollment] and this 

increased to 32.0% in 1992.1 In fac(the National Educational Policy 1986, has been in favour 

of empowering woman through education. It gave a call to remove the_gender prejudices by the 

inclusion of relevant lessons in the curriculum. It promoted the opening of women study, centres 

in colleges and universities. 

• Separate Schools and Colleges For Girls : In many towns and cities, educational institutions 

meant only for female children have been established. For example, in 1958-59 there were l 46.colleges 

meant exclusively for women and the number incre_ased to 824 colleges in 1992. The educational 

performance of girl students at high school and college levels, is proving to be bettet than that 

of boys especially after 1990s. This performance of girls makes it evident that intellect 1s not the 

monopoly of men alone. 

• Women Universities : The nation has gone much ahead in the field of female education 

and we have today some universities exclusively meant for women. Examples: (i) SNDT[S~thif 

Nathibai Damodar Tiiacketsey] University for Women [Poona]; {ii) Padmavathi UniversityFor 

Women [Tirupati]; (iii) Mother Teresa University for Women [Kodai Kenai, Tamil Nadu]. (iv) Womens 

University, Bijapur [Kamatijcii]. GrrJ students are gemng admitted on n:writ basis to the pxestigioos· 

eBgineeriDg and medical coileges in relatively a bigger number during the recent years. Women 

have now ·realised that eQucation makes a lot of difference in the social status of the individual 

whether they are men or women. It must be noted here. that even though city women are quite 

(ionscious of education and. its importance, ·more than 60% of our rural women are still illiterate 

and only a negligible number of them develop their educational career. 

3. Women in the Economi~ and. ~mpfoyment Fields 

In bothvillagesiindCitieS:ihere has been a :remarkal:He increase 41. th:e numberofwomen going 

out of the fow walls of the hOUseheld and becoming 'l.'orkers. In the 'em.ploymeut market'. ~· 

. are giving a :tough competition to the memolk: In some fields~- the number of women employees 

is steadily increasing. For example, women WQrking as teachers, college professors, doctors, nurses, 

advocates, judges, managers, administrators, police officers, bank employees, clerks, typists, tele

phone operators, receptionists, persorr.rl assistants and so on, are to be JeWtd in almo!!t a]l major 

cities. In big cities, women do not hesitate to work as bus conductors and drivers, pohce constables, 

1. Source. of Statisties : UGC Reports as quoted by Shamlm Aleem in "Women'.Y Development Problems a11tJ_, 

Prospects" [19961 Page: 88-89. 
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autoriksha drivers and so on. Since 1991, they are being recruited into the three wings of the armed 
forces namely, military, air force and naval force. In urban areas, women white -collar workers are 
onthe increase since 1970. On seeing the rise ofthese "new women", M.N. Srinivas had exclaimed 
long back tliat "it is nothing short of a revolution 11• 

5. Awareness of Women Regarding Their Rights 
Women in independent India.have more rights than their counterparts in many other countries 

of the world. But most of our women are not very conscious of these rights. Uneducated rural women 
do not have any awareness of their rights. Prof. Ram Ahuja conducted a studyl a few years ago 
in eight villages of a district in Rajasthan among 753 women belonging to different age-groups. 
His .intention was to assess the degree of awareness and measure the level of satisfaction among 

. women about the rights sanctioned by the Constitution of India. He concluded that the level of 
awareness of rights by women depends upon the following four aspects. 
(i) Individual background of women which refers to their educational level, aspiration level and 

personal needs. 
(ii) Social environment of women which includes the social expectations of kins, husband's values 

and family members' perceptions. 
(iii) Economic base ofwomen whkh refers to the level of class-membership, that is, whether they 

belong to lower class, middle class or upper class, and 
(iv) Subjective perception of women which refers to women's own feeling and assessment of their 

statuses and roles. 
In Prof. Ahuja's study more than 75% of women were unaware of their rights; 20% of them 

did not have any awareness of their political rights; le~s than 1/3 of women had the chance of 
inheriting their husband's property and only 0.5% of them got a share of the father's property. 

On· the basis of the above study and some other general observations made byi experts, it 
could be concluded that even today majority of our women are being identified not as independent 
individuals but only as daughters, wives, mothers or as family members. Women are also not ready 
for their separate or independentidentification. Hence, women are still regarded as belonging to 
the "weaker section ". 

It can also be said that majority of our women [surely more than 50%] are happy with their 
~family life and do not cherish any ambition relating to political and public life. Those earning women 
members also do not have the full freedom to spend their money in accordance with their own will 
and wish. Most of the women do not prefer to take decisions on important matters but leave them 
to their menfolk's discretion. Thus, our women are not completely free from the hold of the customs. 
In the unorgaPised sector, exploitation of \Vernen continues, for Lliey are illiterate, ignorant and 
unorganised. In most of the homes male-children are still being preferred to female children. It appears 
that the societal approach towards women, their role and status has not radically changed. Hence, 
bringing about more and more legislations to ensure better opportunities to grant more rights and 
concessions, is of no benefit unless there is a basic change in the people's attitude towards women 
and women 's role in society. 

11. PROBLEMS OF WOMEN IN MODERN INDIA 
Women in independent India are comparatively in a more respectable position. Some of the 

problems which had been haunting the community of women for centuries are not found now. 
Problems such as child marriage, practice of 'sati ', prohibition on widow remarriage, exploitation 
of widows, devadasi system, purdah system, etc. have almost disappeared. Development in the 
field of science and technology, universalisation of education, socio-political movements, 

1. Ref: Ram Abuja's "Indian Social System" - Page: 11 12. 
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modernisation and similar developments have changed the approach of people towards women 
to a certain extent. These develeopments boosted the morale and self-confidence of women. 
As a result, Indian women now feel that they too have their own individuality, personality, 
self-respect, talent, capacity and efficiency. Many of those women who could grab the oppor-1 
tunities extended to them have proved that they are capable of discharging the responsibilities 
assigned to them on par with men. The nation which neglected almost 50% of its population 
for several centuries has now understood the iiec£ssity of givfog- equal rights and oppoi"fu:ilities 
to its womenfolk. · 

The Constitution of India provides equal rights and opportunities to women. It does not make 
-any cil.scrumnatlon-on tne-grounus- of sex: Indiii1 -woriieri are also rcspoooing positively-to this 
changed socio-political situation. This does not mean that our· women are completely free from 
problems. On the contrary, the changing situation is causing them new problems. They are now beset 
with new stresses and strains. Some of the major problems haunting the modem women may briefly 

be analysed here. 

1. Increasing Violence Against Women 
• Violence is Almost Universal: Most societies exhibit violence in one way or another. Violence 

against men or women is a social problem because, a large number ofpeople are affected by it almost 
everyday. Each of us is affected in countless ways by the climate of violence. Violence disrupts 
society. Every society creates institutions designed to achieve certain ends. Violence cuts short 
normal institutional functions. Every act of violence, from assault to armed revolution, detracts to 
some degree from the authority normally vested in society. 

• Women as Victims of Violence: Who is most likely to be victimised by violent crime? Women 
are less likely to be victimised by violent crime than men, though for some crimes and among some 
groups of women, victimisation is higher than men. Violence against women is not a new phenomenon 
in India. "Women in Indian society have been victims of ill-treatment, humiliation, torture, and 
exploitation for as long as written records of social organisation and family life are available. 
These records are replete with incidents of abduction, rape, murder, and torture of women. But, 
regretfally, female victims of violence have not been given much attention in the literature on social 
problems or in the literature on criminal violence. "1 

• Increasing Crimes Against Women : Crime against women is an ever-increasing problem. 
This preelem.kas eeea §I9"<iRg mgre and more acute jn India during the recent years. Crimes against 
women include violence against women, rape, molestation, dowry harassment, wife-battering, 
kidnappingfemale children to be sold znto brothel homes,1orc1ble embracement,forcible 1eligious 
conversion. cheating young women with a promise to marry them or fetch them a job and variOus 
types of sexual harassments and abuse of women including eve teasing. 

As per the report [1994] of the "Crime Record Bureau" of the Central Home Ministry,2 crimes 
against women increased to a great extent in the year 1993-94. As per this report, in India on an 
a,yen,tge, (i)ev~ry day for every 6 minutes one atrocity is committed against woman; (ii) for every 
44 minutes a woman-is kidnapped; (Hlf:forevezy4 / minutes a woman is-I·aped; (iv}every day--17 
dowry death$take place. The same xepmt says that erimesagamst women increaselt two times in 
the last 10 years: instances of rape by 466o/o m the last two decades; instances of Kicmappiil.g 
and blackmailmg women by 30% between 1974 and 1993. In 1993 alone about 82,818 instances 
of crimes against women were registered. Many cases are not registered. It is said that only J 0% 

of the rape cases are reported. 

1. Prof. Ram Ahuja in "Violence Against Women" [1998]. Page - 11. 
2. Source : Report in "Udayavani" Kannada daily dated 27th Feb - 1994. 
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Violence Against Women Within and . Outside Family 
In a male dominated society like India violences against women are unfortunately increasing at 

an alarming rate. Such violences can be grouped into two types : violence women within 
the family, and (b) violence against women outside .the family. 

(a) Violence Against Women Within the Family.tH' Domestic Violence: Women are often 
s:ubjecHo violence within the family, a place which is expected to protect their dignity and assure their 
safety. This type of violence includes 'crimes such --- dowry related harassments including death, 
wife-battering, marital rape, sexual abuse of female children and women one's own family, 
deprivation of sufficient food to female members, committing incestuous offences, inducing female 
members of the family to resort to sex-trade,female genitatmutilation, abusing female servants of the 
family, and so on. 

(b) Violence Against Women Outside the Family or Social Violence: Kidnapping, rapL11g and 
murdering women are very serious offences. The society at large itself is to be blamed for many types 
o\ violences that are committed against women especially outside the family. Such violences include 
- - - compelling women for abortion and to undergo tubectomy operation, eve-teasing, kidnapping 
girls of pre-matured age and forcing them to marry, sexual harassment of women employees in work 
place, immoral trafficking in women and girls, forced prostitution, kidnapping and mutilating the 
organs [such as hands, legs, ears, nose, etc.] of female children to use them for the purpose of 
begging, resorting to forcible religious conversion of young women, blackmailing of women, throwing 
acid at the faces of girls who refuse to marry, the police and the jail personnel committing sexual 
crimes against female prisoners, the police, armed forces and the border security forces committing 
sex crimes against the female citizens in the border areas and so on. 

2. Gender Discrimination 
Gender discrimination refers to "the practice whereby one sex is given preferential treatment 

over the others. 'rt The practice of giving social importance to the biological differences between men 
and women is there everywhere. In some societies, these differences are very much pronounced while 
in others, they are given less importance. Even the Indian society is not an exception to this. 

Different Faces of the Practice' of "Gender Discrimination" 
' 
In comparision with some other social problems, "gender discrimination'.' does not "appear" to 

be a serious prob,lefu in India. It "appears" to be so because, it has not been made a very big social 
issue so far. But in reality, it has weakened the strength of the female co:mmunity of India. Though 
constitutionally men and women are equal, socially men are given priority and importance sometimes 
to the disadvantage of women. There are various areas wherein this discrimination is apparent. 

(i) Discrimination in Socialisation : In our socialisation process fetrA(lle cl1ildren are Oeconlli.Ag 
victims of discrimination. In the Indian social context even today male children are preferred to female 
children.. Hence, female children are subject to discriminatory treatment Male preference and female 
negligence has almost become a working policy especially in the rural areas. Discrimination between 
male and female children is made in matters relating to food, dress, health, education, domestic work 
etc. The policy of male preference and female negligence has led to what is known as 'female 
disadvantages". In India, mothers show preferences for male children. They give them importance 
because - males arewanted during their old agf! to offer protection, males have greater scope than 
women and occupational avenues are also wider for males than for females. This male preference 
has led to the abuse of advanced technology. The sophisticated scanning and supersonographic 
equipments are being misused. to find out the sex of the child; that is to go for abortion if the child is 
found to be an unwanted female child. These medical tests which would cost between Rs. 80/-to 800/- are 

1. David Jary Jary in "Collins Dictionary of Sociology" - Page . 588. 
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within the reach of the middle class and even the upper-lower class resulting i11 the killing of the female 
foetuses in large number. Between 1978 and 1982 more than 78,000 foetuses were killed mainly because 
of these medical tests.1 · 

(ii) Discrimination in the Distribution of Power and Work· Most of the Indian families are 
patriarchal. Hence, the philosophy of equality of sex is not acceptable to the~. Domestic works such 
;is _-c;oQ.kmg,_J9c:>king ... after_Jhe. c:hil<:!Jen,_ wash.ing_elothes and .. vessels,_keepingJbe hou_seneat and 
clean,. looking after the domesticated animals, serving family members like a nurse on all days and 
especially when they fall sick, etc., are branded as "wom~n 's work". Very rarely men do these works . 

. _ -~~l!.t ~!t~l!_t!J,~9,!!~stio!l_()f_~J{~J:c!s_!J!g _ _Q2/~~.r_S:_()~_~,_i!_~_!l~l1Y~_fu~.!!!li!!.~h<>.Q<>!Jl!!1l1!~~,J:Iis .... 
dec1s1ons are hnal and his orders are ultimate. Th.e female voice is always suppress~d. 

(iii) Women's Health is Ignored: Women suffer from some distinctive health problems 
from which men are free. Women have to undergo the distinctive biological process ofpregnafl<;y, 
or child-bearing, delivering, nursing, feeding, child-caring or rearing etc. These are theirmatemal 
functions. But the insistence on the family planning has posed. many health hazards. The. use of 
contraceptives, Copper-T, sterilisation, abortion and hormonal drugs has an adverse effect on health. 
Those who make use of them suffer from problems such as bodily weakness, bloodlessness, high 
bleeding, fatness, problems in uteru;. discomfort in breast, chronic backpain,. etc. As N eera Desai 
and Vibhuti Patel have criticised, the advocates of family planning do not seem to bother much 
about the.se problems. 

• Women Neglecting their Own Health: Studies have revealed that our women themselves 
are neglecting their own health.,Normally Indian women consume less food [that is, onan average 
100 calories a day] and spend more energy on work. Women toil for the good of the family and 
children even at the cost of11eglecti11g ··their o\vn. health. Women· very ta.rely. complain abounheir 
ill-health because of their vifuie of "self-denial". The records in the health centres reveal $at women 
are lagging.behind men [that is, 1 :3, meaning one woman taking medical help for every 3men] even' 
in matters of availing of medical help. 

e Women have their own reasons to neglect their health: Not finding free time to go to 
health centres because of heavy work at home; non-availability of proper medical facility to test · 

· the health or ill-health of the mother and the child especially in th~ primary health centres; inability 
to walk a long distancf!_!O reach a well equipped health centre in the absence of proper transportation 
facility· non-availability oqemale doctors in the nearby health centres, etc., are some s:uch excuses. 

{iv) Decline in the Female Population : Normally, in the population of any country, male-
female raho remams more or less the same, that is, 50:50. In India as tlie census reports reveal feµrale 
popul<!.tion has been steadily declining ever since 1901. It is for this reason Neera Desai and Vibbuti 
Patel raised the point whether the womenfolk in India represent a "declining sex". According to 
2001 Census, there is a deficit of 35 million women as compared to 3 million in 1901. For every 
lOOOmen, we have only 933 women at present as against 972 women in 1901. Tlie male preference 
has led to the abuse of technology. Thousands of "unwanted female" children are killed at the 

· stage of foetus itself.Tris-said lna:t1nifiaia, outoflZmitlionfemalechi:ltlren-b-omevery year; around ·· 
25% of them die before they attainthe age of 15 Of tire cltildren which die every year, about 3 
faliliTemaiech11Clreri;that 1s; ·more-u1aiitlienumoer-orma.ie c1iifdren.;-aiefotone:·· ottlie-otllel"reason'. 
Of the children which die every year in India, the 6th child dies dtie to gender discriminatidn. 2 

(v) Gender Discrimination in Occupations anfl. Public Life: Women workers are paid 
less than' the male workers for the,:sarne type of wmk. Much labow is exHacted f10111 women b~ 
giving them very minimum wages. In matters of giving treatment, promotion, increment, facilities, 

Source : Times of India, Editorial June 1982. 
2. Source Statistics : Dr. R. Indira in her "Mahile - Samaja Mattu Satnskriti" - Page : 93. 
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etc., discriminaiion is normally ma~e. In pubic life also men are given priority. Excepting the glamorous 
film actresses and politicians, in all other fields, women are not given impo$nce on par with men. 

,,• Government officials also practise this discriminatory treatment in dealing with the people. 

3. Problems of Female Education 

Social reformers and social thinkers believe that in a nation like India giving edueationto women 
in as large a number as ;possible can prove to be a panacea for many of the probl~ms of women. 
Accordingly, much attention is paid to the education of women after independence. The female 
literacy level is also increasing steadily. It has 'increased from 18. 7% in 1971 to 39 .42% in 1991 and to 
6-4% ip. 2001. In spite of this change in the trend towards literacy, some problem have cropped up. We 

. find glaring differences between the level of education of men and women. For example, _ 
· • It is found that girls are being discouraged to go for higher education and also for 

professional and technical education. · 

e· There are regional imbalances·· also. In states like Kerala, Karnataka and Maharashtra,. 
· female education is encouraged and given almost equal importance. whereas in states like Bihar, 

Orissa, Madhya Pradesh etc. education of girls is neglected even today. 

• , Increasing drop-out of fem.ate children· from schools is another problem. though female 
children are getting admitted to primary, 'middle and high schools in a substantial number, many 
of them drop out of the school in the middle without completing the course. For e?Cample, as per 
the data furnished by the Ministry of Education [New Delhi], in 1984-85 the nwnber offemale children 
enrolled at primary school crossed the figure of34.2 million, and at middle school level the enrolment 
crossed .9 .2 million. More than 7 4 % of these female children, between the age-groups of 6-14 years, 
quit schools and lapsed into ignorance. 

• . Admission to School: Even in the matter of admitting children to school at elementary level, 
female children are discriminated against male children. For example, in 1984-85, the admission of 
male children to school was around 90%, the percentage of female children was only 66.2. It means 
complete awareness is not. there among people regarding feinale education. · 

4. Problems Relating to Employment and Unemployment of Women 
In the economic field the situation is such that majority of women who are ready to work are not · 

fi,nding suitable work to their 'satisfaction. Those who are in the employment sector are becoming the 
objects of exploitation and harassment. Though an increase in the female literacy level and extensions 
of empioyment opportunities . for women in the non-agricultural sector, have added to the trend in 

. fav~ur of female employment, these two problems continue to exist. 

• Large Number of Employed Women are Rliterate: Of every 100 womeneinployed, 
52;59% of them are illiterate and28.56% ofthetnb.ave studied only up to eiementary level. Of every 100 
women working in the rural areas, 88.11% are illiterat~. these illiterate women in the unorganised 
·sector are totally exploited by their employers. Women working in factories, mining industries, building 
constrUction process; in dams, bridges and road '~epair or construction work are not only paid less but 

. also made to work in unhealthy surroundingi;. 

e Decreasing economic participation of women : Technological development seems to have 
a negative effect on employment opportunities of women. Studies conducted between 1975-85 have 
revealed this fact. Application of new technology in agrarian sector, textiles, mines, jute, P\larma~euticals, 
small scale industries like coir, handloom, weaving, spinning, cashew, fishei;ies, tobacco, allimal 
husbandry; fruits and vegetable processing etc. rendered many women jobless~ Comput~risation 
.-has also adve~ely affected the job pi:ospects of women as clerks, typists and accountants. 

5. Harassment of Women at Work Place 
Women constitute an important labour foi:ce in alt th~ countries. During the recent years· there is. 

an increasing number of womefi espedally in the Indian context, who are working outside the flllllily to 
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get more income for the family. In fact, "the term working woman" refers to one who works outside the 

home for a wage or salary 11• l 

Nearly 113 of our labour force [32%] consists of women. Working women constitute 16.43% of 

the female population of the country. As per 1991 Census, the number of working women was aromxd 

278.35 million, representing a. growth rate of 26.12% over the previous decade. The percentage 

-mcrease·ofworkingwomen·duringihe·lastdecadewas-doublethatofmaleworkers; The-mainprobiem 

with these female workers, is that they are harassed in work place in different ways. "Harassment" 

refers to the basic violation of an individual's rights. Not only the rights of working women are 

··vielated.-they--al"eo&nsexuallyd:larassedalso... .. 

• Economic Exploitation : Women workers are given much work but are paid less wages or 

salary especially in the unorganised sector. "Equal pay for equal work" remains only a slogan. 

"Equal Remuneration Act, 1976 has proved to be a dead letter in this regard. There are also sufficient 

instances of such exploitation even in the organised sector. 

• Threat of Removal from Job: Inthe Indian context; majority of women go fofworknotfor 

fun but out of necessity. Some are compelled to work because of poor family conditions. Employers 

who are aware of the helplessness of these female employees exploit them in all the possible ways. 

They do not tolerate any type of opposition or protest from the side of the female workers. Due to the 

fear of losing the job, women bear all the exploitations, and do not protest. 

• Women are Given More Work: Women normally w0rk with devotion, seriousness and 

sincerity; This commitment to work is proving to be a big disadvantage for them. Hence, every time 

t.b.eyare given more and more work which is not duly rewarded. 

• Discrimination in Giving Opportunities: In spite of the hard work which women do, many 

employers consider these working women as "non-serious workers". They are also regarded as "non

permanent employees"· especially in the case of unmarried female workers. They are discriminated 

with regard to recruitment, promotion, increment, training, over-time allowance, facilities at work place, 

and so on. Male workers are given preference in these matters. 

• Sexual Harassment of Women : Sexual harassment of women at workplace refers to 

giving indecent treatment to women workers by violating alfthe nonns of modesty. Many female 

workers have complained of such harassments during the recent yeats. This harassment by men 

includes - continuous staring at women, making women the targets of iewd remarks, dirty jokes, 

repeated mvnanon to meals and outings, offers ~o drop them home, making w11/aftteti eemmems 

· kin "accidental" touches and dashes, makin them stay back in the work spot 

even after the workinghours, male bosses calling smart female employees to their c mbers and 

making unwanted "advances" towards them, molesting women workers and so on.2 

6. Exploitation of Women in the Media 

The mass media such as the radio, television, news papers and the cinema play a vital role in 

social change and social development especially in the modem societies. But unfortunately, the media 

has not beenplayihg apositiverolel:n:the-case ofwomen. Themediais even contiefilned ofexploiting 

and misrepresenting women. 

(Qiournaiism as-Print Media atiirwomen : Newspapers; weeklies, monthlies or othenypes 

of magazines seem to be interested in inc;reasing their circulationbyrousing the cheap emotions ofthe 

people. "They target th~ woman's body to get their things done. "Papers no doubt give due publicity 

to some umortUflate events undetthe captions such as "Atmcity Against Women", "Dowry Cf>Sts A 

1. Anjana Maitra Sinha in ''Women in a Changing Society" - (1993) - Page :. 105. 

2. In 1998, the "National Ct'llhmission for Women" conducted a survey in five States comisting of 1211 female 

workers in order to assess the extent of rarassment of female workers in the work spot. . The survey reported that 

68% of women were mentally harassed by men, 26% of them physically tortured, and 38% of.them had become 

the victims of gender discrimination. Source : "Out look" (English Weekly) dated .: l 9/4/lQ99 Page : 66. 
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Woman's Life", 'Mass Rape of a Woman', 'Sexual Harassment of Women', etc. But in doing so they give 
the least information about the culprit of the crime. On the contrary, they take more interest in weaving 
stories about the. victim of the event which often amounts to character assassination. 

(ii) Visual Media and Women : Sin~e about 35% of the people in our society are illiterate, visual 
media such as television and the cinema have a greater impact on people. The Indian visual media is 
a failure in playing. a positive role· in educating people and enriching their knowledge. Like the 
newspapers, they also exhibit the female body and make it f4eir main capital to mint money. Modem 
movies believe iri achievirig success by portraying more and more sex, violence and murder. Women 
are shown as targets of attack, sex, rape and· such other exploitations. 

Unfortunately, our T. y. is also following the example of the movies. With the invasion of our skies 
with a number ofT.V. channels, the choice ofT.V. viewers has greatly expanded. T. V. channels such as 
the Star Plus, MTV, Asian TV Network, Zee TV, and other Cable channels, are promoting a lifestyle 
which is totally alien to us. As usual women are presented jn these channels in an indecent manner. 
Indian movies and J.V. serials are playing havoc with our values and morals. 

(iii) Advertisements and Women : Advertisements whether in newspapers or T. V. play no less 
an important role in debasing women. Advertisement firms also make use of female body in a cheap 
manner to get publicity for things. . 

(iv) _Media and Women Movements : Media has an important role to play in strengthening 
women's position. While pronouncing women's weaknesses, it must also emphasise their strength. It 
must awaken women from the slumber of centuries, inform them, mobilise them and motivate them 
whenever required. It must give due publicity to women's struggle for justice, equality and fairplay. 
This will help them in regenerating power. The present role of the media in this regard is not that 
encouraging, but disappointing. 

• Legislation to Regulate the Media : The Government had passed as early as in 1986 a 
legislation namely;· "The Indecent Representation of Woman {Prohibition} Act, (1986) in order to 
prevent the media from misrepresenting the women. Any attempt to degrade and discredit women, 
·insult and hwriili11te t.i'lem, assassinate the character of women, and present them in an indecent 
manner is declared punishable. The provisions of this Act are applicable to all the means of the mass 
media and also to advertisements, books, handbills, posters, etc. Violation of this Act is liable for 

. punishment, which amounts to 2000 Rs. fine and 2 years imprisonment. 

7. Divorce and Desertion 
During the recent y~ars, instances of desertion and divorce are increasing.making the lives of 

many women very miserable. 
(a) The·· Hardship of Desertion : Desertion is defined as "deliberate abandonment of corljugal 

relationships. " As a matter of fact, desertion may take place at the behest of any one of the two, or 
both together. In actuality,.fu the Indian context, it is mostly the husband who goes away from the 
family leaving the wjfe and children at home to fend for themselves. 

Desertion causes .lot of hardships especially for women. It ir):lmediately drives a woman to a state 
of uncertainty and helplessness. Deserted women belonging to poor families all of a sudden become 
orphans esp,ecially when they are disowned l;>y their own parents. Some of them may resort to immoral 
activity, some others fal!,pr~y into the hands of anti-social elements, while a few of them may commit 
suicide. · · 

(b) The .Agony of Divorce : Divorce is " ... an institutionM arrangement for terminating marital 
relationship .. : "1 · 

Causes of divorte are many. Sociologists like Damle, Fonseca and Chaudhary together conducted 
a study in India which reve~lecJ the follpwing causes of divorce : marital disharmony, sexual conflicts, 

l. W.P. Scott in "DictiOnary of Sociology" 
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maladjustments between husband and wife, marital desertion, husband's cruelty, prostitution on the 
part of wife, sexual impotency, severe and unmanageable clashes with the in•laws, mother-in-law's 
harassment, including dowry harassment, illicitsex relationship on the part of either the husband 
or the wife, irreparable health hazards, mutual distrust, total irresponsibility of the husband or wife 
towards the family matters and so on. 

Divorce causes lot of hardships especially for the women. It damages the social image of the 
··:wire:-nbecomes-a permarienEHgmairiheifffe-:Manyseiisfrfve-wo-meiifii:lcHt-cHrficiiff to-comeoiii ·· 
of the shock of divorce. The impact of divorce on children is also very severe. The burden of 
protecting and rearing of children also lies on the wife. Jobless and resourceless divorced women 

· · fioothemse~·es··ifrabigeeooormeensiS~YOmigan.a=nemffifuFat-vorcea·womeiHind1fififficuffto···· 
suppress their sex urge. They are often forced to resort to illicit ways of satisfying it. It usually leads 
to family disintegration. 

8. The Problem of Dowry 
Dowry is both a practice and a problem associated with the Indian marriage. Though it was more 

in practice among the Hindus, it has now spread to almost all the religious communities of India. 
• Dowry refers to " .... the property, money, ornaments or any other form of wealth which a man 

or his family receives from his wife or her family at the time of marriage. " 

The age-old practice of dowry has now assumed the form of a social evil because the bride's 
family is compelled to give some dowry as a price for marriage. It has become a social bane and a kind 
of bargain. It has caused unhappiness, misery and ruin of the bride's family. Huge amount of money is 
demanded at the time of marriage and the failure to give the promised amount would make the bride to. 
suffer the consequences at tJie hands of her in-laws and also the husband. 

• Dowry harassments are many. Women are ill-treated, disrespected, man-handled, tortured 
and subject to all sorts of cruelties in the name of dowry. Very often, our daily papers flash news 
about the tragic results of the dowry system, in which the newly married girls are always the 
victims of harassment, violence, murder and suicide. Dowry is demanded as though it is a 
fundamental right of the bridegroom. Violence against women who bring less dowry or no dowry 
include - wife battering, emotional neglect I torture, verbal abuse, refusal of sufficient food, 
imposition of heavy physical work, severe physical harassments to the extent of killing the victim, 
and so on. 

In spite oftbc lcgislatiotragainsl tire ptactice ofduwry, it pe1sists.-De111411ds fur dOwxy have even 
caused dowry deaths. According to an estimate, as many as 4148 dowry deaths were reported in the 
year 1990 and it increased to 4366 in the year 1993, and to 6205 in the year 1994, that is, atthe rate of one 
dowry death for every 17 minutes. 

•Dowry leads to the degradation of women. Prevalence of the practice of dowry reflects the 
inferior status ofwomen in society. It makes a girl a great liability on her family's resources. Some 
unscrupulous and money minded young men contract more than one marriage just for money. It 
d.ist:lll.'bs.thei.1ormal.rnla.tii:mship_be.tw.e.e.n.tbe..mamed womenandherjn-lawsin thehushand'sfamily. 
Some poor parents ,who cannot pay a huge amount as dowry, are often compelled to arrange the 

.mamage oftherrdaughtersw1tholdmen,or.pliysicallyor.mentallyhandicappedpersons .. Such marriages .... 
prove to be miserable for women. 

As early as in 1961 itself, The Dowry Prohibition Act was passed in order to prevent the 
practice of dowry. It was amended in 1986 to make its provisions more severe and stringent. In spite of 
this Act, the practice continues to be in vogue .. 

9. Decline in the Political Participation of Women 
Participation of wom~n who constitute50%of our total population inpoliHcs and public 

life is very much negligible in India. We find only a negligible number of women in prestigious 
positions like those of Centralimd State cabinet ministers, governors, secretaries and legal 
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advisers to the governments, ambassadors to other countries, IPS, IAS, IFS officers, judges 

in courts, mayors of big cities, office beaters of all·India parties, etc. No political party of India 

has given position to women in accordance with their number in the total population. In some 

area:;;. seats are reserved for women as we find in Gram Panchayat, Jilla Panchayat, University 

Senate, etc. Even in these areas women have not constituted themselves into a "pressure 

group". Hence in our political life, we have caste lobbies, linguistic lobbies, capitalist lobbies, 

minority lobby, etc. but we do not have "women lobby" to bring pressure on the government. 

• Increasfng Violence and Terrorism in Politics: Political corruption, criminalisation of politics, 

erosion of political values, disappearance of political decency, instability, lawlessness, terrorism and 

confusion have been increasing in our public life since 1980s. This state of confused political situation 

has discouraged women from taking active role in politics. 

• Minimum Representation of Women in Lok Sabha: The representation of women in Lok 

Sabha has been very poor since 1962 elections. For ex: there were only 33 elected women members 

in the third Lok Sabha [out of 494 members] after the 1962 elections. In the 6th Lok Sabha out 

. of 544 elected members there were only 19 women members and their percentage was only 3.4. 

In the 10th Lok Sabha [.1991 Elections] there were 39 elected women members and their percentage 

was 7.4. 
•In the 1996 Ele(:tions for the 11th Lok Sabha though the total number of women voters 

increased to 28.24 crores [47%], only 477 women candidates as against 14,250 men candidates 

·contested for 543 seats. [In the 1991 Elections for the 10th Lok Sabha 3 25 women candidates contested 

as against 8,374 men candidates for 521 seats]. These figµres reveal that only a small number of 

women are interested in political life. 

•In the 1999 General Elections for the 13th Lok Sabha also women's participation was 

the poorest one. Though political parties were speaking vociferously in terms of33% reservation 

for women in legislative bodies including the Parliament, no political party had given tickets to 

women in more than 10%. In some parties, the percentage of women candidates was not even 

2 to 3. 
e Poor Participation of Women in the Party Politics : Not only in the legislative bodies 

but even within the framework of the political parties also the participation of women is very 

poor. Political parties are still male-dominated and unwilling to give sufficient representation to 

women. For example, at present, [that is, in 2001] the Congress Party has only 3 women in its 

20~member Working Committee. In the BJP Working Committee, out of 75 members there are oply 

8 women, and in its 650 member National Council, there are only 150 women. The Communist 

Party [Marxists] has only 12 womenin its 150 member National Council, and 3 women in its 

21 member National Executive. Though theoretically women's representation in politics is regarded 

as the first step towards women empowerment, the socio-political atmosphere has not yet become 

conclusive for that. · 

12. EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN 

Meaning of the Concept of Empowerment of Women 

The term 'empowerment of women' has become popular especially after 1980s. It refers to the 

process of strengthening the hands of women who have been suffering from various disabilities, 

inequalities and gender discrimination. 

• The term "empowerment of women" refers to the process of providing power to woman to 

become free from the control of others, that is, to assume power to control her own life and to 

determine her own conditions. 

• The term of "empowerment of women" could also be understood as the of providing 

equal rights, opportunities, responsibilities and power positions to women so that they are 

able to play a role on par with men in society. 
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The Background of the Emergence of the Concept 
Historically, women have been regarded as constituting a weaker section. They have often been 

treated as "second grade citizens". They have been pictured and presented as "home - makers" who 
are good in household chores. This image of women has been changing every where. Extension of the 
voting right to women in Britain and America in the beginning of the 20th century brought about a 
series-of changes in-thestatusofwomenespeciallyinthewestemworld;Many oftheir disabilities-and 
inequalities came to an end in due course. The quest for equality was pursued consistently by the 
Western women. 
· -··---Ont-he eentr-aey,-wemen-e-fAsia-andAfriea=Werenot-ahle-te=seemeequal=St-arus-and oppornmitie-s 
even after 1950s. Women continued to suffer from one or the other kind of disability. Their exploitation 
was also continued. They were given unequal treatment on the basis of sex. This development was 

. termed as "gender discrimination". The United Nations also through its various meetings and 
pronouncements was giving call to its member-nations to remove as early as possible, the ugly 
practice of "gender discrimination 11• 

Shift in the Emphasis From Women's ''Welfare" to "Development" 

Due to the efforts of the UNO the issue of empowerment of women became an international 
issue. The UN declared the Year 1975 as the I11ternational Women's Year. Further, the U.N. 
Declaration of 1975 compelled the national governments to shift their emphasis on women's 
programmes from welfare to development. The Declaration prescribed for the all-round 
development of women. 

_Women's World Congress Insistence on Empowerment of Women 
In continuation of the UN Declaration of 1975, the "Third Women's World Congress" [or 

conference] was held at Nairobi [Kenya] in 1985. A document released on this occasion 
recommended efforts towards empowerment of women. 1"In this document, the question of women 
political participation was highlighted and it was recommended that 35% of the total seats 
should be reserved for women. It was also recommended that some posts should be reserved for 
women at the block and village level bureaucracy. On the economic front, a number of income 
generating schemes were introduced for women. In addition to that provisions were also made 
to certain proportion of women as beneficiaries in all the developmental schemes like the IRDP, 
JR¥, TRYCEM-, antise en. "1 

The Fourth World Conference on Women was held in Beijing [China] in 1995 i~ which 
representatives from 189 nations including India had taken part. The Conference recognised some 12 
serious areas such as - women and poverty, health, economic position, media and rights, environment, 
girl child, human rights and women, institutional arrangement for women's development, women in 
decision - taking process, education and training for job, etc. in order to strengthen women. The 
Conference unanimously passed a resolution on "gender equality". 
_ _ • _Sp_eci_ql $_eN_Si(J_IJ_Of the_ l!11lfeclNt1tio_11s<ie_ne_ra/4_s~e_m_b_ly_V1~S alse>_ C()Jl.V_en_ecl_irl_ tht:Y~itr_~()Q_O 

in New York to assess the progress of the programmes h,eld in the direction of establiship.g gender 
equality. The. topic_oftheHcoriferencewas "Women20Il0 : E<p1..al1_ty,_Deve]opm.<?_nffl.Y!d f egc_(! /Qr_ the. . 

· 21st Century." Only the NGOs, [Non-Governmental Organisations] had to take part in it. The basic 
purpose of the conference was to convince the member nations regarding the need for empowering 
women and to take appropriate steps in that direction. 

The Indian Response Toward·s the Conference Issue 
, ·On the basis of the proceedings of the world conference on women, the Governp::i~nt of India 

E€:P!f_ed ~!fat~On(J,!_ Document conc_eming the development ()fwoil1en. The document lays down 

1. S.L. Doshi and P.C. Jain in "Rural ,sociology. " Page - 341. 
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various strategies for women's development. The Government also declared the year 2001 as the 
"Year of Women's Empowerment". 

STRATEGIES FOR WOMEN'S DEVELOPMENT 

The national document which the Government of India had prepared with the intention of 
promoting women's development, highlights the importance of three strategies which are mentioned 
below. . 

(i) Obtaining Greater Political Participation of Women : The document recommends that 33% 
of the seats should be reserved for women in. order to get the effective participation of women in 
politics. It was also recommended that some power positions [posts] should be reserved for women at 
the block and village level bureaucracy. 

(ii) Income Generating Schemes for Women : On the economic front, a number of income
generating schemes were to be introduced to women as per the provisions of this document. It was 

. insisted that sufficient provisions were to be made in all the rural developmental programmes [such as, 
IRDP: Integrated Rural Developmental Programme; JRY : Jawahar Rozgar Yojana; TRYSEM: Training 
of Rural Youth and Self-Employment, etc.] enabling a certain proportion of women to become their 
beneficiaries. 

(iii) Increasing Female Literacy Level: On the social front, it was recommended to obtain 
proper co-ordinatiol). between governmental and non-government institutions to increase considerably 
the literacy level of women. It was hoped that with the help ofliteracy, women would be able to lead a 
life of self-reliance. 

Empowerment of Women and "The 73 Constitution Amendment Act, 1993" 
'The 73 ConstitutionAmendment Act 1993'was undertaken mainly to give constitutional status 

to the "The Panchayat Raj System" and to introduce it in India on a uniform basis. Another purpose 
behind the Act was to assure the empowerment of women. 

The framers of the 73rd Constitution Amendment Act believed that "social and economic status . 
of women could not be improved much without political power. The females in the village need to be 
given some political power. They should have their share in the decisions made about the devel9pment 
of their villages. The new Panchayat Raj is a part of the effort to empower the women at least a( the 
village level" 1 

One-Third Reservation of Seats For Women 
The 73rd Constitution Amendment Act has made an effort to give some special powers to women 

in all the three tiers of Panchayat Raj. As per this Act, 1/3 of the seats are reserved for women in 
addition to the reservation for SCs and STs. It was, indeed, a very bold step towards the empowerment 
of women. Rural women who have been working as farm labourers, cleaning the utensils, washing 
clothes, sweeping the court-yard, fetching drinking water from a distance, cooking food and serving 
the same to all, labouring in the fields, etc., are now able to exercise some amount of political power on 
par with men. They now have the role to play in matters of decision making that affect village affairs. 
"The provisions of Act for the women are in no way less than a revolution." [Doshi and Jain] 

A Brief Assessment of 73~d Constitution Amendment Act 
The 73rd Constitution Amendment Act came into force in April 1993. The Act has not brought 

about miraculous changes as expected. Though it has created some awareness among women it 
suffers from many drawbacks. Some of them may be noted as below. 
1. Illiteracy : Since female literacy rate is very poor in our villages, female members at different 

tiers of Panchayat Raj are not able to assert themselve.s. On the contrary, they are forced 
to work according to the wishes of the male members. 

1. S.L~ Doshi and P$0. Jain in their "Rural Sociology", - Page : 338. 
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2. Non-Availability Women : It is very difficult to fmd out adequate number of females 
to work as members of the Panchayat Raj Committee. Either we will have to make a compromise 
with less qualified and totally ignorant women or be c~ntent with inadequate number of 

3. Corrupt Leadership and Bureaucracy : Our leadership is highly selfish and our bureaucracy 
____ is _toiallycorrupt. In_this _situation, itisvezy_diffic.ult for_the_women_toworkand to,achie'Le 

progress. 
4. Bias Towards Elites and Middle Class : The Act focuses its attention on women and weaker 
_ _ --~.c;.ti9JlL9Lth~ocie.ty1!&.dm_1bt_:W.9m.e11:who __ !!:r:.e.b~tteLoff in __ Q!le._w!!Y_oLa11<>JbeL!!lone. ... 

can take the proper benefit of this Act. It means the creamy layer of the cisadvantaged groups 
would comer most of the benefits of the Act. As a result, the weakest of the weak, the poorest 
of the poor would continue to suffer in the pattern of the Panchayat Raj also. 

FACTORS FACILITATING EMPOWERMENT OF WOMEN 

A big nation like India which consists of more than 50 crores women cannot afford to ignore the 
role of women in the national development. It is in this context the process of empowerment of women 
has assumed importance. 

Women cannot be empowered in a magical manner. It is not an automatic or a spontaneous 
process but requires deliberate and consistent efforts. It is through the combined and co-ordinated 
efforts of the Government, people and the women the task can be fulfilled. Women cannot be effectively 
empowered by statutory provisions or governmental efforts alone. "Women are empowered through 
-- women emancipation movement, education, communication, media, political parties and general 
awakening. " "' [Doshi and Jain] 

Various socio-economic and political factors facilitate the empowerment of women. Among them 
the following may be noted. · 

1. Acknowledging Women's Rights : Soeiety should recognise that like men, women are also 
entitled to equal rights. 

2. Freedom to Take Decisions and Make Choices : Women should have freedom to decide 
whether to marry or not to marry; and after marriage, the freedom to decide as to how many 
children that they should have, and so on. 

;; • , 4ooess to /iiluelllien anti Em11loyment : '.Ji'9men san \leseme strnBger e~' mitb educationa I am:l 
economic power. Mere expectations cannot help. Conditions must be created in such a way that 
women get easy access to education and later on become employed. Sufficient econormc freedom 
is a must for women to lessen their dependence on men. . 

4. Opportunities for Political Participation : If women's voice is to carry more weight they 
must be given political power. They must be free to take part in the administrative. process. 

The process of empowerment of women belonging to weaker sections will definitely have 
multiplying effec_tson.socfoty.EQ.r ex_ample-~:whe.n a.woman in the yiJlage_g~$ elec:te<i _asmefilbe_r of 
the Gram Panchayat Samithi, she becomes automatically powerful in the family, kin group and 
village. She is listenedto by the peopleforshehas..the power to.takea dec1s101und.she can do and _ 
undo certain things in the village, and so on. For example, she can expand the facilities of the 
village school and raise it to higher standard; she can get a boreweU and a water fank for the village, 
she may fetch for the village a community hall, a reading room, and so on. She is not, of course; 
everything. But by becoming the member of the Gram Samithi, she can definitely influence the 
decisions of the Samithi. 

REASONS BEHIND THE NEED FOR EMPOWERMENT 
----------

In a nation like India the need for the empowerment of women is justified on account of the 
factors like the following. 
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· 1. Education or Literacy : Among other countries of the world, India has the highest number 

ofilliterate people. As per the 2001 Census report, 7 5% men are literate while only 54 .16% women are 

found to be so. In the rural areas, the level of illiteracy is still higher._[ For example, the female literacy 

rate in rural Rajasthait was only 12%, while it stood at still a lower level, that is 10%, in rural Bihar in 

199 L) Illiteracy is the biggest weakness of women. Giving them educatiqn means empowering them 

. to enjoy the benefits of development which in turn enables them to contribute further to the national 

pr<>gress.-

2. He,alth Problem of Women : Poor health on the part ofwomen has also added to their 

weakness. Women consume less food and work more. They are shy of complaining about their ill 
health. They prefer to. suffer silently than to approach a medical practitioner for obtaining medical 

assistance. This is mostly tiue in the case of a large majority of rural women. Surveys and studies have 

revealed that traditional importance shown towards the male children is also one of the reasons for 

neglecting the health offemale children. Women are found to be maintaining relatively good health in 

the regions wherever the rate of female literacy is higher. ;Kerala provides here the best example. Thus, 

from the health point of view also,, womenfolk who are found to be weaker, are to be made stronger. 

3. Economic Exigencies of Women : Indian women are economically weak in two respects: (i) 

The per capita income of the Indians is quite low and a large number of families are under the tight grip 

of poverty. This economic distress naturally affects women who are a part and parcel of the family; (ii) 

' Since property laws in tliis country.were not in favour of women for hundreds of years, women do not 

seem to be possessing property of their own. Even the working women who get some income give it 

to the custody of their menfolk who take decisions. to spend it. Economic dependence of women on 

men still continues. This dependence weakens them economically. Thus, women require economic 

power to stand ori their own .legs on par with ·men. 

4. Atrocities Against Women : Women ·constitute the weaker sex. This fact is also borne by the 

number of crimes and atrocities committed against them. There are cases of rape, kidnapping of girls, 

· dowry harassments, mol~~tation, sexual harassments, abuse of women, incestuous sex relations and 

so on. Women in all walks of life are discriminated against by men. They become the victims of 

atrocities in a number of ways. They require empowerment of all kinds in order to protect themselves 

against all types of atrocities and to preserve their purity and dignity. -

13. HUMAN. RIGHTS AND WOMEN 

The Co.ncept of Human Rights 

The concept of "litifuan rights" did not exist the way it does, until recently. The "human rights!! 

refer tC) all those rights which are common to all human beings. These rights were slowly incorporated· 

intq society, in different parts of the world. In the West, the British political thinker John Locke gave 

birth to the concept of "human rights,; in the 17th century in his book ;'The Second Treati_se of the· 

Go_vernment"; Bu_t the idea of human rights assumed the form of an international movement onlyjn the 

second half of the 20th century. The human rights movement gained momentum in the decades Qf 
1950; 1960 and 1970. It was during this period that human rights became a major political issue. The 

UNO took the issue of "human rights" as an article of faith and insisted on all its member countries to 

-fuake provision for human rights in their respective ~erritories. The UN General Assembly adopted the 

Universal Declaration of Human Rights [UDHR] a statement of universal-goals concerning human 

rights and freedom. Although it is not legally binding, ita content has been incorporated into many 

national constitritions including ours. People are slowly becoµring aware of the human rights. Hence, 

~y have increasingly refused to accept ~egime~ that do notprovide for the perfection of human rights. 

Mea~ing and ·Definition of Human Riights 

The concept of'human rights' does not have one single explanation or definition ~or it inch:tdes 

a multiplicity of factors that are interlinked. For the purpose ofour study\\'e may consider a few of the 

simple definitions of the concept. 
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• "Human rights are literally the rights that one has simply because one is a human being". -
Jack Donnelly, a leading human rights activist. 

e "Huma11: rights are those basic rights which everyone inherits the moment one is conceived in 
the mother's womb. " 

e In simple words, it could be said that "human rights are those basic standards without which 
__ ----~n ca11.1z.ot l[v~j't/,_ dignifJ!"..__________ _ ____________________________________________________ _ 

The Main Human Rights 
The above definitions or explanations make it clear that human rights are a part and parcel of 

- human-life People0thi;s,eannotlose=theirln1man:rights;nomatterwhattheydo-·These-rights constitute 
the basic requirements of dignified life. Hence, they form a basic framework for the administration of 
society and political organisation. All civilised societies are expected to protect and ensure these 

·human rights. 

• Human rights include the following rights -

• the right to life 

• the right to food 

• the right to shelter and necessities 

• the right to health 

• the right to education 

• the right to dignity and liberty, and 

• the right to be free. 

Main Characteristics of the 'Human Rights' 
The 'human rights' mentioned above reveal certain characteristics which may be mentioned 

below: 

1. · Human rights are natural rights that all human beings possess simply by virtue of being human. 

2. Human rights are held by all persons equally and universally. 

3. Human rights are irrevocable - they cannot be revoked or suspended for political expediency. 

4, Human rights are inalienable - one cannot lose these rights any more than one can cease being 
a human being. 

5. Human rights are indivisible - one cannot be denied a right because it is 'less important' or 'non-

6. Human rights are interdependent - all human rights are part of a complementary framework. For 
example, the ability to participate in government is directly affected by the right to express, to 
get some education, and even to obtain the necessities of life. 

Human Rights and Women 
- - "Humanrig1Its""m>the-verytermindicatesrepres-enttherights-ofaHhumanbeingsof-boththe··-

se)I, men and women Individuals of both the se!C are born with these rights Human tights ate God-
given cirNiifiiie~giveri iignts:Bolli riier1arid womeilfiiive equaTaccess tolliese rights.No iiiscnmm.atfon 
is allowed or imposed in the exercise of these rights. 

It is a fact of history that women have been denied equal rights for centuries. The "philosophy of 
human rights" became popular only durmg the second half of the 20th century and the issue of 
"gender equality" and "equal rights" for women assumed importance only after 1970's.1 

--------------------------------------------

1. However, the "Women's Suffrage Movement" demanding the right to vote during the first phase of the 20th 
century, proved to be the beginning of women's rights as "human rights"_-
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Women's Rights and the Declaration of Human Rights 

The "Universal Declaration of Human Rights" by the UNO on l 0th December 1948 both 

directly and indirectly influenced its member nations to extend these rights to women also. 

India which joined the UNO after its independence paid sufficient importance to the human 

rights by incorporating many of these in its constitution. India which adopted a Constitution of 

its own in 1949 contains several Articles mandating equality and non-discrimination on the 

ground of sex. 

RIGHTS AND PROTECTION GIVEN TO WOMEN 

BY THE. CONSTITUTION OF INDIA 

The Constitution of India in its attempts to provide equal rights and opportunities to 

women, and to ensure protection andjustice has made the following provisions. 

1. Constitution assures equality to all its citizens including women. [Article - 14]. 

2 Ensures that no discrimination be made against its citizens on the basis of caste, class, 

creed, race, sex, place of birth or region [Article - 15(1)]. 

3., Does not deny or impose sanctions or conditions on its citizens to make use of any public 

place or institutions on the basis of sex, race, caste, religion, etc., [Article 15 (2)] 

4. Recommends the State to make certain special arrangements in order to provide protection 

to women and children and to promote their welfare [Article - 15(3)] 

5. No discrimination be made by the State against its citizens including women while providing 

jobs. [Article - 16]. 

6. To pursue. a policy of providing the minimum necessities of life to the citizen without 

discriminating between men and women [Article 39(a)] 

7. Fixing "equal remuneration for equal work" without discriminating between men and women. 

8. To provide human conditions for the citizens to folfil their occu,pational obligations. The 

state shall take it ai; its responsibility to i;uovide maternity benefits for its women employees 

[Article - 42]. 

9. Promoting harmony and fraternity among people and doing away with a.U the humiliating 

customs in respect of women [Article 5 l (A) anq (e)] 

10. 113 Reservation For Women in, the P11nch"filt$ : Reserving not less than 113 of the total 

number of seats for women in the Pancb,ayats [including the women belonging to the SCs 

and $Ts] for which direct elections ar~ held.. These reserved seats. in the range of the 

Panchayats are to kept on. rotation basis. [Article - 243 D (3)) 

· 11. 113 Q/ Reservation for women in the Presidential Posts of the Panchayats : Reserving 

not h;:ss than 1/3 of the total nµmber of th9 presidential posts at all the levels of the 

Panch~yat [Gram Panchayat, Thaluk Panchayat and Zilla Panchayat] systems [Article 243 

D(4)] 

12. 113 of the Reservation for Women in the Municipalities : Reserving not less than 1/3 of 

the total number of seats for women in the town municipalities [including the women 

belonging to the SCs and STs] for which direct elections are held. These reserved seats in 

the range of the town municipalities are to be kept on rotation basis [Article 243 {T) 3.] 

13. Reservution Women in the Presidential Posts of the Town Municipalities : While 

reserving tne presidential post~ of the town municipalities for women and also for the SCs 

and the STs, the relevant law framed by the state legislative body is to be followed. 
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'14. STRATEGIES FOR THE PROTECTION OF WOMEN'S RIGHTS 

AND REHABILITATION OF WOMEN 
The independent Indian Government has undertaken a number of measures with a· view to. 

promote the development and welfare of women. Some of them may be bneflymenfioned here. 

1. Welfare ____!)f ___ Women Through Legislations 
To ensure equal rights and opponunities for women and to provide for them 'justice', the 

government undertook several legislative measures. Examples: (i) the Hindu Marriage Act, 1955; 
(ii)_T/1~_Hlrz<i.Y Sitff~ssig_n, dft,_J25_6_,· _(iiil [h_?_/:!iri_d_u_ .fr!<JJZfi()rz <l.nr!_J.tfa_intenance Act, .. 19 56; .. ·(iv) 
The SuQpression of immoral Traffic of Women and Girls' Act, 1956; (v) The Dowry--P~ohzlJztion 
Act, 1961; (vi) The Equal Remuneration Act, 1976; (vii) The Factories Amendment Act, 1976; 
(viii) The Family Court Act, 1984; (ix) Medical Termination of Pregnancy Act, 1971; (x) The 
Muslim. Women's Protection of Rights on Divorce Act, 1986. and Jddat. 

2. Legal Assistance to Assure Justice to Women 
The government established a special 'Cell' [attached to labour department] in 197.6 with a 

view to provide due assistance to women in distress. The responsibility of this cell is entrusted 
to the 'Commissioner of Police'. The central government has also established a separate ministry 
with a cabinet rank to deal with the issue_s and problems concerned with women. To assist judiciary 
in its task of ensuring judicial protection to women "social vigilance groups" are established. Family 
Courts established according to "the Family Court Act, 1984 ",are giving legal protection to women. 

·The Social Welfare Department has established "Women's Bureau" in order to look into the problems 

of women and to flnd.solutionsfor the same. 

3. Establishment of National Commission for Women 
The Central Government e.stablished "the National Commission For Women" [NCW] in 1992 in 

order .to check incidents of violence against women and to promote social, legal and economic equality 
of women. The Commission ha~ a Chairman, 5 members, and a Member Secretary, all nominated by the 
Central Government. The Commission continues to pursue its mandatory activities, namely, review of 
legislations, interventions in specific individual complaints of atrocities and remedial action to safeguard 
the interests of women. The Commission has accorded highest priority to seeming speedy justice to 

/women. In addition to, the NCW, several states oflndia estaqlished "State Women's Commissions" 
[SWC]. By ~001, there were SWCs mas many as 17 states, 

The main function of these Commissions is to inqfill:e moo the "unfair practice" meted out to 

women which includes "mental and physical torture". Its other functions include studying 
inadequacies in laws, monitoring enforcement of laws, inspecting prisons, police.stations, lock-ups, 
refuges for women victims of violence, etc. It makes recommendations for prosecution in individual 
cases. Smt. Girija Vyas is its present [2005] national level President. 

4. Relief and Rehabilitation 
-·· ·- · -As per-The Scheduled Castes-imd Scheduled Tribes-fPievenifiiiioJA.tioi:lliesfRiiles,1989,-

com.pen~atio1Li§ JC> .. be_ paiQ.Jo_ Il1e11li:JeI"s.<>fJh()st; ccmmmnities .. who have suftered abuses. T.his 
compensation includes Rs. 50,000, to a woman who has-had her modesty '1outraged"-or been sexually 
exploited, and Rs. 2 lakh to a woman who has been raped. But it has been observed that proper 
economic and social rehabilitative facilities are not provided to the victims though such legal provisions 

are ere. 

5. Government's Concern for Women Through the Observance 
of Women's Day Programmes 

The Government's concern for women has been expressed by means of its observance of 
"Women's Day Programmes". For Example: - . 
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(i) Theyear1975 was observed as "International Year of Women" as per the call of the UNO. 
From 1975 onwards, the 8th Day of March is being observed as "International Women's 
Day". ' 

(ii) The year 199() was observed as "SAARC year of the Girl Child". 
(iii) The Decade between 1991-2000 AD was observed as "The SAARC Decade of the Girl 

Child". 

(iv) The year 1001 was observed as the "Year of Women's Empowerment". 

6. Social and Economic Programmes For the Benefit of Women 
In order to protect the social and economic interests of women, the Government has undertaken 

a variety of programmes among which the following may be mentioned. 

a) Educational Development Plan for Women - through women study Centres, Human Resources 
Department, the UNICEF, NCERT, Ford Foundations, and so on. 

b) Progn1mmes for Improving Women's Health - through Indian Council of Medical Research, 
Ministry of Health and Family Welfare, Central Govt. Health Services Scheme, and so on. 

c) Economic Development Programmes For Women '- Through various schemes such as -
Institute for providing vocational training for women, Women's National Training Institute, 

INDIAN WOMEN ON THE PATH OF EXCELLENCE ..... 

• During the recent years Indian women have been forging ahead as a powerful force of social change. 
This fact is borne out by their exceptionally impressive achievements in certain fields. Some examples: 

• So far 4 Indian women have secured "Bharata Ratna". The highest national award. The recipients 
of the award are : (i) Indira Gandhi [1917-1984] awarded in 1971; (ii) Mother Teresa [Mar1y Teresa 
Bojaxhiu [1910-1997] awarded in 1980; (iii) Aruna Asaf Ali [1909-1996] awarded posthumously in 1997; 
and (iv) Lata Mangeshkar [Sushri Lata Dinanatha Mangeshkar - [1929 ... ] awarded in 2001. 

• Indira Gandhi ~ould rise to the level of Prime Minister and rule India for I 0-11 years, while more 
than 11· other women coµld excel themselves as Chief Ministers. 

• Women as IAS, IFS and JPS Officers : In 1948, there was not a single woman in these posts. 
In 1951, one woman was recruited to the post ofLA.S., it increased to 18 between 1951 and 1960, 
and then to 339 in 1987 [By then, women !AS officials constituted 7A5% of the total 4548 posts]. 
By 1993, 17 women !AS officers were working as Deputy Commissioners and around 87 women officers 
were working in different departments of the Central Government. 

e Women in IFS and JPS : Up to 1993, around 409 people were selected IFS officers out of whom 
40 were women. Of these 40 officers, only 6 were selected as Indian ambassadors in foreign countries. 

• Dr. Kiran Bedi and Kanchan C. Bhattacharya have made name as !PS officers. [Achievement 
of Dr. Kiran Bedi as JPS Officer : Dr. Kiran Bedi was the first police officer [in the Cadre of 
IPS] in the world to enter the police service. When she was posted as the Inspector General of Prisons 
at the biggest national level jail, namely, Tihai, at t~cw Delhi, she "resorted to Some innovative ways 
of reforming the jail artd its conditions. She sought to breakdown adversarial relations between the police 
and the community of prisoners. She tried "to replace the. hard hand of punishment with the soft one 
of correction and rehabilitation". In recognition of her yeomen service she was awarded in 1994 "Ramon 
Magsaysay Award" which is popularly known as the "Asian Nobel Prize". Kanchan C. Bhattacharya 
has been the first to become the woman DGP [Deputy General of Police] and is_ currently [2005] serving 
the State of Uttaranchal.] 

• Women in t!ie Field of Judiciary : At present, there are about 19 women judges out of a sanctioned 
strength of 647 judges in 21 high courts, Fathima Bibi of Kerala became the first woman judge in the 
Supreme Court. 

• Women in the Educational Field : The literacy level of women has risen from 39.29% in 1991 
to 54% in 2001. As per the latest information, 1.25 lakh women graduate as doctors every year. This 
is 50% of the total number. Further, 2 l(J(o of India's software professionals and 25% of sc.ience and engineering 
graduates are women. More than 50% of the students who pass out every year with a bachelor's degree 
in humanities are girls. [Source of these Vital Statistics : "India Today", April 4, 2005, Page : 32.] women 
are also not lagging behind in the fields such as 'art, literature and sports. Some have reached great heights 
in these fields. 
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Working Women's Hostels, the National Committee for Women Welfare, Social Assistance 
Schemes, The Scheme of Training, - Employment Cum Production Centres, Rastriya Mahila;Kosh 
( 1992); Mahila Samriddhi Yojana, Indira Mahila Yojana (1995), Women's Development Corporation 
[WDC - 1986-87], Welfare and Support Services, and so on. 

a) Educational Development Plan for Women 
-- -------'f.h{l--Unwe1·s:ity--<:mmts--Gmnmission-had-stressed--as--early--as-in-l9-48-the..essentiaLneecL ___ _ 

for the education of women. The Central Education Department, the [NCERT] National Council 
of Educational Research and Training, the [NAEP] National Adult Education Programme and 
other.institutions .have evinced greater interesJin_provid_ing edu.cationa_l __ facilities (or FQ!llen. 

• Women Study Centres have been established with the assistance of [UGC] University 
Grants Commission to study the status of women and problems and issues concerned with 
women. 

• Other Institutions: Institutions such as - (i) UNICEF: United Nations' International 
Children's Educational Fund; (ii) ICSSR: Indian Council of Social Science Research; (iii) 
UNESCO: United Nations Educational Scientific and Cultural Organisation; (iv) CSIR: Council 
of Scientific and Industrial Research; (v) Ford Foundation, etc. have shown a special interest 
in studying women's problems. 

b) Programmes for Improving Women's Health 
Various organisations, independent surveys and studies conducted by prominent individuals 

and private institutions brought to.:the notice of the Central Government at different times between 
1975-85 the urgent need for improving women's health. Various governmental agencies such as 
"Indian Council ofMedicalReseatch, Ministry of Health and Family Weifare, CentralGovernment 
Health Services Scheme {CQHS] etc. have been paying much sittention to promote women's 

health. 
•In rural areas institutional systems such as rural Primary Health Centres and Family Welfare 

Centres are trying to promote women's health. World Health Organisation, World Bank and Ford 
Foundation are also showing concern in providing medical protection to women and children. 

c) Economic Development Programme for Women 
The Five Year Plans launched by the Government have paid due attention to enable women 

to attam greater econonnc part1c1pation. In some of me areas such as factories, offices, n.ining, 
,;lerical pQSts, teaching, nursing, hanking tea and cejfee plantations. etc. women employees are 
found in a large number. To protect the economic interests of the employed women various legislations 
such as Minimum Wages Act, 1948; Equal Wages Act, 1976; the Factories Amendment Act, 1976; 
etc. have been undertaken. The Kamataka and Andhra Governments have reserved some jobs for 

women in government sector. 
• Employment and Training of Women : The Programme of Support;to Training-cum

-- -- Employment for Women -[S'f-EP}was launched in-1-9-87 to strengthen and impro:ve.the. skills_ for. 
employment opportunities for women below poverty line in traditional sectors of agriculture, small 
sca:leindustries~ animal husbandry,handlooms;-handierafts; eottageandviHage industries: sericulture, 
etc. where women are employed on a large scale. 

The scheme of Condensed Courses of Education and Vocatfonal Training [CCE&VT] for adult 
women started in 1958, is impl@m@nted by the Central Social Welfare Board It aims at providing 
new vistas of employment through continuing education and vocational training to women and 
girls, particularly to school drop-outs. During the years 1997-1999, as many as 2,000 courses were 
sanctioned to benefit about 50,000 women and girls. 

• Institutes for Providing Vocational Training for Women have been established at vanous . 
places and in 1984 there were about 125 such institutes throughout the nation. 
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• Women's National Training Institute was started in 1977 and its regional units in places, 
such as Bombay, Bangalore, Thiruvananthapuram, Hissar, Calcutta were also opened. The Regional 
Training Institute at Bangalore gives "basic" and also modem training to about 1,426 girls and 
part-time training to about 141 girls every year. 

• Socio-Economic Programme : Under this programme, the Central Social Welfare Board gives 
financial assistance to the voluntary organisations for undertaking a wide variety of income-generating 
activities, which include the prod,llction of central components in units, handlooms, 
handicrafts, agro based activities such as animal husbandry, sericulture, and fisheries, and self 
employment ventures like vegetables or fish-vending, etc. 

• The Dairy Scheme focuses exclusively on women's organisations having at least 20 women 
members, including Mahi/a Mandals, Indira Mahi/a Kendras, Self Help Groupsl and-organisations 
already assisted under STEP scheme. The benefits of the scheme are meant for women whose families 
are below the poverty line. 

• Mahila Samriddhi Yojana: This scheme was launched on 2nd6ct. 1993, through a network 
of 1.32 lakh rural Post Offices to promote thrift ~mong rural women and to empower them with greater 
control over their household sources. After the completion of 2 years of imP;lementation of this 
Yojana it was decided to launch a new scheme which woµld cover approxirqately 885 blocks in 
which about 20 lakh women would be benefited. 

4111 Rashtriya Mahila Kosh [RMK] : The national credit fund for women c~lled The Rashtriya' 
Mahi/a Kosh was set up in 1992-93 with a corpu~fund ofRs.31 crores with a major objective of 
meeting the credit needs of poor women, particufarly in the informal sector. The Minister of State 
for Women and Child Development is the C]Jafrperson of this Kosh. The RMK has sanctioned up 
to 3 lst March 1998, loans of Rs.4 7 .85 crores to benefit 2.50 lakh woinen through .256 NGOs. 

• Working Women's Hostels have been established in towns and cities maifl!y to provide 
board and lodging facilities to rural women who move on to urban centres to obtain jobs. Governmental 
and private agencies are taking initiative in opening such hostels. In some hostels, day-care centres 
for children of these women are also attached. During 1992-93 as many as 23 additional hostels 
were sanctioned to provide accommodation to 2,269 working women. This b,ought the total number 
of hostels tO over 811[by1999] benefiting over 56,974 working women. 

e The National Committee For Women Welfare is instituted for framing appropriate policies 
for women welfare to suit to the changing needs of time. 

e Indira Mahila Yojana [IMYJ : The Indira Mahila Yojana that aims .at organising women 
at the ?rass root level to facilitate their participation in decision making and empowerment, was 
launched on 20th August 1995, in 200 Integrated Child DevelopmentServices [ICDS] blocks. The 
stre)'lgth of the scheme lies in the strength of group dynamics. The objectives of the scheme are 
- awareness generation among the women from rural areas and urban slums and economic 
Pm'l111WPrm,c>nt Of WOmen" 

The Central Social Welfare Board 
The Central Social Welfare .Board [CSWB] was set up in 1953 with the objective of promoting 

social welfare activities and implementing welfare programmes for women, children and the handicapped 

l. Stree Shakti Scheme {Self-Help Groups - SGHsf to Empower Women Economically : Karnataka Model: 
In order to empower rural women economically, the Kamtaka Government [under the Chief Ministership 

of S.M. Krishna] launched the 'Stree Shakti Scheme' to forge "Self-help Groups" among women. Purposes: 
(ih.To strengthen the process of economic devel,opment of women. (ii) To establish at least one lakh 
SH Gs during. 2000-2001. (iii) To enhance financial stability in rural 1 women by involving them. in income 
generating actjvities such as producing r- detergent powder, cleaning porder, bleaching powder, candle. making, 
coi~s, mat-making, toy-making, agarbatti making, etc. Thfs scheme was intended to empower at least two 
million rural women in Karnataka by the end of the year 2002. These SGHs seem to be f4nctioning 
comparatively v7!1 in many of the rural areas of Kamataka at present [2005]. 
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through voluntary organisations. The CSWB is unique in the sense that it was the first organisation 
in post independent era to achieve people's participation for implementation of welfare programmes 
for women and children through the Non-Government Organisations [NGOs]. 

The CSWB established by the Planning Commission, has its own women welfare programmes 
such as providing housing protection to weak and helpless women, fallen women, helple,ss widows; 
creating centres of social education for women and adult education centres, condensed courses 

- -of education and vocational training courses Jor women and gzrlS;-awareness genera1wnprojects ___ _ 
for rural and poor women, family counselling centres,' holiday camps for children, welfare extension 
projects in border areas, opening centres for giving healthy entertainment to the women, giving 
assistance urcreches and-hostels-:,for working-women; ete The=-Beard- gives· financial.subsidy of 
Rs. 50,0001- annually to those private agencies [NGOs] which provide good service to tht!: women. 

·Presently, more than 18,000 NGOs are receiving financial assistance and guidance from the Board. 
• Voluntary organisation in the service of women: (i) Mobile Creches for working mother's 

children aged upto 12 years; (ii) "Annapoorna" women's co-operative Society to provide mid~day 
meal to working women; (iii) Self-Employed Women Association, a registered trade union to organise 
women rag-pickers, head-loaders, junksmith, fish vendors, bamboo-workers, beedi workers, block
printers, used garment dealers has come into being to get a fair deal for women workers. 

Conclusfon : It is true that the Central and the State governments have undertaken .v.mous 
legislative and other measures for promoting the welfare of women. We cannot, however, say that 
the intended purpose of the Governments is fulfilled and the targeted persons have received all 
the benefits. The educated, middle class and upper caste women of towns and cities have taken 
relatively greater advantage of these measures, whereas the vast mass of uneducated, lower class 
and lower caste women of the rural areas are not even aware of most of these welfare measures. 
Th~ defi~iencies involved in th.eserneasures and the inefficient implementation oftl,lede'velopmental 
programmes by the indifferent bureaucrats have come in the war of the success, Qf these measures. 
In spite of these shortcomings, the awareness ofwomenregarding these measures is slowly growing. 
After the lapse of a few centuries, the society is becoming slowly aware of the historic necessity 
of providing women a respectable position in society and paying special attention ,to the problems 

haunting them. 

15. THE POSITION AND THE PROBLEMS OF 
INDIAN WOMEN : FUTURE PROSPECTS 

The discussion regarding the status of Indian women has been there since decades. It is an 
acknowledged fact that though the Indian women are given nnportance m soc1efy, their stafus 1s not 
equal to that of men. Indian women are not able to lead a free and independent life as their counterpart' 
do in the West. Still it is astonishing to observe that Indi;m women . who suffered from various 
pr6blems and setbacks for more than 2000 years, have been trying to come out of their traditional 
shells and getting themselves ready to make the best use of the opportunities offered to them. 

Future- Prospects 
Wlutt will happen to the statU;S of Indian women in the near fatule? Will thev become 

free from theproblems with which they suffered/or-centuries? Can we expect·· better status 
and brighter prospects for our women in the~years to come? Will they be able to lead a free 
and in<tependent life as their counterparts do in the West ? Or, whether their status is going 
to deteriora.tefurther in future? wm they, attain equality with their menfolk? These are 1lOme 
of the questions currently being discussed in connection with the status of Indian women. 
On the basis of the existing state of affairs some observations and brnad generalisatimils could 

be made regarding this issue. 
, . I , 

1. New Problems in Place oj Old Ones : I he age-old problem.s oflndian women such as child 
marriage, sati system, prohibition on widow remarriage, purdah system, devadasi system etc, have 
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almost 'disappeared. They have disappeared only to give room for some other problems of modem 
times such as atrocities against women, rape, dowry harassments and deaths, immoral traffic of 
women, oppressiori and exploitation of 'dalit' and minority women, torture and harassment of 
women undertrials, sexual harassment of employed women etc. These problems have made it difficult 
for women to lead an equal life with men. 

2• Continued Dominance of Male Supremacy : The Indian society continues to be a male 
dominate~ society. Though sex equality has been achieved by law, it is difficult to practise it socially. 
The belief that the biological and cultural roles of men and women are different, is very strong 
in India. As long as this belief persists, and the value of male dominance prevails, male-female equalify 
cannot be achi~ved in the Indian context. · 

3. Regional, Caste and Class Differences : As Andre Beteille has observed that there is a 
close link between· the statuses and problems of women on the one hand and the region, 'religion, 
caste and class to which they belong, on the other. These differences inay contirl.ue in the coming 
years also. These differences are putting some hurdles on the way of Indian women developing 
some "common interests". 

4. Relaxed Control Over Women : As S.C. Dube has pointed out there are three principal 
areas in which controls are exercised on women:1 (i) Women '.s sexuality is controlled much more 
strictly than men's; (ii) There are restrictions on women's movements and contacts; (iii) Women's 
resources [labour and skills]. need regulation and (:Ontrol. On these three issues modem Indian 

. women are more free, no doubt; but they are. not equal to men. Most of them do not bother about 
attaining equality .with meµ in these areas. \ 

S. Women Exploiting Women; In 1ib.e Indian context, we also find social situation~ in which ' ' ~ ' women themselves are exploiting women in one way or another. Examples: . 'Gharwalis' or 'lady 
bosses ' in the brothel homes exploiting prostitutes, mothers-in-law harassing and torturing daughters,. 
in-law. Situation is improving in this field for the educated women are becoming quite conscious 
of their rights. 

6. Lack of Powerful Women Organisations andMovenumts : Indian women are forging ahead 
.in the fields of education and employment. But they have not developed powerfulwomen organisation$ 
nor movements to safeguard their interests. Ne~th,er at the national lever nor at the state level, is 

· such a strong women"s organisation found. Titis situation has further, added to the exploitation 
of women. · 

1.1s There Not a Need/or Women's Liberation, Movement in India?: On the basis 
of the existing social situations; it can be· said that there is no possibility of a. feminist 
movement or a wom~n's liberation movement emerging out in India fo assert the rights of 

· women. Since Indian women give dqe importance to motherhood, rearing of children and 
household work which they consider as "women's tasks"; they do not appreciate "women's ' 
liberation, movement .. of the western type which fights for equality with men in all respects. 
As Romila Thapar has observed, "women's liberation does not have any immediate relevance 

· to the ·Indian social situation; "2 · 
8. No Protection to the Interests of Lower Class and Lower Caste Women : In all discussions 

and 1debates relating to the status of Indian women, much is said about middle and upper class 
women and upper caste educated women. The statuses and problems of lower class and lower 

' caste women who constitute the majority of womenfolk, are not given due importance. This . 
only shows that our discussions are misleading1 one~sided, partial and even prejudiced. Majority .· 

1. . S,C. Dube in his "Indian Society .. - Page:_ 9.5. 
2 •. ~omila Thapar in her article "Loo.kiTJq _Back in History .. in "Indian Women .. - Page: S-6. 
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of Indian women who are illiterate and ignorant are not capable of changing their life-styles, 
beliefs and values overnight. They take time to change themselves. Hence, no revolutionary 
change can be witnessed in the overall social position oflndian women at least in the immediate 
future. 

9. Indifferent Attitude of the Governments and Political Leaders : The measures taken 
__ a!ld the programmes implementep. by the 'Central and State governments so far .in the direction 

of raising the status of Indian women and protecting their interests, are ne1tner prom1smgnor ---
adequate. Laws and legislations alone cannot bring about desired changes in the society. 
Consistent and honest efforts on the part of people's representatives and social leaders are 
reciiifredto .. per-suaffe·· people- lo i-ccepl. iie w s1fiiatioris arid elfii:Uenges.· Such efforts are 
conspicuously absent in India. 

Conclusion : Women in India are not yet equal to men. There is no legal or constitutional 
barrier to equality. There is only the social barrier. Women in India are more after a "respectable" 
and "meaningful" social status which is free from all sorts of exploitation. There is no urge 
in them to outsmart men. They want their in,terests to be protected and problems solved. As 
long as the problems of women remain as "~omen's problems" and not as "societal problems", 
so long, attempts at the solution of these problems do not get the required speed. 

Indian women are not very much after equality with men. But they expect a change in the 
attitude of men towards them and their status. On the contrary, they expect greater freedom, 
better education, self-dependence, decent jobs, a proper treatment of women by menfolk, and 
a socio-economic environment fr.ee from all types of exploitation. Our attempts 'to provide such 
a type of socio-economic environment to women will definitely influence their social status and 
the socio-economic conditions in the . days to come. 
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SOCIAL WORK, 

SOCIAL SECURITY AND 
SOCIAL WELFARE ': 

CONCEPTUAL 
OVERVIEWS 

~; SocU,l Work: Confusion Regarding the Definition of Sodial Work- Some DefinitiOns'of 
the Concept " Assumptions <?f Social Work - Essential ValueS in Support.of Social Work -

, Characteristics of Social Work - A Brief H/storical Background of Social-Work: Ev0/ution 
of Social Work : Social Work as Individual Charity, As Organised Activity and as a 
f7ofessionqt Service - Scope of Social Wirk- Methods of Social Work :Social Case Work, 
Social Group Work, Community Organisation - Social Action, Social Welfare AdministratiOn 
'.and Soci<il, Work Research - Social Work As A Profession: Requi~ments of a Profe~sion, 
the Beginni11g of Social Work as a Profession, the Beginfiing of Social Work As an Academic 
piscipline in India -Social Work and Other Related Concepts: Social Service, Socia/Services, 
Social Reform, Social Education ,_ Social Work : Relations With Some Other Sciences : 
Social Work and Sociology, Economics, Psychology and Psychiatry. B."Social Security : 
Definition "Of Social Security- Main Components of Social Security· Scope and Forms of 
Social Security : Social Insurance, Public Assistance and Public Service - Origin and 
Developrfient of Social Security~ Development of Social Security in India c Social Security 
'Legis{ations in India. C Social Welfare: Definition ofSoeial Welfare - Vast Scope of Social 
Welfare~ 1Wo Characteristics of Social Welfare -Main Objectives of Social Welfare -Purposes 
of Social J~lfare Programmes in the Indian Context - Functions of Social' Welfare - Social 
Welfare and Social Worf: Compared. Differences Between Social Work and Social Welfare. 

(A) SOCIAL WORK 
1 Social work is one of the applied fields of sociology. It consisti; of the application of sociological 

anaRsychological principles to find solutions to the specific problems of the community or society or 
,the• individual. .Social work can be stated as a "recent branch qf knowledge··which ·deals· with the 
seientiftc \solution and treatment of the psycho·social problems. 111. 

Social problem8 have been in existem::e in every society since times ~emorial. Attempts .to 
. fmd :solutions to these problems in the name of "social service, social reform" or "chari!J'' have also. 
· been a part of every society. PeoJ>le with religious fervour or humanitarian outlook have peen lending 
1. · Sanjay Jlhattacharya in "Social Work" [An Integrated Approach]2004 - Page: I. 
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a helping hauu to people in distress, destitution and deprivation. Love for one's fellqwmen, feeling of 
brotherhood, utge for service to. members of one's own community, giving charity to the poor, etc., 
·also functioned\as inner driving forces to be at the service of the distressed and tl\e disturbed pe~ple. 
Not only indivi4uals but ,also some voluntary groups and organisations were engaged in such type of 
charitable or service activiti11s. The charitable work and service activities taken up by individuals, 

--gt-OUpS-and--¥0luntacy--0rganisations_cameJ;o_he_termed as "social work" in due course. This .social 
work has now attained the status of a profession. 

Confusion Regarding the J?efinition of Social Work 
-Tlle1enn·11sociatl•10rk''ba~notbeenproperly definedby·thesehoJar.g · Like the Monalisa.smile, 

it means many things to many people. There are many misconceptions about it and to make an exhaustiv,e 
inventory of them itself would be a difficult task. Since the very development of social work has not 
been uniform in all the countries the task of providing a satisfactory definition to the concept has 
become still more difficult. Walter Pettit [1925] in this context regrets that "insocial work we are 
still in the twilight zone of undefined terminology". Philip Klein too complains (1934) thai "no 
satisfactory definition of the term {social work] has been achieved." The term is often confused with 
pther similar terms .tiuch as - ''social welfare", "social service", "social security", "welfare work" and 

soon. 

Some Definitions of Social Work 
In spite of the confusions prevailing regarding the term social work, scholars have ventured to 

find their own definitions for it. Some such definitions may be cited here. 
1. Radhakatnal Mukerjee : Social work consists of "the entire body of public and voluntary 

welfare activitieslhat seekto assure every eitizena desirableminimumstandardof living,freedom 

and security. " 
2. Friedlander : "Social work is a form of professional service based upon scientific knowledge 

and skill in human relations which assists individuals alone or groups to obtain social and 
personal satisfaction and independerice. It is usually performed by a social agency or a related 

organisation." 
3. Indian Conference of Social Work (1957] : "Social work is a welfare activity based on 

humanitarian philosophy, scientific knowledge and technical skills for helping individuals or 

. g1'€J"f>S 81' (#Jmmzmi13• to live Q rjcb andfall life 11 

4. William P. Scott [in Dictionary of Sociology] : Social work refers to "a specialisedprofession'al 
field concerned with .the application of sociological and psychological prmctples to. the solution 
of specific community problems and the deviation of individual distress. i• 

5. Collins Dictionary of Sociology : Social work refers to "the organised provision of personal 
welfare services to people in need, including the poor, thephysically and mentally disabled, the 

aged, children in need, etc. " 
. 6 •.. ProJ._Stroup : "SQdt1Lwo.rlci.S'theart ofbringing various resources tobear on indivi~ual, group 

and community needs by.the· applicdtion of aHscientijic meih.oaofhelpfog people-to7ielp 

· themselvesc '- _ -------- ------------------ -------

' 7. Prof •. Sushil Chandra : "Social work is a dynamic . activity undertaken. by public or private 
efforts in the implementation of social policy, wf th a view to raiSe the standard of living and to 
bring about social, economic, political and cultural wellbeing of the individualfamily andthe 
group within a society irrespective of its stage of social development. " 

Assumptions of Social Work 
Social work as a profession seeks t0 enhance the social functioning of individuals, singly and ·in 

groups .. By resorting to various types of activities. it focuses upon their social relationships which 
constitute the interaction between man and his environment Social work essentially involves certain 
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assumptions 1 among which the following may be noted. 

1. Like all other professions social workhas problem - solving functions. 
2, The piactice of social work is an art with a scientific and value foundation. 
3. Social work as a profession came into being ~d continues to develop because it meets human 

needs and aspirations recognized by society... · 

4. Social work practice takes its values from those held by the society of which it is a part. However, 
its values are not necessarily or altogether those universally or predominantly held or practised 
in society. 

5. The scientific base of social work consists of three· types of knowledge : (a) tested knowledge, 
(b) hypothetical knowledge that requires transformation into tested knowledge, anq (c) assumptive 
knowledge (or ''practice wisdom") that requires transformation into hypothetical and thence 
into tested knowledge ... 

6. The knowledg~ needed for social work practice is determined by its goals and functions and .the 
problems it seeks to solve. 

I :· 

7. The internalization of professional knowledge and values is a vital characteristic of the professional 
social worker since he is himselfthe instrument of.professional help. 

8. Professional skill is expressed in the activities of the social ,worker ... 

Essential Values in Support of Social Work 
Social w:ork assumes importance because it is backed by some values. The essential values of 

·social work that are very significant in defining this profession may be mentioned below. 2 

1. · Each person has a right to self-fulfilment. 

2. Each person, as a member of society, has the obligation to seek ways of self-fulfilment that 
contribute to the common good. 

3. Society has the obligation to facilitate the self-fulfilment of the individual anCfhis right to righteous 
enrichment. 

4. For the harmonious development of his personality each person requires opportunities for 
·satisfying his _basic needs in the physical, psychological,· economic, culturaf, aesthetic, and spiritual 
re-alms. 

5. As, society becomes mor~ complex and interdependent; increasingly specialised social organisation 
is required to facilitate the individual's efforts at self-realisation. 

6. To facilitate "self-realisation" on the one band, and "contribution to society by the individual" 
on the other; the social organisation must make available all the socially important devices so as 
to satisfy the human needs and promote general welfare. 
The values mentioned above, constittite the minimum commitment for the social worker. The 

goal of social work is the enrichment.of social functioning wherever the need for such enhancement is 
felt or experienced socially or i~dividually. 

1. CHARACTERISTICS OF SOCIAL WORK 
Social work aims 'at creating conditions for the individuals and groups under which they are able 

to utilise their potentialities to the maximum extent. It also aims to make use of the e~isting resources 
to remove some of the handicaps and to overcome them by proper adjustment. Social work as such 
exhibits sorile general characteristics which are mentioned by the United Nations in an "International 

\ 

t. $ource: Werner W. Boehm, "Objectives of the Social Work Curriculum of the Future" Curriculum Study, 1. New York 
: Council on Social Work Education [1959] - Page: 54. as quoted by Rex A. Skidmore and Milton G. Thackery in their 
"Introduction to Social Work" [Second Edition) - Page: 3. 

2. W.H. Boehm'S views a:s quoted by R.A. Skidmore and M.G; Thackery - Page : 5: 
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Survey of Training for Social Work".1 These three general functions as mentioned by the U .N. are as 
follows -

1. Social Work is a Helping Activity : Social work is designed to help the individual in 
adjusting to iris pteseul chcmnstances. It intends to give assistance to indi\1iduals, families and groups 
which are prevented from achieving a minimum desirable standard of social and economic well
being.· 

2. Social Work Is Basically a Social Activity : It is carried on not for personal profit by 
private practitioners. It is, however, carried under the auspices of government or non-governmental 
organisationsorbothwhich areestablished.fo:r.th6.bene.fitofmembers .. ofthecommunity,. 

3. Social Work Denotes Liaison Activity : It is a liaison activity through which disadvantaged 
individuals, families and groups may tap all the resources in the community available to meet their 
unsatisfied needs. 

Distinguishing Characteristics of Social Work 
The concept of 'social work' may better be comprehended by consideration of some of its 

distinguishing characteristics. 2 · 
1. Focus on the Total Person : In social work there is focus on the wholeness and stability of the 

person. It stresses the total person in the total environment. -
2. Emphasis on the Importance of the Family: Social workers are aware of the fact that most 

social problems are the results of imbalanced family relationships. They consider family as a case in 
social work. They attempt to emphasise the importance of the family in moulding and influencing 

'behaviour. 
3. Utilisation· of Community Resources : Social workers have a kriowledge of col1m1lrility 

resources and are able to tap them to meet the needs of their clients. 
4. Use of the Supervisory .Process : Social work provides supervision both in academic study 

and in practice by qualified, professional personnel to help the worker to grow professionally. Thi~ 
supervisoris available regularly to help the worker do a better job and increase his or her understandings 
and skills in working with people. , 

5. Relationship is a Key Factor in Social Work Process : Everything that is a part ()f interview 
is important here. As far as the social worker is concerned, the feeling tones between the worker and 
client are patticulmly itnpo1tant. The seeial neflcer attemf)ts te Relf tlte Glient te face aad solve his ot 
her problems by sharing kriowledge and skills. The wor,ker tries to establish an "emotionally s,upportive 
relationship" with the client. 

• Significant principles from sociology, social psychology and group dynamics are woven into 
the art of social work. These are utilised in understanding relationships of people and in helping them 
to resolve their conflicts. 

6. Social Work involves Basic Knowledge of Psychiatry Also : Social worker gives importance 
to theunderstanding.ofpeople. He.intends to .. knowhow the_client_f eels_abQUt himl>~lf12t:J1t:ri>t:Jfiind 
his or her relationship with others. The worker is supposed to have a basic kriowledge of the concepts 
ofpsychiatryanddynamic psych9logywhich assists. himorherin-deaiing .With humanbeha:v1our. 

7. Social Work Recognises that Most of the Social Problems are Rooted in Social 
Institutions : Hence, in order to ui'iderstand these problems and beha¥iour, it is n¢Qessary to understand 
the instjtutions of man Social problems may be reduced by working with individual 
personalities or by changing social institutions. For example, a particular boy may be helped to 
give up delinquent behaviour through individual therapy. Social work also recognises1hat thousands 
of delinquent acts may be prevented through sensible changes in political or economic institutions. 

1. Source: D. Paul Chowdhry in "Introduction to Social Work" [History, Concept, Methods ~nd'Fiel<ls] Page : 23-24 

2. Source : R.A. Skidmore and M.G. Thackery - Pages : 9-11. 
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8. Traditional Social Work Emphasisesthree Basic Processes : (i} Case work involves a close, 
face-to-face relationship in working with people arid their problems. (ii) Group work utilises the 
group as the tool to bring about·desired changes in social functioning with troubled persons. ·(iii) 

. Community Organisation is the intergroup approach toward facing and solving social pathologies. 
')....Social Work and Agency Settings : Most s.ocial ~workers are employed in agency settings. 

Those who operate within the framework and policies ,of agencies obtain the structural backing ano 
support that strengthen their services in thany ways. They get, fot example, many positive resources 
suqh as supervision, consultation, and collaboration that are inherent in agency settings. 

lO. Effectiveness of Social Work Depends on Team Work : A social worke~ is particularly 
effective in developing and using the team approach and bringing about co-ordination of services and 
activities. The social worker often acts as co~ordinator' and integratot for the team effort. 

11. Social Work Consists of Educational Programme Also : Social work involves both classwork 
and practical field work experience which go hand in hand. To get a Master of Social Work [MSW] 
degree one requires to undergo two years of training course in any recognised university of India. It 
includes both academic classes and live field experiences in working with clients, which gives an 
integrated combination of theory and practice. Provision is also there for undergraduate course in 
social work. Graduates. With B.S.W.:{Bachelor ofSocial Work] degree ~e recognised as beginnei:s 

· qualified to start the profession of social work. 
It is clear from the above explanation that the basic aim of social work is to help the client to help 

himsetfor community to help itself. Social worker is. not a person who never listens to his clients but 
prescribes a ,;social-psychological pill" even though most clients ask for it. On the contrary, he tries 
to help a person to improve his or her understanding. of himself or herself. He assists the person to 
improve his/her relationships with others and to tap his. or her own and community resources in 
solving personal problems. Social work endeavours to emphasise and utilise the strengths and resources 
of both the individual and community to effect desired changes. 

l. A BRIEF HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF SOCIAL WORK 
·Social work as a profession· is. a product. of the 20th ·century. It has . however, its roots well 

establi~hed in history. It has been in existence from the time when people first began to think and take 
responsi~ility towards others, that is, their neighbours, fellow caste~members, comniunity~members 
or fellow citizens by way of indulging in activities which were called. "charity", ''poor relief', 
''philanthropy", "social reform" and so on. Social work as we call it today attained professional status 

, not until the second decade of the 20th century . 

. Evolution of Social Work 
. . Social work as a profession is found in several nations of the worid today. Bu~ it didn't develop 

. in these nations in the same way. It hasimdergone different stages of development in different countries. 
The stages through which social work has passed in many of the eountries in which it is today most 
fully. developed may be divided into three major categories namely : 

a) Social »JOrk as individual charity,. 
IJ) Social work as organised activity, and 
c) Social work as a professional service. 

a) Social' Work As Individual Cliarity 
. Many countries consider charity, especially alms-giving as social work. He~ng the poor and 

the needy persons by. voluntary spirit on the part of a few individuals has been regarded as social 
' work. Giving a~ or giving soJD.ething as charity has been a conventional way. of helping poor 
people to me~ftheir material needs: Further, the inspiration foriendering this kind of charity.originally 

' came fyotn religious teachings. Individuals are inspired either by humanitarian motives or religious 
teachings to do volunteer service. Social workas iridividua1 cnarity serves lwo purposes, namely. 
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(i) catering to the material needs of an underprivileged destitute class; and (ii) fulfilling the self
assumed social or religious obligations of a privileged upper or middle class, 

Though some people in some countries still cling to this concept of social work, its meaning has 
radically changed today. Infurmed people now believe that social work is not just poor relief. Charity 
can never remove poverty. Charity given unscrupulously, or Without any discrimination, encourages 
beggacy._J Inlike social work, charity aims tn_the spiritual welfare of the donor, ratheLlhan_at_fue_ ___ _ 
welfare of the recipient. Social workers are not concerned with poverty but their main interest is in the 
personality of the. individuals concerned. ' 

, .... _Jt_i!lj11<:\.e.e<t!fl!e_thfil§<>~i;,tl_wQr}<_11n<i.erfil_QQ_d,..;,ts _iil.c:\iyJcil!;,tl_ch?:x:i!Y.h;,t~Jl:irQ\lgJiQ\1Lth.e c:.en!ll!i.es_ 
and throughout the world, frequently paved the way for organised governmental and non
governmental action in the social field. Realisation of the evils of indiscriminate alms-giving led to 
the recognition of the need for organised effort not only to mitigate poverty bµt to seek and remedy 

·its causes. It was also realised that preventive and curative work in this area requires trained minds 
as well as sympathetic hearts. Thus, social work as individual charity was only an initial phase in 
the development of social work as a scientific method. But in many countries, .many people still 
continue to ~egard social work as a charitable activity concerned entirely with the relief of the poor 
and the destitutes. 

b) Social Work As Organised Activity 
There are many countries which believe that social work deals with economic dependency which 

includes destitution. From this point of view, social work is regarded as "a systematic method of 
providing for the support and I or rehabilitation .of economically dependent groups, that is, the 
unemployed,. the sick, the aged, the handicapped, the mentally ill, widows and depf?ndent child~n; 
~" . ·. 

Social work as an attempt to deal with economic dependency and distress has taken many different 
forms both public and private. In some countries, the prevention and treatment of destitution has 
become a recognised responsibility of the government. The social work activity in this regard both 
governmental and non-governmental has generally taken three forms namely; (i) palliative, (ii) 
protective, and (iii) preventive. 

(i) Palliative Activity : Social work as palliative activity has the pu!pose of relieving the already 
existing economic distresses or problems. This activity includes measures such as - giving assistance 
m terms of cash or kttld, inscttudonat care fm the destitutes, 1etief wmk pwjects etc. Here the intention 
is to provide maintenance for the persons who are temporarily or permanently without other means of 
support. 

(ii) Protective Activity : Social work as protective or rehabilitative activity includes all types of 
protective services being rendered to the O!phans, neglected children, mentally and physically 
handicapped people and so on. Here, the intention is to protect economically disadvantaged groups 
and assist them to become self-sufficient. · 

(iii) Preventive-Aetivity : Social wodrns prnventive.acti"v.ity is!.'directedtowardstheelimination .... 
(),fthosg factors in the environment or those deficiencie~ in personality development that prevent thf 
individual·from·achieving a minimum desirable standard··ofsocialisedeeonomie····well-being''······ 
Preventive ~ctivities include -family case work, industrial welfare services, housing welfare services. 
vocational guidance and vocational training: They also include the development of broad social 
·welfare measures such as sacial inrnrance wages and hour:s of work legislation slum clearanc.e 
programmes, compulsory school attendance, child labour legislation, etc. One of the objectives of 
social work as understood at this stage is to contribute to the development of sound social policy and 

1. G.R. Madan - Page : 6. 
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progressive social welfare programmes. It is regarded as the task of the social work to .provide its 
expert knowledge to the state to frame appropriate social policies and legislations in order to meet the 
¢hallenges of social and economic mat-adjustment. · 

c) ~ocial Work As ·Professional Service 
This is the third and also the present stage in which social work is considered as a professfonal 

service under governmental or non-governmental auspices. It is Row available to every member of the 
conµnunity irrespective of the means at his disposal. Its purpose is to assist the individual in a¢hieving 
his full potentialities for productive and satisfactory living. Social work in the pres'ent sense, begins as 
a professional service available to any member of the community who may be in need of help in 
removing .obstacles to productive living. This shift of emphasis widens the scope of social work and 
it is extended far beyond the provision of assistance to economically dependent groups. For ex~mple, 
in England, "Citizens Advice Bureaux" were established as a war time service to civilians in personal 
or environmental difficulties. Similarly, in the Union of South Africa, the "State Administration of 
Railways and Harbours", employs and trains social workers to serve its emplOyees and their families. 
The service is considered as necessary and desirable for the promotion of the health and welfare of 
individuals and families. Thus, "welfare services in relation to industry have also been widely accepted 
throughout Europe and Latin America asa means of maintaining or improving the social WJtll-being 
of industrial workers .and their fa_rhilies. ,,. 

Social work· as a kind of social seniice is very old, but as· a profession it is ·definitely a new 
venture. It evolved .into a professional discipline within universities in the beginning of the 20th 
century.· The first academic institµte; namely, "the Newyork School of Social Work" of Colum.Pia 
University was established in 1904 in America and since then number of.schools of social work have 
been established to provide systematic training for the candidates to pursue social work as their 
profession. As far as India is concerned, the "Tata Institute ofSdcial Sciences", Mumbai, established 
in 1936 with its original name "Sir Dorabji Tata Graduate School of ,Socia/Work", is the earliest 
instimtion fu this regard. 

3. SCOPE OF SOCil\L WORK 
The basfo.phi1osophy of social work is to reduce individual and social problems and assist the 

advancement and welfare ofboth. The scope of social work is being extended to more areas. Its scope 
depends upon the special needs and problems of each society which are constantly changing because 
of various socio-economic factors. It is now international and inter-racial in scope. The methodology 
of social work is useful in s0lving the human problems of the unhappy as well as the handicapped and 
those who are deprived of the happiness. 

Friedlander classifies the major activities i.J. the field of social work as follows according to the 
type of service they render, that is, - public assistance, social insurance, family services, child welfare 
services, health and medical services, mental hygiene services, correctionafservices, youth leisure 
time services, employment services, housing services, community welfare services and international 
services.2 

In the book ."Social Welfare of India" issued on behalf of the Planning Commission, Government· 
of India, these services have been mentioned as follows : - "Child welfare services, youth welfare 
services, women welfare services, composite services or family social service, community welfare 
services, servicesfor the handicapped, services for the unadjusted, services for the maladjusted, 
specialised or applied services such as medical social work, socio-psychological and mental hygiene 
problems, psychiatric social.work, services for the backward or under- privileged groups, activities 

t. As quoted byG.R. Madan in "Indian Social Problems" - Vol. 2, Page: 7. 
2. Friedlander W.A. in "lntr,Oduction to Social Welfare" (1959) - Page : 13, as quoted by'G.R. Madan in "Indian Social 

Problems" - Vol. 2, Second Edition (i 973) - Page : 24'. 
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of international welfare agencies, etc. 11 

In the modem society such as ours, the main task of social work is to provide various types of 
services to the people, that is, especially for children, women, handicapped, destitutes, dependents, 
disabled persons and so on. Fm the benefit of these people, vadous prngrannnes of social w01k are 
carried out through the following services.1 

--------t-o:Public7issistancec:-Fublic-assistance-is a kind of-help-which-is-given-ro-the-applieant-depending----
upon his social an<teconomic needs. The amount of public assistance given is based on legal provisions. 
It includes assistam:e given to old, blind, disabled and destitute persons. To some rieedy persons 
institutional careis alsoprovided.-

2. Social Insurance : Social insurance covers such contingencies as old age, unemployment, 
industrial accidents and occupational diseases. Social insurance covers certain risks such as - pension 
in old-age after retirement, pension during inability, medical care in times of illness, medical care and 
cash allowances during the employment injury, cash allowances to wife and dependents in case of 
death and al_lowances during the period ofunemployment. Benefits under social insurance are granted 
only to those persons who pay a certain amount of contribution. It is partly financed by the state. 

3. Family Services : In the sphere of family organisation also social work has a great role to play. 
It gives assistance and counselling towards family and individual relation, ~rriage, health and 
economic problems. Here, the soci11l worker has the responsibility of establishing harmonious 
relationship between the individual and his family. He renders his service by way of _assistance and 
advice io the family organisation. 

4. Child Welfare Services : These include residential institutions for the protection, care, 
education and rehabilitiition of socially handicapped children_ such_ as orphans,destitutes, _children 
born to unmarried mothers and so on. Child welfare service includes temporary homes for children 
day care centres, recreational and cultural centres and holiday homes for children of low income 
families. 

5. Welfare Services for Handicapped : Social work provides for the physically and mentally 
handicapped persons also. In this context, the services include institutions for the protection and care 
of physically and mentally handicapped; hostels for the working handicapped and small an_d simple 
production units for the handicapped and so ori. To promote their welfare, special schools for mentally 
retarded children and orthopaedically handicapped children are also maintained. 

6. Women Welfare /Services : Social work indudes women welfate activities also. In the Indian 
context, it was realised even before freedom that the problems ~f women must be solved so as to 
enable them to lead a comfortable life and to take an active rol.e in the political emancipation of the 
country. Raja Ram Mohan Roy, Keshava Chandra Sen, Dayananda Saraswathi, Ishwar Chandra 
Vidyasagar, Swami Vivekananda, M.G. Ranade, Pandit Rama Bai and many others had made pioneering 
efforts in the emancipation oflndiari women. Gandhiji was able to impress upon women to take part 
in the freedom struggle. Many women came to understand their role not only in freedom struggle but 
alsQinnational_r_eco_nstruction. · 

After independence, efforts were made to identify and tackle the problems of women. It was also 
considerednecessaryteinitiate.specificmeasures..for-thewelfareofwomen._ -- - - - ___ _ 

7. Labour Welfare Service : Labour welfare includes may types of service activities. According 
to the report of the I.LO., workers' welfare includes such services, facilities and amenities which 
enable the employed persons to perform their work in healthy and congenial surroundings. "Labour 
welfare includes anything done for the intellectual, physical, moral and economic betterment of the 
workers whether by employer, or by government or by other agencies ... 111 

1. Source: "Social work" [An Integrated Approach} By Sanjay Bhattacharya Deep and Dee11 Publications Pvt. Ltd., 
New Delhi, Edn 2004 - Page : 38. 
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8. C,bmmunity Welfare Services : These include the establishment of urban community centres 
including - welfare aspects of slum improvement, clearance and prevention, short term specialised 
cours~s f~r women seeking employment, dormitories and night shelters and holiday homes for children 
and community welfare services in rural areas. 

9 • .[nternafional Social Services : Social work at the international level includes the direction, 
supervision and administration o(welfare services. Some of the organisations rendering social services 
at the international level are - the World Health Organisation, International Red Cross Committee, 
The World Federation for Mutual Health, the UN. TechniCQ.l Assistance Programme, the International 

. Conference of Social Work, and so on. 

4. METHODS OF SOCIAL WORK 
Social work which is regarded as a profession has developed certain methods andJechniques 

which have been tested over time. These methods and activities have also become areas of social 
work. In our discussion of social work three terms such as - "social work methods", "social work 
activities" and "social work processes" are often used interchangeably. All social workactivities or 
methods are classified into six major categories which are as follows. 

Of these six methods, the first three are direct helping methods while the last three are sometimes 
called secondary ones. They are social work methods in the sense they are systematic and planned 

METHODS OF SOCIAL WORK 

. Social Case 
Work 

Social Group Community 
Work · Organisation 

modes of helping people. 

1. Social Case Work 

Social 
Action 

Social Welfare Social Welfare · 
Research Administration 

Social case work is the most developed social workmethod which deals with the problems ofan 
individual in his adjustment to his total environment or to any part of it It is primarily related with the 
psycho-social problems. It consists of the study of mental, emotional and social factors. 

• As Friedlander points out, social case work is a method "which helps by counselling the individual 
client to effect better social relationships and a social adjustment that makes it possible for him 
to lead a satisfYing and useful life.,,. 

This method involves the study of individual problem in its total setting. It is concerned with the 
understanding ofindividuals as whole personalities and with the adjustment of these personalities to.. 
s~cially healthy life. This method or technique is applicable in the following situations. - (i) Delinquent 
children, (ii) Rehabilitation and diversional therapy for T.B., V.D. or other patients, (iii) Beggary, 

(iv) Unmarried mothers, (v) Family maladjustments, (vi) Marriage guidance, (vii) Youth Counselling, 
and (viii) Psychiatric social work. Its method involves stages such as - (i) Case study, (ii) diagnosis 

· and (iii) treatment. 

2. Social Group Work 
Social group wotk is an important area of social work which deals with indiviqm;tls as members 

of group. Its central focus is a group rather than individual. Since the principle aim of this method is 
to develop the entire group much emphasis is given on social adjustment of collectivity. 

l. Labour Investigation CommitJee as quoted by Sanjay Bhatt:iu:harya - Page: 41. 
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• According to Freidlander, social group work is an activity "which helps people to participate in 
the activities of a group of their intellectual, emotional and physical growth and for the attainment 
of desirable goals of the group". 
In social group work, the group itselfis utilised by the individual, wjtb the help of the worker, as 

primary means of personality growth, change and development. "The worker is interested in helping 
______ Jo bring about individual growth and social development for the group as a whole as a result of__ __ _ 

guided group interaction. 111 Group work as such is a method by which the group worker enables 
various types of groups to function in such a way that both group interaction and programme activities 
contribute to the growth of individual and the achievement of desirable social goals. 
-- ------ ------i~ffie ~<>il?~ol"l2, tile-giC>il? 1s ffiiiffiiiiiilsea iol"fieiP!D.iilie illa1:Yiai.iarilleillE>ers-illilieir soc:1a.r 
relationships. Group work also gives people agreeable leisure time experiences. In the social group 
work, the group members, the agency and the social worker - are the main constituents. It is necessary 
that the group be propedy formed. The agency should also provide adequate facilities to the group. 
But the key to successful group work lies with the role of the intelligent and the professionally rr..ature 
group worker who seeks to bring out desirable changes in groups members' attitudes, values and 
behaviour. He helps the group to make its dec'isions and never impos~s his will on the group, The 
worker tries to guide the interaction of the group members in a .q.on-rnanipulative way. He tries to 
obtain maximum participation of the members in the planning and exec~tion of its programme. 

The group process is used in - leisure time activities, Bal Bhavan, holiday homes, youth hostels, 
hospitals, institutions, community welfare work, schoolsocial work, etc. -

Casework Versus Group Work 
Acomparative study of the case work and group workmethodsclearly revea,Is the distinction 

between the two. The table give below reflects this comparative analysis. 

COMPARATIVE REFERENCES SOCIAL CASE WORK SOCIAL GROUP WORK 

1. FOCUS Individual Individual and the 

group as a whole 

2. POINTS OF CONTACT At breakdown or Effective functioning 

maladjustment of the group 

3. GOALS Re-adjustment to (i) Develop personality 

societv \II/ ~~~•a• ~~··~" 

--- ----' --- "'--··- ,... ____ 
···- -

Observation Arts and C_rafts 

Investigation Picnics 

Diagnosis Social Education 

Recording Literacy 

·Treatment Dramatics 

Follow-up Visits 
Discussions 

----- ---- ----- , __ , _____ 

A.udio:visual aids 
----

- _, 
EvalUatiorr - -- -

3. Community Organisation 
Community organisation 1efe1s to tire adjustment of the needs and resomees of a eommuni-ty. 

Community organisation as a process implies ;:ill those welfare measures which are undertaken by the -
members of a community in accordance with their needs and resources. This method is meant to be 

applicable to the whole community. 

1. Prof. Tracker in "Social Group Work" - Page: 9 as quoted by Paul Chowdhry in "Introduction to Social Work" (1983) 
. Third Edition, Pub : Atma Ram and Sons, Delhi - Page : 38. 
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e According to Friedlander, "community organisation is the process of planning and developing 
social services in order to meet the health and we(fare needs of a-community or larger unit." 1 

As Mildred Barry out "community organisation in social work is the process of creating 
and a progressively more effective adjustment between community resources and 
community welfare needs. This adjustment is achieved through the help of the professional social 
worker and the participation of individuals and groups in the community. It involves the 
articulation of problems and needs, the determination of solutions and the foundation and conduct of 
a plan of action. " 2 

Community organisation is a process by which a sustained and systematic attempt is made to 
improve the relationships in a community. It is a deliberate attempt at adjusting the welfare needs 
and resources of a community. Community organisation, in simple words, implies the following 
work.3 

Firstly, it involves a conscious attempt to find out the needs of a given community which can 
be done .by a scientific survey, by studying the history of the community, or by a combination 
of these methods. 

Secondly, when once the needs are identified, they have to be arr~nged according to their 
priority, and accordingly the urgently-felt needs should be given first attention. 

Thirdly, the community's resources must then be properly tapped, mobilised and multiplied. 
The community(organisation must help the community to discover and utilise its own unused 
and untapped resources. He is also of help in taking the assistance of external human and 
material resources. 

Fourthly, a suitable action programme must be planned on the basis of this knowledge of 
needs and resources. 

Finally, two precautions be taken in community organisation work. (i) The organiser must 
know and make it clear that the purpose of community organisation is to help the community 
stand on its ownfeet. (ii) The community organisaticn programme must aiways seek to deveiop 
harmony, co-operation, good will and a sense of sharing and solidarity in the community. The 
development of these co-operative attitudes is as important as the planned attempt to satisfy 
the unmet felt needs. 

Community organisation is basically a democratic process and hence much effort is to be 
made in eliciting people's willing participation in community activities. This gives the community 
a sense of belonging, identification and achievement. It is wrong to suppose that community 
development programme is only confined to the rural communities. On the contrary, it is a 
technique which can be successfully used in the development of all communities - it may be rural 
community, urban community in a slum or a congested area, a Harijan or tribal community, etc. 
The basic principles are the same but programmes may differ from community to community 
according to local needs. 

of Work in the Process of Community Organisation : The following 
table reveals some of the fields 'of work in community organisation. 4 

4. Social Action 
Social action has now been considered as a separate technique of social work. It aims at desirable 

social change and social progress. It is a method that demonstrates the profession's commitment to 

1. Friedlander as quoted by G.R. Madan in "Indian Social Problems" Vol. 2 [Second Edition]. Page: 17. 
2. Mi,ldred Barry as quoted by Prof. G.R. Madan - Page : 17. 
3. Source: S.K. Kimiulka in "Social Work in India", Pub: Kitab Mahal Pvt .. Ltd. (1965) - Page: 18-19. 
4. Source : Paul Cliowdhry's "Introduction to Social Work" - Pages : 46 -48. 
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SOME EXAMPLES OF FIELDS OF WORK IN THE COMMUNITY ORGANISATION 

Economic Field Educational Field Medical Field Cultural Field 

" Improvement of " Adult Literacy " Health Education • Bhajana Mandalis 
agriculture " Primary Education " Opening Dispensaries , " Kirtans 

" Improvement In local " Promotion of 11 Family Planning and e Dramas 
crafts Reading Rooms and Population Education ., Folk Songs 

-------..-Promotlon-1>f-cottage----loibrarles------- --.-ca-re of P hyslca11~~at~ha~5---
lndustrles e Social Education and Mentally ,. Kavl Sammeiana 

" Vocational guidance e Special Education for Handicapped Organisations 
and exhibitions the handicapped • National Days and 

Festivals 

Community Life 

" Cultural and 
Recreational Activity 

• Starting of 
Community Centre 

" Mock Elect~--------

" Public Meetings 
• Participation In 

National Life 
"_l_m_1>!0_v[ng __ Pa11C?halfals _ 

environmental changes. It makes social worker to take definite stands on controversial issues. 

• According to Witmer H.L. "The term social action refers to organised and legally permitted 
activities designed to mobilise public opinion, legislation and public administration in favour 
of objectives believed to be socially desirable. " 
She [Witmer] also points out that many groups other than those composed of social workers 

engaged in social action such as political parties, labour unions and the like may have this as one of 
their main objectives. Social action can be understood as a mass approach in a most peaceful manner 
used for changing or modifying existing social and economic institutions which do not function properly 
and which has made social work ineffective. 

Social action may be described as a group effort to solve mass problems or to further socially 
desirable objectives by attempting to influence or change basic social and economic conditions or 
practices. Social action is made possible by th,e application of some methods or techniques among 
which the following may be noted.1 Research and collection of data about the mass problem, planning 
solutions and arousing public opinion, meeting key-persons, groups and agencies, public meetings, 
propaganda; discussions enlisting public support, co-ordinating the work of different groups and 
agencies, presentation of the proposal to those in authority, use of press and meeting members of 
legislature, social legislations, enforcement of legislation, case work, and so on. 

Through the application of the 'social action' approach some of the social problems could be 
solved. Example : Untouchability, dowry problem, zamindari system, removal of caste hatred, religious 
prejudices, purdah system, child marriage, restrictions on widow remarriage, illiteracy through 
compulsory primary education, etc. Problems such as these could be,tackled through social action 

S. Social Welfare A.dministration 
Social welfare administration refers to "the process of organising and directing a social agency". 2 

The administrative aspects of social work include the organisation and management of social agencies, 
public and private. This virtually includes every activity in a social agency that is necessary to the 
giving of service to the clients and communities. Social welfare administration is a process of 
organisation and direction of a social institution. 

- -social welfare ·administration- in order to-become successful-must set up-some realistic and 
attainable objectives be ti ire the agency These objectives are to be shared by the agency p0rsonnel. In 
otaer to aclileve these· goals plans are formulated; prngrammes developed and-resources mobilised. 
Proper organisation and co-ordination of different activities of the agency are equally important. The 
agency is able to ~ender good services only if the competent and efficient staff are recruited to it. 
Much administrative efficiency and expertise is needed for financing and budgeting a programme 

' 1. Source: Paul Clmwdh1y,i11 "Jnttoa'uctivn to Sociai Wink".- Page_ 4Y-50. 

2. Friedlander as quoted by G.R. Madan, Page : 17. 
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Periodic evaluation of the type and quality of service rendered helps to improve administrative 
efficiency. The administrator of the agency has ~o maintain good public relations. Social welfare 
administrators should also guard themselves against bureaucratisation. 

In the broader context, it could be said that "the aims of social welfare administration are the 
progressive achievement of the justice, protection against disease and insec~izy, the adjustment and 
compromise of conflicting groups and their interest. In short, it aims at the attainment of good life. " 
1 

• Functions of Administration : According to Paul Chowdh~ury, the main functions of 
administration can be listed out in the following way : 

1. Determining the purposes, aims and objects of the organisation, 
2. Establishing the structure of the organisation and keeping the organisation strong. 

3. Directing the work of the organisation, selecting and developing efficient and adequate staff. 
4. Working with boards and committees. 

5. Evaluating accurately the results achieved in relation to established purposes. 
6. Looking ahead and forecasting, so tfiat services are kept consistent with changing needs and 

resources. 

7. Providing financial administration - securing and handling finances. 
8. Maintaining effective public relations and proper cooperation with the other agencies. 

6. S~eial Work Research 
'e "Social work research is the systematic critical investigation of questions in the social welfare 

field with the purpose of yielding answeres to problems of social work, and of extending and 
generalising social work knowledge and concepts. " 2 

• "Social work research is a methodical inquiry undertaken to find new facts, test old hypothesis, 
verify existing theories and discover the causal factors of phenomena in which social workers are 
interested. " 

Social reserach can be one of the important tools in our attempt to assess social problems of the 
community, the type of people affected by the problem and the methods used in trying to solve the 
problem. Social planning would be ineffective without proper research which will enable the planners 
,to assess the needs of the community. 

Social research and social work research are not one and the same. In comparision with social 
research, the social work research is narrower in scope; while the former aims at the advancement of 
any of the social sciences like sociology, anthropology, psychology, economics, political science, 
etc., the latter is limited to the problems of social help, social adjustment, social work techniques and 
other areas. of use. and interest to social workers in general. 

Even though 'the scppe and objectives of social research and social work research are different, 
the tools,· techniques and methods that are used are mostly common. The methods applied in social 
work research have been to a large extent derived from those used in sociology and social psychology, 
as well as inhistotyandanthropology. Sampling, schedules, interviews, observations and other research 

, methods are employed in social work research and in social research. The difference between the two 
consists mainly in the focus and function of the two. 

As far as the area of social work research is concerned, it is really very vast. There are as many 
areas of social work research as there are areas of social work interest. But for obvious reasons social 
work research has lagged behind other social work methods. Though research is very costly, judged 

1. San)ay' Bhattacliuya in "Social Work" - Page: 20. 
2. G;R. Madan in Social Problems", Vol. 2 - Page: 18. 
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even from the utilitarian point of view, it is a highly rewarding investment. In a country like India, 
there is a vast scope and need for social work research. A few areas of research may be mentioned 
here - "The role of social work in helping people solve their economic problems; the use of casework 
and group lvork in India; the various human r&lations, aspect of community <kvelopment; themes 
pertaining to social legislation, correction, labour welfare, youth welfare, child welfare, welfare of 
the sociall)'~sically and mentallyhNLdkapped, welfare ofthe backward classes and tribes; problems 
related to administration, organisation andco-ordination of social work agencies in India, including 
their personal practices and financial conditions; growth and development of professionalism in 
so~ial wor~; andpatterns and problems of social work education - these are some of the broad and 

........................................................... - .......................................................................... ············r··· ..................... . 

general areas on specijzc aspects of which research may jruztjully be undertaken. " 

5. SOCIAL WORK AS A PROFESSION 
Social work is not a science, nor is it a branch of any of the social sciences. Though it has its 

close links with social sciences like sociology, psychology, psychiatry, etc., it is not regarded as a 
science as such. Social work is no more considered as a leisure time activity of a few social service -
minded individuals. It has developed into a full-fledged profession with definite knowledge, techniques 
and skills, which are acquired by a social worker. Though social work is very old as a service, it is 
definitely new as a profession. 

Social work as a profession has definite ameliorative and creative functions in sodety. It is a 
professional service which used scientific techniques to alleviate economic, social and emotional 
distresses, among individuals, groups and communities. It uses knowledge to meet human needs and 
it is, in this sense, an "applied science. "Knowledge, understanding and skills are all inseparable parts 
of this profession; 

Requirements of a Profession 
According to Dr. Abraham Flexner, a true profession should fulfil the following requirements. 2 

1. There should be some intellectual thinking followed by individual respoRsibility. 

2. The members of any profession must constantly resort to laboratory and seminar for a fresh 
supply of facts. They must keep on updating their knowledge. 

3. The profession is not merely academic and theoretical but is definitely practical in its aims. 

4. It has its own techniques possessed through a highly specialised educational discipline. 

5. It has its own activities, duties and responsibilities which completely engage its participants and 
develop group eonseiottsness. 

6. The profession islikely to be more responsive to public interest than are isolated individuals. It 
tends to become increasingly concerned with the achievement of social ends. 

As Prof. Brown has pointed out social work fulfils all the .above mentioned requirements and 
specially the last one. Social work as a profession has definitely made progress over the last several 
decades. Unfortunately, it has not been able to convince the community that those who possess 
prc:>fes-sional··sKilldefinitelydeliverasupetiotservicethanthose-who .. donot: ·Jtem:e,the·beliefthat .. 
good men and women with good intention will be able to tender good service to the society [even 
thoughthe)i ao iiot possess the requfred professforialskillJ corifiiiiied .. tO prevail foryeats: Whafis to 
be noted is that mere good intention and dedication are not sufficient. The social worker requires a 
peculiar combination of temperament, intelligence, training and experience. . · 

There is another problem faced by the social workers. Within social work itself thexe are conflicts 
regarding the justifiable boundaries of the field._"Opinions range all the way from seeing social work 

1. S.K. Khindulka in "Social Work in.India" - Page : 2 L 
2. Dr. Abraham. Flexner as quoted by G.R. Madan - Page : 25- 26. 
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as a network of services to :fOcial work as a unique method and process, to social work as a policy"l 
Social work shares with related professions an interest in promoting human welfare. If one views the 
objective from this point the line between social work and other related fields would appear to be blur. 

· Similarly, social work method does not always make. for an easy differentiation from s~ch related 
fields as - health, education, religion, recreation and labour. 

The Beginning of Social Work as a Profession 
The first educational programme in social work was organised in America as early as in 1898 by 

the New York Charity Organisation Society in the form of a summer institute. It later on got transformed 
into New York School of Social Work of Columbia University in 1904. Since then schools of social 
work have been steadily increasing in America, Canada, Britain, France and other countries. In these 
Western countries, social work education is greatly recognised as having reached a high state of 
development. Western societies consider social work t;;ducation as a graduate professional discipline 
within universities which grant a master's degree [M.S. W.] after completion of a two year educational 
prograrmne. Some of these social work schools even offer advanced educational programmes which 
lead to the doctoral degree. 

During the recent years, the university pattern of social work is getting increasing acceptance in 
Asia, and in some places of Latin America and Africa. The United Nations also has strongly 
recommended that steps must be taken to promote social work education. For the promotion of the 
same it has introduced international fellowships, consultant services, required seminars and a variety 
of special studies and training projects. 2 

The Beginning of 'Social Work' As an Academic Discipline in India 
As early as in 1936, the first institute of social work known as ''Sir Dorabji Tata Graduate 

School of Social Work" which is presently known as "Tata Institute of Social Sciences" came to be 
established. Since then number of institutions imparting education and training in social work have 
come into being. Though their number is increasing they suffer from certain drawbacks among which 
the following may be noted. 

(i) Most of these institutes are influenced by the American model rather than by the utmost 
requirements of Indian society. However, during the recent years some attempts have been 
made to make social work more relevant to the needs and resources of the country. 

(ii) Further, almost all of these schools prepare graduates for administrative jobs ratlier than to 
take up classical social work roles. The education and training given to them is not attuned to 
the actual social work practice by social work professionals. 

(iii) Trained social workers do not have many job opportunities. Some of them are employed as 
factory inspectors, labo~ \Velfare officers in supervisOry positions where the kno~ledge, skills 
and attitudes are not identical with those of social workers. 

(iv) Unlike the Indian Medical Council and Indian Bar Council, all India level institutions concerned 
with social work such as - "Indian Council of Social Welfare", "Indian Association of Trained 
Social Workel(S ", "Association of Schools of Social Work" - do not exercise any control on the 
profession or the schools of social work. 

(v) Finally, the social work profession is not provided with the necessary public recognition nor 
the required prestige. Radhakamal Mukherjee in this context regretted "Social work is the 

. youngest, yet unhonoured and unacknowledged profession in India .... it has obtained neither 

1. G.R. Madan, Page : 26. 
2. "The lnternationbl Conference of Social Work, the International As~ociation of Schools of Social Work, and the 

International Federation of Social Workers bring together the practitioners affiliated ~th national associations of 
social workers. Each of these organisations has also been granted consultant statup by the Economic and Social 
Council of the United Nations."~ Dr. D.R. Sachdeva in "Social Welfare Administration in India" (2000) - Page: 14. 
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social recognition nor developed a code of ethics grounded in a philosophy of social work 
and welfare. " 1 

6. SOCIAL WORK AND OTHER RELATED CONCEPTS 

Ordinary people in their daily talks and discussions make use of terms such as social service, 
--seaal-se--£mity,--seG-ial-welfafe,--ooG-iaH@feim,~angeahly.-'l'he indiscriminate-usa-ge-of-these---

terms has created a good deal of confusion about the correct meaning of these terms. For example, a -
doctor, a teacher of a nursery school, or a school for the mentally handicapped, a warden of poor boys 
hostel, amagistrateofajuvenile_court;'aJahour office_rin_afactm:y,Jlprnbatiomu:y_Qfficerin_afirm, __ a 
block development officer, a gram sevak, anganawadi teacher, etc., are all referred to as social workers 
in one or the other contexts. It is necessary, therefore, to clarify the appropriate usage of these terms 
at this stage. 

1. SOCIAL SERVICE 

The "term 'social service' is used to denote help given by a volunteer to an individual or 
group at the time of need. 112 Social service is not an activity taken up by an individual to help 
himself. A person inspired by the feeling of rendering help to other person may do social service. 
It does not involve any trained work of any professional worker. Professional techniques and 
methods are not involved in it. Examples : Providing drinking water facility to a family or group 
of families during summer, helping a blind or the aged or handicapped to cross a road, rescuing 
people from a house on fire, helping people encircled by floods to move to safer places, and so 
on. 

2. SOCIAL SERVICES 
Harry M. Cassidy defines social services as, "those organised activities that are primarily and 

directly concerned with the conservation, protection and the improvement of human resources. ,,3 
Social services also include social assistance, social insurance, child welfare, mental hygiene, public 
health, education, recreation, labour protection and housing. 
• Accordin~ "Collins Dictionary of Sociology", the term social s_ervices refers to "any state

provided services which have a bearing on the quality of life of all citizens." 
As it is already made clear, the primary function of social work however is to help members of 

a commumtyto make effective use of social services so that they achieve a minimum desir~le 
standard of sociaLand economic wellbeing. It means mere rendering health services or organising 
educational programmes for the economically backward, as such is not social work. 

3. SOCIAL REFORM 
"Social reform" refers to socio-political activities whose object is to modify or change a 

socio-political practice or. some aspects of social legislations without changing the fundamental 
politie_aLsj:t"ll_ctt1r_e._Soc;ial reforJl1 a.ill1S f!S~e11_tia}ly a_t_ a. cl1!!11£e _in_the __ ~asic_ values a_nci S()C_ial 
institutions in a community. It requires pioneers and leaders of public opinion. Its intention is not 
to prnv1deJUSt a tempo_rary_rehefb_ut fQ tnggerJasJit1g _c}iat1gf:Sil1_d:te SO<;iety.Jn rnmletuJndia, 
for example, Raja Ram Mohan Roy took the lead in social reform movement. He pledged himself 
to the task of the abolition of the "sati" system. He was instrumental in pressurising the British 
government to introduce the Prevention of Sati Act in 1829. Thereafter, number of other leaders 
like Ishwarchndra Vidyasagar, Maharshi Kar\Te, Maharshi Dayananda Sarswathi, Swami 

1. Radhakamal Mukherjee in an article "Social Welfare Administration", Indian Journal of Social Work, Jul~ 1965, · 
Page: 179. 

2. D. Paul Chowdhry in "Introduction to Social Work" - Page : 30. 
3. H.M. Cassidy as quoted by G.R. Madan in his "Indian Social Problems" - Page: 14. 
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Vivekananda, Dadabhai Navaroji, Annie Besant, Ramabai Ranade, Gopalkrishna Gokhale, 
Mahatma Gandhiji, Sarojini Naidu and others took the lead in the field of social reforms. These 
reformers never tried to transform the Hindu society and its basic structure as such, but only 
struggled to reform or repair it from inside. 

Social work, on the other hand, is related to the welfare activities undertaken within the limits set 
by existing resources, values and institutions. Its purpose is to meet the needs of individuals and 
groups.' Sc,>cial work activities are carried on not through pioneers and leaders but professionally 
trained work¢rs. 

As far as the modem soc~al work in India is concerned, it has developed out of the s~cial reform 
movement of the 19th century. An uncompromising struggle to get equal rights for women, a concerted 
attempt towards the abolition of the outmoded and harmful practices such as child marriage, sati, 
untouchability, human sacrifice, etc., come under the term "social reform/'. On the contrary, running 
a rescue home for women, a community centre for the Harijans, special homes for ~e juvenile deliqurits, 
institutions. for the care and protection of the mentally handicapped children, etc., represent some of 
.the instances of social work activities .. Sometimes, social reform programmes involve the use of 
social work techniques. ' 

4. SOC:fAL EDUCATION 

The fields of social work and social education are very much overlapping though they hav:e different 
roles t~ play. Social education is a learning proces~ through informal methods the art' of making 
satisfactory adjustment to the changing needs and demands pf life. This involves acquiring knowledge 
of social life and social habits which help in making life more meaningful and satisfactory.· Social 
education is more a preventive programnie than a ctirative one. It is more akin to public health 
programmes. 

On the contrary, soci;d work is both preventive and ameliorative. Social work and social education, 
are not however, contradictory. They often go together. Example : Community organisation is both a . 
technique and a field of social work. Here, social educ.ation plays a vital role in helpipg the cormnu..'lity 
to understand its needs and problems so that a self-help programme can be successfully .run. 

7. SOCIAL WORK:· RELATIONS WITH SOME 
OTHER SOCIAL SCIENCES 

Though ;social work' is not one among the social sciences it has meaningful relations with many 
of these sciences. But it is not exelusively related to any of the social sciences such as sociology, 
economics, history, philosophy; political science or psychology. With each of these, social work 
maintains cordiai relations but its function is something other than that of any one of them. At the 
same time, all of these social sciences contribute to the enrichment of this profession. Prof. Friedlander 
points out, "Social work has drawn its knowledge and insight from political science, psychology, 
sociology, economics, medic}ne, psychiatry, anthr<ipology, biology, history, education and philosophy, 
but by synthesis it has developed into a science of its own .. As a profession social work depends upon 
the body ofknowledge based upon these other social sciences .... :i , · 
lo SOCIAL WORK AND SOCIOLOGY 

Social work is often regarded as "applied sociology". Despite the historic ties between the two 
there is no exclusive relationship between them as such. Social work draws its insights and skills from 
many fields of knowledge within the social sciences and sociology is one among them. 

Sociology and social work are both interest~d in people, their interactions and understanding 
these interactions. Both sociology and social work look to society as essentially a network of 
social relationships. Sociology provides a scientific analysis of society and its problems whereas 
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social work provides the most scientific and suitable means and methods for scientific solution. 
It is in this way, sociology inspires social work. 

The sociologist is particularly concerned about how, when and why people behave as the.y 
do in association with others. He is also interested in studying social problems, conducting 
research, collecting facts about the social realities and doing everything possible to understand 
interaction in human associations. 

The social worker, on the contrary, is more interested in helping the people to solve social 
problems they have and to improve their social functioning. He attempts to establish adjustment 
·between the individual and his social environment. In the spheres of community organisation, 
soeiareo·ordinati0n:;.·p:rovidcs™fo·r··co=operatioifandmakes··15ossible··synthesis··15etween'\laiioffs 
social programmes and welfare activities. Sqcial work represents socially oriented 
services. 

2. SOCIAL WORK AND ECONOMICS 

Economics as one among the social sciences, is concerned with wealth. It deals with the way in 
which man earns wealth, distributes it and finally enjoys it. Economics, as Prof. Marshal points out, 
studies on the one hand, material wealth and on the other, human happiness. It tends to study how 
man satisfies his wants, what economic problems he faces and what material resources he has afhis 
disposal to solve them. 

Social work tries to find out the best course of action towards the solution of the social problems. 
Social problems never occur in vaccum. Of the various· factors that contribute to social problem, 
economic factors are the chief ones. They are at the root of many social problems. Social proplems 
such as crime, poverty, unemployment, beggary, bonded labour, child labour, prostitution, exploitation, 
etc., are.by and large, based on unsatisfactory economic con~itions .. Individual happiness is often 
dependent upon economic factors. Hence, social worker cannot afford to forget the role of economic 
factors in influencing human problems on the one hand and human happiness on the other. Both study 
the general principles of human relation. 

3. SOCIAL WORK AND PSYCHOLOGY 

Psychology is the science of ~uman beh.aviour. A psycho)ogist is always interest~d in 
understanding the individual and his/her behaviour. As Silverm,8n suggests "psychology is the 
science that seeks to measure, explain, and sometimes change the behaviour of man and other 
animals." 

A psychologist and a social worker are often members of the same professienal team 
Pscyhology and social work operate in some common grounds. Both are interested in the behaviour 
of people, although the psychologist focuses mainly on individual behaviour and social worker 
on social functioning. Both of them seek the thinking and feeling processes of the people. 

As far as the differences a~ ''concer~ed, the psychologist is particularly interested in the 
individual attributes of people and aims to understand their characteristics and behaviour. However, 
some·psychologists·[particuiarlrclinical-psychologistsJ go beyond·thewwwstudy·J>-haseand··work 
directly with the people in the helping process. Though some of these activities overlap with 
social work;thefocus of both the sciences seems·tobe·different. Thepsycholugist usuallyworks 
with individuals on a rather intensive basis. He often becomes a psychotherapist even. The social 
worker, on the other hand, is interested particularly in the social functioning and relationships of 

.his clients He is equally concerned with the idea of utilising community resources to meet their 
personal and social problems. 

4. SOCIAL WORK AND PSYCHIATRY 

• Psychiatry is that "branch <Jf medicine dealing with the genesis, diagnosis and treatment of 
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mental disorders 11.1 
• In simple words, psychiatry is that branch of knowledge which deals with the "treatment of the 

mentally ill by medically trained practioners ". 2 

• "Psychiatry is a branch of general medicine using drug treatment as a clinical resource, and 
also other physical methods such as surgery and ECT [Electro Convulsive Therapy}". 3 

Social work and psychiatry are interrelated. They have many things in common. Both of them 
work with people who possess personal and social problems. They help people to improve their 
relationships with others. They have considerable interest in sensitwity and ability to understand and 
direct feelings and emotions. 

Social work and psychiatry have some differences between them. As some one has commented 
the psychiatrist deals mainly with depth in regard to personal. and social problems, and the social 
worker with the breadth. The psychiatrist in his studies delves deep into intrapersonal dynamics, he 
goes into the depth of the role of unconscious motivations and related factors. The social worker, on 
the contrary, operates within the conscious level ofbehaviour. He also tends to utilise environmental 
and community resources to achieve his purposes. In order to improve the social relationships he is 
compelled to tap many material resources economic and otherwise. . 

The psychiatrist is busy in dealing with patients on a medical basis. He prescribes medication 
and hospitalisation, and if needed, he even tends to focus on the unconscious and intrapsychic factors. 
Sometimes, social workers use psychiatric understandings in diagnosis and treatment of social diseases 
and some other times work directly with the seriously disturbed individuals and families. 

Finally, it could be said that psychiatry tends to focus on pathology and the healing of illness. 
The psychiatrist is particularly interested in the internal dynamics of individual behaviour. The social 
worker, on the other hand, is more concerned about social functioning involving social and community 
factors and interactions. 

(B) SOCIAL SECURITY 

Concept of Social Security 
The term "social security" is a very wide term and it has acquired a global character. But 

unfortunately, the term has not aquired any standard or uniform definition. The term is given economic 
as well as social interpretations. Let us consider some of the explanations and definitions offered to 
the concept. 

Social security is the protection furnished by society to its members through a series of public 
measures against social and economic distresses such as unemployment, under employment, invalidity, 
destitution, social disability, old age, backwardness, death, employment inju..ry, sickness, maternity, 
and so on. During these contingencies, it becomes difficult for the person concerned either to work or 
to obtain work. People are often forced t6 face a number of contingencies or socio-economic and 
personal distresses like these. Social security is an attempt to meet such hardships. Thus, it is said that 
"the idea of social security has arisen out of the deep and eternal need of man for some measure of 
security for his immediate future:,, 

The concept of soc;ial security is based on ideals of human dignity and socio-economic justice. 
The concept connotes a strong desire to give p{otection to its citizens to contribute to a country's total 
welfare against certain hazards oflife. 

8. DEFINITION, SCOPE AND FORMS OF SOCIAL SECURITY 
1. Prof. Friedlander : "Social security is a programme of protection provided by society against 

1. William P Scott in "Dictionary of Sociology" - Page : 320. 
2. "Collins Dictionary of Sociology" - Page: 533. 

3. "Collins Dictionary of Sociology" - Page: 533. 
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those contingencies of modern life - sickness, unemployment, old age dependency, industrial· 
accidents, and invalidism against which the individual cannot be expected to protect himse(f 
and his family by his own ability or foresight. " 

2. Ronald Mendelson : Social security system refers to "any form of organisation. designed to 
ensure mcome security ]or the whole or for the substantial portion of community by means of 
compensation to persons for lack of income from their own efforts or those of their bread 
winne1, anu' also ufhi:alth services designed to restore the sufferer to full earning capac1°ty and 
to prevent him and his dependents from incurring under costs of maintenance of health. " 1 

3. La:x:icon Universal Encyclopaedia gives the following meaning to the term social security. 
···"Social seeurity eonsistvof-puhlicprogrammes·intended· toprotectMl()rws=and'tkeirfamiliB'S· 
from income losses associated with old age, illness, unemployment or death. The term is sometimes 
also used to include a broad system of support for all those, who, for whatever reasons are 
unable to maintain themselves. " 

4. The National Commission on Labour defines the concept in the following manner - "Social 
security envisages that the members of the community shall be protected by collective action 
against social risks causing undue hardship and privation to individuals whose private resources 
can seldom be adequate to meet them. The concept of social security is based on ideals of 
human dignity and social justice. The underlying idea behind social measures is that a citizen 
who has contributed or is likely to contribute to his country's welfare should be given protection 
against certain hazards, " 

S. Collins Dictionary of Sociology : Social security refers to "a system of income maintenance 
provided by the state. Most systems have two components; a contributory system, which in the 
U.K. is labelled "~ational Insurance", and a contributory "safety net" which usually has some 
COnnecfiOn Wifh COnCepfiOnS Of a poverty line. II . . 

6. International Labour Organisation : "Social security .is the security that society furnishes, 
through appropriate organisation, against certain risks to which its members are exposed. These 
risks are essentially contingencies against which the individual of small means cannot effectively 
provide by his own ability or foresight alone or even in private combination with his fellows. " 

It is clear from the above definitions that the general goal of social security is to provide social 
protection to the needy people. This social protection is seciired through various forms of public 
assistance, social insurance and frequently preventive health ahd welfare services. The term social 
se~·. m gmml, sees :oot em9Jiase private sesial 'l/elwe afltivities Wmflli anl, OOW@Y@f, an ~emu1t 
part of the system of social welfare in most countries. 

5. It is necessary for the w.orker or other person to establish his financial need to obtain financial 
assistance under the scheme of"social assistance." 

1. Definition quoted by P,C. Sikligar in "Social Security" Published by Mangat Deep Publications (2000) - Page: 12. 
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6.. In order to claim the benefits under the scheme of "social insurance", the worker/ person has 

to discharge the burden of having fulfilled all the requisite conditions specified under the law. 

7. Social security also includes schemes enforced anCi regulated by the government or some 

public authority on its behalf for the purpose of workers and their families. 

8. Under thesocialsecurity schemes financial protection is provided to the workers or their 

dependents in ca~ of loss of employment, injury, old age, invalidity or death. 

9. The benefits generally covered by social security schemes as reflected from the above mentioned 

definitions are - medical care, sickness benefit, unemployment benefit, old age benefit, maternity 

benefit, invalidity benefit, survivor's benefit and so on. 

Social security provisions constitute one of the multifarious activities of the state. Any state 

which makes for such provisions is regarded as a "welfare state". A welfare state is one. in which 

Government assumes basic responsibility for the well-being of its citizens by making sure that 

people have access to basic,resources such as housing, health care, education, and employment. 

Scope and Forms of Social Security 

Social security is given to the needy people in different ways. Professor Hassan speaks of three 

main types or forms of social security. They are as follows : 

a) Social insurance, 

b) public assistance, and 

c) public service., 

a) Social Insurance 

Social insurance aims at granting adequate benefits to the insured on compulsory basis in times 

of unemployment, sickness and other emergencies. It is used in cases of those contingencies which 

are predictable, namely, old age, death, sickness, maternity, work-injury and unemployment. It also 

involves the setting aside of sums of money in order to provide compensation against loss resulting 

from particular emergencies. 

In the case of social insurance, contributions are made by the insured persons, and sometimes by 

their employers and the government also. Hence, the benefits are paid as a matter of right on the 

fulfilment of certain prescribed conditions according to a fixed scale. · 

b) Social or Public Assistance 

Social or public assistance is a kind ofhelp which depends upon certain conditions and legalities 

between the worker and the state. It is generally a matter of government gesture. It is granted only if 

certain prescribed conditions are fulfilled. It is giVen by the government on the basis of actual existence 

ofneed. No previous contributions will have to be paid. The existence of the need is the only condition 

irrespective of the causes or circumstaJ.lces of need. For example, it is given to the old and blind 

people who are economically poor. 

It. is also given in the form of family allowances, unemployment allowances, old age pension 

allowances to the needy and the helpless. 

c) Public Service 

"The term public service is used for those benefits and services which may be provided by 

government on a general basis to all the members of a group based on age, sex, or other considerations 

for example, children's allowances and mental health service. " 
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It must however be noted that these three forms of social security are not exclusive categories. 
Any particular programme of social security may combine the characteristics of more than one of 
three forms. · 

9. ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF SOCIAL SECURITY 
Historically speaking, social security in the modern sense, first originated in Germany in 

H-------i881 when the Emperor William! urged upon the Govt. to adopt social insurance schemes. 
Thus was passed in Germany the first compulsory Insurance Act in 1883 as per which old age 
security was provided to the working classes. On the same model, Unemployment Insurance 
was Hinitia:tti"d in· ·the year··192s.Tnc example ofHGermany w-asfatei on· eiil.ulaled~l>yvaifous 
European nations. In the second half the 20th century, the International Labour Organisation 
(I. L. 0.) of the United Nations Organisation [U.N.O.] played a vital role in the field of social 
security. The I. L. 0. adopted conventions on maternity benefits, workmen compensation, 
sickness insurance, minimum wages, unemployment insurance, income security, medical care, 
and so on. These conventions had a great impact on the member-nations of the U.N.O.After 
Second World War, social security schemes and ideas made worldwide progress. 

Development of Social Security in India 
As far as India is concerned, during the olden days, the joint family system, caste system, 

village community system, the monarchical ruling system and individuals with pious and 
philanthropic 1attitude used to provide sod.al security to the needy people in an informal and 
unorganised rilanner. In fact, taking care of the needy and the helpless has always been regarded 

I . 

as a pious duty in India. Due to the impact of the Western civilisation and industrialisation, these 
institutions have fallen into decay artd are· no longer able fo meet the· situation satisfactorily. In 
spite of that some institutions to help orphans, widows, blind, deaf and other handicapped persons 
were started by voluntary organisations. These however had only limited range of operations: 

During the British rule, the British overlords were not in favqur of introducing social security 
schemes in the beginning. Even the Royal Commission of Labour did not permit the introduction 
of a permanent social security scheme, although various committees and commissions 
recommended the same. But gradually, the British had to follow the example of the other European 
nations in matters of social security. 

The system Of s'ocial security made its appearance in India at a relatfa1e]y J~ter stage than in 
many of the industrially developed countries mainly due to her slow growth in industrialisation. 
I he Bntish Government had to 1mtlate a few. Jeg1slatlons m the held of social secunty, though it 
was not very serious about their rigorous implementation. Thus, a beginning in the social security 
programme was made in 1923, when the Workmen's Compensation Act was passed in that year. 
It also passed a few other social security legislations such as "The' Industrial Employment Standing 
Orders Act, 1946", etc. However, after independence. the Indian Government retained many of 
these legislations introduced by the British after making suitable modifications in· them. The 
Government alsomfroduceiforiits oWiiariumberofsocfarsecuiify IegisTatiorisiriorder to.Promote· 
the \Velfare of the people in general. 
Social· Security·· Legislations in India 

At present, we have a number of social security legislations covering various aspects of our 
socio-economic life. The major objectives in the form of specified risks and the laws under which 
they are covered are shown in the following chart.1 

1. P.C. Sikl,gar in "Social Security", Page : 7-8. 
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RISKS COVERED UNDER SOCIAL SECURITY. ACTS IN INDIA 

Risks I Laws under which covered 

1. Death (i) Workmen's Compensation Act, 1923. 

(ii) Employees State Insurance Act, 1948. 

2. Disablement (i) Workmen's Compensation Act, 1923. 

(ii) Employees' State Insurance Act, 1948. 

(iii) Industrial Employment Stiinding Orders Act, 1946. (Medical aid in 
case of acddent). 

3. Maternity (i) Central Maternity Benefit Act, 196 l. 

(ii) State Maternity Benefits Acts. 

(iii) ·Employees' State Insurance Act, 1948. 

4. Sickness (i) Employees' State Insurance Act, 1948. 

5. Old age (i) The Payment of Gratuity Act, 1972. 

(ii) Coal Mines Provident Fund and Bonus Schemes Act, 1948. 

(iii) Employees' Provident Fund Act, 1952. 

(iv) Assam Tea Plantation Provident and Pension Fund and Deposit 
Linked Insurance Fund Scheme Act, 1955. 

(v) Seaman's Provident Fund Act, 1966. 

6. Funeral (i) Employees' State Insurance Act, 1948. 

(C) SOCIAL WELFARE 

Concept of Social Welfare 
The term "social welfare" is very popularly used though it is steeped in controversy and 

contradictions. People disagree about its goals, methods, and consequences. What some perceive as 

a gr.eat "welfare state", others view as disgracefully inadequate compensation for continriing social 

and economic injustice. Services that some groups consider as a promise of restoration and 

rehabilitation, others brand as v.'lirehouses of misery anfl the graveyard of hope. Programmes that 

impress some citizens as symbols of the highest humanitarian values, others brush it aside as nothing 

but disguised agents of social control. Endless contradictions are also there within the social welfare 

system These contradictions are not unique to social welfare. They are the reflections of the value 

conf_lictsithat are found in any society. ' 

"The important question-is : Should social welfare simply reflect or at best, somewhat compensate 

for societal imperfections ? Or does it have a responsibility for striving toward social justice and 

equality ? If the former role is sufficient, the mer(! !!XiStence of a network of benefits and services, 

however inadequate, irrational, or maldJstributed, may bring a sense of accomplishment. But if the 

latter is paramount, then social welfare must .be judged against·standards of equality and so</ial 

·justice and by its success in translating humanitarian values into living realities. 111 · 

Broader Meaning 1ofthe Term "Social Welfare": The term 'social welfare' denotes the well

being of the individual and the community. The primary objective of social welfare is to secure for 

each individual the basic economic necessities, high standards ·of health, decent living cdnditions, 

equal 'oppbrtuttlties with his fellow-citizens and self-respect The extent to which provision should be 

. the ~esponsibility of the state or the individual is· a central issue runllirig through many debates in 

! modem society. · 

1. Winfred Bell in "Contempprary Social Welfare" [Second Edition] Macmillan Publication· Page: 1. 
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The term social welfare includes various social welfare programmes launched for the benefit of 
the individual or the community. Social welfare programmes signify "programmes of formal agencies, 
either governmental or private, designed to aid poor and disadvantaged individuals ... 111 

10. DEFINITION, SCOPE AND CHARACTERISTICS 

OF SOCIAL WELFARE 

Definition of Social Welfare 
1. Prof. Friedlander : "Social welfare is an organised system of social services and institutions, 

· · · designed·to·aid·individuals andgroups,. to.attain satisfying standardso[life andhealth. ltaims. 
at personal and social relationships which permit individuals the development of their capacities 
and the promotion of their well-being in harmony with the needs of community. 

2. Elizabeth Wickenden: "Social welfare includes those laws, programmes, benefits, and services 
which assure or strengthen provisions for meeting social needs recognized as basic to the well
being of the population and the better functioning of the social order. " 2 

3. Collins Dictionary of Sociology : The concept of "social welfare refers to "the general state 
of health, wellbeing and ~appiness of individuals or a society ... ,; 

4. The term social welfare has'come to be defined as - "a set of social services intended to meet the 
special needs of individuals and groups who because of social, economic, physical and mental 
handicaps, are unable to make use of services in the community, or have traditionally been 
denied the use of these services. " 3 

5. As Per United Nations Document : "For Planning purposes, the field of social welfare can be 
defined as a body of organised activities whicharebasicallymeant to enable individuals, groups 
and communities to improve their own situation, adjust to changing conditions and participate ,, 
in the tasks of development. ,,4 

6. Social Welfare in the Indian Context·: "The term is rather given a narrow meaning in the 
Indian context. Thus, in a restricted sense, social welfare includes - the provision of soc;i'al 
welfare services for the socially underprivileged groups, scheduled castes, scheduled tribes, 
denotified communities, orphans, widows. unmarried mothers, women in mora( danger, aged 
and infirm, women and children, socially maladjusted, beggars, prostitutes, delinquents, 
physically and mentally disabled, diseased, mentally retarded or ill and economically 
underprivileged such as dest1tutes and unemployed, and soczal weijare programmes are dierejore 
directl?d to ameliorate their condifiOns ,,5 

. Vast Scope of Social Welfare 
The above mentioned definitions point out that social welfare covers a very wide area of human 

service. It embraces a long list of income. maintenance benefits and educational, developmental, 
medical, rehabilitative, urban renewal, housing, vocational, recreational, protective, and counselling 
services . 

. -s~cial w~iiare programmes· provide <lifect services to. ind1v1<luaiS,. groups and ne1glifoiirlioods. 
They serve people of aUages. They are.organized by all levels of government mid wider vofurifary 

1. "Dictionary of Sociology" by William P. Scott - Page : 396. 

2. As quoted by Wmlred Bell m "Contemporary Social Wel]are - Page : 2. 

3. As quoted by D.Paul Chowdhary in "Handbook of Social Welfare" Page : 5. 
4. As per the document prepared by the United Nations on "Social Welfare Planning in the Context of National Development 

Plans" - As quoted by Dr. D.R.Sachadeva in "Social Welfare Administration in India" - Page : 5-6. 

S. As per the U.N.0. Document as referred to above 
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auspices. They are administered by many federal, state, and local agencies. They include community
based and Institutional services. Some are nationaland some regional in scope; many are concentrated 
in large cities. Directly and indirectly, they affect every citjzen in the nation. 

Referringto the usage of the term social welfare in the Indian context, Smt. Durgabai Deshmukh 
. points out : "The concept of social welfare is distinct from that of general social services like education 
and health etc. Social welfare is specialised work for the benefit of the weaker and more vulnerable 
sections of the population and would include social services ior the benefit of wom«{1, children, the 
physically handicapped, the mentally retarded and those specially handicapped in mqny ways. 11l .. 

Durgabai Deshmukh further says that "social welfare was the result,· and social work was the, 
process employed to secure it. Social workers. were the people working through social work and 
welfare .. , If the process was understood, the attendant skills were appreciated ... the social policy 
makers, social planners, social administrators, professionals and lay social workers were properly 
equipped, then the quality of soeial welfare serl!ices would improve and expansion of social welfare 
programmes and services would be less difficult ... '' 2 

'J'Wo Characteristics of Social Welfare 
According to Wayne Vasey, the defmition of social welfare includes two main characteristics. 

They are as follows : -
a) The utilisation of welfare measures to support or strengthen the family as a basic social 

institution through which needs are met. These welfare measures include the well~being and 
interests ofl¥. ge .number. of people which comprises their physical, mental, emotional, spiritual 
and economi~ needs of the family members, 

b) Welfare measures have the intention of strengthening the individual's capacity to cope with 
his life situation. The social welfare system has the objective of creating the basic conditions 
that will enable all the members of the community in realising their potential for growth and self
fulfilment. RegardleS.s of physical, psychological or social handicaps, personshould be enabled 
to live, work and develop in a normal environment. 

, 11. OBJF~CTIVE·s AND FUNCTlONS OF SOCIAL WELFARE 
Main Objec,tiyes of Social Welfare 

. 1. In fue widest sense .of the term "social welfare", it may (Je S(lidthat social welfare·has the 
basic object of promoting the welfare and well-being of all the members of the society. 

Social welfare has the if!tention of serving all inc'!me Classes. But unfortunately, as Winfred 
BeHpoints out, " ..... the most frequ(!nt misr:onception about social welfare is that it serves, only the 
pool: Nothing could be further from the truth. ;, Around die world, as nations grow in complexity, 
people have recognised that collective efforts are necessary to satisfy social needs and to resolve 
social problems. In pre-industrialised societies, the initial focus of social welfare is on public health 
measures and education. As industrialisation spreads, income maintenance programme tends to 
assUme importance. People of different classes make use of the benefits of such programmes.3 
· When the provision of social welfare programmes spread benefits over all income classes; such 

1. As quoted by G.R. Madan - Page: 14. 
2.. Smt. Durgabai Deshmukh in .her preface to "Encyclopaedia of Social Work in India" [1968] Vol. I, Page : VIII as 

·quoted by G.R. Madan - Page: 14. · 
J. For example, by 1983, not less than 130 nations had social security systems to assure minimum income when workers 

retire, become disabled, or die, while 136 had workers' compensation plans providing medical care and cash benefits for 
work-related illnesses or accidents. Eight-five nations .had short-term sickness and liJllltemity insurance, and forty Insured 
workers in the event of involuntary unemployment.. [$ource : Winfred Bell - Page : 2. · , 
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programmes come to be known as "universal programmes". When they are designed solely for the 

poor they are called "selective programmes". It is quite interesting to note that "contrary to a widespread 

assumption, far more is spent worldwide . ... on universal programmes than on programme!$ limited 

to the poor. " 1 

2. Purposes of Social Welfare Programmes in the Indian Context : Objectives of welfare 

programmes are to be understood in two senses in the context of the Indian social situations. Firstly, 

in a comprehensive sense, the purpose of social welfare mcludes the satisfaction of the basic needs 

like food, clothing and shelter as well as the normal satisfaction of family life, enjoyment of physical 

and mental health, opportunities for the expression of skills and recreational abilities and active and 

pleasura5le~social pame1pa00n:=Seeontlly;=in a mirl'f7W=NemB; tlre=purpose =o-f--the SQeial----welf~ 

programmes is to cater to the physical, mental and social needs of the weaker sections of the society 

including the handicapped and the traditionally underprivileged groups like backward classes. Who 

are unable to avail themselves of, or are traditionally denied the amenities and services provided by 

the community. . 

The above idea is echoed by the views of Pandit Nehru, the first Prime Minister of India when 

he observed : " ... the welfare must be a common property of every one in India and not the monopoly 

of a privileged group, as it is today. In particular, those who are underprivileged today and have no 

opportunities of growth and progress must be brought within its fold. "Pandit Nehru also stressed that 

the welfare of women, children and handicapped should have the first place in order of priority. 

Functions of Social Welfare 

Social welfare programmes serve both individual and societal functions. In fact, Wickenden in 

her definition, refers to the dual :(unctions of social welfare : a) to meet the social needs of the population, 

andb) to promote ihe better functioning of the sOeial order. ~nher literary works also she has emphasised · 

the point that social welfare serves societal as well as individual needs or goals. 

1. Social Welfare to Serve Individual Needs: Social welfare is generally understood as some 

organised means of protecting the interests and promoting the well-being of the poor, iteedy, 

downtrodden, underprivileged, backward, mentally, physically or otherwise handicapped. In the Indian 

context, it is meant to provide services to the" underprivileged, disadvantaged and backward sectiops 

of the society. The most advanced and developed countries regard social welfare as guaranteeing 

lf!inimum standards oflivingfor their citizens. The developing countries, on the contrary, consider it 

to be providing basic needs to their population. 

2. Social Welfare to Serve Societal Needs : Social welfare programmes have the purpose of 

promoting the smooth furichomng of the social order. This ftlnction ut pwpose is niostly w:tde1sco1ed 

or neglected by most of the people. Thus, many citizens seem to believe that social welfare is a one

way traffic fo~ conveying their hard - earned money to the poor and helpless with no hope of return. 

But over the last several decades it has become Clear that social welfare is not just a. reflection of 

altruism. Instead, programmes of this nature are just as vital to the host society as to indivtdual recipients. 

Social welfare programmes, especially all "income maintenance programmes" p~ovide not 

only necessary funds-fo famUies biit also support thecapifalisteconomies;democratic setups;by 

reinfqrcing the work ethic, it1stiHing affil:limstJ:ation fur the promoters of industry, and helping lo 

maintain law and order: It has been observed .that when great civic unrest erupts, public welfare 

programmes tend to increase, and soon the poor and the afflicted are "cooled off' by their more 

generous help. The generous welfare programm~s and· schemes make the affiicted people. to 

understand the "hard reahhes'' and to accept their "lot in life", howevei' mi~etable it may be. 

· In the American context, for example, hy l 982, I /61h of public social welfae expenditures were for "selective programmes", 

whikthe other 5/6111s were spent on "universal programmes" like public education, social insurance,~tc ... - Winfred 

Bell - Page : 2 and 3. 
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12. SOCIAL WELFARE AND SOCIAL WORK : COMPARED 
According to Miss Witmer, there are many differences between the terms such as social 

work and social welfare; social work and social services, and so on. She says that social welfare 
is basically secured through the institutional organisation of society, and its activities are directed 
towards the improvement of that organisation. On the other hand, the activities of social work are 
directed towards assisting individuals in their use of social institutions. She is of the opinion that 
"social welfare" embraces programmes of public works, agricultural relief, resettlement, flood 
control, labour laws, etc., which are not immediately concerned with the client group. Whereas 
social work is an activity that seeks to seeure for an individual or a family or a community some 
concrete help to come out ofa distressing situation or to attain a better position. 

Social welfare activities are to be distinguished from other types of social activities. For example, 
establishment of a building and a financial company, widening of roads, forming of co-operative for 
a village, etc~, cannot be considered social welfare activities. On the contrary, establishment of a 
juvenile court, parole system for the adult criminals, orphanage, home for the aged and the infirm, a 

1 beggar home, etc., are all exampres of activities designed to use social welfare resources to meet 
social welfare-needs. · 

Differences Between Social Work and Social Welfare 
Social work and social welfare are not one and the same though these terms are often used 

synonymously. The main djfferences between the two may be noted below : 
1. Difference in the Scope : Social welfare has a broader meaning than that of social work. It 

includes all social work and other related programmes and activities undertaken with the intention of 
promoting the well-being of the individuals, groups or community. 

2. Difference in the Orientation : The orientation of social work and social welfare is not one 
and the same. Social work is normally undertaken by highly ttained practitioners for it is a profession. 
On the contrary, most of the voluntary workers in social welfare agencies are untrained. Social work 
cannot be taken up systematically by ordinary people for it has become formalised and has emerged 
into a specialised profession. 

3. Unlike in the Case of Social Welfare, Social Work is Not Imposed Upon its 
Beneficiaries : A social worker tewects the autonomy and personal worth of his client in trouble but 
he never imposes his ideas or programmes on him even if they are considered to be good and beneficial. 
On the contrary, a social welfare worker feels obliged to make available programmes and activities 
when once he is convinced of their utility or benefit. 

4.Social Worker Always· Expects··the Client to Approach Him For Help and Guidance 
JJut Not the Social Welfare Worker : A social worker normally mobilises the resources of his 
profession to help the client to help hi..111self 011Jy after being approached by the client. Unless his help 
is sought in terms of counselling or material aid, the social worker does not start his work. A social 
welfare worker is not constrained by such things. However, in our country, social wor:kers often go to 
the needy clients and enlist their co-operation in bringing about necessary changes eitherin the institution 
or in the individual, or both. 

5. Difference Between the Process and the End. Result: Finally, it can be stated that social 
work is only the process whe.reas social welfare is the end result of social work. 
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TALCOTT PARSONS [1902 - 1979] 
Talcott Parsons was the most influential American sociologist of the 20th century and the leading 

modem exponent of functionalism. For twenty to thirty years after the Second World War, Parsons 
.. as the majer tkeeretisal fi§!W in *meiica and in the EngUsh-

· speaking area, if not in the world of sociology. Being a theorist, he 
was not in the dominant tradition o encan empmc researc . 
As often critici~ed, as supported, Parsoqs: work was at the center of 
debate in sociological theory until the mid 1970's. 

Although Parsons has relatively few followers among 
sociologists today, he is acknowledged as the greatest spokesman 

_ offuf!ctie>11a!i~m and a mastermin~ in theoretical sociology. It \Vas 
Parsons who first introduced the workS of Durkheim and Max Weber 

Talcott Parsons was born.m the year 1902 at Colorado Springs in America in a family having a 
good religious and intellectual background. His father was a congregational minister [chief of local 
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religious board). His father was also a professor who later became the of a college. His 
father had instilled educational interest in him and helped him to develop work culture. Parsons 
completed his Pre-degree from Amherst College in 1924 went to U.K. the famous London 
School of Economics where he wanted to continue his degree level education. During his stay in 
England, he came under the influence of Prof. Hamilton, L.f. Hobhouse, Morris Ginsberg and B. 
Malinowski. Parsons intellectual contact with these people in a way made him greater interest 
in the functionalist method. 

Intellectual ln:fluence of Weberian Thoughts on Parsons 
Parsons obtained his degree from. the London School of Economics in the year 1926 and in the 

very next year he joined the Heidelberg University at Germany. Weberian was very dominant 
in this area though Weber had died 5 years prior to Parsons joining the Heidelberg University. Parsons 
was impressed by the efforts ofWeber's wife who was taking all the pains to continue the intellectual 
tradition of her husband by way of convening discussions and debates at her own home. Parsons who 
attended such meetings at Weber's hous~ unknowingly came under the influence ofWeberian 1.uuu~.1<.11.. 

· In fact, he obtained his Ph.D. degree from the Heidelberg University and the subject of research was 
also related to Weber's works. The topic ofhis thesis was "Max Weber and Sombart and Their School 
of Capitalism". Within a few years, Parsons trap.slated Weber's masterpiece ~'The Protestant 
Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism", from German to English. 
Parsons' Professional Life 

After receiving his Ph.D. degree fr<!m the Heidelberg University, Parsons joined Harvard 
University as an instructor in the year 1927. Harvard gave him the opportunity to study the works of 
the classical theorist of economics, Alfred Marshall. Within a very short span of time, Parsons came 
under the influence of the thoughts of Durkheim, Spencer, Pareto and a famous physiologist L.J. 
Henderson. 

After joining Harvard, Parsons spent the whole of his professional life there till his death in 
1979. Parsons' progress as a teacher in Harvard was not an impressive one in the beginning, for he 
had to work as an ordinary teacher till 1939. His first major volume in his own "The Structure 
of Social Acti6n" which was published in 193 7, fetched him recognition as a theoretical sociologist. 

Parsons was able to achieve quick professional progress especially after 1939. He became the 
Chairman of the Department of Sociology in 1944, and in 1946, he became the President of the 
Department of Social Relations. These positions gave him an opportunity to work in the wide circle of 
social scientists. His reputation spread far and wide when he became the President of the American 

'Sociological Association in 1949. Betw~en 1950 and · 1960, Parsons broughtout his famous books 
including "The Social System" (1951), "Towards A General Theory (1951) with Edward 
Shils,''Economy an:d Society"(1956) Vlrith Smelser, and so on~ 
Cold War Bemeen Sorokin and Parsons 

P.A. Sorokin.was the Chairman. of the Department of Sociology in the University, the 
department which he himself had established, when Parsons joined the department as an ordinary 
instructor. As long as Sorokin was the chairman of the department of sociology, Parsons could not 
come to prominence; In fact, Sorokin was a strong critic of Parsons views and there was a kind of cold 
war between the two. Parsons' favourite student RK. Merton's comments regarding this so called 
cold war is worth mentioning here: "Of the very first generation of graduate students coming to 
Harvard ... precisely none came to study with Talcott. They could scarcely done so for the 
simplest reasons. At about 1931, he had no public identity whatever, as a sociologist... Altho/,lgh we 
students to study with the renowned Sorokin, some of us stayed to work with the unknown 

1. 1980:89 - as quoted by Goo:rge Ritzer in his "Contemporary Sociological Theory" - Page: 331. 
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Parsons ".1 
Waves of Criticisms About Parsons Views and Thoughts 

Parsons' theories and thoughts were subjected to criticism in the circle of slowly emerging radicals 
in the American sociology especially after 1960s.Parsons"'sociological the01y {most often labelkd 
'structural-functionalism' or 'normative functionalism'] was commonly seen as a product of modern, 
affluent American society, where structural social conflicts had been largely eliminated or were ofa 
transient nature, and where there appeared to be a general social cohesion and shared adherence to 
democratic values. Parsons' theory came under increasing criticism as the path-war consensus Uself 

· sh<fwedsigrrsTJfdissolving, parlieularly.under.theimj:Jact.ofthe Jlie1nam war'' 1 _____ ........................... · ............ _ .... . .. .. . 
Parsons was bitterly criticized as a political traditionalist and his theories were also branded as 

conservative. "A number of criticisms have been levelled against Parsons: (1) his isa grand theory 
with little empiricaluse; (2) he gives too much importance to values and norms; (3) he does not pay 
enough attention to social conflict; ( 4) he is unable to reconcile action theory and system theory, and 
in effect sees indiyidual action as structurally determined; (5) his functionalism involves teleology".2 

Death of the Epoch - Maker in Sociology 
As an impressive professor, a famous theoretician, a prolific writer,-and a trend-setter Talcott 

Parsons proved to be an rpoch-maker in the realm of sociology. His contribution to the development 
of sociology has been i.filmense. Even in his seventies, he was actively involved in various educational 
activities. He died at the age of77 while he was engaged in furthering his own intellectual activities. 
In his death America lost one of its topmost sociologists. His death marked the end of an era in 
sociology which he liimself had begun. Merton's words of tribute to Parsons are as follows: "The 
death· ofTlllcottParsons marks the endofanera insociology . . When a new era does b?gin ... it will 
surely be fortified by the great tradition of sociological thought which he has left to us. ,.3 

Main Works of Talcott Parsons 

1. The Structure of Social Action (1937) 
2. Essays in Sociological Theory (1954) 
3. The Social System (1951) 
4. Toward a General Theory of Action (1951), with Shils. 
5. Working Paper in the Theory of Action (1953), with R. Bales and E. Shils. 
6. Family, Socialisation and Interaction Process (1955), wit111t Bates, J. Oi'ds, JJ. Zelditeh arulP. 

7. Economy and Society (1956), with N. Smelser. 
8. Structure and Process in Modern Societies (1960) 
9. Social Structure and Personality (1964) 
IO. Societies: Evolutionary and Comparative Perspectives (1966) 

11. _ SociologJcg.LTJz?orya,n.d_kfodern 8_o<:i~ty(I967) 
12 Politics and Social Structure (1969) 
13. The System of Modern Societies (1971) 
14. The American University (1973), with Gerald M. Platt and Neil J. Smelser. 

Critical assessments of Parsons' works have been published in two volumes of essays in his 

1. · Allan G Johnson in "Oifmd Dictionary ofSoeio/ogJ•" Page· 480 
2. Abercrombie and others in the "P'1nguin Dictionary of Sociology" - Page : 256. 

3. Merton, l 980-81 as quoted by George Ritzer_: Page : 33 l. 
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honour by sociologists who were his former students or colleagues: 
(i) "Stability and Change" (1971) by Bernard Barber, Alex Inkeles. 

Sociology 

(ii) "Explorations in General Theory m Social Sciences" (1971) Jan J. Loubser, Rainer C. Baum. 
[Source: "The New Encyclopaedia · Britannica Vol.9. Page: 171 and "Dictionary Soeiology" (Penguin) by Abercrombie and others] 

MAIN CONTRIBUTIONS OF TALCOTT PARSONS TO SOCIOLOGY 
(I) PARSONS THEORY OF SOCIAL ACTION 

As a theoretician, Parsons' aim was nothing less than to provide "a conceptual structure for the whole of sociology which would serve also to integrate all the social scie,nces. This was to be accomplished by a synthesis between the analysis of individual action and analysis of large-scale social systems. His starting point is the theory of social action, the essential feature of which is the relationship between actors and features of their environment, social and natura(, to which they give meaning" .1 

Actor and Situation in the Social Action 
The focus of attention of 'social action theory' is on the action of individual actors or of a group of actors. The behaviour of an :individual or a group.in a social context is called "social action". Social action has two main aspects: (i) action and (ii) objective situation. 
(i) The "actor" refers to the subject of social action, that is, the :individual through whom the actions are performed. Any one who does the social action is called the subject or actor. 
(ii) There is always a context or situation in reference to which the actor performs a social action. Social action cannot take place in a vacuum and there must be some objective situation or context .under which social action takes place. The objective situation may be social or non-social. Social situation refers to :individuals or groups while non-social environment refers to physical environment. The actor and situation of social action are mutually linked and they are in'terdependent. The actor, by his behaviour, in tum, is also affected by the situation. 

Importance of Function in Social Action 
Parsons is of the opinion that the main task of sociology is to describe, explain and analyse social action. Any assembly or congregation of individuals results :in social action. Sooial action is not aimless or purposeless. In any social action, each individual. performs a specific function. Social action is also guided by some goal or motivation. Social action is therefore, goal-oriented or motivational. 

Types of Adi.on 
As ·Parsons has stated, action can be classified into three types depending upon the nature of motivational orientation. They are cognitive, cathetic and evaluative. 
(i) Cognitive Action : Cognitive action is social action with cognitive orientation. If a social ac.tion is dominantly rational it is said to have a cognitive orientation. In this kind of social act, feelings or emotions do not play any prominent role. This oriet).tation refers to the knowledge aspects for, it is dominated by rational considerations. 
(ii) Cathetic or Emotional Action: Some social actions are found to be highly emotional. In an emotional social action, reason does not play any role and only emotions dominate. For example, . under the influence of motherly love, a woman who does not know swimming may jump :into the river to save her child who is drowning. In such social actions, orientation is said to be cathetic or emotional. 

l. 
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(iii) Evaluative Action : Actions that are guided by values or moral standards are said to be 

"evaluative" in nature. Since values play an important role in society, diffe:rent p~ople act in different 

ways depending upon the inspiration of different values. Depending upon the nature of values people's 

actions are. judged to be good or bad, and right or wrong. Such actions are obviously. backed by 

evaluative orientation. 

Critical Remarks 

· The theory of social action profounded by Talcott Prusons is one of the important theories in 

sociology. Despite its merits, it has been severely criticized by the scholars. According to some, it is 

not a comprehensive and self-sufficient theoretical orientation for sociologists. It is irre:parably 

·imiividualistic:=Ei1rther,---thmigh---inmvidaals--mav· percei:ve.aru.lorientihemsclyes to some gQ~ls or 

purposes, social institutions cannot do that for, no one now subscribes to the existence of the "group 

mind". Social processes cannot be explained entirely in terms of the intentions, goals, or purposes of 

the individual people. 

(II) PARSONS' CONCEPT OF SOCIAL SYSTEM 

Talcott Parsons can undoubtedly be regarded as "the most outstanding exponent of the social 

system theory. In his "Structure of Social Action", Parsons focused on unit act but in "The Social 

System", emphasis shifted from unit act to institutional orders, and the system was the primary unit 

of analysis. However, it must be noted at the outset that Parsons' 'social system' is a constructed type, 

an analytical conceptual framework, and not an empirical referent ... .. , . "1 

Parsons takes 'social action' as the building block of the system. He prefers the term 'action' to 

behaviour because he is interested not in the physical events of behaviour for their own sake but in 

their patterning. Parson's sociological theories are largely based upon his conception of social action. 

Parsons has· also given three configurations or systems ofsociaLaction. SociaLactions according to 

him, are guided by the following systems: personality system, culturalsystem and social system. It 

can .also be said that the scheme of three types of social action [or orientation] "serves as a background 

for the construction of three analytical systems: the social system, the personality system and the 

cultural system". 

Meaning of System 

Parsons has discussed the personality, the cultural and the social systems in his treatise "The 

Social System". It is thus necessary to know what a system is. "A system is any collection of interrelated 

pflFtS,_ o";jects.; th_ings or organisms" 

In Parsonian language, "In general, system can be defined as a set of interdependent elements or 

parts that can be thought oj as a whol~. Jn this sense, we can think ufa mut01 cm 01 the lntman bed; 

as a system"2 As a general app~oach to understanding a:yariety ofphenoi:nena, systems theory is the 

study of how systems are organized, how they adopt to changing circumstances, how the interests of 

subsystems adjust or conflict with those of the whole, and so on. 

1. Personality System 

Parsons considers personality as the aspect oft:he living in.<iividual. Personality systemis concerned 

with the total social actions of an individual. It must be understood fu tennsof the cultural and social 

content O~ all the learnt things that make up his bebav1oural S)ISfem. f ersonalit)' is• autollOlDOUS as a 

distinct subsystem of action. Parsons also claims that the personality system is the primary meeting 

ground of the cultural system, the behavioural organism, and secondarily, the physfoal world. As 

Abraham a e-64 h.as ointed out, "The main function of the personality system involves learning, 

1. M.F. Abraham in "Moderri Sociological Theory" - (1982) Page: 52"53. 

2. The Blackwell Dictionary of Sociology ·Page : 266. 
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will participate in socially valued and controlled activities. In return, society must also adequately 
satisfy and reward its members if itis to maintain the level of motivation and of perfonnance." This 
relationship constitutes socialization, the process by which individuals become social beings. Effective 
process of socialization is crucial to make the individual's value commitments link primarily with the 
cultural system. Parsons insists that "in addition to rewarding conformity and punishing deviance, 
motivation must be furnished at different levels." 

2. Cultural System 

When the individual system rises to the level of culture, it is known as cultural system. It is 
constituted of the normative patterns. It includes cognitive beliefs, values, norms, private moral 
obligations, expressive symbols which guide the choices made by the individuals. "The mainfimction 
of the cultural system· is the legitimation of the society :S normative order. Cultural value patterns 
provide the most direct link between the social and cultural systems in legitimizing the normative 
order of the society. They define what is. appropriate and what is not, not necessarily in the moral 
sense but in accordance with the institution,alized order." [Abraham - 63]. It could be said that the 
cultural system is said to be well organized if it actively influences, guides and controls the lives of the 
individuals. 

) 

3. Social System 

The concept of"social system" has been used most explicitly, and self-consciously in modem 
'functionalism'. But it was implicit as much in the 19th century social thought. ''A social theory which 
treats social relations, groups or societies as a set of interrelated parts which function to maintain 
some boundary or unity of the parts is based explicitly or implicitly on the concept of social system." 

The chief exponent of the 'most modem theory of 'social system' has been Talcott Paraons. 
Parsons has tried to give a more scientific and a rational explanation to the concept of social system in . . . . 

his books "The Structure of Social Action", and "An Outline of the Social System." 

Meaning and Defmition of Social System 

Parsons uses the term 'social system' to refer to society whether it is the smallest or the largest 
collectivity. The social system is made up of the relationship of individuals. A sirnplified version of 
the defmitior. of Parsons has been given by W.F. Ogburn 1and it is stated below. · 
e "A social system maybe defined as a plurality of individuals interacting with 'each other according 

to shared culturalnorms and meanings. " - W.F. Ogbutn 
e "A social system consists of a plurality of individual actors interacting with each other in a 

situation which has at least a physical or environmental aspect, actors who are motivated in 
terms of a tendency to the "optimization of gratification " and whose relation to their situations, 
including each other, is defined and mediated in terms of a system of culturally structured and 
h • • • ..11 s __ areasymoms, -- ... 

• Insimple words, the term '.social system' "basically consists of two or more individuals interacting 
directly or indirectly in a bounded situation ''. 2 

Elements or Units of Social System 
The social system is constituted by the actions of individuals. It involves participation of an actor 

in a process of interactive relationships. This participation has two main aspects : (i) the positional 
aspect and theproces,siOnal aspect. The positional aspect indicates the location of the actor in social 
system·which may be called his ''status". The processional aspect indicates thefonctional importance 
of the actor for the social system which may be called his "role". 

1. Parsons'. definition in his "Social System" : Page 5-6 as quoted by M.F. Abraham - Page : 
J. Duncan Mitchell. in "A Dictionary of Sociology". 
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(i) The Act : Social act or action is a process in the social system that motivates the individual or 
individuals in the case of a group. The orientation of action has a close relation with the attainment of 
satisfaction of the actor. The action is not an unexpected response to a particular situation or stimulus. 
It indicates that the actor has a system of expectations relative to his own need-arrangements. The 
need-arrangement system of the indlVldual actor has two aspects : (i) the gratificational aspect, and 
(ii) the orientational aspect. The gratificational aspect refers to what the actor gets out of his interaction 
and what its costs are to hun. The orientational aspect xefexs.to the how he gets it. Both these aspects 

must be present in what is called a social act. 
(ii) The Actor : The actor is also a significant unit of social system. It is he who holds a status and 

·pei:fom.ts Ii role.Asoti:algystem musthave=a suffieientpropertion ef.itsactors. These:actors.mus1be 
sufficiently motivated to act according to the requirements of its role system. The social system must 
also be adapted to the minimum needs of the individual actor. The system must secure sufficient 
participation of its actors also. It means, it must motivate them sufficiently to the performances whicli 
are necessary for the social system to develop or to persist. The act and actor are complementary to 
each other. The actor has to act according to the roles assigned to him. This he learns through the 
process of socialization. The social system limits and regulates the needs and also actions of the actor. 

This, the social system does through social control. 
(iii) The Role and Status : The social system involves the participation of actor in a process of 

interactive relationship. This participation has two aspects : J) the role aspect, and ii) the status 
aspect. Role denotes the functional significance of the actor for the social system. Status denotes the 

place of the actor in the social system. 
An actor may have a high or low status in a social system and he has a definite role to play, 

Different roles associated with the same status are properly integrated in the system. The actors 
are distributed between different roles. This process of distribution has been called by Parsons as 
"allocation". Proper allocation of roles between actors minimizes problems for the system. The 
allocation of roles is related to the problem of allocation of facilities. Problem of facilities is 
actually the problem of power because possession of facilities means to have power-economic or 

political. 
Thus, a social system faces the problems of proper allocation of roles, proper allocation of 

facilities and rewards and proper allocation of economic and political power. If this allocation is 

properly done it may preserve itself, otherwise, it may disintegrate. 

Mechanism of Social System 
Social system 1s a system of interdependent action proeesses. But th@ ~ies oftbe indhddllals 

are such that they may alter the established status of social system. This may disturb the established 
interaction process of the system. It is, therefore, essential that some proper mechanisms are applied 
for maintaining the equilibrium between the various processes of social interaction. These mechanisms 

have been classified by Parsons into two categories: 
(i) Mechanisms of socialization, and (ii) Mechanisms of social control. 

. (Q S~ci~lisation : · soCiaiisatiOn is a process whereby an iridivioual leams to adjustwith the 
conventional pattern of social behaviour. He reams to adjust hfulsethrkh the social situation conforming 
to social norms, values, and standards. This process is not confined to the child alone. It goes on 
throughout life. Some of the principal aspects of socialization are known as rearing, sympathy, 
identification, imitation, social teaching, suggestion, practice and punishment. 

(ii) Social Control: Social control consists of the mechanisms whereby the society mm:dds 
its membyrs to conform to the approved pattern of social behaviour. According to. Parsons, 
there are two types of elements, which exist in every system. These are integrative and 
disinteg1ative. The function of social control is to eliminate those elements, which cause 
disintegration and create problems for integration. Besides, in every society, there is a system 
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of rewards for conformative behaviour and punishments, for deviant behaviour. Devia¢ 
behavioural tendencies may.also constitute one of the principal sotirces of change in the structure 
of the social system. 

(III) PATTERN VARIABLES 
'J;>attern Variable~" is an important concept coined by Talcott Parsons and ~s closely associated 

with his theory of social action. As Parsons says we can analyse actions, s0cial relationships, and 
whole systems according to what he calls ''pattern variables" - or choices between pairs of alternatives. 
Parsons notes that social interaction has a systematic character and hence he refers to it as a "social. 
system''. The concept that bridges social action and social system is that of''pattern variables". 
Def"mition of Pattern Variables 
• The tetm "pattern variables" refers to "the four[sometimes five] basic pattern-alternatives of 

value orientation/or individuals and cultures, according to Parsons."1 . 
• Pattern variabies represent "Five dichotomies or pairs of variables proposed by Talcott Parsons 

for thepurpose of classifying types of social relatio7J.Ships. Each pattern variable provides twa 
mutually exclusive alternatives, one of which must be chosen by an individual before he can act 
in a social situation. "2 · . . · 

e The concept of pattern variables introduced by Talcott Parsons " ....... is an attempt to supply a 
logically exhaustive list of action dilemmas on the highest possible level of abstraction". 

··According to Parsons, the-five patt~ variables represent the basic dilemmas a person faces in 
orienting to another person. As per Parsons' analysis, "cultures are' seen as organizing action, and 
actors are faced wilh implicit 'choices' in relationships, in terms of four dichotomous aliernatiVe 
modes of orientation_ to 'social objects', including other actors''. In simple words, individuals are 
faced With some fundamental dilemma.~ in their interaction and social systems offer a combination of 
solutions for these dilemmas. . · 
Five ·Pattern Variables 

Five sets of pattern variables as stated by Parsons a.re as follows: 
' 1, Affectivity versus affective neutrality 
2 .. Diffuseness versus specificity 
3. Universalism versus particularism, 
4 .. Ascription versus achievement [also as quality andperfonnance] 
5. Self-orientation versus collectivity' orientation 

1. Affectivity Versus Affective Neutrality 
Affectivity versus affective neutrality represents one cf the pattern variables proposed1by Talcott 

Par8o~. The word 'affectivity' refers to feelings or emotion-; whereas "affective neutrality'' signifies 
emotional neutrality or detaclnnent. This is one of the dilemmas that the actors face. For the individtJal 
in a given situation, this is the dilemma of whether to give importance to an impulse or to the values 
ahd more distant goals. This is like the opposition between the demands of an ~pulse or immediate 
need and the possible benefits ofrestraint and discipline. Here, the individuitl has to decide-whether 
he should opt for the immediate gratification of an impulse or need or he should abstain himself from 

'doing it. Example: Eating a meal or watching a chess match compared with work that does not 
requite one's emotional involvement, say, working in, a garage. This pattern variable suggests that 
actors can either engage in a relationship for emotional reasons [affectivity] or in a relationship for 

,' mstrumental rea8ons without the involvement offeelings [ affectivity neutrality]. - ' 
2. Diffuseness Versus Specificity 

1. Collins Dictionary of Sociology - Page : 479. 
2. W.P. ·Scott in "Dictionary of Sdciology, 
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As per this dichotomy, actors in their relationship with others will have to choose in any situation 
'between a totally wide· range of actiVity [diffuseness] or a specific and a structured one [specificity]. 
'Diffuseness' implies wide range of satisfying relationships while 'specificity' denotes a narrower 
range of relationships. In confronting an object [that is, another person], an actor must choose among 
the various possible ranges in which he will respond to the object. 

The dilemma here consists in whether the actor should respond to restricted range of them. 
Example · Mother-child relationship and family relationships, in general, represent "diffuseness'' 
where relatiOnships are not fixed or defined but spread about all aspects of hfe. On the other hand, bus 
conductor issuing tickets to the passenger; or the relationship between the doctor and patient.,. represent 

.. J:~~~ti~I!.S.lJ.ips which have only a specified and limited purpose. 
--~--.. ··~~-·---··-·--·-·······~-· ---·~ .. --·----·--·-··--·-·----·---~- ------" 

3. Particularism Versus Universalism 
This represents a "dichotomy in social behaviour, that is concerned with the problem of whether 

a person in a given situation should be oriented to another person.[ or persons] in terms of generalized 
standards of behaviour or in terms of the special nature of their relationship to each other'. [W.P. 
Scott-449]. In simple words, actors have to decide whether to judge a person by general criteria 
[universalism] or criteria unique to that person [particularism]. Example, Mother's relationship with 
the child. A mother's relationship with her child may sometimes be particularistic but at other times, 
involve universalistic criteria as when the child's performance is appraised at school. 

4. Ascription Versus Achievement 
This pattern variable has recently been called as the dichotomy between quality and performance. 

This pattern variable refers to the dilemma of whether to treat a person according to who he is or in 
tenns of what he is doing, or niay be expected to do in the given situation. As per this variable, actors 
have to decide whether to judge persons by what they do [perfot;nlance] or by their personal 
characteristics [quality]. Example: In most societies, relationships based on inherent qualities [age, 
sex, caste, etc] of the individual can be considered ascriptive; while his success in business or a 
cricket match or in a musical career involves achievement.1 

5. Self-Orientation Versus Collectivity Orientation 
Here the dilemma is between personal interests and group interests fu social situations. For the 

individual in a given situation, this is the dilemma of whether to pursue his own personal interests and 
goals or sub-orient his private interests to the interests and welfare of a group or Qther individuals. 
This dichotomy is described by Parsons as die "dilemma of private values versus collective interests", 
or "the distribution between private permissiveness and collective o/Jligatzon . This fifth vmiable, 
ortgimdly ptoposed by Parsons, was subsequently dropped as being ofa different order from the other 

four. 
Importance of Pattern Variables 

According to Parsons, through pattern variables it is possible forus to understand the four dilemmas 
which the indiViduals face in orienting their relationship with others. In fact, all relationships between 
inciiyich.lals and others can be brought under this scheme. "The first four pattern variables namely, 
affectivity, diffuseness, particularism andascriptiOn .:... fifing out the ·broad norms of relations hips 
amongff~ends and close ones and they a1-eprimary in nature. By wnu a.st; the secmulfour variables 
- namely, neutrality, specificity, universalism and achievement [or performance] - bring out the 
broad norms of secondary relationships."2 . · 

It appears that "Parsons' conception of pattern variables was presented by him as deriving from 

1. "Probably because of this difference from the usual distinc~on between ascribed and achieved status, thiS dilemma has 
more recently been called Quality veisus Perfonnance". - W.P. Scott in "Dictionary of Sociology' - Page: 17. 

2. C.B. Damle and Richard Pais in "Sociol<Jgical Thought from Comte to Merton" - Page : 130. 

3. Collins Dictionary of Sociology - Page . 480. 
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previous characterization of types of society such as Tonn.iys' distinction between Gemeinschaft and Gesellschaft."3 Parsons saw his "pattern variables as providing an exhaustive general statement of the fundamental dilemmas permanently facing all actors and involved in all social organizations. " 
(1V) FUNCTIONAL PRE-REQUISITES OF SOCIAL SYSTEM 

The concept "functional pre-requisites " or 'functional imperatives" constitutes an essential aspect of the functional theory. This concept refers to the basic needs of a society which have to be met if it is to continue to survive as a functioning system. Thus, from a functional perspective, societies survive and function only if certain tasks are accomplished. For example, without reproduction and socialization, there would be no supply of new members. Similarly, a system of social stratification is said to be necessary to ensure that the most able people are recruited to the most important positions, a requirement for an efficient society. 
Functional theory looks upon society as a social system which is believed to perform certain functions. Parsons and his followers have given a list which they have called the "functional prerequisites" of any social system. They can be grouped under four recurrent functional problems which ·every ~ocial system must solve in its attempt to adapt itself to the basic facts oflife. As mentioned by Parsons, they are : (i) pattern maintenance and tension management, (ii) adaptation, (iii) goal attainment, and (iv) integration. 

1. Pattern Maintenance and Tension Management 
A social system has its own patterns which must be maintained. The units of the system, that is, role-occupants or sub-groups, must learn these patterns and develop an attitude of respect towards them. 
Tension Management : A human group cannot endure if it fails to meet the individual human needs of its members. The units of any system, i.e., individuals or sub-groups are subject to emotional disturbance and distractions. Man's emotional,· spiritual, and cultural requirements are extremely complex. Still they must be met with or "managed" if the units are to be able to carry on effectively. All social systems provide for relaxation from tension by means of activities that allow a person to express his or her inner feelings. For example, dance and the arts do this task. All societies provide special structural arrangements for differences in sex and also for such crucial events as births and deaths. Wherever there is social life, there ·are structures or patterns of leisure and recreation, crafts, art, and some form of religion expressed in myths or elaborate ritual. 

2. Adaptation 
Any social system must be adapted to its social and non-social environment. For a society to survive it must have a technology adequate to provide food, shelter and clothing. The economy of the society meets this need. Every 'permanent' social system has its own division oflabour. Because, for the production of goods and services, role differentiation becomes necessary. It is known that no one person ca.."l. perform sirn:ultaneously au the tasks that have to be performed. The system must also provide care for the helpless young and protection against animal and human predators. Many of the structures existing in any society are designed to fulfil these essential functions. 

3. Goal Attainment 
Every social system has one or more goals to be attained, through co-operative effort. 'National security' - c~ be cited here as the best example of a societal goal. Adaptation to the· envitomnent, social and non-social, is necessary if goals are to be attained. Further, in accordance with the specific nature of tasks of the system, the human and non-human resources must be mobilized in some effective way. For example, in any social system there must be a proper process for determining which persons will occupy what role at what time and for what purpose. The problem of allocation of members within the social system will be solved by such a process. The rules regulating inheritance, for example, get solved by such a process. The rules regulating inheritance, for example, solve this problem in part. 
The allocation of members and the allocation of scarce resources are important for both adaptation 



to the''g'c>ve~~t~mf to competihg fmns and provideitselfwith the necessary raw matena· s 

:' roductive · oa~s; · 

~~:ii'B ~.men and women must c<)DSiderthe needs of the~ .Swell as thcir 
· - and inte ate their actions. 'Integration' has to do with the 

_interrelations of units of social system, at is, individua s an · groups. o some ex en , e - · 

of a system must be loyal to one another and to the system as a whole. This is a problem of solidarity 

and morale". Morale ts importaniforboth integration and pattern maintenance. It is closely related to 

common values. It is the willingness to give oneself to specific undertakings. In the routine living, the 

goals and interests of the whole society are. not of much interest to the whole society and are not very 

much.present in the minds of most ofits members; That way, the interests of sub-groups are always 

remembered. But during the period of crisis such as war or re:volution the goal and interest of the 

whole society must always dominate· if the society is to survive as an indepentlent group. -

. In almost every social system, some participants, including whole sub-groups; violate the norms. 

Since the norms fulfil some social needs, their violations are a threatto the social system. Thus, the 

need for "social control" arises. It is (l:ssential to protect the integrity of the system. "Thus, the elaborate 

rules provide orderly procedures to determine who will occupy.given sites, to control the use of force 

and fraud, to co-ordinate traffic, to r(!gulate Se/Cual behaviour, to goyern the conditions of exchange, 

and so on". -- -··- _ " - ... -~-- -------- -· _-- ----- -- ..... _____ .... _____ . . 

Since the individual members are often motivated by"self-interests", chances of clashes taking· --

place between them cannot_be ruled out Sometimes; even with best morale we find threats to in~gqiti9n, 

Hence, there must be mechanism for restoring solidarity. Such mechanisms are normally operative 

most of the time. It must be noted that even with the well~institutionaliied norms, instances of deviance 

do_ take place. The deviations may even become disruptive. Hen,ce, there is_ the need for "secondary" 

mechanism of social control. Example: In the modern state, the whole apparatus of catching apd 

rehabilitating the criminalrepresents such a kind of secondary mechanism. 

ROBERT K. MERTON_ [1910 2003) 

A Brief Biographic Sketch of Merton 

Robert King Merton has been widely recogllised _as one of the leading figures in. thc;i. 2~ 

century American sociology. He has made an important contribution to the discipline by· successfully 

combining theory and research. As a le~g US sociologist, he became an influential vqice of 

. fuµctionalists.ociologtin_his..1> .. Muig_ht. ~§a brjght student of Pitirim.A.~orokin and Talcptt ~ars9ns, 

hi 1 influenced b· both of them. In spite ofhlSpoo'Ffamify background nerose tovery-great 
heightand earned a goo name or CL 6$JID.J!L c _ .. _ _ .. __ _ __ . _ _ _ _ _ _ , , • 

had a wide range of sociological interests among which- sociolog)iof science, soCioloiY oJprofessions, 

sociological theory and sociology of mass communic~tlons "" are very significant. 

Merton's Educational and Professional Life 

Merton was born on 5th July, 1910 to Slavic immigrant p~ts>in Philadelphia under very poor 

circumstances. His father worked as a catpenter and truck driver The economic backwardness ofhis 

faniily never deterred him from continuing his. education. Soon after completing his high· school 

educatipn at Philadelphia he won a scholarship to Temple Univetsity, where he Pf6"'-ea ·19 be a brilliant 

sclJ,olar. After receiving his B.A degree from Temple University he got a chance to continue liis post 
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graduation education. It was here he acquired his lifelong interest in 
SQCiology. Merton also got the rare opportunity to study the subject of 
his interest with the intellectual giants like Pitirim. A. Sorokin, Talcott 
Parson&. and L.J,Henderson.. ·· · 

Merton served on the faculty of 'I'ulane University, New 
Orleans[U.S] between 1939 and 1941and later he nioved to Columbia. · 
University on an invitation to workas a lecturer in sociology.He became 
a full professor _in 1947 and thereafter served in the same post till he 
handed over the responsibility to professor Giddings in 1963. He served 
as an associate director of the Bureau of Applied Research at Columbia 

Sociology 

where he became the colleague of Paul Lazarsfeld, yet another great ....... ---------
scholar of the day . 

. Merton and Laiarsfeld Form the Brilliant Team at Columbia University 
Lazarsfeld who had become the director of the above said bureau was a good guide to Merton in 

some fields and Merton too had his influence on Lazarsfeld in some other matters. Both influenced 
each other to' a great extent. "lAzarjeld's logic of concept clarification and his methodology of 
quantitative and qualitative research influenced Merton's orientation to historical studies, and Meitons' 
gift for theory influenced lAzarjeld 's philosophic grasp of the discipline of sociology. They produced 
impQrtant research and writing on methods of improving standards of training for the social sciences . 
..•... Merton and lAzdrjeld'sformed a brilliant team at Coiumbia University[J941-76]and inspired' 
many students" ~1 . 
Social Thinkers who Influenced R.K. Merton 

As R.K.Merton has stated in his autobiography, Sorokin and Parsons exercised a great influence 
on him especially regarding the European social thought. Parsons in particular, influenced him greatly ·to develop the 'structural view' about society. Famous biochemist and often known as a sociologist 
L.J.Henderson, roused Merton's curiosity regatPing what is known as "disciplined investigation". 
The intellectual influence of economic historian E.F.Gay and the dean of the History of Science, 
George Sarton on Merton, was no less significant. . 

Though Merton had no contact with the famous pioneering sociologists likeDur\dleim and George 
. Simmel, he was highly influenced by them. As Merton himi;elf had acknowledged, sociologically 
sensitive humanists Gilbert Murray and Paul.F.Lazarsfeld·played an important role in en:kindling his intellect. · · 
Major Contributions ot Merton 

Merton has made enduring contributions to the. critical understanding of a variety of concepts 
including those of· so~•al structure, science, deviance, anomie, opportunity structure, mass · 
communications, role theor; an& the analysis of relative deprivation and reference groups and bureaucracy. · · 

Merton's "doctoral dissertation on the development of science in the 17th century is generally 
credited with prompting a major shift in sociological approaches to science that has influenced work In the field ever since. "2 · 

Merton's most influential general work is the collection ·of essays entitled "Social Theory and 
Social Structure"· 1949, [subsequently enlarged and revised}. This book portrays the interrelationship 
between soeial theory and empirical research. This classical work contains a number.of prominent. 
essays including,... "Manifest and lAtent Functions," and "Social Structure and Anomie". 1\vo other 
concepts ofsignificance as newly introduced and analysed by Merton in this book are - "anomie" and 
"reference grot1p theory". 

I. . The New Encyclopa<1dia Britannica Vol.8 (1~88 Ed.) Page : 44. 
2. Allan .G.Jobmon in the Blackwell Dictionary of Sociology - Page: 347. 
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Throughout his career, "Merton has been concerned with developing meaningful sociological 
theories that can be tested empirically with finding a middle range between what C. Wright Mills 
criticized as the untreatable abstractions of grand theory and the triviality of abstracted empiricism. " 
[Allan G. Johnson- Page: 347.) 
Major Works. of Merton 

Of the joint authored and edited books of Merton, the following are considered to be important; 

1. MassPersuasion 1946, 
2. Continuities in Social Research -1950, 
3. A Reader in Bureaucracy- 1952, 

w w-4;-w-Y'heSltitlenrI>n)isfcum--w57;- m • • • .... ••• • •••• 

Other Prominent Works of Merton 
Although all the above mentioned works have been very influential, Merton's doctoral dissertation 

on science "Science, Technology and Society in Seventeenth Century England," was particularly a 
brilliant work. In fact, it was the work, which made his reputation. The following works of Merton 
have made him a memorable name in sodoJogy. 
1. The Focused Interview: A Manual of Problems and Procedures (1956); 
2. Science, Technology and Society in Seventeenth Century England.[1938; Reprinted 1970] 

3. Social Theory and Social Structure. [l 949; Revised Edition 1968] 

4. On The Shoulders of Giants. [1965] 
5. On Theoretical Sociology. [1967] 
6. Social Theory and Functional Analysis. [1969] 
7. The Sociologyof Science: Theoretical and Empirical Investigations: [1973] 

8. Social Ambivalence and Other Essays. [1976] 
9. Qualitative and Quantitative Social Research. [ 1979-Edited by Merton] 

10. Sociological Traditionsfrom Generation to Generation. [1980 - Edited] 
[Source: The New Encyclopaedia Britannica (1988). Vol.8. Page: 44] 

MAJOR CONTRIBUTIONS OF R.K. MERTON 
1. SOCIAL CONFORMITY AND DEVIANCE 

Society maintains itself by a normative system. Normative system refers to the system of rules 
and regulations. All societies expect therr members to follow some rules or norms and to avoid theh 
violation. A:eting or behaving in accoi:dance with the noons is called 'conformity' and acting or behaving 
against them is known as "deviance". Conformity and deviance are common to all societies. 
Functionalist Perspective of Deviance 

According to functionalists, deviance is a common part of human existence, having both positive 
and negative consequences for social stability. Deviance helps to define the limits of proper behaviour. 
In fact, deviance is a necessary part of social organization. This point was made clear by Durkheim a 

century ago. 
Durkheim's Fmu:tionalist Legacy 

Durkheim in his pfoneering stl.ldy of deviance, made a major observation that there is nothing 
abnormal about deviance. In fact, it performs four essential functions.1 They are: 
(i) Deviance affirms cultural values and norms: There can be no good without evil and no justice 

without crime. Deviance is needed to define and sustain morality. w 

(ii) Clarification of moral boundary: Attempts to respond to deviance,. help to clarify moral 
boundaries. By defining some people as deviant, people draw a boundary between right and 

1. John J. Macionis in "Sociology", lOtb Edition, Page: 192. 
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(iii) Responding to deviance promotes social unity : People typically react to serious deviance with 

collective outrage. Example: Indians stood with the government when latter made efforts to 
suppress Pakistan'sattacks. In Durkheim's language, we can say that people reaffirm the moral 
ties that bind them. 

(iv) Deviance encourages social change: As Durkheim said, today's deviance can become tomonow's 
morality. Deviant people may suggest alternatives to the status quo and encourage change. 

Durkheim's Theory of Anomie 
Perhaps the oldest sociological explanation ofdeviance is Durkheim's theory of anomie. Durkheim 

applied this theory to his classic study of suicide. He found that one type of suicide seems to be rooted 
in a condition termed anomie [literally means, lack of regulation.] Anomie refers to a state of 
normlessness that typically occurs during a period of profound social change and disorder, such as a 
state of economic collapse. Durkheim used the term [originally in 1893] to describe the confused 
condition that exfats in both individuals and society when social norms are weak, absent or conflicting. 
A society with high level of anomie, risks disintegration, for, its members no longer share common 
goals and values. During crises or drastic social changes, people become more aggressive or depressed, 
which results in higher rates of violence and suicide. During crises, people's life experiences no 
longer match the ideals represented in societal norms. As a result, these people experience confusion 
and disorientation. According to Durkheim, both depression and prosperity are "disturbances of the 
collective order'. Social norms breakdown, people become disoriented, and deviant behaviour occurs. 
Individuals in a state of anomie lack guidelines for behaviour, for they feel little sense of social. 
discipline over their personal desires and acts. Robert Merton (19 38, 1968) has modified this concept 
and applied it to deviant behaviour. 

2. MERTON'S THEORY OF ANOMIE OR DEVIANCE 
OR MERTON'S STRAIN THEORY 

Gap Between Cultural Goals and Institutional Means : Some deviance may be necessary for a 
society to function, but Merton argued that excessive deviance results from particular social 
arrangements. Merton believes that deviance is a result of a gap between the goals of a culture and the 
approved means of meeting those goals. To Merton, anomie is the situation that arises when there is a 
discrepancy between. socially approved goals and the availability of socially approved means of 
achieving them. 

Merton in his theory of deviance makes an analysis of the relationship between social structure 
and anomie. Among the several elements of social $tructure, Merton separates two: cultural goals 
·and institutional means. The cultural goals are more or less integrated and constitute a frame of 
aspirational reference .. They are the ack..'lowledged desirables in. any society such· as - success, 
money, power, prestige, name, fame, etc. The institutionali~ed means are the acceptable modes of 
reaching these goals. These are not necessarily the most efffoient means. But they are normatively 
regulated and approved by the social system. They are the standardized practices of the group 
found in the form of customs, traditions, institutions, laws, etc. For example, as Merton states, in 
America, success in life which is measured largely in terms of money or wealth, is set forth for the 
people as one of the cultural goals. American society also specifies the means of attaining it, that is, 
in terms of education, hard work, making adventures, taking advantage of opportunities and so 
forth. 
Individuals Facing the State of Anomie 

Merton proceeds to define anomie, as the disjunction between cultural goals and institutionalized 
means, Anomie according to him, is not the same thing as the absence of norms or even absence of 
clarity of norms. "In the condition called anomie, norms are present, they are clearenough, and the 
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a~. tors in the sor;fal system a~ to some extent oriented to them. But this orient. ation,. o.n .. t.h.e ... part of 

m<iny, is ambivalent; it either leans towards conformity, but with misgivings, or leans towards deviation, 
bil; with misgivings." . . .. 

•. .People who accept the goal of 11uccess but find accepted means to success blocked may fall into . 

a state .. of anonu,e and seek suc~ss by disapproved methods. 'lbe sbength of Mei ton's approach is that 

it locates the source. of deviance. mainly· Within culture and social structure, not in the failjngs. of 

individual deviants. Society itself in ~ state of anomie [or disjunetian betv.'l'ea Gl1ltural goals and 

institutionalized means], exerts a definite presslJl'e on some people to behave in deviant rather than 
conforinist ways; · · · 

Five Types uf Individual Adaptl!ltiml 

Individuals.faced ~th fue~tate of anomie may respond,in one of the five ditferentway.$. Mc;rton 

reasoned that pee>p}e adapt in certain ways, either by conforming to or by deviating from such ®ltural 

·expectations. His anomie theory' of deviance mentions five basic forms of adaptation .. 
. ' . . . 

A Typology of Modes of IlidMdual Adaptation [OR Merton's Typology of Deviance] 

Modes of Accepts CultUraQy Accepts Culturally 

Adapting Approved Goll_ls Approved Means . 

<;:onformist Yes Yes 

lnnQvator Yes No 
Ritualist no Yes 

Retreatist no no 

Source: Adapted from Robert K. Mertons ',Social Theory and Social Structure [NeW York: Free Press. 1968] p: 194] 

. as cited by Ian Rqbertson in "Sociology" - /'age - 168] 

1. C~nformity: Conformity to social norms~ the most common adaptation in Merton's typology, 

.is the e>pposite of deviance. Conformity li~s in pursuing conventionat goals through appro,vedmeans. 

Confotmists accept both the approved goals and the approved means. Hence, .to attain success and to 

obtain wealth, they work hard, save money, and generally use approved means of seeking the goals

even ifthey are unsuccessful. 
2. Innovation : A second ossible re8ponse is innovation, which inve>lvesaccq>ting the goals but 

, 4. Retreatisin : Refreatism occilrS wlien a personrejeclSooth ~goals and means.· The retreatist is 

a "double failure" in the eyes of the so.ciety. Some alcoholics, drug addicts, the vagrants, street pe<>ple 

are retreatistS. The deviance ofthe retreatists lies in their unconventional lifestyle and perhaps more 

seriously in theiiappaienl willingttc5s to me in .their peculiar WayS. A retreat is the pmioo woo bas 

lost commitment to both the goals and the means th~t societyvalues. 

l. Barry M. Johnson in "Sociology: A Systematic Introducticm". Page : SS1. 
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5. Rebellion : Like retreatism, rebellion involves rejection of both goals and means. 'But the 
rebel substitutes new goals and means for the old ones. He or she deveiops an ideology, which :\llaybe 
even revolutionary, that creates new goals ~nd means. A rebel, for example, may advocate a system of 
socialist ownership that would put an end to private property. Similarly, some-rebels, such as "radical 
survivalists" - go one step further by forming a counter culture and advocating alternatives to the 
existing social. order. The rebels consider the new goals and means, which they are advocating,. as 
more legitimate than the existing ones. 

Critical Eval.uation of Merton's Theory of Deviance 1 

Comments in Favour of the Theory 

1. Merton theory of deviance is an elegant, thoughtful, and an influential one. 

2. It has been usefully applied to several fonns of deviance, particularly that of delinquent juvenile gangs. 

3. As pointed out by this theory- "deviance reflects the opportunity structure of society" - is a fact 
which has been confirmed by subsequent research. Sociologists like Cloward, Cohen, Miller and 
Anderson have endorsed this opinion. 

4. The theory has the virtue oflocating the cause of deviance in society. It provides a very plausible 
explanation of why people commit certain deviant acts, particularly crimes involving property. 

5. Merton's theory is useful for it "treats conformity and deviance as two ends of the same scale, 
not as either/or categories."1 

6. The theory also shows that deviance is not a product of a totally negative, rejecting attitude, as 
people often assume. A thief does not reject the socially approved goal of financial success. He 
or she may embrace it warmly as any young person on the way up the corporate ladder. A 
ritualistic bureaucrat does not reject the proper procedures but actually overdose them. Even 
so, both of these people are behaving in deviant ways". 2 

7. Merton's "theory helps us to understand deviance as a socially created behaviour rather than 
as the resultof momentary pathological impulses." -Richard Schaefer - [P: 187.] 

Comments Against Merton's Theory 

1. Merton's theory has comparatively limited applications. "Little effort has been made to determine 
to what extent all acts of deviance can be accounted for by his.five modes .............. his formulation 
fails to explain key differences in crime rates. Why, for example, do some disadvantaged groups 
have lower rates of reported crime than others ... ... Merton s theory of deviance does not answer 
such questions easily. ,,3 

2. Merton's theory is "less usefal, however, for explaining other forms of deviance, such as 
homosexuality, exhibitionism, or marijuana use ........ " - Ian Robertson [p, 169] 

3. All "structural-functional theories imply that everyone who breaks the rules is labeled deviant. 
Becoming devi~nt is however, actually ~ highly complex process ... •'4 

4. Merton's strain theory has been criticized for explaining some kinds of deviance, for exru;nple, 
theft, far better than others, such as crimes of passion. Further, all people do not seek success in 
the conventional terms of wealth, as strain theory implies. 

3. MANIFEST AND LATENT FUNCTIONS 
i 

More than any other sociologist Robert Merton has contril:mted much to the codification and 
systematization of functional analysis. He reviewed the essential postulates in functional analysis 

··and· critiqued and modified them. In an attempt to eliminate some oTthe- prevailing types of 

1. J:!>! • .f. Smelser in "Sociology" IVth Edition. [1993] - Page: 130. 
2. N.J. Smelser. - page - 130. 
3. Views of Clinard and Miller 1998 - M quoted by Richard Schaefer in "Sociology" - 6111 ,Edition - Page : l 86. 

4. J.J. Mael1mis in "Sociology". W"' Edition (2006). Page: 195. 
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confusion, Merton sets out to redefine current conceptions of function, He defined "fwiction" in 
tcirms of useful or 'system sust1tining activity'. Merton also spoke hi terms of the concept of 
"dysfanction ". · ··- · 

\ According toM~n, "Functions are those observed consequences which make for the adaptation . 
or dd'ustment o a iv~n s stem,'. and sfanctions are those observed consequences which lessen the 

Two ofMerton's major contributions to functional analysis are to be found in his discussion of 
the (i)distinction beiween manifest and latentfanctions, atid (ii) betweenfanetion anddysfunction. 
These distinCtlons and Merton's clarification of them have made functional analysis of cliltural patterns 
and 8ocial institutions both, mote me!lllingfuland scientific. 

Distinction Between Latent and Manifest, Functions 

The functional theory presupposes that every element in a social system Julfibi certain 
functions .. But how does oile determine what the functions .ofa given elemen-.: in the .social system 
are? The sociofogist only asks what its consequences are, arid not what its purpo~"s are believed 
to be. The assumed· purposes of some component ·can have consequences other than those that 
were intended. This fact has made R.K. Merton make a·distinction between 'manifest Junctions' 
and 'latent functions' . 

. According to Merton, "Manifest fanctions are thos'4 objective consequences contributing to the 
adjustment or adaptation of the system which are intend¢d and recognised by the parliciP'antS in the 
system ". "Latent functions correlatively, being those w~ich are neither intended nor recognised. " -
~F.~braham. 

Manifest function• · 

: . .These are the functions "intended and recognised" by the participants in the system. These .are 

functions.which people as8ume and expc;:ct the institutions to fulfil. Examples : (i) Schools~ expc;:cted 
to educate the young in knowledge and skills that they need. It is its manifest function. (ii) Economic 
institutions are expected to produce and distribute goods and direct the flow of capital wherever it is· 
needed. (iii) Dating is expected to help the young men and direct young women to find out their 
suitability for marriage. (iv)Thewelfare system has the manifest function of preventing the poor from 

starving. (v) Similarly, incest taboos are expected to prevent biological degeneration. These manifest 

functions are obvious, admitted, and generally awlaud~d. 

Latent Functions 

These are "'unrecognised and unintended" functions. These are the unforeseen consequences o 
institutions. Examples: (i)-Schools not .only educate youth, they also provide mass entertainnient and 
keep the young out ofempfoyment market. (ii) Economic institutions not only produce and distribute 
goods, but also promote technological, political and educational changes, and even philanthropy. (iii) 
Dating not only selects millTiage partners, but also supports a large eptertainment industry. (iv) The_ 

' we:l~-11~~,llQt oJ!}yp~~-<:!!i_!l!_e_~Ull'yi.Jlg, b11_t_i!~~()J1~!11-t}l~u,nt furiction of preventing a ciVil 
disorder that might result if millions of people had no source of income~vjiii.cesfta600~1ilS tlielateiif 
function of preventiilg conflicts wittml the family: A®1h,eI' latent f\J.nction is, it 1 cirifuices the,sexUil 
union between husband and wife. · 

Role of Latent Functions in· Relation to Manifest Functions 

Latent fimctioos of an institution or partial strncn1re may-(i) suppnrt the manifest functions; Or 
· (ii) be irrelevant to, or (iii) may even undermine manifest functions. These points may be,Clanfied. ··· 

1. M. Francis Abraham in "MO<J~m Sociological Theory : An lntroductioif' ;_ [1982) Page : 84. 
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(i) Latent functions .may support the manifest functions. Example: The latent functions of 
religious institutions in the modem society include-offering recreational activities and courtship 
opportunities to young people. All church leaders agree that these activities help churches pursue 
their manifest functions. 

(ii) Latent functions may be irrelevant to manifest functions. Example: It is very much doubtful 
that the sports spectacles staged by schools and colleges have much effect upon the manifest functions 
of promoting education. But, they seem to be irrelevant to this manifest function. 

(iii) Latent functions sometimes undermine manifest functions. Example: The manifest function 
of civil service regulations is to secure a competent; dedicated staff of civil servants to make government 
more efficient. But the civil service system may have the latent function of establishing a rigid 
bureaucracy (consisting of bureaucrats with least concern), which may blockthe programme of an 
elected government. Such a bureaucracy may refuse to carry out the government programmes, which 
disturb the bureaucrats' routine procedures. This could be referred to as the 'dysfunctional' aspect of 
the civil service system. 

Purposes and Importance of the Distinction between Manifest and Latent Functions 

1. The distinction between manifest and latent functions helps us to understand that many social 
practices continue to persist even though their manifest purpose is clearly not achieved. 

2. Through this kind of functional analysis we come to know that many of the ceremonials which people 
observe may fulfil the latent function of reinforcing the group identity by providing a periodic occasion 
9n which the scattered members of a group assemble to engage in common activity. 

3. The concept of latent function directs one's attention towards a range of consequences, which 
are normally not noticed or.simply ignored. 

4. Latent functions represent greater departures from common sense knowledge about social life. 
The distinction throws light on the complexity of social practices found in social life. 

5. The concepts oflatent and manifest functions are indispensable elements in the theoretic repertory 
, of the social engineer. In this sen8e, both of these concepts are practical as well as theoretical."1 

Interlink Between Latent and Manifest Functions 

As H.M. Johnson has pointed out the distinction between manifest and latent functions is essentially 
relative and not absolute. A function may appear to be "manifest' for some participants in the social 
system and 'latent' for others. But the individuals, many times, are not aware of the latent, or manifest 
dysfunctions of most of the partial structures of society. Still the distinction between them is of some 
importance. 

Firstly, ifthe sociologist is not aware of the possibility oflatent functions, he might often think 
that some partial structures have no function at all. Further,. he might become quite contented with 
discovering manifest functions only. It is here, that the sociologist in his investigation, has got ample 
cha.11ce to go beyond his "common sense" to find out explanation for certain social elements in terms 
of latent functions and dysfunctions. · 

Secondly, any social reformer must be sufficiently aware of the latent functions and dysfunctions 
of any partial structure which he wants to reform or change. His proposals for reform would become 
ineffective, if he is not conscious of these functions. In fact, "knowledge of the way in which so'ciety 
actually "works" is the only sound basis of social planning. Naive moralising. can be not only 
ineffectual but wasteful and otherwise harmfuf'. For example, mere launching a crusade against the 
so called 'corrupt' political machines in a city or a province in a blind manner iit of no use if one is 
ignorant ofthe latent functions of 'corruption". · 

Finally, the distinction will help one to know or estimate the effects of transformation ofa 
previously latent function into a manifest functfon. The distinction also involves the problem of the 
role of knowledge in human behaviour and the problems of"manipulation" of human behaviour. 

1. R.N. Sharma and R.K. Sharma in 
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4. CONCEPT OF DYSFUNCTION 

The term dysfunction [or disfunction] refers to "any social activity seen as making a negative 
contribution to the maintenance of effective wo~king of a functioning social system."1 
• 'Dysfunction' refers to "Any consequence of the existence or operation of an aspect of social 

system that is judged to be a disturbance m a hindn:uice to the i11tegrntio11, adjustment, m 
.<1tability of the system,"2 · · 

Merton in his functional analysis makes a distinction between 'functions' and 'dysfunction' 
depending upon their c,onsequences. Thus, speaking from Merton's point of view, "consequences 
that inteifere with the system and its values are called dysfunctional while those that contribute are 

.... .. .2afl~f_unction . .. 3_·----·-·----·--·---·---·-···-----···-----·-----~---· .. -·-·····--·--·-----···-·· 

As Merton says functions increase the adaptation of adjustment of a given social system while 
dysfunctions lessen .its adaptation and adjustment. The consequences of functions lead towards harmony 
and adjustment whereas the consequences of dysfunctions lead towards disintegration and 
maladjustment. Aspects of systems often have b()th functional and dysfunctional consequences. Divorce, 
for example, often has the dysfunctional consequence of interfering with family members' material 
needs, but it also can have the functional consequence of providing a solution to destructive conditions 
such as family violence. 

Latent Dysfunctions 

Merton has also observed that a particular or some latent functions of an element or a particular 
structure may prove to be dysfunctional for the system as such. Example: The manifest function of 
the regulation of drugs by the government is to protect consumers'against injurious substances. Its 
latent function may be to delay the introduction of new, life-saving drugs. This latent function, it is 
obvious, is dysfunctional for the social system. Similarly, the manifest function of western health 
instifutioris has been. to reduce ilfuess, premati.fre death arid human misery; the fateriffuriction has 
been to promote a population explosion and massive famine in the underdeveloped countries. These 
latent functions are defmitely 'dysfunctional' in nature. 

There are, therefore, many instances in which latent functions might precisely be called "latent 
dysfunctions ". Because, they tend to undennine and we.aken institution or to impede attainment of its 
manifest functions. 

Different Perceptions of the Consequences uf the Function 

The same social arrangement can have, or may be perceived to have, both positive and negative 
e9nscquurecs. It xncm1s · what inay be judged dysfwtctional fut one patt ofa systcu1·1nay be judged 
functional for some other part. For example, in a particular class system, the prevalence of a certain 
belief [say, religion being considered as a means of salvation] may be functional for the upper class 
but dysfunctionatfor lower class. Similarly, the rain that saves a crop of thousands of farmers may 
spoil a marriage party or a picnic. What is in the best interest of the individual may be detrimental to 
the solidarity of the collectivity. What is functional for a particular group under certain circilmstances 
may be dysfunctional for the same group under other circumstances. For example, what is functional 
for the elite in the short run, works towards their destruction in the long run. 

5. REFERENCE GROUP THEORY 

In the. analysis ofindividual and group behaviour, and in the studyo~social mobility, both individual 
and group, "reference group theory" is of great help as an important tool. The term reference group 
"was coined by Herbert Hyman in "Archives of Psychology" (1942), to apply to the group against 
which an indj:vidual evaluates his own situation or conduct. R.K. Merton developed this concept into a 
theory known as ";eference group theory". However, 'the concept of reference group' and 'the theory of 

1. Collins Dictionary of Sociology - Page : 183. 
l. W.P. Scott in "Dictionary of Sociology' - Page : 121. 
3. The Blackwell Dictionary a/Sociology" - Page: 117. 
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reference group' are e:xtensively used in the sociological studies of social stratification and mobility. 

Meaning of the Concept of Reference Group 

1. R.K. Merton : "Reference group theory a;ims to systematise the determinates and conseqll'ences 
of those processes of evaluation and self-appraisal, i11 which the individ,ual takes the values or 
standards of other individuals and groups, as a comparative frame of reference. " 

2. Sherif and Sherif: "Reference groups are those groups to which the individual relates himself 
as a part, or to which he aspires to relate himself psychologically. In everyday language, reference 
groups are those groups with which he identifies or aspires to identify himself. "1 

3. Ogburn and Nimkoff: "Groups which serve as points of comparison are known as reference 
groups". They have further added that the reference groups are those groups from which ''we get 
our values, or whose approval we seek." 

4. Horton and Hunt have pointed out "A reference group is any group to which we refer when 
making judgements - any group whose value - judgements become our value-judgements. ". 
They have. further said; "groups which are important. as models for one~ ideas and conduct 
norms ... " can be called reference groups. · 

5. John J. Macionis says that "reference group is a social group that serves as a point of ~ference 
in making evaluations and decisions. " Example: To a doctor, other physicians co~titute the· 
most important reference group. How high or low should he set his consultation fee? Is it acceptablP. 
to wear jeans when interacting with patients?" How much ongoing training should doctors receive 
after leaVing medical college? If a doctor is incompetent should another ~<>ctor who is aware of 
this puth informthemedical and government authorities? Am I a·competent doctor?- 'These are 
the kinds of questions that a doctor would most likely answer in relations to physicians as 
constituting a reference group. 

Membership and Non-Membership.GroUP.S Playing the Role of Reference Groups 

Merton's 'reference gr.qup theory'. has drawn our attention towards.the fact that both memberslµp 
and non-memberships groups play the role of reference groups. The concept of 'reference group' 
arises essentially from the fact that any person acting in any situation may be fufluenced not only by 
his membership groµps but also by his conception of other groups of whi(!h he is not a member. These 
other groups exert their influence as reference groups in a purely passive or silent way, that is,. simply 
by being thought of; They do not, of course, entirely exist as reference groups. But t_hey are called so 
only from the point of view of their capacity in exerting influence. The young child iii the family is 
interested in the reactions of everyone in the family with whom it is in contact The family is both a 
membership group and a reference group for the child. But when the child becomes mature he selectil 
particular groups which are understood here as "reference groups" whose approval or disapproval he 
espeCially desires. · . 

The concept, reference groups, as distinct from membership groups~ has particular relevan,ce in 
modem complex, heterogeneous society with its high rates of physical and occupational mobility. IA 
such complex society, a person may be ,a member of one group butprefer membership or ~pire for 
membership in another. In a small folk society, the distinction between membership group and reference 
groups is less common and may be nonexistent. 

Impact of Multiple Reference Groups 

As R.K. Merton has pointed out, reference groups are not necessarily one or two, they could be 
several. It is not uncommon to orient ourselves to more than one reference group at a time, especially 
when this mvolves reference groups to which we do not belong. Medical S,tudent, for example, use 
otJier students as one reference group in addition tQ the reference group of practicing physicians 
whose ranks students hope to join eventually .. 

1. Muzaffer Sherif and Carolyn W •. Sherlfih-" An Outline o/Sociai Ps),cho/ogy" [1956]Page: 175. 
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In modem complex societies, individuals come into contact with various groups and it is not 
necessary for them to orient themselves to the values and standards 'Of any one particular group. They 
may prefer to adopt the values and standards of different groups for guiding their behaviour in different 
sectors of Ji fe For example they may find one reference group in economic field another in religious 
field and yet another in political field, and so on. 

Importance of Reference Group in Socialisation 

The concept of reference group is important for understanding 'socialisation' and 'conformity', 
and how people perceive and evaluate themselves especially in relation to the "self''. Our evaluation 

....... -0f-0t1rsclves.ar.e-st-rongly.influencedbythe.reference.groups.we..choose..Eor..example,.ifastudentwho. 
obtains a "B Grade" in an examination, compares the result with that of' A Grade' students, the self
evaluation will be very different than if the result is compared with that of"C" Grade students. Whether 
people are members of these groups or not, they refer to the norms. and values of the groups in 
evaluating .their own behaviour and personality no less powerfully than any other group to which a 
person feels loyal. 

Anticipatory Socialisation: Merton has introduced the concept of "anticipatory socialization "1 
to analyse the consequences of conforming to the norms of a group other than one's own. Anticipatory 
socialization may lead to . two important consequences. (i) As the individual leans more towards 
anticipatory socialization he incurs the hostility of his in-group. This may comf>el the individua)Jo 
develop increasing conformity to the out-group. As a result, the former out-group becomes the in~ 
group now .. ii) Secondly, to prevent the members from going out of the group and to sustain the 
structure of authority in the group, greater rewards are offered for conformity .. 

Relative Deprivation and Reference Group Behaviour 

R.K. Merton and Alice S. Kitt provide a systematic functionalist formulation of the concept of 
reference group in their classic "Contribution to the Theory of Reference Group Behaviour" [edited 
by R.K. Merton and P.F. Lazarsfeld], "Continuities in Social Research: Studies in the Scope and 
Method of the American Soldier, 1950]. Merton was highly influenced by Samuel A. Stouffer's research 
study namely; "The American Soldier (1949) ". Stouffer's study aims at understanding the behaviour 
pattern among American soldiers. The study revels that "soldier's feelings of deprivation were less 
related to the actual degree of hardship they experienced, than to the living standards of the group to 
which they compared themselves."2 

Stouffer's Research 

Samuel Stouffer( 1949) conducted a class smdy of reference group dynamics dming Wmld Wm 
II. Researchers asked soldiers to rate their own or any competent soldier's chances of promotion in 
their own army unit. Stouffer's study revealed that the soldiers measured themselves differently with 
different groups. For example, those having assignments with lower promotion rates looked around 
them and saw people making no more headway than they were. It means, although they had not been 
promoted they did not feel deprived, soldiers in units with a.higher promotion rate, however, could 
easily think of people who had been promoted sooner or more often thanthey: With such people in 
mind, even soldiers who had been prnm:oted .wet e Uk ely to feel shortcha1:iged or even deprived 

can feel relatively disadvantaged among l:rls multimillim1aite fiiends, as CM the man with only one 
air-conditioned car, or the one-star genera12 and so forth. . · 

t. R.K. Merton and Alice S. Kitt have htboduced h1 the tenn ''Antiei:pattlry Socialisation" in "Centinuities in Soeial 
Research" Edited by R.K. Merton and P.F. Lazarsfeld-1950. 

2. Oxford Dictionary of Sociology·- Page : 556. 
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Conditions or Circumstances Under which a Group 
Functions as a Reference Group for a Particular Group 

Sociology 

Only under certain circumstances a group may become reference group for the members of a 
particular social group. H.M. Johnson has mentioned four such circumstances.3 

1. Striving for Admission: When some or all the members of a particular group aspire for 
membership in the reference group. Example: The ambitious upper-middle class people are always 
interested in joining the rank ofupper-class people. In order to get an admission into upper-class, they 
~ay show their prejudice and even aggressiveness towards low-ranking groups. 

2. Attempts at Emulation : When the members of a particular group struggle to imitate the 
members of reference group, or try to make their group just like the reference group at least in some 
respects. Example : The lower caste people in India who suffer from a sense of inferiority are found 
to be emulating some of the styles and practices of Br$mins to feel 'equal to them at least in some 
respect. Similarly, members of the minority groups may try to incorporate in their personality dominant 
-group standards tQ help better their relationship with the dominant majority group. 

3. Conferral of Superiority: When the members of the particular group derive some satisfaction 
from being distinctive and unlike the members of reference group in some aspects. Further, they may 
try to maintain the difference between the two groups or between themselves and the members of the 
reference group. Example : If Whites as a status group are a reference group for Negroes, so are . 

· Negroes a reference group for Whites because both want to retain their difference. Whites want to 
remain unlike the Negroes and so is the case with Negroes. Similarly, Muslims may be interested in 
maintaining their difference with the majority community, especially in the Indian context. 

4. Simple Comparison or Standard for Comparison : When the members of a particular group 
consider the reference group or its members as a standard for comparison. Example : The teach,ers of 
a city college may always make references to the most prestigious college of the city as a measuii.ng 
rod to assess their position, service condition, performance and so on. Such contemplation of reference 
groups may have some consequences for the moral of the group. 

Critical Remarks 

The concept of reference group behaviour or Merton's "theory of reference group" has been 
criticised on some grounds. 

(i) This theory does not discover any new fact except giving some ideas about comparison of 
behaviour at individual and group level. 

(ii) The theory only explains the behaviour but does not suggest any ways or means to control or 
direct it. · 

(iii} ·The theorf reveals how a..-i individual is influenced by a reference group. But it does not explai.• 
how the reference group is influence~ by his entry, or admission into the group. 

In spite ofits shortcomings, the theory' is of practical iinportance in understanding group behaviour 
and informs us of the directions which an individual's behaviour may take in a particular social 
environment. 

The theory helps to explain the psychological stresses and strains which the individuals and 
groups undergo in the modem industrialised and complex society to model themselves after some 
other individual or group. 

l. Views of Merton in the words of J.J. Macionis - Page : 168. 
2. "One-star general" refers to an army officer having one star as an·army badge. 
3. H.M. Johnson in "Sociology - A Systematic Introduction" - Page : 39-43. 



Annexure to Chapter 20 
SOCIAL DIFFERENTIATION AND· SOCIAL STRATIFICATION 

SOME PRELIMINARY CONCEPTS : 
Equality, Inequality, Hierarchy, Exclusion, Poverty and Deprivation . 

Equality and Inequality: Conceptof Equality- Five Different Models of Equality- Concept 
of Inequality: Meaning and Salient Features - Concept of Hierarchy~ M~aning and its 

·······RrlmtirmscwitlrPowerwnftutharity··eonceptvfSoctal£xchJSion···Meaning·antfNature-oj 
the Concept - Three Broad Usages of the Concept - Concept of Poverty : Absolute Poverty and 
Relative Poverty - Concept of Deprivation : Absolute Deprivation and Relative Deprivation. 

EQUALITY AND INEQUALITY 
The study of social stratification is invariably associated with the concepts. of equality and 

inequality" which in sociological context mean "social equality" and "social inequality". Both these 
concepts seem to be as old as social thought for they are inextricably linked with our value system. , 
Human history is marked by endless efforts of a large number of social leaders and reformers who 
toiled and struggled to establish equality in society and to remove, or at least, reduce inequality. 
Despite their efforts, inequality still persists and establishment of equality remains an unfulfilled 
dream. 

CONCEPT OF EQUALITY 

"Eql.lalicy" has been ·one ofth.e cherished values of the people since times immemorial. Though 
some religious doctrines hold the view that all people are in some' sense equal at birth, people have 
never been equal anywhere at any time in human history. Because, social inequality has been the fact 
of human group life. J.J. Rousseau, one' of the intellectual brains behind the French Revolution of 
1789, had recognized this fact when he said that "men are bornfree and equal but everywhere they 
are in chains." The quest for equality and the struggle against inequality and injustice continue even 
today. . 

Meaning of Equality 
• 'nre te1m equality refers te "the state of8ei1ig etJ.Ual in some n1speef'.1 , 
• Equality or social equality refers to a condition in which members of a group or society have 

equal access to, or amounts of wealth, prestige, or power. 
• Social equality exists when all people have equal access to, or share power, wealth or prestige. 

· Though the term 'equality' has political, legal and philosophical overtones, most of the sociological 
discussions have focused on equality as an aspect of social context. The lack· of equality - that is, 
inequality - is a vital element in the discussions of social stratification and in any of its forms- caste, 
class, or estates system .. 

Greater &Jwhasis on Political Equalizy: Ever since the time of the French Revolution and the 
growt_h of Uberal demo~racies in Europe, equal.ity has usual.ly been it;tterpr~ted most~y ~s ~o~itical 
equahty. For example, liberal democracy assumes that equality means equality between mct'iv1duals 
as citizens. Here, equality includes constitutional rights, that is, the right to a fair trial, the right to hold 
political office, the right to exercise all civic rights, e tc; 

Social Equality Emphasises the Fair Distribution of Income and Wealth: The liberal democratic 
concern with incijvidual equality does not give prominence for equality of income and wealth. The 
critics have argued that the unequal distribution of income and wealth undermine all the other attempts 

1. Jaey and Jaey in "Collim Dictionary of Sociology" - Page : 201. 
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atequali117. J3ecause, the holders of material wealth or resources, always have an advantage over other 
citizens. S~ciologists have demonstrated how material resources affect people's life chances. For 
example, they have shown how materiahesources have been affecting child's progress in the educational 
system. Such an access to material resources also affects one's access to legal representation. 

Five Different Models of Equality 

Britain, which claims itself to be a welfare state, has been promoting equality by means of its 
social policies which have been considered to be equalitarian. Le Grande (1982) suggests five different 
models of equality in the context of social policies. I They are as follows. 
(i) Equality ofpublf.c expenditure: Here, everyone receive~the same amount ofhelp and support 

from the public. 

(ii) Equality of final income: Public resources are directed at those whose needs are found· to be 
greater. 

(iii) Equality of use: fa this model, every one receives the same service irrespective of the expenses 
involved in .provi.ding such a service. 

(iv) Equality of opportunity: This model refers to the idea that all pentons, regardless of class, age, 
race or gender should have equal rights to compete for all the desirable positions in society. The 
idea of equality of opportunity is the legacy of the French Revolution and strongly supported by 
liberalists. · 

(v) Equality of outcome: Here, resources are provided so that everyone is equal after a service. has 
been given. This notioll:. of equality has been particularly qeveloped in socialist political ideologies. 

Equalitarian Objectives of VVelfare ..... , Still Remain Uinfu.lfilled 

Various empirical researches have clearly shown that attempts to provide various social services 
to the needy people particularly in the fields of education, housing, health care, income maintenance, 
etc. inequalities have persisted and in some cases, actually increased. It is surprising to note thatthe 
western experience with the liberal democracies has revealed that the equalitarian objectives of welfare 
are not acceptable to the majority. In fact, that in many ofthe nations of the west such as U.K. and 
U.S.A., "governments holding the belief that the egalitarian objectives of welfare are wastefal and 
unfatr~·2 have been elected to power between 1970s and 1980s. 

CONCEPT OF SOCIAL INEQUALITY 

Social inequality is as old as society and t)lroughout history it has been a constant source of 
tension, conflict, violence, injustice, and oppression. In most societies, social inequality is built into 
the social structure in such a way that it is paS;sed down from generation to generation. It is due to this 
fact whole categqries of a populat~on are ?enied a fair share of their society's resources right from the 
moment of their birth. Hence, figbJ fot equality and s~ggle against inequality have been two 
important characteristic features of the social history of almost all societies. 

Meaning. of Inequality 

• Social inequality .refers to the " ......... , ... existence of unequal opportunities and rewards for 
different social positions or ~tatuses witlim a group or society"3 

• "Social inequality exists when some people have a greater share of power, wealth or prestige 
than others''. - Ian Robertson - Page : 213. 

• "Social inequality exists when people have different access to social rewards such as money 
irifluence, or respect because of their personal or group characteristics". 

l. View~ of Le Grande.as quoted in "Collins Dictionary of Sociology" - Page : 202. 
2. Collins'Dictionary of Sociology. Page :'202. 
3. William P. Scott in "Dictionary of Sociology" -- Page: 201. 
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Some Salient Features of Social Inequality 

1. Social Inequality is the Result of Differentiation : AU societies differentiate among their 
members. Some people who have certain characteristics are treated differently from other people. 
mecy society fo1 that matte! differentiates between the old and the young and between males and 
females. Society treats its members in different ways on various grounds such as skin colour, religion, 
physicalmength, or edueational achievement. The xesul.t oftlris diffeie11tiation is nothing but inequality. 

2. Social Inequality is Universal: In no society of the world all people have equal recognition. 
Itis in this simple sense, inequality is universal in human societies. Thus, in all societies known to us, 
large or small, modem..oux.:flllGt,-~have:been-distinetdifferenees=in=the=stattises·ofthe=individmd-·- -1 
members Social inequality is apparent when a society values males over females, the rich over the 
poor, Christians over Muslims, or Brahmins over the Dalits or Whites over Blacks, and so on. It goes 
without telling that those with the higher status have a superior access to whatever rewards the society 
offers. At the same time, those with the lower stafus are deprived of these advantages. 

3. Social Inequality is Normally Built into the Social Structure : In all the modem societies, 
social inequality takes a much elaborate and structured form in which differe~t categories of people 
have different statuses. In these societies, inequality is built into the social structure, and unequal 
statuses are passed down from generation to generation. Like the layers of rock, people in these 
societies are grouped into "strata". People in any one stratum have a different access to social rewards 
than people in any other stratum, so the society as a whole is said to be stratified. 

4. Social Inequtdity is a Source of Social Conflict and Social Change : Inequality is one of the 
most pressing social problems of the present day society as it has been so right from the beginning of 
history. Throughout history, social inequality has been a sourcc:i of tensions, revolutions and social 
change. It has generated bloody conflict between slave and master, peasant and noble,.worker and 
capitalist, poor and rich. Ever since Karl Marx. brought the issue of social inequality to the fore front 
of political debate with his Communist Manifesto in 1848, these tensions and conflicts have assumed 
global importance. Social inequality is strongly related to various other problems. of our society such 

, as - social instability, economic ups and downs, political conflicts, potential violence, status insecurities, 
fear and uncertainties, and so on. 

5. Social Inequalities are Normally Sustained by the Power Qfldeas: It is significant to note 
that "social inequalities are rarely maintained primarily through force. Instead, they are sustained 
bJ' thepeu1er ofide~. Alsm8ers tJ.,.iJ:JBtlt the tiQ1ui11ant andsUb-01Jinate groups it1e inclined lo accept 
unquestioningly the ideologies, or sets of ideas that justify the ine ualities and make them seem 

natura an even moraf' For example, the sex roles in our society show how traditional roles 
have ensured the dominance of m.en over women. Similarly, ~e caste roles in India reveal that normally 
the upper castes tend to dominate the lower castes by virtue of their traditionally ascribed superior 
status. · 

6. Social Inequalities are not Necessarily based on Natural or Biological Inequalities: Many 
stratification systems are accompanied by beliefs whic;h sUit~ social ineg'l.lalities are biologic;aHybased. 
For example,··· Whites claim biological superiority over Blacks, and see this as the basis for their 
dOinfuance. SUnilarly, followers of Adolf Hitler in Germany believed m the mbom supenonty of the 
people of Aryan race. In India al&o, the higher castes claimed biolqgic:al superiority over the untouchable 
castes. "J'he qi.estion of the relationship between biologically based and socially created inequality 
has proved extremely difficult to answer .... " "Rousseau believed that biologically based inequalities 
between men were small and relatively unimportant whereas sorially cre~ted inequalities provide 
tlie major basis for systems of social stratification. Most sociologists would support this view."2 

1. Ian Robertson in "Sociology" - Page: 21~. 
2, M. Haralambos and R.M. Heald - Page : 27. 
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The beliefs that social inequalities are caused by natural or biological inequalities seem to serve 

as rationalizations to justify the. stratification system. The beliefs serve to make social inequality · 

appear rational and reasonable. 

Currently, the existence of inequality, its causes and consequences as related to social class, 

genders, ethnicity, and even region or locality, continues to assume sociological prominence. 

CONCEPT OF IDERARCHY 

The term "hierarchy" refers to a gradational or a ranking system. This term is very commonly 

used in the discussions of social stratification for it signifies that individuals and groups in any society 

are not socially treated equally but graded differently. The concept of hierarchy denotes that people in 

a society are graded or ranked differently depending upon the type of the statuses th1tt they occupy. 

• Hierarchy refers to "Any relationship of individuals, groups, or classes involving a system of 

ranking". · 

• Hierarchy refers to "ranking of statuses within an organization according to some criterion of 

evaluation accepted as relevant within the system'\ W.P. Scott - Page - 186. 

Usage of the Concept of Hierarchy in the Analysis of Social Stratification 

Any system, social or otherwise, is said to be hierarchical or gradational in nature if it consists of 

different strata or layers one on top of another. The more hierarchical a system is, the greater the 

number oflayers and, generally, the greater the distance between the top and bottom are found., 

Hierarchy is an important concept because, by making use of the hierarchical principle it is 

comparatively easier to trace out the relative status or position of an individual or group in a particular 

society. Thus, it is through the principle ofhforarchy, we can say, that in a caste system, the Brahmins 

. as a caste group occupy the top-most position enjoying the privileges associated with it, while the 

untouchable castes occupy the bottom most position suffering from all the disabilities related with it. 

A large number castes, often referred to as 'intermediary castes' occupy differenfpositions which lie 

in between these two extreme positions. Similarly, class system, is also hierarchical in which the 

capitalists and the rich occupy fhe top position in the hierarchy whiie the workers and the poor occupy 

the bottom most position. The position in between these two, is occupied by the middle class. 

Sociologists have also spoken of a six-fold division of class hierarchy. 

Hierarchy and its Relations with Power and Authority 

The principle of hierarchy is also important in the· area of operation of power .and authority. 

Normally, power and authority flow from higher level to lower levefas we witness it in all types of 

bureaucracies. The exercise of power fllld authority and the control of people and resources become 

organized in a hierarchical way. The higher the position of an individual in the hierarchy, the greater 

the power and control of :resources that he has access to and vice versa. This kind of hierarchicai 

principle can be seen in v;irtu~lly every area of social life, from politics and economics to. religion and 

education. 

CON CE.PT OF SOCIAL EXCLUSION 

• Social exclusion refers to- "A process by which individl,!als or households experience deprivatiori, 

either of resources such as income, or of social links to the wider community 011 ,society" -

Oxford Dictionary of Sociology - pagt< - 212. 

• "Social exclusion refers to the ways in which individuals may become cut off frof:(I fall involvement 

in the wider community." . . 

During the 1980s, the concept of social exclusion came to be used increasingly along with that of 

poverty especially in the discussion ofsocial policy in Europe. It is commonly used to refer to some 

cluster of social problems associated with unemployment, low income, poor housing, deficient health, 

or social isolation. . ' · 
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Nature of Social Exclusion 

Social Exclusion Indicates Deprivation of Opportuniti"es: The concept focuses attention on 

a broad range of factors that prevent individuals or groups from having opportunities open to majority 

of the population. It md1cates that some are demed of havmg access to essential goods and services 

such as education, health, transportation, insurance, social security, banking and even access to the 

pohce or JUd1c1ary. It is not enough ifindividuals are j1,tst provided with food, clothing and shelter. A 

fuller and an active involvement in life demands greater freedom and better access to all the essentials 

of civilized life on par with all the others in the society. 

=Smtild Excl11sion isNu'74.lXidimtal :=Social excltision--in:=nmst--ofthe-eases-,-is--foond--te--he-an---in--

built mechanism to deprive a few of their social rights. It is the result of the structural features of 

society. The 'untouchables' in India, were excluded from doing many things, for example, entering 

temples, sharing food along with higher caste people, drawing water from public wells, receiving 

education on par with others, etc as a matter of caste rule. 

Social Exclusion is Involuntary : Social exclusion is practiced regardless of the wishes of 

those who are excluded. In the case of the untouchables of India, for example, it is thrusted upon 

them. They are prevented from having access to something desirable, say for example, having access 

to education, or entering religious institutions, etc. 

Prolonged Exclusion Leading to a Reaction Against Inclusion : Prolonged experience of 

discrimination and insult underwent by an excluded group often compels it to develop a reaction 

against inclusion. As a result, it may stop making attempts for inclusion. For example, the denial of 

temple entry for the dalits in India for decades together by the upper castes, may ultimately compel 

thedalltsto buildtheir own temple, or to convert to another religion like Buddhism, Christianity, or 

Islam. When once they start doing it, they may no longer desire to be included in the Hindu temple or 

religious events. [However, it cannot be concluded that all the excluded would think and act on the 

same line.]. Instances of this kind point out that social exclusion occurs regardless of the wishes of the 

excluded. 

Three Broad Overlapping Usages of the Concept 

(i) Social Exclusion in Relation to Social Rights: This usage refers to the context in which people 

are prevented from exercising their rights du~ to certain barriers or processes. 

{ii) Social Exclusion in Relation to Social lmlation: This usage throws light on the context in 

which some people or· some section of the population is kept away or distanced from others in 

most of the social dealings. Example: Practices of social discrimination and exclusiwx dwing the 

British rule in South Africa which led to the social isolation of the natives. 

(iii) Social Exclusion in Relation to Marginalisation: This usage refers to the social exclusion of 

the extreme kind in which some·are denied of opportunities and avenues under the pretext of 

educational credentials, party membership, skin colour, religious identity, proper manners and 

style oflife, social origins, etc. 

Exclusion is not Always Deprivation and Inclusion is not Always Justice: If is a common 

practice to equate exclusion with inequality, depiivation,unfiiimess and irijustice; and iftelUsion With. 

equality, fairness and justice. In our practical life this is not necessarily so. There are situations in 

which even inclusion would lead to painful experiences. For example, after successfully fighting 

against exclusions and discriminations, some women members may be recruited as employees to· a 

men-dominated company. After gettmg. mcluded or recruited also these women may find it highly 

embarrassing to work in the company which is dominated by men who are not that co-operative. 

CONCEPT OF POVERTY 

Poverty is a social problem and it is one of the manifestations of inequality. The study of 

poverty is central to any examination of social equality, including an analysis of who is poor anij the 

reasons for their poverty. 
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• Poverty refers to "A low standard of living that lasts long enough to undermine the health, 
· morale, and self respect of an individual or group of individuals". W.P. Scott- Pag~: 307. 

• Poverty refers to "A state in which resources, usurJ:lly material but sometimes cultural, are Jacking" 
- "Oxford Dictionary of Sociology" - 516. 

• "Poverty is insufficient supply of those things which are requisite for an individual to maintain 
himself and those dependent upon him in health and vigour"- Goddard. 

Absolute Poverty and Relative Poverty 

The term poverty is relative to the general standard of living in the society, the distribution of 
wealth, the status system, and social expectations. !tis common to. distinguish between absolute and 
relative defmitions of poverty. 

(i) Alisolilte Poverty: Poverty defined in absolute terms refers to a state in which the individual 
lacks the resources necessary for subsistence. 

(ii) Relative Poverty: Relative definitions of poverty, frequently favoured by sociologists, refers to 
the individuals or groups lack of resources when compared with that of other members of the 
·society - in other words, their relative standard of living. 

,Absolute povertyis often known as "subsistence poverty" for it is based on assessment of minlmum 
subs~~nce requirements such as food, clothing, shelter, health care, etc ... Subsistence de:fmiti~ns of 

\ povet;ty [or·definitions of absolute poverty] are of considerable value in examining, Third World 
poverty. Int!f,m,,ationalstudies show that the overall level of poverty measured in subsistence terms is 
very :high. Some studies suggest that almost half of those in low-income countries live in absolute 
poverty. Even in India, poverty.is still posing a challenge. As per poverty projection made for the year 
2007 by the Planning Commission of India, 220 million people [that is, 19.3% of the population] live 
below the poverty line. [For more details on poverty please read chapter No. : 42.] 

CONCEPT OF DEPRIVATION 

"Deprivation" is bn~ of the concepts closely associated with the discussions of social ~equality. 
Sociological analysis defines deprivation broadly as inequality of access to social goods. It-includes 
poverty and wider forms of disadvantage. 

• "In generql, deprivation refers to a condition in which people lack what they need." - The 
Blackwell Dictionary of Sociology- Page - 77. _ , 

e Deprivation refers to" ........... . the lack of economic and emotional supports generally accepted 
as basic essentials of human experience. These inClude income and housing, and narental care 
for children." - Collins Dictionary of Sociology - 159. 
The above mentioned defmitions make it clear tb.at some h:uman·· needs L such as in.come, care, 

sh~lter and security] are very basic and their fulfilment leads to fuller and more comfortable life 
experience. Satisfactory fulfilment of these needs is believed to contribute· to more complete 
devefopment of/the individual's potential. 

Absolute··Deprivation and Relative Deprivation 

L*6 the notion of poverty, deprivation can be viewed in absolute or relative terms . 

. :-ci.i - Absolute deprivation refers to the lack of life necessities such as food, water, shelter and fuel. It 
means the loss or absence of the means to satisfy the basic needs for survival - food, clothing and 
shelter. 

• Relative deprivation refers to deprivations experienced when individuals compare themselves 
with others. In this case, individuals who lack something compare themselves with thos~ who 
have it, and in so doing feel a sense of deprivation. Consequently, relative deprivation not only . 
involves compari~on, it is also usually defined in subjective terms, 'fhe concept is intimately 
Jinked with tha~ of"reference group" - the group with whom the individual or set of individuals 
compare themselves. 
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Deprivation or disadvantage is measured not by objective standards but by i;omparison with the 
relatively superior advantages of others, such as members of reference group with whom one desires 
to emulate. Thus, the mere millionaire can feel relatively disadvantaged among his multi-millionaire 
friends. 

The concept of relative deprivation has been used in the study of social movements and revolutions, 
where it is argued that relative, not absolute deprivation is t;nost likely to lead to pressure for change. 
The tetm "relative deprivation" was originally used by Samuel A. Stouffer in the classic socio 
psychological study "The American Soldier' [1950]. 
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IAS or UPSC Syllabus For 

Prelims on Sociology - 2008 ~ 09 

Unit I :-Basic Concepts : Society, Community, association, institution Culture, Culture change, 
diffusion, Cultural-trait, cultural relativism, ethnocentrism, acculturation. 
Social Groups-primacy, secondary and reference groups. 
Social structure, social system, social action. 
Statui> and Role, role conflict, role set. Norms and values - Conformity and deviance -
Law and custotll~-
Socio-cultural processes; socialisation, assimilation, integration, co-operation, competi
tion, conflict, accommodation, Social distance, relative deprivation. 

Unit II : Marriage, Family and Kinship : Marriage : types and norms, marriage as contract, and 
as a sacrament. 

Family : types,· functions and changes. Kinships : terms and usages, rules of residence, 
descent, Inheritance. 

Unit III : Social Stratification: Forms and functions; Caste and Class, Jajmani system, purity and 
pollution, dominant caste, sanskritisation. 

Unit IV : Types of Society: Tribal, agrarian, industrial and post-industrial. 

Unit V : Economy and Society : Man, nature and social production, economic systems of simple 
and complex societies, non-economic deteiminants of economic behaviour, market [free] 

I - . . 
economy and controlled [planned] economy. · , 

Unit VI : Industrial and Urban Society: Rural-Urban Continuum, urban growth and urbanisation
town, city and metropolis; basic features of industrial society; impacfof automation on 
society; industrialisation and environment. 

UnitVU: Social Demography: Population size, growth, composition, and distribution in India; 
components of population growth-births, deaths and migration; causes and consequences 
of population growth; population and social development population policy; 

Ufilt VIll Political frocesses : Power, authority and legitimacy; political socialisation; po-
litical modemisatiion, pressure groups; caste and politics. 

Unit IX' : Weaker Sections and Minorities : Socialjustice-equal opportunity and specil}l oppor
\tunity; protective discrimination; constitutional safeguards. 

Unit i Sodal Change : Theories of chang~; factors of change; science, technology and change. 
S.ocial Movements : Peasant Movement, Women's Movement, Backward Caste Move
ment,. Dalit Movement. 
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l.A.S. Examination .. Syllabus 2001-01 

Syllabus Prescribed by the U.P.S.C. For Civil Services Examination • 2009 

SOCIOLOGY [Main] PAPER - I 
General Sociology I foundations of Sociology I Fundamentals of Sociology 

1. Sociology - The Discipline : a) Modernity and social changes in Europe and emergence of 
sociology. b) Scope of the subject and comparison with other social sciences. c) Sociology 

"m--m••-™•H~"aiid C"Ommoil sense. ~ -- ----~--~-- ~ -™-- -----~---- --- -~---- - ~-------

2. Sociology as Science : a) Science, scientific method .and critique. b) Major theoretical strands 
ofresearchmethodology. c) Positivism and its critiqued) Fact, value andobjectivity. e) Non
positivist methodologies. 

3. Research Methods and Analysis : a) Qualitative and quantitative methods. b) Techniques 
of data collection. c) Variables, sampling,, hypothesis, reliability and validity. 

4. Sociological Thinkers: a) Karl Marx- Historical materialism, mode of production, aliena
tion, class struggle. b) Emile Durkheim - Division of labour, social fact, suicide, religion 
and society; c) Max Weber - Social action, ideal types, authority, bureaucracy, Protestant 
Ethic and. the Spirit of Capitalism. d) Talcolt Parsons - Social system, pattern variables. e) 
Robert K. Merton - Latent and manifest functions, conformity and deviance, reference 
groups. JYMead - Self and Identity. 

S. Stratification and Mobility : a) Concepts - equality, inequality, hierarchy, exclusion, pov- · 
erty and"'deprivation. b) Theories of social stratification - Structural functionalist theory, 
Marxist theory, Weberian theory. c) Diµiensions - Social stratification of class, status. group, 
gender, ethnicity and race. d) Social mobility - open and closed systems; types of mobility, 
sources and causes of mobility. 

6. Works and Econimic Life : a) Social organisation of work in diffemt types of society -
slave society, feudal society, Industrial I capitalist society. b) Formal and informal organisa~ 
tion of work. c) Labour and society. 

7. Politics and Society: a) Sociological theories of power. b) Power elite, bureaucracy, pres-
sure groups, and political parties. c) Nation, state, citizenship, democracy, civil society, ide
ology. d) Protest, agitation, social movements, collective action, revolution. 

8. Religion and Society: a) Sociological theories of religion. b) Types of religious practices; 
animism, monism, pluralism, sects, cults. c) ,Religion in modem society :_religion and sci
ence, secularization, religious revivalism, fundamentalism. 

9. . Systems of :Kinship : a) Family, household, mamage: b) Types and fonris ()f family c) Lin-
eage and descent. d) Patriarchy and sexual division oflabom. e) Contemporary trends. 

10. So~ial C~ange and Modern Society: a) Sociolpgicaltheories of social change, b) Devel
opment and dependency. c) Agents of soci.al change. d) Education and social change. e) 
Science, technology and soCial change · 
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Previous Question Papers 

1 .. 4.s. [Main] SOCIOLOGY .. 2005 
Paper - I 

Time Allowed : 3 hours 

INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Each question is printed both in Hindi and in English. 

Max. Marks;. 300 

2. Answers must be written in the medium specified in the Admission Certificate issued to you, 
which must be stated clearly on the cover of the answer-book in the space provided for the pur
pose. No marks will be given for the answers written in a medium other than that specified in the 
Admission Certificate. 

3. Candidates shou}d attempt Questions 1 and 5 which are compulsory, and any three of the remain
ing questions selecting at least one question from each Section. 

4. AU questions carry equal marks. 

. SECTION 'A' 

1. Wrjte short notes on any THREE of the following 
[Each note should. not exced 200 words] 
a) Sociology and its relationship with economics $d political science. 
!:>) Social research design. 

c) Cla~s struggle as conceived by Karl Marx. 

d) Role ofFamily in Soqial Control. 

2. Discuss Max Weber's ideal types and the role of authority in bureaucracy, 

3. Elucidate changing structure of family and marriage in modem society. 

20x3=60 

4. How is vc;:rtical and horizontal social mobility problematic in society? Suggest solutions. 

SECTION 'B' 

5. Write short notes on any THREE of the following 
[Each note should not exceed 200 words) 
a) Social determinants of economic development. 

b) Power elite in society and the emergence of new elite in power structure. 

c), Origins of religious beliefs and practices in pre~modem societies. 

d) Social consequences of science and technology .in India. 

6. Discuss modes of political participation and voting behaviur in India. 

20x3 = 60 

7. De8cribe the ideological changes that have ushered in modem society due to social movements in 
India. '' . --·· · 

8. Discuss mass education as an instrument of social change and modernization. 
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Paper - I 
Time Allowed : 3 hours 

INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Each question is printed both in Hindi and in English. 
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Max. Marks- 300 

2. Answers must be written in the medium specified in the Admission Certificate /issued to you, 
. which must be stated clearly on the cover of the answer-book in the space provided for the pur

---H---pose~No marksw1ifhe given for the answers Wrftten ina~Um oilieillifilitnat speciffe01ll1fie--

Admission Certificate. 

3. Candidates should attempt Questio~ 1and5 which are compulsory, and any three of the rel\Uiin~ 
ing questions selecting at least one question from each Section. 

4. All questions carry equal marks. 

SECTION'N 

1. Write short notes on any THREE of the following 
[Each note should notexced 200 words] 
a) Intellectual background for the emergence of sociology. 

b) Concept ofideal type and its limitations. 

c) Nuclear family and industrial society. 

d) Vertical social mobility. 

20x3 = 60 

2. Explain Karl Marx's theory of social change'. What are the reactions of functionalists to his views? 

3. What according to Emile Durkheim is the nature of relationship betweenthe indiyidual and soci
ety? Explain this with the help of his analysis of division oflabour in society. 

4 .. What a~ the reactions of Robert Merton to the functionalism pioneered by social anthropofogists 
? Indicate the limitations of his idea oflatent functions. 

SECTION'B' 

5. Write short notes on any THREE of the following 
[Each note should not exceed 200 words) 
a) Caste-system as a principle of social stratification. 

b) Structure of a social movement. 

~) Religion .and Science. 

d) Human factors involve(i.in directed social change. 

20x3--, 60 

6 .. "Educationis one of the basic ~~ti~ities for th~~~~ti~l.led existence and development ofsociety" 
. - Elaborate this statement. 

7. Explain the idea of social responsibility of science. Analyse the social consequences of develop
ment of s<;ience and technology in the context of removal of backwardness in developing socie-

8. State significance of social policy in 'SOCi:aI development. Underwhat conditions a social policy 
fails to be effective in its performance ? . 
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I.A.$. [Main] SOCIO~OGY • .. 2007 
Paper - I 

Time Allowed : 3 hours 

·INSTRUCTIONS 

1. Each question is printed both in Hindi and in English. 

!AS Questz"On Paper 

2. Answers must be written in·the medium specified in the.Admission Certificate issue~ to you, 
which must be stated clearly on the cover of the answer-book in the space provided for the pur:
pose. No marks will be given for the answers written in a medium other than' that specified in the 
Admission Certificate. · . 

3. Candidates should attempt Questions 1 and 5 which are compulsory, and any three of the remain
ing questions selecting at lea~t one question :from each Section. 

4. All questions carry equal marks. 

.S.ECTION 'A' 

1. Write short notes on any THREE of the following · 
[Each note should not exced 200 words] : 
a) Sociology as a science of society. 
b) Talcott Parsons' concept of social system 
9) Social facts · 
d) Robert Merton's views on manifest and latent functions. 

20x3= 60 

2 .. Explain.Kllrl Marx's analysis of capitalistic mode of production and class-struggle. What are the 
intellectu,al reactions to his views ? 

3. · What is.the subject- matter of Sociology according to Max Weber? Which major methods did he 
·suggest for social science research ? Illustrate your answer with his sociological contributions. 

4. Elaborate Emile Durkheim's analysis of the Elementary Forms of Religious Life and role of reli-
gion in society. How does he explain existence of religion in modem industrial societies ? · 

SECTION'B' 

S. Write short notes on any THREE of the following 
[Each note should not exceed 200 words) : 
a) Changing structµre of family. 
h-) Role - conflict and its resolution 
c) Education as an instrument of social change 
d)Featutes of Pre-Industrial economic system 

20x3= 60 

6~ Indicate social determinants of economic develOpment. Discuss any one sociological perspective 
analysin_g backWardness and poverty in the developing societies. 

7. What are thestructUral elements oj;a,.social movement? State howa social.movement comes to its 
end. Illustrate your answer wi.th example 

8; Explain the mCilJling and mo~s of political participation. ~t are the factors preventing peo
. ple's participation in polities in India ? 
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INSTRUCTIONS 

l. Each qm~stion is printed both in Hindi and in English. 
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2. Answer:- must be written in the medium specified in the Admission Certificate issu~d to you, 
..whichl!lilSt be stated clear.Iy_onJ:he_coyer_oLthe_ans.w:er,,booldnlhe_spareprovidedtcitlhe pur,,, 
pose. No marks will be given for the answers written in a medium otheli than that specified in the 
Admission Certificate. 

3. Candidates should attempt Questions 1and5 which are compulsory, and any three of the remain
ing questions selecting at least one question from each Section. 

4. All questions carry equal marks. 

SECTION 'A' 

l. Write short notes on any THREE of the following 
[Each note should not exced 200 words]: 
a) Role of values in sociological enquiry 

b) Social mobility in open and closed systems 

c) Social movement as an expressionof protest · 

d) Education as an agent of social change 

2. How is emergence of sociology linked with modernisation of Europe? 

20x3=60 

3. What is the importance of sampling in sociological studies? Distinguish between simple random 
sampling and strarified random sampling. 

4. Using Max Weber's theory, discuss what ethical and religious ideas produced capitalism in certain 
societies and how ? 

SEC'flON 'B' 

5. Write short notes on any THREE ot the following 
[Each note should not exceed 200 words] : 
a) Relevance of pattern variables in the ~tudy of social change. 

b) Mead's notion of self 

c) Importance and sources of hypotheses in social research. 

d) New :trends in the types and forms of family in· contemporary fucHa. 

20x3 = 60 

6. What i$ Merton's view ofrelat1onsh1p between soc1alstructure and deviance '! Iri whatsense 1s a 
deviant also a conformist ? 

7. In what important ways can religion be a force both for social stability and social change ? Dis-

8. How does hierarchy getbuilt into the systems ofnatural and social inequalities? 
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SOCIOLOGY' [Main] PAPER • II 
Indian Society.:· Structure And Change 

, ·A. INTRODUCING INDIAN SOCIETY 

i) Perspectives on the Study oflndian Society: a) Indology (GS. Ghurye). b) Structural func-
tionalism{M.N. Srinivas) c) Marxist sociology (AR Desai) · 

ii) Impact of colonial rule on Indian·society: a) Social background of Indian nationalism. b) 
Modernization of Indian tradition. c) Protests and movements during the colonial period. d) 
Socialrefonns~ ' 

B. SOCIALSTRUCTURE 

i) Rural and Agr·arian Social Structure : a) The idea of Indian village and village studies. b) 
Agrarian social structure "' evolution of land tenure system, land reforms. 

ii) Caste System : a) Perspectives on the study of caste systems; GS. Ghurye, M.N. sfuuvas, Louis 
Dumont, Andre Beteille. b) Features of caste system. c) Untouchability- foi:ms and perspectives. 

iii). Tribal Communities in India: a) Definitional problems. b) Geographical spread. c) Colonial. 
policies an<Ii tribes. d) Issues of integration and autonomy. 

iv)· Soci.al Classes in India : a) Agrarian class structures. b) Industrial class structure. c) Middle 
classes in India. · 

v) Systems of Kinship in India: a) Lineage and descent in India: b) Types ofkinship systems. c) 
Family and marriage in India. d) Household dimensions of the family. e) Patriarchy, entitlements ·· 
and se~ual division oflabour. · 

vi) Religion and Society: a) Religious communities in: India. b) Problems of religious minorities. 

C. SOCIAL ~HANGES IN INDIA 

i) Vision, of Social Changes in India : a) Idea of developmentplanning and mixed economy. b) 
Constitution, law and social change. c) Education and social change. 

ii) Rural and-Agrarian Transformation in India: a) Programmesof-npal development, Com
munity Development Programme, cooperatives, poverty alleviation scheme~ b) Green revolu
tion and social change, c) Changing modes of production in Indian agriculture. d) Problems of 

. rural labour, bondage, migration. · 

iii) Industrialization and Urbanisation m·India: a) Evolution of modem industry in India. b) · 
Growth of urban settlements in India. c) Worl$.g class; structure, ~owth, class mobilization. d) 
Informal sector, child labour, e) Slums.and deprivation in urban areas. . 

· iv)· Politics and Society : a)Nation, democracy and citizenship. b) Po.litical parties, pressµre groups, 
®eial and political elite. c) Regionalism and decentralisatioit of ~wer. d) Secularization. 

v) Sodal Movements in Modern India: a) Peasants and farmers moyements. b) Wqmen's mo~ 
· ment c) Backward classes & Dalit movement. d) Environmental movements. e) Ethnicity and . 

Identity movements. --

vi) Population Dynaplics: a) Population size, growth, composition and distribution. b) Compo
·. nents of population growth; birth, death, migration. c) Population policy and family pl~g. d) 

Emerging Issues : ageing, sex r~os, child and infant mortality, reproductive health._ 

vii) Challenges of Sc>cial Transformation : a) Crisis of development; displaceQient~ enVirbJJmell
tal. problems and Sustainability. b) Poverty, deprivation and . inequalities. c) Vi!)lenee against 
women. d) Caste conflicts .. e) Ethnic conflicts, communalism, religious revivaH•~ f) llliFraCY 
aqd di.sparities in education. 
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